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Abstract

We explore the gravitational wave spectrum generated by string-wall structures in an

SO(10) (Spin(10)) based scenario of pseudo-Goldstone boson dark matter (pGDM) particle.

This dark matter candidate is a linear combination of the Standard Model (SM) singlets

present in the 126 and 16 dimensional Higgs fields. The Higgs 126-plet vacuum expectation

value (VEV) 〈126H〉 leaves unbroken the Z2 subgroup of Z4, the center of SO(10). Among

other things, this yields topologically stable cosmic strings with a string tension µ ∼ 〈126H〉2.

The subsequent (spontaneous) breaking of Z2 at a significantly lower scale by the 16-plet

VEV 〈16H〉 leads to the appearance of domain walls bounded by the strings produced earlier.

We display the gravitational wave spectrum for Gµ values varying between 10−15 and 10−9

(〈126H〉 ∼ 1011 - 1014 GeV), and 〈16H〉 ∼ 0.1 - 103 TeV range (G denotes Newton’s constant.)

These predictions can be tested, as we show, by a variety of (proposed) experiments including

LISA, ET, CE and others.

All authors contributed equally.
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1 Introduction

It is widely agreed that the Standard Model (SM) does not contain a plausible dark matter

candidate which makes up close to 25% of the universe’s energy density [1]. A number of direct

detection experiments have imposed fairly stringent constraints on a variety of WIMP-like dark

matter candidates [2–4]. A pseudo-Goldstone Dark Matter (pGDM) model has attracted a fair

amount of attention in recent years with the characteristic feature that the dark matter candidate

is able to evade the direct detection constraints [5–20]. Realistic examples implementing this

scenario are based on well-known local gauge symmetries including U(1)B−L [10,11] and SO(10)

[14,15].

In the SO(10) model the dark matter candidate is a pseudo-Goldstone particle formed from

a suitable linear combination of the SM singlets contained in the Higgs 126-plet and 16-plet

fields. We briefly summarize here the salient features of this model.

1. The dark matter can decay via gauge interactions. The VEV along the SM singlet direction

in 126H should be above 1011 GeV [14,15] in order to satisfy the lifetime bound, τDM & 1027

sec [21], for decaying dark matter. The right-handed neutrinos (νCL ) acquire Majorana

masses from this VEV and it is worth noting that the above requirement 〈126H〉 & 1011

GeV from DM considerations coincides with the requirement of the right-handed neutrino

masses preferred by the fitting of neutrino data and successful leptogenesis in SO(10)

GUT [22–35].

2. The VEV of 16H should be of the order of the electroweak scale (∼ 102 − 103 GeV) for a

viable pNGB thermal dark matter. However, near the resonance region, it could increase

to ∼ 105 GeV or so, namely, 〈16H〉 /vH ' [1, 103], with vH being the VEV of the SM

Higgs [10,11,14,15].

The 126H and 16H VEVs generate composite topological structures known as domain walls

bounded by strings with a well-defined hierarchy between them. These topological defects

produce stochastic gravitational wave background [36, 37], which could be detected in many

proposed gravitational wave experiments, including LISA [38, 39], DECIGO [40], BBO [41, 42],

CE [43], ET [44], and HLVK [45].

In Sec. 2, we provide a brief outline of the model and the formation of walls bounded by

strings. Sec. 3 discusses the generation of the stochastic gravitational wave background from the

string-wall system and their observational prospects. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4.
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2 Pseudo Goldstone dark matter model and walls bounded by

strings

The scalar sector of the minimal pGDM model contains an SM-singlet complex scalar S in

addition to the SM Higgs doublet H. The scalar potential is given by [5],

V = −µ2
h|H|2 − µ2

s|S|2 + λh|H|4 + λhs|H|2|S|2 + λs|S|4 − µ′s
2
(S2 + h.c.) (1)

The Lagrangian possesses a Z2 symmetry, the subgroup of a global U(1) symmetry S → eiαS

which is softly broken by the last term in Eq. (1). As the radial component of S gets a VEV, its

angular component will be a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) due the spontaneous and

explicit breaking of the U(1) symmetry, and becomes a viable dark matter candidate stabilized

by the CP symmetry (S → S∗) [5]. The direct detection cross-section is vanishingly small in the

limit of zero momentum transfer due to its pseudo-Goldstone nature, which can alleviate the

direct detection bounds [2–4] on WIMP-like dark matter. However, the breaking of Z2 generates

stable domain walls which contradict the standard cosmology [46].

An ultra-violate (UV) completion of the minimal model with a gauge U(1)B−L was proposed

in Refs. [10, 11] with complex scalars S and Φ carrying one and two units of B − L charges

respectively. In this model, the spontaneous breaking of U(1)B−L gauge symmetry by the Φ

VEV leaves a remnant gauge Z2 symmetry and generates the soft breaking term in Eq. (1) from

the trilinear term

β(Φ†S2 + h.c.). (2)

A unified approach to implement these ideas is based on SO(10) with S ∈ 16H and Φ ∈ 126H ,

and the trilinear term arising from the coupling (126H(16H)2+ h.c.) in the scalar potential.

This realistic SO(10) model of pGDM [14,15] includes the electroweak Higgs doublet coming

from a linear combination of bi-doublets in 126H and a complex 10H . The Yukawa couplings of

the fermion 16F with 126H and 10H to produce realistic fermion masses have been extensively

studied in the literature [22–35]. A VEV along the SM singlet direction of 126H or 16H breaks

a diagonal generator orthogonal to the hypercharge (Y ) and reduces the rank of the gauge

symmetry from five to four. An example is the symmetry breaking of SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×
U(1)B−L to SU(2)L × U(1)Y , where T3R − B−L

2 is broken. The dark matter candidate is the

pseudo-Goldstone mode coming from a linear combination of the CP-odd components of the SM

singlets. The gauge boson associated with the broken generator orthogonal to the hypercharge

absorbs the massless would-be Goldstone mode.

The VEV of the SU(5) singlet component in the scalar multiplet 126H (〈126H〉 & 1011

GeV) leaves an unbroken Z2 and therefore generates topologically stable cosmic strings [47].

Subsequently, however, the VEV 〈16H〉 in the range [102, 105] GeV, breaks this Z2 symmetry,

which leads to the formation of domain walls bounded by strings [48–50]. These walls bounded

by strings are distinct, of course, from those [48] arising from the breaking of C- or D-parity

even intermediate Pati-Salam [51] or left-right symmetric gauge symmetry achieved by the VEV
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of (1, 1, 1) ∈ 54H or (1, 1, 1, 0) ∈ 210H respectively. In these latter cases, the GUT-scale strings

are produced along with topologically stable monopoles [47, 52, 53]. The strings become the

boundary of the domain walls generated during the subsequent breaking of this C-parity at an

intermediate scale [48]. In GUTs, the C-parity breaking scale is equal to or higher than the

right-handed neutrino mass scale (mR & 1011 GeV) [22]. Therefore, the proposed or ongoing

experiments, sensitive upto kHz frequency, cannot observe the gravitational waves. The breaking

of SO(10) can accommodate one or multiple intermediate gauge symmetries depending on the

choice of scalars 45H , 54H , or 210H , and the directions of the VEVs. The solution regions for

the various breaking patterns have been extensively studied in the literature (see, for example,

Refs. [54, 55] and the references therein).

3 Gravitational wave background

In this section we discuss the gravitational waves from the domain walls bounded by strings and

their observational prospects. The cosmic strings formed at 〈126H〉 have a tension (mass per

unit length) given by [56,57],

µ ' πB(
λstr

g2
str

) 〈126H〉2 , (3)

where λstr and gstr are the relevant quartic and gauge coupling constants, and the function

B(x) '

1.04 x0.195 for 10−2 . x . 102

2.4/ ln(2/x) for x . 0.01.
(4)

The tension on the domain walls (mass per unit area) associated with the breaking of Z2-

symmetry by 〈16H〉 is given by,

σ ' ξχ∆Vχ ' ξχm2
χ 〈16H〉2 ∼

√
λdw 〈16H〉3 , (5)

where ξχ is the correlation length of the pNGB field χ, ∆Vχ is the potential height along the

direction, mχ is the mass of the field, and λdw denotes the quartic coupling of the associated

radial mode field. Note that in the last expression of Eq. (5), considering the parameter space

for the right amount of dark matter as a thermal relic, we restricted ourselves to the case in

which mχ is comparable to the mass of the radial mode.

For a wall bounded by a string of radius of curvature R, the force per unit length on the

string boundary ∼ µ/R dominates over the wall tension σ for R < Rc = µ/σ. The maximum

radius of curvature R is of the order of the cosmic time t. Therefore, the string dynamics

dominates before the formation of the domain walls (tdw) until time Rc > tdw. On the other

hand, if tdw > Rc, the domain wall dynamics starts dominating right after their formation. We

define the time t∗ = max[Rc, tdw] to be the maximum timescale for domination by the string

dynamics [36, 37, 58, 59]. The cosmic strings inter-commute, form loops before t∗ with R < t∗

and can produce gravitational waves [36, 60–62]. The domain wall dynamics become dominant
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Figure 1: Comparison of Rc = µ/σ and domain wall formation time tdw as a function of the

scale 〈16H〉 for a typical value Gµ = 10−12. We see that Rc � tdw for this SO(10) model.

for t > t∗, and the string-wall networks collapse as the walls pull the strings (see Ref. [37] for a

detailed analysis).

The time for the domain wall formation tdw in the radiation-dominated universe is given by

tdw =

√
45

2π2g∗

mPl

T 2
dw

, (6)

where g∗ accounts for the effective number of massless degrees of freedom, and we take Tdw ≈
〈16H〉 /

√
λdw as the background temperature at the time of domain wall formation. We have

compared Rc and tdw in Fig. 1 with Gµ = 10−12 for the relevant range of the VEV 〈16H〉 ∈
[102, 105] GeV. Since Rc is larger than the domain wall formation time tdw, the string-wall

network starts collapsing at t∗ = Rc and loop formation ceases. After t∗ ≈ Rc, there will be

walls bounded by strings of curvature R . Rc formed on or before t∗. The maximum radius

of curvature of the wall bounded by string dominated by the wall dynamics could be Rc. The

lifetime of such an object is τws ∼ π(ΓGσ)−1, with Γ ∼ O(102) being a numerical factor [37,63]

which is not larger than the lifetime of decay τs ∼ 2π(ΓGσ)−1 of a string loop with radius

Rc. Moreover, the string-wall system oscillates relativistically after Rc and can be chopped into

smaller pieces making its lifetime much smaller. Therefore, the contribution to the gravitational

wave background will arise dominantly from the cosmic strings in the case of tdw � Rc [36,37].

The gravitational wave background is represented as a relic energy density as a function of

frequency f in the present time,

ΩGW =
1

ρc

dρGW

d log f
(7)

where ρc is the critical energy density of the present universe. The stochastic gravitational wave

background from domain walls bounded by strings is estimated in Ref. [37] as a sum of the
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Figure 2: Contribution to the gravitational wave background from decaying cosmic string loops

at different era for a typical value of Gµ = 10−12 and 〈16H〉 = 103 GeV.

contributions from normal modes given by,

ΩGW(f) =
∑
n

Ω
(n)
GW, (8)

where

Ω
(n)
GW =

1

ρc

∫ t0

tF

dt̃

(
a(t̃)

a(t0)

)5 FCeff(ti)

αt4i

(
a(ti)

a(t̃)

)3

(
1 + ξn

2πRcf
a(t̃)
a(t0)

)
ΓGµ+ α(1 + αti

2πRc
)

Γn−q

ζ(q)
Gµ2 ξn

f
θ(t∗ − ti), (9)

and a loop of initial length li = αti decays with its length (l) at any subsequent time t given by

Gµ(t− ti) =

∫ αti

l
dl′

1 + l′

2πRc

Γ(l′)
. (10)

In our case, t∗ = Rc � tdw, and therefore we have ξ = 2 and Γ ' 50 corresponding to the

pure string limit [63, 64]. We have taken F ' 0.1, α ' 0.1, Ceff = 5.7 for the radiation-

dominated universe [65–70], and q = 4/3 because of cusp domination in the gravitational wave

spectrum [71–74]. We have included the sum of normal modes upto n = 107.

Fig. 2 shows the gravitational wave background for a typical value of Gµ = 10−12 and

〈16H〉 = 103 GeV. There is a scale-invariant component (f0), an f3 power-law IR spectrum,

and f−1/3 UV tail which agrees with [37,73]. The loop formation ceases at t∗ and contribution

to the gravitational wave background at time t > t∗ comes from the decaying loops formed

before t∗. These decaying loops during t > t∗ contribute to the lower frequency region of the
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spectrum with an f3 IR tail. The UV tail arises since we assume that the network appears at

time tF = 10−22 sec as an example, enters the scaling regime soon after tF and the earliest loops

of size αtF decay at time αtF (ΓGµ)−1.
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Figure 3: Gravitational wave background from domain walls bounded by cosmic strings for Gµ

varying from 10−15 to 10−9, and the SM singlet VEV in 16H varying from 102 GeV to 105 GeV.

We have shown the sensitivity curves [75, 76] for various ongoing and proposed experiments,

namely, PPTA [77], SKA [78, 79], CE [43], ET [44], LISA [38, 39], DECIGO [40], BBO [41,

42] and HLVK [45]. For comparison, we also display the gravitational wave background from

topologically stable cosmic strings for Gµ = 10−12 in big dashed line.

Fig. 3 shows the gravitational wave background for the domain wall formation scale 〈16H〉
varying from 102 to 105 GeV, with Gµ = [10−15, 10−9], which corresponds to the breaking scales

〈126H〉 ∼ [1011, 1014] GeV. The gravitational wave background will be detected [75,76] in several

proposed experiments namely, CE [43], ET [44], LISA [38,39], DECIGO [40], BBO [41,42] and

HLVK [45], for Gµ values from 10−15 to 10−9. For comparison we show the gravitational wave

spectrum from topologically stable cosmic strings for Gµ = 10−12 in big dashed line. We can

see that the lower frequency regions in the gravitational wave spectra from walls bounded by

strings are absent since large loops with l > 2πRc cannot be formed.

4 Conclusions

Pseudo-Goldstone dark matter (PGDM) models based on realistic grand unified gauge symme-

tries such as SO(10) predict the existence of composite topological structures known as ‘walls

6



bounded by strings’. In the SO(10) model that we explore here, there exist a 126-plet as well as

16-plet of Higgs fields with suitable VEVs in order to obtain this dark matter particle. The 126-

plet VEV at an intermediate scale yields a topologically stable Z2 string, which then forms the

boundary of the domain wall created when the 16-plet acquires a VEV in the 102-105 GeV range.

We display the gravitational wave spectrum produced by this string-wall system and show that

it will be accessible in the foreseeable future at a number of proposed experiments. Finally, we

note that the string-wall topological structure is expected to be present in other realistic models

of pGDM including those based on a U(1)B−L extension of the Standard Model.
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Cosmic string cusps are sources of short-lived, linearly polarised gravitational wave bursts which
can be searched for in gravitational wave detectors. We assess the capability of LISA to detect these
bursts using the latest LISA configuration and operational assumptions. For such short bursts,
we verify that LISA can be considered as “frozen”, namely that one can neglect LISA’s orbital
motion. We consider two models for the network of cosmic string loops, and estimate that LISA
should be able to detect 1-3 bursts per year assuming a string tension Gµ ≈ 10−11 − 10−10.5 and
detection threshold SNR ≥ 20. Non-detection of these bursts would constrain the string tension to
Gµ . 10−11 for both models.

I. INTRODUCTION

The scientific objectives of the LISA mission [1], whose
launch is planned in 2037, are incredibly broad and cover,
amongst other things, the astrophysics of stellar bina-
ries, the detailed properties of black holes and tests of
General Relativity, galaxy formation and the measure-
ment of cosmological parameters (see [2–12] for recent
white papers). Furthermore, LISA may also discover new
cosmological sources of gravitational waves (GW), either
through their burst-like signal, or from their contribution
to the stochastic GW background (SGWB), or possibly
both. In this paper we focus on one such GW source,
namely cosmic strings, which are line-like topological de-
fects that may be formed in symmetry breaking phase
transitions in the early universe [13–16]. The potential
of LISA to detect cosmic strings through their contri-
bution to the SGWB was recently studied in depth in
[17]. However, as is well known, see e.g. [18, 19], cosmic
string cusps — points on the string which instantaneously
travel at the speed of light — also source GW bursts.
Whilst these have been searched for with LIGO-Virgo-
Kagra [20, 21], at LISA frequencies the existing studies
are somewhat dated, and limited to the Mock LISA Data
Challenge 3 (MLDC 3.4) [22–25]. The aim of this paper
is to reconsider the cosmic string burst signature taking
the latest LISA configuration and operation assumptions
with the most up-to-date cosmic string models. We do
not deal with the detection of these signals assuming that
the techniques similar to [24] are efficient.

We consider standard (non-current carrying) cosmic
strings parametrised by their dimensionless energy per
unit length Gµ related to the energy scale η of the phase

∗Electronic address: pierre.auclair@uclouvain.be
†Electronic address: stas@apc.in2p3.fr
‡Electronic address: quelquejay@apc.in2p3.fr
§Electronic address: steer@apc.in2p3.fr

transition by

Gµ ∼ 10−6
( η

1016 GeV

)2
. (1)

A network of cosmic strings contains both infinite strings
as well as a population of closed loops [15]. Multiple stud-
ies have shown that the network evolves to an attractor
self-similar scaling solution in which the energy density
in strings is a fixed fraction of the energy density of the
universe, and all characteristic length scales of the string
network are proportional to cosmic time t. Whereas the
scaling infinite string network leaves imprints at CMB
scales [26] with current constraints Gµ < 10−7 [27], the
GW signal is predominantly sourced by the loop distri-
bution. As loops oscillate they decay into GWs, and
since loops of different sizes are permanently sourced by
the infinite string network (from formation until today),
the produced GWs cover decades in frequency. They can
therefore be probed for by LIGO-Virgo-Kagra, LISA, and
PTA experiments. In [20, 21], the LIGO-Virgo-Kagra
collaboration has searched for both their SGWB and
burst signatures. The resulting constraints [21] depend
on the loop distribution, and are

Gµ . 9.6× 10−9 BOS Model

Gµ . 4× 10−15 LRS Model

where the LRS and BOS Models (the letters correspond
to the author’s names) refer to the two main loop dis-
tributions in the current literature, given in Refs. [28]
and [29] respectively. From the SGWB only, at PTA
frequencies, the current constraints are Gµ . 10−10 [30–
35]. In the LISA frequency band, the SGWB from cosmic
strings was recently studied in [17], where it was shown
that LISA should detect the SGWB from strings with
Gµ & O(10−17). As stated above, our aim in this paper
is to focus on the burst signature at LISA frequencies.

In section II we recall the main properties of the
beamed burst signal from cusps, including the frequency
dependence of the opening angle of the beam (which is
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β

FIG. 1: Schematic view of a cosmic string burst, with the
beaming angle θm in red and the misalignement angle β.

broader at LISA rather than LIGO frequencies, mean-
ing it is a priori easier to detect). Then in section III the
salient features of the LISA response are summarised. We
determine the cosmic string burst efficiency, namely the
probability that LISA can detect a burst of a given am-
plitude, i.e. the probability that its SNR is above a given
value SNRcut. In Section IV, we derive the rate of bursts
observable by LISA. We then evaluate the expected rate
for the LRS and BOS models in section V. We also con-
sider the case in which LISA does not detect bursts from
strings during the mission duration Tobs, leading to upper
bounds on µ. Finally, we conclude in section VI.

II. COSMIC STRING BURSTS

We start with a brief description of the GWs emitted
by cosmic string cusps, namely points on the string which
travel instantly at velocities close to the speed of light,
see [18, 19, 36] for detailed calculations.

The emission from these strong GW sources is concen-
trated in a beam, see Fig. 1, with a half-angle

θm(f) = [g2f(1 + z)`]
−1/3

, (2)

where ` is the invariant length of the loop at redshift z
containing the cusp, f is the observed GW frequency, and
g2 is a O(1) coefficient that we fixed to

√
3/4 as derived

in [19, 37]. Note that the beaming angle is limited to
θm(f) < 1. The logarithmic Fourier transform of the
cusp waveform is spread over a wide range of frequencies
following a power-law h̃(f) ∼ Af−4/3. Its amplitude is
given by

A(`, z, µ) = g1
Gµ`2/3

(1 + z)1/3r(z)
, (3)

where r(z) the proper distance to the cusp, and g1 ≈
0.85. In fact, the signal is cutoff at low frequencies by
the fundamental frequency of the loop f0 = 2/`, which
in the detector frame imposes

f > flow ≡
2

`(1 + z)
. (4)

Since the beaming angle θm becomes narrower as the fre-
quency increases, see Eq. (2), any misalignment of the

−7.5 −5.0 −2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5
Time [hours]

−0.2
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h
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)

×10−19

FIG. 2: Cusp strain in time domain computed using Eq. (7),
and fixing (see Section III) flow = f1 = 0.1mHz, fhigh = f2 =
50mHz, characteristic of LISA.

observer by a small angle β from the cusp direction re-
sults in a cutoff at high frequencies when β > θm. Hence
the observed frequency must satisfy

f < fhigh ≡
1

g2`β3(1 + z)
. (5)

As a consequence, and as the GW signal is linearly
polarized, the waveform of a cusp is only characterized
by

h̃(f) = A|f |−4/3Θ(f − flow)Θ(fhigh − f), (6)

which can also be expressed in the time domain with a
real Fourier transform

h(t) = 2A

∫ fhigh

flow

f−4/3 cos(2πft) df . (7)

This is plotted in Fig. II where, for illustrative purposes,
we have chosen values of flow and fhigh characteristic of
the LISA sensitivity band, see Section III. Finally, we
choose the convention that for a polarization angle ψ we
have in the solar system barycentre frame,

h+(t) = cos(2ψ)h(t) and h×(t) = sin(2ψ)h(t). (8)

III. LISA RESPONSE

LISA has a non-trivial response to the GW signal.
Not only is the wavelength of the GWs comparable to
the armlength, but also time-delay interferometry (TDI)
must be used. LISA’s satellites follow geodesic motion
around the sun and, as a result, the distance between
them is not equal and slowly changes in time (breath-
ing and flexing). TDI removes the laser frequency noise
by delaying and recombining individual measurements to
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reproduce the differential measurement with an equal op-
tical path (see [38] and references therein).

The duration of the GW burst from the cosmic strings
is much shorter than the orbital motion of LISA. There-
fore, with a very high precision (as we will justify later
by working in time domain), we consider LISA as static
(“frozen”), fixing its position at the maximum of the GW
signal in the time domain. Then the response becomes
a function of angular frequency ω = 2πf only, and the
Michelson X-TDI combination is given by (see Eq. (32)
of [39])

XS = ωL sin(ωL)eiωLh̃(ω/2π)
[
F+
13Υ13 − F+

12Υ12

]
, (9)

where the subscript S indicates the static-LISA approx-
imation, and the other two Michelson combinations can
be obtained by the permutation of spacecraft indices 1→
2→ 3→ 1. Note that in computing the response, we can
safely assume equal armlengths, L = L12 = L23 = L31,
the precise armlength measurement is required mainly for
the laser frequency cancellation. The F and Υ functions,
see [39], depend on the geometry and position of LISA
and on the polarization angle ψ. Note that this expres-
sion corresponds to 1.5-TDI generation [38]. The Michel-
son combinations above share one link and, therefore,
contain correlated noise. One can form noise-orthogonal
combinations referred to as A,E, T , see for example [38].
Since the response strongly suppresses the presence of
GW signal in T -combination, we compute the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) using only A,E.

Finally, we use the power spectral density SA(f) of the
LISA noise given in [39]. This includes the contribution
of galactic confusion noise, for which we have chosen the
nominal time span of the LISA mission Tobs = 4.5 years.
Note that the noise rises sharply at low frequencies (be-
low 0.1mHz) and at high frequencies (above 0.2 Hz). The
SNR is then computed in the usual way

SNR2 = 4 Re

∫ f2

f1

|Ã(f)|2 + |Ẽ(f)|2

SA(f)
df . (10)

We have chosen f1 = 0.1mHz and f2 = 50mHz reflecting
the LISA sensitivity band.

As an additional check, we have also generated the
signal in the time domain, using Eq. (8) and following
the procedure described in [39]. Namely, we first compute
the response to the GW burst for a single laser link: from
the sender (s) to the receiver (r), using

yGWrs =
Φrs(ts − ~k · ~Rs(ts))− Φrs(t− ~k · ~Rr(t))

2(1− ~k · ~nrs)
(11)

where ~Rs/r is the vector position of the sending/receiving
spacecraft, ~nrs is a unit vector along the sender-receiver

link, ~k corresponds to the direction of propagation of
the GW and Φrs is the projection of the GW strain on
the link Φrs = ~nirs~n

j
rshij . We then computed the TDI

combinations using their definition (by applying the time

delays of Eq. (14) in [39] to Eq. (11)):

X1.5 = y13 +D13y31 +D13D31y12 +D13D31D12y21

− (y12 +D12y21 +D12D21y13 +D12D21D13y31) ,

where we have used the short-hand notation for the delay
operator Dijx(t) = x(t − Lij/c). This is the Michelson
TDI-1.5 combination without any approximations. We
have evaluated the SNR according to Eq. (10) using the
full TDI and have confirmed the validity of the static
LISA approximation Eq. (9).

Due to its finite sensitivity, LISA can only detect a
fraction of the cosmic string burst directed at the instru-
ment. We assess the detection efficiency of LISA using
P (SNR > x|A, β, z), the probability that the SNR of a
GW burst with amplitude A, misalignment angle β at
redshift z is higher than a given value x. We will calcu-
late it in the following section.

IV. RATE OF BURST IN LISA

Inspired by the framework established in Ref. [37], we
first calculate the event rate Ψ for an idealised ‘perfect’
observer who can detect any signal, however weak. This
rate Ψ is given in terms of the number of bursts ν that
are emitted per cosmic time, per proper volume V (z),
per unit angle β and per unit loop length `:

Ψ(`, β, z) =
1

1 + z

∂4ν

∂β∂t∂`∂V
=

sinβ

(1 + z)`
Nc

∂2N
∂`∂V

, (12)

where we have introduced the average number of cusps
per loop oscillation Nc and the loop number density
∂2N

/
∂`∂V . In this paper, we consider two models for

the loop number density, the BOS [28, 40] and LRS
[29, 41] models. These models were considered within
the LISA collaboration [17, 42] and the LVK collabora-
tion [20, 21], and the explicit expressions for ∂2N

/
∂`∂V

may be found in the references above. Both models aim
at describing the population of sub-Hubble loops in the
universe, hence they are only valid in the range

` < αt(z), (13)

with α = O(0.1).
In order to make the connection with Section III, we

now express Ψ in terms of amplitude using Eq. (3),
namely

Ψ(A, β, z) =

∣∣∣∣ ∂`∂A
∣∣∣∣Ψ(`, β, z) =

3Nc
2A

sinβ

(1 + z)

∂2N
∂`∂V

. (14)

The fraction of events per unit time detected by LISA is
Ψ weighted by the detection efficiency of LISA,

RLISA =

∫
dz dAdβΨ(A, β, z)P (SNR > SNRcut|A, β, z).

(15)
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FIG. 3: Left panel: Detection efficiency of LISA for a burst of amplitude A = 10−21 marginalized over the sky-localization of
the source and polarization angle. Right panel: Probability that a burst with amplitude A has SNR larger than SNRcut = 20.

For simplicity, we now assume that the SNR of the burst
is entirely determined by its amplitude A, namely

P (SNR > SNRcut|A, β, z) ∼ P (SNR > SNRcut|A).
(16)

This is an exact statement for bursts that are perfect
power-laws in the frequency band of LISA

flow < f1 < f2 < fhigh. (17)

We therefore take the conservative approach to discard
all the bursts that do not satisfy Eq. (17). Note that
the choice of the arbitrary frequencies f1 and f2 has two
competing effects on the SNR and the rate of bursts.
Indeed, a wider frequency band would increase the SNR
of individual bursts, as can be seen on Eq. (10). However,
it would also discard a larger number of burst candidates
because of the condition in Eq. (17). In this analysis,
we checked that varying (f1, f2) had no strong impact on
our results.

The two inequalities in Eq. (17) can be rewritten as

1 < g2(1 + z)`f1 (18)

β < [g2`(1 + z)f2]−1/3 ≡ βup(`, z). (19)

where the first, Eq. (18), is the requirement that the
beam always remain small, θm(f) < 1, for all the fre-
quency that we consider in our frequency band [f1, f2].
Eq. (19) acts as a upper limit βup for the misalignement
angle, and together the inequalities yield

βup(`, z) <

(
f1
f2

)1/3

≈ 0.1. (20)

Note that, in earlier analyses such as in Refs. [20, 21], no
distinction was made between f1 and f2, and both were
referred to as f∗. In this case, the misalignement angle
is only bounded from above by βup(`, z) < 1.

With these conditions, the only remaining dependence
on β in Eq. (15) is the term sinβ which can easily be
integrated to give

RLISA =

∫
dz dA

3β2
upNc

4(1 + z)A

∂2N
∂`∂V

P (SNR > SNRcut|A),

(21)
using the approximation 1− cosβup ≈ β2

up/2 since βup =
O(0.1).

We determine the LISA’s efficiency (16) for a fixed
burst amplitude A as a fraction of sources distributed
uniformly on the sky and in polarization angle detectable
with the SNR greater than x, P (SNR > x|A). The re-
sult is shown in the left panel of Fig. 3 for the amplitude
A = 10−21. On the other hand, we can compute the effi-
ciency as a function of the burst amplitude while choosing
the SNR threshold SNRcut = 20. The results are shown
in the right panel; we start detecting the bursts starting
with A ≥ 8 × 10−22. The SNR threshold SNRcut = 20
was chosen based on the simple background estimation.
We have performed a matched filtering on the simulated
LISA data containing Galactic white dwarf binaries and
instrumental noise (but no bursts from cosmic strings).
We have found no events above SNR 17, justifying the
choice of our threshold. However, a more exhaustive
study using a broad prior on the bursts parameter and
realistic simulated data (with other GW sources) is re-
quired to establish the definitive value of SNRcut. Fi-
nally, we integrate Eq. (21) numerically, enforcing the
conditions Eqs. (13) and (18) in order to obtain RLISA.

V. RESULTS

The expected rate of detected bursts in LISA for the
BOS and LRS models are presented in Fig. 4 for the
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FIG. 4: Expected rate of detected bursts in LISA as a func-
tion of the string tension for models BOS and LRS. In case
LISA does not detect bursts from cosmic string cusps, the or-
ange hatched region is excluded after Tobs = 82% × 4.5 years
and the blue hatched region is excluded after Tobs = 82%×10
years.

fixed number of cusps per oscillation period1 Nc = 2.
We compute the expected detection rate for the fixed
value of string tension: Gµ = 10−10.5 for BOS model
and 10−11.1 for LRS. This tension is compatible with the
latest PTA results if we assume that the observed com-
mon red noise signal is a stochastic GW signal originating
from the string network [43]. The rate for the two models
is

RLISA

(
Gµ = 10−10.5

)
=

BOS
1 yr−1 (22)

RLISA

(
Gµ = 10−11.1

)
=

LRS
3 yr−1. (23)

In the case in which LISA does not detect bursts from
cosmic string cusps during the mission duration Tobs, one
can put upper bounds on the string tension. If we as-
sume that the probability P (n, Tobs, Gµ) to observe n
bursts during Tobs follows a Poissonian rate with mean
TobsRLISA(Gµ), i.e.

P (n, Tobs, Gµ) =
[TobsRLISA(Gµ)]n

n!
e−TobsRLISA(Gµ),

(24)
we exclude values of the string tension for which the prob-
ability of non-detection (n = 0) is smaller than 5%

TobsRLISA(Gµ) > − ln(5%) ≈ 2.99573. (25)

Given the shape of the rate RLISA(Gµ), see Fig. 4, the
constraint of Eq. (25) provides an upper bounds on the

1 For a loop of length `, this corresponds to a rate of GW emission
˙̀ = −ΓGµ with Γ ≈ 50 [17, 31].

string tension. It is also clear that the bounds on the
string tension Gµ will depend on the mission’s operating
time. The shaded area in Fig. 4 intersecting the expected
rate indicates the upper bound on the tension.

We consider two LISA observation scenarios each with
a 82% duty cycle: (i) Nominal mission duration of 4.5
years, and (ii) Extended mission duration of 10 years.
In the case of no detection, we will be able to set the
constraints on Gµ for nominal and extended mission
periods as given in Table I.

Nominal Extended

BOS Model Gµ < 3 × 10−11 Gµ < 2 × 10−11

LRS Model Gµ < 4 × 10−12 Gµ < 3 × 10−12

TABLE I: 95% confidence upper bound on the string ten-
sion from the non-detection of GW cosmic string cusp event
for ’Nominal’ (4.5 years) and ’Extended’ (10 years) mission
duration and duty cycle 82%.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have assessed the capability of the most recent con-
figuration of LISA to detect GW bursts originating from
the cosmic string cusps. We have confirmed the validity
of the ”frozen” LISA approximation (Eq. (9)) by compar-
ing the results with the full LISA response calculations.

As such, this work completes previous analysis of GW
signals from cosmic strings that focused mainly on the
stochastic GW background or on bursts in the LIGO fre-
quency band. Whereas the stochastic GW background
from strings will be detectable with LISA for Gµ & 10−17

[17], we have shown that only the GW bursts from the
strings with tension Gµ & 10−11-10−12 could be detected
with SNR above 20.

However, we should say that this is not a fair compar-
ison. In order to detect the stochastic GW signal, we
need to detect and accurately characterize (to minimize
the residuals) all resolvable signals. This is quite a chal-
lenging task. On other hand, we need to confirm by a
more detailed study the SNR threshold for a reliable de-
tection of astrophysical GW bursts. This threshold will
also depend on our abilities to disentangle GW bursts
from the instrumental and environmental glitches (noise
artifacts). Some preliminary study was already done in
this direction [44, 45] which use the different way glitches
and GW signals impact the TDI.

The current bounds on the string tension set by the
several PTA collaborations are Gµ . 10−10, which is
higher than what is required for detectable bursts, there-
fore leaving a window for the discovery of strings in the
LISA band. In the next decade that remains before the
launch of LISA, bounds on Gµ from PTA experiments
are likely to become more stringent or to raise great ex-
citement if the common-red-process is confirmed to be a
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stochastic background of GWs.
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Abstract

Single field models of inflation capable to produce primordial black holes usually

require a significant departure from the standard, perturbative slow-roll regime. In

fact, in many of these scenarios, the size of the slow-roll parameter |η| becomes

larger than one during a short phase of inflationary evolution. In order to develop

an analytical control on these systems, we explore the limit of |η| large, and promote

1/|η| to a small quantity to be used for perturbative expansions. Formulas simplify,

and we obtain analytic expressions for the two and three point functions of curvature

fluctuations, which share some of the features found in realistic inflationary models

generating primordial black holes. We study one-loop corrections in this frame-

work: we discuss criteria for adsorbing ultraviolet divergences into the available

parameters, leaving log-enhanced infrared contributions of controllable size.

1 Introduction and Conclusions

Identifying the nature of dark matter is one of the most challenging open problems in

cosmology [1]. A fascinating possibility is that dark matter is made of primordial black

holes (PBH) [2–5], forming from the collapse of high density fluctuations produced during

cosmic inflation: see e.g. [6–12] for reviews. In order for producing PBH, the size of the

inflationary curvature fluctuation spectrum needs to increase by around seven orders of

magnitude, from large to small scales. This condition is not possible to achieve within a

controlled slow-roll expansion in single-field inflation [13]: a departure from the standard

slow-roll conditions is needed. In several single-field realizations of PBH scenarios, the

size |η| of the second slow-roll parameter becomes larger than one during a brief phase of

non-slow-roll evolution (from now on, NSR). Such brief NSR era should last few e-folds

∆NNSR of expansion. Examples are ultra-slow-roll models [14–16], where η = −6, and

constant roll models [17–19], where |η| can be larger or smaller than 6, depending on

the properties of the inflationary potential. In these cases, the evolution of fluctuations

challenges analytical investigations, since the slow-roll expansion breaks down. Wands

duality [20] can be of help in the ultra-slow-roll case, but still care is needed in connecting

slow-roll to NSR eras. Oftentimes, a numerical analysis is needed.

In this work, we consider large values for the slow-roll quantity |η|, and use the inverse

1/|η| as expansion parameter. A large value of |η| is not inconceivable to obtain at the
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price of tunings, for example in constant roll systems. Here we are not interested in

model building, but in investigating the consequences of a large |η| limit for the dynamics

of fluctuations. When working at leading order in 1/|η| formulas simplify, and we obtain

analytic expressions for the two and three point functions of curvature fluctuations. These

analytic results can be useful to get insights on the properties of curvature fluctuations

in PBH scenarios, as well as understanding the physical consequences of a rapid growth

of the curvature spectrum from large to small scales.

This idealized, large-|η| limit has some intriguing analogy with the large-N limit of

SU(N) QCD, a model introduced by ’t Hooft [21] in a particle physics context. N being

the number of colors, the field-theory analysis can be carried on using a perturbative 1/N

expansion, and simplifies in a large-N limit. Real world QCD has N = 3 colors only, yet

the results of an 1/N expansion catch various important properties of standard QCD: we

refer the reader to chapter 8 of [22] for a pedagogical survey. Calling g the QCD coupling

constant, and N the number of colors, ’t Hooft finds convenient to take the simultaneous

limits g → 0, N → ∞, and gN2 fixed [21]. Analogously, in PBH forming scenarios, it

is convenient to consider the limit of vanishing e-folds of NSR expansion, ∆NNSR → 0,

and at the same time taking |η| → ∞, keeping fixed the product (∆NNSR|η|). As we

will learn, this product is associated with the growth of the spectrum from large to small

scales. Keeping (∆NNSR|η|) fixed, and expanding in 1/|η|, the formulas for the curvature

fluctuation n-point functions become easier to deal with.

Having analytical control on a perturbative expansion in 1/|η| allows us to address the

issue of loop corrections, a topic that recently raised much attention after the important

papers [23, 24] appeared. As pointed out in [23], the same mechanisms that causes the

curvature spectrum growth, as needed for producing PBH, also amplify the effects of loop

corrections to the curvature power spectrum. Their size can become so large to invalidate

a perturbative loop expansion. Many solutions and new perspectives have recently pointed

out [25–36]. In the framework of a large |η| expansion, we show that loop corrections can

be placed under control, at least at the large scales that can affect CMB physics. We

regularize loop integrals by means of ultraviolet and infrared cut-offs, and analytically

compute the effects of loops in a large |η| regime. The resulting ultraviolet divergences

can be adsorbed into physically measurable quantities corresponding to the amplitude and

the large-scale tilt of the spectrum. We are left with log-enhanced infrared contributions,

whose size is small at large scales.

We hope that the tool of an 1/|η| expansion, although idealized, can lead to analytical

insights allowing to further investigate properties of the dynamics of curvature fluctuations

in PBH scenarios. It will be interesting to further apply this method to related topics, as

the behaviour of higher order n-point functions, and their corresponding loop corrections

in a large |η| limit. Having analytic expressions for the primordial correlators can also

be useful for investigating the actual process of PBH formation in the post-inflationary

universe, as well as the generation of second-order gravitational waves from enhanced

curvature spectra: see respectively e.g. [37] and [38] for reviews. We leave these topics to

future investigations.
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2 System under consideration

We consider single field models of inflation with canonical kinetic terms. Around a con-

formally flat cosmological metric, ds2 = a2(τ) (−dτ 2 + d~x2), the quadratic action for the

curvature perturbation in Fourier space reads (we set the Planck mass to unity)

Squad =
1

2

∫
dτ d3k z2(τ)

[
ζ ′2k (τ) + k2ζ2

k(τ)
]
, (2.1)

where the pump field z(τ) is given by

z(τ) = a(τ)
√

2ε(τ) . (2.2)

The definitions of Hubble and slow-roll parameters are

H(τ) =
a′(τ)

a2(τ)
; ε(τ) = − H ′(τ)

a(τ)H2(τ)
; η(τ) =

ε′(τ)

a(τ)H(τ) ε(τ)
. (2.3)

We assume that the first slow-roll parameter ε(τ) remains small during the entire duration

of inflation, which takes place for negative conformal time τ ≤ τ0 = 0. We also assume

that the second parameter η(τ) remains small for negative values of τ , a part from a brief

time interval τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2 during which η is negative and its size |η| becomes larger than

one. (See the brief discussion in Section 1.) During this short phase, which we call non-

slow-roll (NSR) period, we can not make a perturbative slow-roll expansion in |η|: other

methods are needed to tackle the evolution of fluctuations. In this work, we explore the

possibility to consider the inverse 1/|η| as a convenient expansion parameter for pursuing

analytical considerations. But before discussing the role of the |η| parameter, we first

examine a quantity related with the duration of NSR phase. We build a dimensionless

positive parameter ∆τ , as

∆τ = −τ2 − τ1

τ1

, (2.4)

and we require that ∆τ � 1. This condition implies that the duration of the NSR phase

is short with respect to the typical time-scales one encounters in treating the system, as

e.g. |τ1| which controls the onset of the NSR phase. A short duration of non-slow-roll

phase is demanded by the requirement to avoid excessive stochastic effects [39–41]. Since

we assume that the slow-roll parameter ε(τ) remains always small during inflation, we

consider for simplicity the limit of pure de Sitter expansion, with a(τ) = −1/(H0τ) and

H0 constant during inflation. If the interval ∆τ of eq (2.4) is small, this parameter has a

physical interpretation in terms of a (small) number ∆NNSR of e-folds of NSR evolution:

∆NNSR = ln

(
a(τ2)

a(τ1)

)
= ln

(
τ1

τ2

)
= ln

(
1

1−∆τ

)
' ∆τ , (2.5)

where in the next-to-last equality we used the definition (2.4), and in the last equality we

expanded for small ∆τ .
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In the regime of ∆τ � 1 we can use the results of [42] (reviewed in the technical

Appendix A): we write the solution for the mode function of the curvature perturbation

ζκ(τ) in Fourier space during different epochs in the inflationary evolution. We define the

pivot scale

k? = 1/|τ1| , (2.6)

corresponding to modes leaving the horizon at the onset of the NSR era. We express our

formulas in terms of dimensionless momentum scales, as follows:

κ ≡ −kτ1 = k/k? . (2.7)

Our expressions simplify with this notation, as we can easily identify modes with κ ∼ 1

which cross the horizon at epochs corresponding to the NSR phase. For this reason, we

adopt from now on the dimensionless definition (2.7) when treating momenta.

The mode function ζκ(τ) acquires its usual profile matching the Bunch-Davies vacuum

at short distances:

ζκ(τ) = −i H0 (−τ1)3/2

√
4ε1 κ3/2

(
1− iτ

τ1

)
e
iκτ
τ1 ; τ ≤ τ1 (2.8)

for conformal times τ ≤ τ1, since at early times the modes do not yet experience the

NSR evolution. In the previous equation, H0 is the constant Hubble parameter during

inflation, and

ε1 = ε(τ1) (2.9)

is the value of the first slow-roll parameter at τ = τ1.

For later times τ2 ≤ τ ≤ τ0 during inflation, instead, the profile of the mode function is

modified by the effects of the NSR era. See Appendix A, where we include the behaviour

of the mode function in the interval τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2 that we do not need in the main text.

(Sufficient to say that the mode functions, with their first derivatives, are continuous at

the transition between slow-roll and non-slow-roll eras.) We find

ζk(τ) = −i H0 (−τ1)3/2

√
4ε1 κ3/2

[
C1(κ)

(
1− iτ

τ1

)
e
iκτ
τ1 + C2(κ)

(
1 +

iτ

τ1

)
e
−iκτ

τ1

]
; τ2 ≤ τ ≤ τ0

(2.10)

with (recall the definition of ∆τ in eq (2.4))

C1(κ) = 1− η

8(1−∆τ)2 κ2

[
1− e2iκ∆τ − 2κ∆τ (i− 2κ(1−∆τ))

]
, (2.11)

C2(κ) =
η e2i(1−∆τ)κ

8(1−∆τ)2 κ2

[
1− 2iκ− e2iκ∆τ (1− 2iκ(1−∆τ))

]
, (2.12)

and

η = lim
τ→τ+1

η(τ) . (2.13)

From now on, the quantity η refers to the definition (2.13), i.e. the value of the time-

dependent η(τ) evaluated at the beginning of the NSR era. Notice that in the limit of
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negligible η → 0, the two mode functions (2.8) and (2.10) coincide. Instead, if |η| is large

in size, the scale dependence of the mode functions (2.8) and (2.10) differs considerably.

This leads to the opportunity of increasing the size of the curvature spectrum at small

scales, as required by primordial black hole production. In what comes next, we examine

this possibility.

3 The two-point function of curvature fluctuations

In this section we show how a suitably defined large-|η| limit allows us to analytically

capture the scale dependence of the spectrum of curvature fluctuations. Starting from

the mode functions obtained in the previous Section, we quantize the system starting

from the quadratic action (2.1) for curvature fluctuations. See e.g. [43] for a textbook

discussion. We can easily compute the two-point function 〈ζκ(τ0) ζ∗κ(τ0)〉 of curvature

perturbations evaluated at the end of inflation, τ = τ0 = 0, and the corresponding power

spectrum (recall our definition (2.7) of dimensionless scale κ)

P(κ) ≡ κ3

2π2(−τ1)3
〈ζκ(τ0) ζ∗κ(τ0)〉′ , (3.1)

where a prime indicates the two-point function omitting the momentum-conserving delta

functions. At very large scales, κ→ 0, one finds the usual expression

P0 = lim
κ→0
Pκ =

H2
0

8π2ε1
, (3.2)

with the scale of P0 of order 10−9 to match CMB normalization. Since large scale modes

leave the horizon much earlier than the NSR era, they are unaffected by it. It is convenient

to compute the dimensionless ratio Π(κ) (see [42]) between the power spectrum (3.1)

evaluated at scale κ, versus the large-scale spectrum P0 in eq (3.2). We find

Π(κ) ≡ Pκ
limκ→0Pκ

= |C1(κ) + C2(κ)|2 , (3.3)

with the scale-dependent C1,2(κ) given in eqs (2.11), (2.12). Such ratio can be considered

as a dimensionless power spectrum evaluated at the end of inflation, which singles out

the overall amplitude P0 at large scales, and encampsulates the rich scale dependence

of the spectrum evolving from large to small scales. We plot Π(κ) in Figure 1, left

panel, for a representative choice of parameters capable to enhance the spectrum at small

scales. Physically, the scale dependence of the spectrum is due to the brief NSR phase

of inflationary evolution. The NSR era is able to excite the would-be decaying mode

at superhorizon scales, which starts to actively participate to the dynamics of curvature

fluctuations. See e.g. [12] for a recent review. Notice that the spectrum has a pronounced

dip at intermediate scales, due to a disruptive interference between the growing and

decaying modes of the curvature fluctuation at super-horizon scales. The dip is followed

by a steady growth (with slope κ4 as first shown in [44]) until it reaches a maximal
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Figure 1: Left panel: Plot of the dimensionless power spectrum Π(κ) as defined in eq (3.3):

we choose the values |η| = 104 and ∆τ = 0.2 for the free parameters. Right panel: the black

line is the same as left panel. The dashed red line represents the spectrum Π̂(κ) of eq (3.7),

choosing the value Π0 = 1250 for the single free parameter. See the discussion after eq (3.8).

Notice that the maximal values of the spectrum occur around the onset of non-slow-roll phase,

for κ ∼ O(1).

amplitude. See also [45] for a detailed analysis of the shape of the curvature power

spectrum in PBH forming scenarios.

It is particularly interesting to evaluate the value of Π(κ) at very small scales, κ→∞,

which informs us on the total amount of the growth of the spectrum. See Figure 1, left

panel. Plugging into (3.3) the expressions for C1,2 of eqs (2.11), (2.12) and taking the

small-scale limit, we find

lim
κ→∞

Π(κ) =

(
1 + (|η|/2− 1) ∆τ

1−∆τ

)2

,

≡ (1 + Π0)2 , (3.4)

where in the second line we introduce a constant parameter Π0 controlling the enhance-

ment of the spectrum from large to small scales (Π0 = 0 means no enhancement). We

would like a large enhancement of the spectrum at small scales for producing PBH. Since

we are in a regime of small ∆τ , as discussed in Section 2, we need to consider large values

for the parameter |η| during the NSR period (we make the hypothesis that η is negative,

hence the absolute value). In fact, in the limit of |η| large and ∆τ small, expression (3.4)

simplifies to

Π0 '
|η|∆τ

2
. (3.5)

The combination (3.5), as well as the considerations above, motivates us to take the

simultaneous limits:

|η| � 1 ; ∆τ � 1 ; keep Π0 fixed . (3.6)
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This is reminiscent of the ’t Hooft limit one encounters in particle physics [21], as explained

in Section 1. In fact, combining |η| and ∆τ into the fixed quantity Π0 allows us to

consistently perform expansions in the small parameter 1/|η|, maintaining at the same

time control on the effects of the NSR through the quantity Π0. In most PBH scenarios

we aim to a total enhancement of the order 106 − 107 in eq (3.4). Then the quantity Π0

results by itself large, of order 103 − 104.

Adopting the limits of eq (3.6), the expression for the ratio (3.3) simplifies. We

substitute ∆τ = 2Π0/|η| in eq (3.3), and expand for large values of |η| keeping Π0 fixed.

At leading order in this expansion, we obtain

Π̂(κ) = 1− 4κΠ0 cosκ j1(κ) + 4κ2 Π2
0 j

2
1(κ) , (3.7)

where a hat indicates that we only include the leading order in an expansion in 1/|η|,
following the conditions of eq (3.6). The spherical Bessel function j1(κ) is given by

j1(κ) =
sinκ

κ2
− cosκ

κ
; j1(κ� 1) =

κ

3
− κ3

30
+O(κ5) . (3.8)

We represent formula (3.7) in Figure 1, right panel, in comparison with the result obtained

by the more accurate formula (3.3). The latter, plotted in the left panel of the figure,

makes use of a small ∆τ limit only, without the further expansion in 1/|η| of eq (3.6).

The resulting profile of the spectrum is very similar in both cases, at least in the regime

κ ≤ 5, indicating that the limits of eq (3.6) give trustable results for the spectrum at least

at relatively large scales. It is not difficult to use eq (3.7) to analytically determine the

position of the dip, finding agreement with other works in the literature [42].

It is remarkable to obtain such a simple formula (3.7) for the scale dependence of the

curvature power spectrum, whose momentum profile shares features with more realistic

PBH models discussed in the literature. This formula depends on a single free parameter

Π0. Besides parameterizing the total enhancement of the spectrum, this quantity also

governs the scale dependence of the spectrum at large scales. Expanding (3.7) up to κ2:

Π̂(κ) = 1− 4 Π0

3
κ2 +O(κ4) , (3.9)

making manifest the role of Π0 in controlling the deviations from a flat spectrum. We can

be more precise and analytically compute the spectral index associated with eq (3.7):

n̂s(κ)− 1 ≡ d ln Π̂(κ)

d lnκ
, (3.10)

=
2κΠ0 [(1− 2κ2) sin (2κ)− 2κ cos (2κ)]

κ2 + 4κΠ0 cosκ (κ cosκ− sinκ) + 4Π2
0 (κ cosκ− sinκ)2

− Π2
0 [4− (4− 8κ2) cos (2κ) + 4κ(κ2 − 2) sin (2κ)]

κ2 + 4κΠ0 cosκ (κ cosκ− sinκ) + 4Π2
0 (κ cosκ− sinκ)2 . (3.11)

The rich dependence in momentum scale of the spectral index in eq (3.11) reflects the

scale dependence of the spectrum in Fig 1. We represent it in Fig 2 for a range of momenta
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Figure 2: The spectral index as given in eq (3.11), choosing Π0 = 1250.

going from the dip position to small scales. Comparing Figures 1 and 2, we notice that,

after the dip position, the maximal growth slope of the spectrum is ns − 1 ≤ 4. This

agrees with the more sophisticated analysis [44] based on complete expressions for the

curvature power spectrum, outside the large |η| limit we consider here.

4 The three-point function of curvature fluctuations

We now apply the previous set-up to the study of three-point function of curvature fluc-

tuations, evaluated at the end of inflation. This quantity controls the non-Gaussianity

of curvature fluctuations in PBH scenarios. We assume that the slow-roll parameter ε(τ)

remains always small, while η(τ) experiences a sharp transition between the slow-roll and

non-slow-roll phases, at τ = τ1 and τ = τ2. The n-point functions of ζ can be computed

using the in-in formalism [46–48]. Let O(τ) the operator one wishes to determine (for

us, the three-point function 〈ζκ1(τ0)ζκ2(τ0)ζκ3(τ0)〉), and Hint the interaction Hamiltonian.

We map the time evolution of the operator from the initial
∣∣in〉 vacuum up to the time the

operator O(τ) is evaluated, and then we map back to the
∣∣in〉 vacuum again. In formulas:

〈in
∣∣∣T̄ e−i ∫ Hint(τ

′)dτ ′ O(τ)Tei
∫
Hint(τ

′)dτ ′
∣∣∣in〉. In our case, since we focus on sudden transi-

tions, there is a single dominant contribution to the interaction Hamiltonian [23,24], which

can be extracted from the third-order action of perturbations in single field inflation [46]:

Hint = −1

2

∫
d3x a2(τ)ε(τ) η′(τ) ζ2(τ, ~x) ζ ′(τ, ~x) . (4.1)

We assume that |η| is negligible during slow-roll evolution (τ < τ1 and τ2 < τ < τ0) while

it is large during the intermediate NSR phase, τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2. We adopt a sharp-transition

Ansatz [24] for the time-derivative of η(τ)

η′(τ) = ∆η [−δ(τ − τ1) + δ(τ − τ2)] . (4.2)
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where the times τ1,2 correspond to the onset and end of the NSR phase during inflation.

Soon we will discuss a criterium to select the constant ∆η. But first, we apply the

aforementioned in-in approach with the interaction Hamiltonian (4.1), and eq (4.2). The

curvature three-point function, evaluated at the end of inflation τ0(= 0), results [24]

〈ζκ1(τ0)ζκ2(τ0)ζκ3(τ0)〉′ =

−2∆η
(
ε(τ2)a2(τ2) Im

[(
ζκ1(τ0)ζ∗κ1(τ2)

) (
ζκ2(τ0)ζ∗κ2(τ2)

) (
ζκ3(τ0)∂τ2ζ

∗
κ3

(τ2)
)]
− (τ2 → τ1)

)
+perms . (4.3)

where recall that the prime means that we understand the momentum-conserving delta

functions. In the squeezed limit, eq (4.3) reduces to

lim
κ1→0;κ2'κ3

〈ζκ1(τ0)ζκ2(τ0)ζκ3(τ0)〉′

= − 4∆η ε(τ2)a2(τ2) |ζκ1(τ0)|2 |ζκ2(τ0)|2

×
{

Im

[
ζ2
κ2

(τ0)

|ζκ2(τ0)|2
ζ∗κ2(τ2)(ζ ′κ2(τ2))∗

]
− ε(τ1)a2(τ1)

ε(τ2)a2(τ2)
Im

[
ζ2
κ2

(τ0)

|ζκ2(τ0)|2
ζ∗κ2(τ1)(ζ ′κ2(τ1))∗

]}
.

(4.4)

The squeezed limit refers to modes with very large momenta κ1 which leave the horizon

much earlier than the onset of the non-slow-roll (NSR) phase. When selecting large-

scale modes with κ2 small, also far from the NSR epoch, we do expect that the standard

Maldacena consistency relation [46] holds. Namely

lim
κ1→0;κ2'κ3

〈ζκ1(τ0)ζκ2(τ0)ζκ3(τ0)〉′ = −(ns(κ2)− 1) |ζκ1(τ0)|2 |ζκ2(τ0)|2 . (4.5)

We substitute our expressions for the mode functions in eq (2.10), and take the small κ2

limit. Using the results of Section 3 for computing the spectral index, the two expressions

(4.4) and (4.5) match once we select a certain value for the parameter ∆η which enters in

the Ansatz (4.2). Neglecting contributions that vanish in the large-|η| limit, we find the

requirement

∆η =
|η|

(1 + Π0)
+

Π0(12 + 34Π0 + 25Π2
0)

2(1 + Π0)2(1 + 2Π0)
, (4.6)

as well as the expected condition 1

ε(τ1)a2(τ1)

ε(τ2)a2(τ2)
= 1 + 2Π0 . (4.7)

1In fact, we are working in a regime of large |η| and very small ∆τ , as dictated by relations (3.6).
Hence, we obtain

ε(τ1) a2(τ1) = ε(τ2) a2(τ2)

(
1 + τ1

ε′(τ1)

ε(τ1)
∆τ

)(
1 + 2τ1

a′(τ1)

a(τ1)
∆τ

)
,

= ε(τ2) a2(τ2) (1 + τ1 a(τ1)H(τ1) (η + 2) ∆τ) ,

= ε(τ2) a2(τ2) (1− (η + 2) ∆τ) ,

= ε(τ2) a2(τ2) (1 + 2Π0) ,

in agreement with condition (4.7).
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Figure 3: Left panel Check of Maldacena consistency relation for the squeezed limit of the

three point function. Black line: the quantity 1 − ns. Red dashed line: the squeezed limit of

the three-point function of eq (4.4) (we omit the factors |ζκ1(τ0)|2 |ζκ2(τ0)|2). We use the mode

functions in eqs (2.10), and choose the values |η| = 104.1, ∆τ = 0.002. Right panel: Plot of

the scale dependence of the equilateral three-point function, the quantity −feq/Π
3
0, as defined

in the main text, eq (4.8). The profile is remarkably similar to the power spectrum of Fig 1.

Interestingly, although the constant ∆η has been fixed to satisfy Maldacena condition

in the small-κ2 limit, the resulting expression (4.4) for the squeezed three-point function

that matches well with single-field Maldacena consistency relation also for larger scales:

see Fig 3, left panel, which is also in agreement with [49, 50]. The resulting squeezed

non-Gaussianity is strongly scale-dependent [51,52].

The squeezed limit of the three-point function, as in eq (4.4), is not the only interesting

configuration. From the complete expression for the three-point function, eq (4.3), we can

also consider other shapes. For example, let us consider the equilateral limit κi = κ for

i = 1, 2, 3. In Fig 3, right panel, we represent the value for the three-point function as

a function of the dimensionless scale κ, divided by the square of the large-scale power

spectrum, eq (3.2) (we further divide it by Π3
0). Namely,

feq(κ)

Π3
0

≡ 〈ζκ(τ0)ζκ(τ0)ζκ(τ0)〉′

Π3
0P2

0

. (4.8)

This quantity aims to capture the scale-dependence of the non-Gaussian equilateral limit

[53], analogously to the scale-dependent part of the power spectrum of eq (3.2). Remark-

ably, the profile of the scale-dependence for the equilateral shape (changing its overall

sign) is similar to the profile of the scale-dependent power spectrum: compare Fig 1 with

Fig 3, right panel. It would be interesting to find a physical reason for this result.

The non-Gaussianity of curvature fluctuations in PBH scenarios is an important ob-

servable with several phenomenological ramifications for PBH formation [54–58]. We refer

the reader to [59] for a recent comprehensive analysis, and further references therein.
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5 Loop corrections

In this section we apply the previous tools to study loop contributions to the inflationary

power spectrum [60–64]. In developing our arguments, we closely follow the clear technical

discussion of [24], but we make use of our large |η| expansion, and the corresponding

solutions for the mode functions discussed in Section 2. We are especially interested in

examining the physical implications of large loop corrections in our approach, and the

role of the scale dependence of the spectrum. Moreover, we discuss a proposal to adsorb

quadratic ultraviolet divergences into the available bare parameters in a large |η| limit,

at least at large scales relevant for CMB physics. We are left with log-enhanced, infrared

effects whose size is small at large scales. This is an important step in order to clarify the

relation between loops and physically measurable quantities.

The interaction Hamiltonian that we consider is given in eq (4.1); as in Section 4, we

focus on a sharp transition between slow-roll regimes and an intermediate non-slow-roll

regime for τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2. We consider for definiteness the two-point function of curvature

fluctuations in momentum space, evaluated at the scale p (dimensionless in the sense

that the momentum is multiplied by −τ1, as in eq (2.7)). The corresponding 1-loop

contributions can be found utilising the in-in formalism. We follow [24]: loop corrections

are conveniently decomposed as

〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉loop = 〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉(1,1) + 2 Re
[
〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉(2,0)

]
, (5.1)

where

〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉(1,1) =
1

4

∫ τ0

−∞
dτa a

2(τa) ε(τa) η
′(τa)

∫ τ0

−∞
dτb a

2(τb) ε(τb) η
′(τb)

×
∫

Π6
i=1

d3ki
(2π)3

δ3(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3) δ3(~k4 + ~k5 + ~k6)

×〈ζ ′~k1(τa)ζ~k2(τa)ζ~k3(τa)ζ~p(τ0)ζ−~p(τ0)ζ ′~k4(τb)ζ~k5(τb)ζ~k6(τb)〉 , (5.2)

and

〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉(2,0) = −1

4

∫ τ0

−∞
dτa a

2(τa) ε(τa) η
′(τa)

∫ τ0

−∞
dτb a

2(τb) ε(τb) η
′(τb)

×
∫

Π6
i=1

d3ki
(2π)3

δ3(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3) δ3(~k4 + ~k5 + ~k6)

×〈ζ~p(τ0)ζ−~p(τ0)ζ ′~k1(τa)ζ~k2(τa)ζ~k3(τa)ζ
′
~k4

(τb)ζ~k5(τb)ζ~k6(τb)〉 . (5.3)

From now on, to simplify the calculations we focus on a large-scale regime where the

size of the external momentum p is much smaller than the momenta ki over which we

integrate [23,24]. This allows to simplify formulas substituing k − p ' k, and permits us

to obtain analytic results. We will discuss in due course the limitations we should impose

on p for satisfying this condition, and their physical implications.
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Substituting our Ansatz (4.2) in the case a sharp transition at the times τ1 and τ2

between slow-roll and non-slow-roll phases, the result acquires the following structure [24]

〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0)〉loop =
(
2ε(τ2)a2(τ2)

)2
∆η2 |ζ~p(τ0)|2

×
∫

d3k

(2π)3

[
|ζ~k(τ2)|2 Im(ζp(τ2)ζ ′∗p (τ2)) Im(ζk(τ2)ζ ′∗k (τ2))

−4
ε(τ1)a2(τ1)

ε(τ2)a2(τ2)
Im(ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ2)) Im(ζ ′k(τ2)ζk(τ2)ζ∗k(τ1)ζ ′∗k (τ1))

−2
ε(τ1)a2(τ1)

ε(τ2)a2(τ2)
Im(ζp(τ2)ζ ′∗p (τ2)) Im(ζ2

k(τ2)ζ∗k(τ1)ζ ′∗k (τ1))

+
ε2(τ1)a4(τ1)

ε2(τ2)a4(τ2)
|ζ~k(τ1)|2 Im(ζp(τ1)ζ ′∗p (τ1)) Im(ζk(τ1)ζ ′∗k (τ1))

]
. (5.4)

Since the integrand functions are rotationally invariant, the three-dimensional integrals

over internal momenta can be decomposed into integrals over the real line as∫
d3k

(2π)3
(. . . ) =

∫ µ/|η|1/2

ΛIR/|η|1/2

k2 dk

2π2
(. . . ) +

∫ ΛUV/|η|1/2

µ/|η|1/2

k2 dk

2π2
(. . . ) (5.5)

with ΛIR and ΛUV corresponding to a very small infrared (IR) and a very large ultra-

violet (UV) cut-off 2. They are dimensionless quantities, obtained multiplying physical

momentum scales with |τ1|, as in eq (2.7). For convenience, as a technical device we

rescale the extrema of integration by 1/|η|1/2, to simplify our results in a large |η| limit.

The intermediate dimensionless scale µ is introduced in order to physically separate the

loop corrections in an IR part (the first integral in eq (5.5)) and a UV part (the second

integral). We can think of µ ∼ 1 as a scale where NSR effects take place. This separation

will be essential for our arguments.

We decompose the resulting power spectrum at the end of inflation τ0 = 0 as a tree

level and a loop part

Ptot(p) =
p3

2π2(−τ1)3
〈ζp(τ0)ζ∗p (τ0) = P0 Π̂(p)

[
1 + LIR

loop + LUV
loop

]
, (5.6)

with P0 the amplitude of the large scale tree-level power spectrum as in eq (3.2), and

Π̂(p) is the momentum-dependent function of eq (3.7), controlling the scale-dependent

ratio between small-scale and large-scale spectra. Eq (5.6) contains the quantity Lloop,

the loop contribution (5.4), with the momentum integrals decomposed as in eq (5.5). We

collect as an overall factor the momentum dependent quantity P0 Π̂(p).

We substitute in the general formulas (5.5) our mode functions (2.10). We analytically

perform both the IR and the UV integrals, which are much simplified in the large |η| regime

2From now on, our approach is a different from [23], where ΛIR,UV are scales of modes leaving the
horizon at the start and end of the NSR era. In our case, being the NSR epoch very short, we do not
make this identification.
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of eq (3.6), which keeps Π0 fixed. At leading order in 1/|η|, the dominant contribution to

the IR piece of the loop correction results

LIR
loop = −p2 P0

3

Π4
0

(1 + Π0)2(1 + 2Π0)
ln

(
µ

ΛIR

)
, (5.7)

where we include only the log-enhanced part. We neglect power-law quadratic pieces de-

pending on the small quantity ΛIR, and on µ which, being of order one, is suppressed with

respect to the logarithm in eq (5.7), in case of a large ratio µ/ΛIR. This IR contribution

can be interpreted as a secular effects caused by modes crossing the horizon from the onset

of inflation until around the epoch of NSR, controlled respectively by the scales ΛIR and

µ. IR contributions are typically characterized by large logarithms, whose effects might

contribute to observable quantities, if inflation lasts long. In our case, we can estimate

ln (µ/ΛIR) ∼ ln [a(τ1)/a(τstart)]). Hence, we can expect the logarithm to be of order say

102. See e.g. the clear discussion in [61].

The dominant contribution to the UV integral is a quadratic divergence in ΛUV. We

write the result only including the contribution quadratic in the UV cut-off

LUV
loop = −P0 Π0 Λ2

UV

(1 + Π0)

(
5

6
+

3j1(p)− p
3 p

)
, (5.8)

and we neglect subleading contributions. The spherical Bessel function j1(p) defined in eq

(3.8). The UV part contains the effects of small-scale modes, which remain in a thermal

vacuum within a subhorizon regime during the first phase of inflation, until the short

NSR phase occurs. These modes should not participate to the dynamics of the NSR era

during inflation, and the associated UV divergences are expected to be adsorbed into

appropriate, physically measurable quantities (see e.g. [65] for a detailed analysis within

slow-roll models).

We adopt this viewpoint, and assume that the contributions of LUV
loop are adsorbed

into the available parameters by means of an appropriate renormalization procedure. We

discuss in Appendix B a way to do so. We are left with the log-enhanced loop contributions

of eq (5.7). All our results are derived under the approximation stated after eq (5.3): to

analytically compute the integrals, we make the hypothesis that the momentum p at

which the two-point function (5.6) is computed is well smaller than the momentum scales

over which integrate, i.e. the lower extremum of the integral

p2 ≤ Λ2
IR

|η|
. (5.9)

Since we are working at leading order in a 1/|η| expansion, the previous condition informs

us that we should only focus on the very first terms in a momentum expansion of our

formulas. Using the expression (3.7), we consider eq (5.6) up to second order in an

expansion in momentum p, including the IR loop contributions:

Ptot(p) = P0 −
4P0 Π0

3

[
1 +
P0

4

Π3
0

(1 + Π0)2(1 + 2Π0)
ln

(
µ

ΛIR

)]
p2 +O(p4) . (5.10)
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Hence, the log-enhanced IR loop only gives a contribution to the quadratic term in the

expansion. Its size is small, being suppressed by a factor P0 ' 10−9 with respect to the

tree level term, so even a large logarithm is unable to give large effects. The coefficients

depending on Π0 give order one effects, in the limit of Π0 large.

The main difference with respect to [23], who focussed on |η| = 6, is that the physical

loop effects are suppressed by a factor p2, rendering them small at large CMB scales

p� 1. It would be interesting to pursue our large-|η| program further, estimating the loop

corrections also at smaller scales of p of order one, understanding whether the associated

divergences can be adsorbed into measurable quantities. A computation of loop effects

valid for larger p was recently carried out in the interesting work [36] using a numerical

procedure, in a framework similar to the one of [23]. Probably, also in the large-|η| set-

up we discuss here, a proper computation of the associated loop integrals need to be

handled by means of a numerical approach. It would be important to then investigate

at what extend divergences renormalize the tree-level spectrum, for example using more

sophisticated techniques as the ones pursued by [32] in a related context. Moreover, it

would be interesting to study higher loops, and consequences of higher order interactions,

in a complete framework for handling loop-divergences in PBH scenarios in a physically

controllable set-up based on a large |η| expansion. We leave these investigations for future

works.
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A Curvature perturbations and the NSR regime

In this technical Appendix, we briefly review the results developed in [42] to determine an-

alytic solutions for inflationary mode functions during non-slow-roll regimes, referring the

reader to [42] for more details. Starting from the quadratic action (2.1) of curvature per-

turbations, it is convenient to introduce a Mukhanov-Sasaki variable vk(τ) = ζk(τ)/z(τ),

satisfying the equation

v′′k(τ) +

[
k2 − z′′(τ)

z(τ)

]
vk(τ) = 0 , (A.1)

in momentum space. In our case, the inflationary evolution for τ ≤ τ0 undergoes different

phases. We have an initial slow-roll phase for τ ≤ τ1, where both the slow-roll parameters

ε(τ) and η(τ) are very small. We can approximate this as pure de Sitter phase. Then,

for τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2 we have non-slow-roll evolution where ε(τ) keeps small, while η(τ) is

negative but potentially large in size. We denote with ε1 and η the values of the slow-roll
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parameters evaluated at τ → τ+
1 . Finally, a slow-roll phase τ2 < τ ≤ τ0 where the slow-roll

parameters return to very small values. Again, we approximate this last phase to pure de

Sitter. We assume that the pump field z(τ) is continuous at the transitions.

In the de Sitter limit, while z′′(τ)/z(τ) = 2/τ 2 for τ ≤ τ1 and τ2 < τ ≤ τ0, the

time-profile for this quantity can be richer. As in [42], we adopt an Ansatz

vk(τ) = −iH0 z(τ) e−ikτ

2
√
ε1 k3

C1(k)
[
1 + ikτ + (ikτ1)2A(2)(τ) + (ikτ1)3A(3)(τ)

]
−iH0 z(τ) eikτ

2
√
ε1 k3

C2(k)
[
1− ikτ + (−ikτ1)2A(2)(τ) + (−ikτ1)3A(3)(τ)

]
(A.2)

for the Mukhanov-Sasaki mode function.

For τ < τ1, the mode equation is the same as in a standard slow-roll era: in order to

match with the Bunch-Davies vacuum, we select A(n) = 0 for n ≥ 2, as well as C2 = 0

and C1 = 1 in eq (A.2). For τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2, we can use the Ansatz (A.2) in the evolution

equation (A.1), and solve the equation order by order in powers of (kτ1): see [42]. At

each order n in (kτ1)n, the equation can be solved at leading order in an expansion in the

parameter ∆τ of eq (2.4) controlling the duration of the non-slow-roll era. For each n, the

result depends on powers of the quantity d ln [z2(τ)/a2(τ)]/d ln τ , evaluated at time τ+
1 at

the onset of the NSR era. This quantity was dubbed α in [42]: in the present instance,

within single field inflation with canonical kinetic terms and in a pure de Sitter limit,

it corresponds to the quantity −η (we use the definitions (2.3)). After computing each

quantity A(n), the resulting series in eq (A.2) can be resummed analytically in terms of

exponentials. The result of the resummation is [42]

vk(τ) = −iH0 z(τ) e−ikτ

2
√
ε1 k3

[
1 + ikτ +

η

4

(
1− 2ik(τ − τ1)− e2ik(τ−τ1)

)]
, (A.3)

valid for τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2. This mode function continuously connects, together with its first

derivative, with the mode function (and the Bunch-Davies vacuum) for τ ≤ τ1. We

can finally connect the result of eq (A.3) with de Sitter mode function at later times

τ2 ≤ τ ≤ τ0, imposing continuity of the function and its first derivative at τ = τ2. The

solution corresponds to Ansatz (A.2) with A(n) = 0, and the scale-dependent functions C1

and C2 are collected in eqs (2.11) and (2.12) of the main text.

B Renormalization of UV divergences

In this Appendix we briefly discuss a method for adsorbing the UV quadratically-divergent

parts (5.8) of the loop contributions into the available parameters of the system, at least

at large scales for p � 1. The quantities available for this procedure are the overall

amplitude P0 defined in eq (3.2), and the factor Π0 controlling the scale-dependence of

the tree level spectrum (3.7). As stated in the main text, we can trust our results only on
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a large-scale, small-p regime. (See discussion around eq (5.9).) Expanding the total power

spectrum (5.6) up to quadratic order in p, and including the UV one-loop contributions

given in eq (5.8), we obtain:

Ptot(p) = P0

(
1− 5 Π0 Λ2

UV P0

6 (1 + Π0)

)
− 4P0 Π0

3

(
1− 103 Λ2

UV P0

120 (1 + Π0)

)
p2 +O(p4) . (B.1)

The parenthesis contain the UV-divergent loop contributions, suppressed by a factor P0

with respect to the tree-level terms. Higher loop corrections give contributions to eq (B.1)

with powers higher than two in P0. In the present one-loop instance, we can trust our

results only up to quadratic contributions P2
0 . We can then adsorb the UV-divergent

parts of eq (B.1) into a redefinition of the bare quantities P0 and Π0, which are mapped

into measurable quantities Pms and Πms at large scales:

P0 → Pms

(
1 +

5 Λ2
UV Πms

6 (1 + Πms)
Pms

)
, (B.2)

Π0 → Πms

(
1 +

Λ2
UV (103− 100Πms)

120 (1 + Πms)
Pms

)
. (B.3)

By means of this definition, we express eq (B.1) as

Ptot(p) = Pms −
4Pms

3
Πms p

2 +O(p4) +O(P2
ms). (B.4)

Hence quadratically divergent, one-loop effects get adsorbed into bare quantities. The

result is expressed in terms of the the measurable amplitude Pms of the spectrum, and on

the parameter Πms controlling its scale dependence at very large scales (see the discussion

around eq (3.9)).
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Abstract – Experiments aimed at searching for variations in the fine-structure constant α are
based on spectroscopy of transitions in microscopic bound systems, such as atoms and ions, or
resonances in optical cavities. The sensitivities of these systems to variations in α are typically
on the order of unity and are fixed for a given system. For heavy atoms, highly charged ions
and nuclear transitions, the sensitivity can be increased by benefiting from the relativistic effects
and favorable arrangement of quantum states. This article proposes a new method for controlling
the sensitivity factor of macroscopic physical systems. Specific concepts of optical cavities with
tunable sensitivity to α are described. These systems show qualitatively different properties from
those of previous studies of the sensitivity of macroscopic systems to variations in α, in which the
sensitivity was found to be fixed and fundamentally limited to an order of unity. Although possible
experimental constraints attainable with the specific optical cavity arrangements proposed in this
article do not yet exceed the present best constraints on α variations, this work paves the way for
developing new approaches to searching for variations in the fundamental constants of physics.

Introduction. – Although the standard model de-
scribes nature at the microscale with remarkable accu-
racy, it does not provide an explanation of the values of
the parameters on which it is based, i.e., the fundamental
constants. This has triggered a number of questions and
hypotheses, including those about possible variations in
the fundamental constants, which are also motivated by
fundamental forces unification theories in which time and
space variations in the fundamental constants naturally
appear [1].

Recently, considerable experimental effort (both labora-
tory experiments [2–5] and astrophysical observations [6])
has been made to search for variability in the fundamen-
tal constants. In this paper, we focus on the fine-structure
constant α. We show that it is possible to design a macro-
scopic physical system for which the sensitivity to varia-
tions in α can be controlled. As a specific example, we the-
oretically consider a class of optical cavities with singular
configurations for which the sensitivity of the frequency
of the cavity modes to variations in α can be tuned, in
principle, up to infinity. Although possible experimental
constraints on α variations attainable with the specific de-

signs proposed in this article would not exceed the present
best constraints, our considerations show that the sensi-
tivity factor does not need to be fixed for a given system
and that macroscopic systems can have enhanced sensitiv-
ity to variations in α. This introduces new perspectives
on the search for variations in physical constants and the
related tests of fundamental physics, such as dark matter
searches [4, 5, 7, 8] and tests of extra-dimensional theories
[9].

The detection limits of atomic, molecular, and optical
experiments aimed at searching for α variations are deter-
mined by two factors: 1) the sensitivity of the considered
frequency reference to variations in α and 2) the relative
precision of the frequency measurements. The highest rel-
ative precision is achievable in the optical domain [10,11],
e.g., with optical cavities approaching 10−17 in the 1 to
100 s time range [12–14]. To quantify the sensitivity of
a frequency reference to variations in α, a dimensionless
coefficient, Kα, is defined as

δν0

ν0
= Kα

δα

α
, (1)
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where ν0 is the frequency of the reference [15, 16]. The
value of Kα depends on the choice of units; in this work,
we use SI units unless otherwise stated. Searches for vari-
ations in α usually benefit from a comparison between
different ultranarrow atomic or ionic optical transitions
[17–19]. In general, the effective sensitivity coefficient for
a comparison of two optical atomic transitions is on the
order of unity or smaller and increases with the difference
in the nuclear charges of the two atomic species due to rel-
ativistic corrections [16, 20, 21]. Recently, a transition in
Yb was proposed as a new frequency standard, having the
highest sensitivity coefficient among optical atomic clock
transitions, Kα = −13 (K̃α = −15 in atomic units) [22].
Kα can be further improved by applying highly charged
ions for which Kα increases with the ionization poten-
tial, reaching Kα = 1142 (K̃α = 1140 in atomic units)
in Cf16+ [23]. Currently, the strongest α dependence has
been predicted for a nuclear transition in 229Th for which
Kα ≈ −9000 [24,25]. We note that for some systems with
transitions between nearly degenerate states, the sensi-
tivity coefficient is strongly enhanced [26–29]. However,
since the level spacing lies in the radio/microwave fre-
quency range, the measurements based on such transi-
tions do not benefit from ultrahigh relative precision rel-
evant for optical metrology. In addition to atomic, ionic
and nuclear transitions, macroscopic systems, such as op-
tical resonators, can be used to search for variations in α
[4, 5, 30, 31]. Existing optical resonators with solid-state
spacers are limited to Kα = 1, and there have been no
proposals on how to significantly enhance their α depen-
dence. Moreover, for all the systems mentioned above,
the sensitivity of a frequency reference to variations in α
is fixed without capability to tune it.

In this work, we study macroscopic physical systems.
As an example of such systems, we focus on optical res-
onators. We show that their sensitivity to variations in α
can be controlled and enormously enhanced by replacing
ordinary solid-state spacers (whose length is solely deter-
mined by electrostatic interactions) with classical macro-
scopic systems whose equilibrium points are determined
by a balance between not only electrostatic but also mag-
netostatic interactions. We identify singularities in the
static solutions at which Kα diverges to infinity.

Optical cavity design. – The frequency of theNcav -
th longitudinal mode of an optical cavity in vacuum is
given by

νcav =
Ncavc

2R
, (2)

where c is the speed of light and R is the distance be-
tween the mirrors. In the case of ordinary optical res-
onators, R is simply equal to the length of the solid-state
spacer. Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
which includes only electrostatic interactions, the linear
dimensions of any physical object (starting from atoms
and molecules up to crystals and amorphous solids such as
ultra-low expansion glass) scale as ∝ α−1; see the Methods

in [4] for a derivation in SI units and [31,32] for a deriva-
tion in a.u. Therefore, the length of the cavity spacer can
be expressed as

R = ρα−1, (3)

where ρ is a factor that does not depend on α. It follows
from Equation (2) and (3) that

νcav =
Ncavc

2ρ
α. (4)

After substituting Equation (4) into Equation (1), one can

simply show that Kα = 1 (in atomic units K̃α = −1).
This analysis was carried out in reference [4] in SI units
and in references [30, 31] in atomic units. Considering
the relativistic effects in solid-state structures leads to a
deviation from Kα = 1 on the order of 0.1 for gold and
lead, with less deviation for lighter elements such as those
of cavity spacer materials [30, 31, 33]. This implies that
Kα ≈ 1 for ordinary cavities.

We show how to engineer the sensitivity of optical res-
onators to variations in α. Our method is based on replac-
ing an ordinary solid-state spacer with a different mech-
anism that determines the distance between the mirrors,
R. For an ordinary solid-state spacer, the α-dependence
of R is given by Equation (3). Here, we show that the
α-dependence of R can be arbitrarily tuned over a wide
range when R is determined not by the length of the solid-
state spacer but by the balance between electrostatic and
magnetostatic forces, as illustrated in Figure 1. Note that
the relation in Equation (2) is valid for any type of mecha-
nism that sets the spacing of the mirrors, R, and once the
R(α) dependence is calculated, the sensitivity coefficient
Kα can be directly determined from Equation (1) and (2).

The α-dependencies of the electrostatic and magneto-
static forces. To calculate the α-dependence of R for
the arrangement shown in Figure 1, we start by discussing
the α - dependencies of the electrostatic force between two
charged spheres, FQ, and the magnetostatic force between
two magnets, FM . The electrostatic force can be expressed
as

FQ(r) =
N2
e e

2

4πε0
r−2 = ξQαr

−2, (5)

where Ne is the number of elementary charges stored in
each of the spheres, e is the elementary charge, ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity, ξQ = N2

e h̄c, h̄ is the reduced
Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light and the fine-
structure constant is given by

α =
e2

4πε0h̄c
. (6)

The magnetostatic force acting between two parallel and
coaxial magnets, each having a magnetic moment µ, can
be written as

FM (r) =
3µ0

2π

µ2

r4
=

3

2π

1

ε0c2
µ2

r4
. (7)
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Fig. 1: The concept of an optical resonator with tunable sensi-
tivity to fine-structure constant variations. The separation be-
tween the mirrors, R, is determined by the equilibrium between
the electrostatic and magnetostatic interactions. The separa-
tion between the magnets is the same as the cavity length, R,
and the separation between the charged spheres is R − l. The
position of the equilibrium point is dictated by the l/R0 ratio,
where l is the length of the offset rod and R0 is the zero-offset
equilibrium cavity length (the separation between the mirrors
when no offset is applied and the forces are in balance). The
mirrors can move only along the cavity axis; for simplicity, we
do not present a mechanical system that limits movement in
other dimensions.

To analyze the dependence of a magnetic moment, µ, on
α, we consider the example of a magnetic interaction orig-
inating from the intrinsic magnetic dipole moment of an
electron, µs, which can be written as

µs = −gsµBS, (8)

where gs, µB and S are the electron g-factor, Bohr magne-
ton and spin (S = 1/2), respectively. The Bohr magneton
is given by µB = (eh̄)/(2me), where me is the electron
mass. Perturbation calculations show that gs can be ex-
pressed as

gs = 2 + 2C2

(α
π

)
+ 2C4

(α
π

)2

+ 2C6

(α
π

)3

+ · · · , (9)

where the Schwinger correction, C2, equals 1/2. The co-
efficients Ci, for i = 4, 6, are calculated analytically, and
the coefficients Ci, for i = 8, 10, are evaluated numeri-
cally [34]. Equation (9) shows that, to the first order, gs
does not depend on α, and the first leading term changes
the effective sensitivity of gs to α, (dgs/dα)/(gs/α), by
only 0.0012. We ignore this small correction, which al-
lows us to write µs = −2 1

2µB = −µB and, hence,

µ2 = N2
µµ

2
B = N2

µe
2h̄2/(2me)

2 for Nµ contributing elec-
trons. Therefore, the α dependence of the magnetostatic
force in SI units is

FM (r) =
3

2πc2ε0

N2
µe

2h̄2/(2me)
2

r4
=

3h̄3

2m2
ec

N2
µ

r4

(
e2

4πε0h̄c

)
.

(10)

After substituting α = e2/(4πε0h̄c), we obtain the α-
dependence of FM in SI units

FM (r) =
3h̄3

2m2
ec

N2
µ

r4
α = ξMαr

−4, (11)

where ξM = (3h̄3N2
µ)/(2m2

ec). The analysis provided here
can be repeated for magnetic interactions originating from
the orbital angular momentum, µl, which leads to the
same α dependence of the magnetostatic force. Thus, both
forces electrostatic (FQ) and magnetostatic (FM ) forces
are proportional to α in SI units and depend on r as ∝ r−2

and ∝ r−4, respectively.

The equilibrium point of the cavity. In the arrange-
ment illustrated in Figure 1 the separations between the
magnets and between the mirrors are the same and are de-
noted asR. One of the charged spheres is placed on a solid-
state rod that acts as an offset from the position of the
magnet. Therefore, the separation between the charged
spheres is R − l. The offset rod plays a central role in
this configuration since it changes the local power-law R
dependence of the electrostatic contribution to the force
acting on the mirrors, FQ = ξQα(R− l)−2. This force can
be locally represented as FQ ∝ R−N . Without the offset
rod (for l = 0), N = 2. When a nonzero offset is applied
(l 6= 0), the power

N = 2
R

R− l
(12)

can be arbitrarily tuned in the range of 2 to infinity by
changing the values of R and l (we consider here only the
relevant R > l case); see Appendix for the derivation.
For the magnetostatic force, there is no offset rod; there-
fore, the force depends on R as FM ∝ R−4 (N = 4).
The two forces, FM and FQ, are shown as a function of
R/R0 (black and green lines, respectively) in the upper
panel in Figure 2. Since the result is shown on a log-
log plot, the power N in Equation (12) gives the local
slope of the curves. The zero-offset equilibrium length,
R0 =

√
ξM/ξQ, is the distance between the magnets when

the electrostatic and magnetostatic forces are in balance
with no applied offset (l = 0). The value of the l/R0 ra-
tio determines the relative position of the black and green
curves in Figure 2, which determines the number of equi-
librium points, i.e., the number of static solutions in which
the forces are balanced. The balance is achieved when
FQ(r = R − l) = FM (r = R), that is, after substituting
the expressions from Equation (5) and (11)

ξQ
1

(R− l)2
= ξM

1

R4
. (13)

After ignoring the solutions for l > R, which are irrelevant
for this analysis, Equation (13) can be written in the form
of a quadratic function:

R2 −R0R+R0l = 0. (14)
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Balance between the two forces is achieved for R that are
solutions of Equation (14):

R =
1

2
R0

(
1∓

√
1− 4

l

R0

)
. (15)

In the particular case of l/R0 = 0.25, there is exactly
one equilibrium point (the crossing point of the green and
black solid lines in Figure 2). Smaller and larger values
of l/R0 lead to two (green dotted line in Figure 2) and
zero (green dashed line in Figure 2) static solutions, re-
spectively. When the number of static solutions is two,
their stability depends on which force is chosen to be at-
tractive. In the configuration presented in Figure 1, when
the electrostatic force is attractive and the magnetostatic
force is repulsive, the solution marked with the blue dot in
the upper panel in Figure 2 is stable, and the red-marked
solution is unstable. For opposite signs of the forces, the
situation is reversed: the red-marked solution is stable,
and the blue-marked solution is unstable.

Susceptibility to variations in α. – The α-
dependence of R can be directly determined from Equa-
tion (15). Since R0 does not depend on α, the α-
dependence arises only from the length of a solid-state
spacer, l. As noted above (see the discussion before Equa-
tion (3)), the linear dimensions of solid-state spacers are
proportional to α−1; hence, l can be written as

l = λα−1, (16)

where λ is a parameter that does not depend on α. It fol-
lows from Equation (15) and (16) that the α-dependence
of R is given by

R(α) =
1

2
R0

(
1∓

√
1− 4

λ

R0
α−1

)
. (17)

Substituting this result into Equation (2) gives the α de-
pendence of the frequency of a cavity mode:

νcav(α) =
Ncavc

R0

1

1∓
√

1− 4 λ
R0
α−1

. (18)

It follows from Equation (1) that the sensitivity coefficient
can be evaluated as

Kα =
α

νcav

dνcav
dα

. (19)

Substituting the νcav(α) function from Equation (18) into
Equation (19) gives (the details of this step are given in
Appendix )

Kα =
1

2
± 1

2

1√
1− 4 l

R0

. (20)

A crucial point of our concept is that the value of Kα

can be continuously tuned from −∞ to +∞ (excluding a
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Fig. 2: Upper panel: electrostatic (FQ) and magnetostatic
(FM ) forces (green and black lines, respectively) as a function
of the normalized cavity length, R/R0. The forces are normal-
ized to F0 = FM (R0) = FQ(R0) for l = 0. The offset-to-R0

ratio, l/R0, equals 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 for the dotted, solid and
dashed green lines, respectively. In the case of attractive elec-
trostatic and repulsive magnetostatic forces, the blue and red
dots correspond to the stable and unstable equilibrium points,
respectively (the stability is exchanged for reversed signs of the
forces). Bottom panel: the sensitivity coefficient as a function
of the offset-rod length. The solution depicted with the blue
line is stable for attractive electrostatic and repulsive magne-
tostatic forces. The solution shown with the red curve is stable
for the reversed signs of the forces (the red and blue lines in
the bottom panel correspond to the red and blue points in the
upper panel). The orange line indicates the sensitivity for the
case with no offset rod (l = 0). The brown and magenta lines
indicate the sensitivities for an ordinary cavity with a solid-
state spacer and for an electronic transition in a nonrelativistic
atom, respectively. R0 is an equilibrium value of R when there
is no offset rod and l = 0.

small range from Kα = 0.5 to 1) by changing the l/R0 ra-
tio. The adjustment of the Kα value towards the singular
point (where Kα diverges to ∞) is illustrated in the bot-
tom panel in Figure 2. The finite value of Kα corresponds
to the stable configurations represented by the intersec-
tion of the dotted green line and the black line (blue or
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red point depending on the signs of the forces). When the
l/R0 ratio increases, the green dotted line moves towards
the green solid line. The singular point occurs when the
blue and red points converge to a single point, and the
secant green dotted line becomes the tangent solid green
line, that is, when l/R0 = 0.25. In this configuration,
Kα diverges to infinity. The Kα dependence on l/R0 is
presented in the bottom panel in Figure 2. The blue and
red lines represent the stable and unstable branches, re-
spectively, of the configuration presented in Figure 1, i.e.,
for the case of an attractive electrostatic force and a re-
pulsive magnetostatic force. We also mark the values of
Kα for some typical frequency references: the ordinary
cavity with a solid-state spacer (Kα = 1, brown dashed
line), the configuration without an offset (Kα = 0, or-
ange dashed line) and a nonrelativistic atomic transition
(Kα = 2, magenta dashed line).

We showed that adding a macroscopic arrangement that
combines electrostatic and magnetostatic interactions to a
solid-state spacer results in strong enhancement of the sen-
sitivity of an optical cavity to variations in α. However,
the configuration illustrated in Figure 1 is not the only
configuration that exhibits this feature. We discuss this
finding in detail in Appendix , where we demonstrate that
the strong enhancement in the sensitivity to variations in
α can be achieved in an arrangement that is based on
a balance between electrostatic and gravitational interac-
tions. Although a configuration that involves gravitational
force is unrealistic from the point of view of experimental
realization, it is noteworthy to mention it since it shows
that the arrangement in Figure 1 is not the only macro-
scopic physical system in which Kα is not fixed and can
be arbitrarily tuned.

Susceptibility to variations in other parameters.
– In Section 3, we consider the sensitivity of the macro-
scopic system illustrated in Figure 1 to variations in α un-
der the assumption that other factors that may affect the
cavity mode frequency do not change. Our analysis shows
that macroscopic systems are not fundamentally limited
to have fixed sensitivity factors. Although the particular
configurations proposed in this article would not exceed
the present best experimental constraints on α variations,
it is interesting to analyze their enhancement in sensitivity
to potential sources of noise. We consider two examples:
thermal noise of the mirror coatings and substrates and
fluctuations in the offset-rod length.

Example 1: thermal fluctuations of the mirror substrates
and coatings. For the configuration illustrated in Figure
1, the equilibrium position R is given by Equation (15). If
the thermal fluctuations of the mirror substrates and coat-
ings are to be accounted for then the equilibrium point
R cannot be identified with the mirror spacing. In the
denominator of Equation (2), R should be replaced with
R+ ε, where ε is an offset due to the way the mirrors are
mounted, the mirror substrates thickness, etc. For sim-
plicity, we may assume that mirror mounting is designed

in a way that ε = 0, but we cannot assume that its noise,
δε, is zero. Noise in R, δR, and δε enter Equation (2)
independently; hence, the singular behavior of R does not
enhance the noise of the cavity mode frequency originat-
ing from thermal fluctuations of the mirror substrates and
coatings (δε). Therefore, the enhancement in Kα directly
improves the ratio of the hypothetical alpha-variation sig-
nal to this source of noise (with respect to an ordinary
cavity with a solid-state spacer). It should be noted that
the performance of the present best optical resonators is
limited by the thermal noise of the mirror coatings [35].

Example 2: fluctuations in the length of the offset rod.
In this Section, we analyze another example of an insta-
bility source that exhibits qualitatively different behavior
than the example in Section 4.1, that is, fluctuations in
the offset rod length (l in Figure 1). To quantify it, we
define a dimensionless coefficient, Kl, as

δν0

ν0
= Kl

δl

l
. (21)

In Section 3, Equation (18), we showed that for the con-
figuration illustrated in Figure 1, the frequency of a cavity
mode can be written as

νcav(l) =
Ncavc

R0

1

1∓
√

1− 4 l
R0

. (22)

By substituting it into the formula for the sensitivity co-
efficient,

Kl =
l

νcav

dνcav
dl

, (23)

we obtain

Kl = −1

2
∓ 1

2

1√
1− 4 l

R0

. (24)

For the configuration presented in Figure 1, the sensitiv-
ity coefficients Kl and Kα have a similar form. It means
that this specific configuration has enhanced sensitivities
to both instability in l and variations in α.

In Appendix , we discuss a different configuration in
which the enhanced Kα does not entail an enhancement
in Kl. For the configuration illustrated in Figure 3, the
sensitivity coefficient to the fluctuations in the length of
the offset rod is

Kl = −1, (25)

see Appendix for the derivation. A comparison of
Equation (24) and (25) shows that the choice of a
specific macroscopic system may dramatically change the
enhancement of the cavity to a given quantity.

Summary and discussion. – We proposed a con-
struction of a macroscopic physical system with enhanced
sensitivity to variations in α. In contrast to various meth-
ods previously proposed for searches of variations in α,
the approach considered here allows the α-sensitivity to
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be arbitrarily tuned, in principle, up to infinity. Instead of
benefiting from favorable arrangements of quantum states
in natural microscopic bound systems (such as atoms,
molecules or ions), we show that Kα can be engineered
by designing a synthetic macroscopic system that reveals
some singularities in the equilibrium points. In particu-
lar, we calculated the singular points in which Kα diverges
to infinity for the optical resonator configuration that in-
cludes electrostatic and magnetostatic interactions. Our
result is qualitatively different from those of previous stud-
ies of the sensitivity of optical resonators to variations in
α, in which Kα was found to be fundamentally limited to
an order of unity. This approach opens a way for further
searches with other arrangements that would be possible
from the perspective of an experimental realization. Fi-
nally, the concept demonstrated here has the potential
to be extended to other fundamental constants, e.g., the
proton-to-electron mass ratio.
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Appendix

Power-law approximation of the electrostatic
force. – The electrostatic force acting on the mirrors
in the configuration illustrated in Figure 1 is given by
FQ = ξQα(R − l)−2. To see how the offset-rod length l
changes the local power-law R dependence of the force, FQ
can be locally represented as FQ ∝ R−N . Without the off-
set rod (l = 0), the force can be written as FQ = ξQαR

−2,
and we recover N = 2. When a nonzero offset is ap-
plied (l 6= 0), the force can be locally approximated as
ξQα(R−l)−2 ∝ R−N , where the power N can be extracted
from the following equation:

dFQ
F

= −N dR

R
. (26)

Therefore, N is given by

N = − R

FQ

dFQ
dR

, (27)

which gives the result presented in Equation (12):

N = 2
R

R− l
. (28)

The sensitivity coefficient Kα. – In the main text,
we provided a derivation (Equation (13)-(20)) of the for-
mula for the sensitivity coefficient Kα (Equation (20)) for
the arrangement in Figure 1. In this Supporting Informa-
tion, we explain in more detail the step from Equation (18)
and (19) to Equation (20). Evaluation of the derivative
from Equation (19) is straightforward

d

dα
νcav(α) = ±Ncavc

R0

4λ
R0α

2α
√

1− 4λ
R0α

(
1∓

√
1− 4λ

R0α

)2 .

(29)
To simplify the formula from Equation (19) to the form of
Equation (20), a few additional steps are required:

Kα = ±1

2

4λ
R0α√

1− 4λ
R0α

(
1∓

√
1− 4λ

R0α

) (30)

= ∓1

2

(
1− 4λ

R0α

)
− 1√

1− 4λ
R0α

(
1∓

√
1− 4λ

R0α

) (31)

=
1

2

(√
1− 4λ

R0α
± 1
)(√

1− 4λ
R0α
∓ 1
)

√
1− 4λ

R0α

(√
1− 4λ

R0α
∓ 1
) (32)

=
1

2

√
1− 4λ

R0α
± 1√

1− 4λ
R0α

(33)

=
1

2
± 1

2

1√
1− 4λ

R0α

. (34)

Choice of units. – Although Kα is a dimensionless
coefficient, its value depends on the choice of units [36].
In this work, we use SI units, but the analysis can be per-
formed in any other system of units and will lead to exactly
the same prediction of an actual experiment. In this sec-
tion, we repeat the analysis from the main text but use
atomic units (a.u.). We start by discussing the conversion
factors between SI and a.u. for several physical quantities
that are relevant for our analysis. The quantities in a.u.
and SI units are denoted by a corresponding symbol with
and without a tilde, respectively.

The fine-structure constant, α, in SI units is expressed
as

α =
e2

4πε0h̄c
, (35)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, e is the elementary
charge, c is the speed of light and h̄ is the reduced Planck’s
constant. The length unit in a.u. is bohr, which, in SI,
units can be evaluated from the following expression:

a0 =
4πε0h̄

2

mee2
=

(
h̄

mec

)
α−1, (36)

where me is the electron mass. Therefore, the relation
between a length expressed in SI units, r, and in a.u., r̃,
is

r =

(
h̄

mec

)
α−1r̃. (37)

The energy unit is hartree,

Eh =
mee

4

(4πε0h̄)2
=
(
mec

2
)
α2. (38)

By combining Equation (36) and (38), we get the unit of
force,

Eh
a0

=
m2
ee

6

(4πε0)3h̄4 =

(
m2
ec

3

h̄

)
α3. (39)

Therefore, the relation between a force expressed in SI
units, F , and in a.u., F̃ , is

F =

(
m2
ec

3

h̄

)
α3F̃ . (40)

Equation (37) and (40) are the rules needed to transform
the physical quantities used in our work from SI units to
a.u.

The electrostatic force between two charged spheres in
SI units is

FQ(r) =
1

4πε0

q2

r2
, (41)

where q = eNe is the charge stored at each of the spheres,
e is the elementary charge and Ne is the number of ele-
mentary charges at each sphere. The explicit dependence
of FQ on α, which is given by Equation (5), is obtained by
using the α expression in SI units, given in Equation (6)

FQ(r) =

(
h̄c
N2
e

r2

)
α. (42)
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By directly substituting Equation (37), (40) and (42), we
obtain

(
m2
ec

3

h̄

)
α3F̃Q(r̃) =

h̄c N2
e(

h̄
mec

)2

α−2r̃2

α. (43)

After simple rearranging and ordering the factors, we ob-
tain the expression for the electrostatic force in atomic
units

F̃Q(r̃) = ξ̃Q
1

r̃2
, (44)

where ξ̃Q = N2
e .

The magnetostatic force between two parallel and coax-
ial magnets (each having a magnetic dipole moment µ) in
SI units was derived in the main text and can be written
as (see Equation 11)

FM (r) =
3h̄3

2m2
ec

N2
µ

r4
α. (45)

Following the approach adopted for the electrostatic force
case, the conversion from SI units to a.u. is achieved by
substituting Equation (37) and (40) to obtain(

m2
ec

3

h̄

)
α3F̃M (r̃) =

3

2

h̄3

m2
ec

N2
µ(

h̄
mec

)4

α−4r̃4

α. (46)

After simple rearrangements, we obtain the α-dependence
of FM in a.u.

F̃M (r̃) =

(
3

2

N2
µ

r̃4

)
α2 = ξ̃Mα

2 1

r̃4
, (47)

where ξ̃M =
3N2

µ

2 .
The balance condition for the arrangement from Fig-

ure 1 in a.u., F̃Q(r̃ = R̃ − l̃) = F̃M (r̃ = R̃), takes the
following form:

ξ̃Q
1

(R̃− l̃)2
= ξ̃Mα

2 1

R̃4
. (48)

Assuming R̃ > l̃, the balance condition can be written in
the form of a quadratic function

R̃2 − R̃0R̃+ R̃0 l̃ = 0, (49)

where R̃0 = nα, and n =
√

3/2(Nµ/Ne) is a dimensionless
factor. The solution of Equation (49) is

R̃ =
R̃0

2

1∓

√
1− 4

l̃

R̃0

 . (50)

Hence, the α-dependence of R̃ can be written as

R̃(α) =
nα

2

1∓

√
1− 4

l̃

n
α−1

 . (51)

The unit of time in a.u. is a0/(αc); hence, the frequencies
of the cavity mode in SI units and a.u. are related by

νcav =
αc

a0
ν̃cav. (52)

The length transforms as R = a0R̃; hence, Equation (2)
can be expressed in a.u. as

ν̃cav =
Ncav

2R̃
α−1. (53)

The α dependence of ν̃cav can be calculated by merging
Equation (51) and (53)

ν̃cav(α) =
Ncav
n

α−2

1∓

√
1− 4

l̃

n
α−1

−1

. (54)

Equation (19) has the same form in SI units and a.u.,
which gives the sensitivity coefficient in a.u.

K̃α = −3

2
± 1

2

1√
1− 4 l̃

R̃0

. (55)

It clearly emerges from Equation (55) and (20) that the
Kα values in atomic and SI units are different. However,
in an actual experiment, the physically meaningful quan-
tity that can be measured is a dimensionless ratio of the
frequency of the cavity considered here, νcav, and the fre-
quency of some other references, νref :

δ(νcav/νref )

(νcav/νref )
= (Kα −Kref

α )
δα

α
, (56)

where Kref
α is the sensitivity of the second reference to

variations in α. Equation (56) has the same form in SI
units and atomic units. The values of the individual sensi-
tivities Kα and Kref

α can differ in different choices of units;
however, the effective sensitivity coefficient Kα −Kref

α is
independent of the choice of units. As an example, we
choose an ordinary cavity with a solid-state spacer as a
second reference. For an ordinary cavity Kref

α = 1 in SI

units and K̃ref
α = −1 a.u. [36]. By substituting Equa-

tion (55) and (20) into Equation (56), we obtain the effec-
tive sensitivity coefficient:

Kα −Kref
α = K̃α − K̃ref

α =
1

2
∓ 1

2

1√
1− 4 l

R0

, (57)

which takes the same value in both systems of units. Note
that the offset-to-R0 ratio has the same α - dependence
in SI units, l/R0 ∝ α−1, and in a.u., l̃/R̃0 ∝ α−1. This
example shows that if a comparison of two frequency refer-
ences is considered, instead of a single frequency reference,
the sensitivity coefficient is independent of the choice of
units.
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R

l

m m

+ +

Fig. 3: Realization of an optical resonator with enhanced sen-
sitivity to fine-structure constant variations. The length of the
resonator, R, is determined by the equilibrium between the
electrostatic and gravitational interactions. The separations
between the masses and the mirrors, R, are the same, and the
separation between the charged spheres is R− l. The position
of the equilibrium point is set by

√
αξ, where ξ reflects the

charge stored at each of the spheres and the mass, m. For sim-
plicity, a mechanical system that limits the mirror movement
in dimensions other than the cavity axis is not presented.

Configuration with gravitational force. – The
configuration illustrated in Figure 1 is a particular case of
enhancing the sensitivity of an optical resonator to α varia-
tions that involves electrostatic and magnetostatic interac-
tions. One may imagine other configurations that include
different forces (for example, gravitational or electrody-
namic forces). In this Supporting Information, we discuss
one other possibility that reveals some important quali-
tatively different features. We consider a model system
that involves electrostatic and gravitational interactions;
see Figure 3. Although such a configuration is unrealis-
tic from the point of view of experimental realization at
the moment (the gravitational force is far too weak to be
in equilibrium with electrostatic force), it constitutes an
example of a different configuration that also reveals en-
hanced α sensitivity and possesses qualitatively different
features.

10 3 10 2 10 1 100 101

1 2(R/R0)

10 1

100

101

102

K
-1
/2

FQ vs MF

10 2 100 102
R/l

-(
K
 -

2
)

FQ vs GF

10 1

100

101

102

Fig. 4: Left panel: Kα as a function of the normalized cavity
length, R/R0 (cyan line), for the model system in which the
length of the cavity is determined by the balance between FQ
and FM . Right panel: Kα as a function of the cavity length and
the offset-rod length, R/l (purple line), for the case employing
FQ and FG. The orange, brown and magenta lines indicate the
sensitivity for the FQ vs FM case with no offset rod (l = 0),
an ordinary cavity with a solid-state spacer and an electronic
transition in a nonrelativistic atom, respectively.

The gravitational force acting between two objects with
masses m is

FG(r) = G
m2

r2
, (58)

where G is the gravitational constant. We denote
ξG = Gm2. The gravitational force clearly does not de-
pend on α in SI units. In the configuration illustrated
in Figure 3, the separations between the mirrors and the
attracting masses are equal and denoted by R. The sep-
aration between the charged spheres is R − l. Analogous
to the configuration presented in Figure 1, the offset-rod
length, l, is crucial since it changes the local power-law R
dependence of the electrostatic contribution to the force
between the mirrors. The derivation of Kα that corre-
sponds to this configuration is the same as the one per-
formed in the main text for the configuration with magne-
tostatic force. Here, balance between the forces is achieved
when FQ(r = R− l) = FG(r = R), that is, when

ξQα
1

(R− l)2
= ξG

1

R2
. (59)

Balance is achieved for the following value of R:

R =
1

1−
√
αξ
l, (60)

where ξ =
√
ξQ/ξG. We consider here only the relevant

R > l case, which corresponds to 1 >
√
αξ > 0. Substitut-

ing the value ofR given by Equation (60) into Equation (2)
gives the α dependence of the cavity modes:

νcav(α) =
Ncavc

2λα−1
(1−

√
αξ), (61)

where we used the fact that the offset rod length scales
inversely with α, l = λα−1. The sensitivity coefficient is
then given by Eq (1). Kα for this configuration, in SI
units, can be written as

Kα =
1

2
√
αξ − 2

+
3

2
. (62)

In a similar manner to the configuration employing FQ and
FM , we identify a singular solution for

√
αξ → 1 at which

Kα diverges to infinity. There is, however, one important
feature that distinguishes the two configurations presented
in Figures 1 and 3. The enhancement of the Kα coefficient
for the FQ vs FG configuration occurs over a wide range
of R (i.e., Kα diverges to -∞ for R/l→∞), while for the
FQ vs FM configuration, it occurs in a narrow range of
R/R0 = 0.5; see Figure 4.

We now examine the sensitivity of the configuration il-
lustrated in Figure 3 to variations in l. The cavity modes
depend on l as follows:

νcav(l) =
Ncavc

2l
(1−

√
αξ). (63)

It is straightforward to see that Kl = −1 in this case. As
a consequence of Kl being constant, the noise caused by l
instabilities will not be enhanced in the singular solutions
where Kα diverges to infinity.
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Abstract

Rapid progress in electromagnetic black hole observation presents a theoretical
challenge: how can the universal signatures of extreme gravitational lensing be distilled
from stochastic astrophysical signals? With this motivation, the two-point correlation
function of specific intensity fluctuations across image positions, times, and frequencies
is here considered. The contribution of strongly deflected light rays, those which make
up the photon ring, is analytically computed for a Kerr black hole illuminated by
a simple geometric-statistical emission model. We subsequently integrate over the
image to yield a spectro-temporal correlation function which is relevant for unresolved
sources. Finally, some observational aspects are discussed and a preliminary assessment
of detectability with current and upcoming missions is provided.

1 Introduction

The immediate surroundings of active black holes (BHs), at the horizon scale, provide an

arena for some of the highest-energy astrophysical phenomena known to date. Plasma flowing

into and around a BH at extreme temperatures, relativistic velocities, and strong magnetic

fields, radiates through a variety of mechanisms and often becomes highly luminous. The

emission generated in the BH’s close vicinity is subsequently lensed by its strong gravitational

field. Photons which eventually reach our telescopes, therefore, encode both the complicated

astrophysical phenomena responsible for their creation, and the simple gravitational field

governing their propagation. Nevertheless, the two effects are intertwined within the signal

impinging on the telescope—which in many cases is also highly variable.
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An outstanding challenge, therefore, is to find methods that disentangle the simple gen-

eral relativistic (GR) effects from the complex astrophysical ones. In the context of inter-

ferometric imaging, it was proposed that the photon ring [1–7], the image part resulting

from extremely lensed1 light rays executing n ≥ 1 half-orbits around the BH, constitutes

a universal component of the image and it therefore provides a probe of the BH’s space-

time geometry. If optically thin, the unresolved ring’s contribution is already fused into the

remarkable images of M87* [8–13] and SgrA* [14–19], released by the Event Horizon Tele-

scope (EHT) collaboration in the past few years. Proposed multi-frequency space-very large

baseline interferometry (VLBI) missions, e.g. EHE [20], SALTUS [21], and THEZA [22], are

planned to dramatically decrease current EHT resolution to ∼ few µas in the future, and di-

rectly reveal the ring in time-averaged images. Efforts to detect the ring via superresolution

techniques have been recently discussed in, e.g., [23–25].

Until future missions provide these transformative improvements in hardware capabilities,

it could be worthwhile to simultaneously develop complementary techniques which probe

extreme lensing with upcoming data. A possible alternative path towards probing the ring

is to consider more general observables, in particular ones which exploit the sources’ temporal

variability. Ref. [26] proposed an observable tailored to extract the GR information from

stochastically varying emission near BHs: the two-point autocorrelation function of intensity

fluctuations along the photon ring. Related proposed signatures include coherent light-curve

autocorrelations [27], BH glimmer [28], and imprints of localized hotspots, c.f. [29–32].

X-ray spectroscopy is a separate notable technique for BH observation. An especially

prominent probe of GR is the broadening of emission lines, arising from monochromatic flu-

orescence of accretion flow ions, which is subsequently red/blueshifted by relativistic effects.

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) spectroscopy has thus proven to be a fruitful means of estimat-

ing supermassive BH spin, see for example [33–36], and the method is applicable to X-ray

binaries (XRBs) as well, c.f. [37] and references therein. Lagged correlation between differ-

ent frequency bands has been explored in the context of X-ray reverberation mapping, see

Ref. [38] and references therein, where the echoes arise because of reflection off the accretion

disk. For example, in [39,40], the lag between two broad bands (soft, 0.3− 1 keV; and hard,

1− 4 keV) was numerically studied. In a recent paper, Wilkins and collaborators report on

observations consistent with light echoes of X-ray transients [41] arising from reflection off

the disk. Several past and present X-ray telescopes have measured AGN and XRB spectra

with resolution ∼ few 100 eV (e.g., XMM, Suzaku, NuSTAR, AstroSat, NICER). The next-

1We use extreme lensing to describe light ray deflection at large angles, in order to differentiate from
‘strong lensing’ which customarily includes phenomena with small deflection angles such as Einstein rings.
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generation X-ray observatory NewAthena2 [42] is expected to improve spectral resolution,

collecting area, and other performance parameters by at least an order of magnitude.

In this paper, we generalize the analysis of [26], which considered flat-spectrum emission,

to astrophysical sources with spectral dependence. We first introduce and compute the im-

age spectro-temporal autocorrelation function (STAC), a two-point function which measures

simultaneous correlations across different times, image positions and observation frequencies.

This observable could in principle be relevant for multi-wavelength VLBI missions such as

the next-generation EHT (ngEHT), which is set to add 86 GHz and 345 GHz to the current

observation frequency of 230 GHz. We introduce a geometric-statistical simplified model

of a thin accretion disk with frequency-dependent emission in orbit around the BH, and

analytically compute its image-STAC signature. In order to model line emission, we then

focus on sources which are monochromatic in the flow’s rest frame. We analytically inte-

grate over the image angles to obtain the unresolved-STAC function—an observable relevant

for spatially unresolved, but spectrally and temporally resolved sources. We find a useful

small-inclination expansion for both observables, which results in significant simplifications.

Unresolved-STACs are significant since, if measurable in practice, they could probe extreme

lensing in numerous unresolved sources. Finally we provide a preliminary discussion of obser-

vational considerations, focusing on unresolved-STACs, and present an order of magnitude

estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be expected in such an observation.

The central computation carried out in this paper involves a number of approximations

and simplifying assumptions. Therefore, a more comprehensive study is required in order

to assess its applicability, or to predict what the STAC functions will look like, in a more

realistic setting. Natural follow-up questions are: what are the non-photon ring contribu-

tions, dominated by correlations of direct (n = 0) and first subring (n = 1) photons? Is

our model good enough to characterize some realistic sources? Does current/upcoming data

show STACs, and/or which improvements could allow their measurement? We thus suggest

to view this work as a proposition for a direction of further study. The core idea, namely

that the existence of a BH near a stochastic source induces correlations in observed signals

is robust and we view that as motivation to search for such signatures.

Following a brief review of the photon ring and shell in Sec. 2, Sec. 3 surveys the observ-

ables considered in the paper. Subsequently, in Sec. 4 we define our analytical toy model,

which improves the one considered in [26] by including (a simplified model for) the flow veloc-

ity, and analytically compute the image-STAC function. We then integrate over image angles

to obtain the unresolved-STAC function in Sec. 5, and discuss observational considerations

in Sec. 6. We use relativistic units G = c = 1 unless stated otherwise.

2the provisional name of the revised version of Athena, currently being reformulated at the ESA.
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2 The Kerr photon shell & ring

The Kerr geometry of mass M and angular momentum aM is described by the line element

ds2 = −∆

Σ

(
dt− a sin2 θdφ

)2
+

Σ

∆
dr2 + Σ dθ2 +

sin2 θ

Σ

[
(r2 + a2)dφ− adt

]2
, (2.1)

∆ = r2 − 2Mr + a2 , Σ = r2 + a2 cos2 θ ,

where (t, r, θ, φ) are the standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. Geodesic motion in (2.1) is

integrable due to the existence of four independent conserved quantities. In terms of the

four-momentum pµ, these are the mass µ, energy −pt, azimuthal angular momentum pφ, and

Carter constant Q = p2
θ− cos2 θ[a2(p2

t −µ2)− p2
φ csc2 θ]. For null geodesics µ = 0, the energy

factors out and geodesics depend only on two impact parameters: the rescaled azimuthal

angular momentum λ = −pφ/pt, and the rescaled Carter constant η = Q/p2
t .

The 6-dimensional phase space of (null) geodesics contains a special codimension-2 sub-

space of unstably bound, critical orbits at fixed Boyer-Lindquist radius r̃− ≤ r̃ ≤ r̃+, with

r̃± = 2M

[
1 + cos

(
2

3
arccos(±a/M)

)]
, (2.2)

defined by the conditions

λ = λ̃ = a+
r̃

a

[
r̃ − 2∆̃

r̃ −M

]
, η = η̃ =

r̃3

a2

(
4M∆̃

(r̃ −M)2
− r̃

)
, (2.3)

where we henceforth use tildes to indicate that quantities are evaluated precisely at criticality,

e.g. ∆̃ = ∆(r̃). The spacetime region spanned by all critical null geodesics is called the

photon shell [1–3,6,7,43]. The behavior of a near-critical geodesic, which undergoes multiple

half-orbits near the radius r̃, is characterized by three critical parameters: {γ(r̃), δ(r̃), τ(r̃)}.
The instability rate is characterized by the Lyapunov exponent γ(r̃) [7]: a near-critical

geodesic approaching/receding from the critical radius r̃ which crosses the equatorial plane

at {tk, rk, φk} after undergoing k half-orbits, obeys δrk+1/δrk ≈ e∓γ where δrk = rk − r̃ is

the coordinate deviation from the critical radius. The azimuthal and temporal durations of

a half-orbit are given by φk+1 − φk ≈ δ + δφk, tk+1 − tk ≈ τ + δtk, where δφk, δtk → 0 for

k →∞ [44]. Exact analytical expressions for the critical parameters are given in App. A.1.

In order to describe the optical image of a BH, it is useful to introduce coordinates on

the observer’s screen. Here we are interested in distant observers ro � M at inclination θo

relative to the BH spin axis, and we use the polar coordinates [2, 7]

ρ =
1

ro

√
a2(cos2 θo − u+u−) + λ2 , cosϕ = − λ

roρ sin θo
, (2.4)
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where

u± = ∆θ ±
√

∆2
θ +

η

a2
, ∆θ =

1

2

(
1− η + λ2

a2

)
. (2.5)

The above polar screen coordinates are related to the standard Cartesian coordinates in-

troduced by Bardeen via (α, β) = (ρ cosϕ, ρ sinϕ). Evidently, a point on the screen defines

a choice of impact parameters (λ, η), and thus a particular light ray. The image of the

(near-)critical orbits on the screen can be seen to define, via the critical impact parameters

(2.3), a closed critical curve ρ̃(ϕ). This curve delineates light rays that begin at past null

infinity from those which originate at the past horizon (for an eternal BH). Note also that

(2.3), (2.4) define a relation r̃(ϕ): remarkably, different angles around the critical curve are

associated to different radii in the geometry.

3 Simultaneous spectro-temporal autocorrelation

Ref. [26] proposed to study 2-point autocorrelations of the specific intensity Iν(t, ρ, ϕ) on a

BH image at a particular fixed frequency, with EHT’s observation frequency ν = 230GHz in

mind. The source spectrum was taken to be flat, or frequency-independent [13, 45, 46]. In

this paper we propose a generalization of this observable that could extract information from

signals’ frequency dependence. We first define the specific 2-point autocorrelation function

on the image as

C3D
νν′(T, ϕ, ϕ

′, ρ, ρ′) = 〈∆Iν(t, ϕ, ρ)∆Iν′(t+ T, ϕ′, ρ′)〉 , (3.1)

where ∆I ≡ I − 〈I〉. Various integrals of (3.1) produce interesting observables which may

be applicable in different situations. Integrating with respect to image radii à la [26] yields

C2D
νν′(T, ϕ, ϕ

′) =

ˆ
ρdρ

ˆ
ρ′dρ′C3D

νν′(T, ϕ, ϕ
′, ρ, ρ′) . (3.2)

(3.2) is a generalization of the 2-point photon ring autocorrelation function which includes

frequency dependence. It could in principle be relevant for multi-wavelength VLBI, with

ngEHT or future space-based missions. We compute it analytically for a simple model in

Sec. 4. Integrating over the image angles as well gives

Cνν′(T ) ≡ C1D
νν′(T ) =

ˆ
dϕ

ˆ
dϕ′C2D

νν′(T, ϕ, ϕ
′) = 〈∆fν(t)∆fν′(t+ T )〉 , (3.3)

the unresolved two-point STAC function of the specific flux fluctuations ∆fν(t)
3. The strong-

lensing signatures of (3.3) are computed in Sec. 5; its potential relevance for X-ray spectrom-

etry is discussed in Sec. 6. In the next section we compute C2D
νν′(T ) for a simple geometric-

statistical emission model.
3Autocorrelation is an appropriate term if ∆fν(t) is viewed as a single function of two variables, ν and

t, while cross-correlation is suitable if the specific flux at each frequency band is (equivalently) viewed as a
separate, single-variable function. Here we use the former nomenclature.
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4 Source model & computation

In this section we compute analytically the near-critical contribution to the image-STAC

function (3.2) for a simple stochastic emission model. Our model consists of a thin, equatorial

disk composed of isotropic, random emitters moving on circular orbits. This amounts to

considering a local emissivity profile of the form

Jν(x
α, λ, η) =

{
S [ν, g(r, λ, η)] δ(θ − π/2)j(t, r, φ) rmin < r < rmax

0 else
, (4.1)

where S encodes the frequency dependence, which varies both with the emission spectrum

in the flow’s rest frame and with the ratio of observed frequency νo to source rest-frame

frequency νs, known as the redshift factor 4, given by

g ≡ νo
νs

=
uµ(o)p

(o)
µ

uµ(s)p
(s)
µ

, (4.2)

where uµ(s/o) is the 4-velocity of the source/observer, and p
(s/o)
µ is the 4-momentum of the

photon at the source/observer. rmax/min denote the outer/inner edges of the emission annulus

satisfying rmax − rmin = W . By our assumptions, the redshift factor depends only on the

emitter radius and the photon impact parameters. The emissivity’s frequency dependence

may be generally written as

S [ν, g(r, λ, η)] =

ˆ
dν ′δ [ν − g(r, λ, η)ν ′]σ(ν ′) , (4.3)

where σ(ν ′) models the emission spectrum in the flow’s rest frame and δ is the Dirac delta

function. For example, a particular choice which we will explicitly use in Sec. 5, is σ(ν) =

δ(ν − νline), or equivalently

S [ν, g(r, λ, η)] = δ [ν − g(r, λ, η)νline] . (4.4)

This choice models line emission, i.e. a source which is monochromatic in its rest frame,

with emission frequency νline
5. Note that in the Boyer-Lindquist static frame the emission

(4.1) is neither monochromatic nor isotropic even when Eq. (4.4) holds.

The redshift g depends on the source’s position and velocity6. As a concrete example,

we will sometimes use an explicit formula which holds for emitters moving along geodesic

equatorial circular orbits (GECO) at angular velocity Ωs = ∂tφs = ±
√
M

r
3/2
s ±a

√
M

, where ± is

41 < g <
√

3 is possible in Kerr even for geodesic emitters, occurring whenever the Doppler blueshift
overcomes the gravitational redshift. The upper bound

√
3 is saturated only in the maximally rotating case.

5For concreteness, an example we use in Figs. 1, 2, 3, is the FeKα line at νline ≈ 6.4keV.
6and generally on the observer’s as well, but we specify here to a stationary asymptotic observer.
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used for co-/counter-rotating orbits, respectively. The redshift is then simply expressed as a

function of emission radius rs and azimuthal impact parameter λ [47]:

gGECO =

√
r3
s − 3Mr2

s ± 2a
√
Mr

3/2
s

r
3/2
s ±

√
M(a− λ)

. (4.5)

Below the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO), initially circular geodesics plunge into

the horizon with approximately ISCO angular momentum. An exact expression [47] for the

redshift factor gplunge(rs, λ) of such emitters is reviewed in App. A.2. This expression can

be used to model the innermost, plunging portion of such a circularized thin geodesic disk

by assuming g = gorbit for r ≥ risco and g = gplunge for r < risco. Different choices for the

average brightness (or the standard deviation of its fluctuations) at r < risco can model flows

with different accretion rates. Here we choose the same standard deviation for brightness

fluctuations at all relevant disk radii, for simplicity; see equation (4.6) below. Assuming

that correlations of the emissivity fluctuations ∆j = j − 〈j〉 are local, and stationarity and

axisymmetry on average, we model the 2-point correlation function of ∆j as

〈∆j(t, r, φ)∆j(t′, r′, φ′)〉 = JG`t(t− t′)G`r(r − r′)G◦`co

[
φ− φ′ − Ωs

(
r + r′

2

)
(t− t′)

]
,

(4.6)

for rmin < r, r′ < rmax, where

G`(z) =
1√
2π `

e−
z2

2`2 , G◦`(φ) =
1

2πI0(1/`2)e−1/`2
e−

2
`2

sin2(φ/2) , (4.7)

are the Gaussian and its analogue for a periodic variable, the von Mises distributions, respec-

tively; I0(z) denotes the modified Bessel function. Eq. (4.6) improves the model of [26] by

requiring emissivity correlations to be most localized in the flow’s rest frame. Note that in

(4.1),(4.6) we have assumed for simplicity that the frequency dependence factors out of the

emissivity fluctuations’ two-point function, and that the velocity field is homogeneous, i.e.

that velocity fluctuations in the flow can be neglected when determining the red/blueshift

associated with a specific location in the disk. Whenever the latter assumption fails to hold,

one expects an additional stochastic broadening of the spectrum already in the flow’s average

rest frame. It would be interesting to generalize by relaxing the above two assumptions.

Due to extreme lensing, a light ray arriving at the observer screen may intersect the

emission region multiple times; for a light ray with half-orbit number n, the specific intensity

fluctuation on the screen at observation frequency ν is given by [26]

∆Iν(t, ρ, ϕ) =
n∑
k=0

∆I(k)
ν =

n∑
k=0

g3
(k)S

(
ν, g(k)

) r
(k)
s

cos Θ(k)

∆j(t(k)
s , r(k)

s , φ(k)
s ) , (4.8)
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where ∆I
(k)
νo is the contribution from the kth intersection of the source, g(k) = g(k)(r(k), ρ, ϕ) =

g(k)(r(k), λ, η) is the redshift factor, and cos Θ(k) is the emission angle cosine relative to the

local zenith in the source rest frame. For example, for corotating GECOs, cos Θ = ±g√η/r
where the ± sign corresponds to emission upwards/downwards from the disk. x

(k)
s (ρ, ϕ) for

x ∈ {t, r, φ} describe the location of the kth intersection.

We now focus on near-critical light rays. These impinge on the screen at ρ = ρ̃(ϕ) + δρ

with δρ/ρ̃� 1, and their half-orbit number scales as n ∼ − ln (δρ/ρ̃). For such light rays we

may apply the approximations reviewed in section 2. The redshift and emission angle cosine

in the emitter’s rest frame converge exponentially with k to their critical value as the geodesic

moves into the “near-photon shell’ regime [48]. Therefore, for large enough k < n we may

approximate g(k) ≈ g̃ = g(r̃, λ(r̃), η(r̃)), cos Θ(k) ≈ cos Θ̃, and these become k-independent

functions of the screen angle ϕ. In practice, the lowest k from which this approximation

becomes good depends on details of the system—BH spin and observer inclination, the

accretion flow’s velocity field and statistics—as well as the desired level of approximation.

We will denote the lowest value above which the photon shell approximation applies by kps.

In practice, it seems like kps = {1, 2} could be reasonable choices in different situations, but

more study of the low k contributions is required in order to justify a particular choice and

quantify the non-universal correlations.

In this paper we focus on the k ≥ kps “quasi-universal”7 contribution to STACs. Under

the above-described assumptions, we express the brightness fluctuations near the critical

curve as

∆Iν(t, ρ̃+ δρ, ϕ) ≈
kps−1∑

0

∆I(k)
ν +

r̃g̃3S (ν, g̃)

cos Θ̃
(4.9)

×
n∑

k=kps

∆j
[
t−∆t±β (r̃)− kτ (r̃) , r̃ + δrk, φo −∆φ±β (r̃)− kδ (r̃)

]
,

where r̃ = r̃(ϕ)—a relation determined by Eqs. (2.3), (2.4)—φo is the observer azimuthal

angle, and ±β = sign(β) = sign(sinϕ). Note that all quantities with tilde are a function

of ϕ alone via their dependence on photon shell radius, e.g. g̃ = g(r̃(ϕ)) (and on ±β when

applicable). ∆t (∆φ) denote the ∼ k0 piece of the total time (azimuth) traversed between

source and observer, which is formally subleading in a large-k expansion.

Next, we plug (4.9) into the definition (3.2), use (4.6), exchange the order of summation

and integration, and perform the radial screen integrals8. The quasi-universal part of the

7We use the term quasi-universal since the redshift relation g(r, λ, η) generally depends on accretion flow
parameters, e.g. magnetic field structure. The simple case of circular GECOs (4.5) is a consequence of GR
alone and models a geometrically thin disk.

8For an elaborate account of the computation of such integrals, see [26].
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result of this computation, which is composed of k, k′ ≥ kps contributions, is

C2D
νν′(ϕ, ϕ

′, T ) = N(ϕ, ϕ′)S (ν, g̃(ϕ))S (ν ′, g̃(ϕ′))

×
∞∑

k=kps

∞∑
k′=kps

e−kγ(r̃(ϕ))e−k
′γ(r̃(ϕ′))G`t

[
T + ∆t±β (r̃(ϕ))−∆t±β′ (r̃(ϕ′)) + kτ (r̃(ϕ))− k′τ (r̃(ϕ′))

]
×G◦`co

[
∆φ±β (r̃(ϕ))−∆φ±β′ (r̃(ϕ′)) + kδ (r̃(ϕ))− k′δ (r̃(ϕ′))

−Ωs

(
r̃(ϕ) + r̃(ϕ′)

2

)(
T + ∆t±β (r̃(ϕ))−∆t±β′ (r̃(ϕ′)) + kτ (r̃(ϕ))− k′τ (r̃(ϕ′))

)]
,

(4.10)

where

N(ϕ, ϕ′) =
J r̃r̃′ρ̃ρ̃′ι̃±β ι̃′±β g̃

3g̃′3

cos Θ̃ cos Θ̃′
WΛ

(
r̃ − r̃′

W

)
, (4.11)

with r̃ = r̃(ϕ) and r̃′ = r̃(ϕ′) implied, and

Λ`/W (z) :=
1 + z

2
erf

(
1 + z√
2`/W

)
− z

2
erf

(
z√

2`/W

)
+ (`/W )2

(
e
− z+1/2

(`/W )2 − 1

)
G`/W (z)

+ (z → −z) , (4.12)

1

ι±β(r̃)
:=

1 +
√
χ̃

32r̃3χ̃2

√
β̃2 + ψ̃2∆(r̃)e∓β2r̃

√
χ̃fo sin Ψ̃ , (4.13)

and

ψ̃ = α̃− r̃ +M

r̃ −M
a sin θo , χ̃ = 1− M∆(r̃)

r̃(r̃ −M)2
,

cot Ψ̃(ϕ) = ∂ϕ ln ρ̃(ϕ) , fo =
1

a
√
−ũ−

F

(
arcsin

cos θo√
ũ+

∣∣∣∣ ũ+

ũ−

)
, (4.14)

where F is the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind.

4.1 Expansion in small inclination

For small observer inclination sin θo � 1, (4.10) significantly simplifies. Since only λ = 0

geodesics can precisely reach the pole θ = 0, inverting (2.3) yields a single photon shell

radius accessible for a polar observer, given by

r̃0 = M + 2

√
M2 − a2

3
cos

[
1

3
arccos

(
1− a2

M2(
1− a2

3M2

)3/2

)]
. (4.15)
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For sin θo � 1, the photon shell radii

r̃(ϕ) ≈ r̃0 + Ξ a sin θo cosϕ , (4.16)

become accessible, where

Ξ =

(
∆(r̃0)

r̃0 −M
−M

)
4r̃2

0

√
∆(r̃0)

3M2(r̃2
0 + a2) + a2 (∆(r̃0)− 6Mr̃0)

. (4.17)

The small inclination approximation for Y ∈
{
g̃, γ, δ, τ, cos Θ̃, ρ̃,Ωs

}
is given by

Y = Y0 + Y1a sin θo cosϕ , Y1 = Ξ ∂r̃ Y |r̃=r̃0 , (4.18)

while for Z ∈ {ι,∆t,∆φ}, both even and odd parts in ϕ exist because of the dependence on

±β, and the expansion is given by

Z = Z0 + sin θo (aZe
1 cosϕ+ Zo

1 sinϕ) , (4.19)

where Ze
1 is defined analogously to Y1 in (4.18), and Zo

1 quantifies the odd-parity ϕ-dependence

and is obtained by deriving Z with respect to ϕ while holding r̃ fixed. Note that for a

generic source velocity profile the leading small-inclination correction to the redshift is a-

independent, as Doppler blue/redshift occurs due to orbital motion. This indeed is the case

for GECOs; Eq. (4.5) shows that g̃1 ∼ 1/a for low spin.

Following [26], where details may be found, we expand (4.10) in small inclination up to

O(sin θo) (inclusive). This allows to perform the sum over k + k′ and thus only a sum over

m = k − k′ remains. The final result of this computation is

Cνν′(ϕ, ϕ′, T ) ≈ S (ν, g̃(ϕ))S (ν ′, g̃(ϕ′))
c (ϕ, ϕ′)

1− e−2γ0
e−2kpsγ0

×
mmax∑
−mmax

e−|m|γ0 (1− a sin θoBm)G`t (T +mτ0)G◦`co (ϕ′ − ϕ+mδ0 − Ωs(r̃0) (T +mτ0)) ,

(4.20)

where mmax is the largest m s.t. |m|τ1a sin θo � `t, |m|δ1a sin θo � `φ, |m|γ1a sin θo � 1,

c (ϕ, ϕ′) = JWΛ(0)

(
g̃3

0 r̃0ρ̃0ι0

cos Θ̃0

)2

(4.21)

×

[
1 + a sin θo (cosϕ+ cosϕ′)

(
3
g̃1

g̃0

+
Ξ

r̃0

+
ρ̃1

ρ̃0

+
ιe1
ι0
− cos Θ̃1

cos Θ̃0

)
+ sin θo

ιo1
ι0

(sinϕ+ sinϕ′)

]
,
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and

2Bm (T, ϕ, ϕ′) = (cosϕ− cosϕ′)

[
−mγ1 +

T +mτ0

`2
t

(2∆te1 + τ1Σm)

+
sin (ϕ′ − ϕ+mδ0 − Ω0

s (T +mτ0))

`2
co

(
2
(
∆φe1 − Ω0

s∆t
e
1

)
+
(
δ1 − Ω0

sτ1

)
Σm

)]
+

2

a
(sinϕ− sinϕ′)

[
T +mτ0

`2
t

∆to1 +
sin (ϕ′ − ϕ+mδ0 − Ω0

s (T +mτ0))

`2
co

(
∆φo1 − Ω0

s∆t
o
1

)]
+ (cosϕ+ cosϕ′)

[
γ1Σm +

T +mτ0

`2
t

mτ1

+
sin (ϕ′ − ϕ+mδ0 − Ω0

s (T +mτ0))

`2
co

(
m
(
δ1 − Ω0

sτ1

)
− Ω1

s(T +mτ0)
)]

,

(4.22)

where Σm = 2
e2γ0−1

+ |m|+ 2kps.

It is straightforward to check that integrating (4.20) with respect to ν, ν ′ and taking

Ωs → 0 agrees with [26], where the flat spectrum case was considered. The location of the

correlation peaks in the 2D plane spanned by (ϕ− ϕ′, T ) is controlled by τ0, δ0, universally

depending on BH parameters only. The most prominent effect of a nonzero Ωs in (4.20),

whenever `t, `co are small enough compared to τ0 and δ0, is to tilt the orientation of the peaks

in the (ϕ− ϕ′, T ) plane. In the next section we will specify to line emission and integrate

our results over image angles, thereby obtaining observables relevant for unresolved sources.

5 Spatially unresolved sources with line emission

It is interesting to integrate C2D
νν′(T, ϕ, ϕ

′) (3.2) over the angles ϕ, ϕ′. The main advantage

of the resulting STAC function Cνν′(T ) (3.3), is that it is potentially useful for spatially

unresolved sources, as long as they are resolved well enough spectrally. With an application

for line emission in mind, we specify henceforth to sources which are monochromatic in

their rest frame, see Eq. (4.4). Integrating the quasi-universal contribution (4.10) computed

for the simple model considered in Sec. 4 over angles removes the Dirac delta functions

there. Since r̃(−ϕ) = r̃(ϕ), for 0 < |ϕ| < π the argument of each delta function has two

zeros, at ν = g̃(±ϕ)νline. In the range ν− < ν, ν ′ < ν+ where ν− = g̃(ϕ = 0)νline and
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ν+ = g̃(ϕ = π)νline, the result is

Cνν′(T ) =

ˆ
dϕ

ˆ
dϕ′ C2D

νν′(ϕ, ϕ
′, T ) =

∑
±β ,±β′

N
(
ϕ±β(ν), ϕ±β′ (ν

′)
)

ν2
line

∣∣∣ dg̃dϕ(ν) dg̃
dϕ

(ν ′)
∣∣∣ (5.1)

×
∞∑

k=kps

∞∑
k′=kps

e−kγ(r̃(ν))e−k
′γ(r̃(ν′))G`t

[
T + ∆t±β (r̃(ν))−∆t±β′ (r̃(ν ′)) + kτ (r̃(ν))− k′τ (r̃(ν ′))

]
×G◦`co

[
∆φ±β (r̃(ν))−∆φ±β′ (r̃(ν ′)) + kδ (r̃(ν))− k′δ (r̃(ν ′))

−Ωs

(
r̃(ν) + r̃(ν ′)

2

)(
T + ∆t±β (r̃(ν))−∆t±β′ (r̃(ν ′)) + kτ (r̃(ν))− k′τ (r̃(ν ′))

)]
.

The dependence on ν, ν ′ and ±β, ±β′ arises from the relation imposed by the delta functions

(4.4), ϕ±β(ν) = ±β g̃−1(ν/νline), where g̃−1 denotes the inverse function of g̃(ϕ). Recall that

e.g. for GECOs, taking rs = r̃ and λ = λ̃ in Eq. (4.5) defines g̃(ϕ). Since g̃(ϕ) is not

injective, there are two possible ways to invert this function, corresponding to ±β. Note that

the first sum runs over ±β = ±1, ±β′ = ±1 and thus yields four different terms.

It is interesting to inspect the small inclination limit of Eq. 5.2, or equivalently to integrate

(4.20) over ϕ, ϕ′. In this case, the angle-frequency relation (4.18) may be simply inverted

explicitly,

ϕ±β(ν) = ±β arccos
ν/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

. (5.2)

The result up to O(sin θo) (inclusive) is given, in the range ν− < ν, ν ′ < ν+ where

ν± = νline(g̃0 ± a sin θog̃1) , (5.3)

by

Cνν′(T ) ≈
∑
±β ,±β′

c
[
ϕ±β(ν), ϕ±β′ (ν

′)
]

ν2
line

√
(a sin θog̃1)2 − (ν/νline − g̃0)2

√
(a sin θog̃1)2 − (ν ′/νline − g̃0)2

e−2kpsγ0

1− e−2γ0

×
mmax∑
−mmax

e−|m|γ0
{

1− a sin θoBm

[
T, ϕ±β(ν), ϕ±β′ (ν

′)
]}

G`t (T +mτ0) (5.4)

×G◦`co

[
±β′ arccos

ν ′/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

∓β arccos
ν/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

+mδ0 − Ωs(r̃0) (T +mτ0)

]
.

In order to gain intuition for the above result we can choose to neglect the∝ sin θo corrections,

12



for clarity, and obtain a simpler expression, accurate to O(sin θ0
o):

Cνν′(T ) ≈
∑
±β ,±β′

JWΛ(0)
(
g̃30 r̃0ρ̃0ι0

cos Θ̃0

)2

ν2
line

√
(a sin θog̃1)2 − (ν/νline − g̃0)2

√
(a sin θog̃1)2 − (ν ′/νline − g̃0)2

× e−2kpsγ0

1− e−2γ0

mmax∑
−mmax

e−|m|γ0G`t (T +mτ0) (5.5)

×G◦`co

(
±β′ arccos

ν ′/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

∓β arccos
ν/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

+mδ0 − Ωs(r̃0) (T +mτ0)

)
,

This result may be interpreted as follows. In the 3D space spanned by (ν, ν ′, T ) we obtain a

correlation enhancement along the curves defined by the intersection of the hypersurfaces

T = −mτ0 (5.6)

±β′ arccos
ν ′/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

∓β arccos
ν/νline − g̃0

a sin θog̃1

= −mδ0 , (5.7)

i.e. 1D “ridges” along which correlation is enhanced. Each choice of (m,±β,±β′) contributes

a single ridge. Note that if the spin and the (small) inclination are known, it could be useful

to integrate, in addition, over the coordinate±β′ arccos ν′/νline−g̃0
a sin θog̃1

±βarccos ν/νline−g̃0
a sin θog̃1

in the ν, ν ′

plane (for some choice of ±β,±β′), keeping the LHS of Eqs. (5.7) fixed, in order to accumulate

the ridge to a single correlation peak in the plane
(
T,±β′ arccos ν′/νline−g̃0

a sin θog̃1
∓β arccos ν/νline−g̃0

a sin θog̃1

)
.

6 Observational considerations

Here we perform a preliminary, order-of-magnitude estimate of the signal-to-noise (SNR)

ratio we can hope to achieve with present and future instruments. We will focus on the ob-

servable (3.3), the unresolved-STAC function, and assume a significant line emission9. SNR

estimates for the more fine-grained image-STAC functions (3.1), (3.2), which are relevant

for resolved sources, will be considered elsewhere.

X-ray data that could be relevant for (3.3) is recorded in the form of a list of arrival times

and energies, or frequencies, for each recorded photon. The typical temporal resolution of

such a list is ∼ 10µsec. Its spectral resolution, for present missions, is of the order of

∼ 100 eV. The list of photons may be translated into a time series fν(t) with which (3.3)

is constructed. This time series is discretized in both time and frequency into bins, the

size of which cannot be smaller than the instrument’s temporal and spectral resolutions,

respectively. The next-generation observatory NewAthena is expected to deliver an ∼ order

of magnitude improvement in performance specifications compared to current missions, in

particular in spectral resolution and collecting area.

9Unresolved-STACs could be relevant for VLBI as well, c.f. [49], albeit with a broad emission spectrum.
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Figure 1: Quasi-universal contribution (5.5) to the spectro-temporal autocorrelation (STAC)
function Cνν′(T ), in arbitrary units, for random line emission around a Kerr black hole of
arbitrary mass M . We fix here ν ′ = g̃0νline and show the dependence on time delay T ,
in natural units, and on photon energy hν, where h is Planck’s constant. The black hole
spin parameter is a = 0.2M in the upper right panel and a = 0.9M otherwise, and it is
viewed at 11.5◦ inclination with respect to the spin axis. The emitters are taken to move on
equatorial circular orbits above the innermost stable circular orbit, and below it to plunge,
while radiating monochromatically in their rest frame. The source’s temporal correlation
length is taken to be `t = 5M in the bottom left panel and `t = 1M otherwise, and its
co-rotating azimuthal correlation length is taken to be `co = 0.5 in the bottom right panel
and `co = 0.1 otherwise. In the emitters’ rest frame the photon energy is taken to be 6.4 keV,
corresponding to the FeKα iron line. For such small inclination sources in the near-critical
approximation (4.9), nontrivial correlation structure appears only in the range given in (5.3).
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Figure 2: STAC function for the same setup as in Fig. 1, this time fixing ν = ν ′. The relative
positions of correlation ridges are determined by the universal parameters τ0, δ0, the relative
magnitudes by γ0, their tilt by the “quasi-universal” accretion flow angular velocity Ωs(r̃0),
and their widths by the statistical properties of the flow, modeled by `t, `co; see Eq. (5.5).

In order to estimate the SNR for Cνν′(T ), defined in Eq. (3.3), we add a zero mean

noise component nν(t) to the signals which we assume to be uncorrelated across time and

frequency. We can then write

Cνν′(T ) = 〈∆fν(t)∆fν′(t+ T )〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal

+ 〈∆fν(t)nν′(t+ T ) + nν(t)∆fν′(t+ T ) + nν(t)nν′(t+ T )〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise

,

(6.1)

where we keep in mind that the angle brackets denote a time average, taken over a period
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Figure 3: STAC function for the same setup as in Fig. 1, with spin a = 0.9M and correlation
lengths `t = 1M , `co = 0.1 in all panels. Here, different fixed T = 0, τ0, 2τ2, 3τ0 slices are
displayed, showing the dependence on observed photon energies ν, ν ′ in each slice.

tobs. Now, we use the definition

SNR :=
σ(signal)

σ(noise)
, (6.2)

where σ denotes the standard deviation. Moreover, we assume that at the order-of-magnitude

level σ(∆fν(t)) is frequency-independent, that the values of ν, ν ′, and T are such that a cor-

relation ridge is attained, and that `t, `co are short enough such that lensing correlation

dominates over local source correlation. Using these assumptions and dividing the numer-

ator and denominator of (6.2) by σ(n) which for simplicity is assumed to be frequency
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independent, we estimate for the m = 1 correlation ridge,

SNR(C) ∼ e−γ0 [SNR(∆f)]2√
2 [SNR(∆f)]2 + 1

N
1/2
t , (6.3)

where SNR(∆f) = σ(∆f)/σ(n), and Nt is the number of independent statistical realizations

(in time) at a given frequency. Note that the SNR of higher-order correlation peaks |m| > 1

may be estimated by replacing e−γ0 → e−|m|γ0 in Eq. (6.3). The factor N
1/2
t arises since

σ(noise) ∼ N
−1/2
t while σ(signal) ∼ O(1). Note also that when SNR(∆f) � 1, SNR(C) ∝

SNR2(∆f), while when SNR(∆f)� 1, SNR(C) ∝ SNR(∆f).

SNR(∆f) may be assessed in terms of the average number of photons per spectro-

temporal bin of spectral width ∆νbin and temporal duration ∆tbin. The dimensions of the

bins may be varied within a range determined as follows. From below, they are bounded by

the spectral/temporal resolutions of the instrument, respectively. An upper bound derives

from the requirement that several bins should fit within a characteristic spectral/temporal

separation between the primary and secondary correlation peaks; otherwise, separated cor-

relation peaks cannot be observed. With this in mind, denoting the total photon count rate

of the fluctuating part of the emission in a range (νmin, νmax) by nph
10, we may estimate the

average number of photons per bin as ∼ nph∆νbin∆tbin/(νmax − νmin). We also add a mul-

tiplicative factor fsource in order to effectively account for signal suppression, relative to the

overall flux, due to a specific source’s structure. This includes scenarios where the line emis-

sion emanates far from the photon shell, source absorption cannot be neglected11, continuum

emission swamps the line signal, and/or flow turbulence significantly smears the emission

line in the GECO rest frame. It seems difficult to estimate fsource universally; its magnitude

likely differs significantly between sources. Using these definitions we may estimate

SNR(∆f) ∼ fsource

(
nph∆νbin∆tbin

νmax − νmin

)1/2

. (6.4)

The number of independent statistical realizations of the specific flux fluctuation at a fixed

frequency bin can be estimated as Nt ∼ tobs/max{∆tbin, `t}.
These tools in hand, we will turn to estimate (6.3) for two different types of sources: XRBs

and AGN. As an initial step, we use two particular examples to extract source parameters;

10Note that with the above definition, nph depends on ∆tbin; e.g., enlarging ∆tbin effectively integrates
out some high frequencies and therefore suppresses nph. This must be kept in mind when estimating nph.
It is instructive to note that the fluctuation power spectrum of AGN and XRBs in the low state is often
reasonably well fit by a power law with index -2 over a wide frequency range, c.f. Fig. 1 of [50].

11In order to find correlations, a mostly optically thin source is required. On the other hand, in order
to generate fluorescent iron emission, regions which are sufficiently optically thick in order to be efficiently
irradiated are needed. Such a situation could be possible when the flow is highly inhomogeneous (clumpy),
in which case one has pockets of neutral iron emitting regions embedded in a highly tenuous (Compton thin)
gas component. This could be similar to the models qualitatively discussed by [51].
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a much wider survey is required for a better estimate of the SNR in general. We will

begin with XRBs, taking as an example the bright source MAXI J1535-571 as observed

by AstroSat/LAXPC. This BH’s mass was estimated to be (6.4 ± 1.3)M� in Ref. [52], and

therefore its typical time delay is ∼ 15GM
c3
∼ 2ms. In this light, we should only consider

∆tbin . 1ms. The data show that in the 3 − 4keV range, the photon count rate in the

fluctuating part, quantified by the standard deviation, amounts to nph ∼ 103s−1 at temporal

bin size ∆tbin ∼ 1ms. Thus, for this observation we obtain

SNR(∆f) ∼ 1

20

(
fsource

0.1

)(
∆νbin

250eV

∆tbin

1ms

)1/2

. (6.5)

Plugging this into (6.3), assuming ∆tbin & `t, a low photon count rate SNR(∆f) � 1, and

employing the corresponding approximation, we obtain

SNR(C) ∼ 3× 10−3

(
e−γ0

e−π

)(
fobs

0.1

)2(
∆νbin

250eV

)(
∆tbin

1ms

)1/2(
tobs

1s

)1/2

. (6.6)

In order to obtain a rough estimate of the required observation time, we may substitute unity

in all the factors in parenthesis in Eq. (6.6) except the rightmost one where tobs appears

explicitly. Equating SNR(C) ∼ 1 and solving for the observation time implies that the

signal can begin to rise above the noise when tobs & 1.3 days. It is important to reiterate

that significant assumptions have been made in order to obtain this estimate, in particular

fobs ∼ 0.1. Assuming, for example, fobs ∼ 0.01, would have yielded a required observation

time of tobs & 35 years.

Turning to AGN, we take as an example the nearby source I Zwicky 1, which was argued

in Ref. [41] to show evidence of variable coronal emission reverberating off different parts of

its accretion disk and displaying echoes. This BH’s mass was estimated to be (3.1± 0.5)×
107M� [41], and therefore its typical time delay is ∼ 30 minutes. Taking its XMM-Newton

observations as a test case, the data show a standard deviation of ∼ 0.07s−1 in the count

rate fluctuations, in the 3− 4keV band. For this observation, we therefore obtain

SNR(∆f) ∼ 0.3

(
fsource

0.1

)(
∆νbin

250eV

∆tbin

500s

)1/2

. (6.7)

Plugging this into (6.3), again assuming for simplicity ∆tbin & `t and a low photon count

rate SNR(∆f)� 1, gives

SNR(C) ∼ 2× 10−4

(
e−γ0

e−π

)(
fobs

0.1

)2(
∆νbin

250eV

)(
∆tbin

500s

)1/2(
tobs

1s

)1/2

. (6.8)

Estimating the required observation time for the signal to rise above the noise in a similar

manner to that explained below Eq. (6.6), we obtain tobs & 0.8 years.
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To conclude this section, despite the existence of significant unknowns, we may take

away several valuable lessons from the above analysis. First, it seems that XRBs seem to

be somewhat preferred over AGN for the observation of unresolved STACs Cνν′(T ). Second,

that the SNR seems to improve significantly when the signal SNR obeys SNR(∆f) & 1, with

an important role played by the photon count rate in that regard. Finally, that estimates of

fsource could be valuable for a better assessment of the observability of unresolved STACs.

We reemphasize that we have only considered in this section, as case studies, two par-

ticular observations of specific sources. There are many existing datasets corresponding to

a variety of sources, observed by different missions, which could be considered. It is also

important to reiterate the transformative capabilities of NewAthena in the present context.

When it comes online, its collecting area is expected to increase that of e.g. XMM/PN by

a factor of ∼ 10, together with other order-of-magnitude improvements. The above analysis

implies that such improvements could have a significant effect on the SNR.
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A Explicit analytical expressions

A.1 Photon shell critical parameters

The critical parameters {γ, δ, τ} are given by

γ(r̃) =
4r̃

a
√
−ũ−

√
1− M∆̃

r̃(r̃ −M)2
K

(
ũ+

ũ−

)
, (A.1a)

δ(r̃) =
2√
−ũ−

[
r̃ +M

r̃ −M
K

(
ũ+

ũ−

)
+
λ̃

a
Π

(
ũ+,

ũ+

ũ−

)]
+ 2πΘ(r̃ − r̃0) , (A.1b)

τ(r̃) =
2

a
√
−ũ−

[
r̃2

(
r̃ + 3M

r̃ −M

)
K

(
ũ+

ũ−

)
− a2ũ−

(
E

(
ũ+

ũ−

)
−K

(
ũ+

ũ−

))]
, (A.1c)

where K, E, and Π are, respectively, the complete elliptic functions of the first, second, and

third kind. Θ represents the Heaviside function, and ũ± are defined in equation (2.5), and

are evaluated here for λ = λ̃, η = η̃.
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A.2 Redshift of plunging emitters

The redshift factor of geodesic emitters which plunge from the ISCO was derived in Ref. [47].

gplunge =
1

ut − uφλ∓ ur
√
R(rs)/∆(rs)

, (A.2)

where the ∓ = −sign(prs) corresponds to the radial direction of emission at the source, and

ur = −
√

2M

3risco

(
risco

rs
− 1

)3/2

, uφ =
Γisco

r2
s

(λisco + aH) , ut = Γisco

[
1 +

2M

rs
(1 +H)

]
,

H =
2Mrs − aλisco

∆(rs)
λisco =

√
M
(
r2

isco − 2a
√
Mrisco + a2

)
r

3/2
isco − 2M

√
risco + a

√
M

,Γisco =

√
1− 2M

3risco

. (A.3)

The ISCO is special in that (in the probe limit) three qualitatively different geodesics with

the same value of orbital parameters exist: a marginally stable circular geodesic at r = risco,

a plunge from the ISCO, and its time-reversed “climb” to the ISCO.
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An oscillating inflaton field induces small amplitude oscillations of the Hubble parameter at the
end of inflation. These Hubble parameter induced oscillations, in turn, trigger parametric particle
production of all light fields, even if they are not directly coupled to the inflaton. We here study
the induced particle production for a light scalar field (e.g. the Standard Model Higgs field) after
inflation as a consequence of this effect. Our analysis yields a model-independent lower bound on
the efficiency of energy transfer from the inflaton condensate to particle excitations.

I. INDUCED GRAVITATIONAL PREHEATING
EFFECT

A major challenge for inflationary cosmology [1] is to
provide a mechanism to produce a hot gas of particles
after the period of inflation, a period during which the
number density of particles existing before inflation is
exponentially diluted. The first attempts to describe
this reheating process were perturbative [2]. But it was
soon realized [3–7] that the oscillating inflaton conden-
sate (which results after inflation has ended) can induce
parametric resonance excitations of any field which cou-
ples to the inflaton. The analysis of the efficiency of this
process is, however, very model independent (see e.g. [8]
for reviews of reheating).

Here we discuss a model-independent mechanism
which leads to the production of particles, even if they
are not non-gravitationally coupled to the inflaton field.
The source of this phenomenon is the oscillating con-
tribution to the pressure which the oscillating inflaton
condensate induces. This oscillating pressure leads to a
oscillating contribution to the mass of any field which has
the usual coupling to gravity, in particular the Standard
Model Higgs field. Our process thus provides a channel
to directly produce Standard Model particles after infla-
tion, and it provides a model-independent lower bound
on the efficiency of reheating.

The gravitational particle production channel which
we are discussing leads to the production of quanta of all
scalar fields whose mass is substantially smaller than the
inflaton mass. Gauge fields will be excited by the same
mechanism, as will fermions, except that in the case of
fermions the particle production will be smaller due to
Pauli blocking. Since dark matter and Standard Model
matter are excited by the same process, there is a possi-
ble connection to the dark matter coincidence problem,
namely the puzzle of why the energy densities of dark
matter and visible matter are of similar magnitude to-
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† vkamali@ipm.ir
‡ rudnei@uerj.br

day.
The gravitational reheating mechanism which we em-

ploy here was first studied in the context of dark mat-
ter production after inflation in various works [9]. In
[10], the mechanism was studied in the context of moduli
and graviton production during a early universe phase
in which a modulus field is coherently oscillating. Re-
cently, we [11] studied the decay on an axion condensate
by the same mechanism 1. Here, we emphasize two new
aspects. First, we point out that gravitational preheat-
ing leads to a direct and model-independent production
channel for Standard Model particles. Second, we derive
a lower bound on the efficiency of the energy transfer
from the inflaton condensate to particle quanta, and de-
termine a lower bound on the effective temperature at the
end of the preheating phase. We also point out a possible
connection to the dark matter coincidence problem, the
mystery of why the density of dark matter is comparable
to the density of Standard Model matter.

In the following, we will use natural units in which the
speed of light, Planck’s constant and Boltzmann’s con-
stant are set to one. We work in the context of a spatially
flat homogeneous and isotropic background metric with
scale factor a(t), where t is physical time. The comov-
ing spatial coordinates are xi, i = 1, 2, 3. The Planck
mass is denoted by mPl. The Hubble expansion rate is
H(t) = ȧ(t)/a(t), where an overdot denotes the deriva-
tive with respect to time. ρ and p stand for energy density
and pressure, respectively.

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

In the following we will denote the oscillating scalar
inflaton field by φ, and the scalar field whose particle
production we study by χ. Specifically, χ can be the
Higgs field of the Standard Model of particle physics.
For simplicity, we will neglect nonlinearities in the scalar

1 See also [12] for some early work, and [13] for an application of
a parametric resonance instability to describe the generation of
photons from a gravitational wave.
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2

field sector, and work in the context of Einstein gravity.
Thus, the Lagrangian Lm of the matter sector is

Lm =

∫
d4x
√
−g
[

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+
1

2
∂µχ∂

µχ− V (φ, χ)

]
,

(2.1)
with the potential

V (φ, χ) =
m2
φ

2
φ2 +

m2
χ

2
χ2 . (2.2)

In the above, g is the determinant of the metric. Note
that inflaton self couplings or couplings between the infla-
ton and matter would open the usual preheating channels
and make the overall preheating process more efficient.
We are here aiming for a lower bound on the efficiency
of preheating.

At the end of inflation, all the energy density is stored
in the inflaton field condensate which is beginning to
oscillate. It is useful to recall the general dynamics of
an oscillating scalar field after inflation. An oscillating
scalar field condensate leads to pressure oscillating about
p = 0. When the frequency ω of the oscillating field is
much larger than the Hubble rate,

ω ∼ φ̇/φ � H , (2.3)

then one can show that [14] the energy density in the
scalar field condensate scales as

ρφ ∝ a(t)−3γ , (2.4)

where

γ = 2n/(n+ 2), (2.5)

for a potential

V ∼ φn . (2.6)

This leads to the time dependence

a(t) ∝ t2/(3γ) (2.7)

of the scale factor. Then, the inflaton will have oscilla-
tions with a decreasing amplitude

A(t) ∝ a(t)−6/(n+2) ∝ t−2/n . (2.8)

In the case n = 2 we can understand this result very
easily: the time average of the pressure of the oscillating
scalar field is p = 0 and we get a matter-dominated phase
of cosmological expansion.

However, in the case of large field inflation models
(models in which the slow-roll trajectory is a local at-
tractor in initial condition space - see [15] for a review),
the intial amplitude of oscillation is A ∼ mPl and hence
the intial value of H is of the same order of magnitude
as the oscillation frequency ω = mφ. In this case, the
averaging of the energy-momentum tensor of the inflaton
field is not justified, and we obtain instead the oscillatory

corrections which lead to the resonance effects which we
describe below.

Let us then consider the evolution equation for the mo-
mentum modes of a spectator scalar field, χk(t), in the
background of the oscillating inflaton field in an expand-
ing universe. The equation of motion for χk is given by

χ̈k + 3Hχ̇k +

(
k2

a2
+m2

χ

)
χk = 0 . (2.9)

It is convenient to consider the rescaled field modes ψk
defined via

ψk ≡ a3/2χk , (2.10)

whose equation of motion is

ψ̈k + ω2
k(t)ψk = 0, (2.11)

where

ω2
k(t) =

k2

a2
+m2

χ −
3

4

(
ȧ

a

)2

− 3

2

ä

a
. (2.12)

Note that the mass term of the field in Eq. (2.12) is mod-
ified by the expansion.

The contribution to the mass of χ due to the expansion
in Eq. (2.12) can be expressed as

−3

4

(
ȧ

a

)2

− 3

2

ä

a
= −9

4
H2 +

3

2
Ḣ2 = 6πGpφ,(2.13)

where we have used that

Ḣ = −4πG(ρφ + pφ), (2.14)

and where

pφ ≡
1

2
φ̇2 − 1

2
m2
φφ

2 (2.15)

is the pressure density of the inflaton field. The oscilla-
tions of the inflaton field lead to important effects for the
χ-field mode evolution in Eq. (2.11).

The oscillating homogeneous inflaton field can be pa-
rameterized as

φ(t) = A(t) cos(mφt) , (2.16)

with a decreasing time dependent amplitude A(t). The
effects of the oscillating pressure on the scale factor are
of the order GA2(t). For small values of the field ampli-
tude, they would be highly Planck suppressed. However,
the initial amplitude of the field oscillation at the end of
inflation is of the order of the Planck mass, and hence
the effects can be important.

We perform a perturbative analysis in GA2, where A
is the initial amplitude of the field oscillation. As is clear
from (2.11) and (2.13), the effects of the oscillating pres-
sure on the evolution of ψk are of the order of GA2, and
hence, to leading order in the expansion parameter, we
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can consider the amplitude of the field oscillation to de-
cay like in a matter-dominated universe, i.e. given by

A(t) = A tR
t
, (2.17)

where tR denotes the time when the oscillations start.
This leads to the following expression for the pressure

pφ = −1

2
m2
φA

2cos(2mφt)−A2mφ

t
sin(2mφt)

+
A2

t2
cos2(mφt) . (2.18)

In the above, the first term dominates for mφt > 1, i.e.
when the mass of the inflaton field is larger than the
Hubble scale at the beginning of the period of oscillation.

Hence, the χk field modes acquire a time dependent
mass and the time dependence frequency for the field
modes becomes

ω2
k(t) = k2

(
tR
t

)4/3

+m2
χ

− 3πGA2cos(2mφt)m
2
φ

(
tR
t

)2

. (2.19)

Note that for half of the oscillation period, the oscillating
pressure leads to a tachyonic contribution to the mass
term. This term will dominate for infrared modes with

k <
√

3πGA2

(
tR
t

)1/3

mφ , (2.20)

and provided that the mass of the χ particles is small

mχ <
√

3πGA2
tR
t
mφ , (2.21)

which is trivially satisfied for the Higgs field since the
Higgs mass is so many orders of magnitude smaller than
the inflaton mass. If these conditions are satisfied, we
expect rapid χ particle production which will lead to ef-
ficient reheating. We denote the limiting value of k where
(2.20) is satisfied by kmax. Note that kmax is a decreasing
function of time.

III. A LOWER BOUND ON THE EFFICIENCY
OF REHEATING

Let us consider a low mass field (e.g. the Standard
Model Higgs field), and infrared modes. In this case
the equation of motion (2.11) becomes (introducing the
rescaled time variable z = 2mφt)

ψ′′k −
3π

4
GA2 z

2
R

z2
cos(z)ψk = 0, (3.1)

where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to z,
and zR is the value of z at the time tR. This is the key
equation in our analysis. We call the second term in the
above equation the driving term.

If it were not for the z−2 factor, Equation (3.1) would
be of the form of a Mathieu equation [16] and lead to
broad band parametric resonance (i.e. all infrared modes
obeying (2.20) would be exponentially excited. In the
following section we will investigate the solutions of this
equation numerically. Here, we want to provide an ana-
lytical lower bound on particle production. We do this
by making two approximations. In each step, we simplify
the form of the driving term by using a lower bound for
it.

Notice that the driving term is positive for half the
period and negative for the other half. When it is pos-
itive, ψk will experience a tachyonic instability, when it
is negative it will oscillate. Hence, to obtain the growth
in the amplitude of ψk we will set the driving term to
zero except in the time range −π/4 < z < π/4, and in
this range we use the lower bound 1/2 on the amplitude
of the oscillatory term. The second approximation is to
neglect the growth of ψk during the rest of the oscillation
period of the condensate.

Based on our first approximation, and setting t = tR,
in the z-interval

∆z =
π

2
, (3.2)

the equation (3.1) can be approximated by

ψ′′ =
3

8
πGA2ψk . (3.3)

The solution is exponentially increasing with Floquet ex-
ponent µk given by

µ2
k =

3

8
πGA2 , (3.4)

and thus the amplitude of ψk increases during one period
by

ψk(zi + 2π) = ψk(zi)e
πµk/2 , (3.5)

where zi is the value of z at the beginning of the period.
Thus, the effective growth rate is 1/4 of the instantaneous
growth rate given by µk.

To determine the efficiency of the resonance, we need
to compare the growth rate µ̃k with the Hubble expansion
rate H, where µ̃ is the growth rate in terms of physical
time t

µ̃k = 2mφµk . (3.6)

Recalling that the effective growth rate µ̃k,eff is 1/4 of
the maximal growth rate given by µk, and making use
of the Friedmann equation to express H in terms of the
inflaton condensate energy density we find that

µ̃k,eff =
3

8
√

2
H . (3.7)

Note that both sides scale in the same way as a function
of time. Thus, we see that the resonance is not strong.
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The growth of ψ can therefore be approximated as a lin-
ear growth in time

ψk(t) ' (t− tR)µ̃k,effψk(tR) . (3.8)

In terms of the canonical field χ this means (using the
scaling of a(t) in a matter dominated epoch)

χk(t) ' tRµ̃k,effχk(tR), (3.9)

for t � tR. In the next section we will see that the
numerical analysis confirms the linear growth in time of
ψk(t).

Before discussing the numerical analysis of the equa-
tion of motion (2.11) with frequency given by (2.19) we
provide an estimate on the efficiency of the energy trans-
fer. We assume that all ψk modes begin in their quantum
vacuum state with amplitude

ψk(tR) =
1√
2k

, (3.10)

which is a natural assumption since inflation redshifts
all field excitations and leaves behind a matter vacuum
state.

A lower bound on the energy density of χ particles at
time t can then be obtained by integrating the contribu-
tion of all Fourier modes of χ up to the time dependent
cutoff kmax(t) from (2.20)

ρχ(t) ∼ 4π
1

(2π)3

∫ kmax(tR)

k=0

dkk4
a2(tR)

a2(t)
χk(t)2 , (3.11)

where two of the factors of k are from the phase space
of modes, and the other two (plus the scale factor term)
from the gradient contribution to the mode energy. Com-
bining (3.9) and (3.11, and inserting the values of kmax(t)
and µ̃k,eff we obtain

ρχ(t) ∼ 27

512
π(GA2)3

(
tR
t

)4/3

m4
φ(mφtR)2 . (3.12)

The upper bound on the time t when the energy transfer
from the inflaton condensate to χ particle quanta is com-
plete can be obtained by setting the result (3.12) equal
to the energy density

ρφ(t) =
1

2
m2
φA2

(
tR
t

)2

, (3.13)

of the inflaton condensate density.
The Friedmann equation yields the relation

m2
φt

2
R =

1

3π

(
GA2

)−1
, (3.14)

and inserting this result into (3.12) yields the expression(
t

tR

)2/3

∼ 266

3

(
GA2

)−1 (
Gm2

φ

)−1
, (3.15)

for the time when the energy transfer is complete.
We can define an “equivalent temperature” 2 TRH via

T 4
RH = ρχ(t) . (3.16)

and the time t given by (3.15). Equivalently,

T 4
RH = ρφ(t) =

1

2
m2
φA2

(
tR
t

)2

. (3.17)

Hence, from (3.15) we find

TRH =

(
1√
2
mφA

)1/2(
3

266

)3/4 (
GA2

)3/4 (
Gm2

φ

)3/4
.

(3.18)
The first term on the right hand side of (3.18) is the
maximal temperature Tmax after inflation (obtained for
instantaneous transfer of the inflaton energy into parti-
cles). The other three factors yield the suppression of
the actual reheating temperature compared to this max-
imal value. For GA ∼ 1 and for the characteristic value
Gmφ ∼ 10−6 for standard single field inflation models
(corresponding to an inflationary energy scale of about
1016GeV we find the lower bound

TRH ∼ 10−6Tmax . (3.19)

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) are the main results of our
work.

IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Since the time scale of our resonance phenomenon is
of the same order of magnitude as the Hubble expansion
time scale, it is crucial to confirm our analytical estimates
by numerically solving the key equation (2.11) with fre-
quency given by (2.19). With the numerics we can study
the evolution for general values of k and mχ.

We can choose, without loss of generality, the initial
time tR as the time the inflaton field starts oscillating
after inflation. For slow roll inflation models, this is given
by

3H(tR) ≡ 2

tR
= mφ , (4.1)

which yields tR = 2/mφ. From Eq. (2.19), we can see
that for small values of k and mχ (relative to mφ) there
will be time intervals when ω2

k becomes negative. When-
ever this happens, the modes ψk grow exponentially.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the parameters
and times for which ω2

k < 0 and where this exponential
growth of ψk can happen.

2 Note that the quanta produced do not have a thermal distribu-
tion. This is always the case at the end of a period of preheating.
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FIG. 1. Parameter values and intervals of time for which ω2
k <

0, indicated by the colored regions. The vertical axis is the
ratio of the inflaton mass to the mass of the χ field. Roughly
speaking, only for χ masses smaller than the φ mass can there
be an instability. The different colors show the results for
different values of k. For values of k larger than mχ, it is the
value of k which determines if an instability is possible. It
is infrared modes which can undergo the resonant excitation.
The dashed lines indicate the lowest value ofmφ/mχ for which
there can be a resonance.

From Fig. 1 we can see that for any sufficiently small
values of k and sufficiently small ratios for the masses,
mχ/mφ � 1, the square of the frequency for the χk
modes becomes negative. This happens twice every com-
plete cycle of oscillation, in a time interval −π/4 <
mφ∆t < π/4. Since the maximal value of k for which
we expect resonance to happen, namely the kmax given
in (2.20), is a decreasing function of time, there willl be,
for any value of k, a maximum time tmax for which ω2

k
can become negative. This maximal time (which depends
on both mφ and mχ) is indicated by the dashed lines in
Fig. 1. For t > tmax there is no longer any exponen-
tial growth of χk, and the modes simply oscillate after
that time with the amplitude reached after the last in-
stability region is crossed. This maximum time tmax is
given by setting the cosine in Eq. (2.19) as one (i.e., at
its maximum value) and solving the resulting equation
for ωk(tmax) = 0. This yields

mφtmax =3
m2
φ

m2
χ

+
2k2F (k,mφ,mχ)

m2
χ

(
mχ
mφ

)2/3 −
8k4

(
mχ
mφ

)2/3
3F (k,mφ,mχ)m4

χ


1/2

,

(4.2)

where F (k,mφ,mχ) in the above equation is given by

F (k,mφ,mχ) = 31/3

(
−1 +

√
1 +

64k6

243m4
φm

2
χ

)1/3

.

(4.3)
Note that for small values of mχ (compared to mφ) the
back-reaction of particle production on the inflaton con-
densate will shut off the resonance before tmax. This
back-reaction time scale was discussed at the end of the
previous section.

Neglecting the abovementioned back-reaction effect,
the number of times an instability region is crossed for
given values of k, mφ and mχ is given by

∆N = mφtmax/π . (4.4)

For k � mχ, we have for instance that

∆N ∼ mφ/(πmχ) . (4.5)

The smaller the ratio mχ/mφ, the larger will be the
growth of the momentum modes for the χ field. The
small oscillations of the metric induced by the oscillating
inflaton can, therefore, as discussed in the previous sec-
tion, be an efficient way of producing χ-particles. Let us
investigate this effect in more detail.

In Fig. 2 we consider the evolution of ψk as a function
of time t, in the case k = 0 and mχ � mφ. As is evi-
dent, there is indeed resonant growth of the amplitude,
as expected from the analytical analysis of the previous
section. As expected based on our analytical approxima-
tions, the resonant growth is linear in time.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

mϕt

m
χ1
2
|ψ

k
(t
)|

FIG. 2. Time evolution of ψk for k = 0 and mχ = 10−6mφ

(solid black curve). The fit to a linear growth (red dashed
curve) as a function of time is a good one, and it is found

to be given by |ψk(t)| ∼ 0.0825(mφt + 6)/m
1/2
χ . We have

used the usual vacuum initial conditions when solving for
the mode equations, i.e., ψk(t0) = eiωk(t0)t0/

√
2ωk(t0) and

ψ̇k(t0) = ieiωk(t0)t0
√
ωk(t0)/2 and with t0 set at tR = 2/mφ

[see Eq. (4.1)].

In Fig. 3, we show the numerical solution of the χ-field
momentum mode equation, Eq. (2.11), using Eq. (2.19),
with ψk(t) evaluated at the maximum time t = tmax at
which the maximum amplitude for ψk(t) is reached.
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FIG. 3. The modulus of ψk(t) evaluated at the maximum
time t = tmax and for different values of the ratio of masses
mφ/mχ and values of the momentum k. The evolution was
started with vacuum initial conditions as in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 3, we see that |ψk(tmax)| can grow to larger
values the smaller mχ is compared to mφ. For mχ � mφ,
when the results approach a linear behavior shown in
Fig. 3(a), we have that |ψk(tmax)| can be well approxi-
mated by

|ψk(tmax)| '
mφ

4πmχ

(
k2 +m2

χ

)1/4 . (4.6)

The results show that the condition mχ � mφ is required
in order to have an efficient resonance.

For illustrative purpose, we also show in Fig. 3(b) the
amplitude of |ψk(tmax)|, when normalized by its value at
k = 0, as a function of k. As expected, we see that for
k < mχ the growth rate is independent of k.

The rate of growth for the modes can be estimated by
computing

Γ ≡ |ψ̇k/ψk| . (4.7)

This rate is shown and compared to H−1 in Fig. 4. Note
that Γ� H, for values of mχ which are not much smaller
than mφ. But this is a region where the modes are not
sufficiently excited. In the region where the modes expe-
rience pronounced growth (see Fig. 3), we have Γ ' H/2.
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FIG. 4. The growth rate for the modes computed at t = tmax

normalized by the Hubble rate.

Thus, as to be expected from the analytical analysis of
the previous section, the resonance process is not fast on
the Hubble time scale. Note, however, that the process
is far more efficient than the usual graviton mediated de-
cay channel for which the rate is given by the Eq. (5.1)
shown in the following section.
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FIG. 5. The comoving occupation number nk evaluated at
t = tmax. n0 denotes the occupation number evaluated at
vanishing momentum.

To illustrate the relative growth of the χ-momentum
modes, we can continue to work directly with the rescaled
modes ψk, from which we have the adiabatic invariant for
Eq. (2.11) with the interpretation of a comoving occupa-
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tion number [7],

nk =
ωk
2

(
|ψ̇k|2

ω2
k

+ |ψk|2
)
− 1

2
. (4.8)

In Fig. 5, we show the occupation number nk when com-
puted at t = tmax. As expected from the analytical anal-
ysis, the larger the ratio of mφ/mχ, the longer the period
of resonance and the larger the value of nk. Note that for
mχ � mφ the resonance is shut off for values of k � mχ

such mφ � k � mχ. The linear asymptotic behavior
seen in Fig. 5(a) is well described by

nk(tmax) ∼
√
k2 +m2

χ|ψk(tmax)|2/2 , (4.9)

with |ψk(tmax)| given by Eq. (4.6). As can also be seen
in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b), for k modes in the deep ultraviolet,
the occupation number sharply drops as expected.

V. COMPARISON WITH PERTURBATIVE
EFFECTS

In this section we wish to compare the resonant growth
of χ particles with the perturbative growth which is ob-
tained by the decay of the φ condensate mediated by
gravitons. This decay width for this process was com-
puted in [17] and takes the form

Γφφ→χχ =
ρφmφ

1024πM4
Pl

(
1 +

m2
χ

2m2
φ

)2√
1−

m2
χ

m2
φ

, (5.1)

where MPl = 1/
√

8πG is the reduced Planck mass, with

1/
√
G ≡ mPl and ρφ is the energy density of the inflaton

field. At the end of inflation (i.e., when the equation of
state for the inflaton becomes larger than −1/3), we have

that φ̇2end = V (φend) and then

ρφ,end =
3

2
V (φend) . (5.2)

Assuming a quadratic potential for the inflaton field as
in Eq. (2.2), we have

φ2end ' M2
Pl/(4π) ≡ 2M2

Pl (5.3)

and hence

ρφ,end = 3m2
φM

2
Pl (5.4)

and Hend = mφ. Recalling that for a quadratic infla-
ton potential normalized to get the right amplitude of
curvature fluctuations we have

mφ ≈ 10−6MPl , (5.5)

we find that

Γφφ→χχ/H ∼ 10−9 . (5.6)

From this discussion we conclude that the minimal pre-
heating process discussed in this paper is many orders of
magnitude more efficient that perturbative decay medi-
ated by gravitons 3.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a model-independent minimal pre-
heating process which directly transfers the energy of the
oscillating inflaton condensate to Standard Model parti-
cles, in particular the Higgs field. The effect is a con-
sequence of a parametric resonance instability of tachy-
onic nature in the mode equation for scalar matter fields.
This resonance is due to an oscillating contribution to the
mass term of the modes which results from the oscillating
pressure of the inflaton condensate. We have established
a lower bound on the efficiency of the energy transfer. It
leads to the decay of the condensate on a time scale given
by (3.15), which is larger than the Hubble time at the end
of inflation by a factor of the order of 103(mPl/mφ)3/2,
where mφ is the mass of the inflaton candidate. The ef-
fective temperature at the end of the dominance of the
inflaton condensate is given by (3.18), which is smaller
than the maximal temperature one could have expected
by a factor of the order of 10−3/2(Gm2

φ)3/4.
Our analysis is based on an approximate analytical

analysis in which we chose our approximations in order to
under-estimate the strength of the effect. We confirmed
the results using a numerical study of the solutions of the
mode equation.

Previous studies of reheating focused on matter field
excitations via matter couplings in the matter La-
grangian and are hence very model dependent. For large
matter couplings, these non-gravitational channels can
be more efficient than the one considered here, How-
ever, since we do not expect Standard Model particles
to be directly coupled to the inflaton field, the previous
mechanism leave open the question of energy transfer
to Standard Model particles. An important aspect of
our mechanism is that Standard Model particles are pro-
duced directly (and they are produced more efficiently
than particles of a Beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
if the masses of the BSM particles are much larger than
those of Standard Model particles).

We have focused on the production of scalar field
quanta. The same mechanism applies to gauge parti-
cle generation. A similar instability should also arise in

3 Note, however, there are many attempts of constructing (very
model dependent) scenarios of dark matter production through
these type of gravitational processes (see e.g. Refs. [17–20] for
some recent examples) which are more efficient than the above
perturbative decay. Likewise, there are also attempts of fully
describe reheating after inflation using such gravitational decay
channels for the inflaton, like, e.g., in Ref. [21]. Here, we do
not consider such cases since our proposal is quite different from
what was studied in those works.
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the equation of motion for Fermions, but we expect that
Pauli blocking will suppress the strength of Fermion par-
ticle production.

Our mechanism may have implications for the Dark
Matter coincidence problem, namely the question of why
the current energy densities of dark and visible matters
are comparable. If Dark Matter is a very weakly inter-
acting low mass (compared to the inflaton mass) scalar
field, then during the phase of oscillations of the infla-
ton condensate the same energy density of dark matter
and Higgs particles will be generated. How these densi-
ties evolve after the period of inflaton oscillations will be
model dependent, and we will return to the study of this
question in a future publication.
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Abstract. Evidence Networks can enable Bayesian model comparison when state-of-the-art
methods (e.g. nested sampling) fail and even when likelihoods or priors are intractable or
unknown. Bayesian model comparison, i.e. the computation of Bayes factors or evidence
ratios, can be cast as an optimization problem. Though the Bayesian interpretation of optimal
classification is well-known, here we change perspective and present classes of loss functions
that result in fast, amortized neural estimators that directly estimate convenient functions of
the Bayes factor. This mitigates numerical inaccuracies associated with estimating individual
model probabilities. We introduce the leaky parity-odd power (l-POP) transform, leading
to the novel “l-POP-Exponential” loss function. We explore neural density estimation for
data probability in different models, showing it to be less accurate and scalable than Evidence
Networks. Multiple real-world and synthetic examples illustrate that Evidence Networks are
explicitly independent of dimensionality of the parameter space and scale mildly with the
complexity of the posterior probability density function. This simple yet powerful approach
has broad implications for model inference tasks. As an application of Evidence Networks to
real-world data we compute the Bayes factor for two models with gravitational lensing data
of the Dark Energy Survey. We briefly discuss applications of our methods to other, related
problems of model comparison and evaluation in implicit inference settings.

Keywords: Bayesian model comparison, deep learning, simulation-based inference, applications

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Bayesian model comparison aims to evaluate the relative posterior probability of different underlying
models given some observed data xO. The ratio of probabilities (the posterior odds) for two models, M1

and M0, can be related to the model evidence, via:

p(M1|xO)

p(M0|xO)
=
p(xO|M1)

p(xO|M0)

p(M1)

p(M0)
, (1)

where p(xO|M1) is the evidence for model M1 and p(M1) is the prior probability of the model. The
evidence ratio for the two models is known as the Bayes factor, K (see Jaynes 2003 for details).

Under the assumption of equal prior probability for both models, the Bayes factor (i.e. the ratio of
model evidences) becomes equal to the ratio of posterior probabilities for models:

K =
p(xO|M1)

p(xO|M0)
=
p(M1|xO)

p(M0|xO)
, if p(M1) = p(M0) . (2)

The evaluation of the Bayes factor, given some data and taking into account all sources of uncertainty,
is typically the ultimate goal for model comparison. Bayes factors have been used or discussed in the fields
of epidemiology, engineering, particle physics, cosmology, law, neuroscience, and many others (Wakefield,
2009; Yuen, 2010; Jasa & Xiang, 2012; Feroz, 2013; Fenton et al., 2016; Handley et al., 2019; Keysers
et al., 2020; Massimi, 2020). Though the simplest interpretation is that of an odds ratio under equal
model priors, interpretations like the Jeffreys’ scale (Jeffreys, 1998) are also popular for Bayesian model
comparison. In general these interpretations are concerned with the log Bayes factor, thought of as the
relative magnitude of the odds.
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1.2. Paper summary

In Section 1.3, ‘Motivation’, we introduce the challenges faced in Bayesian model comparison that
are solved by Evidence Networks: intractability of computationally challenging integration, unknown
likelihood/prior, and lack of model parameterization. In Section 1.4, ‘Evidence Networks & comparison
with existing methods’, we consider existing methods in the context of these three motivations.

In Section 2, ‘Optimization objective’, we show how to construct bespoke losses to estimate
convenient functions of the model evidence, with focus on the log Bayes factor. Section 2.1 describes
the first case of the ‘Direct estimate of model posterior probability’. Section 2.2 introduces our primary
case of ‘Direct estimate of Bayes factors’, which includes the description of the novel “l-POP” transform
and associated “l-POP-Exponential” loss. We include a ‘Summary of “symmetric losses”’ in Section 2.3.

In Section 3, we discuss ‘Pitfalls & validation techniques’ with Evidence Networks. Section 3.1
describes the practical ‘Challenge’ in validating a trained Evidence Network in the standard case in
which the true Bayes factor of the validation data is not known. Section 3.2 presents a ‘Blind coverage
testing’ solution.

Section 4 presents ‘Demonstration: Analytic time-series’. This demonstration uses a ‘Generative
model’ (Section 4.2) defined such that the Bayes factors can be calculated analytically using a closed-form
expression. Section 4.3, ‘Evidence Network results’, describes the results of the Evidence Networks,
demonstrates the blind coverage test, and explores the choice of loss functions. Alternatives are
considered in Section 4.4, ‘Comparison to state-of-the-art: nested sampling with known likelihood’, and
Section 4.5, ‘Alternative likelihood-free method: density estimation’.

Section 5 presents ‘Demonstration: Dark Energy Survey data’, in which Evidence Networks are
used to compare two alternative models of galaxy intrinsic alignments using gravitational lensing data.

Section 6, ‘Pedagogical Example: Rastrigin Posterior’, addresses a conceptual point: there are cases
where estimation of the Bayes factor (e.g. with Evidence Networks) for model comparison can be done
even in cases where solving the parameter inference problem is intractable, e.g. due to the complexity
of the posterior probability distribution.

We conclude in Section 7, with Section 7.1 presenting a discussion of ‘Simple extensions for
further applications’: absolute evidence (rather than Bayes factor ratios), the connection to frequentist
hypothesis testing, and Evidence Networks for posterior predictive tests.

1.3. Motivation

The challenge for Bayesian model comparison arises in the calculation of the model evidence. Assuming
the statistical model is known, the model evidence can be expressed as the marginal likelihood :

p(xO|M1) =

∫
p(xO|θ,M1) p(θ|M1) dθ . (3)

This integral over the space of permissible model parameters θ is often intractable. There could be three
distinct reasons for this:

(i) The integral is computationally challenging. This often renders the calculation effectively impossible
for a high-dimensional parameter space.

(ii) The probability densities p(xO|θ) and p(θ) are unknown.

(iii) There is no known underlying parameterization that generates the data. For example, real-
world data can be drawn from different model classes, and there may be no evident underlying
parameterization.

We expand upon these three reasons in Section 1.4 below. However, for practitioners used to the
marginal likelihood presentation of Bayesian evidence (Eq. 3), the key points to consider first are:

• model evidence does not require an integration over model parameters.

• model evidence does not require knowledge of the unnormalized posterior distribution.

The marginal likelihood is a technique to marginalise the joint distribution p(xO, θ|M1) to recover
p(xO|M1), however a knowledge of p(xO, θ|M1) is not actually necessary to evaluate the model evidence
p(xO|M1). Evidence Networks provide an alternative approach that avoids Eq. 3 entirely.
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1.4. Evidence Networks & comparison with existing methods

Evidence Networks are fast amortized neural estimators of Bayes factors for model comparison. In
Section 2 we describe classes of loss functions that lead to the correct optimization objective for achieving
this goal. In Section 3 we describe the potential pitfalls and validation techniques that are applicable to
real-world applications.

We will now address the three motivations highlighted above, comparing to existing methods and
linking to our demonstrations that are presented within this paper.

Motivation (i) - intractable integral: Assuming the integrand of Eq. 3 is known, the marginal likelihood
integral can be intractable in practice. This is despite the large number of computational techniques have
been devised to address this problem: straightforward estimation of the evidence integral, Reversible
Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo, the Laplace or Saddle Point Approximation, (annealed) Importance
Sampling, Path Sampling, Parallel Tempering, Thermodynamic Integration, and Nested Sampling (for
reviews see Kass & Raftery 1995; Han & Carlin 2001; Knuth et al. 2014).

Consider nested sampling, as it is one of the most popular methods for evidence calculation (Feroz
et al., 2009; Handley et al., 2015); even this approach becomes onerous for high-dimensional parameter
spaces, when dim(θ) & 102. We will show that the performance of Evidence Networks does not suffer
when there are large numbers of parameters as the evaluation of this integral is side-stepped.

Motivation (ii) - unknown likelihood/prior: Beyond the challenge of evaluating Eq. 3, the likelihood
p(xO|θ,M1) or prior p(θ|M1) is not available for many inference tasks. In the implicit inference
framework, which includes likelihood-free or simulation-based inference, these unknown distributions
can be learned from training data (Papamakarios & Murray, 2016; Alsing et al., 2018; Brehmer et al.,
2020; Cranmer et al., 2020). This parameter inference approach that has enjoyed recent success with
scientific applications (Alsing et al., 2019; Taylor et al., 2019; Brehmer et al., 2019; Jeffrey et al., 2020;
Ramanah et al., 2020; Lemos et al., 2020). We discuss three alternative options for Bayesian model
comparison in this setting.

• One option is to first estimate the unknown distribution and then perform the marginal likelihood
integration, Eq. 3. For example, one might first estimate p(x|θ,M1) from simulated data; this is is
known as Neural Likelihood Estimation (NLE). This type of approach has been explored in Spurio
Mancini et al. (2022), which leverages a harmonic mean estimator that can be applied, for example,
to the learned distributions. However, learning intermediate probability densities in terms of model
parameters θ is an additional and unnecessary step, which scales exponentially poorly with the
number of model parameters (the curse of dimensionality). Evidence Networks avoid this poor
scaling because they do no “see” the model parameters as the parameters do not appear in the
expression for the Bayes factor.
Typically it also is necessarily to reduce the data dimensionality through compression to make
the density estimation tractable. Since this changes the dimensionality of the evidence probability
density function, this can significantly alter the Bayesian model evidence values. By comparison,
with Evidence Networks we can also use uncompressed data, which preserves the correct Bayes
factor estimates.

• Another little-explored option for simulation-based (likelihood-free) inference is direct density
estimation of the probability density p(x|M1), for which the Bayesian factor is just the density

ratio evaluated for the observed data: p(xO|M1)
p(xO|M1)

.

This approach is appealing as it also avoids the marginal likelihood integration to directly
estimate the Bayes factor for model comparison. However, this approach suffers from the curse of
dimensionality for high-dimensional data. This is explored in Section 4.5.

• Direct estimation of the model evidence (or model posterior) corresponds to theM-closed limit (i.e.
all possible models are accounted for, so that

∑
i p(Mi) = 1) as described in Radev et al. (2020).

In this work we explore alternative forms of the loss. We find that for model comparison, rather
than taking ratios of individual model posterior estimates, it is better to estimate the Bayes factors
directly using a bespoke loss function.
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Motivation (iii) - no parameterization: For many real-world model comparison tasks the underlying
parameterization is itself unknown. A set of natural images, draws from a generative model, or
human-generated data have no obvious model parameters‡. Evidence Networks do not need to refer to
model parameters to compute Bayes factors and therefore enable Bayesian model comparison even for
machine-learned models. The expression for Bayesian evidence (e.g. p(xO|M1)) makes no reference to
parameters. This observation provides a clue that parameters can be bypassed entirely in evaluating
Bayes factors.

2. Optimization objective

We will now show how to design classifier training losses that lead to networks that estimate convenient
functions of the model evidence (e.g. the log Bayes factor) for a given data set.

We assume training data drawn from p(x|M) for different models M, e.g. for model M1:

xi ∼ p(x|M1) (4)

In the case of simulated data, for the optimization objective to recover the correct model posterior or
Bayes factor estimates, we can assume any underlying model parameters θ are drawn from the desired
prior distribution, e.g. for model M1:

θi ∼ p(θ|M1)

xi ∼ p(x|θi,M1) .
(5)

These model parameter values are then not used by the Evidence Network, though their distribution is
the implicit prior in the final model evidence or Bayes factor estimation. If we do want to use a different
parameter prior p(θ) distribution this can be taken into account with appropriate θ-dependent weights
in the loss function (akin to importance sampling). The training set consists only of data paired with
model labels.

The fraction of each model label in the training data acts as an implicit prior of the models. For
simplicity, we can assume p(M1) = p(M0), which corresponds to each model having equal number of
samples in the training data. If a model is over-represented in the training data, or one indeed prefers a
given model a priori, then a simple re-weighting can be applied to the result.

For a given loss function V, the global optimization objective is given by the functional

I[f ] =
∑

m∈{0,1}

∫
V(f(x),m) p(x,m) dx , (6)

acting on functions f of the data, using model labels m ∈ {0, 1} for a pair of models M0 and M1. Let
f∗ be the global optimal function, i.e. that which minimizes I; this will be approximated with a neural
network. Certain specific loss functions V yield optimal functions f∗ that are estimates of specific useful
functions of the model evidence. Overall, we recommend the l-POP-Exponential Loss (described in
Section 2.2) to estimate the log Bayes factor.

2.1. Direct estimate of model posterior probability

Though we favour direct estimation of functions of the Bayes factor, we will first review simple
optimization objectives that result in neural network estimates of the posterior model probability
p(Mi|xO).

The first of these cases, the Squared Loss, can be interpreted as simple special case of parameter
inference (e.g. in the context of Moment Networks: Jeffrey & Wandelt 2020). The alternative case, the
Cross-Entropy Loss, matches the M-closed limit (i.e. all possible models are accounted for such that∑
i p(Mi) = 1) as described in Radev et al. (2020). In Section 4 we will show that, in comparison to

direct Bayes factor estimation, this approach of direct model posterior estimation is not ideal for model
comparison.

‡ The weights and biases of neural generative models are parameters, but so numerous that Bayesian Model
comparison via marginal likelihood is intractable.
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Squared & Polynomial Loss: First let us consider the typical Squared Loss

V(f(x),m) = (f(x)−m)2 . (7)

The functional to be optimized from Eq. 6 is then given by:

I[f ] =

∫
(f(x)− 1)2 p(x,M1) + f(x)2 p(x,M0) dx . (8)

If we minimize this objective using standard methods from variational calculus, i.e. δI = 0, we recover
the solution for the global optimal function:

f∗(x) = p(m = 1| x) = p(M1| x) ∀ x , (9)

under the assumption that there are two models (so that p(M1|x) = 1 − p(M0|x)). Therefore, the
optimal function, evaluated for the observed data xO, gives the model posterior for model M1:

f∗(xO) = p(M1| xO) . (10)

We can further generalize to a Polynomial Loss with a power α ∈ R, α 6= 1,

V(f(x),m) = m(1− f(x))α + (1−m)f(x)α , (11)

we recover the same result as for the Squared Loss, but with the model posterior probability raised to a
power. This results in:

f∗(xO) = p(M1| xO)
1

α−1 , (12)

where α = 2 corresponds to the Squared Loss result, as expected. The choice of α leads to different loss
landscapes during training, meaning α is a possible hyper-parameter that can be tuned depending on
the use-case.

Cross-entropy loss: If we take the loss function

V(f(x),m) = m log
(
f(x)

)
+ (1−m) log

(
1− f(x)

)
, (13)

following the same procedure as before gives the result:

f∗(xO) = p(M1| xO) . (14)

2.2. Direct estimate of Bayes factors

Exponential Loss: Taking the loss function

V(f(x),m) = e(
1
2−m)f(x) (15)

gives the global optimization objective:

I[f ] =

∫
e−

1
2 f(x) p(x,M1) + e

1
2 f(x) p(x,M0) dx . (16)

Following the same procedure as previously, i.e. minimizing this objective using variational calculus,
recovers the optimal function:

f∗(x) = log
(p(M1| x)

p(M0| x)

)
∀ x. (17)

Therefore, the optimal function evaluated for our observed data is:

f∗(xO) = log
(
K

p(M1)

p(M0)

)
= logK + log

(p(M1)

p(M0)

)
. (18)

If the model priors are equal (having the same number of examples of each model label in the training
data for the neural network), then the second term vanishes.
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Logistic loss: An alternative form gives the same final result as the Exponential Loss, with

V(f(x),m) = log
(
1 + e(1−2m)f(x)

)
. (19)

Following the same optimization procedure as before once again results in an estimate of the log Bayes
factor with an additional model prior ratio term:

f∗(xO) = logK + log
(p(M1)

p(M0)

)
. (20)

α-Exponential and log-α-Exponent: Analogously to the generalization from Squared Loss to Polynomial
Loss with the α hyper-parameter, we can introduce a power of α to the losses that directly estimate the
Bayes factor or log-Bayes factor.

The “α-Exponential” Loss is given by:

V(f(x),m) =
(
1 + e(1−2m)f(x)

)α
. (21)

Following the same optimization procedure as before, we recover results the estimate of the rescaled log
Bayes factor with an additional model prior ratio term:

f∗(xO) = logK
1

1+α + log
(p(M1)

p(M0)

) 1
1+α

,

=
1

1 + α
logK +

1

1 + α
log
(p(M1)

p(M0)

)
.

(22)

Similarly, we can construct the “α-log-Exponential” Loss:

V(f(x),m) = f(x)(
1
2−m)α. (23)

For this case, we analogously recover the Bayes factor to a power, multiplied by a model prior ratio
factor:

f∗(xO) = K
1

1+α ×
(p(M1)

p(M0)

) 1
1+α

. (24)

l-POP-Exponential Loss: Finally, we present the “l-POP-Exponential Loss”, which is our recommended
choice of default loss for the Evidence Network. This loss applies a bespoke transformation to the
network output followed by the usual Exponential Loss. This is completely equivalent to defining a
final layer activation function; for this discussion we include the transformation within the loss to aid
interpretability.

We first define the parity-odd power transformation, as:

J̃α(x) := x |x|α−1 ∀ x ∈ R where α ∈ R and α ≥ 1 . (25)

Using the sign function (sgn), another way of representing the parity-odd power transformation is:

J̃α(x) = sgn(x) |x|α . (26)

This function is differentiable everywhere. Note, however, that the intermediate sgn or absolute value
functions are not differentiable at x = 0, so care should be taken in code implementation.

Though the parity-odd power transform J̃ works well, its value and gradient remains close to zero,
an effect which increases with increasing α > 1. We therefore use the leaky parity-odd power, or l-POP,
transform, which we define as:

Jα(x) := x+ x |x|α−1 . (27)

We could choose to generalize this further, using βx+ x |x|α−1, though we effectively choose β = 1 for
all that follows. The resulting parity-odd power Exponential Loss, or “l-POP Exponential Loss’ is given
by:

V(f(x),m) = e(
1
2−m)Jα(f(x)) . (28)
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As discussed above, this is just equivalent to using Jα as a novel choice of activation function in the
network output layer.

Following the same optimization procedure as before, we recover a rescaled estimate of the log
Bayes factor plus an additional model prior ratio term:

f∗(xO) = J−1α

(
logK + log

p(M1)

p(M0)

)
= sgn

(
logK + log p(M1)− log p(M0)

)
| logK + log p(M1)− log p(M0)| 1α .

(29)

For equal model priors, p(M1) = p(M0), we expect that

logK = Jα(f(∗xO)) (30)

for the optimal trained network f∗.
As with many of the losses that we have previously described, the l-POP-Exponential Loss results

in a (transformed) estimate of the log Bayes factor, which is ideal for Bayesian model comparison (e.g.
the Jeffreys Scale).

We recommend a default value of α = 2. This provides the reweighting of errors for high Bayes
factor values, ensuring accuracy across many orders of magnitude, while being sufficiently simple§ that
the network trains consistently well.

The l-POP transformation Jα to act on f(x) is not the only available choice that could be used
to construct useful losses. Any strictly monotonic function J : R→ R would fulfil the condition that
J (f(∗xO)) = logK. Nevertheless, the choice is not arbitrary. For example, we have considered the sinh
function in the place of Jα, but find the exponential scaling for high K leads to unreliable performance.
Since we have empirically found our l-POP transform Jα to give accurate results for several test cases
presented in this paper we recommend it as the default choice..

Loss name V(f(x),m) f∗(x0)
using model label m ∈ {0, 1} if p(M1) = p(M0)

Polynomial m(1− f(x))α + (1−m)f(x)α p(M1| xO)
1

α−1

Cross Entropy −m log
(
f(x)

)
− (1−m) log

(
1− f(x)

)
p(M1| xO)

Exponential e(
1
2−m)f(x) logK

Logistic log
(
1 + e(1−2m)f(x)

)
logK

α-Exponential
(
1 + e(1−2m)f(x)

)α−1 1
α logK

α-log-Exponent f(x)(
1
2−m)α K

1
α

l-POP-Exponential e(
1
2−m)Jα(f(x)) J−1α (logK)

Table 1. A set of simple loss functions that can be used to estimate useful functions of the
model posterior probability (in particular the Bayes factor K for Bayesian model comparison).

2.3. Summary of “symmetric losses”

In Table 1, we summarize both the losses presented in the previous section and the corresponding
optimal network outputs (the latter shown in terms of model posteriors or Bayes factors).

This list is not at all comprehensive; we have not attempted to study the family of all loss functions
that can be used to construct an Evidence Network. Furthermore, we have included only “symmetric
losses”, i.e. those that are symmetric with respect to relabelling M0 and M1. There are many alternative
loss functions without this property; such functions might be useful for certain applications (e.g. when
it is known a priori that the data will prefer one model far more than another).

For a network to calculate p(M1|x), such an “asymmetric” loss might have the form:

V(f(x),m) = mA(f(x)) + (1−m)B(f(x)) , (31)

for a choice of functions A and B where A(f(x)) 6= B(1− f(x)).

§ Note that d2

dx2
Jα(0) does not exist for α < 2.
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3. Pitfalls & validation techniques

3.1. Challenge

Even if theoretically there exists an optimal function f∗ that minimizes the global optimization objective
Eq. 6, in practice three factors (typical of neural methods) prevent us from finding it exactly. First,
we must approximate the space of functions with a set of neural network architectures. Second, we
have access to only a finite number of samples from p(x) and hence we only have a (Monte Carlo)
approximation to the optimization objective, via:

I[f ] ≈ 1

N

N∑
j=1

V(f(xj),mj) . (32)

Third, we have no means of guaranteeing that a local optimum discovered during training is in fact a
global optimum. It is, therefore, inevitable that there will be some error associated with our estimate of
the Bayes factor.

In the next Section (4), we will demonstrate that the Evidence Network does indeed recover robust
estimates of the Bayes factor. For such synthetic tests, we can fully validate our approach by choosing a
model for which the true Bayes factors can be calculated analytically (i.e. in closed-form).

In actual applications, the likelihood and or prior are intractable or implicitly defined only through
labelled training data (e.g. consisting only of data realizations and their associated model labels from
simulations or a generative model). In this setting a closed-form solution will neither be available nor
necessary since the true Bayes factors or model posteriors are not required to train an Evidence Network.
Despite this, it is still necessary to validate the trained network. We will now describe a method for
validating the Bayes factor computation by the Evidence Network that is generally applicable and
requires only labelled training data of the same type that is needed to train the Evidence Network itself.

3.2. Blind coverage testing

The solution to this unique validation problem is blind coverage testing. We can compare the estimate
of p(M1|x) to the fraction of validation data with the model label M1.

Let us assume that the trained neural network is optimal, such that the network recovers the
function f∗. For example, if the network is trained using the l-POP-Exponential Loss (Eq. 28), for
equal model priors we expect that:

Jα(f∗(xO)) = logK . (33)

For simplicity, consider the case of only two models M1 and M0 (this can be easily generalized for any
number of models). We can then rearrange the previous expression to give the model posterior for M1:

p(M1| x) =
exp

(
Jα(f∗(xO))

)
1 + exp

(
Jα(f∗(xO))

) . (34)

Such an expression can be constructed for any of the losses in Table 1 that estimate some function of K.
Fix P and let ε > 0. Consider validation data xv ∼ p(x) for which the posterior probability

p(M1|xv) lies in [P, P + ε]. As ε→ 0, the expected fraction of such data having label M1 converges to
P . By comparing the true fraction of model labels in some small probability range with that expected
from the estimated K, we can validate the trained network without knowing the true model posterior
probabilities.

This procedure resembles the re-calibration of class probabilities in classification tasks (Zadrozny
& Elkan, 2002; Niculescu-Mizil & Caruana, 2005). In this work, it is used as a blind validation of our
Bayes factor estimates for Bayesian model comparison.
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4. Demonstration: Analytic time-series

Figure 1. Example 100-parameter time series model showing the underlying true signal
overlaid with the observed data. The generative model is defined such that the Bayes factor
can be calculated analytically from a closed form expression – this is to evaluate the Evidence
Network output against the ground truth for this demonstration. For this realization, logK > 0,
so θ0 = 0 is (slightly) disfavoured.

4.1. Overview

We construct two generative models to sample time series data x. These are defined such that the model
evidences and associated Bayes factors can be calculated analytically using a closed-form expression. In
Section 4.2, this is compared to the estimated log Bayes factors from our simple Evidence Network.

We compare the Evidence Network to likely alternative methods. Even if the true likelihood/prior
were known, with the use of the most advanced nested sampling methods (Handley et al., 2015) the
problem can still be too arduous for high parameter-space dimensionality dim(θ) & 102; we demonstrate
this in Section 4.4. Assuming that we only have data samples and model labels, we would have no
knowledge of the distributions p(x|θ) or p(θ) to evaluate the marginal likelihood (Eq. 3). As previously
discussed, one could try to estimate those probability densities using implicit inference, but with
high data dimensionality dim(x) & 102 or high parameter-space dimensionality dim(θ) & 102, density
estimation becomes intractable or prone to significant error; we show this in Section 4.5.

4.2. Generative model

We construct two nested models that generate time series data with heteroschedastic random noise.
Both models are linear Gaussian models with a linear operation that is non-trivial with respect to time.

The prior for the model parameters θ is a simple normal distribution for each parameter θi:

p(θi) = N (θ; 0, 1) . (35)

Per data (vector) realization x, each element xj is given by:

xj =
∑
i

Ajiθj + nj = µxj + nj , (36)

where the heteroscedastic noise is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution, such that:

p(n) = N (n; 0,Σ) . (37)
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Figure 2. Left panel : Estimated log Bayes factor K using an ensemble Evidence Network
(with four networks) compared to analytic calculation using a closed-form expression for K.
These data are time series with 100 data elements draw from a generative model with 100
model parameters. This result uses our default network architecture with 106 training samples.
As we show in Section 4, all standard methods to compute the Bayes factor either fail or incur
significant error for this high-dimensional example. Right panel : Evidence Network model
posterior probabilities derived from the estimated Bayes factors (Eq. 34) compared with the
relative model fraction in the validation data. This allows validating the Evidence Network
output when ground-truth model evidences are unavailable.

The noise covariance Σ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Σkk given by:

√
Σkk =

√
N

100

((
k +

5

2

)8

5

)2
. (38)

For the first model, M1, the linear operation is given by:

Aji = cos
(
(i− 1

2
)tj
)

(39)

for i > 0. For i = 0, we have
Aj0 = 2tj . (40)

The i = 0 term corresponds to a linear growth over time. For the second model, M0, this first term is
removed, so there is no linear growth term over time. This is equivalent to setting θ0 = 0.

In both of these cases we can evaluate the marginal evidence integral (Eq. 3) analytically to recover
a closed-form solution for the Bayesian model evidence, which is equivalent to evaluating a normal
distribution:

p(x|M) = Z(x|M) = N (x;µZ , CZ) , (41)

where
µZ = A · µx , (42)

and
CZ = Σ +AAT . (43)

This can be simply evaluated for each model to calculate the ratio to give the Bayes factor K:

K =
Z(x|M1)

Z(x|M0)
. (44)
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Cross Entropy Loss: l-POP-Exponential Loss: Exponential Loss: 

Figure 3. Three choices of loss to estimate the log Bayes factor K. Each panel shows results
from the same network architecture; we use only a single network, rather than an ensemble as
in Fig. 2, as this is sufficient to show the different systematic errors with increasing K. The
left panel uses the Cross Entropy Loss to estimate individual model posteriors from which the
Bayes factor is estimated. The centre panel uses the Exponential Loss to estimate logK. The
right panel uses the l-POP-Exponential Loss (α = 2) to estimate logK.

4.3. Evidence Network results

Using data drawn from the generative model described in the previous Subsection, we train the Evidence
Network using the l-POP-Exponential Loss with α = 2 to recover a simple transformation of logK (see
Table 1). This choice of loss function is our default recommendation:

l-POP-Exponential Loss : eJα=2(f(x)) = e(
1
2−m)(f(x)+f(x)|f(x)|) =⇒ f∗(xO)(1 + |f∗(xO)|) = logK

(45)
Using the model labelling described above, a Bayes factor greater than one corresponds to a preference
for model M1 (i.e. θ0 = 0 is not preferred in this case).

We find that taking the average output of an ensemble of networks, each with independent random
weight initialization, significantly improves the accuracy of our log Bayes factor estimation. For these
results, each network has the identical architecture.

We have chosen a simple network with little tuning that uses 6 dense layers (see Appendix A for
details). The network was purposefully chosen to be simple to demonstrate that the network does not
need to be tuned for the Bayes factor estimates to be reliable.

Our main result uses the generative model described above with dim(θ) = 102 and dim(x) = 102.
As the data samples for this generative model are symmetric under a sign flip, we make use of this
standard data augmentation during training.

The left panel of Fig.2 shows our main result with the ensemble Evidence Network. We recover
estimates of the Bayes factor over many orders of magnitude. When compared with the analytic (true)
Bayes factors, we calculate the root-mean-square error (RMSE) and find a logK error ≈ 0.02.

This is an excellent estimation of the Bayes factor for such a high dimensional problem. The
high dimensionality of the data and parameters render this task either intractable or error-prone for
alternative methods as we demonstrate in the following subsections.

For most applications, the true Bayes factor value will typically not be available for validation; our
training data consists only of data realizations with their associated model label. We can, however,
leverage our blind coverage test to validate the model posterior probabilities are recovered. This is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 for the same trained network and data.

The plotted error-bars in the right panel of Fig. 2 are the expected standard error for binomial
distributed samples: σerr =

√
p(M1|xO)(1− p(M1|xO))/np, where np are the number of data samples

in a given p probability bin. We find the measured standard deviation of the residual error (between
the expected and the predicted probabilities) does indeed match σerr, further validating the method.

For a general problem where the true Bayes factors are not known, the result of such a blind
coverage test can be used to construct error bounds for the Bayes factors estimates.
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Fig. 3 shows different choice of loss functions. The left panel does not use a loss function to estimate
the Bayes factor directly, but uses the Cross Entropy Loss to individually estimate p(M1|xO) and
p(M0|xO), whose ratio gives the Bayes factor K. This approach leads to systematic inaccuracies for
moderately high values of K. These inaccuracies are ameliorated with the choice of the Exponential Loss
(centre panel), from which the Evidence Network directly estimates logK. Using the l-POP-Exponential
Loss (right panel) the systematic error at high K is no longer apparent.
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Figure 4. Left panel: The number of nested sampling p(x|θ) evaluations is controlled by the
number of live points in the PolyChord algorithm, which used the code default value (with a
maximum cut-off of 108). The number of p(x|θ) samples used by the Evidence Network was
chosen to match the polynomial scaling of PolyChord (solid lines), but fixed at approximately
∼ 1 per cent of the number of PolyChord evalutations. Right panel: Despite significantly fewer
p(x|θ) samples than nested sampling p(x|θ) evaluations, we consistently recover more accurate
estimates of logK with the Evidence Network.

4.4. Comparison to state-of-the-art: nested sampling with known likelihood

In this subsection we compare the Evidence Network with nested sampling; we assume the correct
likelihood for nested sampling, while restricting the Evidence Network to the likelihood-free problem,
and find that the Evidence Network is still able to outperform nested sampling for high-dimensional
parameter spaces.

Let us assume we know the likelihoods, p(x|θ,M1) and p(x|θ,M0), and priors, p(θ|M1 and p(θ|M0).
We assume that we are able to either evaluate a given likelihood, L1(θ) = p(xO|θ,M1), or sample data
realizations from it, xi ∼ p(x|θ,M1). For a Gaussian likelihood, these two operations are of equal
computational complexity.

We use the PolyChord (Handley et al., 2015) code to perform the nested sampling; this uses an
advanced algorithm that combines both cluster detection for multi-modal distributions and slice sampling
using affine “whitening” transformations. We use the default number of live points= 25× dim(θ),
which then leads to a certain number of p(x|θ) evaluations. We use a maximum cut-off of 108 likelihood
evaluations for reasons of computation time.

We choose the number of p(x|θ) samples for the Evidence Network to match the same polynomial
scaling with dim(θ) as PolyChord evaluation, but with only approximately 1 per cent of that of
PolyChord. Despite significantly fewer p(x|θ) samples than nested sampling p(x|θ) evaluations (Fig. 4.3,
left panel), we consistently recover more accurate estimates of logK with the Evidence Network (Fig. 4.3,
right panel).

This is an indication that it may be more efficient to train an Evidence Network to estimate Bayes
Factors even when the likelihood is known. For many closed-form likelihoods, it is a relatively simple
code change to replace the p(x|θ) evaluation with a p(x|θ) sample of x.
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Figure 5. Left panel : Estimated log10K for 1000 data samples using (i) the Normalizing
Flow ratio for estimated p(x|M1) and p(x|M0), and (ii) the direct estimate using the Evidence
Network. The set-up for this prediction using the 20 dimensional time series data is described
in Section 4.5. Right panel : The distribution of residual errors for each method. The RMSE
(error) using the Normalizing Flow is more than a factor of 10 larger than the direct estimation
of log10K using the Evidence Network for this problem.

4.5. Alternative likelihood-free method: density estimation

Let us now consider alternative approaches that are available for likelihood-free (e.g. simulation-based)
inference problems.

As previously discussed in Section 1.4, we could first learn the form of p(θ|x) from the training
data; this is known as Neural Likelihood Estimation (NLE). We would still need to perform the
high-dimensional marginal evidence integration and using nested sampling (or a similar method). This
step is unnecessary: the intermediate density estimation step can only induce potential errors and we
nevertheless return to the difficult procedure discussed in Section 4.4.

An alternative density estimation approach would be to learn the form of p(x|M) from the training
data. So far, this method has not been widely considered for scientific model comparison, even though
it would also avoid marginal evidence integration. Therefore, we compare Evidence Networks with this
density estimation approach.

We use an ensemble of neural density estimators to estimate p(x|M1) and p(x|M0) and use an
ensemble of neural networks (matching the set-up used so far) to form the Evidence Network to estimate
logK. In both cases we use 106 samples of training data x. Density estimation suffers particularly
badly from increasing dimensionality. We will, therefore, reduce from a dimensionality of dim(x) = 100
(as in Fig. 2) to a more manageable dim(x) = dim(θ) = 20 for this comparison.

We use Normalizing Flows for neural density estimation; we use Neural Spline Flows (Durkan et al.,
2019), which are a popular and flexible neural density estimation method. As an implementation, we
use the PZFlow package (Crenshaw et al., 2021) with the default settings.

Fig. 4.4 shows the comparison between the two methods. The left panel shows the analytic logK
value against the estimated value using both the Evidence Network and the Normalizing flow ratio
(using p(x|M1)/p(x|M0)). The relatively large residual scatter for the Normalizing Flow can also be
seen in the right panel , which shows the histogram of the residual errors.

The RMSE (error) in the logK using the Normalizing Flow is more than a factor of 10 larger than
the Evidence Network. The reason for this is twofold: (i) density estimation suffers exponentially from
increasing dimensionality (which is even a problem for this restricted 20 dimensional data), and (ii) the
errors in each p(x|M) combine in the ratio that gives logK.
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Figure 6. Dark Energy Survey Year 3 weak gravitational lensing power spectra and cross-
spectra. Each panel has a “Bins” label corresponding to the pair of tomographic (redshift)
bins for each spectra. The purple squared markers are the observed Dark Energy Survey data
xO. The orange circular markers are mock data xi generated from our model, for which the
orange solid line is the theoretical, expected signal without noise.

5. Demonstration: Dark Energy Survey data

The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is a major, ongoing galaxy survey that, among other science goals,
measures the shapes of galaxies in order to use the gravitational lensing effect to make cosmological
inferences. With its wide-field camera mounted on the Blanco 4-meter telescope in Chile, DES captures
high-resolution images of the southern sky, allowing for the measurement of lensing distortions using the
shapes of millions of galaxies. By analysing these distortions statistically, DES provides information on
the distribution of matter, both visible and dark, on large scales. However, to interpret these observations
accurately, it is crucial to account for intrinsic alignment of the galaxies, as this can introduce systematic
biases. For a summary of weak gravitational lensing with the Dark Energy Survey Year 3 data see Amon
et al. (2022); Secco et al. (2022); Jeffrey et al. (2021). In this section, we demonstrate the use of Evidence
Networks to diagnose or detect intrinsic alignment effects. The aim of this analysis is to demonstrate
the ease of Bayesian model comparison with Evidence Networks for real-world data.

Using DES as a practical example, we construct a simple Bayesian model comparison problem.
One model, M1, can be summarized as: galaxies shapes are intrinsically aligned according to the
simple non-linear alignment (NLA) model with an unknown amplitude AIA with prior probability
p(AIA) = U(−3, 3). In the other model, M0, galaxies have no alignment, i.e. AIA = 0.

The data for our test are the auto- and cross-spectra (angular power spectra) of the weak gravitational
lensing signal in tomographic bins at varying distances (characterized by the redshift of galaxies in
each bin). We use the same data, with same data cuts of small angular scales, as described in Doux &
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DES Collaboration (2022). The data model is the Λ-cold-dark-matter (ΛCDM) model, with a Gaussian
likelihood and priors for cosmological parameters matching Doux & DES Collaboration (2022) and all
others unknown systematic parameters fixed to their fiducial values for simplicity.

Figure 7. Blind coverage test of trained Evidence Network for the Dark Energy Survey (DES)
weak gravitational lensing data (Section 5). Left panel: Evidence Network model posterior
probabilities derived from the estimated Bayes factors compared with the relative model
fraction in the validation data. The error bars are simple standard deviation values for a
binomial distribution. Right panel: The residual between the model fraction and the posterior
probability from the Evidence Network, which has been rescaled by the expected standard
deviation (for binomial distributed data). The scatter around zero matches the expected
sample variance, which validates the Evidence Network.

Fig. 6 shows the DES data in the form of the angular power spectra, C`. In addition to the
observed data xO, we show mock generated data (including noise) along with the mock truth (the
theoretical expectation). We generate 2 × 104 data samples xi from each model using a Gaussian
likelihood assumption. We train an Evidence Network to estimate logK, using an ensemble of 13
networks with the same architecture as in Section 4, but with one layer removed, a longer training time,
and a higher initial learning rate (10−3). We find α = 1 gives reliable performance for this example.

For this problem we do not have the analytic Bayes factor calculation available for each element in
our validation data (as we did in Section 4), so we take advantage of our blind coverage test (described
in Section 3). Fig. 7 shows this coverage test. The right panel shows the residuals between the model
fraction and the expected p(M1|x) derived from the Evidence Network. This has been rescaled by
σbinomial, the expected standard deviation for the binomial distribution. The scatter (around zero) of
the rescaled residuals is what we would expect given σbinomial.

Evaluating our trained Evidence Network on the observed DES weak gravitational lensing (power
spectrum) data, we find:

log10K(xO) = −0.8 (±0.3) .

This gives a very mild preference for the model without intrinsic alignments of galaxies with odds of
approximately 6/1. The quoted error is a simple jacknife resampling estimate using the 13 individual
estimates from the network ensemble.

This result is not meant as a novel scientific result (not least because the systematic error modelling
has been simplified), but it serves to show the simple steps involved in such a Bayesian model comparison
with Evidence Networks.
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6. Pedagogical Example: Rastrigin Posterior

We have discussed the advantages of Evidence Networks in cases where the likelihood and/or the prior
are not explicitly known but only implicit in the form of simulated data samples with model labels. In
this section, we aim to address a separate conceptual point: the possibility of straightforward model
comparison in cases where computing the posterior for inference is intractably hard, even when prior and
likelihood are explicitly specified up to parameter-independent normalisation constants. To illustrate
this concept, we present a synthetic data case study involving a highly multimodal posterior density.
We compare two models: one model where the components of the parameter vector θi, i = 1, . . . , n have
a Rastrigin prior with well-separated modes,

p(θi|M1) ∝ e−
θ2i
4 +10(cos(2πθi)−1), (Rastrigin) (46)

and a second model that omits the oscillatory term in the exponent, leading to the Gaussian prior

p(θi|M0) ∝ e−
θ2i
4 . (Gaussian) (47)

We choose the Rastrigin function as it is commonly used to illustrate the challenges of multimodality
for optimization and inference problems, e.g. as in Handley et al. 2015.

Consider the data model x = θ + n where n is normal, n ∼ N(0, 1). Taking the data x = 0 for
illustration results in the highly multimodal posterior shown in Figure 8 for the n = 2 dimensional
case. Classical approaches to model comparison such as annealed importance sampling, thermodynamic
integration, or nested sampling are methods to integrate the sampled posterior. The Rastrigin model
produces a highly multimodal posterior whose number of well-separated modes increases exponentially
with the number of parameters n, causing classical methods such as nested sampling to require an
exponentially large number of samples in order to succeed. Similarly, approximating p(d|Mi) with a
neural density estimator such as a normalizing flow is generally challenging for large n since the absolute
normalization depends on the global properties of the distribution.

This problem is most severe when the data are noisy, since the posterior will be similar to the
prior, and hence contain a large number of modes for each parameter dimension. We will show that
this exponential complexity in the posterior can in fact be entirely avoided in our approach, since the
evidence or Bayes factor make no reference to the parameters.

In fact, focusing on the Bayes factor, the computation becomes trivial in the noisy limit. The
easiest way to see this conceptually is that for sufficiently large noise, the probability densities of the
data p(x|M0) and p(x|M1) become identical, and the Bayes factor will approach unity because the
models are indistinguishable. For large noise, the prior is the same as the posterior and the Bayes factor
is approximately 1 across all data realisations generated under the two models.

The Evidence Network trivally does the right thing. It simply “sees” indistinguishable data
simulations from both models and will learn to predict 1 regardless of input.

We show a numerical example for a non-trivial case with moderate noise variance set to 1/16
in Figure 8. Even in this case the Bayes factor oscillates around 1 with an amplitude of O(1). The
Evidence Network learns the local relative probability for any particular data set to be drawn from one
model or the other, correctly estimating the Bayes factor for the range of data that is represented in the
training set.

The lesson from this example is that there are cases where estimation on the Bayes factor for model
comparison (e.g. with Evidence Networks) can be done even in cases where solving the parameter
inference problem is intractable (thus prohibiting nested sampling or annealing). Note that we do
not claim that Evidence Networks can always compute the Bayes factor trivially‖. Our claim is that
Evidence Networks can provide accurate estimates of the Bayes factor in regimes where other methods
(and notably nested sampling) fail due to the high complexity of the posterior.

‖ For example, in the large n limit of our current example, the Bayes factor would become a very rapidly varying
function of the data and would require large amounts of training data and a highly expressive neural network to
converge.
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Figure 8. Left panel: Marginal posterior for two parameters of the Rastrigin model. Right
panel: The Bayes factor K, as a function of two data elements x1 and x2, estimated using an
Evidence Network evaluated on the validation data.

7. Conclusion and extensions

Computing the the Bayes factor (evidence ratio) for Bayesian model comparison presents a significant
challenge in computational statistics. The leading approaches, such as nested sampling, can require
the evaluation of intractable integrals over the space of permissible model parameters. This problem
becomes increasingly difficult as the dimensionality of the parameter space or the complexity of the
posterior increases. We have introduced Evidence Networks as a solution to this problem. We cast
the computation as an optimization problem, solved by neural networks trained on data realizations
from the model with a designer loss. Couched in this way, the computation makes no reference to
the parameters of the underlying model, does not require exploring the posterior density, and can use
uncompressed data. The result of the optimization is an amortized neural estimator of the Bayes factor
that can be applied to any data set in a single forward pass through the neural network.

In addition to decoupling the model comparison problem from the unnormalized posterior or
the dimensionality of the parameter space, our approach is also suited for implicit (likelihood-free or
simulation-based) inference, where the explicit forms of either the likelihood and prior distributions
are unknown or intractable. All that is required to train our estimator are examples of data from the
models that are to be compared. These would generally be computer simulations from the different
models, they could be the result of neural generators or be labelled real-world data sets.

In accordance with expectation, we observe in numerical experiments that the estimator performance
is robust to the dimension of parameter space. For the training set sizes and example problems we
have studied the fractional accuracy of the computed Bayes factor is of order 2 per cent with accurate
predictions over many orders of magnitude. Given the subjective nature of interpreting the strength of
evidence for model selection, this is sufficient for many applications of model comparison.

We will now discuss a number of ways to use Evidence Networks straightforwardly for applications
that go beyond the Bayes factor or model posterior probabilities.

7.1. Simple extensions for further applications

Absolute evidence. We have focused our discussion on model comparison based on (functions of) the
evidence ratios. We compute these based on (functions of) the posterior model probabilities, e.g. the
log Bayes factor, since these are what our approach returns natively.
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Should the absolute evidence be required, for model M1, say, this can be obtained easily: choose
model M0 to be a reference model where the evidence is analytically tractable (such as a linear Gaussian
model), giving panalytic(x|M0); we can then use our method to compute the Bayes factor K and then
solve for the required evidence as p(x|M1) = Kpanalytic(x|M0).

Connection to frequentist hypothesis testing. Numerous writers have advocated the Bayesian formalism
as a way to generate statistical procedures with good frequentist properties, regardless of the philosophical
differences between the two approaches (see for example Carlin & Louis (2010)). In the context of
hypothesis testing this has taken the form of deriving practical guidelines for frequentist test thresholds
(p-values) that are calibrated on the Bayes factor for certain applications (Johnson, 2013). To make
contact between Bayes factors and significance thresholds more broadly it would be helpful to be able to
study the frequentist properties of the Bayes factor. The computational challenges that motivated our
present study have so far prevented this as the Bayes factor for each data sample would be necessary.
But Evidence Networks are amortized, meaning it is near-instantaneous to compute accurate Bayes
factors for simulated data sets. This permits the use of Bayes factors as a test statistic in hypothesis
testing for a broad set of problem classes, including those not covered by existing guidelines.

Using Evidence Networks to do posterior predictive tests. While the interpretation of the Bayes factor
is clear, the strong dependence on prior choice can be seen as a weakness. A common alternative is
posterior predictive testing (PPT, see Gelman et al. 2013 for overview). PPT partitions the data x
into subsets, x0 and x1, say, and evaluates the relative probabilities of two models having predicted
x1 conditional on x0. This typically involves evaluating p(θ|x0) (posterior inference), computing the
integral

p(x1|Mi, x0) =

∫
p(x1|θ, x0)p(θ|x0) dθ (48)

for M0 and M1, and then computing the posterior odds ratio

KPPT =
p(x1|M1, x0)

p(x1|M0, x0)
. (49)

The difficulty is that all the challenges of computing the evidence ratio with conventional methods,
which motivated the present study, also apply to KPPT.

But it is straightforward estimate KPPT using our methodology. The simplest way to see this is to
write

KPPT =
p(x1|M1, x0)

p(x1|M0, x0)
=
p(x0, x1|M1)

p(x0, x1|M0)

p(x0|M0)

p(x0|M1)
= K(x)/K(x0), (50)

which can be computed simply by training two Evidence Networks, one to compute the Bayes factor for
the full data x and one for the subset x0.

In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach for Bayesian model comparison with a wide range of
applications; it overcomes the limitations of even state-of-the-art classical computational methods.
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Appendix A. Network Architecture

The below table summarizes the simple default network architecture used in the demonstrations. The
network is a dense network, with a few skip connections, using leaky ReLU (Maas et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2015) and Batch Normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). The default training uses the Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2017) with an initial learning rate of 10−4 with an exponential decay rate of
0.95. Unless otherwise stated, this architecture is used for the examples in the main body of the paper.

Layer (type) Output Shape Param # Connected to

============================================================================================

input_1 (InputLayer) [(, 100)] 0

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense (Dense) (, 130) 13130 input_1[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

leaky_re_lu (LeakyReLU) (, 130) 0 dense[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

batch_normalization(BatchNorm) (, 130) 520 leaky_re_lu[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense_1 (Dense) (, 16) 2096 batch_normalization[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

leaky_re_lu_1 (LeakyReLU) (, 16) 0 dense_1[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

batch_normalization_1(BatchNorm)(, 16) 64 leaky_re_lu_1[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense_2 (Dense) (, 16) 272 batch_normalization_1[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

leaky_re_lu_2 (LeakyReLU) (, 16) 0 dense_2[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

batch_normalization_2(BatchNorm)(, 16) 64 leaky_re_lu_2[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense_3 (Dense) (, 16) 272 batch_normalization_2[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

leaky_re_lu_3 (LeakyReLU) (, 16) 0 dense_3[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

tf_op_layer_AddV2 (TensorFlowOp [(, 16)] 0 leaky_re_lu_3[0][0]

batch_normalization_1[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

batch_normalization_3(BatchNorm)(, 16) 64 tf_op_layer_AddV2[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense_4 (Dense) (, 16) 272 batch_normalization_3[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

leaky_re_lu_4 (LeakyReLU) (, 16) 0 dense_4[0][0]

____________________________________________________________________________________________

dense_5 (Dense) (, 1) 17 leaky_re_lu_4[0][0]

============================================================================================

https://doi.org/10.1145/775047.775151
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Cosmological correlators from inflation are often generated at tree level and hence loop contributions are

bounded to be small corrections by perturbativity. Here we discuss a scenario where this is not the case.

Recently, it has been shown that for any number of scalar fields of any mass, the parity-odd trispectrum of

a massless scalar must vanish in the limit of exact scale invariance due to unitarity and the choice of initial

state. By carefully handling UV-divergences, we show that the one-loop contribution is non-vanishing

and hence leading. Surprisingly, the one-loop parity-odd trispectrum is simply a rational function of

kinematics, which we compute explicitly in a series of models, including single-clock inflation. Although the

loop contribution is the leading term in the parity-odd sector, its signal-to-noise ratio is typically bounded

from above by that of a corresponding tree-level parity-even trispectrum, unless instrumental noise and

systematics for the two observables differ. Furthermore, we identify a series of loop contributions to the

wavefunction that cancel exactly when computing correlators, suggesting a more general phenomenon.
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1 Introduction

Our current leading paradigm posits that cosmological structures were seeded by quantum fluctuations of

one or more scalar fields during the primordial universe. To test this hypothesis and better constrain the

many proposed models, we search cosmological surveys for statistical correlations of primordial curvature

perturbations. The smallness of primordial perturbations has important consequences for this search:

first, the leading observable signal of interactions is expected to appear in the lowest correlation func-

tions, such as the bispectrum (3-point) and trispectrum (4-point); second, the primordial dynamics can

be described by the perturbative interactions of some weakly-coupled degree(s) of freedom; and third, the

leading quantum effect consists of having a quantum state with many possible fluctuations, whose mutual

interactions can be approximated as classical to leading order. In less colorful but more precise words, our

theoretical predictions mostly feature tree-level contributions to low-point correlators. On general grounds

of unitarity, these contributions are accompanied by loop contributions, but these are small corrections to

tree-level results when the calculation is trustworthy.

In this work we investigate an interesting exception to this general expectation, namely a regime in

which a primordial correlator starts at loop order. More in detail, we focus on the parity-odd sector of a

scalar theory. As is well known, the scalar power spectrum and bispectrum are completely blind to any

violation of parity, under the standard assumption of statistical homogeneity and isotropy. The leading

probe of parity (point inversion) is the scalar four-point function, also known as trispectrum. The parity-

odd sector is interesting because it has emerged as a particularly sensitive probe of physics beyond vanilla

inflationary models. Indeed, it has been noticed that the parity-odd trispectrum, which we henceforth

denote by BPO
4 , vanishes in large classes of minimal models [1,2]. These no-go theorems make the following

assumptions about the framework of the calculation and the field content of the model. The framework

assumptions are: a Bunch-Davies initial state, namely a de Sitter invariant state that reduces to the

standard Lorentz-invariant Minkowski vacuum on short scales at early times; unitary time evolution; the

limit of exact scale invariance; and working at tree level. The field content assumption are either (i) any

number of scalar fields of any mass (always with massless or conformally coupled external scalars), or (ii)

fields of any spin and massless or conformally coupled mode function with parity-even power spectra. It

should be noticed that the peculiar behaviour of parity-odd correlators has avatars also in the tensor sec-

tor. In [3] it was observed that, under the same framework assumptions as above, the parity-odd de Sitter

invariant graviton cubic wavefunction coefficient computed in [4] did not contribute to correlators. For

boost-breaking interactions, such as those arising in the effective field theory of inflation [5, 6], it was no-

ticed that no total energy poles are generated, in contrast to general expectations. These observations were

generalized in [2] and understood as simple consequences of unitary time evolution from a Bunch-Davies

vacuum, via the cosmological optical theorem [7–9] (see [10] for an overview of recent related results).

The goal of this paper is to investigate what happens to BPO
4 at one loop. This requires careful handling

of UV divergences. In particular, if one applied dimensional regularization (dim reg) by only extending

loop integrals over momentum from d3p to ddp, as done in early works on loop contributions [11–13], one

would find that BPO
4 vanishes to all loops [2]. Conversely, here we adopt the prescription put forward

in [14], which requires to also analytically continue the mode functions, and has the feature to maintain

manifest scale invariance. In this way, we find a non-vanishing contribution to BPO
4 , which we compute

explicitly in a variety of models with massless and conformally coupled scalar fields, including single-clock

inflation. Our results are summarized in Figure 1. We find that the one-loop contribution to BPO
4 from

a diagram with a single vertex vanishes in dim reg, irrespective of parity. This is familiar from scattering

amplitudes, since there is no momentum flow in the loop. Less familiar is the fact that one-loop one-vertex

diagrams contribute to the wavefunction in a way that cancels out exactly when computing correlators.
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ψ4 ∼ log kT ψPO
4 = R + i

Polyp+3({k})
kpT

B4 = 0 BPO
4 ≈ i

Polyp+3({k})
kpT (k1k2k3k4)
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Figure 1: Summary of our results. For massless or conformally-coupled scalars on de Sitter spacetime, the

one-vertex one-loop wavefunction coefficient ψ4 depends logarithmically on the external kinematics, but

the associated one-vertex one-loop trispectrum always vanishes. On the other hand, with two vertices, one

of which has a parity-odd interaction, the wavefunction coefficient ψPO
4 takes the form of a complicated

but real-valued function (denoted R) and a simple imaginary part, which is a rational function of the

external kinematics. Only this simple imaginary part contributes to the one-loop parity-odd trispectrum.

This is intriguing and deserves further investigation. Because of this observation, for this calculation we

abandon the wavefunction and work directly with the correlators using the in-in formalism (or equivalently

the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral [15,16]). We compute the contribution from one-loop diagrams with

two vertices and find a non-vanishing BPO
4 . Remarkably, for massless or conformally couple fields, the

result takes the simple form

BPO
4 ∼

Polyp+3({k})
kpT (k1k2k3k4)3

, (1.1)

where kT =
∑4
a ka, p is a positive integer that depends on the number of derivatives on each of the two

vertices, and the numerator is a polynomial in the external momenta. The explicit polynomial depends

on the model and concrete examples can be found in (5.12) and (5.24), where the field in the loop is a

spectator field, and (6.12)-(6.26) for single-clock inflation. Several properties of this result are surprising.

First, it does not involve logarithms or polylogarithms, as one might have expected from a loop diagram,

but simply a rational function. This is enormously simpler than the more general parity-even one-loop

contributions [17–19]. Second, the rational function has only a pole at kT = 0. This is even simpler than

a tree-level exchange diagram, which has also poles at vanishing partial energies. In fact, the result in

(1.1) looks just like that of contact diagram, albeit from a non-unitarity theory with an imaginary cou-

pling. Third, let’s stress that BPO
4 is UV finite, even in the presence of higher-derivative operators. The

UV-divergences that would be expected by power counting and that would contribute to a parity-even

correlator drop out in the parity-odd counter part. This is reassuring since there is no tree-level countert-

erm that could re-absorb the divergence.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the prescription to regulate

UV divergences in inflationary correlators using dimensional regularization. In Section 3, we consider the

simplest one-loop contribution, which arises from a diagram with a single vertex, as in Figure 2. We

show that such diagrams with loops of massless particles contribute to the wavefunction but cancel out

when computing correlators (in dim reg). In Section 4, we move on to the next simplest loop diagrams,

namely those involving two vertices, and we focus henceforth on parity-odd contributions, for which the
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corresponding tree-level term vanishes in the scale invariant limit. We compute the first one-loop parity-

odd trispectrum BPO
4 for a simple toy model consisting of six distinct conformally coupled1 scalars in

de Sitter. This calculation demonstrates a series of interesting and surprising features while keeping the

algebra as simple as possible. Then, in Section 5 we consider BPO
4 for a single massless scalar, which could

be the inflaton, mediated by a loop of conformally coupled scalars, which could be spectators fields during

inflation. Finally, we calculate BPO
4 in single-clock inflation from self interactions in Section 6. We estimate

the signal-to-noise ratio for this observable in Section 7 and show that it is always dominated by that of

tree-level contributions to the parity-even trispectrum. Finally, in Section 8 we discuss a consistent power

counting scheme for scalar self-interactions in parity-violating theories. We conclude with a discussion of

our results in Section 9.

Notation and conventions We denote external momenta by {k1,k2,k3,k4} and the loop momenta

by p1 and p2 = −(k1 + k2 + p1). To discuss the kinematic dependence, we make use of the following

compact notation

ωL = k1 + k2 , ωR = k3 + k4 , s = k1 + k2 = −(k3 + k4) , (1.2)

k
(n)
T =

n∑
a

ka , e4 = k1k2k3k4 , p± = p1 ± p2 . (1.3)

Momentum entering the vertex is +p. The wavefunction is parameterezied as

Ψ[φ; t] = exp

[
+

∞∑
n

1

n!

∫
k1,...kn

δ̃
(3)
D

(
n∑
a

ka

)
ψn({k}; t)φ(k1) . . . φ(kn)

]
, (1.4)

where

δ̃
(3)
D (k) ≡ (2π)3δ

(3)
D (k) . (1.5)

Most of our final results take a particularly compact form when written using the following differential

operators (see e.g. [20–22])

O
(i)
k = 1− k∂ωi , (1.6)

where i = L,R an ωL,R were defined in (1.2).

2 Dimensional regularization

In this paper, we study one-loop diagrams whose corresponding integral expressions are in general formally

UV divergent. Following [23], we regulate the divergences using dimensional regularization (see also [11–13]

for pioneering work on loop contributions in de Sitter). In de Sitter spacetime, dimensional regularization

is not as straightforward as in flat space. Naively, we would only analytically continue the number of spatial

dimensions in the momentum integral from 3 to d = 3 + δ. However, doing so breaks scale invariance,

and this is manifest in the appearance of logarithmic terms of the form log(k/µ) in loop diagrams, even

in the absence of IR divergences. To ensure manifest scale invariance, the authors of [23] suggested to

analytically continue the mode functions as well. In Minkowski this would be inconsequential because the

mode functions are always eiΩt with Ω =
√

k2 +m2 in any number of dimensions. Conversely, in de Sitter

the number of spatial dimensions appears in the index of the Hankel function, which must be carefully

tracked.
1As routinely done in the literature, by ”conformally coupled” scalar we denote a scalar field whose free theory minimally

coupled to gravity is invariant under a Weyl rescaling. The interactions of this scalar with itself of with other scalar fields

are not invariant under this rescaling.
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Working with Hankel functions Hν with a general complex index ν(d) is possible but leads to compli-

cated algebraic manipulations. To avoid this while maintaining manifest scale invariance, we will employ

a trick used in [9]: we analytically continue both the number of spatial dimensions and the mass of the

field in such a way that the index of the Hankel function is always ν = 3/2. For scalar fields, this results

in the following mode functions

fk(η) = (−Hη)δ/2
Hη√

2k
eikη (conformally coupled scalar), (2.1)

fk(η) = (−Hη)δ/2
H√
2k3

(1− ikη)eikη (massless scalar), (2.2)

where δ should be taken to zero at the end of the calculation. For later convenience, notice that we can

write the mode functions also as

fk(η) = − 1√
2k

(iH∂k)1+δ/2eikη (conformally coupled scalar) (2.3)

fk(η) =
H2

√
2k3

(iH∂k)δ/2(1− k∂k)eikη (massless scalar) . (2.4)

This will be useful to simplify some of the calculations.

3 One-vertex one-loop diagrams: correlators and the wavefunction

In this section, we discuss the simplest type of loop diagrams, namely those where the loop has a single

interaction vertex and hence a single bulk-bulk propagator. This discussion is independent of the number

of derivatives and does not distinguish between parity-even or parity-odd interactions. We show that the

contribution of these diagrams to correlators vanishes in dimensional regularization (dim reg) in Minkowski

and in de Sitter spacetime, if the fields in the loop are massless. This is somewhat analogous to what

happens for amplitudes. Conversely, one-loop one-vertex diagrams with massless fields generate non-

vanishing contributions to wavefunction coefficients in general. A detailed cancellations among different

terms in the wavefunction when computing correlators then ensures that these two results are compatible.

As we will discuss, the physical reason is that for correlators there is no energy-momentum flow inside the

loop, while for wavefunction coefficients the total energy of the diagrams flows from the boundary into the

loop.

Moreover, we generalize our analysis to massive fields running in the loop and present several explicit

results. Our finding are summarised in Table 1.

As a last remark, we notice that one-loop one-vertex diagrams cam be made to vanish by fiat by

applying normal ordering to all interactions. While this is a possible way to bypass the calculations in this

section, we find it nevertheless interesting to discuss what happens for non normal ordered interactions

for at least two reasons: first this gives us a simple toy model of an exact cancellation of a term in the

wavefunction when computing correlators, which could be an instance of a more general phenomenon, and

because normal ordering would not remove similar contributions at higher loop order.

3.1 Correlators

Let’s start computing a simple one-loop, one-vertex contribution to a correlator. For concreteness we

focus on a four-point function, but the same discussion applies for any n-point function. For simplicity of

exposition, we consider a single scalar field.
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de Sitter Minkowski

m = 0 m =
√

2H m 6= 0,
√

2H m = 0 m 6= 0

ψ
(1L)
4 IR divergences? log k complicated log k logm

B
(1L)
4 0 0 analytic 0 analytic

Table 1: Summary of the results of the one-loop one-vertex diagrams. Here log k denotes schematically

the logarithm of some combination of external kinematics; correlators marked ‘analytic’ are analytic in the

external kinematics; where logarithms appear during regularisation of loop integrals, they can be removed

entirely by a judicious choice of the renormalisation scale. The non-analytic terms in ψ4 cancel out with

other non-analytic terms related to tree-level wavefunction coefficients when computing correlators.

. . .

Figure 2: One-vertex one-loop diagram for a n-point correlator.

Minkowski spacetime We start in Minkowski, and then discuss de Sitter spacetime. To use the

Feynmann rules to compute correlators we need the bulk-boundary and bulk-bulk propagators, which in

Minkowski are simply

G+(t, k) =
eiΩt

2Ω
, G+−(t1, t2, p) = G∗−+(t1, t2, p) =

eiΩ(t1−t2)

2Ω
, (3.1)

G++(t1, t2, p) =
eiΩ(t2−t1)

2Ω
θ(t1 − t2) + (t1 ↔ t2) . (3.2)

where Ω =
√
k2 +m2 is the on-shell energy and the labels ± refer to interactions in the time-ordered time

evolution of the ket or anti-time time evolution of the bra in the in-in correlator. Since our results will

not depend on the number of spatial or time derivatives, we consider a simple polynomial interaction,

Lint =

∫
x

λ

6!
φ6 . (3.3)

For the diagram in Figure 2 we have

B4 = 2 Re

[
iλ

2

∫
p

∫ 0

∞
dtG++(t, t, p)

4∏
a

G+(t, ka)

]
. (3.4)

The crucial point is that, since the bulk-bulk propagator is evaluated at coincident times, the oscillat-

ing exponentials cancel each other and the dependence on loop momentum is only given by the overall

normalization factor

G++(t, t, p) =
eiΩ(t−t)

2Ω
=

1

2
√
p2 +M2

M→0−→ 1

2p
. (3.5)

For a massless scalar this reduces to a power law dependence, G++ ∝ 1/p. Notice that the dependence

would still be a power law in the presence of time and space derivatives from local interactions. Now we
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regulate the loop integral in p using dim reg. Since the integral is a power of p, it vanishes in dim reg2∫
dpd pα = 0 (dim reg) . (3.6)

This is intuitive because there is no scale in the integrand with which to write a dimensionally correct

result. We conclude that a loop of a massless particle with a single vertex does not contribute to Minkowski

correlators. This would remain true if we computed the correlator at unequal times.

If the field running in the loop is massive the momentum integral no longer vanishes in dim reg. Instead

we have the following:

B4 =
1

8Ω1Ω2Ω3Ω4

∫
p

λ

4ΩpΩ
(4)
T

, (3.7)

where Ωp =
√
p2 +m2 and Ω

(4)
T = Ω1 + Ω2 + Ω3 + Ω4 is the total energy entering the diagram. This

integral can be evaluated to give:

B4 =
1

8Ω1Ω2Ω3Ω4

λm2

16π2kΩ
(4)
T

(
1

δ
+ log

m

µ
+ (analytic)

)
, (3.8)

where µ is a renormalization scale. Notice that the result is analytic in the external kinematics.

Massless scalars on de Sitter spacetime Something very similar happens for massless fields in de

Sitter spacetime. The in-in correlator is given by:

B4 = 2 Re

[
iλ

2

∫
p

∫ 0

−∞

dη

ηd+1
G++(η, η, p)

4∏
a

G+(η, ka)

]
. (3.9)

At coincident times, the bulk-to-bulk propagator reads:

G++(η, η, p) =
H2

2p3
(1− ipη)(1 + ipη)eip(η−η) =

H2

2p3
(1 + p2η2). (3.10)

The propagator is simply a polynomial in p, so in dim reg this vanishes just like the Minkowski correlator.

A similar cancellation also occurs for conformally coupled scalars in de Sitter as well. The vanishing of

this contribution is familiar from scattering amplitudes and is usually described by saying that there is

no flow of energy or momentum through the loop from the external kinematics. In the absence of both a

mass and external kinematics, the loop has no way to satisfy dimensional analysis and must hence vanish.

Massive scalars on de Sitter spacetime Similarly to the case of massive scalars on Minkowski

spacetime, the one-loop one-vertex diagram on de Sitter is not expected to vanish for massive fields. The

mode function for a massive scalar on de Sitter in the dim reg procedure described in Section 2 is

fk(η) =
i
√
πH1+ δ

2

2
(−η)

3+δ
2 H(1)

ν (−kη), (3.11)

with ν =
√

9
4 −

m2

H2 and H(1) the Hankel function of the first kind. The one-loop trispectrum for a massive

scalar with a λφ6/6! interaction at conformal time ηf is then given by the following integral:

B4 = Re

(
iλ
π4H8+4δ

256
(−ηf )2(3+δ)H(1) ∗

ν (−k1ηf ) . . . H(1) ∗
ν (−k4ηf )∫

p

∫ ηf

−∞
dηa4+δ(η)(−η)2(3+δ)H(1)

ν (−k1η) . . . H(1)
ν (−k4η)

πH2+δ

4
(−η)3+δ

∣∣∣H(1)
ν (−pη)

∣∣∣2) . (3.12)

2Had we used a cutoff regularization we would have found power law divergences, to be removed by renormalization, but

no left over logarithmic running
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As H
(1)
ν (x) ∼ x−ν as x→ 0, we must rescale the correlator in order to find a finite value as ηf → 0. The

resulting correlator is

B′4 = Re

(
iλ
π4H8+4δ

256

(
2νΓ(ν)

π

)4

∫
p

∫ 0

−∞
dηa4+δ(η)(−η)2(3+δ)H(1)

ν (−k1η) . . . H(1)
ν (−k4η)

πH2+δ

4
(−η)3+δ

∣∣∣H(1)
ν (−pη)

∣∣∣2) . (3.13)

Since the momentum integral vanishes in dim reg for massless and conformally-coupled scalars, and

because it contains fewer Hankel functions, it is reasonable to attempt that integral first:

Ip =

∫
d3+δp

(2π)
3

∣∣∣H(1)
ν (−pη)

∣∣∣2. (3.14)

For ν = 3
2 (massless) and ν = 1

2 (conformally-coupled), the integrand is a sum of power laws in p and

vanishes in dim reg. Strictly, however, Ip converges only for Re(δ) < −2 and −3 − δ < Re(2ν) < 3 + δ

(due to the behavior of the Hankel function as p→∞ and p→ 0 respectively). Then,

Ip =
22+δ csc(πν) sec

(
πδ
2

)
(2π)3+δ (−η)

3+δ
Γ(− 1

2 −
δ
2 )

[
−Γ

(
3 + δ

2
− ν
)

2F1

(
3+δ

2 , 3+δ
2 − ν, 1− ν; 1

)
Γ(1− ν)

sin

(
πδ

2
− πν

)

+ Γ

(
3 + δ

2
+ ν

)
2F1

(
3+δ

2 , 3+δ
2 + ν, 1 + ν; 1

)
Γ(1 + ν)

sin

(
πδ

2
+ πν

)]
. (3.15)

When Re(δ) < −2 this expression can be simplified as:

Ip =
22+δπ csc(πν) sec

(
πδ
2

)
Γ(−2− δ)

(2π)3+δ (−η)
3+δ

Γ(− 1
2 −

δ
2 )Γ(− 1

2 −
δ
2 − ν)Γ(− 1

2 −
δ
2 + ν)

[
sin
(
πδ
2 − πν

)
cos
(
πδ
2 − πν

) − sin
(
πδ
2 + πν

)
cos
(
πδ
2 + πν

)] . (3.16)

We analytically continue this expression in δ and study its behavior as δ → 0. One can check that this

expression indeed gives zero for a massless or a conformally-coupled scalar, as expected. More generally,

the Γ(−2− δ) term in the integral will contribute a δ−1 divergence in dim reg.

From the factors of Hδ in the time integral and the δ−1 divergence in the momentum integral, terms

like log H
µ will appear in the final correlator. However, as long as the time integral is IR-convergent, i.e.

Re ν < δ+3
4 , scale invariance is unbroken, which fixes the form of the correlator and precludes any log k

µ

terms, where k stands for some combination of the external momenta. As on Minkowski spacetime, the

resulting trispectrum must then be analytic in the external kinematics.

3.2 Wavefunction coefficients

Now let’s try and perform the same calculation using the wavefunction formalism.

Massless scalar in Minkowski spacetime Let’s start with massless scalars. In flat spacetime the

wavefunction propagators are

Kk(t) = eikt , Gk(t1, t2) =
1

2ik

(
eik(t2+t1) − eik(t2−t1)

)
θ(t1 − t2) + (t1 ↔ t2). (3.17)
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With an interaction λφ6/6!, the relevant wavefunction coefficients are3

ψtree
6 (k1, . . . ,k6) = i

∫ 0

−∞(1−iε)
dt eik

(6)
T tλ (3.18)

=
λ

k
(6)
T

, and (3.19)

ψ
(1L)
4 (k1, . . . ,k4) =

∫ 0

dt
λ

2
eik

(4)
T t

∫
p

1

2ip

[
e2ipt − 1

]
. Performing the time integral first, (3.20)

=

∫
p

λ

−4p

[
1

k
(4)
T + 2p

− 1

k
(4)
T

]
. (3.21)

This last integral is UV divergent and needs to be regularized. In dimensional regularisation, the second

term in brackets in ψ
(1L)
4 (k1, . . . ,k4) vanishes; while the first term in MS, gives

ψ
(1L)
4 (k1 . . .k4) = − 6λ

32π2
k

(4)
T ln

k
(4)
T

µ
. (3.22)

This non-vanishing result is intriguing because we had just found that a similar 1-loop 1-vertex contri-

bution vanishes for correlators. We will show shortly show that the two results are compatible and that

indeed the term in (3.22) cancels exactly with another term when computing B4. Here we would like to

make some general remarks. Notice that in the wavefunction calculation there is a flow of energy from

the external kinematics though the loop. This is visible in the denominator k
(4)
T + 2p in (3.21) arising after

performing the time integrals. This is naively surprising because we are computing a diagram that is iden-

tical to that for the correlator where we stated that there is no energy-momentum flow through the loop.

The resolution is that the wavefunction, in contrast to a correlator, provides the answer to a boundary

value problem where φ has been specified at some time, which we take to be t = 0 here. This explicit

boundary condition breaks time translation invariance and energy can flow from this boundary. Indeed, it

is precisely the total energy that flows into the loop, because the boundary is attached to all external legs.

Also, since the boundary does not break spatial translations, there is no flow of spatial momentum through

the loop, only energy. At the mathematical level, the origin of the energy flow through the loop is the

boundary term in the wavefunction’s bulk-bulk propagator G, which is absent in the correlator’s bulk-bulk

propagator G++. A more colorful way to say this is that the bulk-bulk propagator in the loop represents

the quantum fluctuation of a virtual particle. In the correlator, such fluctuations are unconstrained, but

in the wavefunction they must obey the boundary condition that φ takes some fixed value at t = 0. This

requires the quantum fluctuation to turn off as the interaction vertex is pushed toward t = 0, which in

turn requires knowledge of this fix boundary and hence a breaking of time translations. This mechanism is

actually closerly related to how the recursion relations for the Minkowksi wavefunction were derived in [24].

Now use the wavefunction coefficients to find the trispectrum. Performing the average over φ in the

Born rule we find

B4 =
1∏4

a 2 Reψ2(ka)

[
ρ(1L)({k}) +

∫
p

ρtree({k},p,−p)

2 Reψ2(p)

]
(3.23)

where {k} = {k1, . . . ,k4} and ρ denotes the coefficient of the diagonal part of the density matrix |Ψ|2,

ρ(1L)({k}) = ψ
(1L)
4 (k1, . . . ,k4) + ψ

(1L)
4 (−k1, . . . ,−k4)∗ (3.24)

ρtree({k},p,−p) = ψtree
6 (k1, . . . ,k4,p,−p) + ψtree

6 (−k1, . . . ,−k4,−p,p)∗ . (3.25)

3Notice that given our definition of the bulk-bulk propagator in (3.17), which includes a factor of i, the correct Feynman

rule is to introduce a factor of i1−L, where L is the number of loops, and no factor of i on the vertices, which simply result

in a factor of λ.
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The free power spectrum in Minkowski is 1/2k and so Reψ2 = −k. For the parity even contribution in

(3.3) we can simply drop the minus sign on the momenta. Then, the first contribution to B4 in (3.23) is

− 1∏4
a 2 Reψ2(ka)

ρ(1L)({k}) =
1

16e4
2 Reψ

(1L)
4 (k1, . . . ,k4) (3.26)

=
1

8e4
· −6λ

32π2
k

(4)
T ln

k
(4)
T

µ
. (3.27)

The second is

− 1∏4
a 2 Reψ2(ka)

∫
p

ρtree({k},p,−p)

2 Reψ2(p)
=

1

16e4

1

2

∫
p

1

2p
2 Reψtree

6 (k1, . . . ,k4,p,p) (3.28)

=
1

8e4

1

2

∫
p

1

2p

λ

k
(4)
T + 2p

. (3.29)

The momentum integral is just −1 times that of ψ
(1L)
4 (k1 . . .k4), so the two contributions to the trispec-

trum cancel. This cancellation is interesting and deserves further investigation.

Massive scalar in Minkowski spacetime For massive scalars we no longer expect the contribution

from ρ(1L) and ρtree to cancel. Let us calculate ψ
(1L)
k1...k4

explicitly. We have:

ψ
(1L)
k1...k4

=

∫ 0

dt
λ

2
eiΩ

(4)
T t

∫
p

1

2iΩp
[e2iΩpt − 1]

=
λ

2Ω
(4)
T

∫
p

1

Ω
(4)
T + 2

√
p2 +m2

. (3.30)

In the regime m > Ω
(4)
T this integral can evaluated easily, since we can write the integral as:

ψ
(1L)
k1...k4

=
λ

8π2Ω
(4)
T

∫ ∞
0

dp
p2+δ√
p2 +m2

∞∑
n=0

(
−Ω

(4)
T

2
√
p2 +m2

)n
. (3.31)

Evaluating this integral gives

ψ
(1L)
k1...k4

=

∞∑
n=0

λ

16π2Ω
(4)
T

(
−Ω

(4)
T

2

)n
m2−n−δ Γ( 3

2 )Γ(n2 + δ − 1)

Γ(n+1
2 )

=
λ

16π2Ω
(4)
T

(
m2 −

(Ω
(4)
T )2

2

)(
1

δ
+ log

m

µ
+ (analytic)

)
. (3.32)

Compared to B4 we have an extra contribution of the form Ω
(4)
T logm, and we expect this to be cancelled

by the term from ρtree. Indeed, we find that for m > Ω
(4)
T :

1∏4
a 2 Reψ2(ka)

∫
p

ρtree({k},p,−p)

2 Reψ2(p)
=

1

16e4

1

2

∫
p

1

2Ωp
2 Reψtree

6k1...k4pp

=
1

8e4

λ

2

∫
p

1

2
√
p2 +m2

1

Ω
(4)
T + 2

√
p2 +m2

=
1

8e4

∞∑
n=0

λ

32π2

(
−Ω

(4)
T

2

)n
m1−n+δ Γ( 3

2 )Γ(n−1
2 − δ)

Γ(n2 + 1)

=
1

8e4

λ

16π2

Ω
(4)
T

2

(
1

δ
+ log

m

µ
+ (analytic)

)
. (3.33)

Therefore, using (3.23), the contributions of the form Ω
(4)
T logm cancels in B4, and we obtain the expression

in (3.8). It would be nice to have a systematic understanding of these type of cancellations.
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De Sitter spacetime We can consider a similar λσ6/6! interaction of a conformally-coupled scalar on

de Sitter. Since such a field is massive, as η0 → 0 it decays. Formally, to avoid this issue, we consider the

wavefunction of the re-scaled field σ/η0 in this limit; this amounts to factoring out all factors of η0 in the

propagators. With this prescription, and using the scale-invariant dim reg procedure discussed in Section

2, the wavefunction propagators are

Kk(η) = (−η)δηeikη (3.34)

Gk(η1, η2) = i

(
H2η1η2

)1+ δ
2

2k

[
e−ik(η2−η1)θ(η1 − η2) + (η1 ↔ η2)− eik(η1+η2)

]
. (3.35)

The relevant wavefunction coefficients are

ψtree
6 (k1, . . . ,k6) = iλ

∫ 0

−∞(1−iε
dη

1

(−Hη)4+δ
(−η)6+3δeik

(6)
T η (3.36)

= − λe2πiδΓ(3 + 2δ)

H4+δ
(
k

(6)
T

)3+2δ
(3.37)

and

ψ
(1L)
4 (k1 . . .k4) =

λ

2

∫ 0

−∞(1−iε)
dη

1

(−Hη)4+δ
(−η)4+2δeik

(4)
T η

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3+δ

i
(
H2η2

)1+ δ
2

2p

[
1− e2ipη

]
. (3.38)

The first term in the brackets yields a power law in p after the time integral is performed, and vanishes in

dim reg. The time integral in the second term is essentially the same as in ψtree
6 :

ψ
(1L)
4 (k1 . . .k4) =

λ

2

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3+δ

H2(1+ d
2 )

2p

Γ(3 + 2δ)e2πiδ

H4+δ
(
k

(4)
T + 2p

)3+2δ
. (3.39)

This momentum integral is finite:

ψ
(1L)
4 (k1 . . .k4) =

λe2πiδ

28+3δπ
3+δ
2 H2

(
k

(4)
T

)1+δ

Γ(2 + δ)Γ(1 + δ)

Γ( 3+δ
2 )

; (3.40)

since it is analytic in the momenta as δ → 0, it could be removed by local counter-terms. Local counter-

terms would then also have to be added to remove the contribution of ψtree
6 to the trispectrum.

More generally, consider either conformally coupled scalars or massless scalar with IR finite interactions,

i.e. the resulting correlators do not diverge as η0 → 0. The integrals encountered when considering the

one-vertex one-loop diagram for these fields can be grouped into two types: the first type is

I1
m =

∫ 0

−∞
dη ηn+m+2δeik

(4)
T η

∫ ∞
0

dp
p2+m+δ

2p3
, (3.41)

which vanishes in dim reg. The second type is:

I2
m =

∫ 0

−∞
dη ηn+m+2δeik

(4)
T η

∫ ∞
0

dp
p2+m+δ

2p3
e2ipη

=

∫ ∞
0

dp
(−i)n+m+δΓ(n+m+ 1 + 2δ)p−1+m+δ

(k
(4)
T + 2p)n+m+1+2δ

, (3.42)

where m = 0, 1, 2. By power counting this momentum integral is always convergent for n ≥ 0, which

is always true for IR finite interactions. Hence terms coming from these integrals are always finite and

analytic in k
(4)
T .

When we consider more general massive scalars, the integrals involved are much harder to solve.

Namely, we have to integrate over products of Hankel functions, and we expect the result not to be

analytic in k
(4)
T in general.
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k1 k2 k3 k4

ωRωL

Figure 3: Two-vertex one-loop diagram for the trispectrum.

4 Two-vertex one-loop diagram: general strategy and a toy model

From now on and for the rest of the paper we will be focusing on the parity-odd trispectrum generated by

the one-loop two-vertex diagram in Figure 3. We will first discuss it in general and then present a series of

explicit calculation in increasing order of complexity, culminating with the case of single-clock inflation.

To begin, let’s derive an integral expression for the diagram in Figure 3. To this end, consider a general

interaction Hamiltonian of the form

Hint({k}, η) =

∫ 0

−∞
dη [FPO({k}, η) + FPE({k}, η)]φ(ka)φ(kb)φ(kc)φ(kd), (4.1)

where FPO,PE denote the vertices corresponding to a local interaction with an odd or even number of

spatial derivatives, respectively, of which examples will be given later on. We can use the Feynman rules

outlined in Appendix A to write the trispectrum as:

B4(k1, k2, k3, k4) =
∑
a,b=±

∫ η0

−∞
dη1

∫ η0

−∞
dη2

∫
p

δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)Ga(k1, η1)Ga(k2, η1)

× FPO(k1,k2, η1)Gab(p1, η1, η2)Gab(p2, η1, η2)FPE(k3,k4, η2)Gb(k3, η2)Gb(k4, η2) , (4.2)

where we used

s = k1 + k2 = −k3 − k4 . (4.3)

In-in diagrams are related pairwise. If D represents a diagram with a particular choice of vertices on

the + or − contours (from the time evolution of the bra and the ket), and D̄ represents a diagram when

each vertex sit on the opposite contour, +↔ −, then

D = D̄(−1)n , (4.4)

with n the number of spatial derivatives. This ensures that in Fourier space parity-even correlators are

real and parity-odd correlators are purely imaginary, as it should be for Hermitian operators in position

space. Since we are considering a contribution with an overall odd number of spatial derivatives, we only

need the imaginary part of the integral in (4.2). We can then write

B4 = B4A +B4B , (4.5)

where, for future convenience, we separate the trispectrum into two contributions,

B4A = 2Im

∫ η0

−∞
dη1

∫ η0

−∞
dη2

∫
p

δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)G+(k1, η1)G+(k2, η1)

× FPO(k1,k2, η1)G++(p1, η1, η2)G++(p2, η1, η2)FPE(k3,k4, η2)G+(k3, η2)G+(k4, η2) , (4.6)
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B4B = 2Im

∫ η0

−∞
dη1

∫ η0

−∞
dη2

∫
p

δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)G+(k1, η1)G+(k2, η1)

× FPO(k1,k2, η1)G+−(p1, η1, η2)G+−(p2, η1, η2)FPE(k3,k4, η2)G−(k3, η2)G−(k4, η2). (4.7)

There is one last general result that will be very useful in the following explicit calculations. We will

often encounter integrals of the following form:∫ η0

−∞
dη (−Hη)n+δeikη = (iH∂k)n+δ

∫ η0

−∞
dη eikη, (4.8)

where n is an integer. This tells us that the trispectrum can often be written in terms of derivative operators

acting on a simpler integral. In dimensional regularization, this leads to the following simplification.

Suppose we want to evaluate

2Im (∂k)n(iH∂k)δI(k),

and I(k) is the result of a UV-divergent integral, which can be written as:

I(k) =
I0(k)

δ
+ I1(k) +O(δ).

For the cases we will interested in, where IR divergences are absent, I(k), I0(k) and I1(k) are all real as

consequence of unitarity [2]. Then we can expand the derivative operator in the following way:

(iH∂k)δ = 1 + δ log(iH∂k) + · · · = 1 + δ

(
log(H∂k) +

iπ

2

)
+ . . . .

Here the logarithm is understood as a power series in ∂k. The terms from log(H∂k) acting on I(k) are all

real, so if we want to isolate the imaginary part, we find that:

2Im (∂k)n(iH∂k)δI(k) = π(∂k)nI0(k). (4.9)

In other words, only the coefficient of the 1/δ part of the simpler integral I(k) contributes to the final result.

Since we only want the imaginary part when we compute the parity-odd trispectrum, we will only need

to compute the this leading divergence and then multiply by iπδ. This is a great simplification because

it dispenses us from computing the finite term I1(k) of the UV-divergent integral, which is in general

much more complicated. Moreover, these manipulations already tell us that the parity-odd trispectrum

is actually UV-finite! This is important because for the class of theories we consider here the tree-level

contribution vanishes in general [1,2] and so it would have been impossible to re-absorb the UV divergence

into a counterterm.

4.1 Momentum integrals

The mode function of massless scalars and conformally coupled scalars can be written as derivative oper-

ators acting on a plane wave as in (2.3). Hence, in general, we can recast B4A into the following form:

B4A = 2Im

∫
p

δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)F̃ ({k},p1,p2)Iflat, (4.10)

where F̃ is a differential operator which depends on the form of the interactions FPE and FPO, and

Iflat =

∫ η0

−∞
dη1

∫ η0

−∞
dη2e

iωLη1eiωRη2
(
eip1(η2−η1)θ(η1 − η2) + eip1(η1−η2)θ(η2 − η1)

)
×
(
eip2(η2−η1)θ(η1 − η2) + eip2(η1−η2)θ(η2 − η1)

)
, (4.11)
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is a simpler integral involving only plane waves (hence the label ”flat”). To simplify our notation we will

define

ωL = k1 + k2 , ωR = k3 + k4 kT =

4∑
a

ka = ωL + ωR. . (4.12)

The time integral Iflat gives:

Iflat =
1

kT

(
1

p1 + p2 + ωL
+

1

p1 + p2 + ωR

)
. (4.13)

It will be convenient to change the integration measure of the momentum integral in the following way:∫
d3+δp

(2π)3
δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)f(p) =

1

8π2

∫ ∞
s

dp+

∫ s

−s
dp−

p1p2

s
f(p). (4.14)

where p+ = p1 + p2 and p− = p1 − p2. After performing the p− integral, the remaining integral takes two

possible forms. The first is

An =

∫ ∞
s

dp+(p+)δ+nIflat. (4.15)

As discussed above, we are only interested in the UV-divergent part of the integral. To find it, first note

that:

An =

∫ ∞
0

dp+(p+)δ+nIflat −
∫ s

0

dp+(p+)δ+nIflat (4.16)

For ωL > 0 and ωR > 0, the second integral is finite. The first integral can be written in terms of gamma

functions, and can be simplified to give:

An =
(−1)n

δ

ωnL + ωnR
kT

+ (finite). (4.17)

The second possible form of the p+ integral is

Zn =

∫ ∞
s

dp+(p+)δ+n log

(
p+ + s

p+ − s

)
Iflat. (4.18)

At first glance, this integral looks like it has both UV and IR divergence. However when we evaluate the

integral there is no IR divergence. This is because after we evaluate the integral, we get either log(p+ − s)
multiplied by some power of (p+ − s) (which is convergent) or dilogarithms which are not divergent. As

an example, consider the case where n = 2. We obtain:

Z2 =
1

2
(−(p+ − s)(p+ + s− 2ωL) log(p+ − s) + (p+ + s)(p+ − s− 2ωL) log(p+ + s)) |p+=s

+ s(s+ ωL) + ω2
L

(
Li2

(
s− ωL
s+ ωL

)
− π2

6

)
+ (ωL → ωR) + (UV divergent terms). (4.19)

This is not divergent after substituting p+ = s. A similar story applies to any integer n.

To find the UV-divergent part of Zn, we consider this integral instead:

dZn
ds

=

∫ ∞
s

dp+p
n+δ
+

(
1

p+ + s
+

1

p+ − s

)
Iflat. (4.20)

This integral can be simplified by using partial fraction. Since this integral is not IR-divergent, we evaluate

it in the same way as we did for An:

dZn
ds

=
1

kT δ

[
(−ωL)n − (−s)n

−ωL + s
+

(−ωL)n − sn

−ωL − s
+

(−ωR)n − (−s)n

−ωR + s
+

(−ωR)n − sn

−ωR − s

]
. (4.21)
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This can be simplified into:

dZn
ds

=
(−1)n−1

kT δ

n−1∑
r=0

(ωn−r−1
L + ωn−r−1

R )(sr + (−s)r). (4.22)

Therefore we obtain:

Zn =
(−1)n−1

kT δ

n−1∑
r=0

1

r + 1
(ωn−r−1
L + ωn−r−1

R )(sr+1 − (−s)r+1). (4.23)

We can compute the out-of-time-ordered part of the trispectrum in a similar way:

B4B = 2Im

∫
p

δ(3)(p1 + p2 + s)F̃ ({k},p1,p2)Jflat, (4.24)

where

Jflat =

∫ η0

−∞
dη1

∫ η0

−∞
dη2e

iωLη1e−iωRη2ei(p1+p2)(η1−η2). (4.25)

Evaluating the time integral gives us:

Jflat =
−1

(p1 + p2 + ωL)(p1 + p2 + ωR)
. (4.26)

For the integral over the loop momentum we will encounter integrals again two different forms. The first

is

Ãn =

∫ ∞
s

dp+(p+)δ+nJflat. (4.27)

Applying the same argument as we did for An, we obtain:

Ãn =
(−1)n

δ

ωnL − ωnR
ωL − ωR

+ (finite) =
(−1)n

δ

n−1∑
m=0

ωmL ω
n−m−1
R + (finite). (4.28)

The second possible form is

Z̃n =

∫ ∞
s

dp+p
n+δ
+ log

(
p+ + s

p+ − s

)
Jflat. (4.29)

Applying the same argument as we did for Zn, we obtain:

Z̃n =
(−1)n−1

δ(ωL − ωR)

n−1∑
r=0

1

r + 1
(ωn−r−1
L − ωn−r−1

R )(sr+1 − (−s)r+1) (4.30)

=
(−1)n−1

δ

n−1∑
r=0

1

r + 1

(
n−r−2∑
m=0

ωmL ω
n−r−2−m
R

)
(sr+1 − (−s)r+1).

By looking at (4.28) and (4.30), we notice that if we take enough derivatives with respect to ωL and

ωR we will get zero. For example, if we consider:

(∂ωL)nL(∂ωR)nRÃn, (4.31)

the result is zero for nL + nR ≥ n. Similarly for Z̃n, we will get zero if nL + nR ≥ n− 1. Since we need to

take derivatives of these master integrals when computing the trispectrum, we will find that B4B vanishes.

Our general strategy for computing the trispectrum will be the following: write down the trispectrum

as a differential operator acting on an integral, recasting the integral in terms of the master integrals An
and Zn, then use our result from (4.17) and (4.23) to compute the divergent part and hence the final

trispectrum.
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4.2 A toy model: σ1σ2 → σaσb → σ3σ4

As a warm up example, let us consider a parity-odd trispectrum from the following interactions:

LPO = εijk∂iσ1∂jσ2∂kσaσb, LPE = (∂iσ3)σ4(∂iσa)σb, (4.32)

where all of the fields are conformally coupled scalars. Let’s begin to consider the time-ordered part of

the trispectrum B4A. We have the integral:

B4A = 2i Im

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3

∫
dη1

(−Hη1)4+δ

∫
dη2

(−Hη2)4+δ
(i3(−Hη1)3)(k1 × k2 · p1)

× (i2(−Hη2)2(k3 · p1))G+(k1, η1)G+(k2, η1)G++(p1, η1, η2)

×G++(p2, η1, η2)G+(k3, η2)G+(k4, η2). (4.33)

First, we recast this integral in terms of an operator acting on a simpler integral. By counting powers of

η1 and η2, we get:

B4A = 2i Im
(−Hη0)4H5

64k1k2k3k4
(i∂ωL)3+δ(i∂ωR)2+δ

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3

i3(k1 × k2 · p1)i2(k3 · p1)

p1p2
Iflat. (4.34)

As argued in the previous section, we only need to compute:

B4A = i
2πδ(Hη0)4H5

64k1k2k3k4
(k1 × k2)i(k3)j(∂ωL)3(∂ωR)2

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3
(p1)i(p1)j

1

p1p2
Iflat. (4.35)

Here we encounter the following tensorial integral

I
(2)
ij =

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3
(p1)i(p1)j

1

p1p2
Iflat, (4.36)

which we can re-write as

I
(2)
ij = I

(2)
0 δij +

sisj
s2

I
(2)
2 . (4.37)

Since this integral is contracted with k1 × k2, the term I
(2)
2 does not contribute. Therefore we only need

I
(2)
0 , which is given by:

I
(2)
0 =

1

2
(δijI

(2)
ij +

sisj
s2

I
(2)
ij ). (4.38)

More explicitly, the integral is:

I
(2)
0 =

∫
d3+δp

(2π)3

p2
1 −

(p1·s)
2

s2

2p1p2
Iflat. (4.39)

This integral can be recast into the form:

I
(2)
0 =

1

8π2

A2 − s2A0

6
. (4.40)

Putting this back into B4A, we have:

B4A = i
2π(Hη0)4H5

64k1k2k3k4
(k1 × k2) · (k3)(∂ωL)3(∂ωR)2

(
1

8π2

A2 − s2A0

6

)
= −i (k1 × k2 · k3)H9η4

0

64πk1k2k3k4k6
T

(ω2
L − 6ωLωR + 3ω2

R − 10s2). (4.41)

The procedure for computing B4B is similar, except we replace Iflat with Jflat. This gives us:

B4B = i
2π(Hη0)4H5

64k1k2k3k4
(k1 × k2) · (k3)(∂ωL)3(∂ωR)2

(
1

8π2

Ã2 − s2Ã0

6

)
. (4.42)
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Here we are taking nL = 3 derivatives with respect to ωL and nR = 2 derivatives with respect to ωR.

Since nL + nR = 5 while the index of Ã is 2 and 0, we expect B4B to vanish. This is confirmed by (4.28),

which tells us that Ã0 = 0 and Ã2 = kT
δ . Since B4B = 0, the only contribution to the trispectrum is B4A.

In summary, the one-loop two-vertex parity-odd trispectrum is

BPO
4 = B4A = −i (k1 × k2 · k3)H9η4

0

64πk1k2k3k4k6
T

(ω2
L − 6ωLωR + 3ω2

R − 10s2) . (4.43)

A few comments are in order:

• The result is UV finite, as anticipated around (4.9). This is important because there is no tree-level

counterterm to absorb this divergence.

• The result has the expected scaling B4 ∼ η4
0/k

5 for the trispectrum of a conformally coupled scalar,

and is indeed parity odd because of the combination k1 × k2 · k3.

• The result is surprising simple: it is just a rational function in the momenta with the usual nor-

malization 1/(k1k2k3k4) and only a total-energy pole at kT = 0. This is the same structure as

a tree-level contact diagram. The crucial difference is that B4 cannot come from a contact wave-

function coefficient ψ4 that obeys the cosmological optical theorem [7]. To see this, notice that

at tree-level contact order, B4 would need to come from a purely imaginary ψ4 ∼ ik3, but then

ψ4(k,k) +ψ∗4(−k,−k) = 2ψ4(k,k) 6= 0. This check could be used to detect whether a given rational

function arises or not as a contact diagram in a unitary EFT.

• Intriguingly BPO
4 in (4.43) could be attributed to a contact diagram in a non-unitary EFT. Indeed

the expression in (4.43) contains the kinematic structures of a local EFT, which were identified

recently in [25]. Non-unitary EFTs are expected to arise generically in open quantum systems. We

will pursue this elsewhere.

We now move on to cases in which the external legs are massless scalars, which are more directly relevant

for inflationary phenomenology.

5 Conformally coupled loop

In this section, we compute the contribution from the one-loop diagram in Figure 3, where the four external

legs correspond to a single massless scalar denoted by φ. First, we show the result in the case in which

the fields in the loop are two conformally coupled scalars σa and σb. This represents a phenomenologically

viable model of inflation with spectator massive fields. Second, we perform the calculation in single-clock

inflation where all lines represent the same massless scalar φ.

5.1 Conformally coupled spectator scalars: : φφ→ σaσb → φφ

Since we would like to consider a phenomenologically viable model, where the scalar field φ can be identified

with the Goldstone boson π of time-translations in the effective field theory of inflation [26,27], we consider

interactions where φ has at least one time derivative, which would arise from δg00, or two spatial derivative,

which would arise from perturbations to the extrinsic curvature Kij . For concreteness, we will consider

the trispectrum from the following two interactions:

LPO = εijk ∂ilφ φ̇∂jlσa∂kσb, (5.1)

LPE = ∂ijφ∂iσa∂j φ̇σb. (5.2)
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where σa,b are conformally coupled and φ is massless. As in the previous section, we want to write down

the corresponding integral as some differential operators acting on a simpler integral. The differential

operator corresponding to the left vertex, which we choose to be the one with an odd number of spatial

derivatives, is given by4

L̂ = i5
[
k1 · (p1 × p2)(k1 · p1)k2

2O
(L)
k1

+ k2 · (p1 × p2)(k2 · p1)k2
1O

(L)
k2

]
(−i∂ωL)(−iH∂ωL)6+2−4 , (5.3)

where we defined O
(i)
k = 1 − k∂ωi . Notice that for both the conformally couple fields and for φ̇ we don’t

need a dedicated differential operator because the mode functions are already proportional to a plane wave

and the overall factor of η is captured by the ∂ωL operator. This can be simplified into:

L̂ = H4(k1 × k2)i
(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

kj1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

kj2

)
(∂ωL)5(p1)i(p1)j (5.4)

Similarly for the right vertex, we have:

R̂ = (k3 · k4)
(
k2

4O
(R)
k3

ki3 + k2
3O

(R)
k4

ki4

)
(−iH∂ωR)5+2−4(−i∂ωR)(p1)i (5.5)

The trispectrum is:

B4A = (2πiδ)
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(k1 × k2)i
(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

kj1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

kj2

)
× (k3 · k4)

(
k2

4O
(R)
k3

kl3 + k2
3O

(R)
k4

kl4

)
(∂ωL)5(∂ωR)4I

(3)
ijl , (5.6)

where I
(3)
ijl is given by:

I
(3)
ijl =

∫
d3p

(2π)3

(p1)i(p1)j(p1)l
4p1p2

Iflat. (5.7)

where Iflat was given in (4.13). Once again we can separate the tensorial integral into scalar integrals (this

can be done more systematically as discussed in Appendix B):

I
(3)
ijl =

(
I

(3)
1

s
(siδjk + sjδik + skδij) +

I
(3)
3

s3
sisjsk

)
. (5.8)

Notice that this expression assumes s = |s| 6= 0, but it otherwise does not depend on s. For our purposes,

we only need I1 because the other terms vanish once contracted with the epsilon tensor. This is given by

I
(3)
1 =

1

2

(
1

s
siδjlI

(3)
ijl −

1

s3
sisjslI

(3)
ijl

)
. (5.9)

More explicitly, we have:

I
(3)
1 =

∫
p

s2p2
1(p1 · s)− (p1 · s)3

s3p1p2
Iflat. (5.10)

Computing this integral gives us:

B4A = (2πiδ)
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

(k1 · s)− k2
1O

(L)
k2

(k2 · s)
)

(k3 · k4)

×
(
k2

4O
(R)
k3

k3 · (k1 × k2) + k2
3O

(R)
k4

k4 · (k1 × k2)
)

(∂ωL)5(∂ωR)4 1

32π2

A2 − s2A0

12
. (5.11)

4Here we separated −i∂ωL , which accounts for the factor of η in φ̇ from all other factors of a−1 = −Hη from
√
−g,

derivatives and the conformally coupled mode functions, which are accounted for by (−i∂ωL )4.
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Using our general results for the A integrals, this can be further simplified into:

B4A = i
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

[
k2

2O
(L)
k1

(k1 · s)− k2
1O

(L)
k2

(k2 · s)
]

(k3 · k4)

×
[
k2

4O
(R)
k3

k3 · (k1 × k2) + k2
3O

(R)
k4

k4 · (k1 × k2)
] [ 1

16π

3360(18s2 − 3ω2
L + 10ωLωR − 5ω2

R)

k10
T

]
. (5.12)

Since O
(L)
k and O

(R)
k each provides an extra derivative, B4A has a kT pole of order 12. This matches

with the standard expectation that the order p of the kT pole is [28]

p = 1 +
∑
i

(∆i − 4) = 1 + (10− 4) + (9− 4) = 12. (5.13)

Similarly, we can compute B4B :

B4B = (2πiδ)
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

(k1 · s)− k2
1O

(L)
k2

(k2 · s)
)

(k3 · k4)

×
(
k2

4O
(R)
k3

k3 · (k1 × k2) + k2
3O

(R)
k4

k4 · (k1 × k2)
)

(∂ωL)5(∂ωR)4 1

32π2

Ã2 − s2Ã0

12
. (5.14)

Since nL = 5, nR = 4 and n ≥ 2, we have nL + nR > n, so when we take derivatives we find B4B = 0, as

anticipated. In summary the final result is BPO
4 = B4A as given in (5.12). The same remark as at the end

of the previous section apply to this surprisingly simple result as well.

5.2 Same internal fields

Next we want to consider the case in which there is a single spectator scalar, with a conformally coupled

mass. If we simply replace σ1 = σ2 = σ in the above example, the spatial derivatives for the internal fields

in the parity even vertex can all be removed by integration by parts. As a result the trispectrum vanishes.

Instead, by direct investigation we found that the following interactions provide a non-vanishing result

that is minimal in terms of number of derivatives:

LPO = εijk ∂ilφ φ̇∂jlσ∂kσ, (5.15)

LPE = ∂ijφ∂ijσφ̇σ. (5.16)

Consider the left vertex first. We need the differential operator

L̂ = iH4(k1 × k2) · p1

(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

k1 · p1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

k2 · p1

)
(∂ωL)5

+ iH4(k1 × k2) · p2

(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

k1 · p2 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

k2 · p2

)
(∂ωL)5 (5.17)

Since (k1 × k2) · p1 = (k1 × k2) · (−s− p1) = −(k1 × k2) · p2, this simplifies to

L̂ = iH4(k1 × k2)i
(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

kj1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

kj2

)
(∂ωL)5(p1)i[(p1)j − (p2)j ] . (5.18)

The right vertex gives:

R̂ = H3
(

(k3 · p1)2O
(R)
k3

k2
4 + (k4 · p1)2O

(R)
k4

k2
3

)
(∂ωR)4 + (p1 → p2). (5.19)

So the trispectrum is found to be

B4A = (2πiδ)
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(k1 × k2)i
(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

kj1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

kj2

)
×
(
k2

4O
(2)
k3

kl3k
m
3 + k2

3O
(2)
k4

kl4k
m
4

)
(∂ωL)5(∂ωR)4Iijlm, (5.20)
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where

Iijlm =

∫
p

1

4p1p2
((p1)i(p1)j(p1)l(p1)m + (p1)i(p1)j(p2)l(p2)m

− (p1)i(p2)j(p1)l(p1)m − (p1)i(p2)j(p2)l(p2)m) Iflat. (5.21)

Since we can always exchange (p1)i for −(p2)i (as it is contracted with k1×k2), and we can also exchange

p1 for p2 by changing the integration variable from p1 to −p1 − s, the integral simplifies into:

Iijlm =

∫
p

4(p1)i(p1)j(p1)l(p1)m + 2(p1)i(s)j(p1)l(p1)m
4p1p2

. (5.22)

With this, we can use the tensor structure results in Appendix B to compute the tensorial integral in

terms of scalar integrals. This yields:

Iijlm =
1

16π2

1

30

[
(δilδjm + δimδjl) (A4 − 2s2A2 + s4A0)

+ (δilsjsm + δimsjsl) (A2 − s2A0)
]
. (5.23)

Putting this back in the trispectrum, we obtain:

B4A =i
H19

16k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

[(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

k1 − k2
1O

(L)
k2

k2

)
·
(
k2

4O
(2)
k3

(k1 × k2 · k3)k3 + k2
3O

(2)
k4

(k1 × k2 · k4)k4

)
× −1

8π

192(126s4 + ω4
L − 20ω3

LωR + 60ω2
Lω

2
R − 40ωLω

3
R + 5ω4

R − 14s2(3ω2
L − 10ωLωR + 5ω2

R))

k10
T

+
(
k2

2O
(L)
k1

(k1 · s)− k2
1O

(L)
k2

(k2 · s)
)(

k2
4O

(2)
k3

(k1 × k2 · k3)(k3 · s) + k2
3O

(2)
k4

(k1 × k2 · k4)(k4 · s)
)

× 1

8π

1344(18s2 − 3ω2
L + 10ωLωR − 4ω2

R)

k10
T

]
. (5.24)

To compute B4B , we just need to replace An in (5.23) with Ãn. But once again nL = 5, nR = 4 and

n ≥ 4, so nL + nR > n and we have B4B = 0.

6 Massless loop: φφ→ φφ→ φφ

We now consider the case of single-clock inflation, where all lines represent a massless scalar φ, to be

identified with the Goldstone boson π of time translations in the EFT of inflation. Conceptually the

calculation is just the same as in previous examples. However the main new difficulty is to find interactions

that give a non-vanishing result when symmetrised. The idea is that we have to include a sufficient

number of derivatives such that all φ’s appearing in the parity-odd interaction are distinct from each

other. Furthermore, we also need a sufficient number of derivatives in the parity-even interactions to

ensure that, after the loop integral has been computed, a term of the form k1 × k2 · k3 can be generated.

This results in a large number of derivatives and hence an algebraically more complex result, but no new

conceptual issue emerges.

A minimal choice of interactions that gives a non-vanishing result is

LPO = λPOεijk∂m∂nφ∂n∂iφ∂m∂l∂jφ∂l∂kφ, (6.1)

LPE = λPEφ̇
2(∂i∂jφ)2 (6.2)

Let’s follow a by now familiar script and start building the relevant differential operators. For the parity-

odd interaction, the tensor structure of the vertex looks like:

FPO(p1, p2, k1, k2) =
i9

a9
k2 · (p1 × p2)(k1 · p1)(k1 · k2)(p1 · p2) + permutations (6.3)
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Notice that since p1 + p2 + k1 + k2 = 0, we can always rearrange the cross product to take the form

±k2 · (p1 × p2). Carefully considering all the permutations, we obtain:

(−ia)9FPO = −2(k1 × k2) · p1 {(k1 · k2)(p1 · p2)(k1 − k2) · (p1 − p2)

+ (p2 · k1)(p2 · k2)p1 · (k1 − k2)− (p1 · k1)(p1 · k2)p2 · (k1 − k2)

+ [(k1 · p2)(k2 · p1)− (p1 · k1)(k2 · p2)(p1 · p2 + k1 · k2)]} (6.4)

Note that p1 and p2 can be exchanged by changing the integration variable. Since we also sum over

permutations on the parity-even vertex as well, we have:

(−ia)9VPO = −2(k1 × k2) · p1 [2(k1 · k2)(p1 · p2)(p1 · r)− 2(k1 · p1)(k2 · p1)(p2 · r)

−((k1 · s)(p1 · k2)− (k2 · s)(p1 · k1))(p1 · p2 + k1 · k2)] . (6.5)

Here I defined r = k1 − k2. Now we can use p1 · p2 = 1
2 (s2 − p2

1 − p2
2) to simplify this further.

The tensor structure for the parity-even vertex is straightforward to obtain. Note that only one internal

line can have a spatial derivative, otherwise it can be shown that the integral gives us zero. The trispectrum

can now be written as:

B4A = (2πiδ)
λPOλPEH

8

8k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

∫
p

L̂R̂
H4

4p3
1p

3
2

Iflat. (6.6)

The left operator is given by:

L̂ = (L(2a) + L(2b) + L(4))(−iH∂ωL)5O
(L)
k1
O

(L)
k2
O(L)
p1 O

(L)
p2 , (6.7)

L(2a) = −2(k1 × k2)i
[

3

2
(k1 · k2)rj − 1

2
(k2

1kj2 − k2
2kj1)

]
(s2 − p2

1 − p2
2)(p1)i(p1)j , (6.8)

L(2b) = −2(k1 × k2)i
[
(k1 · k2)2rj − (k1 · k2)(k2

1kj2 − k2
2kj1)

]
(p1)i(p1)j , (6.9)

L(4) = 4(k1 × k2)i(k1)j(k2)l(r)m(p1)i(p1)j(p1)l(p2)m. (6.10)

The right vertex becomes:

R̂ = 2
(

(k3)i(k3)jk2
4O

(R)
k3

O(R)
p1 + (k4)i(k4)jk2

3O
(R)
k4

O(R)
p1

)
p2

2(p1)i(p1)j(−iH∂ωR)2(−i∂ωR)2 (6.11)

Let us separate the trispectrum into three terms, where each term corresponds to one of the operators

above:

B4A = B2a
4A +B2b

4A +B4
4A. (6.12)

The first term is

B2a
4A = (2πiδ)

λPOλPEH
14

8k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(−2)(k1 × k2)i
[

3

2
(k1 · k2)rj − 1

2
(k2

1kj2 − k2
2kj1)

]
× 2

(
(k3)l(k3)mk2

4O
(R)
k3

+ (k4)l(k4)mk2
3O

(R)
k4

)
(−iH∂ωL)5(−i∂ωR)4O

(L)
k1
O

(L)
k2
I2a
ijlm, (6.13)

where

I2a
ijlm :=

1

8
(δilδjm + δimδjl)I

2a
0 +

1

8s2
(δilsjsm + δimsjsl)I

2a
2 . (6.14)

Similarly, the second term is

B2b
4A = (2πiδ)

λPOλPEH
14

8k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

(−2)(k1 × k2)i
[
(k1 · k2)rj − (k2

1kj2 − k2
2kj1)

]
(k1 · k2)

× 2
(

(k3)l(k3)mk2
4O

(R)
k3

+ (k4)l(k4)mk2
3O

(R)
k4

)
(−iH∂ωL)5(−i∂ωR)4O

(L)
k1
O

(L)
k2
I2b
ijlm, (6.15)
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where

I2b
ijlm :=

1

8
(δilδjm + δimδjl)I

2b
0 +

1

8s2
(δilsjsm + δimsjsl)I

2b
2 (6.16)

The B4
4A integral can be written similarly:

B4
4A = (2πiδ)

λPOλPEH
14

8k3
1k

3
2k

3
3k

3
4

4(k1 × k2)i(k1)j(k2)k(r)l

× 2
(

(k3)l(k3)mk2
4O

(R)
k3

+ (k4)l(k4)mk2
3O

(R)
k4

)
(−iH∂ωL)5(−i∂ωR)4O

(L)
k1
O

(L)
k2
I4
ijlm, (6.17)

where

I4
ijklmn =

1

57
(δim(δjkδln + perm) + δin(δjkδlm + perm)) I4a

0

+
1

456

(
δim
s2

(sjskδln + perm) +
δin
s2

(sjskδlm + perm)

)
I4a
2

+
1

76

(
δim
s4

sjskslsn +
δin
s4
sjskslsm

)
I4a
4

+
1

8

(
δim
s2

(δjkslsn + perm) +
δin
s2

(δjkslsm + perm)

)
I4b
1

+
1

8

(
δim
s4

(sjskslsn) +
δin
s2

(sjskslsm)

)
I4b
3 . (6.18)

Each of these terms can be obtained by using the tensor structure formula derived in Appendix B. Then,

we using our general strategy of rewriting integrals in terms of the An and Zn master integrals. Eventually,

it can be shown that:

I2a
0 =

1

27720(ωL + ωR)3

[
3404s6 − 44s4

(
142ω2

L + 106ωLωR + 221ω2
R

)
+ 33s2

(
201ω4

L + 623ω3
LωR + 855ω2

Lω
2
R + 229ωLω

3
R + 104ω4

R

)
− 231

(
20ω6

L + 60ω5
LωR + 51ω4

Lω
2
R + 3ω3

Lω
3
R + 11ω2

Lω
4
R + 13ωLω

5
R + 6ω6

R

)]
(6.19)

I2a
2 =

−7784s6 + 88s4
(
83ω2

L + 38ωLωR + 121ω2
R

)
− 33s2

(
51ω4

L + 203ω3
LωR + 391ω2

Lω
2
R + 121ωLω

3
R + 50ω4

R

)
13860(ωL + ωR)3

(6.20)

I2b
0 =

172s4 − 24s2
(
11ω2

L + 9ωLωR + 17ω2
R

)
+ 21

(
9ω4

L + 27ω3
LωR + 35ω2

Lω
2
R + 9ωLω

3
R + 4ω4

R

)
1260(ωL + ωR)3

(6.21)

I2b
2 =

2s2
(
−97s2 + 60ω2

L + 30ωLωR + 87ω2
R

)
315(ωL + ωR)3

I4a
0 =

1

360360(ωL + ωR)3

[
−10212s6 + 156s4

(
142ω2

L + 106ωLωR + 221ω2
R

)
− 143s2

(
201ω4

L + 623ω3
LωR + 855ω2

Lω
2
R + 229ωLω

3
R + 104ω4

R

)
+ 1287

(
20ω6

L + 60ω5
LωR + 51ω4

Lω
2
R + 3ω3

Lω
3
R + 11ω2

Lω
4
R + 13ωLω

5
R + 6ω6

R

)]
(6.22)

I4a
2 =

1

720720(ωL + ωR)3

[
1168476s6 − 156s4

(
8830ω2

L + 4366ωLωR + 12983ω2
R

)
+ 143s2

(
2865ω4

L + 11075ω3
LωR + 20691ω2

Lω
2
R + 6337ωLω

3
R + 2636ω4

R

)
+11583

(
20ω6

L + 60ω5
LωR + 51ω4

Lω
2
R + 3ω3

Lω
3
R + 11ω2

Lω
4
R + 13ωLω

5
R + 6ω6

R

)]
(6.23)

I4a
4 =

1

480480(ωL + ωR)3

[
−1122380s6 + 52s4

(
10638ω2

L + 2666ωLωR + 14013ω2
R

)
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+ 715s2
(
201ω4

L + 623ω3
LωR + 855ω2

Lω
2
R + 229ωLω

3
R + 104ω4

R

)
−6435

(
20ω6

L + 60ω5
LωR + 51ω4

Lω
2
R + 3ω3

Lω
3
R + 11ω2

Lω
4
R + 13ωLω

5
R + 6ω6

R

)]
(6.24)

I4b
1 =

−818s6 + 44s4
(
25ω2

L + 16ωLωR + 38ω2
R

)
− 33s2

(
18ω4

L + 59ω3
LωR + 89ω2

Lω
2
R + 25ωLω

3
R + 11ω4

R

)
13860(ωL + ωR)3

(6.25)

I4b
3 = −

2s4
(
−94s2 + 55ω2

L + 22ωLωR + 77ω2
R

)
495(ωL + ωR)3

(6.26)

To obtain B4B , we simply replace An with Ãn and Zn with Z̃n. However, in the calculation, we find

that n ≥ 6, while nL ≥ 5 and nR ≥ 4. Hence when we take derivatives, we find B4B = 0 and so only B4A

contributes to the two-vertex one-loop trispectrum.

7 Signal-to-noise estimates

We have computed a one-loop contribution to the parity-odd trispectrum BPO
4 . This can be important

for observations because of the no-go theorems in [1, 2]. In particular, those results imply that for any

number of scalar fields in the scale invariant limit the parity-odd trispectrum of curvature perturbations

vanishes at tree level. Therefore, the leading BPO
4 arises at one-loop order, as we computed in the previous

sections. This is an exciting scenario because usually loop corrections are under control only when they

are smaller than a corresponding tree-level contribution and hence cannot be expected to be the leading

signal. For BPO
4 things are different: it constitutes a rare example of a cosmological observable that probes

loop contributions and can be in principle as large as allowed by the data. In the following, we will assume

we are in the scale invariant limit of single-clock inflation and study how large the one-loop BPO
4 can be.

For a cosmic variance limited experiment, we find that the signal-to-noise ratio in the tree-level parity-even

trispectrum is always larger than that in the parity-odd trispectrum. However, we also point out that

parity-even and parity-odd sectors can have different noise levels and different systematics. Hence, for

certain datasets, it can make sense to search for our predicted signal BPO
4 in the data. In this section, we

do not invoke technical naturalness. Our conclusions apply to any EFT, whether it is natural or not. In

the next section we will discuss the additional constraints from naturalness.

The signal-to-noise ratio S/N is an estimate of when a signal becomes observable, which happens when

S/N > 1. To be as general as possible we don’t commit to a specific observable. Instead we assume we

can measure the profile of φ(k) in some volume V ∼ k−3
min with a resolution kmax > kmin. For an n-point

function the signal-to-noise ratio is(
S

N

)2

= V n
∫
k1...kn

〈
∏n
a φ(ka)〉〈

∏n
a φ(ka)〉

〈
∏n
a φ(ka)2〉

. (7.1)

Notice that this is independent of the normalization of the field φ. Therefore, without loss of generality,

we will proceed assuming that φ is a canonically normalized scalar. To begin with, we assume that the

speed of sound equals the speed of light, cs = c = 1, but we consider a more general speed of sound at the

end this section. Let’s now consider a model with the following two interactions,

Hint =
1

Λ9
PO

∂9
i φ

4 +
1

Λ6
PE

∂6
µφ

4 , (7.2)

where ∂9
i denotes some unspecified contraction of nine spatial derivatives and ∂6

µ that of six temporal or

spatial derivatives. Here ΛPE,PO are the scales suppressing the respective higher-dimensional interactions.

Then the parity-odd trispectrum appears first at one-loop order using both the parity-odd and parity-even
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interactions. A rough estimate is

BPO
4 ∼

(
H

ΛPO

)9(
H

ΛPE

)6
H4

k9

1

16π2
. (7.3)

where we used scale invariance to conclude that B4 ∼ k−9 and the factor of 1/(4π)2 is expected for a

one-loop diagram. This term crucially relies on the existence of a non-vanishing parity-even quartic vertex

and hence is necessarily associated with a tree-level contact parity-even trispectrum, which is generated by

a single instance of the second interaction in (7.2). A rough estimate of the resulting tree-level parity-even

trispectrum is

BPE ∼
(

H

ΛPE

)6
H4

k9
. (7.4)

Using (7.1), the S/N for the one-loop parity-odd trispectrum is estimated to be (using (2π)3δ(3)(0) = V

and dropping numerical factors)(
S

N

)
PO

'
(

H

ΛPO

)9(
H

ΛPE

)6(
kmin

kmax

)3/2
1

(2π)9

1

16π2
. (7.5)

Similarly, the S/N for the parity-even trispectrum is found to be(
S

N

)
PE

'
(

H

ΛPE

)6(
kmin

kmax

)3/2
1

(2π)9
. (7.6)

Taking their ratio we discover that

(S/N)PO

(S/N)PE

=

(
H

ΛPO

)9
1

16π2
� 1 . (7.7)

This inequality tells us that the best chance to first see a signal in the parity-odd trispectrum arises when

we take ΛPO dangerously close to H. Provided that the instrumental noise in the parity-even and odd

measurement is comparable (or absent), and provided both measurements are based on the same dataset

(hence with the same number of independent modes (kmin/kmax)3), the parity-odd signal can be seen

only after the parity-even signal has been detected with high significance. However, for certain datasets,

the noise in the two parity sectors could be quite different, for example in cases where systematic and

instrumental noises are not expected to break parity or to do so by a small amount.

Small speed of sound It is interesting to see how the above discussion changes if φ had a speed of

sound cs, and in particular in the case in which cs � 1. We assume the same interactions as in (7.2) but

the following kinetic term

L2 =
1

2

[
φ̇2 − c2s(∂iφ)2

]
. (7.8)

To find the parity-odd loop trispectrum and the parity-even tree-level trispectrum we have to decorate (7.4)

and (7.3) with the appropriate factors of cs. We can proceed by using dimensional analysis, separating

energy E (with E ∼ time −1) from momentum P (with P ∼ length−1). Noticing that φ(k) ∼ E−1/2P−3/2
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we find5

BPE ∼
(

H

ΛPE

)6
H4

k9

1

c13
s

, (7.9)

BPO
4 ∼

(
H

ΛPO

)9(
H

ΛPE

)6
H4

k9

1

16π2

1

c25
s

. (7.10)

For the relative signal-to-noise ratio this gives us

(S/N)PO

(S/N)PE

=

(
H

ΛPO

)9
1

16π2

1

c12
s

. (7.11)

This might get your hopes up that a small cs makes the loop signal in BPO
4 dominant over the tree-level one

in BPE. However, for small cs the strong coupling scale of the theory is also lowered. Indeed, following [29]

we estimate the strong coupling momentum scale Ps.c. by demanding that a tree-level 2-to-2 scattering

amplitude respects partial wave unitarity. We find Ps.c. ∼ ΛPOc
1/3
s . Demanding that this cutoff is larger

than the wavelength of perturbations at horizon crossing, Ps.c. � H/cs we find H/ΛPO � c
4/3
s . This can

be used in (7.11) so see that a small cs has no effect on the upper bound of the relative signal-to-noise ratio,

which again has to be much smaller than one. Hence our conclusion that the dominant signal-to-noise

ratio is always in the tree-level parity-even trispectrum is unchanged even in the present of a small speed

of sound.

In summary, the one-loop signal-to-noise ratio in the parity-odd trispectrum is in general dominated

by that in the tree-level parity-even trispectrum, but can be interesting when the two sectors are probed

with different accuracy and with different noise and systematic.

8 Naturalness constraints

In this section, we discuss constraints from technical naturalness on single-clock inflation with both parity-

even and parity-odd interactions. Our main findings are summarized in (8.2) with our conventions defined

in the Lagrangian in (8.1)

An effective field theory (EFT) is said to be technically natural if all of the dimensionless Wilson

coefficients are of order unity, except those that enhance the symmetry of the action when taken to zero,

which may be small [30]. A theory is said to be radiatively stable if counter-terms due to loop diagrams

do not spoil the hierarchy between lower- and higher-order operators in the action. One way to ensure

radiative stability in a technically natural EFT is to adopt a suitable power counting scheme, which

prescribes which dimensionful parameters should appear alongside the Wilson coefficients of each term in

the action. Here we will extend the nice analysis in [31] to account for both parity-odd and parity-even

interactions in the EFT of single-field inflation.

Before developing a power-counting scheme, let’s set some expectations. The parity-odd sector can

renormalise the parity-even sector, but not vice versa, because a product of an even number of parity-odd

operators is parity-even, but no product of parity-even operators is parity-odd; therefore, we expect to

be able to make the parity-odd couplings much weaker than the parity-even ones in a radiatively stable

manner, but not vice versa. Let’s see how this is borne out in a consistent power counting scheme.

To maintain a certain generality we consider the following structure of interactions,

L = −1

2
(∂φ)2 +

εPEΛ4
PE

g2
PE

LPE
(
gPEφ

ΛPE
,
∂

ΛPE

)
+
εPOΛ4

PO

g2
PO

LPO
(
gPOφ

ΛPO
,
∂

ΛPO

)
(8.1)

5These factors of cs can also be understood as follows. We get: c−12
s from the normalization of four power spectra

P ∼ H2/(csk)3; c−1
s for each spatial derivative and no cs for time derivatives; and c

3(V−I)
s = c

3(1−L)
s for a diagram with V

vertices (dη/η4 ∼ c3s), I internal lines G ∼ P ∼ c−3
s and L loops.
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Here ΛPE,PO are the scales suppressing higher derivatives in the parity-even and parity-odd sectors,

ΛPE/gPE and ΛPO/gPO suppress additional powers of the field and finally εPE,PO control the overall

size of the parity-even and odd sectors. Notice that this is a slightly more sophisticated version of the

often employed single-scale power counting scheme where powers of derivative and fields are accompanied

by the same scale. The introduction of two different scales via the dimensionless parameters gPE,PO allows

us to account for the fact that loop diagrams can change the number of fields in an interaction but not the

number of derivatives (for massless fields in dim reg). The bottom line is that the power counting scheme

in (8.1) is only radiatively stable if

gPO ≈ gPE � 4π ΛPO ≈ ΛPE ε2
PO . εPE (8.2)

Setting the parity-odd sector to zero recovers the power counting scheme discussed in [31]. Perturbativity

requires ΛPE,PO � H. This result is derived as follows.

Derivation Consider a general connected Feynman diagram in this theory. It can be split into connected

subdiagrams consisting of vertices from either LPO or LPE only, together with lines connecting only

subdiagrams of the first kind to subdiagrams of the second6. In other words, the diagram, at this level of

abstraction (‘the big diagram’), looks like a connected bipartite multigraph, where the vertices are in fact

connected Feynman diagrams (‘the little diagrams’). This is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: (Left) General form of the big diagram. Each striped circle represents a maximal connected

subdiagram containing operators from only one of LPO or LPE (the little diagrams). The big diagram

takes the form of a connected bipartite multigraph. (Right) Illustration of the inductive procedure showing

that all connected diagrams are of this form. If a new PO operator (the small black circle) is added, it

either (upper right) forms a new little diagram of its own, if it is not connected directly to other PO little

diagrams, or (lower right) it merges with any other PO little diagrams it is connected to; either way, the

bipartite multigraph structure persists.

The strategy will be to write down the general form of the counterterm generated by the big diagram

in terms of the properties of the individual little diagrams, then to use the topology of the big diagram to

simplify the the expression and derive criteria for radiative stability.

If each little diagram Di has Ni vertices, Di derivatives, Li loops, Fi lines internal to the big diagram

(the horizontal lines above) and Ei lines external to the big diagram, the scaling (for a parity-odd (PO)

6This can be proven inductively: the claim is true for a diagram with one vertex; if a vertex is added to a diagram of this

form, it remains of the same form as long as the diagram remains connected.
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little diagram) is [31]

Di ∼
εNiPO

(
gPO

2π

)2Li
gEi+Fi−2

PO

Λ
−2(1+Ni)+Ei+Di+2Li
PO

. (8.3)

There is an analogous expression for PE little diagrams. Now we multiply the scaling of all the little

diagrams together. Consider the case in which we there are NPO
V total PO vertices, LPO loops, DPO

derivatives, and EPO external lines on PO vertices, with analogous quantities defined for the PE vertices,

and there are NPO
B PO little diagrams in the big diagram, NPE

B PE little diagrams, and LB and IB loops

and internal lines, respectively, in the big diagram. Then the big diagram scales as

DB ∼
(

1

4π

)2LB

(εPO)N
PO
V (εPE)N

PE
V (gPO)E

PO−2NPO
V (gPE)E

PE−2NPE
V

×
(
gPOgPE

ΛPOΛPE

)IB 1

ΛAPO

PO

1

ΛAPE

PE

, (8.4)

where

APO = −2(NPO
B +NPO

V ) + EPO +DPO + 2LPO, (8.5)

APE = −2(NPE
B +NPE

V ) + EPE +DPE + 2LPE. (8.6)

This diagram gives rise to a counter-term proportional to

OCT ∼
(

1

4π

)2LB

(εPO)N
PO
V (εPE)N

PE
V (gPO)E

PO−2NPO
V (gPE)E

PE−2NPE
V(

gPOgPE

ΛPOΛPE

)IB ∂APO

ΛAPO

PO

∂APE

ΛAPE

PE

∂4+2IBφEB , (8.7)

where the Euler identity for the big diagram has been liberally applied, and enough derivatives have been

added to give the operator the correct dimensions. If the operator that is renormalised has parity Q, it

looks like

O ∼ εQ
Λ4
Q

g2
Q

(gQ)EB

ΛXQ
∂DφEB , (8.8)

where X is the total number of powers of ΛPO and ΛPE in OCT and D is the total number of derivatives.

In the case where O is parity-odd, one finds

OCT
O
∼
(gPO

4π

)LB+2LPO(gPE

4π

)LB+2LPE

(gPOgPE)NB−1(gPO)−2NPO
B (gPE)−2NPE

B

(
gPE

gPO

)EPE

g2
PO(εPO)N

PO
V −1(εPE)N

PE
V

(
ΛPO

ΛPE

)NB+LB−1−2NPE
B +EPE+DPE+2LPE

, (8.9)

and, further,

(gPOgPE)
NB−1

(gPO)−2NPO
B (gPE)−2NPE

B =

(
gPO

gPE

)NPE
B
(
gPE

gPO

)NPO
B

(gPOgPE)−1. (8.10)

Similarly, in the case where O is parity-even,

OCT
O
∼
(gPO

4π

)LB+2LPO(gPE

4π

)LB+2LPE(
gPO

gPE

)NPE
B
(
gPE

gPO

)NPO
B

(gPOgPE)−1

(
gPO

gPE

)EPO

g2
PE(εPO)N

PO
V (εPE)N

PE
V −1

(
ΛPE

ΛPO

)NB+LB−1−2NPO
B +EPO+DPO+2LPO

, (8.11)

To derive criteria for radiative stability, note the following:
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• The ratio (8.9) is proportional to (ΛPO/ΛPE)D
PE

. Therefore, by putting arbitrarily many derivatives

in the parity-even little diagrams, this ratio can be made arbitrarily large and ruin radiative stability

unless ΛPO . ΛPE. Likewise, (8.11) is proportional to (ΛPE/ΛPO)D
PO

, implying ΛPE . ΛPO. Thus,

ΛPO ≈ ΛPE.

• The ratio (8.9) is proportional to (gPE/gPO)E
PE

. EPE also affects the exponent of ΛPO/ΛPE, but this

is unity. The ratio can therefore be made arbitrarily large by adding arbitrarily many external lines

on the PE side unless gPE . gPO. Repeating this argument for the ratio (8.11) yields gPO . gPE, so

that gPO ≈ gPE.

• The ratio (8.9) contains a factor (εPO)N
PO
V −1(εPE)N

PE
V . For a parity-odd big diagram, NPO

V ≥ 1,

since there must be at least one (and an odd number of) parity-odd operators in the diagram, and

the factor never exceeds unity due to the constraints on εPE and εPO separately. However, (8.11) is

more interesting: it contains a factor (εPO)N
PO
V (εPE)N

PE
V −1. When NPE

V = 0, an even number of PO

vertices combine to give a PE diagram, which renormalises a PE operator. As each of the εs is . 1

separately, this factor is . ε2
PO/εPE. In order that the radiative corrections do not exceed order unity,

since all the other factors in (8.11) are of order unity or less, ε2
PO/εPE . 1. So εPO .

√
εPE � 1

for radiative stability: the interactions in the parity-odd sector can be a little stronger than in the

parity-even sector, but not too strong, since the PO sector still renormalises the PE sector. The PO

interactions can be arbitrarily weaker than the PE interactions, since the PE sector alone cannot

renormalise the PO sector.

Broken boosts We now consider a theory with broken Lorentz boost symmetry and a finite sound

speed7 cs, where the kinetic term is

− 1

2
Zµν∂µφ∂µφ =

1

2

(
(∂tφ)2 − c2s(∂iφ)2

)
, (8.12)

and the Lagrangian takes the form

L =
√
−Z

[
−1

2
Zµν∂µφ∂νφ+

εPEΛ4
PE

g2
PE

LPE

(
gPE φ

ΛPE
,
∂

ΛPE
,
gtPE ∂t

ΛPE
, Zµν

)
+ (8.13)

εPOΛ4
PO

g2
PO

LPO

(
gPO φ

ΛPO
,
∂

ΛPO
,
gtPE ∂t

ΛPE
, Zµν

)]
. (8.14)

Here, gtPO and gtPE parameterise the strength of the boost-breaking, and index contractions are performed

with Zµν . The factor
√
−Z = c−3

s . In their investigation of EFTs with broken boosts with only one gt
parameter, [31] found that gt . 1.

With parity violations, the effect on the power counting of boost-breaking amounts to multiplying the

big diagram by (gtPE)T
PE

(gtPO)T
PO

, where the T s denote the numbers of time derivatives in the little

diagrams. Time derivatives can be converted to spatial derivatives in loops, but not vice versa; if this

happens to CPE time derivatives from the PE vertices and CPO time derivatives from the PO vertices, for

a PO big diagram, the counterterm ratio (8.9) is multiplied by

(gtPO)C
PE+CPO

(
gtPE

gtPO

)TPE

. (8.15)

Analogously to the previous arguments, for radiative stability, gtPE ≈ gtPO and both are . 1.

Additional constraints on the Wilson coefficients were found in [31] when the breaking of Lorentz

boosts is spontaneous and in the EFT of inflation. Some of these constraints impose the requirement

7c = 1 still; cs is a dimensionless constant.
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that the action non-linearly realise Lorentz boosts; others follow by considering radiative stability in this

context. However, these additional constraints do not combine in an interesting way with the presence of

a parity-odd sector; no further free parameters are introduced that could differ between the parity-odd

and parity-even sectors, and in any case, following the arguments above, we would generally expect any

such parameters to be constrained to equality.

Signal-to-noise in the EFT of inflation The power-counting scheme nevertheless takes on a slightly

different form in the EFT of inflation (EFTI) [27] in the decoupling limit, as the operators that appear

must all be EFTI building blocks (details are omitted here for brevity). Again extending the work of [31],

the Lagrangian takes the form

L =
√
−Z

[
−1

2
Zµν∂µπ∂νπ +

Λ4

g2
π

εPOLPO

(
g2
πc

2
sf

4
π

Λ4
δg00,

∇µ
Λ
, gtnµ, Z

µν

)
+ PE interactions

]
, (8.16)

where Z00 = −1, Zij = c2sδ
ij/a2,

√
−Z = c−3

s , f4
π = 2|Ḣ|M2

Pcs is the decay constant of the Goldstone boson

π, which is normalised to have mass dimension 1 so that x0 7→ x0+π/f2
π represents a time diffeomorphism8,

δg00 is a metric fluctuation, and nµ is a normal to spacelike hypersurfaces; these quantities can be expressed

in terms of derivatives of π. In particular, the extrinsic curvature operator Kµ
ν = (gµσ + nµnσ)∇σnν

scales as g3
t /Λ, and its fluctuations δKµ

ν have the same scaling in the power-counting scheme.

The coefficients of the power counting scheme are constrained such that

gt
cs

= gπcs
f2
π

Λ2
. (8.17)

This can be useful in simplifying quotients of signal-to-noise ratios. The parity-even operator can be

written in various ways using EFTI building blocks. One possibility is to consider an operator that starts

at quartic order in π, such as for example (δg00)2(δKij)
2. Another possibility is to consider a combination

building blocks that starts at lower order, such as for example (δKij)
2. In the former case one can invoke

naturalness to argue that lower-order operators should give a larger signal-to-noise ratio, for example to

the parity-even bispectrum. Instead here we will consider the latter possibility, where a lower-order cubic

interaction is dictated by non-linearly realized boosts. Naturalness provides similar bounds, but we don’t

report them here. We consider the following building blocks to generate the parity-even and parity-odd

interactions appearing in our one-loop calculation

εPE

c3s

Λ4

g2
π

(
g3
t

Λ

)2 (
δKi

j

)2 ⊃ εPE

c3s

Λ4

g2
π

(
g3
t

Λ

)2
π̇2 (∂i∂jπ)

2

f8
π

, (8.18)

εPO

c3s

Λ4

g2
π

gtεijk

(
g3
t

Λ

)4
1

Λ
(δK)(δK)∂(δK)(δK) ⊃ εPO

c3s

Λ4

g2
π

gtεijk

(
g3
t

Λ

)4
1

Λ

∂2π∂2π∂3π∂2π

f8
π

, (8.19)

with εijk = nµεµijk. The index structure in the PO operator is omitted. The signal-to-noise in the PO

trispectrum then scales as9(
S

N

)
PO

∼ 1

(2π)9

[
εPOεPEg

19
t

(4π)2g4
πc

13
s

Λ

H

(
H

fπ

)16
](

kmax

kmin

)3/2

. (8.20)

The non-linearly realised boosts, expressed through the building block structure of the EFTI, lead to the

following contribution to the bispectrum

εPEΛ4

c3sg
2
π

(
g3
t

Λ

)2

(δK)
2 ⊃ εPEΛ4

c3sg
2
π

(
g3
t

Λ

)2
π̇(∂2π)2

f6
π

, (8.21)

8This means that every π in the interaction vertices appears with a factor of f−2
π

9Note that the
√
−Z normalisation of the Lagrangian eliminates the factor of c

3(1−L)
s that appeared in correlators in

Section 7. This normalization also changes the factors of cs appearing in external propagators, but the factors of cs due to

spatial derivatives remain unaltered.
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where the exact index structure is unimportant. The quotient of the signal-to-noise ratios of the PO

trispectrum and this contact bispectrum is

(S/N)PO

(S/N)B3

∼ εPO

(4π)2(2π)3

g13
t

g2
πc

9
s

(
H

fπ

)10

=
εPO

(4π)2(2π)3
c11
s g

8
t g

3
π

(
H

csΛ

)10

. 1, (8.22)

where the middle equality follows from (8.17), and H/(csΛ)� 1 since Λ is the EFT cutoff in momentum

space and the EFT description should be valid at the sound horizon. Similar constraints would also emerge

from different choices of building blocks in (8.18). In summary, we find that in single-clock inflation, the

signal-to-noise in this PO trispectrum is always bounded above by the signal-to-noise in the bispectrum.

9 Conclusion and outlook

In this work we have pointed out a scenario in which a one loop contribution is the leading term in

an observable cosmological correlator. More specifically, we have studied one-loop contributions to the

parity-odd sector of scalar correlators from inflation. It is well known that both the scalar power spectrum

and bispectrum must be parity even, so a possible violation of parity can only first arise in the scalar

trispectrum. This observable has recently attracted some attention [2,32–34] because of related hints from

galaxy surveys [35, 36]. Further investigation however has shown no sign of the signals expected from

explicit models [37] and bounds from the CMB appear to exclude a primordial origin [36].

While it will be interesting to further search the data for a parity-odd signal, our interest in the parity-

odd trispectrum BPO
4 stems mainly from theoretical considerations. In [1,2] it was shown that BPO

4 must

vanish at tree-level for large classes of models. This no-go result assumes unitary time evolution from

a Bunch-Davies vacuum and scale invariance, and holds for any number of scalar fields of any mass, or

any number of spinning fields with massless or conformally coupled mode functions and parity-even power

spectra. This result identifies BPO
4 as an observable that is exceptionally sensitive to new physics, beyond

the vanilla models of inflation. Like for any other no-go theorem, the interest lies in building yes-go exam-

ples that violate one or more of the assumptions. A variety of models have been proposed that generate

a non-vanishing BPO
4 [2, 32–34]. Here we relax the assumption of working at tree-level. We were able to

compute a variety of possible parity-odd trispectra, for example in multifield inflation, (5.12) and (5.24).

The most minimal setup we consider is that of single-clock inflation, as described by the EFT of inflation,

with a Bunch-Davies vacuum and scale invariance. In this case the final shape was given in (6.12) with

relevant definitions given in the rest of Section 6.

There are several interesting directions for future investigation:

• Detailed cancellations from the wavefunction to correlation functions. For the one-vertex one-loop

diagram of massless scalars in Minkowski space, we have shown that the wavaefunction ψ
(1L)
4 pos-

sesses a log kT term. However this term is cancelled by a contribution from ψtree
6 when we compute

the correlator, and the result is analytic in the external kinematics. We have also shown that a

similar cancellation occurs for massive scalars in Minkowski space as well. One may ask if such a

cancellation occurs when we consider more complicated loop diagrams as well. The analytic structure

of the wavefunction for Minkowski space has been studied extensively in [38], but our results for the

one-vertex one-loop calculation seems to suggest that not all singularities in the wavefunction appear

in an in-in correlator. It is important to investigate whether these are examples of a more general

phenomenon and if yes, to develop a systematic understanding of such cancellations. This issue has

a vague resemblance to the Kinoshita Lee Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [39, 40] that determines the

faith of IR divergences when computing sufficiently inclusive observables.

• On general grounds, one expects that the one-loop trispectrum we computed here represents a

genuine quantum effect, as opposed to a classical one. This is follows from the observation that
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in calculating wavefunction coefficients one finds a factor of10 ~L−1 for a diagram with L loops.

Things are slightly more subtle for correlators, which correspond to sums of both loop and tree-level

wavefunction coefficients. Since tree-level wavefunction coefficients are obtained directly from the

classical on-shell action, this seems to suggest that in-in correlators from loop diagrams might contain

both classical and quantum contributions. It would be useful to clarify this interpretation. This is

related to the first point discussed about where a cancellation takes place between a tree-level and

a one-loop wavefunction coefficient, which contribute at the same order in ~ because of appropriate

factors of the power spectrum.

• We find it surprising that the parity-odd one-loop trispectra we computed have such a simple struc-

ture: they are all just rational functions of the kinematics with only total energy poles. Even for

a diagram with two interaction vertices, no partial energy singularities appear in the final result.

Moreover, we don’t find any branch points, only poles. This would not be the case in the parity-even

sector. Moreover, the one-loop BPO
4 we find could be attributed to a local contact interaction with

an imaginary coupling. It would be nice to understand the deeper origin of this simplicity, perhaps

in the context of open quantum systems.

• Another option to understand the simplicity of BPO
4 is to compute it using the wavefunction. Since

we found that the only contribution comes from interactions on the same side of the in-in contour

(either ++ or −−), see discussion around (4.31), we expect that BPO
4 is captured by the one-loop

ψ4, with other tree-level contributions cancelling out. Then one can use the cosmological optical

theorem at one-loop order [9] to relate this term to the integral of a tree-level exchange diagram for

ψ6. This might shed some light on why the result is simply a rational function11.

• It would be interesting to study parity violations in the tensor sector that are induced by additional,

potentially massive fields. This could be achieved via direct calculation or using de Sitter [20,41,42]

or boostless [28,43,44] bootstrap techniques.
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A Feynman rules

To compute cosmological correlators, we use in-in Feynman diagrams. These are discussed in detail in the

context of cosmology in, for example, [45]. The Feynman rules to compute 〈φ(k1) · · ·φ(km)〉 at some final

time ηf are

• Draw vertices corresponding to the interaction terms in the action.

• Label each vertex as time ordered or anti-time ordered. Time-ordered vertices are drawn as shaded

circles, and anti-time ordered vertices as open circles. Also assign to each vertex a conformal time

ηa with a = 1, . . . , I labelling the I internal lines. Diagrams with opposite labelling are related by

complex conjugation as in (4.4).

10Every vertex has a factor of ~−1 and every bulk-bulk propagator a factor of ~.
11We are thankful to Sadra Jazayeri for suggesting this approach.
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• In addition to factors of i arising from spatial derivatives, each time-ordered vertex carries another

factor of −i and each anti-time ordered vertex a factor of i. Since all possible time orderings are

summed over, if a diagram contains an even number of spatial derivatives in total, only its real

part appears in the final correlator. Similarly, with an odd number of spatial derivatives, only the

imaginary part appears.

• Draw internal lines connecting the vertices pairwise. Assign each internal line a 3-momentum p.

For each φ(ki) in the correlator, draw one external line, connecting a vertex to a horizontal line

representing the asymptotic future. Label each external line with its associated 3-momentum ki.

Write down a 3-momentum conserving δ distribution for each vertex. The total number of lines

meeting at each vertex is fixed as usual by the fields appearing in the relevant interaction.

• With fk(η) the mode function for a given field, for each line, write down a propagator as follows:

= G++(p, η1, η2) = fp(η1)f∗p (η2)θ(η1 − η2) + f∗p (η1)fp(η2)θ(η2 − η1) (A.1)

= G−−(p, η1, η2) = f∗p (η1)fp(η2)θ(η1 − η2) + fp(η1)f∗p (η2)θ(η2 − η1) (A.2)

= G+−(p, η1, η2) = f∗p (η1)fp(η2) (A.3)

= G−+(p, η1, η2) = fp(η1)f∗p (η2) (A.4)

= G+(k, η) = f∗k (η)fk(ηf ) (A.5)

= G−(k, η) = fk(η)f∗k (ηf ) (A.6)

• Integrate over all momenta of internal lines and over the conformal times ηi of the vertices, with

a factor of a1+d(ηi), where a is the scale factor and d the number of spatial dimensions, for each

conformal time ηi.

• Multiply by a combinatorial factor depending on the number of ways of contracting fields in the

vertices to produce the same diagram.

B Tensor structures

The I tensors that result from the single-field loop integral are totally symmetric and can only depend

on the vector s, so they take the form of sums of products of si and δij . The momentum integrals are

computed in dimensional regularisation; when the integrand is not a scalar, this makes it more difficult

to compute the integral. In this appendix, we determined the coefficients of the products of si and δij in

terms of contractions of the I tensors with other powers of si and δij .

Since the number of contractions will grow rapidly with the number of indices, it is useful to introduce

a diagrammatic way to represent them. The diagrammatic rules are summarised below. Diagrams will be

drawn in two columns, with tensors on the left representing those contracted into the factors in I on the

right.
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Since I is totally symmetric, the symmetry factor for each diagram corresponds to the number of distinct

ways of assigning labels (indices) to the internal lines whilst preserving the index structure on the left—i.e.

the indices that meet at any vertex there. For example, the following diagram, which appears in 1
ssiδjkIijk,

has symmetry factor 2:

Three indices With three indices, I takes the form

Iijk = I
(3)
1

(si
s
δjk +

sj
s
δik +

sk
s
δij

)
+ I

(3)
3

sisjsk
s3

. (B.1)

In this case, it is straightforward to calculate the relevant traces directly; diagrams are shown below:

The result is that

T1 :=
si
s
δjkIijk = 5I

(3)
1 + I

(3)
3 (B.2)

T3 :=
sisjsk
s3

Iijk = 3I
(3)
1 + I

(3)
3 , (B.3)

so that

I
(3)
1 =

T1 − T3

2
, I

(3)
3 =

−3T1 + 5T3

2
. (B.4)

Four indices The diagrammatic method simplifies calculation of the I tensors with more indices. The

diagrams themselves are omitted here for brevity.

With four indices,

Iijkl = I
(4)
0 (δijδkl + 2 perms) + I

(4)
2

(sisj
s2

δkl + 5 perms
)

+ I
(4)
4

sisjsksl
s4

. (B.5)
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Using Tn to denote a trace with n si
s s, then,

T0 = δijδklIijkl = 15I
(4)
0 + 10I

(4)
2 + I

(4)
4 , (B.6)

T2 =
sisj
s2

δklIijkl = 5I
(4)
0 + 8I

(4)
2 + I

(4)
4 , (B.7)

T4 =
sisjsksl
s4

Iijkl = 3I
(4)
0 + 6I

(4)
2 + I

(4)
4 , (B.8)

so that

I
(4)
0 =

1

8
(T0 − 2T2 + T4) , (B.9)

I
(4)
2 =

1

8
(−T0 + 6T2 − 5T4) , (B.10)

I
(4)
4 =

1

8
(3T0 − 30T2 + 35T4) . (B.11)

Five indices At this point, the number of terms starts to become large, and the diagrammatic approach

begins to pay off.

Iijklm =
I

(5)
1

s
(siδjkδlm + 14 perms) +

I
(5)
3

s3
(sisjskδlm + 9 perms) +

I
(5)
5

s5
sisjskslsm. (B.12)

Using the notation established above,

T1 = 35I
(5)
1 + 14I

(5)
3 + I

(5)
5 , (B.13)

T3 = 21I
(5)
1 + 12I

(5)
3 + I

(5)
5 , (B.14)

T5 = 15I
(5)
1 + 10I

(5)
3 + I

(5)
5 . (B.15)

This yields

I
(5)
1 =

1

8
(T1 − 2T3 + T5) , (B.16)

I
(5)
3 =

1

8
(−3T1 + 10T3 − 7T5) , (B.17)

I
(5)
5 =

1

8
(15T1 − 70T3 + 63T5) . (B.18)

Six indices Now,

Iijklmn = I
(6)
0 (δijδklδmn + 14 perms) +

I
(6)
2

s2
(sisjδklδmn + 44 perms) +

I
(6)
4

s4
(sisjskslδmn + 14 perms) +

I
(6)
6

s6
sisjskslsm. (B.19)

The required traces are

T0 = 105I
(6)
0 + 105I

(6)
2 + 21I

(6)
4 + I

(6)
6 , (B.20)

T2 = 32I
(6)
0 + 77I

(6)
2 + 19I

(6)
4 + I

(6)
6 , (B.21)

T4 = 21I
(6)
0 + 57I

(6)
2 + 17I

(6)
4 + I

(6)
6 , (B.22)

T6 = 15I
(6)
0 + 45I

(6)
2 + 15I

(6)
4 + I

(6)
6 . (B.23)
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Thus,

I
(6)
0 =

1

57
(T0 − 3T2 + 3T4 − T6) , (B.24)

I
(6)
2 =

1

456
(−5T0 + 72T2 − 129T4 + 62T6) , (B.25)

I
(6)
4 =

1

76
(T0 − 60T2 + 155T4 − 96T6) , and (B.26)

I
(6)
6 =

1

152
(5T0 + 840T2 − 2835T4 + 2142T6) . (B.27)
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In asymptotically flat spacetimes, bearing the null geodesics reaching the future null

infinity in mind, we propose new concepts, the “dark horizons” as generalizations of
the photon sphere. They are defined in terms of the structure of escape/capture cones
of photons with respect to a unit timelike vector field. More specifically, considering a
two-sphere that represents a set of emission directions of photons, the dark horizons are
located at positions where a hemisphere is marginally included in the capture and escape
cones, respectively. We show that both of them are absent in the Minkowski spacetime,
while they exist in spacetimes with black hole(s) under a certain condition. We derive
the general properties of the dark horizons in spherically symmetric spacetimes and
explicitly calculate the locations of the dark horizons in the Vaidya spacetime and the
Kerr spacetime.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subject Index E0,E31,A13

1. Introduction

Recently, Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) Collaboration succeeded in obtaining the image

of the regions around black holes in M87 [1] and in Sagittarius A* [2]. Future observations of

the black hole shadow are expected to test the general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics

(GRMHD) models [3], to constrain theories of gravity [4–6], and so forth. In static and

spherically symmetric spacetimes, the edge of the shadow is given by the photon sphere [7, 8].
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Following the definition of Ref. [7], the photon sphere is provided as a SO(3)× R-invariant

photon surface in a static and spherically symmetric spacetime. Here, the photon surface is

defined as a nowhere-spacelike hypersurface S such that, any null geodesic tangent to S at

any point on S is included in S. Interestingly, the outermost photon sphere has been shown

to satisfy the areal inequality [9] (see also [10])

9

4
AH ≤ Aph,out ≤ Ash,out ≤ 36πM2, (1)

where AH is the area of the event horizon, Aph,out is the area of the outermost photon sphere,

Ash,out is the area of the shadow observed at infinity, and M is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner

(ADM) mass.

There have been several attempts to generalize the photon sphere in which new concepts

are defined with local geometrical quantities [11–14]. From the observational point of view,

however, the global analysis for the orbits of the photons is crucial. For example, in Refs. [15,

16], the approach based on the existence of an infinite number of conjugate points along a

null geodesic congruence is adopted.

In this paper, we introduce new generalizations of the photon sphere, which we name the

outer dark horizon (ODH) and the inner dark horizon (IDH), to capture the observability of

photon sources from future null infinity. In order to consider the photon sources, we introduce

a unit timelike vector Tµ. In the frame associated with Tµ, the escape/capture cones can

be defined, and these two dark horizons are determined by the structure of those cones.

Therefore, these new concepts refer to the condition for null geodesics from the sources to

reach future null infinity In this point, our definition is different from the wandering geodesic

defined in Refs. [15, 16] in which the light sources are supposed to be located at past null

infinity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we provide a brief review of the

asymptotic behavior of null geodesics near future null infinity as a preparation. In Sec. 3,

we introduce the ODH and IDH as generalizations of the photon sphere in general asymp-

totically flat spacetimes. In Sec. 4, we focus on a static and spherically symmetric case as

a specific example. In Sec. 5, we see their properties in the Vaidya spacetime as a simple

example of dynamical spacetimes. In Sec. 6, we investigate the ODH and IDH in the Kerr

spacetime as an example of spacetimes with angular momenta. The last section gives a sum-

mary and discussions. In Apps. A and B, we provide detailed explanations of a lemma in

Sec. 4 and inequalities in Sec. 6, respectively. We use the units in which the speed of light and

the Newtonian constant of gravitation are unity, c = 1 and G = 1. We assume the metric to

be C2− functions (i.e., class C1,1). The metric sign convention is (−,+,+,+) in this paper.

2. Review of Null Asymptotics in the Bondi coordinate

In this section, as a preparation for the proof of Lem. 3.13 and Lem. 3.17, we review

the asymptotic behavior of the metric and null geodesics near future null infinity in

four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes. The detailed analyses are presented in

Refs. [23–26].

We begin with reviewing the Bondi coordinate based on Refs. [17, 18], which describes the

asymptotic behavior of the metric near future null infinity (for the generalization to higher

dimensions, see also Refs. [19–22]). The non-zero components of the metric near future null
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infinity in the Bondi coordinates can be expanded in the power of 1/r as

guu = −1 +mr−1 +O
(
r−2
)
, (2)

gur = −1 +O
(
r−2
)
, (3)

gIJ = hIJr
2 = ωIJr

2 + h
(1)
IJ r +O

(
r0
)
, (4)

guI = O
(
r0
)
. (5)

Here, u denotes the retarded time, r is the areal radius, xI stands for the angular coordinates,

and ωIJ is the metric for the unit two-sphere. The non-zero components of the inverse metric

behave as

gur = −1 +O
(
r−2
)
, (6)

grr = 1−mr−1 +O
(
r−2
)
, (7)

grI = O
(
r−2
)
, (8)

gIJ = ωIJr−2 − h(1)IJr−3 +O
(
r−4
)
, (9)

where ωIJ is the inverse of ωIJ , and h(1)IJ is defined as h(1)IJ := ωIKωJLh
(1)
KL. Future null

infinity is supposed to be in the limit of r →∞ while u is kept finite. Let us impose the

gauge condition √
dethIJ = ω2, (10)

where ω2 is the volume element of the two-dimensional unit sphere. Here, hIJ − ωIJ cor-

responds to gravitational waves. In general relativity, the integration of m(u, xI) over the

angular coordinates gives us the Bondi mass,

M(u) :=
1

8π

∫
S2

mdΩ. (11)

Next, let us review the asymptotic behavior of null geodesics near future null infinity based

on Refs. [23–26]. By combining the r-component of the geodesic equation and the condition

for the geodesic to be null, we have

r′′ = ΩIJr
(
xI
)′ (

xJ
)′

+O
(
r0
) ∣∣∣(xI)′∣∣∣2 +O

(
r−2
)
r′2, (12)

where ΩIJ is defined as

ΩIJ := ωIJ −
1

2

∂h
(1)
IJ

∂u
+

1

2

∂m

∂u
ωIJ . (13)

Here, the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the affine parameter. We also define

Ω
(
u, xI ; dxJ/du

)
and Ωi as

Ω

(
u, xI ;

dxJ

du

)
:=

(
ωIJ

dxI

du

dxJ

du

)−1
ΩKL

(
u, xM

) dxK
du

dxL

du
, (14)

Ωi := inf
u,xI ,dxJ/du

Ω

(
u, xI ;

dxJ

du

)
. (15)

Note that the magnitude of dxJ/du does not affect the value of Ω
(
u, xI ; dxJ/du

)
. In Refs. [23,

25, 26], the careful analysis of the global behavior of null geodesics with Eq. (12) gives us
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a sufficient condition to reach future null infinity. In particular, the result for Ωi > 0, which

we use later, is given by the following statement:

Proposition 2.1. Consider a four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetime with Ωi > 0 in

which the metric near future null infinity is written as Eqs. (2)–(5) with the Bondi coordinates

by C2− functions. We define βcrit as

βcrit :=
−3 +

√
9− 6Ωi

3
. (16)

Take a point p with a sufficiently large radial coordinate value r = r0. Any null geodesic

emanating from p reaches future null infinity if

0 <

(
dr

du

∣∣∣∣
p

− βcrit

)−1
= o (r0) (17)

holds.

Here, Eq. (17) roughly means dr/du|p & βcrit. In the case with ∂m/∂u and ∂h
(1)
IJ /∂u being

small enough, which corresponds to the situation that matter radiations and gravitational

waves are both weak enough near future null infinity, the value of βcrit is appropriately given

by βcrit ≈ −(1− 1/
√

3) ≈ −0.423. By this proposition, we see that photons emitted with

dr/du ≥ 0 and ones with dr/du = O
(
r −10

)
reach future null infinity under the assumptions

in the proposition. For higher dimensions, see Refs. [23, 25].

3. Outer Dark Horizon and Inner Dark Horizon

In this section, we introduce two new concepts, “outer dark horizon (ODH)” and “inner

dark horizon (IDH),” as generalizations of the photon sphere in general asymptotically flat

spacetimes. The definitions of the ODH and IDH refer to future null infinity as the event

horizon does.

This section is organized as follows. In subsection 3.1, we present the definitions of the

ODH and IDH, and discuss their properties. In subsection 3.2, the relation of the ODH and

IDH to the escape and capture cone is discussed. In subsections 3.3 and 3.4, we examine the

properties of the ODH and IDH, respectively.

3.1. Basics of Outer Dark Horizon and Inner Dark Horizon

In this subsection, we introduce the outer dark horizon (ODH) and the inner dark horizon

(IDH) as generalizations of the photon sphere by examining whether photons emitted from

photon sources reach future null infinity or not. The ODH and IDH are defined as the

boundary of “outer dark domain (ODD)” and “inner dark domain (IDD)”, respectively,

which are also defined below.

Let M be a four-dimensional asymptotically flat and connected spacetime, and Tµ be a

unit timelike vector field with TµT
µ = −1.

Definition 3.1 (outer dark domain (ODD) associated with Tµ). Suppose a set S

consists of all p ∈M satisfying the following condition: for all spacelike vectors nµ orthog-

onal to Tµ at p, there exists a null geodesic emanating from p, whose tangent vector kµ is

orthogonal to nµ at p, such that it will not reach future null infinity. Then, we call S the

outer dark domain (ODD) associated with Tµ.
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Definition 3.2 (outer dark horizon (ODH) associated with Tµ). Let a region S be

the ODD associated with Tµ in M. Then, the boundary ∂S is called the outer dark horizon

(ODH) associated with Tµ.

Definition 3.3 (inner dark domain (IDD) associated with Tµ). Suppose a set S

consists of all p ∈M satisfying the following condition: there exists a spacelike vector nµ

orthogonal to Tµ at p, such that all null geodesics emanating from p whose tangent vector

kµ is orthogonal to nµ at p will not reach future null infinity I +. Then, we call S the inner

dark domain (IDD) associated with Tµ.

Definition 3.4 (inner dark horizon (IDH) associated with Tµ). Let a region S be

the IDD associated with Tµ in M. Then, the boundary ∂S is called the inner dark horizon

(IDH) associated with Tµ.

The outer dark domain and the inner dark domain are sometimes simply called the dark

domains as a set. Similarly, the outer dark horizon and the inner dark horizon are simply

called the dark horizons. The ODD and IDD are complementary concepts to each other in

the sense that the roles of “there exists” and “for all” are switched in the definitions. We

required the vector nµ to be orthogonal to Tµ in the definitions of 3.1 and 3.3 in order to

consider the escape condition of photons in the frame associated with Tµ. As a result, the

locations of dark domains and dark horizons depend on the choice of Tµ, which is arbitrarily

chosen. The reason why we normalized Tµ is that only the direction of Tµ, but not its

norm, is important in the above definitions. Note that the norm of nµ also has no effect

in the definitions. One natural choice is to take Tµ as tangent vectors of the light source

orbits. In this case, the escape condition of the emitted photon depends on the motion of

the sources due to the effect of the relativistic beaming. In spacetimes with symmetries, it is

also natural to construct Tµ using the time coordinate, which will be adopted in Secs. 4, 5

and 6. Here, it is also possible to consider situations where Tµ is defined only in a subregion

of the spacetime and define the dark domain and dark horizon in this subregion, but we

mainly focus on situations where Tµ is defined globally in the whole spacetime.

In addition, we can consider a particular class of the outer/inner dark domain/horizon.

Suppose a time coordinate t is present, and a spacelike hypersurface Σt is given by t =

constant. From the time coordinate t, we can naturally introduce a timelike unit vector field

by

Tµ =
−∇µt√
−∇νt∇νt

. (18)

Adopting this vector field as Tµ in the definitions of the ODD and IDD, we can introduce

outer/inner dark domain/horizon associated with the time slice Σt as follows:1

Definition 3.5 (outer/inner dark domain/horizon associated with Σt). Suppose

a time coordinate t is present, and the spacelike hypersurface t =constant is denoted as

Σt. The ODD/IDD and the ODH/IDH associated with the timelike vector field Tµ =

−∇µt/
√
−∇νt∇νt are called the ODD/IDD and the ODH/IDH associated with time slice

Σt.

1 This is a particular case where Tµ satisfies T[µ∇νTρ] = 0 by Frobenius’ theorem.
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For the outer/inner dark domain/horizon associated with Σt, the vector nµ in the definitions

of 3.1 and 3.3 is tangent to Σt.

In Sec. 4, we will show that the ODH and IDH are generalizations of the “visible photon

sphere,” which is defined in Def. 4.2 as an important class of the photon sphere. We will also

see that they are both absent in the Minkowski spacetime and both exist in a spacetime with

black hole(s) under certain conditions. These facts imply that the existence of the ODH/IDH

is expected to be an indicator for the existence of a strong gravity region. The words “outer”

and “inner” refer to the fact that the IDD is generally included by the ODD, which will be

confirmed in Cor. 3.9.

The ODH and IDH refer to the condition for null geodesics to reach future null infinity.

Here, null geodesics reaching future null infinity are of importance in observations of black

holes because the observers, which can be regarded as staying at future null infinity, receive

signals of photons that propagate along null geodesics. Since the geodesic equations are

second-order differential equations, the initial position and its first derivative provide us

with the unique solution 2. Therefore, at any point in the spacetimes, the emission angle

of a photon (in the frame of the photon source) determines whether it reaches future null

infinity or not.

3.2. Relation to escape and capture cones

The escape cone is a useful concept to describe the condition for photons to reach future

null infinity. In order to explain this concept, we introduce the tetrad basis, Tµ and (ei)
µ

with i = 1, 2, and 3, and the projection tensor γµν = gµν + TµTν onto the three-dimensional

spacelike tangent subspace spanned by (ei)
µ. Then, the emission direction in the frame of

the photon source is expressed by the vector

Eµ =
kµ⊥
|kν⊥|

, with kµ⊥ = γµνk
ν . (19)

Since Eµ is a unit vector, there is the apparent one-to-one correspondence between Eµ and a

point of a unit two-sphere in the tangent subspace, which we call the “two-sphere of emission

directions.” For each point on the two-sphere, we can judge whether the corresponding

photon escapes to future null infinity or not. As a result, the two-sphere is divided into the

escape region and the capture region. If we connect the central point (that corresponds to

the zero vector) and the points on the boundary of these two regions with straight lines,

the escape and capture cones appear. Below, we use the words the “escape cone” and the

“capture cone” with the same meanings as the escape region and the capture region on the

two-sphere of emission directions, respectively.

Null geodesics that correspond to the boundary of the escape and capture cones coincide

with the future wandering null geodesics defined by Siino [15, 16]. Since the wandering null

geodesics never arrive at future null infinity, the boundary is regarded to belong to the

capture cone. Therefore, the capture cone is a closed set, while the escape cone is an open

set.

In a static and spherically symmetric spacetime, the boundary of an escape region asso-

ciated with a constant-time slice is given by an exact circle. In particular, on the photon

2 This is because we have assumed that the metric is C2− functions (i.e., class C1,1).
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Fig. 1 Representation of the two-sphere of emission directions at r = 3M in the

Schwarzschild spacetime, at which the photon sphere is located. The escape region and

the capture region are shown by the grey region and the white region, respectively. The

boundary of the two regions is given by an orthodrome.

sphere in the Schwarzschild spacetime, the boundary of the escape region is given by an

orthodrome of the two-sphere (see Fig. 1). One might think that it would be reasonable to

define a generalization of the photon sphere as a set of points at which the boundary of the

escape region is an orthodrome associated with a constant-time slice, at least for stationary

spacetimes. However, in general spacetimes, the boundary of the escape region is not nec-

essarily an exact circle. This leads us to the physical interpretation of our new concepts as

described below.

To characterize emission directions Eµ orthogonal to a spacelike vector nµ in (negations of)

Defs. 3.1 and 3.3, the notion of “orthodrome” is useful. In the tangent subspace orthogonal

to a unit timelike vector field Tµ, an orthodrome is defined as an intersection between a plane

containing the origin of the tangent subspace and the two-sphere of emission directions (see

circles on the two-spheres in Fig. 2). Note that an orthodrome orthogonal to nµ represents

a set of emission directions Eµ orthogonal to nµ.

The conditions for the ODD and IDD associated with Tµ are now rephrased using the

escape and capture cones as follows. On the one hand, the negation of Def. 3.1 is equivalent

to that at the spacetime point p outside the ODD, there exists an orthodrome that is entirely

included in the escape cone. On the other hand, Def. 3.3 is equivalent to that at a spacetime

point p in an IDD, there exists an orthodrome that is entirely included in the capture cone.

Note that each of the escape and capture cones can have multiple components. For example,

at a point between two distant black holes, there would be two capture cones and one

“escape belt”. In the case that each of the escape and capture cones has a single component,

a hemisphere is included in the capture cone at a point in the IDD, and a hemisphere is

included in the escape cone at a point outside the ODD.

Figure 2 illustrates the situation where each of the escape and capture cones has a single

component. Spacetime points can be divided into three classes. In the first class (the left

sphere in Fig. 2), there exists an orthodrome which is totally included by the capture cone,

and the corresponding point in the spacetime is in the IDD. This point is also in the ODD

because the escape cone is included in a hemisphere and it cannot include an orthodrome (a

strict proof will be given in Cor. 3.9). In the second class (the center sphere in Fig. 2), there

is no orthodrome that is entirely included by the escape region or by the capture region.

The corresponding points in the spacetime are in the ODD, but not in the IDD. In the last

class (the right sphere in Fig. 2), there exists a hemisphere which is totally included in the
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escape region. In this case, the corresponding point is not in the ODD as mentioned above.

In addition, since the capture cone is included in a hemisphere, this point is not in the IDD

(see a strict proof for Cor. 3.9).

In short, any point in the ODD has a small escape cone, and any point not in the ODD

has a large escape cone. As for the IDD, any point in the IDD has a large capture cone, and

any point not in the IDD has a small capture cone. There is no point such that it is in the

ODD and not in the IDD, which will be proved more strictly in Cor. 3.9.

Fig. 2 Depiction of two-spheres of emission directions, which represent the escape regions

(the grey regions) and the capture regions (the white regions) on three points in a spacetime

without symmetry. A vector orthogonal to the plane including the orthodrome corresponds

to the spacelike vector nµ in (negations of) Defs. 3.1 and 3.3. Left sphere: An illustration

of the escape and capture regions at a certain point. In this case, this point is both in the

ODD and in the IDD. Center sphere: A picture of the escape and capture regions at another

point. In other words, all orthodromes intersect the boundary of the two regions. In this

case, the point is in the ODD but not in the IDD. Right sphere: An illustration of the escape

and capture regions at another point. In this case, the point is not in the ODD nor IDD.

We now present several useful propositions in order to judge whether a given spacetime

point is in an ODD/IDD or not. For this purpose, we prove the following Lemma:

Lemma 3.6. Consider a unit two-sphere and a pair of antipodal points P and Q on that

sphere. Let γ be any continuous curve that connects P and Q, and γ includes the two

endpoints P and Q. Then, any orthodrome on that sphere intersects γ.

Proof. In the case that the orthodrome includes the points P and Q, it trivially intersects

γ. In the case that the orthodrome does not include P and Q, the orthodrome divides the

two-sphere into two regions, and the points P and Q are included in different regions because

they are antipodal points. Since the curve γ continuously connects P and Q, it must cross

the boundary of the two regions. That is, the orthodrome intersects γ. �

Suppose that a pair of antipodal points are included in a connected component of the

capture cone. Then, there exists a curve that connects the two points in the capture cone.

From the above Lem. 3.6, any orthodrome crosses that curve, and hence, it cannot be
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included entirely in the escape cone. This means that the point is in an ODD. For a point at

which each of the escape and capture cones is path-connected, we easily see that the reverse

is also true and obtain the following:

Theorem 3.7. If a pair of antipodal points are included in a connected component of the

capture cone, the point in the spacetime is in an ODD. In particular, suppose that each of

the escape and capture cones is path-connected. Then, a point is in an ODD if and only if

the capture cone contains a pair of antipodal points.

Similarly, when a pair of antipodal points are included in a connected component of the

escape cone, there exists a curve that connects the two points in the escape cone. Since

any orthodrome crosses that curve, it cannot be entirely included in the capture cone. This

means that the point is not in an IDD. For a point at which each of the escape and capture

cones is path-connected, we see that the reverse also holds.

Theorem 3.8. If a pair of antipodal points are included in a connected component of the

escape cone, the point is not in an IDD. In particular, suppose that each of the escape and

capture cones is path-connected. Then, a point is not in an IDD if and only if the escape

cone contains a pair of antipodal points.

At a point p in an IDD, an orthodrome is included in the capture cone. This immediately

implies the existence of an infinite number of pairs of antipodal points in a connected com-

ponent of the capture cone. Then, Thm. 3.7 implies that the point p is also in an ODD, and

hence, we have the following:

Corollary 3.9. An IDD is always included in an ODD, as long as they are associated with

the same Tµ.

We now present the useful criteria to find an ODH and an IDH. For this purpose, we

regard the escape and capture cones as mappings from spacetime points. Assuming their

continuity, we can find the following:

Proposition 3.10. Suppose that each of the escape and capture cones has a single component

at each spacetime point, and they are continuous mappings with respect to spacetime points.

Then, at the ODH, there is an orthodrome that is included in the escape cone except at two

or more points, which are on the boundary of the escape and capture cones. Similarly, at the

IDH, there is an orthodrome that is entirely included in the capture cone, and furthermore,

the orthodrome intersects the boundary of the escape and capture cones at two or more points.

There are several remarks on this Proposition. First, the continuity of the escape and

capture cones is guaranteed if the spacetime metric has C2− continuity,3 and the timelike

vector field Tµ is continuous. Here, other than the ODH or the IDH, there might be a

surface having the same property for the ODH/IDH mentioned in Prop. 3.10. However, the

outermost surface among them can be identified as the ODH/IDH.

3 An example of the spacetime without the continuity of the escape and capture cones is given by
a singular hypersurface spacetime in the sense of Israel’s definition [27]. Note that the ODH and IDH
can be defined if the escape cone is uniquely determined, even if the metric is not C2−.
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3.3. Properties of Outer Dark Domain and Outer Dark Horizon

In this subsection, we provide several properties on the ODD and ODH. First, since all

null geodesics in the Minkowski spacetime reach future null infinity, we have the following

proposition.

Proposition 3.11. In the Minkowski spacetime, the ODD and ODH are both absent for any

associated timelike vector field Tµ.

Proposition 3.11 means that the curved spacetime is essential for the existence of the ODH.

Next, we focus on the spacetimes with black hole(s). For any point p in a black hole, all null

geodesics emanating from p do not reach future null infinity by the definition of the black

hole. Therefore, p is an element of the ODD. This is summarized as the following theorem:

Theorem 3.12. In an asymptotically flat spacetime with black hole(s), points in the black

hole(s) are also in the ODD for every associated timelike vector field.

Let us discuss the existence of the ODH in spacetimes with black hole(s). To see this, we

first show the following lemma.

Lemma 3.13. Consider a four-dimensional asymptotically flat spacetime in which the

metric near future null infinity behaves as Eqs. (2)–(5) with C2− functions using Bondi

coordinates. Let a timelike vector Tµ satisfy Tµ ∝ d(u+ r)µ. We assume that Ωi, which is

defined in Eq. (15), is positive. Then, all points p with a sufficiently large r are not in the

ODD associated with Tµ.

Proof. We will show that, for all point p with sufficiently large r, there exists a tangent

vector nµ orthogonal to Tµ, such that all null geodesics which are orthogonal to nµ at p reach

future null infinity. Taking nµ = nµ1 := (∂u)µ − (∂r)
µ to be an orthogonal vector to Tµ, we

will show that any null vector kµ = (∂u)µ + kr (∂r)
µ + kI (∂I)

µ 4 orthogonal to nµ1 satisfies

kr = O
(
r−1
)
. By using Eqs. (2), (3), and (5), the orthogonal condition between nµ1 and kµ,

that is, nµ1kµ = 0, gives

−kr
(
1 +O

(
r−2
))

+ kIO
(
r0
)

+O
(
r−1
)

= 0 (20)

and we have

kr = kIO
(
r0
)

+O
(
r−1
)
. (21)

Then, a simple calculation gives us

0 = kµkµ

= kIkJ
(
r2ωIJ +O

(
r1
))

+ kIO
(
r0
)
− 1 +O

(
r−1
)

(22)

and we see

kI = O
(
r−1
)
. (23)

With Eq. (21), this shows us

kr = O
(
r−1
)
. (24)

As a consequence, we have kr = O
(
r−1
)

= O
(
r−1
)
ku. By Prop. 2.1, null geodesics with

kr = O
(
r−1
)
ku at sufficiently large r region reach future null infinity if Ωi > 0 holds. Thus,

4 ku is required to be non-zero, otherwise kµ becomes spacelike.
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all null geodesics which are orthogonal to nµ1 at p reach future null infinity. Therefore, p is

not in the ODD associated with Tµ. �

Here, Lem. 3.13 does not depend on whether there exist black hole(s) or not. We can

also show a higher-dimensional version of Lem. 3.13 in a similar way. Note that in higher

dimensions, Ωi > 0 is not necessary to show the null geodesics to reach future null infinity [23,

25]. Since the same fact also holds for all other theorems, we will not mention higher-

dimensional cases, hereinafter.

Now, let us show the existence of the ODH in spacetimes with black hole(s) under the

same conditions with Lem. 3.13.

Proposition 3.14. Consider an asymptotically flat spacetime with black hole(s) under the

assumptions in Lem. 3.13. The ODH associated with Tµ is not empty, and not connected to

future null infinity.

Proof. Let the region of the ODD be denoted by S. Then, S is not empty by Thm. 3.12. Due

to Lem. 3.13, a region sufficiently close to future null infinity is a subset ofM\S. Therefore,

the ODH is not empty by Def. 3.2, and not connected to future null infinity. �

This proposition is supporting evidence for the ODH to serve as an indicator for a strong

gravity region.

3.4. Properties of Inner Dark Domain and Inner Dark Horizon

In this subsection, we provide several properties on the IDD and IDH. In the same way to

the proofs for Prop. 3.11 and Thm. 3.12, we can easily show the following statements.

Proposition 3.15. In the Minkowski spacetime, the IDD and IDH are both absent for any

associated timelike vector field Tµ.

Theorem 3.16. In an asymptotically flat spacetime with black hole(s), points in the black

hole are elements of the IDD for any associated timelike vector field Tµ.

Proposition 3.15 means that curved spacetimes are essential for the existence of the IDD

and IDH. Meanwhile, Thm. 3.16 guarantees the existence of the IDD in spacetimes with

black hole(s).

To show the existence of the IDH in spacetimes with black hole(s), the following lemma is

essential, which can easily be verified by using Cor. 3.9 and Lem. 3.13.

Lemma 3.17. Under the assumptions in Lem. 3.13, all points p with sufficiently large r are

not in the IDD associated with Tµ.

One expects that the IDH serves as an indicator for the existence of a strong gravity region.

This is indeed correct as the following proposition.

Proposition 3.18. Consider an asymptotically flat spacetime with black hole(s) under the

assumptions in Lem. 3.13. The IDH associated with Tµ is not empty, and not connected to

future null infinity.

Proof. The IDD S is not empty by Thm. 3.16. In addition, a region sufficiently close to

future null infinity is a subset of M\S due to Lem. 3.17. Therefore, the IDH is not empty,

and not connected to future null infinity by Def. 3.4. �
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Finally, let us prove that the ODH coincides with the IDH in a spherically symmetric

spacetime for the spherically symmetric unit timelike vector field Tµ:

Theorem 3.19. Consider an asymptotically flat, spherically symmetric spacetime. Let xI be

the angular coordinates. We adopt the timelike vector field Tµ to be the spherically symmetric

one that satisfies Tµ(dxI)µ = 0. Then, the ODH associated with Tµ coincides with the IDH

associated with Tµ.

Proof. If the ODD and IDD coincide with each other, the ODH and IDH also coincide with

each other. Here, the IDD is a subset of the ODD by Cor. 3.9. Therefore, the task here is to

show that the ODD is a subset of the IDD.

Let a point p be in the ODD. By the definition of the ODD, for all spacelike vectors nµ

orthogonal to Tµ, there exists a null geodesic which emanates from p, whose tangent vector

kµ is orthogonal to nµ at p, such that it will not reach future null infinity. We now adopt

nµ as the one satisfying nI = 0. Due to the spherical symmetry of the spacetime, all null

geodesics with the tangent vector kµ satisfying kµnµ = 0 emanating from p will not reach

future null infinity. Then, p satisfies the condition of being in the IDD. �

4. Explicit example I: static and spherically symmetric spacetimes

This section concerns a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime with

the metric,

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
. (25)

Here, the fall-off condition for the asymptotical flatness is written as

f(r) = 1 +O
(
r−1
)
, g(r) = 1 +O

(
r−1
)
. (26)

In this section, we adopt the timelike unit vector field Tµ as Tµ = (∂t)
µ/
√
f(r). In other

words, we consider the dark domains and the dark horizons associated with t−constant

hypersurfaces Σt, and omit the phrase “associated with Tµ” or “associated with Σt” until

the end of this section. Due to Thm. 3.19, the ODD and IDD coincide with each other, and

the same statement holds also for the ODH and IDH. For this reason, we just call them the

dark domain and the dark horizon, respectively.

Assuming the Einstein equation, we have

f(r) =
1

g(r)
= 1− 2M

r
(27)

in the vacuum region. In such a situation, we have a clear relation of the dark horizon and

photon sphere:

Theorem 4.1. Consider a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime

Eq. (25) in which there exists rv satisfying rv < 3M , such that the region r ≥ rv is vacuum,

where M is the ADM mass. And we assume that the Einstein equation holds in r ≥ rv. Then,

the hypersurface r = 3M is the dark horizon. In particular, in the Schwarzschild spacetime,

the photon sphere coincides with the dark horizon.

Proof. Due to Birkhoff’s theorem, the region for r ≥ rv is the Schwarzschild spacetime.

Firstly, let us show that a point p with r > 3M is not in the dark domain. In the Schwarzschild
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spacetime, for any point in the region r > 3M , for all spacelike vectors nµ orthogonal to Tµ,

there exists a null geodesic whose tangent vector is orthogonal to both nµ and (∂r)
µ. This

null geodesic cannot enter the region r ≤ 3M , and will reach future null infinity as in the

Schwarzschild spacetime. Therefore, p is not in the dark domain.

Secondly, let us show that a point p with rv < r < 3M is in the dark domain. Taking

nµ = (∂r)
µ to see that p is in the dark domain, we will prove that any null geodesic which

emanates from p and is orthogonal to nµ at p does not reach future null infinity. In the

region r > rv, the radial coordinate will decrease on the null geodesic for a while and this

null geodesic reaches r = rv as in the Schwarzschild spacetime. Now, we classify the situations

into two cases. In one case, the null geodesic will not come back to the region r > rv again.

In this case, the null geodesic does not reach future null infinity. In the other case, the null

geodesic has the periapsis, i.e., a turning point q with respect to the radial coordinate r

(see Fig. 3). By virtue of the staticity and spherical symmetry, the orbit is symmetric with

respect to q, namely, if we consider the equatorial plane θ = π/2 in the ordinary (t, r, θ, φ)

coordinates, the orbit is given by r = r(φ) with the property r(2φq − φ) = r(φ), where φq is

the value of φ at the point q. This means that there exists a point p′ such that the tangent

vector of the null geodesic at p′ is normal to nµ similarly to the emission point p (see Fig. 3).

The orbit of the null geodesics after p′ is the same as the one after p except that the initial

angular position φp is replaced by φp′ . To be more specific, the orbit has the periodicity

r(φ− n(φp′ − φp)) = r(φ) with the integer n. This means that the radial oscillation will

be repeated infinite times, and thus, the null geodesic does not reach future null infinity.

Summarizing the above two cases, any point p with r < rv is in the dark domain. Therefore,

r = 3M is the dark horizon. �

Fig. 3 An illustration of p, q, and p′ in the proof of Thm. 4.1. The red solid curve represents

the orbit of the null geodesic. The point q is the periapsis, and p and p′ are the apoapses.
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As a preparation for the discussion on the dark horizon in more general cases where the

metric is given in the form of Eq. (25), let us probe null geodesics in the spacetime by

utilizing the discussion for null geodesic to reach future null infinity [28–30]. The non-zero

components of the Killing tensor Kµν are

Kθθ = r4, Kφφ = r4 sin2 θ. (28)

Here, the impact parameter b := −kφ/kt and dimensionless Carter’s constant q :=

(Kµνk
µkν − b2)/k2t are both conserved along the geodesic. In the spherically symmetric

spacetimes, without loss of generality, we can restrict our considerations to the case with

b ≥ 0 and q = 0. This corresponds to the case that the photon propagates on the equatorial

plane in the +φ direction.

Let us see that there exists a forbidden region of the impact parameter depending on the

radial coordinate. The geodesic equation for r is given by

r4r′2 = R, (29)

where R := r2
(
r2 − fb2

)
/(fg) is non-negative and the prime is the derivative with respect

to the affine parameter. Let us restrict our attention to the region f > 0 and g > 0 because

we are interested in the static spacetimes. Then, from the non-negativity of R, we see

|b| ≤ B(r), (30)

where B(r) is defined as

B(r) :=
r√
f(r)

, (31)

and Eq. (29) shows that the equality in Eq. (30) holds for r′ = 0. It is easy to see

dR

dr

∣∣∣∣
b=B(r)

=
2r3

f1/2(r)g(r)

dB(r)

dr
, (32)

and then, the derivative of Eq. (29) gives us

r′′
∣∣
r′=0

=
1

2r4
dR

dr

∣∣∣∣
b=B(r)

=
1

rf1/2(r)g(r)

dB

dr
. (33)

Thus, we see that the sign of r′′|r′=0 and that of dB/dr coincide with each other outside

the event horizon, which is consistent with Eq. (31), that is, the allowed region is below the

curve of b = B(r) in Fig. 4. In particular, dB/dr = 0 is necessary and sufficient condition

for r′′|r′=0 = 0 determining the locus of the photon sphere, outside the event horizon. Using

this fact, we can examine whether null geodesics reach future null infinity or not in a static,

spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime. Since b is conserved along null

geodesics, the behavior of the null geodesics is determined by a b−constant line and the

shape of B(r) on the (r, b)-plane just like the discussion based on the effective potential

in the classical mechanics. For the discussion that appears soon, we write down dB(r)/dr

explicitly as

dB

dr
=

2f(r)− rdf/dr(r)
2f3/2(r)

. (34)

Next, to show the relation between the dark horizon and the photon sphere, we classify

the photon sphere into two types.
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Definition 4.2 (visible and invisible photon sphere). Consider a static, spherically

symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime with the metric of Eq. (25). We call a photon

sphere at r = r0 the visible photon sphere when B(r) takes the minimal value at r = r0 and

for all r̃0 > r0, B(r̃0) 6= B(r0). We also define the invisible photon sphere as a photon sphere

which is not a visible photon sphere.

The null geodesics passing slightly outside of the visible photon sphere with r′ = 0 reach

future null infinity, while the null geodesics passing slightly outside of the invisible photon

sphere with r′ = 0 do not reach future null infinity, from which their names stem. This is

understood from the shape of B(r) as shown in Fig. 4. In particular, the photon sphere at

r = 3M in the Schwarzschild spacetime is a visible photon sphere.

Fig. 4 This is an example having five photon spheres. The shaded region b > B(r) is the

forbidden region. Null geodesics, which are described as b−constant lines, are reflected after

they reach b = B(r) (see red arrows). The intervals [rH, rmin] and [rI , rII ] correspond to the

dark domain, which are indicated by blue lines. Here, rH, rI and rII denote the horizon

radius, the second outermost dark horizon and the outermost dark horizon, respectively. In

this spacetime, the dark horizon composes of three connected components.

As for the relation between the visible photon sphere and the outermost photon sphere,

we have the following proposition.

Proposition 4.3. Consider a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime

with the metric of Eq. (25). The outermost photon sphere is a visible photon sphere.

Proof. Equations (26) and (34) give us dB/dr > 0 for sufficiently large r. In addition,

photon spheres are characterized by the condition dB/dr = 0. Then, by the continuity of

dB/dr, the outermost photon sphere is the visible photon sphere. �

Next, we discuss the dark domain in static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat

spacetimes.
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Lemma 4.4. Consider a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime

with the metric of Eq. (25). A point (t0, r0, θ0, φ0) is in the dark domain if and only if

dB/dr(r0) = 0 holds or there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0).

The above lemma comes from the fact that the dark domain is specified by the so-called

bounded orbit. The range of r of the dark domain depends on the shape of B(r). In an

example such as Fig. 4, the dark domain spreads over the intervals [rH, rmin] and [rI , rII ].

For those who are interested in a strict proof, see App. A.

It is easy to guess that a dark horizon is a generalization of the visible photon sphere. This

is indeed true and summarized as the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5. Consider a static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically flat spacetime

with the metric of Eq. (25). A visible photon sphere is a dark horizon. In particular, the

outermost photon sphere coincides with the outermost dark horizon.

The holding of this theorem is seen as follows. Since B(r) has a local minimum at the

visible photon sphere, say r = r1, and there is the region composed of the bound orbits of

null geodesics for r < r1. This means that the point with r = r1 − ε for sufficiently small

ε(> 0) is included in the dark domain, and the point with r = r1 + ε is not included in the

dark domain. Thus, r = r1 is the dark horizon. It is trivial that the outermost photon sphere

is the outermost dark horizon.

Here, Thm. 4.1 can also be trivially proven from Thm. 4.5 because a spacetime in Thm. 4.1

has a visible photon sphere at r = 3M by Birkhoff’s theorem. Theorem 4.5 guarantees that

the dark horizon includes a generalization of the visible photon sphere. Note that there are

photon spheres which are not dark horizons. For example, stable photon spheres, on which

B(r) is maximal, are not dark horizons.

It should be also noted that there exist dark horizons which are not photon spheres. In a

spacetime with B(r) of Fig. 4, there are two connected dark domains. The inner boundary

of the outer component of the dark domain is a dark horizon, but not a photon sphere.

Let us discuss the physical meaning of this dark horizon. As shown in Fig. 4, we express

the radial coordinate of this dark horizon as rI , and that of the outermost dark horizon as

rII . Then, let us consider the observation of photons emitted from this region. For a distant

observer, the image of the observed region can be regarded as a series of concentric circles,

and each circle is specified by the angle ϑ from the center of the image. Here, the angle ϑ

is a monotonically increasing function of the impact parameter b, and ϑ = 0 corresponds to

b = 0. When one regards the minimum radial coordinate for each null geodesic as a function

of b, it has a discontinuity at bc := B(rI) = B(rII), and hence, the observable region changes

discontinuously at a certain angle ϑc corresponding to the impact parameter bc. Namely, we

observe the region r > rII for ϑ = ϑc + 0, while we catch signals from the region r ≥ rI
for ϑ = ϑc − 0. This gives the physical meaning of the dark horizon that is not the photon

sphere.

5. Explicit example II: Vaidya spacetime

In this section, as an example of dynamical spacetimes, we investigate the dark horizon in

the Vaidya spacetime. The Vaidya spacetime has two classes depending on the directions of
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the flow—ingoing and outgoing Vaidya spacetimes. Their metrics are written as

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M(v)

r

)
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
, (35)

and

ds2 = −
(

1− 2M(u)

r

)
du2 − 2dudr + r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2

)
, (36)

respectively, where v and u are the advanced and retarded times, respectively. We focus our

attention to the domain where r > 2M(v) and r > 2M(u) hold, and adopt the timelike vector

field Tµ as proportional to (∂v)
µ and (∂u)µ in the ingoing and outgoing Vaidya spacetimes,

respectively. Due to Thm. 3.19, the ODH and IDH associated with the same unit time vector

field Tµ coincide with each other. In what follows, we just call the ODH and IDH the dark

horizon, and do not write “associated with Tµ” in this section.

In Ref. [31], the shadow edge orbits in the Vaidya spacetime were discussed for an idealized

situation in which the observer and the light source are supposed to be located at future null

infinity and past null infinity, respectively. In this sense, the authors of Ref. [31] defined the

dynamical photon sphere as the boundary of the set of null geodesics connecting future and

past null infinity, and explicitly calculated the time-dependence of the dynamical photon

sphere. To compare the dark horizon with the dynamical photon sphere, let us examine the

dark horizon in the same setup.

In the case with the ingoing Vaidya spacetime, we use the same mass function as that in

Ref. [31]:

M(v) =


1 (v ≤ 0);

2− cos

(
v

vf
π

)
(0 < v ≤ vf);

3 (v > vf),

(37)

with vf = 100. In order to specify the position of the dark horizon at each v, we numerically

solved the null geodesic equation with the initial condition that corresponds to r = r0 and

kr = 0, where kµ is a tangent vector of the null geodesic. By changing the initial values of

r0, we specified the radius of the dark horizon rDH such that the null geodesic enters the

black hole region for r0 < rDH and escapes to infinity for rDH < r0. The dynamical photon

sphere is also obtained numerically in the same way as Ref. [31].

Figure 5 shows the radii of the dark horizon, the dynamical photon sphere and the graph

r = 3M(v). To see the difference between the dark horizon and the dynamical photon sphere,

consider two sets of null geodesics—ones corresponding to the dark horizon and ones corre-

sponding to the dynamical photon sphere. The null geodesics emitted from the dark horizon

initially have kr = 0. By contrast, from the behavior of the dynamical photon sphere depicted

in the Fig. 5, the null geodesics corresponding to the dynamical photon sphere has kr > 0

because the null geodesics are included in the dynamical photon sphere, whose area increases

with time. This is the reason why the dark horizon is located outside the dynamical pho-

ton sphere, shown in Fig. 5. This is a consequence of the assumption that the light sources

are located at past null infinity in this case. Here, both sets of null geodesics describe the

boundary of null geodesics which reach future null infinity or not, but the locations of the

light sources are different.
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Fig. 5 Comparison between the dark horizon (gray dots) and the dynamical photon sphere

(red curve) in the ingoing Vaidya spacetime with the metric Eqs. (35) and (37). The blue

dashed curve denotes r = 3M(v).

Similarly, in the case of the outgoing Vaidya spacetime, we use the mass function as follows:

M(u) =


3 (u ≤ 0);

2 + cos

(
u

uf
π

)
(0 < u ≤ uf);

1 (u > uf),

(38)

with uf = 100. Figure 6 shows the dark horizon, the dynamical photon sphere and the graph

r = 3M(u). One can see that the dark horizon is located inside of the dynamical photon

sphere. The reason is interpreted as follows. The null geodesics that correspond to the edge

of the escape cone at the dark horizon has the vanishing radial component of the tangent

vector, kr = 0. By contrast, the plot of the dynamical photon sphere in the Fig. 6 tells us that

the null geodesics corresponding to the dynamical photon sphere direct inward because the

null geodesics are included in the dynamical photon sphere, whose area decreases with time.

This gives us the reason why the dark horizon is located inside of the dynamical photon

sphere, shown in Fig. 6. This is a consequence of the assumption that the light sources

are located at past null infinity in this case. Here, both sets of null geodesics describe the

boundary of null geodesics which reach future null infinity or not, but the locations of the

light sources are different.

6. Explicit example III: Kerr spacetime

In this section, we study the dark horizons in the Kerr spacetime as a simple model of typical

black holes in our Universe. To be specific, we consider the ODH and IDH associated with

a timeslice Σt of the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ). This section is organized as

follows. In subsection 6.1, we show basic properties of null geodesics in the Kerr spacetime.

In subsection 6.2, the ODH and IDH on the rotation axis is considered. In subsections 6.3

and 6.4, we investigate the ODH and IDH in the Kerr spacetime, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the dark horizon (gray dots) and the dynamical photon sphere

(red curve) in the outgoing Vaidya spacetime with the metric Eqs. (36) and (38). The blue

dashed curve corresponds to r = 3M(u).

6.1. Preparation

In this subsection, we conduct several calculations as a preparation for the depiction of the

shapes of the ODH and IDH in the Kerr spacetime. The metric of the Kerr spacetime is

given by

ds2 = −Σ∆

A
dt2 +

Σ

∆
dr2 + Σdθ2 +

A

Σ
sin2 θ

(
dϕ− 2Mar

A
dt

)2

, (39)

where Σ, ∆, and A are defined as

Σ := r2 + a2 cos2 θ, ∆ := r2 − 2Mr + a2, A :=
(
r2 + a2

)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ. (40)

Here, M is the ADM mass and a is the rotation parameter that is related to the ADM

angular momentum as J = Ma. We also sometimes use the dimensionless rotation parameter

a∗ = a/M to specify the solution. Below, the black hole spacetime with a nondegenerate

event horizon, 0 < |a∗| < 1, is considered (see Sec. 4 for the case of a∗ = 0). The event and

Cauchy horizons are located at r = r+H and r = r−H , respectively, where

r±H = M ±
√
M2 − a2, (41)

and we shall limit our attention to the region outside the event horizon, r > r+H . Let us

introduce the tetrad in the Kerr spacetime as follows:

(e0)
µ =

(√
A

∆Σ
, 0, 0,

2Mar√
A∆Σ

)
, (42)

(e1)
µ =

(
0,

√
∆

Σ
, 0, 0

)
, (43)

(e2)
µ =

(
0, 0,

1√
Σ
, 0

)
, (44)
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(e3)
µ =

(
0, 0, 0,

√
Σ

A

1

sin θ

)
. (45)

Here, (e0)
µ is orthogonal to the t-constant slice Σt of the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. The

ODD, ODH, IDD, and IDH associated with Σt in the Def. 3.5 are equivalent to those

associated with Tµ = (e0)
µ in the Defs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The timelike vector field (e0)

µ

is equivalent to the four-vector fields of the zero-angular-momentum observers (ZAMOs)

(e.g. [32]). The tetrad basis of Eqs. (42)–(45) gives a natural frame associated with ZAMOs,

and we consider the escape/capture cones in this ZAMO frame. We show an illustrative

figure for the spatial vectors (e1)
µ, (e2)

µ, and (e3)
µ in the left panel of Fig. 7.

e1

e2

e3

e1

e2

e3

E
j

d

(j = 0)

(j = //2, d = 0)

(j = d = //2)

Fig. 7 The spatial vectors of the tetrad basis and the emission direction vector. Left panel:

The configuration of e1, e2, and e3 at some spatial point on a t-constant hypersurface, where

e1, e2, and e3 correspond to Eqs. (43), (44), and (45), respectively. The black sphere is the

event horizon, and the larger sphere indicates an r-constant surface. At each point, e1, e2,

and e3 are parallel to ∂r, ∂θ, and ∂φ, respectively. Right panel: The definition of ξ and η to

parametrize the emission direction given in Eq. (46). Here, E indicates the emission direction

vector given by Eq. (19) [the spatial part of Eq. (46)].

At each point p of the Kerr spacetime, we consider the (initial) null tangent vector kµ

of a null geodesic that corresponds to a photon emitted from the point p. Adopting the

normalization kµ (e0)µ = −1 , the initial null tangent vector kµ is expressed in the form of

kµ = (e0)
µ + cos ξ (e1)

µ + sin ξ sin η (e2)
µ + sin ξ cos η (e3)

µ , (46)

where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ π and −π ≤ η < π. See the illustration for the definition of ξ and η in the

right panel of Fig. 7. Then, at each point p, the covariant components kt and kφ are written
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down as

kt|p = −
√

∆Σ

A
− 2Mar sin θ sin ξ cos η√

AΣ
, (47)

kφ|p =

√
A

Σ
sin θ sin ξ cos η, (48)

where the values of r and θ at the point p must be used in these equations. After the

emission, the motion of the photon follows the null geodesic. In a Kerr spacetime, each null

geodesic possesses the conserved quantities, the energy E, the angular momentum L, and

Carter’s constant Q [29] (we follow the notation of Ref. [28] for Carter’s constant). Their

values are determined by the initial condition (i.e., the information at the point p), and

for the energy and angular momentum, we have E = −kt|p and L = kφ|p, respectively. The

impact parameter b is defined by b := L/E, and its value becomes

b = −
kφ
kt

∣∣∣∣
p

=
A sin θ sin ξ cos η√

∆Σ + 2Mar sin θ sin ξ cos η
. (49)

In addition, we introduce the dimensionless Carter’s constant q = Q/E2, and the values of

q and b satisfy

q + (b− a)2 =
A sin2 ξ sin2 η +

[(
r2 + a2

)
sin ξ cos η − a

√
∆ sin θ

]2
(√

∆ + 2Mar sin θ sin ξ cos η/Σ
)2 . (50)

Eliminating η from Eqs. (49) and (50), one has

sin2 ξ =
F (b, q)∆

(A− 2Mabr)2
, (51)

where

F (b, q) := A
(
q + a2 cos2 θ

)
+ b2

[
r4 + a2 cos2 θ(∆− a2)

]
. (52)

From Eq. (51), it is found that the value of F (b, q) must be nonnegative, that is, the

impact parameter b and the dimensionless Carter’s constant q can only take values such

that F (b, q) ≥ 0 is satisfied. Taking the square root of Eq. (51) and substituting it into

Eq. (49), we have

sin ξ =

√
F (b, q)∆

|A− 2Mabr|
, (53a)

cos η = sgn(A− 2Mabr)
bΣ

sin θ
√
F (b, q)

. (53b)

Next, let us discuss the relation between ξ and η on the boundary of the escape/capture

cones. It is known that the null geodesics corresponding to the boundary of the escape cone

neither reach future null infinity nor fall into the black hole. These null geodesics asymptote

to the spherical orbits around the black hole with specific values of b and q, which are called

the “spherical photon orbits” [33]. To discuss the null geodesics which correspond to the

boundary of the escape cone, let us look at the relation between b and q for the spherical

photon orbits.
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Along the null geodesic, the following first-order differential equation holds [29]:

Σ2r′2 = R, (54)

where

R :=
[
E
(
r2 + a2

)
− La

]2 −∆
[
Q+ (L− aE)2

]
. (55)

A spherical photon orbit with the radius rs satisfies R|r=rs = 0 and dR/dr|r=rs = 0, and

these conditions are rewritten as

b = −r
3
s − 3Mr2s + a2rs +Ma2

a(rs −M)
, (56)

q = −
r3s
(
r3s − 6Mr2s + 9M2rs − 4a2M

)
a2 (rs −M)2

. (57)

Equations (56) and (57) give the relation between b and q via a parameter rs that is satisfied

by various spherical photon orbits.

Next, consider null geodesics asymptoting to spherical photon orbits in the future (t→∞).

These null geodesics correspond to the boundary of the escape cone at a point on these null

geodesics. Since b and q of these null geodesics are the same as those of corresponding

spherical photon orbits, the same relation of Eqs. (56) and (57) holds. By substituting

Eqs. (56) and (57) into Eqs. (53a) and (53b), we obtain the relation between sin ξ and cos η

as parametrized by rs, and this relation gives the boundary of the escape cone. However,

since two values of ξ give the same sin ξ in the range 0 ≤ ξ ≤ π, the obtained relation between

ξ and η includes both the emission directions of photons that asymptote to the spherical

photon orbits in the future (t→∞) and in the past (t→ −∞). Therefore, we must select an

appropriate boundary to specify the real escape cone. This can be done by several criteria:

(i) The structures of the escape cones for a Schwarzschild spacetime are well known, and

the escape cones change smoothly as the value of a∗ is increased;

(ii) The escape cone is a smooth mapping with respect to the spatial positions;

(iii) The boundary of the escape/capture cones must be smooth on the two-sphere of emission

directions.

We have found that the formula of cos ξ that satisfies the above requirements is given by

cos ξ = sgn(rs − r)

√
1− F (b, q)∆

(A− 2Mabr)2
. (58)

In fact, the function in the square root of Eq. (58) has the factor (rs − r)2, and hence,

Eq. (58) gives an analytic formula with respect to rs for any fixed r and θ. The explicit

formula is shown as Eq. (B5b) with Eq. (B6) in App. B.

Here, we present examples of the boundaries of the escape and capture cones. For this

purpose, we consider the projection of the two-sphere of emission directions onto the plane

spanned by e1 and e3. In other words, we consider a “side view” of the two-sphere as seen

from a distant position with ξ = η = π/2 in the tangent subspace. Then, the two-sphere is

projected to a unit disk, and the boundary of the escape and capture cones becomes a curve

that has the endpoints on the unit circle due to the symmetry in the transformation η → −η.

Figure 8 presents the projected boundary of the escape and capture cones for various r values
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Fig. 8 The boundaries of the escape and capture cones projected onto the plane spanned

by e3 and e1 for r/M = 1.142, 1.145, 1.15, 1.16, 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, 2.3, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.5, and 10.0

in the equatorial plane θ = π/2 for a Kerr black hole with a∗ = 0.99. The upper region of

each curve is the escape cone, while the lower region is the capture cone.

on the equatorial plane θ = π/2 for a∗ = 0.99. The upper region of each curve is the escape

cone, while the lower region is the capture cone. Due to the effect of dragging into rotation

of the Kerr black hole, the escape cone tends to be directed in the e3 direction.

We point out important properties of the curve of the projected boundary of the escape and

capture cones. Let us introduce the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) on the two-dimensional plane

defined by ∂x = e3 and ∂y = e1. The origin of the coordinates is set so that the projected

two-sphere of emission direction is given by x2 + y2 ≤ 1. Note that (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2) are

both projected to the origin. The curve of the projected boundary can be expressed as

y = y(x). Then, as proved in App. B, it is possible to show the inequalities

dy

dx
≤ 0, (59)

and

d2y

dx2
≤ 0, (60)

where equalities hold on and only on the rotation axis. Denoting the two endpoints of the

projected boundary of the escape and capture cones as (ξ, η) = (ξ+, 0) and (ξ−, π), the first

inequality of Eq. (59) indicates that ξ+ ≥ ξ− always holds for a∗ > 0. The second inequality

of Eq. (60) means that the curve of the projected boundary is convex upward (i.e. concave

downward). This property will be used in figuring out the ODH and IDH.

For a later convenience, let us examine the behavior of a null geodesic whose tangent vector

kµ of Eq. (46) has the parameter values (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2), corresponding to (x, y) = (0, 0),

at the emission point p of the corresponding photon. The motion of such a photon is initially

directed toward ±(e2)
µ in the ZAMO frame and tangent to the r-constant surface, r′ = 0.

The photon possesses zero impact parameter, b = 0, by Eq. (49). Due to Eq. (54), r′ = 0 is
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equivalent to R = 0, and the value of dR/dr under the condition R = 0 is computed as

dR

dr

∣∣∣∣
R=0

=
2E2

∆

(
r2 + a2

) (
r3 − 3Mr2 + a2r +Ma2

)
. (61)

We can easily see that dR/dr|R=0 = 0 has three real solutions, and only one solution outside

the event horizon, r > r+H , is given by

r = r(0)s := M + 2

(
M2 − a2

3

)1/2

cos

[
1

3
cos−1

{
M
(
M2 − a2

)
(M2 − a2/3)3/2

}]
. (62)

This gives the radius of the spherical photon orbit, and the trajectory of a photon in this

orbit crosses the rotation axis due to the property b = 0. It is easy to see that dR/dr|R=0 < 0

holds in the range r+H ≤ r < r
(0)
s , and the emitted photon falls into the black hole. We also see

dR/dr|R=0 > 0 in the range r > r
(0)
s , which means that r′′ > 0 initially. For such situations,

R is positive in the region r > r
(0)
s , and hence, the emitted photon escapes to future null

infinity.

We would like to study one more case: the case sin ξ = 0, corresponding to (x, y) = (0,±1),

at the emission point p. In this case, the photon is emitted in the ±(e1)
µ direction in

the ZAMO frame. Equations (49) and (50) indicate b = 0 and q = −a2 cos2 θ
∣∣
p
. Then, the

function R of Eq. (54) is positive and there is no turning point for the radial motion.

Therefore, the photon emitted in the +(e1)
µ direction escapes to infinity, while the photon

emitted in the −(e1)
µ direction falls into the black hole. This means that the points ξ = 0

and ξ = π on the sphere of emission directions belong to the escape cone and the capture

cone, respectively, at an arbitrary spacetime point outside of the horizon.

6.2. Dark horizons on the rotation axis

Here, we consider the ODH and IDH on the rotation axis. Strictly speaking, since the tetrad

frame of Eqs. (42)–(45) becomes singular at the rotation axis, θ = 0 and π, the above analysis

must be reconsidered if the initial emission point is on the rotation axis. However, this case

can be handled with a minor modification to the case θ 6= 0 or π. Let us focus on the upper

axis, θ = 0, for simplicity. The most convenient way would be to consider the limit θ → 0

of the tetrad frame along φ = 0 with t, r = constant. In this case, (e1)
µ is the radial unit

vector, and (e2)
µ and (e3)

µ are the unit vector directed to +θ directions along φ = 0 and

φ = π/2, respectively. Then, the results of Sec. 6.1 hold also on the rotation axis.

We can also obtain the radial coordinate of the ODH and IDH, analytically. Because of

the axial symmetry, the escape cone at a point on the rotation axis also becomes axially

symmetric, and hence, the boundary of the escape cone is given by ξ = const. Because of

this property, the ODH and IDH become degenerate, similarly to the spherically symmetric

case. At the ODH and IDH, the boundary of the escape cone becomes ξ = π/2. From the

results of Sec. 6.1, ξ = π/2 belongs to the capture cone for r+H < r < r
(0)
s , belongs to the

escape cone for r > r
(0)
s , and becomes the boundary of the escape and capture cones for

r = r
(0)
s . Therefore, the location of the ODH and IDH on the rotation axis is r = r

(0)
s , i.e.

the location of the spherical photon orbit with b = 0.
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6.3. Outer Dark Horizon in Kerr spacetime

In this subsection, we depict the ODH of the Kerr black hole by applying the results in

subsection 6.1. In order to find the ODD, we can use Thm. 3.7 which tells us that if a

pair of antipodal points are included in the capture cone, that position is in the ODD. As

a pair of antipodal points, we focus on the points (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2), that correspond to

the emission directions ±(e2)
µ. The motion of the corresponding photons are discussed in

Sec. 6.1: In the regions r+H < r < r
(0)
s , r = r

(0)
s , and r > r

(0)
s , they fall into the black hole,

propagate along the circular orbits eternally, and escape to infinity, respectively. This means

that the region r+H < r ≤ r(0)s is the ODD.

We now examine whether r = r
(0)
s is the ODH or not by applying Prop. 3.10. There

exists an orthodrome that is tangent to the boundary of the escape and capture cones at

(ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2) for the following reason. Consider the tangent subspace in which the

two-sphere of emission directions exists. Since the boundary of the cones has the symmetry

in the transformation η → −η, the tangent lines of the boundary at (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2) are

parallel to each other. Then, there exists a plane on which the two tangent lines exist, and the

intersection between the plane and the two-sphere of emission directions becomes the desired

orthodrome. If that orthodrome is included in the escape cone except at (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2),

the surface r = r
(0)
s is confirmed to be the ODH.

Fig. 9 The boundary of the escape and capture cones projected onto the plane spanned

by e3 and e1 for r/M = r
(0)
s /M ≈ 2.431 in the equatorial plane of a Kerr spacetime with

a∗ = 0.99. The projected orthodrome that is tangent to the boundary at (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2)

is shown by the dashed line. Because the boundary of the cones is convex upward, the

orthodrome is included in the escape cone except at (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2).

Figure 9 shows an example of the projected boundary of the escape and capture cones and

the projected orthodrome that is tangent to the boundary at (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2) on the

two-dimensional plane spanned by e3 and e1 for r = r
(0)
s on the equatorial plane in the case

a∗ = 0.99. The projected boundary of the cones becomes a curve that passes through the

origin, and the projected orthodrome becomes a tangent line to the curve of the projected

boundary at the origin. The projected orthodrome divides the unit disk into the upper and
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lower half-disks, and then, the condition that the orthodrome is included in the escape cone

except for (ξ, η) = (π/2,±π/2) is equivalent to that the projected boundary of the cones is

included in the lower half-disk. This is guaranteed by the fact that the projected boundary

is convex upward, as indicated by the inequality of Eq. (60). Therefore, we can safely declare

that r = r
(0)
s is the ODH.

Fig. 10 The outer dark horizons (orange) and inner dark horizons (blue) in the Kerr

spacetime seen from a distant position on the equatorial plane for a∗ = 0, 0.5, 0.9, 0.999. The

unit of both axes is M . The central black disks represent black holes (BHs). In the case of

a∗ = 0, the outer dark horizon and the inner dark horizon coincide with each other due to

Thm. 3.19.

We depicted the ODH in the Kerr spacetime, i.e., r = r
(0)
s in Fig. 10 for the cases a∗ = 0.0,

0.5, 0.9, and 0.999. In Fig. 10, the IDHs, which will be discussed in the next subsection, are

shown by blue closed curves.
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6.4. Inner Dark Horizon in Kerr spacetime

We now focus our attention to the IDH. The IDH requires numerical calculations to specify

its location. As the numerical strategy, we make use of Thm. 3.8 and Prop. 3.10, and in this

case, the positions of the boundary of the escape and capture cones at η = 0 and π play

an important role. Suppose that the position of the boundary is given by ξ = ξ+ at η = 0

(i.e., cos η = +1), and ξ = ξ− at η = π (i.e., cos η = −1). Then, ξ+ ≤ ξ ≤ π at η = 0 and

ξ− ≤ ξ ≤ π at η = π belong to the capture cone, while 0 ≤ ξ < ξ+ at η = 0 and 0 ≤ ξ < ξ−
at η = π belong to the escape cone. For a spacetime point p that satisfies ξ− + ξ+ > π, a

pair of antipodal points exists in the escape cone, such as (ξ, η) = ((ξ+ − ξ− + π)/2, 0) and

((ξ− − ξ+ + π)/2, π). Then, the point p is not in the IDD from Thm. 3.8.

At the distant place r �M , the value of ξ+ + ξ− is close to 2π. As r is decreased, the

value of ξ+ + ξ− becomes smaller. Suppose that a point p satisfying ξ+ + ξ− = π is found.

At that point, we can introduce the orthodrome that is tangent to the boundary of the

escape cone at (ξ, η) = (ξ+, 0) and (ξ−, π) since these two points are antipodal to each other

and the tangent vectors of the boundary of cones at these two points both have vanishing ξ

components due to the symmetries in the transformation η → −η and in the transformation

η − π → −(η − π). If that orthodrome is included in the capture cone, the point p is on

the IDH due to Prop. 3.10. Therefore, our strategy is firstly to solve for the point where

ξ+ + ξ− = π, and secondly to confirm that the obtained point is actually the point of the

IDH.

Let us start from solving for a position that satisfies ξ+ + ξ− = π. We focus on each θ-

constant surface in the Kerr spacetime. For each r, the formulas to parametrically specify

the boundary of the escape cone are given by Eqs. (53a) and (53b) with Eqs. (56) and (57).

These formulas are symbolically written as sin ξ = sin ξ(r, rs) and cos η = cos η(r, rs). Writing

the values of rs that satisfy η = 0 and π (i.e., cos η = ±1) as r±s , we have ±1 = cos η(r, r±s ).

Then, ξ± are determined by sin ξ± = sin ξ(r, r±s ). Since ξ+ + ξ− = π leads to the condition

sin ξ+ = sin ξ−, we obtain the set of equations to determine the radius rIDH of the IDH for

a given θ:

sin ξ(rIDH, r
+
s ) = sin ξ(rIDH, r

−
s ), (63a)

+1 = cos η(rIDH, r
+
s ), (63b)

−1 = cos η(rIDH, r
−
s ). (63c)

This set of equations can be solved numerically easily. Except for θ = 0 and π, the value of

rIDH is smaller than r
(0)
s (interested readers can see blue curves of Fig. 10 in advance).

Let us move on to the next step at which we check the obtained surface, r = rIDH(θ), is

actually the IDH. Figure 11 shows an example of the boundary of the escape and capture

cones and the orthodrome tangent to it that are projected onto the two-dimensional plane

spanned by e3 and e1 for r = rIDH on the equatorial plane in the case of a∗ = 0.99. On the

two-dimensional plane, the curve of the projected boundary and the line of the projected

orthodrome have the same endpoints on the unit circle. By the projected orthodrome, the

projected two-sphere of emission directions is divided into the upper and lower half-disks, and

the condition that the orthodrome is included in the capture cone is equivalent to that the

projected boundary of the cones is included in the upper half-disk. This is guaranteed by the
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Fig. 11 The boundary of the escape and capture cones projected onto the plane spanned

by e3 and e1 for r/M = rIDH/M ≈ 2.092 in the equatorial plane of a Kerr spacetime with

a∗ = 0.99. The orthodrome tangent to the boundary of the cones at (ξ, η) = (ξ+, 0) and

(ξ−, π) is shown by the dashed line. Because the boundary of the cones is convex upward,

the orthodrome is included in the capture cone.

fact that the curve of the projected boundary of the cones is convex upward, as indicated

by the inequality of Eq. (60). Therefore, the obtained numerical solution r = rIDH(θ) is

confirmed to be the IDH.

In Fig. 10, we plot the IDH with blue closed curves in the Kerr spacetime with several

Kerr parameters. The ODH and IDH both exist in the Kerr spacetime due to Props. 3.14

and 3.18. In the case of a∗ = 0, the ODH and IDH coincide with each other by Thm. 3.19,

and their radii are given by 3M . In the case of a∗ > 0, the IDH coincides with the ODH

only on the rotation axis, and at other positions, the ODH is located in the outside region

of the IDH due to Cor. 3.9. In each case, the ODH is given by r = r
(0)
s , which coincides with

the edge of the shadow observed from infinity on the axis.

7. Conclusion & Discussion

In this paper, we have proposed new concepts dark horizons (the outer dark horizon, ODH

for short, and the inner dark horizon, IDH for short) as generalizations of the photon sphere,

from static and spherically symmetric spacetimes to general asymptotically flat spacetimes.

In short, the dark horizons are defined with some timelike vector field Tµ or the timeslice Σt

which can be chosen depending on the physical context, and the dark horizons are defined

as the boundary of the region where escape (capture) cone is large (small) enough in the

frame associated with Tµ or Σt. We have focused on four-dimensional asymptotically flat

spacetimes. We can also apply the same definitions in higher dimensions as the dark horizons.

In higher-dimensional case, the positive condition for Ωi, which is defined in Eq. (15), is not

needed in Lems. 3.13, 3.17, Props. 3.14, 3.18.

We have strictly shown several statements for the dark horizons. First, the ODD and IDD

are both absent in the Minkowski spacetime (see Props. 3.11 and 3.15) and are both present

in the spacetime with black hole(s) under a natural assumption (see Thms. 3.12 and 3.16).
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Second, two dark horizons both exist in black hole spacetime under a natural condition (see

Props. 3.14 and 3.18). Third, the IDH is typically located inside of or coinsides with the

ODH (see Cor. 3.9). Fourth, in spherical symmetric spacetimes, the ODH and IDH coincide

with each other. In addition, we have clarified explicit shapes of the dark horizons in the

Vaidya and Kerr spacetimes.

In order to study the relation between the dark horizons and the photon sphere, we defined

the visible photon sphere in static and spherically symmetric spacetimes as an unstable

photon sphere from which perturbed photons around the photon sphere can move away and

reach future null infinity. Then, we have shown, in Thm. 4.5, that any visible photon sphere

is a dark horizon and that the outermost photon sphere is the outermost dark horizon in

Thm. 4.5. Indeed, the visible photon sphere captures the essential properties of the photon

sphere— the properties such that it represents the boundary of the observable region, satisfies

the areal inequality Eq. (1) for the outermost visible photon sphere, and serves as an indicator

for a strong gravity region.

The dark horizons are defined by referring to null geodesics reaching future null infinity,

at which ideal observers are supposed to be distributed. In this sense, the locations of dark

horizons are affected by the geometry not only on dark horizons but also the one far away

from dark horizons. This distinguishes the concepts of the dark horizon from some of other

generalizations of the photon sphere defined in terms of the local geometrical quantities,

such as the extrinsic curvature (e.g. [11, 14]).

The dark horizons rather resemble the concept of the black room of Ref. [16] in the sense

that these are defined in terms of the global behavior of the null geodesics. Here, the black

room is defined as a spacetime region such that any photon entering the black room never

goes out to the outside region of it. According to this definition, photons emitted at a point

on the boundary of the black room in the tangential directions to the boundary must either

propagate on the boundary of the black room or fall into the black room. Then, if we prepare

a timelike vector field Tµ which is tangent to the boundary of the maximal black room, the

IDD associated with it must include the boundary of the black room.

The main difference between the black room and the dark horizons is as follows. On the one

hand, the condition for a specific point to be in the black room refers to the global behavior

of the null geodesics both in the future and past directions of this point, and therefore, it

cannot have past endpoints. Then, the black room does not exist in spacetimes in which

a black hole exists only after the gravitational collapse. In addition, the black room does

not exist for spacetimes without a black hole [16]. On the other hand, each point of the

dark horizons refers to the global behavior of null geodesics only in the future side of this

point. As a result, it is possible for dark horizons to exist in black hole spacetimes with

the gravitational collapse. In addition, it is also possible that the dark horizons exist in

spacetimes without a black hole and they coincide with the visible photon sphere. These

differences would originate from the difference of the supposed positions of the light sources

in these concepts. The black room concept would correspond to the situation where light

sources are located at past null infinity (as the simple theoretical models of the black hole

shadows), whereas the dark horizons correspond to the situation where light sources are

located in and around the ODH and IDH, which are typically near the black hole. We

expect that the dark horizons serve as important concepts to describe the properties of the
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shadows whose light sources distribute in strong gravity regions in varieties of asymptotically

flat spacetimes.
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A. Detailed Proof of Lem. 4.4

In Sec. 4, we presented Lem. 4.4 based on an intuitive, but physical argument. In this

appendix, we provide a more rigorous proof of Lem. 4.4 as follows.

As a preparation, let us show that for all spacelike vectors nµ2 orthogonal to Tµ :=

(∂t)
µ/
√
f(r), there exists a null vector kµ which is an orthogonal vector to both nµ2

and (dr)µ. The null vector kµ can be constructed as follows. Equation (25) gives us

gµν (dr)µ (dt)ν = grt = 0. This means that (dr)µ is orthogonal to Tµ. Since we consider a

four-dimensional manifold, we can take a vector nµ3 orthogonal to all of Tµ, nµ2 , and (dr)µ.

We can construct a null vector kµ as a linear combination of nµ3 and Tµ. Then, the null

vector kµ is orthogonal to both nµ2 and (dr)µ, which completes the preparation.

Let a point P0(t0, r0, θ0, φ0) be in the dark domain. By the definition of the IDD, there

exists a spacelike vector nµ orthogonal to Tµ, such that for all null geodesics which are

orthogonal to nµ at P0 do not reach future null infinity. Therefore, we see that there exists

a null geodesic whose tangent vector is orthogonal to both nµ and (dr)µ at P0 and does not

reach future null infinity. By the orthogonality to (dr)µ, we have r′ = 0 at this point. Thus,

by Eq. (29) and the equivalence between b = B(r) and R = 0, the point P0 corresponds to a

point on b = B(r) on r − b plane. In the case of dB/dr(r0) > 0, from Eq. (32), it is easy to

see that dR/dr > 0 holds outside the horizon, which gives us r′′ > 0 from Eq. (33). Thus, we

have r′ > 0 right after P0. The sign of r′ will be flipped, or r asymptotes to some constant

because the null geodesic will not reach future null infinity. If the sign of r′ will be flipped,

r′ will experience r′ = 0, which means that there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0). If

r asymptotes to some constant rc, that is,

lim
r→rc

r′ = 0
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holds, then from Eq. (29), we have

lim
r→rc

B(r) = b,

which gives us b = B(rc). Thus, we see that there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0) (see

Fig. 4). In the case of dB/dr(r0) < 0, there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0) because

B(r) is a continuous function of r and we have

lim
r→∞

B(r) =∞

by the fall-off condition. Therefore, in either case, there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) =

B(r̃0). Combining with the case with dB/dr(r0) = 0, we see that dB/dr(r0) = 0 holds or

there exists r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0).

Conversely, consider any point P0 at which dB/dr(r0) = 0 holds or there exists r̃0 > r0
such that B(r0) = B(r̃0). We will discuss null geodesics which are orthogonal to (dr)µ at P0.

When dB/dr(r0) = 0 holds, Eq. (33) gives us r′′ = 0 when r′ = 0. Thus, all null geodesics

which are orthogonal to (dr)µ at P0 stay on r = r0 hypersurface and do not reach future

null infinity. Let us consider the other situation, in which there exists r̃0 > r0 such that

B(r0) = B(r̃0). We define r̃0m as the minimum of such r̃0. We classify the situation into

three cases based on the sign of dB/dr(r̃0m). In the case of dB/dr(r̃0m) 6= 0, for sufficiently

small ε > 0, either b > B(r̃0m − ε) or b > B(r̃0m + ε) holds. Since b > B(r) is the forbidden

region and b = B(r̃0m), the null geodesic will not reach future null infinity. In the case of

dB/dr(r̃0m) = 0, we can show as follows that the null geodesic does not reach r = r̃0m.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that the null geodesic reaches r = r̃0m. Here, we have

r′ = 0 and r′′ = 0 at this point. Thus, the null geodesic must be on r = r̃0m in the past.

This contradicts to r = r0 < r̃0m in the past. Therefore, the null geodesic does not reach

r = r̃0m(> r0). Thus, in any case, all null geodesics which are orthogonal to (dr)µ at P0 do

not reach future null infinity. Thus, the point P0 is in the dark domain.

Therefore, a point P0 is in the dark domain if and only if dB/dr(r0) = 0 or there exists

r̃0 > r0 such that B(r0) = B(r̃0).

B. Proof of the inequalities of Eqs. (59) and (60)

In this appendix, we present the proof of the inequalities of Eqs. (59) and (60) in the analysis

of the Kerr spacetime of Sec. 6. Before starting, it is useful to discuss the range of values

that rs can take in Eqs. (56) and (57). Since the range of rs depends on θ, we regard

that the range is given by r
(+)
SPO(θ) ≤ rs ≤ r(−)SPO(θ) for a given θ, where r = r

(+)
SPO(θ) and

r = r
(−)
SPO(θ) correspond to the prograde and retrograde spherical photon orbits, respectively.

In the equatorial plane, they take the values (e.g. [32])

r
(±)
SPO(π/2) = 2M

{
1 + cos

[
2

3
arccos (∓a∗)

]}
. (B1)

As the value of θ is decreased, the values of r
(+)
SPO(θ) increases, while the value of r

(−)
SPO(θ)

decreases, and both converge to r
(0)
s of Eq. (62) in the limit θ → 0. In any case, it is sufficient

to know that the value of rs satisfies rs > r+H > M , where r+H is defined in Eq. (41), since

the spherical photon orbits are located outside the event horizon.
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As a preparation, we show that the inequality

A− 2Mabr > 0 (B2)

holds on the boundary of the escape and capture cones, where A is given in Eq. (40). Since

the value of b is parametrically given by Eq. (56) on the boundary of the cones, after some

algebra, we have

A− 2Mabr = 2Mr∆(rs) + (r2 + 2Mr + a2 cos2 θ)∆(r)

+
2M2r

[
(r − r−H)(rs − r+H) + (r − r+H)(rs − r−H)

]
rs −M

, (B3)

where ∆(r) is the same as ∆ given in Eq. (40), ∆(rs) is the same as ∆(r) but r being replaced

by rs, and the definitions of r±H are given in Eq. (41). The right-hand side of this equation

is manifestly positive for r > r+H and rs > r+H , and therefore, the inequality of Eq. (B2) is

satisfied. This inequality means that on the boundary of the cones, we do not have to take

an absolute value in the denominator of Eq. (53a), and sgn(A− 2Mabr) in Eq. (53b) can

be omitted.

We now present the proof of the inequalities of Eqs. (59) and (60). In the main article, we

introduced the coordinates (ξ, η) on the two-sphere of emission directions through Eq. (46),

and in the paragraph with Eq. (59), we introduced the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) on the

unit disk that is the two-sphere projected onto the plane spanned by e3 and e1. The relation

between these two coordinate systems is

x = sin ξ cos η, (B4a)

y = cos ξ. (B4b)

Through Eqs. (53a), (53b), (56), and (57), the projected boundary of the escape and capture

cones is given in the form x = x(rs) and y = y(rs). More specifically,

x =
bΣ
√

∆

(A− 2Mabr) sin θ
, (B5a)

y =
(rs − r)

√
H(rs)A

(rs −M)(A− 2Mabr)
, (B5b)

with

H(rs) = (rs −M)2
[
(rs + r − 2M)2 + 4M(r −M)

]
+ 4M(M2 − a2)rs. (B6)

Equation (B5b) with Eq. (B6) gives the explicit form of the right-hand side of Eq. (58), i.e.,

the analytic expression of cos ξ for the correct boundary of the cones.

The quantity dy/dx is calculated as

dy

dx
=

y′

x′
= −a sin θ

Σ

√
∆

AH(rs)

[
rg(rs) + a2 cos2 θh(rs)

]
, (B7)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to rs in this appendix, and

g(rs) = (r +M)rs(rs + r) +M(3r2s + r2), (B8)

h(rs) = (rs −M)2 + (r −M)(rs +M). (B9)
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Because g(rs) and h(rs) are obviously positive for rs > M and r > M , the right-hand side

of Eq. (B7) is nonpositive for a > 0, and becomes zero on and only on the rotation axis at

which sin θ = 0 is satisfied 5. Therefore, the inequality of Eq. (59) has been proved.

The quantity d2y/dx2 is calculated as

d2y

dx2
= −Ma2 sin2 θ(r + 3rs)(rs −M)3(A− 2Mabr)3

Σ2A3/2K(rs)H(rs)3/2
, (B10)

where

K(rs) = (rs −M)3 +M(M2 − a2). (B11)

Then, the right-hand side of Eq. (B10) is nonpositive for the black hole configuration M2 >

a2 since rs > M , r > M , and the inequality of Eq. (B2) hold, and becomes zero on and only

on the rotation axis. Therefore, the inequality of Eq. (60) has been proved.
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We consider optical fibers as detectors for scalar ultralight dark matter (UDM) and propose using
a fiber-based interferometer to search for scalar UDM with particle mass in the range 10−17−10−13

eV/c2
(
10−3 − 10 Hz

)
. Composed of a solid core and a hollow core fiber, the proposed detector

would be sensitive to relative oscillations in the fibers’ refractive indices due to scalar UDM-induced
modulations in the fine-structure constant α. We predict that, implementing detector arrays or
cryogenic cooling, the proposed optical fiber-based scalar UDM search has the potential to reach
new regions of the parameter space. Such a search would be particularly well-suited to probe for a
Solar halo of dark matter with a sensitivity exceeding that of previous DM searches over the particle
mass range 7× 10−17 − 2× 10−14 eV/c2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dark matter (DM) is a substance of unknown composi-
tion that accounts for 85% of the matter in the Universe.
It is the dominant component of matter in galaxies [1],
and its existence is inferred through its gravitational ef-
fects on normal matter. The lack of non-gravitational
observations permits a wide variety of viable DM candi-
dates, along with interactions with Standard Model par-
ticles and fields [2, 3].

We consider a scalar ultralight dark matter (UDM) sce-
nario, where dark matter is entirely composed of scalar
particles with mass mDM . 10 eV/c2 that would act as a
coherently oscillating scalar field around earth due to its
large number density. Through non-gravitational inter-
actions with normal matter, scalar UDM induces an effec-

Laser

Fiber A
(solid core)

Fiber B
(hollow core)

Photodetector

measure optical 
phase difference

FIG. 1. Conceptual model for an optical fiber-based
detector: Relative oscillations in the refractive indices of two
fibers can be detected using an optical-path-length-balanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Scalar UDM affects the refrac-
tive index of the solid core fiber, shifting the optical phase and
resulting in an oscillation in output optical power at the UDM
frequency. While the noise analysis in this paper assumes a
more complex setup (see Fig. 4), which leads to common-
mode rejection of various technical noise, the signal can be
well-modeled by the setup above.

tive oscillation in fundamental constants [4]. Specifically,
we consider oscillation of the fine-structure constant α,
an effect that can be searched for with a wide variety of
detector types [3] including atomic experiments [5–10],
optical cavities [11–13], mechanical systems [14, 15], and
gravitational wave detectors [16–18].

Here we propose a detector that would use optical
fibers to search for scalar UDM-induced oscillations in
α, which would produce a measurable oscillation of op-
tical refractive indices. Such a detector would probe for
UDM by comparing the refractive indices of two different
types of fibers, solid core and hollow core, which would
be differentially affected by oscillations in α.

Due to ease of manufacturing coupled with extremely
low optical loss, optical fibers are low cost and large chan-
nel capacity information transmission devices. These
properties make them ubiquitous in long distance clas-
sical and quantum communication networks. Technical
advances in ultra low loss fibers are being accelerated due
demands in disparate fields such as high-volume online
data transmission or quantum cryptography. In a parallel
development, photonic crystal fibers offer a novel route to
efficiently transmit high power without losses associated
with material non-linearity [19]. When combined with
advances in cryogenics fueled by quantum computing, ex-
isting and near-term fiber technology offers a promising
table-top route to search for dark matter, achieving sensi-
tivities to scalar UDM that exceed the current constraints
over a wide range of sub-Hz frequencies.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we
provide a brief background of scalar UDM and the sig-
nal it produces. In Section III, we introduce the con-
cept of an optical fiber-based UDM detector. In Section
IV we present a model for the noise sources that would
limit the detector’s sensitivity and in Section V we use
this noise model to calculate the minimum detectable
coupling strength, which is evaluated considering both
Galactic halo and Solar halo UDM scenarios. Additional
details can be found in the Appendices, including deriva-
tions of expressions in the main text and extended discus-
sion of the noise models used to characterize the prospec-
tive UDM detector.
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II. SCALAR UDM

For the range of particle masses considered in this
work, UDM can be considered a coherent and approxi-
mately spatially uniform background field on Earth. This
field is nearly monochromatic, oscillating at the Compton
frequency fDM = mDMc

2/h. Through Doppler broaden-
ing, the velocity dispersion of DM gives the field a finite
coherence time τDM. Over timescales less than τDM the
field can be expressed as a sinusoid,

ϕ(t) ≈ ϕ0 cos (2πfDMt+ θDM) , (1)

whose amplitude ϕ0 is a stochastic quantity described by
a Rayleigh distribution [20]. The field amplitude’s root-

mean-square value ϕrms =
√

2GρDM

πc2fDM
2 is determined by

the local dark matter density ρDM. The values of τDM

and ρDM depend on the DM halo model being considered.
For example, in this work we consider two halo models,
(1) a standard, smooth Galactic halo where ρDM ≈ 0.4
GeV/cm3 [1] and τDM ≈ 106ωDM

−1 [21], as well as (2) a
local UDM halo centered on the Sun, which would have a
greater particle density and coherence time (see Section
V for more details). The unknown phase θDM has a flat
distribution from 0 to 2π [20]. While these temporal and
spatial field properties are general to multiple types of
UDM, the experimental signature of scalar UDM depends
on its specific interactions with Standard Model particles.

We assume scalar UDM couples linearly to the elec-
tromagnetic field tensor Fµν . Such an interaction is de-
scribed by the Lagrangian density term [22]

Lint = deϕ(t)
e2c

16π~α0
FµνF

µν (2)

where e is the elementary electric charge, c is the speed
of light, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, and α0 is the
fine-structure constant (in the absence of scalar UDM).
The strength of the interaction is parameterized with the
dimensionless coupling strength de.

Generally, interactions between scalar UDM fields and
normal matter can be modeled as variations of funda-
mental constants [4], such as the electron mass me or
fine-structure constant α, where the value of a funda-
mental constant at any point in space or time depends
on the local value of the scalar UDM field. In the case of
Eq. 2, scalar UDM causes fractional fluctuations in the
fine-structure constant given by

δα

α0
(t) = deϕ(t). (3)

Oscillations in α produce measurable effects such as mod-
ulation of atomic energy levels [14], material refractive
indices [23], and mechanical strains [24, 25].

Scalar UDM-induced oscillations in the fine-structure
constant lead to a material-dependent oscillation of opti-
cal refractive indices, and the proposed fiber-based detec-
tor would be sensitive to scalar UDM primarily through

its modulation of an optical fiber’s refractive index. The
refractive index of an optical material generally depends
on the fine-structure constant [23, 26]. For small fluctu-
ations in α, the resulting fractional fluctuation in refrac-
tive index is

δn

n0
= εnα

δα

α0
, (4)

where εnα ≡ α0

n0

∂n
∂α

∣∣
α=α0

. While the coefficient εnα may

not be directly measurable, it can be related to a mate-
rial’s optical dispersion as [23, 26]

εnα = −2εnωL
, (5)

where εnωL
≡ ωL

n0

∂n
∂ωL

∣∣
ωL=ω0,L

, ωL is the optical angular

frequency, and ω0,L is the angular frequency of the laser.
Details of the model used to derive Eq. 5 are given in
Appendix A.

III. OPTICAL FIBERS AS DM DETECTORS

Here we propose to search for scalar UDM by compar-
ing the refractive indices of two different types of fibers,
solid core and hollow core fibers, which are differentially
affected by oscillations in the fine-structure constant. In
solid core fibers, the optical mode is contained within sil-
ica (nA ≈ nsilica ≈ 1.5), for which εnωL,silica = 0.013 at
an optical wavelength of 1550 nm (see Appendix A). In
hollow core fibers, the optical mode is mostly contained
within air (or vacuum) (nB ≈ nair ≈ 1 [27]), for which
εnωL,air � εnωL,silica [28, 29].

A simple model for a fiber-based scalar UDM detector
is an optical-path-length-balanced Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer, as depicted in Fig. 1, where a solid core fiber
and a hollow core fiber each constitute an interferometer
arm. By balancing the optical path lengths of each fiber,
some common mode noise sources can be suppressed, and
oscillations in the relative optical lengths of the fibers can
be measured interferometrically using a laser with cen-
tral wavelength λ0,L = 1550 nm and average power ∼1
mW. Small fluctuations in α due to scalar UDM result
in a phase difference signal with magnitude

∆ΦDM = ω0,Lτ0εnωL,silica
δα

α0
, (6)

where τ0 = n0L0/c is the time delay. A detailed deriva-
tion of the output phase difference, including the UDM-
induced phase difference given in Eq. 6, is given in Ap-
pendix B.

Appendix B also introduces a modified version of the
interferometric setup (see Fig. 1), which enables the
cancellation of several phase noise sources. As detailed
derivations in Appendix B and C 1 show, the detector
geometry displayed in Fig. 4 has a sensitivity that is
consistent with a balanced interferometer (represented
in Fig. 1), while being immune to laser frequency noise.
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We note that the quantitative results presented below in
Figs. 2 and 3 are for the setup shown in Fig. 4.

Scalar UDM also produces a strain signal [24, 25] that
affects the experiment via a coherent oscillation in the
lengths of the fibers and the laser cavity. Because both
fibers are primarily composed of the same materials, the
strain is common to both interferometer arms and does
not produce a measurable phase difference (also, the ma-
terial dependence of the strain would be a higher-order
effect [30]). However, straining the laser cavity shifts
the laser’s central wavelength, producing an optical path
length imbalance due to differences of optical dispersion
between the fibers. Therefore, while the presence of
scalar UDM would ultimately be inferred from relative
oscillations in the fibers’ refractive indices, it is worth
noting that this signal includes contributions from both
direct modulation of the solid core fiber’s refractive index
as well as the strain in the laser cavity (via optical dis-
persion in the fibers). Incidentally, for the case of scalar
UDM coupling to the electron mass, this effect cancels
the signal produced through direct refractive index mod-
ulation of the fibers (see Appendix A). For this reason,
the detector is only sensitive to oscillations in the fine-
structure constant. We note that a different combina-
tion of fiber-based interferometry and laser stabilization
might enable measurement of a differential length change
effect, or access to the electron mass coupling to UDM.
More importantly, our analysis highlights the importance
of including the effect of the omnipresent UDM signal on
the experimental apparatus beyond the interferometer.

Thermal Noise (300 K) Thermal Noise (300 K bare)

Thermal Noise (50 mK) Thermal Noise (50 mK bare)

Shot Noise (1 mW) Acoustic Noise (NHNM)

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101

10-10

10-8

10-6

10-4

Frequency (Hz)

P
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e
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/
H
z
)

FIG. 2. Estimated phase noise for the fiber-based de-
tector: Contributions are included from each of the noise
sources detailed in Section IV. Several thermal noise curves
are included, corresponding to fibers with (solid lines) and
without (dashed lines) polymer coatings at temperatures of
300 K and 50 mK.

IV. NOISE

Various noise sources have the potential to overshadow
the DM signal ∆ΦDM. The dominant noise sources to be

considered when designing a fiber-based UDM detector
are thermal noise and acoustic noise in the fibers them-
selves, noise from the laser, and photon shot noise. The
effect of each noise source is quantified by a one-sided
phase noise power spectral density (PSD) S∆Φ(f), and
plotted in Fig. 2.

Thermomechanical noise in the fibers will likely set the
ultimate limit to the detector’s sensitivity. Fiber “ther-
momechanical noise” STM

δφ refers to the optical phase fluc-
tuations δφ that are induced by spontaneous thermal
fluctuations of a fiber’s length due to internal friction
[31]. Fluctuation-dissipation theorem provides an accu-
rate model for thermomechanical noise in fibers, resulting
in a phase noise PSD given by [32]

STM
δφ,i(f) =

(
2πn0,i

λ0,L

)2
2kBTL0,iξi

3πEiAi

1

f
, (7)

where T is the temperature, L0,i is the physical length, ξi
is the mechanical loss tangent, Ei is the Young’s modu-
lus, and Ai is the cross-sectional area of Fiber i. The
resulting differential phase noise in the interferometer
is the sum of contributions from both fibers A and B:
STM

∆Φ = STM
δφ,A + STM

δφ,B. Several experiments have di-
rectly measured thermomechanical noise in single mode
fibers [33, 34], and the thermomechanical noise model de-
scribed by Eq. 7 has been verified down to frequencies
as low as 0.05 Hz [35].

As a method for reducing thermomechanical noise we
propose reducing the thickness of the fibers’ polymer
coatings. Mechanical loss in fibers likely comes primar-
ily from the polymer coatings that protect the silica
cladding, and there is some evidence suggesting that re-
ducing the thickness of these coatings reduces the ther-
momechanical noise floor in optical fibers [34]. We in-
clude thermal noise estimates in Fig. 2 for bare (with-
out coating) fibers as a benchmark approximation for
thinly-coated fibers, noting that while fiber coatings can
be made quite thin [27], bare fibers may be difficult to
manufacture and handle due to fragility. Appendix C 3
has a detailed discussion of mechanical dissipation in op-
tical fibers, including the values of the parameters used
in the thermal noise estimates for Fig. 2.

Another way to reduce thermal noise is to implement
cryogenic cooling. Figure 2 illustrates the impact on ther-
mal noise of lowering the temperature from room tem-
perature (300 K) to cryogenic temperature (50 mK). It
is clear from the figure that the benefit of removing the
coatings diminishes at lower temperature, where the in-
trinsic mechanical loss tangent ξ of fused silica increases
beyond its room-temperature value.

To achieve a thermally-limited detection sensitivity,
steps need to be taken to shield the experiment from
acoustic noise in the fibers. Mechanical vibrations, which
may originate from a variety of sources such as human
activity, natural seismic activity, or local weather, of-
ten pose a challenge for terrestrial experiments at low
frequencies. Vibration-induced strains in optical fibers
can be suppressed by using low vibration sensitivity fiber
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spools [36] and by co-winding the fibers on the same spool
to correlate the acoustic noise between them [33, 34]. The
remaining effects then come from differences in the strain
optic effect between the two fibers. To estimate the ef-
fects of mechanical vibrations, we use the USGS New
High Noise Model (NHNM) for seismic noise [37]. By
co-winding both fibers on a single vibration-insensitive
spool, acoustic noise at the level predicted by the NHNM
can be reduced to a level comparable to that of thermal
noise in this experiment, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

The final noise source included in Fig. 2 is photon
shot noise, which can be limited to a subdominant level
by ensuring sufficient output optical power despite prop-
agation losses in the fibers. Recent advances in hol-
low core fiber technology have yielded hollow core fibers
with a propagation loss of 0.17 dB/km at λ0,L = 1550
nm [39], reaching the level of low-loss solid core fibers
(0.18 dB/km for SMF28 [40]). We find that shot noise
in this experiment can be limited to below the thermal
noise floor at cryogenic temperatures with an input laser
power of PL ∼ 1 mW. The laser shot noise can be further
reduced by employing quantum optical techniques such
as squeezing.

A more detailed discussion of these noise sources can be
found in Appendix C, along with discussion of techniques
to address frequency and intensity noise in the laser. In
addition, Ref. [41] also has a comprehensive review on
the noise performance of optical fibers in interferometric
setups for precision measurements.

V. MINIMUM DETECTABLE COUPLING
STRENGTH

The smallest signal a detector is capable of measur-
ing can be inferred from the modeled noise floor, and
is improved upon by increasing the duration of the
measurement τexp. Here, the minimum detectable sig-
nal strength ∆ΦDM

min is defined as the signal strength
needed to achieve a unity signal to noise ratio. For
measurement times less than the DM coherence time
(τexp . τDM), the signal can be considered coherent

and stochastic, such that ∆ΦDM
min ∝ 3τexp

−1/2 [20]. For
significantly longer measurement times (τexp � τDM),

∆ΦDM
min ∝ (τDMτexp)

−1/4
[42]. Here, we combine both

regimes into a single smooth function (see Appendix D
for more details) to approximate the minimum detectable
signal:

∆ΦDM
min ≈

√
2Snoise

∆Φ

[
3τexp

−1/2 + (τDMτexp)
−1/4

]
. (8)

The utility of a potential UDM experiment is typically
evaluated by its projected minimum detectable coupling
strength de,min, a quantity that depends on the astro-
physical DM model being considered. The minimum de-
tectable coupling strength de,min for the detector can be

related to the signal strength via Eq. 6 as

de,min =
∆ΦDM

min

ω0,Lτ0εnωL,silicaϕrms
. (9)

The minimum detectable coupling strength de,min de-
pends on the local energy density ρDM and coherence
time τDM of the DM; here we consider two different as-
trophysical DM models for these parameters. The spatial
distribution of dark matter across the Milky Way is typi-
cally estimated with the Standard Halo Model, which as-
sumes a gravitationally-stable and spherically-symmetric
density profile that decreases with distance from the cen-
ter of the Galaxy ρDM(r) ∝ r−2 and a Maxwellian veloc-
ity distribution [1].

The most commonly used model for UDM in direct
detection experiments assumes a smooth Galactic halo,
lacking any noticeable substructure, where the DM den-
sity and coherence time at Earth take on values deter-
mined by the average density and velocity dispersion
within the Solar Neighborhood: ρDM ≈ 0.4 GeV/cm3 [1]
and τDM ≈ 106ωDM

−1 [21]. The projected constraints
from optical fibers, using a Galactic halo model for DM,
are plotted in Fig. 3 (left).

We also consider an alternative UDM model, where it
is assumed that UDM forms a local halo centered on the
Sun [43]. It is possible that DM forms gravitationally
bounded objects, which could potentially form a halo
bound to an external gravitational source, such as the
Sun or Earth [43], while maintaining consistency with
the Standard Halo Model on larger scales. In this sce-
nario, the local DM halo could have a greater density
and coherence time at Earth than in the Galactic halo
model, leading to potentially stronger constraints on cou-
pling strength from direct detection experiments. The
halo’s size and density would generally depend on the
mass of the DM particles. Earth halos are well-motivated
at particle energies 10−13 eV . mDMc

2 . 10−7 eV [43],
and several recent experiments have set constraints on
the Earth halo model for DM [13, 17, 44–46]. A fiber-
based detector is aptly suited to search for a local DM
halo that is gravitationally bound to the Sun, as such So-
lar halos are well-motivated in the particle energy range
10−17 eV . mDMc

2 . 10−13 eV [43]. In this range, a
Solar halo could have an energy density up to ∼ 105

times greater than that of a Galactic halo. The pro-
jected constraints from optical fibers, using a Solar halo
model for DM, are plotted in Fig. 3 (right). To re-
calculate de,min for a Solar DM halo, we re-scale ρDM

using Supplementary Figure 2 from Ref. [43] and use

τDM = 108s
(

1Hz
fDM

)3

[47].

The parameter space for scalar UDM is plotted in Fig.
3 for both Galactic (left) and Solar (right) DM halos.
The allowable parameter space is constrained by pre-
vious experiments, including both DM direct detection
experiments and DM-independent equivalence principle
(EP) tests. Experiments designed to test the equiva-
lence principle [38, 48] set constraints on scalar inter-
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FIG. 3. Projected constraints on de from optical fibers, for Galactic (left) and Solar (right) DM halos: Curves
are included for fiber-detectors operating at temperatures of 300 K and 50 mK, with (solid) and without (dashed) polymer
coatings, for a measurement time τexp = 1 year. The fiber lengths are chosen to be L0,A = 10 km and L0,B ≈ 15 km. The
detectors are primarily limited by thermal noise; cryogenic detectors start to become limited by acoustic noise at frequencies
above ∼ 10−1 Hz. Also included are projected constraints from an array of 10 detectors, using bare fiber at room temperature.
The strongest experimental constraints in this mass range come from MICROSCOPE [38], Kennedy et al [12], and atomic clock
comparisons (here included as a rough, combined constraint from Filzinger et al [8] and Sherrill et al [9]).

actions regardless of whether the scalar field composes
DM. The strongest EP-test constraints in this mass range
come from MICROSCOPE [38], which has constrained
de . 10−4 for mDM . 10−13 eV/c2. This constraint does
not depend on the DM energy density ρDM, so it applies
equally to both halo models in Fig. 3. Also included are
constraints from the DM direct detection experiments in
Refs. [8, 9, 12], which depend on the DM halo model
considered.

The potential of fiber-based scalar UDM detectors
operating for τexp = 1 year can be seen in Fig. 3,
where projections for de,min are plotted for various ex-
perimental parameters. Fiber-based detectors operating
at room temperature and 50 mK, with and without poly-
mer coatings, are considered to search for DM in the
particle energy range 10−17 eV . mDMc

2 . 10−13 eV(
10−3 Hz . fDM . 10 Hz

)
. To enable room-temperature

optical fibers to set more competitive constraints on de,
an array of N detectors can be implemented improv-
ing the sensitivity as N−1/2 [49]. The expected con-
straints from an array of 10 independent detectors with
bare fibers are included in green.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In summary, we have investigated optical fibers as de-
tectors for scalar ultralight dark matter. Dark matter-
induced oscillations in the fine-structure constant α
would produce a potentially measurable oscillation in
fibers’ optical path lengths that could be detected in
a fiber-based interferometer. To estimate the detection

capabilities of optical fibers, we propose an idea for a
detector that could measure oscillations in the relative
refractive indices of two different types of fibers that
are differentially affected by scalar UDM. Accounting for
various noise sources, we calculated the minimum de-
tectable scalar UDM coupling strength considering two
different UDM models (Galactic and Solar halos), find-
ing that cryogenically cooled fiber-based detectors can
achieve sensitivities to scalar UDM that exceed the cur-
rent constraints at sub-Hz frequencies.

In addition to cryogenic cooling, competitive sensitiv-
ities can be achieved by using longer fibers or selecting
(or fabricating) a better choice of optical fiber. The ideal
fiber would likely have a thicker cladding and lower me-
chanical loss to reduce thermomechanical noise, and low
optical loss to reduce shot noise and photothermal heat-
ing effects. Finally, the compactness of optical fibers fa-
cilitates array-based detection, where a network of detec-
tors can be deployed to improve the overall sensitivity as
well as to probe for local substructure in the UDM field.

Optical fibers are a mature technology with a multi-
tude of applications in classical and quantum commu-
nication. Increasingly low tolerance for optical loss is
driving various technological developments, making them
a viable candidate for precision measurements beyond
those relying on low photon number quantum optical ef-
fects. Creative ideas to harness such technology to study
fundamental science are already emerging, such as those
involving optical clock networks[50, 51]. Along with us-
ing fibers as delay lines [13] to look for scalar UDM or as
a waveguide to search for axions [52], our proposed in-
terferometric scheme demonstrates that existing optical
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fiber technology can be repurposed to search for ultra-
light dark matter. Taken together, these developments
present a promising avenue to harness this widely-used
technology in the search for beyond the Standard Model
physics.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix provides additional information on the
proposed detection scheme, including a derivation of the
signal and noise expressions, detail on the modulation of
refractive indices by scalar UDM, and our estimation of
the mechanical properties of optical fibers (necessary for
estimating the thermomechanical noise floor).

Appendix A provides a model for how we expect scalar
UDM to modulate the fibers’ refractive indices. Ap-
pendix B presents a model for the proposed detector and
a derivation for the phase difference, including contribu-
tions from both scalar UDM and various noise sources.
Appendix C contains extra information on the noise
sources we have considered while estimating the sensi-
tivity of a fiber-based detector. Appendix D provides an
analysis for how the minimum detectable signal depends
on the measurement time.

1. Definitions and model assumptions

Assumption 1: We restrict our analysis to low frequen-
cies, defined by fDM � τ0,i

−1; i.e. this derivation holds
when the DM Compton frequency is significantly below
the inverse time delay of both fibers.

Assumption 2: All fluctuations are small:

{
δx

x0
,
δLi
L0,i

,
δni
n0,i

,
δωL

ω0,L

}
� 1.

Definition of ε-coefficients: Consider a quantity w(v)
with steady-state value w0 ≡ w(v0) determined by the
steady-state value of its parameter v0. Assuming small
fluctuations (δv � v0) in v about v0, the fractional fluc-
tuations of w can be expressed to first order as

δw

w0
≈ εwv

δv

v0

where

εwv ≡
v0

w0

∂w

∂v

∣∣∣∣
v=v0

. (10)

Note that while εwv is dimensionless and resembles
the sensitivity coefficients discussed in Ref. [53], the ε-
coefficients used in this work will not generally be inde-
pendent in the choice of units. We use SI units through-
out. We also define the quantities ∆εwv ≡ εwv,A− εwv,B.

Effect Expression

DM-index coupling δni
n0,i

= εnx,i
δx
x0

DM-length coupling δLi
L0,i

= εLx,i
δx
x0

Mechanical vibrations δLi
L0,i

= hacoustic
i

Vibrations (strain-optic) δni
n0,i

= εnL,ih
acoustic
i

Optical dispersion δni
n0,i

= εnωL,i
δωL
ω0,L

Fiber thermal noise δφi = δφthermal
i

Shot noise (at detector) δφi = δφshot
i

TABLE I. Summary of fluctuations included in the the deriva-
tion of ∆ΦA, due to both noise and DM. Each effect is ex-
pressed as a fluctuation in length, refractive index, or simply
optical phase.

Appendix A: DM-coupling to refractive index

The dependence of a dielectric medium’s refractive in-
dex on fundamental constants such as α and me can be
estimated using a Lorentz model, which assumes that
the medium is a collection of resonant atoms responding
harmonically to an applied electric field. The refractive
index depends on the electric susceptibility n2 = χ + 1,
which accounts for multiple electron and phonon modes
by considering the sum over all modes, χ =

∑
k χk. The

susceptibility of each mode takes the following form off-
resonance [23]:

χk = 4π~cα
Nk
Mk

fk
ωk2 − ω2

. (A1)

Here, Nk is the effective number density, Mk is the re-
duced effective mass, fk is the oscillator strength, and
ωk is the resonance frequency. The number density is
inversely proportional to the atomic/molecular volume

[determined by the Bohr radius aB ∝ (αme)
−1

], such

that Nk ∝ (αme)
3
. For electron modes, Mk = me; for

phonon modes, Mk is independent of α, me, and ω [23].
The oscillator strengths fk are also approximately inde-
pendent of α, me, and ω [23]. For both electron and
phonon modes, it can be shown that

χk ∝
(
1− ω2ωk

−2
)−1

. (A2)

Therefore, the dependence on fundamental constants α
and me is entirely accounted for by the resonance fre-
quencies ωk. For phonon modes ωk ∝ me

3/2α2; for elec-
tron modes ωk ∝ meα

2 [23].
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If the laser frequency is assumed to be in a range where
it is reasonable to consider either only phonon modes or
only electron modes (i.e. relationship between ωk and the
fundamental constants is independent of mode number
k), Eq. A2 implies that

x

n

∂n

∂x
= −

(
x

ωk

∂ωk
∂x

)(
ω

n

∂n

∂ω

)
(A3)

where x ∈ {α,me}. Equation A3 allows one to calculate
the response of a material’s refractive index to variations
of fundamental constants using the material’s dispersion,
which can be measured experimentally.

For variations in α,

α

n

∂n

∂α
= −2

(
ω

n

∂n

∂ω

)
, (A4)

regardless of the type of mode. However, the refractive
index’s dependence on me depends on which modes dom-
inate:

me

n

∂n

∂me
=

{
−
(
ω
n
∂n
∂ω

)
electron modes

− 3
2

(
ω
n
∂n
∂ω

)
phonon modes

(A5)

Following Ref. [26], it is assumed that electron modes
dominate the dispersion of fused silica, in which case

εnα,silica = −2εnωL,silica (A6)

εnme,silica = −εnωL,silica. (A7)

From the three-term Sellmeier equation for fused sil-
ica [54], εnωL,silica = 0.013. Since the optical dispersion
and, therefore, DM-coupling to the refractive index of
air, are significantly less than that of silica, it is assumed
that {εnx,air, εnωL,air} = 0.

The DM signal (Eq. B4) is proportional to εnx,silica +
εnωL,silica. Evidently, from Eqs. A6 and A7, the detector
is only sensitive to DM-induced oscillations in α, not me,
since εnme,silica + εnωL,silica = (−εnωL,silica) + εnωL,silica =
0. We note that a more detailed analysis (beyond the
simple Lorentz model used here) of the refractive index
of silica may affect this result.

Appendix B: Derivation of output phase difference
∆ΦA

In this section we derive an expression for the output
phase difference ∆ΦA for the detector displayed in Fig.
4 in terms of fluctuations due to both noise and the dark
matter signal.

This analysis is general to DM-modulation of both
electron mass me and the fine-structure constant α; fun-
damental constants will be generally represented by the
variable x ∈ {me, α}. While it was shown in Appendix
A that for our specific choice of detector configuration
and the model for refractive index, the detector is not
sensitive to oscillation in me, a different material choice

and/or configuration might give access to the dme
cou-

pling. The analysis presented here can be applied to
other material-based interferometer schemes with mini-
mal modifications.

Fiber B

Fiber A
PD A

PD B

PM

DM 
signal

feedback
control

feedback
control

tunable 
laser

FIG. 4. Detector model with FDL-stabilized laser: The
purpose of this detector geometry is to eliminate the effects of
laser phase noise relative to the geometry proposed in Fig. 1.
Fiber B serves as a delay line in an interferometer to stabilize a
tunable laser. Using feedback from the measurement at Pho-
todetector B (PD B), the laser frequency is tuned such that
∆ΦB remains constant. The phase difference ∆ΦA would then
contain the DM signal. The phase difference ∆ΦA depends
linearly on the optical power when the recombining beams
are kept near quadrature bias (∆ΦA mod 2π = π/2). In the
presence of noise and long term instabilities, quadrature bias
can be maintained by including a phase modulator (PM) that
is driven by feedback from Photodetector A (PD A). The DM
signal is then present in the feedback signal supplied to the
phase modulator.

For simplicity, we introduced the detector as a simple
optical-length-balanced interferometer in the main text
(see Fig. 1). In order to cancel the detrimental effects
of a variety of technical noise sources, we now assume a
more complex geometry as shown in Fig. 4. Our detailed
analysis in this and the next section will reveal that sev-
eral technical noise sources can be suppressed via com-
mon mode rejection in this, more complex, configuration.
In essence, the detector geometry displayed in Fig. 4 has
a sensitivity that is consistent with a balanced interfer-
ometer (represented in Fig. 1), while being immune to
laser frequency noise. We note that the quantitative re-
sults presented in Figs. 2 and 3 come from the derivations
presented here, which assume the experimental geometry
of Fig. 4.

1. Fractional fluctuations of fiber refractive index
and length

Fiber i’s refractive index ni (x, ωL) depends on the fun-
damental constant x, the laser frequency ωL due to opti-
cal dispersion, and vibration-induced strains hacoustic

i via
the strain-optic effect:

δni
n0,i

= εnx,i
δx

x0
+ εnωL,i

δωL

ω0,L
+ εnL,ih

acoustic
i . (B1)
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Additionally, the fiber lengths depend on fundamental
constant x, as the length of a solid is proportional to
the Bohr radius, which will be affected by fluctuations in
me or α (aB ∝

(
meα)−1

)
[24, 25]. Since εLx,i = −1 for

both fibers, the differential scheme described in Fig. 1 is
insensitive to this strain signal.

2. Optical phase at fiber output

Consider a simple fiber interferometer as depicted in
Fig. 5. If the phase of light entering a fiber is φL(t),
then the phase of light exiting the fiber will be equal to
the input phase at an earlier time φi(t) = φL(t − τi(t)),
where τi is the time it takes for an optical wavefront to
traverse the entire length of the fiber. In the low fre-
quency limit (Assumption 1) the time delay is simply
related to the fiber’s instantaneous optical path length
τi(t) = ni(t)Li(t)/c, and the output phase is

φi(t) = φL(t)− ωL(t)ni(t)Li(t)/c.

Including small fluctuations of the optical frequency, fiber
index, and fiber length, the output optical phase can be

written as

φi ≈ φL − ω0,Lτ0,i

(
1 +

δni
n0,i

+
δLi
L0,i

+
δωL

ω0,L

)
.

We have omitted from our notation the explicit time de-
pendence of each variable (t), since the analysis considers
the quasi-static (low frequency) regime.

FIG. 5. Illustration of fiber interferometer, with rele-
vant phases marked: The inferred output phase difference
∆Φi(t) = φL(t) − φi(t) + δφshot

i is determined by measuring
the output optical power.

Accounting for both noise and DM-induced effects (Ta-
ble I), the optical phase at the output of Fiber i is

φi = φL︸︷︷︸
input
laser
phase

−ω0,Lτ0,i

 1︸︷︷︸
DC term

+ εnx,i
δx

x0︸ ︷︷ ︸
DM-index
coupling

+ εnωL,i
δωL

ω0,L︸ ︷︷ ︸
optical

dispersion

+ εLx,i
δx

x0︸ ︷︷ ︸
DM-length
coupling

+ (1 + εnL,i)h
acoustic
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

mechanical
vibrations

+
δωL

ω0,L︸︷︷︸
laser frequency

fluctuations

+ δφthermal
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

fiber thermal
fluctuations

(B2)

3. Laser stabilized to Fiber B

For this analysis, the schematic in Fig. 4 is assumed
(see Appendix C 1), where Fiber B acts as a delay line
for stabilizing the laser. The inferred phase difference
at Photodetector B is ∆ΦB = φL − φB + δφshot

B , where
φshot

B is the apparent phase imparted by shot noise. Sta-
bilization can be achieved by tuning the laser’s frequency

using feedback based on the optical power measured by
Photodetector B. For example, the laser’s frequency can
be tuned such that ∆ΦB mod 2π = π/2, maintaining
quadrature bias between the recombining beams before
Photodetector B. At quadrature bias, where the output
optical power depends linearly on the phase difference
ΦB, it can be shown (using Eq. B2) that the laser fre-
quency fluctuations will be

δωL

ω0,L
= (1 + εnωL,B)

−1

(
π
2 + δφthermal

B − δφshot
B

ω0,Lτ0,B
− (1 + εnL,B)hacoustic

B − (εnx,B − 1)
δx

x0

)
. (B3)

4. Detector output phase difference ∆ΦA

The experimental observable in this experiment is the
differential phase ∆ΦA between the output of Fiber A
and the interferometer’s short arm, which is inferred from

the measured optical power at Photodetector A. Here it is
assumed that quadrature bias is maintained between the
recombining beams before Photodetector A, which can
be accomplished with a phase modulator that is driven
by feedback from the power measured at Photodetector
A. The DM signal would then be present in the feedback
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signal supplied to the modulator.
The phase difference ∆ΦA can be calculated using Eqs.

B2 and B3. Ignoring zero-frequency terms, ∆ΦA is the
sum of individual contributions from DM effects and each
noise source

∆ΦA = ∆ΦDM
A + ∆Φthermal

A + ∆Φacoustic
A + ∆Φshot

A .

Noting that εnx ∼ εnωL ≈ 10−2 and ignoring higher-order
terms, it can be shown that

∆ΦDM
A ≈ ω0,Lτ0 (∆εnx + ∆εnωL)

δx

x0
(B4)

∆Φacoustic
A ≈ ω0,Lτ0

[
(1 + εnL,A)hacoustic

A

− (1 + ∆εnωL + εnL,B)hacoustic
B

] (B5)

∆Φthermal
A ≈ −δφthermal

A + δφthermal
B (B6)

∆Φshot
A ≈ δφshot

A − δφshot
B , (B7)

where we have assumed both fibers to have equal op-
tical path lengths τ0,i ≡ τ0 for simplicity.

Appendix C: Noise analysis

In this section we discuss the potential sources of noise
that would act to obscure the DM-induced phase differ-
ence. The effect of each noise source is quantified by
a one-sided phase noise power spectral density (PSD)
S∆Φ,A(f).

1. Laser noise

Interferometric experiments are subject to noise
from the driving laser, due to random fluctuations
in the optical phase/frequency and intensity. Laser
phase/frequency noise is eliminated in a perfectly bal-
anced interferometer. However, when each arm is com-
posed of different types of fiber with different levels of
optical dispersion, an interferometer cannot remain bal-
anced for all optical frequencies and laser frequency noise
is non-negligible. For the sensitivity of a balanced in-
terferometer to reach the thermal noise floor at 50 mK,
laser frequency noise needs to be limited to roughly

∼ 10−1 (Hz/f)
1/2

Hz·Hz−1/2; this would require an ul-
trastable laser [55].

Alternatively, laser frequency noise can be mitigated
by stabilizing the frequency-tunable laser to one of the
fibers, which acts as a delay line in a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer. As a result, the laser’s frequency noise PSD
takes the form of the fiber delay line’s (FDL)1 phase noise

1 Ultra-stable lasers have been demonstrated using FDL-
stabilization. For example, a linewidth of 200 mHz has been
achieved with a 5 km FDL at room temperature [35].

PSD:2 Sδν,L = (2πτ0)
−2
Sδφ,FDL [56]. This procedure ef-

fectively eliminates laser frequency noise from the anal-
ysis, replacing it with phase noise from Fiber B (which
would have been present to the same level in a balanced
interferometer).

For the detector depicted in Fig. 4, the “observable” is
the phase difference ∆ΦA between the recombining opti-
cal paths before Photodetector A, which would still be af-
fected by DM-induced modulation of the fiber refractive
indices. At low frequencies

(
fDM � τ0

−1
)
, this is simply

∆ΦA = 2πnALA/λL (prior to receiving corrections from
the phase modulator). Because the laser is stabilized to
Fiber B, the laser wavelength is proportional to the op-
tical path length of Fiber B: λL ∝ nBLB. Therefore, the
detector’s function is to compare the optical path lengths
of Fibers A and B, as ∆ΦA is proportional to the ratio
nALA/nBLB. The balanced interferometer displayed in
Fig. 1 is still a reasonable conceptual model for the de-
tector, and it can be seen from the derivation for ∆ΦA

in Appendix B the magnitude of the DM signal ∆ΦDM

is unchanged in Eq. 6.

In addition to laser frequency noise, random fluctua-
tions of the laser’s optical intensity would limit the sen-
sitivity of a detector like that depicted in Fig. 4. Experi-
ments for measuring thermal noise in fibers have success-
fully minimized laser intensity noise to below the ther-
mal noise floor with methods such as heterodyne detec-
tion [34] or with the use of differential amplifiers [33].
Assuming these methods are implemented, laser inten-
sity noise is neglected in this analysis.

We note that the resulting appearance of the detec-
tor in Fig. 4 is similar to that of the DAMNED exper-
iment [13] for scalar UDM, where an ultrastable laser
drives an unbalanced fiber interferometer. There are,
however, some key differences. While the detector we
propose is sensitive to DM-induced refractive index mod-
ulation at sub-Hz frequencies, the DAMNED experiment
is primarily sensitive to the DM-induced strain at kHz
frequencies where their optical cavity has acoustic reso-
nances. Schematically, the only major difference is the
use of an optical fiber for stabilizing the laser instead of
an ultrastable optical cavity. However, this distinction
is important for suppressing acoustic noise at low fre-
quencies (explained in Section C 4) to reach the fibers’
thermal noise floor. By achieving a thermally-limited
measurement scheme, the sensitivity of the detector can
then be enhanced through cryogenic cooling. In fact, op-
erating at low temperatures will likely be necessary to set
novel constraints on scalar UDM at sub-Hz frequencies,
as demonstrated by the results in Fig. 3.

2 This relationship holds for low frequencies, as the bandwidth of
the control loop is limited by the time delay in the FDL [56]:
f � τ0−1 ≈ 20 kHz.
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2. Photon shot noise and optical power

The phase difference ∆Φ between the arms of an in-
terferometer is inferred by measuring the output optical
power P after the junction where the arms recombine.
Assuming that the recombining beams have equal opti-
cal power and are maintained at quadrature bias,3 the
PSDs of the phase difference and output optical power
fluctuations ∆P are related by S∆Φ = S∆P / 〈P 〉2, where
〈P 〉 is the average output optical power.

Small fluctuations in the measured optical power due
to shot noise are indistinguishable from small phase fluc-
tuations in an interferometer, thereby limiting the sensi-
tivity of our setup. The one-sided PSD of the fluctuations
in measured optical power due to shot noise is [57]

Sshot
∆P =

2hc

λ0,L
〈P 〉 . (C1)

Assuming that the optical power imminent on each pho-
todetector is equal,

〈P 〉 =
PL

2 + 10γBLB + 10γALA
, (C2)

where γi is the optical loss of Fiber i and PL is the optical
power of the laser. The total contribution of shot noise
to the differential phase noise of the detector is thus

Sshot
∆Φ,A =

4hc

λ0,LPL

(
2 + 10γBLB + 10γALA

)
, (C3)

which is simply double the shot noise at each detector.
The effects of shot noise can be reduced by increasing

the optical power. Figure 2 shows that a detector with
bare fibers, operating at T = 50 mK, achieves a noise
floor (combined thermomechanical and acoustic noise)

of & 10−7rad/
√

Hz. Reducing the total shot noise in

this experiment to the subdominant level of
√
Sshot

∆Φ,A .

10−7rad/
√

Hz requires an average optical power on each
photodetector of 〈P 〉 & 50µW.

Recent advances in hollow core fiber technology have
yielded hollow core fibers with a propagation loss of
0.17 dB/km (γ = 1.7 × 10−5 m−1) at λ0,L = 1550
nm [39], reaching the level of low-loss solid core fibers
(0.18 dB/km for SMF28 [40]), and we use these numbers
for our shot noise estimates. In Fig. 2, the total shot
noise is plotted for a detector with a 10 km solid core
and ∼ 15 km hollow core fiber, assuming a laser power
of PL = 1 mW. To account for optical loss, the optical
power being diverted into the solid and hollow core fibers
is taken to be 0.25 mW and 0.42 mW, respectively, and
the power reaching each photodetector, 〈P 〉 = 0.16 mW.

3 At quadrature bias, the average phase difference between recom-
bining beams at an interferometer’s output is 〈∆Φ〉 mod 2π =
π/2.

3. Thermal noise in fibers

The detector’s noise floor in the 10−3 − 101 Hz fre-
quency range will likely be dominated by thermal noise
in the optical fibers, which will induce optical phase fluc-
tuations δφ at the fiber outputs. Thermal noise in fibers
includes contributions from two effects, which are re-
ferred to as “thermomechanical” noise STM

δφ (discussed in

the main text) and “thermoconductive” noise STC
δφ [31].

Thermoconductive noise results from spontaneous local
temperature fluctuations within an optical fiber [58, 59]
that affect the fiber’s length and refractive index via
thermal expansion and the thermo-optic effect, respec-
tively [31]. We have estimated STC

δφ in solid core fibers us-

ing the parameters (for SMF28) and Eq. 1 from Ref. [34].
Thermoconductive noise in hollow core fibers will likely
be lower than that of solid core fibers at lower frequencies
(. 1 kHz), especially in HCFs that are evacuated [60].

Assuming the thermal noise for each fiber is uncorre-
lated,

Sthermal
∆Φ,A =

∑
i

STM
δφ,i + STC

δφ,i. (C4)

Thermoconductive noise is approximately frequency-
independent at lower frequencies (. 1 kHz), and scales
with temperature and fiber length as STC

δφ ∝ T 2L [61].

Thermomechanical noise, scaling as STM
δφ ∝ TL/f , is ex-

pected to dominate the experiment given lower frequen-
cies and temperatures considered here. This can be seen
in the thermal noise curves in Fig. 2, which inherit the
1/f frequency scaling from thermomechanical noise, ex-
cept for the 300 K bare case, where thermoconductive
noise dominates above ∼ 10−2 Hz.

Key parameters for evaluating fiber thermomechani-
cal noise using Eq. 7 are summarized in Table II. While
the physical properties ξ and E have not been measured
specifically for SMF28 fibers, the estimates found in Ta-
ble II have been shown to reliably predict thermome-
chanical noise in SMF28 fibers [34] via Eq. 7. Below we
provide details for the evaluation of E, and the choice of
ξ for various scenarios considered in this work.

Young’s modulus evaluation: The Young’s modulus
(E) is approximated for a fiber by a weighted average
of the Young’s moduli of each material over the cross-
sectional area [64]:

E ≈ AcoatEcoat +AcladEclad

A
. (C5)

The values Eclad = 66.1 GPa for a silica fiber and
Ecoat = 3.3 GPa for the polymer coating (assuming
acrylate) are used, based on measurements at kHz fre-
quencies [64]. The Young’s moduli are assumed to be
frequency-independent. The values for E in Table II are
calculated from Eq. C5 with the following cross-sectional
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Quantity Variable [Units] Solid Core Hollow Core
refractive index n0 [-] 1.47 [40] 1
optical loss γ [m−1] 1.8× 10−5 [40] 2.8× 10−5 [62]
optical dispersion εnωL [-] 0.013 [54] 0
stress-optic effect εnL [-] −0.17 [63] 0
mechanical loss tangent ξ [-] 10−2 [34, 64] 10−2*
diameter of coating dcoat [µm] 242 [40] 302*
diameter of cladding dclad [µm] 125 [40] 185 [27]
diameter of photonic crystal region dpc [µm] 0 70 [27]
total cross-sectional area A [µm2] 4.6× 104 6.8× 104

Young’s modulus E [GPa] 20 25

TABLE II. Parameters used for room temperature optical fibers with coatings. The solid core fiber is assumed to be SMF28 [40],
and the hollow core fiber is assumed to be nested antiresonant nodeless fiber (NANF) [62]. We also discuss how the parameters
are affected by removing the fiber coatings and operating at cryogenic temperatures. *The loss tangent and coating thickness
for hollow core fiber is assumed equal to those of SMF28.

areas

A ≈ π

4

(
dcoat

2 − dpc
2
)

Acoat =
π

4

(
dcoat

2 − dclad
2
)

Aclad ≈
π

4

(
dclad

2 − dpc
2
)
,

which approximate the hollow and photonic crystal re-
gions to be empty space.

Bare fiber parameters: While fused silica optical fibers
with a polymer-coating have a loss tangent ξ ≈ 10−2 [34,
64], bulk fused silica can potentially achieve ξ ≈ 10−8

at room temperature [65]. In addition, mechanical dis-
sipation in the violin modes (transverse oscillations) of
bare fibers at room temperature is typically around ξ ≈
10−7 − 10−6 [66–68]. Noting that mechanical loss in a
spooled optical fiber will likely differ from that of bulk
silica or violin modes in silica suspensions under tension,
a value of ξ = 10−6 is assumed for bare fibers at room
temperature. By setting dcoat = dclad the fibers’ cross-
sectional areas and effective Young’s moduli are recalcu-
lated, with all other parameters in Table II unchanged.

Low-temperature parameters: Measurements of the
temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus of fused
silica [69] and the refractive index of fused silica fibers [70]
suggest that n0 and Eclad can be assumed constant with
respect to temperature without appreciably affecting the
estimates in Fig. 2. We assume ξ = 10−3 for cryogenic
(50 mK) bare fibers, based on measurements in Ref. [71].

At low temperatures (∼ 200 K), the acrylate coatings
transition from a rubbery state to a stiffer, glassy state
with a Young’s modulus Ecoat ≈ 40 GPa [72], and the
effective Young’s modulus has been adjusted for coated
fibers at 50 mK accordingly with Eq. C5. However,
due to the absence of data on mechanical dissipation in
optical fibers at low temperatures, we assume ξ = 10−2

for coated fibers at all temperatures.

4. Acoustic noise in fibers

Mechanical vibrations alter the optical path lengths of
fibers, resulting in phase noise. Here we estimate the
amplitude of mechanical vibrations, which we will gener-
ically refer to as “acoustic noise,” and discuss techniques
to potentially reduce the resulting phase noise to a sub-
dominant level.

To estimate the effects of mechanical vibrations, we use
the USGS New High Noise Model (NHNM) for seismic
noise, which can be found in Table 4 in Ref. [37]. The
NHNM provides an estimate of seismic acceleration noise
Sseismic
aa for a hypothetical, relatively noisy location on

Earth. For the frequency range considered in this work
(∼ 10−3−101 Hz), the NHNM roughly predicts an upper
bound of

Sseismic
aa . 10−9

(m

s2

)2

Hz−1, (C6)

which we extrapolate to frequencies above 10 Hz by as-

suming white acceleration noise ∼ 10−9
(

m
s2

)2
Hz−1. We

will assume this seismic noise accounts for all of the vi-
brations the fibers will experience: Sacoustic

aa ≈ Sseismic
aa

Vibration-induced strains in optical fibers can be sup-
pressed by using low vibration sensitivity fiber spools, a
technology designed to reduce frequency noise in fiber de-
lay line (FDL)-stabilized lasers [36]. This technique has
been shown to produce ultrastable lasers at room temper-
ature, reaching the thermomechanical noise floor in km-
scale fibers at sub-Hz frequencies [35]. Such vibration-
insensitive fiber spools have achieved sensitivities Γa ≡
hacoustic/aacoustic . 10−11

(
m/s2

)−1
to both horizontal

and vertical accelerations [73]. Thus, we expect acoustic
noise to induce a strain noise in each fiber on the order
of

Sacoustic
hh = |Γa|2 Sacoustic

aa . 10−31 Hz−1. (C7)

In solid core fiber, this will lead to a change in the
refractive index via the strain-optic effect

δn

n0
= εnLh

acoustic. (C8)
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From the analysis in Ref. [63], which considers a linear
strain along a single mode fiber, it can be shown that
εnL,solid ≈ −0.17.

Accounting for the strain-optic effect εnL,i and differ-
ences in optical dispersion ∆εnωL

, it can be shown that
the output phase difference due to strains hacoustic

i in both
fibers is (see Appendix B)

∆Φacoustic
A ≈ ω0,Lτ0

[
(1 + εnL,A)hacoustic

A

− (1 + ∆εnωL + εnL,B)hacoustic
B

]
, (C9)

The strain-optic effect has a larger impact on the
acoustic phase noise than the optical dispersion effect(∣∣∆εnL∣∣ > ∣∣∆εnωL

∣∣).
If the individual fiber strains are correlated and of

equal magnitude hacoustic
A = hacoustic

B ,

Sacoustic
∆Φ,A = |ω0,Lτ0 (∆εnωL

+ ∆εnL)|2 Sacoustic
hh . (C10)

This can be accomplished by co-winding the fibers on
a spool or cylinder, a technique that has been used to
observe the thermal noise floor in fiber-based interfer-
ometers [33, 34]. By co-winding both fibers on a single

spool with Γa . 10−11
(
m/s2

)−1
, acoustic noise at the

level predicted by the NHNM can be reduced to a level
comparable to that of thermal noise in this experiment,
as can be seen in Fig. 2. If desired, further suppression of
vibration-induced phase noise can also be achieved using
the feedforward method [74, 75].

Appendix D: Minimum detectable signal vs
measurement time

The purpose of this appendix is to motivate Eq.
8, which describes how the minimum detectable sig-
nal ∆ΦDM

min scales with the measurement time τexp.
There are two separate regimes for dark matter detec-
tion, the “stochastic” (τexp . τDM) and “deterministic”
(τexp � τDM) regimes [20]. As discussed in Ref. [42],

∆ΦDM
min ∝ τexp

−1/2 for a coherent signal and ∆ΦDM
min ∝

τexp
−1/4 for measurement durations greatly exceeding

the DM coherence time. Here we provide a complemen-
tary analysis using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
formalism and join both regimes with a single expression
for the DM-induced phase difference.

We consider the case where the measurement is con-
taminated by noise ∆Φnoise. Performing a measurement
of duration τexp with a sampling rate of fs, a peri-

odogram Snoise
∆Φ,k can be obtained from the DFT ∆Φ̃noise

k as

Snoise
∆Φ,k = 2|∆Φ̃noise

k |2/Nfs, where N ≡ fsτexp. Here, the
subscript k refers to the bin number. Assuming Gaus-
sian noise, the periodogram’s standard deviation can be
approximated by its mean [76], which for a broadband
noise source can be estimated simply by sampling the

PSD:
〈
Snoise

∆Φ,k

〉
≈ Snoise

∆Φ (kfs/N). This expression is valid

in the large N limit.

Here we define the minimum detectable signal strength
∆ΦDM

min as the signal amplitude required for the signal
power to equal the variance in the noise floor, i.e.

SDM
∆Φ,k = Snoise

∆Φ (kfs/N). (D1)

In the following sections we explore the relationship be-
tween ∆ΦDM

min and the expected noise floor Snoise
∆Φ (kfs/N)

for the stochastic and deterministic regimes.

1. Minimum detectable signal for τexp . τDM

For measurement times less than the DM coherence
time the signal is approximately coherent ∆ΦDM ≈
∆ΦDM

0 cos (2πfDMt+ θDM). For a coherent signal, the
signal power is entirely contained within a single fre-
quency bin,

SDM
∆Φ,k =

1

2

(
∆ΦDM

0

)2
τexp. (D2)

From Eq. D1, the minimum detectable signal would be

∆ΦDM
min ≈

√
2Snoise

∆Φ τ
−1/2
exp .

This analysis so far assumed a deterministic signal am-
plitude ∆ΦDM

0 . However, due to interference of UDM
field components of differing frequency and phase, the
field’s amplitude fluctuates over timescales roughly equal
to τDM. The field amplitude within a chunk of time τDM,
ϕ0, is a stochastic quantity with a Rayleigh distribution,

∝τexp
-1/2

∝τexp
-1/4
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FIG. 6. Dependence of de,min on τexp: We approximate
the minimum detectable signal strength’s dependence on the
total measurement time with Eq. 8 (Eq. D5), which accounts
for both measurement regimes: τexp . τDM (where ∆ΦDM

min ∝
τexp

−1/2) and τexp � τDM (where ∆ΦDM
min ∝ τexp

−1/4). Here,
de,min is calculated using Eq. D3 (dashed pink line), Eq. D4
(dashed yellow line), and Eq. D5 (red curve), assuming a noise
floor limited purely by the thermomechanical noise of room
temperature, coated fibers. It can be seen that the combined
expression from Eq. D5 converges to the ∝ τexp

−1/2 and
∝ τexp−1/4 limits at low and high frequencies, respectively.
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where ∼ 63% of all realizations are less than ϕrms, re-
sulting in a reduced signal [20]. Therefore, a DM signal
in the stochastic regime would need an amplitude ∼ 3
times larger than an otherwise identical signal with de-
terministic amplitude to have the same probability of de-
tection [20]. Accounting for the stochastic nature of the
UDM field, the minimum detectable signal is

∆ΦDM
min ≈ 3

√
2Snoise

∆Φ τ−1/2
exp (D3)

2. Minimum detectable signal for τexp � τDM

For measurement times exceeding the DM coher-
ence time, the signal power would be spread across
∼ τexp/τDM frequency bins. However, the measurement
could be split into M = τexp/τDM shorter measurements
of duration τDM. This procedure is known as Bartlett’s
method (described in Ref. [76]), where the total pe-
riodogram would be the average of the M short-time
periodograms, resulting in an M -fold reduction in the
variance in the noise floor Snoise

∆Φ → Snoise
∆Φ /

√
M . Each

individual data segment is duration τDM, so SDM
∆Φ,k ≈(

∆ΦDM
0

)2
τDM/2. The minimum detectable signal am-

plitude is then

∆ΦDM
min ≈

√
2Snoise

∆Φ (τDMτexp)−1/4 (D4)

3. Combined expression for ∆ΦDM
min

For measurement times less than the DM coherence
time, the minimum detectable signal scales as ∝ τexp

−1/2

(Eq. D3). For measurement times greatly exceeding
the DM coherence time, the minimum detectable signal
scales as ∝ τexp

−1/4 (Eq. D4). This relationship be-
tween ∆ΦDM

min and τexp is a broken power law, which we
simplify with a “smoothly joined broken power law” [77]
by simply adding contributions from both regimes as

∆ΦDM
min ≈

√
2Snoise

∆Φ

[
3τ−1/2

exp + (τDMτexp)−1/4
]
. (D5)

This function reproduces the behavior of Eqs. D3 and
D4 in the limits τexp � τDM and τexp � τDM, respec-
tively, while resulting in a larger ∆ΦDM

min in the τexp ≈ τDM

regime, as shown in Fig. 6. This effect is desirable, as
there would be some carry over of stochastic effects in
this regime.
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ABSTRACT

Upcoming photometric surveys will discover tens of thousands of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia),

vastly outpacing the capacity of our spectroscopic resources. In order to maximize the science return

of these observations in the absence of spectroscopic information, we must accurately extract key

parameters, such as SN redshifts, with photometric information alone. We present Photo-zSNthesis, a

convolutional neural network-based method for predicting full redshift probability distributions from

multi-band supernova lightcurves, tested on both simulated Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and Vera

C. Rubin Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) data as well as observed SDSS SNe. We show

major improvements over predictions from existing methods on both simulations and real observations

as well as minimal redshift-dependent bias, which is a challenge due to selection effects, e.g. Malmquist

bias. The PDFs produced by this method are well-constrained and will maximize the cosmological

constraining power of photometric SNe Ia samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) has proven

to be a crucial tool in modern cosmology, providing in-

sight into the expansion rate of the universe and the

properties of dark energy (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmut-

ter et al. 1999). Measuring the cosmological redshift of

each SN, a proxy quantity for recessional velocity, is es-

sential for accurate estimation of the distance-redshift

relation and resulting cosmological analyses. However,

traditional methods of measuring redshifts are time-

consuming and resource-intensive, primarily relying on

spectroscopic observations of the SNe themselves or

their host galaxies. Using host galaxy redshifts can also

lead to cosmological biases if the host is incorrectly iden-

tified (Qu et al., in prep).

Most SNe Ia cosmological analyses so far have re-

lied on SN spectra for SN type confirmation as well

as redshift information, but only with samples of up

to ∼ 1, 500 SNe (e.g. Abbott et al. 2019; Brout et al.

2022). Spectroscopic follow-up of all SNe Ia candidates

or their host galaxies will become infeasible with future

sky surveys such as the Legacy Survey of Space and

Time at the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (LSST), which

will discover tens of thousands of SNe Ia over the course

of their observational lifetimes (LSST Science Collabo-

Corresponding author: Helen Qu

helenqu@sas.upenn.edu

ration et al. 2009). Recent improvements in photomet-

ric SN classification (e.g. Möller & de Boissière 2020;

Qu et al. 2021) have drastically reduced the likelihood

of non-Ia contamination in photometric SNe Ia samples

and enabled cosmological analyses with photometrically

classified samples (Vincenzi et al. 2023). However, spec-

troscopic redshifts were still available for the host galax-

ies of these photometrically confirmed SNe Ia and were

used as the SN redshifts. Accurate photometric redshift

estimates for SNe that are independent of host galaxy

spectroscopic redshifts are thus the final building block

required to enable SNe Ia cosmology for the LSST era.

Cosmological inference frameworks that account for

the inflated uncertainties from photometric redshifts are

currently being developed. Mitra et al. (2022); Dai et al.

(2018) show promising results with simulated LSST

samples and SN photometric redshifts fitted using host

galaxy redshift priors. In particular, Dai et al. (2018)

recovers a fitted Ωm value consistent with the input cos-

mology when using SN photo-zs fitted with a host galaxy

photo-z prior. Mitra et al. (2022) shows a 2% effect on

fitted cosmological parameters of an assumed systematic

uncertainty due to the use of SN photo-zs of 0.01. Using

observed data from the Dark Energy Survey, Chen et al.

(2022) performed a cosmological analysis using a subset

of ∼ 100 SNe Ia hosted by galaxies in the redMaGiC

catalog, which have both photometric and spectroscopic

redshifts. The difference in best-fit cosmological param-

eters between using spectroscopic and photometric red-

shifts was found to be minimal, ∆w ∼ 0.005. redMaGiC
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Figure 1. True redshift distribution of the 73,620 simulated SNe Ia in the LSST (PLAsTiCC) training dataset (left) and 4,057
simulated SNe Ia in the test dataset (right).

galaxies were chosen for this analysis due to their partic-

ularly well-constrained photometric redshift estimates,

which is not representative of the full population of SN

host galaxies. However, even with a sound cosmolog-

ical inference framework, galaxy photometric redshifts

are often inaccurate or plagued with large uncertainties,

and requiring host galaxy information to produce SN

photometric redshift estimates may introduce additional

biases.

These issues with traditional redshift determination

along with the development of a cosmological framework

for photometric redshifts has led to a growing interest in

alternative techniques for predicting redshifts for Type

Ia supernovae. In this work, we intoduce a novel ma-

chine learning algorithm to predict full redshift proba-

bility distributions for Type Ia supernovae based solely

on lightcurve data. Our estimator harnesses the con-

straining power on redshift of the SN lightcurves and

can additionally provide an independent cross-check on

host galaxy matches, minimizing mismatch rates. We

present a detailed analysis of our model, including its

accuracy and limitations, and discuss the potential im-

plications of our findings for future cosmological studies.

1.1. Photo-z Estimation

Most of the existing literature on photometric redshift

estimation is on galaxy photo-zs. These approaches gen-

erally use either (1) a training set of galaxy photometric

observables, such as colors and magnitudes, to deter-

mine a mapping to spectroscopic redshifts (e.g. Brunner

et al. 1997); or (2) template fitting, in which observed

properties are compared with redshifted template spec-

tra to determine the best fit redshift value (e.g., Ben-

itez 2000). There have also been successful machine

learning-based galaxy photo-z models developed, e.g.

D´Isanto, A. & Polsterer, K. L. (2018); Pasquet et al.

(2018) using convolutional neural networks on galaxy

images, and Buchs et al. (2019) using a self-organizing

map to relate color-magnitude space and redshifts.

Photometric redshift estimation for SNe uses many

of the same techniques. Kim & Miquel (2007) used

the SALT2 lightcurve model (Guy et al. 2007) to de-

termine photometric redshifts and distances as well

as uncertainties using the Fisher information matrix.

Palanque-Delabrouille et al. (2010) and Kessler et al.

(2010, LCFIT+Z) extended the SALT2 lightcurve fit to

include redshift as a fitted parameter, and incorporat-

ing the host galaxy redshift as a prior. These approaches

find the best fit redshift by comparing photometric ob-

servables to those expected from the SALT2 model via

χ2 minimization. An analytic approach was presented

in Wang et al. (2015) which assumed a functional form

for the redshifts as a function of multi-band photometric

fluxes and fit for free parameters using a training set of

SNe Ia with spectroscopic redshifts. de Oliveira et al.

(2022) applied machine learning techniques to this prob-

lem, performing regression using features obtained from

principal component analysis. However, many of these

results suffer from redshift-dependent bias, in which

photo-zs for high-redshift SNe are systematically under-

estimated (see e.g. Figure 6 of Kessler et al. (2010),

Figure 7 of de Oliveira et al. (2022)). Most of these

studies also estimate a redshift value and uncertainty

rather than the full probability density function (PDF).

1.2. Overview

In this work we present Photo-zSNthesis, a convolu-

tional neural network model that uses multi-band pho-

tometry to predict a full redshift PDF. Our approach

uses the raw photometric data and does not require any

manual feature engineering to determine the most pre-

dictive features. We evaluated Photo-zSNthesis using

LSST and SDSS simulated SNe Ia as well as the SDSS

photometric SNe Ia sample, and show that our redshift
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Figure 2. True redshift distribution of the 135,521 simulated SNe Ia in the SDSS training dataset (left) and the 5,274 simulated
SNe Ia and 489 observed photometrically confirmed SNe Ia in the SDSS test sets (right).

predictions have low scatter and suffer from minimal

redshift-dependent bias on all tested SN samples. Our

results are a promising step towards precision photomet-

ric SNe Ia cosmology.

We introduce the simulated and observed data sam-

ples used for evaluation in §2, as well as the prepro-

cessing step used to transform multi-band lightcurves

into convolutional neural network inputs. In §3, we de-

scribe the model architecture and training strategy. We

present results, comparisons with LCFIT+Z, and fur-

ther experiments in §4, and conclude in §5.

2. DATA

2.1. Data Sources

We present results on simulated SNe Ia from two sur-

veys: LSST (Ivezić et al. 2019) and the SDSS-II SN

survey (Frieman et al. 2008). We also demonstrate that

our model generalizes well to an observed photometric

SNe Ia dataset by showing photo-z predictions on SDSS

SNe classified as type Ia by SuperNNova (Möller & de

Boissière 2020). We use the SuperNova ANAlysis soft-

ware (SNANA, Kessler et al. 2009) to produce all simu-

lated SN lightcurves used in this work.

2.1.1. Simulated LSST SNe Ia (PLAsTiCC)

LSST is a ground-based dark energy survey program

that will discover millions of SNe over the 10 year survey

duration. The 8.4m Simonyi Survey optical telescope

at the Rubin Observatory uses a state-of-the-art 3200

megapixel camera with a 9.6 deg2 field of view that will

provide deeper and wider views of the universe with un-

precedented quality. LSST will observe nearly half the

night sky each week to a depth of 24th magnitude in

ugrizY photometric bands spanning wavelengths from

ultraviolet to near-infrared.

We simulate LSST-like observations of SNe Ia in all

six photometric bands following the model, rates, and

LSST observing conditions developed for the PLAs-

TiCC dataset (The PLAsTiCC team et al. 2018; Kessler

et al. 2019). We use the SALT2 lightcurve model (Guy

et al. 2007) with training parameters derived from the

Joint Lightcurve Analysis (Betoule et al. 2014) extended

into the ultraviolet and near-infrared by Hounsell et al.

(2018) following the procedure described in Pierel et al.

(2018). While PLAsTiCC included two LSST observ-

ing strategies, the Deep Drilling Fields (DDF) as well

as the Wide-Fast-Deep (WFD), we simulate only the

DDF subsample. We coadd all observations within the

same night, following PLAsTiCC, resulting in observa-

tions that are ∼ 2.5x more frequent and ∼ 1.5 mag

deeper than the WFD sample.

As PLAsTiCC is the name of the dataset we emu-

lated while LSST is the survey we simulate, we will

use both interchangeably to denote “simulated LSST SN

lightcurves following the PLAsTiCC dataset”.

2.1.2. Simulated SDSS SNe Ia

The SDSS-II Supernova Survey identified and mea-

sured light curves for intermediate-redshift (0.05 < z <

0.4) SNe Ia using repeated five-band (ugriz) imaging

of Stripe 82, a stripe 2.5◦ wide centered on the celes-

tial equator in the Southern Galactic Cap. The pri-

mary instrument for this survey is the SDSS CCD cam-

era mounted on a dedicated 2.5m telescope at Apache

Point Observatory, New Mexico. Over the three observ-

ing seasons between 2005 and 2007, SDSS discovered

10,258 transient and variable objects, with 536 spec-

troscopically confirmed SNe Ia and an additional 907

photometrically classified SNe Ia candidates (Sako et al.

2018). Frieman et al. (2008) provides an in-depth review

of the SDSS-II SN survey.

We simulate SDSS SNe Ia in ugriz photometric bands

using the SALT3 model described by Kenworthy et al.

(2021) due to its improved wavelength range coverage
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in the near infrared, allowing z band observations to be

simulated for SNe at low redshifts. We additionally ex-

tend this model to 500Å to simulate u band observations

at high redshifts. We use simulated observing conditions

from Kessler et al. (2013) and host galaxy spectroscopic

detection efficiency from Kessler et al. (2009). We sim-

ulate a photometric SDSS SNe Ia dataset using the host

spectroscopic detection efficiency rather than a SN spec-

troscopic detection efficiency to demonstrate the perfor-

mance of Photo-zSNthesis on the practical use case of a

photometric sample.

2.1.3. Observed SDSS SNe Ia

In addition to simulated SNe, we test Photo-zSNthesis

on SDSS lightcurves from Sako et al. (2018) classified

by SuperNNova (Möller & de Boissière 2020) as likely

SNe Ia, defined as SNe with SNIa probability PIa ≥ 0.5.

“True” redshifts ztrue for the sample are from spectra

of the SNe themselves or their host galaxies. Details

on the training data and training procedure for the Su-

perNNova model used here can be found in Popovic et

al., in prep. 489 lightcurves remain after the selection

cuts described in Sections 2.1.4 and 2.2. The number

of SDSS lightcurves remaining after each set of cuts is

shown in Table 1.

2.1.4. Lightcurve Selection

We apply basic selection cuts to the simulated LSST

sample. We require

• at least 5 observations of each SN

• signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) > 3 for at least one

observation each in 2 of the griz filters

We apply selection cuts, following Popovic et al.

(2020), to both the simulated and observed SDSS data

to remove poor quality lightcurves. We define a rest-

frame age, Trest = (t− tpeak)/(1 + z), where t is the ob-

servation date, tpeak is the estimated epoch of SN peak

brightness from SNANA, and z is the redshift of the

event. We require

• 0 < Trest < 10

• SNR > 5 for at least one observation each in 2 of

the griz filters

We additionally require SNe in the SDSS data to have

a spectroscopic redshift from either the SN spectrum or

the SN host galaxy.

Cut Number of SNe

Full sample 10,258

Lightcurve selection (§2.1.4) 2,044

Likely SNe Ia (PIa ≥ 0.5) 1,037

SALT fit cuts (§2.2) 555

Successful LCFIT+Z fit 489

Table 1. Number of SDSS lightcurves remaining after each
selection cut. We evaluate Photo-zSNthesis on the remaining
489 SNe.

2.2. Data Preprocessing

All SNe in all datasets are fit with a χ2-minimization

program included in SNANA to determine several rest-

frame parameters under the assumption that the event

is a SN Ia: the time of SN peak brightness tpeak, a

stretch-like parameter x1, a color parameter c, and the

lightcurve normalization parameter x0, as well as their

uncertainties and covariances (i.e., σx1 , etc.). These

parameters are used to calculate the distance modulus

µ, allowing the SNe to be placed on the Hubble dia-

gram. SDSS datasets are fit with the SALT3 model

while the LSST dataset is fit with the same extended

SALT2 model used for the simulations.

We additionally select only SNe in our datasets that

are well-described by the SALT model. These criteria

were chosen following those used in past cosmology anal-

yses, e.g. Betoule et al. (2014):

• |c| < 0.3

• |x1| < 3

• σx1
≤ 1

• σtpeak
≤ 2

Finally, we choose SNe within the redshift range

0.01 ≤ z ≤ 0.4 for SDSS and 0.01 ≤ z ≤ 1.2 for LSST

that have a successful LCFIT+Z (Kessler et al. 2010) fit,

in order to draw direct comparisons between the perfor-

mance of Photo-zSNthesis and LCFIT+Z. A more de-

tailed description of LCFIT+Z can be found in §4.1.2.

146,069 simulated SDSS SNe Ia and 81,734 simulated

LSST SNe Ia remain after all cuts, as well as 489 ob-

served SDSS SNe photometrically classified as SNe Ia.

The number of observed SDSS lightcurves remaining af-

ter each cut is described in Table 1. The redshift dis-

tributions of the PLAsTiCC training and test datasets

after selection cuts are shown in Figure 1, while the red-

shift distributions of the SDSS simulated and observed

datasets are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Examples of a low (left), medium (middle), and high (right) redshift simulated PLAsTiCC SN. (top panel) The
multi-band lightcurves are shown in colored points, with Gaussian process predictions and uncertainties for this lightcurve shown
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(see §2.2.1 for details). Large flux values are colored in yellow while lower flux values are in dark blue. The physical effects
of redshifting, including longer wavelengths and longer transient durations, are observed in the flux matrices in the downward
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redshift.

2.2.1. Lightcurve Preprocessing

To preprocess each lightcurve, we first take observa-

tions within the range tpeak−30 ≤ t ≤ tpeak+150, where

tpeak is the epoch of SN peak brightness estimated by

SNANA. This is to ensure the lightcurves contain just

the SN and no extraneous information.

We use 2-dimensional Gaussian process (GP) regres-

sion to model each SN lightcurve in time (t) and wave-

length (λ) space, then use the predictions of the fitted

GP on a fixed (λ, t) grid as the input to our neural

network model. Modelling lightcurves of astronomical

transients using 2D Gaussian processes was originally

introduced in Boone (2019); and Qu et al. (2021, Q21)

used the GP models to create “images” from lightcurve

data, which is the technique used for this work. Fol-

lowing Q21, we use the Matérn kernel (ν = 3/2) with

a fixed 6000Å length scale in wavelength space and fit

for the time length scale as well as the amplitude us-

ing maximum likelihood estimation. This GP model is

fit separately to each lightcurve and used to produce

a smooth 2D representation of the lightcurve by pre-

dicting flux values at each point in a (λ, t) grid. We

choose 32 equally spaced points in the range 3, 000Å

≤ λ ≤ 10, 100Å (δλ = 221.875Å) and 180 points in the

range tpeak − 30 ≤ t ≤ tpeak + 150 (δt = 1 day). This

produces a 32× 180 matrix of predicted flux values. We
also produce a matrix of prediction uncertainties at each

λi, tj of equal size.

We stack the flux and uncertainty matrices depthwise

to produce a 32× 180× 2 tensor and divide elementwise

by the maximum flux value to constrain all entries to

[0,1].

We show low, medium, and high redshift examples of

PLAsTiCC lightcurves, the fitted GP models and their

uncertainties, and the resulting flux matrices in Figure 3.

Redshifting increases the wavelength of light, which we

see in the figure as the yellow (high flux) region moving

down (toward λ = 10, 100Å) with increasing redshift.

We also expect to observe a longer duration for higher

redshift transients, which is evident in the increase in

width of the yellow region. This data format is par-

ticularly well suited to the redshift prediction task, as
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we are able to visibly see expected physical results of

redshifting in the flux matrices.

2.2.2. Redshift Preprocessing

The redshift range for each survey is discretized into

nz discrete and non-overlapping bins (0.01 ≤ z ≤
0.4, nz = 50 for SDSS and 0.01 ≤ z ≤ 1.2, nz = 150

for LSST). We chose these nz values to preserve the

approximate width of each redshift bin across surveys

(δz ∼ 0.0078). The bin corresponding to the true red-

shift of each SN is one-hot encoded and passed into the

model as the training label.

3. MODEL

Photo-zSNthesis is a convolutional neural network

model (e.g. LeCun et al. 1989; Zeiler & Fergus 2014; Si-

monyan & Zisserman 2014; Krizhevsky et al. 2017) that

takes in GP-interpolated lightcurves as well as the GP

prediction uncertainties, prepared as described in §2.2,

and predicts a probability distribution over fine-grained

redshift bins. This approach allows us to produce a dis-

cretized full PDF over redshift space for each individual

SN without any assumptions on the underlying distribu-

tion, and has been used in a variety of contexts including

image generation (van den Oord et al. 2016) and predic-

tion of precipitation probabilities (Sønderby et al. 2020).

Treating this as a categorical classification problem us-

ing the cross-entropy loss function has also been shown

to accurately approximate Bayesian posterior probabil-

ities (Richard & Lippmann 1991).

3.1. Convolutional Neural Networks

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class

of artificial neural network with properties particularly

suited to object and image recognition. It requires fewer

trainable parameters than the standard feedforward net-

work due to the convolution operation, learning a single

weight matrix for small neighborhoods of the input im-

age. This property is not only parameter-efficient but

also imparts CNNs with translation-equivariance, i.e.

the same feature shifted by n pixels will produce the

same response shifted by n pixels. These convolutional

layers are paired with pooling layers, which downsample

the input to allow for the next set of convolutional lay-

ers to learn hierarchically more complex features. CNNs

are prized in the machine learning community for being

simple yet performant on image recognition benchmark

datasets such as ImageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015).

3.2. Residual Learning

We implement residual learning (He et al. 2016) due to

its state-of-the-art performance on the ImageNet bench-

mark at the time of publication as well as its widespread

Layer Input Shape Output Shape

Zero Padding 32× 180× 2 32× 182× 2

32× 3 Convolutional 32× 182× 2 180× 32× 1

Reshape 180× 32× 1 32× 180× 1

Max Pooling 32× 180× 1 16× 90× 1

Table 2. Description of example layers in the model archi-
tecture.

adoption over vanilla CNNs. Residual learning was

presented as a solution to the degradation problem in

CNNs, in which performance degraded past a certain

threshold of network depth. Since the additional layers

could simply act as identity mappings and not affect the

network performance, He et al. (2016) decreased the dif-

ficulty by not only feeding inputs sequentially through

a series of layers, but also adding the inputs back in

to the outputs of those layers. This allows the lay-

ers to learn the zero mapping rather than the identity

mapping. Since these layers are tasked with learning

the residual with respect to the input, this is known as

residual learning and the stack of layers is known as a

residual block. The residual connections in the Photo-

zSNthesis architecture are shown as lines curving around

each residual block in Figure 4.

3.3. Architecture

Our model (Figure 4) takes as input a 32 × 180 × 2

tensor containing the GP-interpolated lightcurve data

on a 32 × 180 grid of wavelength and time values, and

the GP uncertainties at each of those points. Table 2

shows input and output dimensions of example layers

in the model architecture. We also provide the model

with the one-hot encoded vector specifying the correct

redshift bin as the training label.
The input is zero-padded on both sides to 32×182×2

to ensure that feature maps output by the convolutional

layers retain the original shape, then passed through a

convolutional layer with 32 filters and kernel size 32×3.

Since the convolutional kernel determines the receptive

field of each unit in the layer, we choose a convolutional

kernel that spans the wavelength space to allow each

unit to learn from all wavelengths simultaneously while

preserving the linearity of time. The output of this con-

volutional layer is 1× 180× 32, which we then reshape

back to 32×180×1. This first feature map is now passed

through a series of residual blocks.

Each residual block contains two convolutional blocks,

each consisting of a ReLU nonlinearity, batch normal-

ization, and the zero-padding, convolutional layer, and

reshaping layer identical to the ones described above.

The input to each residual block is then added to the
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32x3 conv, 32

zero pad

reshape

image, 32x180x2

32x3, 32 resid block

32x3, 32 resid block

32x3, 32 resid block

32x3, 32 resid block

pool, /2

16x3, 16 resid block

16x3, 16 resid block

16x3, 16 resid block

pool, /2

8x3, 8 resid block

8x3, 8 resid block

8x3, 8 resid block

flatten

fc 360

fc 1024

softmax Nz

32x3 conv, 32

zero pad

reshape

Figure 4. The model architecture developed for this work,
described in the text in §3.3. A layer shown in the figure
as “h × d conv, nfilters” is a 2D convolutional layer with a
kernel size of h×d and nfilters filters. Similarly, “h×d, nfilters

resid block” defines a residual block containing two h × d
conv, nf convolutional layers. “fc nnodes” denotes a fully
connected layer with nnodes nodes. The pooling layers apply
max pooling, downsampling both the height and width by 2.
The output softmax layer has Nz nodes, Nz = 50 for SDSS
and Nz = 150 for LSST.

output as described in §3.2. After each series of three

residual blocks, the output is passed through a 2 × 2

max-pooling layer, downsampling the height and width

of the output by a factor of 2.

Finally, the output is flattened and passed through

a fully connected layer with 1,024 hidden nodes, which

connects to the final softmax layer. The nodes in this

layer correspond to redshift bins, thus it has 50 nodes for

processing SDSS data and 150 for LSST data. The array

of output probabilities is interpreted as the probability

density over redshifts for our input SN.

3.4. Calibration

We also performed temperature scaling (Guo et al.

2017) to ensure that the probabilities output by Photo-

zSNthesis are properly calibrated. In this process, we

learn a single “temperature” parameter used to scale

the output probabilities.

Before scaling, the output probabilities pi for input

SN i are derived from the softmax function

p
(k)
i = σSM(qi)

(k) =
exp(q

(k)
i )∑K

j=1 exp(q
(j)
i )

(1)

where qi is the vector of network logits corresponding

to SN i, i.e. the output of the final hidden layer of the

network. The temperature parameter T is learned by

minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the one-hot

encoded labels and the scaled probabilities, p′i,

p′i = σSM(qi/T ) (2)

Calibration is typically evaluated using reliability di-

agrams (DeGroot & Fienberg 1983; Niculescu-Mizil &

Caruana 2005) and the expected calibration error statis-

tic (ECE, Naeini et al. 2015). Reliability diagrams

show the prediction accuracy as a function of confi-

dence, which is defined as the probability associated

with the predicted class: max(pi). A reliability dia-

gram for a perfectly calibrated classifier will show the

identity function, and any deviation from a perfect diag-

onal is a sign of miscalibration. The reliability diagram

before and after temperature scaling for the PLAsTiCC

model is shown in Figure 5. The scaled probabilities are

much closer to the diagonal, representing a significant

improvement in calibration.

ECE is a weighted average of the difference between

the accuracy and the confidence in bins of confidence

values. ECE is more precisely defined as

ECE =

M∑
m=1

|Bm|
N
|acc(Bm)− conf(Bm)| (3)

where Bm is the mth confidence bin and N is the total

number of samples in the dataset. Prior to temperature
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Figure 5. Reliability diagram showing PLAsTiCC model
calibration before and after temperature scaling.

scaling, the ECE for the PLAsTiCC model probabilities

was 0.24, which improved to 0.08 after scaling.

3.5. Implementation Details

We split both the SDSS and LSST datasets into

90% training, 5% validation, and 5% test datasets and

trained both models with batch sizes of 2048 for 750

epochs. We minimize the cross-entropy loss function

with the Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba 2014) with an

initial learning rate of 1e-3 that is halved after 25 epochs

of no improvement in the validation loss. The total num-

ber of trainable parameters in the SDSS model is 451,654

and 554,154 for the LSST model due to the difference in

number of redshift bins and resulting difference in out-

put layer size. To prevent overfitting, we use a weight

decay of 1e-3 as well as dropout layers (Hinton et al.

2012). Calibration was performed with the validation

set of both datasets and with an initialization of T = 1.

We minimize a cross-entropy loss function using Adam

and find TSDSS = 0.82 and TLSST = 0.64.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Examples of lightcurves and their corresponding pre-

dicted redshift PDFs are shown in Figure 6. We chose

spectroscopically confirmed SDSS SNe Ia lightcurves,

and selected a high accuracy (∆z < 0.005,∆z ≡
zpred−ztrue

1+ztrue
), medium accuracy (0.01 ≤ ∆z ≤ 0.05), and

an outlier (∆z > 0.05) example.

4.1. Evaluation Metrics and Basis for Comparison

4.1.1. Point Estimates and Metrics

Although full photometric redshift PDFs are preferred

for further statistical analyses (i.e. cosmological analy-

ses), point estimates can also be computed from each

PDF. We require these point estimates to evaluate our

model performance against the true redshift values. We

compare two possible methods to condense a PDF into

a point estimate:

mean(PDF) =
1

2

∑
i

p(Zi)
dZie2 − bZic2
dZie − bZic

(4)

where Z represents the vector of redshift bins, dZie the

right edge of bin i, bZic the left edge of bin i, and p(Zi)

the output probability assigned by the model to bin i;

and

max(PDF) = Z̃argmaxi(p(Zi)) (5)

where Z̃ represents the array of midpoints of the red-

shift bins Z. Taking the weighted mean is a common

summary statistic for PDFs, while taking the bin with

maximum probability as the predicted output is typi-

cal for classification tasks. As shown in Tables 3 and 4

and Figures 7 and 9, the two methods give similar re-

sults and thus we use the mean point estimate for Fig-

ures 8, 10, 11, 12, and 13.

We compute the following metrics for both of our point

estimates, following e.g. Pasquet et al. (2018):

• the residuals ∆z ≡ zpred−ztrue
1+ztrue

,

• the bias 〈∆z〉,

• the mean absolute deviation σMAD = 1.4826 ×
median(|∆z −median(∆z)|),

• the fraction of outliers η with |∆z| > 0.05.

4.1.2. Comparison with LCFIT+Z

LCFIT+Z (Kessler et al. 2010) is an extension of the

lightcurve fitting code described in §2.1 that treats red-

shift as an additional free parameter. It determines the

best fit lightcurve parameters by minimizing χ2 values

of the observed and model fluxes, which are computed as

a function of the free parameters (4 lightcurve parame-

ters tpeak, stretch x1, color c, flux normalization x0; and

redshift zphot). LCFIT+Z is actively used for recent and

ongoing experiments performing full cosmological anal-

yses with photometric redshifts (e.g. Dai et al. 2018;

Mitra et al. 2022). LCFIT+Z produces point estimates

with uncertainties as opposed to a full PDF, so we per-

form comparisons using our point estimates.

We compare our results with LCFIT+Z as opposed to

other SN photometric redshift estimators (e.g., Wang

et al. 2015; de Oliveira et al. 2022) due to its demon-

strated performance, widespread use, and integration

into SNANA. We run LCFIT+Z on the same datasets

used to evaluate our model, enabling a direct compar-

ison. Note that most documented uses of LCFIT+Z
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Figure 6. Examples of a high accuracy (∆z < 0.005, top), medium accuracy (0.01 ≤ ∆z ≤ 0.05, middle), and outlier
(∆z > 0.05, bottom) lightcurve and Gaussian process fit from the SDSS spectroscopic sample and their predicted PDFs. The
true (spectroscopic) redshift is shown in the black dotted line, while the predicted redshift (mean(PDF)) is shown in orange. The
medium and poor accuracy lightcurves have larger errors and scatter than the high accuracy lightcurve, and the low accuracy
lightcurve appears to have much fewer points.
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Figure 7. Mean binned residuals ∆z as a function of true
redshift ztrue for the PLAsTiCC simulated SNe Ia test set.
Predictions from our model have much lower biases as well
as scatter compared to predictions from LCFIT+Z. The
max(PDF) and mean(PDF) point estimates for our model
also agree quite well, resulting in similar ∆z values. Dotted
lines are plotted at ∆z = ±0.02 for reference.

place a prior on the redshift fit using the redshift of the

SN host galaxy, resulting in much more constrained fits.

However, since (1) host spectroscopic redshifts are un-

available in future survey environments, and (2) to draw

direct comparisons with Photo-zSNthesis, which does

not require any host galaxy information, we omit the

host galaxy redshift prior when running LCFIT+Z. In

order to compare how these methods perform using all

available information in the photometric survey era, we

test Photo-zSNthesis and LCFIT+Z with host galaxy

photometric redshift priors in Section 4.4.2.

4.2. LSST (PLAsTiCC) Results

We evaluate our model and our baseline for com-

parison, LCFIT+Z, on a test set of 4,057 simulated

PLAsTiCC-like lightcurves with true redshift distribu-

tion shown in the right panel of Figure 1. The values of

the evaluation metrics for results from this work as well

as LCFIT+Z are shown in Table 3. The two methods for

obtaining point estimates from Photo-zSNthesis PDFs,

mean and max, give similar results, though the mean

point estimates have a degraded σMAD value compared

to the max point estimates but a smaller outlier rate.

However, the differences between mean and max point

estimates are orders of magnitude smaller than the im-

provement we see relative to LCFIT+Z. The mean gives

a ∼ 3.2× larger result than max on σMAD, compared

with a ∼ 180× larger result from LCFIT+Z.

Metric this work LCFIT+Z

mean max

bias 〈∆z〉 0.00095 0.00075 0.058

σMAD 0.0081 0.0025 0.0450

outlier rate η 3.87% 4.24% 32.3%

Table 3. Evaluation metrics computed for the PLAsTiCC
test dataset for both the mean(PDF) and max(PDF) point
estimates for our model as well as LCFIT+Z. The best result
for each metric is shown in bold.

We show the mean binned residuals, ∆z, as a function

of true redshift for our model and LCFIT+Z in Fig-

ure 7. We see that while the residuals of our model and

LCFIT+Z match quite well up to ztrue ∼ 0.4, LCFIT+Z

has a tendency to dramatically overestimate at higher

redshifts. We also see that the spread within each resid-

ual bin in LCFIT+Z results is much larger, as shown

in the size of the error bars on each point. In contrast,

our model shows a relatively flat ∆z over the full red-

shift range with minimal redshift-dependent bias, which

has not been achieved by other SN photometric redshift

estimators.

Figure 8 more clearly shows the spread of predicted

redshifts, where zpred is calculated as the mean(PDF)

for our model. The predictions produced by our model

(left panel) lie much closer to the zpred = ztrue line with

approximately equal amounts of scatter on either side,

reinforcing the minimal redshift-dependent bias shown

in Figure 7. The dark red area along the zpred = ztrue

line also indicates that most of the sample is localized

there. The LCFIT+Z results (right panel) have much

larger spread and little localization, as evidenced by the

lack of red in the plot.

4.3. SDSS Results

We evaluate our model and LCFIT+Z on a test set

of 5,274 simulated SDSS lightcurves and 489 real ob-

served SDSS lightcurves with true redshift distributions

shown in the right panel of Figure 2. Table 4 shows the

evaluation metrics calculated with the mean and max

point estimates on the simulated and observed SDSS

datasets, as well as the LCFIT+Z point estimates. With

the SDSS datasets, the similarity between the mean and

max point estimates is more pronounced. We also note

that though our model’s performance degrades slightly

between the simulated test set and the observed test set,

all metrics still strongly favor our model as the better

performer compared to LCFIT+Z. However, the σMAD

values differ less between our model and LCFIT+Z com-

pared to the PLAsTiCC test dataset, only offering a 2×
improvement as opposed to a 55 − 180× improvement
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Figure 8. Predicted vs. true redshifts for the PLAsTiCC simulated SNe Ia sample colored by the fraction of each sample
represented by each point. (left) Predictions from Photo-zSNthesis described in this work, (right) predictions from LCFIT+Z.
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Figure 9. Mean binned residuals ∆z as a function of true redshift ztrue for the SDSS simulated and real SNe Ia samples.
Predictions from this work have much lower biases as well as scatter compared to predictions from LCFIT+Z. We also show
that two common methods of condensing redshift PDFs into point estimates, max(PDF) and mean(PDF), resulting in similar
errors for our model. Dotted lines are plotted at ∆z = ±0.02 for reference.
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Metric SDSS simulated SDSS real

this work (mean) this work (max) LCFIT+Z this work (mean) this work (max) LCFIT+Z

bias 〈∆z〉 7.8e-5 0.00073 0.023 0.0050 0.0052 0.027

σMAD 0.011 0.010 0.028 0.018 0.020 0.047

outlier rate η 0.85% 1.16% 19.9% 5.14% 5.78% 26.1%

Table 4. Evaluation metrics computed for the SDSS simulated and real test datasets for both the mean(PDF) and max(PDF)
point estimates for our model as well as LCFIT+Z. The best result for each metric and dataset is shown in bold.
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Figure 10. Predicted vs. true redshifts for the SDSS simulated and real SNe Ia samples colored by the fraction of each sample
represented by each point. (Top row) Predictions from Photo-zSNthesis described in this work, (bottom row) predictions
from LCFIT+Z.
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and without bias correction computed from the simulated
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for the PLAsTiCC test dataset. This could be due to

the narrower redshift range of SDSS, as the LCFIT+Z

performance on the PLAsTiCC dataset degrades signif-

icantly after ztrue ∼ 0.4.

The mean binned residuals for our model and

LCFIT+Z evaluated on the simulated and real SDSS

datasets are shown in Figure 9. The residuals from both

models are much more constrained for SDSS than PLAs-

TiCC, as expected from the less significant differences in

evaluation metrics. LCFIT+Z still exhibits larger mean

∆z values for both the simulated and real datasets as

well as a larger spread in each bin. Both models general-

ize relatively well from simulations to real data, with our

mean residuals staying within |∆z| < 0.02 and LCFIT

within |∆z| < 0.05; however, an overall increase in |∆z|
values is noticeable between simulated and real data.

We show the comparison between predicted and true

redshifts in Figure 10 for the same datasets used in

Figure 9. Our model (top row) clearly produces more

constrained predictions, as they lie much closer to the

ztrue = zpred line with a high density of points (shown

in red) along the line. In contrast with the PLAsTiCC

results, in which LCFIT+Z performed relatively well at

lower redshifts, the performance over the full SDSS red-

shift range is poor.

4.3.1. Bias Correction

Simulations not only allow deep learning methods

such as Photo-zSNthesis to train on large datasets that

would be infeasible with real data alone, but also give

valuable estimates of the biases produced from those

models that can be used to correct the results on real

data. Here, we test this bias correction method on the

results of Photo-zSNthesis on the SDSS simulated and

real data. We compute the average ∆z values for the

simulated SDSS sample in 10 bins of ztrue values and

bin the real SDSS sample in the same way. We then

subtract the simulated ∆z value associated with the bin

of each real zpred estimate to produce the corrected curve

in Figure 11. Specifically, the corrected value of the ith

SN in the real SDSS dataset belonging to bin m is com-

puted as

zcorrected,i = zi − 〈∆zsim,m〉 (6)

where zcorrected,i is the corrected prediction, zi is the

uncorrected prediction, and 〈∆zsim,m〉 is the average ∆z

from the simulated SNe in bin m. The corrected ∆z

values are computed as defined in §4.1.1,

∆zcorrected =
zcorrected − ztrue

1 + ztrue
(7)

The corrected curve exhibits smaller biases than the

uncorrected curve, showing that this bias correction

method is valid in cases where the simulation is suffi-

ciently representative of the real data.

4.4. Further Experiments

4.4.1. Using Photo-zSNthesis photo-zs for Cosmology

Though producing a full cosmological analysis using

photo-zs predicted by Photo-zSNthesis is outside the

scope of this work, we provide some intuition for the

quality of our estimates in the context of cosmology.

The redshift error dzbias that results in a w bias of ∆w

at a particular redshift, zmodel, can be approximated by

the redshift difference

dzbias = zmodel − z∆w (8)

where z∆w is the redshift associated with the distance

modulus µmodel(zmodel) for the biased cosmology, i.e.

µmodel(zmodel) = µ∆w(z∆w) (9)

where µmodel, µ∆w are the distance moduli associated

with the model and biased cosmologies, respectively.

A concrete example of this is illustrated in the top

panel of Figure 12, which shows a zoomed-in portion of

the Hubble diagram in the neighborhood of our chosen

zmodel = 1 for our fiducial cosmology (w = −1,Ωm =

0.3) as well as examples of biases on w (∆w±0.03) plot-

ted on either side. Our choice of zmodel = 1 is motivated

by the importance of high redshift SNe on the constrain-

ing power on w, so we compare with our PLAsTiCC

results. We choose to focus on the ∆w = +0.03 cosmol-

ogy as our redshifts are slightly underestimated at z = 1.

In this example, z∆w=+0.03 = 1.00486 at zmodel = 1 is
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Figure 12. An illustration of our estimated cosmological
biases arising from photo-z errors. (top) A Hubble diagram
zoomed in to the neighborhood of zmodel = 1 showing a fidu-
cial cosmology (green: w = −1,Ωm = 0.3) and two biased
cosmologies (pink: ∆w = −0.03, orange: ∆w = +0.03).
The dashed black line shows the distance modulus value at
zmodel = 1 for the fiducial cosmology, µmodel(zmodel = 1).
The two dotted lines show the redshifts that correspond to
the value of µmodel(zmodel = 1) for the two biased cosmolo-
gies, i.e. µmodel(zmodel = 1) = µ∆w=−0.03(z = 0.99528) =
µ∆w=+0.03(z = 1.00486). The values of these redshifts are
labeled on the redshift axis. We approximate the redshift
error required to create a bias of, e.g. ∆w = +0.03, as the
difference between the biased and fiducial redshift values,
dzbias = 1−1.00486 = −0.00486. (bottom) ∆z = dz/(1+z)
values for various choices of ∆w, compared to the mean
binned residuals ∆z produced by the mean point estimates
of Photo-zSNthesis PDFs (pink, reproduced from Figure 7).

shown as the dotted vertical line on the right. We ap-

proximate dzbias for ∆w = +0.03 at zmodel = 1 to be

dzbias = zmodel − z∆w=+0.03 = 1− 1.00486 = −0.00486

(10)

This corresponds to half the distance between the dotted

vertical lines in the figure. The mean redshift error for

our results on the PLAsTiCC dataset at ztrue = 1 are

∆z =
zpred − ztrue

1 + ztrue
= −0.002 (11)

translating to an expected redshift difference of

zpred − ztrue = (1 + ztrue) · −0.002 = −0.004 (12)

This is below the expected dzbias associated with a w

shift of ∆w = +0.03.

The bottom panel of Figure 12 shows ∆z values for

different choices of cosmological biases (here we choose

to vary w) across the full LSST redshift range, along

with the ∆z values produced by Photo-zSNthesis on the

PLAsTiCC dataset. Note that the y axis of this plot is

∆z = dz/(1 + z), i.e. dzbias normalized by (1 + zmodel),

for ease of comparison with Photo-zSNthesis mean resid-

ual ∆z values. This comparison over all redshifts shows

that Photo-zSNthesis redshifts lack the precision to con-

strain cosmology to ∆w = ±0.03, since the pink line rep-

resenting Photo-zSNthesis redshift errors mostly does

not lie in the area within the ∆w = ±0.03 teal lines.

However, this high-level analysis is an overestimate of

the expected impact on cosmology, and a thorough cos-

mological analysis with Photo-zSNthesis photo-z’s will

be the subject of a future work.

4.4.2. Comparison with LCFIT+Z with Host Galaxy
Redshift Prior

In §4.2 and §4.3, we showed results for Photo-

zSNthesis and LCFIT+Z with no host galaxy informa-

tion included. Photo-zSNthesis was formulated not to

require a host redshift prior in order to prevent biases

due to incorrect host redshifts. However, in a context
in which host mismatches are rare and host redshifts

are reliable, we want to use all available information to

produce the most constrained SN photo-z estimates.

We test both Photo-zSNthesis and LCFIT+Z with

a prior on zpred, the predicted redshift, given by the

host galaxy photometric redshift estimate. We choose

to use photometric redshifts as opposed to spectroscopic

to more closely emulate a future scenario in which most

host galaxies will not have spectroscopic information

available.

We model this prior, P (Zhost), as a Gaussian centered

on the photo-z of the host galaxy, zhost, and use the

estimated uncertainty, σzhost , as the standard deviation:

Zhost ∼ N (zhost, σzhost) (13)

We treat Photo-zSNthesis PDFs, P (ZPhoto-zSN), as

Bayesian posteriors and apply the host prior using
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Metric this work LCFIT+Z

no prior with prior no prior with prior

bias 〈∆z〉 0.0050 0.0061 0.027 0.021

σMAD 0.018 0.017 0.057 0.025

outlier rate η 5.14% 4.93% 26.1% 17.6%

Table 5. Evaluation metrics computed for the SDSS ob-
served photometric SNe Ia sample both with and without a
host galaxy photo-z prior. The best results for each metric
and dataset are shown in bold.

Bayes’ theorem:

P (Zpred) =
P (ZPhoto-zSN|Zhost)P (Zhost)

P (ZPhoto-zSN)

=
P (ZPhoto-zSN)P (Zhost)∑
i P (ZPhoto-zSN,i)P (Zhost,i)

(14)

simplified by the fact that P (Zhost) and P (ZPhoto-zSN)

are statistically independent.

LCFIT+Z uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

process to sample from the posterior distribution over a

5-dimensional parameter space: 4 SALT fit parameters

color c, stretch-luminosity parameter x1, time of peak

brightness t0, flux normalization parameter x0; and red-

shift zphot. The host prior constrains the search space,

resulting in a higher likelihood of convergence to a global

minimum.

In Figure 13, we show ∆z values for the SDSS

photometric SNe Ia dataset for Photo-zSNthesis and

LCFIT+Z with and without a host photo-z prior. The

∆z results with no host prior are identical to those in the

right panel of Figure 9. The host prior noticeably im-

proves LCFIT+Z results on ztrue < 0.2 and ztrue > 0.3,

as well as the scatter across the full redshift range, shown

in the smaller error bars. The Photo-zSNthesis results

with and without host prior are very similar, however, as

the host prior is often less constraining than the Photo-

zSNthesis PDFs themselves. We show the bias, σMAD,

and outlier rate for both models with and without the

host prior in Table 5. These results show that Photo-

zSNthesis outperforms LCFIT+Z even in the presence

of a host galaxy redshift prior.

4.4.3. Balancing Redshift Classes

Most machine learning-based classification models

perform best when trained on a dataset with balanced

classes, i.e. a dataset with the same number of ex-

amples for each class. In this case, this translates to

a flat redshift distribution. Due to the interplay be-

tween the SN volumetric rate, which increases with red-

shift, and survey detection efficiency, which drops off
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Figure 13. Mean binned residuals, ∆z ≡ zpred−ztrue
1+ztrue

, as a
function of true redshift, ztrue, for the SDSS observed pho-
tometric SNe Ia sample. Errors from both Photo-zSNthesis
and LCFIT+Z are shown with (darker) and without (lighter)
a prior on zpred from the host galaxy photometric redshift.
The lighter (no prior) curves are identical to those in Fig-
ure 9, with the max(PDF) curves omitted for clarity.

at a survey-dependent magnitude threshold, observed

redshift distributions typically exhibit a “humped” pat-

tern with very few low- and high-redshift SNe (see e.g.

Figures 1 and 2). This effectively allows the model to

learn a prior on the distribution that would encourage

predictions biased toward more populated redshift bins,

i.e. overestimating low-redshift SNe and underestimat-

ing high-redshift SNe. We presented our nominal results

with Photo-zSNthesis trained on an unmodified redshift

distribution, but provide a discussion on the possibility

of improved performance when trained on a flat redshift

distribution.

Demonstrating the performance of Photo-zSNthesis

trained on a flat redshift distribution requires either se-

lecting a very small percentage of a large suite of simula-

tions to produce the same number of SNe in each redshift

bin, or a simulation with a manually tuned flat redshift

distribution that ignores physical constraints such as the

survey detection efficiency. We demonstrate the former

and call the resulting dataset Dflat. NDflat
, the number

of SNe in Dflat, is much lower than that of our nominal

training set since Dflat is produced from the same SDSS

simulations described in §2.1.2. Since models trained

with datasets of different sizes can produce very differ-

ent results due to effects such as overfitting, we control

for dataset size by producing a second dataset of NDflat

SNe with an unmodified redshift distribution, Dobserved,

which serves as a baseline for comparison.

Specifically, we select 200 simulated SDSS SNe Ia from

each of the 50 redshift bins to produce Dflat, resulting
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in a dataset of NDflat
= 10, 000 SNe. We select 10,000

SNe from the same SDSS simulations at random to pro-

duce Dobserved, which mirrors the original unmodified

redshift distribution. We also modified the final hidden

layer of the model to contain 256 nodes instead of 1,024

to accommodate for the smaller dataset sizes. ∆z vs.

ztrue for models trained on both datasets are shown in

Figure 14. The model trained on Dobserved (i.e. with no

redshift balancing) underpredicts more often at higher

redshifts, resulting in larger ∆z values for ztrue > 0.25

for both simulated and real data. This indicates that

the small redshift-dependent bias in our primary results

(e.g. Figure 9) could indeed be alleviated through bal-

ancing classes. However, creating a balanced training

set the size of the one used for Figure 9 would require a

10× larger set of simulations, which would require hun-

dreds of CPU hours. Thus, we do not perform redshift

balancing for our primary results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented Photo-zSNthesis, a convo-

lutional neural network model that predicts full redshift

PDFs from multi-band photometric SNe Ia lightcurves.

We evaluated its performance on simulated SDSS and

LSST lightcurves, as well as a photometrically confirmed

SDSS SNe Ia sample. We compared our results against

LCFIT+Z, the most frequently used photometric red-

shift estimation method for SNe, and showed superior

performance across all evaluation metrics. Our model

also exhibits minimal redshift-dependent bias, which has

plagued redshift estimators in the past, and generalizes

well between simulated and observed data.

Though Photo-zSNthesis does not require host galaxy

information to produce accurate SN photo-z estimates,

host galaxy redshifts can be incorporated as a prior

to further improve our predictions. We tested Photo-

zSNthesis and LCFIT+Z with a host galaxy photomet-

ric redshift prior to demonstrate the performance of

these models in the LSST era when host galaxy spectro-

scopic redshifts will not be widely available. We show

that while the host galaxy prior improves LCFIT+Z es-

timates, Photo-zSNthesis still produces more accurate

photo-z point estimates as well as constrained PDFs.

We also investigated the impact of the training set red-

shift distribution on model predictions, and concluded

that a flat redshift distribution, i.e. balanced training

data, may further reduce the underestimation of high-

redshift SNe. However, since balanced datasets are a

small subset of the full simulation, creating a large bal-

anced dataset would require prohibitively large simula-

tions.

We envision Photo-zSNthesis to be useful for many

tasks in supernova science, including precise volumet-

ric rate calculations, discovery of incorrect host galaxy

matches via redshift discrepancies, and photometric SNe

Ia cosmology. We briefly explored the cosmological

constraints that can be expected from Photo-zSNthesis

photo-zs and concluded that the bias on w may be on

the order of ∆w ∼ 0.1.

In future work, we intend to develop a framework for

incorporating redshift PDFs and their associated uncer-

tainties into the Hubble diagram and produce more ac-

curately modeled cosmological constraints from Photo-

zSNthesis redshift PDFs. We also plan to explore the

use of Photo-zSNthesis redshift predictions as a method

of identifying host confusion and potential mismatches

for LSST. Though Photo-zSNthesis was developed for

SNe Ia with cosmological applications in mind, the data

processing and model architecture can be generalized for

use with any astronomical time-domain events.

Accurate photometric redshift estimation for SNe Ia

will become vital in the imminent era of photometric SN

Ia cosmology. We believe that the approach and model

presented here will allow us to maximize the constrain-

ing power of these new datasets.
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MUSE AO spectroscopy confirms five dual AGNs and two strongly
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ABSTRACT

The novel Gaia Multi Peak (GMP) technique has proven to be able to successfully select dual and lensed AGN candidates at sub-
arcsec separations. Both populations are important because dual AGNs represent one of the central, still largely untested, predictions
of ΛCDM cosmology, and compact lensed quasars allow to probe the central regions of the lensing galaxies. In this work, we
present high spatial resolution spectroscopy of twelve GMP-selected systems. We use the the adaptive-optics assisted integral-field
spectrograph MUSE at VLT to resolve each system and study the nature of each component. All the targets reveal the presence of
two components confirming the GMP selection. We classify five targets as dual AGNs, two as lensed systems, and five as a chance
alignment of a star and and AGN. Having separations between 0.30" and 0.86", these dual and lensed systems are, to date, among the
most compact ever discovered at z > 0.3. This is the largest sample of distant dual AGNs with sub-arcsec separations ever presented
in a single paper.

Key words. Galaxies: active – quasars: Dual, – Gravitational lensing: general

1. Introduction

Supermassive black hole (SMBH) pairs at sub-kpc scales (∼
0.5′′) are expected to form in at the centre of galaxies during the
hierarchical assembly of structures (e.g. Begelman et al. 1980;
Mayer et al. 2007). During galaxy mergers, SMBH pairs can un-
dergo orbital decay via dynamical friction, form a gravitation-
ally bound binary (e.g. Kelley et al. 2017; Volonteri et al. 2022,
among many others), and eventually coalesce with associated
emission of gravitational waves (GWs) as predicted by Albert
Einstein’s general theory of relativity (Einstein 1936). Dual ac-
tive galactic nuclei (AGNs) are systems containing two active
nuclei powered by accretion onto two different SMBHs that are
nested inside their host, but that are not yet mutually gravitation-
ally bound. These systems are the natural precursors of coalesc-
ing binary SMBHs, which are strong emitters of low-frequency
GWs (Colpi 2014). Quantifying their overall abundance would
help us estimating the GW event rate in the future ESA mission
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), which will unveil
the rich population of SMBHs of ∼ 104−7 M� forming in the col-
lision out to redshifts as large as z ∼ 20 (e.g Amaro-Seoane et al.
2023). Moreover, dual AGNs are relevant to understand the theo-

ries of hierarchical structure formation, growth and demography
of SMBHs, and AGN fuelling and feedback.

The discovery of two nearby AGNs at the same redshift can
reveal the presence of a dual system (two different SMBHs),
but can also be due to the lensing of a single quasar (QSO)
by an intervening foreground galaxy. Lensed systems at small
projected separations are a powerful tool to address key ques-
tions in astrophysics, like studying intrinsically faint and distant
lensed sources, investigating dark matter properties of the deflec-
tor (Massey et al. 2010), and providing constraints to fundamen-
tal cosmological quantities, like the Hubble constant, the cos-
mological constant, and the density parameter of the Universe
(Wong et al. 2020). These studies are possible since many prop-
erties of the lensed systems depend on the age, the scale, and the
overall geometry of the Universe (Narasimha 2002). Therefore,
both dual and lensed AGNs are very powerful tools to answer a
wide range of open questions.

The direct observation of dual and lensed AGNs at such
small separations is challenging due to the combination of their
rarity and the limited spatial resolutions of current facilities. The
ESA GAIA satellite (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) catalog has
been mined in various ways to select these elusive systems. For
example, dual and lensed systems have been discovered by look-
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ing for multiple Gaia sources associated, within a few arcsec, to
known AGNs (Chen et al. 2022; Shen et al. 2023). More com-
pact systems have been identified by looking for the astrometric
jitter associated to AGN variability in unresolved dual systems
("varstrometry") (Hwang et al. 2020; Shen et al. 2019). Despite
all these efforts, until recently, very few dual AGNs with separa-
tions below ∼ 7 kpc have been confirmed at z > 0.5 (e.g., Lemon
et al. 2019; Chen 2021; Chen et al. 2023b, see Mannucci et al.
2023 for a full list), making any quantitative testing of cosmo-
logical predictions impossible, especially at high redshift.

Recently, a novel technique dubbed "Gaia multi-peak"
(GMP; Mannucci et al. 2022) was developed by our group to
obtain large and reliable samples of dual and lensed AGN candi-
dates with sub-arcsec separations. This method looks for AGNs
that present multiple peaks in the 1D light profiles observed by
Gaia. The GMP method consists in selecting AGNs with large
values of the Gaia catalog parameter ipd_frac_multi_peak
(fmp) provided since the recent Early Data Release 3 (EDR3,
Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021). This parameter gives the frac-
tion of differently oriented transits of the satellite in which the
object appears to have multiple light peaks. The statistical prop-
erties of the GMP selection have been described in Mannucci
et al. (2022) and Mannucci et al. (2023).

GMP-selected objects could be physically-associated dual
AGNs, gravitationally-lensed systems, or an AGN plus a fore-
ground star. Therefore, accurate, spatially-resolved spectroscopy
is necessary to unveil their nature. Integral field spectroscopy is
particularly well-suited to extract spatially resolved spectra of
each component of these systems because, in most cases, the po-
sitions of the various components are not known a priori. More-
over, either space observations or the use of Adaptive Optics
(AO) from the ground are needed due to the small angular sep-
arations of the components. The first spatially-resolved spectra
of GMP-selected systems, obtained with Keck/OSIRIS (Larkin
et al. 2006), and HST/STIS were presented by Mannucci et al.
(2022), Ciurlo et al. (2023), and Mannucci et al. (2023).

Our aim is to discover and classify further GMP dual-AGN
candidates. Here, we present AO-assisted observations with
MUSE (Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer, Bacon et al. 2010)
Narrow Field Mode (NFM) at ESO VLT (Very Large Telescope),
of twelve GMP-selected systems at z>0.3, the largest such sam-
ple to date. We also present a spectral decomposition applied to
spatially-unresolved spectra to identify and remove from the tar-
get list the AGN plus star systems before the AO observations.

The manuscript is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss
the methods used to select AGN? systems with specific magni-
tudes and separations, and evaluate the effectiveness of the GMP
in selecting these targets. In Sect. 3 and 4 we describe the obser-
vations and the steps followed to analyze the spectra and identify
the nature of each component. In Sect. 5 we analyze and classify
each system. Finally, in Sect. 6 we summarize our findings and
discuss their implications in the larger context of observed dual
AGNs at small separations, comparing them with other results
from the literature.

2. Target Selection

Nine of the targets were selected among spectroscopically con-
firmed AGNs, i.e, objects for which previous ground-based,
seeing-limited spectroscopy is available (§ 2.1). We comple-
mented this sample with three additional photometric GMP-
selected quasars (see § 2.2) from the AGN Gaia catalog for
which only low-resolution spectroscopy (R∼20−100) from Gaia
is available.

The main properties of these 12 targets are reported in Ta-
ble 1.

2.1. Spectroscopic targets

We chose nine sources among ∼ 300 GMP-selected targets with
spectroscopic redshift from the Milliquas v7.2 catalog (Flesch
2021) and from our own spectroscopic follow-up obtained with
the ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera (v.2, EFOSC2)
at the New Technology Telescope (NTT). The results of this
spectroscopic campaign will be presented in a future publica-
tion. All objects in the starting sample have fmp>10, to ensure
the presence of a double source (Mannucci et al. 2022).

Among these sources, we selected targets with the following
requirements: declination accessible from Paranal (Dec< +15◦);
far from the galactic plane (|b| > 15◦) to reduce stellar contam-
ination, and bright enough in the near-IR to drive the MUSE
AO system (J < 17.5). This latter threshold was chosen to be
1 mag brighter than the limit given in the MUSE manual for
P109, to allow for AO observations in turbulence class up to
50%. J band magnitudes are either obtained from 2MASS, or
derived from the observed Gaia Bp and Rp magnitudes, with a
resulting uncertainty of ∼ 0.22. Moreover, we chose targets far
from large galaxies in the Local Group (mainly M31, Large and
Small Magellanic Clouds) in order to decrease stellar contami-
nation. Finally, we preferentially selected objects with z > 0.5
to probe the redshift range where most of the merging activity
is expected (Chen et al. 2023a), and to avoid the presence of
bright host galaxies that could affect the GMP selection (Man-
nucci et al. 2022). The observations were carried out from July,
2022 to March, 2023.

2.1.1. Decomposition of ground-based spectra

In order to identify the chance association between an AGN
and a Galactic star, we developed a novel procedure to exam-
ine the total, combined spectra of the unresolved multiple GMP-
selected sources before the MUSE follow ups. This method al-
lowed us to remove from the target list systems showing signif-
icant stellar features at velocity ∼ 0 km/s with respect to Earth,
indication that the companion of the AGN is a star.

Ground-based spectroscopic data (see Table 1) using aper-
tures that include both objects of the pair were employed pri-
marily to reveal the presence of an AGN and measure its red-
shift. In GMP-selected systems, the luminosity ratio between
primary and secondary component is usually less than a factor of
six for all the objects with G > 18.5 (Mannucci et al. 2023). As
a consequence, we can identify cases where one of the two pair
members is a star, by deconvolving the total ground-based spec-
trum into potential quasar plus star superpositions using a stellar
spectrum in addition to a dust-obscured quasar template, and es-
timating their relative contribution. For the quasar component,
we adopted the parametric spectral energy distribution (SED)
model from Temple et al. (2021) to reproduce the average ob-
served quasar spectra across the redshift range 0 < z < 5. For the
stellar component, we used a library consisting of a combination
of the MaStar (MaNGA Stellar Library) survey from SDSS-IV
(see Yan et al. 2019), covering the spectral range 3622−10354 Å
at a resolving power of R ∼ 1800. We only considered stars of
spectral types G, K, and M, because hotter stars are very rare
at high Galactic altitudes. The deconvolution routine finds the
best-fit linear combination of the stellar and quasar templates to
reproduce the observed spectrum.
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The free parameters of our decomposition procedure are the
stellar spectral type, the amount of dust extinction in the QSO
spectrum, AV , the redshift of the QSO, zQSO (if not previously
known), the flux normalizations of the two spectra, Fstar and
FQSO, and the radial motion of the stellar companion, allowing
for a maximum shift of the stellar spectrum of ±250 km/s.
Since in many cases we observe the co-presence of strong QSO
emission lines and weak stellar absorption lines, we determine
whether to include a stellar component by estimating the χ2 over
the main stellar absorption features for each spectral type. With
all these ingredients, we classify as AGN plus star alignments
the systems where, during the spectral decomposition, the
addition of a stellar component decreases the χ2 computed over
the main absorption lines by at least 30%. While fitting the
data with a combination of QSO and stellar templates, we also
imposed the magnitudes of the primary and secondary systems
obtained from the fit to be within the sensitivity limits for GMP
computed by Mannucci et al. (2023).

We implemented this optimization technique in November
2022, and after this date we used it to examine GMP sources
to look for the presence of stellar features. Examples of this
technique’s results are shown in Mannucci et al. (2023). As a
consequence, the targets J0015–2526, J1059+0622, and J0052–
3045 have been selected from a larger sample of GMP sources
from the Milliquas catalog after this spectral decomposition. As
discussed in Sect. 6, this procedure turned out to be very effec-
tive in identifying and removing AGN plus star systems before
spatially-resolved observation.

2.2. Photometric targets

We complemented the nine spectroscopic targets described
above with three systems from the Gaia AGN catalog. We se-
lected objects with values of fmp above the adopted threshold
of 10 (see Sec. 2.1) among those classified as AGN based on
the Discrete Source Classifier (DSC) quasar probability. DSC
is a module that classifies Gaia sources probabilistically into
five classes: quasar, galaxy, star, white dwarf, and physical bi-
nary star. The Combmod value takes the output class proba-
bilities with a value in the range [0,1]. In particular, we fo-
cused on quasars (classprob_dsc_combmod_quasar > 0.978)
with high values of two additional parameters processed by the
module Quasar Classifier (QSOC, Delchambre et al. 2022). The
first, Zqsoc, indicates the reliability of the redshift estimated
by Gaia, while the processing binary flag, flags_qsoc, reports
the potential errors that can occur during the prediction pro-
cess from QSOC. We considered sources with Zqsoc above the
threshold of 0.99 (out of a maximum of 1) in order to obtain
optimal redshift estimates and with the processing binary flag
flags_qsoc=0, indicating the absence of any warning flags.

3. Observations and data reduction

All the objects were observed with VLT/MUSE, which pro-
vides optical, integral-field unit (IFU) spectra (programs ID:
109.22W5 and 110.23SM, PI: Mannucci). This paper includes
data acquired until March, 2023. The main properties of the
twelve observed targets are reported in Table 1. We used the
7.5′′ × 7.5′′ FoV NFM of the instrument, assisted by the AO
system employing 4 laser guide stars (LGS, Lewis et al. 2013).
The spatially resolved spectra thus obtained have a FWHM (full
width at half maximum) around 0.030′′ − 0.050′′, a spatial sam-

pling of 0.025′′ × 0.025′′, and a spectral coverage from 4750 Å
to 9350 Å. We employed slightly different observing strategies
in P109 and P110. For the former semester, we used four MUSE
position angles (PAs) rotated by 90 deg from each other, for a
total exposure time of 35 min per object. Having verified that
three PAs are enough to obtain a good sky subtraction and re-
move the instrument artifacts, in P110 we reduced the overheads
by decreasing the PAs to three, for a total exposure time between
19 min and 27 min per target, depending on the magnitude of
each of them.

We reduced our data by using the processing pipeline for
the MUSE Instrument (Weilbacher et al. 2020) running under
the EsoReflex (ESO Recipe Flexible Execution Workbench,
Freudling et al. 2013) graphical environment. We used the stan-
dard workflow, subtracting the sky by extracting it from 50%
faintest parts of the field of view, away from the target, which
takes up only a small portion of the Fo.

In all cases, the AO system provided an excellent correction,
and we measure FWHMs of the point-spread-function (PSF) at
∼ 7000 Å between 0.14" and 0.17". J0052-3045 exhibits the
worst PSF, with a FWHM ' 0.17” in the direction along the sep-
aration. Despite this, since the separation among the components
is 0.440" (see Tab. 3), the two sources are well distinguished.

4. Data analysis

The MUSE data confirm that the GMP selection is able to suc-
cessfully recover multiple systems: all the twelve observed sys-
tems are resolved into two point-sources with separations be-
tween 0.30" and 0.86", within the expected range according to
Mannucci et al. (2022). In Figure 1, we show the cut-outs ex-
tracted from the data cubes around the position of the targets,
whilst in Figure 2 we present the spatially resolved spectra ex-
tracted from the squared apertures shown on the images. In all
cases, the separations are much larger than the PSF FWHM,
therefore all the spectra are independent and can be used to sepa-
rately study the nature of each source and measure its properties.

We have modelled each spectrum with either an AGN or a
stellar spectrum. For AGNs, we used the templates created by
Vanden Berk et al. (2001) and by Temple et al. (2021). To ac-
count for the effects of interstellar dust extinction, we considered
three different extinction laws to the AGN templates: Calzetti
et al. (2000), Cardelli et al. (1989), and an empirical quasar ex-
tinction law presented in Temple et al. (2021). We fit all the ob-
served spectra with these AGN templates, by varying E(B−V)
and the source redshift. Best fit values for dual and lensed AGN
are reported in Table 3. We used these E(B−V) values to correct
each spectrum for extinction. Specifically, according to the qual-
ity of the fit, we used the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law to
correct both spectra of J0402-3227, while for all other spectra
we applied the empirical extinction law established by Temple
et al. (2021).

For stars, we used the same library as detailed in Sect. 2.1.1,
considering stars of G, K, and M spectral types. These stars have
much redder colors than AGNs and, in most cases, their spectral
features dominate the red part of the spectrum. Stars hotter than
spectral type G are exceedingly rare far from the galactic plane,
thus we exclude them. Our fitting procedure tests all the possible
stars with different multiplicative factors and selects the best one
with the χ2 method. We report all the results in Table 2.

For the systems classified as composed of two AGN spectra,
our goal is to determine whether the two images are associated
with the same AGN lensed by a foreground galaxy, or if they are
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Table 1. Main properties of the targets observed with VLT/MUSE. Separations (in case of multiple objects) and fmp are derived from Gaia’s
catalog, G and J-band are derived from Gaia Bp and Rp photometry. Redshift is obtained from spatially-unresolved spectra whose origin is
reported in the table. Texp is the total exposure time of the MUSE observations.

Target Redshift fmp Gaia Sep. J G Spectrum Texp Observation
(′′) source (min:s) date

J0007+0053 0.318 12 0.792 15.99 17.68 SDSS 19:06 Nov. 20, 2022
J0015–2526 0.969 62 - 15.27 16.26 NTT/EFOSC2 19:06 Dec. 20, 2022
J0052–3045 1.462 44 - 17.63 19.78 2QZ 26:42 Dec. 24, 2022
J0128–0444 1.631 15 - 17.72 20.42 SDSS 34:20 Aug. 20, 2022
J0402–3237 1.280 16 0.661 17.19 19.47 Lemon 27:12 Oct. 19, 2022
J0525–4153 2.155 26 - 16.95 18.17 Gaia 26:42 Dec. 29, 2022
J0545–2236 2.488 21 0.554 17.31 19.51 Gaia 26:42 Jan. 15, 2023
J0840–0529 1.393 55 - 17.01 18.34 Gaia 26:42 Jan. 25, 2023
J1059+0622 2.199 27 0.592 15.98 17.47 SDSS 19:06 Jan. 27, 2023
J2139–4331 0.485 10 0.666 16.36 18.57 NTT/EFOSC2 19:06 Nov. 20, 2022
J2211–0009 0.667 24 - 17.17 19.26 SDSS 34:20 July 03, 2022
J2228–3047 1.948 28 - 16.87 18.19 2QZ 34:20 Aug. 21, 2022
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Fig. 1. White light images (target name and separation of the two objects are reported on the figure). The spectra are extracted from the square
apertures plotted over the maps. Orange squares enclose the targets later identified as stars, while the confirmed AGNs are displayed with violet
and light-blue apertures (A and B components).

two distinct quasars in the same host galaxy or in two different
host galaxies. In principle, the spectra of the two images of a
lensed system are expected to be the same, except for a normal-
isation factor. In practice, the intrinsic variability of the AGN
coupled with the different delays between the two images can
produce some differences. At these luminosities (Lbol = 1046−47

erg s−1), the BLR is expected to have dimensions of hundreds

of light days (Bentz et al. 2013). In comparison, we do not ex-
pect variability due to time delay, because the typical timescales
for intrinsic variations at sub-arcsec separations are much larger
than those probed by the time delay between the two images (a
few days at most). Narrow emission lines are expected to come
from hundreds of parsecs from the central engine and, therefore,
strong variability is not expected. Small differences are expected
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Lensed

Lensed

Dual

DualDual

Dual

Dual

Fig. 2. Spectra of the systems observed with MUSE (target name and redshift are reported in the panels). They have been extracted over the square
apertures marked on the white light images in Figure 1 (with the same color-coding). Vertical blue dotted lines mark the position of the main
expected emission lines. For J0052−3045, emission lines are plotted in light-blue and violet as the redshift for the two AGNs is not the same. The
gap around 6000Å is due to the New Generation Controllers (NGC) deployed in adaptive optics.

in the continuum and, thus, in the emission line equivalent width
(EW). Furthermore, if one lensed image exhibits one or more
narrow absorption lines (NALs) at the quasar’s redshift, it is ex-
pected that the other lensed image should also display the same
feature. This is because the NALs reflect the gas composition
within the quasar. In contrast, dual AGNs can have different ab-
sorption features because they are kpc apart. Summarizing, to
assess the nature of all the systems in our study, we analyze the
entire emitted spectra of both AGNs, focusing on the following
properties:

– Redshift

– EWs of the detected lines, and line profile
– Emission line flux ratios
– Presence of narrow absorption lines
– Continuum level and shape

If all these quantities are consistent within the uncertainty in
the two spectra, we classify the system as a lensed QSO. Oth-
erwise, significantly different values lead us to identify them as
dual AGNs. The number of quantities that show significant dif-
ferences between the sources is directly proportional to our con-
fidence in the dual nature of the system.
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4.1. Cross Correlation

In order to automatise the classification of the system (lensed
or dual) based on the comparison between the two spectra, we
develop a cross correlation approach following different proce-
dures, depending on the examined system. For example, in the
case of potential lensed systems we introduce possible varia-
tions compatible with lensing. In particular, we make a cross-
correlation between the B component and the A component of
the same system. If none of the obtained cross-correlations over-
laps the spectrum of the system’s A component with no shift oin
redshift, this target is classified as dual.

1. Initially, we cross-correlate the two spectra using two free
parameters only, namely, a shift in redshift and a magnifi-
cation factor on flux. In the case where the first parameter
deviates from zero, we classify the system as dual. While,
if the shift is equal to zero, a perfect match (within the er-
rors) is expected in case of lensed systems with no intrinsic
variation.

2. As a first refinement to the previous step, we introduce an
additional free parameter that accounts for the different nor-
malisation between the continuum and the lines that the two
spectra display. This is possible in a lensed system, because
the continuum varies as a consequence of the AGN intrin-
sic variability or of microlensing effects, while, the narrow
lines are expected to be stable. This is the optimal solution
for J0015–2526 for example, where we quantify a magnifi-
cation factor for lines and we alter it by 67 % to reproduce
the continuum.

3. As a second refinement, we consider the addition of a sec-
ond degree polynomial to the observed spectra in order to
account for any possible alteration in the extinction law be-
tween the two AGNs. This can happen as the images that
we observe come from the same source but pass through dif-
ferent regions of the intergalactic medium. We proceed with
this further correction in the case of J0525–4153, where the
two sources have different values of E(B-V), 0.155 and 0.014
respectively.

4.2. Line fitting procedure

Another crucial step to classify the systems, distinguishing dual
from lensed AGNs, entails the analysis of the spectral lines. To
analyze the emission lines, we fit multiple Gaussian functions
with different centers, amplitudes, and widths to each line in
all observed sources. Gaussian fitting with two components (i.e.,
one narrow and one broad) was employed for broad lines, in ad-
dition to a power law for the continuum, while for the narrow
lines, only one Gaussian was utilized for the emission. For all
the lines of each object, we measure the center and we quantify
their EW to estimate the line ratios among two lines flux. Central
wavelengths and EW values are reported in Table 4.

5. Results

The details of the resulting classification are listed in Table 2 for
the five AGN/star associations, and in Table 3 for the seven dual
or lensed AGN systems. Following the cross-correlation proce-
dure described in Sect. 4, we classify two objects as lensed sys-
tems and five as dual AGNs.
We classify J0015–2526 and J0525–4153 as lensed systems
since their components exhibit overlapping spectra, with similar
trends in continuum and equivalent widths (EW) for all the lines.

Table 2. List of AGN+star systems observed in the sample, with their
angular separation and best-fitting stellar type.

Target Sep (") Star Type
J0007+0053 0.78 K7
J0128−0444 0.86 M7
J0545−2236 0.52 M6
J2139−4331 0.82 K5
J2211−0009 0.56 M0

On the other hand, J0052–3045 is a clear dual system because its
spectra show a significant difference in redshift, estimated to be
∆z = 0.010 (∼ 3000 km/s) through cross correlation analysis.
However, this value could be smaller due to the absence of nar-
row lines in one of the AGNs (light blue in Fig. 2) making it
difficult to accurately estimate the redshift. As a result, its mea-
surement relies solely on the broad narrow line MgII, which ex-
hibits a distinctly different profile between the two components.
In the other cases (J0402–3237, J0840–0529, J1059+0622 and
J2228–3047), the spectra reveal varying EWs and line ratios. In
J0402–3237 and J2228–3047 the continuum also differs. Addi-
tionally, in the latter object, the largest difference is observed in
the EW of Fe, specifically in the region around 7000 Å.

We note that some spectra reveal the presence of narrow ab-
sorption lines (NALs) from intervening material. Here, we only
present the absorption features of J0052-3045, which are used
for the classification of the system. The other absorption systems
will be describe in a future work.

In the following, we describe the properties of each of the
observed systems and the procedure followed for their final clas-
sification.

5.1. AGN+star

Five of the observed systems have been classified as a combi-
nation of an AGN and a star (see Table 2). Figure 2 presents
the MUSE spectra of these five systems, where the orange line
shows the spectrum of the star. The classification of the sec-
ondary system as a star is performed through the technique pre-
sented in the previous Section. We do not proceed further with
the analysis of these systems. They allow us to assess the frac-
tion of sources which are revealed as multiple systems due to the
chance alignment of a star with an AGN.

5.2. Lensed AGN systems

We start by describing the results of the MUSE spectral analysis
for the two systems classified as lensed AGNs (two out of the
seven targets in which both components are AGNs).

5.2.1. J0015−2526

The classification of this system as a lensed AGN is based on
the striking similarity of the two spectra, and confirmed through
the cross-correlation discussed in Sect. 4.1 and shown in Fig.
3. For J0015−2526, we quantify a magnification factor for the
emission lines and apply a correction to this value to reproduce
the continuum. This is reasonable because the continuum could
be affected by microlensing and could have variability on a short
timescale. The correction factor obtained, 68%, is in agreement
with this scenario (Fian et al. 2018, e.g).

Although we expected small variations in the EWs of the
lines due to the continuum variability, they were found to be
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Table 3. Results of MUSE analysis of systems with two AGNs. Projected separations in kpc are computed at the redshift of the QSO.

Target Sep (") Sep (kpc) Redshift E(B − V) Classification
J0015-2526_A 0.370 - 0.971 0.050 Lensed AGNJ0015-2526_B 0.971 0.068
J0052-3045_A 0.440 3.82 1.455 0.156 Dual AGNJ0052-3045_B 1.445 0.152
J0402-3237_A 0.666 5.73 1.280 0.189 Dual AGNJ0402-3237_B 1.281 0.861
J0525-4153_A 0.300 - 2.161 0.155 Lensed AGNJ0525-4153_B 2.161 0.014
J0840-0529_A 0.385 3.33 1.386 0.130 Dual AGNJ0840-0529_B 1.384 0.022
J1059+0622_A 0.579 4.91 2.209 0.197 Dual AGNJ1059+0622_B 2.210 0.124
J2228-3047_A 0.377 3.25 1.949 0.338 Dual AGNJ2228-3047_B 1.951 0.271
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Fig. 3. Cross correlation J0015−2526_B (light-blue AGN spectra): mul-
tiplied in flux and shifted to the same redshift by the quantities indicated
in the labels. Color-coding as in Fig. 2.

consistent across both spectra. In the spectra of J0015−2526
there are six discernible lines, of which MgIIλ2798, Hδ λ4103,
and Hγλ4342 were fitted following the procedure explained in
Sect. 4.2. These lines were selected due to their distinct profiles.
Gaussian fitting with two components (i.e., one narrow and one
broad) was employed for MgII, in addition to a power law for the
continuum, while only one Gaussian was considered to model
Balmer lines. Central wavelength and EW values were computed
for each line, and we found that these values were consistent
between the two AGNs. Additionally, the two sources have the
same line ratios among the fluxes within the errors, providing
strong evidence that this is indeed a lensed system. Notably, the
Hδ/Hγ ratio, which is determined from two narrow lines. All rel-
evant values are reported in Table 4.

Once we classified J0015−2526 as a lensed system, we
tried to identify the lens. We extracted four images in four
wavelength ranges devoid of bright sky lines, i.e. around λ =

(5300, 6500, 7100, 8700) Å. We sum these images to search for
any possible lensing galaxy in the field. The lens galaxy is not
detected, in either the total image or the summed images. How-
ever, the absence of a visible lens galaxy in MUSE images does
not necessarily rule out the presence of a lensing effect. There
could be several reasons for its non-detection, such as the limita-

tions of the telescope in detecting objects fainter than the AGNs
themselves.
We assumed the presence of an elliptical lens galaxy with typi-
cal characteristics: a redshift of approximately z ∼ 0.75, a mass
M = 1011M�, and an effective radius Re f f = 0.4′′. We simulate
it with the typical Sersic profile with an index of n = 4 and we
conclude that lenses brighter than V = 20 would be detectable.
Therefore, considering our specific case, we expect a lens galaxy
with a lower brightness.

5.2.2. J0525−4153

The AGN J0525−4153, at z=2.155, is the first observed object
selected from the Gaia catalog without a previous spectroscopic
confirmation. The cross correlation, obtained by also considering
a second degree polynomial for a supplementary difference in
the extinction, clearly shows a close match between the spectra
(Fig. 4). Continuum and lines are perfectly overlapping, as well
as the several narrow absorption lines, strongly suggesting that
this is a lensed AGN.
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Fig. 4. Cross correlation J0525−4153_B (light-blue AGN spectra): mul-
tiplied in flux and shifted to the same redshift by the quantities indicated
in the labels. Color-coding as in Fig. 2.

To study the emission lines, we primarily focused on the
MgII and CIV emission line components, which we analyzed
through the Gaussian fitting procedure. For the MgII emission
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Table 4. Summary of the observed spectral features discussed in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3.

Feature Comp. A Comp. B
J0015-2526

EW(MgII) 56 ± 6 111 ± 12
EW(Hδ) 24 ± 4 33 ± 7
EW(Hγ) 64 ± 6 97 ± 7

MgII/Hγ 2.1 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.6
MgII/Hδ 4.6 ± 1.0 6.8 ± 1.5

Hγ/Hδ 2.2 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.6
J0052-3045

EW(MgII) 355 ± 40 174 ± 20
λ0(MgII) 6890.2 ± 1.3 6855.3 ± 0.5

J0402-3237
EW(MgII) 128 ± 13 326 ± 37
EW(NeV) 11.9 ± 0.9 15 ± 6

EW(NeIII) 8.9 ± 1.3 13.5 ± 1.2
MgII/NeV 14 ± 1 29 ± 6

MgII/NeIII 29 ± 7 41 ± 9
NeV/NeIII 2.1 ± 0.5 1.4 ± 0.3

J0525-4153
EW(MgII) 83 ± 10 102 ± 12
EW(CIV) 60 ± 18 175 ± 5
MgII/CIV 0.24 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.06
λ0(MgII) 8851.1 ± 0.4 8856.5 ± 0.4
λ0(CIV) 4878.4 ± 0.3 4877.9 ± 0.3

J0840-0529
EW(MgII) 24 ± 3 41 ± 4

J1059+0622
EW(MgII) 231 ± 26 174 ± 20
EW(CIV) 230 ± 26 118 ± 3
MgII/CIV 0.48 ± 0.11 0.64 ± 0.015
λ0(MgII) 8979.7 ± 0.8 8983.3 ± 1.2
λ0(CIV) 4946.4 ± 0.4 4948.0 ± 0.9

J2228-3047
EW(MgII) 46 ± 5 63 ± 7
EW(CIII) 132 ± 14 110 ± 2
MgII/CIII 0.24 ± 0.05 0.38 ± 0.09
λ0(MgII) 8258.2 ± 0.3 8262.8 ± 0.5
λ0(CIII) 5617.1 ± 1.2 5620.0 ± 1.9

line, we employed two Gaussian profiles and a power-law com-
ponent, while in the case of the CIV line we made a fit with a
Gaussian and a power-law profile only. We estimated the equiv-
alent widths of both lines, which were found to be compatible,
yielding mutually consistent line ratios (MgII/CIV). The values
obtained in the fit are reported in Table 4. Moreover, we observed
that CIV is blue-shifted by the same velocity in both spectra, pro-
viding further confirmation of the lensed nature of this system.

In summary, our analysis of the spectra of J0525−4153 has
provided strong evidence supporting its identification as a lensed
system.

5.3. Dual AGN systems

In the following, we presents the results of our MUSE data anal-
ysis of the remaining five systems classified as reliable dual
AGNs.

5.3.1. J0052−3045

J0052−3045 stands out among the analyzed AGNs as it exhibits
clear differences in redshift, line position, and profiles, indicat-
ing that this is a genuine dual system. The MgII line is present in
both spectra, with a velocity shift of approximately ' 1000 km/s,
corresponding to redshifts of z = 1.455 and z = 1.445 for the two
components (see Table 4). This shift cannot be attributed to vari-
ability in the line profile since the expected time delay between
different lensed images is a few days at most. Furthermore, the
different shape of the MgII line provides additional evidence of
the distinct nature of the two AGNs.

Fig. 5. Enlargement of the MgII doublet absorption lines of
J0052−3045. The lines are found at rest-frame wavelengths of 2796 Å
and 2803 Å. Color code is the same of Fig. 2.

Moreover, as we can see in Fig. 5, there are large differences
in the visible absorption lines in the two distinct spectra. The A
component (violet) shows the MgII doublet in absorption at rest-
frame wavelength of 2796 Å and 2803 Å, i.e., at the same red-
shift of the QSO. We can commonly use highly ionized absorp-
tion species to identify outflows (Perrotta et al. 2018; Hamann
et al. 2012). Since these NALs are entirely absent in the second
AGN, gas composition of the two AGNs is different, providing
evidence that they cannot be two images of the same source. The
presence of these lines in only one of the two AGNs further sup-
ports the hypothesis of a dual system, as one AGN has an outflow
that is not visible in the other.

5.3.2. J0402−3237

In the case of source J0402−3237, we de-reddened the spec-
tra by using the MW attenuation, and noted that the values of
E(B−V) are markedly different between the two components,
namely 0.189 and 0.861. Notably, below 5600 Å the B com-
ponent (light-blue in Fig. 2) is very faint, resulting in a very low
signal-to-noise ratio, and the comparison is performed by ex-
cluding this portion of the spectrum. In addition, we sought to
improve our results by incorporating a second-degree polyno-
mial to account for potential variations in extinction between the
spectra. Our analysis of the line ratios revealed numerous differ-
ences, visually shown in Fig. 6 and quantified in Tab. 4. Specif-
ically, the EWs of MgIIλ2798, [NeV]λ3426, [NeIII]λ3869 and
[NeIII]λ3968 lines are found to be larger in the fainter AGN (i.e.
component B, in light-blue), while [NeV]λ3346 and [OII]λ3728
are more prominent in the brighter one (i.e., the violet one). The
estimated values for EWs and line ratios are presented in Table
4.
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Fig. 6. Details of the spectra of J0402-3237, with the same color-coding of Fig 2. Left panel: fit to the MgII line. Each component of the fit is
shown with dotted violet and light blue line, for components A and B, respectively. Right panel: part of the spectrum showing several narrow lines,
after multiplying the spectrum of the B component by the factor indicated in the label. Note the clear difference in the observed [OII] emission
line and in the shape of the continuum.

5.3.3. J0840−0529

J0840−0529 can also be reliably classified as a dual AGN since,
despite having the same redshift, the two spectra exhibit distin-
guishable characteristics. For example the shape of the MgII line
is different in the QSO spectra, it appears to be narrower in the
fainter AGN (component B, light-blue one in figure 7). Also the
cross-correlation analysis clearly shows significant differences in
the CII and MgII emission lines, i.e. the line flux ratio between
MgII and CII is significantly different. In addition, we calculated
the EW of MgII for both the AGNs, following the analysis ex-
plained in Sec. 4.2 and fitting the line with two gaussian and one
power-low. It turned out to be significantly different, 23.9 ± 0.3
for component A vs. 40.9 ± 0.8 for component B. These differ-
ences in line shape, EWs, and line ratios indicate that the two
components are distinct AGNs with different properties.

Fig. 7. MgII line of J0840−0529’s components, color-coded as in Fig.
2. To optimize the visualization, the B component has been multiplied
by the factors in the label.

5.3.4. J1059+0622

The spectra of J1059+0622 exhibit the presence of three lines,
although one of them remains unanalyzable due to partial con-
cealment caused by the NGS gap. We fit MgII and CIV lines
of the AGNs with a Gaussian component plus a power-law for
the continuum (dotted violet and dodgerblue lines in Fig. 8). As
expected by the cross correlation, the estimated EWs and con-
sequently the line ratio MgII/CIV for the two components differ
significantly, confirming this system’s dual AGN classification.
We report the obtained values in Table 4.

5.3.5. J2228−3047

The two components of J2228−3047 have a separation of 0.36”.
Both AGNs display prominent emission lines of MgII and CIII.
Several indications suggest that this is a dual system. We fit the
CIII line with one Gaussian component plus a power law for the
continuum, whereas we added a second Gaussian for the broad-
line contribution in the fit of the MgII line (Fig. 9). The fits in-
dicate that the difference in the line central wavelengths in the
two AGNs is too large to be due to variability of a single source
over a few days. We also calculate the EWs of the narrow lines
of MgII and CIII and their line ratio. Values are significantly dif-
ferent between the two components, see Table 4. Furthermore,
from the cross correlation we can detect the difference among
the EWs of Fe. All these tests show that this system is best de-
scribed as dual AGN. Nevertheless, the differences are not large
enough to totally exclude a lensed system.

6. Discussion and conclusions

We used spatially-resolved, AO-assisted spectroscopy with
MUSE-NFM to unveil the nature of twelve multiple AGN
systems selected through the GMP method at redshifts be-
tween 0.9 and 2.9. The spatial resolution of our spectra, PSF
FWHM∼0.15", allows us to resolve all the sources. All the tar-
gets in our sample present two components, with separations
between 0.30′′ and 0.86′′. This confirms that the GMP method
(Mannucci et al. 2022) is very effective in successfully recover-
ing multiple systems with separations below 7 kpc at z>0.3.
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Fig. 8. Fit to the MgII (top) and CIV (bottom) lines of both components
of J1059+0622. Color-coding as in Fig. 6.

An accurate analysis of the spectra allowed us to obtain a re-
liable classification for all the twelve observed systems. We clas-
sified five AGN+star systems, five dual AGNs, and two lensed
systems, as outlined in Table 3.

As described in Sect 2.1.1, the archival total spectra of three
systems were accurately examined for the presence of Galactic
stellar features before the MUSE observation. We note that these
three systems (J0015–2526, J0052–30454, and J1059+0622) are
all composed by two AGNs (two dual and one lensed system),
while all the five AGN+star systems in our sample are found
among the targets for which this preliminary spectral decompo-
sition was not executed. Therefore, even if the number of probed
targets is low, we find that spectral decomposition is a very effec-
tive technique to identify AGN+star systems by only using total
spectra, significantly reducing the fraction of contaminants, and
saving valuable observing time at large telescopes.

As reported by Mannucci et al. (2023), to date there are
15 confirmed dual AGN at z>0.5 with projected separations
below 7kpc , including the 5 new sources confirmed in this
work. Future observations from the ground (especially with
VLT/MUSE, VLT/ERIS, and Keck/OSIRIS) and from space
(HST/STIS, JWST) are expected to reveal more of these sys-
tems, hence largely increasing the number of confirmed multiple
AGN.

This sample is still too small to derive meaningful statistical
information, but it is rapidly growing. In the near future, it will
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Fig. 9. Upper panel: Cross correlation J2228−3047_B (light-blue AGN
spectra): multiplied in flux and shifted to the same redshift by the quan-
tities indicated in the labels. Lower panel: Fit to the MgII line of both
components of J2228-3047. Color-coding as in Figure 6

be possible to start testing many of the predictions of the models
of SMBH merging, such as SMBH mass function, distribution
of separations, fraction of multiple AGNs over the general pop-
ulation of quasars, and their evolution with redshift (e.g. Rosas-
Guevara et al. 2019; Volonteri et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2023a).
Moreover, the compact lensed systems we are discovering will
allow us to sample the inner part of the lensing galaxies and mea-
sure the mass of the baryonic component in regions where the
dark matter component is negligible (e.g. Smith & Lucey 2013).
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ABSTRACT
We develop statistical methods within a Bayesian framework to infer the star formation history from photometric surveys of
pre-main sequence populations. Our procedures include correcting for biases due to extinction in magnitude-limited surveys,
and using distributions from subsets of stars with individual extinction measurements. We also make modest corrections for
unresolved binaries. We apply our methods to samples of populations with Gaia photometry in the Orion A molecular cloud.
Using two well-established sets of evolutionary tracks, we find that, although our sample is incomplete at youngest ages due to
extinction, star formation has proceeded in Orion A at a relatively constant rate between ages of about 0.3 and 5 Myr, in contrast
to other studies suggesting multiple epochs of star formation. Similar results are obtained for a set of tracks that attempt to take
the effects of strong magnetic fields into account. We also find no evidence for a well-constrained “birthline” that would result
from low-mass stars appearing first along the deuterium-burning main sequence, especially using the magnetic evolutionary
tracks. While our methods have been developed to deal with Gaia data, they may be useful for analyzing other photometric
surveys of star-forming regions.

Key words: stars: formation – stars: pre-main sequence – stars: pre-main sequence – open clusters and associations: individual:
Orion Nebula Cluster

1 INTRODUCTION

The wealth of data from the Gaia mission provides a new means to
study the star formation history (SFH) of nearbymolecular clouds and
associations. It also presents an opportunity to systematically assess
the initial properties of young stars after the end of the protostellar
phase, potentially yielding insights into the star formation process.
Gaia parallaxes and proper motions are crucial in providing cleaner
membership samples in stellar associations. The systematic optical
photometry from Gaia is also useful because colour-magnitude di-
agrams (CMDs) may have advantages over HR diagrams, because
standard reddening vectors tend to shift late-G and KM stars roughly
along isochrones (while extinction corrections in the HR diagram
change only luminosities, given effective temperatures or spectral
types). In addition, it is also more straightforward to make statistical
corrections for unresolved binary stars (UBS) in CMDs than in HR
diagrams.
The Orion region is an obvious choice for studies of pre-main se-

quence as it comprises the nearest set of well-populated associations.
Several studies of the SFH in the Orion region have been made with
extensive use of Gaia data. For example, Kounkel et al. (2018, K18

★ E-mail: jalzate@cefca.es

hereafter) and Zari et al. (2019) studied the overall structure and dis-
tribution of several regions of Orion in addition to the Orion A cloud,
and characterized their average ages, while Großschedl et al. (2018)
focused on the details of the structure of the Orion A cloud. Distinc-
tively, Beccari et al. (2017, B17 hereafter) and Jerabkova et al. (2019,
J19 hereafter) derive a detailed SFH of a region around the Orion
Nebula Cluster (ONC), which appears to span ±2◦ north-south and
nearly the same distance east-west (see figure 3 in B17) and it is spa-
tially consistent with the Northern part of the Orion A cloud.1. They
argued that star formation in the area has been comprised of three
very distinct star-forming episodes, based on CMDs from Omega-
Cam and Gaia photometry. One surprising aspect of these studies is
that the multiple sequences in the CMDs correspond to the positions
that would result from unresolved binary and triple systems; but B17
and J19 conclude that explaining the data this way would require
implausible distributions of mass ratios for the multiple systems.
Here we focus on the Orion A star-forming cloud, dominated by

the ONC, as the site of the major population of the youngest stars,

1 While B17 and J19 describe their study as that of the ONC, the region
studied is much larger than that typically ascribed to the ONC, and includes
the L1641 and OMC2/3 regions (see, e.g. figures 1 and 14 in Megeath et al.
2012).

© 2022 The Authors
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with substantial ongoing protostar formation (e.g., Megeath et al.
2012). Nevertheless, the sample used in this work shows a need for
stars in the ONC center, where Gaia ’s completeness drop rapidly.
In such case, our results may be more informative for stars out of
the innermost nebula region (Sec. 2). We build on the methods de-
veloped by Alzate et al. (2021, AL21 hereafter) to analyze the SFH
and the possible limits on birthlines in Orion A, making statistical
corrections for extinction and UBS to more accurately understand
the biases they imposed on the understanding of the SFH in previous
studies. Our analysis suggests a roughly constant rate of star forma-
tion between about 0.3 and 5 Myr rather than well-defined episodes
of star formation. We also show that there is little evidence for a well-
defined ‘birthline”, a locus in the CMD (or HR diagram) where stars
are thought to appear at the end of the protostellar infall phase; this
suggests considerable variability in the initial conditions of forming
stars. Finally, the methodology developed in this work may be useful
for systematic studies of other star-forming regions using Gaia data.

2 MEMBER SAMPLES

We assembledmultiple catalogs of members of Orion A. One catalog
that we use is from K18, consisting of 1970 stars, is derived through
clustering of Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018) astrometry
and APOGEE (Ahumada et al. 2020) radial velocities. This sample
extends down only to 𝐻 < 13 mag (𝐺 ∼ 17 mag) due to the bright
limit of APOGEE. Individual 𝐴𝑉 measurements derived through
spectral energy distribution fitting, was also made available as a part
of this catalog.
We also assembled a catalog of sources for which optical spectra

have been obtained to observe Li I 6707.7 Å absorption. As Li I de-
pletes rapidly in young convective stars, the presence of this spectral
feature is a robust test of youth, allowing to generate a very clean cat-
alog of members (e.g., Briceno et al. 1997). This census consists of
1465 stars with equivalent width EqWLi I > 0.1Å, assembled from
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2005), Hsu et al. (2012), Fang et al. (2013),
Kounkel et al. (2016), Fang et al. (2017), and Kounkel et al. (2017).
This census is somewhat inhomogeneous, due to targeting strategies
utilized by all these surveys, but it allows to verify the underlying
age distribution is not affected by contaminants. This catalog extends
to lower mass stars than the census from K18, extending to fainter
magnitudes by more than 1 mag as the limit. However, this catalog
lacks stars earlier than G-type, as Li I cannot be detected in them.
The main catalog that we used to infer the Orion A SFH was that

assembled by McBride & Kounkel (2019, MK19 hereafter) using a
variety of tracers. It consists of 5988 stars in total, with estimated
contamination rate of ∼1%. Many of these stars are not detectable
in the Gaia database. Typically these stars are heavily extincted due
to their extreme youth; only 4758 sources can be cross-matched to
Gaia EDR3 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021a). Furthermore, Gaia
photometry near the Trapezium is strongly affected by nebulosity,
making it difficult to compare them to the isochrones. We use the
criteria described in the equation C.2 in Lindegren et al. (2018)
to select the sources with clean photometry, ending with a sample
consisting of 3012 stars.
From an examination of the (𝐺𝐵𝑃 − 𝐺) vs.𝐺 − 𝐺𝑅𝑃 dia-

gram we conclude that it is necessary to restrict the corrected
phot_bp_rp_excess_factor (Riello et al. 2021) to values less
than 0.1, in order to build samples with negligible contaminating
light from neighboring sources. Additionally, stars with high proba-
bility to have spurious parallaxes were rejected using the astrometric
fidelity parameter proposed by Rybizki et al. (2022), thus we se-

Table 1. Variables entering the hierarchical model.𝑎

Hyper-parameter 𝒂 Stellar fraction vector

Parameters (𝜷)

𝑟 𝑗 pc Heliocentric distance
𝑀 𝑘

𝑗
mag Absolute magnitude

𝜛true, 𝑗 mas True parallax
𝐺𝑘
true, 𝑗 mag True apparent magnitude

Data (𝒅)

𝜛 𝑗 mas Observed parallax
𝑒𝜛, 𝑗 mas Parallax error
𝐺𝑘

𝑗
mag Observed apparent magnitude

𝑒𝑘
𝑗

mag Apparent magnitude error

Fixed distributions

𝑝𝑖 (𝐴𝑉 ) mas Visual extinction PDF
M𝑘

𝑖
mag Isochrone absolute magnitude

𝜎𝑘
𝑖

mag Isochrone broadening
𝜙 (𝑚) Initial mass function

𝑎Subscripts 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑁I, 𝑗 = 1, ..., 𝑁𝐷 indicate the 𝑖𝑡ℎ isochrone and
the 𝑗𝑡ℎ star, respectively, where 𝑁I is the number of selected isochrones
and 𝑁𝐷 the number of observed stars. Superscript 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3 refers to the
broad (330-1050) nm 𝐺, blue (330-680) nm 𝐺𝐵𝑃 and red (630-1050) nm
𝐺𝑅𝑃 Gaia photometric bands, respectively.

lected stars with fidelity values larger than 0.5. Finally, we considered
that stars with distance outside the interval [300, 500] pc are prob-
ably foreground/background contaminants. This fairly large range is
adopted to accommodate members with large parallax errors due to
nebulosity and crowding.
Fig. 1 shows the CMD of the MK19, K18 and Li I samples with

their final number of stars after filtering for flux excess, fidelity of
the parallax, and distance. Fig. 2 displays the corresponding stellar
counts, which are essential to roughly estimate the completeness limit
of the samples and to avoid bias in the inferred star formation rate
(Sec. 3.5 and 3.7). We use the K18 sample, which has the extinction
measurements, to build a statistical method for correcting the MK19
sample for extinction, as described later. The Li I catalog is used
supplementary. Since stars listed in this catalog are members with
high confidence, we use it to perform internal checks that confirm
that our results are robust against sample definition.
These catalogs cover the entire Orion A molecular cloud. Fig. 3

shows their position in the sky in equatorial coordinates. The three
samples show significant overlap and offer extensive coverage of
the region, except in the zone around (𝛼, 𝛿) = (05h 35m,−5◦23′),
strongly affected by the nebula. Since we know the parallax of each
source, the distance distribution of Orion A is used in our model,
including those stars in the southern region.

3 INFERRING THE STAR FORMATION HISTORY

The CMDs of resolved stellar populations contain information about
when the stars were born and by how much they have evolved, i.e.,
about the SFH of the stellar system (Dolphin 2002; Vergely et al.
2002; Aparicio & Hidalgo 2009; Dal Tio et al. 2021). Combining
stellar evolution models and stellar spectral energy distributions we
can compute the position at age 𝑡 of a star of mass 𝑚 and metallicity
𝑍 in any CMD. Pre-main sequence stars in regions such as Orion
A generally cannot be characterized by a single isochrone, as their
intrinsic age spread of a few Myr is apparent in the CMD, in contrast
to their more evolved counterparts. To overcome this limitation, in
this paper we follow a statistical approach based on the assumption

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)



Star formation in Orion A 3

Figure 1. CMD of the cleaned MK19, K18 and Li I samples. The line of arrows show the dereddening vector for the broad band Gaia EDR3 extinction. The
length and the direction of the vectors change as function of the color according to Eq. (4) for 𝐴𝑉 = 2 mag. The photometric errors are shown in each panel.

Figure 2. Stellar counts of the MK19, K18 and Li I samples. The number of
stars per bin does grow similarly up to𝐺lim = 16.5 mag, near to the mode of
the histograms. The incompleteness in the counts for fainter stars are different
for the three samples.

that the CMD of a stellar population results from a combination
of multiple differently populated isochrones (Small et al. 2013). The
SFH then follows from the statistical weights assigned to the different
isochrones. These weights can be inferred using, for example, either
maximum likelihood methods (Hernandez & Valls-Gabaud 2008;
Small et al. 2013) or Bayesian techniques (AL21). In this section we
extend the AL21 hierarchical statistical model to study young stellar
populations, highly affected by dust, and to allow for the presence of
UBS.
FollowingAL21, we define a vector 𝒂 = (𝑎𝑖=1,2,..,𝑁𝐼

), where 𝑎𝑖 is
the fractional number of stars assigned to the 𝑖-th isochrone, such that
𝑎𝑖 ≥ 0 and

∑
𝑎𝑖 = 1. The posterior probability distribution function

(pdf) of 𝒂 and 𝜷, given data 𝒅, is stated by the Bayes theorem

𝑝(𝒂, 𝜷|𝒅) = 𝑝(𝒂)
𝑁𝐷∏
𝑗=1

𝑆(𝑑 𝑗 )L(𝑑 𝑗 |𝛽 𝑗 ) 𝑝(𝛽 𝑗 |𝒂)
ℓ(𝒂, 𝑆) . (1)

Figure 3. Distribution in the sky of the three samples in Fig. 1.

Here 𝑝 refers to the pdfs involved in the theorem, L is the likelihood
function, and 𝑁𝐷 is the number of observed stars. The notation
𝑝(𝑥 |𝑦) is read as the conditional pdf of 𝑥 given 𝑦. Random variables,
data and priors in Eq. (1) are listed in Table 1. In our case, the
data 𝒅 are Gaia EDR3 photometric magnitudes and parallaxes, and
the 𝜷 parameters correspond to individual properties of the stars,
the magnitude 𝑀𝑘

𝑗
and the extinction 𝐴𝑉𝑗

, predicted by the stellar
evolution model and the extinction distribution, respectively. The
indices 𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑘 and the numbers 𝑁𝐼 and 𝑁𝐷 are defined in the note to
Table 1. The empirical distribution of extinction by dust in the𝑉 band
for the Orion A stars, 𝑝𝑖 (𝐴𝑉 ), the initial mass function (IMF), 𝜙(𝑚),
and the absolute magnitudeM𝑘

𝑖
(𝑚) of a star of mass 𝑚 for a set of

isochrones are fixed distributions, selected according to our previous
knowledge of the target population. The function 𝑆(𝑑 𝑗 ) describes the
completeness of the sample.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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3.1 Likelihood and prior pdf’s

L(𝑑 𝑗 |𝛽 𝑗 ), the likelihood distribution function, assumes that the ob-
served apparent magnitudes, 𝐺,𝐺BP, 𝐺RP = 𝐺1, 𝐺2, 𝐺3, are ran-
dom measurements of the predicted magnitudes, 𝐺,𝐺BP, 𝐺RP, with
standard deviation 𝜎𝐺 , 𝜎𝐺BP , 𝜎𝐺RP , respectively. The Gaia photo-
metric measurements are well approximated by a normal distribution

L(𝐺𝑘𝑗 |𝑀
𝑘
𝑗 , 𝐴𝑉𝑗

) = 1√︃
2𝜋𝜎𝑘

𝑗

exp

−
(
𝐺𝑘
𝑗
− 𝐺𝑘

𝑗

(
𝑀𝑘
𝑗
, 𝐴𝑉𝑗

))2
2𝜎𝑘

𝑗

2

 , (2)
where

𝐺𝑘𝑗 = 𝑀𝑘
𝑗 + 𝑓 (𝜛 𝑗 ) + ℎ𝑘 𝐴𝑉𝑗

(3)

and

ℎ𝑘 = 𝐴𝑘/𝐴𝑉 (4)

is the ratio between the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ band and the visual band extinction.
Due to the broad width of the Gaia photometric bands, ℎ𝑘 changes
depending on the effective temperature (𝑇eff) and reddening of the ob-
served star (Jordi et al. 2010). In consequence, the ratio ℎ𝑘 = 𝐴𝑘/𝐴𝑉
depends on the intrinsic colour of the star, (𝐺𝐵𝑃−𝐺𝑅𝑃)0, and its vi-
sual extinction 𝐴𝑉 (Fig. 7). For this reason, we add the extinction 𝐴𝑘
to the isochrone absolute magnitude in Eq. (3), instead of correcting
the data. Given that 99% of the stars in the three samples defined in
Sec. 2 have relative parallax error below 10%, our statistical model
is simplified by approximating the distance likelihood function as a
Dirac’s 𝛿 function and the distance modulus as

𝑓 (𝜛) = −5 log(𝜛/arcsec) − 5, (5)

with no need to specify a prior pdf for the distance. We assume that
the individual parameters are statistically independent, and that their
prior probability distribution function (pdf) obeys

𝑝(𝛽 𝑗 |𝒂) = 𝑝(𝑀𝑘
𝑗 , 𝐴𝑉𝑗

|𝒂) = 𝑝(𝑀𝑘
𝑗 |𝒂)𝑝(𝐴𝑉𝑗

). (6)

For the predicted absolute magnitude prior, we use a normal distri-
bution

𝑀𝑘
𝑗 ∼ N(M𝑘

𝑖 , 𝜎
𝑘
𝑖 ), (7)

where the standard deviation 𝜎𝑘
𝑖
should be less than half the differ-

ence in 𝑘-band magnitude between adjacent isochrones (see AL21,
Sec. 3.2, for details). This tolerance in the isochrone separation is
usually a complex function of mass, but, for simplicity, we take it as
a constant, averaging𝜎𝑘

𝑖
over all isochrones and all mass values. This

does not seem a bad approximation since log(luminosity) ∝ log(age)
for pre-MS stars onHayashi tracks (see Sec. 5.1).We adopt𝜎𝑘

𝑖
= 0.01

mag, of the same order of magnitude that the Gaia photometric er-
rors. A bigger 𝜎𝑘

𝑖
results in a smoother SFH with loss of information

on the stellar ages.
The prior for parameter 𝛽 𝑗 is then given by

𝑝(𝛽 𝑗 |𝒂) =

𝑁𝐼∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑖 (𝐴𝑉 ) 𝑎𝑖
∫ 𝑚𝑢,𝑖

𝑚𝑙,𝑖

𝜙(𝑚)
3∏
𝑘=1

N(𝑀𝑘
𝑗 |M

𝑘
𝑖 , 𝜎

𝑘
𝑖 )𝑑𝑚.

(8)

The 𝒂 parameter is directly related to the SFH of the stellar popu-
lation. For instance, 𝑎𝑛 = 1 and 𝑎𝑖≠𝑛 = 0 correspond to a population
formed with a single burst of star formation. We use the Dirichlet
distribution

𝑝(𝒂) = Γ(b𝑁𝐼 )
Γ(b)𝑁𝐼

𝑁𝐼∏
𝑖=1

𝑎
b−1
𝑖

(9)

as the prior pdf for 𝒂. This function determines the pdf for random
variables which satisfy the conditions 𝑎𝑖 ≥ 0 and

∑
𝑎𝑖 = 1, as required

in our case. In Eq. (9), Γ and b are the Gamma function and the
concentration parameter, respectively. In this paper we use b = 1, for
which Eq. (9) returns a uniform pdf, i.e., all 𝑎𝑖 have the same flat
probability distribution.

3.2 Evolutionary track and isochrone sets

To interpret the observations in terms of the SFH and the position at
birth of each star in the CMD, it is necessary to adopt a specific set
of stellar evolutionary tracks (isochrones). Unfortunately, there are
considerable differences between different sets of calculations due
to uncertainties in the treatment of convection and magnetic activity.
Here we use isochrones derived from theMIST (Choi et al. 2016), the
PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012), and the SPOTS (Somers et al. 2020;
Cao et al. 2022) sets of evolutionary tracks for solar metallicity,
with solar-scaled abundance ratios, and age up to 10 Myr, which
include the PMS evolution and provide the Gaia 𝐺, 𝐺BP and 𝐺RP
photometricmagnitudes for all the stars along the isochrone (Table 2).
We select 11 isochrones from each set ranging in log age(yr) from 5
to 7 in steps of 0.2.Fig. 4 shows the position of these isochrones in
the 𝐺 vs. 𝐺𝐵𝑃 -𝐺𝑅𝑃 CMD together with the MK19 stellar sample.
The MIST and the PARSEC tracks adopt a standard model of

stellar evolution, while the SPOTS tracks assume a reduction in the
efficiency of convection due to strongmagnetic fields (see also Feiden
2016). The latter seem to be in better agreement with dynamical mass
estimates, mostly from observations of Keplerian rotation in the
circumstellar disks of young stars (Simon et al. 2019). These larger
masses tend to make stellar ages larger. The MIST and PARSEC
tracks extend to higher mass stars on radiative tracks, where the
complications introduced by magnetic fields are likely to be much
smaller.
The SPOTS tracks, which incorporate the structural effects of star

spots on internal structure, parametrize magnetic effects with a star
spot filling factor and spot temperature contrast. In this paper we
adopt a filling fraction of 𝑓spot = 0.3 and a temperature contrast of
𝑥spot = 0.8, values appropriate for Rossby-saturated active stars (Cao
& Pinsonneault 2022). Reasonable choices of star spot filling factors
do not significantly change our estimates—for instance, the choice
of 𝑓spot = 0.5 does not change the morphology of our SFH, only
shifting the mean log age by 0.05 dex toward older ages.

3.3 Extinction by dust

Since extinction shifts stars to fainter magnitudes and redder colours,
roughly parallel to isochrones in the CMD, corrections are needed
for reliable results. However, only a subset of our stellar sample has
estimated 𝐴𝑉 values. The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the distribution of
𝐴𝑉 vs. log(𝑔) from K18. In order to use the full sample, we assume
that the distribution of extinction for the entire sample is the same as
for the stars with measured extinction.
For the isochrones listed in Table 2, there is a good correlation

between the isochrone age and the mean log(𝑔) value of the stars
along the isochrone, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5 for the
PARSEC set. Based on this property, we divide the K18 sample in the
5 age/log(𝑔) groups listed in Table 3 and build the 𝐴𝑉 distributions
shown in the left hand side panels of Fig. 6. For groups 2 to 5, we fit
the 𝐴𝑉 distribution using the function

𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ) = 𝑐2 · 𝐴𝑉 · 𝑒−𝑐 ·𝐴𝑉 , (10)
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Star formation in Orion A 5

Figure 4. Location of the (a)MIST, (b) PARSEC and (c) SPOTS isochrones in the𝐺 vs.𝐺𝐵𝑃 -𝐺𝑅𝑃 CMD. In these panels, 11 isochrones ranging in log age (yr)
from 5 to 7 in steps of 0.2 are plotted as lines, colour coded by age as indicated in the colour bar. The dashed segment of the MIST and PARSEC isochrones
in panels (a) and (b) correspond to stellar mass > 1.3𝑀� . In panel (d) we compare the 0.1, 1, 6 and 10 Myr isochrones from the three datasets for stellar
mass ≤ 1.3𝑀� . In this panel, the age of the isochrones is indicated near their low-mass end. In all panels, the dots correspond to the MK19 stellar sample. A
horizontal line is drawn at absolute magnitude𝐺 = 8.5, corresponding to a limiting apparent magnitude𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 16.5 at 400 pc. The vertical lines are drawn to
guide the eye when comparing different panels.
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Table 2. Isochrone grids for 𝑍 = 𝑍� with solar-scaled abundance ratios.

Model log(Age/yr) Step 𝜎𝑖 N𝑖𝑠𝑜 Stellar mass (M�) X Y Z [Fe/H] [𝛼/Fe]

MIST𝑎 [5, 7] 0.2 0.01 11 [0.1, > 20] 0.7155 0.2703 0.0142 0 0

PARSEC 1.1𝑏 [5, 7] 0.2 0.01 11 [0.1, 12] 0.7040 0.2790 0.0152 0 0

SPOTS𝑐 [5, 7] 0.2 0.01 11 [0.1, 1.3] 0.7195 0.2676 0.0165 0 0

𝑎 Choi et al. (2016), 𝑏 Bressan et al. (2012), 𝑐 Somers et al. (2020); Cao et al. (2022).

Figure 5. Top panel: 𝐴𝑉 vs. log(𝑔) for the K18 stellar sample. Bottom
panel: log(𝑔) histograms vs. age for a simulated population with con-
stant star formation rate shown colour coded by age at log(Age/yr) =

5, 5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6, 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 7. The dashed vertical lines are
drawn at log(𝑔) = 3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2. For these simulations we used the
PARSEC isochrones and the Kroupa IMF.

Table 3. log(𝑔)–log(Age) groups

Group log(𝑔) log(Age) 〈𝐴𝑉 〉 c

1 ≤ 3.6 ≤ 6.04 2.57 –
2 (3.6,3.8] (6.04,6.34] 2.03 0.99
3 (3.8,4.0] (6.34,6.64] 1.76 1.14
4 (4.0,4.2] (6.64,6.94] 1.41 1.42
5 > 4.2 > 6.94 1.19 1.68

For group 1 we use 𝑝 (𝐴𝑉 ) = (0.045 ∗ 𝐴𝑉 + 0.120)/𝑐𝑙 , where
𝑐𝑙 = 0.69 is a normalization constant calculated in the range
𝐴𝑉 = [0, 4.5] mag.

where 𝑐 is a constant and 〈𝐴𝑉 〉 = 2/𝑐. For group 1 we use

𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ) = (0.045 ∗ 𝐴𝑉 + 0.120)/𝑐𝑙 , (11)

where 𝑐𝑙 = 0.69 is a normalization constant calculated in the range
𝐴𝑉 = [0, 4.5] mag. We adopt the 𝑝𝑖 (𝐴𝑉 ) distribution for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
isochrone according to its age, providing a smooth behaviour of 𝐴𝑉
for computational purposes even though it is not a perfect fit to the
data.
We then compute the extinction in the Gaia 𝐺, 𝐺BP

and 𝐺RP bands using the polynomials provided by the Gaia
Collaboration in https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/

edr3-extinction-law. Each polynomial is a function of the
𝐺BP − 𝐺RP colour of the star and its extinction 𝐴𝑉 . Outside the
range of validity of the polynomials, −0.6 < 𝐺BP − 𝐺RP < 2.5, we
use its value at the closest end. Fig. 7 shows the adopted extinction
ratios for 𝐴𝑉 = 2.

3.4 Modeling unresolved binaries

The isochrones listed in Table 2 are based on stellar evolution mod-
els computed for single stars, and hence, will not describe properly
the UBS present in the problem sample. UBS are observed in nearby
populations (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021b) andmost likely they are
present in the Orion A sample. UBS are brighter than their compo-
nent stars considered individually, and they will appear to be younger
than their actual age when dated with single star isochrones. This bi-
ases our analysis, introduces systematic errors in our derivation of
the SFH and hampers any attempt to constrain the stellar birthline.
In the CMD of older nearby star clusters, like the Hyades, a narrow
main sequence (MS) is clearly seen. The UBS are easily identified
on the binary sequence that is parallel to the MS (Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2021b). In this case, it is possible to estimate the number
fraction of UBS, and the bias in age or metallicity can be treated.
Most of the Orion A stars are in the pre-MS and show a wide distri-
bution in luminosity (age) at any given colour, making it challenging
to disentangle UBS from single stars. To address this issue, we use
a simulated mock catalogue of the Orion A stellar population (Ap-
pendix A) to quantify the biases introduced in our results by ignoring
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Figure 6. Left panels: Distribution of 𝐴𝑉 for the Orion K18 stars (Sec. 2)
grouped according to log(𝑔) as in Table 3. The line corresponds to the fit to
Eq. (10) for groups 2 to 5. For group 1 we use 𝑝 (𝐴𝑉 ) = (0.045 ∗ 𝐴𝑉 +
0.120)/𝑐𝑙 , where 𝑐𝑙 = 0.69 is a normalization constant calculated in the
range 𝐴𝑉 = [0, 4.5] mag. Right panels:Normalized cumulative distribution
of 𝐴𝑉 for the corresponding panel on the left shown as a histogram and as a
continuous line.

UBS. In the simulation we control all the stellar inputs, including the
binary population properties.
The exercise of recovering the SFH from the mock catalogue

helped us understand the biases in the inferred stellar ages. We must

replace Eq. (7) by

𝑀𝑘
𝑗 ∼ 0.8 · N

(
M𝑘
𝑖 , 𝜎

𝑘
𝑖

)
+ 0.2 · N

(
[M𝑘

𝑖 − 0.5], 0.15
)
, (12)

to model properly UBS (cf. Fig .8). We add a second normal distri-
bution to extend the reach of the isochrones towards brighter stars
(ignoring triple and higher order systems). The mean (M𝑘

𝑖
−0.5) and

the standard deviation (0.15 mag) of the additional component were
selected based on careful examination of the CMDs of the NGC 2232
and the Hyades open clusters (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021b). In
Eq. (12) we assume that 80% of the stars in the CMD are single (in-
cluding resolved binaries) and 20% are UBS. Each group of 10 stars
in a narrow𝐺𝐵𝑃 −𝐺𝑅𝑃 colour range will contain 2 UBS, for a total
of 12 stars in the group. We note that these are not the total number
of UBS but merely an approximation of the effect on the CMD. We
have tested this assumption using the mock catalogue (Appendix A),
which incorporates a detailed model of binary statistics derived from
studies of field stars. We find that Eq. (12) helps reducing spurious
contributions to the SFH at young ages.

3.5 Marginalized posterior pdf

The usefulness of our Bayesian hierarchical model in this study rests
on its ability to infer population parameters using simultaneously
observations of a large number of stars. We do not infer the age
of individual stars, but from the posterior pdf we infer the SFH
of the whole population, from which star ages can be estimated.
The hierarchy of our statistical model establishes that the population
parameters {𝑎𝑖} and the priors (𝜙, 𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ), isochrones) determine the
distribution of 𝑀𝑘

𝑗
and 𝐴𝑉𝑗

, from which we derive the observables
through Eq. (3). In this scheme, the individual parameters are the
connection between the observables and the population parameters,
where only the latter matter for the computation of the SFH. In
other words, the posterior pdf of each individual parameter is needed
but not relevant for the final result. Marginalizing (integrating) the
posterior pdf respect to the 𝜷 = (𝑀𝑘

𝑗
, 𝐴𝑉𝑗

) parameters, we obtain
the distribution of a given the data d,

𝑃(𝒂 |𝒅) =
∫

𝑃(𝒂, 𝜷|𝒅, 𝜙)𝑑𝜷. (13)

For a complete sample, the completeness function 𝑆(𝑑 𝑗 ) in Eq. (1)
fulfills 𝑆(𝑑 𝑗 ) ≈ 1 and no significant number of stars is lost to a given
brightness limit. The integration limits in Eq. (13) are then

𝐴𝑉𝑗
= [0,∞] and 𝑀𝑘

𝑗 = [−∞,∞] . (14)

If the sample is complete up to apparent magnitude 𝐺 = 𝐺lim, we
compute the integral in Eq. (13) in the interval

𝑀𝑘
𝑗 =

[
−∞, 𝐺𝑘lim − 𝑓 (𝜛 𝑗 )

]
, (15)

where 𝑓 (𝜛 𝑗 ) is the distance modulus defined in Eq. (5). This bright-
ness limit makes the posterior pdf go to zero for 𝐺 𝑗 > 𝐺lim. Thus,
the statistical model predicts a null number of stars bellow the mag-
nitude cut-off. By construction, the normalization of the posterior
includes this magnitude cut-off, the stellar counts predicted by the
posterior are re-normalized and will follow the IMF distribution for
stars within the allowed brightness range.
At this point, Bayes’s theorem has been fully implemented within

our framework. We can now proceed to infer the marginal posterior
pdf of 𝑎𝑖 performing a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process
using, for instance, the Stan platform (https://mc-stan.org). We
use themedian of themarginal posterior pdf (𝑎50𝑖) as the estimator of
the fraction of stars associated to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ isochrone. The 10 and 90%
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Figure 7. Gaia EDR3 extinction ratios for 𝐴𝑉 = 2 mag vs. intrinsic 𝐺𝐵𝑃 −𝐺𝑅𝑃 colour (left panel) and effective temperature 3500 < 𝑇eff/𝐾 < 10000 (right
panel). The solid line segments show the polynomials provided in https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/edr3-extinction-law for the indicated
photometric band. The dashed line segments are constant extrapolations of the extreme values of the polynomials.
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Figure 8. The proper treatment of UBS requires that Eq. (7) is replaced by
Eq. (12). The figure shows 𝑝 (𝑀𝐺) for 𝑀 𝑘=1

𝑖
= 8 mag and 𝜎𝑖 = 0.02 mag

in Eq. (12). The separation between the two maxima is 0.5 mag.

percentiles (𝑎10𝑖 and 𝑎90𝑖 , respectively) enclose the 80% credibility
region of the inference.

3.6 Number and mass in stars per isochrone

We use the median of the marginalized distribution of 𝑎𝑖 as an
unbiased estimator of the number of stars (𝑁 𝑖∗) assigned to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
isochrone by our statistical model. The credibility interval of 𝑁 𝑖∗ is
derived from the 10 and 90% percentiles of this distribution, denoted
𝑎10,𝑖 and 𝑎90,𝑖 . The total mass of these stars is the product of 𝑁 𝑖∗
times the average stellar mass,

〈𝑚〉 =

∫ 𝑚𝑢

𝑚𝑙
𝑚𝜙(𝑚)𝑑𝑚∫ 𝑚𝑢

𝑚𝑙
𝜙(𝑚)𝑑𝑚

, (16)

where 𝜙(𝑚) is the IMF. Throughout this paper we use the Kroupa
(2001) IMF, integrating 𝜙(𝑚) from 𝑚𝑙 = 0.1 to 𝑚𝑢 = 100𝑀� . In this

case 〈𝑚〉 = 0.6377𝑀� . The SFR Ψ(𝑡𝑖) then follows from the ratio

Ψ(𝑡𝑖) =
〈𝑚〉 𝑁 𝑖∗
Δ𝑡𝑖

=
〈𝑚〉 𝑁 𝑖∗

2.30258 𝑡𝑖 Δ(log10 𝑡𝑖)
. (17)

where Δ𝑡𝑖 = (𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖−1)/2 and the rightmost term allows for an
isochrone grid spaced logarithmically in time. We note that the inte-
gration down to 𝑚𝑙 = 0.1𝑀� in Eq. (16) is meaningful only when
the sample is complete to this mass limit.2 If the sample is complete
only to magnitude 𝐺lim, the average 〈𝑚〉 is defined as

〈𝑚〉𝑖 =

∫ 𝑚𝑢

𝑚𝑖
𝑚𝜙(𝑚)𝑑𝑚∫ 𝑚𝑢

𝑚𝑖
𝜙(𝑚)𝑑𝑚

, (18)

where 𝑚𝑖 =𝑚(𝐺lim, 𝑡𝑖) is the stellar mass at 𝐺 =𝐺lim for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
isochrone and we have assumed that 𝐴𝑉 = 0 for all the stars. 〈𝑚〉𝑖 is
then used in Eq. (17) to infer the SFH for magnitude-limited samples
corrected for incompleteness.

3.7 Corrections for effects of extinction

The correction of the stellar counts when we deal with magnitude
limited samples (using Eq. 15) works properly if 𝐴𝑉 = 0 for all
the stars. This is not true when 𝐴𝑉 ≠ 0 for two reasons. First, the
reddening vectors are not equally parallel to all isochrones, especially
for hotter stars. Second, the effect of extinction causes some stars to
become fainter than 𝐺lim. This loss of information results in biased
inferences of the stellar fractions (𝑎𝑖). It would be expected that if
𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ) was known, the mean number of attenuated stars could be
estimated. However, the wide magnitude range occupied by pre-MS
stars in the CMD, the dependence of 𝐴𝑘/𝐴𝑉 on the 𝐺𝐵𝑃 − 𝐺𝑅𝑃
colour and the randomness of 𝐴𝑉 , make this estimation a non trivial
task. For this reason, in Sec. A7.1 we derive an empirical-theoretical
incompleteness correction as follows.We simulate stellar populations
of 2×105 single stars, formed at various rates during 10Myr, resulting
on Nc (𝑡𝑖) stars per age bin, where 𝑡𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ isochrone age. Each
star is attenuated by an amount 𝐴𝑉 sampled from the 𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ) pdf.
The corrected number of stars in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ bin follows from

𝑁50′𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖 · 𝑁50𝑖 , (19)

2 The integrals in Eqs. (16, 18) are insensitive to 𝑚𝑢 as long as 𝑚𝑢 » 1𝑀� .
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where the incompleteness correction 𝜖 is defined in Eq. (A11), listed
in TableA1 and plotted in Fig. A2. Throughout this paper we assume,
based on Fig. 2, that

𝐺lim = 16.5 mag. (20)

In summary, if 𝐴𝑉 > 0 we use Eqs. (13, 14, and 19) to calculate 𝑎𝑖
and Eqs. (17 and 18) to derive the SFH corrected for incompleteness
and interstellar reddening.

4 STAR FORMATION IN ORION A

Having shown in Appendix A that we can accurately retrieve the SFH
of the mock catalogue with our methods, we now turn to inferring
the SFH of the Orion A population. The incompleteness correction
applied to the stellar counts inferred frommagnitude limited samples
is derived in Sec. A7.1.

4.1 Assessing our treatment of extinction

To assess the performance of the statistical treatment of extinction
introduced in Sec. 3.3, we compare the SFH inferred from stars with
(i) photometry corrected by extinction and (ii) uncorrected data,
modelling extinction as indicated in Sec. 3.3. This test requires a
sample of stars for which the effective temperature and 𝐴𝑉 have
been determined, such as the K18 sub-sample used in Sec. 3.3.
Panel (a) of Fig. 9 shows the inferred SFH from K18 as observed,
with no extinction correction applied to the data nor introduced in
our statistical model. Panel (b) shows the SFH of K18 when we
use Eq. (10) to introduce the effects of extinction statistically in our
model. Panel (c) shows the inferred SFH, this time correcting the data
by extinction using 𝐴𝑉 from K18. Ignoring extinction yields large
number of stars with 𝑡(yr) < 6 dex: extinction moves stars towards
the region occupied by young objects (protostars) in the CMD, and
heavily reddened stars are then assigned young ages. The inferred
SFR decreases dramatically for 𝑡(yr) < 5.5 – 6 dex when either the
data are corrected for reddening (panel c) or extinction is included
in our statistical model (panel b).
The credibility intervals (plotted as error bars) in Fig. 9(c) are

larger than in Fig. 9(b) due to the uncertainty on 𝐴𝑉 . The SFHs in
Figs. 9 (b,c), replotted in Fig. 10, deserve special attention because
from their comparison we can assess our statistical model. We note
in Fig. 10 that the allowed range of the SFH for the two solutions
overlap for most age bins. Only at log age(yr) = 7 the credibility bars
do not overlap. At log age(yr) = 6.8 the bars touch at their extremes.
Since, by definition, the true Ψ(𝑡𝑖) lies within the credibility interval
with 80% probability, we conclude that our statistical correction
of the extinction yields a SFH which is consistent with the SFH
inferred from data previously corrected by extinction at least up to
log age(yr) = 6.8.

4.2 Results for Orion A

Fig. 11 shows the inferred Orion A SFH using the MIST, PARSEC
and SPOTS isochrones. For this derivation of the SFH we limit the
MK19 sample to stars with apparent 𝐺 magnitude brighter than
𝐺lim = 16.5 mag (1275 stars). This value was tested to be a realis-
tic completeness limit comparing the data with our simulations in
AppendixA. The median values and error bars (credibility intervals
defined in Section 3.6) are listed in columns 11 (a,b,c) and 11 (d,e,f)
of Table 4. The SFHs from Fig. 11 are plotted next to each other in
Fig. 12, slightly shifted in log age for easy comparison.

We do not consider age bins log 𝑡 < 5.2. There are two reasons for
this. First, we do not have “young” enough isochrones to properly as-
sign ages to stars. Second, the meaning of apparently very young ages
is unclear. As discussed further in §5.3, for timescales comparable
to or less than typical estimates of protostellar lifetimes ∼ 0.5 Myr,
the position of the star in the CMD or HD diagram probably reflects
initial conditions rather than a true age. In other words, the properties
of the youngest stars are most likely reflecting variations in initial
conditions of formation rather than the star formation history.
In Table 5 we list the mass-weighted average SFR 〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 for 3

different intervals of log age for the MIST, PARSEC and SPOTS
solutions, and all-combined (ALL). The 〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 values for the ALL
case are plotted as gray colour bands in Fig. 12. Our results from the
optical samples show that, assuming 20% of UBS in our statistical
model, the SFH is consistent with a roughly constant rate for the
last 5-10 Myr (see panels (a,b,c) from Fig. 11 and top panel from
Fig. 12). Counting only the optically bright stars, we find

〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 ≈ 380 ± 70 𝑀�Myr−1, (21)

but this value is an underestimate because many stars that are heav-
ily reddened or embedded in nebulosity are not represented in the
samples, and could be low by a factor of two or so (see discussion in
Sec. 5.1).
In appendix A4, we provide details on the multiplicity frequency

and orbital period distribution for our mock binary pairs based on the
studies by Duchêne & Kraus (2013) and Moe & Di Stefano (2017).
The latter reported a maximum at 50 AU in their orbital separation
distribution for solar-type stars. Considering this information and
assuming a mean angular resolution of 0.1 arcsecs, we found that
about 12% of the total number of stars in the mock catalogs are
UBS. However, Duchêne et al. (2018) found a higher fraction of
binary pairs in the ONC with orbital separations from 10 to 60 AU
(0.025 to 0.15 arcsecs). As the Gaia EDR3 completeness drops for
angular separations below 0.15 arcsecs (Fabricius et al. 2021), a
higher fraction of UBS in the Orion A region is plausible. In panels
(d,e,f) of Fig. 11, we show the SFH inferred for the MK19 sample
assuming a 40% fraction of UBS. The higher UBS fraction translates
into a younger SFH, as expected, but the SFR distribution is similar
to that for the case with 20% UBS. Fig. 12 compares the results for
the different sets of isochrones. In Table 5 we list the mean SFR for
three different intervals of log age.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Star formation history

The optical samples are significantly incomplete due to regions of
high extinction and nebulosity.What wemay hope is that our samples
are representative of the relative SFR as a function of time. Our
results for the different samples are similar, which seems reasonable
but of course not conclusive. We note that of the full MK19 sample
of all of the know members, consisting of of 5988 stars, only ∼50%
have have been selected to good astrometric and photometric data in
Gaiato be used in the analysis presented here. The sources that have
been excluded are either too extincted (preferentially excluding all
of the protostars and many of the disk-bearing stars), or the sources
found near the Trapezium due to nebulosity, (which tends to be
dominated by the stars with the youngest ages in the region, e.g.,
Kounkel et al. 2021).
The CMDs of the various samples (Fig. 1) show a clear in-

crease in source density at fainter magnitudes corresponding to older
isochrones. In the absence of significant observational uncertainties,
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Figure 9. SFH inferred from the 620 stars in the K18 sample with measured 𝐴𝑉 using the MIST isochrones. The stellar sample was corrected by extinction
before performing the inference shown in panel (c). UBS were ignored for this test. The values of Ψ have been multiplied by 2 to plot them in the same scale of
Fig. 11. The results in panel (b) have been corrected for sample incompleteness (Sec. A7.1). The median values and error bars (credibility intervals defined in
Sec. 3.6) are listed in columns 9 (a,b,c) of Table 4.

Table 4. Orion A star formation history from model inferences (Figs. 9 and 11).

Sample: K18𝑎 K18𝑎 K18𝑏 MK19𝑐 MK19𝑐 MK19𝑑 MK19𝑐 MK19𝑐 MK19𝑑

Isochrones: MIST MIST MIST MIST PARSEC SPOTS MIST PARSEC SPOTS

Fig. (panel): 9 (a) 9 (b) 9 (c) 11 (a) 11 (b) 11 (c) 11 (d) 11 (e) 11 (f)

log age age (Myr) Ψ (100 M� /Myr)

5.2 0.158 1.64+0.84−0.67 0.17+0.34−0.14 0.17+0.38−0.14 1.09+1.34−0.83 1.46+1.23−0.92 1.65+1.67−1.17 0.40+0.810.34− 0.44+0.80−0.37 0.97+1.43−0.78

5.4 0.251 0.70+0.57−0.41 0.15+0.28−0.13 0.48+0.45−0.28 0.48+0.91−0.40 0.54+0.90−0.45 1.31+1.35−0.96 0.30+0.65−0.26 0.29+0.60−0.25 0.81+1.17−0.66

5.6 0.398 1.87+0.51−0.45 0.47+0.36−0.29 0.33+0.43−0.25 2.35+1.07−0.97 1.07+0.92−0.70 3.57+1.26−1.13 1.13+1.050.81− 0.52+0.77−0.42 2.95+1.27−1.14

5.8 0.631 1.45+0.34−0.30 0.74+0.29−0.26 0.84+0.59−0.44 3.73+1.02−0.95 3.85+1.01−0.95 2.44+1.11−0.97 1.93+1.060.96− 2.05+1.07−0.96 1.97+1.25−1.05

6.0 1.000 2.21+0.30−0.28 1.31+0.25−0.23 1.83+0.65−0.58 4.91+0.79−0.73 4.31+0.79−0.75 2.80+0.85−0.77 4.79+0.93−0.87 4.45+0.94−0.90 3.20+1.04−0.96

6.2 1.585 1.73+0.21−0.20 1.29+0.19−0.18 1.05+0.48−0.41 5.38+0.60−0.58 4.04+0.57−0.55 4.01+0.56−0.54 5.44+0.73−0.70 3.96+0.69−0.66 4.10+0.65−0.62

6.4 2.512 1.66+0.15−0.15 0.79+0.14−0.13 1.02+0.40−0.35 2.91+0.42−0.40 4.83+0.55−0.55 3.17+0.38−0.36 3.57+0.58−0.54 5.73+0.77−0.76 3.55+0.45−0.43

6.6 3.981 0.72+0.09−0.08 1.11+0.12−0.11 0.99+0.25−0.24 5.17+0.37−0.37 2.86+0.42−0.41 1.99+0.29−0.27 7.34+0.54−0.53 4.43+0.62−0.62 2.21+0.36−0.34

6.8 6.310 0.09+0.03−0.02 0.21+0.06−0.05 0.36+0.12−0.10 0.96+0.19−0.18 0.63+0.24−0.23 3.90+0.28−0.27 1.38+0.29−0.28 0.84+0.36−0.35 5.35+0.38−0.37

7.0 10.000 0.04+0.02−0.01 0.07+0.03−0.02 0.20+0.05−0.05 0.30+0.09−0.08 0.41+0.11−0.09 0.96+0.15−0.14 0.44+0.14−0.12 0.63+0.17−0.15 1.43+0.22−0.21

𝑎620 stars with measured 𝐴𝑉 in the K18 sample. 𝑏Stellar sample corrected by extinction before inferring Ψ(𝑡) .
𝑐1275 stars from the MK19 sample. 𝑑1164 stars with 𝐺𝐵𝑃 −𝐺𝑅𝑃 ≥ 1.3 mag. For all samples, 𝐺lim = 16.5 mag.

a relatively steady star formation rate will result in such a pileup in
the CMD because pre-main sequence contraction slows as a star ages
(Hartmann 2001). A toy model for a completely convective star con-
tracting at roughly constant temperature (a Hayashi track) predicts
that the stellar luminosity as

𝑡 − 𝑡0 = (𝑡𝐾𝐻 /3)
[
(𝐿/𝐿0)−3/2 − 1

]
, (22)

where 𝐿0 is the luminosity at the starting time 𝑡0 and 𝑡𝐾𝐻 =

(3/7)𝐺𝑀2/𝑅0 is the initial Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale (Hartmann
et al. 1997; Hartmann 2001). Thus, for 𝑡 � 𝑡0, the luminosity decays
with age as 𝐿 ∝ 𝑡−2/3 in reasonable agreement with detailed calcu-
lations. Then changes Δ log 𝐿 and magnitude Δ𝑚 are proportional to

a change in log 𝑡 as the star contracts,

Δ log 𝐿 = −2/3 Δ log 𝑡 , Δ𝑚 = −5/3 Δ log 𝑡 . (23)

This slowing of contraction is why the pileup of stars in the CMDs
does not result in a strong spike in the star formation rate using either
the MIST or the SPOTS tracks, which are essentially consistent with
a constant star formation rate between 5.5 . log 𝑡 . 6.7. We note in
passing that the pileup of stars in the CMD is generally not observed
inHRdiagrams (see, for instanceDaRio et al. 2010). This is probably
due to uncertainties in extinction corrections, which do not affect the
effective temperature if the latter is derived spectroscopically, but do
affect the stellar colours in such a way as to move (low mass) stars
roughly along isochrones.
As noted above, the optical samples will be especially incomplete
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Figure 10. Comparison between the SFHs from panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 9.
The median values and error bars (credibility intervals defined in Sec. 3.6)
are listed in columns 9 (b) and 9 (c) of Table 4.

Table 5. Orion A mass-weighted SFH from model inferences in Fig. 12

UBS
Range 〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 (100 M� /Myr)

log(age/yr) MIST PARSEC SPOTS ALL

5.0 – 7.0 3.99+0.37−0.32 3.29+0.41−0.37 3.02+0.38−0.31 3.42+0.38−0.33

20% 5.6 – 6.8 4.23+0.43−0.38 3.60+0.47−0.43 3.40+0.40−0.34 3.75+0.43−0.38

6.0 – 6.6 4.78+0.47−0.44 3.96+0.53−0.52 2.97+0.45−0.41 4.05+0.47−0.45

5.0 – 7.0 5.02+0.36−0.31 3.870.480.44 3.770.370.31 4.220.400.35
40% 5.6 – 6.8 5.35+0.44−0.38 4.290.550.51 4.320.420.36 4.650.290.24

6.0 – 6.6 4.55+0.71−0.66 5.060.760.74 3.680.620.56 4.430.440.41

for the youngest stars, mainly due to extinction. Our star formation
rates for the MIST and PARSEC isochrones show a substantial drop
off at ages log 𝑡 < 5.5 (Figs. 11 and 12), consistent with typical
estimates of ages of the heavily-embedded protostar (Class 0 and I)
phases (Evans et al. 2009).
To make a crude estimate of the incompleteness at the youngest

ages, we consider the Spitzer and Herschel Space Telescope surveys
of young stars in Orion (Megeath et al. 2012; Fischer et al. 2017)
which identified roughly 200 protostars in the area covered byMK19.
The Spitzer survey is especially incomplete in the central region
of the ONC. To make a rough estimate of this, we add the 75 X-
ray sources found in the COUP survey that have no (near)-infrared
counterparts (Getman et al. 2005). If we adopt a protostellar lifetime
of ∼ 0.5 Myr (e.g, Evans et al. 2009; Dunham et al. 2014) and a
mean mass of 0.5𝑀� , this leads to a protostellar star formation rate
of ∼ 275𝑀�Myr−1, comparable to the result in Eq. (21).
At the other end of the age range, star formation in Orion A must

have a finite duration, and other groups in the Orion complex with
ages & 10Myr are not associated molecular gas (e.g., Kounkel et al.

2018). As they are generally not affected strongly by extinction, there
should not be significant systematic incompleteness among the older
sources outside of the lowest mass stars with intrinsic colours close to
the magnitude limit. However, there may be contamination from the
other marginally older parts of the Orion Complex along the similar
line of sight. As such, the decrease at log 𝑡 & 6.7 is most likely real,
reflective of the onset of earliest epoch of star formation in Orion A.
It is worth noting that while we find an extended period of star

formation in Orion A, the spatial distribution of the stars changes
with age, with the youngest stars most centrally-concentrated (e.g.,
Beccari et al. 2017).

5.2 Three populations in Orion?

From an OmegaCAM survey of a large region in the direction of
Orion, B17 found three bands of stars in their CMD that they at-
tributed to three episodes of star formation. Although the displace-
ment in 𝑟 − 𝑖 from a ridge line of the densest distribution of stars
was comparable to that expected for unresolved binaries and triples,
these authors argued that an explanation solely in terms of multiple
systems could not reproduce the observations, as they would require
an unlikely companion mass ratio skewed toward equal masses. In
a followup paper, J19 used proper motion and parallaxes from Gaia
to select a subset of their OmegaCAM sample, finding the three
populations as before.
The analysis of our samples do not show evidence for three pop-

ulations of stars with distinctly different ages, but rather a much
more constant, or at least continuous, rate of star formation. (See the
discussion in Appendix A8 for testing the suggested B17 and J19
bursts of star formation.) The origin of the discrepancy is not clear.
It seems unlikely that the difference is due to photometry, although
B17 and J19 use OmegaCam rather than Gaia magnitudes; although
it is worth noting that the magnitude range spanned by the samples
differ. This does not seem to be a question of statistics, as the num-
bers of stars in the samples are roughly the same, as the J19 sample
size of 852 stars is similar to the K18 and half of the MK19 samples
analyzed here. A more probably explanation for the discrepancy
can be seen in Figure 3, where our Gaia samples miss a signif-
icant amount of stars in the ONC region, possibly hiding the
characteristic footprints produced by an episodic SFH. In con-
trast, the OmegaCAM photometric sample used in B17 and J19
has a higher completeness level and more accurate photometry
than Gaia around the ONC center. Further investigation of the
differences is warranted.

5.3 Is there a birthline?

From at least the time of Larson (1969) it has been clear that stars
do not form with arbitrarily large radii, basically because contraction
timescales cannot be much shorter than the time it takes for a star to
accrete itsmass. Stahler (1983, 1988)made the first systematic efforts
to refine the starting radii of young stars, showing that under certain
assumptions, low-mass protostars would evolve along a mass-radius
relation that was regulated by deuterium fusion. This theory predicts
a fairly well-defined locus of initial radii at the end of protostellar
accretion, corresponding to a “birthline” in the HR diagram where
young stars would first become optically visible. However, for stars
with masses > 1𝑀� , the energy release by deuterium becomes less
important, and results are sensitive to the assumed mass infall rate
¤𝑀𝑖𝑛 (Palla & Stahler 1990).
Subsequent theoretical work has clouded this picture. Birthline
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Figure 11. SFH inferred from the MK19 sample with 𝐺 <= 16.5 mag (1275 stars) using the MIST and the PARSEC isochrones (blue and green histograms
respectively), and from the MK19 sample with𝐺 <= 16.5 mag and𝐺𝐵𝑃 −𝐺𝑅𝑃 >= 1.3 mag (1164 stars) using the SPOTS 0.30 isochrones (red histograms).
Panels (a,b,c) show the results when we model 20% of UBS, and panels (d,e,f) when the UBS fraction is 40%. The SFHs for SPOTS were inferred centering
the second normal distribution in Eq. (12) in 𝑀 𝑘

𝑖
= 0.65mag instead of 𝑀 𝑘

𝑖
= 0.5mag. All results have been corrected for sample incompleteness (Sec. A7.1).

The median values and error bars (credibility intervals) are listed in columns 11 (a,b,c) of Table 4.

positions are sensitive to the assumed initial mass and radius of
the core formed in the early hydrodynamic collapse (Hartmann et al.
1997; Hosokawa et al. 2011; Baraffe et al. 2012), and this in principle
could be sensitive to ¤𝑀𝑖𝑛. Moreover, major uncertainties arise from
the likely need to go beyond formation by radial infall and include
accretion from the circumstellar disks that are an inevitable result of
rotating protostellar cloud collapse. The amount of thermal energy
that gets added to the protostar via disk accretion is uncertain; so far,
evolutionary calculations have simply parameterized heat addition,
with considerably varying results for protostellar radii (Hartmann
et al. 1997; Baraffe et al. 2009, 2012; Hosokawa et al. 2011).
Standard evolutionary tracks, such as those ofMIST and PARSEC,

indicate that in the mass range probed by our samples the onset of
D fusion occurs at an age 𝑡 ∼ 0.3 − 0.5 Myr. We do not detect a
pileup of stars along the D main sequence using the MIST and PAR-
SEC isochrones, although as discussed above we are substantially
incomplete at younger ages.
To explore this further, in panel (c) of Fig. 4 we show the SPOTS

isochrones with the MK19 sample, including high proper motion
stars (see their figure 1),many ofwhich populate theCMDhigh above
the youngest isochrone (this is also true for the MIST and PARSEC
isochrones in Fig. 4). These stars may well have had a special origin,
involving ejection from a multiple system or interactions with other
stars in the densest region of the ONC, but their existence seems to
be strong evidence that not all objects begin their pre-main sequence
contraction from a common birthline.
The age where D fusion becomes important in cool stars is sys-

tematically older in the SPOTS tracks compared to the non-magnetic

MIST andPARSEC tracks. This seems to be a joint effect of isochrone
initial conditions and differences in internal structure caused by star
spots. None of the isochrone grids properly account for the effects
of pre-main sequence accretion, and variations in the initialization
conditions of the models are a genuine uncertainty in the models
which contribute to this observation. However, we find that star spots
generically lengthen the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale as the result of
flux redistribution in surface convection zones and the subsequent
change in stellar interiors (Somers & Pinsonneault 2015). Between
SPOTS non-spotted and spotted models, this effect lengthens the D
fusion timescale due to the structural effects of stellar magnetism.
The longer D fusion timescale means that more stars lie above the
D fusion main sequence in magnetic tracks, making the effect of
deuterium burning even less important in establishing a birthline.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed statistical methods within a Bayesian framework
to infer the SFH fromGaia photometric surveys of pre-main sequence
populations. We applied corrections for extinction on SFH inference
using a subsample with measured 𝐴𝑉 to develop a statistical relation
between age and reddening. We also implemented a statistical cor-
rection of the bias in the SFH introduced by unresolved binary stars,
which we find has only a small effect.
Using the MIST and PARSEC evolutionary tracks based on stan-

dard assumptions, we find that star formation in Orion A has pro-
ceeded at a relatively constant rate between ages of about 0.3 and
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Figure 12. The SFHs from Fig. 11 are plotted next to each other, shifted in log age for easy comparison. The top panel corresponds to 20% UBS and the
bottom panel to 40% UBS. The mass-weighted average SFR 〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 for 3 different intervals of log age for the 3 solutions combined are plotted as gray colour
horizontal bands (see Table 5 for details). To a first approximation, 〈Ψ𝑚𝑤 〉 ≈ 380 ± 70M�Myr−1 for 20% UBS. This is a lower limit for Ψ since heavily
reddened stars not visible in the Gaia bands have not been included in its estimate.

5 Myr, in contrast to other studies suggesting multiple epochs of
star formation. The SPOTS tracks suggest a similarly constant rate
extending to 10 Myr. We find no evidence for a well-constrained
deuterium-burning “birthline” in the Gaia colour-magnitude dia-
gram; this is an especially strong result if the SPOTS tracks apply.
The method’s hierarchical structure allowed us to transition from

individual photometry and parallaxes to a population attribute like
its SFH. Within this general arrangement, we have the option to
analyze different photometric data or include prior parameters, e.g.
astrometric quantities, opening the possibility to infer star formation
histories from photometric surveys of other regions.
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APPENDIX A: MOCK CATALOGUE

In this section we build a mock Orion A stellar population to test the
degree to which our statistical model (Sec. 3) can recover its SFH. To
build the mock catalogue we need to specify: (a) a set of isochrones
covering the relevant ages and metallicity; (b) the photometric prop-
erties of the stars along the isochrones in the relevant bands; (c) the
time dependence of the SFR and the amount of mass formed into
stars in each age bin; (d) the IMF; (e) the fraction of stars in binary

systems as a function of mass or spectral type; (f) the extinction by
dust along the line of sight; and (g) the radial distance distribution of
the stars in the cluster. In the case of Orion A, we assume that all the
stars are at the same distance since the depth of the cluster is much
less than its distance from us (400 pc, 𝑑𝑚 = 8 mag; for details on
3D simulations see AL21). These properties must be expressed as
functions that can be sampled stochastically.We follow the procedure
described in AL21 with some modifications, summarized below for
the benefit of the reader.

A1 Isochrones

We use the MIST, PARSEC, and SPOTS isochrones for solar metal-
licity listed in Table 2. For the simulations we use a larger number of
isochrones than for the statistical model. From theMIST database we
select 41 isochrones ranging from log age(yr) 5 to 7 in steps of 0.05.
Isochrones below 0.1 Myr are not available in the MIST database.
From the PARSEC database we use 52 isochrones ranging from log
age(yr) 4 to 7 in steps of 0.1 from 4 to 4.9 and 0.05 from 4.9 to 7.00.
From the SPOTS database we use 61 isochrones ranging from log
age(yr) 4 to 7 in steps of 0.05. In Table A1 we indicate the upper
mass limit 𝑀𝑢𝑝 for each isochrone. For all the isochrones in use, the
lower mass limit is 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 0.1𝑀� .

A2 Stochastic sampling of the SFR

For a constant SFR from 𝑡 = 𝑡1 to 𝑡 = 𝑡2, we use Eq. (B6) from AL21,

𝑡 (𝑇) = 𝑡2 − 𝑇 (𝑡2 − 𝑡1) 0 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 1, (A1)

to select the age 𝑡 of any given star created stochastically according
to the randomly sampled variable 𝑇 .

A3 Stochastic sampling of the IMF

(a) Single power law IMF

For a single power law IMF, e.g., Salpeter (1955),

Φ(𝑚) = 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑚 = 𝐶𝑚−(1+𝑥) , (A2)

we can write

𝑚(𝑁) = [(1 − 𝑁)𝑚−𝑥
𝑙

+ 𝑁𝑚−𝑥
𝑢 ]−

1
𝑥 0 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 1, (A3)

cf. Santos & Frogel (1997) and Eq. (B13) from AL21.

(b) Double power law IMF

In the case of a two-segment power law IMF, e.g., Kroupa (2001),
written in general as,

Φ(𝑚) =
{
𝐶1 𝑚

−(1+𝑥1) if 𝑚𝑙 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑚𝑐

𝐶2 𝑚
−(1+𝑥2) if 𝑚𝑐 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑚𝑢 ,

(A4)

we have (Eq. B20 from AL21),

𝑚(𝑁) =

[ (𝑁𝑐−𝑁 )𝑚−𝑥1

𝑙
+𝑁𝑚−𝑥1

𝑐

𝑁𝑐
]−

1
𝑥1 if 𝑁 ≤ 𝑁𝑐

[ (1−𝑁 )𝑚−𝑥2
𝑐 +(𝑁−𝑁𝑐)𝑚

−𝑥2
𝑢

1−𝑁𝑐
]−

1
𝑥2 if 𝑁 > 𝑁𝑐 ,

(A5)

where again 0 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 1.

Sampling 𝑁 with a random number generator we obtain from
Eqs. (A3) and (A5) values of 𝑚 that follow the IMFs in Eqs. (A2)
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Table A1. Upper mass limit 𝑀𝑢𝑝 for different isochrone sets and incompleteness correction from simulations for constant SFR using the Kroupa (2001) IMF.

Isochrone mass limit𝑎 Incompleteness correction 𝜖8.5
𝑀𝑢𝑝 (𝑀�) Single Stars Single Stars + UBS

log(age/yr) MIST PARSEC SPOTS MIST PARSEC SPOTS MIST PARSEC SPOTS
4.0 12 1.3 1.06 1.56 1.15 1.72
4.2 12 1.3 1.17 1.44 1.29 1.33
4.4 12 1.3 1.15 1.54 1.15 1.49
4.6 12 1.3 1.23 1.47 1.30 1.52
4.8 12 1.3 1.28 1.65 1.29 1.62
5.0 296 12 1.3 1.62 1.34 1.60 1.63 1.37 1.81
5.2 262 11 1.3 1.66 1.49 1.83 1.68 1.59 1.70
5.4 274 11 1.3 1.76 1.62 1.88 1.71 1.60 1.93
5.6 280 11 1.3 1.83 1.64 2.14 1.87 1.70 2.10
5.8 285 11 1.3 1.97 1.78 2.47 2.03 1.80 2.36
6.0 288 11 1.3 2.17 1.88 2.66 2.14 1.82 2.51
6.2 295 11 1.3 2.27 1.89 2.50 2.26 1.89 2.47
6.4 292 11 1.3 2.52 2.18 2.73 2.59 2.18 2.63
6.6 73 12 1.3 2.92 2.47 3.24 2.90 2.44 3.09
6.8 33 11 1.3 3.27 2.73 4.08 3.27 2.71 3.84
7.0 20 12 1.3 3.57 2.95 5.08 3.54 2.92 4.66

𝑎𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 0.1𝑀� for all sets.

Table A2.Multiplicity frequency from Duchêne & Kraus (2013, Table 1)

Mass Range MF

M∗ < 0.1M� 22%
0.1 ≤ M∗ < 0.6M� 26%
0.6 ≤ M∗ < 1.4M� 44%
1.4 ≤ M∗ < 8M� 50%
8 ≤ M∗ < 16M� 60%
𝑀∗ ≥ 16M� 80%

and (A4), respectively. In these equations, (𝑚𝑙 , 𝑚𝑢) = (0.1, 100)M�
are the lower and upper mass limits of star formation. For the Salpeter
(1955) IMF, 𝑥 = 1.35. For the Kroupa (2001) universal IMF,𝑚𝑐 = 0.5
M� , (𝑥1, 𝑥2) = (0.3,1.3), and 𝑁𝑐 = 0.72916, indicating that 72.9%
of the stars are born with 𝑚 ≤ 0.5 𝑀� .

A4 Binary stars

From Duchêne & Kraus (2013) we adopt the multiplicity frequency
(MF) for stars of different mass listed in Table A2. This is a simplified
version of their table 1 that we judge sufficient for the goals of this
simulation. To decide if a star of mass 𝑚 is part of a binary system,
we draw a random number 𝐵. If

𝐵 ≤ MF(𝑚)
100

0 ≤ 𝐵 ≤ 1, (A6)

the star is assumed to be the primary of a binary system. The mass
𝑚2 of the secondary follows from Duchêne & Kraus (2013, p. 20 and
fig. 2), namely

𝑞 =
𝑚2
𝑚1

=

{
0.1 + 0.9 ∗𝑄 if 𝑚1 ≥ 0.3M�
0.5 + 0.5 ∗𝑄 if 𝑚1 < 0.3M� ,

(A7)

where 0 ≤ 𝑄 ≤ 1 is a random number, and 𝑞 ≤ 1. Eq. (A7) assumes
that 𝑞 is uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 1 if 𝑚1 ≥ 0.3 M�
and between 0.5 and 1 if 𝑚1 < 0.3M� .
We assign an orbital period to each binary pair following Moe &

Di Stefano (2017), who find that the orbital periods of solar type MS
binaries fulfill

log10 𝑃(days) ∼ N (4.9, 2.3, 𝑌 ), (A8)

whereN(4.9, 2.3) is a normal distribution with 〈log 𝑃(days)〉 = 4.9
and 𝜎log 𝑃 (days) = 2.3, and 𝑌 is a random number needed to sample
N stochastically.

The semi-major axis of the orbit then follows from Kepler’s law

log 𝑎(au) =
1
3
log (𝑚1 + 𝑚2) + 2

3
log 𝑃(yr). (A9)

Since the Gaia resolution limit is 0.1′′, then if

\ =
𝑎(au)
𝑑 (pc)

{
< 0.1′′ ⇒ unresolved binary pair
≥ 0.1′′ ⇒ resolved binary pair,

(A10)

where 𝑑 = 400 pc is the approximate distance to Orion A.

A5 Stellar photometry

Once 𝑡 (𝑇) and 𝑚(𝑁) are available from Sections A2, A3 and A4, we
search for the isochrones of age 𝑡− and 𝑡+ bracketing age 𝑡 and, by
interpolation, find the flux in the Gaia 𝐺, 𝐺BP and 𝐺RP bands cor-
responding to a star of mass𝑚 in each of these two isochrones. These
fluxes are them interpolated logarithmically in 𝑡 to the required age.
Resolved binaries are treated in the simulation as two coeval single
stars. The fluxes of unresolved binaries are added before including
the pair as a single star in the simulation.

A6 Extinction by dust

To assign a value of 𝐴𝑉 to each star in our simulations we use
the normalized cumulative distributions 𝐷 (𝐴𝑉 ) shown in the right
hand side panels of Fig. 6. Sampling 𝐷 (𝐴𝑉 ) with a random number
generator, we can read from the abscissa the corresponding value of
𝐴𝑉 according to the star age. Thenwe follow the procedure explained
in Sec. 3.3 to compute the extinction in the Gaia 𝐺, 𝐺BP and 𝐺RP
bands.

A7 Catalogues

For every star in our simulated catalogue, we need to generate a set
of 6 random numbers (𝑇, 𝑁, 𝐵, 𝑄,𝑌, 𝐷) which determine the star
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age, mass, multiplicity, mass ratio, orbital period and dust extinction,
respectively. This is performed in a loop that is stopped once the
desired number of stars or cluster mass is achieved.

A7.1 Incompleteness Correction

First, we use our simulations to determine the incompleteness cor-
rection to be applied to our statistical inference of the number of stars
in a given population. For this purpose we simulate a population of
200,000 single stars with the properties of Orion A. Fig. A1 shows
histograms of the number of stars per bin of log age for six sets of
models. We define the incompleteness correction as

𝜖8.5 (𝑡𝑖) =
𝑁 𝑖∗ (𝐺lim = ∞)
𝑁 𝑖∗ (𝐺lim = 8.5)

, (A11)

where 𝑁 𝑖∗ (𝐺lim =∞) and 𝑁 𝑖∗ (𝐺lim = 8.5) are the number of stars
to the faintest 𝐺 magnitude and to 𝐺 = 8.5 mag, respectively. The
resulting 𝜖8.5 (𝑡𝑖) for the six models are listed in TableA1 and plotted
in Fig. A2. To test the dependence of 𝜖8.5 on Ψ(𝑡), we repeated
our simulations for a variety of SFR’s. We conclude that for fixed
IMF and 𝑝(𝐴𝑉 ), 𝜖8.5 is insensitive to the presence of UBS in the
simulated population and to the time behaviour of its SFR.

A7.2 Orion A simulations

We simulate the stellar population of Orion A following the proce-
dure described above assuming a constant Ψ= 200M�Myr−1. The
results of one of these simulations for 4000 stars3 using the MIST,
PARSEC and SPOTS isochrone sets are shown as CMDs in Fig. A3,
highlighting the age distribution of the stars. In Fig. A3 single and
resolved binary stars are indicated by black dots and UBS by red
dots. Isochrones ranging in log age (yr) from 4 to 7 in steps of 0.2
are plotted as lines, colour coded as indicated in the colour bar. For
the MIST data set the 5 youngest isochrones are not available. Panels
(a,c,e) show the position of the simulated stars when extinction is
ignored (𝐴𝑉 = 0). Panels (b,d,f) show the position of the same stars
when extinction is modelled as indicated in Sec. A6. The horizon-
tal line at absolute magnitude 𝐺 = 8.5, corresponds to a limiting
apparent magnitude 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 16.5 at 400 pc.
Additionally, we build a synthetic catalog for stars born in three

different Gaussian bursts, as prescribed by Beccari et al. (2017) for
the ONC, with mean age at 2.87, 1.88, 1.24 Myr in lookback time,
and standard deviation 0.385, 0.370, and 0.225Myr, respectively.We
use the PARSEC isochrones to simulate populations of 2000 stars.
The resulting CMD for one of these simulations is shown in Fig. A4.

A7.3 Binary frequency

In our simulated catalogue, ≈ 47% of the stars are formed in binary
systems, ≈ 48% of these pairs are resolved at the distance of Orion A,
resulting in a fraction of≈ 88%apparently single stars. The remaining
≈ 12% are UBS.

A8 Testing the statistical model

To test the statistical model described in Sec. 3 we apply it to the
simulated Orion A populations described above. We consider four

3 This number, found by trial and error, results in age bins with numbers of
stars close to the observed ones.

versions of our statistical model to show the effects of making no
corrections, correcting for UBS, correcting for extinction, and finally
correcting for both binaries and extinction, the latter producing our
best estimates of the SFH, since it exploits most aspects of the data.
These four versions are listed in incremental order of complexity in
Table A3.
In Fig. A5 and Fig. A6 we compare the SFH inferred from our

Orion A and ONC simulations in Sec. A7.2 using the S, S+E and
S+UB+E models (Table A3). We show the results when we include
(a) all the stars in the simulation (𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞), and (b) only the stars
brighter than 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5 mag. The blue dots and blue error bars
indicate, respectively, the medianΨ and the credibility interval (Sec-
3.6) resulting from the Bayesian inference solution for the set of 10
simulations for𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞. The red dots and red error bars correspond
to the case 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5. The results for the S+E and S+UB+E models
have been corrected for incompleteness as described in Sec. A7.1.
The black dots in Fig. A5 are drawn at the value

Ψ= 200M�Myr−1 used in the simulation. We analyzed 10 indi-
vidual realizations of 4000 stars for each set of isochrones. For the
case shown in the top panels of Fig. A5 we repeated the simulations
of Sec. A7.2 but this time including only single stars with no extinc-
tion by dust, i.e., the same assumptions of the S model. In this case
the simulated stars track exactly the isochrones in the CMD, which
explains the excellent match between the inferred and the true (black
dots) SFHs.
For the middle and bottom panels of Fig. A5 we use the simula-

tions shown in Fig. A3. We see from the figure that the agreement
between the inferred and true SFHs deteriorates as we include more
parameters in the statistical model. This is natural because both ex-
tinction by dust and UBS introduce a blurring effect on the sample,
resulting on a more uncertain age assigned statistically to each star
by our model. Notwithstanding these facts, the agreement between
the inferred and true SFHs is satisfactory.
The black lines in Fig. A6 show the bursty SFHdescribed in section

A7.2. We analyzed 10 different realizations of this catalog. The left
panel shows the SFH derived from a simulation which includes only
single stars and no extinction. Our solution fits the assumed SFH
because in the absence of extinction andUBS, our procedurematches
the age of the simulated stars with low uncertainty. The middle and
right panels show the mean SFH inferred using the S+E and the
S+UB+Emodels, respectively. In themiddle panel, the contributions
at log(Age/yr) = 5.8 and 6.4 dex are biased, shifting the mean
towards younger ages. We expect this shift because the S+E model
ignores the UBS present in the simulations. The S+UB+E model,
on the other hand, corrects statistically for the presence of UBS, and
the inferred SFH (right panel) does not show this bias, the SFRs are
slightly overestimated, but fit the Beccari et al. (2017) values within
the credibility intervals.
We conclude that whereas we cannot recover exactly the three

bursts proposed by Beccari et al. (2017), our solution reproduces the
overall distribution of age suggested in their study. It is challenging
to discern individual peaks of SF from the summed up distribution
shown in Beccari et al. (2017) figure 6 and table 1. Moreover, disen-
tangling these peaks becomes complex when the effects of dust are
significant and the fraction of UBS is high. Our results from Sec. 4
imply that thewidth and strong asymmetry of theBeccari et al. (2017)
distribution is inconsistent with what we obtain analyzing Gaia data.
With these caveats in mind, these tests show that we recover the

true SFH used in the simulations with enough accuracy and precision
as to consider our statistical model a reliable tool to infer the SFH of
Orion A.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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Figure A1. 𝑁 𝑖
∗ for simulated Orion A populations of 200,000 stars according to the MIST (left), PARSEC (center) and SPOTS (right) isochrone sets assuming

a constant SFR. The blue and gray histograms include all the stars in the simulation. The red and black histograms include only the stars brighter than 𝐺 = 8.5
mag. The blue and red histograms correspond to single star models, whereas the the gray and black histograms correspond to models which include both single
stars and UBS. The resulting incompleteness corrections, defined in Eq. (A11), are listed in Table A1 and plotted in Fig. A2.

Table A3. Different versions of our hierarchical model.

Model Single Unresolved Extinction Incompleteness Model
ID Stars Binaries Correction𝑎 Description

S X – – – all stars treated as single, extinction ignored
S+UB X X – – single and binary stars, UBS treated as in Sec. 3.4, extinction ignored
S+E X – X X all stars treated as single, extinction modelled according to Sec. 3.3
S+UB+E X X X X single and binary stars, extinction and UBS treated according to Sec. 3.3 and 3.4

𝑎Defined in Sec. A7.1 .

A9 Tests on real data

Fig. A7 shows the inferred Orion A SFH using the PARSEC
isochrones with the S+UB, S+E and S+UB+E statistical models (Ta-
ble A3). For this derivation of the SFH we limit the MK19 sample to
stars with apparent 𝐺 magnitude brighter than 𝐺lim = 16.5 mag. The
values of 𝜖8.5 listed in columns 5 to 7 of Table A1 are used to correct
the SFH inferred from the S+E and S+UB+Emodels. Direct compar-
ison of panels (b) and (a) of Fig. A7, shows that ignoring extinction
yields a large number of stars with 𝑡(yr) < 6 dex: extinction moves
stars towards the region occupied by young objects (protostars) in the
CMD, and heavily reddened stars are then assigned young ages by the
S and S+UBModels. The solutions for the S+E and S+UB+Emodels
are qualitatively very similar, indicating that modelling extinction is
far more important than accounting for the presence of UBS. This
is because the magnitude of the reddening vector exceeds by a large
amount the brightening effect of UBS. The direction of these vectors
in the CMD are also quite different, introducing different biases in
the uncorrected samples. The correction for UBS is thus small in
comparison with the correction for extinction. The same behaviour
is observed in Fig. 9.
For clarity and for the benefit of the reader, in the main body of

this paper we show only results for the S+UB+E model and omit
referring to this model by this name (cf. Fig. 11).

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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Figure A2. Incompleteness correction from simulation with constant SFR
(Fig. A1 and TableA1) for the Kroupa (2001) IMF.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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Figure A3. CMD diagrams showing simulated populations of 4000 stars using the MIST, PARSEC and SPOTS isochrones, ignoring extinction by dust (𝐴𝑉 = 0,
panels a,c,e) and modelling extinction as indicated in Sec. A6 (panels b,d,f). Single and resolved binary stars are indicated by black dots and UBS by red dots.
In all panels, isochrones ranging in log age (yr) from 4 to 7 in steps of 0.2 are plotted as lines, colour coded by age as indicated in the colour bar. For the MIST
data set the 5 youngest isochrones are not available. The isochrones span the mass range indicated in Table A1. A horizontal line is drawn at absolute magnitude
𝐺 = 8.5, corresponding to a limiting apparent magnitude 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 16.5 at 400 pc.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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Figure A4. CMDs showing simulated populations of 2000 stars using the PARSEC isochrones and the Beccari et al. (2017) bursty SFH, ignoring extinction
by dust (𝐴𝑉 = 0, panel a) and modelling extinction as indicated in Sec. A6 (panel b). Single and resolved binary stars are indicated by black dots and UBS by
red dots. In both panels, isochrones ranging in log age (yr) from 4 to 7 in steps of 0.2 are plotted as lines, colour coded by age as indicated in the colour bar.
The isochrones span the mass range indicated in Table A1. A horizontal line is drawn at absolute magnitude 𝐺 = 8.5, corresponding to a limiting apparent
magnitude 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 16.5 at 400 pc. The colour bar spans the same range as in Fig. A3.
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Figure A5. Recovered SFH for our simulations using the S (top panels), S+E (middle panels) and S+UB+E models (bottom panels), defined in Table A3,
when we include all the stars in the simulation (𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞) and only the stars brighter than 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5 mag. The black dots are drawn at the true value
Ψ= 200M�Myr−1 used in the simulation. We analyzed 10 individual realizations of 4000 stars each. The blue dots and blue error bars indicate, respectively,
the median Ψ and the credibility interval (Sec. 3.6) resulting from the Bayesian inference for the 10 simulations for the 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞ case. The red dots and red
error bars correspond to the case 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5. The blue and red dots have been shifted slightly in log age for clarity. The light gray vertical bars are drawn to
guide the eye separating the different age bins. Each column corresponds to a different isochrone set, indicated in the top label.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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Figure A6. Recovered SFH from our simulated catalog using the Beccari et al. (2017) bursty SFH for the S (left panel), S+E (middle panel) and S+UB+E (right
panel) models, defined in Table A3, when we include all the stars in the simulation (𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞) and only the stars brighter than 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5 mag. The black line
is drawn following Beccari et al. (2017) SFH. We analyzed 10 individual realizations of 2000 stars each. The blue dots and blue error bars indicate, respectively,
the median Ψ and the credibility interval (Sec. 3.6) resulting from the Bayesian inference for the 10 simulations for the 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 =∞ case. The red dots and red
error bars correspond to the case 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 8.5. The light gray vertical bars are drawn to show how the Beccari et al. (2017) SFH would look if sampled with a
constant log age step of 0.2 dex.

Figure A7. SFH inferred from the MK19 sample of 1275 stars using the PARSEC isochrones. In all cases 𝐺lim = 16.5 mag. The characteristics of the different
models are described in Table A3. The results in panels (b,c) have been corrected for sample incompleteness (Sec. A7.1). Model S+UB+E is to be preferred
since it exploits most aspects of the data.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2022)
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ABSTRACT

We outline and discuss a model for the enhanced abundances of trans-Fe elements in impulsive Solar

Energetic Particle (SEP) events, where large mass dependent abundance enhancements are frequently
seen. It comes about as a variation of the ponderomotive force model for the First Ionization Potential

(FIP) Effect, i.e. the increase in coronal abundance of elements like Fe, Mg, and Si that are ionized in

the solar chromosphere relative to those that are neutral. In this way, the fractionation region is placed

in the chromosphere, and is connected to the solar envelope allowing the huge abundance variations to

occur, that might otherwise be problematic with a coronal fractionation site. The principal mechanism
behind the mass-independent FIP fractionation becoming the mass dependent impulsive SEP fraction-

ation is the suppression of acoustic waves in the chromosphere. The ponderomotive force causing the

fractionation must be due to torsional Alfvén waves, which couple much less effectively to slow modes

than do shear waves, and upward propagating acoustic waves deriving from photospheric convection
must be effectively mode converted to fast modes at the chromospheric layer where Alfvén and sound

speeds are equal, and subsequently totally internally reflected. We further discuss observations of the

environments thought to be the source of impulsive SEPs, and the extent to which the real Sun might

meet these conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The detection of enhanced abundances of the rare isotope 3He in various regimes of solar energetic particles has come

to be recognized as almost ubiquitous throughout the solar cycle (Wiedenbeck et al. 2005). These enhancements are
thought to originate in solar 3He rich flares leading to impulsive SEP events, followed by further acceleration by shocks.

The production of copious amounts of 3He by these events is one of the most remarkable abundance anomalies known

in the solar corona, with abundance enhancements relative to 4He on occasion of over 104. Such anomalies are also

often accompanied by enhancement in abundance of trans-Fe elements (e.g. Mason et al. 2004; Mason 2007), which
have proved equally difficult to explain. In this paper we suggest an origin for these trans-Fe element abundances, as

a special case of element abundance fractionation by the ponderomotive force that in usual conditions gives rise to the

by-now well known First Ionization Potential (FIP) effect.

Dating back to Pottasch (1963), an enhancement in coronal abundance of elements that are predominantly ionized

in the solar chromosphere, by a factor of about 3-4, has been observed relative to those that are neutral. This appears
for elements with First Ionization Potential (FIP) below about 10 eV, i.e. those elements with neutral atoms capable

of being photoionized by H I Lyman-α like Fe, Mg, Si, etc. The FIP effect was considered controversial for many years,

but began to be taken seriously in the 1980’s following the influential reviews of Meyer (1985a) and Meyer (1985b). It

appears to be strongest in solar active regions and coronal mass ejections. It is common in the slow solar wind but is
weaker in fast solar wind and its coronal hole source regions. It is also found in gradual SEP events.

These and other abundance anomalies (e.g. the “Inverse” FIP effect) have all been explained by a model invok-

ing the ponderomotive force as the agent of ion-neutral separation in the chromosphere (Laming 2004, 2009, 2012;

Rakowski & Laming 2012; Laming 2015; Dahlburg et al. 2016; Laming 2017; Laming et al. 2019; Kuroda & Laming

2020; Réville et al. 2021). Alfvén waves reflecting and refracting during their propagation through the chromosphere
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exert a force on those particles that contribute to the dielectric tensor, i.e. the electrons and ions, with neutrals

remaining unaffected. This is an analog in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) of work in optical physics in the trapping

of atoms and molecules in laser beams (e.g. Ashkin 1970; Ashkin et al. 1986), recognized with Nobel Prizes for Steven

Chu (in 1997) and Arthur Ashkin (in 2018). Under what might be considered “usual” chromospheric conditions (e.g.
Avrett & Loeser 2008; Heggland et al. 2011; Carlsson et al. 2015), an approximately mass independent fractionation of

chromospheric ions results, with a chromospheric Alfvén wave amplitude in the range 5-10 km s−1 giving the observed

magnitude of fractionation.

SEPs in impulsive events show a different, mass-dependent, fractionation. These are events showing strong abundance

enhancements in 3He (not FIP related), and also mass dependent abundance enhancements of heavy and ultra-
heavy ions (Reames 2000) that we will argue below are another manifestation of ponderomotive FIP fractionation.

Previous explanations in terms of stochastic acceleration (Eichler 2014) or reconnection (Drake et al. 2009) place all the

fractionation in the corona. This means that in extreme cases of fractionation, all the ultra-heavy ions in a coronal loop

must end up as SEPs. In this paper we investigate an extension of the ponderomotive force model in the chromosphere
to explain these fractionations. Moving the site of fractionation to the chromosphere avoids the “numbers” problem,

since the corona is now connected to the entire solar envelope (i.e. photosphere and convection zone) from which

to draw its particles. The main departure from previous FIP models is that sound waves that otherwise would

be propagating upwards from the convection zone into the chromosphere need to be absent. This most likely occurs

through mode conversion to magnetosonic waves at the equipartition layer (plasma β = 8πnkBT/B
2 = 6/5 for γ = 5/3

gas) where sound and Alfvén speeds are equal. This leaves a mass dependent fractionation that can match observations

of trans-Fe impulsive SEPs.

Such a mechanism of fractionation has implications for the sources and environments in which impulsive SEPs are

produced. These seem to be small active regions close to low latitude coronal holes (Wang et al. 2006), also producing
jets as open and closed field lines exchange footpoints by magnetic reconnection. Nitta et al. (2006) find EUV and

X-ray brightenings coincident with impulsive SEPs events and type III radio bursts, again suggestive of an interaction

occurring on an open field line. More recently Bučik et al. (2021a) use Solar Orbiter to observe several 3He rich events.

The ion injections and associated type III radio bursts are observed to coincide with with EUV jets and brightenings,

with origins in two large complex active regions. Bučik et al. (2021b) identify the source regions of impulsive SEP events
with the Solar Dynamics Observatory, and measure the source temperatures and differential emission measures. The

temperatures are consistent with those inferred from the charge states of the SEPs themselves. With the exception of
3He/4He, other element abundance ratios are relatively insensitive to the source region temperature. Based on studies

of ion cyclotron resonance heating in tokamaks, Kazakov et al. (2017, 2021) speculate that a connection between the
4He/H abundance ratio in the thermal plasma and the efficiency of 3He heating by ion cyclotron wave might exist. We

take up the suggestion here that impulsive SEPs are accelerated out of the thermal pool of particles from the observed

charge states and apply it to abundances, arguing that the anomalous abundances are not solely due to acceleration

effects, and must be present in the supply of particles to the acceleration process.

Before proceeding to this model, we first describe the ponderomotive force model in a little more detail and outline
some recent updates and improvements. Following that section 3 introduces the new ideas concerning impulsive SEP

abundances, and gives sample calculations to compare with observations. Section 4 gives some further discussion and

conclusions.

2. FRACTIONATION BY THE PONDERMOTIVE FORCE

The ponderomotive force provides an elegant means of ion-neutral separation in the chromosphere, but implementing

such a process within a model solar atmosphere inevitably leads to some inelegance. We use a heuristic model of the

chromosphere (Avrett & Loeser 2008) coupled with a force-free magnetic field model (Athay 1981). The temperature,
mass density and electron number density profiles agree with “average” values coming from time-dependent simulations

(Carlsson & Stein 2002; Carlsson et al. 2016). Ionization of other elements is calculated here using the local temper-

ature, density, and radiation field, comprising coronal radiation from above, taken from Vernazza & Reeves (1978),

absorbed progressively in the chromosphere by neutral H, and trapped chromospheric Lyman α photons. Atomic data
for photoionization cross sections are taken from Verner et al. (1996), and for collisional rates from Mazzotta et al.

(1998) (with updates listed in Laming & Temim 2020). The other significant modification is the inclusion of the

effects of non-zero electron density on the dielectronic recombination (Nikolić et al. 2013, 2018). Mason et al. (2004)

and Mason (2007) give impulsive SEP abundances for trans-Fe element in the mass ranges 78 - 100, 125 - 150, and 180
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- 220 amu. We represent these with elements Rb, Cs, and W, with atomic masses of 85, 133, and 184 amu respectively.

Rates for Rb and Cs are extrapolated from those for Na and K, (remember we only need the balance between neutral

and singly ionized species), and those for W come from Asmussen et al. (1998) for collisional rates and Chantler (1995)

for the photoionization.
We solve for the Alfvén wave energy density and hence calculate the ponderomotive force by integrating the transport

equations given by Cranmer & van Ballegooijen (2005) and Laming (2015) for a model corona. For closed field, we take

a model loop, straightened out with the model chromosphere placed at each end. For closed coronal loops, we make

the assumption that the waves are resonant with the loop, in the sense that the wave travel time from one footpoint

to the other is an integral number of wave half-periods. The coronal Alfvén waves have amplitudes in the range 30 -
100 km s−1 (depending on loop density) matching observations and the heating requirements for the solar corona and

wind (Dahlburg et al. 2016; Réville et al. 2021). We start the calculation at the chromospheric where sound waves

mode convert to fast modes, and integrate back to the other chromosphere where the ponderomotive acceleration is

calculated from the resulting wave field. In open field, we start the calculation at an altitude of 500,000 km, and
integrate back to the chromosphere, again calculating the ponderomotive acceleration in the same way. For closed

loops we assume resonant waves, and Cranmer et al. (2007) gives a model Alfvén wave spectrum for a polar coronal

hole, but for equatorial coronal holes there is no theoretical guidance. We take one five minute period Alfvén wave

with amplitude similar to that in the closed loop to reproduce the observed FIP fractionations. The ponderomotive

acceleration, a, for shear or torsional Alfvén waves or for fast mode waves, i.e. all polarizations except for circular
polarization, is given by (e.g. Laming 2009, 2015, 2012)

a =
c2

2

∂

∂z

(

δE2

B2

)

. (1)

This expression admits FIP or Inverse FIP, depending on the sign of ∂
(

δE2/B2
)

/∂z, but usually gives FIP effect

since B is generally decreasing with height while δE increases. It only operates on charged particles, but is otherwise
independent of charge giving electrons and ions the same acceleration.

The element fractionation fk of element k by the ponderomotive acceleration is given in the simplest case by the

equation (Laming 2017)

fk =
ρk (zu)

ρk (zl)
= exp

{

∫ zu

zl

2ξkaνkn/ [ξkνkn + (1− ξk) νki]

2kBT/mk + v2||,osc + 2u2

k

dz

}

. (2)

It is calculated from momentum equations for ions and neutrals in a background of protons and neutral hydrogen

between upper and lower boundaries of the fractionation region, zu and zl. Typically, zu is in the corona, where

everything has become ionized. Fractionations are more sensitive to zl, which is taken where the ratio of gas and

magnetic pressures β = 8πnkBT/B
2 = 1.2. A rationale for this choice is given by Laming (2021), who argues that

photospheric hydrodynamic turbulence is too strong to allow fractionation, while weaker MHD turbulence in the

chromosphere has little effect. In equation 2, ξk is the element ionization fraction and νki and νkn are collision

frequencies of ions and neutrals with the background gas. This is mainly hydrogen and protons, and the collision

frequencies are given by formulae in Laming (2004). In the denominator, kBT/mk

(

= v2z
)

represents the square of the
element thermal velocity along the z-direction, uk is the upward flow speed and v||,osc is a longitudinal oscillatory

speed, corresponding to upward and downward propagating sound waves.

The approximations outlined above give a very good match to observed FIP fractionations in the solar corona and

wind (see Laming et al. 2019, for the latest iteration). More recently, direct evidence of a connection between Alfvénic

waves and FIP fractionation has been uncovered by Baker et al. (2021). Their Figure 5 shows a Hinode/Extreme
ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (Hinode/EIS) FIP bias map, inferred from the ratio of the coronal abundance ratio

Si/S to the photospheric ratio. This is taken from the corona above a sunspot, and is compared with a map of Alfvénic

perturbation amplitude in the underlying chromosphere, derived from Ca II observations taken with the Interferometric

BIdirectional Spectrometer (IBIS). A strong correlation between chromospheric regions with intense Alfvénic waves,
and coronal regions with high FIP enhancement is indicated by magnetic field lines calculated from a Potential Field

Source Surface extrapolation connecting the photospheric and coronal maps. We consider this to be the strongest

observational indication to date that Alfvén(ic) waves are connected with FIP fractionation. This reinforces the idea

first put forward by Laming (2004), and forms the basis of our model here.
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Figure 1. Left: Schematic diagrams of separate open and closed magnetic field (top) and reconnecting (bottom). Wave
propagation is indicated by the black arrows. The gray arrows indicate regions of FIP fractionation and extra wave generation
by the interchange reconnection in the top panel. The double arrow for the open field indicate that FIP fractionation can occur
over a range of heights in the chromosphere, whereas for the closed field it is confined to the top. The gray arrows in the
bottom panel indicate the regions of interchange reconnection and extra wave generation compared to the top panel. Right:
Schematic diagram of mode conversion changing upcoming acoustic waves to fast mode at β = 8πnk|rmBT/B

2 >

<
1, and total

internal reflection of the merging fast modes. This is the key to strongly mass dependent fractionation.

3. IMPULSIVE SEP ABUNDANCES

3.1. Calculations

We now turn to the problem of the mass dependent fractionation of impulsive SEPs. Following the discussion above

of the likely source connected with jets, we consider contributions from open and closed magnetic field configurations,

as in the left panel of Figure 1. Element abundances will be a mixture of open and closed field fractionations, occuring
in the chromospheric footpoints of each field configuration as indicated by the gray arrows in the top left panel of

Figure 1. Fractionation can occur over a greater range of chromospheric height in open field than in closed field

(Laming et al. 2019). Even more importantly, the reconnection (Interchange Reconnection; IR) can generate waves

that propagate down to the fractionation region in the chromosphere, as indicated by the gray arrows in the bottom
panel. The fractionated plasma, when it flows upwards along the same field lines, will be injected directly into the

IR region. This is important because such abundance enhancements as we model here are not observed in the bulk

solar wind. In this way the fractionated plasma participates in the current sheet processes (magnetic island merging,

Fermi acceleration etc) that accelerate SEPs without encountering the plasma turbulence that accelerates the bulk

solar wind. There is a lot of scope for detailed modeling of the IR process and the waves it produces (e.g. Kigure et al.
2010), but in this first attempt we restrict ourselves to modeling 5 minute period waves on the open field lines, and

waves on the closed field that are resonant, in the sense that the wave travel time from one loop footpoint to the other

is an integral number of wave half periods. Since the waves do not reflect from a single monolithic barrier as in an

optical resonant cavity, but instead reflect from a range of chromospheric heights where the Alfvén speed is changing,
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we evaluate the net ponderomotive force as an incoherent sum of the ponderomotive forces produced by the various

pairs of forward and backward going waves of the same frequency in the system.

How does mass dependent fractionation occur? Equation 2 clearly admits mass dependent fractionation if the

denominator of the integrand is dominated by the term in the ion thermal speed, 2kBT/mk. The upflow velocity
term, 2u2

k, can be small in a scenario where the reconnection and fractionation is episodic. A burst of Alfvén waves

from the reconnection travel down field lines to the chromosphere and fractionate the plasma, before the electron heat

conduction front arrives to cause the heating and evaporation. Thus the fractionation occurs while the plasma is at

rest before being evaporated. This requires that the Alfvén speed be greater than the electron thermal speed, or that

the magnetic field be of order 100G or greater. The longitudinal oscillatory term, v2||,osc represents sound waves in the
chromosphere, either those deriving from photospheric convection and moving upwards through the chromosphere, or

those generated locally by the Alfvén waves through a parametric instability. The parametric generation is unavoidable

(except with circularly polarized waves, which we consider to be unlikely in this case), but is lower for torsional Alfvén

waves compared to shear waves (Vasheghani Farahani et al. 2011; Laming 2017). The torsional Alfvén wave derives
from reconnection between open field and twisted coronal loop (e.g. Kohutova et al. 2020). The twist is transferred

to the open field, and unwinds, exciting torsional waves. Their existence requires the cylindrical symmetry of a loop

structure. Shear Alfvén waves are formal solutions of the linearized MHD equations for homogeneous and infinite

media. They are plane polarized, and can result from a number of MHD processes.

Acoustic waves moving up from the photosphere must be mode converted to fast modes at the plasma β = 1.2 layer,
which are then subsequently totally internally reflected. In the absence of mode conversion, chromospheric acoustic

waves are introduced to match simulations and data analysis in Heggland et al. (2011) and Carlsson et al. (2015), and

are added in quadrature to the slow mode waves generated parametrically by the Alfvén wave driver (Laming 2012,

2015). With mode conversion included, the same energy flux is introduced and allowed to mode convert according
to the geometry, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1. The schematic shows magnetic fields (calculated from

Athay 1981) and wave propagation in the solar chromosphere, indicating the key components. Upcoming p-modes

mode convert at the layer where sound and Alfvén speeds are equal (β = 6/5 in γ = 5/3 gas) and propagate into the

β < 1 region as fast mode waves, where they undergo a total internal reflection. The energy transmission coefficient

at β = 6/5 is (Schunker & Cally 2006)

T = exp−πHDk sec θ sin2 θ ∼ exp−1.6 sec θ sin2 θ (3)

where HD ≃ 150 km is the density scale height, k is the wavevector and θ is the angle between k and B, also known
as the “attack” angle. The numerical expression is evaluated for 5 minute waves and an Alfvén speed at β = 1 of

6 km s−1, leading to about 30% sound wave transmission when θ = 45◦. Higher frequency waves are more strongly

mode converted. The remaining 70% of the energy is mode converted to fast mode waves which are totally internally

reflected close to β = 1.

Figure 2 illustrates the chromospheric portion of calculations for closed and open fields. The closed field, Panel
(a) shows the density and temperature structure, (b) the ionization fractions of low-FIP elements and (c) those for

high-FIP elements (including C and S) , which are all the same for open and closed field regions. For the closed

loop, the Alfvén waves are assumed to be resonant with the loop. The chromospheric wave field shown in (d) has

the characteristic pattern of unbalanced waves, with more flux going down than coming up. The ponderomotive
acceleration shown in (e) is strongly spiked at the top of the chromosphere where the density gradient in (a) is

strongest. The parametric slow modes excited by the Alfvén wave driver are also strongest in this region. Finally (f)

shows the resulting fractionations, with maximum abundance enhancement happening at the top of the chromosphere

where the ponderomotive acceleration is strongest.

Panels (g-i) the same set of panels (d-f), but here for the chromospheric portion of a calculation for an open field
structure. The wave attack angle at the β = 1.2 layer is 81.4◦ (model T81(h) in Table 1, designated ‘(h)’ to reflect

the higher initial wave amplitude for the hybrid model application), meaning that most of the upcoming slow modes

are mode converted to fast modes and undergo a total internal reflection. This attack angle has been chosen to give

the best match with observations shown in Fig. 3c below. In reality of course, a range of attack angles, possibly
varying with time, leading to time-varying fractionation during the Impulsive SEP event could well happen. Our goal

here is more modestly to establish the plausibility of such a fractionation mechanism. The upgoing and downgoing

wave energy fluxes are more balanced in panel (d). The ponderomotive acceleration is quite different to the previous

example, in that it shows positive (solid line) and negative (dashed line) regions, but most of the fractionation happens
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Figure 2. FIP fractionation in the chromosphere of closed and open fields. (a) density and temperature structure, (b) ionization
fractions of low FIP elements from 99% to 100%, (c) ionization fractions of high FIP elements (including C and S) from 0 to
100%, both calculated using the electron density from the Avrett & Loeser (2008) model and the same for both cases. Closed
loop wave energy fluxes for upward and downward propagating waves are given in (d), (e) shows the ponderomotive acceleration
and parametrically generated slow mode wave amplitude, and (f) the FIP fractionations (on a log

10
scale), all for model T0(h)

from Table 1. Panels (g-i) repeat (d-f) but for the open field model T81(h). The difference in the location of fractionation is
clear, occurring at the top of the chromosphere in a background gas of protons for the closed loop, and low down in neutral H
background gas for the open field.
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low down just above the β = 1.2 layer (which is at 400 km altitude for the model presented here). Fractionations are

greatly enhanced by the absence of photospheric p-modes in the chromosphere, and by the background gas in the low

chromosphere being dominated by neutral H.

3.2. Results

Table 1 and Figure 3 illustrate preliminary calculations of such fractionations, compared with data from Mason

(2007), converted to fractionations based on photospheric abundances using data from Caffau et al. (2011); Scott et al.

(2015a,b) . The top left panel (a) of Figure 3 shows two models for waves on a closed loop. Shear (black dotted curve)
and torsional waves (magenta long dash curve) at an attack angle of 90◦ for 5 minute acoustic waves reaching the

plasma β = 1.2 layer are compared. In the closed loop case, there is little difference between them. We also show

torsional waves at an acoustic wave attack angle of 75 ◦ (green short dash curve), which shows much lower fractionation

than at 90◦. These are the closed field models T90, S90, and T75 from Table 1, for torsional (T) and shear (S) waves.
At 90◦ the light elements (He, C, N, O, Ne) are reasonably well matched. Intermediate mass (Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe) are

overpredicted while Rb, Cs, and W are about right. The models including mode conversion show a general trend of

increasing fractionation with increasing atomic mass, except for dips in the fractionation where a high FIP element is

encountered. The model curves include Cl, Ar, and Kr, with atomic masses of 35, 40, and 84 amu respectively.

Table 1. Closed and Open Field Fractionations

closed Field Open Field Mason

T90 T75 S90 T0(h) T90 T75 S90 T81(h) T90(h) (2007)

δvinit (km s−1) 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.67 7 7 14 20 30

ratio

He/O 0.37 0.60 0.44 0.48 1.08 1.04 1.07 1.04 1.06 0.37

C/O 1.02 1.03 1.04 0.90 1.38 1.26 1.70 3.11 4.79 0.59

N/O 0.59 0.73 0.64 0.63 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.03

Ne/O 0.63 0.75 0.67 0.66 0.97 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.96 1.77

Mg/O 15.2 2.49 13.5 3.53 4.56 2.48 9.78 159. 1623. 5.35

Si/O 31.8 3.12 27.1 5.33 5.48 2.70 12.1 252. 3089. 7.27

S/O 2.90 1.46 2.74 1.37 4.56 2.51 7.63 152. 528. 5.03

Ca/O 85.3 3.92 70.8 7.59 8.96 3.34 19.3 712. 12036. 16.5.

Fe/O 138. 4.16 133. 8.64 16.4 4.25 30.7 1858. 41065. 18.5.

Rb/O 221. 4.27 180. 8.63 43.8 6.01 55.3 5624. 175470. 106.

Cs/O 389. 4.49 314. 8.80 171. 9.08 103. 15596. 718723. 313.

W/O 495. 4.41 401. 8.03 554. 12.3 154. 28506. 1683724. 563.

Note—Fractionation relative to O given by equation 2. Starting wave velocity amplitude δvinit given in the opposite chromo-
sphere for the closed field models, and at 500,000 km altitude for the open field models.

The top right panel (b) shows the same set of models for the open field case. The shear wave 90◦ case shows the

maximum fractionations that can be found with shear waves. Lower and higher Alfvén wave amplitudes and smaller

attack angle all give lower fractionations, due to the interactions with sound waves. It is clear that shear waves (black

dotted curve) cannot account for the observations, and that torsional waves are necessary in the open field, as shown
in the other two curves. The 90◦ torsional wave model (magenta long dash) matches the intermediate and high mass

elements very well, but overpredicts He and C. As expected, the 75◦ torsional waves (green short dash) do not match

well at low or high mass. These models suggest that a combination of closed field providing the low mass elements (He,

C, N, O, Ne) and open field supplying the high mass elements (Rb, Cs, W) might give a good match for all element
masses. An important difference between the closed and open field cases lies in the fractionation of C and S (and also

P, included in the theoretical curves). These are technically high FIP elements, according to the definition that their

FIP is higher than the energy of a Lyman α photon, but these are the three high FIP elements with the lowest FIPs at

11.26, 10.487 and 10.360 eV for C, P, and S respectively. These elements are known to be enhanced in abundance in
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Figure 3. Panel (a): Fractionations relative to O, f(O), defined as SEP element abundance divided by SEP O abundance,
relative to the photospheric elemental abundance relative to O, for torsional waves on closed fields with attack angles at the
β = 6/5 layer of 90◦ (magenta, long dash), 75◦ (green, short dash) and for shear waves at 90◦ (black, dotted). These are
compared with data points (black circles with error bars) from Mason (2007). Panel (b): Similar models for open fields. The
shear wave curve is the maximum fractionation possible for any wave amplitude. Panel (c): Hybrid model (black dotted line),
comprising 98% fractionation from closed field model T0(h) (magenta long dash) and 2% open field model T81(h). Panel (d):
Hybrid model with 99.96% from closed field model T0 (magenta long dash) and 0.04% from open field model T90(h).

accelerated particles sampled from co-rotating interaction regions in the solar wind compared to gradual SEPs (Reames
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2018), and in the solar wind compared to the closed loop solar corona (Kuroda & Laming 2020; Laming et al. 2019),

and that this difference is related to the fractionation region extending down to chromospheric altitudes where H is

neutral (Laming et al. 2019).

The bottom left panel (c) shows a hybrid model. The closed field model with attack angle 0◦ (model T0(h) from
Table 1) is combined with a new open field torsional wave model with higher amplitude waves than the previous cases

(T81(h) from Table 1), with an attack angle at β = 6/5 of 81.4◦. A proportion of 98% closed field ions and 2%

open field ions gives a very good match to the observational data given by Mason (2007), with only Fe being mildly

discrepant. An attack angle of 0◦ in the closed gives a better match to the intermediate mass elements (Mg, Si, S, Ca,

Fe) than an attack angle of 90◦, but attack angles up to about 75◦ give similar results. The closed field contribution
dominates for the low mass elements, while the open field dominates at higher element masses. Panel (d) shows a

similar hybrid model with the same closed field fractionations, but now with the open field given by model T90(h)

in Table 1. The proportions are 99.96% closed : 0.04% open, and the model now gives a better account of the Fe

fractionation, while the other elements are still in reasonable agreement with the data.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In all panels in Fig. 3 there is a trend of increasing fractionation with increasing element mass, with the exception

of high FIP elements which remain unfractionated. As one moves up the periodic table high FIP elements become
increasingly rare, being restricted to the noble gases and Hg (FIP = 10.438 eV). The high FIP elements in our

calculations are He, C, N, O, Ne, P, S, Cl, Ar, and Kr. It is clear from Table 1 that compared to the surrounding low

FIP elements, S is comparatively more fractionated in open field than in closed loops. The same is true for P, and this

is visible in the various panels of Fig. 3. The minima in fractionation close to atomic mass 40 amu corresponds to Cl
(35 amu) and Ar (40 amu); the minimum at 84 amu corresponds to Kr, with the low FIP K appearing at the maximum

at 39 amu. The low mass side of the minimum can be seen to be less steep for the closed field models compared to

those for open field due to the relative depletion of P (31 amu) and S (32 amu). The “kink” in the observational data

around S strongly suggests that FIP plays a role in the fractionation. A similar feature is visible around S in the 2022

March 18-19 series of 3He-rich events observed by Solar Orbiter (Mason et al. 2023).
An important feature of the phenomenon is that the extreme fractionation seen in impulsive SEPs is not seen, or at

least not so far detected, in the bulk solar wind. We argue that the fractionation is produced in the chromosphere by

the ponderomotive force of Alfvén waves generated by IR in the corona above. The Alfvén waves propagate down to

the chromosphere and cause the fractionation before the electron heat conduction arrives to initiate the chromospheric
evaporation. This requires that the Alfvén speed be greater than the electron thermal speed, which typically means

a magnetic field greater than 100G. The evaporating material must move back up the same magnetic field lines that

the Alfvén waves came on, so that the fractionated plasma is injected straight back into the reconnection region and

can be accelerated, without joining the quasi-thermal solar wind.

We have assumed that these (non resonant) waves from reconnection affect mainly the chromosphere of the open
field region. The chromosphere of the closed field is fractionated by resonant waves, in the sense that the wave travel

time from one loop footpoint to the the other is an integral number of wave half-periods. The low mass elements

come from the closed field chromosphere, so that He and S are depleted relative to neighboring elements as observed.

The coronal loop behaves like a resonant cavity for Alfvén waves. The resonant waves are generated in the corona by
nanoflares which represent small perturbations to the ambient magnetic field and ponderomotive force is restricted to

the top of the chromosphere. By contrast, the lack of resonance in the open field means that the ponderomotive force

develops through the chromosphere, not just at the top, and the strongest fractionation occurs lower down where the

H is neutral. In these conditions, He is not depleted, and S fractionates more like other low FIP elements. Further,

interchange reconnection may not qualify as a “small” perturbation to the original magnetic field, and so any resonance
that may have existed would be lost.

Our model requires torsional Alfvén waves, because they couple much less strongly to sound waves that would

otherwise destroy the mass dependent fractionation. The excitation of torsional Alfvén waves requires reconnection

between open field and a twisted coronal loop, such that the twist is transferred to the open field after reconnection
(e.g. Kohutova et al. 2020). Shear waves generate too many sound waves. Circularly polarized waves would also be a

possibility, but these usually arise from wave-particle interactions at much higher frequency where the waves quickly

damp through charge exchange and where the ponderomotive force depends differently on atomic parameters. Other-

wise, although a significant fraction of the reconnecting magnetic energy can escape as MHD waves (e.g. Kigure et al.
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2010; Provornikova et al. 2018) we have little guidance on what wave frequencies to expect. We might expect the

distribution of wave frequencies (or wavenumbers) produced to reflect the distribution of plasmoids, with in the case

of nanoflare reconnection in a closed loop, the loop resonant frequencies picked out by the boundary conditions.

The apparent ubiquity of 3He events (Mason 2007; Mason et al. 2023) suggests trans-Fe elements may be enhanced
in certain regimes of the solar wind. However the lack of correlation between 3He and heavy ion abundances in SEPs

(Hart et al. 2022) makes a quantitative estimate difficult. However the need for fractionation in both open and closed

magnetic field strongly suggests a role for IR, and the need for torsional waves in the open field is consistent with the

conditions surrounding coronal jets (e.g. Mulay et al. 2016; Parenti et al. 2021). Following the work of Kazakov et al.

(2017, 2021), we speculate that the 3He acceleration occurs in the open field region, where the 4He abundance is
higher, and so this acceleration would be disconnected from the heavy ion SEP acceleration which is connected with

the current sheet. There is much more work to be done along these lines. This is beyond the scope of this paper, where

we have tried to establish the plausibility of fractionation based on the ponderomotive force as the mechanism behind

the trans-Fe abundances in Impulsive SEP events. We emphasize that this is a model for the abundance enhancements
only, and does not consider the acceleration, nor does it rule out any abundance modifications associated with the

acceleration. However it does offer a possibly more realistic means of enhancing trans-Fe abundances by the orders of

magnitude required to match observations, compared with “acceleration only” scenarios.

This work has been supported by NASA HSR Grants NNH22OB102 and 80HQTR20T0076, and by Basic Research

Funds of the Office of Naval Research. This study benefits from discussions within the International Space Science

Institute (ISSI) Team ID 425 “Origins of 3He-rich SEPs.”
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ABSTRACT
While supermassive black holes are ubiquitous features of galactic nuclei, only a small minority

are observed during episodes of luminous accretion. The physical mechanism(s) driving the onset of
fueling and ignition in these active galactic nuclei (AGN) are still largely unkown for many galaxies
and AGN-selection criteria. Attention has focused on AGN triggering by means of major galaxy
mergers gravitationally funneling gas towards the galactic center, with evidence both for and against
this scenario. However, several recent studies have found that radio-loud AGN overwhelmingly reside
in ongoing or recent major galaxy mergers. In this study, we test the hypothesis that major galaxy
mergers are important triggers for radio-loud AGN activity in powerful quasars during cosmic noon
(1 . z . 2). To this end, we compare Hubble Space Telescope WFC3/IR observations of the z > 1 3CR
radio-loud broad-lined quasars to three matched radio-quiet quasar control samples. We find strong
evidence for major-merger activity in nearly all radio-loud AGN, in contrast to the much lower merger
fraction in the radio-quiet AGN. These results suggest major galaxy mergers are key ingredients to
launching powerful radio jets. Given many of our radio-loud quasars are blue, our results present a
possible challenge to the “blow-out” paradigm of galaxy evolution models in which blue quasars are the
quiescent end result following a period of red quasar feedback initiated by a galaxy merger. Finally,
we find a tight correlation between black hole mass and host galaxy luminosity for these different
high-redshift AGN samples inconsistent with those observed for local elliptical galaxies.

Keywords: Radio loud quasars (1349) — Galaxy mergers (608) — Active galactic nuclei (16) — Radio
jets (1347)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Essentially all massive galaxies seem to harbor a su-
permassive black hole (SMBH, taken to be black holes
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with masses MBH & 105M�) at their dynamical centers
(Kormendy & Ho 2013). Yet only a small fraction of
these SMBHs are typically observed during a phase of
luminous accretion characteristic of active galactic nu-
clei (AGN). The unified model for AGN stipulates that
accretion of matter onto the SMBH is the primary en-
ergy source for the observed radiative output from these
systems (see e.g. reviews by Antonucci 1993; Netzer
2015). The accretion of gas and dust (either directly,
or indirectly through the tidal stripping of other com-
pact objects), and subsequent viscous dissipation within
the developing accretion disk, allows for the conversion
of gravitational potential energy into thermal optical-
UV disk radiation. The accretion disk can outshine the
host galaxy at visible wavelengths and its ionizing con-
tinuum can excite atomic tranisitions in gas clouds both
near and far from the SMBH, giving rise to the so-called
broad and narrow emission lines seen in type I and II
AGN, respectively1.
However, uncertainty persists on how AGN are pro-

duced in the context of galaxy evolution and dynamics,
where there are various physical processes which might
contribute to supplying SMBHs with sufficient gas den-
sities for the initiation of AGN activity. A large focus
in the literature is on whether major galaxy mergers
might be the dominant AGN triggering mechanism (es-
pecially at high AGN luminosities) through galaxy-wide,
gravitationally-induced torques which drive gas towards
the galactic center (as bolstered by various semi-analytic
and numerical works, e.g., Hopkins et al. 2006). Curi-
ously, there have been a substantial number of stud-
ies which both seem to support (e.g., Koss et al. 2010;
Ellison et al. 2011; Hong et al. 2015; Weston et al.
2017; Goulding et al. 2018; Gao et al. 2020) and op-
pose (e.g., Cisternas et al. 2011; Kocevski et al. 2012;
Karouzos et al. 2014; Villforth et al. 2019; Lambrides
et al. 2021) the relevance of major galaxy mergers in
triggering AGN. Collectively, these conflicting results
suggest that the physical properties of both AGNs and
their host galaxies, and extragalactic environments, may
be pertinent when considering the role of galaxy mergers
towards their initial triggering (or even sustained fuel-
ing). Additionally, they highlight the need to look at
alternatives to major galaxy mergers for transporting
gas from kpc to sub-pc scales in galactic nuclei and ulti-
mately triggering AGN, namely: internal “secular” pro-
cesses, minor/satelite-galaxy accumulation (e.g., Hern-
quist & Mihos 1995), or gas inflows induced from other

1 The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the broad lines is
' 1, 000 km s−1, originating ∼ 0.1 pc from the SMBH.

interactions within a larger-scale galaxy cluster environ-
ment besides galaxy mergers.
For AGN residing in clusters, ram-pressure induced

triggering (Marshall et al. 2018), “galaxy harrassment”
from high-speed galaxy encounters (Moore et al. 1996),
and tidal interactions between the host galaxy and grav-
itational potential of the cluster (Byrd & Valtonen 1990)
are all potential AGN-triggering mechanisms apart from
major galaxy mergers. Among secular processes, com-
mon channels for SMBH growth include stellar winds
(Davies et al. 2007; Vollmer et al. 2008, although see
Dubois et al. 2015 who showed supernovae can inhibit
black hole growth in low-mass systems), chaotic and
cold accretion streams driven by turbulence in the host
galaxy intersellar medium (ISM) (Hobbs et al. 2011;
Gaspari et al. 2013), and gravitational disk instabili-
ties mediated by stellar bars (and spiral density waves)
(e.g., Shlosman et al. 1989), or dense, inhomegeneous
clumps formed through cold accretion streams from the
larger-scale halo environment (the so-called “violent disk
instabilities” which seem to be more efficient at higher
redshifts, see e.g., Dekel et al. 2009; Bournaud et al.
2011; Gabor & Bournaud 2013).
Because the triggering of AGN is intimately linked to

the growth of SMBHs, studies of AGN triggering will
help us better understand the tight scaling relations ob-
served between SMBH mass and various host galaxy
properties, typically of the bulge or “spheroid” compo-
nent (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998; Gebhardt et al. 2000;
Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring
& Rix 2004; Gültekin et al. 2009; Graham et al. 2011;
McConnell & Ma 2013). The origin of these correla-
tions is still debated, but leading non-mutually exclu-
sive hypotheses include the hierarchical buildup of both
black holes and bulges through galaxy mergers (Peng
2007; Jahnke & Macciò 2011), stellar feedback through
starbursts (Norman & Scoville 1988; Davies et al. 2007;
Wild et al. 2010), and AGN feedback ( e.g., Fabian 2012;
Heckman & Best 2023). AGN feedback can take the
role of self-limiting SMBH growth through the ejection
or heating of gas by radiatively-coupled outflows or jets
(e.g., Nesvadba et al. 2010; Couto & Storchi-Bergmann
2023), or positive feedback where SMBH growth is cou-
pled to host star formation by compressing the ISM
(e.g., Silk 2013). Perhaps the most striking example of
AGN feedback is the heating of the intracluster medium
(ICM) by large-scale radio jets hosted by massive cD
galaxies (see e.g. the famous example of the Perseus
cluster, Fabian et al. 2003, 2006)
Several previous studies have found strong evidence

for enhanced incidence of major galaxy mergers among
samples of radio-loud AGN (Heckman et al. 1986; Col-
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ina & de Juan 1995; Ramos Almeida et al. 2012; Ivison
et al. 2012; Kaviraj et al. 2015; Chiaberge et al. 2015;
Noirot et al. 2018), and in constrast to the less conclu-
sive results for AGN samples selected by other criteria
(e.g., Grogin et al. 2005; Gabor et al. 2009; Georgakakis
et al. 2009; Rosario et al. 2015; Lambrides et al. 2021;
Sharma et al. 2021). Understanding why galaxy merg-
ers seem to be ubiquitous among radio-loud AGN, and
not among other AGN samples, may help give us bet-
ter insight into the dyanamical (co)evolution between
SMBHs, AGN, and their host galaxies. Furthermore,
studying the link between galaxy mergers and radio-loud
AGN may help give clues to the jet formation physics
operating in these systems.
The main goal of this study is to test whether major

galaxy mergers are an important process for the trigger-
ing of radio-loud AGN. To this end, we analayzed the
host galaxy stellar morphologies of the z > 1 (all but
two 1 < z < 2) 3CR sample of broad-lined radio-loud
quasars with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) WFC3/IR
images. This work is a follow-up study to that of
Chiaberge et al. (2015), who analyzed the host galax-
ies of twelve type II radio galaxies drawn from the
same z > 1 3CR parent sample, observed with HST
WFC3/IR SNAP observations (program SNAP13023).
Chiaberge et al. (2015) found much higher merger frac-
tions among radio-loud AGN in comparison to matched
samples of inactive galaxies and radio-quiet AGN − es-
sentially all z > 1 3CR radio galaxies were mergers in
comparison to a merger fraction of ∼ 40% for the con-
trol samples. In this work, we focus our analysis on the
292 type I (broad-lined) quasars from the z > 1 3CR
sample, in order to complement the type II radio galax-
ies studied in Chiaberge et al. (2015). The observations
require HST point spread function (PSF) subtractions
of the unresolved quasar light in order to examine the
host galaxy stellar morphologies, as we discuss further
in section 3.2. We then used human experts to blindly
classify HST WFC3/IR images of our 3CR sample in
addition to three matched radio-quiet quasar3 control
samples in order to investigate the role of galaxy merg-
ers in triggering the formation of powerful radio jets.
Throughout this paper we adopt a ΛCDM cosmol-

ogy, with H0 = 67.74 km s−1 Mpc −1, Ωλ = 0.69,
and Ωm = 0.31 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). All
magnitudes presented are AB magnitudes (Oke & Gunn

2 We note here that the 3CR quasar 3C 119 was dropped from the
merger analysis due to a nearby contaminating point source, and
is discussed further in Appendix sectionA.

3 Here we use the term quasar interchangeably between radio-loud
and radio-quiet sources.
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Figure 1. Redshift histogram distributions for our samples.
The shaded black histogram represents the 3CR sample, or-
ange represents the M19, purple the V17, and cyan the M16
sample. See section 2 for a description of each of these con-
trol samples.

1983), and extinction-corrected following the reddening
maps of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011).

2. SAMPLE PROPERTIES

The z > 1 3CR sample we consider comprise 64
objects observed in the northern hemisphere in Cam-
bridge, United Kingdom (Spinrad et al. 1985). The
3CR sample is a low-frequency, flux-limited sample
(F178 MHz > 9 Jy) of extragalactic objects (|b| > 10◦

and declinations above 10◦), unbiased in jet orientation
because the radio emission at such low frequencies is
dominated by the isotropic lobe contribution. These
3CR galaxies host relatively young radio jets (Murgia
et al. 1999; Dallacasa et al. 2021; O’Dea & Saikia 2021),
with edge-brightened FR type II morphologies (Fanaroff
& Riley 1974), and include some of the most powerful
radio-loud AGN known. Furthermore, the z > 1 3CR
quasars reside in the so-called “Bright Ages” (1 . z . 2,
an epoch also referred to as “cosmic noon”), thought to
correspond to the cosmic peak of AGN activity, star
formation, and galactic bulge assembly (e.g., Alberts
et al. 2016; Hopkins et al. 2006), making them an indis-
pensible sample for examining the relationship between
SMBHs and their host galaxies.
Our radio-quiet quasar control samples were con-

structed from three separate archival AGN samples of
∼ 20 sources observed with similar depth and filter
HST WFC3/IR observations, as shown in Table 1. All
control quasar samples have published papers assessing
the merger fraction of the quasar samples relative to
matched samples of inactive galaxies (Mechtley et al.
2016; Villforth et al. 2017; Marian et al. 2019). None
of these studies found evidence for an enhanced merger
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Table 1. HST WFC3/IR Observations

Sample HST Pivot Project Exposure† 5σ Sensitivity
Filter Wavelength ID Time Limit

(nm) (s) (mag/arcsec2)
3CR F140W 1392.28 GO-16281 3×300 23.9
M16 F160W 1536.91 SNAP-12613 4×400 24.3
V17 F160W 1536.91 GO-13305 9×250 24.4
M19 F160W 1536.91 GO-14262 6×400 24.5

† The exposures are given in the format of number of dithers × single frame exposure
time.

fraction among the quasars, thus casting doubt on the
scenario of merger-driven triggering for those AGN. The
selection criteria of our three control samples are as fol-
lows:

• The first control quasar sample is the high-redshift
sample of Mechtley et al. (2016) (1.9 ≤ z ≤ 2.1),
referred to as “M16” for the rest of the paper.
This sample was selected from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) DR5 quasar catalog (Schneider
et al. 2007). This sample of 20 broad-line quasars
was selected to have high black-hole masses, span-
ning the range 9.3 ≤ log (MBH) ≤ 9.7 (as deter-
mined from virial estimates based upon the Mg II
broad line from Shen et al. 2011), and a uniform
color-selection algorithm as described by Richards
et al. (2002). Bolometric luminosities from this
sample are from Shen et al. (2011).

• The second sample is that of Villforth et al. (2017),
which we will refer to as “V17”. This sample is
comprised of 20 X-ray selected AGN (ROSAT X-
ray detections) crossmatched with SDSS DR5 op-
tical quasar broad-line detections (Anderson et al.
2007). The redshift range spans 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 0.7, and
the quasars were also selected to have bolometric
luminosities in excess of 1045 erg s−1. Black hole
masses and bolometric luminosities for this sample
are from Shen et al. (2011).

• Our final control sample is composed of the 1.8 ≤
z ≤ 2.2 broad-line quasars from Marian et al.
(2019), which we refer to as “M19”. These were
sub-selected from the SDSS DR7 quasar catalog
(Schneider et al. 2010; Shen et al. 2011). These 21
AGN were selected to have 8.5 ≤ log (MBH) ≤ 8.7

(as determined by the Mg II broad-line virial es-
timates from Shen et al. 2011), and more impor-
tantly Eddington ratios > 0.7. Here the Edding-
ton ratio, λ, is defined as λ ≡ Lbol/LEdd, where
Lbol is the bolometric luminosity, and LEdd is the

Eddington luminosity4 describing the limting lu-
minosity needed to halt spherical Bondi−Hoyle ac-
cretion. Taken together (and assuming some fixed
accretion efficiency), these assumptions imply high
mass-accretion rates and thus arguably the most
promising selection criteria for constraining the
AGN triggering mechanism(s) in these systems.
This sample has the same uniform color-selection
criteria as M16.

Figure 1 shows the redshift distributions for our four
samples. The 3CR radio-loud AGN fall between the V17
low-redshift (z ∼ 0.7) sample and the two high-redshift
(z ∼ 2) samples (M16 and M19). The control samples
have negligible redshift ranges and essentially sample
distinct cosmic epochs close to, but generallly on either
side, of the distributed 3CR cosmic ages. The V17 low-z
sample has a mean cosmic age of ∼ 7.3 Gyr, while the
high-z M16 and M19 samples have a mean cosmic age
of ∼ 3.3 Gyr. The mean (and median) cosmic age of our
3CR radio-loud AGN sample is ∼ 4.6 Gyr, correspond-
ing to z = 1.4. While the redshifts of our samples do
not exactly match, the control groups effectively sam-
ple towards the beginning and right after the cosmic
evolution of our 3CR sources. This gives us some lever-
age towards discriminating enhanced incidence of galaxy
mergers among radio-loud sources while also considering
potential redshift evolution in our interpretations.
In order to verify that the control samples are all

radio-quiet, we cross-matched each against the FIRST,
NVSS, and VLASS Very Large Array (VLA) all-sky
surveys. These surveys have the required depth and
sky coverage to assess the radio-loudness of our quasars,
where we parametrize radio-loudness by the rest-frame
ratio of 5 GHz radio to B-band optical flux density after

4 Specifically, the Eddington luminosity is the transition point at
which the outward radiation pressure resulting from electron
scattering with accretion disk photons overcomes the gravita-
tional force from the black hole, and is usually taken to be
1.26× 1038 (MBH/M�) erg s−1.
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Figure 2. Histogram comparisons of the black hole mass, bolometric luminosity, Eddington ratio, and rest-frame U-V quasar
color of the control samples to the radio-loud 3CR sample. The shaded black histograms represent the 3CR sample, orange
represent the M19, purple the V17, and cyan the M16 sample.

K-corrections5 and use a cutoff of ten to delineate radio-
loud from radio-quiet objects (Kellermann et al. 1994).
One of the M19 sources, one of the M16 sources, and five
of the V17 sources were radio-loud. We removed these
radio-loud sources from our control samples.
Figure 2 compares the black hole masses, bolomet-

ric luminosities, quasar colors, and Eddington ratios be-
tween the 3CR radio-loud AGN and the control radio-
quiet samples. For the 3CR, we compiled all black
hole massess from different literature sources as given
in Table 2. 3CR bolometric luminosities were deter-

5 This was done for the optical data by choosing the appropriate
photometric band which redshifts to B-band for our sources (pho-
tometry follows the methodology described later in this section
when describing quasar colors), and we assumed a flat spectral
index (in frequency) for extrapolating the radio.

mined from quasar PSF magnitudes obtained during our
Galfit decompositions described further in section 3.2
and given in Table 2. Bolometric correction factors were
obtained from Azadi et al. (2022) for radio-loud quasars
at 1 < z < 2, after redshifting the F140W filter to the
appropriate rest-frame values for each source. Black hole
massess and bolometric luminosities are taken from the
reference papers for the control samples; values are given
in Table 3. Quasar U - V colors were determined in
the rest frame, using nominal effective wavelengths of
2456 nm and 580 nm for U and V band, respectively
(U - V colors are given in Tables 2 and 3). In order
to obtain reliable rest-frame color estimates, we used

6 We use this near-UV wavelength for our “U band” as it
roughly corresponds to the rest-frame wavelength of our HST
WFC3/UVIS F606W observations for most of our 3CR sample.
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the appopriate observer-frame photometric band which
most closesly redshifts to the rest frame U and V bands.
To this end, we utilize SDSS DR14 ugriz photometry
(Pâris et al. 2018), near-IR JHK photometry from the
UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS, Lawrence
et al. 2007), and the HST observations described further
in section 3. Once the appropriate photometric band is
chosen, we K-corrected to the nominal rest-frame wave-
lengths using the near-IR-optical quasar template spec-
trum from Glikman et al. (2006). For the SDSS and HST
data, our quasar colors were constructed using PSF mag-
ntiudes in order to avoid any host galaxy contamination
(these are not available for UKIDSS data products).
In general, the distributions shown in Figure 2 cover

similar regions of the overall parameter space. We also
performed two-tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) tests
to assess whether the control samples and 3CR sample
were consistent with being drawn from the same par-
ent population (for all parameters of interest). The only
sample comparisons in which we were able to reject the
null hypothesis that the data came from the same pop-
ulation distributions at the 99% or greater significance
level are the M19 vs 3CR black hole masses, M19 vs
3CR Eddington ratios, M16/V17 vs 3CR bolometric lu-
minosities, and V17 vs 3CR quasar colors. The fact
that the KS tests for the M19 vs 3CR black hole masses
and Eddington ratios imply different parent distribu-
tions can be understood in terms of the M19 selection
critera creating artifically narrow distributions. How-
ever, these M19 distributions are still fairly representa-
tive of the corresponding 3CR distributions. Similarly,
while the M16 vs 3CR black hole masses and V17 vs 3CR
quasar colors have different distributions, the range of
values in the control samples is still fairly representa-
tive of the 3CR quasars. However, the V17 bolomet-
ric luminosities do seem to generally be lower than the
3CRs by ∼ an order of magnitude, even though there
is substantial overlap. Along with the lower redshifts of
the V17 sample, this is another factor to consider when
comparing the V17 against 3CR merger fractions. The
V17 sample was selected to have high bolometric lumi-
nosities (even if they do not approach the levels of the
other samples), and were shown in V17 to be in excess of
1045erg s−1 where major mergers are expected to play
a dominant role in AGN triggering based on theoretical
analytical and simulaiton-based arguments.

3. HST OBSERVATIONS & DATA ANALYSIS

All of our quasar samples were observed with HST
WFC3 near-IR observations. Table 1 gives the project
code, exposure time, HST WFC3/IR filter, pivot wave-
length, and surface brightness sensitivity limits for each

sample. The sensitivity limits were estimated with
the WFC3/IR online Exposure Time Calculator (ETC).
For the ETC exposure calculations we used a 2 × 2

pixel extraction area, elliptical galaxy spectrum, me-
dian redshift for the sample, and neglected Milky Way
extinction. The HST observations of the 3CR sample
also included WFC3/UVIS F606W (pivot wavelength of
588.92 nm) observations in the same orbit as the IR
channel exposures. We used UVIS aperture photometry
when appropriate for determining quasar colors. Gener-
ally, there is fairly low host contamination in the UVIS
channel because it probes rest-frame near-UV for the
3CR sample, thus allowing for robust quasar magnitude
measurements from aperture photometry without PSF-
fitting (except for a few cases of star-forming regions,
which we masked when measuring fluxes).
All samples were observed with ≥ 3 point dithers so

as to remove hot pixels/cosmic rays and allow for im-
proved resolution in the final sub-pixel imaging. All ob-
servations were non-destructively read out in a log-linear
STEP sequence, intended to allow for high-dynamic
range imaging. The exposure times for all samples al-
low for similar surface brightness detection thresholds,
although the control samples are slightly deeper than the
3CR. We are testing the hypothesis that the 3CR radio-
loud AGN have a higher incidence of galaxy mergers,
and greater sensitivity to low surface-brightness merger
indicators in the control groups only serves to make our
results more robust in the event of a higher 3CR merger
fraction.
The 3CR sample was observed with the F140W wide

filter (JH gap), with pivot wavelngth of 1392.3 nm. At
the median redshift of the 3CR sample (z = 1.4), this
corresponds to a rest-frame wavelength of ∼ 580 nm or
V-band. The control-group samples were all observed
with the wide H-band F160W filter, corresponding to a
pivot wavelength of 1536.9 nm. For the V17 sample, this
corresponds to a rest-frame wavelength of ∼ 904 nm or
Z-band in the near-IR. For the high-redshift M16/M19
samples, this correpsonds to a rest-frame wavelength of
∼ 512 nm or V-band. The V17 observations were cho-
sen to sample ∼ 1 µm rest-frame wavelengths in order
to serve as a good proxy for stellar mass. The host
galaxy morphologies should not appear substantially dif-
ferent between this wavelength and visible wavelengths,
nor should the hosts be substantially contaminated by
emission lines at these wavelengths, even if they are es-
pecially star-forming (Martins et al. 2013). As shown
by Hilbert et al. (2016), the host galaxies of our 3CR
sample should also not be substantially contaminated
by emission lines, and the same is true for the z ∼ 2
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Table 2. 3CR Quasar & Host Galaxy Properties

Source z log
(

MBH
M�

)
log (Lbol) U-V log (λ) mquasar mhost Reff n

Name (erg s−1) (mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc)
3C 2m 1.04 8.7c 46.5 1.50 −0.85 19.3 19.8 10.0 1.7
3C 9m 2.01 9.6b 47.8 1.53 −0.32 17.5 19.2 4.7 4†

3C 14m 1.47 9.4a 47.2 2.22 0.04 18.2 19.3 4.8 4†

3C 43m 1.46 9.2a 46.5 1.06 −1.03 20.2 20.6 11.0 2.1
3C 68.1m 1.23 9.9a 47.4 2.78 −0.52 17.4 19.6 5.3 4†

3C 82n ††† 2.87 ... 47.9 1.30 ... 18.4 ... ... ...
3C 119†† 1.02 ... 47.3 1.09 ... 17.1 ... ... ...
3C 181m 1.38 9.6a 47.3 0.44 −0.88 18.0 19.7 4.3 4†

3C 186m 1.07 9.1b 47.2 2.20 −0.56 17.5 18.7 30.3 1.9
3C 190m 1.20 7.8d 47.3 1.23 1.17 17.6 19.4 16.6 1.2
3C 191m 1.96 9.0b 47.5 1.67 −0.16 18.3 19.0 2.8 3.9
3C 204m 1.11 9.7a 47.7 0.31 −0.56 17.1 19.8 10.3 4†

3C 205m 1.53 9.6a 48.0 0.57 −0.02 16.5 19.7 11.7 4†

3C 208m 1.11 10.0e 47.3 0.19 −1.42 17.5 18.9 2.9 4†

3C 208.1m 1.02 ... 46.5 0.93 ... 19.2 19.9 10.9 1.27
3C 212m 1.05 9.3e 46.7 2.87 −1.04 18.8 19.1 5.9 4†

3C 220.2m 1.16 9.4c 46.9 1.20 −1.28 18.5 19.0 3.8 4†

3C 245m 1.03 8.8b 47.2 −1.33 −0.41 17.4 18.9 4.7 4†

3C 268.4m 1.40 9.8a 47.8 1.11 −0.32 16.8 19.0 3.4 4†

3C 270.1m 1.53 9.0a 47.4 0.47 −0.17 18.0 19.4 8.2 4†

3C 280.1m 1.66 8.2b 47.3 0.02 0.40 18.3 20.6 10.8 4†

3C 287n 1.05 9.6a 47.2 1.60 −1.02 17.6 ... ... ...
3C 298m 1.44 9.6c 47.9 0.67 −0.12 16.5 17.4 2.8 4†

3C 318m 1.57 ... 47.1 1.44 ... 18.6 19.8 5.8 3.3
3C 325n 1.13 ... 46.9 1.27 ... 18.5 18.9 8.7 3.4
3C 418m 1.69 ... 47.7 −2.19 ... 17.4 19.0 6.6 4†

3C 432m 1.79 9.7b 47.6 1.82 −0.75 17.8 20.0 5.6 4†

3C 454n 1.76 8.9a 47.5 3.23 0.19 18.0 ... ... ...
4C 16.49m 1.27 9.8a 46.8 2.26 −1.91 19.1 19.5 3.5 4†

Black hole mass measurements are obtained from the following literature sources (corresponding to the super-
scripts in the MBH column): (a) McLure et al. (2006) (b) Liu et al. (2006) (c) Shen et al. (2008) (d) Wu (2009)
(e) Kozłowski (2017).
† These parameters were forced fixed during the 2D brightness distribution fitting.
†† 3C 119 is dropped from the merger analysis for reasons discussed in Appendix sectionA.
† † † 3C 82 is a compact steep-spectrum radio source associated with a faint (V=21) object. The 3C 82 quasar
nature was only recently established by Punsly et al. (2020) who discovered strongly redshifted broad emission
lines at z = 2.87, rendering it the most distant quasar in the 3CR sample.

m Classified as a galaxy merger by voting consensus.
n Classified as a non-merger by voting consensus.
Empty values for mhost indicate host galaxies deemed unresolved by our Galfit fits, in which case we only
model the quasar PSF.
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Table 3. Control Sample Quasar & Host Galaxy Properties

Source Sample z log
(

MBH
M�

)
log (Lbol) U-V log (λ) mquasar mhost Reff n

Name (erg s−1) (mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc)
J083253m M19 1.8 8.5 47.2 3.57 −0.09 19.0 21.2 8.4 0.75
J084632n M19 2.0 8.7 46.8 1.45 0.35 18.0 ... ... ...
J091555n M19 2.1 8.7 46.9 2.66 −0.02 18.4 ... ... ...

This table is published in its entirety online in machine-readable format, where we show a sample portion here for
guidance regarding its form and content.
† These parameters were forced fixed during the 2D brightness distribution fitting.
m Classified as a galaxy merger by voting consensus.
n Classified as a non-merger by voting consensus.
Empty values for mhost indicate host galaxies deemed unresolved by our Galfit fits, in which case we only model the
quasar PSF.
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M16/M19 samples which overlap in redshift with the
3CR.

3.1. Data Reduction

All flt image files were downloaded from the Mikul-
ski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) after hav-
ing first been processed through the calwf3 data re-
duction pipeline (Dressel 2022). We combined the
dithered flt image files together with Astrodrizzle
(Gonzaga et al. 2012), which also subtracts the sky
background and makes corrections for cosmic ray arti-
facts and geometric distortion. Astrodrizzle relies on
the “drizzle” algorithm, or variable-pixel linear recon-
struction, in which pixels in dithered CCD images are
mapped onto a sub-sampled output image after taking
into account rotational and translational shifts between
dithered input images and camera distortion (Fruchter
& Hook 2002). We used a final_pixfrac parameter
of 0.8 (describing the drop size of input pixels) and a
final_scale of 0.06′′for the final pixel scale of the out-
put image. After experimentation, we found this combi-
nation of final_pixfrac and final_scale allowed for
the best compromise between final image resolution, cor-
related noise properties, and sensitivity to low-surface-
brightness features. This 0.06′′per pixel final plate scale
of our output images oversamples the point spread func-
tion (PSF) by a factor of two for the F140W and F160W
filters of HST’s WFC3 camera.

3.2. Galfit Decompositions

After drizzling we performed 2D modeling of the
brightness distribution within our images using the
Galfit (Peng et al. 2010) software package. For sim-
plicity and consistency, we used single Sérsic profiles to
model the host galaxy light distrbution (Sérsic 1963; Ser-
sic 1968), which have the following radial dependence:

I(R) = Ie exp

[
−κ

((
R

Re

)1/n

− 1

)]
. (1)

Here, I is the intensity as a function of radius (R),
Re is the effective radius containing half the flux, Ie is
the intensity at Re, n is the Sérsic index, and κ is a pa-
rameter depending only on n. Thus, n solely determines
how centrally concentrated the light profile is. Profiles
with n = 1 correspond to exponential functions common
to modeling galaxy disks (Freeman 1970), and n = 4 de-
scribes the de Vaucouleurs profile used to model classical
bulges (de Vaucouleurs 1948).
While the Sérsic profile may not perfectly describe the

light distributions of our galaxies, to the first order it
is efficient in modeling the underlying brightness dis-
tribution of the non-disturbed host galaxy components

without the worry of over-fitting. Since Galfit opti-
mizes model parameters simultaneously when minimiz-
ing χ2 through the non-linear “Levenberg–Marquardt”
algorithm, this simple host light model helps keep us
from oversubtracting the quasar PSF contribution de-
scribed further below.
In addition to Sérsic profiles for the host galaxies, we

modeled the sky background, and AGN point sources us-
ing synthetic PSFs constructed from the Tiny Tim soft-
ware package (Krist et al. 2011). Our PSF model was
constructed using the near-IR-optical quasar template
spectrum from Glikman et al. (2006), redshifted appro-
priately for each source. We built PSF models sepa-
rately for each dithered flt frame, using the WFC3 fo-
cus model from the following URL maintained by STScI:
focustool.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/control.py. Each
PSF was constructed at the chip pixel location of peak
flux measured in that flt frame, using a 7.5′′ diame-
ter. After constructing each PSF model for the differ-
ent dithered frames, we combined the PSFs by insert-
ing them into blank flt frames and drizzling using the
same parameters as our science images, except with a
2× finer plate scale of 0.03′′ per pixel. This yielded
PSF models sampled to a ∼ 4× finer pixel scale than
the PSF FWHM. We evaluated the quality of our PSF-
subtraction technique for one of our quasars with an un-
resolved host galaxy in Appendix section B. We show all
of the HST WFC3/IR images of our 3CR quasars before
and after PSF-subtraction in Appendix section C. Sim-
ilar use of drizzled Tiny Tim PSFs to subtract quasar
light for host galaxy morphological analysis in other
studies showed good results (Villforth et al. 2017; Za-
kamska et al. 2019).
We attempt fitting each source with both a Sérsic and

PSF model component, allowing all relevant parameters
to be free unless constraining some to physically moti-
vated values helped improve the fit as determined by
χ2
ν (or allowed the fit to converge to physically mean-

ingful values at all). The model parameters for the
Sérsic profiles are the index n, effective radius Re, the
axis ratio (semi-minor/semi-major axis), position angle,
sky position, and integrated magnitude. For the PSF
model, only the sky position and magnitude were free
parameters, and the sky background was fit as a con-
stant. We also used a hand-constructed bad-pixel mask
for nearby sources and irregular host galaxy features
so as to most accurately model the non-disturbed host
and quasar components. For some cases of very bright
quasars, we also masked the central few brightest pixels
in order to account for non-linear pixel response where
the PSF model would not match the saturated pixels.
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Figure 3. Galfit decomposition panels used for classifications, where we show examples corresponding to each classification
category as supported by the expert voting results. Images are constructed in the original detector frame, with varying right
ascension/declination axis orientations. The classification is given in the upper left of each panel (as supported by the voting
results), and source/sample are given in the upper right. All panel decompositions can be found as online-only figures.

Tables 2 and 3 report the best-fit results of our Galfit
decompositions.
In cases where the host galaxy appears to be

marginally resolved or unresolved, we used a fixed Sér-
sic index of four and placed the Sérsic component at the
same location as the PSF after optimizing a PSF-only
fit. If the Sérsic effective radius was less than 3 pixels,
equivalent to 0.18′′or ∼50% beyond the PSF FWHM,
then we considered the host unresolved and used only a
PSF-fit in our Galfit galaxy model. These cases corre-
spond to null values for mhost in Tables 2 and 3.

4. CLASSIFICATION METHODOLOGY

For consistent comparison of our results to those of
Chiaberge et al. (2015), who analyzed the host galaxies
of the z > 1 type II 3CR radio galaxies, we used six hu-
man experts for our morphological merger classifications
corresponding to six of the authors on this paper. This
has the benefit of taking a more holistic view of galaxy
mergers in comparison to quantitive, non-parametric
measures of disturbance such as the Gini coefficient,
second-order moment of the brightest 20% of the light
(M20), or asymmetry measure (Schade et al. 1995; Lotz
et al. 2004). These quantitative estimates of disturbance
can be effective at measuring post-galaxy-coalescence
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Figure 4. Continuation of Figure 3.

signatures (i.e., multiple nuclei, tidal features, and other
large-scale asymmetries, see e.g., Lotz et al. 2011), but
would miss many ongoing/incipient galaxy mergers or
those with faint signatures that the human eye is more
sensitive to. All measures are likely to be biased by
the PSF-subtraction uncertainties, which are inherent
to our classification images, as pointed out by previous
WFC3/IR quasar merger studies (i.e., Glikman et al.
2015; Zakamska et al. 2019).
Each human classifier examined the entire image set

before final source classifications were decided upon to
ensure internal self-consistency. Each expert classified
each quasar image presented in the form of Galfit
panel decompositions. Figures 3 and 4 show examples.

These panels were constructed based upon our Galfit
2D modeling described in section 3.2, and show the orig-
inal image data, our best-fit Galfit models, the PSF-
subtracted images, and the residuals. As described in
section 3.2, for unresolved objects for which we could not
obtain a physically meaningful Sérsic fit, we only used a
PSF model, and the residuals are the same as the PSF-
subtracted image. Otherwise, the residuals are the data
minus the best-fit PSF and Sérsic models. Including the
residuals in the classifications helps to highlight the faint
merger signatures (i.e., global asymmetries and tidal dis-
turbances indicative of a recent or ongoing major galaxy
merger), because the host galaxy components consistent
with symmetric Sérsic profiles are removed. The images
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were stretched to highlight faint morphological features
necessary for careful inspection and classification. Each
panel was assigned a random number, and the experts
had no identifying knowledge for each panel, so these
are completely blind classifications. We classified im-
ages according to the following criteria:

• A: Ongoing galaxy merger − these show two
(or more) massive galaxies with clear signs of in-
teraction such as tidal bridges, streams, shells, or
tails. Cases with unresolved host galaxies that fit
this category are still classified as ongoing mergers.

• B: Close companion(s)/incipient galaxy
merger − these show a massive galaxy compan-
ion within the 25 kpc radius surounding the quasar
but otherwise do not show any signs of interac-
tion. Major/minor incipient galaxy mergers are
further distinguished after classification by a flux
ratio of 1:4 (i.e., minor incipient mergers are those
where the less massive galaxy is ≥ 4× less mas-
sive). Minor incipient mergers were reclassified as
non-mergers.

• C: Multiple nuclei − these show a common en-
velope around two or more nuclei, either stellar or
unresolved quasar-like nucei.

• D: Post-merger Signatures − these do not
have galaxy companions within 25 kpc but have
host galaxies which show light profile asymmetries,
tidal features, or other disturbances indicative of
a post-coalescence major galaxy merger.

• E: Non-merger − these appear as smooth and
symmetric host galaxies without any massive com-
panions within 25 kpc.

• F: Host galaxy unresolved/non-detected or
PSF-dominated residuals − for these, the clas-
sifier does not identify enough host galaxy com-
ponent to classify it as any of the above letters.
It may be some combination of very bright PSF,
general PSF mismatch, compact host galaxy, un-
dermassive host galaxy, high-redshift cosmological
surface brightness dimming, or other factors that
lead to this classification.

Figures 3 and 4 show examples firmly classified into
each of the above categories. Each classifier’s votes
were consolidated into the categories of “merger” or
“not merger”, where categories of A−D counted towards
“merger” and E/F were counted towards “not merger”.
This choice to reclassify unresolved sources as non-
mergers implicitly assumes we would have seen evidence

Table 4. Consensus Results & Merger Fractions

Sample Merger Not fm
†

Merger
3CR 25 3 0.87+0.09

−0.14

M16 5 13 0.30+0.21
−0.17

V17 5 10 0.35+0.23
−0.20

M19 9 11 0.45+0.21
−0.20

† The error bars represent 95% credible intervals
around the mean values. These are Bayesian
merger fractions determined from the poste-
rior distrbutions for each sample’s consensus
classification.
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Figure 5. Posterior probability density function (PDF) of
the merger fractions for each sample, based upon the con-
sensus classification results given in Table 4. Vertical dashed
lines with semi-transparent bands show the means of these
distributions with 68% credible intervals.

of a merger if it were there, regardless of incomplete
host galaxy information. We discuss any potential bias
resulting from this choice in Appendix section D. In the
case of sources classified as F, or “unresolved”, with de-
tected companions within 25 kpc meeting the 1:4 flux
ratio cutoff we use to discrimnate massive companions
indicative of an incipient major galaxy merger, we re-
classified them as “B” after voting and these would be
considered mergers (see Appendix section E where we
explain how this is done for cases without host galaxy
fluxes determined from our Galfit decompositions). Fi-
nally, we further consolidated the votes into a consensus
classification based upon the majority vote, where ties
were broken in favor of “merger”.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Merger Incidence

Table 4 gives the results of our consensus classifica-
tions after votes were consolidated into the categories
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“merger” and “not merger”. In order to robustly quan-
tify the 3CR merger fraction and compare to those of
the control samples, we used a Bayesian framework as
described below. The consolidated classification of each
galaxy as “merger” or “not merger” turns each observed
galaxy into a Bernoulli trial (i.e., “merger” would count
as a “success”, and “not merger” as “failure”). There-
fore, the likelihood of our data is given by the discrete
binomial probability distribution:(

n

k

)
fkm(1− fm)n−k , (2)

where (
n

k

)
≡ n!

k!(n− k)!
. (3)

Here, fm is the intrinsic merger fraction for a given
sample (or probability of any successive Bernoulli trial
being a merger), k is the number of mergers observed
for that sample, and n is the number of Bernoulli trials
observed from that sample.
We adopted an uninformative uniform proior on

merger fraction for each sample, fm ∼ U [0, 1]. Combin-
ing this prior with the binomial likelihood function given
by equation 2, Bayes’ theorem yields a posterior distri-
bution for merger fraction of fm ∼ Beta(k+1, n−k+1).
For these “shape parameters”, the Beta distribution is
given by:

Beta(fm; k + 1, n− k + 1) =

Γ(2 + n)

Γ(k + 1)Γ(n− k + 1)
fkm(1− fm)n−k ,

(4)

where

Γ(x) ≡ (x− 1)! . (5)

The resulting posterior distributions for the merger
fractions of our different samples based upon the con-
sensus classification results are shown in Figure 5. A
Bayesian two-sample proportion test based upon Monte-
Carlo sampling the respective posterior distributions
(as implemented in the R package BayesianFirstAid,
Bååth 2014) shows that the 3CR sample has a greater
intrinsic merger fraction than all control groups at the
> 99.9% confidence level.

5.2. Monte Carlo Analysis Without Voter
Consolidation

In order to strengthen the robustness for our result of
an enhanced 3CR merger fraction in comparison to the
control groups, we performed an additional analysis fol-
lowing a similar methdology to that of Cisternas et al.

Figure 6. Co-added histograms of each classifer’s Monte-
Carlo sampled difference in merger fraction of the 3CR sam-
ple relative to each control group, scaled by the control sam-
ple merger fraction (again defined for each classifier). The
68% confidence interval is shown as dashed line, and the 95%
confidence interval as the dot-dashed line. Positive values in-
dicate an enhnced 3CR merger fraction relative to the given
control group.

(2011) (see their Section 4.2.1), except within our exist-
ing Bayesian framework and using the same six human
expert classifications described in section 4. In this case,
we considered each of the classifier’s “votes”, or classi-
fication choices, individually, allowing each classifier to
define their own posterior distribution of merger fraction
for each sample. Then, for each control group, we per-
formed a Monte Carlo sampling of the 3CR and control
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group merger fractions (denoted as f̃m,3CR and f̃m,CS, re-
spectively) from their posterior distributions. This was
done using 1,000 Monte Carlo samples of f̃m,3CR and
f̃m,CS per classifier. We then computed the difference
in merger fraction for each classifier from these Monte
Carlo samples, scaled by each classifer’s control sample
merger fraction7: f̃m,3CR−f̃m,CS

fm,CS
. This allows us to in-

clude input from all classifiers on how they perceive the
3CR sample relative to the control groups. Normaliz-
ing the difference in merger fraction, f̃m,3CR − f̃m,CS, by
each classifier’s control sample merger fractions allows
for the combination of different classifiers results while
adjusting for the difference in personal scale for each
classifier.
Figure 6 shows the results of this analysis for all clas-

sifiers after co-adding their histograms. Positive values
correspond to an incidence of higher 3CR merger frac-
tion relative to the given control group being compared.
Evidence for a statistically significant enhanced merger
fraction of the 3CR sample relative to the control groups
from this figure would correspond to cases where the
confidence interval bounds fall above zero. As is evident,
the 95% confidence interval bounds for the 3CR vs V17
and 3CR vs M16 sample comparisons falls above zero,
as does the 68% bounds for the 3CR vs M19 sample.
The heavy-tailed nature of the 3CR vs M16 histogram
reflects a greater variance of control sample merger frac-
tions among the classifers.
This analysis supports the finding of an enhanced

merger fraction of the 3CR sample relative to all of the
control groups. However, the statistical significance of
our results do appear stronger using the consensus clas-
sification methodology outlined in the previous section,
rather than this method of combining the votes from all
classifiers. This is consistent with our consensus classi-
fication removing some of the human bias inherent to
our classifications by our consolidation schema. If this
hypothesis is correct, the inclusion of more classifiers
should only serve to bring the consensus classifications
closer to the “truth” as is implicitly assumed in large-
scale voter-based morphological classifications in astron-
omy such as Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008).

6. DISCUSSION

Our finding of high 3CR merger fraction and evidence
for enhanced merger fraction of the 3CR sample rela-
tive to the radio-quiet AGN control groups, implies that
major galaxy mergers are important to the triggering
of radio-loud AGN and the launching of powerful radio

7 For this, we used the mean of their posterior distribution.

jets in the cosmic bright ages (1 . z . 2). This result
is consistent with that of Chiaberge et al. (2015), who
found fm = 0.94+0.06

−0.16 for the type II z > 1 3CR radio
galaxies. These results are thus consistent with AGN
unification models which predict AGN type based upon
relative orientation with respect to the observer’s line of
sight (Antonucci & Miller 1985). Given that not all ma-
jor galaxy mergers host radio-loud AGN, galaxy merg-
ers are consistent with being an important, although not
sufficient, process for the launching of radio jets.
Our result of high merger fraction for the z > 1 3CR

radio-loud quasars is also consistent with the work of
Podigachoski et al. (2015), who find high star-formation
rates for the same parent sample of z > 1 3CR radio-
loud AGN based upon Herschel far-infrared and Spitzer
mid-infrared photometry with corresponding spectral
energy distribution decomposition into AGN-heated and
star-formation-heated dust components. Podigachoski
et al. (2015) interpret these high star-formation rates as
likely originating from major gas-rich galaxy mergers,
although jet-induced star formation is another possibil-
ity and is hard to separate from merger-induced star-
formation due to the lack of required spatial resolution in
the Herschel and Spitzer observations. Follow-up JWST
mid-infrared observations would help to resolve the dust-
enshrouded star-forming regions in the z > 1 3CR sam-
ple and help better discern the origin of the prodigious,
obscured star formation taking place in these systems.

6.1. Potential Impact of Quasar Environment and
Jet-Host Interactions

In selecting our control groups, we focused exclusively
on redshift and basic quasar properties. The purpose of
this selection criteria was to make the presence of a pow-
erful radio jet the major distinguishing variable between
the radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN. However, we made
no attempt to further control for quasar environment, as
is the case in most other quasar merger studies. In prin-
ciple, the large-scale density of group or cluster mem-
bers, dark matter halo properties, intergalactic medium
(IGM), and various host galaxy properties (e.g., stellar
mass, gas/dust density and temparature, color, metal-
licity, size, etc.) are possible confounding variables to
consider when devising a control group and trying to
isolate radio-loudness as the most salient parameter in-
fluencing the importance of galaxy mergers in triggering
AGN. In practice, it is not possible to control for all of
these variables simultaneously. Thus, it is still possible
radio-quiet quasars which reside in unique environments
are preferentially triggered by galaxy mergers. However,
it appears major galaxy mergers are an overwhelmingly
essential ingredient to the triggering of AGN with pow-
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erful radio jets, and not to radio-quiet AGN at cosmic
noon.
It is also important to consider the possibility of AGN

jet feedback contaminating the merger classifications as-
sociated with asymmetric or disturbed host galaxy fea-
tures. There are many examples in the literature of
AGN jets strongly aligned with the semi-major axis of
their host galaxies, which has been dubbed the “align-
ment effect” (e.g., Dunlop & Peacock 1993; Best et al.
1998). One explanation for the alignment effect is jet-
host interactions as the jet propagates through the ISM
and triggers star formation (Rees 1989), thus indicat-
ing the possibility of jets altering the appearance of
their host galaxies in our 3CR sample. We will explore
this effect further for the z > 1 3CR sample with our
WFC3/UVIS F606W (rest-frame near-UV) HST obser-
vations in order to correlate star-formation and radio jet
properties in a future study (Breiding et al., in prep.).
But, given host asymmetry is only a minor factor in
our comprehensive merger criteria and it is unclear jet-
host interactions have significantly affected the appar-
ent asymmetry in our 3CR host galaxies, we do not
believe jet-host interactions should substantially affect
our results. Furthermore, jet-host interactions are not
expected to affect ongoing mergers or induce tidal sig-
natures which are tell-tale signs of galaxy mergers and
pervasive in our 3CR host galaxies (the HST WFC3/IR
images and PSF-subtracted images are shown in Ap-
pendix section C for our 3CR quasar sample).

6.2. A Possible Jet Formation Channel: the Merger of
Binary SMBHs

One possible interpretation for our results, as first sug-
gested by Wilson & Colbert (1995), is that major galaxy
mergers can lead to radio jet formation in the so-called
“spin paradigm” through the preceding merger of binary
SMBHs and resultant spin-up of the remnant SMBH
(also see Chiaberge & Marconi 2011; Chiaberge et al.
2015). In this scenario, major galaxy mergers result
in the formation, and eventual coalescence, of binary
SMBHs of similar mass ratio (Begelman et al. 1980).
However, only with the right combination of initial spins
and mass ratio will binary SMBH mergers spin-up the
remnant black hole. In particular, mass ratios closer to
unity and highly spinning black holes aligned with the
orbital angular momentum of the binary will lead to the
largest spin of the remnant black hole post-coalescence.
In the case of gas-rich galaxy mergers, theoretical argu-
ments support a scenario in which the spins of both black
holes in the binary will tend to align with its orbital
angular momentum through accretion torques mediated
by the larger galactic-scale gas flow (Bogdanović et al.

2007). This mechanism is also supported by the obser-
vation of three nearby (z < 0.1), young (ages < 10 Kyr)
compact symmetric objects showing jet axes normal
to the galactic gas disks in near-IR/optical multiband
imaging with HST (Perlman et al. 2001).
However, “dry mergers” may more naturally explain

the galaxy cores (i.e., missing stellar light) more fre-
quently observed in the centers of radio-loud AGN hosts
(e.g., Capetti & Balmaverde 2006, 2007), possibly cre-
ated through binary or recoiling SMBH scouring in our
proposed model of jet formation (Begelman et al. 1980;
Milosavljević & Merritt 2001; Nasim et al. 2021). Nev-
ertheless, in the context of spin-powered jets such as
those created through the “Blandford-Znajek” mecha-
nism (Blandford & Znajek 1977), the increase of black
hole spin following a binary SMBH merger (with the
right properties, as described above) would allow for
the formation of the radio jet by directly tapping the
increased spin energy of the remnant black hole. In-
terestingly, observations seem to show that only high
mass black holes (& 108M�) tend to launch powerful
radio jets (e.g., Chiaberge & Marconi 2011), as sup-
ported by the 3CR black hole masses presented in
this study (see Figure 2 and Table 2), possibly be-
cause the highest-mass black holes can achieve the high-
est, and most stable, spin magnitudes (Dotti et al.
2013). The “spin paradigm” is further supported by sev-
eral recent numerical general relativstic magnetohydro-
dynamic (GRMHD) simulations favoring spin-powered
over acretion-powered black hole jets in AGN (e.g.,
Tchekhovskoy et al. 2010, 2011; Penna et al. 2013;
Narayan et al. 2022).
Since this jet formation channel relies on a binary

SMBH merger in order to spin-up the black hole and
launch the jet, it makes several key predictions. The
first is that the galaxy merger responsible for triggering
the radio-loud AGN should be in some stage of post-
coalescence, instead of an ongoing or incipient galaxy
merger. This follows from the fact that SMBHs take
some time to evolve towards the center of galaxies
and eventually coaslesce themselves following a galaxy
merger (binary evolution is described further in sec-
tion 6.2.1). While a lot of the host galaxies from our
3CR sample are classified as post-coalescence systems,
there are also some number of ongoing galaxy mergers.
For these, we would predict a previous galaxy merger
is responsible for launching the radio jet in the binary
SMBH merger model of jet formation we consider. How-
ever, even though post-coalescence merger features can
be observed for up to ∼ 1 Gyr (e.g., Lotz et al. 2008; Ji
et al. 2014), this scenario is difficult to test since post-
coalescence merger signatures are likely contaminated
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by stronger gravitational disturbances induced by the
ongoing galaxy merger. The requirement of a recent pre-
vious galaxy merger in the 3CR host galaxies classified
as ongoing major mergers can naturally be explained
by our radio-loud AGN residing in environments where
galaxy mergers are a frequent occurance. Indeed, ob-
servations have shown radio-loud AGN reside preferen-
tially in galaxy overdensities (i.e., groups, clusters, and
proto-clusters) (e.g., Venemans et al. 2007; Shen et al.
2009; Donoso et al. 2010; Wylezalek et al. 2013; Kotyla
et al. 2016; Ghaffari et al. 2017; Retana-Montenegro &
Röttgering 2017; Ghaffari et al. 2021), which are en-
vironments conducive to frequent galaxy mergers (e.g.,
Jian et al. 2012).

6.2.1. Binary SMBH Evolution & Recoiling SMBHs

Following the final coalescence of two galaxies in a
merger, the SMBHs from each precursor system sink
to the center of the merger remnant through dynamical
friction (Chandrasekhar 1943), achieving a separation of
∼ 10 pc after a period of ∼ 100 Myr (e.g., Campanelli
et al. 2007; Callegari et al. 2009). Subsequent evolu-
tion of the binary from ∼ 10 pc to sub-pc separations is
highly uncertain, relying on three-body stellar harden-
ing (e.g., Sesana et al. 2007), torqures from a circumbi-
nary accretion disk (e.g., Escala et al. 2005), and possi-
bly three-body interactions with another SMBH (Hoff-
man & Loeb 2007) to remove angular momentum un-
til the binary enters the gravitational-wave-dominated
regime. This evolutionary phase where the binary
evolves from ∼ 10 pc to sub-pc separations is referred to
as the “final pc problem” (Milosavljević & Merritt 2003),
and can take anywhere from 10 Myr (e.g., Khan et al.
2015) to longer than the Hubble time (e.g., Yu 2002) to
overcome. Once entering the gravitational-wave regime
(separations of . 0.01− 0.1 pc), the binary rapidly
evolves towwards its eventual coalsecence through the
emission of low-frequency gravitational waves (this final
stage takes . tens of Myr, see e.g., Figure 1 from Begel-
man et al. 1980). These gravitational waves should soon
be detected by Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs) for SMBH
binaries in the local universe (McLaughlin 2013; Hobbs
2013; Verbiest et al. 2016; Arzoumanian et al. 2020) and
further out by the upcoming Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA, Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) for coalesc-
ing and less massive systems.
After binary SMBH coalescence, the remnant black

hole may experience a recoil velocity-kick due to the
anisotropic emission of gravitational waves (Peres 1962;
Bekenstein 1973). Depending on the initial spins and
mass ratio of the binary, the velocity of the recoiling
SMBH can be up to ∼ 5000 km s−1, although kicks of .

a few hundred km s−1 are most common in simulations
(Dotti et al. 2010; Lousto et al. 2012; Blecha et al. 2016).
Mass ratios near unity, highly spinning black holes, and
spins somewhat misaligned with the orbital angular mo-
mentum (i.e., “hangup kicks”), or anti-aligned and lying
in the orbital plane (i.e., “super kicks”) tend to produce
the largest recoil velocities (e.g., González et al. 2007;
Herrmann et al. 2007; Lousto & Zlochower 2011).
Thus, another potential observable prediction of

our binary SMBH merger model is the formation of
radio-loud AGN in recoiling SMBH systems. Recoil-
ing SMBHs may manifest themselves observationally
through AGN spatially offset from their host galaxy pho-
tocenters (e.g., Blecha et al. 2016) or the Doppler shift-
ing of BLR emission lines (e.g., Eracleous et al. 2012,
although this can also result from a binary SMBH) as
the recoiling SMBH travels through the host galaxy. In
fact, the source 3C 186 from our radio-loud AGN sam-
ple is possibly the best-evidenced recoiling SMBH in the
literature, showing both a substantial 1.3 ′′(or 11 kpc
projected) spatial offset of the quasar from its host cen-
ter (Chiaberge et al. 2017; Morishita et al. 2022) and
∼ 2000 km s−1 velocity offset between its broad emis-
sion lines and host galaxy rest frame (Chiaberge et al.
2017, 2018; Castignani et al. 2022). The famous, and
nearby (z = 0.004), radio galaxy M87 also shows evi-
dence for a small ∼7 pc projected displacement between
the AGN and host galaxy photocenter (Batcheldor et al.
2010), providing some further supportive evidence for
this hypothesis. However, systematic searches (with
high astrometric precision) for jetted AGN offset from
their host galaxy photocenters are needed to more fully
examine this hypothesis.
Our Galfit models showed evidence for only one

other quasar-host-center offset among the 3CR sample,
a 1.4 kpc projected offset in 3C 9 (where we describe
the analysis of the 3C 9 offset in detail in Appendix
section F). It is possible we do not find any quasar-
host-center offsets among the other z > 1 3CR quasars
due to some combination of lower recoil velocities8 and
not enough time having elapsed since the recoil event
to produce a detectable astrometric offset. However,
the very extreme spatial and velocity offset in 3C 186
suggests at least some cases of radio-loud AGN should
lead to detectable recoiling SMBHs. It is possible the

8 As described in section 6.2.1, only the right combination of bi-
nary spins and mass ratio will lead to large recoil velocities post-
binary coalescence. Given that the most spin-up is experienced
by remnant SMBHs where the binary spins are aligned with the
orbital angular momentum, it is possible most recoil velocities in
radio-loud AGN are quite small (see section 6.2 where we discuss
favorable binary spins for producing large recoil velocities).
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combination of compact high-z host galaxies and quasar
PSF-contamination of the nuclear host galaxy light hide
all but the most extreme quasar-host-center offsets9.
One way to avoid this issue is to look for offset AGN
in the type II 3CR radio galaxies where there is no
bright quasar PSF cominating the host galaxy light.
In this case, the SMBH location could be determined
through high astrometric precision, very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) observations of the 3CR radio
cores. We have an accepted Very Long Baseline Ar-
ray (VLBA) program to do just this (VLBA/23A-297,
legacy ID BB446), where the results will be reported in
a future publication.

6.2.2. The Case of the Radio-Loud Non-Merger: 3C 325

It is interesting to note the one radio-loud source with
a clearly resolved and featureless host galaxy classified as
a “non-merger” by our consensus classification: 3C 325.
As shown in Figure 4, 3C 325’s host galaxy has the ap-
pearance of a smooth and featureless elliptical, as sup-
ported by its relatively high Sérsic index of 3.4. One pos-
sible formation channel for elliptical galaxies is the merg-
ing of massive disk galaxies (Toomre & Toomre 1972), as
supported through simulations (e.g., Farouki & Shapiro
1982). If the binary SMBH merger model of jet forma-
tion we consider is correct, this might be a system where
binary evolution took much longer than the rest of the
3CR sample and any morphological indicators of a past
galaxy merger responsible for triggering the radio-loud
AGN have long since dissapeared. Better understanding
this system (and others like it among radio-loud AGN
samples) which appears to be an outlier among the z > 1

3CR sources as having no indications of any ongoing
or recent major galaxy mergers will help us better un-
derstand the jet-formation physics and AGN-triggering
mechanisms operating in other radio-loud AGN.

6.3. The Assembly, and co-Evolution, of SMBHs and
their Host Galaxies

In Figure 7, we plot the host galaxy luminosities10

for our quasars against their black hole masses (for all
quasar host galaxies with reliable Galfit Sérsic model

9 As is the case in 3C 186. It is interesting to note that 3C 186
also has the largest size of any of our 3CR host galaxies. Perhaps
the extended nature of the 3C 186 host galaxy makes a quasar-
host-center offset easier to detect.

10 We plot luminosities instead of stellar masses since we have no
color information for our host galaxies and thus can not obtain
reliable mass-to-light ratios. While it is reasonable to substitute
mass for host galaxy luminosity when interpreting the power-law
scaling exponent, multi-band host color information and careful
population synthesis modeling should be undertaken in order to
obtain precise host galaxy masses.

Figure 7. Top: Scatter plot of R-band host galaxy lu-
minosities and black hole masses. Our best-fit mean linear
regression line is given in dark gray, with 95% confidence
band given in gray with outlining gray dashed lines. Ex-
pected correlation between the host spheroid component of
nearby inactive galaxies with black hole mass is shown as
solid colored lines (purple for McConnell & Ma 2013, cyan
for Kormendy & Ho 2013, and green for Graham 2007). We
distinguish galaxy “mergers” as filled yellow circles and “non-
mergers” as filled purple circles as determined from our con-
sensus results. We also mark the reddest quasars with red
outlining circles, which have U-V colors in excess of 2. Mid-
dle: Same as top, but we distinguish sources based upon
quasar sample. Black circles correspond to 3CR quasars,
purple V17, and orange represent a combined M19 and M16
high-z sample. Regression lines (with 95% confidence bands)
are shown for each sub-sample, with colors corresponding to
the sub-sample plotted. Bottom: Same as top panel, but we
plot host “bulge” luminosities after adjusting for B/T correc-
tions following the procedure outlined in section 6.3. Linear
regression was performed on these adjusted bulge luminosi-
ties.
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Table 5. Results of Linear Regression Analyses

Response Predictor
Variable Variable Sample Nb ρcs p-valf α β εd0

log (Lhost) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
fulla 48 0.50± 0.11 0.000116+0.0028

−0.000113 45.22± 0.08 0.25± 0.06 0.26

log (Lhost) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
3CR 21 0.11± 0.23 0.30+0.40

−0.23 45.42± 0.06 0.11± 0.10 0.26

log (Lhost) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
V17 15 0.69± 0.13 0.0014+0.011

−0.0012 45.06± 0.07 0.24± 0.12 0.23

log (Lhost) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
M16/M19 12 0.42± 0.30 0.08+0.29

−0.079 45.20± 0.05 0.25± 0.11 0.21

Reff
g log

(
MBH

109M�

)
full 48 −0.25± 0.15 0.08+0.40

−0.07 6.16± 0.72 −2.0± 0.97 4.63

U-V log
(

MBH
109M�

)
full 48 0.05± 0.16 0.43+0.38

−0.32 1.0± 0.17 0.17± 0.29 1.14

log (λ) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
full 48 −0.22± 0.15 0.12+0.45

−0.11 −0.44± 0.09 −0.40± 0.17 0.65

Flux Ratioe log
(

MBH
109M�

)
full 48 −0.10± 0.15 0.39+0.39

−0.32 0.32± 0.03 −0.02± 0.05 0.22

log (Lbol) log
(

MBH
109M�

)
full 48 0.32± 0.13 0.023+0.16

−0.022 46.8± 0.1 0.40± 0.18 0.66

Sérsic Index log
(

MBH
109M�

)
full 21 0.59± 0.15 0.004+0.046

−0.0037 2.09± 0.18 1.07± 0.29 0.73

log (Lbol) U-V full 81 0.22± 0.10 0.047+0.25
−0.042 46.8± 0.10 0.08± 0.04 0.57

a Full sample for log (Lhost)− log (MBH) correlations (and others correlations including host galaxy properties) is the combined sample
of 3CR, V17, M16, and M19 quasars with host galaxy luminosities as determined from our Galfit decompositions, and measured
black hole masses as given in Tables 2 & 3. For Sérsic Index−log (MBH) correlation, the full sample includes those with measured
Sérsic indices.

b N is the sample size considered for the correlation.
c We give the mean ρs and error bars defining a 68% confidence interval as determined from our bootstrapping procedure. The same
is true for the corresponding regression coefficients.

d The intrinsic scatter is just taken to be the standard deviation of residuals about the best-fit OLS regression line.
e Ratio of host to quasar flux density in the WFC3/IR HST filter used for each quasar.
f We report median p-values from our bootstrapped statistics, with error bars corresponding to the 68% confidence intervals (confidence
bands in Figures 7 & 8 are constructed using 95% intervals). P-values for log (Lhost)− log (MBH) correlations are constructed from
one-tailed hypothesis tests, and all others are two-tailed.

g Reff are the effective radii in kpc.

fits as described in section 3.2). The host galaxy lumi-
nosities were determined at R-band since it is the clos-
est rest-frame band for most of our quasars (with an
effective wavelength of 658 nm, and in νLν), using the
magnitudes obtained from our Galfit decompositions
and K-corrected with the elliptical host galaxy spectral
template given in Mannucci et al. (2001) (assuming a
simple linear correction redward of the λ4000Å break).
We also plot the expected scalings for nearby inactive
galaxy samples of “spheroid”11 luminosity components
against well-measured black hole masses from Graham
(2007), Kormendy & Ho (2013), and McConnell & Ma
(2013). The Graham (2007) scaling was derived from the
Marconi & Hunt (2003) K-band and McLure & Dunlop
(2002) B-band relations (assuming R-band color correc-
tions), using elliptical galaxies and the bulges of disk
galaxies after correcting for some discrepencies and up-
dating source measurements from the original papers
(both of the scalings are essentially the same after the

11 Here we refer to “spheroid” components as either pure elliptical
galaxies or the bulge component of spiral or lenticular galaxies.

Graham 2007 corrections). The Kormendy & Ho (2013)
and McConnell & Ma (2013) scalings are also based
upon nearby samples of inactive elliptical galaxies and
the bulges of disk galaxies (the latter decomposed from
the total host galaxy light), color-corrected from K-band
for Kormendy & Ho (2013) and V-band for McConnell
& Ma (2013) to R-band again using the elliptical galaxy
template of Mannucci et al. (2001).
We performed linear regression analyses on our host

galaxy luminosities and black hole masses using an or-
dinary least squared (OLS) estimator (the best linear
unbiased estimator) for our regression coefficients, with
our regression equation given by:

log (Lhost) = α+ βlog

(
MBH

109M�

)
+ ε0 , (6)

where α is the intercept, β is the regression slope,
ε0 describes the intrinsic scatter, log (Lhost) is taken
to be the dependant or “response” variable and
log

(
MBH/109M�

)
is taken to be the independant or

“predictor” variable. We determined the strength of
correlation using the non-parametric Spearman’s rank-
order correlation coefficient (Spearman 1904), ρs, which
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is less sensitive to outliers than Pearson’s correlation co-
efficient (e.g., Wilcox 2004). We also performed hypoth-
esis tests for the log (Lhost)-log

(
MBH/109M�

)
regres-

sion in order to determine significant postive correlations
using a one-tailed Student’s t-test (Zar 1972) (where we
take p-values less than 0.05 to be cases where we can
reject the null hypothesis that ρs ≤ 0). In order to de-
termine confidence intervals for our regression, we used
bootstrapping with 10,000 trials per regression analysis.
The results of our regression analyses are given in Ta-
ble 5. We find a very significant, and tight, correlation
for our full sample of quasars (combined from all sub-
samples considered in this work), with mean ρs = 0.51

and median p-value of 0.00012. However, we find a much
shallower slope of β = 0.25 in comparison to the near-
linear expectation of nearby elliptical galaxies and the
bulges of disk galaxies. As show in Figure 7, we also find
no obvious trends for galaxy mergers or extremely red
quasars in the log (Lhost)− log (MBH) plane. In Figure 7
we also show separate regression analyses after splitting
our quasars into the following subsamples: 3CR, V17,
and a combined sample of M16 and M19 z ∼ 2 radio-
quiet sources. As is apparent, the regression slopes are
fairly consistent across the samples, although the sig-
nificance of the corresponding correlations is weakened
after splitting the full sample into subsamples (with all
but the V17 subsample exhibiting non-significant corre-
lations when examining the median p-values).
A near-linear scaling between black hole mass and host

spheroid luminosity (and roughly spheroid mass) can be
produced from models in which the host galaxy cen-
tral spheroid and black hole share a common gas supply
regulated by gravitational torques (e.g., Anglés-Alcázar
et al. 2017), and also from “merger avergaging” through
the hierarchical build-up of both spheroid and black
hole mass through galaxy mergers (e.g., Peng 2007;
Jahnke & Macciò 2011). However, previous studies have
also found evidence for shallower slopes in Lspheroid−
MBH scalings in the case of late-type galaxy samples (
Mspheroid ∝ M0.33−0.5

BH , e.g., Davis et al. 2019; Savorgnan
et al. 2016) and wet (gas-rich) coreless galaxies possibly
experiencing “quasar”-mode non-linear growth with re-
spect to their cold gas content (Lspheroid ∝ M0.30−0.45

BH ,
Graham & Scott 2013). Although high-z AGN samples
seem to generally have slighly larger black-hole-to-bulge
mass ratios (by a factor of ∼ 2 − 3, see Kormendy &
Ho 2013), their slopes are broadly consistent with local
Lspheroid− MBH relations (although see Laor 2001 who
present evidence for the non-linear Mspheroid ∝ M0.65

BH

scaling for broad-lined quasars). One other possibility
for our shallow slope (Lhost ∝ M0.25

BH ) is negative quasar
feedback. In this scenario high-z quasars evolve to-

wards the steeper local relation by the suppression of
star formation as they grow (effectively moving towards
the bottom right in Figure 7). Finally, recent work has
suggested that observational bias towards the most mas-
sive black holes and combined samples of ellipticals and
massive bulges may have yielded near-linear correlations
when separate offset, but parallel, non-linear relations
(substantially shallower in Lspheroid ∝ MBH) might ap-
ply to merger-built elliptical galaxies and the bulges
of spiral galaxies (Graham & Sahu 2023, where their
Figure 9 best illustrates this potential bias). However,
next we discuss the possibility of accounting for this dis-
crepency in slope by our use of the total host galaxy
luminosity rather than just the bulge component in the
correlation.

6.3.1. B/T Scalings and Other Considerations for
MBH−Host Galaxy Correlations

The obvious discrepancy of shallow log (Lhost)−
log (MBH) slope (β = 0.25) in comparison to the
near-linear slopes found in samples of nearby, inactive
spheroids regressed on black hole mass may also in part
be explained by our use of total host galaxy luminos-
ity instead of just the spheroid component. Given the
high-z nature of our samples and PSF-contamination by
our bright quasars, detailed decompositions into both
disc and bulge host galaxy components is not possi-
ble for our sources. However, if we parametrize the
bulge-to-total host galaxy luminosity, B/T, as a power-
law with index of 3/4 (i.e., B/T ∝ (MBH)

3/4), with
B/T = 1 at log (MBH) = 10, then we obtain the bot-
tom panel in Figure 7 where we plot these adjusted
“bulge” values instead of total host galaxy luminosity
(we stress that these are not measured bulge values, just
those inferred from the aforementioned parametriza-
tion). This parametrization yields a consistent linear
regression slope with the near-linear slopes from our ex-
pected local spheroid relations. However, it predicts
a rather extreme dependance of B/T on black hole
mass. In our parametrization, B/T > 0.5 (i.e., bulge-
dominated) values are reached for log (MBH) > 9.6 and
B/T = 0.03 at log (MBH) = 8. Thus, although the most
extreme black hole masses from our samples would cor-
respond to bulge-dominated host galaxies, a majority
of our host galaxies would be disk-dominated. This re-
sult suggests a scenario where progressive major galaxy
mergers lead to more bulge-dominated systems with
more massive black holes, where elliptical galaxies would
correspond to the most massive black holes and host
galaxies with B/T = 1 (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2010). This
scaling of B/T with black hole mass is also consistent
with the positive correlations observed between Sérsic
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Figure 8. Here we plot the Sérsic index against black hole
mass as filled circles, with mean linear regression lines shown
in dark gray and 95% confidence bands shown with outlined
dashed gray lines (constructed from the bootstrapped statis-
tics). A horizontal dashed black line is shown at the mean
Sérsic index of 1.94. Regression results for this plot are given
in Table 5.

index12 and black hole mass (e.g., Graham & Driver
2007).
We also regressed various other source properties

against black hole mass following the same methodol-
ogy as outlined above (except for these we assess sig-
nificance using a two-tailed hypothesis test), with the
results of these analyses given in Table 5. We found sta-
tistically significant correlations (as assessed from me-
dian p-values) only for Sérsic index and bolometric lu-
minosity regressed on black hole mass (where the latter
correlation has also been observed previously, see e.g.,
McLure & Dunlop 2002). In Figure 8 we plot Sérsic in-
dex against black hole mass, where there is evidently a
very strong correlation consistent with the B/T scaling
discussed above. We also considered the possibility that
the host galaxy luminosities are inflated at low black
hole masses due to less well-resolved host galaxies and
host galaxy components absorbing some of the quasar
flux in our Galfit decompositions. However, we would
expect both smaller radii and flux ratios closer to unity
for lower black hole masses if this effect were biasing our
results, where no such correlations were observed.
In summary, we find the following plausible contribut-

ing factors for our shallow Lhost ∝ M0.25
BH correlation:

negative quasar feedback, B/T decreasing (substan-

12 Although Sérsic index has been shown to correlate with B/T,
in general a given Sérsic index can have a wide range of B/T
values (e.g., Querejeta et al. 2015). Thus, we do not attempt to
empirically constrain our B/T ratios based upon our measured
Sérsic indices.

Figure 9. Histogram of rest-frame G-I quasar colors for our
3CR radio-loud AGN sample. We also mark various regions
we would expect to find blue, typical colored, or extremely
red quasars as discussed in section 6.4.

tially) towards low mass systems, gas-rich systems with
highly non-linear black hole growth, or late-type galaxy
morphologies which appear to follow a separate trend to
strictly early-type galaxy samples. However, we do not
know which, or if any, of these factors is responsible for
our observed shallow correlation. Better host galaxy
decompositions into bulge and disc components with
higher-resolution, high-sensitivity near-IR observations
with the JWST would help constrain which of these fac-
tors is most relevant in our high-z quasar samples, and
thus help elucidate the galaxy formation physics and
evolution taking place in these systems. Better under-
standing the physics and origins of different black hole
mass scalings with host galaxy luminosity will aid in pre-
dictive modeling of the long-wavelength gravitational-
wave background from nearby binary SMBHs, which is
an imminent prospect in the coming years (Arzouma-
nian et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2021).

6.4. Possible Challenge to the “Blow Out” Paradigm

There have been several recent studies of dust-
reddened and obscured high-z quasar samples claiming
high incidences of major galaxy mergers (Urrutia et al.
2008; Glikman et al. 2015; Fan et al. 2016, although
see Zakamska et al. 2019 for a counter-example). It
is interesting to note the possibility of radio-loud AGN
contaminating these samples and consequently inflating
the observed merger fractions, where the sample from
Glikman et al. (2015) is radio-selected from the FIRST
VLA all-sky survey (in conjunction with the 2MASS and
UKIDSS infrared surveys). Nevertheless, in the context
of some semi-analytic galaxy evolution models where
major (gas-rich) galaxy mergers trigger quasar activ-
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ity by funneling gas to the galactic center, the quasar
starts out in an early highly obscured and dust-reddened
phase coinciding with early starbursts (e.g., Sanders
et al. 1988; Hopkins et al. 2005a, 2006, 2008). The
highly obscured and reddened quasar then continues to
grow in mass, and accretion luminosity, until a “blow
out” of gas and dust by the quasar halts star formation
and uncovers the (no-longer dust-reddened) blue central
AGN. This “blow out” paradigm in galaxy and quasar
co-evolution gained a lot of popularity as it also pre-
dicted the unambiguous association observed between
ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) and major
galaxy mergers, where in this picture ULIRGs would
represent an early highly obscured quasar phase follow-
ing a major galaxy merger (see the review by Sanders &
Mirabel 1996).
As shown in Figure 2, our radio-loud 3CR quasars

exhibit similar rest-frame U-V colors to our radio-quiet
quasar control samples, where the M16 and M19 sam-
ples were constructed from the uniform color-selection
algorithm presented in Richards et al. (2002). However,
in Figure 9 we also show rest-frame G-I quasar colors
(with effective wavelengths of 477 nm and 762.5 nm for
G and I-bands, respectively) determined following the
same methodology as our rest-frame U-V colors (out-
lined in section 2). The sharp peak in the G-I bin [0.5, 1]

is consistent with the findings from recent color studies
of local quasars with the middle 50% of the SDSS g∗−i∗
color distribution in the same 0.5 − 1 range (Fawcett
et al. 2021). Our Glikman et al. (2006) near-IR optical
quasar template has a G-I color of ∼ 0.2, but the au-
thors acknowledge the small bias of a bluer continuum
from this template than the SDSS DR1 quasar compos-
ite spectrum from Vanden Berk et al. (2001). Extremely
red quasar samples have been defined in previous stud-
ies using observer-frame J-K colors in excess of 1.7 (i.e.,
Glikman et al. 2004, 2007), where observer-frame J-K
colors roughly correspond to rest-frame G-I colors for
a majority of our 3CR quasars. Only a handful of our
3CR quasars meet this extremely red quasar color se-
lection criteria, with many 3CR quasars consistent with
normal or blue quasar colors. However, our G-I distri-
bution appears to have a prominent red skew, consistent
with other studies finding more radio detections (many
in young, compact radio jets) among red quasar samples
(e.g., Klindt et al. 2019; Fawcett et al. 2020; Rosario
et al. 2020, 2021).
Given that a lot of our 3CR radio-loud quasars are

blue (or representative of typical quasar colors) and
are observed in recent or ongoing major galaxy merg-
ers, our results present a potential issue for models in
which blue quasars are an older evolutionary phase fol-

lowing the “blow out” phase initiated by red quasar feed-
back. However, this tension can be resolved if the signa-
tures of a major galaxy merger can last long enough for
quasars to enter the blue, unobscured phase following
the “blow out” event. Previous studies suggest major
galaxy merger signatures can last up to ∼ 1 Gyr (e.g.,
Lotz et al. 2008; Ji et al. 2014), and typical quasar life-
time estimates range from ∼ 10 − 100 Myr (e.g., Mar-
tini & Weinberg 2001; Hopkins et al. 2005b, 2006; Kelly
et al. 2010, although estimates can range up to ∼1 Gyr).
Thus, it would appear blue quasars may still be viable
phases of quasar evolution following a “blow out” period
if no substantial lags occur between the onset of a ma-
jor galaxy merger and quasar triggering. Alternatively,
it may be possible our blue 3CR quasars were triggered
before star formation following the major merger event,
so the dust grains released from supernovae have not yet
been released into the ISM and thus the quasars would
still be in a blue unobscured phase soon after the inciting
merger event.
As a further test of the “blow out” paradigm of galaxy

evolutionary models, we plot our quasar bolometric lu-
minosities against rest-frame U-V quasar colors in Fig-
ure 10, where the expectation from “blow out” evolu-
tionary models is that quasar luminosities should reach
a peak during the highly reddened blow-out phase (e.g.,
Hopkins et al. 2006). Performing a linear regression
analysis following the same methodology as outlined
in section 6.3 (results of which are given in Table 5),
we find a signifcant positive correlation between quasar
bolometric luminosity and quasar color (i.e., the red-
dest quasars are the most luminous), albeit with a very
large degree of intrinsic scatter and shallow slope. These
findings are consistent with previous works showing red
quasars tend to be more luminous than their blue coun-
terparts (e.g., Glikman et al. 2012), and also appear
consistent with the “blow out” picture of galaxy evolu-
tion.

7. SUMMARY & CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using human experts, we blindly classified HST
WFC3/IR images of 28 type I z > 1 3CR radio-loud
quasars, in combination with three separate radio-quiet
quasar control samples (∼ 15−20 each), for the purpose
of assessing the relevance of major galaxy mergers to
AGN radio-loudness. In order to best examine the mor-
phologies of the underlying host galaxies, we subtracted
the bright quasar PSFs with Galfit. Our Galfit de-
compositions included single Sérsic models for the host
galaxy components as to not oversubtract the quasar
PSF, also allowing us robust host galaxy flux measure-
ments.
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Figure 10. Plot of quasar bolometric luminosity against
rest-frame U-V quasar color. Red circles identify those sys-
tems classified as galaxy mergers by the consensus classifi-
cations (and black circles represent the “non-mergers”). The
gray line marks the best-fit OLS regression line, with dashed
lines and the shaded region outlining the 95% confidence in-
terval for the linear regression based upon our bootsrapped
statistics. P-values and regression coefficients are reported
in Table 5 for the correlation analysis.

Consistent with the results for the type II z > 1 3CR
radio galaxies (Chiaberge et al. 2015), we find nearly all
of the type I z > 1 3CR quasars are in recent or ongoing
major galaxy mergers. Furthermore, we find evidence
for a higher merger fraction in our radio-loud quasar
sample compared to all three radio-quiet quasar con-
trol samples. Higher-resolution, high-sensitivity near-
IR observations from the JWST may yield more robust
host galaxy detections in these high-z quasar samples
in order to better analyze the host galaxy morphologies
and obtain more reliable classifications, and thus merger
fractions, for all of our samples considered (indeed the
JWST has recently detected the host galaxies of z > 6

quasars, see Ding et al. 2022). However, larger sam-
ple sizes of both radio-loud and radio-quiet AGN at all
redshifts would help further constrain the role of galaxy
mergers towards their initial triggering. The LOFAR
Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS) of the northern sky at
144 MHz (with a sensitivity of 100 µJy beam−1 and an-
gular resolution of ∼ 6′′) should have yielded the de-
tection of lower-power jets at all redshifts compared to
the 3CR sample of radio-loud AGN. This would allow
for more leverage to examine any dependance of merger-
triggering on jet power in radio-loud AGN (although see
Chiaberge et al. 2015 who find no such dependance).
To this end, the future Square Kilometer Array (SKA,
Dewdney et al. 2009) will allow more sensitive and high-
resolution low-frequency radio-imaging of the southern
sky.

These results support previous works finding a strong
connection between radio-loud AGN and major galaxy
mergers. We hypothesize that this connection results
from a scenario where binary SMBH mergers allow for
relativstic jet formation through the spin-up of the rem-
nant SMBH. One prediction from this model is the for-
mation of AGN jets in recoiling SMBHs, where the mag-
nitude of the recoil, and relative spin-up of the black
hole, will depend on the configuration of binary spins
prior to coalescence. These recoiling SMBHs can be ob-
served as spatially offset AGN (as in the case of 3C 186,
and possibly 3C 9), or as AGN with velocity-offset broad
emission lines. Precise spatial offsets can be identified
through follow-up VLBI observations of pc-scale radio
cores tracing the SMBH positions (e.g., Breiding et al.
2021). Similarly, velocity-offset broad lines can be iden-
tified through careful modeling of their public SDSS
spectra (e.g., Eracleous et al. 2012) or dedicated spectro-
scopic follow-up observations (e.g., Runnoe et al. 2017;
Chiaberge et al. 2018).
Using our Galfit-measured host galaxy fluxes, we

also examined the scaling between host galaxy luminos-
ity and SMBH mass for our high-z quasar samples, find-
ing a very tight and statistically significant correlation
with a much softer slope of β = 0.25 than the near-
linear slopes found in nearby spheroid relations. This
much softer relation may result from some combination
of a non-linear “quasar”-mode type of SMBH growth,
the negative quasar feedback suppression of star forma-
tion, predominantly late-type galaxy morphologies, or
the strong dependance of bulge-to-total (B/T) galaxy
luminosity on black hole mass for our quasar samples.
Higher-resolution, high sensitivity near-IR observations
with the JWST may help resolve the bulges in our sam-
ples, thus allowing for better assessment of the host
galaxy morphologies and B/T decompositions.
Finally, major merger activity in our blue radio-loud

quasars presents a possible tension with galaxy evolution
models in which blue quasars are the end result of red
quasar feedback in the “blow out” paradigm. However,
this tension can be resolved if galaxy merger signatures
outlive typical quasar lifetimes, as supported by recent
numerical works. We find support for the notion that
red quasars are more luminous than their blue counter-
parts, finding a statistically significant, but high-scatter,
trend between quasar bolometric luminosity and rest-
frame U-V quasar color. This correlation is consistent
with the expected peak of quasar luminosity during the
“blow out” phase when quasars are significantly dust-
reddened.
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APPENDIX

3C 119

Contaminating

Point Source

Figure 11. HST WFC3/IR image of 3C 119, logarithmi-
cally scaled. The green circle centered on 3C 119 has a 25 kpc
projected radius at the source redshift of z = 1.02.

A. 3C 119

Figure 11 shows the strong point source contamina-
tion of the quasar 3C 119. While the contaminating
point source is possibly a foreground star, it could not
be matched to existing star catalogs beyond Gaia DR3.
In fact, both 3C 119 and the unknown point source are
Gaia DR3 sources exhibiting proper motions on the or-
der of 1−3 mas yr−1, which may be indcative of system-
atic astrometric error introduced by a dual AGN (Hwang
et al. 2020). Additionally, both point sources show simi-
lar IR and UV fluxes from our WFC3 IR/UVIS imaging.
Thus, we can not rule out the possibility of 3C 119 con-
taining a double quasar without follow-up spectroscopy
of its companion. Given such a close and bright point
source contamination of 3C 119, and the fact that we
can not distinguish between a foreground star and a dual
quasar, we chose to drop 3C 119 from our merger anal-
ysis.

B. PSF-SUBTRACTION UNCERTAINTIES

In order to assess our PSF subtraction uncertainties,
we examined one of our unresolved quasar images from
the high-z M19 sample, J141551. Figure 12 shows the
corresponding Galfit decomposition. We performed
aperture photometry on these images in order to deter-

mine average surface brightness as a function of radius
in 0.3′′concentric annuli. There is a slight oversubtrac-
tion of the very fex center pixels, but our PSF model
very closely matches all annuli past 0.3′′. The PSF mis-
match in the very few center pixels likely results from
a non-linear response due to image saturation, which
is why we chose to mask the very few center pixels for
some of our Galfit decompositions. Nevertheless, we
find the residual flux is ∼ 5 % of the original flux in the
center 0.3′′, and ∼ 8% past this region from 0.3− 2.4′′.
Similarly, we found a RMS from the residual pixel flux
distribution of ∼ 8% of the PSF-subtracted total within
0.3′′, and < 1% from 0.3−2.4′′. Thus, our PSF subtrac-
tions should allow for reliable recovery of extended host
galaxy components beyond the most uncertain central
core of the PSF.

C. HST WFC3/IR IMAGES AND
PSF-SUBTRACTED IMAGES OF THE Z > 1

3CR QUASAR SAMPLE

Figures 13 and 14 show the HST WFC3/IR images
and PSF-subtracted images of the z > 1 3CR quasar
sample.

D. QUASAR HOST GALAXY NON-DETECTIONS

In Section 4, we describe our classification criteria and
our choice to reclassify those sources originally classified
“unresolved” as “non-mergers” (corresponding to letters
F and E, respectively, from the classification choices).
Given no massive galaxy companions indicative of an
ongoing or incipient major galaxy merger were identified
in these cases, this reclassification choice could only bias
our results in the event “post-merger” signatures would
have been present if the host galaxy were more fully
resolved and detected.
Galaxy mergers are a gravitationally violent process

where stellar material can become widely distributed
as the participating galaxies are coalescing, allowing for
stellar material to persist beyond the HST angular res-
olution limits of our study before final coalescence and
dynamical relaxation. Major galaxy mergers can also
trigger galaxy-wide starbursts, significantly increasing
the stellar mass and luminosity of the host galaxy as a
result (e.g., Sanders et al. 1988; Elbaz & Cesarsky 2003;
Barnes 2004). Furthermore, gas-rich galaxy mergers in
which star formation would be the most dramatic are
also shown to exhibit tidal features for longer periods
of time (Lotz et al. 2010). Thus, we believe both ongo-
ing and recent major galaxy mergers are preciesly the
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Figure 12. Here we show an example PSF subtraction of one of our unresolved quasars (J141551 from the M19 sample), with all
images made using the same logarithmic brightness stretch to highlight faint features as used in the classification images. Green
circles mark concentric 0.3′′spaced annuli used for the aperture photometry presented in the bottom plots. In the bottom,
we plot average surface brightness and its logarithm for each aperture defined by the concentric annuli shown in the above
figures. In black we plot the results for the image data, in gray our PSF model, and in green the PSF-subtraction results. The
surface brightness is normalized to the value found in the central 0.3′′circular aperture for the original image, corresponding to
4.42× 10−27erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1arcsec−2.

cases where the host galaxies of our quasars, and asso-
ciated merger features, are more likely to be detected
and resolved. The above arguments not withstanding,
below we assess the potential influence of host galaxy
non-detections on our results.
Using our human expert classifications, we define an

“unresolved” source class to be cases where letter “F”,
corresponding to “unresolved” host galaxies, was voted
for a majority of the time (ties broken towards F). In Ta-

ble 6, we give our consensus results with the additional
column “Unresolved” based upon this criteria. The fol-
lowing column labeled “Unresolved with Massive Com-
panions” indicates the number of objects with massive
galaxy companions reclassified as “B”, standing for in-
cipient major galaxy mergers. In Appendix section E,
we describe how massive galaxy companions meeting
the major-merger cutoff are determined for non-detected
quasar host galaxies.
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Figure 13. HST WFC3/IR images of the z > 1 broad-lined 3CR quasars. These images are the same as those given in the
panel decompositions used for merger classifications. Green circles are centered on the quasars, with 25 kpc projected radii.
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Figure 14. Continuation of Figure 13.
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Table 6. Consensus Results & Unresolved Sources

Sample Merger Not Unresolved Unresolved
Merger with Massive

Companions
3CR 25 3 3 0
V17 5 10 0 0
M16 5 13 9 0
M19 9 11 14 2

The z ∼ 2 high-z M16 and M19 quasar samples have
the greatest number of unresolved sources. In part, this
can likely be attributed to a combination of cosmologi-
cal surface brightness dimming (Tolman 1930, 1934) and
more compact host galaxies (e.g., van Dokkum et al.
2008; Allen et al. 2017) at high redshift. The lower
fraction of unresolved sources in the M16 sample com-
pared to the M19 sample may be due to its high black
hole mass selection criteria. The M16 sample has much
greater black hole masses than the M19 sample. Thus,
the well-known scaling between black hole mass and host
galaxy stellar mass and luminosity would then predict
less massive and less luminous host galaxies in the M19
sample (see Kormendy & Ho 2013 for a thorough re-
view on this scaling relationship), as consistent with less
host galaxy detections in the M19 vs M16 AGN samples.
Given the greater number of unresolved sources in both
of the high-z M16 and M19 control samples in compari-
son to the 3CR sample, below we examine the resulting
potential bias.
As argued in the beginning of this section, we be-

lieve the sources classified as “unresolved” are most likely
dominated by intrinsically non-merging galaxies. In sup-
port of this line of reasoning, we find all six of the M19
resolved sources not fitting the “unresolved” class dis-
cussed above are classified as galaxy mergers. However,
we can not rule out a recent coalesced major galaxy
merger that remains unresolved in these systems. Below
we consider the possibility that some fraction of our un-
resolved sources in the M16 and M19 control samples are
actually in these post-merger systems. The mean frac-
tion of votes for “post-merger” (letter D) among merger
votes for each galaxy merger from our consensus is ∼
29%. Assuming all of the “unresolved” sources from Ta-
ble 6 were actually intrinsically galaxy mergers and not
“non-mergers”, we should expect ∼ three post-mergers
in both the M16 and M19 samples. Since the post-
coalescence galaxy mergers are the only types of galaxy
merger we should miss in systems with unresolved host
galaxies, this assumption corresponds to increasing the
number of galaxy mergers for our consensus classifica-

tions found in the M16 and M19 samples by∼ three (and
correspondingly three less non-mergers). This would
correspond to a merger fraction of fm = 0.59± 0.11 for
the M19 sample and fm = 0.45± 0.11 for the M16 sam-
ple13. Both of these merger fractions are still well below
that found for the 3CR sample, confirming our result
of enhanced merger fraction for the radio-loud AGN in
comparison to the radio-quiet AGN. As argued in the
beginning of this section, recent major galaxy mergers
representative of these post-merger systems should ac-
tually be more likely to have resolved and detected host
galaxies, so we believe this potential source of bias to be
insignificant and the merger fractions presented in Ta-
ble 4 are closer to the true values. Furthermore, large-
scale tidal signatures indicative of post-merger systems
should still be detectable well outside of the angular res-
olution limits of the HST observations presented in this
study, and the most likely case is that the quasars with
unresolved host galaxies from our study have not under-
gone a recent major galaxy merger.

E. CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING
HOST-TO-COMPANION FLUX RATIOS IN

UNRESOLVED SOURCES

We used a 1:4 flux ratio throughout this work in order
to distinguish between an ongoing or incipient major or
minor galaxy merger. However, this requires using our
Galfit-modeled fluxes of the quasar host galaxies for ro-
bust estimates. For cases in which we could not obtain
reliable Galfit fluxes of the quasar host galaxy (as de-
scribed in section 3.2), we estimate the likely quasar host
galaxy flux using the empirical scaling relation shown in
Figure 7 for the full set of quasars combining all sub-
samples. These fluxes are then compared to any po-
tential companion galaxies to determine if they are in-
cipient major or minor galaxy mergers (as described in
section 4).

F. THE OFFSET QUASAR 3C 9

Figure 15 shows the HST WFC3/IR image of 3C 9
along with the PSF-subtracted image of its host galaxy.

13 Considering the standard error, we would require a ∼ 10σ devi-
ation, or at least 80%, in post-merger fraction among the M19
“unresolved” post-coalescence galaxy mergers before the resulting
merger fraction was more consistent with that obtained for the
3CR sample (again assuming all of the unresolved sources are
actually in galaxy mergers). Given the mean fraction of post-
merger “D” votes among merger votes for the M19 galaxy merg-
ers is 0.27, and thus consistent with that found for the rest of
our samples, this scenario is highly unlikely. However, even if
all of the M16 “unresolved” sources were actually post-mergers,
the resulting merger fraction would still be much lower than that
found for the 3CR sample.
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Figure 15. Image panel illustrating the quasar-host galaxy
spatial offset in 3C 9, with a logarithmic flux scale for all four
images. (a) HST WFC3/IR image of 3C 9. The compass
gives the orientation of both right ascension and declination
axes. The horizontal arrow represents a 3′′scale bar. The
green cross marks the host center as determined from the
isophote fits shown in panel c, and the cyan circle marks
the quasar best-fit position determined by Galfit. (b) the
same as panel a but for the PSF-subtracted image obtained
from our Galfit decomposition. (c) HST WFC3/IR PSF-
subtracted image of 3C 9. Isophotes used to determine the
host galaxy center are shown in white. (d) same as panel c
but instead of showing isophotes used during offset analysis
we show the corresponding ellipsoid model subtracted from
the host galaxy light.

Our Galfit decompositions yielded a best-fit quasar
PSF model offset from the the Sérsic component by
∼ 0.06 ′′in the North-Eastern direction (with a 1σ uncer-
tainty of only 6 mas reported by Galfit), or ∼ 0.5 kpc
at the redshift of 3C 9. In order to confirm this off-
set, we performed isophote fits of the PSF-subtracted
host galaxy image using the photutils (Bradley et al.
2022) python package (the isophote-fitting alogithrm
follows the methodology of Jedrzejewski 1987). We used
18 isophotes ranging from ∼ 1.3 − 1.8′′in half-pixel in-
crements of the semi-major axis in order to avoid the
PSF-subtraction uncertainties which contaminate the
center of the host galaxy. Our best-fit isophotes are
shown in Figure 15, where we find an 0.17 ± 0.03′′, or
1.4 ± 0.25 kpc projected, quasar-host-center offset also
in the North-Eastarn direction. This roughly 5.6σ offset
is suggestive of a possible recoiling SMBH system, but
it is also possible the host asymmetry resulting from a
recent major merger is enough to account for this off-
set. One way to test the recoil hypothesis in this source

is to search for velocity-offset broad emission lines with
follow-up spectroscopy.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Models of planet-disk interaction are mainly based on two and three dimensional viscous hydrodynamical simulations.
In such models, accretion is classically prescribed by an αν parameter which characterizes the turbulent radial transport of angular
momentum in the disk. This accretion scenario has been questioned for a few years and an alternative paradigm has been proposed
that involves the vertical transport of angular momentum by magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) winds.
Aims. We revisit planet-disk interaction in the context of MHD wind-launching protoplanetary disks. In particular, we focus on the
planet’s ability to open a gap and produce meridional flows. Accretion, magnetic field and wind torque in the gap are also explored,
as well as the evaluation of the gravitational torque exerted by the disk onto the planet.
Methods. We carry out high-resolution 3D global non-ideal MHD simulations of a gaseous disk threaded by a large-scale vertical
magnetic field harboring a planet in a fixed circular orbit using the GPU-accelerated code Idefix. We consider various planet masses
(10 Earth masses, 1 Saturn mass, 1 Jupiter mass and 3 Jupiter masses for a Solar-mass star) and disk magnetizations (104 and 103 for
the β-plasma parameter, defined as the ratio of the thermal pressure over the magnetic pressure).
Results. We find that gap-opening always occurs for sufficiently massive planets, typically of the order of a few Saturn masses for
β0 = 103, with deeper gaps when the planet mass increases and when the initial magnetization decreases. We propose an expression
for the gap opening criterion when accretion is dominated by MHD winds. We show that accretion is unsteady and comes from surface
layers in the outer disk, bringing material directly towards the planet poles. A planet gap is a privileged region for the accumulation
of large-scale magnetic field, preferentially at the gap center or at the gap edges for some cases. This results in a fast accretion stream
through the gap, which can become sonic at high magnetizations. The torque due to the MHD wind responds to the planet presence
in a way that leads to a more intense wind in the outer gap compared to the inner gap. More precisely, for massive planets, the wind
torque is enhanced as it is fed by the planet torque above the gap’s outer edge whereas the wind torque is seemingly diminished above
the gap’s inner edge due to the planet-induced deflection of magnetic field lines at the disk surface. This induces an asymmetric gap,
both in depth and in width, that progressively erodes the outer gap edge, reducing the outer Lindblad torque and potentially reversing
the migration direction of Jovian planets in magnetized disks after a few hundreds of orbits. For low-mass planets, we find strongly
fluctuating gravitational torques that are mostly positive on average, indicating a stochastic outward migration.
Conclusions. The presence of MHD winds strongly affects planet-disk interaction, both in terms of flow kinematics and protoplanet
migration. This work illustrates the tight dependence between the planet torque, the wind torque and magnetic field transport that
is required to get the correct dynamics of such systems. In particular, many of the predictions from "effective" models that use
parameterized wind torques are not recovered (such as gap formation criteria, migration direction and speed) in our simulations.

Key words. accretion, accretion disks – protoplanetary disks – planet-disk interactions – magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – methods:
numerical

1. Introduction

The question of accretion and its origin in the context of proto-
planetary disks is an utmost step if we want to develop reliable
and realistic models, whether it be of the evolution of the disk
itself (Pascucci et al. 2022), of its constituents such as the gas,
the dust and the planets, but also of their interactions (see, e.g.,
Rabago & Zhu 2021).

Observational evidence of an ultraviolet excess in the spec-
tral energy distribution gives through continuum fitting methods
a quantitative estimate of the stellar accretion rate, with a typi-
cal value of 10−8 M�.yr−1 (Venuti et al. 2014). In order to ex-
plain such high values of the stellar accretion rate, one needs
to rely on mass and angular momentum transport models. The
conventional viscous model relies on a turbulent transport of an-
gular momentum. It aims at parametrizing the disk’s turbulent
viscosity ν with an αν-parameter (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).
Turbulence in disks is in general supposed to be the conse-

? e-mail: gaylor.wafflard@univ-grenoble-alpes@fr

quence of the non-linear saturation of the Magneto-Rotational
Instability (MRI, Balbus & Hawley 1991; Lesur et al. 2022).
Although the MRI is the most promising instability to explain
turbulence-driven accretion, recent global simulations of proto-
planetary disks with non-ideal MHD effects have shown that the
MRI may not occur in most regions of protoplanetary disks (see,
e.g., Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011b,a; Bai & Stone 2013a; Lesur
et al. 2014). Beside the MRI, a wide range of hydrodynamical
instabilities can play a role in the production of turbulence and
therefore accretion, like the Gravitational Instability (GI, Kratter
& Lodato 2016; Béthune & Latter 2022) or the Vertical Shear
Instability (VSI, Nelson et al. 2013; Stoll & Kley 2014) but they
rely on either very massive disks (GI) or on very fast cooling
timescales (VSI) which are probably not always applicable to
Class II objects (Lesur et al. 2022).

The diversity of increasingly resolved observations provides
valuable constraints on disk accretion models. In particular, the
turbulence-driven accretion model agrees with the inferred disk
lifetimes and measured stellar accretion rates if αν lies in the
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range 10−4 − 10−2. Moreover, such hydrodynamical models are
able to reproduce flows falling from the disk surface towards the
disk midplane observed via 12CO emission at the radial locations
of dark rings, as in Teague et al. (2019). Such fast meridional
flows (' 0.1 cs, with cs the local sound speed) are expected to
occur in planet-induced gaps, and would result from the refill of
material at the gap edges (see, e.g., Szulágyi et al. 2014; Mor-
bidelli et al. 2014; Fung & Chiang 2016). However, other ob-
servational constraints tend to challenge this turbulence-driven
accretion picture, when trying to estimate the level of turbulence
in protoplanetary disks. Indeed, both the turbulent broadening
of CO ro-vibrationnal line emissions (Flaherty et al. 2015, 2017)
and dust settling measures from rings (Pinte et al. 2016) or edge-
on disks (Villenave et al. 2020) all tend to suggest very low val-
ues of turbulence with αν < 10−4 − 10−3 close to the midplane, a
value much smaller than expected from full-blown MRI-driven
turbulence.

Knowing that the gas mass should be efficiently transported
from the outer parts of the disk towards the star and yet that the
level of turbulence is (much) lower than expected has triggered
the development of another paradigm of disk evolution, different
from the viscous accretion model. In the MHD wind-driven ac-
cretion model, angular momentum is evacuated from the surface
of the disk by a magnetized wind (Blandford & Payne 1982),
which induces a radial laminar transport of the gas mass follow-
ing the idea of Wardle & Koenigl (1993). This model reconciles
at once the high stellar accretion rate, the a priori low turbulence,
but also part of the disk dispersal in the latest stages of protoplan-
etary disks evolution (Bai & Stone 2013b; Lesur et al. 2014).
Both accretion models (viscous and MHD wind) are not mutu-
ally exclusive, and come both from angular momentum conser-
vation. Wind-driven accretion is an even more promising mecha-
nism as it is supported by the detection of outflows coming from
the inner parts of protoplanetary disk that are probably too mas-
sive to be explained by thermal winds only (e.g. Louvet et al.
2018; de Valon et al. 2020). See also Pascucci et al. (2022) for
a comprehensive review of recent observations probing gaseous
outflows.

An important challenge is to have a thorough understanding
of the MHD wind-driven accretion mechanisms in order to be
able to prescribe the impact of these winds on the gas in phe-
nomenological models in one or two dimensions. It corresponds
to the same process that made it possible to carry out 2D hydro-
dynamical simulations with an αν prescription in viscous disks.
For instance, Tabone et al. (2022) derived 1D equations model-
ing mass and momentum transport by a wind, and parameterized
by an αν-like dimensionless parameter, noted here αdw. Such
prescription is necessary in order to study long-term disk evo-
lution or to perform systematic parameter space exploration, as
highly resolved 3D MHD global simulations are time and energy
consuming.

Recently, more and more studies have investigated
disk/planet interactions and planetary migration in wind-driven
accretion disks, using approaches similar to Tabone et al. (2022).
For example, Kimmig et al. (2020) have explored how the wind-
driven accretion process affects the migration of massive plan-
ets (Saturn-mass and Jupiter-mass planets) via 2D hydrodynami-
cal simulations, with prescribed wind torques and ejection rates.
They found in particular that planets can undergo episodes of
runaway type-III-like outward migration (see, e.g., Masset & Pa-
paloizou 2003; Pepliński et al. 2008b), if the wind ejection rate
is sufficiently large. Concerning type-I planet migration with a
wind-driven mass-loss (Ogihara et al. 2015) and with an inward
gas flows induced by a wind torque at the midplane (Ogihara

et al. 2017), studies have shown via simplified 1D models that
type-I migration can also be slowed down and even reversed de-
pending on the wind efficiency, with a positive unsaturated coro-
tation torque that prevents the infall of super-Earths onto the
central star. McNally et al. (2020) have focused on the migra-
tion of low-mass (6.7 Earth-mass) planets in a wind-driven ac-
cretion disk, via inviscid 3D hydrodynamical simulations, with
a prescribed wind torque localized on the disk surface. They
found a decoupling between the accretion layers and the passive
planet-bearing midplane, leading to a negligible impact of the
wind torque on the migration of the embedded planet. Lega et al.
(2022) have conducted a similar study, but focusing on massive
planets (M j and Ms). They were able to identify two phases in
the migration of giant planets, related to the formation and evo-
lution of a vortex at the gap’s outer edge. Elbakyan et al. (2022)
have examined via 1D and 2D hydrodynamical simulations the
ability of fixed massive planets to open gaps in wind-driven ac-
cretion disks parametrized with a prescribed wind torque. They
reported that opening deep gaps is easier when angular momen-
tum transport is dominated by magnetized winds, and therefore
concluded that gap opening planets may be less massive than
currently believed. Finally, Aoyama & Bai (2023) have recently
shown via 3D global non-ideal MHD simulations that magnetic
flux tends to accumulate in the corotation region of massive plan-
ets, associated with nearly sonic accretion streamers and an en-
hanced angular momentum extraction from the gap region. They
have shown that the gaps obtained in such MHD simulations
are in essence deeper and wider than those obtained in viscous
and inviscid simulations. Last, they have found that the Lindblad
torques are reduced, and the total gravitational torque exerted by
the gas onto the planet is negative and fluctuates stochastically.
In this manuscript, we revisit in a more systematic manner and
on longer timescales these processes, varying the field strength
and including low mass planets which do not open gaps.

Most of these approaches rely on prescribed MHD wind
torque (and in some cases also ejection rates) with very simple
functional dependencies. However, it is well known that the wind
torque and ejection rate depend strongly on the disk magnetiza-
tion, which is set by the disk surface density and the poloidal
magnetic field strength (Lesur 2021). In turn, the surface density
and the distribution of poloidal field is expected to evolve as a
result of the disk dynamics (Guilet & Ogilvie 2012, 2013, 2014;
Leung & Ogilvie 2019). Hence, the planet wake and gap nec-
essarily affect the disk magnetization which in turn is expected
to feedback on the wind properties in a way that is not captured
by phenomenological models. Our aim is to circumvent these
difficulties by carrying out self-consistent 3D non-ideal MHD
simulations of a disk-planet-wind system where the magnetic
field is free to evolve. More specifically, we want to focus on
the opening of a gap by a fixed planet in a wind-driven disk,
and reciprocally consider the accretion behavior in the vicinity
of such planets. We also want to provide some leads to improve
the 1D/2D hydrodynamical models that use a wind torque pre-
scription, as well as verify if planet gaps as formed with a wind
can reproduce meridional flows.

The plan of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we de-
scribe the physical model and numerical methods of the non-
ideal MHD simulations. The results are then presented in Sec-
tion 3, where we focus on the opening (Section 3.1) and evo-
lution (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) of the planet gap, as well as
meridional flows (Section 3.2.1) and gravitational torques (Sec-
tion 3.3), important for planet migration. A summary and a dis-
cussion follow in Section 4.
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2. Numerical methods and setups

We perform MHD simulations using the IDEFIX code (Lesur
et al. 2023) that integrates the compressible MHD equations via
a finite-volume method with a Godunov scheme. For this partic-
ular problem, IDEFIX is run on the Jean Zay cluster at IDRIS
(France) on Nvidia V100 GPUs using a second order Runge-
Kutta scheme, second order spatial reconstruction and the HLLD
Riemann solver. The solenoidal condition is enforced using the
constrained transport method and using an electromotive force
reconstruction based on the contact wave upwinding strategy
of Gardiner & Stone (2005). Diffusion terms (ambipolar diffu-
sion and Ohmic resistivity) are integrated using the second order
Runge-Kutta Legendre (RKL) scheme (Meyer et al. 2014). Note
that resistivity is used here only as an inner boundary damping,
as indicated in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3. The RKL scheme helps
reduce the time to solution by at least a factor 2.5. We do not
use the FARGO orbital advection scheme because the timestep
is limited by the Alfvén velocity, not the azimuthal velocity of
the gas at the inner radius.

2.1. Grid and resolution

We adopt a cylindrical coordinate system (R, φ, z), with R the
radial cylindrical coordinate measured from the central star, φ
the azimuthal angle, and z the vertical direction. We will also
make use of the spherical coordinate system (r, θ, φ), r being the
radial spherical coordinate and θ the colatitude.

In the azimuthal direction, the grid extends uniformly from 0
to 2π with 2048 cells. In the radial direction, we use two blocks
with 512 evenly-spaced cells from 0.3Rp to 1.9Rp, and an outer
stretched grid with 128 cells between 1.9Rp and 6.0Rp where
Rp is the (fixed) planet location. Concerning the vertical direc-
tion, the grid is refined around the midplane with 256 evenly-
spaced cells between -0.4Rp and 0.4Rp, and two stretched grids
symmetric around the midplane with 64 cells on both sides such
that the total vertical extension spans between -6.0Rp and 6.0Rp.
Around the planet location at R = Rp = 1, the radial, azimuthal
and vertical resolutions correspond to 16 points per disk pres-
sure scale height H(R) = hR. The total resolution is therefore
NR × Nφ × Nz = 640 × 2048 × 384. The aspect ratio h is consid-
ered constant, such that h = h0 = 0.05.

2.2. Average conventions

For a quantity Q, we define the azimuthal average, the temporal
average between T1 and T2, and the vertical integral between
altitudes z− and z+ respectively in Eq. (1), (2) and (3):

〈Q〉φ =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
Qdφ, (1)

〈Q〉T1−T2 =
1

T2 − T1
,

∫ T2

T1

Qdt, (2)

Q =

∫ z+

z−
Qdz. (3)

We will make use of the notation 〈Q〉t if we temporally average
a quantity over the last 100 orbits of the simulation. We note Q̃
the value of Q at the disk midplane. Finally, we define as

[Q]+
− = Q|zw − Q|−zw (4)

the difference of Q between the disk’s upper layer at zw and its
lower layer at −zw, with zw ' 4H(R).

2.3. Planet

The planet is held on a fixed circular orbit at rp = 1 in the disk
midplane. Several planet-to-primary mass ratios qp are chosen
for the planet to explore the planet-disk-wind interaction: 3 ×
10−3, 10−3, 3×10−4 and 3×10−5, which correspond respectively
to Mp = 3M j, M j, Ms and 10M⊕ for a Solar-mass star. We will
make use of the planet’s Hill radius, defined as

Rhill = (qp/3)1/3Rp. (5)

Accretion on the planet is neglected, as well as planet migration.
The mass of the planet is gradually increased over its first N0 =

10 orbits until it reaches qp, according to qp(t) = qp sin2
(

t
4N0

)
,

with t in units of Ω−1. The total gravitational potential Φ consid-
ered in the simulation is:

Φ = Φ? + Φp + Φind. (6)

Φ? is the term due to the central star:

Φ?(r) = −
1
|r|
, (7)

Φp is the gravitational potential of the planet:

Φp(r) = −
qp√

|r − rp|2 + ε2
, (8)

where ε is a softening length that avoids divergence at the planet
location. ε is set to 0.1H(rp), which is slightly larger than the
characteristic size of a grid cell at rp. Finally, we take into ac-
count the indirect term Φind arising from the acceleration of the
star by the planet:

Φind(r) =
qp(r · rp)
|rp|3

. (9)

All simulations have been run for at least 200 orbits, which is a
good compromise between the computational cost and the char-
acteristic timescales of disk/planet interactions.

2.4. Gas

The setup that we use for the gas is similar to the one presented
in Riols et al. (2020); Martel & Lesur (2022). We summarize
here some of the main features of this setup.

2.4.1. Non-ideal MHD

We solve the non-ideal MHD equations, for the density ρ, the
velocity field v and the magnetic field B:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0, (10)

∂ρv
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρv ⊗ v) = −ρ∇Φ − ∇P + J × B, (11)

∂B
∂t

= ∇ × (v × B) + ∇ ×
[
ηA (J × eb) × eb − ηO J

]
, (12)

where Φ is the total gravitational potential defined in Eq. (6–9),
P the gas pressure, J = ∇ × B is the current density, eb the unit
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vector parallel to the magnetic field line, ηA the ambipolar diffu-
sivity and ηO the Ohmic diffusivity. We neglect the contribution
of the Hall effect, and the Ohmic resistivity is included only as
a damping process close to the inner radial boundary (see Sec-
tion 2.4.3).

Regarding ambipolar diffusion, we define the dimensionless
ambipolar Elsässer number

Am =
v2

A

ΩKηA
, (13)

with vA = B/
√
ρ the Alfvén speed and ΩK the keplerian angular

frequency. To keep the model as simple as possible, we follow
Lesur (2021) and prescribe an ambipolar diffusion profile instead
of computing a ionisation model which would make the compu-
tation prohibitive. In the simple prescription that we use here, the
midplane Elsässer number Ãm is constant and equal to 1, simi-
larly to full radiative models (e.g. Thi et al. 2019). At higher
altitudes, Am increases abruptly to mimic the ionisation due to
X-rays and far UVs at the disk surface. The diffusivity profile
we use is

Am = max

Ãm exp

( z
εidH(R)

)4, 1
10

(
vA

cs

)2
 , (14)

with εid = 6.0 in all our simulations, which quantifies the thick-
ness of the non-ideal layer. We cap Am in order to save some
computational time. Note that we would actually expect the ion-
ization by X-rays from the central star to increase when the gas
is depleted in a planet gap, leading to a stronger coupling with
magnetic fields, as reported in Kim & Turner (2020). As we pre-
scribe Am, its dependence on Σ is not taken into account here.
For such Ãm, we expect the MRI to emerge at low amplitude
and generate some weak turbulence (see Cui & Bai 2022, and
Appendix B.2).

The disk is initially threaded by a large-scale vertical mag-
netic field given by the profile

Bz(R) = h0

√
2
β0

R−5/4, (15)

with β0 the initial value of the plasma parameter β, defined as the
ratio of the thermal pressure P over the magnetic pressure:

β =
2P
B2

z
. (16)

Two β0 are chosen in order to explore the influence of the mag-
netization on the interaction between the planet and the disk: 104

and 103.
Our numerical parameters are chosen to be close to more

complete thermo-chemical models. For instance, a constant
Ãm ∼ 1 matches the thermo-chemical model of Thi et al. (2019)
with β̃ = 104 in the midplane (see, e.g., the green region in the
middle left panel of their figure 8). Moreover, Ohmic diffusion is
negligible for R > 10 au as these models have Elsässer number
� 1 (see the top left panel of Thi et al. 2019 figure 8). Hence, our
numerical models with ambipolar diffusion only closely ressem-
ble thermo-chemical models in the 10-100 au range that corre-
sponds also to the regions that are typically unveiled by radio
interferometry with ALMA. In particular, sequences of dark and
bright rings along with other substructures are commonly de-
tected in such regions at millimeter wavelengths, in the contin-
uum emission and CO emission lines (see, e.g., the DSHARP
Andrews et al. (2018) and MAPS Öberg et al. (2021) programs).

2.4.2. Initial disk properties

The initial gas volume density arises from the hydrostatic disk
equilibrium:

ρ(R, z) =
Σ(R)
√

2πH(R)
exp

[
1

c̃s
2(R)

(
1

√
R2 + z2

−
1
R

)]
, (17)

with c̃s = h0/
√

R the sound speed at disk midplane and Σ the
surface density following

Σ(R) = Σ0R−0.5, (18)

which is coherent with some spectral lines observations (see
Williams & McPartland 2016, for the disk HD 163296). We ne-
glect self-gravity throughout this study, which is a priori valid
for Class II objects.

The simulation domain can be divided into a cold dense disk
at temperature T̃ (R) = h2

0/R and a low-density hot corona with
temperature Tcor(R) = 36 T̃ (R) to account for the inefficient gas
cooling via thermal accommodation on dust particles in the low-
density hot corona (see Thi et al. 2019, e.g. their appendix F).
We model the transition between these two regions with the fol-
lowing smooth vertical profile:

Teff(R, z) =
1
2

(
Tcor(R) + T̃ (R)

)
+

1
2

(
Tcor(R) − T̃ (R)

)
tanh

(
6 ln

∣∣∣∣∣ z
εidH(R)

∣∣∣∣∣). (19)

We use a fast B-cooling presciption, with B = 0.1Ω−1, in order
to quickly relax the temperature T (R, z) towards the prescribed
profile Teff(R, z). With such finite but short cooling timescale, we
expect to be on the verge of the VSI-unstable regime (Manger
et al. 2021). We discuss whether the VSI is present in our sim-
ulation in appendix B.2. The pressure and density are related by
P(R, z) = ρ(R, z)T (R, z). The cooling prescription is used to solve
the energy equation, assuming an ideal equation of state for the

gas, with an internal energy density e(R, z) =
P(R, z)
γ − 1

, and an

adiabatic index γ = 5/3. Regarding the initial gas azimuthal ve-
locity, we use the following sub-Keplerian velocity profile

vφ(R, z) = vK

(
R

√
R2 + z2

− 1.5h2
0

)
, (20)

with vK = RΩK = 1/
√

R the keplerian speed. Note that the
above expression is not an equilibrium in the hot corona because
of the larger temperature in this region. This is not a problem
since the MHD wind, which is neither a dynamical equilibrium,
is launched very rapidly once the simulation has started and clear
the initial condition in the corona.

2.4.3. Boundary and internal conditions

At the inner radius, we copy the gas density and pressure, as well
as Bφ and Bz from the innermost active zone to the ghost zone.
We impose vz = 0 and a keplerian velocity for vφ. The boundary
condition is reflecting (symmetric) for vR, such that the fluxes
are null at the interface with the ghost zone. At the outer radius,
we apply power-law expressions for all quantities to ghost zones,
with radial power-law exponents of -1.5, -2.5, -0.5, -0.5, -0.5, -
5/4 and -5/4 for ρ, P, vR, vφ, vz, Bφ and Bz respectively to mimic
self-similar models (Lesur 2021). The boundary conditions are
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periodic in the azimuthal direction, and we apply outflow condi-
tions for all the quantities in the vertical direction.

To avoid too small time steps, we limit the Alfvén speed
in the simulation domain to the value of the keplerian speed at
the inner radial boundary of the disk Rin = 0.3. This assump-
tion leads to an overestimation of the density when the criterion
vA > vK(Rin) is encoutered, typically in the disk corona. We also
add a threshold in density at ρMIN = 10−12. Because the planet
is kept fixed at Rp = 1 and far from the outer radial boundary
of the disk Rout = 6, we do not apply an outer damping zone.
However, when R < 1.1Rin, we prescribe a simple damping zone
for the radial and vertical components of the momentum (ρvR,
ρvz). In this disk innermost region, we also add a band of resi-
tivity such that ηO = H2(Rin)ΩK(Rin) to avoid artifical magnetic
coupling between the inner boundary condition and the compu-
tational domain.

name Mp β Norb
3Mj-β3 3M j 103 200
3Mj-β4 3M j 104 200
Mj-β3 M j 103 400
Mj-β4 M j 104 200
Ms-β3 Ms 103 200
Ms-β4 Ms 104 400

10Me-β3 10M⊕ 103 200
10Me-β4 10M⊕ 104 200
3Mj-α0 3M j ∞ 200
3D-β3 0 103 100
axi-β3 – 103 200
axi-β4 – 104 200

Table 1: Table that lists the simulations, characterized by their
name, the planet mass and the β parameter. Each simulation has
been run during Norb orbital periods.

2.5. Numerical protocol and parameter study

Before introducing the planet, we run two axisymmetric simula-
tions for 100 orbits at R = 1, for two values of the initial mid-
plane β0 parameter. This allows the system to launch a MHD-
driven wind and reach a quasi steady-state at R = 1. The final
snapshot of these axisymmetric planet-free simulations is then
extended in the azimuthal direction and used as an initial con-
ditions for the full 3D simulations. This instant marks the t = 0
of the simulations presented in this paper. We then introduce the
planet as described in Section 2.3, which evolves thereafter dur-
ing Norb orbital periods. In practice, we performed several 3D
simulations varying the planet mass Mp and the initial β0-plasma
parameter. In Table 1, we detail these parameters that we used
in eight three-dimensional MHD simulations. The names and
duration of the various runs are indicated. We also show addi-
tional simulations that were used for initialization or comparison
purpose, in particular the axisymmetric two-dimensional simula-
tions, a three-dimensional planet-free simulation with β0 = 103

and a purely hydrodynamic inviscid run. Concerning the com-
putational cost, 475 000 GPU hours have been granted for the
simulations presented here, which corresponds to an estimated
energy consumption of about 200 MWh, equivalent of an emis-
sion of the order of 20 in tons of CO2.

2.6. Disk accretion and wind launching

Fig. 1: Radial profile of the four torques RR (blue), MR (red),
Rsurf (green),Msurf (yellow) and their sum T (black) normalized
by h0v2

K〈Σ〉φ,t, azimuthally-averaged and temporally-averaged
over the last 100 orbits for the run Mj-β3. We consider here only
the logarithm of the absolute value of these quantities.

We define here some important parameters that are classi-
cally used to describe disk accretion and wind launching. We
first define the accretion rate as

Ṁacc = −2πR〈ρvR〉φ. (21)

Using the equation of angular momentum conservation, Ṁacc is
linked to the transport of angular momentum by radial and sur-
face stresses, respectively notedWRφ andWzφ:

ṀaccΩK

4π
=

1
R
∂R

(
R2〈WRφ〉φ

)
+ R

[
〈Wzφ〉φ

]+

−
− 〈Γp→d〉φ,

= RR +MR + Rsurf +Msurf︸                          ︷︷                          ︸
T

+P,
(22)

withWXφ = ρvX(vφ − vK)− BX Bφ the φ component of the stress,
and P = −〈Γp→d〉φ. Γp→d = −ρ

(
rp × ∇Φp

)
.ez is the torque per

unit of volume exerted by the planet on the gas, with Φp de-
fined in Eq.(8). In the r.h.s. of Eq. (22), we have therefore four
terms that can contribute to the total planet-free torque T , and
therefore to Ṁacc: the radial Reynolds (RR) and Maxwell (MR)
torques, and the surface Reynolds (Rsurf) and Maxwell (Msurf)
torques. Figure 1 shows the contribution of the absolute value of
these four torques in the accretion, as a function of the distance
to the star, for the case Mj-β3, that is for the largest magneti-
zation and the Jupiter-mass planet. The dominant term isMsurf
(yellow curve), which means that the vertical extraction of an-
gular momentum at the disk surface seems to be the main driver
of accretion, in particular when β0 = 103. On the contrary, the
surface Reynolds torque Rsurf (green curve) has little impact on
the accretion mechanism. Concerning the radial torques (RR in
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blue andMR in red), they have a similar influence on the accre-
tion, and can be comparable toMsurf if combined. In summary,
MR ' RR,Msurf � Rsurf andMsurf + Rsurf &MR + RR in gen-
eral, except for strong negative gradients in the gas density, for
example near the gaps’ inner edge. Although there is a variabil-
ity in the radial profile of the four torques, the torques per unit of
surface density are relatively constant radially on average. Due
to the importance of theMsurf term, we define the dimensionless
parameter υ as in Lesur (2021):

υ = −

[
〈BφBz〉φ

]+

−

〈Σ〉φΩ
2
K H

=
Msurf

h0v2
K〈Σ〉φ

, (23)

which, when positive, gives an idea of the vertical evacuation of
angular momentum from the disk by the magnetic torque at the
disk surface. In practice with this definition, υ is positive when
the wind extracts angular momentum from the disk. We note that
for β0 = 104, that is at lower magnetization, assuming that Rsurf
is still negligible, RR is actually the dominant term in the internal
parts of the disk (R < 3, where RR/Msurf ≤ 10), whereasMsurf
takes over in the external parts of the disk. It is safe to neglect
Rsurf here as it is proportional to the density, which is small at
the disk surface z = 4H. We also define the ejection efficiency
dimensionless parameter ξ as:

ξ =
2πR2

[
〈ρvz〉φ

]+

−

Ṁacc
, (24)

which quantifies the fraction of the accreted material that is
ejected. Another important quantity related to the radial trans-
port efficiency is the αν (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) parameter:

αν =
〈WRφ〉φ

〈P〉φ
= αR

ν + αM
ν . (25)

where αR
ν and αM

ν are respectively related to the Reynolds and
Maxwell components of the radial stress. We also define a di-
mensionless parameter αdw, similar to the one introduced in
Tabone et al. (2022), and which we can divide in Reynolds (αR

dw)
and Maxwell (αM

dw) contributions:

αdw =
R

[
〈Wzφ〉φ

]+

−

〈P〉φ
= αR

dw + αM
dw. (26)

We note that υ ' h0α
M
dw ' h0αdw, using Eq. 23, 〈P〉φ ' 〈Σ〉φc̃s

2

and αR
dw � αM

dw.
In Appendix B.2, we address the radial transport efficiency

and the level of turbulence in the 3D planet-free run 3D-β3, tem-
porally averaged between 50 and 100 orbits. In particular, we
compare αν but also the turbulent component of αR

ν with their
corresponding values in the run 10Me-β3. We show that the total
radial transport of angular momentum is barely affected by the
presence of a low-mass planet, except close to its coorbital re-
gion. We also show that the level of turbulence is similar in both
cases near the coorbital region, but 2 − 3 times lower elsewhere
for the low-mass planet case. This may be due to the presence of
non-axisymmetric spiral features that weaken the turbulence, as
in Ziampras et al. (2022), but is beyond the scope of this study.

Fig. 2: Gas surface density maps for the eight MHD runs, after
200 planet orbits. The four rows show the different values of the
planet mass. The two columns show the different values of the
initial β0 parameter. The white circle marks the planet location.

3. Results

3.1. Gap opening

3.1.1. Overview

We consider the opening of a planet gap in a wind-launching
disk. The disk surface density structures after 200 planet orbits
are shown in the cartesian maps of Figure 2, for the different
planet masses (four rows), and β0 parameters (two columns).
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Fig. 3: Sketch of the different asymmetries of the planet gap,
for massive planets and highly magnetized disks. The yellow
and black circles represent respectively the central star and the
planet. The horseshoe region is represented in shades of gray,
with high-density zones in light gray and low-density zones in
dark gray. The dashed line corresponds to the planet orbit. The
global shape of the gap results from the combination of three
asymmetries: a. Azimuthal azymmetry of the horseshoe region
b. Radial width asymmetry, with the outer gap wider than the
inner gap. c. Radial depth asymmetry, with the outer gap deeper
than the inner gap.

The colormap indicates the logarithm of the gas surface density,
with purple for low-density regions, and red for high-density re-
gions. In these maps, we detect the presence of an annular planet-
induced gap, whenever qp ≥ 3 × 10−4 (Ms). In terms of qp/h3

p
parameter, this is coherent with the classical condition for non-
linear effects in the flow whenever qp/h3

p . 1, although this
condition also depends on the level of turbulence αν (see the
gap-opening criterion in Crida et al. 2006, henceforth CR6) and
should be less true for highly magnetized disks (see the extended
gap-opening criterion in Elbakyan et al. 2022). The gap is wider
and deeper when the planet mass is higher, with at least a factor
10 between the 3M j and the Ms cases. For a given Mp ≥ Ms,
the gap is denser when β0 is larger, with a factor of the order
of 5. For all β0, when Mp ≥ M j, the horseshoe region appears
clearly asymmetrical, with a difference in density in front of and
behind the planet in azimuth (see panel a. of the sktech presented
in Figure 3). As in Baruteau et al. (2011), this kind of asymme-
try in the horseshoe region could generate a positive or nega-
tive contribution in the total gravitational torque exerted by the
gas onto the planet due to a static corotation torque (see Sec-

tion 3.3). For massive planets (Mp ≥ M j) and highly magnetized
disk (β0 = 103), in addition to this azimuthal asymmetry, there is
also a two-fold radial asymmetry, with the outer gap wider (see
panel b. of Figure 3) and deeper (see panel c. of Figure 3) than
the inner gap. In practice, the planet is therefore closer to the
gap’s inner edge than the gap’s outer edge. After 400 orbits, for
the case Mj-β3, the inner gap can be three times narrower and
three times denser than the outer gap. The sketch in Figure 3 iso-
lates these three asymmetries, labeled as azimuthal asymmetry,
radial width asymmetry and radial depth asymmetry.

We are able to retrieve the inner and outer planet wakes in all
cases, although the fixed colorbar that we choose does not allow
to disentangle for the lowest planet mass case the wakes-induced
perturbations from perturbations independent of the planet pres-
ence. For all planet masses and disk magnetizations, sponta-
neous zonal flows emerge in the simulations, associated with
concentric density rings, following a "self-organisation" pro-
cess already described in a number of planet-free simulations
(Béthune et al. 2017; Suriano et al. 2017, 2018, 2019; Riols et al.
2020; Cui & Bai 2021). Comparing the planet-free case 3D-β3
and 10Me-β3 in Appendix B.1 confirms that the self-organized
density rings and gaps are present at high magnetization regard-
less of the presence of a planet. Nevertheless, we show that de-
spite its low mass, a 10M⊕ planet is still able to impact its en-
vironnment, especially regarding the distribution of density, the
accumulation of poloidal magnetic field and the strength of the
wind torque. The amplitude of gas surface density perturbations
(Σ−Σth)/Σth are larger for smaller β0. This is particularly visible
in the top row of Figure 2, with ∼ 80% in amplitude for the case
10Me-β3 and ∼ 20% in amplitude for the case 10Me-β4, com-
pared to a simple theoretical power-law profile in Σth = Σ0R−0.5.
These gaseous rings near R = 1 tend to be smoothed out when
the planet is able to generate sufficient perturbations. The com-
petition between self-organisation rings and density gaps in-
duced by massive planets can be seen in the right column of
Figure 2, with the low-density ring near the planet location and
the high-density ring just outside the planet orbit. For the low-
mass planet case (10Me-β3), the gas perturbations are dominated
by self-organisation. For the intermediate mass case (Ms-β3), the
competition between self-organisation and the planet tends to di-
minish the contrast in density. For larger planet masses (Mj-β3,
3Mj-β3), the strong gas perturbations near the planet location are
dominated by planet-driven flows. Along with these density per-
turbations, we detect multiple pressure bumps that are shaped at
the same time by the planet and self-organisation. For example,
in the run Mj-β3, we obtain four pressure maxima outside the
planet location after 400 orbits. The three outermost pressure
maxima are probably linked to self-organisation, as we retrieve
them for all planet masses, and they are less pronounced at lower
magnetization.

When the planet is sufficiently massive to carve a deep an-
nular gap around its orbit, it will form a pressure maximum
at the outer edge of its gap due to the deposition of the an-
gular momentum flux carried away by the planet’s outer wake
(Baruteau et al. 2014; Bae et al. 2016). Dust traps, and therefore
dust rings, can be naturally obtained at pressure bumps (see, e.g.,
Pérez et al. 2019; Wafflard-Fernandez & Baruteau 2020), which
is of prime interest as we commonly detect annular substruc-
tures with ALMA in radio (see, e.g., Huang et al. 2018; Guzmán
et al. 2018; Pérez et al. 2019) and SPHERE in near-IR (see, e.g.,
Avenhaus et al. 2018). Post-processing our simulations with dust
radiative transfer calculations, we would expect multiple bright
and dark rings of emission, either due to the planet’s outer pres-
sure bump (as in Nazari et al. 2019), or due to self-organisation
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Fig. 4: Space-time diagrams showing the evolution of the logarithm of the gas surface density Σ for the nine runs divided in four
groups of different planet masses. The top plot of each group has the lowest magnetization, whereas the bottom plot has the highest.
The radial extent of all the diagrams range from 0.5 to 1.5 code units, with the planet at R = 1. We pinpoint as E1 and E2 two
episodes in the run Mj-β3 that will be discussed in Section 3.2.3.

(as in Riols et al. 2020). Note that the emission rings induced by
self-organisation are expected to be deeper and more extended
in 3D than in the 2D axisymmetric models of Riols et al. (2020).
In any case, we have here two different mechanisms able to gen-
erate multiple annular substructures all at once, which could be
valuable for comparison purpose (in particular concerning the
kinematical signatures of such gaps in the gas).

We note that we also retrieve the formation of several small-
scale vortices at the gap’s outer edge corresponding to vortensity
minima, probably arising because of the Rossby-Wave Instabil-

ity (RWI, Lovelace et al. 1999). Such vortices eventually merge
in one large-scale vortex. This is particularly visible early in the
run 3Mj-β4. Then, the vortex gradually disappears and becomes
axisymmetric. Such vortex is actually composed of numerous
small-scale structures that resemble the ones obtained with ellip-
tical instability in Lesur & Papaloizou (2009). Large-scale vor-
tices are mostly transient in our non-ideal MHD simulations, but
some non-axisymmetric structures can also appear quite late un-
til the end of the simulation, for example at R ' 1.3 for the run
10Me-β4.
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In Figure 2, there is evidence that an evacuated region is gen-
erated by the inner boundary condition, especially when β = 103.
This is probably due to the fact that magnetic field lines do
not cross the inner edge of the grid, and therefore tend to ef-
ficiently accumulate in that region. This accumulation of mag-
netic field is accompanied by a depletion of matter (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2), and tends to drift outward with the same mechanism
that makes inner cavities (as presented in Martel & Lesur 2022)
and planet gaps (as presented here, see panel b. of Figure 3 and
Section 3.2.3) drift outward. Although the mechanisms behind
the radial asymetries of the planet gap and the inner region are
similar in their evolution, their origin is different, as they result
respectively from the carving of a gap and an artifact in the inner
boundary.

3.1.2. Temporal variability

Figure 2 gives a good idea of the gas surface density in the disk
near the planet at a given time. In order to apprehend the tempo-
ral evolution of the gas distribution, we compute in Figure 4 the
space-time diagram of the logarithm of the azimuthally-averaged
Σ for the 8 non-ideal MHD runs. We also show the space-time
diagram of the inviscid hydrodynamical simulation (3Mj-α0) for
comparison purpose. These diagrams confirm that a planet gap
forms when Mp ≥ Ms, and that the global shape in depth and
width of this gap depends on the planet mass and the initial mag-
netization. For the low-mass planet cases, we notice the forma-
tion and evolution of self-organized rings and gaps, visible for
example in the case 10Me-β3 with the under-density that appears
near R = 1.2.

The planet gap is denser when the initial magnetization in-
creases (β0 decreases), which is particularly visible when Mp =
3M j (bottom group of Figure 4). A similar trend was found
in simulated magnetized cavities of transition disks (Martel &
Lesur 2022, their Fig. 22), and can be explained mostly with
the interdependence between the radial profiles of the accretion
rate Ṁacc, β and Σ, by comparing their values in the outer disk
(e.g. βdisk ' β0) and their counterpart in the outer gap (e.g. βgap).
Firstly, Ṁacc is known to be a function of Σβ−b (0 < b < 1,
with in particular b = 0.78 in Lesur 2021). Secondly, when
a gap forms, the magnetization in the gap self-regulates with
βgap ∼ 10 (see bottom panel of Figure C.1). As a result, in the
gap, Ṁacc ∝ Σgap. If we make the assumption of a quasi steady-
state, which implies that Ṁacc in the gap matches Ṁacc in the
disk, then Σgap/Σdisk ∝ β

−b
disk ' β

−b
0 .

Along with the increase in density, we detect episodes of
activity in the gap when increasing the magnetization and for
Mp ≥ M j. In particular, we detect episodes of partial filling of
the gap due to bursts of accretion in the gap from the outer disk.
We will come back to this accretion behavior in Section 3.2.3.
We also recover the radial asymmetries as suggested in Figure 2
for the cases 3Mj-β3 and Mj-β3, whether it be in depth or in
width. This is particularly visible for the Jupiter-mass planet af-
ter 400 orbits, with the outer gap slowly spreading outwards. We
will discuss this gap dynamics in section 3.2.3.

Looking again at the bottom group of Figure 4 (e.g. for a 3
Jupiter mass planet), we evaluated how the gap density evolves
with time, following the procedure of Fung et al. (2014) and
Fung & Chiang (2016) (see Appendix C for more details). Using
this metrics, we notice that the gap reaches its minimum den-
sity earlier when the magnetization is higher, but in that case the
gap opening speed is also larger at least early on in the simu-
lations. Qualitatively, this suggests that the accretion, and there-

fore mainly the wind torque (via the dominant termMsurf), tends
to help the gap opening until β in the gap reaches a threshold
value (of the order of 1 − 10) which in turn makes the density
reach a quasi-equilibrium value. When the initial magnetization
is larger, the wind torque is also larger, helping even more the
gap to be carved and to reach earlier its quasi-equilibrium state.

Finally, we observe a strong time-variability in the gap den-
sity in magnetized models, with a larger amplitude when the
magnetization increases, which would imply that the accretion
varies in time, with stronger episodes as the magnetization in-
creases (see snapshots in Figure A.1 of Appendix A that illus-
trate such temporal variability).

3.1.3. Gap opening criterion in a wind-launching disk

The goal of this paragraph is to obtain qualitatively a criterion for
gap opening in a disk where accretion is mostly driven by MHD
winds via vertical extraction of angular momentum. We start by
stating that a gap may form if the time it takes for a parcel of
gas being accreted at velocity vacc to cross the Hill sphere of the
planet τacc = Rhill/vacc is longer than the time it takes for the
planet to clear up the Hill sphere τp ' Rp/(RhillΩ). This last term
is obtained by saying that the speed at which a fluid element is
evacuated from the Hill sphere by the planet is RhillΩ, therefore
the typical timescale to clean a full ring at the planet location Rp
is approximately given by τp.

Fig. 5: Gap opening criterion with MHD winds displayed in the
(qp, β0) domain. The dashed line indicates the minimum mass
to open a gap from this criterion, using a scaling law between
υ and β0. Planets in the hatched area are able to open a gap. To
obtain the pink box plots, we estimated υ in our low-mass planet
simulations.

With these two timescales, the criterion for gap opening
reads

τp/τacc < 1. (27)

Using the equation right before Eq. (17) in Lesur (2021), we can
link the accretion speed vacc to the normalized magnetic wind
torque υ. We get vacc = 2RpΩhυ. The gap opening criterion then
becomes

2R2hυ
R2

H

< 1. (28)
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Using the expression for the Hill radius in Eq. (5), we eventually
get

2hυ(qp/3)−2/3 < 1. (29)

This should also be combined to another criterion which states
that the disk thickness should be smaller than the Hill radius

h(qp/3)−1/3 < 1. (30)

Using Eq. (29) and Eq. (30), we can eventually get a combined
criterion for gap opening as in CR6, when accretion is dominated
by MHD winds

3h
4(qp/3)1/3 +

2hυ
(qp/3)2/3 < 1. (31)

Note that we have kept the factor 3/4 in the original CR6 formu-
lation for the disk thickness criterion. When accretion is domi-
nated by viscosity, we can replace τacc by τν = R2

hill/(Cν), with C
a constant factor and rewrite the gap-opening criterion of Eq. 31.
By considering R = R2

pΩ/ν the Reynolds number, Eq. 29 would
become 3C/(qpR) < 1 in the fully viscous case. We therefore
retrieve the same scaling ∝ 1/qpR as in CR6 criterion (see their
Eq. 15). Note that their factor 50 comes from a fitting procedure.
Coming back to the MHD wind-driven accretion disk, we can es-
timate the critical qp = qC

p to open a gap in a MHD wind-driven
accretion disk, with h > 0 and υ > 0:

qC
p =

192(hυ)3
√

9h2

16
+ 8hυ −

3h
4

3 . (32)

In order to make this expression useful, one must estimate
the wind torque coefficient υ. Here, we propose two approaches:
first using the self-similar solutions from Lesur (2021) with
Ãm = 1, giving υ = 3β−0.78

0 . In this case our gap openning cri-
terion becomes essentially a function of β0 and h. The second
approach is to measure υ in our simulations with a 10M⊕ planet,
in the radial interval

[
Rp − 2Rjup

hill,Rp + 2Rjup
hill

]
and assuming that

the torque obtained in this case is only barely affected by the
planet.

We plot in Figure 5 the gap opening criterion obtained from
Eq. (31) using these two approaches and assuming an aspect ra-
tio h = h0 = 0.05. The hatched area above the dashed line cor-
responds to Eq. (31) with the self similar scaling for υ (Lesur
2021) while the pink box plots indicate the values critical qC

p es-
timated from υ measured in our simulations. The 8 colored dots
correspond to the 8 (qp, β0) pairs in our non-ideal MHD sim-
ulations, with the 3M j, M j, Ms and 10M⊕ cases respectively in
blue, red, yellow and green. We find that our expression correctly
predicts gap formation where we find them (see figure 2). For a
given planet mass, this plot confirms that it is harder for a planet
to carve a gap at higher initial magnetization (decreasing β0).
More precisely, the minimum mass for a planet to open a gap
lies between a mass of Saturn and a mass of Jupiter for β0 = 103,
whereas it is inferior to a mass of Saturn for β0 = 104.

For this estimation of a gap opening criterion in a wind-
launching disk, it should be mentioned that we did not consider
the self-organized structures, and neglected the mechanism of
magnetic accumulation in the gaps. Because β decreases also in
the gap, υ tends to increase as described by the self-similar scal-
ing law, and the carving of the gap will be easier. We mentioned
this runaway gap opening in the last paragraph of Appendix C
(see, e.g., the dashed and solid blue lines in the top panel of Fig-
ure C.1).

3.2. Case study: high planet mass and high magnetization
runs

We focus now mainly on the simulations with Mp ≥ M j and
β0 = 103.

3.2.1. Meridional flows: accretion layers and sonic streamers

We discuss here the behavior of the flow in the vicinity of a
planet in a fixed circular orbit. In the next paragraphs, we fo-
cus on the mass flux instead of the velocity, as mass flux brings
a more precise view of the gas bulk motion. In Figure 6, we
show in background color the magnitude of the poloidal mass
flux 〈ρvp〉φ,t in log scale, averaged azimuthally and temporally
over the last 100 orbits for the run 3Mj-β4. The texture in LIC
(line integral convolution) and the white arrows indicate the di-
rection of the radial (〈ρvR〉φ,t) and vertical (〈ρvz〉φ,t) components
of this mass flux. Following the nomenclature in Fung & Chi-
ang (2016), the black arrows help to schematically classify the
different flows in the (R-z) plane in three categories:

– Planet-driven flows (dashed black arrows) are probably
linked to the planet’s repulsive Lindblad torques.

– Upper layer accretion flows (solid black arrows) are driven
by the accretion of material from the surface layers of the
outer disk to the planet poles and from the inner gap to the
surface layers of the inner disk.

– Wind-driven flows (dotted black and white arrows) act to
carry material away from the lower altitudes of the disk.

These flows eventually collide, driving the merged flow upwards
and resulting in a large-scale meridional circulation in the outer
disk (as in Fung & Chiang 2016). We also observe a small-scale
localized meridional circulation close to the planet, with bigger
loops in the inner gap when R ∈ [0.9, 1] and |z| ∈ [0.0, 0.1] than
in the outer gap when R ∈ [1, 1.1] and |z| ∈ [0.0, 0.02]. This
asymmetry is due to the two accretion layers in R ∈ [1.0, 1.3] and
|z| < 0.1. On the one hand they carry material from the outer disk
onto the poles of the planet, and on the other hand they pinch and
confine the localized outer meridional circulation even closer to
the planet by counteracting the planet-driven flows. If we in-
crease the magnetization, the mass flux is globally increased in
the accretion layers compared to the case β0 = 104. This be-
havior is the result of an enhancedMsurf component (magnetic
torque at the disk’s surface) and to a lesser extent to an enhanced
radial torque (RR +MR) leading overall to a more efficient ac-
cretion. In addition, we notice that the accretion layers are more
collimated towards the midplane, thus carrying denser material
compared to the lower magnetization case. This behavior pre-
vents even more the planet-driven flows to counterbalance accre-
tion. In that high magnetization case, accretion onto the planet –
as well as planet growth, should therefore be more efficient be-
cause of this denser inflow coming from lower altitudes toward
the planet poles, as observed in Gressel et al. (2013).

When Mp ≥ M j and β0 = 103, in addition to the struc-
tures observed in Figure 6, we note the presence of a streamer
at z < 0 which accretes even more material towards the inner
disk. In Figure 7, we show that this top-down non-symmetrical
flow (for z ∈ [−0.1, 0]) has nearly-sonic velocities (of the order
of 60% of the sound speed) in the gap. Several other studies have
pointed out that sonic accretion was expected in strongly magne-
tized disks, as is the case in our planet gaps (Combet & Ferreira
2008; Martel & Lesur 2022). This is also coherent with the fact
that the mass flux 〈ρvp〉φ,t is approximately radially constant (see
Figure 6), whether it be in the outer disk, the planet gap or the
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Fig. 6: Meridional flows around the planet for the run 3Mj-β4, averaged in azimuth and over the last 100 orbits. The background
color represents the logarithm of the poloidal mass flux. The white streamlines and the LIC correspond to the radial and vertical
components of the poloidal mass flux. Dashed black arrows, solid black arrows and dotted black and white arrows show respectively
the planet-driven flows, the upper-layer accretion flows and the wind-driven flows. The upper and lower surfaces ±zw ' ±4H(R) are
indicated by the black dotted lines.

inner disk, in spite of a deep depletion of gas in the gap. Because
the gap density is low, the velocity has necessarily to increase to
keep a constant mass flux, reaching a nearly sonic speed in the
gap and a β much smaller than β0 (reaching locally values close
to unity, see e.g. the bottom panel in Figure C.1). Note that this
approach is time-averaged and the large-scale gas motion is ac-
tually extremely variable in time, with complex redistribution of
matter in the gap and evacuation in the wind (see Appendix A).

In conclusion, we retrieve in our MHD simulations a large-
scale meridional circulation of the gas, as in purely hydrody-
namical 3D simulations (Szulágyi et al. 2014; Morbidelli et al.
2014; Fung & Chiang 2016; Teague et al. 2019; Szulágyi et al.
2022), though less clearly symmetrical between outer disk re-
gion and inner disk region due to the different dynamical pro-
cesses at stake. The gas in the outer disk flows from the upper
accretion layers into the gap and eventually falls towards the
midplane. The planet is able to maintain a sustainable gap via
its tidal torque, which tends to empty the planet’s coorbital re-
gion. Therefore, part of the accretion flow is advected inwards in
the inner gap, whereas the rest is pushed back in the outer disk.
At the gap’s outer edge, the gas still at low altitude is then pro-
gressively driven upwards to reach again the surface accretion
layers. Note that this meridional circulation is not a closed loop.
On the one hand, the accretion occurs from the disk’s surface
layers, and inevitably transports gas material inwards, regardless
of the planet presence. On the other hand, part of the gas is evac-
uated vertically in the wind at the gap’s outer edge during its
descent towards the midplane. We will see in the next sections

that this gas dynamics in the gap comes from the distribution and
dynamics of magnetic field lines.

3.2.2. Magnetic field

We focus here on the large-scale magnetic field threading the
disk and its long term behavior. We consider first the temporal
evolution of the vertical component of the azimuthally-averaged
magnetic field in the midplane 〈B̃z〉φ. Figure 8 shows the space-
time diagram of this quantity for the runs Mj-β4 (top panel) and
Mj-β3 (bottom panel), to be compared with the corresponding
space-time diagrams of log〈Σ〉φ in Figure 4. In both cases, during
the first orbits, several small-scale structures are visible, each
one corresponding to the self-organisation of vertical magnetic
field (Riols & Lesur 2019) in the axisymmetric 2.5D simulation
used for the initial condition. In 3D, they tend to quickly merge
into more extended and diffuse structures, see for example at R '
2 in both cases. We note that this large zonal field is associated
to a dark ring of matter (i.e. a gap induced by self-organisation).
The anti-correlation between density and magnetic fluctuations
in gaps formed in planet-free disks have been reported in various
works (see, e.g., Béthune et al. 2017; Suriano et al. 2018; Riols
& Lesur 2019).

At high magnetization (bottom panel of Figure 8), as the
planet is growing, the gap is formed and reaches its minimum
density (on average) after ' 50 planet orbits, as indicated in Sec-
tion 3.1.2. After the planet gap has opened, it becomes a prime
area of magnetic field accumulation between 75 and 200 orbits,
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Fig. 7: 2D map of the Mach number, defined as
√
〈ρvR〉

2
φ,t + 〈ρvz〉

2
φ,t/〈ρ〉φ,t/〈cs〉φ,t, in the (R-z) plane for the run Mj-β3, averaged in

azimuth and over the last 100 orbits. The background color represents the logarithm of the Mach number. The black streamlines and
the LIC correspond to the radial and vertical components of the poloidal Mach number. The nearly-sonic top-down non-symmetrical
streamer is visible in white, in the gap and under the planet.

with 〈B̃z〉φ reaching its highest value. If we focus on log〈Σ〉φ, this
strong magnetic accumulation is concomitant to a strong episode
of gas depletion and a fast outward drift of the outer gap (episode
noted E1 in Section 3.2.3). This 〈B̃z〉φ accumulation at the gap
center has been observed for low-mass planets in various ideal
(Papaloizou et al. 2004; Zhu et al. 2013; Carballido et al. 2017)
and non-ideal (Keith & Wardle 2015) MHD simulations. Sub-
sequently, after 200 orbits, the magnetic field is divided in two
regions of accumulation, one at the transition between the in-
ner disk and the inner gap (near R ' 0.85), and the other one
at the transition between the outer gap and the outer disk (near
R ' 1.3). Carballido et al. (2017) obtained as well for their high-
est planet masses (a few M j) a double accumulation for the ver-
tical magnetic field (as well as αν), larger close to the gap edges
than at the gap center. In addition, they argued that the radial
band of large 〈B̃z〉φ is smaller than the band of low-density (i.e.
the density gap), which is also what we retrieve in our simula-
tions: ' 0.45 code units for 〈B̃z〉φ at 400 orbits instead of ' 0.55
code units for 〈Σ〉φ, corresponding to a difference of 1 au for a
planet orbiting at 10 au. Concerning the temporal variability of
magnetic field accumulation, the two accumulation regions in
Figure 8 do not exhibit a constant 〈B̃z〉φ in time, with episodes of
strong magnetic field accumulation (e.g. between 310 and 350
orbits) alternating with episodes of weaker 〈B̃z〉φ accumulation
(e.g. between 285 and 305 orbits). This behavior may be coupled
to the sporadic accretion of matter illustrated in Appendix A.

At lower magnetization (top panel of Figure 8), the behavior
seems a little bit more complex. We first witness a phase of 〈B̃z〉φ

accumulation at the gap center (< 100 orbits), though less effi-
cient than in the case of stronger magnetization (see maximum
value of the colorbars between the two panels). This episode is
then followed by an oscillation of the magnetic field accumula-
tion between the inner gap edge and the outer gap edge, which
could be due to a complex behavior of matter in the planet’s
horseshoe region.

Coming back to the two-fold accumulation of the magnetic
field, we represent in Figure 9 the distribution and topology of
the time-average poloidal magnetic field and the disk surface
density for the run Mj-β3. We retrieve the double accumulation
of the poloidal magnetic field at the transitions between the inner
disk and the inner gap and between the outer gap and the outer
disk, as presented in Carballido et al. (2017). The magnetic field
lines are nearly vertical in the outer disk. We however detect
the presence of kinks in the 〈Bp〉φ,300−400 lines, as described in
Lesur (2021); Martel & Lesur (2022). Such structures trace the
two disk’s upper accretion layers that bend magnetic field lines
as material is carried inward in the gap. If we now focus on the
gap, the magnetic field lines are pinched in a plane parallel to the
midplane but such that z < 0. This localisation actually matches
the sonic accretion streamer, indicating here again that poloidal
magnetic fields lines are bent by the streamer.

Magnetic field accumulation in the gap is so strong that
it could be responsible for sporadic protoplanetary jets. We
demonstrate this in Figure 10 with an azimuthal cut of log (Σ)
near the location of the planet, at ' 114 orbits for the run 3Mj-β4.
This zoom near the planet shows several interesting structures :
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Fig. 8: Space-time diagram of the vertical component of the magnetic field in the midplane 〈B̃z〉φ, for the runs Mj-β4 (top panel) and
Mj-β3 (bottom panel). The horizontal dashed lines indicate the location of the planet. The two episodes E1 and E2 are indicated in
white.

the gap, the density maxima on both gap edges, a circumplan-
etary disk (CPD) and an outflow from the planet poles. We can
characterize the CPD by fitting a power law to the azimuthal
velocity vφ − vK in the two regions close to R = 1 in the Hill
sphere. We obtain 0.038(R − 1)−0.459 and 0.034(R − 1)−0.453 re-
spectively for the outer CPD and the inner CPD, while with the
planet mass we have √qp ' 0.032, confirming that the CPD
is rotating at the expected Keplerian velocity around the planet.
Turning now to the meriodional flows, we find that, in addition
to the circulation presented in Section 3.2.1, we get an outflow
from the planet poles (R ' 1, |z| < 0.25). At higher altitudes, the
outflow is slightly bent in the disk wind direction where the out-
flow material eventually falls back towards the planet. We note
however that this outflow is only occasionally present, as it is not
visible in time-average plots. Outflows from CPDs have already

been observed in 3D non-isothermal MHD simulations (Gressel
et al. 2013) where it was suggested that they could be magne-
tocentrifugally driven. For the sake of conciseness, we however
postpone the detailed investigation of these outflows to a future
study.

Overall, these results indicate that the poloidal magnetic field
is very dynamical and strongly affected by the planet, with a
significant accumulation in the gap. This in turn impacts the
strength of magnetic torques and of the accretion flow, which
we explore next.

3.2.3. Accretion rate, wind torque and gap asymmetries

In this section, we focus on the case Mj-β3. We look at the link
between the accretion rate Ṁacc defined in Eq. (21), the specific
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Fig. 9: Poloidal magnetic field in the gap for the run Mj-β3, averaged in azimuth and over the last 100 orbits (episode E2). The
background color represents the logarithm of the poloidal magnetic field. The black streamlines and the LIC correspond to the
radial and vertical components of the poloidal magnetic field. The white curves represents the radial profile of log(Σ), also averaged
in azimuth and over the last 100 orbits. The red cross and solid black line pinpoint the location of the planet. Vertical black dashed
lines delineate the gap edges at R ' Rp − 2Rhill and R ' Rp + 5Rhill. The upper and lower surfaces ±zw ' ±4H(R) are indicated by
the black dotted lines.

wind torques viaMsurf and the υ parameter defined in Eq. (23),
and the radial asymmetries of the planet gap. In particular, we
focus on two specific moments in the simulation: the first one,
noted E1, corresponds to the strong episode of gas depletion be-
tween 165 and 200 orbits, the second one, E2, corresponds to the
last 100 orbits of the simulation, after the magnetic field has been
divided in two regions of accumulation. During E1, the gap in the
density lies approximately between Rp − 2Rhill and Rp + 3Rhill,
whereas during E2, the outer gap edge is further out in the disk,
near Rp + 5Rhill. In the graphs of this section, we will highlight
these three characteristic radii with vertical red dashed lines.

Figure 11 displays the radial profiles of Ṁacc (top panel) and
the ejection efficiency ξ (bottom panel) for E1 (dashed line) and
E2 (solid line). For these two episodes, the curves of Ṁacc and
ξ are red in the gap and black beyond the gap. As a general re-
mark, we find that the accretion is stronger on average in the
gap than in its vicinity (e.g. at R ' 0.7 and R ' 1.3 − 1.5),
and even stronger at higher magnetization. In addition, the ejec-
tion efficiency ξ is very small in the gap1 (bottom panel of Fig-
ure 11), indicating that almost all of the matter that enters the
outer gap eventually leaves via the inner gap (in other words,
the gas "leak" due to the outflow is negligible). The step in Ṁacc
and the fact that ξ � 1 in the gap are crucial to interpret the
radial width asymmetry of the gap: on average, the gap progres-

1 We note that beyond the gap on both sides, the ejection in the wind
is particularly efficient (ξ > 1) where the accretion rate is minimum

sively erodes the outer disk, while material tends to accumulate
at the inner gap edge. The outward drift of the gap is therefore
mainly due to a slight mismatch of the accretion rate in the gap
and in the outer/inner disks. Such phenomenon has already been
reported in MHD-driven disks, with the outward drift of the cav-
ity in transition disks (Martel & Lesur 2022). If we compare the
two episodes, Ṁacc is larger in the gap during E1 than during E2.
Actually, the accretion rate reaches its highest value in the gap
during E1, which is related to the saturation of the Bz everywhere
in the gap during this epoch (see Figure 8). Moreover, the step
of Ṁacc in the gap and out of the gap is bigger during E1, with a
steeper gradient (see in particular between R = Rp + 3Rhill and
R ' 1.35 for E1 and between R = Rp + 5Rhill and R ' 1.5 for
E2). We therefore expect a faster outward drift of the outer gap
during E1 than during E2, which is indeed what we observe in
the space-time diagram of log〈Σ〉φ in the sixth panel of Figure 4.

Furthermore, Ṁacc is approximately constant in the gap on
average for both episodes, which is key for the interpretation of
the gap asymmetry. If we consider the torques exerted on the gas
in the gap, we have two main contributions. On one hand, the
tidal torque P is due to the presence of the planet and deposits
angular momentum in the flow in the form of spiral wakes. These
wakes, in turn, transport angular momentum in the radial fluid
torques RR +MR. We therefore gather these three torques into a
planet-induced torque TR = RR +MR +P. On the other hand, the
magnetic wind torqueMsurf is the main driver of accretion (see
Figure 1). In Figure 12, we show the radial profiles in the gap
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Fig. 10: Azimuthal cut of the log (Σ), at the azimuth of the planet
φp, at ' 114 orbits for 3Mj-β4. A protoplanetary jet is clearly
visible, launching from the planet poles.

of TR/ΩK (blue curve), Msurf/ΩK (yellow curve), and the total
torque exerted on the gas (black curve) as expressed in Eq. (22),
averaged over the last 100 orbits (episode E2). We note that the
total torque (T + P)/ΩK is close to the accretion rate Ṁacc/4π
displayed in the top panel of Figure 11, with a relative differ-
ence of ' 22% on average in the gap. In particular, we retrieve
that the total torque is approximately constant in the gap, which
means that the torques TR/ΩK andMsurf/ΩK that contribute to
the accretion somehow counterbalance each other. We also re-
trieve a small step in the total torque at the gap’s outer edge,
necessary to understand the gradual erosion of the outer disk by
the gap. Regarding TR, we can divide it in TR− and TR+, respec-
tively for the planet-related torques in the inner gap and the outer
gap. TR+ is negative and tends to push material outward from the
planet, with angular momentum that is deposited by the planet’s
outer wake. However, TR− is quite small and positive, and there-
fore seems inefficient at extracting angular momentum via the
planet’s inner wake.

We can interpret the redistribution of angular momentum in
the gap as follows. Near the gap outer edge, the planet-induced
torque deposits an excess of angular momentum (TR+ is negative
and minimum, see label a in Figure 12) that is efficiently trans-
ferred to the wind and eventually vertically evacuated at the disk
surface (Msurf positive and maximum, see label b in Figure 12).
Near the gap inner edge, the planet does not extract efficiently
angular momentum from the gas (TR− positive but close to zero),
and the wind torque is also negligible at this location (Msurf & 0,
see label c in Figure 12). The end result is an apparent aborted
wind in the inner gap regions, and an enhanced wind in the outer
gap region.

Due to the predominance of the wind torque in the accre-
tion, we focus in Figure 13 on the evolution in the gap of the υ
parameter, which is a dimensionless measure ofMsurf (Eq. 23).
This plot shows the 2D map of υ in (R-φ) coordinates for E2, as
well as its azimuthally-averaged version (solid black line). We
also show the azimuthally-averaged υ for E1 (dashed black line).
During both episodes, υ is larger in the outer gap than in the in-

Fig. 11: Radial profile of the accretion rate Ṁacc (top panel) and
the ejection parameter ξ (bottom panel), averaged azimuthally
and temporally over the last 100 orbits (solid line) in the run
Mj-β3 for E2 and over 25 orbits during the episode E1 of gas
depletion and fast outward drift of the outer gap (dashed line).
We removed the contribution close to the planet and its CPD in
the evaluation of Ṁacc and ξ.

ner gap, with an asymmetry of the angular momentum extraction
∆υ ' 0.2 in both cases. In the (R-φ) plane, we detect a clear az-
imuthal asymmetry of υ, with a larger value at φ > 0. The wind
torque seems affected by the outer planet’s spiral wake, with an
enhanced υ along the wake towards the inner gap near the CPD,
from R = 1.25 to R = 0.95. This increased υ is also accompa-
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Fig. 12: Radial profile of the torques exerted by the wind (Msurf ,
yellow curve) and the sum of the radial torques and planet
torques (RR,MR and P, blue curve), averaged over the episode
E2 in the run Mj-β3. The black curve displays the sum of all
torques enumerated in Eq. (22). We removed the contribution
close to the planet and its CPD in the evaluation of the planet
and radial torques. We add three labels to identify different an-
gular momentum redistribution phenomena that we believe are
essential in apprehending the gap asymmetries: a. Angular mo-
mentum deposition by the outer planet wake at the gap’s outer
edge. b. Angular momentum evacuation in the wind. c. Ineffi-
cient angular momentum extraction by the inner planet wake at
the gap’s inner edge, and small value of the wind torque.

Fig. 13: 2D map of υ, i.e. the magnetic torque per unit of surface
density, at the disk surface in (R-φ) coordinates, averaged over
the episode E2 in the run Mj-β3. We highlight in dark blue the
region where the magnetic torque is negative, which corresponds
here to a slight deposition of angular momentum. The solid and
dashed black lines show respectively υ during E2 and E1.

nied by a localized enhancement of the magnetization near the
outer wake, which would suggest that magnetic field accumu-
lates efficiently from the outer wake to the CPD. This scenario
of magnetic accumulation in the CPD seems to be confirmed by
the launching of a collimated protoplanetary jet (see 3.2.2).

Near the gap’s inner edge, the wind torque is particularly
small, and can even be negative close to the planet’s azimuth.
This region of negative

[
〈BφBz〉t

]+

−
is represented in Figure 13

with the dark blue area near R = 0.8, and can be related to label
c in Figure 12 at that same radial location. At this location, the
wind is actually deflected due to the planet-induced deflection
of the poloidal magnetic field lines at the disk surface towards
the midplane, leading to a rearranging of

[
〈BφBz〉t

]+

−
(see in Fig-

ure 9 the LIC texture and magnetic field lines in black that are
nearly tangential to the surface layers at ±zw ' ±4H(R), also
near R = 0.8). We have checked that this deflection is all the
more pronounced as the planet is massive. We can therefore have
a strong magnetic accumulation both near the inner and outer
gap edges as indicated in Figures 8 and 9, and yet have an ap-
parent inefficient (efficient) wind with a small (large) fraction of
mass flux escaping from the inner (outer) gap edge, as suggested
in Figure 6 (see in particular the wind-driven flows pinpointed
by the dotted black and white arrows).

We would like to draw the attention on the fact that the one-
dimensional estimation of the velocity structure of the wind (and
more generally the gas flow) can be misleading, as it actually
results from a complex three-dimensional dynamics. In a theo-
retical point of view, the radial evolution of 1D or 2D quanti-
ties likeMsurf or

[
〈BφBz〉t

]+

−
could suggest that there is no wind

near the gap’s inner edge (the wind torque is almost zero), while
the 3D dynamics indicates in reality that this behavior is due to
the local deflection of the wind downwards and then upwards
(with an N-shaped structure of the wind for the most massive
planets, see e.g. the intersection of the upper and lower surfaces
±zw ' ±4H(R) with the white streamlines in Figure 6). Similarly
in an observational point of view, for such a wind we would ex-
pect a predominant role of the emitting surface on the kinematic
signature of the wind. At high altitude, e.g. for an optically thick
tracer such as CO, one would expect to measure an outflow at all
radii. At lower altitude (but still far enough from the disk bulk),
e.g. for an optically thinner tracer such that 13CO, one would ex-
pect to measure an outflow signature above the outer gap and an
inflow signature above the inner gap due to the deflection of the
wind in this region. At even lower altitude, e.g. for an even opti-
cally thinner observational tracer like C18O, one would this time
expect to be sensitive to the nearly sonic accretion flows, from
the outer disk’s surface layers to the planet poles and from the
inner gap to the inner disk’s surface layers.

To sum up, one of the key point here is the connection be-
tween the magnetic field accumulation, the wind torque and the
planet-related torques. If Bp accumulates at the gap edges, we
would expect a strong wind torque at these locations. Because
the outer planet wake deposit angular momentum near the outer
gap edge and because magnetic field lines are deflected by the
planet at a certain altitude above the inner gap edge, our esti-
mate of the wind torque is larger in the outer gap than in the
inner gap. We next explore how the erosion of the outer disk by
the gap affects the effective torque exerted by a magnetized disk
onto massive planets.
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Fig. 14: Temporal evolution of the gravitational torques exerted by the gas onto the planets for the nine runs. The torques are
normalized by Γ0 = q2

pΣ0R4
pΩK(Rp)2h−2

0 . The different colors show different planet masses: 10M⊕ (green), Ms (yellow), M j (red)
and 3M j (blue). The different line-styles indicate the initial magnetization: β0 = +∞ (inviscid hydrodynamical run, dotted line),
β0 = 104 (solid line) and β0 = 103 (dashed line). The transparent variable curves show the instantaneous torques, on top of which
are displayed the torques with a moving average of 10 orbits.

3.3. Gravitational torques

We discuss here the evaluation of the gravitational torque Γ ex-
erted by the gas onto the different planets in all 3D simulations,
and focus more specifically on high mass planets. Such torque is
defined in IDEFIX as

Γ = −

NR,Nφ,Nz∑
i, j,k

Γ
i, j,k
p→dV i, j,k

cell , (33)

with Γ
i, j,k
p→d the torque per unit of volume defined in Section 2.6

and evaluated for the cell i, j, k of volume V i, j,k
cell . The estimate

of this quantity is valuable for disk/planet interactions model-
ing, because it has a direct impact on how the planet would
migrate if its orbital evolution were taken into account. In this
case indeed, numerically, the value of the instantaneous torque
is used to update the orbital parameters of the planet. Figure 14
displays the temporal evolution of Γ for our 8 non-ideal MHD
simulations and the inviscid hydrodynamical simulation 3Mj-
α0, with a moving average of 10 orbits and normalized by
Γ0 = q2

pΣ0R4
pΩK(Rp)2h−2

0 . Each color corresponds to a planet
mass Mp, and the line-style indicates the value of β0.

We first notice that Γ is negative for the three most massive
planets, with a smaller |Γ| for larger planet masses. It suggests a
slower inward migration for more massive planets. We observe
indeed a factor ' 10 for |Γ| between the cases 3M j and Ms. This
is in agreement with the models of interactions between a gap-
opening planet and a viscous disk: the amount of gas inside this

gap is larger if the planet is not massive enough to empty its coor-
bital region (see, e.g., Baruteau & Masset 2013). This excess of
gas boosts the so-called Lindblad torque, which is an essential
(usually) negative component in the total torque. A more nega-
tive torque for a less massive planet is indeed what we observe
in Figure 14.

Second, at fixed Mp (except for the least massive planet
10M⊕), we show that β0 seems to have little influence on the
value of the torque, at least on the first 200 orbits. Still, it
would seem that the absolute value of the torque ends up be-
ing slightly larger when the magnetization increases (i.e. when
β0 decreases), which is especially visible between ' 100 and
200 orbits. It means that the migration is faster when the magne-
tization is higher. It is consistent, because a larger magnetization
leads to a denser gap (see in particular Section 3.1.2 and Fig-
ure 4), and therefore an amplified Lindblad torque and a faster
migration. However, for the longer run Mj-β3, we expect an ad-
ditional mechanism to occur. Because the outer gap widens and
drifts outwards (i.e. the planet is closer to the inner gap edge),
we expect the external Lindblad torque to weaken and decrease
compared to the internal Lindblad torque, leading to a less and
less negative total torque. We checked that the total outer torque
|Γ+| decreases more than the total inner torque |Γ−|. We also no-
ticed that the fluctuations of |Γ+| and |Γ−| are at first equivalent
until |Γ−| overcomes |Γ+| near ' 280 orbits. At that time, the in-
ner torque starts to strongly fluctuate, with fluctuations ' 3 times
larger with respect to the outer torque. These fluctuations may
be due to the formation of a thin density ring (corresponding to a
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pressure maximum) confined between the planet gap and a cav-
ity that develops in the inner grid edge, probably linked to an ar-
tifact in the inner boundary (see end of Section 3.1.1). This ring
is unstable to the RWI as a vortex develops, and becomes par-
ticularly strong after ' 330 orbits. In practice, the frequency of
the planet torque fluctuations may be linked to the periodic tran-
sit of this vortex in the vicinity of the inner planet wake. Due to
the weakening of the external torque, we expect an increasingly
slower inward migration, and even a potential reverse migration,
as shown in Figure 14 by the sign reversal of Γ at 270 orbits. This
phenomenon could also be obtained by the action of a positive
component of the corotation torque exerted by the MHD wind,
as proposed by some studies which have added hydrodynamical
prescriptions of the impact of these winds on the migration of
massive planets (Kimmig et al. 2020). The main difference here
is that the outward migration they observe is due to a dynamical
corotation torque linked to the inward accretion flow and lead-
ing to a type-III runaway migration. Even without mentioning
the dynamical corotation torque, it could be challenging to study
migration of such planets by 3D non-ideal MHD simulations,
because the dynamical evolution of the gap is complex and the
characteristic time-scale for migration reversal can be quite long
(& 300 orbits for the run Mj-β3).

Third, we notice that the total torque exerted by the gas on the
least massive planet (10M⊕) seems stochastic during the simula-
tion (for the two magnetization cases), which makes it difficult to
guess the direction of migration (i.e. the response of the planet
to the total torque). This is similar to what has been observed
by Nelson & Papaloizou (2004); Uribe et al. (2011), with strong
fluctuations of the total torque experienced by low-mass planets
on an orbital time-scale, oscillating between positive and neg-
ative values. They suggested that the orbital evolution of such
planet would proceed as a random walk. For the disk models
without and with a low-mass planet, we show in Appendix B.2
that there is a low level of turbulence in terms of angular momen-
tum transport (i.e., accretion is mostly wind-driven). However,
we also show in Appendix B.3 that this turbulence plays a non-
negligible role in the stochastic nature of the planet torques. This
relation between the turbulence intensity and the planet torque
dispersion is not linear, because the level of turbulence increases
faster than the torque dispersion. As a first experiment, we acti-
vated planet migration after the first ' 50 orbits of the run 10Me-
β4, for an initial disk density of Σ0 = 1.25 × 10−4 in code units,
which corresponds to ≥ 10 g cm−2 at 10 au for a solar-mass star.
The migration was found to be slow and directed outwards dur-
ing at least 10 planet orbits, at a speed of ' 3.5 × 10−3 au per
orbit. Outward planet migration in wind-driven accretion disks
could thus help the survival of planets at large radii that are of-
ten invoked to interpret substructures (Zhang et al. 2018; Isella
et al. 2018; Lodato et al. 2019; Baruteau et al. 2019) and gas
kinematics (Pinte et al. 2018, 2019, 2020; Izquierdo et al. 2021,
2022) in ALMA disks.

When there is an episode of strong accretion, Kimmig et al.
(2020) expect a mass excess in front of the planet because the
gas performs an inward U-turn and then is accreted in the inner
disk before it can perform an outward U-turn. In other words,
it is easier for the gas to cross the horsehoe region in front of
the planet than behind due to the inward accretion flow (see
their Figure 11). This strong azimuthal asymmetry of the horse-
shoe U-turns (there are more inward U-turns than outward U-
turns) would be associated with a positive dynamical corotation
torque, and therefore an outward migration. However, the az-
imuthal asymmetry in our non-ideal MHD runs is not the same
depending on time and on the simulation, with sometimes an

Fig. 15: Gas surface density log (Σ), averaged over the last 100
orbits, for Mj-β3. The streamlines in the midplane are shown in
black.

under-density in front, sometimes behind the planet in azimuth.
This could be due to the joint influence of magnetic field ac-
cumulation and accretion sporadicity, either leading to a com-
plex redistribution of matter inside the horsehoe region or an
evacuation in the wind (see Appendix A). Besides, by looking
at the streamlines in Figure 15 for the run Mj-β3 averaged over
the last 100 orbits, we remark that the horseshoe region shrinks
to a region of limited azimuthal extent, as a result of the fast
radial accretion flow driven by the MHD wind. This region is
centered around a libration point closer to the planet in azimuth
than the Lagrange point L5. This is consistent with Pepliński
et al. (2008a,b) who observe such "tadpole-like" region around
generalized Lagrange points G4 and G5 if the migration is re-
spectively inward and outward. For slowly migrating planets,
G4 and G5 correspond to L4 and L5 and the horseshoe region
is fairly symmetric on the 2π angle of the corotation region. On
the contrary, if planet migration is fast, the libration points move
azimuthally closer to the planet as the horseshoe region shrinks.
In the planet’s reference frame, because in our case the libration
point is G5,L5, the inward accretion flow that crosses the planet
gap on average over the last 100 orbits is equivalent to a fast out-
ward migration, regarding the shape of the horseshoe region. It
would therefore be worthwhile to determine how the migration
of Jupiter-mass planets with such inward nearly-sonic accretion
streamer inside the gap differs from the classical picture of type-
II migration in viscous disks. In this latter case, we indeed expect
a slow migration proportional to the disk viscosity, with a negli-
gible role of gap-crossing flows (Robert et al. 2018).

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, for the most massive plan-
ets (Mp ≥ M j) and the low-magnetization case (β0 = 104), a
strong vortex appears at the gap’s outer edge, before decaying
after ' 100 orbits. It would be interesting to compare planet mi-
gration with the two-phase vortex-driven migration presented in
Lega et al. (2021, 2022). Note that in all our simulations, small-
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scale non-axisymmetric structures seem to develop everywhere
in the disk and could interact with the planet during its migra-
tion. Note also that the torque calculated here is the one exerted
by the gas on a fixed planet, which does not take into account the
coupling between Γ and the migration. This link between migra-
tion and torque operates in what is called the dynamical corota-
tion torque, which tends to amplify (positive feedback) or atten-
uate (negative feedback) the migration according to the physi-
cal properties of the disk and the coorbital region (Masset 2008;
Paardekooper 2014). The next step is therefore to confirm the
first results presented in Figure 14 by letting the planet evolve
radially according to Γ, and thus to study the impact of MHD
winds on planetary migration. Even if the gaps seem to open in
less than 100 orbits for the most massive planets whatever the
magnetization (see Section 3.1.2), the strong variability in the
accretion and the secular evolution of the gap (outer gap’s out-
ward drift) can change the planet response: for the case Mj-β3,
the torque seems to reach a steady-state positive value solely af-
ter ' 300 planet orbits, which is challenging in terms of compu-
tational costs. It also raises the question of the typical time-scale
at which to activate planet migration.

4. Summary and Discussion

4.1. Summary

In this study, we performed with the IDEFIX code 3D non-ideal
MHD simulations of a planet in a fixed circular orbit, interact-
ing with a wind-launching protoplanetary disk. We focused in
particular on the ability of massive planets to open a gap in the
presence of a vertical magnetic field. One of the challenge of this
work is to achieve a balance between the large-scale study of a
disk with a wind and dynamical processes localized around a
planet, as well as to isolate the multiple phenomena that emerge
all at once in the simulations.

We find that gap opening occurs, with density gaps induced
by self-organisation everywhere in the disk, especially at higher
magnetization, and induced by the planet if the planet mass is
high enough (Section 3.1). When comparing gap opening in our
MHD simulations, we notice that the planet gap is in a counter-
intuitive way denser when the initial magnetization increases
(i.e. when β0 decreases), that we interpret as a consequence
of the strong dependence of the mass accretion rate with the
disk magnetization. We derived a gap opening criterion when
accretion is dominated by MHD winds, which depends on the
planet-to-primary mass ratio qp, the aspect ratio h and the nor-
malized magnetic wind torque υ (Section 3.1.3). Besides, the
combination of upper-layer accretion flows, planet-driven flows
and wind-driven flows drives a large-scale gas motion that takes
the form of a meridional circulation, especially in the outer disk
(Section 3.2.1). The accretion of material comes from the surface
layers of the outer disk to the inner disk. More specifically, two
accreting surface layers fall directly from the outer disk towards
the planet poles. We discard here the accretion onto the planet,
but this should have a strong impact on the planet’s internal and
orbital evolutions, as presented in Gressel et al. (2013).

Magnetic field tends to efficiently accumulate in the planet
gap, which is coherent with Zhu et al. (2013), Keith & War-
dle (2015) and Carballido et al. (2017). Depending on the ini-
tial magnetization and the planet mass, it is found to accumu-
late firstly at the gap center, and later on at both gap edges. Such
magnetic accumulation could be at the origin of complex effects,
like the launching of a protoplanetary jet, magnetic reconnection
and magnetic braking. We observe a well-known anti-correlation

between the density and magnetic field, with for example for
the run Mj-β3 an episode (episode E1) of strong gas depletion in
the gap associated with an efficient magnetic field accumulation.
The radial extent of the density gap is larger than the magnetic
accumulation region, as observed in other works (Section 3.2.2).

When β0 = 103, i.e. when the amplitude of magnetic field is
large in the gap, we have an efficient angular momentum removal
by the wind torque, corresponding to a high equivalent αdw '

αM
dw ' 5 in the gap for the run Mj-β3 averaged over the last 100

orbits (episode E2). We note that the radial stresses that act on the
gas are also larger on average when the magnetization increases,
leading to an equivalent Shakura & Sunyaev αν . 10−2 in the
cases β0 = 104, and αν > 10−2 when β0 = 103 in most of the
disk, reaching ' 1 for the deepest gaps.

The torque exerted by the planet onto the gas (planet-induced
torque) mainly deposits angular momentum near the gap’s outer
edge. On the other hand, the magnetic wind torque is almost al-
ways extracting angular momentum from the disk and has there-
fore almost the same sign on both sides of the planet. The only
exception is close to the gap’s inner edge, and all the more so
when the planet mass is larger. In that case, the outflow and its
poloidal magnetic field lines are deflected by the planet’s grav-
itational field at the disk surface, leading to a decrease of the
wind torque which can even become negative. Note that this de-
flection could be interpreted as a local inflow signature (this is a
purely geometrical effect as deflected streamlines eventually es-
cape the disc). For low-mass planets, the planet-induced torque
is relatively small, as the planet hardly generates a gap. The wind
torque is therefore dominant and approximately constant in the
gap, whatever the initial magnetization. For high mass planets,
the wind torque is quenched in the inner gap due to this effect of
magnetic field lines deflection, while planet-induced and wind
torques have opposite signs in the outer gap. This forces a sym-
metry breaking between the inner and outer gaps. The end result
is an outflow that is seemingly quenched from the inner gap be-
cause of the bending of magnetic lines.On the contrary, an en-
hanced wind is emitted from the outer gap, fed by the positive
planet torque. The resulting asymmetry of the wind torque in the
gap is somehow at the origin of the step in the accretion rate
which in turn leads to a gradual erosion of the outer disk, only
visible in our high planet mass (Mp ≥ M j) and high magnetiza-
tion (β0 = 103) runs. For weaker magnetisations (β0 = 104),
the gap’s outer drift is small, if not negligible, on the small
timescales considered here (200 orbits).

The complex redistribution of angular momentum in the gap
related to the planet and wind torques conditions the accretion
behavior. In particular, we find that the accretion rate Ṁacc is
nearly constant and comparable to the disk one in the gap. Fur-
thermore, at high magnetization (β0 = 103), the enhanced wind
torque induces a top-down non-symmetric nearly-sonic accre-
tion streamer in the planet gap, as proposed by Frank et al.
(2014). We note that the accretion in the gap is sporadic, leading
to azimuthal asymmetries of the horseshoe region that could gen-
erate an unsaturated corotation torque (Ogihara et al. 2017; Kim-
mig et al. 2020). The temporal variability of accretion and mag-
netic field accumulation is also echoed in the temporal variability
of the vertical redistribution of matter in and around the gap. For
example, gas is sometimes evacuated directly into the wind from
the outer disk, or, only a few orbits later, wraps poloidally around
the planet (Appendix A). Although the accretion rate does not
evolve much radially in the disk, it is on average slightly larger
in the gap than at the gap edges. Such mismatch in the radial pro-
file of Ṁacc leads to strong radial asymmetries of the gap both
in width and in depth: there is a mass loss (accumulation) in
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the outer (inner) gap, which is slightly emptier (denser). More
specifically, the outer gap is wider and emptier at higher magne-
tization due to a stronger wind torque.

Regarding tidal torques exerted on massive planets in mag-
netized disks, the radial asymmetries of the planet gap gradually
lead to a slightly positive gravitational torque exerted by the gas
onto the planet. It means that the inward migration of a mas-
sive planet in such disk could be slowed down, then stopped,
and even reversed. For low-mass planets, the gravitational torque
is stochastic because of turbulence, oscillating between positive
and negative values. It would seem however that the migration of
such planets is slow and directed outwards (Section 3.3). This is
to be confirmed by enabling planet migration in future numerical
simulations.

4.2. Comparison to works using prescribed wind torques

We can estimate αν and αdw in our simulations and compare with
the Figure 4 of Elbakyan et al. (2022) that shows the dependence
of the minimum planet mass needed to open a gap as a function
of αν and αdw. In our cases β0 = 104, with the exact definitions of
αν and αdw in Eq. (4) and (6) by Tabone et al. (2022) (neglecting
Rsurf and averaged in time over the last 100 orbits), we find out-
side the planet gap that αν ' 10−3 − 10−2 and αdw ' 4 × 10−2. It
corresponds to a minimum pessimistic (concerning their model)
planet mass needed to open a gap of ' 1M j, but our run Ms-β4 is
able to produce a gap. Likewise, when β0 = 103 and outside the
planet gap, αν ' 3 × 10−3 − 6 × 10−2 and αdw ' 6 × 10−2 − 0.9
(also averaged in time over the last 100 orbits). When β0 = 103,
the Maxwell stresses dominate their Reynolds counterparts, both
radially and at the disk surface. Looking at Figure 4 of Elbakyan
et al. (2022), it corresponds to a minimum (very) pessimistic
planet mass needed to open a gap of ' 2M j, but here again,
the run Mj-β3 is able to produce a gap. One major difference
with Elbakyan et al. (2022) is that αν and αdw strongly depend
on the magnetic field. Because the distribution of magnetic field
relies on self-organized gaps and planet gaps, αν and αdw also
depend on the localization in the disk. One aspect that could be
improved when prescribing the wind torque is to use a αdw that is
not constant in time (accretion bursts) and in radius (especially
in the gap, with values 10 − 100 times larger). We would also
need a way to model the accumulation of magnetic field in the
gaps, as it is important to understand the gaps’ radial asymme-
tries. Note that we retrieve a correct order of magnitude for the
critical planet-to-primary mass ratio qC

p to open a gap with the
criterion we derived in Eq. 31.

In Kimmig et al. (2020), they consider the migration of mas-
sive planets in 2D, with a wind torque prescribed via a constant
lever arm λ and constant mass loss parameter b. This latter quan-
tity is related to the vertical mass flux Σ̇wind =

[
〈ρvz〉φ

]+

−
. How-

ever, if we compute Σ̇wind from our 3D simulations and use it to
define an equivalent mass loss, we find that b is not constant and
varies radially. In particular, for (Mj-β3), b reaches a few 10−3 in
the disk, slightly increasing radially, but an order of magnitude
higher in the gap during the episode E2 (i.e. during the last 100
orbits), reaching 1.75 × 10−2. Considering Figure 7 of Kimmig
et al. (2020) (or the two bottom panels of their Figure 5), it could
have a strong influence on the Jupiter-mass planet migration, as
in one case we would have almost no migration (b = 10−3) and
in the other case a fast runaway outward migration (b ' 10−2).
The lever arm λ is more complicated to characterize as there are
some inflow at the gap edges, leading to sign reversal of the mass
outflow rate. However, in the gap, λ is larger than 2.5, reaching

' 7.5 in some gaps. Kimmig et al. (2020) chose a constant lever
arm λ = 2.25, which is coherent with the values we obtain in the
disk but underestimated in the planet-induced gaps.

Lega et al. (2022) showed that when the planet-induced
torque was larger than the wind torque, matter should pile up
at the gap outer edge leading to a fast inward migration and the
blocking of the accretion flow. In our simulations, we never ob-
served the blocking of the accretion flow. On the contrary, we
find that a large positive planet-induced torque is usually com-
pensated for by a stronger wind torque (Figure 12) so as to keep
a constant accretion rate through the gap. This discrepancy is
probably due to the fact that the wind responds dynamically to
the planet-induced torque, but also to the redistribution of mag-
netic field that changes the efficiency of magnetic wind launch-
ing. The overall conclusion is that constant wind torque that are
often prescribed in effective 2D or 3D hydrodynamical models
are too simplistic to capture the dynamics of planet-disk-wind
interaction.

Finally, as observed in McNally et al. (2020), our runs in-
volving low-mass planets (Mp = 10M⊕) confirm that surface ac-
creting layers and midplane seem decoupled regarding accretion,
even if we detect highly variable gravitational torques Γ exerted
on such planets. We would therefore need to activate planetary
migration in order to assess the impact of wind-driven accretion
on the orbital evolution of low-mass planets.
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Appendix A: Temporal variability of the flow

The aim of this appendix is to illustrate the temporal variability
of the accretion streamer and of matter transport from the outer
disk to the inner disk via the planet gap. In Figure A.1, we show
three snapshots between 119.75 and 129.5 orbits of the magni-
tude of the poloidal mass flux 〈ρvp〉φ in log scale, averaged az-
imuthally for the run 3Mj-β3. As in Figure 6, the texture in LIC
and the white arrows indicate the direction of the radial (〈ρvR〉φ)
and vertical (〈ρvz〉φ) components of the mass flux. Black arrows
illustrate schematically streamlines of interest for the gas. The
mass flux is extremely stochastic, with a fast temporal variabil-
ity (inferior to the orbital timescale). Panel c. displays how the
material sometimes crosses the gap from the outer disk to the
inner disk via an accretion streamer at z < 0 unperturbed by the
disk morphology, as described in Section 3.2.1. On the contrary,
the flow is sometimes affected by the presence of the gap and
is forced to perform sporadic South-North U-turns at the transi-
tion with the gap edges. Such material is either evacuated in the
wind or redistributed in the outer disk and/or in the gap. In panel
a., the U-turns carry material in the outer disk from the lower
accretion layer to an upper wind-launching layer, and thus par-
tially prevent the material from entering the planet gap. In panel
b., the fast accreting material crosses R = 1, under the planet,
from the outer gap to the inner gap. Then, the South-North U-
turns bring a fraction of this material directly to the wind, while
the rest seems to accumulate in the partially refilled gap, rotat-
ing in a poloidal way around the planet radial location (note that
the graphs are azimuthally-averaged maps, not azimuthal cuts).
These U-turns are beyond the scope of our study, but could result
from the accumulation of magnetic field at the gap edges.

Appendix B: Planet-free disk model, turbulence and
stochasticity

Appendix B.1: Planet-free disk model

In this paragraph, we develop how the protoplanetary disk model
behaves in the absence of the planets for an initial β0 = 103, and
compare with the run 10Me-β3 in order to determine if the struc-
tures observed in that simulation are mainly due to the planet or
not. If we look at the structures in the disk, they are similar with-
out and with a low-mass planet, at least concerning the distribu-
tions of density and poloidal magnetic field, with in particular the
emergence of self-organized structures (see also Section 3.1.1
and, e.g., the top-right panel of Figure 2). We can however high-
light the fact that the presence of such planet can create rings of
underdensity locally on both sides of its radial location (see the
first panel in Figure B.1, near R = 0.85 and R = 1.3) that ac-
cumulate the magnetic field more efficiently (see the two peaks
of ' 15% and ' 40% in the second panel in Figure B.1 at those
same locations). At the same time, this accumulation of mag-
netic field compared to a run without planet slightly enhances
the wind torque by ' 30% (see the third panel in Figure B.1).
Note also that the accretion via the radial mass flux is also in-
creased by ' 20% in the run 10Me-β3 around the planet between
R = 0.7 and R = 1.3, although quite variable in that region (see
the fourth panel in Figure B.1). The step in Ṁacc between R = 1.2
and R = 1.4 seems to indicate that the structures observed are
drifting outwards during the episode considered here.

Appendix B.2: Turbulence

Our non-ideal MHD disk models are susceptible to be MRI and
possibly VSI unstable. Applying the VSI cooling timescale cri-
terion of Lin & Youdin (2015) to our parameters (γ = 5/3, q =
1, h = 0.05, with −q being the power-law exponent of the radial
temperature profile near the midplane T̃ (R)), we need

ΩB < 0.075 (B.1)

to get "vigorous" VSI. Hence, our models are likely to have
severely quenched (or even suppressed) VSI signatures since we
always use ΩB = 0.1.

In Figure B.3, we show the space-time diagram of the ver-
tical component of the mass flux at the midplane in our 3D run
with a low-mass planet, averaged in φ accross the disk. When the
VSI is present, one expects to see obvious signatures of large-
scale corrugation modes (e.g. fig. 3 in Svanberg et al. 2022). Our
diagram does not exhibit any of these patterns, suggesting that
the VSI does not seem to develop in the simulation, which is
coherent with the criterion of Eq. (B.1). We also checked the
non-developpment of the VSI at higher magnetization. In partic-
ular, we note the absence of large-scale coherent vertical motions
most of the time during the simulation. We therefore expect the
MRI to be the main driver of turbulence in our models, but not to
be the dominant process for angular momentum transport com-
pared to MHD winds since Ãm = 1. Other studies observe a low
level of turbulence due to MRI for such non-ideal MHD simula-
tions with similar parameters (Cui & Bai 2022).

We show in Figure B.2 how the presence (in green) or ab-
sence (in gray) of a low-mass planet impacts the radial pro-
files of the total αν (solid lines, as defined in Eq. 25) and αR

T
(dash-dotted lines). This last quantity is linked to the turbu-
lent component of the Reynolds stress, defined as αR

T = αR
ν −

〈ρ〉φ,t〈vR〉φ,t〈(vφ − vK)〉φ,t, the second term of this expression cor-
responding to the laminar component of the Reynolds stress.
Note that the Reynolds stress is defined from the deviation from
Keplerian rotation, but is not supposed to be vanishing when av-
eraged in time (see Eq. 20 in Balbus & Papaloizou 1999). Hence
this deviation may be split into a laminar term (i.e. non-zero
when averaged in time) and a turbulent term (i.e. zero when av-
eraged in time). We plot the turbulent stress αR

T in Figure B.2
(dash-dotted lines). We find that there is indeed turbulence in
our disk model, both with and without a planet, but at a low level
(a few αR

T ∼ 10−3) and therefore not sufficient to explain alone
angular momentum transport. This confirms the predominance
of theMsurf term in the angular momentum budget, as presented
in Figure 1.

Besides, αR
T is even not dominant in the total radial transport

as stated earlier, (it is about ' 5 times smaller than the total
radial stress). In particular, for the run 10Me-β4, we checked that
αR

T ' 7×10−4 for β0 = 104, which is similar to the value obtained
in Cui & Bai (2022) for their run with instantaneous cooling and
Am = 1 constant within ±3.5H. Far from the planet position
(R > 2), the total radial transport of angular momentum does
not seem to be impacted by the planet, with the overlap of the
green and gray solid lines. Close to R = 1, the total stress is
slightly larger (see, e.g., near R = 1.25) in the simulation with
planet, which is due to the slight carving of underdensity rings
on both sides of the planet compared to a planet-free case. This
underdensity is deeper in the outer part (' 20%) than in the inner
part (10%) compared to the run without planet (see top panel of
Figure B.1), which is consistent with a αν larger in the outer
part than in the inner part. Note, as indicated in Appendix B.1,
that these underdensities are also associated to a slightly more
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Fig. A.1: Temporal variability of the azimuthally-averaged mass flux after 119.75 (top panel), 121.25 (middle panel) and 129.5
(bottom panel) orbits for the run 3Mj-β3, with specific features represented by the black arrows: a. South-North U-turn of material
at the transition between the outer disk and the gap. b. South-North U-turn of material at the transition between the gap and the
inner disk. The material either rotates in the poloidal plane around the planet, or is evacuated in the upper layer’s wind c. Top-down
non-symmetrical accretion streamer from the outer disk to the inner disk.

efficient wind torque at these locations for the simulation with
planet (29% and 37% forMsurf respectively in the outer part and
the inner part). If now we try to determine the impact of the low-
mass planet on turbulence and αR

T , we observe that the level of
turbulence is globally lower in the simulation with planet than
in the simulation without planet by a factor 2 − 3, except close
to the planet location (between R = 0.8 and R = 1.3) where the
level of turbulence is similar in both cases.

Appendix B.3: Stochasticity

In this paragraph, we aim at making this link between the level
of turbulence in the disk with and without a low-mass planet at
R = 1 and the standard deviation of the probability density func-
tion of the planet torque Γ, and in particular its stochastic nature.
To do so, we plot in Figure B.4 the frequency distribution of the
planet torques Γ for the runs 10Me-β3 and 10Me-β4 that were
displayed in green in Figure 14. We sample these planet torques
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Fig. B.1: Radial profiles of different quantities averaged between
50 and 100 orbits, compared in percent between a disk model
without and with a 10 Earth mass planet: gas surface density Σ
in blue (first panel), amplitude of the poloidal magnetic field Bp
in green (second panel), wind torque at the disk surfaceMsurf in
yellow (third panel), radial mass flux Ṁacc in red (fourth panel).
The location of the planet is indicated by the vertical black
dashed line. Note that such disk model evolves dynamically, and
the structures that are created at a given time will evolve radially
and in amplitude, making the comparison difficult.

every twentieth of an orbit during the simulations. We then com-
pute histograms of the values taken by the torques in each bin
with a bin width of ∆(Γ/q) = 2.8 × 10−3, with a procedure simi-
lar to the one presented in (Nelson 2005). Fitting these distribu-
tions with Gaussian profiles, we obtain a standard deviation of
σ3 ' 4 × 10−2 and σ4 ' 2 × 10−2 for an initial β0 of 103 and
104 respectively. On the other hand, if we quantify the Reynolds
stresses, and more precisely αR

T in both runs 10Me-β3 and 10Me-
β4, we realize that decreasing the β0 by a factor 10 increases αR

T

Fig. B.2: Radial profiles of the logarithm of the total αν
(solid lines) and αR

T (dash-dotted lines) related to the turbulent
Reynolds stress, with (green curves) and without (gray curves)
a 10M⊕ planet, for an initial β0 of 103 and averaged between 50
and 100 orbits at R = 1.

at R = 1 by a factor ' 5, whereas the estimated standard de-
viation of the probability density function of the planet torque
increases only by a factor ' 2. Therefore, the dispersion of the
planet torque does not scale directly with αR

T .
As a summary, when quantifying the link between the turbu-

lence and the stochastic torques exerted on low-mass planets, we
find that the turbulence has certainly a non-negligible role (the
stochasticity seems to increase when the magnetic field strength
increases) but not a proportional one, because αR

T increases faster
than the torque dispersion.

Appendix C: Density and magnetization in a gap

We focus in this appendix on the opening of a gap for a 3 Jupiter
mass planet, and especially the evolution of the density and
magnetization inside the gap. To do so, we evaluate in the top
panel of Figure C.1 the temporal evolution of the azimuthally-
averaged gap density, radially-averaging the annulus spanning
from Rp − 2Rhill to Rp + 2Rhill and excised from −2Rhill/Rp to
2Rhill/Rp in order to remove the contribution of the planet and
its circumplanetary disk (CPD). Rhill is the planet’s Hill radius
and is defined in Eq. (5). This procedure follows the evaluation
of the gap’s surface density Σgap presented in Fung et al. (2014)
and Fung & Chiang (2016). We also evaluate in the bottom
panel of Figure C.1 the temporal evolution of the azimuthally-
averaged β in the gap, considering its minimum in the radial in-
terval

[
Rp − Rhill,Rp + Rhill

]
and also excised from −2Rhill/Rp to

2Rhill/Rp. We define here several quantities that can be useful to
understand and analyze qualitatively the process of gap opening:

– Σ
eq
gap is the quasi-equilibrium value for the density in the gap,

i.e. such that the mean value of Σgap does not evolve much
with time.

– δΣ
eq
gap is the variability of the density in the gap once it has

reached Σ
eq
gap.

– vgap =

∣∣∣∣∣∣dΣgap

dt

∣∣∣∣∣∣ is the instantaneous gap opening speed, from

the initial density at the planet location to Σ
eq
gap.
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Fig. B.3: Space-time diagram in log scale of the vertical component of the mass flux in the midplane and azimuthally averaged
〈ρvz〉φ,z=0, for the low-mass planet and low magnetization case 10Me-β4.

Fig. B.4: Frequency distribution of the torques exerted on the
least massive planets plotted in green in Figure 14, e.g. for the
runs 10Me-β3 and 10Me-β4. These two histograms show the
stochasticity of the torques experienced by the 10 Earth mass
planets, via a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of
σ3 ' 4 × 10−2 and σ4 ' 2 × 10−2 for an initial β0 of 103 and 104

respectively.

– teq
gap is the time needed by Σgap to reach Σ

eq
gap.

Using this metrics and focusing on the 3M j planet cases, we
notice in the top panel of Figure C.1 that Σ

eq
gap increases with

the magnetization. More precisely, Σgap reaches ' 3 × 10−3 of
its initial value Σ0 (and still decreasing) for 3Mj-α0 after 200
planet orbits, whereas it reaches Σ

eq
gap ' 10−2 Σ0 for 3Mj-β4 after

teq
gap ' 90 planet orbits and Σ

eq
gap ' 2 × 10−2 Σ0 for 3Mj-β3 after

teq
gap ' 50 planet orbits. This is consistent with our interpretation

based on the interplay between the accretion rate Ṁacc, β and Σ
and presented in the second paragraph of Section 3.1.2. δΣeq

gap
also increases with the magnetization, and could be linked to
stronger time-variability in the gap when the initial magnetiza-
tion inceases, as mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 3.1.2.
We will not focus on these first two quantities here, but rather on
vgap and teq

gap. On the one hand, the gap opening speed is larger
when β0 decreases, at least early in the simulations and before
Σgap ' Σ

eq
gap (see, e.g., between 20 and 90 orbits). It would sug-

gest that a torque linked to the accretion is actually helping to
form the gap. On the other hand, teq

gap decreases when β0 de-
creases, which means that the gap reaches its minimum density
earlier when the magnetization is higher, respectively after 200,
90 and 50 planet orbits for 3Mj-α0, 3Mj-β4 and 3Mj-β3 respec-
tively.

In order to reconcile these two processes, we can argue that
the magnetic torque linked to the vertical extraction of angular
momentum helps the planet-related torque to open a gap, and
even more if β0 decreases. The deeper the gap is, the more mag-
netic field accumulates in it, which leads to an increase of the
wind torque that helps even more to open the gap. We thus wit-
ness a runaway gap opening, particularly visible in the concave
segment of the curves just before Σgap ' Σ

eq
gap (see the β0 = 104

and 103 cases in the top panel of Figure C.1). At that moment,
when βgap reaches a threshold of the order of 1 − 10, a quasi
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Fig. C.1: Temporal evolution of the gas surface density (top
panel) and the magnetization (bottom panel), in a gap carved
by a 3 Jupiter mass planet, for three initial magnetizations (103,
104, and a viscous case).

steady state is achieved in the gap opening process. This happens
earlier when the magnetization is initially lower. It is confirmed
by looking at the bottom panel of Figure C.1, which shows that
βgap reaches a value < 10 near 50 and 90 orbits respectively when
β0 = 103 and 104.
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ABSTRACT

We combine Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Fine Guidance Sensor, Hipparcos, and Gaia DR3 astro-
metric observations of the K0 V star 14 Her with the results of an analysis of extensive ground-based
radial velocity data to determine perturbation orbits and masses for two previously known companions,
14 Her b and c. Radial velocities obtained with the Hobby-Eberly Telescope and from the literature
now span over twenty five years. With these data we obtain improved RV orbital elements for both
the inner companion, 14 Her b and the long-period outer companion, 14 Her c. We also find evidence
of an additional RV signal with P∼ 3789d.
We then model astrometry from Hipparcos, HST, and Gaia with RV results to obtain system parallax
and proper motion, perturbation periods, inclinations, and sizes due to 14 Her b and c. We find Pb =
1767.6 ± 0.2 d, perturbation semi-major axis αb = 1.3 ± 0.1 mas, and inclination ib = 36◦ ± 3◦, Pc

= 52160 ± 1028 d, perturbation semi-major axis αc = 10.3± 0.7 mas, and inclination ic = 82◦ ± 14◦.
In agreement with a past investigation, the 14 Her b, c orbits exhibit significant mutual inclination.
Assuming a primary mass M∗ = 0.98±0.04M�, we obtain companion massesMb = 8.5+1.0

−0.8MJup and

Mc = 7.1+1.0
−0.6MJup.

Keywords: astrometry — interferometry — stars:distances — exoplanets:mass

1. INTRODUCTION

Exoplanetary systems provide an opportunity to probe
the dynamical origins of planets (e.g. Ford 2006) and
system evolution (Wright et al. 2009). They provide
laboratories within which to tease out the essential pro-
cesses and end states from the accidental. The nearby,
metal-rich KO V star, 14 Her (HD 145675), has long been
known to host a companion (Butler et al. 2003), and
likely hosts a second (Goździewski et al. 2006; Witten-
myer et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2007; Hirsch et al. 2021;
Rosenthal et al. 2021). Recent astrometric and radial ve-
locity (RV) explorations of the 14 Her multi-planet sys-
tem include Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021) and Feng
et al. (2022).

Before it was included in lists of multi-planet systems,
we included 14 Her in a Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
proposal (Benedict 2005) to carry out astrometry us-
ing the Fine Guidance Sensors (FGS). Those observa-
tions supported attempts to establish true component
mass of several promising candidate systems, all rela-
tively nearby, and with companion M sin i values and
periods suggesting measurable astrometric amplitudes.
See Benedict et al. (2017), section 4.6, for a review. As
discussed below, these 14 Her FGS data were problemat-

ical, and until now, not fully analyzable.
We now return to these older FGS data, motivated by

newer predictive resources. These include the Gaia DR3
RUWE parameter which predicts unmodeled photocen-
ter motion (Stassun & Torres 2021), and the Brandt
(2021) χ2 value. The latter parameter measures an
amount of measured acceleration obtained by compar-
ing an earlier epoch proper motion from Hipparcos with
a DR3 proper motion. A larger χ2 value indicates more
significant change (acceleration) in proper motion, thus
a higher probability of a perturbing companion. For
14 Her χ2 = 1009 and RUWE = 1.819, both indicat-
ing significant difference from straight line motion.

14 Her is a system for which accurate component
masses would prove useful. For 14 Her we use mod-
els previously employed for the exoplanet candidate sys-
tems ε Eri (Benedict et al. 2006), HD 33636 (Bean et al.
2007), υ And (McArthur et al. 2010), HD 136118 (Mar-
tioli et al. 2010), HD 38529 (Benedict et al. 2010), HD
128311 (McArthur et al. 2014), HD 202206 (Benedict &
Harrison 2017), and µ Ara (Benedict et al. 2022b).

A mass for 14 Her b was our original goal. Return-
ing to this target, now with a suspected second compan-
ion, raises the possibility of establishing two companion
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masses and system architecture.
Section 2 identifies the sources of RV data and our RV

modeling results for components 14 Her b and c. Sec-
tion 3 describes the astrometric data and modeling tech-
niques used in this study, now enabled by reference star
astrometry from the Gaia DR3 catalog, and ICRS po-
sitions for 14 Her from Hipparcos, Gaia DR1, and DR3.
Including orbits for 14 Her b and c, informed by orbital
priors from the RV analysis, yields orbital elements and
masses (Section 4). We compare our results with pre-
vious investigations, and place them in the context of
past FGS astrometric results (Section 5). Lastly, in Sec-
tion 6 we summarize our findings. For this investigation
we adopt the 14 Her stellar properties presented in ta-
ble 1 of Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021), most critically
the host star mass, M? = 0.98 ± 0.04M�. For our as-
sessment of the reality of candidate companion 14 Her d,
we also adopt from their table 1 an activity parameter,
logR′HK = −4.94± 0.04, a rotation period, Prot = 29.5d,

and an age estimate of 4.6+3.8
−1.3Gyr.

We abbreviate millisecond of arc as mas throughout
and state times as mJD=JD-2400000.5.

2. RADIAL VELOCITIES

Sources (Table 1) of RV data include previously pub-
lished ELODIE (Naef et al. 2004), the Automated Planet
Finder (APF) at Lick Observatory (Vogt et al. 2014),
and Keck HIRES (Butler et al. 2003; Wittenmyer et al.
2007; Hirsch et al. 2021; Rosenthal et al. 2021). The
Hobby-Eberly Telescope High Resolution Spectrograph
(Tull 1998) provided previously unpublished measure-
ments, produced using the pipeline described in Bean
et al. (2007).

All four sources of relative RV have differing zero-
points. Our modeling includes zero-point offsets as
solved-for parameters, listed in Table 1, where we have
arbitrarily assumed a 0.0 zero-point for the Keck data.
Because our GaussFit (Jefferys et al. 1988) modeling re-
sults critically depend on the input data errors, we first
modeled the RV to assess the validity of the original in-
put RV errors. In order to achieve a χ2/DOF of unity
for our solution required increasing the original errors on
the RV by a factor of 2.9 for all sources. This suggests
that either the errors were underestimated, or that that
the fit is not as good as it could be (i.e. evidence that
there may be more to learn about the system), or a level
of stellar-induced RV noise.

Figure 1 presents RV plotted as a function of time and
the final combined orbital solution. Table 2 lists the final
zero-point corrected RV, along with our scaled errors.
Table 1 also includes the RMS residual for each source.
Table 3 contains orbital elements and 1 − σ errors for
14 Her b,c.

We remove the 14 Her c RV orbit from the combined fit
and phase the resulting RV (Figure 2, top) to the 14 Her b
orbital period. The bottom panel presents RV with com-
ponent b subtracted, phased to the Table 3 14 Her c pe-
riod. The red boxes in each panel indicate phases at
which FGS astrometry took place, and for the Hippar-
cos, Gaia DR1, and Gaia DR3 observations.

The residuals in Figure 1 suggests a periodic pattern.
A Lomb-Scargle periodogram of these residuals, after re-
moving the RV contributions from 14 Her b, and c, dis-
plays a very strong peak at P∼ 3790d. We were able

to determine the orbit-like parameters listed in Table 4
from these very noisy RVd = RVall-RVb-RVc. We also
list parameters for a simple sine wave fit

RV = K ∗ sin(((2π/P ) ∗mJD) + φ)) (1)

to these same data. The two fits have similar χ2 val-
ues. Figure 3 contains system RV with 14 Her b,c orbits
subtracted, phased to P = 3765, fit to the Table 4 sine
wave. Hirsch et al. (2021) identify a periodic signal at
3440d that they interpret as a stellar activity cycle. To
interpret the P∼ 3790d signal as planetary in origin is
premature. See Benedict et al. (2010) and Henry et al.
(2013) to appreciate the value of continued RV moni-
toring in regards to the interpretation of low amplitude
signals, and witness the demise of HD 38529 d.

3. ASTROMETRY

3.1. Astrometric Data

For this study astrometric measurements came from
Fine Guidance Sensor 1r (FGS 1r), an upgraded FGS in-
stalled in 1997 during the second HST servicing mission,
from Gaia DR1(Lindegren et al. 2016), DR3 (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2022), and from Hipparcos (van Leeuwen
2007).

3.1.1. FGS Data

We utilized the fringe tracking mode (POS-mode; see
Benedict et al. 2017 for a review of this technique) in
this investigation. POS mode observations of a star have
a typical duration of 60 seconds, during which over two
thousand individual position measurements are collected.
We estimate the astrometric centroid by choosing the
median measure, after filtering large outliers (caused by
cosmic ray hits and particles trapped by the Earth’s mag-
netic field). The standard deviation of the measures pro-
vides a measurement error. We refer to the aggregate of
astrometric centroids of each star secured during one vis-
ibility period (typically on order 40 minutes) as a “set”.
We identify the astrometric reference stars and science
target in Figure 4. Table 5 lists mJD for all astrome-
try used in this investigation. These FGS data suffer
from several deficiencies, which up until Gaia, have ren-
dered them unable to produce the proposed (Benedict
2005) result, that of a mass estimate for 14 Her b. First,
these data, collected from 2005.84 to 2007.19, are sig-
nificantly bunched, and provide for a companion period,
P > 4.5yr, effectively only three observational epochs;
sets 1-6, sets 7-9, and sets 10-17. Second, HST gyro prob-
lems (see Benedict et al. 2010, section 3, for details) re-
quired that we switch astrometric reference frames dur-
ing our sequence of scheduled observations. Sets 1-6 in-
cluded 14 Her and reference stars 30-35. Sets 7-17 in-
cluded 14 Her, reference star 34, and reference stars 61-
65.

3.1.2. Gaia DR3

To address both these problems, we incorporate three
epochs of 14 Her astrometry from Hipparcos, Gaia DR1,
and DR3, and all reference star positions from Gaia DR3.
To use them with the FGS data we derive standard coor-
dinates, ξ, η, for reference stars and 14 Her ICRS 2016.0
positions provided by DR3. Table 6 contains those epoch
2016.0 positions. We also list the RUWE (Renormalised
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Unit Weight Error) for each reference star. Stassun &
Torres (2021) find that the Gaia RUWE robustly pre-
dicts unmodeled photocenter motion, even in the nom-
inal ”good” range of 1.0–1.4. Following van de Kamp
(1967),

ξ =
cosδ sin∆α

(sinδ sinδ0 + cosδ cosδ0 cos∆α)
(2)

η =
sinδ cosδ0 − cosδ sinδ0 cos∆α

sinδ sinδ0 + cosδ cosδ0 cos∆α
(3)

where α, δ are RA, Dec, α0, δ0 are the position of the
tangent point of the field (taken to be the average RA
and Dec of the target and reference stars in Table 6), and
∆α the RA distance from the tangent point for each star.
The FGS astrometry pipeline produces standard coordi-
nates in arc seconds. Hence, the DR3 ξ, η in radians are
transformed to arc seconds. We derive the 14 Her Hip-
parcos and DR1 epoch by producing a difference (in arc
seconds) between the DR3 ICRS position and the Hip-
parcos and DR1 ICRS positions. The Gaia DR3 standard
coordinates now constitute our master constraint plate.
For past investigations we chose one of the FGS data sets
as a master constraint plate. This did not work for our
aggregate 14 Her field data, given that the only stars in
common to all FGS sets were 14 Her and reference star
34. The Gaia DR3 field contains all stars. We present
DR3 reference star standard coordinates and a com-
plete ensemble of FGS time-tagged 14 Her and reference
star astrometric measurements, OFAD1- and intra-orbit
drift-corrected, in Table 7, along with calculated parallax
factors in Right Ascension and Declination. The Hippar-
cos and DR1 14 Her positions, and the DR3 14 Her and
reference star positions are ICRS barycentric, hence, re-
quire no parallax factors.

3.1.3. Gaia DR1 and Hipparcos

For 14 Her only we include ICRS positions from
Gaia DR1 (Lindegren et al. 2016) and Hipparcos (van
Leeuwen 2007). The latter extends the span of astrome-
try to 24.75 years. These measurements enter Table 7 as
offsets from the DR3 ICRS position.

3.2. Astrometry Modeling Priors

As in all of our previous FGS astrometry projects, e.g.,
Benedict et al. (2001, 2007); Bean et al. (2007); Marti-
oli et al. (2010); McArthur et al. (2010); Benedict et al.
(2011); McArthur et al. (2014); Benedict et al. (2016);
Benedict & Harrison (2017); Benedict et al. (2022a,b)
we include as much prior information as possible in our
modeling.

We employ the following priors;

1. Parallax:

This investigation adopts DR3 values (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2022). As in past investigations,
we do not treat those values as being hardwired or
absolute. Instead, we consider them to be quanti-
ties (Table 8) introduced as observations with er-
ror. The average DR3 parallax error is 0.02 mas.

1 The Optical Field Angle Distortion (OFAD) calibration
(McArthur et al. 2006).

Note that we utilize no parallax prior for 14 Her,
an independent parallax having some value.

2. Proper Motions: For the reference stars we use
the Table 8 proper motion priors from DR3 with
median errors σµ ' 0.014 mas. Simply relying on
the DR3 values for 14 Her might introduce a bias,
given the limited DR3 time span and the poten-
tially complicated perturbations from the known
components. We utilize no proper motion priors
for 14 Her.

3. Lateral Color Corrections: These corrections,
entered into the model as data with errors, are iden-
tical to those used in Benedict & Harrison (2017).
The B − V values (Table 6) come from measure-
ments made with the New Mexico State University
1 m telescope (Holtzman et al. 2010).

4. Cross-Filter Corrections: FGS 1r contains a
neutral density filter, reducing the brightness of
14 Her by five magnitudes (from V = 6.6 to
V = 11.6), permitting simultaneous modeling of
14 Her with far fainter reference stars with 〈V 〉
=12.8. These corrections, entered into the model
as data with errors, are identical to those used in
Benedict & Harrison (2017).

3.3. Modeling the 14 Her Astrometric Reference Frame

The astrometric reference frame for 14 Her consists of
nine stars (Table 6). The 14 Her field (Figure 4) ex-
hibits the distribution of astrometric reference stars (ref-
30 through ref-65) used in this study. Due to HST gyro
difficulties, (see Benedict et al. 2010, section 3 for de-
tails), the 14 Her field was observed at a very limited
range of spacecraft roll values (Table 7). At each epoch
we measured each available reference star 1–4 times, and
14 Her 3–5 times. Given the distribution of reference
stars, FGS 1r could observe only ref-34 and the science
target, 14 Her, at each epoch. The inclusion of a con-
straint plate derived from the Gaia DR3 catalog permits
the following astrometric analysis.

Our choice of model (Equations 5-6) was driven en-
tirely by the goodness of fit for the reference stars. We
used no 14 Her observations to determine the reference
frame mapping coefficients, A − F . We solve for roll,
offsets, and independent scales along each axis.

3.4. The Model

From positional measurements we determine the scale,
rotation, and offset “plate constants” relative to our
adopted constraint epoch (Gaia DR3 ICRS 2016.0) for
each observation set. We employ GaussFit (Jefferys
et al. 1988) to minimize χ2. The solved equations of
condition for the 14 Her field are:

x′ = x+ lcx(B −V )−∆XFx (4)

y′ = y + lcy(B −V )−∆XFy (5)

ξ = Ax′ +By′ + C − µα∆t− Pα$ −
2∑

n=1

On,x (6)
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η = Dx′ + Ey′ + F − µδ∆t− Pδ$ −
2∑

n=1

On,y (7)

Identifying terms, x and y are the measured coordinates
from HST; (B−V ) is the Johnson (B−V ) color of each
star; and lcx and lcy are the lateral color corrections,
∆XFx and ∆XFy are cross filter corrections applied only
to 14 Her. A, B, D, E, are scale and rotation plate con-
stants, C and F are offsets; µα and µδ are proper mo-
tions; ∆t is the time difference from the constraint plate
epoch; Pα and Pδ are parallax factors from a JPL Earth
orbit predictor (Standish 1990), version DE405; and $
is the parallax. Ox and Oy, shown here for a two compo-
nent planetary system, are functions of the classic orbit
parameters: α, the perturbation semi major axis, i, in-
clination, ε, eccentricity, ω, argument of periastron, Ω,
longitude of ascending node, P , orbital period, and T ,
time of periastron passage for each included component
(Heintz 1978). ξ and η are relative positions in RA and
Dec that (once scale, rotation, parallax, the proper mo-
tions and the O are determined) should not change with
time.

At this stage we model only astrometry and only the
reference stars. From histograms of the reference frame
model astrometric residuals (Figure 5) we conclude that
we have a well-behaved reference frame solution exhibit-
ing residuals with Gaussian distributions with disper-
sions σ(x,y) = 0.9, 0.6 mas. A reference frame ’catalog’
from FGS 1r and DR3 in ξ and η standard coordinates
was determined with average uncertainties, 〈σξ〉 = 0.07
and 〈ση〉 = 0.07 mas. Because our constraint plate con-
sists of Gaia DR3 RA, DEC, ξ and η are RA and DEC.
Note that we removed ref-61 from the DR3 constraint
plate due to its very high RUWE value (Table 6). The
behavior of the ref-61 FGS 1r residuals indicate nothing
systematic, other than having the largest final positional
uncertainties, σξ = 0.57 and ση = 0.53 mas. Lastly, we
obtained a final reference frame mapping by removing
ref-30. This resulted in a 55% reduction in χ2, compared
to including that reference star.

At this step in the analysis the astrometry knows noth-
ing of the RV detections (Table 3). With our derived A,
B, D, E, C, and F we transform the 14 Her astromet-
ric measurements, applying A through F as constants,
solving only for 14 Her proper motion and parallax, us-
ing no priors for 14 Her. Table 9 compares values for
the parallax and proper motion of 14 Her from HST and
Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2022). We note a sig-
nificant disagreement in the proper motion vector (~µ)
absolute magnitude and the parallax values. This could
be explained both by our non-global proper motion mea-
sured against a small sample of reference stars, and the
limited duration of both astrometric studies, possibly af-
fected by the companion perturbations. Alternatively,
the mismatch between our proper motion, established
through measurements taken from 1991.25 (Hipparcos),
2005.84 to 2007.19 (FGS) and the Gaia DR1, DR3 val-
ues, a result of a campaign spanning 2014.6 - 2017.4,
could indicate acceleration due to the companions, as
might the RUWE = 1.82. Furthermore, Brandt (2021)
finds a very high χ2 > 1000, when solving a model assum-
ing no proper motion change, comparing Hipparcos with
Gaia, indicating significant 14 Her acceleration over a

roughly 25 year time span.

4. PERTURBATION ORBITS AND MASS ESTIMATES

4.1. 14 Her b,c

We next employ Equations 7-8, looking for astromet-
ric evidence of 14 Her b and c. With our derived A, B,
D, E, C, and F we transform the 14 Her astrometric
measurements, applying A through F as constants, now
solving for 14 Her proper motion, parallax, and b, c or-
bits, again, using no parallax and proper motion priors
for 14 Her. We force astrometry and RV to describe the
same perturbation through a constraint (e.g. Pourbaix &
Jorissen 2000) for a perturbing companion.

αb sin ib
$abs

=
PbKb(1− e2b)1/2

2π × 4.7405
(8)

Using 14 Her b as an example, Equation 8 contains quan-
tities derived from astrometry (parallax, $abs, host star
perturbation orbit size, α, and inclination, i) on the left
hand side (LHS), and quantities derivable from both (the
period, P and eccentricity, ε), or only radial velocities
(the RV amplitude of the primary, K, induced by a com-
panion), on the right hand side (RHS).

The RV provide far higher cadence coverage of the
14 Her b and c perturbations than do the far sparser as-
trometric measurements, providing essential support for
determining P , ε, K, ω, and T . For these orbit deter-
minations, we introduce the Table 3 RV-provided values
as observations with error. We use the Equation 8 rela-
tionship between the astrometry and the RV, but hold no
orbital or astrometric parameters as constants. Our solu-
tions do not converge unless there is a measurable signal.
Table 10 contains the resulting orbits. For 14 Her b the
astrometry has improved the precision of RV-derived or-
bital parameters, significantly reducing the 1 − σ errors
on Pb, εb, Kb, ωb, and Tb, listed in Table 3. For 14 Her c
we find improvements in all but εc and ωc.

The mutual inclination, Φ, of the b and c orbits can
be determined through (Kopal 1959; Muterspaugh et al.
2006)

cosΦ = cos ibcos ic + sin ibsin iccos(Ωb − Ωc) (9)

where ib and ic are the orbital inclinations and Ωb and
Ωc are the longitudes of their ascending nodes. Our
modeling yields a significant lack of coplanarity with
Φ = 62 ± 12◦. Figure 6 shows the perturbation due
to both companions, the epochs of observation and the
residuals. We have collapsed the final 106 residuals from
17 FGS epochs, first by averaging the 17 epochs (aver-
aging 5 residuals per epoch) down to 17 residuals, We
then averaged the epochs 1-6, epochs 7-9, and epochs
10-17 residuals to obtain the plotted values. The (effec-
tively) three FGS epochs provide a sub-standard observa-
tion set for orbit determination. The 1991.25 Hipparcos,
2015.0 DR1, and 2016.0 DR3 epochs improve the param-
eter accuracy and errors, providing, combined with the
FGS epochs, over 5 wraps of the orbit for Pb.

To determine a 14 Her b mass we find an Mb which
satisfies this relation (Heintz 1978)

f(M) = (Mb sin i)3/(M∗ +Mb)2 (10)

R = 1.036× 10−7KpP (1− ε2)3/2 (11)

f(M) = R (12)
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The planetary mass depends on the mass of the primary
star. AssumingM∗ = 0.98±0.04M� (Bardalez Gagliuffi
et al. 2021), our orbit yields Mb = 8.5+1.0

−0.8MJup. A

similar analysis for 14 Her c yields Mc = 7.1+1.0
−0.6MJup.

Modeling only the 14 Her b perturbation while includ-
ing DR3 parallax and proper motion priors for 14 Her in-
creases the χ2/DOF by a factor of 3.7, yielding similar
perturbation parameters, but with significantly increased
parameter errors. Hence, for 14 Her b,c we adopt orbit
results without DR3 priors for 14 Her.

4.2. 14 Her d

Candidate 14 Her d, with P∼ 3765d, producing an RV
amplitude of Kd = 3.8 m s−1, would have an M sin i ∼
0.28MJup minimum mass, which for a circular orbit
would produce a perturbation, αd = 70 microarcseconds,
undetectable with FGS data. Attempts to solve for an
astrometric signature (perturbation orbit size, α, incli-
nation, i, Ω, longitude of ascending node) for 14 Her d
were unsuccessful.

Many stars produce long-period cycles of activity (e.g.
Baliunas et al. 1995), and these cycles can affect RV
measurements (Costes et al. 2021). Longer-period ac-
tivity cycles are more likely for longer stellar rotation
periods (Oláh et al. 2016). Does sufficient evidence ex-
ist to unambiguously ascribe the P∼ 3765d RV signal
to a stellar activity cycle? Hirsch et al. (2021), working
with an activity parameter derived from the strengths
of the Calcium H and K lines, SHK , find a P∼ 3440d,
a variation directly attributable to stellar activity. For
14 Her, 〈SHK〉 = 0.151 (Duncan et al. 1991). The Sun
has 〈SHK〉 = 0.170 (Hall et al. 2009; Egeland et al.
2017). Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021) list another ac-
tivity parameter for 14 Her, logR′HK = −4.94 (Morris
et al. 2019). For the Sun logR′HK = −4.96 (Hall et al.
2009). The rotation periods for 14 Her and the Sun are
Prot = 29.5d and Prot = 27.3d with similar estimated
ages of 4.6Gyr (Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. 2021; Bonanno
et al. 2002). The Sun has a sunspot cycle with an aver-
age period, P ∼ 11yr, with a range 8-17 yr (Hathaway
2015; Usoskin et al. 2021). Given the activity level agree-
ment between the Sun and 14 Her, the 14 Her RV signal
for candidate d (Pd = 10.4yr) seems more likely activity
than a perturbation.

We hypothesize that the activity period disagreement
between Hirsch et al. (2021) and that from Section 2
might come from our access to additional HET RV data.
We also included earlier, less precise ELODIE RV mea-
surements, which extended the RV time span by over 9
years.

5. DISCUSSION

The Table 10 astrometry-derived parameters, α, i, and
Ω values for the 14 Her b,c perturbations differ from Feng
et al. (2022), but agree more closely with Bardalez Gagli-
uffi et al. (2021). The MCMC sampling approach used
by Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021) also finds a significant
mutual inclination, Φ = 96+29

−37
◦, in general agreement

with our value, Φ = 62 ± 12◦. Using Equation 9 and
Feng et al. (2022) values yields a smaller mutual inclina-
tion, Φ = 20± 2◦.

OurMb andMc values (Table 10) agree with Bardalez
Gagliuffi et al. (2021) within their respective errors, and

agree for Mb with Feng et al. (2022). Regarding Mc,
both our and that of Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021) dis-
agree with the Feng et al. (2022) value, Mc = 5.0+1.1

−0.9,
understandable given the Feng et al. (2022) far shorter
period for 14 Her c, Pc = 15732+1896

−2654 d.
Benedict et al. (2017) reviews HST FGS past as-

trometry to characterize the perturbations due to can-
didate planets. More recent results include masses for
HD202206 B and c, a circumbinary brown dwarf system
(Benedict & Harrison 2017), and null results for com-
panions to µ Ara of any mass (Benedict et al. 2022b).
During the publication process for the latter paper, a
referee pointed out the possibility that inclinations ob-
tained with FGS astrometry were biased towards low
values. We explored this at length in Benedict et al.
(2022b), but could not identify any flaws in our model-
ing. Our agreement with Bardalez Gagliuffi et al. (2021)
for 14 Her b,c provides additional support for the sound-
ness of our analyses.

However, to further explore this possible bias, we com-
pare, via a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test, a cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) for 177 companion in-
clinations in Feng et al. (2022) to our FGS-derived in-
clinations, now including the 14 Her b,c results. To pro-
duce the CDF we put all inclinations on a 0-90◦ scale
by applying an offset to inclinations over 90◦; icorr =
90◦ −mod(i, 90◦). A K-S test produces a test statistic,
D, a critical value, C, and a p value, PV. Values of D less
than C support the null hypothesis, as does a p value
larger than an adopted significance level, α = 0.05. The
K-S test of FGS against Feng et al. (2022) inclinations
suggest that both samples were drawn from the same par-
ent distribution, D less than C with PV> α (Table 11).

We then compare the Feng et al. (2022) inclinations
with a set of 3214 binary star inclinations, presumed to
be purely random in distribution, (6th Catalog of Vi-
sual Binary Stars, Hartkopf et al. 2001). We find the
null hypothesis that Feng et al. (2022) inclinations are
as random as the 6th Catalog inclinations is not sup-
ported, D marginally larger than C, and the PV far lower
than the significance level, α (Table 11). Similarly retest-
ing the FGS-derived inclinations continues to indicate a
bias to lower inclinations. Both the FGS and the Feng
et al. (2022) inclinations seem inconsistent with a sam-
ple with a random distribution of inclinations. We show
these CDF in Figure 7. These K-S tests suggest either
that observed exoplanetary systems, first discovered via
RV, have astrometrically measured inclinations with a
real bias towards smaller values, or that both Feng et al.
(2022) and the FGS have unresolved issues with their
analyses. See Pourbaix (2001) for one possible expla-
nation and (Benedict et al. 2022a, section 5.2.2) for a
counter argument in support of the FGS.

6. SUMMARY

For the 14 Her system from modeling 25 years of
ground-based RV and the results from models which uti-
lizes 17 epochs of HST/FGS, one epoch each of Gaia DR1
and DR3, and one epoch of Hipparcos astrometry all
spanning 25.75 years, we find;

1. derived from only the augmented body of RV data
now including HET measurements, improved com-
panion orbital elements (P , ε, ω, T0, K),
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2. after subtracting the 14 Her b and c RV signals, evi-
dence for a signal with P ∼ 3765d, tentatively iden-
tified as an activity cycle,

3. from a model containing no proper motion, no par-
allax priors, nor perturbing 14 Her b,c orbits for
14 Her a parallax, πabs = 54.14±0.22 mas, disagree-
ing with the Gaia DR3 value, and a proper motion
relative to a Gaia DR3 reference frame, ~µ = 325.90
mas yr−1 with a position angle, P.A. = 155.◦95, dif-
fering by +0.97 mas yr−1 and −0.◦13 compared to
Gaia DR3,

4. from a model containing neither 14 Her proper
motion nor parallax priors but with perturbing
14 Her b, c orbits for 14 Her, a parallax, πabs =
54.77 ± 0.22 mas, and a proper motion relative to
a Gaia DR3 reference frame, ~µ = 326.11 mas yr−1

with a position angle, P.A. = 156.◦04, differing by
-1.2 mas yr−1 and +0.◦04 compared to Gaia DR3,

5. that model, using the RV-derived Pb,c, εb,c, Kb,c,
ωb,c, and Tb,c orbital parameters as observations
with error, yields αb = 1.3± 0.1 mas, ib = 35.◦7±
3.◦2, Ωb = 276◦ ± 5◦, and αc = 10.3 ± 0.7 mas,
ic = 82± 14◦, Ωc = 224◦ ± 9◦ with errors on P , ε,
K, ω, and T smaller than those obtained only from
RV,

6. a mass for 14 Her b, Mb = 8.5+1.0
−0.8MJup , and for

14 Her c, Mc = 7.1+1.0
−0.6MJup

7. a significant lack of coplanarity with Φ = 62± 12◦

A combination of FGS and RV data with future
Gaia data releases can produce significantly improved
companion orbits and masses for 14 Her b and c, and
confirm a stellar activity source for the P ∼ 3780 d RV
signal.

All exoplanetary systems investigated through
HST FGS astrometry were first identified as possible
targets via RV, as were the systems investigated in
Feng et al. (2022). We find evidence that these two
independent investigations of exoplanet host stars have
companions that exhibit a bias towards lower inclina-
tions. Perhaps a large number of systems discovered by
Gaia, without previous RV evidence for their existence,
can assist in identifying a cause for this bias.
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Table 1
The RV Data Sets

Data Set Coverage Nobs RMS [m s−1] RV ZP [m s−1] a

ESO 1995.09-2003.59 117 9.9 72.3±1.2
Keck 2004.64-2020.15 231 3.3 0
HET 2006.04-2008.31 77 4.9 5.4±0.6
APF 2014.01-2019.28 208 3.8 -18.4±0.2

total 684

a RV zero-point adjustment values relative to Keck.
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Table 2
RV Dataa

mJD RV (m/s) ± error b source c

53752.5331 3.9 8.9 HET
53753.5069 3.2 9.0 HET
53754.4962 4.8 9.2 HET
53755.5097 1.9 9.0 HET
53756.5094 0.1 9.0 HET
53764.4816 2.3 8.9 HET
53766.4967 1.8 8.9 HET
53768.4681 3.5 8.8 HET
53778.4754 7.3 8.8 HET
53780.4533 -2.3 8.8 HET
53787.4326 7.1 10.1 HET
53794.4119 0.1 8.9 HET
53800.3741 -2.2 8.8 HET
53808.3481 2.4 9.3 HET

a Full table available on-line.
b Errors adjusted to achieve χ2/DOF near unity.
c HET = Hobby-Eberly Telescope, ESO = ELODIE,
Keck = HIRES, APF = Automatic Planet Finder
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Table 3
14 Her b,c Orbital Parameters from RV

Parameter b c

P [d] 1767.8± 0.6 52172 ± 2326
P [yr] 4.840± 0.002 143 ± 6
T [d] 51368 ± 2 51781 ± 73
e 0.372± 0.003 0.63 ± 0.01
ω (◦) 22.3± 0.4 -2±2
K (m s−1) 90.3 ± 0.4 51 ± 1
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Table 4
14 Her d Orbital and Sin Wave

Parameters from RV

Parameter orbit Sin Wave

P [d] 3765± 77 3789 ± 71
T [d] 56425 ± 183 -
e 0.17± 0.06 -
ωa (◦) -47± 18 52±2
K (m s−1) 3.8 ± 0.2 3.5 ± 0.2

a φ in Equation 1
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Table 5
Log of 14 Her Astrometry

Observations

Set mJD

1 53681.092
2 53682.954
3 53683.886
4 53684.885
5 53685.883
6 53686.881
7 53786.216
8 53804.872
9 53813.938

10 54150.063
11 54150.992
12 54152.060
13 54157.718
14 54163.045
15 54168.705
16 54171.102
17 54172.633

18a 48347.313
18b 57023.000
18c 57388.000

a ICRS epoch 1991.25 from Hipparcos
b ICRS Epoch 2015.0 from Gaia DR1
c ICRS Epoch 2016.0 from Gaia DR3
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Table 6
Star Positionsa from Gaia DR3

ID RA [◦] RA err [mas] Dec[◦ Dec err [mas] G [mag]b RUWEc B − V d

14 Her 242.6021268 0.02 43.8163208 0.03 6.40 1.819 0.87
30e 242.6577288 0.01 43.9581798 0.01 14.15 1.016 0.99
31 242.6305334 0.01 43.9208867 0.01 9.43 1.056 0.52
32 242.5982813 0.01 43.8801370 0.01 13.64 1.061 0.71
34 242.5643202 0.01 43.8021963 0.01 14.20 0.974 0.52
35 242.5725899 0.01 43.8758601 0.02 14.55 0.963 0.87

61f 242.4391655 0.15 43.7893724 0.17 12.94 14.457 0.87
62 242.4481893 0.01 43.7898342 0.01 12.29 1.034 0.70
63 242.7050172 0.01 43.8342381 0.01 13.83 1.013 0.87
65 242.4685474 0.01 43.7949531 0.01 13.60 1.029 1.17

a Epoch 2016.0 ICRS Positions from DR3
b G Magnitude from DR3; all errors 0.0028 mag.
c Reduced Unit Weight Error.
d all errors 0.03 mag.
e Not included in modeling due to high FGS residuals.
f Not included in DR3 constraint plate due to high RUWE.
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Table 7
14 Her Field Astrometrya

Set Star ID field rollb X Y σX σY tobs Pα Pδ

18 14 Her DR3 0 86.96035 -107.53965 2.22E-05 2.68E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 14 Her DR1 0 86.82854 -107.24292 2.12E-04 2.23E-04 57023.0 0 0
18 14 Her HIPP 0 83.678864 -100.16482 2.7E-04 3.0E-04 48347.3 0 0
18 30 DR3 0 230.84356 403.26011 1.12E-05 1.18E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 31 DR3 0 160.46832 268.94001 1.02E-05 1.10E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 32 DR3 0 76.88882 122.19479 1.01E-05 1.11E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 34 DR3 0 -11.24992 -158.40539 1.22E-05 1.31E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 35 DR3 0 10.22438 106.78428 1.37E-05 1.52E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 62 DR3 0 -313.05087 -202.68143 9.10E-06 9.90E-06 57388.0 0 0
18 63 DR3 0 354.12504 -42.76332 1.04E-05 1.13E-05 57388.0 0 0
18 65 DR3 0 -260.12227 -184.32370 1.00E-05 1.13E-05 57388.0 0 0
1 5 F9D23701Mc 159.836 -89.59243 -90.29798 2.22E-03 2.43E-03 53681.07782 -0.463950 -0.820011
1 5 F9D23707M 159.836 -89.59375 -90.29817 2.01E-03 2.32E-03 53681.0858 -0.463782 -0.820035
1 5 F9D2370DM 159.836 -89.59390 -90.29833 1.96E-03 2.25E-03 53681.0936 -0.463642 -0.820063
1 5 F9D2370HM 159.836 -89.59469 -90.29905 1.94E-03 2.41E-03 53681.09898 -0.463550 -0.820090
1 5 F9D2370LM 159.836 -89.59578 -90.29930 2.02E-03 2.35E-03 53681.10392 -0.463462 -0.820124
1 30 F9D23706M 159.836 437.31868 -52.27713 3.08E-03 2.53E-03 53681.08441 -0.466121 -0.820927
1 30 F9D2370CM 159.836 437.32002 -52.27917 2.96E-03 2.53E-03 53681.09221 -0.465977 -0.820953
1 30 F9D2370GM 159.836 437.31986 -52.27674 2.96E-03 2.57E-03 53681.09758 -0.465885 -0.820978
1 31 F9D23705M 159.836 286.70230 -32.58164 2.43E-03 2.04E-03 53681.0831 -0.465266 -0.820736
1 31 F9D2370BM 159.836 286.70385 -32.58115 2.46E-03 2.28E-03 53681.0909 -0.465119 -0.820761
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

a Set (orbit) number, star number (#5 = 14 Her; reference star numbers same as Table 6), OFAD-corrected X
and Y positions in arcsec, position measurement errors in arcsec, time of observation = JD - 2400000.5, RA and
DEC parallax factors. We provide a complete table in the electronic version of this paper. Set 18 from Hipparcos,
Gaia DR1, and Gaia DR3; DR3 standard coordinates from Equations 1 and 2.
b DR3 assumed oriented to RA, Dec. HST orientation; spacecraft +V3 axis roll angle as defined in Chapter 2,
FGS Instrument Handbook (Nelan 2015)
c HST orbit and target identifier
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Table 8
Reference Star Parallax and Proper Motion Priors from

Gaia DR3

ID $ [mas] µRA [mas yr−1] µDec [mas yr−1]

14 Her 55.87±0.03 131.75±0.03 -297.03±0.04
30 0.22 0.01 -4.42 0.01 -10.37 0.02
31 7.63 0.01 -18.92 0.01 25.22 0.02
32 1.96 0.01 -0.26 0.01 -4.54 0.02
34 0.94 0.01 1.50 0.02 3.66 0.02
35 1.94 0.02 16.57 0.02 -26.78 0.02
61 2.82 0.18 0.58 0.19 0.72 0.21
62 3.07 0.01 -12.57 0.01 -0.92 0.01
63 0.67 0.01 -5.85 0.01 -2.03 0.02
65 6.21 0.01 -8.32 0.01 -29.79 0.01
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Table 9
Reference Frame Statistics, 14 Her Parallax, and Proper Motion

Parameter Value

Study duration 24.75 y
number of observation sets 18
reference star 〈V 〉 12.79
reference star 〈(B − V )〉 0.81
HST: model without 14 Her b, c orbits or 14 Her DR3 priors

χ2/DOF 0.617
Absolute $ 54.15 ± 0.22 mas
Relative µα 132.84 ± 0.13 mas yr−1

Relative µδ -297.60 ± 0.06 mas yr−1

~µ = 325.90 mas yr−1

P.A. = 155.◦95
HST: model with 14 Her b, c orbits, no 14 Her DR3 priors

χ2/DOF 0.463
Absolute $ 54.77 ± 0.22 mas
Relative µα 132.44± 0.2mas yr−1

Relative µδ -298.00 ± 0.1 mas yr−1

~µ = 326.11 mas yr−1

P.A. = 156.◦04
DR3 catalog values

Absolute $ 55.87 ± 0.02 mas
Absolute µα 131.75 ± 0.03 mas yr−1

Absolute µδ -297.03 ± 0.04 mas yr−1

~µ = 324.93 mas yr−1

P.A. = 156.◦08
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Table 10
14 Her b, c Orbital Parameters from Astrometry and

RV

Parameter b c

P [d] 1767.56± 0.22 52160±1028
P [yr] 4.8393± 0.0006 142.8±2.8
T [days] 51368.0 ± 0.5 51779±33
e 0.372± 0.001 0.65±0.06
ω [◦] 22.28± 0.15 0 ± 1
K [m s−1)] 90.38 ± 0.15 50.8± 0.4
α [mas] 1.28 ± 0.1 10.3± 0.7
Ω [◦] 276 ± 5 224± 9
i [◦] 35.7 ± 3.2 82±14
Derived Parameters
α [AU] 0.0233 ± 0.0019 0.187± 0.012
a [AU] 2.82 27
a [”] 0.155 1.48
M sin i [MJup] 4.95 7.12
M[MJup] 8.5+1.0

−0.8 7.1+1.0
−0.6

M[M�] 0.0081 0.0068
Φa[◦] 62± 12

a Mutual inclination from Equation 9
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Table 11
KS Test Results

Test D C α PV

FGS vs Feng22 0.33 0.39 0.050 0.090
Feng22 vs 6th Cat. 0.20 0.11 0.050 0.000
FGS vs 6th Cat. 0.44 0.38 0.050 0.005
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Figure 1. RV values and 1− σ errors from the sources listed in Table 1 plotted on the final RV two component orbit (Table 3). All RV
input errors have been increased by a factor of 2.9 to achieve a near unity χ2/DOF . Residuals are plotted in the top panel. We note the
RMS RV residual values for each source in Table 1.
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Figure 2. RV measurements of 14 Her from sources as indicated in the legend (and identified in Table 1) phased to the orbital periods
determined from RV (Section 2). The dashed line is the RV predicted from the orbital parameters (Table 3). The red boxes denote
corresponding phases of Hipparcos, FGS, DR1, and DR3 astrometry.
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Figure 3. Candidate component d RV orbit (Table 4) obtained from the RVd=RVall - RVb - RVc, phased to the Table 4 orbit period. A
sine wave fit is plotted. RV source symbols from Figure 2. The red boxes denote corresponding phases of Hipparcos, FGS, DR1, and DR3
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Figure 4. Positions of 14 Her (5) and astrometric reference stars. The FGS observed stars with red ID numbers in sets 1–6, and stars
with blue IDs in sets 7-17. Due to HST gyro issues, 14 Her and ref-34 were the only two stars observed in each set. The Gaia DR3 set 18
includes 14 Her and all reference stars.
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Alpha-Meteoroids then and now:
Unearthing an overlooked micrometeoroid population

Maximilian Sommer*
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Abstract

The term ‘α-meteoroid’ was introduced to describe a group of micrometeoroids with certain dynamical properties,
which—alongside the group of the β-meteoroids—had been identified by the first generation of reliable in-situ dust detectors
in interplanetary space. In recent years, use of the term α-meteoroid has become more frequent again, under a subtly but cru-
cially altered definition. This work shall bring attention to the discrepancy between the term’s original and newly established
meaning, and spotlight the now-overlooked group of particles that the term used to describe. We review past and present
pertinent literature around the term α-meteoroid, and assess the dynamics of the originally referred-to particles with respect
to possible sources, showing that their formation is the expected consequence of collisional grinding of the zodiacal cloud at
short heliocentric distances. The abundance of the original α-meteoroids, which are essentially ‘bound β-meteoroids’, makes
them relevant to all in-situ dust experiments in the inner solar system. Due to the change of the term’s meaning, however, they
are not considered by contemporary studies. The characterization of this particle population could elucidate the processing of
the innermost zodiacal cloud, and should thus be objective of upcoming in-situ dust experiments. The attained ambiguity of
the term α-meteoroid is not easily resolved, warranting great care and clarity going forward.

1 Introduction
The first important in-situ measurements of cosmic dust were carried out by the dedicated dust sensors aboard the Pioneer 8
and 9 spacecraft. Their most prominent discovery was a distinct group of dust particles that appeared to be coming from the
Sun on hyperbolic trajectories (Berg and Grün, 1973). In a seminal work, Zook and Berg (1975) coin the term β-meteoroids,
to refer to dust grains that ‘have their orbits significantly altered by radiation pressure’, including those affected strongly
enough to assume escape trajectories. The escaping β-meteoroids were subsequently confirmed by dust detectors onboard the
Helios (Grün et al., 1980) and later Ulysses spacecraft (Baguhl et al., 1995; Wehry et al., 2004). Since their discovery, the
study of the β-meteoroids remains of high interest, being seen as a window of insight into the near-Sun physics that enable
their creation. To what extent these miniscule particles are remnants of collisional grinding of the zodiacal cloud (e.g., Zook
and Berg, 1975; Grün et al., 1985b), of grains sublimating in the heat of the Sun (e.g., Mukai and Yamamoto, 1979; Kobayashi
et al., 2009), or of rotational bursting of grains spun up by solar radiation (e.g., Misconi, 1993; Herranen, 2020) is still subject
of scientific debate.

However, the data of these early dust detectors, onboard Pioneer 8/9, HEOS-2, and Helios revealed another group of
interplanetary dust particles, which where characterized by approach directions centred around the heliocentric spacecraft
apex, as well as impact speeds that suggested the particles had large orbital eccentricities and were encountered near their
aphelion (Zook and Berg, 1975; Hoffmann et al., 1975a,b; Grün et al., 1980). Initially referred to as ‘apex particles’ by
Hoffmann et al. (1975a,b), it became clear that they constituted a distinct dynamical class, for which Grün and Zook (1980)
introduced the term ‘α-meteoroids’—setting them apart from the hyperbolic β-meteoroids, as well as from the sporadic
micrometeoroids with higher angular momentum. These α-meteoroids, around 1 µm in size, occupied a mass range in between
the smaller β-meteoroids and the larger sporadic meteoroids (10−13 g ≤ m ≤ 10−11 g). Grün and Zook (1980) argue that the
dynamics of the α-meteoroids speak against a Poynting-Robertson-drag-induced evolution from cometary or asteroidal orbits
and instead point to a common origin with the β-meteoroids (presumably, the collisional fragmentation of bigger grains
closer to the Sun). However, interest in the α-meteoroids subsided with only few publications taking them up in the following
years, possibly owing to the growing popularity of in-situ cosmic dust research on the outer solar system and the interstellar
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component, e.g., onboard Galileo (Grün et al., 1992a; Krüger et al., 1999), Ulysses (Grün et al., 1992b; Krüger et al., 2007),
and Cassini (Srama et al., 2004; Altobelli et al., 2016).

More recently, usage of the term α-meteoroids has again become more frequent in pertinent literature. Then again, this
new usage of the term occurs generally under a different meaning than originally defined by Grün and Zook (1980). In this
new context, all meteoroids that revolve on bound orbits are considered α-meteoroids, explicitly including those that evolve
from their cometary and asteroidal source orbits under Poynting-Robertson drag (e.g., Krivov et al., 2000; Szalay et al., 2021).

The goal of this work is to draw attention to this change of definition, as well as to the group of particles originally
named α-meteoroids, which have been neglected as a result. For in-situ dust research in the inner solar system, these grains
may constitute the highest-flux interplanetary dust population besides the hyperbolic β-meteoroids. In the prospect of large
amounts of new data being gathered by highly sensitive dust detectors at and below 1 au, (DESTINY+(Krüger et al., 2019),
IMAP (Sternovsky et al., 2022), MDM (Kobayashi et al., 2020), and via antenna measurements with the already-in-service
Solar Orbiter and Parker Solar Probe (Mann et al., 2019)), revisiting these grains is of high relevance. To that end, we review
the literature around the α-meteoroids in Sect. 2 and assess the dynamics and possible origins of the originally referred-to
particles in Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses the implications of the existence of the original α-meteoroids and reconsiders the
naming convention.

2 Literature review: Alpha-Meteoroids
The newly established meaning of the term α-meteoroids (namely, all dust grains / meteoroids that are bound) is straightfor-
ward and unambiguous. It may not be immediately clear how the original meaning deviates from that, given that a key feature
of the originally referred-to particles is that they are in fact bound. To highlight the subtlety of the original definition and to
demonstrate its transformation, this section takes a closer look at the literature and quotes the formative statements. A list of
all (traceable) publications using the term α-meteoroids is given in Tab. 1.

2.1 Zook and Berg (1975)
Zook and Berg (1975) give a comprehensive explanation for the dynamics of micron and submicron-sized grains, detected
by the Pioneer 8/9 dust sensors. Although the term α-meteoroid is not used here, Zook and Berg (1975) introduce the term
β-meteoroid and discuss the group of particles Grün and Zook (1980) will later call α-meteoroids. Nevertheless, this work is
often credited for introducing the terms β-meteoroid and α-meteoroid.

Zook and Berg (1975) show that the Pioneer 8/9 data are consistent with the production of hyperbolic particles in col-
lisional breakups of meteoroids near the Sun, a mechanism previously proposed by Dohnanyi (1971): As micrometeoroids
spiral inward under the Poynting-Robertson (PR) drag, their concentration and relative velocities increase with decreasing
solar distance, eventually causing them to suffer grain-grain collisions. Submicron-sized fragments, having much larger area-
to-mass ratios than the colliding parent grains, suddenly receive a significant influence from solar radiation pressure, which
may sweep them away on unbound trajectories. Zook and Berg (1975) express the effective strength of the radiation pressure
for a given particle as the quantity β (which relates the radiation pressure force to the solar gravitational force), leading them
to introduce the term β-meteoroid. They write:

‘It will prove convenient to give a name to those meteoroids that are small enough to have their orbits signifi-
cantly altered by radiation pressure. They will be called “beta-meteoroids” in this paper and will include those
meteoroids that are in hyperbolic orbits.’ (Zook and Berg, 1975, p. 186)

Contrary to contemporary usage, the term β-meteoroid was not introduced to describe just unbound dust particles, but rather
all grains whose orbits are significantly shaped by radiation pressure. Zook and Berg (1975) explicitly discuss those β-
meteoroids that upon creation would fail to become hyperbolic (e.g., due to their higher mass) but still assume highly eccentric
orbits:

‘Beta-meteoroids that are created (by collisions or other means) with aphelia initially greater than 1 au can
be expected to complete a number of revolutions before their aphelia decay to within 1 au. Obviously, their
probability of detection is enhanced over those particles put directly into hyperbolic trajectories.’ (Zook and
Berg, 1975, p. 200)

Zook and Berg (1975) further argue that these particles would be picked up by a sensor in a heliocentric orbit overtaking them
around their low-momentum aphelion passage, and would thus be observed coming from near the spacecraft’s apex direction.

2



Those that are created with aphelia near 1 au would be the most massive particles of this kind detectable by the Pioneers, with
an apparent approach most closely from the apex direction. This is consistent with the fact that the average energy per impact
recorded by Pioneer 8/9 reaches a maximum at the apex direction, as the authors show.

Adding to that, the Pioneer 8/9 dust sensors also infrequently recorded so-called time-of-flight (TOF) events, where
particles reached a second film sensor after penetrating the first, allowing for direct speed measurements. In total, 20 TOF
events were recorded over the course of both missions, that represented a particle mass ≥10−12 g (Berg and Gerloff, 1970,
1971; Wolf et al., 1976). Of those, the prograde bound particles had impact directions centred around the spacecraft apex and
impact velocities between 5 km s−1 and 27 km s−1 (see also the review by McDonnell, 1978).

2.2 Hoffmann et al. (1975a,b)
Hoffmann et al. (1975a) published results from the HEOS-2 dust experiment concurrently with the article by Zook and Berg
(1975). Unlike the Pioneer sensors, the detector onboard HEOS-2 could not measure the hyperbolic β-meteoroids: due to
the spacecraft’s power system and sensor accommodation, only viewing directions perpendicular to the solar direction could
be attained. However, like Zook and Berg (1975), they characterized the group of particles later to be called α-meteoroids.
Within the plane perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line, Hoffmann et al. (1975a) report an anisotropy of dust flux in favour
of the Earth’s apex direction. They introduce the term ‘apex particles’ and point out their low impact velocity compared to
particles approaching from other directions, as indicated by charge signal rise-time measurements (see Sect. 4.2 for remarks
this method of speed determination).

In a subsequent analysis Hoffmann et al. (1975b) concretize their findings, stating an excess of apex flux of one order of
magnitude over the anti-apex, ecliptic north, and south directions, as well as an average impact velocity of the apex particles of
10 km s−1 (around half of the impact speeds of particles approaching from the other directions). This is in agreement with the
conclusion of Zook and Berg (1975), that these apex particles are encountered near their aphelion, where they are outpaced by
the spacecraft. Hoffmann et al. (1975b) also find that the apex particles are predominantly larger grains of masses ≥10−12 g.

2.3 Grün and Zook (1980)
After Pioneer 8/9 and HEOS-2, the Helios spacecraft, orbiting the Sun on eccentric orbits between 0.3 and 1 au, delivered
more revealing in-situ dust data (Grün et al., 1980). Interpreting the consistent findings of Pioneer 8/9, HEOS-2, and Helios,
Grün and Zook (1980) come to the conclusion that the apex particles constitute a distinct class of meteoroids for which they
introduce the term α-meteoroids:

‘Another class of meteoroids, intermediate in mass between the β-meteoroids described above and the larger
“sporadic” meteoroids, had also been identified in the data from each of four separate experiments. These in-
termediate mass particles are observed to arrive from the heliocentric spacecraft apex direction in each case. As
we shall show, these intermediate mass meteoroids appear to constitute a dynamical class of meteoroids that is
separate from both the larger sporadic meteoroids spiralling in toward the Sun under P-R drag and the smaller β-
meteoroids on hyperbolic trajectories. We shall, for convenience, give this class of intermediate mass meteoroids
a name: “α-meteoroids”.’ (Grün and Zook, 1980, p. 294)

Grün and Zook (1980) interpret the α-meteoroids as fragments being generated in collisions alongside the smaller β-meteoroids
(which, unlike Zook and Berg (1975), they consider to be hyperbolic particles only), writing:

‘Larger collisional fragments, with smaller β values, will not be injected into hyperbolic orbits after release
from their parent bodies but will have aphelia and eccentricities greatly increased over the parent objects. This
dynamical grouping is here called the α-meteoroid group.’ (Grün and Zook, 1980, p. 297)

In subsequent works, the Helios data are further analysed to characterize the α-meteoroids, yielding (broadly distributed)
low semi-major axes and high eccentricities with averages of ā ≈ 0.6 au and ē ≈ 0.6, as well as a constraint on their average
inclination of ī < 30° (Grün, 1981; Grün et al., 1985a).

The classification scheme for in-situ detected dust particles as proposed by Grün and Zook (1980) considers three groups:

1. β-meteoroids: Grains on hyperbolic trajectories; approach direction from the Sun; lowest detected masses.

2. α-meteoroids: Grains on low-perihelion eccentric orbits; encountered near their aphelion and thus impacting from the
apex direction; intermediate detected masses.
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3. Sporadic meteoroids: Grains on high angular momentum orbits; no pronounced directionality; largest detected masses.

Grün and Zook (1980) consider the third group to be the lower-mass-end of the sporadic meteoroid complex, whose particles
may still be dynamically linked to their source body families and which may be observed as radar-meteors.

In a landmark paper, Grün et al. (1985b) iterate this classification, stating mass ranges of m < 10−13 g for β-meteoroids,
10−13 g.m.10−11 g for α-meteoroids, and m>10−11 g for the sporadic meteoroids.

Figure 1: Orbits and detection scheme of α- & β-meteoroids in the sense of Grün and Zook (1980).

2.4 Transition to the new meaning
Following its introduction, however, the term α-meteoroid does not seem to be adopted in the pertinent literature. Only few
publications take up the α-meteoroid term in the sense of Grün and Zook (1980), such as Shestakova and Tambovtseva (1995)
and Wehry and Mann (1999). Some works adopt the term ‘apex particles’ to refer to this class of in-situ-measured grains,
having identified them in datasets of the Munich Dust Counter, as well as the GORID instrument (e.g., Igenbergs et al., 1991a;
Iglseder et al., 1993, 1996; Svedhem et al., 2000; McDonnell et al., 2001). In fact, Grün himself refrains from using the term
α-meteoroids in later works, resorting to the term ‘apex particles’ instead (e.g., Grün et al., 1985a, 1992b).

Artymowicz and Clampin (1997) and Artymowicz (1997) then take up the α-/β-meteoroid terminology to apply it to
circumstellar discs in general, thereby extending the meaning of α-meteoroids to collisionally generated grains of all sizes
that are released into bound orbits—instead of only those significantly affected by radiation pressure. This usage is then
adopted in other studies concerning circumstellar debris discs (e.g., Artymowicz, 2000; Krivova et al., 2000a,b; Krivov et al.,
2000, 2006; Mann et al., 2006; Freistetter et al., 2007; Krivov, 2010; Kral et al., 2017), where modelled discs typically consist
of two-components, one of bound grains called α-meteoroids, and one of unbound grains called β-meteoroids:

‘We consider the dust disc as consisting of two dust populations which, borrowing the terminology from the Solar
system studies, may be called α- & β-meteoroids (Zook and Berg, 1975). The former are larger grains that move
round the star in bound orbits, whereas the latter are smaller particles blown away from the star by the stellar
radiation pressure.’ (Krivov et al., 2000, p. 1129)

In some contexts, the bound α-meteoroids component may also be understood as to include fresh meteoroids, stemming
directly from their cometary source bodies (Krivova et al., 2000b). More recently, this usage is transpiring back into studies
of in-situ dust detection (Mann and Czechowski, 2021; Pusack et al., 2021; Szalay et al., 2021). In the solar system’s zodiacal
cloud, the broad size regime covered by the adopted meaning arguably includes grains that evolve and circularize under
PR drag, after having been released from their cometary or asteroidal source bodies (or from larger, collisionally evolving
meteoroids whose orbital properties are still similar to those of their source bodies). Therefore, under the new definition, the
α-meteoroids are generally considered to have circular orbits, such as by Szalay et al. (2021), who use a two-component (α/β)
zodiacal cloud model of bound (circularized) and unbound particles to simulate the influx onto the Parker Solar Probe.
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The new usage is in contrast to the grains originally referred to as α-meteoroids (or apex particles), which have a narrow
size range and exhibit large eccentricities with low perihelia. While it can be assumed that a fraction of the α-meteoroids
measured by the early dust detectors at 1 au, migrate further under PR drag and become circularized before undergoing
further collisional grinding (or sublimation) to become hyperbolic β-meteoroids, the deviation of the term α-meteoroid in
contemporary literature from its original meaning is evident.

3 Alpha-meteoroids origin
The limited coverage of the original α-meteoroids warrants a new and closer look at the dynamics and possible origins of the
dust particles at hand, which we will take in this section. In the following, we use the term α-meteoroid only under its original
definition (Grün and Zook, 1980), referring to the low-angular-momentum and intermediate-mass dust grains, identified by the
early in-situ dust detectors in the form of apex particles. The determined particle mass range of 10−13 g<m<10−11 g suggests
that the motion of the α-meteoroids is characterized by solar gravity and the solar-radiation-caused Poynting-Robertson (PR)
effect (e.g., Klačka et al., 2014), which can be conceptually decomposed into a radial component (radiation pressure) and a
drag component (PR drag), as well as the solar wind drag, whose effect is analogous to PR drag albeit at lower intensity (Burns
et al., 1979). The PR drag drains a particle’s orbital energy, which causes it to spiral towards the Sun over long timescales.
It does so most effectively around perihelion, thus also causing a circularization of eccentric orbits. Understanding how
this connects to the low perihelia and high eccentricities present in the α-meteoroids—which are their defining qualities—is
essential when investigating their nature and will be the focus here. (The Lorentz force resulting from the interaction with the
interplanetary magnetic field may also be a relevant factor, especially for the smaller α-meteoroids, and is discussed separately
in Sect. 3.5).

Already with the first direct speed measurements of particles impacting the Pioneer sensors, Berg and Gerloff (1970) note
an incompatibility with direct asteroidal or cometary origin, and Zook and Berg (1975) as well as Grün and Zook (1980)
conclude that the derived dynamics favour an origin close to the Sun, akin to the generation of hyperbolic β-meteoroids. The
underlying argument is this: Since the PR drag circularizes orbits before substantially lowering perihelia, the low-perihelion
and high-eccentricity orbits of the α-meteoroids, could not have evolved from initially asteroidal or cometary orbits. To
illustrate this proposition, we can analyse the evolution of perihelion and eccentricity of particles released from different
sources.

For a particle evolving under the PR effect the semi-major axis and eccentricity decrease with time, while, as shown by
Wyatt and Whipple (1950), the quantity C remains constant:

C = a e−4/5
(
1 − e2

)
= constant, (1)

where a and e are the semi-major axis and eccentricity of the particle at any arbitrary time. The above formulation of C
is obtained by dividing and integrating the analytically derived time derivatives of semi-major axis and eccentricity, da/dt
and de/dt, of a PR-perturbed orbit (Wyatt and Whipple, 1950). Note that, although C is in the dimension of a, it has no
straightforward geometric representation. Since a = q / (1 − e), where q is the perihelion distance, we can write

C = q e−4/5 (1 + e) = constant. (2)

Once a particle is released from a source body and assumes a new semi-major axis and eccentricity at the onset of solar
radiation pressure, its evolution under the PR effect now follows a constant value of C. The evolutionary track is independent
of the particle’s β-factor, which only determines the speed at which the particle progresses along the track.

Due to their high eccentricity coupled with low perihelia, the α-meteoroids are characterized by their low C-values.
Thus, for assessing whether dust particles released from a certain source can assume the dynamical properties of the α-
meteoroids, the minimum C-value that particles can obtain upon release without becoming hyperbolic (e>1) is critical. In this
way, we examine four different sources, Jupiter-family comet (JFC) type, Encke-type, asteroidal (via eccentricity-pumping
resonances), as well as fragmenting, PR-evolved micrometeoroids near the Sun with respect to their ability to generate the
α-meteoroids. To that end, Fig. 2 shows the evolutionary tracks of dust particles released from the different sources in e-
q space, alongside the e-q region spanning typical apex particles as determined by Pioneer 8/9 TOF measurements, which
notably exhibit C < 1 au. We further discuss the Lorentz force as well as sublimation near the Sun as potential α-meteoroid
creation mechanisms.
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Figure 2: Evolution of eccentricity and perihelion of exemplary particles released from different types of sources: (a) JFC,
in this example comet 67P, (b) Comet Encke, (c) asteroidal, and (d) a PR-evolved micrometeoroid (MM). Particles may be
released from the source body directly or generated from collisional fragmentation of larger released meteoroids that are still
in the source body orbit. The release zone (grey) is the possible range of e-q combinations that particles exhibit upon release
from the source body, depending on their β-value and on the release location along the orbit. Contours of β are shown within
the release zone. The release zone is enclosed by solid lines indicating a release at the source body’s peri- & aphelion. Also
shown in (a) and (b) is a contour corresponding to a release at a specific true anomaly f . Evolutionary tracks of the exemplary
particles starting from the release zone are displayed, alongside contours of C (in units of au). The yellow zone labelled ‘α’
is set to span the e-q combinations of the low-angular-momentum apex particles registered in Pioneer 8/9 TOF events (see
Sect. 4.2 for discussion). At q<15 R� grains may begin to sublimate indicated by the pink zone.
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3.1 Jupiter-family comets
Fig. 2a shows the evolution of a dust grain of JFC origin, thought to be the predominant dust source in the inner solar system
(e.g., Nesvorný et al., 2010; Soja et al., 2019). Here, the comet 67P is used as a representative object of the JFC population.
The analysed grain may be released from the comet directly or from larger fragments released by the comet, which evolve
collisionally, rather than under PR drag, and still share the orbital characteristics of the comet. Once released, the dust grain’s
orbit is changed due to the effect of radiation pressure suddenly becoming relevant. The resulting perihelion and eccentricity
depend on the β-value of the particle, as well as the location along the source orbit at which the particle is released. The range
of possible e-q combinations is indicated by the ‘release zone’, which encompasses the e-q coordinate of the source body.
Within the release zone, contours mark constant values of β, as well as constant values of true anomaly at which the release
occurred (contours corresponding to release at perihelion and aphelion envelope the release zone).

For release from 67P’s orbit the minimum C≈2.5 au, occurring in particles released near perihelion with β≈0.2. This is
far from the C-value required for particles to PR-evolve through the α-meteoroid e-q region (C < 1 au), as illustrated by the
evolutionary track of an exemplary particle, making comets like 67P incapable of producing the α-meteoroids.

3.2 Comet Encke
One might suspect comets that themselves exhibit a semi-major axis and eccentricity combination that corresponds to a lower
C-value of being able to produce bound, ‘low-C’ dust. Figure 2b shows the dust release zone from Comet Encke’s orbit
(CEncke≈0.7 au), one of the lowest-perihelion periodic comets known to shed substantial amounts of material (e.g., Sarugaku
et al., 2015). We see that the generation of dust from this type of orbit can yield low-C particles if their β-factor is sufficiently
low (β. 0.3), corresponding to the higher end of the α-meteoroid mass range (10−11 g reported by Grün et al. (1985b)). At
β = 0.4, particles can remain bound if released far from Encke’s perihelion, with achievable values of C ≈ 1 au. If release
far from perihelion is acceptable, this creation pathway is borderline compatible with at least a fraction of the observed
α-meteoroids.

3.3 Asteroidal dust in resonances
Another conceivable scenario is that of eccentricity pumping by mean-motion resonances (MMR), and is depicted in Fig. 2c.
Here, a grain released from an asteroidal orbit evolves under PR drag until being trapped in an MMR with Venus. When
trapped in an external MMR, particles affected by PR drag maintain a quasi-constant semi-major axis while their eccentricity
steadily grows, causing an effective lowering of their C-value. For each resonance there is a β-independent maximum eccen-
tricity that particles may attain (e.g., Weidenschilling and Jackson, 1993; Beaugé and Ferraz-Mello, 1994), which therefore
also limits their minimum attainable C-value. For the depicted particle with β= 0.1 in the 4:5 external Venus resonance that
is Cmin ≈ 2.1 au. This is far from the demanded C < 1 au, notwithstanding the fact that trapping efficiency diminishes at
such large β (Gomes, 1995; Dermott et al., 2001). On the other hand, more remote resonances (i.e., those of higher order or
lower degree) theoretically allow lower C-values to be attained. However, these resonances have been shown to be effective
in capturing particles in the absence of other planets and at larger particle sizes (β . 0.01) only, and are entirely ineffective in
the presence of a perturbing outer planet neighbour, such as Earth (Sommer et al., 2020). Thus, external MMRs can be ruled
out as a mechanism to produce the α-meteoroids.

On the other hand, the ν6 secular resonance and also various interior MMRs with Jupiter have been shown by Morbidelli
and Gladman (1998) to be theoretically capable of pumping eccentricities of asteroidal meteoroids to nearly unity, lowering
their perihelia to eventually reach the Sun. For the last stage of their evolution, these would exhibit orbital elements fairly
similar to the α-meteoroids discussed here. It is doubtful, however, that these mechanisms can generate the observed dust
grains. That is because grains whose orbital energy is dissipated by PR drag—as is the case for the α-meteoroids—can only
be trapped in interior MMRs for limited amounts of time and experience a decrease of eccentricity rather than having it
pumped (e.g., Pástor et al., 2009; Klačka et al., 2020). It is also contrary to the expectation that smaller particles are less
efficiently trapped (Gomes, 1995; Dermott et al., 2001). Similarly, the effect of secular resonances (such as the ν6) vanishes
for grains less than several 10s of µm in size, due to the limited time the PR-evolving grains spend near the resonance (Kehoe
et al., 2007; Espy, 2009). While larger meteoroids may be transferred by these effects onto orbits resembling those of the α-
meteoroids, they may not be the progenitors of the small-size α-meteoroids, since the onset of radiation pressure onto smaller
released particles would again alter their orbits substantially.
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3.4 Fragmentation of evolved micrometeoroids
Fig. 2d shows the scenario put forward by Grün and Zook (1980), in which collisions among evolved micrometeoroids give
rise to the α-meteoroids. In this example the progenitor is a meteoroid at C ≈ 2 au, compatible with a direct PR decay
from a typical JFC orbit. Assuming that velocity components added by the collision are negligible, the release zone for the
fragments of this meteoroid exhibits a narrow range for possible perihelia and wide range for possible eccentricities. Large
eccentricities and thus values of C . 1 au may be assumed by fragments with 0.3 . β . 0.5. In this case, if fragmentation
occurs near aphelion, even bound low-C grains with β> 0.5 may be created, due to the eccentricity of the progenitor. If not
released directly into the α-meteoroid zone, fragments released at higher eccentricities may cross it upon further PR migration,
as shown by the indicated evolutionary track. Of the presented scenarios, release from a short heliocentric distance orbit thus
poses the most reliable pathway for generating grains of the α-meteoroid kind. Of course, the releasing body does not have
to be a fragmenting meteoroid necessarily and could theoretically also be a dust shedding asteroid with comparable orbital
parameters, that is, low heliocentric distance and moderate eccentricity. However, to date there is only a single known member
of the dynamical class of minor bodies that revolve entirely within the orbit of Venus (Vatira asteroids) and predictions for its
population size are minuscule (Greenstreet et al., 2012; Sheppard et al., 2022).

3.5 Electromagnetic interaction
Thus far, we have neglected the influence of the Lorentz force, which results from the interaction of the charge-accumulat-
ing dust grains with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), carried by the solar wind. Morfill et al. (1986) estimate that
at a heliocentric distance of 1 au the Lorentz force becomes the dominant force for particles with masses < 10−14 kg. The
Lorentz force, as described by Parker (1964), acts largely perpendicular to the solar equatorial plane, due to the dominant
in-plane component of the IMF, such that its principal effect on dust particles is a perturbation of their orbital inclination—a
property where the α-meteoroids show no strong characteristic. Since the actual magnetic field fluctuates such that there is
also a minor field component normal to the solar equatorial plane present at all times, there is also Lorentz force component
within the orbital plane of affected particles, causing an analogous (yet less effective) perturbation of their semi-major axis
and eccentricity (Parker, 1964).

At low latitudes, where the rotating IMF exhibits a structure of variable-length sectors of alternating field polarity, the
Lorentz force acts effectively at random, thus, inducing a stochastic dispersion of the orbital elements of particles in the
micron size range, also referred to as ‘Lorentz scattering’ (e.g., Consolmagno, 1979, 1980; Morfill and Grün, 1979; Barge
et al., 1982; Mukai and Giese, 1984; Wallis and Hassan, 1985; Fahr and Ripken, 1985; Morfill et al., 1986). The derived
magnitudes of this orbital dispersion, however, are inconsistent: Consolmagno (1979) finds an inclination dispersion about
one order of magnitude higher than Morfill and Grün (1979) and two orders of magnitude higher than Barge et al. (1982),
as pointed out by Leinert (1985). As for effects within the orbital plane, Consolmagno concludes that Lorentz scattering in
semi-major axis dominates over the drift resulting from PR drag at particle radii < 2 µm at 1 au (see Consolmagno, 1979,
Fig. 5), whereas Barge et al. (1982) find no meaningful dispersion in semi-major axis or eccentricities for particles in the
α-meteoroid size range. Based on the former estimate, it could be considered that a stochastic spreading of eccentricities will
drive some particles to higher eccentricities and thus potentially α-meteoroid-like orbits. However, assessing the efficiency of
this pathway is beyond the scope of this paper, and can thus here be neither ruled out nor confirmed.

At high latitudes, on the other hand, the variable sector structure gives way to a unipolar magnetic field, which reverses
polarity only once per 11-year solar cycle and reaches down to solar equatorial latitudes of 15° to 20° during solar minimum
(e.g., Smith et al., 1993). Particles with considerable orbital inclination repeatedly enter this high-latitude field, where, due to
the less frequent polarity fluctuations and thus more consistent Lorentz perturbation, the spreading in orbital elements could be
more effective (see Morfill et al., 1986, Tab. 2, who find a dispersion in inclinations about two orders of magnitudes greater in
particles with i=30° compared to i=0°). Furthermore, at sub-micron particle sizes, the effect the steady Lorentz perturbation
has within just one solar cycle becomes significant, such that, rather than a random diffusion, it takes the character of a
systematic drift. Depending on the IMF polarity (also referred to as being in the ‘focussing’ or ‘defocussing’ configuration),
this secular change can direct particles either toward or away from the solar equatorial plane, driving them preferentially to
the low- or high-latitude regime, as described by Morfill and Grün (1979) and Morfill et al. (1986). (See also Hamilton et al.
(1996) who investigate the solar-cycle-dependent, drift-induced escape of particles with radii <100 nm and Fahr et al. (1995)
who conclude a negligible high-latitude drift in particles of several microns in size). However, given that the α-meteoroids
have been found to exhibit an average inclination < 30°, it seems unlikely that the systematic Lorentz perturbations at high
latitude play a formative role in their creation.

Furthermore, by including a hypothetical, non-zero average normal component of the IMF, Lhotka et al. (2016) find that
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the Lorentz force could in principle induce a significant secular change of the semi-major axis, which (depending on the
value and sign of a particle’s charge-to-mass ratio) can accelerate, compensate, or even overcome orbital decay due to PR
drag. While they estimate that particles with radii as large as 55 µm could withstand PR decay at 1 au via this systematic
Lorentz perturbation, a secular change of their eccentricity is not evident. However, in lack of a deeper understanding of the
peculiarities of the interplanetary magnetic field, such as a potential normal field component, we will not speculate on the
relevance of this effect for the α-meteoroids, only that it adds to the uncertainty about the degree to which the electromagnetic
interaction plays a role in their formation.

It could also be considered that ‘magnetic resonances’ increase particle eccentricity and thus transfer particles onto orbits
with low C-value. This type of resonance, as described by Morfill and Grün (1979), can occur at heliocentric distance <0.3 au,
where the short orbital period of particles may enable a periodic interaction with the revolving IMF sectors. However, Morfill
and Grün (1979) demonstrate the magnetic resonance only in a simplified model, which does not consider variable sector
lengths or solar-cycle-dependent magnetic polarity changes, arguing that, under real conditions, the resonance could not act
long enough to have a significant effect. Thus, we rule out the magnetic resonance as an α-meteoroid-generating mechanism.

3.6 Creation via sublimation
Besides collisional grinding, sublimation of dust is considered an effective mechanism for the creation of β-meteoroids (see
review by Mann et al., 2004). As their orbits decay further toward the Sun, grains which survive the expulsion due to collisions
are subject to an ever-higher solar thermal flux. When sublimation sets in at a material-specific heliocentric distance (typically
below 15 R�, see Mann et al. (2004) Tab. 2), the mass loss of the particle steadily raises its β-factor. The increasing effect
of radiation pressure counteracts the decay due to PR drag and eventually causes the particle to maintain a quasi-constant
perihelion distance. Yet, as the increase in β occurs around perihelion (where sublimation is strongest) the eccentricity starts
to grow, raising the aphelion with each revolution. The further fate of the particle then depends on the material-specific
maximum β-factor that particles can assume (Burns et al., 1979; Shestakova and Tambovtseva, 1995; Krivov et al., 1998):
Once β surpasses a near-unity critical value (typically around radii of 100 to 200 nm), the particle may become hyperbolic,
that is, a β-meteoroid. On the other hand, particles made up of materials that reach a maximum β below the threshold, orbitally
collapse and sublimate entirely after the maximum β is passed.

One might think that, due to the incremental increase in eccentricity, particles will naturally surpass a stage with high
aphelion before becoming hyperbolic, such that they can be detected at 1 au in the manner of the apex particles, as has been
suggested by Shestakova and Tambovtseva (1995). However, due to the low perihelion, this would correspond to a narrow
range of near-unity orbital eccentricity. If we demand an aphelion between 1 au and 1.5 au the eccentricity range for a grain
sublimating at 10 R� becomes 0.91 to 0.94. It is questionable whether an incremental increase in β at perihelion can efficiently
generate grains within such a high, yet narrow eccentricity range. Moreover, a such created α-meteoroid may remain in this
state for only one revolution, given the sensitivity of the orbit to a changing β at the next perihelion. That is contrary to
collisionally generated α-meteoroids, which, once created, may remain in such orbits for many more revolutions (a typical
α-meteoroid with a = 0.6 au, e = 0.6, and 0.3<β< 0.5 has a PR lifetime of 200 to 300 years). However, whether sublimation
can be ruled out as an α-meteoroid-supplying mechanism must be left to further studies. If so, the presence of α-meteoroids
might be indicative of collisional grinding as the more effective loss-mechanism of the zodiacal cloud.

In this context it should be considered that recent findings of visible observations carried out by the Parker Solar Probe
indicate a smooth decline in dust density starting from about 19 R� down to 5 R�, as well as a dust free zone below 5 R�
(Howard et al., 2019; Stenborg et al., 2021, 2022). The observed absence of dust bands speaks against a sublimation loss
occurring only at specific heliocentric distances (see e.g., Kobayashi et al., 2009) and for a continuous process that gradually
reduces the dust density (or for a process that dissolves the dust bands effectively, e.g., Isobe and Sateesh-Kumar, 1993).

Other loss mechanisms, erosive sputtering by solar wind particles and rotational bursting, may be also be relevant within
a few R� (Mann et al., 2004) and could thus also play a role in the creation of α-meteoroids.

4 Discussion
We examined the early (around 1980) literature around the term α-meteoroid and followed its transition in meaning to its
present-day usage. We restated the characteristics of the originally described particles, and reiterated the arguments put
forward by the contemporaries of their discovery for a common origin with the hyperbolic β-meteoroids. By analysing
the evolutionary tracks of grains released from different source orbits, we confirmed those arguments and rejected alternative
formation pathways as being unable to yield the observed dynamics. Among the alternative scenarios, the release of dust from
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Encke-type orbits is borderline compatible with the observed dynamics (which, however, could only account for the largest of
the detected grains), while a creation via sublimation or Lorentz force interaction cannot be definitively ruled out at this point.
Yet, a robust mechanism to produce the, as originally referred to, α-meteoroids, is the release from progenitor-meteoroids
in short-heliocentric-distance and low-eccentricity orbits, which have migrated from their cometary and asteroidal source
orbits under PR drag and eventually suffer collisional fragmentation—equivalent to one of the widely accepted formation
mechanisms of β-meteoroids (e.g., Wehry and Mann, 1999). If grinding of the zodiacal cloud at short heliocentric distances
occurs with a size distribution for collisional products that spans β-factors less than 0.5 (that is, grains with radii roughly
larger than 0.5 µm to 0.8 µm, e.g., Wilck and Mann, 1996), the creation of these bound, high-eccentricity particles alongside
the hyperbolic β-meteoroids is consequential. Given that colliding progenitor meteoroids can be assumed to have typical sizes
of 10 µm to 100 µm (those which migrate most efficiently from their source orbits (Grün et al., 1985b)), the creation of micron-
sized fragments even in catastrophic collisions is not a far-fetched assumption. This is also compatible with constraints on the
largest fragment mass imposed by typically assumed fragment mass distributions, which are based on the scaling of impact
experiment results (e.g., Grün et al., 1985b; Ishimoto, 2000; Krivov et al., 2005).

4.1 Implications
4.1.1 Dust Models

Some meteoroid engineering models allow analysis of flux and directionality of micrometeoroids in the size range of the
α-meteoroid along a user-specified spacecraft orbit, though they are not equipped with a comparable particle population. One
such model is the Interplanetary Meteoroid Engineering Model (IMEM), developed by Dikarev et al. (2005a,b). Unlike the
earlier empirical Divine-Staubach model, which introduces synthetic particle populations derived from observations alone
(Divine, 1993; Staubach et al., 1997), IMEM adopts a bottom-up physical approach, where the particle populations are
constructed from the orbital evolution (under PR drag) of meteoroids originating in source body populations (JFCs and
asteroids). Yet, as the source of the α-meteoroids (presumably PR-drag-evolved progenitor meteoroids close to the Sun)
is not considered, and since they cannot be created efficiently from cometary or asteroidal orbits from PR drag alone (as
shown in Sect. 3), the α-meteoroids cannot possibly be reproduced by IMEM’s populations. On the other hand, IMEM’s
representation of JFC and asteroidal dust is misguided, as its populations are fitted with datasets from in-situ dust detectors
that were arguably exposed to the α-meteoroids, thus yielding unphysically high contributions of JFC and asteroidal dust at
sizes that may be well below the blowout limit for those sources (e.g., Moorhead, 2021).

IMEM is therefore an inadequate tool to make predictions for fluxes of grains smaller than a few microns, although its
usage may still be reasonable for analysing fluxes onto sensors whose detection threshold is above the α-meteoroid size range
(e.g., Kobayashi et al., 2018). The same argument can be made for the successor IMEM2 (Soja et al., 2019), where dust
production occurs only in cometary and asteroidal orbits, and which models particle radii down to 1 µm. However, this issue
may be resolved in zodiacal cloud models by including an appropriate source population, or, which is more physical, by
treating grain-grain collisions not just as a loss but also as a productive mechanism, as done by Rigley and Wyatt (2021).

4.1.2 In-situ experiments

As the α-meteoroids have dominated the datasets of previous dust detectors deployed at and below 1 au (rivalled only by the
hyperbolic β-meteoroids), they can also be expected to play a prevalent role for the upcoming generation of dust sensors going
to the inner solar system, e.g., the impact plasma mass spectrometers of DESTINY+ (DESTINY+ Dust Analyzer (DDA)) and
IMAP (Interstellar Dust Experiment (IDEX)), which will examine the properties of interstellar dust (ISD) at ∼ 1 au (Krüger
et al., 2019; McComas et al., 2018). For a spacecraft in an ecliptic heliocentric orbit the influx of ISD particles, which flows
through the solar system with a predominant direction, is modulated by its motion around the Sun. When the spacecraft
moves head-on to the flow of ISD, the ISD flux is highly elevated due to the added relative velocity (e.g., Altobelli et al.,
2003; Hervig et al., 2022), resulting in a kind of ‘interstellar season’. This flux, however, occurs predominantly from the
spacecraft apex, posing a difficulty to distinguish the ISD particles from the, likewise apex-dominated, α-meteoroids. For a
sensor deployed in a low-eccentricity orbit near 1 au, ISD grains will have relative velocities of 40 to 70 km s−1 during the
‘interstellar season’, whereas α-meteoroids are encountered at velocities of 5 to 25 km s−1 throughout the year. Differentiation
between interstellar and interplanetary dust could thus be achieved by determination of the impactor speeds Altobelli et al.
(or, to some extent, by the impactor energy, as done by 2003, 2005).

DDA may accomplish this task with its charge-sensing entrance grids that allow for a time-of-flight speed measurement
of impacting grains larger than a few 100 nm. However, smaller ISD particles, which are strongly modulated by the interplan-
etary magnetic field and whose occurrence in the inner solar system is thus dependent on the solar cycle (Sterken et al., 2012;
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Strub et al., 2019), will not be registered by the charge-sensing entrance grids. This hinders straightforward differentiation,
although it may be argued, that such small interplanetary dust particles will be on hyperbolic trajectories (due to their large
β-factor) and are unlikely to approach from the apex direction.

DDA also seeks to study the interplanetary dust environment at 1 au. In that context, Krüger et al. (2019) have used
the IMEM tool to make predictions for flux, directionality, and relative contribution of JFC and asteroidal dust along the
DESTINY+ trajectory. However, as discussed in Sect. 4.1.1, IMEM’s representation of particles in the studied size range
is misleading, in that it does not include the most relevant populations, and gives an unphysical account of the abundance
of dust still dynamically linked to their source body families (JFC and asteroids). The chemical analysis of interplanetary
dust particles that have retained their dynamical affiliation is, of course, of high scientific value, yet, the incidence of such
particles onto DDA may be much lower than estimated by IMEM. The more abundant α-meteoroids, on the other hand, lose
their dynamical history in the (presumably collisional) processing at short heliocentric distances that drives their creation.
Nonetheless, their chemical characterization at high mass resolution (DDA: m/dm ≈ 100) is unprecedented and may reveal
valuable insights about the loss mechanisms of the zodiacal cloud. It should be stressed that, while the α-meteoroids may be
predominant flux-wise, there is a bias in sensors at 1 au to detect them (Weidenschilling, 1978; Altobelli et al., 2003). Hence,
they do not necessarily have to be the most abundant density-wise, too.

Another type of in-situ dust experiment are the electric field antennas onboard space missions, which are in fact part of
plasma science instruments, but can also sense dust impacts of micron and sub-micron-sized grains on the spacecraft surface
(e.g., Mann et al., 2019). Of relevance here are the inner heliosphere science missions, Wind, STEREO, Solar Orbiter, and
Parker Solar Probe, which carry such instruments. While the datasets of STEREO and Solar Orbiter have so far not allowed a
directional analysis of impacts (Zaslavsky et al., 2012, 2021)—although an ISD component in the STEREO flux was identified
by the modulation with ecliptic longitude (Belheouane et al., 2012)—the Wind spacecraft, as a spin-stabilized probe, has been
able to retrieve directional information about impacting grains. Stationed at the Sun-Earth L1 point, Wind observed an excess
flux contribution from the spacecraft apex throughout the year (Malaspina et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2015), which is another
indication of the prevalence of α-meteoroids.

Likewise, The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) with its FIELDS instrument, has recorded variable dust impacts rates along
its highly eccentric orbit. By comparing the flux modulation along the orbit to modelled impact rates generated by synthetic
populations of hyperbolic β-meteoroids as well as bound interplanetary dust (on circular orbits), Szalay et al. (2020, 2021) and
Malaspina et al. (2020) conclude that most of the influx onto PSP is in the form of hyperbolic β-meteoroids. In addition, the
PSP/FIELDS dataset allows directional analysis within the plane normal to the Sun direction (PSP’s heat-shield plane), due to
the instruments four ‘planar antennas’ (Page et al., 2020; Malaspina et al., 2020; Pusack et al., 2021). Yet, the two-component
model of dust on (i) hyperbolic and (2) circular orbits does not predict certain features in flux rate and directionality such as the
consistent post-perihelion flux enhancement. To match the post-perihelion flux enhancement (Szalay et al., 2021) introduce a
third population (‘β-stream’) of hyperbolic β-meteoroids emanating from the Geminids meteoroid stream, as products from
collisions between the meteoroid stream and the zodiacal cloud. It is beyond the scope of this study to model the impact rate
that would be produced along PSP’s trajectory by an α-meteoroids population, yet, its qualitative effect may be considered.
On their outward orbital arc, the highly eccentric α-meteoroid resemble the hyperbolic β-meteoroids reasonably well at short
heliocentric distances and introduce no new features, flux- or density-wise. However, α-meteoroids on their inward orbital arc
would attain high relative speeds with respect to PSP during its outbound arc, thus generating a post-perihelion flux arriving
at the spacecraft from the anti-sunward direction.

At least during one orbit, the observed post-perihelion enhancement was accompanied by an increased fraction of impacts,
for which the comparative signal strengths of the ‘planar antennas’ could not give conclusive directional indications, implying
impacts nearly perpendicular to PSP’s heat-shield plane (Pusack et al., 2021). Whether those impacts occurred predominantly
on the sunward or on the anti-sunward side may be resolved by further investigation of data of the fifth antenna of the FIELDS
instrument, located at the back (anti-sunward side) of the spacecraft. The pending results of the fifth antenna data analysis
may thus confirm a post-perihelion contribution from a population akin to the inward directed α-meteoroids or the outward
directed ‘β-stream’, or a combination of both.

It should be noted that Szalay et al. (2020) also consider a bound interplanetary dust population obtained by extending the
Pokorný and Kuchner (2019) model from a minimal particle size of 10 µm (diameter) to sub-micron sizes, and conclude that
it produces similar results for the PSP flux rate modulation as the idealized circular population. However, the Pokorný and
Kuchner (2019) model considers grain-grain collisions only as a loss, but not as a productive mechanism, and can therefore
(as argued in Sect. 4.1.1) not account for the highly eccentric α-meteoroids present at these sizes.
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4.1.3 Radar Meteors

Lastly, the relevance of the α-meteoroids for radar meteor observations must be discussed. Head-echo meteor observations
with high-power large-aperture radars allow precise speed measurements of micrometeoroids entering the atmosphere. In the
case of the highly sensitive Arecibo Observatory (AO), detection of meteors produced by grains down to 1 µm in diameter is
feasible (Janches et al., 2001, who even report detection of β-meteoroids). It is thus conceivable that those instruments can also
detect the α-meteoroids, having sizes near the AO threshold. Indeed, Janches et al. (2003); Sulzer (2004); Janches and Chau
(2005) report a population of slow meteors at speeds of 10 km s−1 to 20 km s−1 to emerge when AO observes near the Earth-
apex (alongside a stronger contribution from the retrograde north-/south-apex meteors). The fact that this method detects
predominantly meteors travelling along the radar beam axis (Janches et al., 2004), indicates that these slow moving meteors
indeed approach from the apex direction. Janches and Chau (2005) interpret this slow moving population as asteroidal grains
on near circular heliocentric orbits, whose atmospheric entry velocities are amplified by gravitational focussing. One could
argue, however, that grains with such low v∞, would not show a pronounced directionality when entering the atmosphere.
In addition, the slow apex meteors appear to be absent in head-echo data of the less sensitive Jicamarca Radio Observatory
(Janches and Chau, 2005). They could therefore be interpreted as being generated by meteoroids of smaller sizes that are
below the Jicamarca threshold, but above the detection threshold of AO.

However, if AO was in fact able to detect the α-meteoroids, one would (due to the negative slope of the particle size
distribution) expect them to dominate the dataset, which is certainly not the case. A possible answer to this discrepancy could
be an instrumental bias against low-velocity meteors, as Hunt et al. (2004) and Close et al. (2007) found to be present in head-
echo observations. Janches et al. (2008) show that this velocity selection effect is not present in AO observations at particles
masses >10−6 g, yet, a bias at lower masses is not ruled out. On the other hand, Fentzke and Janches (2008) find, that at AO’s
lower mass detection threshold of 10−11 g—which is around the upper mass limit for α-meteoroids—only grains of sufficient
speeds ablate and thus produce observable meteor phenomena. Therefore, they conclude that such small particles are only
detectable by AO at speeds > 30 km s−1. The fastest α-meteoroids in the Pioneer 8/9 TOF dataset exhibit vimpact ≈ 26 km s−1,
which (considering gravitational focussing) would amount to an atmospheric entry velocity of ∼28 km s−1. AO may thus not
just be biased against the detection of α-meteoroids, but rather entirely insensitive to them. The conjecture that α-meteoroids
constitute the low-velocity apex meteors observed by AO is therefore speculative, at best.

4.2 Accuracy of historic data
This section reviews some aspects of the quality of the data retrieved from Pioneer 8/9, HEOS-2, and Helios, that led Grün
and Zook (1980) to point out the dynamical class of the α-meteoroids. Constraining the orbit of a particle requires knowledge
about its velocity vector as well as β-factor, which may be estimated from the derived impactor mass and assumed material
properties.

With impact ionization dust sensors such as on HEOS-2 and Helios, the particle velocity is derived from calibration of
the charge yield signal shape, which has inherently high uncertainties. For slow impactors (< 25 km s−1) onto the HEOS-2
sensor, Dietzel et al. (1973) state low uncertainties of 10 % to 20 %, whereas Grün (1981) infer an uncertainty of a factor of
1.65 to 2 for the Helios sensor (which is more in line with uncertainties found in calibration studies with other sensors of this
type (Göller and Grün, 1989; Igenbergs et al., 1991b)). The error in the velocity propagates to the mass determination, which,
in the case of the Helios sensor, has an uncertainty of a factor of 10 (Grün, 1981). More recently, when revisiting impact
experiments with the Cassini Cosmic Dust Analyzer, Hunziker et al. (2022) additionally found that particle porosity reduces
the charge signal rise times, which may cause an overestimate of impact velocities determined in this way, if particles are
fluffy.

Although they are different designs, the HEOS-2 and the Helios (ecliptic) sensors have nearly equal effective solid angles
of 1.03 sr and 1.04 sr (around 8 % of the entire sky), which gives a reasonable limitation of the impactor direction. While
the constraint on the orbit of a single impactor may be considered insufficient, given the uncertainties in the derived velocity,
mass, and direction, Grün (1981) demonstrates that by ascribing probability distributions to these quantities and adding up
the resulting orbital elements distributions of all registered particles, a conclusive characterization of their dynamic properties
is possible (see also Schmidt and Grün, 1979, 1980; Schmidt, 1980; Grün et al., 1985a).

On the other hand, the direct speed measurements stemming from the Pioneer 8/9 time-of-flight events certainly provide
a more reliable velocity vector determination for single impactors than the HEOS-2 and Helios sensors. Nonetheless, this
method may underestimate speeds to some extent, due to the deceleration of grains upon penetration of the front film sensors.
According to Berg and Richardson (1969), the particle velocity is reduced by 40 % for grains of the minimum kinetic energy
(and 5 % at ten times the threshold energy). Two of the ten bound and prograde TOF-measured particles have kinetic energies
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close to the threshold level of 100 nJ, whereas the remaining 8 particles have energies considerably higher than the threshold
with a logarithmic average of 2300 nJ (calculated from velocities and masses given by McDonnell (1978)). Considering
deceleration for those two particles would lead to a lowering of their perihelia (an increase of their C-value). One of the
remaining 8 TOF-measured particles exhibits a less eccentric orbit (q = 0.61 au, e = 0.26, and C ≈ 2 au), compatible with
release from a cometary orbit and subsequent PR evolution. The α-meteoroid zone illustrated in Fig. 2 has been set to
span only the remaining 7 particles, which all have C < 1 au. The direct TOF speed measurements also allow for a more
reliable determination of the impactor mass, thus arguably allowing a more accurate estimate of the β-factor, compared to
pure impact ionization detectors. Furthermore, the effective solid angle for the TOF events (. 0.2 sr as estimated from the
angular sensitivity given by Grün et al. (1973)) is significantly below that of the HEOS-2 and Helios sensors, providing a
better constraint on the impactor direction.

4.3 Terminology
The confusion around the terminology of the particles discussed here suggests rethinking of the prevalent naming convention.
A continued double use of the term α-meteoroid can, of course, only be discouraged, and one might be drawn to use a different
name for the originally referred-to particles.

The term ‘apex particles’ seems straightforward and descriptive, but carries meaning only in the context of in-situ detection
from certain orbits. The Helios probe, itself on a high-eccentricity orbit (with peri- and aphelion of roughly 0.3 au and
1 au), observed this population to impact from the apex direction only when sufficiently far from aphelion. Around its low-
momentum aphelion, relative velocities with respect to the apex particles diminishes, causing them to lose their directional
signature (Grün et al., 1985a). This term also bears the risk of confusing the particles with the meteoroids that approach
the Earth from the apex direction, generating the north-/south-apex radiants seen in radar meteors. These grains move on
retrograde orbits, stemming from Halley-type and Oort cloud comets (e.g., Nesvorný et al., 2011b; Pokorný et al., 2014),
and have no dynamical relation with the apex particles discussed here. A small fraction of these apex meteors may also be
supplied by JFCs with low perihelia (Nesvorný et al., 2011a), which can have similar orbits to the particles discussed here
albeit at much higher particle masses (necessary to withstand expulsion by radiation pressure upon release).

A suitable replacement for the original α-meteoroid term may be ‘bound β-meteoroids’, which is descriptive and conveys
the relatedness to hyperbolic β-meteoroids. This is also in the original sense of the β-meteoroid term, which refers to grains
with substantial β-value, bound or unbound (Zook and Berg, 1975). However, also the term β-meteoroids has undergone a
change of definition since then and has commonly become to be understood as to refer to unbound particles only. One is
therefore faced with the dilemma of either returning to the original definition of the term ‘α-meteoroid’ or returning to the
original definition of ‘β-meteoroid’—accepting an ambiguity in literature in either case. This may be resolved by resorting
to a term such as ‘failed β-meteoroids’, which upholds the relatedness to β-meteoroids, yet also alludes to the fact that they
are not true (i.e. hyperbolic) β-meteoroids. However, for the purpose of conciseness, this author still favours a return to the
original α-meteoroid meaning.

5 Conclusion
The literature review presented in this work has shown, that the term α-meteoroid has, since its inception by Grün and Zook
(1980), undergone a change of definition. Originally, the term referred to grains in a narrow size range around roughly
1 µm, which revolved on bound, yet high-eccentricity and low-perihelion orbits. Due to their dynamics, these were seen as
‘siblings’ of the β-meteoroids, presumably stemming from the same formative process near the Sun. Yet, with the adoption of
the term in the circumstellar disc modelling domain, α-meteoroids became to be understood as merely the bound component
of circumstellar dust discs (in addition to the unbound β-meteoroid-component), which has pushed the originally referred-to
class of particles out of sight of contemporary research.

Our assessment of the dynamics of the original α-meteoroids suggests that the particles, do not evolve directly from
cometary or asteroidal source orbits, and that they are generated effectively (and inevitably) in collisions among evolved grains
near the Sun. The α-meteoroids generated this way are in essence ‘bound β-meteoroids’, having failed to attain unbound
trajectories due to being slightly too massive. Therefore, we reinforce the argument made by Grün and Zook (1980)—
although creation pathways via release from Encke-type comets, sublimation, or Lorentz perturbation are not definitively
ruled out.

This population is not accounted for in most physical meteoroid environment models, which typically do not consider the
production of β-meteoroids and, thus, can also not include the α-meteoroids. An exception is the model by Rigley and Wyatt
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(2021), which considers grain-grain collisions as a loss, as well as a productive mechanism.
Recently, due to a renewed interest in inner-solar-system interplanetary dust research fuelled by new missions, the altered

definition of the α-meteoroids has transpired back into in-situ dust detection research. The now-overlooked original α-
meteoroids, however, which are characterized by their high eccentricities, had been the predominantly detected bound dust
population by the early generations of sensitive dust detectors at 1 au. Considering them is therefore vital for current and
upcoming in-situ dust experiments, such as onboard DESTINY+, IMAP, and the Parker Solar Probe (as well as, potentially,
on the Lunar Gateway (Wozniakiewicz et al., 2021) or the Dolphin mission (Sterken, 2022)).

Physical, chemical, and dynamical characterization to the degree enabled by the latest sophisticated instruments is un-
precedented for the α-meteoroids and may elucidate their formation and the processing of the zodiacal cloud at short helio-
centric distances. Signatures of sublimation and melting (Belton, 1966), high sensitivity to electromagnetic interaction (high
charge-to-mass ratio), or a flux dependence on the solar cycle are just examples of what new-generation dust detectors might
look out for to further our understanding of the peculiar α-meteoroids.
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A Alpha-meteoroids reference list

Reference
Definition of
α-meteoroid Comment

Zook and Berg (1975) - Introduce the term ‘β-meteoroid’ for grains whose orbits are signifi-
cantly shaped by radiation pressure, including those that are bound.

Hoffmann et al. (1975a,b) - Introduce the term ‘apex particles’, referring to the group of grains mea-
sured by HEOS-2 appearing to come from the heliocentric apex.

Grün and Zook (1980) original Introduce the term ‘α-meteoroid’ for the apex particles, due to their
apparent relatedness to the hyperbolic β-meteoroids

Grün (1981) original Research report (in German) on Helios results. Characterizes the α-
meteoroids.

Grün et al. (1980, 1985a) - Characterize apex particles measured by Helios, not using the term α-
meteoroid.

Grün et al. (1985b) original Summarizes findings about α-meteoroids.
Grün et al. (1992b) - Mention apex particles, not using the term α-meteoroids.
Iglseder et al. (1993, 1996) - Characterize apex particles measured by Hiten, not using the term α-

meteoroid.
Shestakova and Tambovtseva
(1995)

original -

Artymowicz and Clampin (1997);
Artymowicz (1997)

new Apply the α-/β-meteoroid terminology to circumstellar discs in general,
thereby extending the meaning of α-meteoroids to all grains that are
released from parent bodies into bound orbits.

Wehry and Mann (1999) original -
Krivov et al. (2000, 2006) new -
Krivova et al. (2000a,b) new -
Artymowicz (2000) new -
Fechtig et al. (2001) original -
Mann et al. (2006) new -
Freistetter et al. (2007) new -
Soja (2010) original -
Krivov (2010) new -
Kral et al. (2017) new -
Szalay et al. (2021) new -
Mann and Czechowski (2021) new -
Pusack et al. (2021) new -

Table 1: A collection of published articles discussing α-meteoroids or using the term. The list may be incomplete, i.e., there
may be published articles not listed here using the term α-meteoroid. Also listed are a few connected works using the term
‘apex particles’.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Coronal rain is the most dramatic cooling phenomenon of the solar corona. Recent observations in the visible and UV
spectrum have shown that coronal rain is a pervasive phenomenon in active regions. Its strong link with coronal heating through the
Thermal Non-Equilibrium (TNE) - Thermal Instability (TI) scenario, makes it an essential diagnostic tool for the heating properties.
Another puzzling feature of the solar corona, besides the heating, is its filamentary structure and variability, particularly in the EUV.
Aims. We aim to identify observable features of the TNE-TI scenario underlying coronal rain at small and large spatial scales, to
understand the role it plays in the solar corona.
Methods. We use EUV datasets at unprecedented spatial resolution of ≈ 240 km from the High Resolution Imager (HRI) in the EUV
(HRIEUV) of the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) and SPICE on board Solar Orbiter from the spring 2022 perihelion.
Results. EUV absorption features produced by coronal rain are detected at scales as small as 260 km. As the rain falls, heating
and compression is produced immediately downstream, leading to a small EUV brightening accompanying the fall and producing
a ‘fireball’ phenomenon in the solar corona. Just prior to impact, a flash-like EUV brightening downstream of the rain, lasting a
few minutes is observed for the fastest events. For the first time, we detect the atmospheric response to the rain’s impact on the
chromosphere and consists of upward propagating rebound shocks and flows partly reheating the loop. The observed widths of the
rain clumps are 500 ± 200 km. They exhibit a broad velocity distribution of 10 − 150 km s−1, peaking below 50 km s−1. Coronal
strands of similar widths are observed along the same loops co-spatial with cool filamentary structure seen with SPICE, which we
interpret as the Condensation Corona Transition Region. Matching with the expected cooling, prior to the rain appearance sequential
loop brightenings are detected in gradually cooler lines from corona to chromospheric temperatures. Despite the large rain showers,
most cannot be detected in AIA 171 in quadrature, indicating that line-of-sight effects play a major role in coronal rain visibility. Still,
AIA 304 and SPICE observations reveal that only a small fraction of the rain can be captured by HRIEUV.
Conclusions. Coronal rain generates EUV structure and variability over a wide range of scales, from coronal loop to the smallest
resolvable scales. This establishes the major role that TNE-TI plays in the observed EUV morphology and variability of the corona.

Key words. Sun: transition region – Sun: corona – Sun: activity – Sun: filaments, prominences – Magnetohydrodynamics – Insta-
bilities
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P. Antolin et al.: EUV structure and variability associated with coronal rain revealed by SolO/HRIEUV and SPICE

1. Introduction

The solar corona is mysteriously heated to millions of degrees
by yet unclear mechanisms of magnetic energy conversion and
transport in plasmas. Coronal loops, the building blocks of the
inner solar corona, constitute the prime target for the coronal
heating investigation, due to their visibility above the diffuse
background. Many of their properties remain a puzzle, such as
their lifetimes (EUV variation), and morphologies (in particu-
lar their sub-structure) (Reale 2010; Klimchuk 2015; Viall et al.
2021). For instance, a long-standing puzzle of the corona is the
observed filamentary / strand-like structure of loops (as opposed
to being diffused) and their high variability, particularly in the
upper transition region (TR) spectral lines (Kjeldseth-Moe &
Brekke 1998; Ugarte-Urra et al. 2009; Hinode Review Team
et al. 2019). The filamentary structure is linked with the loop
sub-structure, with the concept of coronal strands introduced and
usually assumed to be part of a larger entity (or coronal loop
‘bundle’). This multi-stranded vs. monolithic structure has been
a long-standing debate in the solar community. Its importance
stems from its strong link with the fundamental scales in which
the heating operates in the solar atmosphere, either directly asso-
ciated with the scales at granular level, where most of the energy
originates (Martínez-Sykora et al. 2018), or indirectly, e.g. by
modifying how MHD waves propagate and dissipate in inhomo-
geneous plasmas (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2014, 2020).

Prior to the Solar Orbiter launch (Müller et al. 2020), Hi-
C (1st and 2nd flights Kobayashi et al. 2014; Rachmeler et al.
2019), provided the highest spatial resolution observations in the
EUV, namely in the Fe xii 193 Å line forming at ≈ 1.5 × 106 K
(1st flight) and in the Fe ix 172 Å line forming at ≈ 105.9 K
(2nd flight). These observations indicate coronal strand widths
on the order of a few hundred km (Peter et al. 2013; Brooks et al.
2013; Aschwanden & Peter 2017; Williams et al. 2020). On the
other hand, such sub-structure does not appear to be present for
all coronal loops and across different temperature regimes, as
the above reports show. Sub-structure, such as coronal strands,
may appear during the evolution of the loops, particularly their
cooling, and thus may be linked to specific aspects of how the
cooling happens.

Coronal rain is the most dramatic display of cooling in the
solar corona. It corresponds to cool (103 − 105 K) and dense
(1010 − 1013 cm −3) plasma clumps appearing over a timescale
of minutes in chromospheric and TR spectral lines in the solar
corona, that preferentially fall towards the solar surface along
coronal loops (Kawaguchi 1970; Leroy 1972; Habbal et al. 1985;
Foukal 1978; Wiik et al. 1996; Schrijver 2001; De Groof et al.
2004, 2005). Coronal rain is closely related to prominences (Vial
& Engvold 2015), but high-resolution observations over the last
decade with Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007; Antolin & Shibata
2010; Hinode Review Team et al. 2019), the Swedish 1-m So-
lar Telescope (SST; Scharmer et al. 2003; Antolin & Rouppe
van der Voort 2012), the Goode Solar Telescope (GST; Goode
et al. 2003; Ahn et al. 2014; Jing et al. 2016), the Solar Dynam-
ics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012; Vashalomidze et al.
2015) and the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS; De
Pontieu et al. 2014; Antolin et al. 2015; Schad 2017; De Pontieu
et al. 2021) have shown that coronal rain presents unique fea-
tures in terms of its morphology and kinematics. At the smallest
scales, coronal rain appears to be composed of clumps, which
seem to also constitute the coolest and densest part. The widths

? Corresponding author: Patrick Antolin e-mail:
patrick.antolin@northumbria.ac.uk

(in the direction transverse to the flow) can be as low as 120 km
(Jing et al. 2016) but generally are a few hundred km in Hα (An-
tolin & Rouppe van der Voort 2012) to ≈ 500 − 600 km in TR
lines (Antolin et al. 2015), with little variation other than that
expected by spatial resolution. On the other hand, they can ex-
tend greatly longitudinally (along the flow), with lengths about
an order of magnitude or more. Recently, Sahin et al. (2023)
studied large-scale coronal rain over an active region (AR) with
IRIS in chromospheric and TR lines, finding little variation in its
morphological and dynamical properties over several hours and
across the AR. The observed coronal rain strands appear to have
very similar widths to the coronal strands observed by Hi-C, de-
scribed above, which may either directly reflect a fundamental
heating scale (Jing et al. 2016; Antolin & Froment 2022) or be
associated with the cooling, as explained below.

One of the most interesting aspects of coronal rain is that the
clumps occur in tandem across a relatively large cross-section
across the magnetic field (of a few Mm in width). This syn-
chronicity and shared trajectory of clumps has led to the concept
of rain shower, i.e. a larger-structure composed of coronal rain
clumps (Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort 2012). Şahin & An-
tolin (2022) have shown that rain showers match well with cool-
ing coronal loops observed in EUV, thereby helping to identify
these in the large superposition (leading to line-of-sight confu-
sion) of the optically thin solar corona (what Malanushenko et al.
2022, refer to as ‘coronal veil’).

There are currently 3 different kinds of coronal rain. The
most commonly observed kind is known as ‘quiescent’, and oc-
curs preferentially in AR coronal loops. This kind does not re-
quire any specific magnetic topology (other than a loop-forming
bi-polar structure). The second kind is linked to solar flares and
is known as ‘flare-driven’ coronal rain. It corresponds to the cool
chromospheric loops (sometimes known as Hα loops) appear-
ing at the end of the gradual phase. The last kind is known as
prominence-coronal rain hybrids, and involves a complex mag-
netic field with null-point topology at the top of loop arcades. A
review of each can be found in Antolin & Froment (2022). This
work concerns the first kind, that is, the quiescent coronal rain
of ARs. This kind is the most actively studied probably because
of its strong link with coronal heating.

Numerical work since the 90s have shown that complex mag-
netic topologies such as magnetic dips are not necessary for
the generation of cool and dense, prominence-like structures
in loops (Antiochos & Klimchuk 1991; Antiochos et al. 1999;
Karpen et al. 2001). Although we do not know what exactly
the agents of coronal heating are (e.g. MHD waves or stress-
induced magnetic reconnection), the generated spatial and tem-
poral distribution of the magnetic energy along loops has unique
consequences on the evolution of coronal loops, specifically on
how they cool down. When the heating is strongly stratified (also
known as ‘footpoint concentrated’), even if constant over time,
the loop is often unable to reach thermal equilibrium and enters
a state of thermal non-equilibrium (TNE). Its thermodynamic
evolution undergoes cycles of heating and cooling, generally re-
ferred as TNE cycles, also known as evaporation-condensation
cycles (Kuin & Martens 1982; Mok et al. 1990; Reale et al. 1996;
Müller et al. 2003; Mendoza-Briceño et al. 2005; Susino et al.
2010; Luna et al. 2012). This is true as long as the repetition
frequency of the stratified heating events is faster than the radia-
tive cooling time of the loop (Johnston et al. 2019). Klimchuk
& Luna (2019) have quantified some of the requirements needed
for TNE, and found that a volumetric heating ratio between apex
and footpoint below 0.3 and a heating asymmetry between both
footpoints under 3 ensures TNE.
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Fig. 1: Full FOV of HRIEUV for the 2022 March 30 (left) and April 1 (right) datasets analysed in this work. The inner white
rectangles show sub-FOVs shown in later figures. The solid red curves denote the trajectories of some of the observed coronal rain
clumps.

In a nutshell, with a strongly stratified heating, the loop apex
relies on thermal conduction for its heating. However, this spa-
tial distribution leads to an essentially flat temperature profile
along the loop length, or even a temperature dip at the apex, thus
making conduction inefficient. Furthermore, the footpoint heat-
ing is very efficient at injecting material upwards (through chro-
mospheric ablation / evaporation), making the loop overdense
relative to the RTV scaling law (Rosner et al. 1978). The apex
ends up having a thermal imbalance, which results in a runaway
or catastrophic cooling due to the higher efficiency for plasmas
at radiating their energy away at lower temperatures (in the TR -
corona temperature range). While the heating can be very rapid
(with the loop essentially empty) and therefore very hard to ob-
serve, the cooling progresses over a timescale of tens of minutes
to hours, depending on the loop conditions. These long cool-
ing times can lead to very long loop lifetimes (Lionello et al.
2016). The loop eventually evacuates and the cycle restarts if
the heating conditions do not change, hence leading to cycles
of heating and cooling. During the initial stages of the cooling,
and when the cooling time is long enough relative to the ca-
dence of the observations, the loop is expected to sequentially
appear in cooler coronal passbands with specific non-zero time-
lags (Kamio et al. 2011; Viall & Klimchuk 2012; Viall et al.
2021). The cyclic pattern can lead to highly periodic EUV inten-
sity pulsations on the order of hours, recently detected with EIT
(Auchère et al. 2014) and the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly
(AIA; Lemen et al. 2012; Froment et al. 2015), indicating a heat-
ing function that is stable over days (and up to a week). At the
end of the cooling part of the TNE cycle accelerated cooling is
observed and coronal rain appears, which can therefore also oc-
cur periodically (Auchère et al. 2018; Froment et al. 2020). This
acceleration in the cooling rate and also the spatial and tempo-
ral character of coronal rain have been interpreted as a product
of thermal instability (TI), but a debate exists in the community
(Klimchuk 2019; Antolin 2020). The essential role that TI may
play in the observed coronal rain phenomena (and probably the

long-period intensity pulsations as well), has led to the cycles
being known as TNE-TI cycles (Antolin & Froment 2022).

Thermal instability is a fundamental MHD process (Parker
1953; Field 1965; Waters & Proga 2019; Claes, N. & Keppens,
R. 2019). Besides coronal rain, it has been invoked to explain
phenomena from the short laboratory scales (Lipschultz 1987;
Stacey 1996), to very large intracluster medium scales (White &
Rees 1978; Cavagnolo et al. 2008; Sharma 2013). In the context
of the solar corona, thermal instability is less straightforward to
apply because the corona is very dynamic and is out of hydro-
static equilibrium (Aschwanden et al. 2001). Nonetheless, vari-
ous analytic studies have argued that given the long timescales
of TNE cycles, TI theory still holds, given the local and short
timescale characteristics of its occurrence (Claes & Keppens
2021). Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort (2012) and Antolin et al.
(2015) have argued that TI may act as a synchronising mecha-
nism for catastrophic cooling to occur simultaneously across a
loop in TNE, thereby providing an explanation for rain showers
(see also Froment et al. 2020; Antolin 2020). Şahin & Antolin
(2022) have used this link to unlock a way to estimate the TNE
volume over an AR. By calculating the number of rain showers
and their properties, they have estimated that at least 50% of the
AR is subject to TNE.

2.5-D radiative MHD simulations by Antolin et al. (2022)
have shown that the TI-driven catastrophic cooling leads to the
formation of cool and dense cores at the head of the rain emitting
in chromospheric lines, surrounded by thin but strongly emitting
shells in TR lines that elongate in the wake of the rain, in what is
known as the Condensation Corona Transition Region (CCTR).
These structures are seen clearly in the Si iv 1402 line observed
by IRIS (forming at ≈ 104.8 K), and the Fe xii 171 line observed
by AIA 171 (forming at ≈ 105.8 K), and could therefore explain
the filamentary/stranded morphology and dynamic nature of the
corona seen in these lines (Ugarte-Urra et al. 2009), as well as
the common widths between coronal rain strands and coronal
EUV sub-structure. High-resolution observations in the EUV are
needed to confirm this hypothesis. Furthermore, Antolin et al.
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Fig. 2: Co-aligned HRIEUV (left) and SPICE (right) full FOV for March 30 (top) and April 1 (bottom). The SPICE images corre-
spond to a 96- and 160-step rasters for March 30 and April 1, respectively, and show the total intensity over the Ne viii line. The
corresponding HRIEUV images are synthetic rasters that match the time and space distribution of data acquisition with SPICE. A
spatial binning has been applied to HRIEUV to match the platescale of SPICE. The red rectangles correspond to regions of interest
(ROI) in each FOV with overlaid rain paths in red identified with HRIEUV. The ROI on March 30 is shown in Figure 5. The ROIs
on April 1 to the West and East are shown in Figures 13 and 17, respectively. See text for further details.

(2022) have shown that TI produces a local enhancement of the
magnetic field strength, due to the gas pressure loss during TI
and frozen-in conditions. Due to the compression ahead of the
rain (downstream) as it falls, a strong UV and EUV enhance-
ment is obtained over the last few Mm prior to impact with the
chromosphere. Furthermore, a strong rebound shock and upward
flow is obtained from the impact, propagating at different speeds

(corresponding to the tube speed and flow). These features have
remained elusive in observations until now.

Solar Orbiter was launched in early 2020 on a highly ellipti-
cal orbit around the Sun. By now, it has concluded two science
close perihelia in its nominal mission phase, where the distance
to the Sun was less than 0.32 au. In this work we analyse data
from one of the two High Resolution Imagers (HRI) of the Ex-
treme Ultraviolet Imager (EUI) telescopes on board Solar Or-
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biter (Rochus et al. 2020), corresponding to the first close peri-
helion, which happened between March and April 2022 (Bergh-
mans et al. 2023). The HRIEUV is an EUV imaging instrument
in the 174 Å passband, which is dominated by the Fe ix (at
171.1 Å ) and Fe x (at 174.5 Å and 177.2 Å ) emission forming at
≈ 106 K (Chen et al. 2021). The importance of the high resolu-
tion achieved by this instrument was already evident in HRIEUV
data from May 2020, when the spacecraft was at 0.556 au, which
revealed small EUV brightenings at spatial and temporal resolu-
tions that could be barely detected by SDO/AIA observations
(known as ‘campfires’; Berghmans et al. 2021).

EUI also includes a high-resolution imager HRILya, whose
bandpass is centered at 121.6 nm and is dominated by the
Lyman-α line of hydrogen. We do not useHRILya in this work
due to the degradation issues the telescope suffered during the
perihelion approach (see Berghmans et al. 2023, for details).

In this work we analyse HRIEUV data and identify sev-
eral coronal rain events at unprecedented spatial resolution of
≈ 240 km in the EUV that allow us to clearly identify the EUV
variability and morphology associated with coronal rain. The pa-
per is organised as follows. The HRIEUV observations are pre-
sented in Section 2. The methods are presented in Section 3. Re-
sults can be found in Section 4, and discussion and conclusions
in Section 5.

2. Observations

The observations analysed in this work belong to the first perihe-
lion passage of Solar Orbiter in March and April 2022. Specifi-
cally, we analyse two datasets of HRIEUV at 174 Å, one of NOAA
12974 on 2022 March 30, and the other of ARs NOAA 12975
and 12796 on 2022 April 1, both on-disk (Mampaey et al. 2022).
At this time, Solar Orbiter was near quadrature with Earth (with
separation angles between Solar Orbiter and the Sun-Earth line
of 91.88◦ and 102.02◦ for March 30 and April 1, respectively).

On March 30 and April 1, Solar Orbiter was at 0.33 au
and 0.34 au, respectively. With an HRIEUV plate scale of
0.492′′, the spatial resolution of these observations is estimated
to be close to the Nyquist limit of 2 × 0.492′′ (Berghmans
et al. 2023), corresponding to 237 km and 247 km, approx-
imately. HRI images have 2048 × 2048 pixels, leading to a
17′ × 17′ field-of-view (FOV). The full FOV for each date
can be seen in Figure 1. The observations on March 30 and
April 1 are part of the R_BOTH_HRES_HCAD_Nanoflares
and R_SMALL_MRES_MCAD_AR-Long-Term SOOPs
(Zouganelis et al. 2020), respectively, which operated the
HRIEUV camera at a cadence of 3 s over a duration of 45 min
(UT 00:03 – 00:48) on March 30, and at a cadence of 10 s over
a duration of ≈ 75 min (UT 09:19 – 10:34) on April 1.

EUI is equipped with software controlled onboard calibra-
tion electronics to correct the images pixel-wise for offset and
flat field before compression. The images are then prepped with
the euiprep routine to level 2, which reduces the jitter and point-
ing error. However, significant jitter still remains that needs to be
removed. To this end, we apply a cross-correlation technique to
align the images as described in Chitta et al. (2022).

For better visualisation of the fine structure in the HRIEUV
images, we have applied the wavelets-optimised whitening
(WOW) enhancement technique described in Auchère et al.
(2023). This method works by equalizing the variance at all
scales and locations in the image, thereby reducing the large
scale gradients and conversely enhancing the small scale struc-
tures.

We have also checked HRILya for the presence of rain in the
Lyman-α line. However, none could be detected probably due
to the problem affecting the resolution of the instrument, as dis-
cussed in Berghmans et al. (2023).

Solar Orbiter also carries the Spectral Imaging of the Coro-
nal Environement (SPICE, SPICE Consortium et al. 2020), as
part of the remote sensing payload. For March 30, the SPICE
data analyzed (data release 3.01), is the 96-step raster starting at
00:00:32 UTC with a field of view of 384′′ × 914′′. It has a du-
ration of 16 min 24 s and an exposure time of 10 s. The selected
slit is 4′′wide, while the data spatial pixel size is 1.098′′along the
slit. The temperature coverage of the spectral windows was from
the chromosphere to the corona through the observation of the
following spectral lines: H i Lyβ 1025.72 Å (Log Te = 4.0 K);
C iii 977.03 Å (Log Te = 4.8 K); S v 786.47 Å (log Te = 5.2 K);
O iv 787.72 Å (log Te = 5.2 K); O vi 1031.93 Å (log Te = 5.5
K); Ne viii 770.42 Å (log Te = 5.8 K ); Mg ix 706.02 Å (log Te
= 6.0 K). For April 1st, we analysed five 160-step rasters which
use the 4′′ slit each producing a field of view of 640′′ × 911′′.
They run from 09:15:36 to 10:15:37 UTC. The rasters duration
is 14 min with the exposure time of 5 s. The spectral windows of
April 1st study covered similar lines as the March 30 raster, with
the exception of the S v and O iv lines. These two lines were re-
placed by N iv 765.15 Å (Log Te = 5.2 K). For both datasets we
used L2 data which are original data corrected for dark current,
flat-field, geometrical distortion. An additional step in the data
processing was the application of the radiometric calibration.

The pointing information in SPICE L2 headers is not ac-
curate and the SPICE rasters need to be co-aligned with the
HRIEUV sequence. We started by binning the HRIEUV images
to the same pixel size of SPICE. We then built a HRIEUV syn-
thetic raster by selecting, from the HRIEUV time sequence, the
image closest in time to each SPICE exposure making the raster.
For each SPICE exposure, the SPICE pixel positions along the
slit make an irregular grid in Helioprojective coordinates. The
HRIEUV image closest in time to this exposure is reprojected
into this grid. We then made SPICE images in Ne viii intensity
by spectrally summing over the 32 pixels window. The Ne viii
and HRIEUV images are, in fact, comparable in terms of plasma
temperature coverage. Finally, the SPICE images are co-aligned
with the HRIEUV synthetic raster using a cross-correlation tech-
nique. The SPICE FOV for March 30 and April 1 in the Ne viii
line co-aligned with HRIEUV can be seen in Figure 2. Snapshots
of each FOV in all the other spectral lines are shown in Fig-
ure A.1 for March 30 and Figure 24 for April 1.

In addition to EUI images we also briefly analyse images
from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al.
2012) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pes-
nell et al. 2012) to locate, if possible, the coronal rain events
observed with HRIEUV. The AIA data correspond to level 2
data, processed through the standard SolarSoft packages. Since
strict AIA-EUI co-alignment at a pixel scale is not needed for
our purpose (we do not need to identify specific rain trajecto-
ries across different viewpoints), we rely on co-alignment using
header information through the JHelioviewer software (Müller
et al. 2009), which is sufficient to identify the large-scale struc-
ture common to both FOVs (such as loops, rain showers, promi-
nences etc.).
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Fig. 3: Time-distance diagram along the white dashed curve in
Figure 1 (right panel) for the April 1 HRIEUV observation, with
distance ‘0’ corresponding to the western end of the curve. The
curve crosses a loop bundle at the apex, which is seen to undergo
a large-scale reconfiguration (radially inward corresponding to
shrinkage), as pointed by the arrows. This time-distance diagram
is made from images that have been processed with the wavelet-
optimised whitening enhancement technique of Auchère et al.
(2023).

3. Methodology

Coronal rain clumps and showers can be seen with a sharp eye
without any image enhancement technique such as ‘WOW’, but
certainly become more discernible in the processed images. To
analyse the morphology and dynamics of several of these events
we start by tracking several rain clumps manually in the im-
age sequences, with the help of CRISPEX (CRisp SPectral EX-
plorer), a widget-based tool programmed in the Interactive Data
Language (IDL), which enables the easy browsing of the data,
the determination of loop paths, extraction, and further analysis
of space-time diagrams (Vissers & Rouppe van der Voort 2012).

The determination of projected velocities in the plane-of-the-
sky (POS) is done by calculating slopes in resulting rain clump
tracks in the time-distance diagrams obtained from CRISPEX.
These tracks define (x, y, t) positions of the rain. The errors in-
curred in this process depend on the length of the tracks in the
time-distance diagrams. By varying slightly the spatial and tem-
poral end points of the tracks it is possible to estimate the er-
rors in each calculation. The availability of AIA in quadrature
would allow to estimate the total speed of a rain event through
3D stereoscopy. However, this is beyond the scope of the present
manuscript.

No rain is detected in the time-distance diagrams (through
dark or bright propagating features) without prior check with the
image sequences. This is necessary since several effects (such
as lateral motions of loops) can produce apparent dark or bright
propagating features in time-distance diagrams.

Regarding the morphology of the rain, we are primarily in-
terested in the observed widths. For this purpose, we apply the
same semi-automatic routine as in previous work (for more de-
tails see Antolin et al. 2015). For a given clump path and a given
track in the time-distance diagram corresponding to this path, the
routine takes a cut perpendicular to the trajectory at every (x, y, t)
location defined by the track and fits a single Gaussian over the
interpolated profile. The Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM)
is then taken as the width of the clump at that location. Several
checks are performed to reduce errors in the fitting. We first cal-
culate the average intensity profile of a feature for the time range
in which it is seen (as defined by a slope in the time-distance dia-

1 https://doi.org/10.48326/idoc.medoc.spice.3.0

Fig. 4: Close-up on the footpoint of the loop bundle where coro-
nal rain is seen on March 30. The FOV corresponds to the white
rectangle shown in Fig. 1 (left), rotated by 90◦ so that the loop
is orientated with the height of the page. The red and labelled
curves vertically oriented denote several rain clump trajectories.
The black arrows point to some of the clumps. The image corre-
sponds to the average over 3 consecutive frames. The cyan rect-
angle in the figure corresponds to the FOV shown in Figure 7.
Path 11 is a transverse cut across the loop bundle. The accompa-
nying animation runs from UT 00:23 to UT 00:37 and shows
several coronal rain clumps in absorption falling towards the
chromosphere (dark structure at bottom). Note the strong EUV
variation associated with this event. The images composoing the
movie are processed with the wavelet-optimized whitening en-
hancement technique of Auchère et al. (2023). The movie first
runs without and then with the rain paths overlaid.

gram) and require a difference of at least 100 DN s−1 between its
intensity (which can be in emission or absorption) and the back-
ground (which is also calculated over the same path but at times
without rain, immediately before or after the rain episode). We
then require the contrast between the feature’s average intensity
and the background to be at least 10 %. Lastly, we also require
that the Gaussian fit of the rain feature is good enough. The lat-
ter is ensured by requiring that the σ−error resulting from the
fit is below 0.4 and that the total of the residuals fromt he fit is
low, that is

∑
|Ix,y(x⊥, y⊥, t)− f (x⊥, y⊥, t)| < 0.75, where (x⊥, y⊥)

denotes the transverse cut to the path at point (x, y), I is the in-
tensity along this cut, and f denotes the Gaussian fit to I. Visual
inspection of the fittings indicate that these values ensure an ac-
curate calculation of the rain width while avoiding artefacts due
to cosmic rays or other features. The width of a clump corre-
sponds to the average over all measurements performed for the
track in the time-distance diagram corresponding to that clump.
A measure of the error in the width calculation is given by the
standard deviation over all the measurements for a given track.
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Fig. 5: SPICE multi-wavelength view on the loop bundle with
rain seen on March 30. The FOV corresponds to the red rectangle
shown in Figure 2 (top) and the overlaid red curves mostly de-
note the rain paths seen with HRIEUV (see Figure 4). The HRIEUV
panel corresponds to a synthetic raster matching the time of the
SPICE raster (see text for details) but preserving the HRIEUV
spatial resolution. Each SPICE panel shows the total intensity
over a spectral line indicated in the subtitle, together with its
temperature of maximum formation.

4. Results

4.1. Coronal loop bundles

We analyse several coronal rain events observed with HRIEUV.
On March 30, the event occurs in a coronal loop bundle belong-
ing to AR NOAA 12974 in the southern hemisphere, which is
on-disk but near the limb as seen in Figure 1 (left panel). The rain
is seen to fall onto the leading polarity, onto a region with abun-
dance of dark jet-like structures fanning outwards. No sunspot is
seen in the vicinity, suggesting that this corresponds to a decay-
ing AR. Several rain clumps were followed, whose trajectories
can be seen in the figure.

On April 1, HRIEUV observed a wide region of activity com-
posed of 2 ARs, NOAA 12975 and 12976, in the northern hemi-
sphere, also not far from the limb as seen in Figure 1 (right
panel). Coronal rain is seen much more pervasively compared
to the other HRIEUV observation. In particular, we analysed four
different regions, labelled in the panel, where several coronal
rain events can be seen, as indicated in the figure.

Region 1 focuses on the West footpoint of a very large coro-
nal loop bundle that is seen to undergo a wide-scale reconfig-
uration. Some of this reconfiguration is also associated with a
bundle of loops that are rooted closer to the lower-right corner
of box-2 in the right panel of Figure1. To see this more clearly
we take a transverse cut at the apex of the loop bundle, as shown
by the dashed curve in the right panel, and plot the time-distance
diagram in Figure 3 (distance ‘0’ in the diagram denotes the
western end of the dashed curve, as seen in Figure 1). In the
diagram we indicate with arrows several instances of large-scale
motions of individual coronal strands directed radially inwards,
suggesting a shrinkage. This process is also accompanied by
large-amplitude transverse oscillations that can also be identi-
fied in the figure. At the same time, large amounts of coronal
rain are observed to fall along the leg captured by Region 1.

Region 2 on April 1 focuses on a region with different polar-
ity compared to Region 1, where the other footpoint of the loop
bundle appears to be rooted. Region 2 shows stronger activity
(pores, moss, light-walls and jets) and a more complex magnetic
topology as discussed in the accompanying paper (Berghmans
et al. 2023). Between regions 1 and 2, a highly twisted filament
is seen, whose eruption was observed by EUI and SPICE on the
following day, and is discussed in (Berghmans et al. 2023).

Region 3 on April 1 is located at the North-West of the AR.
A different bundle of loops is seen, with footpoints close to those
in Region 2, and therefore also in a high-activity region.

Region 4 on April 1 is located on the East limb and cap-
tures part of a long loop that is rooted in the trailing AR
(NOAA 12976).

4.2. March 30 loop bundle as seen with SPICE

Several of the loop bundles seen in HRIEUV can also be seen in
SPICE in the Ne viii line, as expected from the similar formation
temperature. In particular, the loop bundle where rain is observed
with HRIEUV can be seen with SPICE. In Figure 5 we show a
close-up on the loop bundle, which includes the FOV shown in
Figure 4. The raster through this region occurred at UT00:08:44,
which is roughly 20 − 25 min prior to the main rain shower.
The loop can be seen in the Mg ix coronal line and in the upper
transition region lines (Ne viii and O vi), suggesting that it is in
a state of cooling. However, emission in the lower temperature
lines seems to be dominated by the background and we cannot
detect any clear chromospheric emission from coronal rain. This
could also be due to timing, since the main rain shower happens
after the raster.

SPICE also executed high cadence 3-step rasters at various
times during the HRIEUV observing window, including the rain
shower time. However, the slit crosses higher up along the loop
at X ≈ −2500′′ (barely crossing a few of the longer rain paths),
coinciding with a strong background emission. We could not find
any clear rain signatures in these fast rasters.
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Pre-impact phase

Post-impact phase

Fig. 6: Sequence of 8 snapshots separated by 15 s showing the pre- (top) and post-impact (bottom) phases of a coronal rain shower
from the event of March 30. The black arrows on the top panels show the head of a rain clump as it falls (note the bright tip indicated
by red arrows, followed by a dark elongated structure). For reference, path 5 is shown in the Figure with a cyan-black dashed curve
(same labelling as in Fig. 4). The lower panel shows a bright upward propagating feature that we interpret as a combination of a
rebound shock and flow produced by the impact of the rain shower. These images have been processed with the wavelet-optimized
whitening enhancement technique of Auchère et al. (2023).

Fig. 7: Close-up of the sub-FOV indicated by the white rectangle
in Figure 4. The dark feature indicated by the arrows corresponds
to the EUV absorption produced by a rain clump. We interpret
the bright feature below (downstream of) the rain clump indi-
cated by the red arrow as compression and heating produced by
the rain clump as it falls.

4.3. Two-pixel wide coronal rain clumps in absorption, and
downstream compression and heating

In Figure 4 we show several coronal rain paths identified for the
event of March 30. The coronal rain clumps can be seen in the
figure and corresponding animation as dark features, produced
by EUV absorption from neutral hydrogen, neutral and singly

ionised helium (Anzer & Heinzel 2005). In Figure 6 (top panel)
we show several snapshots separated by 15 s each, where large
and small absorption features can be seen falling.

For better visualisation of the fine-scale structure we show
in Figure 7 a sub-FOV of only 2 Mm × 3 Mm centred on a dark
absorption feature produced by a clump (white rectangle in Fig-
ure 4). Note that it is barely 2 pixels wide (i.e. ≈ 240 km), and
is therefore the highest resolution of a rain clump in EUV ab-
sorption to date. Another interesting feature is the bright region
downstream of the clump. The animation shows that this bright
feature is always beneath the dark absorption feature from the
clump. Similar features can be seen for other clumps, some ap-
pearing only moments prior to impact in the chromosphere. We
interpret this feature as compression and heating produced by
falling individual clumps.

To see the EUV variation produced by the rain more clearly,
we plot in Figure 8 the time-distance diagrams correspond-
ing to paths 2 and 3, shown in Figure 4. The dark tracks in
this figure correspond to the EUV absorption produced by the
rain as it falls. The observed slopes indicate average speeds of
70−80 km s−1. Immediately below the first dark track, a parallel
bright slanted track can be seen, corresponding to the compres-
sion and heating downstream of the rain clump. Note that several
such bright tracks can be seen, but are all very small with lengths
under 1 Mm (vertical axis in time-distance diagram).

Although we do not calculate accurately the lengths of the
clumps in this work, a rough estimate is given by the size of the
dark tracks (vertical distance) in the time-distance diagrams of
Figure 8, which can be seen to have 1 − 5 Mm lengths.

4.4. Rebound shock and flow

Figure 6 (lower panel) shows another interesting feature of the
event from March 30, also seen in the animation of Figure 4.
Following the impact on the chromosphere of the rain shower a
bright upward propagating feature can be seen. We interpret this
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Fig. 8: Time-distance diagrams along paths 1 and 3 indicated
in Figure 4. Distance increases with height along the paths.
The dark tracks traced by cyan-black dashed lines correspond
to EUV absorption from falling rain clumps. The dashed lines
are offset by a fraction of a minute in order to better see the rain
features. An estimate of the projected velocity is given for the
closest slope to each value. Note the bright tracks indicated by
the red arrows immediately beneath the first dark tracks in each
diagram. We interpret this feature as compression and heating
from the clump. We interpret the upward bright and diffuse slope
at the end of the time sequence (t ≈ 30 − 32 min) in Path 3 as a
combination of a rebound shock and flow produced by the rain
impact on the chromosphere.

as a rebound shock and flow produced by the rain impact. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such feature
is observed, despite being predicted by every numerical simula-
tion of coronal rain (e.g. Müller et al. 2003; Fang et al. 2015).
This feature can also be seen in each time-distance diagram of
Figure 8 as a bright upward slope just after the end of the rain
shower. The slope indicates speeds between 50−130 km s−1. The
lower end of this velocity range matches the expected value for
upward flows, while the upper end matches the tube speed for a
plasma temperature of 105.8 K, which is close to the temperature
at the peak of the Fe x 174 Å formation. This is also supported
by numerical simulations (Antolin et al. 2022).

4.5. Extent of the rain shower

To examine the extent of the rain shower we plot in Figure 9
the time-distance diagrams corresponding to all the paths shown
in Figure 4. Several clump tracks are shown by dashed lines.
We can see that the main rain shower occurs in the time range
t = 20 − 30 min. Although it can best be seen in paths 2 to 5 we
can still traces of it across all the paths. This indicates that the
extent of the rain shower across the loop bundle is at least 15 Mm
in the POS, and possibly larger given the observed expansion of

Fig. 9: Time-distance diagrams for all coronal rain paths shown
in the left panel of Figure 1. The cyan-black dashed lines with
negative slopes show some of the tracks produced by the rain
clumps as they fall. The lines are offset in time by 1 minute to
better see the rain features. Note the extent of the rain shower
across all paths. Upward propagating features (positive slopes)
can also be seen, particularly at the end of the rain shower (t ≈
30 min). Zero distance corresponds to the footpoint of the loop
(seen in Figure 4).

the loop bundle seen in Figure 1 (left panel). This is supported
by the SPICE observations in Figure 5, which show cool tran-
sition region emission over a width larger than that set by the
rain clumps detected by HRIEUV. Along the loop, the clumps
can be tracked for up to 25 Mm. Note that many clumps are only
clearly visible in the last 10 Mm, suggesting that the catastrophic
cooling is non-uniform, with accelerated cooling rates down to
chromospheric temperatures being more confined in the trans-
verse direction. This effect may also be due to the line-of-sight,
as shown in section 4.13.

Figure 9 also shows that the rebound shock and flow occurs
across a wide expanse, but appears more concentrated than the
rain shower and can only be clearly seen in paths 1 − 6.
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Fig. 10: Close-up on the footpoint of a large coronal loop bun-
dle observed on 2022 April 1 by HRIEUV. The FOV corresponds
to that of Region 1 indicated by the white rectangle in Fig-
ure 1, right panel. Except for path 8 (which crosses the loop
bundle), the red paths denote several rain paths. An animation
of this figure is available, whose images have been processed
with the wavelet-optimized whitening enhancement technique of
Auchère et al. (2023). It runs from UT09:19 to UT10:34 and
shows several rain clumps falling towards the chromosphere.
The movie first runs without and then with the rain paths over-
laid.

4.6. Region 1 of April 1 - a large coronal rain event

We now turn our attention to some of the coronal rain events
seen on the April 1 dataset (see Figure 1, right panel).

In Figure 10 we show the close-up on the footpoint of the
large coronal loop bundle undergoing a global change (akin to
shrinkage), denoted as Region 1 in Figure 1 (right). We fol-
low several rain clumps and plot in Figure B.1 the correspond-
ing time-distance diagrams. A main shower event is seen in the
time range t = 40 − 70 min particularly along paths 2 − 4, but
signatures of another rain shower are also seen at the begin-
ning (t < 20 min), particularly along paths 6 − 7. Also in this
case, a combination of neighboring dark and bright paths can be
seen. Although not as clear as for the March 30 event, some of
the bright tracks may correspond to the downstream compres-
sion and heating, especially those that immediately precede the
absorption feature. Note that some of these tracks only appear
bright, for example the last track of Path 6. Furthermore, upward
propagating features can also be observed, some of which do
seem to appear just after rain impact. The observed morphology
and speeds are similar to those seen for the March 30 event, all
of which are calculated and presented in Section 4.11.

The rain shower seen in Region 1 appears to be far wider in
extent than that of March 30. As seen in Figure 10, the transverse
length across which the clumps are seen is at least 20 Mm, but
certainly greater given the observed expansion. Furthermore, the
clumps can be followed for longer lengths along the loop, with
some being tracked for over 40 Mm. This suggests catastrophic
cooling down to chromospheric temperatures over a larger coro-
nal volume, which is supported by SPICE observations.

4.7. Region 2 of April 1 - null-point topology at footpoint

Region 2 on April 1 shows several coronal rain events belonging
to different regions in the AR. In Figure 11 we show the FOV
corresponding to Region 2, as shown in the full FOV of Figure 1

Fig. 11: FOV corresponding to Region 2, shown in Figure 1
(right panel). The red curves correspond to paths of some of the
observed coronal rain clumps. Note that intensities are scaled
with a power of 0.1 to see a larger range of variations. An ani-
mation of this figure is available, whose images have been pro-
cessed with the wavelet-optimized whitening enhancement tech-
nique of Auchère et al. (2023). It runs from UT09:19 to UT10:34
and shows several rain clumps falling towards the chromosphere.
The movie first runs without and then with the rain paths over-
laid.

(right panel), with several rain clump paths overlaid. The cor-
responding time-distance diagrams for these paths are shown in
Figure B.2.

The most interesting rain shower is tracked by paths 1 − 5 in
these figures. First, a loop bundle appears, with the intensity all
along the loop increasing in a uniform manner (but particularly
at the apex) around UT 09:30 (about 10 min from the start of
the observation). This brightening can be best seen along path 5
(white arrows in Figure B.2). The intensity uniformly decreases
along the loop over the next 10 min, after which, the first rain
clumps appear, with the bulk of the rain seen after 20 min from
the first intensity increase. Following the rain shower impact, the
intensity increases strongly at the footpoint with some signatures
of upward propagating features (red arrow in Figure B.2)). As
the rain falls, it is observed to strongly deviate from its path and
spread in different directions, reminiscent of a null-point topol-
ogy structure at the footpoint.

The paths 6 − 7 and possibly path 8 seem to correspond to
another loop bundle that also experiences a similar uniform and
global loop brightening as described above. In this case, the loop
bundle brightens at the very start of the observation, and disap-
pears after almost 1 hr. The rain is seen roughly 50 min after the
start of the brightening, but is much fainter in terms of EUV ab-
sorption than for the previous case. This loop is rooted close to
a pore, and periodic upward/downward ballistic motion is seen
(particularly for paths 7 and 8), characteristic of Type 1 spicules
(Beckers 1964) or the EUV counterparts of AR dynamic fibrils
(Mandal et al. 2022).

Path 9 (and possibly path 8 as well) may correspond to the
other footpoint of the large loop bundle of Region 1. However,
contrary to the other footpoint, the amount of rain that can be
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Fig. 12: FOV of Region 3 shown in Figure 1 (right panel). The
red curves correspond to paths of some of the observed coro-
nal rain clumps. Paths 1 to 6 belong to the bright loop in the
lower half of the image, while paths 7 to 10 belong to a very
long loop going towards the top right corner of the image. Paths
9 and 10 are very short and parallel to each other. Note that in-
tensities are scaled with a power of 0.1 to see a larger range of
variations. An animation of this figure is available, whose im-
ages have been processed with the wavelet-optimized whitening
enhancement technique of Auchère et al. (2023). It runs from
UT09:19 to UT10:34 and shows several brightenings followed
by mostly bright rain clumps falling towards the chromosphere.
The movie first runs without and then with the rain paths over-
laid.

observed falling into this footpoint is minimal and is further very
faint.

The last path 10 may also belong to the large loop bundle of
Region 1, and the location of its footpoint is uncertain. Instead of
the region where the previous paths are rooted, path 10 appears
to be rooted in a moss. Minimal rain events are seen in this case.

All rain tracks observed in Region 2 show mostly EUV ab-
sorption, with little EUV emission of the kind described earlier
associated with compression. Also, most tracks are relatively
short (10 − 20 Mm) when compared to Region 1, which may be
due to the different inclination of the loops relative to the LOS.

4.8. SPICE view on Regions 1 and 2

The SPICE rasters managed to capture part of the regions of in-
terest observed with HRIEUV on April 1. This includes the top
part of Region 1 and most of Region 2 (see Figure 2, bottom),
which mostly correspond to the apexes of the loops with coro-

nal rain. These loops are barely visible in the Mg ix coronal line
(Figure A.2) but their filamentary structure are well seen in the
upper transition region lines (Ne viii, O vi in Figures A.3 and
A.4). Furthermore, emission similar in morphology and strong
variability can also be seen in the lower transition region N iv
line (Figure 13). For instance, the large-scale brightening in the
loop that corresponds to paths 1 to 5 in Region 2 (described in
section 4.7) can be seen to peak in Mg ix at UT09:36 (red ar-
row in the corresponding Figure), while in Ne viii, O vi and N iv
the brightening peaks at UT09:52, and in C iii the peak is sseen
at UT10:06 (with some hints of increased brightness in Lyman-
β as well but inconclusive due to the strong background). This
strongly supports our interpretation of cooling through the pass-
bands of HRIEUV and SPICE and subsequent appearance of rain
in EUV absorption.

4.9. Region 3 of April 1 - Localised and large-scale flash-like
EUV emission from rain

Figure 12 shows Region 3, as denoted in the full FOV of Fig-
ure 1 (right panel), with several rain paths overlaid. Most of the
loops analysed in Region 3 show a very different inclination with
respect to the LOS when compared to the previous cases. In this
case, the LOS appears much less inclined with the loop plane,
leading to a top view of the loop rather than a sideways view.
Consequently, while the footpoint legs appear very short, the
apexes appear long in the projected view.

Paths 1 − 6 appear to correspond to the same loop bundle,
although paths 4 − 5 show slightly different trajectories relative
to paths 1 − 3, which may be indicative of braiding. This is fur-
ther supported by the AIA observations of the same event, as
discussed in Section 4.13. As for the loops in Region 2, a strong
EUV enhancement uniformly along several coronal strands com-
posing the loop bundle are seen roughly 10 min from the start of
the observation. The coronal strands appear extremely thin, with
sub-arcsecond widths (see section 4.12). This brightening can be
clearly seen in the time-distance diagrams shown in Figure B.3.
Most of the coronal strands disappear 20 min later. Both dark
and bright tracks can be seen in most time-distance diagrams,
indicative of flows in both directions (towards both footpoints).
Some appear at the start of the global intensity enhancement and
others appear 20 − 60 min after. Note that despite the very close
proximity of paths 1 and 2 and paths 4 and 5, they show different
(dim) features in their evolution. AIA 304 confirms the presence
of rain along this loop bundle (Section 4.13).

Path 3 corresponds to one of the best visible coronal strands.
As shown in the time-distance diagram, no clear bright or dark
track can be seen. We select this path to more accurately investi-
gate the uniform global intensity enhancement common to many
of the strands in the loop bundle. In Figure 14 (top) we show
the part of the time-distance diagram corresponding to the in-
tensity enhancement for path 3. Compared to the background,
the enhancement appears diffuse and seems to start close to the
apex and propagates towards both footpoints in a couple of min-
utes. Overall, this global intensity enhancement over the strand
lasts ≈ 8 min. In Figure 14 (bottom) we show a similar case
for path 2. However, in this case about 4 intensity enhancements
are observed and almost all are accompanied by dark or bright
propagating features.

Although many of the features in paths 1 − 6 do not show
the EUV absorption, but rather emission, we still associate them
with coronal rain. Besides similar velocities (see Section 4.11),
the AIA observations of the same event provide conclusive proof
(Section 4.13).
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Fig. 13: SPICE rasters in the N iv line (log T = 5.2 K) over a region that overlaps with Regions 1 and 2 on April 1. The FOV
corresponds to the red rectangle to the East shown in Figure 2 (bottom) and the overlaid red curves denote some of the rain paths
seen with HRIEUV (see Figures 10 and 11). The HRIEUV panel corresponds to a synthetic raster matching the time of the first SPICE
raster (see text for details) but preserving the HRIEUV spatial resolution. The SPICE panels show the total intensity integrated over
the N iv spectral line for each raster (time shown in subtitle). The brightening indicated by the red arrow in the UT09:52:36 panel
corresponds to cooling through the passband.

The last set of paths we analyse are paths 7 − 10, which cor-
respond to a different loop, apparently much larger in size. We
were able to track a bright clumpy feature over 40 Mm, lead-
ing to path 7. The clump falls at speeds of ≈150 km s−1 in the
POS, which, to our knowledge, is the fastest ever recorded speed
for a falling clump with imaging devices (besides erupting fall-
back). Just prior to impact, over the last 5−15 Mm, several other
clumps are seen along parallel paths (tracks in paths 8, 9 and 10),
suggesting that the catastrophic cooling into chromospheric tem-
peratures takes longer for these neighboring strands.

In Figure 15 we show a close-up of the time-distance dia-
gram corresponding to paths 7 (top) and 10 (bottom) over the
time where the falling clump is observed. The bottom panel in
the figure shows a very interesting pattern. While the outer en-
velope (traced by the cyan-black dashed line in the figure) corre-
sponds to the same speed as observed in the longer time-distance
path of path 7 (top panel), there is an almost instantaneous inten-

sity increase all along the path at time t ≈ 33 min. We believe
that this feature is due to the compression of the rain down-
stream, that is, physically similar to the small brightening ob-
served for the March 30 rain clumps. However, while the bright-
ening for the latter is always immediately below the rain’s head,
for the present case it occupies a much larger longitudinal extent.
This is probably due to a much stronger compression, which is
able to increase the temperature of the entire region below the
rain to a temperature close to the emissivity peak of HRIEUV
(log T = 5.8 − 6), thereby generating a flash-effect.

4.10. Region 4 - Off-limb coronal rain

On April 1 HRIEUV captures various long loops rooted in the
trailing AR closer to the limb. Small EUV absorption features
falling towards the surface can be seen in one such loop, which
we follow and show in red within Region 4 shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 14: Top: Loop brightening prior to a coronal rain event.
This time-distance diagram (close up on the time range t =
[5, 25] min) corresponds to path 3 in Region 3 on April 1 shown
in Figure B.3. Note that the intensities have been scaled to the
power of 0.1 to better see the large intensity variation. Bottom:
Time-distance along path 2 in the same lop bundle. The white
dashed lines correspond to dark and bright tracks from coronal
rain.

The time-distance diagram along this path is shown in Figure 16,
where various characteristic dark and bright tracks of coronal
rain can be seen falling at projected speeds of 50 − 90 km s−1.
This loop is also partly visible in the SPICE rasters of April 1.
In Figures A.7 to A.11 we show the evolution through the
SPICE rasters of the emission in this region. In particular we
notice strong variability in the upper and lower transition re-
gion (Ne viii, O vi, N iv) and chromospheric emission (C iii and
Lyman-β) as shown in Figure 17. Therefore, SPICE confirms the
presence of coronal rain emitting at transition region and chro-
mospheric temperatures in this loop.

4.11. Statistics

In this section we provide statistics of all the velocity and width
measurements on the coronal rain clumps (both in absorption
and in emission). Please see Section 3 for the methods on how
these quantities were calculated.

In Figure 18 we show a histogram of all the measured pro-
jected velocities for both datasets. We note that the peak of the
distribution is between 40 − 60 km s−1, with speeds as low as
10 km s−1 and as high as 150 km s−1. The latter high projected
velocities are not common for coronal rain, and may well con-
stitute the highest projected velocities to date (note that eruptive
prominence fallback is not coronal rain). No major differences
exist between both dates, except that April 1 presents a bigger
spread, which is normal given the higher number of rain events

Fig. 15: Close-up on the time range t = [25, 45] min in the time-
distance diagram of paths 7 (top) and 10 (bottom) shown in Fig-
ure B.3. Note that the beginning of the brightening at t ≈ 33 min
starts essentially at the same time along the path. The cyan-black
dashed lines trace the outer envelope of the brightening indicat-
ing a speed of ≈ 150 km s−1.

Fig. 16: Time-distance diagram along a loop observed partly off-
limb by HRIEUV on April 1. The path corresponds to red curve
in Region 4 shown in Figure 1. The cyan and black dashed lines
correspond to dark and bright tracks from coronal rain (offset in
time by 1 min in the figure for better visualisation).

analysed for that date. The bulk of the distribution matches well
with previously reported speeds (Antolin & Rouppe van der
Voort 2012; Schad 2017; Antolin & Froment 2022), as well as
those obtained in numerical simulations (Fang et al. 2015; Li
et al. 2022). As shown in the figure, the errors in the velocity
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Fig. 17: SPICE rasters in the C iii line (log T = 4.8 K) over a
region that overlaps with Region 4 on April 1. The FOV corre-
sponds to the red rectangle to the East shown in Figure 2 (bot-
tom) and the overlaid red curves denote some of the rain paths
seen with HRIEUV (see Figures 10 and 11). The HRIEUV panel
corresponds to a synthetic raster (SR) matching the time of the
first SPICE raster (see text for details) but preserving the HRIEUV
spatial resolution. The SPICE panels show the total intensity in-
tegrated over the C iii spectral line for each raster (time shown in
subtitle).

Fig. 18: Projected velocities (top) and widths (bottom) and asso-
ciated standard deviation (corresponding right panels) for all rain
clumps tracked in this work. The colours include transparency
and denote different dates (see legends).

measurements are generally small (on the order of 5 km s−1 for
most).

Similarly, in Figure 18 we show a histogram of all measured
rain clump widths. The distribution peaks between 400−600 km,
but goes as low as 260 km and as high as 890 km. Both dates
present small differences in terms of distribution shape. While
both datasets have relatively small pools, the dataset of Aptil 1
presents a broader distribution with values about 100 km larger.
The standard deviation figure indicates that there is a relatively
large variation or error in the width measurement. This is not un-
expected, since along a given track the rain clump’s background
varies significantly, leading to differences in the results of the
Gaussian fits (despite efforts in reducing the background influ-
ence, see Section 3).

4.12. Coronal strands associated with coronal rain

To investigate more carefully a possible relation between the fil-
amentary coronal structure (coronal strands) within loop bundles
and the coronal rain they host, we take cuts across several of the
analysed loop bundles, as shown in Figures 4 (path 11), 10 (path
8), 11 (path 11) and 12 (path 11). We show the resulting time-
distance diagrams along these cross-cuts in Figure 19.

Several coronal strands can be seen in each Figure, some
of which very likely belong to the loop bundle hosting the rain
event. In many instances, as the rain crosses the transverse cuts
it produces a small absorption feature (whose time duration de-
pends on the clump’s length as speed). One example of such a
feature is shown by an arow in Figure 19. Note that it is preceded
and followed by a bright EUV feature of roughly the same width
as the rain clump. A large group of rain clumps is seen around
t = 22− 32 min, followed by a bright feature at t = 32− 40 min.
This bright feature corresponds to the rebound shock and upward
flow produced by the rain shower impact.
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Fig. 19: Time-distance diagram along paths that cross several
loop bundles: path 11 in Figure 4 (top), path 8 in Figure 10 (sec-
ond panel from top), path 11 in Figure 11 (third panel from top)
and path 11 in Figure 12 (bottom). The red lines between crosses
denote times and location at which rain clumps are observed.
The vertical black arrow in the top panel indicates an example of
an EUV absorption feature produced by a rain clump. Note that
the intensities in the bottom panel have been scaled to the power
of 0.1 to better see the large intensity variation.

In Figure 19 a group of strands can be seen appearing after
t = 30 min between distance 5 and 8 Mm across the transverse
cut, which seems to coincide with the location in time and space
of a group of rain clumps. Similarly, in the other panels in the
Figure the rain clumps appear to be preferentially located in re-
gions where coronal strands are observed. While sometimes a
1-to-1 association between a coronal strand and a rain clump
can be made (particularly for the latter), it is not the general
case. However, we can notice that the widths of coronal strands
(around 500 km) are on average similar to rain clump widths.

4.13. SDO/AIA observations at different line-of-sight and
resolution

Our investigation on the coronal rain events with HRIEUV is
complemented by co-temporal SDO/AIA observations. On these
dates, Solar Orbiter was in quadrature with SDO, thereby of-
fering a different view on the same ARs. In Figures 20 and 22
we show snapshots for March 30 and April 1, respectively, with
a FOV centred on the regions of interest. The same large-scale
coronal structures can be identified across both instruments.

Despite the similarity between AIA 171 and HRIEUV in terms
of the emission, and the large-scale nature of the event (oc-
curring across at least 15 Mm in HRIEUV), no clear downflow
can be observed in absorption or emission with AIA 171 on
March 30 over the same time period. Sections of the loop bun-
dle appear and disappear over the same duration, which likely
correspond to the EUV variation associated with coronal rain
observed with HRIEUV. Some upward flows, bright in EUV, are
observed, which could correspond to the rebound shock and
flow observed with HRIEUV. To check this we have identified
and tracked a few large rain clumps in AIA 304, whose paths
are shown in Figure 20. The time-distance diagrams along these
paths are shown in Figure 21 and we can easily identify the char-
acteristic rain slopes in AIA 304 (tracks in the time-distance di-
agrams). Note the brightenings at the times the rain impacts the
chromosphere. With the help of AIA 304 we are able to recog-
nise the rain features in AIA 171, such as EUV absorption and
in particular a rebound shock and flow feature following the rain
impact. The strong EUV variation that is seen in the image se-
quence is therefore attributable to the rain episode.

On April 1, only region 1 shows clear coronal rain in the
image sequence of AIA 171, with the characteristic EUV ab-
sorption features downflowing along the loop. Regions 2 and 3
show very similar EUV variation as observed with HRIEUV, but
as for March 30, we were unable to directly identify coronal rain
downflows only based on EUV absorption features in the image
sequences. However, the expected coronal rain is revealed in the
304 channel and we were able to roughly identify the large-scale
coronal rain events for each of the loops. As for March 30, we
track several large rain clumps in each region (shown in Fig-
ure 22) and plot the time-distance diagrams in Figure 23. Path 1
tracks a rain clump belonging to Region 1’s loop, paths 2 and
3 belong to Region 2 and may correspond to the loops outlined
by paths 8 and 9 in Figure 11, and paths 4 and 5 follow clumps
in the loop bundle outlined by paths 1 to 6 in Figure 12. We are
able to detect several rain tracks in the time-distance diagrams
of AIA 304 and a very clear EUV absorption profile in AIA 171
for path 1. However, the signatures in AIA 171 are much harder
to detect. In paths 2 and 4 we do not see any features of the
rain falling in AIA 171, but a bright feature can be seen near the
footpoint of path 4 that may correspond to the impact and re-
bound shock and flow from a rain shower. In paths 3 and 5 we
are able to recognise a few EUV absorption and emission tracks
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Fig. 20: SDO/AIA observation in the 171 (left) and 304 (right)
channels of the March 30 coronal rain event. AIA was roughly in
quadrature with Solar Orbiter on this date. The large loop bundle
observed in the AIA 171 map corresponds to the same loop bun-
dle observed by HRIEUV in Figure 4. The white-black dashed
paths follow some rain clumps observed in AIA 304. An ani-
mation corresponding to this figure is available. The animation
shows several rain clumps in AIA 304 but no clear counterpart
is seen in AIA 171, although strong intensity variations are ob-
served at the same locations. The animation runs from UT00:02
to UT00:49 and comprises the time where coronal rain is ob-
served with HRIEUV. It first runs without and then with the rain
paths overlaid.

co-temporal and co-spatial to the rain tracks in AIA 304. The
bright EUV emission in 171 is similar to that seen in HRIEUV
in paths 1 or 6 of Figure B.3, in that a large-scale emission is
seen simultaneously all along the path that precedes the bright
downflowing feature from the rain.

It is interesting to note that, as shown by the AIA 304 an-
imation, there is widespread coronal rain over the AR over the
same FOV as HRIEUV and including loops for which it is not ob-
served with HRIEUV. A large amount of coronal emission ahead
of the rain along the LOS can easily decrease the contrast pro-
duced by EUV absorption or emission from the rain in the 171 or
174 channels, thereby making it undetectable. As we show here,
high spatial resolution can help retaining this contrast, which
is why we observe far more in HRIEUV than AIA 171. On the
other hand, AIA 304 shows the emission/absorption from the
rain more directly since no further emission is present ahead of
the rain along the LOS. Nevertheless the rain can be hard to dis-
cern due to the very bright TR background in AIA 304.

The larger FOV provided by SDO/AIA sheds more light
into the large-scale magnetic structure of Region 1 on April 1.
AIA 171 reveals a topology akin to null-point topology, with
open field lines (or much larger loops) above, with the loop
arcade below the null-point. This provides an explanation to
both the large-scale reconfiguration and the observed large-scale
coronal rain event in the loop, with continuous coronal rain over
a very wide loop cross-section observed for the entirety of the
HRIEUV observation. Indeed, as discussed in Li et al. (2018);
Mason et al. (2019), magnetic dips are often observed above
null-point topologies, which act as mass reservoirs where large
amounts of material can catastrophically cool down. The cool
and dense material can then either spill sideways from the mag-
netic dip or flow through the null-point, facilitated by the recon-
nection process, downward into the newly formed reconnected
loops. This process can be very long-lived (Chitta, L. P. et al.
2016; Chen et al. 2022) and can be accompanied by a reconfig-

Fig. 21: Time distance diagrams along paths 1 and 2 shown in
Figure 20 on March 30, with AIA 171 (top) and AIA 304 (bot-
tom). Dark and bright paths from coronal rain are highlighted
with white-black dashed lines, which are offset by a fraction of a
minute to better see the rain features. Zero distance corresponds
to the footpoints of the loops. Note that the AIA 171 intensi-
ties have been scaled to the power of 0.1 to better see the large
intensity variation.

uration of the loop, similar to shrinkage (as in the standard flare
model).

4.14. Widespread coronal rain as suggested by SPICE

All the loops with coronal rain captured with HRIEUV show clear
counterparts in SPICE in the upper and lower transition region
lines. For the off-limb loop of Region 4 we were also able to cap-
ture clear emission in the chromospheric lines of SPICE, thanks
to the lower background emission. In Figure 24 we show a multi-
wavelength view of the full FOV of SPICE for 1 raster. What is
striking of this figure is that cool loops emitting in the upper and
lower transition region lines, with similar features (morphology,
variability) as those where we have detected coronal rain, are
widespread in the FOV. Indeed, all the 5 rasters of this region
show strong variability in these loops. This strongly suggests
that at least for this AR coronal rain is widespread and that only
a fraction of it is observed in EUV absorption with HRIEUV. This
matches also the picture obtained with AIA 304.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this work we analysed coronal rain at unprecedented spatial
resolution in the EUV, provided by Solar Orbiter observations
with HRIEUV during the 2022 spring perihelion. Observations
were complemented with SPICE and AIA, providing a multi-
wavelength picture of the phenomenon in various active regions.
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Fig. 22: SDO/AIA observation in the 171 (left) and 304 (right)
channels of the April 1 coronal rain events. AIA was roughly in
quadrature with Solar Orbiter on this date. Some of the large loop
bundles observed by HRIEUV can be easily identified. The white-
black dashed paths follow some rain clumps belonging to these
loop bundles, observed in AIA 304. Path 1 follows the same loop
bundle seen in Region 1 of Figure 10. Paths 2 and 3 may corre-
spond to the same rain events shown in paths 8 or 9 in Region 2
of Figure 11. Paths 4 and 5 follow the same loop bundle shown
in the lower part of Figure 12 (paths 1 to 6 in that Figure). An
animation corresponding to this figure is available. The anima-
tion shows widespread rain in AIA 304 but the counterparts in
AIA 171 can only clearly be seen for the loop around path 1,
although strong intensity variations are observed at the same lo-
cations. The animation runs from UT09:20 to UT10:32 and com-
prises the time where coronal rain is observed with HRIEUV. It
first runs without and then with the rain paths overlaid.

The resolution achieved is ≈ 240 km, which is only about two
times lower than previous Hα observations of the phenomenon
with the SST (Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort 2012). The
strong correlation between EUV absorption and Hα emission,
expected from radiative transfer theory (Anzer & Heinzel 2005),
is here confirmed down to the smallest resolved scales ever
achieved, with clump FWHM widths as small as 260 km. This
fine-scale structure is also reflected in the fact that many clumps
only produce very faint EUV absorption features, thereby requir-
ing high-resolution and sensitivity to detect them.

We selected 2 dates on which Solar Orbiter observed sev-
eral ARs on-disk and partly off-limb. On March 30 we focused
our attention on one coronal loop bundle and discovered new
features of coronal rain dynamics. As the rain falls, the region
immediately beneath the clump (downstream) is observed to
brighten, leading to very fine light streaks in time-distance di-
agrams. We interpret this phenomenon as being the result of
compression and heating due to the relatively large momentum
of the condensation. Fang et al. (2015) report the formation of
rebound shocks when coronal rain forms, produced by the lo-
calised loss of pressure driving strong flows that lead to the con-
densation. These rebound shocks may be thought as the source
of the brightening that we see. However, the rebound shocks are
then seen to propagate away at the sound speed from both sides
of a condensation, much faster than the condensation’s falling
speeds. There is no reason why these rebound shocks should
propagate at the same speed. Therefore these rebound shocks
cannot explain our observations. On the other hand, our interpre-
tation as commpression and heating is supported by 2.5-D MHD
simulations of coronal rain by Li et al. (2022, see their Figure 4)
and Antolin et al. (2022). This phenomenon is therefore similar

to the fireball phenomenon on Earth linked to meteoric ablation,
with the region below the clump being compressed and heated
as it falls. We do not observe this phenomenon for all coronal
rain events, which suggests that not only a high spatial resolu-
tion is needed but also favorable line-of-sight relative to the rain
trajectory. It is also possible that the compressed material exists
in all cases but emits at different temperatures not sampled by
HRIEUV.

EUV enhancement associated with coronal rain is also ob-
served during the fall ahead and at the wake of rain clumps.
The latter can be seen in the time-distance diagrams along or
across rain clump trajectories as an increase of the EUV inten-
sity that follows the EUV absorption feature. This may corre-
spond to a coronal strand and is likely due to the CCTR, which
extends from the clump far into the wake, as shown by numer-
ical simulations (Antolin et al. 2022; Li et al. 2022). Observa-
tions with SPICE show the filamentary structure in the upper and
lower transition region lines, thereby supporting this interpreta-
tion. Ahead of the clump, besides the fireball feature, a second,
more elusive kind of brightening is observed just prior to the
rain impact (with the brightening spreading over ≈ 6 Mm), and
manifests as a flash-like simultaneous intensity enhancement of
the entire space between the clump and the chromosphere. We
suspect that this is also due to the compression of the plasma
ahead of the clump, as suggested by the same numerical simu-
lations cited previously, with a compression strong enough as to
increase the temperature of the entire region below the rain close
to the emissivity peak of HRIEUV (log T = 5.8− 6), thereby gen-
erating a flash-effect. However, we only found one clear occur-
rence of this larger-scale compression, for which the rain is ex-
tremely fast (with projected speeds of 150 km s−1). Such speeds
may be supersonic, in which case the compression argument may
not fully explain it. Indeed, if produced by compression, it means
that sound waves are produced ahead of the clump and travel
fast enough to compress the entire region donwstream (leading
to the ‘flash-like’ character of the brightening). However, this is
not possible if the clumps are supersonic.

Another new phenomenon is the rebound shock and upflow
that follows the rain impact onto the chromosphere. The fea-
ture is detected best after the end of rain showers rather than
individual rain clumps, and is characterised by a bright and dif-
fuse propagating EUV feature roughly along the same paths over
which the cool downflows occur. The propagating speeds are
between 50 − 130 km s−1, depending on the selected path for
the time-distance diagram. Based on multi-dimensional simula-
tions of this phenomenon (Antolin et al. 2022), we suspect that
this difference is due to the combination of the rebound shock,
which propagates at the tube speed of ≈ 130 km s−1 (for tem-
peratures corresponding to the Fe x 174 Å formation tempera-
ture of 105.98 K), and an upward flow produced by the impact
(which are bound by gravity and thus slower). To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of this effect, despite being
predicted by numerical simulations for decades (Müller et al.
2003; Mendoza-Briceño et al. 2002; Antolin et al. 2010; Fang
et al. 2015; Li et al. 2022). Indeed, we expect a response from
the lower atmosphere in the form of an upflow or upward prop-
agating wave along every magnetic field line and probably even
over a wider region compared to that affected by the rain impact,
due to the high-β conditions and strong gas pressure increase at
the chromospheric heights of rain impact (Antolin et al. 2022).
For the March 30 event, this upward propagating feature is seen
to reheat the loop bundle and may correspond to the start of a
new TNE cycle. Simulations indicate that efficient refilling and
reheating of the loop is only obtained in the case that the strati-
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Fig. 23: Time distance diagrams along paths 1 to 5 shown in Figure 22 on April 1, with AIA 171 (top) and AIA 304 (bottom). Dark
and bright paths from coronal rain are highlighted with white-black dashed lines, which are offset in time by 1 min to better see the
rain features. Zero distance corresponds to the footpoints of the loops. Note that the intensities have been scaled to the power of 0.1
to better see the large intensity variation.
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Fig. 24: SPICE multi-wavelength full FOV on April 1. The SPICE FOV is the same as that shown in Figure 2 (bottom), co-aligned
with HRIEUV. The overlaid red curves denote some of the rain paths seen with HRIEUV (see Figures 10 and 11). Each SPICE panel
shows the total intensity over a spectral line indicated in the subtitle, together with its temperature of maximum formation.

fied heating is still on-going. In other words, if there is no con-
tinuous heating at the loop footpoint, the simple rebound shock
and flow obtained from a rain shower is insufficient to bring the
density and temperature back to usual coronal values. The re-
bound shock and upflow can be seen mainly after rain showers
rather than individual rain clumps, suggesting an additional feed-

back effect from the large rain shower momentum. Only a sub-
set of rain showers show these features, despite their relatively
large-scale nature, indicating that the conditions to observe this
atmospheric response to the rain impact are stringent. This is
further supported by the AIA 171 co-temporal observations on
March 30 in quadrature with HRIEUV, where some hints of an
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upward propagating disturbance are observed but remain much
dimmer and elusive.

As shown by Şahin & Antolin (2022), rain showers can help
identify coronal loop entities (defined as a coronal volume evolv-
ing in similar way and therefore subject to similar heating con-
ditions). This is particularly important given the optically thin
nature of the corona, leading to great LOS superposition (also
referred to as ‘the coronal veil’; Malanushenko et al. 2022). Fur-
thermore, the occurrence of coronal rain points to a state of TNE,
for which stringent coronal heating conditions are needed. This
is particularly the case of quiescent coronal rain, which occurs
in usual coronal loops and is accompanied by long-period inten-
sity pulsations for long-duration heating (Froment et al. 2020).
It is still unclear whether the TNE-TI scenario still applies to
prominence-coronal rain hybrid structures (although initial re-
sults indicate quasi-periodic occurrence that may correspond to
long-period intensity pulsations Li et al. 2019) or even to flare-
driven rain.

Klimchuk & Luna (2019) have quantified the conditions
for TNE, which include a strong heating stratification (ratio of
apex-to-footpoint volumetric heating rate below 0.1) and not too
high heating asymmetry between footpoints (below 3, to pre-
vent siphon flows that effectively reduce the lifetime of the con-
densations in the corona relative to their falling time). Johnston
et al. (2019) further show that a high frequency rate for the heat-
ing events (with repeating time less than the radiative cooling
time of the loop) is needed. Several of the observed rain showers
in this work occur following a global brightening of the loop.
This is expected from the TNE-TI cycle, in which the loops start
at a hot, indeterminate temperature and radiatively cool down.
What is observed then corresponds to the loop’s temperature go-
ing through the temperature response range of the HRIEUV chan-
nel, which peaks at ≈ 106 K (Rochus et al. 2020). Usual drain-
ing and cooling of loops would explain this global brightening
feature, but would fail to explain the appearance of the clumpy
downflows in EUV absorption or emission that follow the global
brightening events (Peter et al. 2012). This is also the case in
post-flare cooling, where simple draining and global cooling of
loops is unable to explain flare-driven rain (Reep et al. 2020).
Our cooling interpretation is further supported by the SPICE ob-
servations, which show that the brightening is delayed for cooler
spectral lines at transition region and chromospheric tempera-
tures.

It is interesting to note that the observed global brighten-
ing occurs fairly uniformly and symmetrically along the loop,
with the apex brightening a few minutes prior to the rest of the
loop. To our knowledge, very few works investigate in detail (in-
cluding the necessary forward modelling into e.g. AIA 171) the
spatial distribution of the cooling during TNE cycles. The pub-
lished literature indicate that we should expect symmetric global
brightening in a channel such as AIA 171 during the cooling
stage of TNE cycles when the heating is symmetric across both
footpoints (Müller et al. 2003; Peter et al. 2012; Winebarger et al.
2018; Johnston et al. 2019), while asymmetric heating or loop
geometry may tend to produce asymmetric global brightening,
with significant brightening only along one loop leg (Mikić et al.
2013; Froment et al. 2018; Pelouze et al. 2022). This would sug-
gest that both the heating along the observed loops with rain and
the geometry of such loops are symmetric rather than asymmet-
ric.

In our observations, the rain is observed to occur in some
cases right after the loop global brightening (within 10 min or
so), while other cases show longer waiting time (over 40 min),
which indicates different average loop densities. While some

clumps are seen to fall over large distances over 40 Mm, most
only appear in the last 10 − 20 Mm. This spatial occurrence of
coronal rain is often the case when the heating or loop geometry
is asymmetric since such configurations generate siphon flows
that reduce the lifetime of the cooling plasma in the loop, also
leading to what is known as incomplete condensations that do
not appear in chromospheric lines (Mikić et al. 2013; Froment
et al. 2018; Pelouze et al. 2022). Hence, contrary to the argu-
ment in the previous paragraph, this would suggest asymmetric
heating or loop geometries. This contradiction suggests another
possibility. For instance, it is also possible that better visibility
of the condensations with decreasing height is due to a simple
LOS effect, since we expect a larger column mass of cool ma-
terial along the LOS (and therefore stronger EUV absorption)
closer to the footpoints. This is supported by the SPICE obser-
vations, which show cool emission down to low transition region
temperatures or less along the loops with rain.

Another interesting point is that the height at which the con-
densations occur seems to decrease the farther away we are from
the largest/clearest clumps (those producing the clearest EUV
absorption features). This behaviour suggests progressive and
non-uniform cooling across the loop, which may reflect slightly
different conditions, such as field line length and differences in
the heating that ultimately affect the character of the thermal in-
stability (as seen in numerical simulations, e.g. Froment et al.
2018; Pelouze et al. 2022).

We observe some showers that occur over a very wide vol-
ume, over 15−20 Mm in the POS. This is a lower estimate, given
that the loops are observed to expand and most rain clumps ap-
pear closer to the footpoint, over the last 10 − 20 Mm lengths
prior to impact. The SPICE observations confirm this, since the
loops appear wider in the cool transition region lines. The foot-
point of these loop bundles is relatively wide (4−10 Mm, as seen
in Figures 4, 10, 11, and 12). This suggests similar heating con-
ditions over a relatively wide region (several times the granular
scale) and probably a locking / synchronising mechanism that
can act over wide distances across the magnetic field. Thermal
instability has been suggested for this synchronising role (An-
tolin & Froment 2022).

We observe a width distribution for rain clumps peaking at
≈ 500±200 km. At the smaller range of this distribution we have
the widths observed in Hα with the SST or GST (Froment et al.
2020; Jing et al. 2016), while the larger range is common for
the widths observed in chromospheric and TR lines with IRIS
(Antolin et al. 2015; Sahin et al. 2023). Not much variation is
observed across different regions. This little variation has been
reported in Sahin et al. (2023) and suggests a more fundamen-
tal nature of plasma morphology in MHD. These widths could
be governed by the underlying magnetic topology and/or by the
length scales of the heating (Antolin et al. 2022). However, they
can also be associated with thermal instabilities (Antolin et al.
2015; Claes, N. & Keppens, R. 2019; Claes, N. et al. 2020). We
have shown that very sharp bright coronal strands appear co-
located with the rain clumps within the loop bundle and exhibit
very similar widths of ≈ 500 km, consistent with the widths of
coronal sub-structure found with Hi-C (Brooks et al. 2013; Peter
et al. 2013; Aschwanden & Peter 2017; Williams et al. 2020).
This similarity suggests that, (a) the sub-structure is similar for
TNE and non-TNE loops (assuming that at least part of the in-
vestigated loops by Hi-C are not under TNE) and, (b) such mor-
phology does not directly depend on the spatial scales of the
heating in the lower atmosphere. For instance, we know that
the latter determines the spatial distribution of the rain showers
(Şahin & Antolin 2022), but clearly the rain showers do not have
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the same widths as rain clumps (differing by an order of mag-
nitude). Hence, a different mechanism may be responsible for
the fine-scale structure for both the rain and the coronal strands.
This mechanism may be the same in the case of TNE loops and
may correspond to the CCTR produced by thermal instability, as
shown in Antolin et al. (2022).

The observed speeds for the coronal rain clumps exhibit a
wide projected velocity distribution, as reported in the past (e.g.
Antolin & Rouppe van der Voort 2012; Kohutova & Verwichte
2016; Verwichte et al. 2017; Schad 2017). The peak of the ob-
served distribution is below 50 km s−1, with minima and maxima
of 10−150 km s−1. This peak contrasts with previously observed
peaks of 80−100 km s−1 (Antolin 2020). This may be explained
by the fact that previous reports focus on off-limb coronal rain
for which the FOV is small and only captures a small region
around the footpoint (a constraint of current ground-based in-
strumentation that depends on AO locking). Here, we are able
to detect the rain closer to its formation time higher up along
the loop, where the speeds are naturally lower. This is in agree-
ment with a recent AR-scale study of coronal rain with IRIS by
Sahin et al. (2023) and with 2.5-D MHD numerical simulations
(Li et al. 2022).

Most of the rain events we observe are rooted in moss, with
strong jet activity at the footpoints. Previous studies have indi-
cated that strong heating may occur in such regions (Testa et al.
2014; Chitta, L. P. et al. 2018; Tiwari et al. 2019; Nived et al.
2021), favorable for the onset of TNE-TI. In addition, we also
observed a structure undergoing a large-scale reconfiguration on
April 1 (Region 1). This topological change may play a major
role in triggering TI due to the expected long-wavelength pertur-
bations (through magnetic pressure for example). Through coro-
nal rain tracking we were able to detect a null-point topology
at the footpoint of one of the loops. Such structures are prefer-
ential locations for magnetic reconnection and therefore heating
(Chitta et al. 2017; Priest et al. 2018; Syntelis et al. 2019).

The availability of two co-temporal observations in similar
TR lines but with very different LOS, provided by SDO and So-
lar Orbiter in quadrature, allows to disentangle to some extent the
effect of LOS superposition and spatial resolution. Large-scale
events such as those of March 30 and most of April 1 were not
detected in AIA 171, suggesting a major role of LOS superposi-
tion. On the other hand, the various events observed on April 1
with HRIEUV pale in comparison to the spatial extent seen in
AIA 304 for that day, also indicated by the SPICE observations.
This suggests that although HRIEUV is a game changer for ob-
serving coronal rain on-disk (in terms of its fine-structure and the
associated EUV changes) it is not the ideal channel for detecting
how pervasive the phenomenon is in the solar atmosphere. Still,
the HRIEUV observations show for the first time the extent of the
EUV variation associated with coronal rain events. We see EUV
variation from the small scales of rain clumps and fireballs to
the large loop scales of CCTR-induced coronal strands and re-
bound shocks and flows that partly reheat the loop bundles. This
supports previous suggestions based on numerical simulations
(Antolin et al. 2022) that the TNE-TI scenario plays a major role
in the observed filamentary morphology and high variability of
the corona in TR and low coronal spectral lines (Kjeldseth-Moe
& Brekke 1998; Ugarte-Urra et al. 2009; Hinode Review Team
et al. 2019).
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Fig. A.1: SPICE multi-wavelength full FOV on March 30. The SPICE FOV is the same as that shown in Figure 2 (top). The HRIEUV
panel corresponds to a synthetic raster matching the time of the SPICE raster (see text for details) including spatial binning to match
the SPICE platescale. Each SPICE panel shows the total intensity over the indicated spectral line, together with its temperature of
maximum formation. The overlaid red curves denote the rain paths seen with HRIEUV (see Figure 4).
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Fig. A.2: Same as in Figure 13 but for the Mg ix line.
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Fig. A.3: Same as in Figure 13 but for the Ne viii line.
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Fig. A.4: Same as in Figure 13 but for the O vi line.
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Fig. A.5: Same as in Figure 13 but for the C iii line.
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Fig. A.6: Same as in Figure 13 but for the Lyman-β line.
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Fig. A.7: Same as in Figure 17 but for the Mg ix line.
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Fig. A.8: Same as in Figure 17 but for the Ne viii line.
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Fig. A.9: Same as in Figure 17 but for the O vi line.
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Fig. A.10: Same as in Figure 17 but for the N iv line.
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Fig. A.11: Same as in Figure 17 but for the Lyman-β line.

Fig. B.1: Time-distance diagram for the rain paths tracked in Re-
gion 1 shown in Figure 10. The cyan-black dashed lines with
negative slopes track the dark/bright absorption/emission fea-
tures produced by several rain clumps falling into the chromo-
sphere. A few bright upward propagating features can also be
seen (positive slopes). Zero distance corresponds to the footpoint
of the loop (top-right of Figure 10).
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Fig. B.2: Time-distance diagrams for the paths of the rain clumps
shown in Figure 11. The cyan-black dashed lines correspond to
coronal rain tracks along the paths, with zero distance corre-
sponding to the loop footpoints on the right side in Figure 11.
The lines are offset in time by 1 min to better see the rain fea-
tures.The white arrows in the time-distance diagrams for path 5
indicate the times when the loop brightens prior to the appear-
ance of the rain.

Fig. B.3: Time-distance diagrams for the paths of the rain clumps
shown in Figure 12. The cyan dashed lines correspond to coronal
rain tracks along the paths, with zero distance corresponding to
the loop footpoints (left in Figure 12). The lines are offset in time
by 1 min to better see the rain features. Note the loop brightening
seen clearly in Paths 3 and 6 at time t = 15 min.
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ABSTRACT

The evolutionary relationships and mechanisms governing the behavior of the wide
variety of luminous stars populating the upper H-R diagram are not well established.
Luminous blue variables (LBVs) are particularly rare, with only a few dozen identified
in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies. Since 2012, the Barber Observatory Luminous
Stars Survey has monitored more than 100 luminous targets in M33, including M33C-
4119 which has recently undergone photometric and spectroscopic changes consistent
with an S Doradus eruption of an LBV.

Keywords: Massive stars(732),Luminous blue variable stars(944),Triangulum
Galaxy(1712)

1.

M33C-4119 (LGGS J013312.81+303012.6) is a new Luminous Blue Variable (LBV) candidate dis-
covered in an on-going survey of M33 (Martin & Humphreys 2017). LBVs are rare and difficult to
identify due to the infrequency of their characteristic photometric and spectroscopic variability. Only
a few dozen have been identified in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies (Humphreys et al. 2016).
Their eruptive mechanism and connection to other classes of massive stars including B[e] supergiants,
warm hypergiants, and supernova impostors are poorly understood.

M33C-4119 is a luminous OB-supergiant (Humphreys et al. 2014) in an outer spiral arm of M33
numbered B78 in Association 127 (Humphreys & Sandage 1980) about 12 arc minutes southwest
of the galaxy center. The designation M33C-4119 is from Burggraf (2015). It is also identified
as IFM B 333 by Ivanov et al. (1993) and J013312.81+303012.6 by Massey et al. (2016). Before
2012 it exhibited 0.1 – 0.2 mag alpha-Cygni type variations (Hartman et al. 2006; Chambers et al.
2016; Burggraf 2015) including measurements of digitized photographic plates as far back as 1968
(Gottschling 2017). A few measurements ∼0.5 mag brighter than average were recorded 2001–2002
(Burggraf 2015; Massey et al. 2016).

Corresponding author: John C. Martin
jmart5@uis.edu
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From 2012 to the present its brightness has been recorded several times a year by a BVRI CCD
survey of M33 conducted with the University of Illinois Springfield Barber Observatory 20-inch
telescope(Martin & Humphreys 2017). From 2012 – 2018 it brightened ≈ 1.0 mag in all observed
bands, including a rapid rise beginning in 2017. The initial stage, 2012–2016, is confirmed by CCD
photometry recorded by the Tautenburg Landessterwarte 2-m telescope (Burggraf 2015; Gottschling
2017). It maintained peak brightness (≈ 0.5 magnitude brighter than seen previously) for more
than a year before a more rapid decline to its minimum brightness by 2021 (Figure 1 and Table 1).
Throughout the event the star’s color was correlated with its change in brightness as expected during
an S Doradus eruption, being significantly bluer/hotter when fainter and redder/cooler when visually
brighter.

Spectra of M33C-4119 were obtained with the MMT Hectospec Multi-Object Spectrograph in
2010.76 and 2014.88 with the 600-line grating in the blue and red covering 3600 to 8300A (Figure 2
and 3) and also with the LBT MODS spectrograph on 2011.75 (Humphreys et al. 2013, 2014, 2017).
The 2010 and 2011 spectra closely resemble each other. The 2014 spectrum shows a significant change
and a shift to a cooler apparent temperature. A fourth spectrum recorded in 2007.76 by Burggraf
(2015) using the CAFOS spectrograph on the Calar Alto 2.2-m telescope is similar in appearance
to the 2010 and 2011 spectra with lower resolution and a higher noise level which affects the clear
detection of weaker emission and absorption features.

Both the 2007 and 2010 spectra show a hot supergiant with a stellar wind and mass loss. The Hα
and Hβ emission lines have prominent electron scattering wings in both spectra, and in the 2010
spectrum P Cygni absorption minima are present at Hβ and Hγ. In both 2007 and 2010, strong
He I emission is present at λ 5876, 6678 and 7065. In the 2010 spectrum other He I lines are present
in absorption. Strong absorption lines of Si III, N II and O II are present along with a weak Mg II
λ 4481 line. The absorption lines suggest an early B-type supergiant of spectral type B2 – B3 when
the star was at minimum brightness.

In 2014 when the star was halfway through its period of brightening, the He I emission lines are
replaced by absorption and the He I lines previously present in absorption are weaker. Absorption
lines of Ca II K, the Na I D lines and Mg II are significantly stronger, indicating a shift to cooler
temperatures consistent with a late B-type spectral type (≈ B8).

To estimate the star’s total bolometric luminosity and place on an HR Diagram, we determined the
visual extinction. Since M33C-4119 has strong emission lines, we adopt AV = 1.10 from two nearby
OB stars. Although we lack a spectrum at maximum light, we argue that the observed shift in color
supports an equivalent late A or F spectral type with little or no bolometric correction. A maximum
V ≈ 16.8 mag at a distance modulus of 24.5 mag (Scowcroft et al. 2009) implies Mv = Mbol ≈
-8.8 (Figure 4. This is also consistent with the luminosity estimated from the spectral types and
brightness observed in 2010 and 2014.

LBVs are defined by S Doradus eruptive episodes characterized by a 1-2 mag increase in visual
brightness accompanied by an apparent shift to cooler temperatures and change in spectral type
to late-A to F type with little or no appreciable change in luminosity. Many hot supergiants have
emission lines and the B[e] supergiants are spectroscopically like LBVs, thus observing an S Dor
event is the only way to confirm a star is an LBV. The brightening of M33C-4119 is consistent with
an S Dor eruption including the time scale, the rise in visual brightness, the reddening of the colors
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near peak brightness, and the shift to later spectral type during the brightening. Although there is
no spectrum at maximum, the case is compelling that M33C-4119 is an LBV.

Figure 1. The V magnitude and colors of M33C-4119 (LGGS J013312.81+303012.7). The triangles are the
LGGS (Massey et al. 2016). The open squares with error bars are Burggraf (2015) and Gottschling (2017)
CCD photometry from the Tautenburg Landessterwarte 2-m telescope. The crosses are PanSTARRS Sloan
g (Chambers et al. 2016). The filled circles with error bars are Martin & Humphreys (2017) and this work.
The dashed horizontal lines in the color plots note the average value. The dashed vertical lines mark the
times of the spectra recorded in 2010 and 2014.
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Table 1. Recent Photometry of M33C-
4119

MJD V (B-V) (V-I)

56140.40 17.84± 0.06

56599.22 17.71± 0.07 0.03± 0.09

57035.14 17.42± 0.04 0.15± 0.06

57310.16 17.28± 0.05 0.11± 0.06

57406.10 17.26± 0.05 0.35± 0.07 0.35± 0.09

57634.41 17.31± 0.07 0.04± 0.11

57638.40 17.33± 0.05 0.11± 0.06 0.34± 0.10

57964.40 17.57± 0.04 0.21± 0.09

57988.43 17.31± 0.06

58043.15 17.16± 0.04 0.15± 0.06 0.38± 0.10

58073.22 17.28± 0.05 0.00± 0.16

58108.13 17.44± 0.05 0.12± 0.06 0.29± 0.09

58316.35 17.18± 0.04 0.20± 0.06

58339.40 16.97± 0.05 0.14± 0.08

58373.15 16.99± 0.06 0.26± 0.08

58375.16 16.88± 0.04 0.44± 0.10

58433.02 16.87± 0.05 0.32± 0.11

58673.38 16.86± 0.03 0.28± 0.04

58695.39 17.00± 0.04

58696.41 17.02± 0.05 0.14± 0.09

58750.20 16.87± 0.04 0.23± 0.05 0.40± 0.09

58757.17 16.86± 0.05

58779.18 16.81± 0.04 0.21± 0.05

58784.14 16.86± 0.04 0.50± 0.09

58812.20 16.87± 0.06

59059.40 17.14± 0.06 0.40± 0.10

59081.34 17.19± 0.05 0.13± 0.06 0.42± 0.09

59082.38 17.22± 0.05 0.16± 0.06

59161.14 17.36± 0.04 0.38± 0.10

59171.15 17.34± 0.05 0.09± 0.08 0.37± 0.09

59227.14 17.55± 0.05 0.09± 0.07 0.31± 0.09

59415.39 17.81± 0.07

59441.42 17.78± 0.06

59442.41 17.80± 0.05

59463.33 17.76± 0.06 0.06± 0.08 0.14± 0.10

59522.13 17.63± 0.05 0.09± 0.10

59525.12 17.65± 0.05

59546.20 17.59± 0.05 0.10± 0.06 0.33± 0.09

59551.14 17.61± 0.06 0.07± 0.11

59583.20 17.59± 0.04

59608.14 17.61± 0.05 0.07± 0.09

Note—From survey of luminous stars in M33 de-
scribed in Martin & Humphreys (2017).
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Figure 2. The spectrum of M33C-4119 (LGGS J013312.81+303012.7) recorded using the blue channel of
the 600-line grating of the MMT Hectospec Multi-Object Spectrograph in 2010.76 and 2014.88.

The UIS Barber Observatory survey of luminous stars in M33 was initiated under and supported by
NSF grant AST-1108890 with additional support from the University of Illinois Springfield Henry R.
Barber Astronomy Endowment funded by the people of Central Illinois.

We also thank Brigita Burggraf and Niels Gottschling for the photometry and spectroscopy they
contributed.

This work also made use of the Pan-STARRS1 Surveys (PS1) and the PS1 public science archive
which has been made possible through contributions of a number of organizations credited in Cham-
bers et al. (2016).
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M33C-4119

Figure 4. An HRD for M31 and M33 reproduced from Humphreys et al. (2016) showing the location of
M33C-4119 (LGGS J013312.81+303012.7).
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Density and magnetic intensity
dependence of radio pulses induced by
energetic air showers
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Abstract. We have studied the effect of changing the density and magnetic field strength in the
coherent pulses that are emitted as energetic showers develop in the atmosphere. For this purpose we
have developed an extension of ZHS, a program to calculate coherent radio pulses from electromagnetic
showers in homogeneous media, to account for the Lorentz force due to a magnetic field. This makes it
possible to perform quite realistic simulations of radio pulses from air showers in a medium similar to
the atmosphere but without variations of density with altitude. The effects of independently changing
the density, the refractive index and the magnetic field strength are studied in the frequency domain
for observers in the Cherenkov direction at far distances from the shower. This approach is particularly
enlightening providing an explanation of the spectral behavior of the induced electric field in terms of
shower development parameters. More importantly, it clearly displays the complex scaling properties
of the pulses as density and magnetic field intensity are varied. The usually assumed linear behavior
of electric field amplitude with magnetic field intensity is shown to hold up to a given magnetic field
strength at which the extra time delays due to the deflection in the magnetic field break it. Scaling
properties of the pulses are obtained as the density of air decreases relative to sea level. A remarkably
accurate scaling law is obtained that relates the spectra of pulses obtained when reducing the density
and increasing the magnetic field.ar
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1 Introduction

The detection of high-energy cosmic ray showers using the radio technique has been explored for a long
time, with radio pulses from cosmic ray showers having been detected in the atmosphere since the late
1950s’ [1]. Experimental activity was reduced in the 1970s’, but the technique was revived in the 1990s’
as an alternative for detecting High-Energy (HE) neutrinos interacting in Antarctic ice [2]. The radio
technique experienced a significant surge at the turn of the XXI century with new experiments using
fast electronics and powerful recording systems, some combining radio detection with conventional
air shower detectors [3–6] to study pulses induced by cosmic rays. Efforts to calculate pulses in
showers crystallized into reliable predictions when the first program capable of calculating the coherent
electromagnetic emission was developed, the Zas-Halzen-Stanev code, often referred to as ZHS [7].
Later, in 2012, the approach used for ice [7–9] and similar ones [10] were applied to well-established air
shower simulation programs that constitute current standards for detailed calculations [11, 12]. These
programs pointed to the transverse currents induced by the magnetic field of the Earth as the main
mechanism responsible for the coherent radio emission in air showers, confirming earlier work [13, 14].
Some authors also invoke synchrotron emission, particularly at the highest frequencies [15–17]. The
enormous progress that followed in the last decade has revealed an ever increasing potential of the
radio technique in air, with very interesting applications for the study of both Ultra-High-Energy
(UHE) Cosmic Rays and neutrinos, leading to a multitude of experimental initiatives [18–20].

Progress in the description of the emission patterns of the coherent radio pulses in the atmosphere,
both for the design and the analyses of different experiments, is based on dedicated and extensive
simulations to cover the relevant parameter space of primary energy, zenith and azimuth angles, and
observer positions (typically arranged in a large grid). This is very resource consuming. Most valuable
information about pulses in air showers has been obtained with simulations for given experimental
situations that, inevitably, involve a diversity of conditions in which the pulses are obtained for
different experimental setups. The conditions may actually change within a single experiment. For
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instance, for an array of antennas measuring cosmic rays, as the zenith angle increases, the showers
develop in a lower density atmosphere and become significantly larger, while at the same time the
Cherenkov angle in the region of shower maximum diminishes to angles well below half of a degree.
Simultaneously, the angles between the magnetic field and the shower direction will change as the
zenith and azimuth angles change. Other experimental choices such as the precise location of the
detector in the Earth, the frequency band, or the altitude of the detector will further modify the
pulses.

There are no simple models to describe the pulses in arbitrary circumstances, complicating the
design and optimization of experiments and the reconstruction and interpretation of data taken.
Efforts have been made to finding shortcut approaches based on interpolation, models or parame-
terizations that reduce the number of observation points to calculate [21–28]. These would benefit
from good understanding of the general properties of the radio pulses. In air, the separation of the
excess charge and geomagnetic effects, each responsible for a polarization pattern with very different
symmetry, has been particularly useful in this respect [27–31]. It is generally assumed that the ampli-
tude of the pulses scales with the projection of the magnetic field intensity in the plane perpendicular
to shower direction as the Lorentz force is proportional to it [32–36]. The amplitude of the pulses
in air has been suggested to behave in a well-defined manner with the air density [22, 36, 37], but
simulations for up-going showers from Earth-skimming tau neutrinos hint to deviations from simple
scaling laws [38], an effect also seen in simulations of very inclined showers [17, 31, 39]. The combined
effects of air density and geomagnetic field intensity are however not easy to disentangle since they
can take place simultaneously in the same atmospheric shower and depend on shower direction and
location of the observers in a given experiment. For this reason it is difficult to obtain generalities
from detailed simulations of very specific experimental conditions. It is not surprising that there are
no comprehensive descriptions in the literature that fully address radio emission in air and all its
dependencies. It seems a daunting task to take all these effects into consideration to describe how the
pulses will change under different circumstances.

In this work we attempt to shed light on the influence of air density and magnetic field on the
radio emission in atmospheric showers using simulations performed with the ZHS code [7]. At a given
observer position, ZHS coherently adds the contributions to the electric field produced by charged
particles in an electromagnetic shower, dividing their trajectories in tracks which are assumed to be
rectilinear and traveled at constant speed. The ZHS code, originally conceived to describe pulses
in homogeneous ice, was extended to deal with other homogeneous media including air [40], but it
is limited to showers induced by photons or electrons, developing in constant density and ignoring
magnetic deflections. As the interaction length in ice is typically very short, the deviations in the
magnetic field of the Earth contribute very little to the pulse. Despite these limitations, the ZHS
code has had an important role testing other simulation programs of radio pulses [41], and more
importantly because it is presently the only program to simulate coherent transition radiation from
ice to air [42].

The role of the ZHS code in studying radio pulses in the atmosphere has thus been limited to
describing the behavior of pulses due to charge excess alone (not accounting for magnetic deflections
that are responsible for the bulk of radio emission in air in many experimental situations). In this work,
we present an upgraded version of the ZHS simulation code for electromagnetic showers to account for
magnetic deflections. While this is no substitute of realistic simulations in the atmosphere, it provides
a useful tool to explore the nature of coherent pulses in air showers in simplified conditions. These
simulations can help disentangle different effects that often take place simultaneously when pulses are
simulated with standard codes that have a realistic description of the Earth’s atmosphere. We use the
modified ZHS program here to study the effect of the air density, the magnetic field strength and the
refractive index in the frequency spectra of the radio pulses. We obtain frequency-dependent scaling
relations of the pulses as these simulation conditions are independently changed for observers located
at large distances, primarily in the Cherenkov direction where the intensity of the radio emission is
strongest. We also find frequency-dependent deviations from simple linear behavior of the spectra as
the density is lowered, and a similar effect as the magnetic field intensity is increased. We demonstrate
that this is mainly due to the additional time delays induced by magnetic deflections. These findings
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give important insights into the radio emission from air showers. In addition, the ZHS code with
magnetic deflections can also be of interest to make simulations of experimental arrangements that
measure the effect of transverse currents in homogeneous media with magnetic fields [36, 43], and the
results obtained here can be relevant for the interpretation of the data taken.

2 Simulation of radio emission with the ZHS code

The ZHS program is a Monte Carlo simulation of electromagnetic showers in homogeneous media
specifically designed to calculate the properties of the emitted radio pulses [7]. The code accounts
for electromagnetic processes such as bremsstrahlung, pair production, and interactions with matter
electrons, namely, Møller, Bhabha, Compton scattering and electron-positron annihilation. These
interactions produce the Askaryan effect, that is, the development of a negative excess charge as
matter electrons are entrained in the shower [44], which is mostly responsible for the radio emission
in a dense medium. Multiple elastic scattering (using Molière’s theory) and ionization losses are
implemented as continuous effects. The ZHS code was originally designed to follow all electrons and
positrons in ice down to a ∼100 keV kinetic energy threshold and to carefully account for the timing
of each particle crucial for interference effects. Particle time delays are defined relative to a plane
front perpendicular to the shower axis and traveling along this axis at the speed of light. They are
due to the propagation geometry and to the sub-luminal particle velocities and they are accounted
for assuming uniform energy loss in each step of propagation. An approximate account is also made
of the time delay associated to the multiple elastic scattering processes along each step. The effect
of deviations of the particles in the magnetic field of the Earth are not relevant for the calculation
of radio pulses in a dense medium and the original ZHS program did not account for them. Further
details can be found in [7].

The purpose of the ZHS code was to simulate coherent pulses in ice and this was achieved reducing
the shower to a superposition of electron and positron tracks assumed to be rectilinear and uniform.
Tracks are naturally split in the Monte Carlo by the particle interactions and they are subdivided
so that their length is always below 0.1 radiation lengths. For low energies, sub-tracks are further
reduced so that their length is always less than a small fraction of the particle range. Ionization losses
and multiple elastic scattering are evaluated for each track or step in the propagation. Convergence
of results as the step is reduced has been carefully checked [45, 46]. The program has been extended
to deal with other homogeneous media [40].

The original calculation of radio emission was made in the frequency domain, with the Fourier
transform of the time-domain electric field E(t,x) given by1:

E(ω,x) = 2

∫ ∞
−∞

E(t,x)eiωtdt (2.1)

The Fourier transform of the electric field radiated by a charged particle moving with uniform speed
between two fixed points can be obtained in the Fraunhofer limit from Maxwell’s equations. If the
velocity is v and the points correspond to times t1 and t2 = t1 + δt, the spectral amplitude of the
electric field is given by the expression [7]:

E(ω,x) =
eµr

2πε0c2
iω
eikR

R
ei(ωt1−k·x1)v⊥

[
ei(ω−k·v)δt − 1

i(ω − k · v)

]
. (2.2)

Here the wave vector k points in the observation direction (to the observer) and has magnitude
k = ωn/c, with c/n the speed of light in the medium and n its refractive index. We will use throughout
this paper a refractive index characterized by the refractivity R = n− 1 = aρ proportional to the air
density ρ with a = 0.25 g−1 cm3. In magnetic media µr is the relative permeability of the medium.
Here, x1 is the vector position of the start of the track, and R is the vector position of the observer
relative to some arbitrary origin such as the start point of the shower with R = |R| assumed to be large
enough so that the contribution of the track to the electric field can be obtained in the Fraunhofer

1Note that we use a non-standard convention for the Fourier transform following [7].
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limit. In Eq. (2.2), v⊥ = −k̂×(k̂×v) is the projection of v perpendicular to the unit vector k̂ = k/|k|
(pointing to the observer) in the vk plane (containing the track and the observer). More recently, an
equivalent formulation has been developed for the time-domain which has been implemented in the
ZHS code [8]. The approach to calculate the radio emission as a coherent sum of contributions from
sub-tracks using Eq. (2.2), or the equivalent one in the time domain, is also referred to as the ”ZHS
algorithm”. This is exactly the approach implemented in the AIRES Monte Carlo simulation of air
showers [47, 48] to give ZHAireS [11], and a very similar algorithm [10] is used in CORSIKA [49]
to give CoREAS [12], the two leading Monte Carlo programs for simulation of radio emission from
atmospheric showers.

The positions and times of the extremes of these tracks are readily available by Monte Carlo
design, and they can be used to compute the components of the electric field in the frequency and
time domains. The electric field at the observer’s location is given by superposition of contributions
from each individual track, taking into account the relative time delays or phase shifts between
different tracks because of their different positions and times. The calculation was originally made in
the Fraunhofer limit with respect to the whole shower neglecting magnetic effects. In this case the field
scales with distance to the shower and, due to the cylindrical symmetry, it is only necessary to give
the observing angle relative to the shower axis, or ”off-axis” angle. Later, the ZHS code was extended
to the Fresnel region what implies further track subdivisions to obtain smaller particle propagation
steps, so that the tracks themselves are in the Fraunhofer region relative to the observer [50]. In this
case, full account of the time delays to the observer have to be made to add the contributions from
the different tracks. Calculations at a given observer position require the absolute distance relative
to each shower emission point in addition to the off-axis angle.

Equation (2.2) contains important properties of the pulses. The term in brackets simply becomes
δt when the phase (ω− k · v)δt is small. When multiplied by v⊥ gives the well-known result that the
pulse amplitude is proportional to the tracklength projected onto the perpendicular to the observer
direction in the vk plane, v⊥δt [7]. This limit applies both to sufficiently low frequencies and also to
observation sufficiently close to the Cherenkov angle, given by the condition ω−k ·v = 0. The relative
phase between different particles (or tracks) is given by the phase factor (ωt1 − k · x1), where t1 is
the start time of the track. In the low frequency limit this phase is small and all particles contribute
coherently. The spectral amplitude is proportional to the frequency, as can be directly read from
the amplitude of the individual tracks in Eq. (2.2). This phase factor can be rewritten in cylindrical
coordinates with longitudinal axis along the z-axis (assumed to be the shower axis without loss of
generality) and (r, φ) defining the position in the x̂ŷ plane. In the simplified case of the shower front
moving as a plane front at the speed of light in the z axis, t1 could be simply replaced by z/c. Clearly,
for a realistic shower, t1 will be larger because the particles accumulate delays with respect to this
plane due to trajectories deviating from the z direction and also due to particles not moving at the
speed of light [51]. We will denote these time delays as tD; they characterize the curvature and width
of the shower front and play an important role in air showers [52]. We can thus write t1 = z/c + tD
to obtain:

R~E(ω,x) =
eµriω

2πε0c2
eikR v⊥δt exp

{
iw

[
(1− n cos θ)z

c
+ tD −

nr sin θ cosφ

c

]}
. (2.3)

The relevant time delays for the relative phase factor in brackets in Eq. (2.3) are separated
into three terms. The first one cancels exactly for observers in the Cherenkov direction, defined
by nβ cos θC = 1 with β = v/c. For an observer in the Fraunhofer limit at θC the z coordinate is
irrelevant for interference. As the observer position moves away from the Cherenkov angle this term is
responsible for interference between early and late parts of the longitudinal shower development along
z. The second term, tD, corresponds to the time delays of the particles relative to the plane moving
at the speed of light in the z direction. The third one, proportional to r, gives the relative delay of
the emission from a given particle track which is due to the lateral displacement (perpendicular to
shower axis) of its start point r as seen from the observer’s position. Separating the time delays in this
manner allows a more intuitive explanation of the behavior with frequency of the Fourier spectrum of
the electric field amplitude obtained in air under different circumstances. Particle tracks with small
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phases corresponding to the three terms in Eq. (2.3) contribute coherently and give the bulk of the
emission. For sufficiently low ω, typically below the inverse of the term in brackets in Eq. (2.3), all
particles in the shower contribute coherently. However, as the frequency rises the number of particles
emitting coherently gets reduced, and particles with phases larger than about π/2 can be practically
ignored because their total contribution becomes negligible relative to those that emit coherently.

2.1 The ZHS code with magnetic deflections

Realistic electromagnetic pulses emitted in showers developing in a low density media such as air
cannot be obtained without considering the bending of the particle trajectories in the magnetic field
of the Earth. The time delays associated to magnetic deflections are proportional to the distances
involved and hence scale with the inverse of the density so that they play a very important role in
the coherence properties of the radio pulses in air. As a result, they can also be expected to be more
important for showers developing higher in the atmosphere, where the atmosphere is less dense, as it
is the case for very inclined cosmic-ray showers.

A new version of ZHS has been developed to account for magnetic deflections. It was developed
trying to keep an accurate description of the time delays of the particles by carefully considering the
effects of energy loss and multiple elastic scattering combined with those induced by magnetic deflec-
tions. The algorithm developed for this purpose and implemented in the original ZHS is described
in detail in Appendix A. Shower development and radio emission in air obtained with the upgraded
version of ZHS accounting for magnetic deflections, are compared to the results obtained with AIRES
and ZHAireS in constant density air as a means to test and validate the performance of ZHS.

2.2 Comparison of ZHS with AIRES and ZHAireS Monte Carlo simulations

2.2.1 Comparison of longitudinal and lateral profiles

Firstly, shower development in air, as obtained with the modified version of ZHS accounting for
magnetic effects, has been compared to that obtained with AIRES 2 in constant density air. Just for
these comparisons the kinetic energy threshold of electrons and positrons and total energy threshold
of photons in ZHS, have been set to 1 MeV to match the default threshold for knock-on interactions
used in AIRES. This energy is also used to separate continuous energy loss for electrons and positrons
from discrete interactions. Additionally, the Møller cross section used in AIRES has been modified at
energies in the few MeV range to better match that of ZHS, and the implementation of continuous
energy loss in AIRES has been replaced with the approach used in ZHS [7]. These two changes
were made to minimize the effects that different implementations of these two processes can have on
shower development and that could mask differences attributable to the implementation of magnetic
deflection[53].

We have simulated two sets of 200 electron-induced showers of 1 PeV energy first without mag-
netic field for a constant density of air of 1.2 10−3 g cm−3 (matching sea level conditions) with ZHS
and ZHAireS. Similar tests without magnetic field and for electromagnetic and hadronic showers have
been done in the past in ice [53]. Comparisons of the average longitudinal development of electrons
and positrons in the shower are shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, and comparisons of the average
lateral distributions of electrons and positrons in a plane perpendicular to shower axis at a depth close
to shower maximum are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. The shape of the longitudinal profiles
agrees at a level of less than 4%3. The average lateral distributions at shower maximum also display
a good agreement at a level below 7%.

The simulations have been repeated with a magnetic field of intensity B = 5 G, about 10 times
higher than characteristic values of the Earth’s magnetic field, to significantly modify the lateral
distribution of the shower. The results are also shown in Fig. 1. The longitudinal development of
electrons and positrons predicted in both ZHS and ZHAireS with magnetic field deflections agree at
the level of 2%. When comparing simulations with and without magnetic field, it can be noted that

2AIRES version 19.04.08 was used for all comparisons [48].
3A small constant shift of order 20 g cm−2 is required to have the profiles aligned at the same depth, but such a

shift is irrelevant for the radio pulses in the far distance limit.
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Figure 1. Average of the longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) profiles of 200 electron-induced showers of 1
PeV energy with a very high intensity magnetic field (B = 5 G) perpendicular to shower axis, and without the
magnetic field. The error bars indicate the standard deviation. The longitudinal profiles shown only contain
the standard deviations for ZHS with B = 0 G to improve readability.

the number of particles at shower maximum decreases by ∼ 10% when the magnetic field B = 5 G is
turned on in the simulations. This is due to the deviations of particles from the shower axis so that
their trajectories advance smaller distances in the longitudinal direction and the number of particles
crossing planes normal to the shower axis gets reduced. The agreement between the shapes of the
lateral distributions at the depth of shower maximum predicted with the two simulations is below
14%. As the magnetic field is turned on, the lateral distribution becomes wider as could be expected
due to the magnetic deflections. This can be quantified calculating the distance from the shower axis
containing 90% of the electrons and positrons that increases from ∼ 60 m when there is no magnetic
field to ∼ 140 m with a magnetic field intensity of B = 5 G. These tests at the level of shower profiles
and lateral distributions shown in Fig. 1 give further confidence on the correct implementation in the
ZHS program of deviations of charged particle tracks due to the Lorentz force.

2.2.2 Comparison of radio pulses

The induced pulses obtained with the upgraded version of ZHS have also been compared to those
obtained with ZHAireS4. We have compared pulses from individual showers rather than average
pulses from many showers. This procedure requires comparing different selected showers with a
similar longitudinal development in order to isolate the effects on the pulses of the implementation of
geomagnetic deviations from those induced by the differences in shower development. Inevitably the
pulses will however display differences associated to the different longitudinal and lateral distributions
of the individual showers.

Throughout this paper we use a fixed geometry for the shower axis (along ẑ in Fig. 2) and the
magnetic field which is assumed to be orthogonal to the shower axis (along x̂ in Fig. 2) to maximize
the effect of the magnetic field on the radio emission. The observer is located at the Cherenkov angle
so that the coherence of the emission is expected to be largest. In this case, the transverse current J⊥,
is parallel to ẑ× x̂, pointing in the positive ŷ direction, and the observer is assumed to lie in the x̂ẑ
plane, corresponding to an azimuth angle φ = 0. The electric field induced by the transverse current,
due to the geomagnetic effect, is polarized along the ŷ axis. On the other hand, the component of the
current along the ẑ axis is due to the excess charge that develops in the shower, the Askaryan effect.
In this geometry, the electric field due to the Askaryan effect is perpendicular to k and contained in
the ẑx̂ plane, and is orthogonal to the polarization due to the transverse geomagnetic current. As
the observer is located at an off-axis angle equal to the Cherenkov angle in the ẑx̂ plane, which is

4ZHAireS version 1.0.30 was used for all comparisons.
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typically of order one degree in air, this component is practically (but not completely) parallel to the
x-axis. We will refer to this polarization as the x̃ polarization to avoid this confusion. By choosing
this geometry the geomagnetic effect and the excess charge or Askaryan effect are separated in two
quasi-orthogonal polarizations, allowing us to study each of these mechanisms independently. Such
geometry will be kept for all the simulations that will be described in the following sections.

Show
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ŷ
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Figure 2. Sketch of the geometry adopted in this work. The shower axis is parallel to ẑ, the observer position
is on the x̂ẑ plane, and the magnetic field is parallel to x̂. The azimuthal angle of the observer position is
φ = 0, defined with respect to the x axis. In this particular geometry, the Ey component of the electric field
(in blue) is due to the geomagnetic effect, and the orthogonal component Ex̃ (almost parallel to the x̂ axis)
is due to the Askaryan effect (in green).

Adopting this geometry, the comparison of the pulses predicted by ZHS and ZHAireS is made
for an observer position in the x̂ẑ plane, viewing the shower from the Cherenkov direction, with an
off-axis angle θ = 1.4◦, where the coherence of the pulses is expected to be maximum and the pulses
can be expected to be shortest. The x̃ and y components of the electric field obtained with ZHS
and ZHAireS are shown in Fig. 3 both in the time (left panel) and frequency (right panel) domains.
The plot illustrates the level of agreement between the calculations. The comparison in the frequency
domain shows agreement for the geomagnetic component at a similar level of less than 5% below 1
GHz. The amplitudes for the Askaryan component with the ZHS program are of order 30% below
those of ZHAireS. Part of this effect is because different showers are being compared. We also note that
despite the magnetic field intensity being unrealistically high in this case, the Askaryan component is
typically not expected to have a large impact in practice in many scenarios. The pulse is the result
of the collective interference of all the charged particle tracks and is affected by differences in the
space-time distribution of the charges in the shower. The comparison of the pulses serves to test the
relative differences between the space and time coordinates of the charged tracks in both simulations,
that agree at the level of the inverse frequency of the pulse, which in this case is of order 30 cm and
1 ns, corresponding to frequencies of order 1 GHz.

2.3 Spectral amplitude of radio pulses in air with ZHS

We show the results of the simulations of the radio pulses in air in the frequency domain and in
the Fraunhofer limit. As could be expected and will be shown, the study of the frequency spectrum
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Figure 3. Comparison of the Ex̃ and Ey components of the electric field predicted with ZHAireS and the
upgraded ZHS accounting for magnetic deflections (see geometry in Fig. 2). The components are shown
in the time (left) and frequency domain (right). The simulated showers are initiated by a 1 PeV electron
with a magnetic field of intensity B = 5 G pointing along the x−axis in Fig. 2. The observer is located at
coordinates (x, y, z) = (2.444, 0, 100) km relative to the shower injection point, corresponding to observation
at approximately the Cherenkov angle θC = 1.4◦.

is more adequate to relate the characteristics of the pulses to the shower properties and to deduce
scaling properties. By choosing an observer in the far distance limit and in the Cherenkov direction we
maximize the coherence of the emission, and we eliminate the effect of observation distance so that the
position of the observer in spherical coordinates only needs two angles, the off-axis angle which is the
polar angle relative to the shower axis (chosen to be the z axis), and the azimuth angle, φ, measured
in the x̂ŷ plane as shown in Fig. 2. The pulse will still depend on the orientation of the magnetic
field of the Earth relative to the shower direction, the magnetic field intensity and the density of air,
and on the observation position relative to the shower. Reducing the number of explored variables on
which the radio pulse depends is quite important to find the underlying scaling behavior.

We have obtained radio pulses in showers initiated by 100 TeV electrons in air of constant density
ρ = 0.0012 g cm−3 both with a magnetic field intensity of B = 0.5 G and B = 0 (no magnetic field).
The pulses have been obtained for an observer in the Fraunhofer limit with an off-axis angle equal to
the Cherenkov angle for the geometry sketched in Fig. 2. The results for the Ex and Ey polarizations
of the electric field are shown separately in the two panels of Fig. 4, comparing the pulses obtained
with and without the magnetic field. The Ex component is similar in both cases since this is mainly
due to the excess charge developed along the longitudinal development of the shower which is largely
independent of the magnetic field intensity. In contrast, the Ey component, mostly associated to the
geomagnetic effect, is very much enhanced for the magnetic field intensity B = 0.5 G. Even when
B = 0 there is a remaining Ey component that can be associated to the transverse velocity of electrons
and positrons which can be expected to have have a random distribution. The contributions from all
particles are thus incoherent because they have random polarizations and the electric field amplitude
only scales with the square root of the frequency5 as can be inferred from the right panel of Fig. 4.

The frequency spectrum of the radiated electric field has three different regimes as can be clearly
appreciated in Figs. 3 and 4. At the lowest frequencies, the spectral amplitude scales with ω. However,
deviations from such linear behavior arise at frequencies above about 5 MHz. The spectrum flattens
in a region between 20 and 200 MHz, and above 200 MHz the amplitude drops as the frequency rises.
These features can be explained by considering the number of particles that contribute coherently. At
low enough frequencies all particles contribute coherently with roughly the same phases in Eq. (2.3)

5Note the obtained amplitudes display large fluctuations relative to the expected ω1/2 behavior because showers of
energy 100 TeV have a relatively small number of particles ∼ 105.
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Figure 4. Frequency spectrum of the radiopulse for an observer at the Cherenkov angle in the Fraunhofer
regime, induced by a 100 TeV electron shower in constant density air with ρ = 0.0012 g cm−2. The left panel
shows the Ex̃ polarization of the electric field, which in the geometry sketched in Fig. 2 is mainly due to
the excess charge in the shower. The right panel shows the Ey polarization dominated by the geomagnetic
emission when the magnetic field intensity is perpendicular to shower axis (see Fig. 2) and set to B = 0.5 G.

and the spectrum naturally scales with ω as expected from Eq. (2.3) which explicitly displays this
behavior. The gradual flattening that starts at 5 MHz can be associated to an increasing number of
particles that loose coherence, mainly due to their delays tD with respect to a plane front moving
at the speed of light, or equivalently to the curvature and width of the shower front [24, 52]. The
delays tD can be appreciated in Fig. 5 where the distribution in (r, tD) space, with r the distance to
the shower axis, is shown for electrons and positrons that cross a plane perpendicular to the shower
direction near the depth of shower maximum. As a rough approximation, at frequencies below 5
MHz the particles with delays exceeding 200 ns can be assumed not to contribute coherently to the
field. This occurs for only a small fraction of the particles, those lying above a horizontal line at
tD = 200 ns (log10(tD/ns) ' 2.3), causing slight deviations from the linear behavior of the amplitude
with ω. However, when the frequency increases further between 20 and 200 MHz, corresponding to
delays between tD = 50 ns (log10(tD/ns) ' 1.7) and tD = 5 ns (log10(tD/ns) ' 0.7), corresponding
to the bulk of the distribution in Fig. 5, the amount of particles that contribute coherently decreases
nearly linearly with ω, compensating the linear scaling with ω in Eq. (2.2) flattening the spectrum in
this region.

The r-scale of the x axis in the histogram of Fig. 5 can be translated into a maximum time
delay tr due to the lateral distribution of the particles given by tmax

r = nr sin θ/c (obtained setting
cosφ = ±1 in the third term of the phase factor in Eq. (2.3)). The conversion of r to tmax

r is shown
in the scale at the top of the histogram in Fig. 5. The light blue line corresponds to tD = tmax

r ,
above it the particle delays tD dominate, and below it the maximal delay associated to the lateral
position of the particles tmax

r (for φ = 0◦ and 180◦) is larger. We note that tr is below ∼ 50 ns for
the bulk of shower particles, so lateral delays are thus irrelevant to explain the start of the plateau
in the frequency spectrum of the electric field at ∼ 20 MHz in Figs. 3 and 4. However, for frequencies
above ∼ 200 MHz, some particles with tr exceeding tD ∼ 5 ns cease to contribute coherently. The
plot also shows dashed-dotted and dotted lines with tD + tmax

r = 10 ns, and 100 ns respectively6

to illustrate how, at large frequencies, some particles below constant values of tD (horizontal solid
white lines) can also lose coherence because of tr, more apparent in the case of tD = 10 ns. For large
enough frequencies, the loss of coherence is both due to particles lagging behind the shower front and
spreading in the direction transverse to the shower axis. For instance, at a frequency ν = 200 MHz

6The sum of tD and tr is relevant for interference.
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Figure 5. Distribution of particles in two-dimensional space given by r, the lateral distance, and tD, the
time delay with respect to a plane moving at the speed of light and perpendicular to the shower axis. The
distributions shown correspond to 100 TeV electron showers in air with constant density ρ = 0.0012 g cm−2,
for a magnetic field perpendicular to shower axis and of intensity B = 0.5 G. The plots correspond to the
particles that cross a plane perpendicular to the shower axis, located 15 radiation lengths after injection, close
to the maximum of the shower. The top scale for the x axis of the figure corresponds to the maximal delay
at a distance r due to the lateral displacement of the particles, given by tmaxr − ' nr sin θ/c (see text). For
an observer in the Cherenkov direction tD and tr are the only relevant delays (see text and Eq. (2.3)). The
light blue line corresponds to tD = tmax

r and delimits a region above it in which tD dominates. Below this
line, the lateral delay tr can become more relevant (for cosφ = ±1). The dash-dotted and dotted white lines
correspond to tD + tmax

r = 10 and 100 ns respectively. The particles in the region to the bottom left of these
two lines contribute coherently (see text).

particles above the line tD + tr = 1/ν = 5 ns in Fig. 5 do not contribute in a fully coherent fashion.
The combination of both effects makes the spectral amplitude to drop more rapidly with frequency
after the flat region, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

We note that this is a quite general description of the behavior of the frequency spectrum
of radio emission in air showers, also valid in simulations with a more realistic atmosphere with
density and refractive index varying with height [11, 52], and observed under different experimental
circumstances [52–57].

3 Radio pulses in extensive air showers

Coherent emission of pulses from air showers represents a rich and complex problem with many degrees
of freedom that play an important role namely, the arrival direction of the shower, its orientation
relative to the Earth’s magnetic field and the observing direction and position. The pulses arise from
two main effects (excess charge and geomagnetic deflections) that have different polarization patterns.
The superposition of the two components induces an electric field that is dependent on the position
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of the observer, the direction of the shower axis and the orientation and intensity of the magnetic
field. The transverse currents depend on both the magnetic field intensity and the density of the
medium, and both have strong implications for the particle time delays. The Cherenkov angle, giving
the direction where coherence is maximized, also depends on air density. The air density in turn
changes as the shower develops and varies with the inclination of the shower. Finally, the distance to
the observer in relation to the shower dimensions is also expected to have an impact on the coherence
properties of the pulses.

θ (◦) h (km) ρ (mg cm−3) R× 106 θC(◦) D (km) ∆ρ (mg cm−3)

0 2.64 0.943 236 1.245 2.64 0.218
30 3.73 0.845 206 1.163 4.31 0.190
60 7.74 0.540 127 0.913 15.5 0.131
70 10.2 0.411 93.5 0.786 29.7 0.099
80 14.1 0.222 58.1 0.617 78.7 0.064
85 17.0 0.141 40.9 0.519 170 0.040

Table 1. Characteristic parameters for cosmic ray showers of different zenith angles as labeled on the first
column. The next four entries correspond to altitude, h, density, ρ, refractivity, R = n − 1 and Cherenkov
angle, θC corresponding to the point at which shower maximum occurs for different zenith angles (assuming
first interaction takes place at the top of the atmosphere and Xmax = 750 g cm−2). The next to last entry, D,
is the distance from Xmax to the impact point of the shower at ground, assumed to be at sea level altitude.
The last entry, ∆ρ, is the change of density that one can expect three radiation lengths before and after Xmax
in shower development. The bulk of the radio emission can be assumed from particles within this interval.

As shower dimensions scale with the inverse of the density, the distance between the observer and
the shower can be small or large compared to the shower dimensions depending on the type of shower,
its zenith angle, and the observer position. For vertical air showers (as produced by cosmic rays)
detected with antennas at ground level, the distance from the antennas to shower maximum, Xmax,
is typically a few km, smaller than the characteristic length over which the shower develops, so that
the Fraunhofer limit (relative to the shower dimensions) cannot be a good approximation. However,
for zenith angles above θ = 80◦ the distances from antennas to shower maximum become more than
30 times larger than for vertical showers. The density of air at shower maximum for cosmic rays can
be seen to span close to an order of magnitude as the zenith angle changes. Examples of the values
of distance to Xmax, density at Xmax and other relevant parameters for radio emission from cosmic
ray showers for different zenith angles can be seen in Table 1. The distance to shower maximum can
become even larger than those in Table 1 if the antennas are located in the stratosphere as in the case
of the ANITA balloon-borne detector [55], or in the case of detection from a satellite. It is clear that
the Fraunhofer limit will be valid in some cases, but also that the conclusions obtained here would
not apply for instance to near vertical cosmic ray showers detected with arrays of radio antennas.
The density of air at Xmax can be outside the range of Table 1 for instance for horizontal neutrino
showers and for stratospheric showers. In Table 1 we also give ∆ρ, defined as the change of density
as a cosmic ray shower develops over six radiation lengths around shower maximum, three radiation
lengths before and three after it. This region is responsible for the bulk of the contributions to the
radio pulse. Changes in density in this region are of the order of ±15% suggesting that reasonable
results could be obtained assuming a constant density corresponding to the value at shower maximum.

In this section we study the dependence of the frequency spectrum of the radio pulses on the
magnetic field intensity and on the density of air. With the newly developed ZHS program adapted to
account for magnetic deflections, we have obtained the frequency spectrum of the radio emission in the
Fraunhofer limit under different controlled conditions, to explore the properties of the pulses as the
magnetic field and the air density are independently changed. We limit the discussion to the Frauhofer
limit and to observers in the Cherenkov cone for simplicity. This exercise cannot be expected to give
precise pulse predictions because the observers are not always placed at large distances to the shower
and the decrease of the atmospheric density with height is not accounted for. However, as argued
above, in many experimental situations of interest the Fraunhofer condition is valid and the variation
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of air density is not too drastic so that the conclusions obtained here have very relevant implications
for realistic showers.

3.1 The effect of the magnetic field strength

The new ZHS program allows us to obtain pulses from showers developing in air under the influence
of magnetic fields of different intensities as can be naturally expected as showers develop in different
Earth locations. To some extent it can be considered that the main effect of the magnetic field will
be due to its component perpendicular to the shower direction. Depending on the relative orientation
of the magnetic field and the shower direction (angle α), the effective magnetic field strength will
thus be reduced to B sinα. So it can also be expected the effective intensity to change from 0 to its
maximum value at any given location depending on α [27]. We will also use magnetic field intensities
much higher than actual values at the Earth’s surface that, although not very realistic, they will be
shown to provide insight into the behaviour of showers developing in low density air.

Figure 6. Left: Average amplitude of the frequency spectrum of the Ex̃ polarization (due to the excess
charge) of the radio pulse for 50 electron showers of 100 TeV at sea level density with different values for
the magnetic field as labeled. The geometry is that of Fig. 2. Right: Distribution of the shower particles in
two-dimensional space given by the particle time delay and lateral position, as in Fig. 5 for an air shower near
maximum, developing at sea level density and in the presence of a B = 4 G magnetic field perpendicular to the
shower axis. The contour lines are to guide the eye and indicate the peak of the distribution (containing about
10% of the total) for this shower (white) compared to the equivalent histogram in the case of no magnetic field
(very similar to that in Fig. 5 for B = 0.5 G). The light blue line gives the region below which the maximum
value of tr exceeds tD.

We have simulated seven sets of 50 electron showers of 100 TeV each in air of sea-level density with
seven different magnetic field intensities and the geometry sketched in Fig. 2. We scale a reference value
of B0 = 0.5 G with a factor fB = B/B0 = 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, to give B = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 G.
The results for the spectral amplitude of the Ex̃ component, due to the Askaryan effect, are displayed
in the left panel of Fig. 6. The plot clearly shows that the emitted pulse is independent of the magnetic
field for B < 1 G. For larger values the spectral features remain very similar yet the amplitude drops
gradually. This is not surprising, the excess charge is not expected to be directly affected by the
magnetic field intensity. The deviations that are shown for values of B > 1 G can be interpreted
as a loss of coherence induced by the magnetic field. The curvature affects both the particle delays
tD because as the particle rotates it lags relative to the plane moving along the shower axis at the
speed of light, and also the geometric delays, tr, due to the lateral position of the particles because
the magnetic field moves particles away from the shower axis. The extra delays due to the magnetic
field only become relevant compared to the typical delays of the showering process for a magnetic
field exceeding ∼ 1 G for air at sea level density.
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The right panel of Fig. 6 displays a two-dimensional histogram of the time delays of particles at
the maximum of a shower developing in air at sea level density and in the presence of a perpendicular
magnetic field of strength B = 4 G. By comparison to the histogram shown in Fig. 5 for the case
B = 0.5 G it can be seen that the bulk of the particle distribution has shifted to the upper right
corner (contour lines containing the bulk of the particles in both cases are superimposed to visualize
the effect). Both tD and tr can be seen to have increased because of the intense magnetic field applied.
When magnetic delays become relevant, particles that acquire large time delays due to the magnetic
field cease to contribute in a fully coherent fashion to the emission, thus reducing the resulting electric
field amplitude. For very high frequencies in the GHz region, only a small number of particles with
delays below a fraction of a nanosecond contribute coherently. They populate the lower left corner
of the particle distribution displayed in the left panel of Fig. 6, and they typically have high energy
(high rigidity). The trajectories of these particles are less curved in the magnetic field and their time
delays are less affected, explaining why the frequency spectrum, in the GHz frequency region, drops
less in this region. Regarding the shape of the spectrum it can be seen that even at B = 4 G, the
spectral shape of the Ex̃ component in the left panel of Fig. 6 is very much the same as for lower
values of B. However, for B = 8 G it can be seen that the spectrum ceases to increase linearly with
frequency at lower frequencies than in the case B = 0.5 G. This is again attributed to the fact that
some particles (in the top right of the histogram) acquire very large delays and stop contributing fully
coherent also at lower frequencies.

Figure 7. Left panel: Average amplitude of the frequency spectrum of the Ey polarization (due to the
geomagnetic effect) of the radio pulse for 50 electron showers of 100 TeV at sea level density for each value of
the magnetic field intensity B as labeled. The geometry is that of Fig. 2. In the right panel, the amplitude of
Ey has been divided by the scaling factor fB = B/B0 with B0 = 0.5 G to clearly display the scaling behavior
and the deviations from a linear scaling with B that appear when B > 1 G.

The Ey component (due to the geomagnetic effect) can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 7 to
increase as the magnetic field intensity B grows. The increase appears to be linear in B up to about
B ∼ 1 G. For B > 1 G the amplitude increase is mitigated, and for B > 4 G the amplitude does not
increase significantly, appearing to reach some kind of ”saturation” or even to drop slightly. This can
be better appreciated in the right-hand panel where the normalization of each curve is divided by
the scaling factor fB . The curves for B = 0.094, 0.25, 0.5 and 1 G can hardly be distinguished. For
B = 1, 2, 4 G the amplitudes of the obtained pulses scaled down by fB are respectively reduced by
6.3, 23.1, 52.8% relative to the reference amplitude for B = 0.5 G. The deviations from the perfect
scaling at high magnetic field intensities can be understood again with the argument that the in-
creased time delays and transverse deviations due to the Lorentz force reduce the number of particles
contributing coherently. The scaling of the electric field amplitude with magnetic intensity has been
postulated for long to be proportional to B sinα [32–35] because the Lorentz force is proportional to
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v × B. This has been tested both with simulations and in experiments [58]. For values of B < 0.5 G
and air at sea level density this scaling is accurate to better than ∼ 2% in the Fraunhofer limit. The
scaling holds for B = 1 G to ∼ 8% accuracy and worsens for B > 1 G.

3.2 The effect of air density on radio emission

We now describe the effect of changing the density of air which is more complex. For a start it is
coupled to a change in the Cherenkov angle through the dependence of the refractive index on density.
For a low density medium such as air, the refractive index is very close to 1 and in turn the Cherenkov
angle is small and can be approximated as:

cos θC =
1

n
' 1− θ2C

2
⇒ θC '

√
2

(
n− 1

n

)
. (3.1)

As the refractivity (R = n− 1) scales approximately linearly with density ρ, the refractive index can
be written as,

n− 1 = aρ = R0
ρ

ρ0
, (3.2)

where R0 and ρ0 are the refractivity and density at sea level. Using Eq. (3.1), the Cherenkov angle is
expected to approximately scale with the square root of the density:
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3.2.1 The effect of changing the refractive index alone

In view of Eq. (3.3) it is interesting to first study the effect of changing the refractive index alone,
in spite of this being unphysical in the sense that a change in the refractive index is coupled to
a change of air density. For this purpose, with ZHS we have simulated five sets of 50 electron
showers each, propagating in air with five different refractive indices corresponding to Cherenkov
angles θC = 1.4◦, 0.99◦, 0.7◦, 0.5◦ and 0.35◦ 7, keeping the air density constant at the sea level value
of ρ0 = 1.2 × 10−3 g cm−3. The magnetic field intensity is fixed at B = 0.5 G, with the geometry
shown in Fig. 2.

The results for the average Fourier amplitudes of the Ex̃ and Ey pulse components are respectively
shown in the left and right panels of Fig. 8. In this geometry, the Ex̃ component is due to the charge
excess and the Ey component, parallel to the transverse current, is attributed to the geomagnetic
effect. Each curve in the left panel of Fig. 8 describing the charge excess component shows the
amplitude divided by the factor fC = sin θC0

/ sin θC with θC0
= 1.4◦. With this scaling factor, all the

spectra align quite precisely for frequencies below ∼ 100 MHz. This is easy to interpret. The electric
field intensity due to the charge excess is proportional to v⊥, the particle velocity projected onto the
perpendicular to the observer direction in the v̂k̂ plane as can be seen in Eq. (2.2), where v⊥ = v sin θ
and θ is the observation angle. The electric field due to the Askar’yan emission is thus expected
to be proportional to sin θC for observation from the Cherenkov direction whatever the azimuthal
observation angle φ. This has been checked explicitly in the simulations.

The Ey component is mainly due to the geomagnetic emission mechanism and is shown without
any scaling factor in the right panel. Following the same reasoning above, the transverse current
induced by the magnetic field is perpendicular to v, in the direction v ×B. For an observer in the
x̂ẑ plane in Fig. 2, the transverse current is already perpendicular to the observing direction and
no projection factor is needed. If the observer was instead in the ŷẑ plane (φ = 90◦) a projection
factor of cos θ would be needed for the transverse current8. In any case, as long as the observer is
close to the Cherenkov angle, θ ∼ θC = 1.4◦ the projection factor is nearly one. The geomagnetic
component for observation near the Cherenkov direction is to a very good approximation independent

7The refractive indices correspond to the densities of air chosen later in this section, that is, the refractive index at
sea level density of ρ0 = 1.2 × 10−3 g cm−3 and those corresponding to ρ0 reduced by factors fρ = 2, 4, 8 and 16.

8For an arbitrary observation azimuth, φ, the projection angle would be smaller than cos θ.
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Figure 8. Average frequency spectrum of the radio pulses of 50 showers initiated by a 100 TeV electron
developing in air at constant sea level atmospheric density with different refractive indexes. The magnetic
field intensity is fixed to B = 0.5 G. The observer is placed at the Cherenkov angle in the direction of the
magnetic field as in Fig. 2. In the left panel the Ex̃ component of the field is shown, determined mainly by
the Askar’yan emission mechanism. Ex̃ has been scaled with a factor fC = sin θC0

/ sin θC where sin θC0
is

the sine of the Cherenkov angle corresponding to sea level refractive index θC0
' 1.4◦. In the right panel we

show the Ey component dominated by the geomagnetic mechanism.

of the refractive index as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8. It can also be appreciated that the high-
frequency components become less suppressed as the refractive index, n, is lowered. This is due to
the lateral spread, inducing a delay tr ' nr sin θ cosφ (Eq. 2.3) which can dominate over the delays,
tD, at frequencies exceeding 200 MHz as discussed in Section 2.3. If the refractive index (and hence
the Cherenkov angle) is reduced, the tr delays, scaling linearly with n sin θ, are also reduced and the
emission will be more coherent at a fixed frequency as shown in the right panel of Fig. 8.

3.2.2 The effect of changing the density alone

We now leave the refractive index and Cherenkov angle fixed and perform simulations changing the
air density to 1.2, 0.6, 0.3, 0.15 and 0.075 g cm−3, corresponding to the sea level air density ρ0
respectively reduced by factors fρ = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16. We will refer to fρ = ρ0/ρ as the ”density reduction
factor”. Even ignoring magnetic deflections, reducing the density by a factor fρ has a direct impact
on electromagnetic shower development and radio emission, increasing both the physical dimensions
of the shower and the time delays by the same factor. In the Cherenkov direction the total time delay
of a signal from a given track is split into the particle delay relative to a plane travelling at the speed
of light, tD, and the signal delay due to its lateral position, tr. Both scale with the distance travelled
by particles so that the total delay tr + tD will also increase linearly with the inverse of the density.
An increase of the total time delay can be compensated for by an equivalent decrease in frequency to
give a similar phase factor in Eq. (2.3). As a result, if a given spectral feature occurs at a particular
frequency ν in a shower developing in air at sea level density ρ0, it will also show up at a frequency
ν/fρ scaled down with a factor fρ for a density ρ0/fρ. This can be made apparent if the spectral
amplitudes for both showers are plotted versus the frequency scaled up with fρ. This is clearly shown
in the upper plots of Fig. 9 comparing the spectral amplitude of Ex̃ as obtained in the simulations
for the five air density values (top left panel) to the plots in the top right panel where the frequency
is scaled with fρ. As can be seen, the spectral features line up, but the normalization does not quite
match for all curves as discussed below.

The normalization of the electric field amplitude is proportional both to the frequency ν and
to the projected tracklength of the particle trajectories v⊥δt, as can be read from Eq. (2.3). As
the density drops by a factor fρ, the tracklength increases by fρ, so that when we consider the low
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Figure 9. Average frequency spectrum of the radio pulses of 50 showers initiated by a 100 TeV electron
developing in air at five different (constant) densities as labelled. The refractive index is artificially kept at
the sea level value for all curves. The magnetic field intensity is B = 0.5 G in the x̂ direction and the observer
is placed at the Cherenkov angle as shown in Fig. 2. In the top panels the Ex̃ component of the field is shown,
determined mainly by the Askaryan emission mechanism. In the bottom panels the Ey component, dominated
by the geomagnetic mechanism, is displayed. The plots on the left show the obtained frequency spectra, while
on the right the same curves are shown replacing the frequency axis in the plot with the frequency multiplied
by the density scaling factor fρ = ρ0/ρ with ρ the density of air at sea level. Besides, in the bottom right plot
the Ey component of the electric field is multiplied by the same factor fρ as explained in the text.

frequency part of the spectrum, proportional to ν (all particles emitting coherently), the amplitude
can be seen to increase linearly with fρ for the curves with fρ = 1 and 2 (top left panel of Fig. 9). In
the top right panel an abscissa of value ν0 corresponds to a frequency ν0 for fρ = 1 but to ν0/2 for
fρ = 2. This artificial frequency shift compensates for the increase in tracklength due to the lower
density. This simple scaling is broken progressively as fρ becomes 4, 8 and 16, marking the transition
where the relative delays and position shifts due to deflections in the magnetic field gradually become
more relevant. As the density is lowered, the interaction length increases, particles have more time
between successive interactions while keeping the same radius of curvature and hence deflect more.
As a consequence coherence loss due to magnetic effects are relatively more important.

The spectral amplitude of the geomagnetic component of the field, Ey, is displayed in the bottom
left panel of Fig. 9 which shows an increase in amplitude as the density is reduced. Only in the very
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low frequency region, below 1 MHz/fρ, where the field is accurately proportional to ν, the increase in
amplitude of the geomagnetic component scales with f2ρ . As the density drops, besides the increase of
tracklength, there is another effect that has an impact on the geomagnetic component. The transverse
current that develops also increases due to the Lorentz force acting over longer time because the
typical distance between particle interactions has increased. The transverse current is proportional
to an effective drift velocity in the transverse plane 9 that grows with fρ [22]. This suggests a scaling
of the amplitude with fρ that cannot be compensated with the scaling of frequency as in the case of
tracklength. In the bottom right panel of Fig. 9 we have plotted the spectra scaling the frequency
with fρ, in the same way as for the Ex̃ component, so that the spectral features line up. In addition
the amplitude of the cases with reduced density has been reduced by fρ to account for the increased
transverse current. In the bottom right panel of Fig. 9 the electric field amplitude for sea-level density
reduced by a factor of two lies below the curve for sea level density (∼ 6% below in the central region).
For fρ = 4 (ρ = 0.3 g cm−3) the curve shifts down by about ∼ 23% and for larger values of fρ the
scaling is lost and the amplitudes display larger drops. The reason is that as the density decreases
particles acquire higher transverse velocities which inevitably increases their time delays so that the
fraction of particles contributing coherently reduces relative to the simple scaling law.

Finally, it is also interesting to see that the pattern in the frequency spectra displayed by the
family of curves for the Ey component is practically identical to the pattern displayed by Ex̃.

3.2.3 The effect of consistent changes in the air density and the refractive index

We are now ready to deal with the physical case of both the Cherenkov angle and the density changing
consistently. The results are shown in Fig. 10 for both components. The frequency is shifted up
multiplying by fρ for both components, the amplitude of Ex̃ (excess charge) is scaled up multiplying
with fC = sin θC0

/ sin θC and the amplitude of Ey (geomagnetic effect) is scaled down, dividing by fρ.
The patterns can be understood as a superposition of the two effects described before, the reduction
of refractive index and the density. The result is similar to that of Fig. 9 except for the fact that
as the density drops there is an increase in the high frequency components because the decrease in
density also implies a drop of the Cherenkov angle that reduces the destructive interference induced
by the lateral spread of the shower.

A dependence of the charge excess and geomagnetic current with air density has been reported
in previous works [15, 27, 31, 59] where the relevance of the time delays has been identified. Here we
have discussed in depth and check the scaling laws that apply. The complex scaling behavior of the
radio pulses described above could be of particular importance to the ”radio-morphing” approach [27]
that relies on modifications of pre-computed pulses using scaling properties for the showers.

3.3 Equivalence between changes in magnetic field strength and air density

It is particularly revealing to compare the effect of increasing the magnetic field strength to that of
decreasing air density without changing the refractive index. We take the results for fixed magnetic
field intensity B0 = 0.5 G and different density reduction factors fρ = ρ0/ρ with ρ0 the sea level air
density, and plot the spectral amplitudes of the electric field scaling the frequency with the factor fρ
(top right panel of Fig. 9 and bottom right panel of Fig. 9 without the scaling of the amplitude with
ρ−1). These are compared to simulations made for fixed air density ρ0 and different magnetic field
intensities, (left panels of Figs. 6 and 7).

The two families of curves are directly compared in Fig. 11. The left and right panels respectively
display the polarization due to the excess charge (Ex̃) and to the geomagnetic effect (Ey). The level
of agreement between the families of curves in the two cases is outstanding. Once we compensate the
increase in the shower dimensions by scaling the frequencies with the fρ factor the amplitudes have
the same behavior: increasing the magnetic field is practically equivalent to reducing the density by
the same factor without changing the refractive index (ignoring the effects that are due to the fact
that the Cherenkov angle decreases in lower density air). What becomes relevant for interference is
the radius of curvature of the particles relative to the shower dimensions, as has been already stated

9Similar to Drude’s model.
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Figure 10. Average frequency spectrum of the radio pulses of 50 showers initiated by a 100 TeV electron
developing in air at different air densities with corresponding different refractive indexes. The magnetic field
intensity is B = 0.5 G. The observer was placed at the Cherenkov angle in the direction of the magnetic field
(see Fig. 2). In the left panel the Ex̃ component of the field is shown, determined mainly by the Askaryan
emission mechanism. In the right panel we show the Ey component dominated by the geomagnetic mechanism.
Frequencies and the amplitude of the Ey component of the electric field have been scaled accordingly with
the density factor as explained in the text. Ex̃ is scaled with sin θC

0
/ sin θC where sin θC

0
is the sine of the

Cherenkov angle corresponding to sea level refractive index.

in [15], where the time delays associated to the geomagnetic effect have been shown to increase with
B. The radius of curvature is in turn proportional to B−1 while the physical size of the shower is
proportional to ρ−1.

3.4 Comparison to real case scenarios

Up to now we have been considering simplified simulations in a constant density air and with the
observer in the Fraunhofer limit. These conditions can be rather far from reality and one can raise
the question of to what extent these effects and scalings are applicable to more realistic showers in
the atmosphere. We illustrate that some of these findings apply in realistic atmospheric showers by
directly comparing an unthinned pulse of an electron shower of 100 TeV as obtained with ZHS in an
atmosphere of constant density of 0.3 mg cm−3, corresponding to sea level density reduced by a factor
fρ = 4, with a more realistic simulation using ZHAireS of a unthinned electron shower of 100 TeV
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Figure 11. Average of the spectral amplitudes of the radio pulses of 50 showers initiated by a 100 TeV
electron developing in air at different densities (with constant refractive index) and different magnetic fields
using the same scaling factors. The observer is placed at the Cherenkov angle for the geometry shown in
Fig. 2. The Ex̃ components are plotted on the left and the Ey components on the right. The frequency
multiplied by fρ to account for the change of scale of the showers.

incident in the atmosphere and impacting the Earth’s surface with a zenith angle of 85◦. The electron
is injected at an altitude of ∼ 14.50 km leading to the occurrence of shower maximum at a depth in
the atmosphere where the air density is close to the chosen value of 0.3 mg cm−3. The observer is
placed at sea level on the Earth’s surface observing the shower in the direction of the Cerenkov angle
corresponding to that density, at a distance of about 147 km from the position of shower maximum.
In the ZHS simulation the observer is located at the Cherenkov angle in the Fraunhofer regime (see
Table 1). The electric field spectra of these showers are shown in Fig. 12, where we consider two cases
of magnetic field strength B = 0.25 G and 0.5 G, perpendicular to the shower axis. The amplitude of
the ZHAireS simulations is multiplied by distance to shower maximum, ∼ 146.8× 103 m, to compare
to ZHS normalization (obtained in the Fraunhofer limit) which is 15% higher. This has been corrected
for reducing the ZHS amplitudes by 15% to show that the pulses have the same shape below about
300 MHz 10. The pulses obtained for B = 0.25 G have been multiplied by a factor of 2, so that they
would coincide with those of B = 0.5 G in the ideal case of perfect scaling with B.

Fig. 12 illustrates that many conclusions obtained with simulated showers developing in constant
density air are also relevant in more realistic conditions. The curves obtained for magnetic field
intensities B = 0.25 G and 0.5 G do not line up exactly, the latter being ∼ 22% below those for
B = 0.25 G. Deviations from linear scaling with B are quoted in the frequency range 10−300 MHz, and
they are due to magnetic deflections that reduce the number of particles contributing fully coherently
as explained before. It is remarkable that the same drop of ∼ 22% for the B = 0.5 G amplitudes
relative to the 0.25 G curves is obtained in both Monte Carlo simulations. The combination of density
and magnetic field strength were chosen such that the showers were expected to display deviations
from linear scaling, as illustrated in the previous subsection. This shows that scaling violations can
even be observed at typical Earth magnetic field intensities and at low enough densities such as those
at the position of shower maximum in very inclined showers [39]. It can also be seen that the spectrum
of the electric field amplitude of both simulations agrees in shape up to about 700 MHz, well above
the bandwidths chosen for many experimental setups. Significant differences can be appreciated at
higher frequencies where a faster decrease of the amplitude is seen in ZHAireS simulations. These
may be attributed to the fact that in ZHAireS simulations the early part of the shower develops in

10This is not unexpected since the ZHS does not account for an exponential drop of density with altitude nor for
changes in distance as the shower develops.
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Figure 12. Frequency spectra of the electric field amplitudes (multiplied by distance to the observer) for two
showers simulated with ZHS in air of constant density (0.3 mg cm−3) compared to other two obtained with
ZHAireS in a realistic atmosphere injected at 14.5 km above the ground with zenith angle 85◦. All showers
are initiated by 100 TeV electrons. Two cases with a magnetic field intensities of B = 0.25 G and 0.5 G, both
in the direction perpendicular to the shower axis, are displayed for each simulation program. The observer
in ZHS is placed in the Cherenkov angle in the Fraunhofer regime for a geometry as sketched in Fig. 2. In
ZHAireS simulations the observer is placed at the Earth’s surface at (-20806, 0., -33.98) m coordinates in
the ZHAireS reference system with origin at the shower impact point. This point approximately corresponds
to the Cherenkov direction (calculated at the position of shower maximum). ZHAireS amplitudes have been
multiplied by the distance to shower maximum and ZHS amplitudes have been divided by 1.15 to correct for
a minor normalization mismatch (see text). Amplitudes for B = 0.25 G have been re-scaled with a factor of
2 (dividing by fB = 0.5). The plot displays the same violations of the linear scaling with B at a level of 22%
when the magnetic field changes from 0.5 to 0.25 G in both simulations.

very thin air and thus the time delays between the high-energy particles in the shower are larger than
in ZHS simulations in which the density is constant.

4 Summary and discussion

We have developed an extension of the ZHS simulation program to account for magnetic deflections of
charged particles. We have compared the longitudinal and lateral profiles of electron showers with this
new code to those obtained with ZHAireS in air at constant density showing that they give compatible
results at the ∼ 5% level (Fig. 1). Radio pulses have been simulated for showers developing in constant
air density accounting for the geomagnetic effect for observers in the Cherenkov direction and in the
Fraunhofer limit. The geomagnetic component of the pulses obtained with both programs are shown
to give compatible results at a ∼ 5% precision level (Fig. 3). Some differences in the amplitudes for the
Askaryan component have been observed which can be possibly attributed to a different treatment of
energy loss and time delays. Nevertheless, the Askaryan component is typically subdominant relative
to the geomagnetic and it is not expected to have too much of an impact in most relevant scenarios.

The qualitative behavior of the frequency spectrum (Fig. 4), has been explained emphasizing the
essential role of the time delays of particles in the shower. At sea level density, the spectral amplitude
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rises almost linearly with frequency up to ∼ 5 MHz. The time delays tD of the shower particles relative
to a plane perpendicular to the shower direction moving at the speed of light are responsible for the
loss of coherence of the particles in the Cherenkov direction for frequencies above ∼ 5 MHz. As the
frequency increases the pool of particles contributing fully coherently reduces, flattening the spectrum
up to ∼ 200 MHz. Many experiments searching for cosmic-ray showers in air using the radio technique
use bands within this flat region. At higher frequencies the time delays tr, due to the lateral spread
of the shower, further reduce the number of particles that contribute coherently explaining the drop
with frequency seen in the spectrum.

The new ZHS program has been used to study radio pulses in air in a comprehensive way,
studying the effects of changing the magnetic field, the density of the air and the refractive index
independently for observers in the Cherenkov direction. These comparisons have revealed complex
scaling patterns of the radio pulses with deviations from a simple linear behaviour. The scaling laws
obtained are different in the case of the two mechanisms at play, the charge excess (Askaryan effect),
and the geomagnetic effect. These are separated in our simulations by adopting the geometry in
Fig. 2. Several conclusions have been obtained from these studies:

• In air at sea level density as long as the magnetic field intensity B < 1 G, the amplitude of
the geomagnetic component accurately scales with B, as often assumed, while the amplitude
of the excess charge component has been shown to be largely independent of B (Fig. 6). For
larger values of the magnetic field, deviations from the linear scaling of progressively increasing
magnitude show up both for the excess charge and geomagnetic effects (Figs. 6 and 7). We have
shown that this is due to the increasing importance of delays associated to the deflection of the
particles in the magnetic field.

• The effect of changing the density of air is twofold. A decrease of the density increases the
shower dimensions, the particle tracklength and the time delays, and reduces the Cherenkov
angle all at the same time. The mean free path for particle interactions also increases, so that
the transverse component of the current induced by the magnetic field has more time to freely
develop without particle collisions.

The frequency at which decoherence sets in is reduced in proportion to the decrease in density
due to the larger shower dimensions and time delays. Simultaneously, the tracklength increases
with the inverse density. As a consequence, the frequency spectra of the Askaryan component for
different densities align themselves when artificially shifting up the frequency with the inverse
density (top right panel in Fig. 9). However, at the highest frequencies the pulses from lower
density air display more coherence because of the reduced Cherenkov angle.

The geomagnetic effect behaves similarly but the amplitudes can be shown to have a further
increase as the density drops. If in addition of the re-scaling of frequency, we plot the amplitudes
of the geomagnetic effect scaled with the inverse of the air density, they line up for low densities.
However, when the magnetic delays play a significant role, the spectral curves show increasing
drops in amplitude relative to the expected linear behaviour (bottom right panel in Fig. 9).
This behaviour is attributed to the fact that the transverse currents that develop in reduced air
density are stronger as they have more time to build up between particle interactions. But this
also implies that the particles describe more closed arcs of a circle and therefore get further away
from the axis accumulating more time delays. In this way, the increase in the transverse current
as the density decreases is compensated (and even overcompensated) by the loss of coherence of
a fraction of the particles that get out of phase because of the deflections in the magnetic field.

• Finally, we have shown that increasing the magnetic field has a remarkably similar effect to
reducing the density when leaving the Cherenkov angle unchanged. For showers with reduced
density the frequency must be scaled up with the density reduction factor fρ to compensate for
the change of dimensions of the shower. Once this correction is made the spectrum obtained
with density ρ and magnetic field intensity B is equivalent to the spectrum obtained for density
ρ/f and intensity B/f with f an arbitrary constant (Fig. 11). The violations of the scaling
observed as the magnetic field increases above ∼ 1 G for sea level density are also observed as
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the density decreases. Naturally, as the density is reduced, the critical value of B at which
scaling deviations start taking place is also reduced.

The complex scaling with density and magnetic field obtained in the frequency domain has to
be taken into account in the discussion of any scaling at the level of the peak amplitude or energy
fluence as has been previously addressed in different experimental situations [32, 39]. If the showers
to be detected span a large range of densities, for instance for cosmic-ray showers of different zenith
angles, the frequency shift required to compare different zenith angles must be explored in relation to
the chosen frequency band. The frequency shift is bound to have an impact on the scaling properties
of pulse amplitude and energy fluence.

To end, we have shown that the simulations made in homogeneous air are not only relevant
to illustrate the complex behavior of electric field amplitudes as a function of ρ, n and B. By
comparing pulses in homogeneous air to pulses in an exponential atmosphere, it has been shown that
the homogeneous air approximation can be useful to describe pulses produced by showers provided the
density is chosen to be that corresponding to shower maximum (Fig. 11). Moreover, the quantitative
violation of linear scaling with density and magnetic field obtained in homogeneous air quite accurately
reproduces that obtained in more realistic simulations at large zenith angles that account for the
decrease of density with altitude.
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A Treatment of the Lorentz force

In the Monte Carlo simulation the propagation steps for a particle are calculated sampling the matter
depth traveled before the next particle interaction, taking into account all the relevant interaction
cross sections. These steps are further subdivided to make the treatment of continuous energy loss,
multiple elastic scattering and magnetic deflections more accurate. In ZHS all distances are actually
expressed in units of matter depth multiplying them by the density. Let us consider a given step of
depth ∆X. The charged particle trajectories under the influence of the Lorentz force are described
separating the motion in two components, one is parallel to the magnetic field vector and hence
not affected by it. The other component is contained in the “rotation plane” perpendicular to the
magnetic field vector (left panel of Fig. 13) so that the particle describes a curve in this plane with
radius of curvature R given by:

1

R
=

qB

p sinα
, (A.1)

where B is the magnetic field strength, q the charge of the particle, p its momentum, and α the
angle between the particle’s velocity and the magnetic field. Consequently, the predefined matter
depth travelled by the particle, ∆X, is split in two components, one parallel to the magnetic field,
∆X|| = ∆X cosα, and another that lies in the rotation plane, ∆X⊥ = ∆X sinα, corresponding to the
two-dimensional projection of the trajectory onto that plane. Neglecting energy loss in the trajectory,
it is relatively easy to calculate the rotation angle of the particle velocity in the rotation plane, 2δ
(left panel of Fig. 13). The particle describes an arc of a circle 2Rδ which, when expressed in g cm−2,
must coincide with ∆X⊥ = ∆X sinα. The displacement vector for the particle in the rotation plane
has a direction (vm) which coincides with the sum of the start (vi) and end (vf ) velocity vectors and
its modulus is 2R sin(δ).
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Figure 13. Trajectories in the rotation plane, perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Left: sketch of a
trajectory with no energy loss which is an arc of a circle with a total deflection angle 2δ and corresponding
velocity changes. The red straight line shows the net displacement vector of length 2R sin δ in this plane in
case of no multiple scattering. Right: Comparison of a trajectory in the rotation plane with no energy loss
(orange) to the true trajectory for constant energy loss(blue) and to the arc of a circle used in ZHS. The
scale is arbitrary. The radius is chosen so that that the path length coincides and the velocity has the same
rotation as calculated analytically (see text). Large arcs have been plotted for clarity, typical arcs of particle
trajectories have less rotation.

Following the ZHS approach we have modified the calculation of δ taking into account continuous
energy loss, recalculated the displacement vector considering the changing curvature along the arc
as energy is lost, and finally made a correction to the displacement vector to account for Molière
scattering. As a particle of energy E loses energy along the track, the radius of curvature decreases.
The particle loses energy in proportion to the matter depth of the trajectory and we can write the
energy loss per unit depth as:

dE

dX
= −η, (A.2)

where η is approximately constant over a large energy range. We also assume η remains constant
within each track and this allows analytic integration. In the rotation plane the infinitesimal rotation
corresponding to an infinitesimal displacement of a circular trajectory is given by:

dδ =
dX⊥
R

(A.3)

where X⊥ = X sinα is used because this corresponds to the projection of the track onto the rotation
plane. Using the relation between the radius and the energy given by Eq. (A.1) we integrate between
initial, E0, and final, E1, energies to find the rotation angle for the particle velocity:

δ =
qBc

η
log

p0c+ E0

p1c+ E1
, (A.4)

which is independent of α. Eq. (A.4) is exact for a constant energy loss rate, but an approximation
is still needed to calculate the displacement vector in the rotation plane for such a trajectory. We
approximate it as if it was that of a perfect arc of a circle of the same length and a radius that
produces the same velocity rotation. The Monte Carlo steps have been further subdivided to ensure
that the fractional energy loss is always below 10% of the initial energy for improved accuracy. At this
stage we just need to add the displacement component in the rotation plane and that parallel to the
magnetic field direction. We have checked the program approximates the expected curved trajectories
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testing it for individual tracks. The approximated tracks give a good description of the trajectory
obtained with a very fine subdivision of the steps in which the radius of curvature is updated after
having calculated the energy loss.

Finally the effects of multiple scattering along the curved trajectory must be also accounted for.
In the original ZHS program multiple scattering is taken into account by changing the direction of the
particle after each step. Provided the angular deviations are small in Molière’s treatment, the mean
deflection angle of the particle velocity after traversing a depth X is characterized by the polar angle
relative to the original particle direction, which is approximated by [60]:

ΘMS '
EMS

E

√
X

X0
, (A.5)

where X0 is the radiation length of the medium and EMS = me

√
4π/αem ' 21 MeV, αem being the

fine structure constant. To define the full rotation of the initial velocity an ”azimuth” angle (measured
in the transverse plane to the initial particle direction) must be specified. This angle is random so
that the particle velocity can be treated as a random walk in the two orthogonal directions to the
initial particle direction. As a result of multiple scattering the displacement vector in the transverse
plane will have a small deviation relative to the non-scattered trajectory in a direction close to that
defined by this azimuth angle. In addition, the component of the displacement vector along the
original particle direction will be slightly reduced. This is approximately accounted for splitting the
rectilinear track in two equal halves, the first half keeps the original direction and the second half is
rotated about its start point an angle θMS, so the final velocity has the desired direction.

Figure 14. Sketch of the modification of the trajectory followed by a charged particle in the presence of a
magnetic field because of multiple elastic scattering as implemented in the new ZHS code. The scattering
angle for the velocity is calculated as for a rectilinear trajectory. The approximated helix calculated for the
magnetic deflection is split in two halves. The first half is left unmodified. The second half is rotated by the
Molière angle, ΘMS and the azimuth angle, φ, about the central point of the track, so that the final velocity
vector coincides with the final velocity of the unmodified helical motion (dashed line) after applying the same
rotation.

We have tried to maintain an equivalent approach for the treatment of curved trajectories.
We first calculate the trajectory assuming that the magnetic deviation is unaffected by multiple
elastic scattering. We then calculate the deviation from the original particle direction due to Molière
scattering for the case of no magnetic deviation. We obtain the rotation matrix for the velocity vector
as described above, through an angle ΘMS as given by Eq. (A.5) relative to the particle direction and
with a random azimuth direction in the orthogonal plane as sketched at the start of the trajectory in
Fig. 14. This deviation must be superimposed to the trajectory affected with the magnetic deflection.
As in the case of no magnetic deflection, we split the curved track in two halves, leaving the first half
unaffected by multiple scattering and applying the same rotation matrix to the second half of the
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trajectory about its start point. This procedure will provide a final particle direction consistent with
the calculated one and will approximately account both for the extra time delay and the spatial shift.
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Abstract: Mass loss from massive stars plays a determining role in their evolution through the upper
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. The hydrodynamic theory that describes their steady-state winds is the
line-driven wind theory (m-CAK). From this theory, the mass-loss rate and the velocity profile of the wind
can be derived, and knowing these properly will have a profound impact on quantitative spectroscopy
analysis from the spectra of these objects. Currently, the so-called β law, which is an approximation for the
fast solution, is widely used instead of the m-CAK hydrodynamics, and when the derived value is β & 1.2,
there is no hydrodynamic justification for these values. This review focuses on 1) a detailed topological
analysis of the equation of motion (EoM); 2) solving numerically the EoM for all three different (fast and
two slow) wind solutions; 3) deriving analytical approximations for the velocity profile via the LambertW
function and 4) give a discussion of the applicability of the slow solutions.

Keywords: stars: massive; stars: mass-loss; hydrodynamics; methods: analytical; methods: numerical

1. Introduction

At the beginning of the XX century, Johnson [1,2] and Milne [3] argued that the force on
ions in the atmosphere of a luminous star could be responsible for the ejection of these ions
from the star. They also argued that the ejected ions should carry with them the corresponding
number of electrons, strictly there should be no charge–current, but they did not realize at
that time that the collisional coupling between ions and protons would drag the rest of the
plasma (mostly fully ionized Hydrogen), with them as well, at least to supersonic velocities,
and this theory was laid aside. It was Chandrasekhar [4,5], who in the context of globular
cluster dynamics, developed the theory of collisions due to an inverse square law, and Spitzer
[6] applied Chandrasekhar’s theory for collisions between charged particles.

Morton [7] was the first to report far-ultraviolet observations of three OB supergiants from
an Aerobee-sounding rocket. After this came Copernicus, the first satellite with a telescope on
board, and since then it has been possible to obtain stellar spectra in the ultraviolet (UV) region.
Morton [7] found that the resonance lines of C IV, N V and Si IV showed the typical P-Cygni1

profiles. He found that the displacements in the profiles of C IV λλ1549.5 and Si IV λλ1402.8
corresponding to outflow velocities in the range 1500–3000 km/s.

Snow and Morton [9] showed through a detailed survey that stars brighter than Mbol ∼ −6
have strong P-Cygni profiles in their spectra and therefore lose mass. The same conclusion was
arrived at by Abbott [10], who compared the radiative force with the gravitational force and
concluded that radiative forces could initialize and maintain the mass-loss process for stars
with an initial mass at the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) of about 15 M� or greater.

1 See Lamers and Cassinelli [8], section 2.2
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This mass-loss process (known as stellar wind), together with supernovae explosions, are
the main contributors in supplying the interstellar medium (ISM) with nuclear-processed heavy
elements and therefore influence not only the chemical evolution (and therefore star formation)
but also the energy equilibrium of the ISM and the Galaxy [see 11–13, and references therein].

Parker [14] was the first to develop the solar wind through a purely gas-dynamical theory,
which was until the winds of massive stars were discovered, the only known stellar wind
theory. When this theory was applied to the winds of a typical O-star, the effective temperature
necessary to reproduce the observed terminal velocities was of the order of 107 K, a value
that is completely excluded by the presence of lines such as Si IV, C IV and N V ions, which
would be destroyed by collisional ionization at temperatures above 3× 105 K. It was, therefore,
necessary to seek an alternative mechanism to drive the wind. The natural driven mechanism
is the force due to the interaction of the radiation field on the wind plasma, and the simplest
form is the force due to the continuum, i.e., the Thompson radiative acceleration. This force
leads macroscopically to a decrease in the star’s gravitational attraction by a constant factor (for
O–stars between 0.3 and 0.6). It is then clear that the continuum force alone cannot produce a
force that exceeds gravity and, therefore, cannot drive these kinds of winds.

Lucy and Solomon [15] resuscitated the proposal of Johnson and Milne and considered the
force due to the absorption of spectral lines, but unlike the earlier authors, they considered the
flow of the plasma as a whole rather than the selective ejection of specific ions. They calculated
an upper limit on the force on the C IV line λλ1548 finding that this exceeds the force of gravity
by a factor of approximately a few hundred. Hydrostatic equilibrium in the outermost layers
is not possible, and an outflow of material must occur. In their stellar wind model, Lucy and
Solomon made a series of assumptions, for instance, that the wind is driven only by resonance
lines. They found mass-loss rates for O-stars of two orders of magnitudes less than the values
obtained from observations.

A significant step in the theory was made by Castor, Abbot & Klein [16] (hereafter
CAK), who realized that the force due to line absorption in a rapidly expanding envelope
could be calculated using the Sobolev approximation [17,18]. Then by developing a simple
parameterization of the line force, using the point star approximation, they were able to
construct an analytical wind model. Despite the number of approximations made in that
work, e.g., they represented the line force by C III lines and calculated only one model for
a typical O5 f star (Teff = 49 290 K, log g = 3.942 and R/R� = 13.8) obtaining a mass-loss
rate Ṁ = 6.61× 10−6 M�/year and a terminal velocity v∞ = 1515 km/s. The value of the
mass-loss rate was of the same order of magnitude as the values obtained from observation, but
the terminal velocity lay below the measured ones. They also gave analytical scaling relations
for the mass-loss rates and terminal speeds as functions of the stellar parameters. These were
widely used to prove (or disprove) the validity of the radiation-driven (or line-driven) wind
theory by comparison with the observations.

Abbott [10] improved this theory by calculating the line force using a tabulation of ca.
250 000 lines, which was complete for the elements H to Zn in the ionization states I to VI.
Currently, the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium code CMFGEN [20] uses around 900 000
lines; or FASTWIND with 4 million lines Pauldrach et al. [21] [see also 22, who used ca. 4
million lines]. Despite this immense effort to give a more realistic representation of the line force,
evident discrepancies with the observations remained. Simultaneously and independently,
Friend and Abbott [23] and Pauldrach et al. [24] (hereafter FA and PPK, respectively) calculated

2 The surface gravity g is given in CGS units, i.e., cm/s2. The quantity log g is dimensionless, see Matta et al. [19]
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the influence of the finite cone angle correction on the dynamics of the wind [described in the
appendix from 18]. They found a much better agreement between the improved or modified
CAK theory (hereafter m-CAK) and the observations for the mass loss rate and the terminal
velocity in a large domain in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.

The equation of motion of the m-CAK theory is a highly non-linear differential equation
that has singular points, eigenvalues and solution branches [see 16,23–27]. Since it is challenging
to solve this differential equation numerically, PPK found that the velocity field, v(r) from the
m-CAK theory, can be described by a simple approximation, known as the β law approximation
(see below). In addition, Kudritzki et al. [28, hereafter KPPA] developed analytical approximations
for the localization of the critical point, mass loss rate and terminal velocity with an agreement
within 5% for v∞ and 10% for Ṁ, when compared to the correct numerical calculations.

Radiation-driven stellar winds are hydrodynamic phenomena involving the flow of the
outer layers of the atmospheres of massive stars. This review is focused on describing the
investigation of the m-CAK hydrodynamic theory, its topology and its three known physical
solutions.

Section 2 presents the theory to calculate the radiation (line) force via an analytical
description thanks to the Sobolev approximation. Section 3 introduces the m-CAK hydro-
dynamic theory, and its topological description is given in section 4. Section 5 shows all three
known physical solutions, whilst section 6 present analytical approximate solutions based on
the LambertW function. Finally, in section 7, we summarise the main topics of this review and
discuss the applicability of slow solutions.

2. The Radiation Force

The exact calculation for the radiation force requires a knowledge of the radiation field (in
all the lines and continua) and of the physical processes (scattering, absorption and emission)
that contribute to the exchange of energy and momentum throughout the wind. The radiation
field is represented by the monochromatic specific intensity Iν(µ), µ is the cosine of the angle
between the incoming beam and the velocity vector of the interacting particles. Thus, the
radiation force per unit of volume, at a distance r, exerted on a point particle per unit of time is
equal to momentum removed from the incident radiation field (κρ I(µ) µ/c) integrated over all
the scattering directions. This force is given by

Frad(r) =
4π

c
1
2

∫ ∞

0

∫ 1

−1
κν(r) ρ(r) Iν µ dµ dν, (1)

where the absorption coefficient κν is given in units of cm2 g−1. The net flux density comes
from the interaction processes, integrated over the whole spectral range, between the radiation
field emitted by the photosphere and the stellar wind of mass density ρ at the distance r. Here,
it is assumed that the emissivity (thermal emission and photon scattering) in the expanding
atmosphere is isotropic. Therefore, no net momentum change occurs from this process (see
[29], Chapter 20).

The absorption coefficient κν consists of three main contributions:

κν = κTh + κcont
ν + κline

ν , (2)

where κTh represents the Thomson scattering, κcont
ν the contribution of bound-free and free-free

transitions and κline
ν the sum of all line absorption coefficients at frequency ν.

The radiation force can be calculated by state-of-the-art non-local thermodynamic equilibrium
(NLTE) radiative transfer codes such as FASTWIND [30,31], CMFGEN [20,32–34] or POWR
[35,36], but these calculations depend on the velocity and density profile used to describe the
wind.
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2.1. Radiative force due to electron scattering

The interaction between photons and free electrons is described by a Compton process
(an excellent review of this process, including Monte-Carlo calculations can be found in [37]).
If photons with energy hν� mec2 are scattered by Maxwellian electrons3 having kT � mec2,
the frequency shift will be very small, but if the scattering process is repeated many times, the
small amounts of energy exchanged between the electrons and photons can build up and give
rise to substantial effects.

In the non-relativistic limit without the influence of quantum effects (hν � mec2), and
neglecting the possible effects described above, the scattering cross-section is frequency-
independent and called the Thomson cross-section, namely:

σTh =
8π

3
e4

m2
e c4 . (3)

The value of this cross-section is σTh = 6.65× 10−25 cm2 and the absorption coefficient is,
therefore:

κThρ = ne σTh. (4)

Using this value (κTh) in Eq. (2) and integrating Eq. (1), we obtain the contribution of the
Thomson scattering to the radiation force,

FTh = ne
σTh L
4πc r2 , (5)

where L is the luminosity of the star. The radiative acceleration on the electrons is then

gTh
e =

1
me

σTh L
4πcr2 . (6)

It is useful to define the ratio of the Thomson scattering force and the gravitational force
by:

Γe =
gTh

e
ggrav =

1
me

σTh L
4π c GM∗

, (7)

here G is the gravitational constant and M∗ the star’s mass. In the standard one-component
description of stellar winds, the force over the density of the plasma is given by:

gTh =

(
ne

ρ

)
σTh L
4πc r2 (8)

being ρ = mpnp + ∑ions(mini) + neme the mass density. The principal contribution of the ions
comes from Helium, and neglecting the electrons, neme, the density is

ρ ' mpnp(1 + AHeYHe) . (9)

Here AHe is the atomic mass of a Helium atom, YHe is the relative abundance by number of
Helium with respect to Hydrogen (the latter being described by the subscript p), and mp is the
proton mass. Based on the conservation of charge, it is possible to express the electron number
density as ne = np(1 + qHeYHe), where qHe = 0, 1, 2 depending on the Helium ionisation state.

3 Electrons with a velocity distribution function given by the Maxwellian distribution
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Thus, the ratio ne/ρ is:
ne

ρ
=

1
mp

(
1 + qHeYHe

1 + AHeYHe

)
(10)

and the acceleration is:

gTh =
1

mp

(
1 + qHeYHe

1 + AHeYHe

)(
σThL

4πc r2

)
(11)

or

Γe =

(
1 + qHeYHe

1 + AHeYHe

)(
σTh L

4π c mp GM∗

)
(12)

Quite often, the canonical value of κTh = 0.34 cm2 g−1 is adopted, which follows from assuming
a fully ionised plasma at solar abundance. In addition, since the continuum of OB stars, near
its maximum, is also optically thin in the lines, the contribution of the continuum to the total
radiative force is neglected.

The next section provides a general description of the line force based on the Sobolev
approximation (see, e.g., Lamers and Cassinelli [8] or Hubeny and Mihalas [29]).

2.2. Radiative force due to lines.

The contribution to the radiation force due to the spectral lines in the wind of massive stars
is provided by the momentum transfer of photons (via absorption and re-emission processes in
optically thick lines) mainly from the most dominant ions (i.e., C, O, N, and the Fe-group). The
proper calculation of the line force (per unit volume) is given by:

Fline(r) =
2π

c ∑
l

∫ ∞

0

∫ +1

−1
κl(r) ρ(r) φl(ν, µ, r) Iν(r, µ) µ dµ dν. (13)

where φ is the Gaussian absorption profile. The summation is over all the line transitions
(l), assuming non-overlapping lines, for which the wind is optically thick. κl is the opacity
coefficient (in cm2 g−1) of lines formed between levels l (lower) and u (upper) with energy h ν0,

κl ρ =
π e2

me c
fl nl

(
1− nu gl

nl gu

)
. (14)

The number density nl and nu of ions in levels l and u are given in cm−3, gl and gu are
the corresponding statistical weights, and fl is the oscillator strength of the line. The CAK
theory allows us to find an analytical expression for the line force in a moving media with
large velocity gradients in terms of the macroscopic variables using the Sobolev approximation.
However, this expression only applies to radiating flows in the non-relativistic regime.

2.2.1. The Sobolev approximation

In a moving plasma like the stellar wind, the interaction of radiation with matter can be
better understood as follows. Let’s consider a single spectral line thermally broadened with
a rest wavelength λ1. A photon emitted from the stellar surface, with wavelength λ∗ < λ1,
propagates without interacting with the matter until, due to the Doppler shift, it is scattered at
the blue edge of the line in question. Due to the expansion of the wind, the particles viewed
from any direction from a certain position always appear to be receding. This means that
independent of the scattered direction of the photon (forward or backwards), the distance
travelled always causes its comoving wavelength to be red-shifted.
After many scatterings, the photon’s wavelength has been shifted to the line’s red edge, and the
interaction of this photon with the line (λ1) ceases. The region in the wind where an incoming
photon can interact with the ions is called the interaction zone. It is also well known that the
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winds of massive stars reach terminal velocities of several times the sound speed, and the point
at which the wind velocity is equal to the sound speed (the sonic point) is very near to the
photosphere. This means that almost all the region where stellar winds are found is supersonic.
This description corresponds to the Sobolev approximation [17], where all the relevant physical
quantities, such as the opacity, source function, etc., are considered constant in the interaction
zone, i.e., the width of the interaction zone is small compared with a characteristic flow length.
Thus, for a generic Doppler-broadened line profile, the Sobolev-length, Ls, is defined as:

Ls = vth/(dv/dr), (15)

where Teff is the star’s effective temperature, vth =
√

2 kB Teff/mp the thermal speed of the
protons, kB the Boltzmann constant.

A characteristic length of the flow is

Lc ' v/(dv/dr) (16)

Typical values of thermal velocities in OB-types stars are about 7− 20 km/s while terminal
velocities are about 1000-3000 km/s, (see, e.g., Lamers and Cassinelli [8], Puls et al. [12]). More
recent measurements of terminal velocities based on observations performed in the frame of
the ULLYSES collaboration [38] have been accomplished by Hawcroft et al. [39].

2.2.2. The line-force due to a single-line

Castor [18] analysed in detail the Sobolev approximation in the context of stellar winds
and showed that the force produced by the incoming radiation due to a single line can be
expressed as4:

f line =

(
Fν ∆νd

c

)(
kl
τl

)
(1− e−τl ), (17)

where ∆νd = vth ν/c corresponds to the Doppler shift, Fν is the flux of the radiation field at
frequency ν, kl is the monochromatic line absorption coefficient per unit mass, and

τl =
∫

ρ φ(ν, r) kl dr (18)

is the optical depth. Evaluating the optical depth for a normalized Gaussian profile and using
the Sobolev approximation, we find:

τl = kl ρ vth/(dv/dr). (19)

With this expression, we can interpret the RHS of (17) as:

i) (Fν ∆νd/c) is the rate of momentum emitted by the star per unit area at frequency ν with
bandwidth ∆νd,

ii) (τl/kl) = ρ vth/(dv/dr) represents the amount of mass that can absorb this momentum,
and

iii) (1− e−τl ) is the probability that such an absorption occurs.

Then, by defining,
t = σe ρ vth/(dv/dr) , (20)

4 This equation is for the direct radiation force as no scattering contributions are included within the Sobolev
approximation.
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where σe = σThne/ρ corresponds to the Thomson scattering absorption coefficient per density.
In a moving medium, t represents the optical depth that a line will have if its opacity is equal
to its electron scattering opacity. Based on this definition, it is possible to rewrite t as

τl = ηl t (21)

where ηl = kl/σe. The first factor in (21) is related only to line properties, and the second only
to dynamic variables of the wind.

2.2.3. The line-force due to a statistical distribution of line strength

The total line force, due to the addition of all the single lines of the ions, for a point star
approximation and for non-overlapping single lines, is given by:

f line = ∑
l

(
Fν∆νd

c

)
l

(
dv/dr
ρ vth

)
(1− e−ηl t). (22)

Expressing (22) in terms of ∆νd = ν vth/c, and the relation, F = L/4πr2, we obtain

f line =
L
c2

(
dv/dr
4πr2

)
∑

l

(
Lν ν

L

)
l
(1− e−ηl t) (23)

Abbott [10] was the first to compile and publish a list of ca. 250 000 lines for atoms from H
to Zn in ionisation stages I to VI. Based on such a line list [22,40,41], it is possible to derive a
line strength distribution function [24,42]. This distribution can be described as follows:

dN(kl) =
∫ N

0

(
Lν ν

L

)
n(kl , ν)dν (24)

and represents the number of lines in the line-strength interval (kl , kl + ∆kl) obtained from the
total spectrum and weighted by the flux mean of line strength (Lν ν/L). Notice that in Eq. (24)
the distribution in frequency space of the lines is independent from the distribution in line
strength. An alternative formulation of the line statistic is given by Gayley [43] [see also 22].

The logarithm of the number of lines can be fitted by a linear function, namely:

dN(kl) = N0 (1− α) (kl/σe)
α−2 d(kl/σe) (25)

being N0 the number of lines (strong and weak) that effectively contribute to the line force.
Typical values of the parameter α are 0.45 ≤ α ≤ 0.7 [8,42]. Notice that line force parameters
are not free but depend on the transfer problem in each individual star [see 22,41,42,44–46, for
a detailed description of the calculation of the line-force parameters].

Extending the sum in Eq. (23) to an integral, we obtain the line force expression:

f line =
L
c2

(dv/dr)
4πr2 N0 (1− α)

∫ ∞

σe
(1− e−ηl t)(kl/σe)

(α−2) d(kl/σe). (26)

Neglecting the lower limit of the integral, a valid approximation for stars of type OB, replacing
it by zero and integrating, the line force becomes:

f line =
L
c2

1
4πr2 vth σe N0 (1− α) Γ(α)

(
dv/dr
σe ρ vth

)α

, (27)
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where Γ is the Γ-function. Then, dividing by the total density, we obtain the standard form of
the line acceleration,

gline =
C
r2

(
r2 v

dv
dr

)α

, (28)

with

C = Γe GM∗ k
(

4π

σe vth Ṁ

)α

, (29)

here, Γe is the radiative acceleration due to Thomson scattering in terms of the gravitational
acceleration, and Ṁ is the mass-loss rate. Here the continuity equation has been used, and the
variables, such as N0 or Γ(α), have been collected into the constant k. Note that this expression
for the line-force (Eq. 28) only takes interactions between ions and radially emitted photons
into account [16,18].

2.2.4. The correction factor

CAK (see their appendix) discussed qualitatively the effect on the line force that the proper
shape of the star (non-radial incoming photons) would have on the wind kinematics. Later
PPK and FA independently investigated the influence of this effect, known as the finite disk
correction factor, thereby developing the m-CAK theory.

The expression of the line force for incoming photons from an arbitrary direction, for a
radial flow velocity field, comes from the definition of Eq. (20), thus,

tσ =

(
1 + σ

1 + µ2σ

)
σe ρ vth
dv/dr

, (30)

where
σ =

d ln v
d ln r

. (31)

Inserting tσ in Eq. (26), instead of t, and integrating, we obtain the following expression
for the line force:

gline =
C
r2 CF(r, v, v′)

(
r2 v v′

)α
(32)

where CF is the correction factor, defined as the ratio of the force due to the non-radial
contributions to that of a point star approximation, namely:

CF =
2

1− µ2
c

∫ 1

µc

[
(1− µ2) v/r + µ2v′

v′

]α

µ dµ (33)

here µc =
√
(1− R2∗/r2), where R∗ is the stellar radius, and v′ = dv/dr. In appendix A, we

summarised some properties of the correction factor.

2.3. The Ionization Balance

In his work, Abbott [10], assumed local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and used the
modified Saha formula (see Hubeny and Mihalas [29]) to take into account the dilution of the
radiation field and the possible difference between the electron kinetic temperature Te and the
radiation temperature Tr. Due to the changes in the ionisation throughout the wind, Abbott
fitted the line force not only in terms of (r2 v v′)α (see Eq. 28) but also as a function of the ratio
ne/W(r), where

W(r) =
1
2

(
1−

√
(1− R2∗/r2)

)
, (34)
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is the dilution factor. He found that the functional dependence of this quotient in the line force
is:

gline ∝
(

ne

W(r)

)δ

, (35)

where the electron number density, ne, is given in units of 1011cm−3. This proportionality
means that the greater the density, the lower the ionisation level. In view of the fact that the
lower ionisation levels have more line transitions, usually at the maximum of the radiation
field, the line force increases with increasing density. Values of this δ line-force parameters
for the fast solution (see below) are in the range 0 < δ . 0.2 [8], but for a pure Hydrogen
atmosphere, the value is δ = 1/3 as Puls et al. [42] demonstrated.

3. The m-CAK Hydrodynamic model

The 1-D m-CAK stationary model for line-driven stellar winds considers the following
assumptions: an isothermal fluid in spherical symmetry and neglecting the influence of
viscosity effects, heat conduction and magnetic fields.

The stationary continuity and momentum conservation equations are:

Ṁ = 4 π r2 ρ v, (36)

v
dv
dr

= −1
ρ

dP
dr
− GM∗(1− Γe)

r2 +
v2

φ(r)

r
+ gline(ρ, dv/dr, ne), (37)

being P the fluid pressure, vφ = vrotR∗/r, where vrot is the stellar rotational speed at the
equator. In addition, gline(ρ, dv/dr, ne) corresponds to the acceleration due to an ensemble of
lines.

The standard or m-CAK parameterization of the line force [10,23,24] is the following:

gline =
C
r2 CF(r, v, dv/dr)

(
r2v

dv
dr

)α ( ne

W(r)

)δ

, (38)

where the coefficient C is given by Eq. (29).
Substituting the density from the mass conservation equation (Eq. 36) into the momentum

equation (Eq. 37), we obtain the equation of motion (EoM).
Transforming to dimensionless variables, that is:

u = −R∗
r

, (39)

w =
v
a

, (40)

w′ =
dw
du

, (41)

where a is the isothermal sound speed of an ideal gas, P = a2ρ.

Using these new variables, the EoM now reads:

F(u, w, w′) =
(

1− 1
w2

)
w

dw
du

+ A +
2
u
+ a2

rotu− C′ CF g(u)(w)−δ

(
w

dw
du

)α

= 0 , (42)
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where the constants are the following:

A =
GM(1− Γe)

a2R∗
=

v2
esc

2a2 , (43)

arot =
vrot

a
, (44)

C′ = C
(

ṀD
2π

10−11

aR2∗

)δ

(a2R∗)(α−1), (45)

D =
(1 + ZHeYHe)

(1 + AHeYHe)

1
mp

, (46)

being ZHe the number of free electrons provided by Helium, vesc the escape velocity, and the
function g is defined as:

g(u) =
(

u2

1−
√

1− u2

)δ

(47)

In order to find a physical wind solution of the EoM (Eq. 42), i.e., starting from the
photosphere with a small velocity and reaching infinite with a supersonic velocity, we first
need to understand the topology of this equation.

4. Topological Analysis

As mentioned previously, the first wind model was developed by Parker [14] for the sun.
This model possesses a singular point at the sonic point and different solution branches [see
Fig. 3.1 from 8]. The m-CAK model has a driving force (line force) that depends not only on the
radial coordinate r (or u) but also on the velocity and the velocity gradient. These characteristics
complicate the study of the EoM’s topology that gives rise to the different solutions.

Mathematically, singular points are located where the singularity condition is satisfied, i.e.:

∂

∂w′
F(u, w, w′) = 0 , (48)

and these locations form the locus of singular points.
At these specific points, in order to have a smooth wind solution between solution

branches, a regularity condition must be imposed, namely:

d
du

F(u, w, w′) =
∂F
∂u

+
∂F
∂w

w′ = 0 (49)

Using the following coordinate transformation:

Y = w w′ (50)

Z = w/w′, (51)
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we can now solve Equations (42), (48) and (49), only valid simultaneously at one singular point,
obtaining the following set of Equations:

Y− 1
Z

+A + 2/u + a2
rotu −C′ f1(u, Z) g(u) Z−δ/2 Yα−δ/2 = 0 , (52)

Y− 1
Z

−C′ f2(u, Z) g(u) Z−δ/2 Yα−δ/2 = 0 , (53)

Y +
1
Z
−2Z/u2 + a2

rotZ −C′ f3(u, Z) g(u) Z−δ/2 Yα−δ/2 = 0 , (54)

derivation details and definitions of f1(u, Z), f2(u, Z) and f3(u, Z) are summarised in appendix B.
Solving for Y and C′ from the set of Equations (52), (53) and (54), we obtain:

Y =
1
Z
+

(
f2(u, Z)

f1(u, Z)− f2(u, Z)

)
×
(

A +
2
u
+ a2

rotu
)

(55)

and

C′(Ṁ) =
1

g f2

(
1− 1

Y Z

)
Zδ/2 Y1−α+δ/2 (56)

These last two Eqs. are generalisations of the relations found by KPPA (see their Eq.[21] and
Eq.[34] for Y and Eq.[20] and Eq.[44] for the eigenvalue), but now including the rotational
speed of the star.

4.1. The critical point function R

The set of Eqs. (52), (53) and (54) are only valid at the singular point for the unknowns: Ys,
C′s, Zs and us

5. Due to the fact that there are only three equations and four unknowns, it is not
possible to solve them. Nevertheless, from this set of Equations, we can derive the function,
R(u, Z), defined by:

R(u, Z) = − 2
Z
+

2Z
u2 − a2

rotZ + f123(u, Z)
(

A +
2
u
+ a2

rotu
)

(57)

where f123(u, Z) has the following definition:

f123(u, Z) =
f2(u, Z)− f3(u, Z)
f2(u, Z)− f1(u, Z)

(58)

The locus of singular points, us, is given by the points which are solutions of the following
equation:

R(u, Z) = 0 . (59)

It should be noted that no approximation has been made in the derivation of the above
topological equations.

To determine which is the location of the singular point in the locus of points that satisfies,
R(u, Z) = 0, and therefore determine the values of Ys,C′s, Zs and us, we need to set a boundary
condition at the stellar surface.
For this boundary condition, the most used are:

i) Set the density at the stellar surface to a specific value,

ρ(R∗) = ρ∗, (60)

5 The subscript s means at the singular point.
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Usually this base density is in the range 10−8 g cm−3 to 10−13 g cm−3. For some examples,
see the works of de Araujo and de Freitas Pacheco [47], Friend and MacGregor [48],
Madura et al. [49], Curé [50], Araya et al. [51].

ii) Set the optical depth integral to a specific value, i.e.,

τ∗ =
∫ ∞

R∗
σE ρ(r)dr =

2
3

. (61)

Employing one of these boundary conditions at the stellar surface plus the regularity
condition at the singular point, we can solve from the EoM (Eq. 42) the velocity profile,
w = w(u), together with the value of the eigenvalue, C′, and therefore the mass loss rate, Ṁ.

5. Types of solutions

We developed a numerical code that discretizes by finite differences the EoM and, using
the Newton-Raphson method, iterates to a numerical solution, this code is called HYDWIND

and is described in more detail in Curé [50] [see also 52].

After performing the topological analysis of the EoM, we were able, thanks to HYDWIND,
to find the numerical solutions of all three known m-CAK physical solutions: fast, Ω-slow and
δ-slow solutions.

5.1. Fast solution

From the pioneering work of CAK and its improvements from FA and PPK, the code
HYDWIND is able to obtain the standard solution of the m-CAK theory, and we called it
hereafter the fast solution.

To perform our topological analysis, we use a typical O5 V star with the following stellar
parameters, Teff = 45000K, log g = 4.0, R/R� = 12, and line force parameters k = 0.124,
α = 0.64, and δ = 0.07, with the boundary condition τ∗ = 2/3.

The function R(u, Z) is shown in Fig. 1 for a non-rotating star (arot = 0). The plane
R(u, Z) = 0 is plotted in light grey (right panel) and the intersection of both functions, which
corresponds to the locus of singular points, is plotted with black lines. The locus of singular
points for the fast solution is the one that starts at Z ∼ 0 and u = −1. The other locus of
singular points will be discussed below.

Figure 1. Function R(u, Z) for a typical O5 V star without rotation. The left panel shows only the function
R(u, Z), while the right panel is similar to the left panel, but the plane R(u, Z) = 0 is also plotted in light
grey. Furthermore, the intersection of both curves (black solid lines) shows two locus of singular points.

Knowing the topology of the m-CAK model, specifically the locus of singular points,
we now solve the EoM for the velocity profile, v(r), or equivalently w = w(u), and the
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eigenvalue C′, which is proportional to the mass loss rate, Ṁ. Then, the wind parameters
obtained for this model are: a terminal velocity (v∞) of 3467 km/s and a mass-loss rate (Ṁ)
of 2.456× 10−6 M�/yr. Figure 2 shows the velocity profile of this model as a function of
log(r/R∗ − 1) (left panel) and as a function of u (right panel). The location of the singular
point (rs) is shown with a red dot, and it is located near the stellar surface (rs = 1.029 R∗
or us = −0.9719). At this point, the wind velocity is 181.4 km/s, a highly supersonic speed
(a = 24.17 km/s).
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Figure 2. Velocity profile for a typical O5 V star without rotation. The velocity profile is plotted as a
function of log(r/R∗ − 1) (left panel) and as a function of u (right panel). The location of the singular
point is shown with a red dot, while the sonic point is in black.

This steep velocity gradient is due to the rapid increase of the line force just above the
stellar surface, as shown in Fig. 3, where the sound speed is reached at r = 1.006 R∗ and the
maximum of gline is reached at r = 1.3 R∗.
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Figure 3. The radiative acceleration, gline, for a typical O5 V star without rotation as function of r/R∗, for
r < 10 R∗.

As previously mentioned, the wind parameters (v∞ and Ṁ) must be calculated within the
framework of the radiative transport problem. However, to understand the complex non-linear
dependence on the wind parameters from the line-force parameters, in the following figures,
we show how the wind parameters depend in terms of each one of the line-force parameters.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the wind parameters, v∞ (left panel) and Ṁ (right panel)
as a function of the line force parameter α, using the same stellar parameters and keeping the
line force parameters k and δ fixed. There is an increase in the values of both wind parameters
as α increases.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the wind parameters as a function of the line-force parameter α. Terminal
velocity (left panel) and mass-loss rate (right panel). The values obtained for our typical O5 V star without
rotation are shown in red.

The dependence of the wind parameters as a function of the line force parameter k is
shown in Fig. 5. In this case, wind parameters also increase as k increases. It is clearly seen
in Fig. 5 that the terminal velocity depends only slightly on the value of k rather than the
mass-loss rate, which has a significant impact on the value of k [53].
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Figure 5. Dependence of the wind parameters as a function of the line-force parameter k. Terminal
velocity (left panel) and mass-loss rate (right panel). The values obtained for our typical O5 V star without
rotation are shown in red.

Finally, the dependence of the wind parameters as a function of the line force parameter δ
is shown in Fig. 6. We observe that the terminal velocity has a decreasing behaviour when the
parameter δ increase, while the mass-loss rate can have a decreasing or increasing behaviour.
This behaviour depends on the parameter k, for low values of k the mass-loss rate decreases
while δ increases, but for larger values, the behaviour is reversed.
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Figure 6. Dependence of the wind parameters as a function of the line-force parameter δ. Upper panels
are for k = 0.124, and lower panels are for k = 0.0124. The values obtained for our typical O5 V star
without rotation are shown in red.

In the next subsections, we will discuss each of the slow solutions. The combined effect of
the line-force parameters and the three physical wind solutions is discussed in detail in Venero
et al. [53].

Overall, the fast solution from the m-CAK theory has been very successful in explaining
the terminal velocities and mass-loss rates of massive stars [see 8,11–13].

5.2. Ω-slow solution

The original CAK model considered the star point approximation, i.e., all the photons are
radially directed over the wind plasma. In that work, CAK only discussed the effect of the
finite disk of the star seen by an observer in the wind. FA and PPK implemented the finite disk
correction factor and solved the EoM. In both works, they also studied the influence of rotation
in the equatorial plane of a rotating star, but they could not obtain solutions for rapidly rotating
stars. The reason was found by Curé [50], for Ω & 0.75, where Ω = vrot/vcrit. From this value
of Ω, the fast solution ceases to exist, and another type of solution is found. This solution called
the Ω-slow solution, is characterised by a slower and denser wind in comparison with the fast
solution.

It is well known that Be stars are the fastest rotators among stars [54]. Thus, in this section,
we will study the topology and the wind solutions for a typical B2.5 V star with the following
stellar and line force parameters: Teff = 20000K, log g = 4.11, R/R� = 4.0, k = 0.61, α = 0.5,
and δ = 0.0. The lower (surface) boundary condition is fixed at ρ∗ = 8.7 × 10−13 g/cm3.
In addition, the distortion of the shape of the star caused by its high rotational speed and
gravity-darkening effects are not considered.

Fig. 7 shows the surfaces R(u, Z), for different values of Ω, together with the plane
R(u, Z) = 0. The intersection of the surfaces R(u, Z) and R(u, Z) = 0 (black lines) correspond
to the locus of singular points. We clearly observe two different loci of singular points. The fast
solution locus can be observed for Ω = 0.3 (upper left panel), Ω = 0.5 (upper right panel) and
Ω = 0.7 (lower left panel). For larger rotational rates (Ω & 0.75), the fast solution locus lies
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completely under the plane R(u, Z) = 0, as shown in the lower right panel for Ω = 0.9. Thus,
the fast solution does not exist for large values of Ω.

Figure 7. The function R(u, Z) (topology) of the m-CAK theory as function of Ω: Ω = 0.3 (upper left
panel), Ω = 0.5 (upper right panel), Ω = 0.7 (lower left panel), and Ω = 0.9 (lower right panel). The
plane R(u, Z) = 0 is shown in light grey, and its intersection with the surface R(u, Z) (locus of singular
points) is plotted with black lines.
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Figure 8. Velocity profiles, v(u), as function of the rotational rate Ω. Left panel: fast solutions (Ω . 0.74)
are plotted in grey lines, while the Ω-slow solutions are in coloured lines: Ω = 0.74 (red line), Ω = 0.76
(blue line), Ω = 0.80 (cyan line), Ω = 0.82 (magenta line), Ω = 0.85 (green line), Ω = 0.90 (black line), and
Ω = 0.95 (orange line). Right panel: The same Ω-slow solutions, but zoomed and including the location
of the singular points (red dots).

Figure 8 shows the velocity profiles, v(u) as a function of u for different values of Ω. All
these solutions use the same lower boundary condition. This figure shows (left panel) fast
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solutions in light grey and Ω-slow solutions in coloured lines. The right panel shows only
Ω-slow solutions; the location of the singular point is almost independent of Ω. This is a
consequence of the shape of the locus curve of singular points (see Fig. 7). This locus is located
almost at a constant value of u.

The Ω-slow solutions are only valid in the equatorial plane in this 1D m-CAK model.
Notice that this model does not take into account the oblateness and gravity-darkening effects.
See Araya et al. [55] for the implementation in the 1D model (equatorial plane) and Cranmer
and Owocki [56] for the implementation in the 2D model.
In the equatorial plane, the higher Ω, the greater the centrifugal force and, consequently, the
lesser the effective gravity. Therefore, the higher Ω is, the higher the rate of mass loss and,
through the continuity equation, the higher the wind density, as shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Wind density profiles, ρ(u) (in gr/cm3) versus u, for fast and Ω-slow solutions. The colour
scheme is the same as the one used in Fig. 8

5.3. δ-slow solution

The δ-slow solution was found numerically by Curé et al. [27]. This solution, based on
the m-CAK theory, describes the wind velocity profile when the ionization-related line-force
parameter δ takes larger values, δ & 0.28. These values are larger than the ones provided by
the standard m-CAK solution [see, 8, and references therein]. Nevertheless, Puls et al. [42]
calculated the value of δ for a pure Hydrogen atmosphere finding a value of δ ∼ 1/3. These
high values of δ are also found in atmospheres and winds with extremely low metallicities [see,
57].

The δ-slow solution, as well as the Ω-slow solution, is characterized by low velocities. This
solution could explain the velocities obtained for late-B and A-type supergiant stars and seems
to fit well the observed anomalous correlation between the terminal and escape velocities
found in A supergiant stars [27]. Furthermore, in Venero et al. [53, see their table 2], a gap of
solutions, between the fast and the δ-slow solutions, for different values of the rotational speed,
was found in the plane δ-Ω.

To present the topological analysis of this type of solution, we adopt the model T19
from Venero et al. [53]. The stellar and line-force parameters are Teff = 19000K, log g = 2.5,
R/R� = 40, k = 0.32, and α = 0.5. We use τ∗ = 2/3 as a boundary condition at the stellar
surface.

In Fig. 10, the R(u, Z) function and the plane R(u, Z) = 0 are shown for different values of
δ. The upper left panel shows the surface R(u, Z) for δ = 0.1. We clearly see that for this case,
the locus of singular points for fast solutions is different from the case of the fast solution shown
in Fig. 1. Here this locus is located when Z . 0.5, ∀ u. The upper right panel shows R(u, Z) for
δ = 0.12, where the locus of singular points for fast solutions returns to the behaviour shown
in Fig. 1. The fast solution is present until δ = 0.24; see the lower left panel. We cannot find fast
solutions for slightly larger values of δ until δ ∼ 0.30 (lower right panel). For this value of δ,
the locus of singular points for fast solutions shifts to slightly larger values of Z for u . −1,
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and the numerical wind solutions no longer have a singular point in this locus, switching to
the other locus of singular points (δ-slow solutions) located at u . −0.1 (or r & 10R∗).

Figure 10. The topological function R(u, Z) of the m-CAK theory as function of δ. Upper left panel:
δ = 0.1. Upper right panel: δ = 0.12. Lower left panel: δ = 0.24. Lower right panel: δ = 0.3. The plane
R(u, Z) = 0 is shown in light grey, and its intersection with the surface R(u, Z) (locus of singular points)
is plotted with black lines.
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Figure 11. Velocity profiles, v(u), for different values of the line-force parameter δ. Left panel: fast
solutions are plotted in grey lines for δ = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.24, while δ-slow solutions are in coloured lines.
Red line corresponds to δ = 0.3, blue line to δ = 0.31, cyan line to δ = 0.32, and magenta line to δ = 0.33.
The right panel shows only δ-slow solutions, and the location of the singular points for each solution is
shown with a red dot.

5.4. The β-law approximation

In the work of PPK, after obtaining the numerical solution of the EoM, they assumed
a power law approximation to describe the velocity profile only as a function of the radial
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coordinate r. This approximation is known as the β-law approximation and has the following
expression:

v(r) = v∞ (1− R∗/r)β , (62)

= v∞ (1 + u)β , (63)

where v∞ is the terminal velocity and the value of β determine the shape of the velocity profile.
In the context of stellar wind diagnostics, these parameters are considered fit parameters that
must be determined through spectral line fitting. Usually, the range used for the β parameter is
0.7 . β . 4 [11].

Figure 12 shows the velocity profile of the fast solution for the stellar and line-force
parameters given at the beginning of section 5.1, together with six different values of β for
a β-law velocity profile. From this figure, we can conclude that the fast solution cannot be
described properly by a β-law with β > 1.2.

On the other hand, Figure 13 shows the velocity profile for the δ-slow solution for the
stellar and line-force parameters given at the beginning of section 5.3, and δ = 0.32. Also, the
same β-law profiles of Fig. 12 are used, with the proper values of v∞ for this solution. The same
is plotted in Fig. 14 for the Ω-slow solution with a Ω = 0.8. In the case of the δ-slow solution,
the β-law profile cannot fit the m-CAK hydrodynamical solution for any β > 0.7, while for
values around to β = 0.7 the profiles can be considered similar. Finally, from Fig. 14, we can
definitely conclude that Ω-slow solutions cannot be described properly by any β-law profile.
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Figure 12. Fast solution velocity profile (solid blue), v(u) vs. u. Six different β-law velocity profiles are
also plotted. It is clearly seen that the β-law approximation is a good one for 0.7 . β . 1.2. See text for
details.
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Figure 13. δ-slow solution velocity profile (solid blue), v(u) vs. u. Six different β-law velocity profiles
are also plotted. For values around to β = 0.7 the profiles can be considered similar, but it can be clearly
concluded that for β > 0.7, the β-law profile cannot fit the m-CAK hydrodynamical δ-slow solution.
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Figure 14. Ω-slow solution velocity profile (solid blue), v(u) vs. u. Six different β-law velocity profiles are
also plotted. It can be clearly concluded that no β-law profile can fit the m-CAK hydrodynamical Ω-slow
solution.

6. Analytical wind solutions

Using an analytical expression to represent the radiation force and solve the equation of
motion analytically offers numerous advantages over the numerical integration of the EoM.
These formulae can be used in all cases where good first estimates are needed; for example, it
gives the advantage of solving the radiative transfer problem for moving media in an easier
way.

KPPA were one of the first to develop analytical solutions for radiation-driven winds
considering the finite disk correction factor in the line force. Based on these solutions, they
provided approximated analytical expressions for the terminal velocity and the mass loss rate
in terms of the stellar parameters (L, M∗ and R∗), the line force parameters (k, α and δ) and the
free parameter β from the β-law (they adopted β = 1.0 for their results).

Other authors have tried to simplify the complicated numerical treatment from the theory.
Villata [58] (hereafter V92), with the purpose of simplifying the integration of the EoM, derived
an approximated expression for the line acceleration term, which depends only on the radial
coordinate. Müller and Vink [59] (hereafter MV08) presented an analytical expression for the
velocity field using a parameterized description for the line acceleration that (as in V92’s) also
depends on the radial coordinate. These line-acceleration expressions do not depend on the
velocity or the velocity gradient, as the standard m-CAK description does. Araya et al. [60]
proposed to achieve a complete analytical description of the 1-D hydrodynamical solution
for radiation-driven winds in the fast regime by gathering the advantages of both previous
approximations (the use of known parameters and the LambertW function). In addition, Araya
et al. [61] developed an analytical solution for the δ-slow regime. To date, no approximation
using the LambertW function has been performed for the Ω-slow regime, we expect to do this
in the future.

In the next sections, we describe the results and methodology used to solve analytically
the equation of motion for fast and δ-slow regimes.

6.1. Solution of the dimensionless equation of motion

In this section, we recapitulated the methodology described by MV08 to obtain the
dimensionless equation of motion.

In a dimensionless form, the momentum equation can be expressed as follows,

v̂
dv̂
dr̂

= −
v̂2

crit
r̂2 + ĝline − 1

ρ

dρ

dr̂
, (64)

where r̂ is a dimensionless radial coordinate r̂ = r/R∗, and the dimensionless velocities (in
units of the isothermal sound speed a) are:
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v̂ =
v
a

and v̂crit =
vesc

a
√

2
, , (65)

here, vcrit is the rotational break-up velocity in the case of a rotating star. It is usually determined
by dividing the effective escape velocity, vesc, by a factor of

√
2. Similarly, a dimensionless line

acceleration can be written as follows:

ĝline =
R∗
a2 gline. (66)

Using the continuity equation and the equation of state of an ideal gas, the dimensionless
equation of motion reads as follows:(

v̂− 1
v̂

)
dv̂
dr̂

= −
v̂2

crit
r̂2 +

2
r̂
+ ĝline(r̂). (67)

Lastly, a 1-D velocity profile is derived analytically in terms of LambertW function [62–64].
See MV08 for a detailed description of the methodology used to arrive at this solution. This
analytical solution is expressed as follows:

v̂(r̂) =
√
−Wj(x(r̂)), (68)

where

x(r̂) = −
(

r̂c

r̂

)4
exp

[
−2 v̂2

crit

(
1
r̂
− 1

r̂c

)
− 2

∫ r̂

r̂c
ĝline(r̂)dr̂− 1

]
. (69)

In the last equation appears the parameter r̂c, which represents the position of the sonic (or
critical) point.

Also, the LambertW function (Wj) has only two real branches, indicated by the sub-index
j, where j = 0,−1. These two branches coincide at the sonic point, r̂c, i.e.,

j =
{

0 for 1 ≤ r̂ ≤ r̂c
−1 for r̂ > r̂c,

(70)

A regularity condition must be imposed, as in the m-CAK case, since the LHS of the
equation of motion (Eq. 67) vanishes at v̂ = 1 (singularity condition in CAK formalism). This is
equivalent to ensuring that the RHS of Eq. (67) vanishes at r̂ = r̂c. Therefore,

−
v̂2

crit
r̂2

c
+

2
r̂c

+ ĝline(r̂c) = 0, (71)

and r̂c is obtained by solving this last equation. Finally, the velocity profile is derived using the
function x(r̂), Eq. (69), into Eq. (68).

6.2. The fast regime

KPPA’s analytical study of radiation-driven stellar winds allowed V92 to derive an
approximate expression for the line acceleration term. In this case, the line acceleration is
only dependent on the radial coordinate, and it reads as follows:

gline
V92(r̂) =

G M∗ (1− Γe)

R2∗ r̂2 A(α, β, δ)

(
1− 1

r̂

)α(2.2 β−1)
, (72)
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with

A(α, β, δ) =
(1.76 β)α

1− α

[
10−δ(1 + α)

]1/(1−α)
[

1 +
(

2
α

{
1−

[
10−δ(1 + α)

]1/(α−1)
})1/2

]α

. (73)

According to Kudritzki et al. [65], the exponent β can be calculated based on the force multiplier
parameters and the escape velocity, vesc:

β = 0.95 α +
0.008

δ
+

0.032 vesc

500
, (74)

with vesc in km/s.
Then, using Eq. (72) in its dimensionless form (Eq. 66) and inserting it into the dimensionless

equation of motion (Eq. 67), it yields:(
v̂− 1

v̂

)
dv̂
dr̂

= −
v̂2

crit
r̂2 +

2
r̂
+

1
a2

GM∗(1− Γe)

R∗ r̂2 A(α, β, δ)

(
1− 1

r̂

)γv

, (75)

with γv = α (2.2 β− 1).
Based on V92’s approximation of the line acceleration, this differential equation can be

viewed as a solar-like differential equation of motion. Hence, the singular point is the sonic
point. Additionally, V92’s equation of motion does not have eigenvalues, which means it
doesn’t depend explicitly on the star’s mass loss rate.

Using a standard numerical integration method, V92 solved the equation of motion and
obtained terminal velocities that were within 3-4 % of those computed by PPK and KPP.

A parametrized description of line acceleration was presented years later by MV08 that is
dependent on the radial coordinate (like V92’s). The line acceleration in MV08 was determined
using Monte-Carlo multi-line radiative transfer calculations [66,67] and a β law. Following this,
the line acceleration was fitted using the following formula:

ĝline
MV08(r̂) =

ĝ0

r̂1+δ1

(
1− r̂0

r̂δ1

)γ

, (76)

where ĝ0, δ1, r̂0 and γ are the acceleration line parameters.
Then, the solution of the equation of motion, based on their methodology and line

acceleration, is:
v̂(r̂) =

√
−Wj(x(r̂)) , (77)

with

x(r̂) =−
(

r̂c

r̂

)4
exp

[
−2 v̂2

crit

(
1
r̂
− 1

r̂c

)

− 2
r̂0

ĝ0

δ1 (1 + γ)

(1− r̂0

r̂δ1

)1+γ

−
(

1− r̂0

r̂δ1
c

)1+γ
− 1

. (78)

As a result of the approximations described above, the velocity profile can be represented
analytically, greatly simplifying the solution of the equation of motion.

Also, it is relevant to note that each of the mentioned approximations has its own
advantages and disadvantages. Even though Villata’s approximation of the radiation force
is general and can directly be applied to describe any massive star’s wind, the momentum
equation still needs to be solved numerically. With MV08’s approximation, the equation of
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motion can be analytically solved, based on ĝ0, δ1, r̂0, and γ parameters of the star. Nevertheless,
it is still necessary to perform Monte Carlo multi-line radiative transfer calculations in order to
determine these parameters.

This methodology to solve the equation of motion was revisited by Araya et al. [60], and
in order to derive a fully analytical expression combining V92’s expression of the equation of
motion, with the methodology developed by MV08.
This analytical solution is,

v̂(r̂) =
√
−Wj(x(r̂)), (79)

with

x(r̂) = −
(

r̂c

r̂

)4
exp

[
−2 v̂2

crit

(
1
r̂
− 1

r̂c

)
− 2
(

Iĝline
V92

(r̂)− Iĝline
V92

(r̂c)
)
− 1
]

, (80)

where

Iĝline
V92

(r̂) =
(

10−δ (1 + α)
) 1

1−α

1 +
√

2

√
−
(
10−δ (1 + α)− 1

) 1
α−1

α


α

× (1.76 β)α G M∗

(
r̂− 1

r̂

)1+γv Γ− 1
(a2[α− 1](1 + γv) R∗)

. (81)

As was mentioned in the previous section, r̂c can be obtained numerically, making the RHS of
Eq. (75) equal zero. In order to obtain the terminal velocity in a simpler way, we can use the
average value of r̂c (r̂c = 1.0026) obtained by Araya et al. [60]. Note that this value can be used
only in the supersonic region.

Equation (79) has the advantage that it is based not only on the LambertW function but
also on stellar parameters and the line force parameters. For a wide range of spectral types,
stellar and force multiplier parameters are given [see, e.g., 8,10,22,24,41,44].

By comparing the analytical solution to the 1-D hydrodynamic code HYDWIND, the
accuracy of the analytical solution can be tested. Figure 15 compares the results obtained with
our analytical approximation to those obtained with the hydrodynamics for four stars taken
from Araya et al. [60]. Both solutions have similar behaviours. However, as shown by Araya
et al. [60], the analytical approximation close to the stellar surface (subsonic region) is not good
enough. In the same way, Figure 16 compares the numerical and analytical velocity profiles
near to the stellar surface for ε Ori.
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Figure 15. Velocity profiles as function of the inverse radial coordinate u = −R∗/r = −1/r̂ for four
models. The hydrodynamic results from HYDWIND are shown in solid blue lines, and the analytical
solutions are in dashed lines. The stellar and line-force parameters for the models are given in Araya et al.
[60].
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Figure 16. Velocity profiles of ε Ori as a function of log(r/R∗ − 1) in a region near to the stellar surface.
The solid blue line shows the numerical hydrodynamic result, and the analytical solution is in dashed
line. The dot symbol indicates the position of the sonic (or critical) point. The difference between both
curves is around one thermal speed.

There is a limitation to this analytical expression when the line force parameter δ exceeds
about 0.3. This is due to the complexity of a term in the proposed line acceleration expression.
To obtain an expression with real values, high values of δ would require high values of α.
However, such kind of α values would be totally unphysical (α > 1). As an illustration of the
dependence of this expression on the parameters α and δ, Fig. 17 shows the domain of the
complex and real regions when this expression is evaluated to the given line acceleration term.

Figure 17. Real and complex regions where the line acceleration expression given by Villata [58] can be
found. These regions are delimited by the values of the line-force parameters α and δ.

6.3. The δ-slow regime

Considering the results obtained when using an approximate description of the wind
velocity for the δ-slow case, Araya et al. [61] modified the function of the line acceleration given
by MV08 to better describe of the δ-slow wind.

As a result, the proposed line acceleration is:

ĝline(r̂) =
ĝ0

r̂1+δ1

(
1− 1

r̂δ2

)γ

, (82)

where ĝ0, δ1, δ2, and γ are the new set of line acceleration parameters.
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It is notable that the δ2 parameter, which has been incorporated into this new expression,
provides a much better agreement with the numerical line acceleration obtained from the
m-CAK model in the δ-slow regime compared with the one from MV08.

Based on this new definition of the radiation force, the new dimensionless equation of
motion reads: (

v̂− 1
v̂

)
dv̂
dr̂

= −
v̂2

crit
r̂2 +

2
r̂
+

ĝ0

r̂1+δ1

(
1− 1

r̂δ2

)γ

. (83)

The LambertW function is used to solve the equation of motion, Eq. (83) following the same
methodology developed by MV08,

v̂(r̂) =
√
−Wj(x(r̂)) , (84)

with

x(r̂) = −
(

r̂c

r̂

)4
exp

[
−2 v̂2

crit

(
1
r̂
− 1

r̂c

)
− 2
(

Iĝline(r̂)− Iĝline(r̂c)
)
− 1
]

,

where

Iĝline =
∫

ĝline(r̂)dr̂ = −
g0 r̂−δ1 2F1

[
−γ, δ1

δ2
, 1 + δ1

δ2
, r̂−δ2

]
δ1

, (85)

being 2F1 the Gauss Hypergeometric function. The critical (or sonic) point, r̂c, is obtained
numerically, making the RHS of Eq. (83) equal zero.

Ultimately, this expression for the velocity profile is in quite satisfactory agreement with
the numerical solution from HYDWIND.

As described in Araya et al. [60], a relationship was established between the MV08 line-
force parameters (ĝ0, δ1, r̂0, and γ) and the stellar and m-CAK line-force parameters. In
addition to being easy to use, this relationship provides a straightforward and versatile method
of calculating velocity profiles analytically for a wide range of spectral types since both stellar
and m-CAK line force parameters are available [see, 8,10,22,24,41,44].

A similar relationship can be derived for the δ-slow regime using m-CAK hydrodynamic
models, that is, creating a grid of HYDWIND models for δ-slow solutions. These models are
then analysed using a multivariate multiple regression analysis [MMR 68,69].

To develop this hydrodynamic grid, the stellar radius is calculated from Mbol for each pair
of stellar parameters (Teff, log g) by using the flux weighted gravity-luminosity relationship
[70,71]. Additionally, a total of 20 stellar radius values were added (ranging from 5 R� to 100
R� in steps of 5 R�). Surface gravities are in the range of log g = 2.7 down to about 90% of
Eddington’s limit in steps of 0.15 dex. Effective temperatures are between 9 000 K to 19 500 K,
in steps of 500 K. The range of this grid has been chosen to cover the region of the Teff-log g
diagram that contains B- and A-type supergiants. In Table 1, the m-CAK line-force parameters
for each set of (Teff, log g) values are listed. For the purpose of obtaining δ-slow solutions, only
high values of δ are considered. For the Teff-log g plane (see Fig. 18), we show in blue dots all
converged models.
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Figure 18. Hydrodynamic models in the Teff-log g plane. Blue dots represent the converged solutions.
Grey solid lines are the evolutionary tracks for stars of 7M� to 60M� without rotation [72], and black
lines represent the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) and the terminal age main-sequence (TAMS).

Table 1. m-CAK line-force parameter ranges for the grid of models.

Parameter Range

α 0.45 - 0.69 (step size of 0.02)
k 0.05 - 1.00 (step size of 0.05)
δ 0.26 - 0.35 (step size of 0.01)

In order to obtain the new line acceleration parameters (ĝ0, δ1, δ2, and γ) for each model,
the m-CAK line acceleration was fitted, using Least Squares, with the proposed line acceleration
expression (Eq. 82). Then, a MMR is applied to the grid of models in order to derive the
relationship between new line acceleration parameters (ĝ0, δ1, δ2 and γ) and stellar (Teff, log g,
R∗/R�) and m-CAK line-force parameters (k, α, δ). The estimated parameters are:

ĝ0.27
0 = −4.548− 1.890× 10−4 Teff + (86)

4.393 log g + 3.026× 10−2R∗/R� −
4.802× 10−3 k + 3.781 α− 3.212 δ,

(δ1 + 1)5.3 = −4.623− 3.743× 10−4 Teff + (87)

1.489× 101 log g + 1.148× 10−1R∗/R� +

2.415 k + 9.553× 101 α− 1.320× 102 δ,

δ0.45
2 = 5.359 + 8.262× 10−5 Teff − (88)

1.327 log g− 8.327× 10−3R∗/R� +

2.181× 10−1 k + 9.618× 10−1 α− 2.296 δ

and
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(γ + 1)−3.56 = −1.031 + 7.254× 10−6 Teff + (89)

2.994× 10−1 log g + 3.097× 10−3R∗/R� +

1.836× 10−1 k− 4.828× 10−1 α + 1.254 δ,

After the estimated values for each dependent variable, ĝ0.27
0 , (δ1 + 1)5.3, δ0.45

2 , (γ + 1)−3.56,
are obtained they are transformed into ĝ0, δ1, δ2, and γ through their respective inverse
functions. Finally, we can use these parameters in Eq. (84) to calculate the velocity profile.

The velocity profiles obtained via HYDWIND code and the analytical solution are shown
in Fig. 19 for one model with δ-slow solution. The model is taken from Curé et al. [27].
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Figure 19. Velocity profiles as function of the inverse radial coordinate u = −R∗/r = −1/r̂ for the model
R24 from Curé et al. [27]. The hydrodynamic result from HYDWIND is shown in the solid blue line, and
the analytical solution is a dashed black line.

Remember, however, that this relationship holds only for δ-slow solutions, especially for
values of δ between 0.29 and 0.35. In addition, considering the number of converged models in
the grid, the authors recommend using this expression for values of α between 0.45 and 0.55.

Finally, it is important to remark that both analytical solutions for the velocity profile, fast
and δ-slow, do depend only on the stellar (Teff, log g, R∗/R�) and m-CAK line-force parameters
(k, α, δ). Regarding to the mass-loss rate, V92 proposed an expression to obtain it (in terms of
the stellar and m-CAK parameters) following the approximations given by Kudritzki et al. [28].
Also, Araya et al. [61], in the appendix, proposed a method to obtain the mass-loss based on
Curé [50].

7. Summary and discussion

Observations over the past decades have shown that the basic wind parameters behave
as predicted by the theory. This fundamental agreement between observations and theory
provides strong evidence that the winds from massive stars are driven by radiation pressure.
This has given the m-CAK theory a well-established status in the massive star community.
However, several issues are contentious and still unclear, such as the calibration of the
Wind-momentum Luminosity Relationship (WLR) [73], disks of Be stars, wind parameters
determination, the applicability of the called slow wind solutions, among others. All these
issues are the focus of massive stars research.

This review is focused on the theoretical and numerical research of wind hydrodynamics
of massive stars based on the m-CAK theory, with particular emphasis on its topology and
hydrodynamic solutions.

We presented a topological analysis of the one-dimensional m-CAK hydrodynamic model
and its three known hydrodynamic solutions, the fast, Ω-slow and δ-slow solutions. From a
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topological point of view, slow solutions are obtained from a new branch of solutions with
a locus of singular points far from the stellar surface, unlike fast solutions with a family of
singular points near the stellar surface.

We continued analyzing the dependence of the line force parameters (k, α, and δ) with the
wind parameters (mass loss rate and terminal velocity) in order to understand the complex
non-linear dependence between these parameters. In the case of α, there is an increase in both
wind parameters as this parameter increases. This behaviour is similar to the k parameter, but
the dependence is very slight for terminal velocity, while the mass loss rate has a significant
impact. For the δ parameter, the terminal velocity has a decreasing behaviour when this
parameter increases, while the mass-loss rate can have a decreasing or increasing behaviour,
which depends on the parameter k. When k is low, mass-loss rates decrease, while δ increases,
whereas when k is large, the opposite occurs.

In addition, we compared the β-law with the hydrodynamic solutions. We concluded that
the fast solution could not be adequately described by a β-law with β > 1.2, while the δ-slow
solution cannot be described by any β-law.

Furthermore, we presented two analytical expressions for the solution of line-driven
winds in terms of the stellar and line-force parameters. The expressions are addressed to obtain
the fast and δ-slow velocity regimes in a simple way. Both solutions are based on the LambertW
function and an approximative expression for the wind line acceleration as a function of the
radial distance. The importance of an analytical solution lies in its simplicity in studying the
properties of the wind instead of solving complex hydrodynamic equations. In addition, these
analytical expressions can be used in radiative transfer or stellar evolution codes [see, e.g., 74].

Concerning the applicability of the slows solutions, in the case of the Ω-slow solution,
their behaviour suggest that it can play a paramount role in the ejection of material to the
equatorial circumstellar environment of Be and B[e] stars. Be stars are a unique set of massive
stars whose main distinguishing characteristics are rapid rotation and the presence of a dense,
gaseous circumstellar disk orbiting in a quasi-Keplerian fashion. There is a long-standing
problem in understanding the formation of disks in Be stars; this is one of the major areas of
ongoing research in Be stars. The gaseous disks are not remnants of the objects’ protostellar
environments, nor are they formed through the accretion of material [54,75]. On the contrary,
the equatorial gas consists of a decretion disk formed from a material originating from the
central star.

As was stated above, attempts to solve this problem have been made without much
success, for example, the link between the line-driven winds and these discs, called the Wind
Compressed Disk [76], but the work of Owocki et al. [77] was the first to show this is not
a viable mechanism for rapidly rotating stars due to the non-radial line force components.
The most accepted model to successfully reproduce many Be star observables is the viscous
decretion disk (VDD) model, developed by Lee et al. [78] and examined by Okazaki [79],
Bjorkman and Carciofi [25], Krtička et al. [80] and Curé et al. [81]. Currently, how that material
is ejected into the equatorial plane and how sufficient angular momentum is transferred to
the disk to maintain quasi-Keplerian rotation are among the primary unresolved questions
currently driving classical Be star research.

Araya et al. [55] studied the Ω-slow wind solution and its relation with the disks of Be
stars. Overall, this work is an extension to the study done by Silaj et al. [82], where they
precisely investigated if the density distribution provided by the Ω-slow wind solution could
adequately describe the physical conditions to form a dense disc in Keplerian rotation via
angular momentum transfer. They considered a two-component wind model, i.e., a fast, thin
wind in the polar latitudes and a Ω-slow, dense wind in the equatorial regions. Based on
the equatorial density distributions, Hα line profiles are generated and compared with an
ad-hoc emission profile, which agrees with the observations. In addition, their calculations
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assumed three different scenarios related to the shape (oblate correction factor) and the star’s
brightness (gravity darkening). Finally, they found that under certain conditions (related to
the line-force parameter of the wind), a significant Hα line profile could be produced, and
maybe the line-driven winds through the Ω-slow solution can have an essential role in the disc
formation of Be stars.

In addition, Araya et al. [51] studied the zone where the classical m-CAK fast solution
ceases to exist, and the Ω-slow solution emerges at rapid rotational speeds. This study used
two hydrodynamic codes with time-dependent and stationary approaches. They found that
both solutions can co-exist in this transition region, which depends exclusively on the initial
conditions. In addition, they performed base-density wind perturbations to test the stability of
the solution within the co-existence region. A switch of the solution was found under certain
perturbation conditions. The results are addressed to a possible role in the ejection of extra
material into the equatorial plane via pulsation modes, where the Ω-slow solution can play an
important role.

A current weakness of this m-CAK model is that it does not consider the role of viscosity
and its influence on angular momentum transport. This mechanism might explain the
formation of a Keplerian disc.

On the other hand, the δ-slow solution is promising to explain the discrepancies of the
wind parameters between observations and theory in late B- and A-type supergiant stars.
According to the findings of Venero et al. [53], these suggest that the terminal velocity of early
and mid-B supergiants agrees with the results seen from fast outflowing winds. By contrast, the
results obtained for late B supergiants and, mainly, those obtained for early A supergiants agree
with the results achieved for δ-slow stationary outflowing wind regimes. Then, the δ-slow
solution enables us to describe the global features of the wind quite well, such as mass-loss
rates and terminal velocities of moderately and slowly rotating B supergiants.

Conversely, Venero et al. [53] stated that the δ-slow solution seems not to be present in
stars with Teff > 21 000 K. This restricts the possibility of a switch between fast and slow
regimes at such temperatures. Consequently, this would be a physical explanation for why
an empirical bi-stability jump can be observed around 21 000 K in B supergiants [83]. From a
theoretical perspective, a velocity jump has also been found using Monte Carlo modelling and
the co-moving frame method [see, e.g., 13,84,85]

In addition, it is generally accepted that most O and early B-type stars can be adequately
modelled with a β velocity law with 0.7 . β . 1.2. However, supergiants A and B exhibit β
values that tend towards higher values, often β ≥ 2 [see, e.g., 86–90]. Venero et al. 2023 (in
preparation) propose that δ-slow solutions might explain these winds. They show that the
δ-slow regime could adequately fit the Hα line profile of B supergiants with the same accuracy
as that obtained using a β-law with β ≥ 2, but now with a hydrodynamic explanation of the
velocity profile used.

The investigation carried out in the latest works inspired us to go deeper into the possible
role of slow wind solutions with respect to the unresolved questions related to massive stars.
In view of our results, we are encouraged to develop this line of research further. In the case of
the Ω-slow solution and its link to Be stars, or possibly to B[e] stars, it would require 2D/3D
models for a better understanding to take into account non-radial forces, the effects of stellar
distortion and gravity darkening. These considerations could change, in turn, the nature of the
Ω-slow solution or the behaviour regarding the co-existence of solutions and a switch between
them.
The δ-slow solution could play an essential role in understanding the winds of B- and A-
type supergiants. Moreover, this solution is expected to solve the disagreement between
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the observations and theory for these stars and, in this way, calibrate the wind-momentum
luminosity relationship.

As we mentioned previously. In the standard procedure for finding stellar and wind
parameters, the β-law (β, v∞) and a mass-loss rate (Ṁ) are three ’free’ input parameters in
radiative transfer codes, comparing synthetic spectra with the observed spectra of a star. The β
law comes from an approximation of the fast wind solutions, and the values of β should be
in a restricted interval. To improve the hydrodynamic approximation used in this standard
procedure, we have developed two hydrodynamic procedures to derive stellar and wind
parameters:

• The self-consistent CAK procedure [44], based on the m-CAK model. Here we iteratively
calculate the line-force parameters using the atomic line database from CMFGEN, coupled
with the m-CAK hydrodynamic until convergence. We obtain the line-force parameters
and, therefore, the velocity profile and the mass-loss rate. Thus, none of the input
parameters are ’free’, but self-consistently calculated.

• The LambertW procedure [45]. In this procedure, we start using a β-law and a value for
Ṁ in CMFGEN. After convergence, we calculated the line acceleration as a function of
r, and using the LambertW function we obtain a new velocity profile. This is inserted in
CMFGEN and the cycle is repeated until convergence. In this LambertW procedure, the
only input parameter is the mass-loss rate.

We expect that these two alternatives, which reduce the number of input parameters, will in
the future, have a significant impact on the standard procedures for obtaining stellar and wind
parameters of massive stars.
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Appendix A

In their original work, CAK discussed the stellar point approximation of their model and
properly estimated the influence of the disk correction factor (CF) on the wind dynamics, i.e.,
reducing the line force in about 40% at the stellar surface.

The definition of the CF is:

CF =
2

1− µ2∗

∫ 1

µ∗

(
(1− µ2)v/r + µ2v

′

v′

)α

µdµ. (A1)

where v′ = dv/dr and µ2
∗ = 1− (R∗/r)2.

Integrating A1 and changing the variables from r −→ u = −R∗/r, and v −→ w = v/a, where
a is the thermal speed); the finite disc correction factor transforms to:

CF(u, w/w′) =
1

1− α

1
u2

1
(1 + 1

u
w
w′
)

[
1−

(
1− u2 − u

w
w′
)(1+α)

]
, (A2)

where w
′
= dw/dr. Due to the fact that CF depends on u and the ratio Z = w/w′, we can

define λ as:
λ = (u + Z) u. (A3)

Therefore, re-writing CF(u, Z) as:

CF(λ) =
1

(1− α)

1
λ

[
1− (1− λ)(1+α)

]
. (A4)

The partial derivatives of CF with respect to u, w, w
′

are then related to ∂CF/∂λ via the
chain rule, namely:

∂CF
∂u

=
∂CF
∂λ
× ∂λ

∂u
. (A5)

∂CF
∂w

=
∂CF
∂λ
× ∂λ

∂w
. (A6)

∂CF
∂w′

=
∂CF
∂λ
× ∂λ

∂w′
. (A7)

The function e(λ) = ∂CF/∂λ is therefore:

e(λ) =
(1− λ)α − CF(λ)

λ
. (A8)

then (A5), (A6) and (A7) are related to (A8) by:

e(λ) =
1

2u + Z
× ∂CF

∂u
=

w′

u
× ∂CF

∂w
= − w

′

uZ
× ∂CF

∂w′
. (A9)

Approximating Z by a β-field (Z = (1 + u)/β), we obtain CF and e only as functions of u.

Appendix B

Here the basic steps toward equations (52), (53) and (54) are outlined. The reader should
keep in mind the original derivation by CAK.
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The partial derivatives of F(u, w, w′) (eq. 52), with respect to u, w and w′ are:

∂F
∂u

= − 2
u2 + a2

rot − C
′
(

∂CF
∂u

g + CF
∂g
∂u

)
w−δ (w w′)α (A10)

∂F
∂w

=

(
1 +

1
w2

)
w
′ − C

′
(

∂CF
∂w

+ α
CF
w
− δ

CF
w

)
g w−δ (w w′)α (A11)

∂F
∂w′

=

(
1− 1

w2

)
w− C

′
(

∂CF
∂w′

+ α
CF
w′

)
g w−δ (w w′)α (A12)

After using the new coordinate Y = w w
′

and Z = w/w
′
, some derivative relation of the

correction factor (see appendix A) and defining:

dg(u)
du

= g(u)× h(u) (A13)

where

h(u) = δ

 2
u
− u
√

1− u2
(

1−
√

1− u2
)
 (A14)

the singularity condition (w′ ∂F/∂w′ = 0) now reads:(
1− 1

YZ

)
Y − C′ f2(u, Z) g Z−δ/2 Yα−δ/2 = 0 (A15)

here f1(u, Z) = CF(u, Z), and

f2(u, Z) = α f1(u, Z)− u Z× e(u, Z) (A16)

and e(u, Z) = e(λ) is defined in appendix A.
The regularity condition (Z dF/du = 0) now transform to:(

1 +
1

YZ

)
Y− C′ f3(u, Z) g(u) Z−δ/2 Yα−δ/2 = +

2Z
u2 − a2

rotZ (A17)

where
f3(u, Z) = (3u + Z) Z× e(u, Z) + f1(u, Z)× (h(u) Z + α− δ) (A18)
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Abstract. We present a novel Hall magnetohydrodynamics (HMHD) numerical
simulation of a three-dimensional (3D) magnetic flux rope (MFR)—generated
by magnetic reconnections from an initial 3D bipolar sheared field. Magnetic
reconnections during the HMHD evolution are compared with the MHD. In both
simulations, the MFRs generate as a consequence of the magnetic reconnection at
null points which has not been realized in contemporary simulations. Interestingly, the
evolution is faster and more intricate in the HMHD simulation. Repetitive development
of the twisted magnetic field lines (MFL) in the vicinity of 3D nulls (reconnection site) is
unique to the HMHD evolution of the MFR. The dynamical evolution of magnetic field
lines around the reconnection site being affected by the Hall forcing, correspondingly
affects the large-scale structures.
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1. Introduction

Hall magnetohydrodynamics (HMHD) recognizes the importance of the Hall field J×B
in the generalized Ohm’s law where J is the current density and B is the magnetic field.
At the ion inertial scale (δi), the Hall term decouples the electron and ion motions,
making magnetic field lines (MFL) to get frozen into the electron fluid. Consequently,
field lines can slip through the ion fluid that accounts for the momentum change
(electron mass being negligible). Such slippage of field lines can change the field line
connectivity between two ion-fluid parcels, amounting to magnetic reconnection [1].
Moreover, the Hall field neither affects the magnetic energy nor the magnetic helicity
dissipation rates and hence, preserves the magnetic topology [2]. HMHD is believed to
expedite the reconnection rate and accounts for the impulsive nature of the explosive
solar coronal transients such as solar flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), and jets [3].
Hall effect also plays an important role in space plasmas like Earth’s magnetosphere—
the magnetopause and the magnetotail reconnection where current sheets exist [4].
Moreover, a straightforward order analysis of the dimensionless induction equation
presented in ref. [5] emphasizes the inevitability of the Hall effects in solar coronal
reconnections.

HMHD is well known to make any two-dimensional (2D) evolution 3D by the
generation of an out-of-reconnection plane magnetic field component [6,7]. In particular,
starting from an initial 2D field, ref. [7] has documented the formation of a 3D
magnetic flux rope (MFR) due to the Hall magnetic field. Further, the same paper
also analyzes Hall-assisted magnetic reconnection for an MFR activation initiated with
a 2D bipolar sheared arcade. The study confirms the fast and impulsive nature of
magnetic reconnection in HMHD and reveals intricate details such as local breakage of
MFR owing to internal intermittent reconnections within the rope itself. Nevertheless,
further research in this direction is required because the MFLs responsible for solar
flares and CMEs are 3D owing to their inherent twist. Relevantly, in addition to being
underlying significant structures to the solar eruptions, the MFRs also play a vital role
in the dynamical evolution of the some laboratory plasma systems where the involved
length scales are around or below the ion inertial scale [8–10]. It is then imperative
to explore the HMHD evolution of an initially 3D magnetic configuration toward the
creation and dynamics of MFRs. For the purpose, here we present a comprehensive
analysis of 3D Hall-assisted magnetic reconnection during the evolution of an MFR.

The simulation results presented here complement the results obtained in ref. [7],
where the formation of MFR through magnetic reconnections is demonstrated in an
initial 2.5D magnetic field (having translation symmetry along y-direction). However,
in contrast to ref. [7], here the initial magnetic field is constructed to support 3D
bipolar sheared arcades without any translation symmetry—making the initial magnetic
topology more realistic. The simulated dynamics show the development of magnetic
nulls and subsequent reconnections at these nulls, which ultimately lead to the formation
of an MFR. Importantly, the MFR is found to be anchored at the bottom boundary.
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Such a process of reconnection via null formation is not realized in ref [7]. Moreover, the
anchored MFRs are observationally more relevant to solar coronal transients than the
non-anchored levitating ones, as shown in refs. [7, 11]. Hence, the novelty of this work
is in its demonstration of the MFR in the near-neighborhood of the newly formed null
points—resulting from the local enhancement in the gradient of the magnetic field—
leading to efficiently faster reconnections and more complex dynamics.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. The numerical model and initial
setup are described in Section 2. The results of the HMHD and the MHD simulations
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 summarises these results and discusses the key
findings of the paper.

2. Numerical model and setup

In order to ascertain the MFR generation, the simulations are initiated with a 3D bipolar
sheared field B∗ [11]. The B∗ = B + a0B

′
, where the components of B are

Bx = az sin(axx) exp
(−azz

s0

)
, (1)

By = ay sin (axx) exp
(−azz

s0

)
, (2)

Bz = s0ax cos (axx) exp
(−azz

s0

)
, (3)

and the components of the B
′
are

Bx
′
= (sinx cos y − cosx sin y) exp

(−z
s0

)
, (4)

By
′

= −(cosx sin y + sinx cos y) exp
(−z
s0

)
, (5)

Bz
′

= 2s0 sinx sin y exp
(−z
s0

)
. (6)

The parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 1. The B∗ has a sigmoid-
shaped polarity inversion line (PIL) (see Figure 1(a); at PIL Bz = 0). The MFLs of the
B∗ are shown in Figure 1(a). The expression of the Lorentz force associated with the
initial magnetic field is provided in Appendix A. The force falls off sharply with height,
such that the upper half of the computational domain is nearly in a force-free state (see
Figure 1(b)). The initial Lorentz force is crucial in our simulations as it triggers the
simulated dynamics. Dynamical evolution of the initial field is governed by the following
set of equations [5]

∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = −∇p+ (∇×B)×B +

1

RA
F

∇2v , (7)

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v×B)− dH∇× ((∇×B)×B) , (8)

∇ · v = 0 , (9)

∇ ·B = 0 , (10)
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where RA
F = (vAL0/ν), ν being the kinematic viscosity, vA being the Alfvèn speed

(defined shortly), and L0 being the characteristic length scale—is the fluid Reynolds
number. The dimensionless equations (7)-(10) use the following normalization,

B −→ B

B0

, x −→ x

L0

, v −→ v

vA
, t −→ t

τA
, p −→ p

ρ0vA2
. (11)

Here we assume arbitrary B0 and L0 while vA ≡ B0/
√
µ0ρ0 being the Alfvén speed and

τA ≡ L0/vA being the Alfvèn timescale. µ0 is the permeability of the vacuum, ρ0 is
a constant mass density, and dH = (δi/L0) is the Hall parameter where δi is the ion-
inertial scale length. Equations (7)-(10) reduce to the MHD equations [12] when dH = 0.
Relevantly, the pressure p (initially set to zero) satisfies the elliptic boundary value
problem, generated by imposing the incompressibility constraint (9) on the momentum
transport Equation (7); see ref. [13] and the references therein. The plasma is assumed
to be thermodynamically inactive [5].

Table 1. List of parameters used in the simulations is given in the table below.

ax az ay s0 a0
1.0 0.9

√
ax2 − az2 6 0.5

Equations (7)-(10) are numerically solved using the EULAG-MHD—a magneto-
hydrodynamic extension [14] of the well-established Eulerian/Lagrangian comprehen-
sive geophysical fluid solver EULAG [15]. EULAG is based on the MPDATA (mul-
tidimensional positive definite advection transport algorithm) which is a spatiotem-
porally second-order-accurate nonoscillatory forward-in-time advection transport algo-
rithm [16]. Relevant here is its proven dissipative property, intermittent and adaptive
to the generation of under-resolved scales in field variables for a fixed grid resolution.
An unbound increase in field gradient is then smoothed out by this MPDATA produced
locally effective residual dissipation of the second order which is sufficient to sustain
the monotonic nature of the solution. Consequently, magnetic field lines reconnect at
locations of maximal current gradients having the length scale O(∆x)—where ∆x is
the spatial step-size. Such mimicking of the action of explicit subgrid-scale turbulence
models wherever the concerned advective field is under-resolved is characteristic of the
implicit large-eddy simulations (ILES) [17]. Based on the earlier successful simulations
ref. [11, 18–21] here also we rely on the ILES functionality of MPDATA to onset mag-
netic reconnection. The residual dissipation being implicit, its characterization is not
straightforward. Its quantification is meaningful only in the spectral space where anal-
ogous to the eddy viscosity of explicit subgrid-scale models for turbulent flows, it only
acts on the shortest modes admissible on the grid [22]; in particular, in the vicinity of
steep gradients in simulated fields. We keep this as a future task.

In this paper, we perform the HMHD and the MHD simulations initiated with
the magnetic field B∗. The simulations are conducted by assuming the plasma to be
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incompressible, thermodynamically inactive, and explicitly nonresistive. A physical
domain of extent [{0,2π}, {0,2π}, {0,8π}] is resolved by a computational domain of
size 64×64×128, making the spatial step sizes ∆x = ∆y =0.0997, and ∆z =0.1979 (in
dimensionless units). The simulations start with a motionless state, i.e. initial flow
velocity field (v) is set to zero. The mass density ρ0 is set to 1 and the Reynolds
number RA

F is set to 50,000. All the parameters are the same for the HMHD and MHD
simulations except dH . For the MHD simulation the value of dH = (δi/L0) is set to 0. In
conformity with the ILES, dH is set to 0.04 for the HMHD simulation. The corresponding
ion-inertial scale lengths are δi ≈ 0.2513 in the x− and y− directions and δi ≈ 1.005 in
the z− direction. Notably, the ion inertial scales are greater than the dissipation scale
(the spatial step sizes). As a result, reconnections because of both the Hall effect and
the MPDATA-assisted residual dissipation are expected to be near-simultaneous in the
presented simulations and onset with a steepening of current density.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. (a) Initial 3D sheared magnetic field lines (red) along with the oppositely
directed Lorentz force vectors (yellow) around the sigmoid-shaped polarity inversion
line ( PIL). (b) The magnitude of Lorentz force (|J×B|) and its top-down view (inset
image in the top left corner). (c) and (d) Two 3D nulls (yellow) of topological degrees
-1 (blue) and +1 (red) during the HMHD and MHD simulations respectively. The
spine is indicated by the yellow arrows. The bottom boundary in all the panels of
this figure and subsequent figures shows the Bz maps in grayscale, where the lighter
shade represents positive-polarity regions and the darker shade indicates the negative-
polarity regions. The red, green, and blue arrows in each panel represent the x−, y−,
and z− axis of the Cartesian coordinate respectively.
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(a)

t=1.552τA

(b)

t=1.712τA

(c)

t=2.192τA

Figure 2. Variation of |J|/|B| around the null point topology. This is the zoomed
view of the same null point topology as shown in Figure 1(c) with blue MFL.

The simulation results presented herein correspond to a total run of 7000∆t with
the dimensionless temporal step size ∆t = 16× 10−4. The total simulated physical time
is 7000 × ∆t × τA = 11.2τA. For convenience, hereafter (including figures) the time
is presented in units of τA. The Bz and vz at the bottom boundary (at z = 0) are
kept fixed throughout the simulations while all other field variables are allowed to vary.
Noticeably, as the reconnection regions are not in the vicinity of the bottom boundary
and are located at a certain height during the simulations, the scales remain completely
resolved at the bottom boundary and plasma remains perfectly ideal at the boundary.
Moreover, the z-component of velocity is set to be zero at the bottom boundary and
the horizontal components of velocity develop as per the incompressibility condition.
As a consequence, the employed boundary conditions mimic the line-tied effect at the
bottom boundary [23]. At all other boundaries, all variables including Bz, vary with
time with their values at a given spatial location on the boundary being mapped from
the immediate spatial neighbourhood. Importantly, the boundary condition used here
is entirely different from the periodic boundary used in ref. [11] and allows for the
generated flux rope to be anchored.

3. Simulation results

Our investigation toward the generation of a 3D MFR reveals repetitive 3D magnetic
reconnections occurring at magnetic null points in both HMHD and MHD simulations.
The presence and location of such null points are confirmed by utilizing the well-
established and tested trilinear method of null detection in three-dimensional vector
space; see ref. [24] for details. Null detection shows that there are no null points
present initially at t = 0. The reconnections onset as the initial non-zero Lorentz
force§ (direction and magnitude around the PIL are shown in the panels (a) and (b) of
Figure 1) pushes the oppositely directed segments of MFL toward each other to generate
the neck (panels (c) and (d) of Figure 1). At the neck, the null points are detected and
an instance of reconnection at the null points from each simulation (at t = 1.712τA)
is presented in panels (c) and (d) of Figure 1. We also mark the spine of the nulls in

§ Expression for the initial Lorentz force associated with the initial 3D bipolar sheared arcade is given
in Appendix A
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Figure 1 (c) and (d).
To confirm the onset of reconnection at the null point, in Figure 2, we present

the temporal variation of |J|/|B| on a plane passing through the null point. |J|/|B|
is generally taken as a proxy to locate regions of high current density, which are
susceptible to reconnection [25, 26]. From panels (a)-(b), we notice that as the non-
parallel field lines come in close vicinity, there is a significant enhancement in the
value of the |J|/|B| — suggesting a sharp increase in the gradient of the magnetic
field in the neighborhood of the neutral point. Consequently, the scales become under-
resolved and magnetic reconnection initiates, causing a decrement in the value of |J|/|B|
(panel (c)). It is noteworthy that in the absence of the neutral points in the initial
magnetic field, the net topological degree [27] is zero. Subsequently, careful analysis
of the magnetic field vectors around null points reveal that the null point with blue
MFLs has a topological degree -1 (MFLs approaching the null along the spine) while
the null point with red MFLs has a topological degree +1 (MFLs receding from the
null along the spine); see Figure 1(c) and (d). As a result, the net topological degree
remains zero—suggesting that our simulations are in conformity with the principle of
topological degree conservation [27]. Determining the topological degree of all the nulls
detected with the trilinear method is difficult and beyond the scope of this work, since
the maximum number of null points detected in the HMHD case is ≈ 650 and in the
MHD case it is ≈ 500.

Noticeably, the initial magnetic field configuration is symmetric about x = π plane
(Figure 1(a)), i.e., in the x ∈ {0, π} and x ∈ {π, 2π} domain. Dynamical evolution and
structures are the same about x = π; as evident from panels (c) and (d) of Figure 1.
Therefore, for clear illustrations of the simulated dynamics, we choose to present the
results of the simulations only in the x ∈ {π, 2π} domain in the subsequent figures.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the instances of the evolution of selected MFL sets from
the HMHD and MHD simulation respectively. To highlight the differences in the MFL
dynamics around the reconnection sites and subsequent large-scale structural changes,
we compare panels (a)-(d) of Figures 3 and 4. Panels (a) of the respective figures depict
a similar twisted MFR (cyan color), overlying stretched field lines, and the reconnection
site below MFR during the HMHD and MHD simulations. In contrast to the similarity
in the MFR, the red and lavender MFLs are seen to approach each other in HMHD
(marked by the yellow rectangle in Figure 3(a)) at t = 2.256τA but in MHD, they
remain separated and the red MFLs reconnect with themselves below the MFR (Figure
4(a)). Panels (b) of Figures 3 and 4 also show the similarity in the post-reconnection
arcade constituted by the red MFLs. It is only the lavender MFLs that exhibit different
structures during the HMHD and the MHD evolutions from t = 6.448τA onwards,
hence we focus mainly on the dynamics of the lavender MFLs further. In HMHD, the
lavender MFLs form a large-scale MFR at t = 6.736τA as shown by the yellow arrow in
panel (c) of Figure 3. Notably, a region of twisted MFLs exists just below the MFR,
as highlighted by the yellow rectangle (Figure 3(c)). Contrary to the HMHD, such
formation of a large-scale MFR which has an associated small twisted structure below
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Snapshots from the HMHD evolution of a 3D MFR. (a) The two sets of
field lines (red from the left and lavender from the right side) approaching each other
(marked in a yellow rectangular box) below the MFR (cyan color) at t = 2.256τA. (b) A
structure formed by lavender color MFL (marked in the yellow rectangle) and the post
reconnection arcade formed by red MFL at t = 6.448τA. (c) Large-scale MFR formed
by lavender color MFL and associated small-scale structure around reconnection site
(marked in the yellow rectangle) at t = 6.736τA. (d) Post-reconnection wavy arcade
generated by lavender MFL at t = 7.568τA.

it is absent during the MHD evolution (see panels (c) of Figures 3 and 4). In addition
to these differences between the two simulations, we also notice the earlier development
of post reconnection arcade during the HMHD evolution over MHD (see panels (d) of
Figures 3 and 4). Notably, the post reconnection arcade during the HMHD is wavy
(at t = 7.568τA, Figure 3(d)) whereas no such structure was found during the MHD
evolution. A faster development of a post-reconnection arcade clearly indicates faster
reconnection dynamics in HMHD. Notably, the post-reconnection wavy arcade is twisted
(Figure 3(d)). Interestingly, if the twisted magnetic field lines confine plasma, they are
usually observed as a filament (against solar disk) or prominence (against solar limb)
on the Sun.

Notably, the extent of twisting in MFRs is generally associated with kink-instability
[28] and therefore, we check the variation of averaged twist number with a time to explore
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Snapshots from the MHD evolution of a 3D MFR. Panel (a) shows the
MFR (cyan color) structure with two other sets of MFL (red and lavender) overlying
the MFR. Notably, red and lavender color MFL are relatively farther compared to the
HMHD instance of the same at t = 2.256τA. Panels (b)-(d) highlight the morphology
of lavender MFL. Noticeably, the lavender MFL does not exhibit any twisted structure
formation near the reconnection site (cf. panels (b)-(d) of Figure 3.)

this possibility. The twist number [29] is defined as

Tw =
∫
L

(∇×B).B

4πB2
dl, (12)

where the integral follows the path of a magnetic field line from one footpoint to the
other. Following [30], we estimate the averaged twist number corresponding to the MFR
volume with |Tw | ≥ 1 and found the maximum values of averaged twist number to be
1.98 and 2 for the MHD and HMMD cases, respectively. Previous studies regarding the
threshold value for kink-instability (see ref. [30] and the references therein) suggest that
if the averaged twist number ranges between 1.5 to 2.5, the MFR is stable against kink.
Therefore, the MFRs are expected to be kink-stable in our simulations.

In Figure 5, we present the temporal evolution of the zoomed-in view of the MFLs
evolution in the region marked by the yellow rectangle in Figure 3(a). Snapshots from
the HMHD and MHD simulations are depicted in panels (a)-(c) and (d)-(f) respectively.
Inset images in panels (a)-(c) show the frontal view of red MFLs (color coded with the
twist α = J ·B/|B|2) around the null point (yellow point marked by arrow).
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(a)

t=2.176τA

(b)

t=2.256τA

(c)

t=2.432τA

(d)

t=2.176τA

(e)

t=2.256τA

(f)

t=2.432τA

Figure 5. Detailed side view of the magnetic field lines marked in Figure 3 (a). Panels
(a)-(c) depict the snapshots from the HMHD simulation and panels (d)-(f) depict the
snapshots from the MHD simulation. Formation of twisted magnetic structure by
red MFL is evident during the HMHD in panels (a)-(c), whereas no such structure
is found during the MHD simulation(c.f. panels (d)-(f)). The inset images in panels
(a)-(c) show the presence of a 3D null point and the development of a twist in the
neighbourhood of the null point. MFL in inset images is the red MFL (marked in
yellow rectangular box) color coded with the value of twist (α = J ·B/|B|2).

(a)t=6.448τA (b)t=6.736τA

Figure 6. Panels (a) and (b) show the zoomed frontal view of the lavender MFL
structure (marked in Figure 3 (b) and 3(c)) highlighting the presence of a 3D null at
t = 6.448τA and t = 6.448τA during the HMHD evolution. In panel (a) additional
field lines (left to 3D null and color-coded with the twist value α) show the twist value
∼ −5 around the 3D null. Notably, in panel (b), the MFL has twist α ∼ −10 on right
and α ∼ (5− 7.5) on left to the 3D null.

Noticeably, during the HMHD simulation, the development of highly twisted MFL
in the neighborhood of null point with the twist value α ≈ 10 is observed (the inset
images in Figure 5(b) and (c)), but there are no such twisted MFL observed during the
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Figure 7. Panels (a) and (b) show the temporal variation of the volume-averaged
magnetic (black dashed curve) and kinetic energies (blue solid curve) during the MHD
and HMHD evolution respectively.

MHD. Furthermore, the lavender color MFLs form intermediate small-scale‖ structure
during the HMHD evolution (marked within a yellow rectangle in Figure 3(b) and (c)).
We present the zoomed-in frontal view of these structures in Figure 6. In panel (a),
we have plotted additional field lines to the left of 3D null. These field lines are color
coded with the value of twist and show the high twist around 3D null, i.e., α ≈ −5.
This figure highlights the presence of null points in both the panels and a twisted mini
flux rope in panel (b). The lavender color large-scale MFR (Figure 3(c)) is formed as a
result of reconnections in the region shown in Figure 6(b). These small-scale, complex,

‖ Size compared to the large-scale MFR
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and twisted structures surrounding the null points are associated with the formation
of large-scale MFR during the HMHD but no such structures were found in the MHD
case.

Temporal variation of the volume-averaged magnetic and kinetic energies is
presented in panels (a) and (b) of Figure 7. The solid blue and dashed black curves
represent the kinetic and magnetic energy variations respectively. Noticeably, the
magnetic energy is decreasing identically in both simulations, hence the results are
in agreement with the general theoretical expectation that the Hall effect does not
cause changes in the magnetic energy dissipation rates [31]. Further, to rule out any
dependency of the above results on resolution, auxiliary simulations (both MHD and
HMHD) are performed on a grid 32×32×64 while keeping all other parameters identical
except dH . The auxiliary simulations (animations provided as supplementary material)
confirm a similar development of MFR along with the subsequent twisting of MFL in
the near-neighborhood of the reconnection site (3D nulls) during the HMHD evolution.

4. Summary and Discussion

This paper presents a comparative study of flux rope evolution within the paradigm of
magnetohydrodynamics and Hall magnetohydrodynamics numerical simulations. The
rationale behind using two different frameworks of magnetized plasma modeling (with
and without the Hall effect) comes from the possibility of arriving at a differentiator
that could help to gain new insights into the dynamics of 3D MFRs. For this purpose,
an initial 3D sheared bipolar magnetic arcade configuration is employed to initiate the
numerical simulations. In both the MHD and HMHD cases, the initial plasma flow is set
to zero with the line-tying condition on the bottom boundary, while other boundaries
are treated open.

The initial non-zero Lorentz force drives the arcade configuration toward magnetic
reconnection which subsequently generates 3D magnetic null points. These 3D nulls are
precisely detected as locations that host reconnection to generate a 3D MFR in both
the cases. Remarkably, for the reported nulls in this work, the net topological degree
conservation is found. We remark that this result does not take into account all the
magnetic nulls detected in the computational box. Such an analysis is presently beyond
the scope of this work and importantly, does not directly relate to the main objective
of this paper. We confirm the occurrence of reconnection at these 3D nulls essentially
by analyzing the changes in magnetic field topology. Furthermore, the time evolution
of magnetic field gradient at and around 3D nulls, characterized by the development of
large values in |J|/|B| followed by subsequent dissipation, corroborates well with our
interpretation of reconnection. We also checked for the possibility of kink-instability
in both MHD and HMHD cases. The averaged twist number corresponding to MFR
volume with |Tw | ≥ 1 turns out to be 2 and 1.98 for MHD and Hall MHD cases, which
suggests that the generated 3D MFRs are kink stable.

A comprehensive comparison of the two simulations shows that the reconnections
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forming the MFR are identical, i.e., insensitive to the Hall forcing. However, their
later evolution differs qualitatively as well as quantitatively. The earlier formation of
post-reconnection arcades during the HMHD evolution implies faster dynamics over
its MHD counterpart. Importantly, the Hall effect causes the twisting of magnetic
field lines around the reconnection sites (3D nulls). Such twisting is unique to the
HMHD evolution and affects the large-scale dynamics. Relevantly, ref. [32] have recently
observed the plasma performing twisting/swirling motion while falling back on the
Sun after a prominence eruption event. HMHD simulation results point toward the
possibility that the helical/twisted field lines in the vicinity of reconnection sites may
explain the observed twisting/swirling plasma motion during the prominence eruption.

Both the MHD and HMHD simulations show an identical variation of the volume-
averaged magnetic energy. This result is in accordance with the theoretical expectation
that the Hall forcing being ideal should not change the magnetic energy rate [31]. In this
paper, the MFR does not exist initially but gets generated through reconnections. The
present simulations are constrained by the assumed incompressibility which restricts the
thermodynamics of the MFRs. In future, we aim to advance the present simulations by
relaxing the incompressibility condition to make the simulations more realistic.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the comparison of the HMHD and MHD evolution of
the 3D MFR.
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Appendix A. Lorentz force

Initial Lorentz force corresponding to the initial 3D bipolar sheared field is given as
following:
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ABSTRACT
Methylamine has been the only simple alkylamine detected in the interstellar medium
for a long time. With the recent secure and tentative detections of vinylamine and
ethylamine, respectively, dimethylamine has become a promising target for searches
in space. Its rotational spectrum, however, has been known only up to 45 GHz until
now. Here we investigate the rotation-tunneling spectrum of dimethylamine in selected
regions between 76 and 1091 GHz using three different spectrometers in order to fa-
cilitate its detection in space. The quantum number range is extended to J = 61 and
Ka = 21, yielding an extensive set of accurate spectroscopic parameters. To search for
dimethylamine, we refer to the spectral line survey ReMoCA carried out with the Ata-
cama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array toward the high-mass star-forming region
Sagittarius B2(N) and a spectral line survey of the molecular cloud G+0.693−0.027
employing the IRAM 30 m and Yebes 40 m radio telescopes. We report nondetections
of dimethylamine toward the hot molecular cores Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b) as
well as G+0.693−0.027 which imply that dimethylamine is at least 14, 4.5 and 39
times less abundant than methylamine toward these sources, respectively. The obser-
vational results are compared to computational results from a gas-grain astrochemical
model. The modeled methylamine to dimethylamine ratios are compatible with the ob-
servational ratios. However, the model produces too much ethylamine compared with
methylamine which could mean that the already fairly low levels of dimethylamine in
the models may also be too high.

Key words: Molecular data – Methods: laboratory: molecular – Techniques: spectro-
scopic – Line: identification – ISM: abundances – Astrochemistry

1 INTRODUCTION

Methylamine, CH3NH2, was among the earliest molecules
to be discovered by radio-astronomical means; Kaifu et al.
(1974) and Fourikis et al. (1974) reported detections toward
Sagittarius (Sgr) B2 and Orion A, although the detection
toward Orion A was dismissed a few years later (Johansson
et al. 1984). Despite being a fairly small molecule, searches
for methylamine toward other sources remained fruitless for
quite some time. It was ultimately identified in the course of
a spectral line survey of a z≈ 0.89 foreground galaxy located
in front of the quasar PKS 1830−211 (Muller et al. 2011).
Surprisingly, CH3NH2 emission was detected toward the pe-

? E-mail: hspm@ph1.uni-koeln.de (HSPM)

culiar molecule-rich circumstellar environment of the “red
nova” CK Vul, thought to be the remnant of a stellar merger
(Kamiński et al. 2017), and imaged with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)(Kamiński et al.
2020). Recently, CH3NH2 was detected in the molecular
cloud G+0.693−0.027 close to Sgr B2(N) (Zeng et al. 2018).
Shortly thereafter, it was also found toward the high-mass
star forming regions NGC6334I (Bøgelund et al. 2019) and
G10.47+0.03 (Ohishi et al. 2019) and later toward several
other high-mass protostars (Nazari et al. 2022).

Zeng et al. (2021) detected vinylamine, C2H3NH2, se-
curely and ethylamine, C2H5NH2, tentatively in a spectral
line survey of G+0.693−0.027. Dimethylamine, CH3NHCH3,
(DMA for short) is an isomer of ethylamine and related
to methylamine, making it a viable candidate for searches

© 2023 The Authors
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in space. These relationships are similar to the relation-
ships of dimethyl ether, CH3OCH3, with respect to ethanol,
C2H5OH, and methanol, CH3OH, all three species being well
known interstellar molecules.

Wollrab & Laurie (1968) investigated the rotation-
tunneling spectra of several isotopologs of DMA in its
ground vibrational state up to 45 GHz with J ≤ 8 and
Ka ≤ 3. They determined hyperfine structure (HFS) parame-
ters, dipole moment components, and structural parameters.
Since they did not resolve any splitting caused by the inter-
nal rotation of the two equivalent methyl rotors, they studied
the spectra of several isotopologs in their two fundamental
torsional states (Wollrab & Laurie 1971).

Very recently, Koziol et al. (2021) analyzed the ground
state rotation-tunneling spectrum of the DMA main isotopic
species applying microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy.
They were able to resolve internal rotation splitting of the
order of 0.2 MHz and improved the HFS parameters. But
because of the limitations in frequency (≤ 32 GHz) and the
low rotational temperatures, their quantum number range
is limited to J ≤ 10 and Ka ≤ 1.

Since the available data are insufficient to calculate ac-
curate transition frequencies in the millimeter, let alone the
submillimeter region, we carried out an extensive study of
the ground state rotation-tunneling spectrum of the DMA
main isotopolog in sections between 76 and 1091 GHz.

We use the results of this spectroscopic study to search
for DMA in the interstellar medium, employing two spectral
line surveys performed toward the Sgr B2 molecular cloud
complex: a survey obtained with ALMA toward hot molecu-
lar cores of the Sgr B2(N) star forming region (e.g., Belloche
et al. 2019) and a survey obtained with single-dish telescopes
toward the Giant Molecular Cloud G+0.693−0.027, also lo-
cated in the SgrB2 molecular cloud complex and that is ex-
periencing a cloud-cloud collision (Zeng et al. 2018, 2020;
Rivilla et al. 2021a, 2022b).

We also present here the results of astrochemical models
under generic hot-core conditions, using a new chemical net-
work that includes DMA. Methylamine was included in the
early interstellar grain-surface chemistry network of Allen &
Robinson (1977); the radicals CH3 and NH2 could directly
recombine to form methylamine, while related atoms and
radicals could also react to form the various hydrogenation
states CHxNHy, which could then be further hydrogenated
all the way to CH3NH2. Similar schemes have been used in
later gas-grain chemical networks, including those intended
specifically for hot cores (e.g. Garrod et al. 2008). Although
some of the species accessible in the Allen & Robinson (1977)
network (e.g. CH2NCH3) came close in structure to DMA,
the latter molecule does not appear to be present in any ex-
isting astrochemical networks up to now. Here, we adapt the
hot-core model and chemical network used by Garrod et al.
(2022), which already includes methylamine chemistry, to
trace the production of DMA through a small selection of
grain-surface/bulk-ice reaction pathways. The network also
includes the usual mechanisms for grain-surface and gas-
phase destruction of DMA and other associated species.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The investigation of the rotation-tunneling spectrum of
DMA was carried out with three different spectrometers.
All absorption cells were made of Pyrex glass, had an inner
diameter of 10 cm, and were kept at room temperature. The
cells were filled to a certain nominal pressure from an aque-
ous solution of DMA; after a few hours to about a day, the
sample was pumped off and the cell refilled because of the
pressure rise caused by small leakages.

We used two 7 m coupled glass cells in a double path
arrangement for measurements in the 76−124 GHz region,
yielding an optical path length of 28 m. We employed a 5 m
double path cell for the 159−375 GHz range. The cells of
both spectrometers are equipped with Teflon windows. Ad-
ditional information on these spectrometers is available in
Ordu et al. (2012) and Martin-Drumel et al. (2015), respec-
tively. The measurements between 793 and 1091 GHz were
carried out in a 5 m long single path cell equipped with high-
density polyethylene windows. Additional information on
this spectrometer system is available in Xu et al. (2012). All
spectrometers utilize Virginia Diode, Inc. (VDI), frequency
multipliers driven by Rohde & Schwarz SMF 100A synthe-
sizers as sources. Schottky diode detectors are used up to
375 GHz while a closed cycle liquid He-cooled InSb bolome-
ter (QMC Instruments Ltd) is employed around 1 THz.
Frequency modulation is applied to reduce baseline effects
with demodulation at twice the modulation frequency. This
causes absorption lines to appear approximately as second
derivatives of a Gaussian.

We recorded mostly individual transitions in all fre-
quency windows covering 5, 6, and 10 MHz around 100,
250, and 900 GHz, respectively at pressures of about 1, 2,
and 3−5 Pa. Larger sections were also covered, in particular
at higher frequencies. Uncertainties were evaluated mostly
based on the symmetry of the line shape. The lines around
100 GHz were quite weak because of HFS, internal rota-
tion splitting or intrinsically. Assigned uncertainties were be-
tween 5 and 30 kHz in this region. We applied uncertainties
of 3 to 10 kHz for lines that were very symmetric or nearly
so in the 159−375 GHz range and 15 to 50 kHz for mod-
erately to less symmetric lines, lines closer to other lines or
fairly weak lines. Similar uncertainties were achieved earlier,
for example, in the case of 2-cyanobutane, which has a much
richer rotational spectrum (Müller et al. 2017). Uncertainties
for very good lines were 5−10 kHz, and larger uncertainties
up to ∼300 kHz were assigned for example to weaker lines
and lines close to other lines in the 793−1091 GHz region.
Similar uncertainties at these frequencies were achieved for
excited vibrational lines of CH3CN (Müller et al. 2021) or
for isotopic oxirane (Müller et al. 2022, 2023).

3 SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF
DIMETHYLAMINE

DMA is an asymmetric rotor with κ = (2B−A−C)/(A−C) =
−0.9140 close to the prolate limit of −1. Fig. 1 shows that the
molecule has CS symmetry in a static picture; the H atom
attached to the N atom can be above or below the CNC
plane. However, the barrier to exchange of these two posi-
tions is relatively low, such that the H atom is able to tunnel

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2023)
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Figure 1. Model of the dimethylamine molecule. Carbon atoms

are symbolized by gray spheres, hydrogen atoms are indicated by

small, light gray spheres, and the nitrogen atom by a blue sphere.

Figure 2. Detail of the energy level structure of DMA. The stronger
c-type transitions connect the two tunneling states while the

weaker b-type transitions are within each tunneling state. Near-

degeneracies of certain levels, here indicated by a magenta arrow,
lead to perturbations; Fbc is the lowest order parameter to treat

these perturbations.

between these equivalent positions. Rotation lifts the degen-
eracy and causes a symmetric tunneling state frequently la-
beled with 0+ and an antisymmetric tunneling state then
labeled with 0−. The symmetry of the molecule in this dy-
namical picture is C2v, as it is the symmetry of the transition
state. The b-axis in this configuration is along the NH bond;
the pure rotational transitions, those within each tunneling
state, obey b-type selection rules. The a-axis is parallel to
the line through the C atoms, and the c-axis is perpendicular
to the CNC plane. The rotation-tunneling transitions, which
connect the two tunneling states, obey c-type selection rules
as the tunneling of the H atom takes place parallel to the
c-axis. Wollrab & Laurie (1968) determined the dipole mo-
ment components as µb = 0.295 D and µc = 0.967 D. Fig. 2
demonstrates possible transitions among the lowest energy
levels of DMA.

Coriolis-type interaction occurs between the two tun-
neling states for levels with equal J which differ in Ka and

Table 1. Values of J of the strongest perturbations as indicated in
Fig. 2 pertaining to lower values of Ka and number No. of different

transition frequencies in the final fit.

Ka J No.

1 1 10a

2 5 5

3 10 8
4 16 6

5 22 8
6 28 4

7 34/35 15

8 41 6

9 48 0b

10 55 0
11 62 0

a In addition, two transition frequencies from Koziol et al. (2021)
and seven from Wollrab & Laurie (1968).
b There are two transitions with J = 47 in the line list.

Figure 3. Sections of the rotation-tunneling spectrum of DMA
illustrating the spin-statistics and the reversal upon exchange of

tunneling states.

Kc by an even and odd number, respectively. The interaction
is strongest (resonant) when the levels are close in energy.
The most common interactions in a prolate rotor are those
with ∆Ka = 0 and ∆Kc = ±1. It is also shown in Fig. 2 that
the first resonant interaction of this type occurs in DMA at
Ka = 1 for J = 1. The figure demonstrates the general pat-
tern of this type of resonance: the upper asymmetry level of
the lower tunneling state interacts with the lower asymme-
try level of the upper tunneling state. Since the asymmetry
splitting decreases rapidly with increasing Ka for a given J,
this type of interaction is resonant at increasing J for an
increase in Ka. The usually one J with strongest interaction
for a given Ka is listed in Table 1 for Ka ≤ 11. The parameter
Fbc describes this interaction at lowest order.

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2023)
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Figure 4. The υ = 0+− 0−, JKa,Kc = 82,6− 81,8 transition of DMA.

The 14N hyperfine splitting is resolved, but the F = J±1 compo-
nents are nearly blended whereas the F = J component is isolated.

Methyl internal rotation is also resolved, and the weaker internal

rotation components are marked by magenta asterisks.

The two equivalent methyl groups in DMA (Fig. 1) lead
to ortho and para spin-statistics with intensity ratios of 9 : 7.
The ortho and para levels are described by Ka + Kc being
odd and even, respectively in υ = 0+ while it is opposite in
υ = 0−, see Fig. 3.

The two methyl groups in DMA carry out hindered in-
ternal rotations, but this rotation is so strongly hindered
that it was not resolved in the initial microwave study of
the ground vibrational state (Wollrab & Laurie 1968). Fig. 4
shows weaker internal rotation components displaced by
about 400 kHz to either side of the stronger central com-
ponent.

The presence of the 14N nucleus (IN = 1) leads to HFS
splitting. Each rotational level with J ≥ 1 splits into three,
and the strongest HFS components are those with ∆F = ∆J,
where F represents the combination of the rotational and nu-
clear spin angular momenta. Transitions with ∆F 6= ∆J are
also allowed as long as ∆F = 0,±1 is fulfilled. These transi-
tions are usually too weak to be observed except for tran-
sitions with low rotational quantum numbers or measured
with very high signal-to-noise ratios (S/N). An example of
HFS splitting is shown in Fig. 4. As one can see, the F = J±1
components nearly coincide in frequency, and the frequency
modulation causes a reduction of their intensities because
the two components are not completely separated. In fact,
the F = J±1 components are frequently completely blended,
whereas the F = J component may be separated from these.
This causes an asymmetric intensity ratio of about 2 : 1 for
partly resolved HFS patterns.

4 SPECTROSCOPIC RESULTS AND
DETERMINATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC
PARAMETERS

Fitting and calculation of the rotational spectrum of DMA
was carried out with the SPFIT and SPCAT programs
(Pickett 1991). The two interacting tunneling states are com-
monly fit with a Hamiltonian that can be divided into a
2× 2 matrix with the diagonal elements consisting of the
usual Watson-type rotational Hamiltonians for 0+ and 0−

on the diagonal; the one for 0− includes in addition the en-
ergy difference. The interaction Hamiltonian is off-diagonal.

The treatment of the Coriolis interaction between the 0+ and
0− states requires aditional consideration. Tanaka & Morino
(1970), for example, discussed the need for two low order
terms to treat the c-type Coriolis interaction between υ1 = 1
and υ3 = 1 of ozone: iDcJc + Fab(JaJb + JbJa)/2. Additional
rotational correction terms to either low order term may be
needed if a large range of high quantum numbers is accessed,
as in the example of ClClO2 (Müller et al. 2002). Lide (1962)
derived that both types of terms are allowed to treat the
rotation-tunneling interaction in cyanamide, H2NCN. Harris
et al. (1966) showed in the analysis of the ring-puckering in
trimethylene sulfide, c-C3H6S, that at least under certain cir-
cumstances only one type of terms is required and proposed
to use the odd order terms iD j with j being a, b, or c, depend-
ing on the symmetry. Wollrab & Laurie (1968) followed this
recommendation in their analysis of the rotation-tunneling
spectrum of DMA. Pickett (1972) proposed to use the re-
duced axis system in which the interaction Hamiltonian con-
sists of appropriate axis-rotation terms Fi j with i, j being a,
b, or c and i 6= j. He showed that this method minimizes the
effects of Coriolis coupling and may thus reduce the num-
ber of required interaction terms. The reduced axis system
was the preferred method to treat tunneling-rotation and
related spectra lately and was applied in all examples given
below. The only non-zero interaction element in the case
of DMA is Fbc supplemented with its distortion corrections:
(Fbc + Fbc,KJ2

a + Fbc,JJ2 + F2bc(J2
b − J2

c ) + ...)× (JbJc + JcJb)/2.
Two separate rotational Hamiltonians are traditionally em-
ployed, which is appropriate if the parameters in the two
Hamiltonians differ considerably. This approach was applied,
e.g., in the case of gauche-propanal (Zingsheim et al. 2022).

Noting that the two tunneling states 0+ and 0− together
comprise the ground vibrational state υ = 0, it can be advan-
tageous to rearrange the Hamiltonians and fit average spec-
troscopic parameters X = (X(0+)+ X(0−))/2 and differences
∆X = {X(0−)−X(0+)}/2, as was done by Christen & Müller
(2003) in their treatment of the lowest energy conformer of
ethylene glycol, also known as ethanediol. Christen & Müller
(2003) also pointed out that the differences in spectroscopic
parameters can be interpreted as rotational corrections to
the energy difference, e.g., EK is defined as ∆{A−(B+C)/2},
EJ as ∆{(B+C)/2}, E2 as ∆{(B−C)/4}, and so forth. We fol-
low this interpretation in our current work. We should point
out that in our definition of the differences, 0− is higher in
energy by 2E than 0+. The advantage of this formulation is
that an average parameter or its difference can be employed
individually in the fit independent of each other. A rotation-
tunneling spectrum with a small energy difference may re-
quire fewer parameter differences than average parameters.
On the other hand, the rotation-tunneling spectrum of a
symmetric top molecule, such as NH3, requires many differ-
ences in the fit to describe pure tunneling transitions. In ad-
dition, the purely axial average parameters (here C, DK , etc.)
are not determinable from regular (∆K = 0) transitions. Ex-
amples applying such rearranged Hamiltonians include the
treatments of ethanethiol (Müller et al. 2016), hydroxyace-
tonitrile (Margulès et al. 2017), the low-energy conformer
of ethanediol (Melosso et al. 2020), and isotopic cyanamide
(Coutens et al. 2019); the difference between the number of
average parameters and their differences is very small in the
last example, which may, at least in part, be related to the
large energy splitting between the two tunneling states.
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The HFS splitting requires appropriate terms to be
added to the Hamiltonian; these are the quadrupole cou-
pling parameters χii with i = a, b, c on the diagonal and χbc
off-diagonal. Since the quadrupole tensor is traceless, only
two of the three χii are independent.

The rotation-tunneling spectrum of DMA is relatively
sparse on the level of the strongest transitions. In addition,
several of the stronger series of transitions display HFS split-
ting that is neither well resolved, be it into the three strong
components or be it into the F = J and the overlapping
F = J ± 1 components, nor fully collapsed. Such patterns
make it more difficult to determine rest frequencies very ac-
curately. And finally, several series of interest are very weak
such that their S/N may be insufficient in spectral recordings
that cover large frequency regions in a reasonable amount
of time. Therefore, we decided to search in most cases only
for individual rotation-tunneling transitions.

An initial catalog file was created from the transition
frequencies by Wollrab & Laurie (1968) applying 100 kHz
as uncertainty for all lines as reported. We carried out ex-
ploratory measurements between 76 and 124 GHz to evalu-
ate the quality of the model. The transitions cover almost
exclusively low or very low values in J (1≤ J ≤ 11), notably
the R-branch (∆J = +1) transitions with Ka = 1− 0, 0− 1,
2−1, and 1−2 as well as Q-branch (∆J = 0) transitions with
Ka = 2−1. Most of these transitions displayed fully (Fig. 4)
or partially resolved HFS splitting. Internal rotation split-
ting affected sometimes the positions of the strongest central
component; the uncertainty of the corresponding line was in-
creased somewhat as long as the effect appeared to be small,
otherwise, the line was not used in the fit.

In the course of the investigation, three of the initial
transition frequencies (Wollrab & Laurie 1968) showed large
residuals that were eventually interpreted as typographical
errors as two residuals were very close to 1.0 MHz and one
very close to 2.0 MHz.

The majority of the measurements were made between
159 and 375 GHz, fairly extensive recordings were also car-
ried out between 793 and 1091 GHz. We focused on transi-
tions that had a splitting between the F = J and the overlap-
ping F = J± 1 components of at least one line width up to
254 GHz or on transitions having HFS splitting well within
half of the estimated line width throughout the entire fre-
quency region. We tried to record as many members of spe-
cific series as possible with limitations caused by the in-
trinsic weakness of a series, the reduced sensitivity of the
spectrometer in certain regions, especially at the edges, or
by accidental blending. We covered several different series
of transitions pertaining to adjacent Ka for low values of
Ka. The strong rR-branch transitions were covered up to
J = Ka = 16−15 around 1067 GHz. All Ka values were cov-
ered up to Ka = 21− 20, which was accessed through both
Q-branches, with 0+ or with 0− representing the lower state
level; part of the former one is shown in Fig. 5. The highest
J level that we accessed had J = 61. The highest J value with
partially resolved HFS was 44 for the Ka = 4− 3 Q-branch
transitions within 0+ and 0− near 252565 MHz; we only
used the overlapping F = J±1 components because the un-
certainties of the F = J components were much larger. The
F = J components were also kept in the line list for several
Ka = 6−5 Q-branch transitions between 0+ and 0− with 38
being the highest J value near 163889 MHz.

Table 2. Spectroscopic parameters (MHz) of dimethylamine.

Parameter Value

A 34242.442246 (208)

B 9334.296360 (77)

C 8215.651275 (72)

DK ×103 255.2442 (33)

DJK ×103 −32.49219 (66)

DJ ×103 8.273664 (98)

d1×103 −1.614217 (34)

d2×103 0.014938 (16)

HK ×109 9104.5 (220)

HKJ ×109 −2063.2 (41)

HJK ×109 66.83 (47)

HJ ×109 6.592 (51)

h1×109 3.8166 (103)

h2×109 0.6967 ( 61)

h3×109 0.0386 (13)

LK ×1012 −1691. ( 64)

LKKJ ×1012 −734.2 (117)

LJK ×1012 −29.92 (174)

LJJK ×1012 −2.255 (114)

LJ ×1012 0.1061 (96)

PK ×1012 0.521 (64)

PKKJ ×1012 0.6835 (137)

PKJ ×1012 0.0345 (28)

Fbc 10.98176(137)

Fbc,K ×103 −6.31 (27)

Fbc,J ×103 −0.2747 (30)

2E 1322.95355 (21)

EK ×103 −288.982 (22)

EJ ×103 22.1617 (23)

EKK ×106 70.931 (160)

EJK ×106 −10.808 (22)

EJJ ×106 0.3817 (26)

EKKK ×109 −12.05 (33)

EJKK ×109 2.736 (87)

EJJK ×109 −0.2006 (123)

EJJJ ×1012 5.56 (100)

E2×106 916.10 (242)

E2,J ×109 37.46 (169)

χaa 2.99972 (95)

χbb
a 0.94217 (176)

χcc −3.94189 (146)

χbc −2.959 (74)

Watson’s S reduction was used in the representation Ir. Numbers
in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least
significant figures.
a Derived parameter.

We took care to describe the rotation-tunneling inter-
action in DMA well. To this end, we tried to cover as many
near-degenerate levels as available. We accessed several tran-
sitions for each Ka between 1 and 8, as can be seen in Ta-
ble 1; we reached only one J below the strongest interaction
for Ka = 9. The interaction transfers intensity from c-type
transitions to some of the weaker b-type transitions. This is
best described with Fbc being positive when µb and µc are
chosen to be positive. The parameter χbc affects in particular
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Figure 5. Section of the dimethylamine terahertz spectrum displaying part of a Q-branch, i.e., ∆J = 0, and the J values are indicated;
Ka = 21−20 and υ = 0−−0+.

the line positions in the transitions involving the J = Ka = 1
levels. Its value needed to be negative once Fbc was chosen
to be positive.

The determination of the spectroscopic parameters was
carried out in the usual way. We tested after each round of
assignments if one or more spectroscopic parameters would
improve the quality of the fit by amounts that warranted
keeping the respective parameter in the fit. Care was taken
to try only parameters that are reasonable with respect to
those already used in the fit. If at least one parameter im-
proved the quality of the fit sufficiently, we chose the one
that improved the quality the most and searched for addi-
tional parameters. Correlation among the parameters may
cause a parameter that looked well determined, i.e., with a
magnitude at least several times its uncertainty, to be not
well determined. It was omitted from the fit, often only tem-
porarily, if its omission did not cause a large deterioration
of the fit.

Some of our spectral recordings resolved internal ro-
tation splitting, as can be seen in Fig. 4. DMA is isoelec-
tronic to dimethyl ether; the internal rotation patterns for
this molecule were described in detail for example by En-
dres et al. (2009). Briefly, the nine equivalent internal rota-
tion positions caused by the two equivalent methyl rotors in
DMA and dimethyl ether lead to four distinct internal rota-
tion substates AA, AE, EA, and EE. The lines pertaining to
AE and EA are frequently blended, in particular in dimethyl
ether and even more so in DMA with their small internal
rotation splittings. The combined AE and EA peak has then
the same intensity as the AA peak, and the two peaks occur
to either side of the central EE peak displaced by essentially
the same amount in the absence of strong torsion-rotation
interaction. Information on the internal rotation splitting
in DMA is provided in the microwave study on torsionally
excited DMA (Wollrab & Laurie 1971). We did not use the
internal rotation splitting of ground state DMA in almost all
of our fits and only used the central, strong internal rotation
peak (EE).

The SPFIT program is capable of fitting spectra with
small internal rotation splitting (Drouin et al. 2006; Endres
et al. 2009), but attempts to introduce internal rotation into
the treatment of the rotation-tunneling spectrum of DMA
failed. The transition frequencies calculated with internal ro-

tation splitting differed from those calculated without split-
ting by a few to several tens of kilohertz, often well outside
the experimental uncertainties, and we were unable to re-
duce this difference. The reason is that the internal rotation
splitting affects the tunneling splitting differently for differ-
ent values of Ka. Therefore, we also used only the frequen-
cies of the central internal rotation components from the
Fourier transform microwave measurements (Koziol et al.
2021). Four of the c-type HFS components and most of
the few b-type HFS components showed larger residuals of
around 10 kHz or more than the majority of the data, so
the b-type transitions and the four c-type HFS components
were omitted from the final fit. The residuals are a result of
the density of lines for b-type transitions with low values of J
and for some of the c-type transitions. The Fourier transform
microwave data did not require any additional parameters
in the fit, such as nuclear spin-rotation parameters, but im-
proved some of the lower order parameters substantially, in
particular χaa and χcc as well as the rotational parameters
and χbc; effects were smaller for most other parameters. The
resulting spectroscopic parameters are listed in Table 2.

The 48 transition frequencies from Wollrab & Laurie
(1968) were fit to 103 kHz on average, acceptably close to the
assigned 100 kHz uncertainty. The more recent microwave
data from Koziol et al. (2021) were fit to 1.39 kHz on aver-
age. We had chosen 1.5 kHz as final uncertainties for these
88 transition frequencies after we recognized that the value
of 1.0 kHz, initially assumed by us, was too optimistic. Our
1294 transitions were reproduced to an rms error, also known
as weighted or normalized rms, of 0.952. As we employed a
substantial range of different uncertainties, the rms value of
28.7 kHz is dominated by the data with larger uncertainties.
The number of different frequencies is 943 because of over-
lapping HFS components, unresolved asymmetry splitting
or accidental blending.

The fit file and calculations of the rotational spectrum of
DMA with and without HFS have been deposited as supple-
mentary material to this paper together with an explanatory
file. These files as well as additional files are also available in
the Cologne Database for Molecule Spectroscopy (CDMS1;
Müller et al. 2005; Endres et al. 2016). The partition func-

1 https://cdms.astro.uni-koeln.de/
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tion Qrot was calculated for selected temperatures beyond
the standard temperatures in the CDMS by summation over
the ground state energies up to J = 130 and Ka = 60. Spin-
statistics and the spin-weight from the 14N nucleus were
taken into account. In the warm ISM (T & 100 K), excited vi-
brational states are populated non-negligibly. We evaluated
the vibrational partition function for a posteriori correction
in the harmonic approximation. Gamer & Wolff (1973) and
Durig et al. (1977) reported on gas phase infrared and Ra-
man measurements. These reports are, however, not always
consistent with each other and are incomplete as not all of
the 24 fundamental vibrations were identified. Explanations
for the incompleteness and inconsistency are that some fun-
damentals are very weak and may be blended with poten-
tially stronger overtone and combination bands. Moreover,
some fundamentals occur in a very narrow energy range. We
carried out quantum-chemical calculations at the Regionales
Rechenzentrum der Universität zu Köln (RRZK) using the
commercially available program Gaussian 09 (Frisch et al.
2013) in order to calculate the harmonic and anharmonic
fundamentals of DMA. We employed the B3LYP hybrid den-
sity functional (Becke 1993; Lee et al. 1988) for that mat-
ter together with the correlation consistent basis set aug-
mented with diffuse basis functions commonly denoted aug-
cc-pVTZ (Dunning, Jr. 1989). There are 17 fundamentals
below ∼1500 cm−1; the highest ones correspond to a Boltz-
mann factor of ∼10−3 at 300 K; the remaining fundamentals
are above 2700 cm−1. Wherever fundamentals are isolated
and not too weak, there is usually good to reasonable agree-
ment between experimental and calculated values. Gamer &
Wolff (1973) and Durig et al. (1977) reported also vibrations
around ∼1450 cm−1, but fewer than 7, and some of their val-
ues may correspond to overtones or combination bands. The
experimental and quantum-chemically evaluated fundamen-
tals are presented in Table 3, and the resulting values for
Qrot and Qvib are summarized in Table 4.

5 DISCUSSION OF THE SPECTROSCOPIC
PARAMETERS

The spectroscopic parameters of DMA are prototypical for
an asymmetric top molecule close to the prolate limit, as
the series of parameters describing the asymmetry (the d’s
and h’s) converge faster than that of the purely J-dependent
parameters (DJ , HJ , LJ), and that, in turn, converges faster
than the series of purely K-dependent parameters (DK , HK ,
LK , PK). In addition, the magnitudes of the diagonal distor-
tion parameters within a given order decrease considerably
from the purely K-dependent parameters to the purely J-
dependent parameters with the minor exception of PK and
PKKJ . A strong decrease is also seen for d1 and d2 as well as
for h1 to h3. The distortion corrections to the energy behave
in a similar way, and their number is smaller than that of
the regular distortion parameters, commensurate with the
moderate energy difference between 0+ and 0−.

The value of Fbc is quite small, and only two distortion
corrections are required to fit this fairly large data set well.
The HFS parameters are very well determined, including the
interaction parameter χbc. It is not surprising that the 14N
nuclear spin-rotation parameters could not be determined,
as the magnetic moment of 14N is quite small. Inclusion of

Table 3. Mode numbersa and experimental fundamental vibra-

tions (cm−1) of DMA along with harmonic (Harm.) and anhar-

monic (Anharm.) values from a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ quantum-
chemical calculation employed for the calculation of the vibra-

tional partition function.

Mode No. (b) (c) Harm. Anharm.

24 — 219.4 224.8 243.1

13 230? 256.3 254.2 259.0
12 384 383 380.5 375.4

11 735 ? 755 685

10 928 929 935 913
23 — — 1034 1026

22 — — 1100 1078

21 1145? 1123 1165 1132
9 1145? 1159 1184 1148

8 1240 1240 1265 1234
20 1442 1412

7 1467 1438

19 1475 1438
18 1487 1460

6 1495 1449

5 1516 1475
17 1516 1478

a In the static CS symmetry; modes 1 to 13 are in a’, 14 to 24 in
a”. Values are give only for vibrations up to 1500 cm−1, see text.
a Experimental data from gas phase IR and Raman measurements

(Gamer & Wolff 1973).
b Experimental data from gas phase IR and Raman measurements

(Durig et al. 1977).

Table 4. Rotationala and vibrational partition function, Qrot and

Qvib, of DMA at selected temperatures (K).

T Qrot Qvib

300. 822487.8817 2.7773

250. 625513.5474 2.0932

225. 534004.2559 1.8313
200. 447470.9752 1.6117

180. 382025.6185 1.4627

170. 350623.5753 1.3964
160. 320135.2065 1.3353

150. 290588.3240 1.2793
140. 262013.4910 1.2284

125. 221048.8001 1.1615
100. 158173.3256 1.0757
75. 102752.3393 1.0232
50. 55958.0584 1.0025

37.5 36366.3518 1.0003
18.75 12889.3154 1.0000

9.375 4580.6180 1.0000
5.0 1800.4981 1.0000
2.725 736.4721 1.0000

a We employ a reduced spin-weight of 9 : 7 for ortho and para
states, respectively, instead of the full spin-weight of 72 : 56 to
circumvent limitations for the upper state degeneracies in the

catalog files.
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resolved internal rotation components other than the cen-
tral EE components into a fit should not only enable the
direct determination of a probably small number of internal
rotation parameters, but may also reduce the uncertainties
of some of the lower order parameters slightly.

Our present spectroscopic parameters are sufficiently
accurate for all kinds of astronomical observations. The ne-
glect of the internal rotation does not pose a limitation in
sources such as Sgr B2(N) or G+0.693−0.027. Moreover, it
should affect our current parameter values negligibly. Inter-
nal rotation may need to be considered around 100 GHz for
sources with line widths less than 2 km s−1. The internal
rotation splitting is likely too small to be resolved at much
higher frequencies. Conversely, the DMA lines are probably
too weak at lower frequencies in the warm ISM (around 100
to 200 K).

6 SEARCH FOR DIMETHYLAMINE TOWARD
G+0.693–0.027

6.1 Observations

We searched for DMA toward the G+0.693−0.027 molec-
ular cloud, located in the Sgr B2 Giant Molecular Cloud
of the Galactic center region. This source exhibits an ex-
tremely rich molecular complexity, and numerous molecular
species have been detected for the first time toward it (see
e.g. Rivilla et al. 2019, 2020; Bizzocchi et al. 2020; Rivilla
et al. 2021a,b, 2022c,a; Rodŕıguez-Almeida et al. 2021b,a;
Zeng et al. 2021; Jiménez-Serra et al. 2022). We used a sensi-
tive unbiased spectral survey performed with the Yebes 40m
(Guadalajara, Spain), and the IRAM 30m (Granada, Spain)
telescopes. The position switching observations were cen-
tered at α(J2000.0)=17h47m22s, δ (J2000.0)=−28◦21′27′′.
The Yebes 40m observations cover a spectral range from
31.0 GHz to 50.4 GHz, while the IRAM 30m obser-
vations cover the spectral ranges 71.77−116.72 GHz,
124.8–175.5 GHz, and 199.8−238.3 GHz. The line inten-
sity of the spectra was measured in units of T ∗A as the
molecular emission toward G+0.693 is extended over the
beam (Requena-Torres et al. 2006, 2008; Zeng et al. 2018,
2020). The noise of the spectra (in T ∗A ) depends on the fre-
quency range, and varies from 1 to 10 mK. The spectra were
smoothed to velocity resolutions of 1.0−2.6 km s−1, depend-
ing on the frequency. For more detailed information of the
observational survey we refer to Rivilla et al. (2022b).

6.2 Nondetection of dimethylamine toward G+0.693–0.027

We implemented the spectroscopic entry of DMA pre-
sented in this work into the MADCUBA package2 (version
28/10/2022; Mart́ın et al. 2019). Using the SLIM (Spectral
Line Identification and Modeling) tool of MADCUBA, we
generated a synthetic spectrum of DMA under the assump-
tion of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) and com-
pared it with the observed spectra. The molecule is not de-

2 Madrid Data Cube Analysis is a software developed at the
Center of Astrobiology (CAB) in Madrid and built using the
Image Processing and Analysis in Java (ImageJ) infrastructure;
http://cab.inta-csic.es/madcuba/

Table 5. Column densities and abundances of DMA and related
species obtained toward G+0.693.

Molecule N χa Nref
N

b

(cm−2)

CH3OHc 1.5×1016 1.1×10−7 1

CH3OCH3 1.1×1014 8.1×10−10 136

CH3NH2
d 3.0×1015 2.2×10−8 5

CH3NHCH3 ≤7.6×1013 ≤5.6×10−10 ≥ 197

a Abundances are derived using a H2 column density of

N(H2)=1.35×1023 cm−2 (Mart́ın et al. 2008).
b Nref = N(CH3OH).
c Extracted from Jiménez-Serra et al. (2022).
d From Zeng et al. (2018).

tected in the observational survey. Most of the DMA transi-
tions appear heavily blended with brighter transitions from
other molecules already identified in the survey. To derive
the upper limit to the column density, we have used the
brightest emission according to the simulated LTE model
that appears unblended, which are three unresolved HFS
components of the υ = 0−−0+ 11,0−00,0 transition with F =
0−1, 2−1 and 1−1 that fall in the Q-band survey performed
with the Yebes telescope and that are shown in Fig. 6. For
the LTE simulated spectrum, we have used the excitation
temperature derived for CH3NH2 by Zeng et al. (2018),
16 K, which is similar to those derived for C2H3NH2 and
C2H5NH2 (18 and 12 K, respectively; Zeng et al. 2021).
We also used the velocity and linewidth found for the lat-
ter species: VLSR = 67 km s−1 and FWHM = 18 km s−1; the
beam size at 44.9 GHz is 39”. Unfortunately, the predicted
emission just appears in a spectral region which shows a lo-
cal minimum in the data with respect to the adjusted broad
band baseline. Considering the noise of the data, we ob-
tained a 3σ upper limit of N < 7.6×1013 cm−2, which corre-
sponds to an abundance compared to H2 of < 5.6×10−10, us-
ing N(H2)=1.35×1023 cm−2 (Mart́ın et al. 2008). This upper
limit as well as column densities of methylamine, methanol
and dimethyl ether are summarized in Table 5 together with
derived quantities. The upper limit to the column density of
DMA could be affected by the local baseline by less than
a factor of two when the local baseline uncertainty is con-
sidered. The rms noise level in the Yebes spectrum near
44.9 GHz is 1.6 mK in a 1.5 km s−1 channel. Fortunately,
the spectral region of these transitions seems to be clean
from contamination, opening the possibility to be detected
in future more sensitive Q band searches.

7 SEARCH FOR DIMETHYLAMINE TOWARD
SGR B2(N)

7.1 Observations

We also used the imaging spectral line survey Reexplor-
ing Molecular Complexity with ALMA (ReMoCA) that tar-
geted the high-mass star forming protocluster Sgr B2(N)
with ALMA to search for dimethylamine in the inter-
stellar medium. The data reduction and the method of
analysis of this survey were described in Belloche et al.
(2019). We summarize the main features of the survey be-
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Figure 6. Simulation of the υ = 0− − 0+ 11,0 − 00,0 transition of
DMA near 44.9 GHz with unresolved F = 0−1, 2−1 and 1−1

hyperfine components used to estimate the upper limit to its col-

umn density toward G+0.693 (see text). The black line and gray
histogram show the observed spectrum, the red curve is the LTE

synthetic model of DMA using the 3σ upper limit column density

derived using the parameters outlined in the text. The blue curve
indicates the combined emission of all the molecules identified

toward the source so far.

low. The phase center is located at the equatorial posi-
tion (α,δ )J2000= (17h47m19.s87,−28◦22′16.′′0). This position
is half-way between the two hot molecular cores Sgr B2(N1)
and Sgr B2(N2). The survey covers the frequency range from
84.1 GHz to 114.4 GHz at a spectral resolution of 488 kHz
(1.7 to 1.3 km s−1). This frequency coverage was obtained
with five different tunings of the receivers. The observations
achieved a sensitivity per spectral channel ranging between
0.35 mJy beam−1 and 1.1 mJy beam−1 (rms) depending on
the setup, with a median value of 0.8 mJy beam−1. The an-
gular resolution (HPBW) varies between ∼0.3′′ and ∼0.8′′

with a median value of 0.6′′. This corresponds to ∼4900 au at
the distance of Sgr B2 (8.2 kpc, Reid et al. 2019). We further
improved the process that separates the line and continuum
emission by adding two reference positions to the pool of
positions that were used to find the frequency ranges that
contain absorption features (for more details about the sep-
aration of line and continuum emission, see Belloche et al.
2019).

For this work we analyzed the spectra of two posi-
tions. The first one, Sgr B2(N1S), is located at (α,δ )J2000=
(17h47m19.s87, −28◦22′19.′′5). It is offset by about 1′′ to the
south of the main hot core Sgr B2(N1). This position was
chosen by Belloche et al. (2019) for its lower continuum
opacity compared to the peak of the hot core. The sec-
ond position is the position called Sgr B2(N2b) by Bel-
loche et al. (2022). It is located in the secondary hot core
Sgr B2(N2) at (α,δ )J2000= (17h47m19.s83,−28◦22′13.′′6). This
position was chosen as a compromise between getting narrow
line widths to reduce the level of spectral confusion and keep-
ing a high enough H2 column density to detect less abundant
molecules.

Like in our previous ReMoCA studies (e.g., Belloche
et al. 2019, 2022), we compared the observed spectra to
synthetic spectra computed under the assumption of LTE
with the astronomical software Weeds (Maret et al. 2011).
This assumption is justified by the high densities of the
regions where hot-core emission is detected in Sgr B2(N)

Figure 7. Population diagram of CH3OCH3 toward Sgr B2(N1S).
The observed data points are shown in black while the synthetic

populations are shown in red. No correction is applied in panel a.

In panel b, the optical depth correction has been applied to both
the observed and synthetic populations and the contamination by

all other species included in the full model has been subtracted
from the observed data points. The purple line is a linear fit to

the observed populations (in linear-logarithmic space).

(> 1×107 cm−3, see Bonfand et al. 2019). The calculations
take into account the finite angular resolution of the obser-
vations and the optical depth of the rotational transitions.
For each position, we derived by eye a best-fit synthetic
spectrum for each molecule separately, and then added to-
gether the contributions of all identified molecules. Each
species was modeled with a set of five parameters: size of the
emitting region (θs), column density (N), temperature (Trot),
linewidth (∆V ), and velocity offset (Voff) with respect to the
assumed systemic velocity of the source, Vsys = 62.0 km s−1

for Sgr B2(N1S) and Vsys = 74.2 km s−1 for Sgr B2(N2b).
The linewidth and velocity offset are obtained directly from
the well detected and not contaminated lines. The emission
of complex organic molecules is extended over several arc-
seconds around Sgr B2(N1) (see Busch et al. 2022). For the
LTE modeling, we assumed like in Belloche et al. (2019) an
emission size of 2′′, which is much larger than the beam,
meaning that the derived column densities do not depend
on the exact value of this size parameter. In the case of
Sgr B2(N2b), the size of the emission of a given molecule
was estimated from integrated intensity maps of transitions
of this given molecule that were found to be relatively free
of contamination from other species.

7.2 Search for DMA toward Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b)

Before searching for dimethylamine, CH3NHCH3, toward
Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b), we modeled the rotational
emission of the similar molecule dimethyl ether, CH3OCH3.
We used the spectroscopic calculations available in the
CDMS (Müller et al. 2005) for the vibrational ground state
(version 1 of entry 46514), which are based on Endres et al.
(2009) and references therein. For the vibrationally excited
states υ11 = 1 and υ15 = 1, we used like in Belloche et al.
(2013) predictions provided by C. Endres. Dimethyl ether is
well detected toward both Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b),
with dozens of lines in its vibrational ground state easily
identified (see Figs. A1 and A4). Two dozen lines in each
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7, but for Sgr B2(N2b).

Table 6. Rotational temperature of dimethyl ether derived from

its population diagram toward Sgr B2(N1S).

Molecule Statesa Tfit
b

(K)

CH3OCH3 υ = 0, υ11 = 1, υ15 = 1 174 ( 7)

a Vibrational states that were taken into account to fit the pop-

ulation diagram.
b The standard deviation of the fit is given in parentheses. As

explained in Sect. 3 of Belloche et al. (2016) and in Sect. 4.4 of

Belloche et al. (2019), this uncertainty is purely statistical and
should be viewed with caution. It may be underestimated.

Table 7. Rotational temperature of dimethyl ether derived from

its population diagram toward Sgr B2(N2b).

Molecule Statesa Tfit
b

(K)

CH3OCH3 υ = 0, υ11 = 1, υ15 = 1 127.2 (1.1)

a Vibrational states that were taken into account to fit the pop-

ulation diagram.
b The standard deviation of the fit is given in parentheses. As

explained in Sect. 3 of Belloche et al. (2016) and in Sect. 4.4 of
Belloche et al. (2019), this uncertainty is purely statistical and

should be viewed with caution. It may be underestimated.

of its vibrationally excited states υ11 = 1 and υ15 = 1 are
also clearly detected toward Sgr B2(N2b) (Figs. A5–A6).
Because of the broader line widths that increase the level
of spectral confusion (5 km s−1 versus 3.5 km s−1 toward
Sgr B2(N2b)), only a few lines from within υ11 = 1 and υ15 =
1 are sufficiently free of contamination to be identified to-
ward Sgr B2(N1S) (Figs. A2–A3). As explained in Sect. 7.1,
we assumed an emission size of 2′′ to model the emis-
sion of dimethyl ether toward Sgr B2(N1S). In the case of
Sgr B2(N2b), integrated intensity maps of lines of dimethyl
ether that are free of contamination suggest an emission size
on the order of 0.8′′. Figures 7 and 8 show population dia-
grams of dimethyl ether for Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b),
respectively. A fit to these population diagrams yields rota-
tional temperatures of ∼170 K and ∼130 K, respectively (see
Tables 6 and 7). Assuming these temperatures, we adjusted
synthetic LTE spectra to the observed spectra and obtained

the column densities reported in Tables 8 and 9 for dimethyl
ether. We also list in these tables the parameters that we
previously obtained from the ReMoCA survey for methanol
toward both positions (Motiyenko et al. 2020; Belloche et al.
2022), as well as the parameters that we recently obtained
for methylamine, CH3NH2, toward Sgr B2(N1S) (Gyawali
et al. 2023), using the spectroscopic predictions available in
the Lille Spectroscopic Database (version 2021.08.hfs of en-
try 31802), which are based on Motiyenko et al. (2014).

Methylamine turns out to be more difficult to iden-
tify toward Sgr B2(N2b) than toward Sgr B2(N1S). Methy-
lamine has a similar rotational temperature as methanol to-
ward Sgr B2(N1S), which led us to assume the same ro-
tational temperature and emission size as methanol toward
Sgr B2(N2b). The best-fit synthetic LTE spectrum of methy-
lamine using these parameters is shown in Fig. A7. Most
transitions of this molecule are contaminated by emission
from other species. Only two transitions are relatively free
of contamination (at 84 306 and 112 273 MHz). As a result,
we only claim a tentative detection of methylamine toward
Sgr B2(N2b). The parameters of its best-fit LTE model are
given in Table 9.

To search for dimethylamine toward each position using
the spectroscopic predictions obtained in Sect. 4, we com-
puted synthetic LTE spectra assuming the same emission
size and rotational temperature as those derived for dimethyl
ether. We did not find any evidence for dimethylamine in ei-
ther source. The upper limit to the column density of DMA
was evaluated for each source by varying the column density
by hand and comparing the synthetic and observed spectra
by eye, using the 3 σ level (dashed lines in Figs. 9 and 10)
as a guide, but also accounting for the blends with other
species and the uncertainties on the baseline level. The syn-
thetic spectra used to estimate the upper limit to its column
density are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for Sgr B2(N1S) and
Sgr B2(N2b), respectively. These upper limits are reported
in Tables 8 and 9, respectively.

8 ASTROCHEMICAL MODELING

To explore the possible chemistry of DMA and its likely yield
in the interstellar medium, we adapt the astrochemical mod-
els presented by Garrod et al. (2022) to include DMA and
a selection of related species. The physical treatment and
chemical framework of the models correspond to the fi-

nal model of Garrod et al. (2022), which uses a three-phase
(gas, grain/ice-surface and bulk-ice) treatment of the cou-
pled gas and grain chemistry of hot cores. The grain chem-
istry framework (explained in detail by Jin & Garrod 2020)
includes nondiffusive mechanisms for surface and bulk-ice
reactions, which allows the production of complex organic
molecules to occur on the grains even at very low tempera-
tures. The physical modeling uses a two-stage treatment, in
which relatively diffuse gas (nH = 3000 cm−3) first collapses
to high density (2× 108 cm−3); as the visual extinction in-
creases from 3 to 500 mag., the dust cools from ∼14.6 K to
8 K, while the gas temperature is held steady at 10 K dur-
ing the collapse as in past models. Much of the grain-surface
ice builds up toward the end of the collapse stage. During
the subsequent warm-up stage, this material is heated such
that the gas and dust temperatures rise monotonically to
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Table 8. Parameters of our best-fit LTE model of methanol, dimethyl ether, and methylamine toward Sgr B2(N1S), and upper limit for

dimethylamine.

Molecule Statusa Ndet
b Sizec Trot

d Ne Fvib
f ∆V g Voff

h Nref
N

i

(′′) (K) (cm−2) (km s−1) (km s−1)

CH3OH j,? d 57 2.0 230 2.0 (19) 1.00 5.0 0.2 1

CH3OCH3, υ = 0 d 32 2.0 170 1.4 (18) 1.02 5.0 0.0 14

υ11 = 1 d 3 2.0 170 1.4 (18) 1.02 5.0 0.0 14
υ15 = 1 d 3 2.0 170 1.4 (18) 1.02 5.0 0.0 14

CH3NH2
k d 15 2.0 230 1.4 (18) 1.25 5.0 0.0 15

CH3NHCH3, υ = 0 n 0 2.0 170 < 9.8 (16) 1.40 5.0 0.0 > 204

a d: detection, n: nondetection. b Number of detected lines (conservative estimate, see Sect. 3 of Belloche et al. 2016). One line of a

given species may mean a group of transitions of that species that are blended together. c Emission size (FWHM ). d Rotational
temperature. e Total column density of the molecule. x (y) means x×10y. f Correction factor that was applied to the column density to

account for the contribution of vibrationally excited states, in the cases where this contribution was not included in the partition

function of the spectroscopic predictions. g Linewidth (FWHM ). h Velocity offset with respect to the assumed systemic velocity of
Sgr B2(N1S), Vsys = 62 km s−1. i Column density ratio, with Nref the column density of the previous reference species marked with a ?. j

The parameters were derived from the ReMoCA survey by Motiyenko et al. (2020). k The parameters were derived from the ReMoCA

survey by Gyawali et al. (2023).

Table 9. Parameters of our best-fit LTE model of methanol, dimethyl ether, and methylamine toward Sgr B2(N2b), and upper limit for
dimethylamine.

Molecule Statusa Ndet
b Sizec Trot

d Ne Fvib
f ∆V g Voff

h Nref
N

i

(′′) (K) (cm−2) (km s−1) (km s−1)

CH3OH j,? d 69 0.5 140 8.0 (19) 1.00 3.5 0.0 1

CH3OCH3, υ = 0 d 93 0.8 130 3.1 (18) 1.00 3.5 -0.5 26
υ11 = 1 d 24 0.8 130 3.1 (18) 1.00 3.5 -0.5 26

υ15 = 1 d 26 0.8 130 3.1 (18) 1.00 3.5 -0.5 26

CH3NH2, υ = 0 t 2 0.5 140 2.7 (17) 1.07 3.5 0.0 299

CH3NHCH3, υ = 0 n 0 0.8 130 < 5.9 (16) 1.18 3.5 0.0 > 1360

a d: detection, t: tentative detection, n: nondetection. b Number of detected lines (conservative estimate, see Sect. 3 of Belloche et al.
2016). One line of a given species may mean a group of transitions of that species that are blended together. c Emission size (FWHM ).

d Rotational temperature. e Total column density of the molecule. x (y) means x×10y. a Correction factor that was applied to the
column density to account for the contribution of vibrationally excited states, in the cases where this contribution was not included in
the partition function of the spectroscopic predictions. g Linewidth (FWHM ). h Velocity offset with respect to the assumed systemic

velocity of Sgr B2(N2b), Vsys = 74.2 km s−1. i Column density ratio, with Nref the column density of the previous reference species

marked with a ?. j The parameters were derived from the ReMoCA survey by Belloche et al. (2022).

Figure 9. Selection of rotational transitions of dimethylamine CH3NHCH3 covered by the ReMoCA survey. The LTE synthetic spectrum
of CH3NHCH3 used to derive the upper limit on its column density toward Sgr B2(N1S) is displayed in red and overlaid on the observed
spectrum shown in black. The blue synthetic spectrum contains the contributions of all molecules identified in our survey so far, but not

the species shown in red. The values written below each panel correspond from left to right to the half-power beam width, the central
frequency in MHz, the width in MHz of each panel in parentheses, and the continuum level in K of the baseline-subtracted spectra in

brackets. The y-axis is labeled in brightness temperature units (K). The dotted line indicates the 3σ noise level.
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for Sgr B2(N2b).

a maximum of 400 K. Following various past models that
have used the same physical treatment, the warm-up oc-
curs over one of three characteristic timescales, labeled fast
(5×104 yr), medium (2×105 yr), and slow (1×106 yr), where
the timescale technically corresponds to the time required to
reach a representative hot-core temperature of 200 K. Des-
orption of the ice mantles into the gas phase takes place
mainly in the 100–200 K temperature range.

The chemical network is based on that of Belloche et al.
(2022), which included propanol chemistry and which is it-
self derived from the Garrod et al. (2022) network. The new
chemistry for DMA is based around production on grain sur-
faces or in the bulk ices, through the radical recombination
reaction

CH3 + CH3NH→ CH3NHCH3 (1)

and the two-stage reaction process,

CH2 + CH3NH→ CH2NHCH3 (2a)

H + CH2NHCH3→ CH3NHCH3 (2b)

The intermediate radical CH3NH may be produced by
the hydrogenation of other species of the form CHxNHy,
or through the addition of other radicals leading to such
species. Crucially, the CH3NH radical may additionally be
formed through the photodissociation of methylamine, while
CH2 and CH3 can be formed via repetitive H-addition to
atomic carbon, or by the photodissociation of methane or
other species containing a methyl group.

Each of the reaction sequences (1) and (2) may occur
either on the grain/ice surfaces or within the bulk ice. On
surfaces, reactions may be driven by diffusion or by non-
diffusive encounters resulting from prior reactions (labeled
“three-body” reactions, 3-B) or photodissociation events (la-
beled “photodissociation-induced” reactions, PDI). At the
low temperatures (i.e. <20 K) achieved during the collapse
stage and early in the warm-up stage, surface reactions such
as (1) and (2a) occur mainly through nondiffusive processes,
due to the immobility of the reactants, while reaction (2b)
is driven by the diffusion of mobile atomic H. At higher
temperatures, surface diffusion of radicals also contributes
somewhat to the production of large molecules. Within the
bulk ice, diffusive motions are restricted to H and H2 only,
which can occur through quantum tunneling as well as ther-
mal diffusion. Thus, in the bulk ice, reactions between rad-

icals (i.e. not H) may only occur through the nondiffusive
3-B and PDI mechanisms.

Based on the above chemistry, two new neutral species
are added to the network: DMA and its radical precursor
CH2NHCH3. Following past grain-surface chemistry treat-
ments (e.g. Garrod 2013), both of these species may also
be destroyed by reactions with radicals; DMA may undergo
H-abstraction by e.g. the OH radical, forming water and
CH2NHCH3, while CH2NHCH3 may abstract H from a se-
lection of other radical species such as HCO, to form DMA
and the stable molecule CO. DMA and CH2NHCH3 can also
be photodissociated on the grains or in the gas phase.

Grain-surface/ice reactions included in the network that
are relevant to DMA are listed in Table 10. Subject to
the caveats outlined above, each may occur as the result
of diffusive meetings, the 3-B and PDI processes, or by
the Eley-Rideal (E-R) mechanism (surface only). Adsorp-
tion onto the grains, as well as thermal and nonthermal des-
orption mechanisms (photo- and chemical desorption) are
treated as per past models. The surface binding energies
of DMA and CH2NHCH3 used in the model are 5856 K
and 5731 K, respectively, based on extrapolation from other
species/functional groups in the network, as per previous
models (Garrod et al. 2008; Belloche et al. 2017, 2019).
Molecular desorption driven by the direct impingement of
cosmic rays on dust grains is not included in the present
model, although the photodesorption mechanism includes a
contribution from the cosmic ray-induced photon field.

The main destruction mechanisms for most complex or-
ganic molecules in the network are gas-phase ion-molecule
reactions that take place following the desorption of the ice
mantles into the gas. These are dominated by proton transfer
from ions H+

3 , HCO+ and H3O+; the resulting protonated
molecule (CH3NH2CH3

+, in the case of DMA) may then
recombine with electrons, fragmenting the molecule. A de-
scription of the procedures for the construction of this basic
gas-phase chemistry may be found in Garrod et al. (2008)
and Garrod (2013).

Following Taquet et al. (2016), Garrod et al. (2022)
added to their reaction network a number of gas-phase
proton-transfer reactions between ammonia and various pro-
tonated complex organics, producing NH+

4 while return-
ing the original complex molecule unscathed. The inclu-
sion of this mechanism was found to provide a competi-
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Table 10. Selected grain-surface chemical reactions and photoprocesses relevant to DMA chemistry that are included in the network.
Activation energy barriers (EA) and rates, where applicable, are also indicated. “hν [CR]” indicates photodissociation by a cosmic-ray

induced photon. “hν [ext]” indicates photodissociation by an external photon from the interstellar radiation field. Rates and activation

energies are based on similar reactions already present in the network, unless otherwise marked. ζ is the cosmic-ray ionization rate
adopted in the particular model.

Reaction EA (K) Rate (s−1)

CH3 + CH3NH → CH3NHCH3 0 –

CH2 + CH3NH → CH2NHCH3 0 –
H + CH2NHCH3 → CH3NHCH3 0 –

CH2OH + CH2NHCH3 → CH3NHCH3 + H2CO 0 –

CH3O + CH2NHCH3 → CH3NHCH3 + H2CO 0 –
COOH + CH2NHCH3 → CH3NHCH3 + CO2 0 –

HCO + CH2NHCH3 → CH3NHCH3 + CO 0 –

H + CH3NHCH3 → CH2NHCH3 + H2 1600 a –

CH3O + CH3NHCH3 → CH2NHCH3 + CH3OH 2020 b –

CN + CH3NHCH3 → CH2NHCH3 + HCN 100 –

NH2 + CH3NHCH3 → CH2NHCH3 + NH3 2710 b –

OH + CH3NHCH3 → CH2NHCH3 + H2O 1000 –
CH3NHCH3 + hν [CR] → CH3NH + CH3 – 10,000 ζ

CH3NHCH3 + hν [CR] → CH2NHCH3 + H – 500 ζ

CH3NHCH2 + hν [CR] → CH2NH + CH3 – 10,000 ζ

CH3NHCH2 + hν [CR] → CH3NH + CH2 – 10,000 ζ

CH3NHCH3 + hν [ext] → CH3NH + CH3 – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)

CH3NHCH3 + hν [ext] → CH2NHCH3 + H – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)
CH3NHCH2 + hν [ext] → CH2NH + CH3 – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)

CH3NHCH2 + hν [ext] → CH3NH + CH2 – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)

Pre-existing in the network:

H + CH2NH → CH3NH 605 c –
H + CH2NH → CH2NH2 605 c –

CH4 + hν [CR] → CH3 + H – 1170 ζ

CH4 + hν [CR] → CH2 + H2 – 1170 ζ

CH3NH2 + hν [CR] → CH3NH + H – 1000 ζ

CH3NH2 + hν [CR] → CH2NH2 + H – 500 ζ

CH3NH2 + hν [CR] → CH3 + NH2 – 10,000 ζ

CH4 + hν [ext] → CH3 + H – 3.20×10−10 exp(−2.2AV)

CH4 + hν [ext] → CH2 + H2 – 4.80×10−10 exp(−2.2AV)

CH3NH2 + hν [ext] → CH3NH + H – 5.00×10−10 exp(−1.7AV)
CH3NH2 + hν [ext] → CH2NH2 + H – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)

CH3NH2 + hν [ext] → CH3 + NH2 – 1.00×10−9 exp(−1.7AV)

a Shang et al. (2019). b Evans-Polanyi interpolation.
c Based on hydrogenation of C2H4; Michael et al. (2005).

tive alternative to the destructive electronic recombination
of protonated complex organics, thus enhancing their post-
desorption gas-phase lifetimes. However, the proton affin-
ity of DMA is greater than that of ammonia (929.5 versus
853.6 kJ mol−1 Hunter & Lias 1998), meaning that proto-
nated DMA cannot transfer its proton in this way; such a
mechanism is therefore not included in the present chemical
network. The possible importance of the converse process
of proton transfer from NH+

4 to certain complex organics is
explored by Garrod & Herbst (2023) (submitted).

The new chemical network already incorporates the
chemistry of a large selection of simple and complex
molecules, including methylamine, methanol, dimethyl ether
and ethylamine; hot-core chemical model results for each of
these are presented with those of DMA in order to compare
with observations toward Sgr B2(N).

In order to test the effects on molecular ratios of the
elevated cosmic ray ionization rates expected toward the
Galactic center (Goto et al. 2014), the hot-core models are

run using a selection of logarithmically spaced rates ranging
from ζ = ζ0 to 101.5 ζ0, where ζ0 = 1.3×10−17 s−1.

For comparison with the gas-phase abundances ob-
served toward G+0.693−0.027, the most appropriate model-
ing approach would include an explicit treatment of the pas-
sage of a shock (e.g., Requena-Torres et al. 2006; Zeng et al.
2018; Rivilla et al. 2022a), including the grain-heating and
sputtering processes, as well as post-desorption gas-phase
chemistry. Here, to allow a simpler comparison between the
modeled abundances in the ices and the post-shock gas-
phase abundances, we run collapse models similar to the first
stage of the hot-core models, that would correspond to the
pre-shock evolution of the dust and gas in G+0.693−0.027.
The shock models of Rivilla et al. (2022a) suggest cosmic-
ray ionization rates in this molecular cloud ranging from
100−1000 ζ0; we run collapse models with ζ using the two
extremes of this range. To better represent the pre-shock gas
density of G+0.693−0.027, the final gas density at the end
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Figure 11. Abundances with respect to total H, plotted logarithmi-

cally against time, for DMA and selected other molecules during
the warm-up stage. Dotted lines of the same colours indicate the

same species on the dust grains. Panels show results using the (a)
fast, (b) medium and (c) slow warm-up models.

of the collapse is reduced to nH = 2× 104 cm−3, as inferred
by Zeng et al. (2020).

8.1 Chemical model results

Figure 11 shows fractional abundances for DMA and other
molecules during the warm-up stage, using the three typ-
ical warm-up timescales, under conditions of ζ = ζ0. Each
of the molecules shown inherits a substantial solid-phase
abundance (indicated by dotted lines) from the cold collapse
stage. The material remains on the grains until the ice be-
gins to desorb strongly into the gas phase at temperatures
greater than 100 K. Much of this release is driven by the
thermal desorption of water, which comprises much of the
ice abundance; it begins to be lost substantially at temper-
atures around 114 K, as noted by Garrod et al. (2022), and
this continues until most water has been released by around
164 K. This desorption model is supported by observational
results from Busch et al. (2022). They found in a study of
Sgr B2(N1) that COMs formed on grains desorb thermally
from the grain surface at ∼100 K, concomintantly with wa-
ter. Because the model treats the ice as a distinct surface
layer with a separate bulk ice beneath, the loss of water helps
to release other species within the same time/temperature
range. As a result, DMA, along with methanol and methy-
lamine, reach their peak gas-phase abundances at around
the temperature when water desorption reaches its maxi-
mum. These peak abundances and corresponding tempera-
tures are shown in Table 11. The behavior of other molecules
not shown in the figures are well represented by the exten-
sive results presented by Belloche et al. (2022) and Garrod
et al. (2022).

Post-desorption gas-phase abundances are seen to fall
more strongly as a function of temperature in the longer
warm-up timescales runs, due to the longer period spent
in the gas phase by those molecules. In all cases but for
dimethyl ether, the peak gas-phase values of the molecules
shown are seen to track fairly closely with the peak ice-
mantle abundances of the same species. Thus, the relative
abundances in the gas are more or less preserved from the
much earlier and colder period when those molecules were
formed on the grains. Dimethyl ether, as noted in various
past modeling papers, has a strong gas-phase production
mechanism based on the reaction of methanol with pro-
tonated methanol; its abundance therefore rises in the gas
phase following desorption of the existing dimethyl ether in
the ices.

Production of DMA in the models occurs during two
main periods; the first occurs during the cold collapse stage
and is thus a shared feature of all of the subsequent warm-
up models. Reaction (1) occurs at very early times in the
model, driven by a combination of PDI and 3-B processes
within the bulk ice, in the proportion ∼2 : 1, respectively.
The initial visual extinction of around 3 mag. is low enough
to allow external UV photons to dissociate methane (CH4)
and methylamine, producing CH3 and CH3NH and allow-
ing one or other radical to be produced, on occasion, in the
presence of the other, leading to immediate nondiffusive re-
action. Since this process does not involve diffusion, most
of the reactions leading to DMA production occur in the
thicker bulk-ice layer, rather than on the surface. At this
early stage, the ice is up to a few tens of monolayers in
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thickness in total. The 3-B reaction mechanism in the bulk
ice occurs around the same time, when H atoms released in
the bulk ice by other photodissociation processes diffuse to
find the stable molecule methanimine, CH2NH, with which
it reacts to form CH3NH; the latter radical may then react
with any contiguous CH3 in the bulk ice.

Production of the related species ethylamine
(C2H5NH2) occurs in a similar way, through the reac-
tion of radicals CH3 and CH2NH2; however, CH2NH2 is
formed mainly through H-atom abstraction from CH3NH2

by atomic H in the bulk ice. This abstraction reaction is
substantially faster than the comparable photodissociation
process by which it might form, because of the availability
of diffusive atomic H in the bulk ice caused by the photodis-
sociation of numerous different ice species, including water.
Abstraction from the methyl group on methylamine to
form CH2NH2 is expected to be strongly dominant over the
alternative, CH3NH, at very low temperatures (see Kerkeni
& Clary 2007, who calculated branching down to 200 K).
The availability of this effective mechanism for producing
CH2NH2 therefore leads to much greater production of
ethylamine versus DMA in the model.

The second stage of DMA production occurs during the
warm-up stage, and is most prevalent in the slow warm-up
model, due to the longer period available for ice photochem-
istry. In this case, the DMA formation occurs through cosmic
ray-induced photodissociation of methylamine and methane.
The left panel of Fig. 12 shows the total rate of production
of DMA in all phases (surface, ice-mantle, and gas phase)
as a function of time through the full collapse stage followed
by the slow warm-up stage. The first and second stages of
DMA production are seen clearly in green. The second pro-
duction stage becomes significant beginning around 30 K,
and continues to produce DMA up until the point of desorp-
tion, which begins to occur strongly between the two vertical
dashed lines that indicate the beginning and end of water
desorption. The onset of DMA production around 30 K is
related to the falling abundance of atomic H in the ice as
temperatures increase, reducing its ability to recombine with
simple radicals before they can form more complex species.
The right panel of Fig. 12 shows the production and de-
struction of DMA in several key temperature regimes. The
early production mechanism for DMA contributes around
60% of total production. The blue sections of the left and
right panels indicate where DMA is destroyed in the gas
phase, mainly through proton-transfer from H3O+, followed
by dissociative electronic recombination.

Table 11 also shows peak gas-phase abundances and as-
sociated temperatures for three additional sets of model-
runs, using ζ = 100.5 ζ0, 10 ζ0 and 101.5 ζ0. Among the
nitrogen-bearing species, the peak abundances fall some-
what with increased cosmic ray ionization rate, with the ef-
fect more pronounced with longer warm-up timescales. The
effect is caused by more rapid gas-phase destruction via ion-
molecule reactions. The two highest ζ values, when com-
bined with the longest warm-up timescale, produce a more
extreme degree of destruction for all the molecules. Outside
of those two cases, the oxygen-bearing species methanol and
dimethyl ether are more robust to changes in ζ , generally
varying by less than a factor 2 between the various models.
Although the peak values are less affected, however, both
increased warm-up timescale and ζ value lead to more rapid

destruction in the gas phase for all species following attain-
ment of the post-desorption peak.

Fig. 13 shows results from the low-density collapse
model with ζ = 100 ζ0, which is intended to represent the
pre-shock behavior of G+0.693; time-dependent solid-phase
abundances are shown for the same five species as in Fig. 11.
During the collapse, the increases in gas density and de-
creases in dust temperature become more substantial after
a time of around 0.5 Myr, which manifests as a steeper rise
in methanol abundance in particular. DMA abundance is
seen never to exceed that of methylamine, while ethylamine
slightly exceeds the latter toward the end of the model run.

The final solid-phase abundances of these molecules are
shown in Table 12, where the results for the ζ = 1000 ζ0
model are also shown. The abundance of methanol is no-
tably affected in the highest ζ model, while the abundance
of dimethyl ether is lower by a factor ∼4. The abundances
of the N-bearing species shown are each lower by a factor
∼2 in the ζ = 1000 ζ0 model.

9 DISCUSSION OF THE ASTROCHEMICAL RESULTS

9.1 G+0.693

The column density upper limit derived for DMA is
7.6×1013 cm−2, slightly higher than the column den-
sity derived for C2H3NH2 and C2H5NH2, which are
(4.5±0.6)×1013 cm−2 and (2.5±0.7)×1013 cm−2, respec-
tively (Zeng et al. 2021). The abundance ratio compared
to methylamine, whose abundance is 2.2×10−8 (Zeng et al.
2018), is CH3NH2/DMA >39. We can compare this ra-
tio with other −H and −CH3 pairs already detected to-
wards G+0.693, such as methanol (CH3OH) and dimethyl
ether (CH3OCH3). The CH3OH abundance is 1.1×10−7

(Jiménez-Serra et al. 2022), and that of CH3OCH3 is
8.1×10−10 (Rivilla, private communication), which yields a
ratio CH3OH/CH3OCH3 ∼135. This value is consistent with
the lower limit found for the CH3NH2/DMA ratio (>39),
see also Table 5. This might suggest, if the −H/−CH3 ra-
tio also holds for amines, that the detection of DMA would
still need a significant improvement of the sensitivity of the
current observations.

9.2 Sgr B2(N)

Table 8 shows that dimethyl ether is 14 times less abundant
than methanol in Sgr B2(N1S) and dimethylamine is at least
14 times less abundant than methylamine toward this posi-
tion. This limit is not constraining enough to infer whether
or not the formation routes that possibly relate methanol to
dimethyl ether and methylamine to dimethylamine operate
differently. Toward Sgr B2(N2b), dimethyl ether is 26 times
less abundant than methanol (Table 9). Because the abun-
dance ratio of methanol to methylamine is much higher in
Sgr B2(N2b) than in Sgr B2(N1S) (300 versus 15), the upper
limit obtained for dimethylamine is much less constraining
toward Sgr B2(N2b): we can only say that dimethylamine is
at least 4.5 times less abundant than methylamine toward
this position.
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Figure 12. Left panel: Net rate of change (arbitrary units) in the abundances of DMA, summed over all chemical phases (i.e. gas + surface
+ bulk-ice), during the collapse and warm-up stages. Data correspond to the slow warm-up timescale; the vertical dotted line indicates

the start of the warm-up phase. Net gain is shown in green, net loss in blue; rates are normalized to the peak value. Vertical dashed

lines indicate the onset and end-point of water desorption. Background colors indicate the dust temperature regime; from left to right
these are: >10 K, <10 K, 10–50 K, 50–100 K, 100–200 K, 200–400 K. The initial dust temperature is ∼14.7 K. Right panel: Net rates

of change integrated over each temperature range. Positive (formation) and negative (destruction) rates are integrated independently;
both are normalized to the total integrated formation rate.

Table 11. Peak gas-phase chemical abundances for selected molecules during the warm-up stage. The temperature at which the peak

value is achieved is also indicated. Notation a(−b) indicates a×10−b.

Fast Medium Slow

Cosmic ray ionization rate Molecule n[i]/nH T (K) n[i]/nH T (K) n[i]/nH T (K)

ζ = ζ0 CH3OH 9.4(-6) 168 8.7(-6) 167 6.6(-6) 166

CH3OCH3 1.7(-7) 400 4.1(-7) 398 4.7(-7) 292
CH3NH2 1.2(-7) 218 1.1(-7) 167 1.1(-7) 166

CH3NHCH3 1.6(-9) 167 1.5(-9) 167 1.4(-9) 166

NH2C2H5 6.7(-8) 227 9.0(-8) 180 8.0(-8) 172

ζ = 3.16×ζ0 CH3OH 1.4(-5) 166 1.1(-5) 165 5.8(-6) 164

CH3OCH3 8.0(-7) 400 1.2(-6) 334 5.0(-7) 187
CH3NH2 8.2(-8) 166 7.4(-8) 165 4.8(-8) 164

CH3NHCH3 1.5(-9) 166 1.3(-9) 165 8.2(-10) 164

NH2C2H5 4.0(-8) 184 4.9(-8) 174 2.6(-8) 167

ζ = 10×ζ0 CH3OH 1.5(-5) 165 7.9(-6) 163 1.1(-7) 118
CH3OCH3 1.8(-6) 335 9.6(-7) 189 3.6(-9) 118
CH3NH2 5.5(-8) 165 3.3(-8) 163 5.9(-10) 117

CH3NHCH3 1.1(-9) 165 6.4(-10) 163 1.6(-11) 118

NH2C2H5 2.7(-8) 175 1.9(-8) 169 1.3(-10) 155

ζ = 31.6×ζ0 CH3OH 9.7(-6) 168 2.5(-6) 163 2.5(-9) 112

CH3OCH3 8.7(-7) 205 1.9(-7) 165 3.2(-10) 112
CH3NH2 3.4(-8) 168 1.1(-8) 163 9.1(-11) 112

CH3NHCH3 6.0(-10) 168 2.0(-10) 163 1.7(-12) 113

NH2C2H5 1.8(-8) 171 5.3(-9) 163 5.4(-12) 149

9.3 Comparison of chemical models with observations

As with the observational data themselves, molecular abun-
dance ratios may be the most useful means of comparison
between models and observations. Table 13 shows chemical
model ratios between peak gas-phase abundance values for
CH3OH : CH3OCH3, CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 and CH3OH :
CH3NHCH3. The first of these, comparing with the ratios
obtained for Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b) of 14 and 26,
respectively, provide an acceptable match with the observed
values within the range of model outcomes, which range from
8 to 55. The modeled ratio CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3, however,
is rather more extreme, ranging from 37 to 75, with most val-

ues exceeding 50. Lower limits on this ratio for Sgr B2(N1S)
and Sgr B2(N2b) are 14 and 4.5; thus the models predict
abundances for DMA that are substantially below its obser-
vational upper limits in Sgr B2(N). The modeled ratio of
methanol to DMA shows a similar picture, although the ra-
tio for the high-ζ/slow warm-up model of 1410 is close to the
observed lower limit for Sgr B2(N2b) of 1360. Either way,
the chemical models are consistent with the non-detection
of DMA toward Sgr B2(N).

Table 14 shows molecular ratios based on the ice-mantle
abundances achieved for each molecule at the end of the
low-density, high-ζ collapse models. We compare these ra-
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Table 12. Molecular abundances based on final ice-mantle chemical abundances for selected molecules during the low-density collapse
models.

Cosmic ray ionization rate Molecule (ice mantle) n[i]/nH

ζ = 100×ζ0 CH3OH 3.5(-6)

CH3OCH3 2.2(-7)
CH3NH2 7.1(-8)

CH3NHCH3 1.2(-9)

NH2C2H5 1.1(-7)

ζ = 1000×ζ0 CH3OH 2.6(-7)

CH3OCH3 6.0(-8)
CH3NH2 3.8(-8)

CH3NHCH3 6.8(-10)

NH2C2H5 5.7(-8)

Table 13. Molecular ratios based on peak gas-phase chemical abundances for selected molecules during the warm-up stage.

Cosmic ray ionization rate Molecular ratio (gas phase) Fast Medium Slow

ζ = ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 55 21 14

CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 75 73 79

CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 6030 5740 4590

ζ = 3.16×ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 18 9 12
CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 55 57 59

CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 9350 8850 7090

ζ = 10×ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 8 8 31

CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 50 52 37

CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 13100 12400 6680

ζ = 31.6×ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 11 13 8

CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 57 55 54
CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 16200 12700 1410

Table 14. Molecular ratios based on final ice-mantle chemical abundances for selected molecules during the low-density collapse models.

Cosmic ray ionization rate Molecular ratio (ice mantle) Value

ζ = 100×ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 16

CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 60
CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 2900

ζ = 1000×ζ0 CH3OH : CH3OCH3 4
CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 56

CH3OH : CH3NHCH3 379

tios with those obtained from the gas-phase abundances ob-
served toward G+0.693−0.027, on the assumption that the
gas-phase abundances may retain the underlying ratios of
the originating ice composition.

In comparison with the observed CH3OH : CH3OCH3
ratio of 135, the model ratios are too low, producing values
of 16 and 4 for the ζ = 100 ζ0 and 1000 ζ0 models, respec-
tively. At cosmic-ray ionization rates that are this high, the
gas-phase survival of CO is substantially affected by ion-
molecule reactions involving H+

3 and He+, such that the
amount of CO available to produce grain-surface methanol,
via hydrogenation by atomic H, is diminished. Furthermore,

under these high-ζ , low-density conditions, in which pho-
todissociation of ice-mantle species is quite rapid in compar-
ison to the rate at which gas-phase CO and other species are
deposited onto the grains, bulk-ice photochemistry involving
CH3OH dominates dimethyl ether production on the grains,
increasing its ratio relative to methanol.

Meanwhile the CH3NH2 : CH3NHCH3 ratios achieved in
the models still slightly exceed the observational lower limit
of 39, ranging from 56 to 60. These results are thus consis-
tent with the non-detection of DMA toward G+0.693−0.027,
although they also suggest that a detection may be rather
easier to achieve toward this source than toward Sgr B2(N).
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Figure 13. Abundances in the ice mantle with respect to total H,
plotted logarithmically against time, for DMA and selected other

grain-surface/ice molecules for the low gas-density collapse model

with ζ = 100 ζ0.

We note, however, that the ice-mantle abundance ra-
tio for CH3NH2 : C2H5NH2 is close to unity in both the
hot-core models and the lower-density, high-ζ models. This
compares unfavorably with the observational ratio of ∼120
toward G+0.693−0.027, suggesting that the models substan-
tially over-produce ethylamine. Furthermore, toward Sgr
B2(N1S), this ratio has been found to be >6 (Margulès
et al. 2022). Due to the similarities in the chemistry be-
tween ethylamine and DMA, this could indicate that DMA
is also over-produced, rendering a possible future detection
of this molecule even more challenging.

The rates used to simulate the production of DMA and
related species are only poorly constrained, largely by com-
parison between photodissociation rates of similar molecules
(under gas-phase conditions). There may therefore be a sub-
stantial amount of possible variation in model outcomes. The
strongest mechanism for DMA production in the hot-core
models also occurs early in the physical evolution, when vi-
sual extinction is low. It remains to be seen whether such a
low initial visual extinction is appropriate to all regions of a
hot core, thus DMA abundances could again be lower than
the models predict.

There remains also the possibility that DMA could
be formed in the gas phase, possibly through a similar
mechanism to that which is so effective for the produc-
tion of protonated dimethyl ether, CH3OH2

+ + CH3OH
→ CH3OHCH3

+ + H2O, followed by dissociative recom-
bination. However, the authors are unaware of any experi-
mental studies (Anicich 2003) of such a reaction between any
combination of CH3OH2

+, CH3OH, CH3NH3
+ or CH3NH2

that would lead to protonated DMA. Furthermore, the gas-
phase reaction producing dimethyl ether is especially ef-
fective due to the exceedingly high gas-phase abundances
achieved by both methanol and protonated methanol (rela-
tive to other protonated complex organics), due to the pres-
ence of methanol in great abundance in the ice mantles. Even
with a large reaction rate coefficient, the absolute reaction
rate for an alternative process involving methylamine might

not be great enough to compete with production of DMA
on grains, limited as that may be.

While the DMA abundance produced by the low-
density, high-ζ models is consistent with the non-
detection, the behavior of dimethyl ether with respect to
methanol is not consistent with their observed ratio toward
G+0.693−0.027. However, we emphasize that a fair compari-
son between models and observations should include the sub-
stantial influence of the shock chemistry and shock-induced
grain-mantle release, which the present models do not do.

10 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have investigated the rotation-tunneling spectrum of
DMA extensively in the millimeter and submillimeter region.
This yielded very accurate spectroscopic parameters which
are well-suited for almost all searches for this molecule in
space, except possibly in cases in which the methyl internal
rotation needs to be taken into account.

Dimethylamine was not detected toward
G+0.693−0.027. The lower limit to the CH3NH2/DMA
ratio of >39 is constraining. But if the CH3NH2/DMA
ratio is the same as the CH3OH/CH3OCH3 ratio of ∼135
an unambiguous identification of DMA in this source will
require a considerable improvement in sensitivity.

We report nondetections of dimethylamine with ALMA
toward Sgr B2(N1S) and Sgr B2(N2b). The nondetections
imply that dimethylamine is at least 14 and 4.5 times less
abundant than methylamine toward these sources, respec-
tively, while dimethyl ether is 14 and 26 times less abundant
than methanol, respectively.

Dimethylamine was included in astrochemical ki-
netic modeling calculations, assuming grain-surface
and ice-mantle formation mechanisms. The calculated
CH3NH2/DMA ratios are compatible with our observa-
tional non-detections. DMA in the models is formed mainly
through an early mechanism that relies on photoprocess-
ing of the young dust-grain ices by external UV under
low-extinction conditions. Further processing of the ices
by cosmic ray-induced UV photons allows DMA to be
formed at higher temperatures. The models over-produce
C2H5NH2 with respect to CH3NH2, suggesting that the
abundance of DMA in the interstellar medium could be
substantially lower than the predicted values if both DMA
and ethylamine are similarly overproduced by the models.
The calculated ratios of peak molecular abundances remain
fairly stable for the range of cosmic-ray ionization rates
tested here.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL FIGURES FROM THE
REMOCA SURVEY

Figures A1–A3 show transitions of CH3OCH3 υ = 0,
CH3OCH3 υ11 = 1, and CH3OCH3 υ15 = 1, respectively,
that are covered by the ReMoCA survey and significantly
contribute to the signal detected toward Sgr B2(N1S). Fig-
ures A4–A7 show transitions of CH3OCH3 υ = 0, CH3OCH3
υ11 = 1, CH3OCH3 υ15 = 1, and CH3NH2 υ = 0, respectively,
that are covered by the ReMoCA survey and significantly
contribute to the signal detected toward Sgr B2(N2b). Tran-
sitions of a given molecule that are too heavily blended with
much stronger emission from other molecules and therefore
cannot contribute to the identification of this molecule are
not shown in these figures.
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Figure A1. Selection of rotational transitions of dimethyl ether CH3OCH3 in its vibrational ground state covered by the ReMoCA survey.
The LTE synthetic spectrum of CH3OCH3, υ = 0 is displayed in red and overlaid on the observed spectrum of Sgr B2(N1S) shown in

black. The blue synthetic spectrum contains the contributions of all molecules identified in our survey so far, including the contribution

of the species shown in red. The values written below each panel correspond from left to right to the half-power beam width, the central
frequency in MHz, the width in MHz of each panel in parentheses, and the continuum level in K of the baseline-subtracted spectra in

brackets. The y-axis is labeled in brightness temperature units (K). The dotted line indicates the 3σ noise level.
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Figure A1. continued.
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Figure A2. Same as Fig. A1, but for CH3OCH3, υ11 = 1.
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Figure A2. continued.
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Figure A3. Same as Fig. A1, but for CH3OCH3, υ15 = 1.
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Figure A4. Selection of rotational transitions of dimethyl ether CH3OCH3 in its vibrational ground state covered by the ReMoCA survey.
The LTE synthetic spectrum of CH3OCH3, υ = 0 is displayed in red and overlaid on the observed spectrum of Sgr B2(N2b) shown in

black. The blue synthetic spectrum contains the contributions of all molecules identified in our survey so far, including the contribution

of the species shown in red. The values written below each panel correspond from left to right to the half-power beam width, the central
frequency in MHz, the width in MHz of each panel in parentheses, and the continuum level in K of the baseline-subtracted spectra in

brackets. The y-axis is labeled in brightness temperature units (K). The dotted line indicates the 3σ noise level.
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Figure A4. continued.
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Figure A5. Same as Fig. A4, but for CH3OCH3, υ11 = 1.
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Figure A5. continued.
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Figure A5. continued.
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Figure A6. Same as Fig. A4, but for CH3OCH3, υ15 = 1.
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Figure A6. continued.
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Figure A7. Same as Fig. A4, but for CH3NH2, υ = 0.
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ABSTRACT
Data-driven analysis methods can help to infer physical properties of red giant stars where “gold-standard” asteroseismic data are
not available. The study of optical and infrared spectra of red giant stars with data-driven analyses has revealed that differences
in oscillation frequencies and their separations are imprinted in said spectra. This makes it possible to confidently differentiate
core-helium burning red clump stars (RC) from those that are still on their first ascent of the red giant branch (RGB). We extend
these studies to a tenfold larger wavelength range of 0.33 to 2.5`m with the moderate-resolution VLT/X-shooter spectrograph.
Our analysis of 49 stars with asteroseismic data from the K2 mission confirms that CN, CO and CH features are indeed the
primary carriers of spectroscopic information on the evolutionary stages of red giant stars. We report 215 informative features
for differentiating the RC from the RGB within the range of 0.33 to 2.5`m. This makes it possible for existing and future
spectroscopic surveys to optimize their wavelength regions to deliver both a large variety of elemental abundances and reliable
age estimates of luminous red giant stars.

Key words: stars: evolution – asteroseismology – methods: data analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

The physical processes that drive the assembly and evolution of spiral
galaxies leave imprints on the distributions of stellar age, abundance,
and kinematics. Mapping those observable properties in spiral galax-
ies aids in inferring their formation histories (e.g., Poci et al. 2019)
and how they have evolved based on factors such as mass and en-
vironment (e.g., Santucci et al. 2020). Observations of stars in the
Milky Way provide complementary information, allowing a highly
detailed look into distinct nucleosynthetic sites and processes for
dynamical evolution (e.g., Lucey et al. 2022; Chen et al. 2022).
The combination of large-scale spectroscopic surveys and theGaia

astrometric mission (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016, 2022) has rev-
olutionised this field within the Milky Way, making it possible to
map chemo-dynamical structure in great detail (e.g., Casey et al.
2017; Grieves et al. 2018; Hayden et al. 2018; Buder et al. 2019;
Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2019; Hayden et al. 2020; Medan & Lépine
2023). However, this detailed view is restricted to a zone of ∼ 3 kpc
around the Sun, where the measurement uncertainty in Gaia par-
allax produces a fractional uncertainty in distance of 10% or less
(e.g. Luri et al. 2018). Using stellar standard candles as a tracer pop-
ulation is one way to extend precise chemodynamic investigations

★ E-mail: k.banks@unsw.edu.au

to more distant regions of the Galaxy. The red clump (RC), which
is a post-red giant branch (RGB) phase of core helium burning, is
one point in stellar evolution that can be used as a standard candle
(e.g., Cannon 1970; Girardi 2016). This is due to the fact that all
low-mass (0.8−2.0M�), non-metal-poor ([Fe/H] > −0.5) RGB stars
ignite helium fusion when their core reaches a threshold mass of 0.47
𝑀� , independent of the original stellar mass (Girardi 2016). As a
result, these stars all transition into RC stars with identical helium-
burning core masses and any luminosity difference between them,
which is small, arises from differences in their envelope masses and
compositions.
A challenge when using RC stars as standard candles is that they

occupy a similar colour and magnitude space as non-standard candle
stars on the lower RGB. While RC stars are well confined in lumi-
nosity, with log(𝐿RC/𝐿�) = 1.95 and a mean intrinsic dispersion
of ∼ 0.17 ± 0.03mag in all colour bands (Hawkins et al. 2017),
RGB stars with similar colours and effective temperatures occupy a
wider range in luminosity. Even with spectroscopic measurements of
log 𝑔 confining the luminosity estimates of RGB stars, their distance
estimates have an uncertainty of up to ∼ 10% (e.g. Bovy et al. 2014).
Methods for probabilistically separating red clump and red giant

branch stars on the basis of spectroscopic stellar parameters have
been developed by a number of authors, including Williams et al.
(2013), Bovy et al. (2014) and Sharma et al. (2018). Many authors,

© 2023 The Authors
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Table 1. EPIC ID numbers, on-sky coordinates, observation date, exposure time, stellar parameters (i.e. Teff , log 𝑔, [Fe/H]) and asteroseismic labels (i.e. Δa
and RC_Prob) for our program targets. The full table is available in the online version of this article; an abbreviated version is included here to demonstrate its
form and content.

EPIC ID 𝛼(◦) 𝛿 (◦) UT date texp,UBV(s) texp,VIS(s) texp,NIR(s) Teff (K) log 𝑔 [Fe/H] Δa (`Hz) RC_Prob

201244747 179.0137 -3.2889 11-Feb-2019 260 240 80 4662 2.220 -0.415 5.63 0.000
201300337 179.8983 -2.4452 11-Feb-2019 300 280 100 4816 2.445 -0.455 4.93 0.245
201349077 173.1241 -1.7199 08-Jan-2019 260 260 80 4668 2.651 -0.173 5.79 0.038

for example Wan et al. (2015), find that these methods can result in
up to 20% contamination, i.e. RGB stars being misidentified as RC
stars. Fortunately, asteroseismology can unambiguously distinguish
the two types of stars (Bedding et al. 2011) using the frequency
separation of overtone acoustic oscillationsΔa and the period spacing
between gravity oscillations ΔP. However, accurate asteroseismic
analysis of the oscillations present in red giant stars requires a well-
sampled series of precise measurements of either radial velocity or
photometry across a sufficiently long time baseline (Hon et al. 2018).
Thanks to the Kepler, K2, and TESS space missions (Borucki

et al. 2010; Howell et al. 2014; Ricker et al. 2015, respectively)
the availability of asteroseismic data across the sky has increased
dramatically, and methods for quickly and reliably extracting aster-
oseismic parameters from those data are emerging (e.g., Hon et al.
2022; Zinn et al. 2022; Reyes et al. 2022). However, spectroscopic
data sets contain more stars spanning a larger volume in the Galaxy,
and they will continue to do so into the future (Martell et al. 2021).
Two recent papers demonstrated that the asteroseismic parameters

Δa and ΔP can be inferred from stellar spectroscopy, using data
from the APOGEE (𝑅 ≈ 20, 000 covering 1.5 − 1.7`; Hawkins
et al. 2018) and LAMOST (𝑅 ≈ 1800 with full optical coverage;
Ting et al. 2018) surveys. Both studies used samples of stars with
clear asteroseismic identifications from K2 along with spectroscopy,
with Hawkins et al. (2018) training the data-driven regression tool
The Cannon (Ness et al. 2015) to predict Δa and ΔP and Ting
et al. (2019) training a neural network for the same purpose. Both
methods produced RC/RGB classifications with ≈ 3% error rates,
which is distinctly better than the 10 − 25% misclassification rates
for methods based on non-seismic measurements (see the discussion
on RGB contamination in Bovy et al. 2014). Hawkins et al. (2018)
found that the model produced by The Cannon showed sensitivity
to CN and CH molecular absorption features, suggesting that deep
mixing beyond the first dredge-up as red giants ascend the RGB
(e.g., Martell et al. 2008; Placco et al. 2014; Shetrone et al. 2019) or
a sharp change to surface abundances at the helium flash might be
responsible. However, with the limited spectral coverage ofAPOGEE
data, they were not able to investigate the origins of the spectroscopic
differences more thoroughly.
To obtain a broader viewofwhich features in the spectrumdifferen-

tiate RC and RGB stars we carried out an observing programme with
the X-shooter spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011), which is mounted
on UT3 (Melipal1) at the ESO Very Large Telescope in Chile. We
collected 𝑅 ∼ 10, 000 spectra with full wavelength coverage from
0.33 to 2.5`m for 49 stars in the overlapping region of the RC and
RGB in temperature-luminosity space with asteroseismic classifica-
tions fromK2. In this Letter we analyse these spectra to determine the
significant spectral differences between RC and RGB stars and iden-

1 This is the traditional name of the Southern Cross in Mapuche language,
the Indigenous peoples of south-central Chile and southwestern Argentina.

tify the spectral features that are most effective for their classification
without the need for asteroseismic data.

2 THE DATA SET

The target list for this study was assembled in early 2018 using
the asteroseismic parameters available from the K2 mission (Stello
et al. 2017) at the time. We selected 50 stars near the red clump in
stellar parameter space across K2 Campaigns 1, 4 and 5. The stars
were selected with 4200 ≤ 𝑇eff ≤ 5200, 1.8 ≤ log𝑔 ≤ 3.2, and
−0.45 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.5. Half the stars are classified as RC stars and
half are RGB stars by the method detailed in Hon et al. (2018) using
the input of Δa from the SYD pipeline (Huber et al. 2009). Utilising
the mass scaling relations identified in Zinn et al. (2022), we find
that these stars have masses in the range 0.9 ≤ 𝑀/𝑀� ≤ 1.9.
Of these 50 initial stars, 49 received X-shooter observations in

service mode under sufficiently good conditions for science use in
our program 0102.D-0517. All stars were observed with a narrow
slit (0.′′4, 0.′′5, and 0.′′5 for the UV, visible, and IR arms of the spec-
trograph, respectively), with nodding along the slit to facilitate sky
subtraction. Data were read out in 100 kHz mode with 1x1 binning,
and exposure times were chosen to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio per
pixel of 150 in each arm. Observing details are listed in Table 1.
Analysis of the K2 data has improved since our initial target se-

lection in 2018, hence we use the latest K2 asteroseismic parameters
fromZinn et al. (2022) in this work, incorporating the large frequency
separation Δa determined with the SYD pipeline (Huber et al. 2009).
We verify the reliability of Δa with the dnu_prob score from Reyes
et al. (2022), estimated using a neural network classifier. This en-
sures that a given Δa value derived from time-series observations
is reliable, regardless of the method used for its estimation. In this
data set 32 stars have dnu_prob > 0.6 and hence their Δa values
and RC/RGB classifications are reliable. We also use the RC and
RGB classifications determined from the neural network outlined in
Hon et al. (2018) (i.e. RC_Prob), which holds information about the
period spacing, ΔP, the key seismic parameter for RC-RGB classifi-
cation. The RC_Prob value is a probability that a star is in the RC (i.e.
RC_Prob ≥ 0.5) or the RGB (i.e. RC_Prob < 0.5) phase. The closer
a star lies to the extremes of this probability, the more confident that
classification is. Table 1 also lists ID numbers, Teff , log 𝑔, [Fe/H],
Δa, and RC_Prob for the program stars.

2.1 Spectroscopic Data Reduction

Data reduction for the X-shooter spectra was performed with the X-
shooter pipeline version 3.2.0 (Modigliani et al. 2010) using the ESO
Reflex environment (Freudling et al. 2013), developed by the Euro-
pean Southern Observatory for reducing VLT/VLTI science data.
Using the standard settings, the pipeline processes data from each
spectrograph arm separately, proceeding through bias subtraction,

MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2023)
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Figure 1. In this figure we show the capability of The Cannon to predict the
labels of themodel. The x-axis of each plot illustrates the knownvalues of each
parameter and the y-axis shows the values predicted by The Cannon. The
dashed diagonal lines show the one-to-one relationship between the known
and predicted values. Here we also include the 𝑅2 value of the one-to-one
fit with the data. Even with a small data set of 49 stars our model is able to
predict the parameters we train the model on with decent accuracy.

flat-field correction, wavelength calibration based on arc lamp ex-
posures, extraction of the 1D spectrum, and flux calibration using a
standard star. We corrected the spectra for telluric absorption using
molecfit (Kausch et al. 2015; Smette et al. 2015) in a similar approach
as detailed inGonneau et al. (2020). First, we applymolecfit to the en-
tire spectrum to derive the precipitable water vapor column (PWV).
Then we divide the spectrum into smaller wavelength segments and
apply molecfit locally using the determined PWV value, in order to
find better local wavelength solutions and line spread functions. The
corrected wavelength segments are then merged together.
Regions of the spectra with strong telluric features, and regions

where the transmission efficiency of the dichroic varies strongly, were
masked out before continuum normalisation, which was carried out
for each spectrograph arm separately. This masking mainly affected
the NIR arm and the extremes of the three arms (Verro et al. 2021).
Following continuum normalisation, the three spectrograph arms
were combined into a single spectrum for each star and interpolated
onto a single wavelength array to permit analysis with The Cannon.

3 ANALYSIS WITH THE CANNON

The Cannon2 (Ness et al. 2015; Casey et al. 2016) is a computa-
tionally efficient data-driven algorithm that generates a model from
observed stellar spectra as a quadratic function of user-defined in-
put parameters called labels. The Cannon works in two main steps:

2 The The Cannon is named after Annie Jump Cannon, an inspirational
woman in astronomy who was able to classify stars at impressive speed, not
from physical models but from their spectra alone.

training and test. In the training step, a model is generated from
a selection of stars with known properties, called training objects.
This model consists of the coefficients of the quadratic terms that
best reproduce the the flux at each wavelength pixel for the training
objects. The original paper on The Cannon by Ness et al. (2015)
demonstrates that the stellar parameters Teff , log 𝑔, and [Fe/H] are
effective labels for many normal stars. In the test step, labels are
inferred for the test objects using the trained model.
Our use of The Cannon involves generating amodel that uses both

stellar and asteroseismic parameters as labels, i.e. Teff , log 𝑔, [Fe/H],
Δa and RC_Prob, to investigate the sensitivity of red giant spectra to
the classification of RC and RGB stars. The asteroseismic parameter
RC_Prob is the main focus of this study, however, we also include
Δa and the stellar parameters Teff , log 𝑔, and [Fe/H] from GALAH
data release 3 (Buder et al. 2021) because they also influence the
flux, and the data set spans a small but nonzero range in each of these
dimensions.
While 32 stars in the data set have dnu_prob > 0.6 according to

Reyes et al. (2022), i.e. their Δa values are reliable, the remaining 17
stars and their respective Δa values are not. We investigate these stars
by training The Cannonwith the 32 reliable stars and performing the
test step on the remaining 17 stars.We find that The Cannon predicts
Δa values for these stars that are quite similar to the catalogue values
(mean offset 0.1, standard deviation 0.42), and so we infer that those
catalogue values (from Zinn et al. 2022) are also reliable for the
purpose of this work. Hence we train The Cannon with all 49 stars
of the data set.
The Cannon is often used to infer stellar labels. While this isn’t

the focus of this investigation we demonstrate this use on our data
set in Figure 1. Here we show the parameters predicted by The
Cannon i.e., Teff , log 𝑔, Δa and RC_Prob, for the whole data set
after being trained also on the whole data set. We note that this
isn’t common practice, however, we validate the robustness of our
model by performing a series of “leave-one-out” tests, such that we
additionally set up and trained The Cannon with all but one star
in our data set. We repeated this 49 times, removing a different
star on each iteration, thus resulting in 49-fold cross-validation. We
find that the 90th percentile of the distribution of the RC_Prob linear
coefficient does increase slightly from±0.033 in the model generated
with the full data set due to there being fewer stars in the training set.
However, we note that regardless of which star is removed from the
training objects, the 90th percentile of the distribution of RC_Prob
coefficients does not change significantly between models with a
mean of 0.0428+0.006−0.007.
In each panel of Figure 1, the x-axis represents the known values

for each parameter and the y-axis represents the values predicted
by The Cannon. The dotted lines on each panel show a one-to-one
relationship between the known and predicted values. We performed
a linear regression on the predicted values and present the 𝑅2 values
of the one-to-one fit for each parameter in each panel of Fig. 1. Even
with a small data set of 49 stars, The Cannon is capable of accurately
predicting stellar parameters without the need for synthetic spectral
models.
In this investigation,we useThe Cannon to identifywhich spectral

features are most informative for classifying RC and RGB stars. We
do this by investigating the coefficients of the quadratic function that
predicts the flux value for each pixel. Our model contains 20 terms;
five linear terms, ten cross terms and five quadratic terms. The linear
term coefficients indicate the lowest-order dependence of the flux for
each label, i.e. they indicate the weight each wavelength pixel has
for predicting each label (Casey et al. 2016). These terms are a good
first indicator of the sensitivity of a pixel in predicting a particular
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Figure 2. In this Figure we show a comparison between the spectra of one RC star (EPIC-211413402; red line in the top panel; 𝑇eff = 4668, log 𝑔 =

2.5, [Fe/H] = −0.08, Δa = 4.44, RC_Prob = 1.0) and one RGB star (EPIC-201244747; black line in the top panel; 𝑇eff = 4662, log 𝑔 = 2.2, [Fe/H] =

−0.4, Δa = 5.6, RC_Prob = 0.0) across two different spectral windows to demonstrate the significance of particular CN and CO features to the classification of
red giant stars. The bottom panels illustrate the significance of each wavelength pixel through the linear term coefficient of The Cannon model pertaining to
RC_Prob. Pixels with values around zero (the solid black line) hold little to no significance whereas pixels with values above 0.033 or below -0.033 (highlighted
in red) indicate a significance of greater than the 90th percentile. The left panels illustrate various CN features that The Cannon model found to be effective in
red giant classification and the right panels illustrate a few CO as well as CN and OH molecular features.

Table 2. A representative list of the significant features identified by The
Cannon for the classification of red giants including their location in the
wavelength range, the value of the coefficient pertaining to the linear RC_Prob
term as well as the percentile of these values. A full table detailing all of the
significant features identified in this work is available in the online version of
this article.

Feature Wavelength (`m) RC_Prob Coeff Percentile (%)

CN Violet 3-3 0.386 0.128 99.53
CN Red 5-1 0.668 -0.126 99.07
Ni I 0.762 -0.108 98.60
13CO 3-2 2.063 -0.106 98.14
13CO 3-2 2.070 -0.105 97.67
Ti I 0.399 0.100 97.21
CN Violet 0-0 0.377 -0.097 96.74
CH B-X 0-0 0.391 -0.089 96.28
CN Red 4-0 0.626 0.087 95.81
CO 8-7 2.067 -0.085 95.35

label. In the particular case of classifying RC and RGB stars, we use
the linear term RC_Prob for this purpose.

4 SPECTROSCOPIC FEATURES OF INTEREST

We find a number of spectral features to be particularly relevant for
distinguishing RC stars from the RGB. A spectral feature is con-
sidered significant if the linear coefficient RC_Prob pertaining to
that feature is above the 90th percentile of the distribution, which is
±0.33. We also filter for spurious instances that are not indicative of
line strength variation, for example, when the value of the RC_Prob
coefficient exhibits a narrow, strongly negative feature immediately
followed by a narrow, strongly positive feature or vice versa.
There are both atomic and molecular features that we find as

significant in the classification of red giant stars from the linear

term coefficient RC_Prob. In the region of the spectrum immediately
around these features that we find to be significant for RC-RGB
classification, the linear and square terms for the RC_Prob label (i.e.
RC_Prob and RC_Prob2) are highly correlated, thus validating their
identification as significant. The molecular features identified in our
model include CN, CO and CH. This includes a total of 64 CN, 41
CO and 27 CH features. The CH features are found predominantly
at the blue end of the spectrum and the CO features dominate in the
infrared beyond 1.5`m,while the CN features are distributed broadly
throughout the wavelength range.
Figure 2 illustrates some of these features over two spectral win-

dows (0.920 `m − 0.925 `m in the left panels, and 1.571 `m −
1.578 `m in the right panels). The top panels compare the spec-
tra of two stars in our data set with the most similar parameters,
they are the RC star EPIC-211413402 with 𝑇eff = 4668, log 𝑔 =

2.5, [Fe/H] = −0.08,Δa = 4.44, RC_Prob = 1.0 (red line) and the
RGB star EPIC-201244747 with 𝑇eff = 4662, log 𝑔 = 2.2, [Fe/H] =
−0.4,Δa = 5.6, RC_Prob = 0.0 (black line). We also identify both
atomic and molecular features with arrows and their appropriate la-
bels. The features in the left panel were sourced from the open-source
line list generator linemake (Placco et al. 2021), while those in the
right panel were derived from the APOGEE DR16 spectral line list
(Smith et al. 2021). The bottom two panels show the linear term
coefficient of The Cannon model pertaining to the label RC_Prob,
illustrating the sensitivity of each wavelength pixel to the prediction
of RC_Prob.
The left panels highlight numerous CN features that have been

identified by The Cannonmodel as significant in the classification of
RC from RGB stars. There are compelling differences in the spectra
of the RC star compared to the RGB star, particularly in the CN
features at ∼ 0.9218`m and ∼ 0.9225`m, despite possessing similar
Teff , log 𝑔, and [Fe/H]. The right panels highlight a few CO features,
as well as another CN feature and an OH feature, that can be used to
effectively classify RC stars from RGB stars. While the differences
between the spectra of the RC and RGB stars in this spectral window
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are more subtle, they are still useful to a trained The Cannon model
in predicting the stellar classification of red giants.
Numerous atomic features are also identified as significant for

classifying RC and RGB stars. The vast majority of these atomic
features are iron with a total of 38 features spread throughout the
optical and near-infrared parts of the spectrum (< 0.9`m). Some
less numerous, but still significant, atomic features include titanium,
and the iron peak elements vanadium and nickel. However, we note
that many of these atomic features have significant covariance with
other coefficients such as log 𝑔 and Teff in particular. Therefore,
these atomic features may not be as useful as The Cannon implies in
the classification of red giants. We do not find significant covariance
with the CN and CO features identified in this model.
Table 2 presents a representative list of the significant features

in order of significance that The Cannon identified for differentiat-
ing RC and RGB stars, including their positions in the wavelength
range, the value of their RC_Prob coefficient, and the percentile rank
of these coefficient values, indicating their overall importance. The
identified features are mainly CN and CO molecular features. A full
table detailing all of the significant features identified in this work is
available in the online version of this article.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Here we demonstrate that CN, CO and CH molecular features hold
the most significance in the classification of red giant stars based
solely on their spectra. This work builds upon previous spectro-
seismic investigations, expanding the wavelength range to cover 0.33
to 2.5`mwith moderate-resolution VLT/X-Shooter spectra. We used
the data-driven algorithm The Cannon to generate a quadratic model
from the observed stellar spectra of 49 red giant stars taking into
account their stellar parameters Teff , log 𝑔, and [Fe/H] (sourced from
the GALAH survey; Buder et al. 2021) and asteroseismic labels Δa
and RC_Prob (sourced from the K2 mission; Zinn et al. 2022).
Many significant features identified in this study also fall within

the wavelength ranges of well-established spectroscopic surveys
with higher resolution, including GALAH (Buder et al. 2021) and
APOGEE (Majewski et al. 2017). From the total of 215 significant
features identified in this study, 23 are within the wavelength range
of the GALAH survey, 14 features (mostly CO and CN) are within
the wavelength range of the APOGEE survey and 105 features (dom-
inated by CN) are within the wavelength range covered by the Veloce
spectrograph (580 − 930 nm; Gilbert et al. 2018).
This work supports the results of Hawkins et al. (2018) and fur-

ther demonstrates that optical and infrared spectra of red giant stars
are imprinted with asteroseismic information which can be used to
classify red giant stars. This allows for the reliable selection of RC
stars from existing large spectroscopic surveys, such as GALAH and
APOGEE, for use in Galactic archaeology investigations probing the
history and structure of the Milky Way galaxy.
To understand the physical origins of this spectro-seismic relation,

wewill need to look atmodels of RGB evolution and the heliumflash.
The presence of 13CO in these significant features is suggestive of
deep mixing as a key driver of the spectroscopic differences between
red giant stars, and offers clear avenues for further investigation. We
are currently undertaking a higher-resolution study of this problem
with a larger sample. This will provide us with clearer insight into the
evolution of CN abundance between the RC and RGB stellar phases.
In addition, this will hopefully provide additional insights into the

physical process at work during this evolution. This deeper study
investigates stars selected from GALAH (Buder et al. 2021) with

K2 and TESS asteroseismology (Howell et al. 2014; Ricker et al.
2015, respectively) and higher resolution spectra obtained with the
Veloce spectrograph (𝑅 ∼ 80, 000) at the Anglo-Australian Tele-
scope (Gilbert et al. 2018). This higher-resolution investigation will
also allow us to expand the suite of elemental abundance informa-
tion for these stars and derive asteroseismic ages in addition to the
information that is already available from GALAH.
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ABSTRACT

Context. The study of high-mass stars found to be isolated in the field of the Milky Way may help to probe the feasibility of the core-
accretion mechanism in the case of massive star formation. The existence of truly isolated stars may efficiently probe the possibility
that individual massive stars can be born in isolation.
Aims. We observed WR67a (hereafter Sapaki), an O3If* star that appears to be isolated close to the center of a well-developed giant
cavity that is aptly traced by 8.0 µm hot dust emission.
Methods. We acquired medium-resolution (R = 4100) and moderate signal-to-noise (S/N = 95 at 4500 Å) spectra for Sapaki in the
range of 3800 − 10500 Å with the Magellan Echellette (MagE) at Las Campanas Observatory. We computed the line-of-sight total
extinctions. Additionally, we restricted its heliocentric distance by using a range of different estimators. Moreover, we measured its
radial velocity from several lines in its spectrum. Finally, we analyzed its proper motions from Gaia to examine its possible runaway
status.
Results. The star has been classified as having the spectral type O3If* given its resemblance to standard examples of the class. In
addition, we found that Sapaki is highly obscured, reaching a line-of-sight extinction value of AV = 7.87. We estimated the heliocentric
distance to be in the range of d = 4 − 7 kpc. We also estimated its radial velocity to be Vr = −34.2 ± 15.6 km/s. We may also discard
its runaway status solely based on its 2D kinematics. Furthermore, by analyzing proper motions and parallaxes provided by Gaia, we
found only one other star with compatible measurements.
Conclusions. Given its apparent non-runaway status and the absence of clustering, Sapaki appears to be a solid candidate for isolated
high-mass star formation in the Milky Way.
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1. Introduction

Massive stars are key actors in the dynamical and chemical
evolution history of all types of galaxies, including our own
Milky Way (Tielens 2005). During their relatively short life-
times, they can significantly alter the local interstellar medium
(ISM) through intense feedback and supernova explosions (Fier-
linger et al. 2016). Furthermore, they are prime sources of Ly-
man continuum ionizing radiation, which interacts with the ISM
to sculpt bubbles and H II regions (Krause et al. 2013). It has
been well established that the majority of high-mass stars are
formed in the core of their host clusters, possibly forming bi-
nary or multiple stellar systems (Sana et al. 2013). However,
some studies have found these stars in apparent isolation in the
field (e.g. de Wit et al. 2005; Gvaramadze et al. 2011; Roman-
Lopes 2013), which is in defiance of current theories of massive
star formation that require physical conditions that are found
only in the densest regions of giant molecular clouds (McKee
& Ostriker 2007; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). In fact, most iso-
lated high-mass objects are runaway stars that were ejected from
their parental clusters either due to dynamical interaction with
other massive companions or supernova explosions in close bi-
naries (e.g. Perets & Šubr 2012; Dorigo-Jones et al. 2020; Sana
et al. 2022). For example, in the Milky Way, the cases of Ba-
jamar (O3.5III(f*)) and Toronto (O6.5V((f))z) offer examples
of stars that were ejected from the Bermuda cluster at approx-

imately the same time, causing a rapid orphanization of the clus-
ter (Maíz-Apellániz et al. 2022). Also, WR20aa and WR20c
are two OIf*/WN stars located in the vicinity of Westerlund
2, whose radial vector intercepts at the center of the cluster
where the stellar density reach its maximum (Roman-Lopes et al.
2011). Apart from Milky Way examples, in the Large Magellanic
Cloud, we have the case of VFTS 16, an O2IIIf* star that was
ejected from R136, as well as VFTS 72, a fast-moving O2III-
V(n)((f*)) star that was also probably ejected from its birthplace
in the vicinity of R136 (Lennon et al. 2018). These results sup-
port the idea that massive stars are, in fact, born in clusters, be-
cause the birthplace of isolated stars could be traced back to a
nearby cluster (de Wit et al. 2005; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007;
Gvaramadze et al. 2012).

In this sense, in order to prove that a massive star was formed
in isolation, it has to be very young, with accurate proper mo-
tions and radial velocity measurements; it should also be im-
aged with exquisite angular resolution instruments (e.g., Gvara-
madze et al. 2012; Stephens et al. 2017; Kalari et al. 2019). This
last point is transcendental, since, thanks to near-infrared (NIR)
diffraction-limited images, we can resolve the low-mass end of
the initial mass function (IMF) around massive stars, especially
when we search for them deeply immersed into the Galactic
disk. Consequently, the detection of even a single very early O-
type star represents an achievement in itself, since the scarcity
of these objects is partly responsible for the poorly constrained
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Fig. 1. 10 × 10 arcmin2 Spitzer 8.0 µm image toward Sapaki (former
WR67a). The yellow circle is centered on the star and to the same an-
gular diameter shown in Fig. 3 (θ = 76′′). The position corresponding
to the coordinates of the H II region G321.1-0.55 (Caswell & Haynes
1987) is indicated by the cyan dot.

stellar parameters, such as their initial and current masses (e.g.,
Walborn et al. 2002; Roman-Lopes 2011; Wu et al. 2014; Vink
et al. 2015; Maíz-Apellániz et al. 2017).

In this work, we study WR67a (hereinafter referred to as
Sapaki1), an apparently isolated and highly-reddened luminous
star located close to the Galactic midplane (b = −0.52◦, see Fig.
1 and Table 1). Based on the detection of selective near-infrared
He, N, and C emission lines, Roman-Lopes (2011) classified it as
a WN star and proposed two scenarios: 1) Sapaki could be either
a very luminous (MKs = −6.95 mag) and distant (d = 10.5 ± 2.1
kpc) WN6h star or 2) a much closer binary system (d = 3.4±0.8
kpc) whose main component is a less luminous (MKs = −4.41)
weakly lined WN6 star with emission that has diminished due
to the presence of a line-of-sight stellar companion. Curiously,
Sapaki appears to be nearly at the center of a well-developed
cavity that is distinguished in 8.0 µm images due to hot-dust
emission (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, Caswell & Haynes (1987)
detected, from a radio recombination line survey, an H II region
(G321.1-0.55) located at ∼ 2.2′ to the south of Sapaki with a
measured radial velocity of Vr = −56 km/s. The region G321.1-
0.55 was also catalogued as an H II region by Anderson et al.
(2014) based on the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE)
satellite. It is very likely that Sapaki is the main body responsi-
ble for the ionization of the H II region, given the colossal pro-
duction of Lyman continuum photons coming from very early
O-types, OIf*/WN, and Wolf-Rayet stars (Steinberg et al. 2003;
Smith 2006). In Section 2, we describe the observational data
and the reduction procedures. In Section 3, we present the re-
sults and discussion and in Section 4, we summarize the main
conclusions of our work.

2. Observations and data reduction

The optical spectral data for Sapaki were obtained with the
Magellan Echellete (MagE) mounted on the 6.5-m Magellan
1 The word translates into solitary from the Quechua language, which
is spoken by several indigenous peoples in the North of Chile.

ID Sapaki
α2000 (h m s) 15:16:36.96
δ2000 (◦ ′ ′′) -58:09:58.7
l (◦) 321.125
b (◦) −0.518
ω̄ (mas) 0.19 ± 0.04
µα (mas/yr) -5.01 ± 0.04
µδ (mas/yr) -3.62 ± 0.05
B (mag) 17.26 ± 0.10
V (mag) 14.90 ± 0.05
G (mag) 13.42 ± 0.01
J (mag) 9.86 ± 0.02
H (mag) 9.18 ± 0.03
Ks (mag) 8.82 ± 0.02
W1 (mag) 8.40 ± 0.02
W2 (mag) 8.22 ± 0.02
[8.0] (mag) 7.67 ± 0.05

Table 1. Literature data for Sapaki. Coordinates, parallaxes, proper mo-
tions, and G-band photometry were retrieved from Gaia Data Release
3 (Gaia Collaboration 2022). The B− and V-band photometry values
were taken from the TESS Input Catalog V8.2 (Paegert et al. 2021). J-,
H- and Ks-band photometry was taken from the 2MASS Point Source
Catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). W1-band and W2-band photometry val-
ues were taken from the WISE All-Sky Data Release (Cutri et al. 2012),
while the [8.0] µm photometry was taken from the GLIMPSE Source
Catalog (Benjamin et al. 2003)

Baade telescope on July 31, 2022. The star was observed as
part of a Chilean Telescope Allocation Committee (CNTAC)
project, whereby the observing run was assigned with the code
Q4FEM5BG. The observations were carried out under dark time,
seeing conditions in the range 0.78−1.20′′ (mean of 0.93′′), and
airmass values between 1.15 − 1.87 (mean of 1.36). The spec-
trograph was configured with the 1.0” slit and an 1 × 1 binning,
resulting in a mean spectral resolution of R = 4100 and spec-
tral coverage of ∼ 3800 − 10500 Å across 11 spectral orders.
We performed 16 exposures of 1200 seconds each as Sapaki is
very faint at blue wavelengths (B = 17.26 mag, see Table 1).
The resultant signal-to-noise level was S/N = 95 at 4500 Å if
we assume a Poisson noise.

The raw frames were reduced by using the MagE pipeline,
which is part of the Carnegie Python distribution (CarPy2). In
addition, the data were later retouched with standard IRAF3 rou-
tines. At first, the MagE pipeline reads a database file contain-
ing the relevant observational parameters in order to generate
the appropriate pipeline recipes. Subsequently, the calibration
pipelines are run to generate the normalized flats for the red
and blue sides of each spectrum separately. A set of Xe-Flash
frames are then acquired to map the order edges, and a set of
ThAr lamp frames are also obtained to estimate the line curva-
ture and to perform the wavelength calibration. Afterward, the
science pipelines are run in order to properly reduce the data and
to perform the one-dimensional (1D) extraction for each order.
Later on, the images are processed using IRAF tasks from the
onedspec package.

For the purposes of our study, all the 16 spectra were sum-
combined in order to increase the S/N. In addition, the spectra
were median-combined in order to identify any residual anoma-

2 https://code.obs.carnegiescience.edu/mage-pipeline
3 http://iraf.net/
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lous signal (i.e., cosmic rays and bad pixels), which were man-
ually masked from the sum-combined spectrum. Thereafter, the
sum-combined spectrum was rectified. The final MagE optical
spectrum of Sapaki is presented in the top panel of Fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Spectral type

The top panel of Fig. 2 presents the MagE rectified optical spec-
trum of Sapaki at a resolution R = 4100, in which the most im-
portant spectral features are marked in color. First of all, the ab-
sence of He I λ4471, and the presence of strong He II λ4542
and N V λλ4604-20 absorption lines, in conjunction with the
He II λ4686 and N IV λ4058 emission line features, are indica-
tive of a very hot O-type star (Walborn 1971, 1982; Walborn
et al. 2002). Indeed, the N IV λ4058 emission line is stronger
(but not by much) than the N III λλ4634-41 emission line, and
therefore should be classified as an O3 star (Walborn et al. 2002;
Crowther & Walborn 2011; Roman-Lopes et al. 2016). Addi-
tionally, the strong He II λ4686 emission line together with the
N III λλ4634-41 line (also seen in the emission) has led us to
assign it a supergiant status and the f* phenomenon (Sota et
al. 2011, 2014; Martins 2018). Moreover, the Hβ recombina-
tion line seen purely in absorption is characteristic of normal O-
type star, ruling out the WN classification suggested by Roman-
Lopes (2011), as WN stars spectra display Hβ in emission and
OIf*/WN stars present Hβ with a P-cygni profile (Crowther &
Walborn 2011; Sota et al. 2014; Roman-Lopes et al. 2016). Fur-
thermore, we compared its MagE optical spectrum with those of
the O2If* prototype HD 93129A and two Galactic O3If* stars:
Cyg OB2-22A and Cyg OB2-7. The comparison spectra were re-
trieved from the Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey (GOSSS;
Sota et al. 2011). The spectrum of the O2If* star comes with a
resolution R = 4000, whereas the spectra of the O3If* stars have
R = 2500. Accordingly, the spectrum of HD 93129A and Sapaki
were degraded to a common resolution of R = 2500. In the lower
panels of Fig. 2, we present the comparison between spectra
in the following (when available) spectral ranges: 4010−4190
Å, 4390−4590, 4590−4740 Å, 4750−4950 Å, 5750−5950, and
6470−6690 Å. We can notice that the spectrum of Sapaki resem-
bles very well the optical spectra of Cyg OB2-7 and Cyg OB-
22A, rather than that of HD 93129A. Therefore, Sapaki should
be assigned the spectral type O3If* (Walborn 1982; Walborn et
al. 2002; Crowther & Walborn 2011; Sota et al 2014; Roman-
Lopes et al. 2016; Martins 2018).

We emphasize that an accurate spectral classification of
Sapaki requires a blue-violet spectrum (4000 − 4900 Å) of
moderate resolution (R = 4100) and moderate signal-to-noise
(S/N = 95 at 4500 Å). Although its previous spectral type
WN6 was discarded, it was first classified as such by Roman-
Lopes (2011) with low-resolution (R = 1000), moderate-signal
(S/N = 100) H- and K-band spectra. Indeed, the spectral classi-
fication of early-type stars in the NIR is still difficult to achieve
with modest data because of the smaller amount of atomic transi-
tions, easy generation of emission lines due to the amplification
of non-LTE effects, and strong influence of stimulated emission
on some absorption features (Hanson et al. 2005; Gray & Cor-
bally 2009; Przybilla 2010). Therefore, more efforts need to be
invested in obtaining high-quality blue-violet spectra of early-
type stars despite much longer exposure times. This is because
the 4000-4900 Å range holds a high density of lines that are
well-behaved with respect to changes in the effective tempera-
ture and surface gravity of the stars (Morgan et al. 1943; Morgan

& Keenan 1973; Gray & Corbally 2009; Martins & Plez 2006;
Martins 2018).

3.2. Interstellar extinction

In order to estimate the interstellar extinction in the line of
sight, we retrieved optical and NIR photometric values of Sapaki
from the Transiting Exoplanets Survey Satellite (TESS) and the
Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS) databases (see Table 1).
Next, we obtained estimates for the intrinsic colors of O3 su-
pergiants from the work of Martins & Plez (2006), in which
the typical uncertainties are better than 0.10 mag. On this ba-
sis, we computed color excess values E(B − V) = 2.64 ± 0.15,
E(V − J) = 5.71 ± 0.16, E(V − H) = 6.50 ± 0.16, and
E(V − Ks) = 6.96 ± 0.21. The optical-to-selective extinction ra-
tio was estimated using Equations A3-A6 of Fitzpatrick (1999),
which turned out to provide a mean value of RV = 2.98 ± 0.23.
Finally, by using RV and E(B − V), we determined the total op-
tical extinction to be AV = 7.87 ± 0.75. This value agrees well
with the result obtained by the StarHorse2 survey (Anders et al.
2022) of AV = 7.11 ± 0.13, although the latter was computed by
assuming d = 3.67 ± 0.11 kpc.

The blueband extinction can be estimated through the color
excess E(B − V) and the total optical extinction, AV , resulting in
AB = 10.51 ± 0.95. At the same time, the extinction in the NIR
bands can be evaluated using the color excesses and the intrinsic
colors (V− J)0, (V−H)0, and (V−Ks)0, together with the optical
extinction, resulting in values of AJ = 2.16 ± 0.25, AH = 1.37 ±
0.25, and AKs = 0.91 ± 0.26, which translate to mean relative
extinctions of AJ/AV = 0.27, AH/AV = 0.17, and AKs/AV = 0.12.
Regardless, by using Equations (2a) and (2b) from Cardelli et al.
(1989) describing a extinction law in the near-infrared along with
the value RV = 2.98, we were able to compute the mean relative
extinctions 0.28, 0.18, and 0.11 for the J−, H−, and Ks bands.
These results agree well with those derived in the line of sight of
Sapaki.

Furthermore, the value of RV = 2.98±0.28 is consistent with
the canonical value RV = 3.1 for the diffuse Galactic medium
(Tielens 2005). In order to evaluate the extinction in the M
and 8 µm bands, we adopted the Galactic extinction law from
Rieke & Lebofsky (1985) in the range of 3.0−13.0 µm, which
was obtained for RV = 3.09 ± 0.03. Therefore, we assumed
AM/AV = 0.02 and A8.0/AV = 0.02 toward Sapaki. Despite the
extinction law approaches to zero at these wavelengths, the val-
ues of the distance estimates could be overestimated by at least
7%, which is significant.

3.3. Heliocentric distance

3.3.1. Visual distance modulus

Once the nature of the source is known, we can estimate the
heliocentric distance if its absolute magnitude is known before-
hand. For example, we can start by assuming typical values for
the absolute visual magnitudes of O3I stars MV = −6.42 ± 0.10,
taken from the work of Martins & Plez (2006). This value agrees
well with the averaged value of MV = −6.35 ± 0.40 for six
O2−O3.5If* in Walborn et al. (2002). Following, the total optical
extinction and V−band photometry values can then be applied
onto the distance modulus equation corrected by extinction,

V − MV = 5 log(d) − 5 + AV , (1)

and by considering MV = −6.42 ± 0.10, V = 14.90 ± 0.05,
and AV = 7.87 ± 0.93, we compute a heliocentric distance of
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Fig. 2. MagE optical spectrum of Sapaki in the range 3800−7200 Å at a resolution of R = 4100, shown at the top. The remaining panels display
comparisons between the spectra of Sapaki (black), HD 93129A (O2If*; blue), Cyg OB2-22A (O3If*; red), and Cyg OB2-7 (O3If*; green), in the
wavelength ranges of 4010−4190, 4310−4490, 4590−4740, 4760−4940, 5750−5950, and 6470−6690 Å, at a common resolution of R = 2500.
Cyg OB2-7 lacks data for the bluest and reddest regions, whereas Cyg OB2-22A lacks data in the reddest regions. The lines marked with colors
are Hη, Hζ, Ca II H, Hε + Ca II K, He II λ4026, N IV λ4058, Si IV λλ4089-116, Hδ, He II λ4200, Hγ, He I λ4388, He I λ4471, He II λ4542, N V
λλ4604-20, N III λλ4634-40, C IV λ4658, He II λ4686, He I λ4713, Hβ, N III λ4905, N V λλ4933-44, He II λ5411, C IV λλ5801-12, He I λ5876,
Hα, He I λ6678, C III λλ6721-27, C III λ7037, and N IV λ7116. The DIBs marked are λ4179, λ4429, λ4727, λλ4762-80, λλ4881-87, λλ5780-97,
λλ5843-45-50, λλ6492-94-98, λ6527, λ6613, and λ6660.
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d = 4.89±1.71 kpc. The way the distance is calculated magnifies
the error coming from photometric quantities and the reddening
law, which is a common issue in the context of early-type stars
(Walborn 2002). Despite the uncertainty being as large as 35%,
the obtained quantities are not surprising because the dust accu-
mulation in the Galactic disk seriously compromises the calcula-
tion of distances by any method, due to large values of interstel-
lar extinction and the big spread of visual absolute magnitudes
for stars earlier than O4 (Walborn et al. 2002; Gray & Corbally
2009; Wu et al. 2014).

3.3.2. Infrared distance modulus

The use of mid-infrared band photometry may result in lower
uncertainties on the estimated distance, as total extinctions in
such bands are related to the optical ones: AM/AV = 0.02 and
A8.0/AV = 0.02. Besides, we may provide an estimate for the
mass of Sapaki from other Galactic stars earlier than O4. We can
cite the following examples (a) Cyg OB2-7 (O3If*) with current
mass of 135M� (Walborn et al. 2002), (b) RFS8 (O3.5If*) with a
current mass of ∼ 70M� (Roman-Lopes et al. 2016), (c) W49nr1
(O2-3.5If*) with a current mass > 95M� (Wu et al. 2014), or (d)
HD 93129 AaAb (O2If* + O2If* + OB?) with current masses
well above 60 and 30 M�, for components Aa and Ab, respec-
tively (Maíz-Apellániz et al. 2017).

We then set a rough lower limit of 70 M� for the mass of
Sapaki, which agrees well with typical masses of O3If* stars
found by Martins (2005). Next, we retrieved 1 Myr isochrones
with AV = 7.87 and solar metallicity from the work of Bres-
san et al. (2012). We found M4.5 = −4.82 ± 0.15 mag for
60 − 80M� stars, which already account for the effect of AV .
Finally, M-band photometry could be estimated from W2-band
WISE measurements (Cutri et al. 2012), as they operate in the
same spectral range. We retrieved W2 = 8.22 ± 0.02, which
can be plugged into Equation 1 to establish a heliocentric dis-
tance of d = 4.41 ± 0.31 kpc. If we instead consider a 2 Myr
isochrone, we estimate MW2 = −5.77±0.33, which leads to a re-
sult of d = 6.83± 1.05 kpc. Despite the disparity of both results,
the latter is still well below the far-distance scenario proposed
by Roman-Lopes (2011), thus we may discard it. As a conse-
quence, the star would be located in the near side of the Scutum-
Centaurus arm, with 7 kpc standing as a robust upper limit on
the distance to Sapaki.

3.3.3. Parallaxes from Gaia

The Gaia Data Release 3 (GDR3) catalog contains improved
astrometric and photometric measurements collected over the
course of 34 months for almost two billion objects accross the
sky (Gaia Collaboration 2022). However, the published parallax
values are biased because of imperfections in the instruments
and data processing methods (Lindegren et al. 2021), thus they
have to be corrected first in order to estimate the heliocentric
distance by inverting the parallax as follows,

d = 1 / ω̄c (2)

where ω̄c = ω̄ − ZDR3 is the corrected parallax, ω̄ is the pub-
lished parallax and ZDR3

4 is the parallax zero point for GDR3.
The value ZDR3 depends on the G-band photometry, the effective

4 In Maíz-Apellániz et al. (2022), the parallax zero point is calculated
for the Early Gaia Data Release 3 (EDR3), however for Sapaki we have
ZEDR3 = ZDR3 since none of its parameters were updated

wavenumber, the ecliptic latitude and the quality of the astro-
metric solution of the source (Lindegren et al. 2021). In Maíz-
Apellániz et al. (2022) a new way of determining ZDR3 was pre-
sented, whereby we take into account the distribution of blue and
red stars, either in the Milky Way or the Magellanic Clouds. We
may estimate the zero point by using the routine ZPEDR3 of Table
A.2 in Maíz-Apellániz et al. (2022), which leads us to calculate
ZDR3 = −0.056 mas.

We found the corrected parallax to be ω̄c = 0.247 mas. Thus,
by applying Equation 2, we calculated d = 4.11 kpc. However,
the real uncertainty is greatly underestimated because of crowd-
ing and extinction effects, together with the limited magnitude
of the instrument and quality of the astrometric solution (Lin-
degren et al. 2021). The external uncertainty, σext, depends on
the published parallax uncertainty, the G-band photometry, the
RUWE value, and the quality of the astrometric solution of the
star. This can be estimated by using the routine SPICOR of Ta-
ble A.1 in Maíz-Apellániz et al. (2022), which then leads us to
calculate σext = 0.128 mas, a value that is a factor of 3 greater
than the published parallax uncertainty (see Table 1). Next, by
propagating the external uncertainty for the distance, we found
σd = 2.16 kpc. Therefore, from a Gaia-based analysis, the dis-
tance of Sapaki would be d = 4.11 ± 2.16 kpc, which is even
more inaccurate than when the visual distance modulus is used.

Aside from our result, we may take a look at the heliocentric
distances computed by Bailer-Jones et al. (2021), who provided
two possible distance estimates for objects in GDR3 based on
isotropic Bayesian priors to compute a geometric distance using
only the parallax and its uncertainty, as well as a photogeomet-
ric distance that includes the (extincted) color and magnitude of
the star. The latter result is less accurate at lower Galactic lati-
tudes, therefore, for Sapaki, the geometric distance d = 4.20+0.88

−0.55
kpc seems more adequate. Although the formalism of Bailer-
Jones et al. (2021) is primarily based on the spatial distribution
of late-type stars, which is not strictly applicable to OB stars, the
resultant distance is quite similar to that obtained by applying
the corrections listed in Maíz-Apellániz et al. (2022). Given the
fact we obtained a distance on the order of 4 kpc, we may set
this value as a robust lower limit for the heliocentric distance of
Sapaki.

3.4. Radial velocity

Based on the MagE optical spectrum of Sapaki (see Fig. 2), we
were able to measure the center of several spectral lines, allow-
ing us to estimate the radial velocity of the star. In Table 2, we
present measurements of the estimated center λobs for the main
observed spectral lines. Every line was measured at least ten
times by fitting both Gaussian and Voigt profiles through splot
task on IRAF. Typical errors in λobs are ±0.1 Å and lead to a
systematic error of ±5 km/s on individual measurements. The
resultant radial velocity for Sapaki is Vr = −34.2 ± 15.6 km/s
when all uncertainties are taken into account (see Table 2). The
resultant value is consistent with the radial velocity measured by
Caswell & Haynes (1987) for the H II region G321.1-0.55.

3.5. Examining a plausible case of isolated star formation

The question of whether a high-mass star can be born in isola-
tion is still a matter of debate, although it has been found that
the majority of field massive stars are part of the Galactic run-
away stellar population (de Wit et al. 2005; Perets & Šubr 2012;
Dorigo-Jones et al. 2020). On the other hand, if a massive star is
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Feature λ0 (Å) λobs (Å) ∆λ (Å) Vr (km/s)
N IV 4057.76 4057.34 -0.42 -31.0
Si IV 4088.85 4088.53 -0.32 -23.5
Hδ 4101.73 4101.35 -0.38 -28.1

He II 4199.86 4199.32 -0.54 -38.5
Hγ 4340.47 4339.73 -0.74 -51.2

He II 4541.61 4541.11 -0.50 -33.0
N V 4603.73 4603.32 -0.41 -26.7
N V 4619.98 4619.63 -0.35 -22.7
Hβ 4861.29 4860.50 -0.79 -48.5

He II 5411.52 5410.83 -0.69 -38.2
Table 2. Line-center measurements of several absorption/emission
present in the atmosphere of Sapaki. λ0 is the air wavelength, λobs is
the measured wavelength with splot routine in IRAF, ∆λ = λobs − λ0,
and Vr = c∆λ/λλ0 , where c = 2.99 × 105 km/s.

immersed in a H II region without a bow shock, then the likeli-
hood of being a true massive star born in the field rises (Gvara-
madze et al. 2012; Stephens et al. 2017; Vargas-Salazar et al.
2020). Finally, if the local IMF is the result of a more stochastic
process, there should not be any restriction on the mass of the
second most massive member and we would expect a number
of low-mass stars clustered around the main source, with few B-
and A-type stars (Kalari et al. 2019).

Focusing back to Sapaki, in Fig. 1, we can see that the star
is close to the center of a well-developed, nearly circular cavity,
which is not expected in the case of a runaway star. However,
the non-detection of bow shocks is not a sufficient condition for
ruling out a runaway status because about 80% of runaway OB
stars do not present observable bow shocks due to their weak
emission (below certain detection limit) or because they simply
do not form since the stellar space velocity is not as high as the
speed of sound in the local ISM (Gvaramadze et al. 2012).

An alternative analysis for its runaway status can be done by
using high-quality proper motions published in the GDR3. We
start by transforming proper motions in RA (µα) and declination
(µδ) into their equivalents in Galactic latitude (µb) and longitude
(µl), which were computed using the routine SkyCoord from
astropy.coordinates package within Python. We obtained
µl = −6.17 ± 0.04 mas/yr and µb = −0.44 ± 0.05 mas/yr. Then,
we compared the results with the Galactic distribution in (µb,
l) and (µl, l) space for O-type stars (see Figs. 1 and 2 in Maíz-
Apellániz et al. 2018). For a quantitative comparison, we have
to calculate the normalized difference between the catalogued
proper motions and those from the Galactic distribution of O-
type stars, which is

∆ =

√(µb,rel

σµb

)2
+

(µl,rel

σµl

)2
, (3)

where µl,rel = µl − µ̄l and µl,rel = µb − µ̄b. The value µ̄l =
a0 + a1 cos(l) + a2 cos(2l) must be calculated for the Galactic
longitude of Sapaki, which turned out to be µ̄l = −3.97 mas/yr.
The values of a0, a1, a2, µ̄b, σµl , and σµb can be retrieved from
Table 8 of Maíz-Apellániz et al. (2018). Once the previous were
plugged into Equation 3, we found ∆ = 1.3. The derived value is
below the empirically-established cut of 3.5 for detecting run-
away stars (Tetzlaff et al. 2011; Maíz-Apellániz et al. 2018).
Therefore, from a 2D kinematic analysis, we find that Sapaki is
not a runaway star. Moreover, in Fig. 3, we notice that its proper
motion is similar to that of the nearby population, which lends
support to the idea of its being formed in situ, rather than being a

Fig. 3. 86×82 arcsec2 optical image taken with the slit viewing camera
of MagE. Sapaki and S1 are labeled in cyan at the center of the 1.0′′
slit. The yellow circle has an angular diameter θ = 76′′. We can see that
only S1 has similar proper motion and parallax measurements to those
of Sapaki.

runaway. Nevertheless, a full 3D analysis that includes radial ve-
locity measurements of the stars surrounding Sapaki is required
to completely rule out this possibility, because its radial velocity
(Vr = −34.2 ± 15.6 km/s) might remain the same for the field
population. (de Wit et al. 2005; Tetzlaff et al. 2011; Gvaramadze
et al. 2012; Kalari et al. 2019; Sana et al. 2022).

From a close look of Fig. 1, we do not perceive any lu-
minous member within a circle of angular diameter θ = 76′′
around Sapaki. Additionally, in Fig. 3, we present an optical
image of the immediate vicinity around Sapaki retrieved from
the slit viewing camera of MagE, in which we did not detect
any significant local clustering and which gives support to our
assumption of a truly isolated star. On the other hand, in Fig.
3, we have plotted proper motions from GDR3 in the range
−4.5 < µα/(mas/yr) < −5.5 and −3.1 < µδ/(mas/yr) < −4.1,
from which we detected 14 sources with proper motions similar
to that of Sapaki. Even so, only one source (labeled as S1 and
marked in cyan in Fig. 1) also has a parallax value in the range
0.17 < ω̄/(mas) < 0.21. Such range of parallax values corre-
spond to a depth of ∼ 1 kpc. It is remarkable that S1 has a ruwe
value of 1.02 that indicates well-behaved astrometric solutions.
By following the same parallax-correction procedure from Maíz-
Apellániz et al. (2022), as for Sapaki, we found σext = 0.185
mas and ZGDR3 = −0.055 mas, which translates to a distance of
d = 4.35 ± 3.49 kpc, whereas from Bailer-Jones et al. (2021) we
retrieved a geometric distance of d = 4.95+1.61

−1.49 kpc. Although
both distances agree well with the absolute value of Sapaki, the
uncertainties are huge and therefore not recommended for use
in stellar parameter calculation. On top of that, given the very
slight difference in terms of the measured proper motions, cor-
rected parallaxes (distances), and angular separation in the sky,
Sapaki and S1 may possibly be part of the same system. If so, we
may discard the runaway status with respect to Sapaki because
multiple stellar systems argue against the observations of many
runaway OB stars being single systems (de Wit et al. 2005; Sana
et al. 2014; Oh & Kroupa 2016). Considering the exposed above,
Sapaki appears to be a strong candidate for isolated massive
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stellar formation in the Milky Way that deserves to be studied
with other methods, such as multi-epoch high-resolution spec-
troscopy, to obtain accurate radial velocity values. Also, deep
high-resolution imaging could reveal any stellar cluster around
Sapaki that may be still hidden.

4. Summary

In this study, we report the identification of a new Galactic O3If*
star, classified as such on the basis of the resemblance of its char-
acteristics to those of the O3If* class. We computed a total-to-
selective extinction parameter RV = 2.98 ± 0.23, which allowed
us to derive a total optical extinction of AV = 7.87 ± 0.75, a blue
extinction of AB = 10.51±0.95, and mean relative extinctions of
AJ/AV = 0.27, AH/AV = 0.17, AKs/AV = 0.12, AM/AV = 0.02,
and A8.0/AV = 0.02. These results are consistent with the stan-
dard Galactic extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989). We mea-
sured its radial velocity from several spectral lines, obtaining
Vr = −34.2± 15.6 km/s. From several approaches, we were able
to estimate that the heliocentric distance of Sapaki is probably
in the range of 4 − 7 kpc. The large scatter of the result arises
due to enormous extinction values in the Galactic plane that bias
parallax and photometric measurements, in addition to the large
scatter in the determination of absolute magnitudes in the most
massive stars. Nevertheless, the derived values agree well with
the near-distance scenario proposed by Roman-Lopes (2011),
which places Sapaki in the near side of the Scutum-Centaurus
arm.

Finally, we present evidence suggesting that Sapaki is a
strong candidate of isolated massive star formation. As first no-
ticed by Roman-Lopes (2011), we can see that Sapaki appears as
the only point-like source in 8.0 µm images and it is very close to
the center of a nearly-circular cavity delineated by hot dust emis-
sion. Moreover, we may discard a runaway status for Sapaki if
we consider solely its 2D kinematics,which is consistent with
the velocity distribution of Galactic O-type stars. Furthermore,
by applying constraints to GDR3 proper motions and parallaxes,
we detected only one source (labeled as S1 on Fig. 3) with com-
patible astrometric measurements to those obtained for Sapaki.
In order to rule out the possibility of Sapaki being a runaway
star, our team is performing a full 3D kinematic analysis which
includes NIR radial velocity measurements of the field popu-
lation around the coordinates of Sapaki. Consequently, Sapaki
would be an excellent candidate for demonstrating isolated mas-
sive star formation under Milky Way conditions, which would
make it a milestone for theoretical studies of massive star forma-
tion.
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Abstract Dense star clusters are spectacular self-gravitating stellar systems
in our Galaxy and across the Universe - in many respects. They populate
disks and spheroids of galaxies as well as almost every galactic center. In
massive elliptical galaxies nuclear clusters harbor supermassive black holes,
which might influence the evolution of their host galaxies as a whole. The
evolution of dense star clusters is not only governed by the aging of their
stellar populations and simple Newtonian dynamics. For increasing particle
number, unique gravitational effects of collisional many-body systems begin
to dominate the early cluster evolution. As a result, stellar densities become
so high that stars can interact and collide, stellar evolution and binary stars
change the dynamical evolution, black holes can accumulate in their centers
and merge with relativistic effects becoming important. Recent high-resolution
imaging has revealed even more complex structural properties with respect
to stellar populations, binary fractions and compact objects as well as - the
still controversial - existence of intermediate mass black holes in clusters of
intermediate mass. Dense star clusters therefore are the ideal laboratory for
the concomitant study of stellar evolution and Newtonian as well as relativistic
dynamics. Not only the formation and disruption of dense star clusters has to
be considered but also their galactic environments in terms of initial conditions
as well as their impact on galactic evolution. This review deals with the specific
computational challenges for modelling dense, gravothermal star clusters.

Keywords Numerical Methods · Star Clusters · Stellar Evolution · Direct
N -Body Simulation

Preface

1 Astrophysical Introduction

Stars play a fundamental role in astronomy - a large piece of information avail-
able to us about the Universe we inhabit comes from stars. Coeval associations
of stars, also called star clusters, are the birth place of most if not all stars. Star
clusters form, evolve and “die” by dissolution all across the cosmic time, which
is covered in the excellent review “Star Clusters across Cosmic Time” that fo-
cuses on the interplay between observations and theoretical knowledge [1]; our
review, on the other hand, focuses more on the computational challenges to
model a special class of dense star clusters. The term “dense” is not very well
defined. We use it here in the sense that both the system should be “gravother-
mal” and that during at least some phases of the evolution close encounters or
even direct collisions between stars or binaries occur. This definition constrains
us to globular and young dense star clusters, as well as nuclear star clusters
(NSCs). On nuclear star clusters there is another nice review [2]; nuclear star
clusters are not in the focus of this work; however, if special computational
issues have to be taken into account for nuclear star clusters we may elaborate
on them here.
Globular star clusters (GCs) are thought to be the oldest objects in our Galaxy,
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their age covering a large fraction of the age of the Universe, and they are con-
sidered as fossil records of the time of early galaxy formation. GCs of variable
age are found near all galaxies (except for the smallest dwarfs) and their spe-
cific frequency (number of clusters per galaxy mass unit, see e.g. [3]) differs
as a function of galaxy type, highlighting the close relation between cluster
and galaxy formation. The approximately 150 globular clusters of our own
Milky Way have been studied in much more detail for their proximity. Today,
star-by-star observations with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), and proper
motion studies using Gaia with high resolution spectroscopy to determine their
stellar velocity dispersions [4] are possible. Small and big galaxies in the Local
Group have systems of GCs, e.g. the Andromeda galaxy and the Magellanic
clouds. Globular clusters in huge quantities have been detected around massive
galaxies like M87 or other bright central cluster galaxies [5] or at sites of star
formation near the Antenna galaxies. Still this is – in cosmological scales – our
neighborhood. Do clusters form normally following the cosmic star formation
history, which peaks at redshifts of around 2 [6]? Or do massive clusters form
preferentially as special objects at much higher redshifts (e.g. z ∼ 6 [7])?
Computer simulations of structure formation in the Universe begin to resolve
GC scales [8], but they cannot compensate the current lack of deep observa-
tions. Only recently gravitational lensing from galaxy clusters has helped to
identify candidates for proto-GCs at redshifts of z > 3 [9], and more recently
even out to z = 6 [10,11,12]. Future instruments such as Extremely Large
Telescope (ELT) and others, will improve the situation significantly, while
novel instruments such as James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) are already
producing ground-breaking results here [13,14].
We return to the “dense” and “gravothermal” nature of such star clusters. In
gravothermal star clusters it is essential to consider the mutual gravitational
interactions between many if not all of their stars. The cumulative effect of
small angle gravitational deflections (encounters) between distant stars gener-
ates transport of heat and angular momentum (relaxation processes connected
to these encounters are analogous to heat conduction and viscosity in a gaseous
system), and this effect is dominant during certain stages of the star cluster
evolution. In order to get the proper time scales connected to such relaxation
processes in N -body simulations of star clusters typically a very large num-
ber of pairwise distant encounters needs to be followed (which asymptotically
results in the computational complexity of all force calculations at a point of
time ≈ N2, assuming a simple approach without parallelization and hybrid
hardware). This physical constraint has led to the use of thermodynamics and
statistical mechanics to model gravothermal star clusters [15,16,17,18]. The
star cluster could be modelled using computer codes for the gas dynamical
evolution of stars. The relaxation time in a star cluster is long compared to
the dynamical timescale, while in stars the opposite is true (considering the
photon diffusion time as relaxation time). This occurs because the mean free
path in stellar systems is much longer than in stellar gaseous matter. There-
fore, conductivity and viscosity need to be defined in a different functional
form than for the interior of stars (cf. the more detailed discussions in [19,
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20]).
An area where observations have picked up greatly through increased angular
resolution and sensitivity of spectrographs is the identification of stellar bina-
ries (e.g. [21,22,23]). Binary stars are an extremely important component of
star clusters, because they form a dynamically active population which has a
dramatic impact on the evolution of the host cluster (e.g. [24,25,26]): for in-
stance stellar exotica observed in clusters (blue stragglers, fast rotating stars,
and X-ray binaries) all originate from binary star evolution. The special role
that binary stars play in the life cycle of a cluster requires that we pin down as
accurately as possible what fraction of stars form in binaries if we are to make
progress when predicting the statistics of stellar populations at the later stages
of a cluster’s evolution. Close stellar encounters, including direct collisions, be-
come a reality in the densest region of dense star clusters. How often these take
place, and what the outcomes of such events are remain a puzzle that is only
now beginning to be solved. Last, but not least compact objects form in bi-
naries and take part in few-body interactions and stellar evolution of binaries;
ultimately, binaries consisting of compact objects only are possible sources of
gravitational waves to be detected by ground-based gravitational wave dec-
tectors that are operational today, such as (Advanced) Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory ((a)LIGO) [27,28,29], (Advanced) Virgo In-
terferometer ((a)Virgo) [30,28,29] and Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector
(KAGRA) (e.g. [28,31,32]). Note also the next (third) generation space based
detectors in planning (Einstein Telescope[33] and Cosmic Explorer[34]).
The numerical and computational tools to model such dense, massive star
clusters are based on either approximate models from statistical physics, or
the direct N -body simulation approach. Currently, the latter approach is very
dominant since it allows to include details of astrophysics (binaries, stellar
evolution, tidal fields) more easily. However, in order to establish the degree of
reliability of N -body simulations approximate models have been very impor-
tant. These are mostly based on the Fokker-Planck approximation in statis-
tical mechanics, and the numerical solution of resulting kinetic equations by
using, e.g., Monte Carlo techniques, direct numerical solution, or gaseous and
moment models). Since they are important and fundamental to understand
results N -body simulations this review contains a basic description of them,
too.
GCs and NSCs (dense and gravothermal) are ideal laboratories to examine the
theoretical physical processes (heat conduction, angular momentum transport
through viscosity) and their influence on the formation and evolution of ex-
treme stellar populations like X-ray binaries or blue stragglers, compact ob-
jects (neutron stars, black holes), and are ideal test beds for stellar population
synthesis models and stellar evolution.
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2 Theoretical Foundations

Computational modelling of star clusters requires to follow the complex inter-
play of thermodynamic processes such as heat conduction and relaxation with
the physics of self-gravitating systems, the stochastic nature of star clusters
having finite particle number N , and the astrophysical knowledge and models
for the evolution of single and binary stars and of external tidal forces. GCs
are a very good laboratory for this, because their dynamical and relaxation
timescales are well separated from each other and from the lifetime of the clus-
ter and the Universe in its entirety. This article deals with “direct” N -body
simulations, which are suitable for systems where the interaction between dy-
namics and relaxation is important (sometimes also denoted as “gravothermal”
systems [15]). Other kinds of N -body simulations are useful for example for
hydrodynamics (“smoothed particle hydrodynamics”), galaxy dynamics (“col-
lisionless systems”) or cosmological N -body simulations of structure formation
in the Universe, and are not covered here. The main distinction of those from
the models presented here, is that the dynamics of systems dominated by two-
body relaxation (“collisional systems”) require typically very high accuracy
(typical energy error per crossing time ∆E/E < 10−5 or smaller) over very
long physical integration times (thousands of crossing times). The term “colli-
sional” refers here to elastic gravitational encounters (relaxation encounters),
which drive the “thermal” cluster evolution. Other processes, such as close en-
counters, encounters involving one or more binaries, and direct collisions also
happen in the system.
Let us begin with the definition of some useful time scales. A typical particle
crossing time tcr in a star cluster is

tcr =
rh

σh
, (1)

where rh is the radius containing 50 % of the (current) total mass and σh is a
typical velocity associated with the root mean square random motion (velocity
dispersion) taken at rh. If virial equilibrium prevails, we have σ2

h ≈ GMh/rh

(where the sign ≈ here and henceforth means “approximately equal” or “equal
within an order of magnitude”), thus

tcr ≈
√

rh3

GMh
. (2)

This relation is equal to the dynamical timescale, which is also used for example
in the theory of stellar structure and evolution. Global dynamical adjustments
of the system, like oscillations, are connected with this timescale. Taking the
square of Eq. 2 yields t2cr ≈ r3

h/(GMh) which is related to Kepler’s third law,
because the orbital velocity in a Keplerian point mass potential has the same
order of magnitude as the velocity dispersion in virial equilibrium. Unlike most
laboratory gases stellar systems are not usually in thermodynamic equilibrium,
neither locally nor globally. Radii of stars are usually extremely small relative
to the average inter-particle distances of stellar systems (e.g. the radius of
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the sun is r� ≈ 1011 cm, a typical distance between stars in our galactic
neighbourhood is of the order of 1018cm). Only under rather special conditions
in the centres of galactic nuclei and during the short high-density core collapse
phase of a globular cluster, stellar densities might become large enough that
stars come close enough to each other to collide, merge or disrupt each other.
Therefore it is extremely unlikely under normal conditions that two stars touch
each other during an encounter; encounters or collisions usually are elastic
gravitational scatterings. The mean inter-particle distance is large compared
to p0 = 2Gm/σ2, which is the impact parameter for a 90o deflection in a typical
encounter of two stars of equal mass m, where the relative velocity at infinity
is
√

2σ, with local 1D velocity dispersion σ. Thus most encounters are small-
angle deflections. The relaxation time trx is defined as the time after which
the root mean square velocity increment due to such small angle gravitational
deflections is of the same order as the initial velocity dispersion of the system.
We use the local relaxation time as defined by [35]:

trx =
9

16
√
π

σ3

G2mρ ln(γN)
. (3)

G is the gravitational constant, ρ the mean stellar mass density, σ the 3D veloc-
ity dispersion, N the total particle number; this definition was used by [36,37],
because it naturally occurs when computing collisional terms (as in Eq. 11), if
the velocity distribution function is written as a series of Legendre polynomi-
als [38], with numerical factors being unity (for equipartition terms of lowest
order[38]) or only little different from unity, such as 9/10 for the collisional
decay of anisotropy [37]). Other definitions of relaxation can be found fre-
quently, for example in [39]. They differ only by numerical factors, except for
the so-called Coulomb logarithm ln(γN), which may take different functional
forms. For common forms of the Coulomb logarithms only γ is of order unity,
but may take different values (e.g. 0.11 [40], or 0.4 [39]).
Assuming virial equilibrium a fundamental proportionality turns out:

trx
tdyn

∝ N

ln(γN)
. (4)

(cf. e.g. [39]). As a result, for very large N , dynamical equilibrium is at-
tained much faster than thermodynamic equilibrium. Therefore, even if treated
them as “gaseous” spheres, stellar systems evolve qualitatively different from
stars; in stars the thermal timescale is short compared to the dynamical
timescale [41]. Another interesting consequence of the long thermal timescale
in star clusters is that anisotropy can prevail for many dynamical times. If one
assumes a purely kinetic temperature definition, it ensues that in star clusters
the temperatures (or velocity dispersions) can remain different for different
coordinate directions over many dynamical times. For example, in a spherical
system (using polar coordinates) the radial velocity dispersion of stars (“tem-
perature”) σ2

r could be different from the tangential one σ2
t . For the relaxation

time above the 3D velocity dispersion σ2 = σ2
r + 2σ2

t is used. If axisymmetric
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or triaxial the tangential velocity dispersion can be decomposed into two dif-
ferent dispersions 2σ2

t = σ2
θ + σ2

φ.
A full account on the relevance of anisotropy for star clusters is beyond the
scope of this paper; exemplary we mention here that interest in anisotropy
was recently sparked by anisotropic mass segregation in rotating star clusters,
both globular and nuclear [42,43,44,45,46].

3 Direct Fokker-Planck and moment models

Models based on the Fokker-Planck approximation (also denoted as approx-
imate or statistical models) have been designed and implemented in times
when it was very difficult to simulate large star clusters directly by N -body
simulations. Dramatic development in hardware and software has made now
possible direct N -body simulations of up to a million bodies with realistic as-
trophysics and binaries [47,48] (Dragon simulations). However, the use of the
approximate models is very useful to understand the nature of physical pro-
cesses in star clusters (such as heat conduction or viscosity); by comparison
with N -body models they can mutually support each other.
The Fokker-Planck approximation to describe two-body relaxation in spheri-
cal star clusters is the foundation for all Monte Carlo models used nowadays
(MOCCA and CMC, see Sect. 4 below). Therefore it is deemed useful to pro-
vide a deeper than usual insight into its theoretical foundations here.
Statistical models have been employed to clarify the physical nature of re-
laxation processes in star clusters, such as core collapse [15], post-collapse
evolution due to an energy source from binaries undergoing close encounters
with single stars [49], gravothermal oscillations [50,41,51]. These methods have
also been important for the study of anisotropy, mass segregation, and rota-
tion later on.
Comparison and mutual adjustment of parameters in order to get agreement
between statistical models and direct N -body simulations was started by [52]
for a first pre-collapse comparison, followed by an extended study using statis-
tical averages of N -body simulations to match gaseous models [40,53,54], see
also Fig. 1; in [55] it was shown that relaxation processes consistent with theory
dominate core collapse in star clusters, and [56] showed for the first time a sig-
nature of gravothermal oscillations in a N -body simulation. Classical models
based on the Fokker-Planck approximation use quite strong approximations,
like spherical symmetry (in general, with some exceptions allowing axisym-
metry), dominance of relaxation encounters, modelling all few-body effects
(binary-single and binary-binary close encounters) in a statistical way. A mass
spectrum would be modelled by discrete dynamical components with different
masses (except Monte Carlo models, see below). With the increasing need to
have star cluster models matching detailed observations of star clusters, the
use of Fokker-Planck type models was no more practical. That hardware and
software developments made more and more realistic particle numbers possi-
ble in direct N -body simulations has been another reason for the decline of
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Fig. 1: The time evolution of Lagrangian radii for star clusters modelled by an
anisotropic gaseous model (AGM) [20], isotropic gas model [57], an isotropic
Fokker-Planck model, and direct N -body simulation (from [54], the figure is
also contained in Chapter 8 of [58].

statistical models.
There is one remarkable exception, the Monte Carlo technique - while it is
also based on Fokker-Planck theory it uses a quasi N -body realization and
allows state-of-the-art models up to the current time (see Sect. 4). In the
following subsections, nevertheless, we will outline the basic theory beneath
the statistical models, because in some areas (rotating, flattened star clusters,
NSCs, anisotropy) they are still important today in order to analyse results of
N -body simulations.

3.1 Fokker-Planck approximation

The Fokker-Planck approximation truncates the so–called BBGKY hierarchy
(named after Bogoliubov–Born–Green–Kirkwood–Yvon) of kinetic equations
at lowest order assuming that for most of the time all particles are uncorrelated
with each other and only coupled via the smooth global gravitational potential
(see Chapter 8.1, Sects. 2 and 3 of [58]; the following paragraph is a summary
from their text). We start with most general N -particle distribution function
f (N), which depends on positions and velocities ~ri, ~vi of a set of N particles
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and time t:

f (N)(~ri, ~vi, i = 1, . . . , N, t) (5)

It provides a probability to find all the particles at their given positions and
velocities. In 6N dimensional phase space the particles are an incompressible
fluid following Liouville’s “big” equation

D

Dt
f (N) = 0 (6)

where the derivative is the Lagrangian derivative. If all particles are uncor-
related f (N) = (f (1))N , i.e. the N -particle distribution function is just the
N -fold product of a single particle distribution function. That is the case for
example in a collisionless stellar system, where all particles just follow their
trajectories determined by a global smooth gravitational potential and any
direct interaction between two or few particles (stars) is negligible. For colli-
sional stellar systems, however, gravitational encounters (two-body relaxation)
change the phase space distribution, particles are not uncorrelated anymore.
The theoretical ansatz in that case would be to define a two-body correlation
function g by

f (2)(~ri, ~vi, i=1...2, t)=f (1)(~r1, ~v1, t) · f (1)(~r2, ~v2, t) + g(~ri, ~vi, i=1...2, t) (7)

So, from knowing f (1) and g we get f (2); by using higher order correlation
functions one can get from f (n) to f (n+1). Integration of Eq. 6 step-by-step
over single particles provides a sequence of equations for f (N−1) to f (1), which
is the BBGKY hierarchy. However it is usually not very helpful, because all the
correlation functions for 2, ...N−1 need to be known. For practical purposes in
collisional stellar systems, where two-body relaxation is important (e.g. open,
globular, and nuclear star clusters), it is sufficient to deal with the two-body
correlation, which is done phenomenologically in two different ways for distant
and close correlations (encounters and binaries), as described below.
Higher than two-body correlations are rarely important. There could be a re-
lation to Sundmann’s famous theorems [59,60], which state that in the three-
body problem direct three-body collisions occur only with a negligibly small
probability; it means whenever three particles get close to each other, there will
be always a sequence of separate close two-body encounters, practically never1

the three bodies will simultaneously get extremely close together. Burrau’s
three body problem is a nice demonstration of that behaviour [61]; whether
the fundamental assumption of dominance of two-body correlations is in fact
realized or not can only be checked computationally by comparison of models
based on the Fokker-Planck approximation (such as also Monte Carlo models)
with direct N -body simulations. An example for a situation of a very high
density in a collapsing core of a star cluster, where higher correlations become

1 meaning the set of initial conditions, which lead to a triple collision is mathematically
of measure zero compared to the general space of initial conditions; in physical language:
what is needed is that three bodies have in total zero angular momentum with respect to
their center of mass.
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important, can be found in [62].
Instead of determining a general correlation function one resorts to a phe-
nomenological description of the effects of collisions by computing local diffu-
sion coefficients directly from the known solution of the two-body problems.
Diffusion coefficients D(∆vi) and D(∆vivj) denote the average rate of change
of vi and vivj due to the cumulative effect of many small angle deflections dur-
ing two-body encounters, at a given radius r (from here assuming spherical
symmetry). Let m, ~v and mf , ~vf be the mass and velocity of a star from a test
and field star distribution, respectively (both distributions can but need not
to be the same). In Cartesian geometry (for the local velocities) the diffusion
coefficients are defined by

D(∆vi) = 4πG2mf lnΛ
∂h(~v)

∂vi
; D(∆vi∆vj) = 4πG2mf lnΛ · ∂

2g(~v)

∂vi∂vj
; (8)

Local means here that we do not explicitly consider the dependence of f on
the spatial coordinate. g, h are the Rosenbluth potentials defined in [63]

h(~v) = (m+mf )

∫
f(~vf )

|~v − ~vf |
d3~vf ; g(~v) = mf

∫
f(~vf )|~v − ~vf |d3~vf . (9)

Note that provided the distribution function f is given in terms of a convenient
polynomial series as in Legendre polynomials the Rosenbluth potentials can
be evaluated analytically to arbitrary order, as was seen already by [63], see
for a modern re-derivation and its use for star cluster dynamics [54,38,64].
With these results we can finally write down the local Fokker-Planck equation
in its standard form for the Cartesian coordinate system of the vi:

∂f

∂t
+ ~vi

∂f

∂~ri
+ ~̇vi

∂f

∂~vi
=

(
δf

δt

)
enc

; (10)(
δf

δt

)
enc

= −
3∑
i=1

∂

∂vi

[
f(~v)D(∆vi)

]
+

1

2

3∑
i,j=1

∂2

∂vi∂vj

[
f(~v)D(∆vi∆vj)

]
.(11)

The subscript “enc” should refer to encounters, which are the driving force
of two-body relaxation. Still Eq. 10 is a six-dimensional integro-differential
equation; its direct numerical simulation in stellar dynamics can presently
only be done by further simplification. If the encounter term is zero, Eq. 10
is transformed into Liouville’s equation for a collisionless system. For a self-
gravitating system Eqs. 10 and 11 are not sufficient, since the knowledge of the
gravitational potential Φ is necessary. This can be seen above from the ~̇vi term
- its computation requires to know the gravitational force. In moment or gas
models described below (for spherical symmetry) Poisson’s equation takes the
simple form Eq. 28; for orbit averaged Fokker-Planck or Monte Carlo models
(see Sect. 3.3 and 4.2) the gravitational potential enters directly into the energy
as constant of motion (cf. Eq. 30).
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3.2 Moment or Gas Models

The local Fokker-Planck equation (Eq. 10) is utilized in another way for
gaseous or conducting gas sphere models of star clusters. Integrating it over
velocity space with varying powers of the velocity coordinates yields a system
of equations in the spatial coordinates; the local approximation is used in the
sense that the orbit structure of the system is not taken into account, diffusion
coefficients and all other quantities are assumed to be well defined just as a
function of the local quantities (density, velocity dispersions and so on). The
system of moment equations is truncated in third order by a phenomenolog-
ical equation of heat transfer. Such an approach has been suggested by [19,
57] and generalized to anisotropic systems by [65,37,20]. In the following the
derivation of the model equations is described.

3.2.1 The “Left Hand Sides”

In spherical symmetry, polar coordinates r θ, φ are used and t denotes the
time. The vector ~v = (vi), i = r, θ, φ, denotes the velocity in a local Cartesian
coordinate system at the spatial point r, θ, φ. In the interest of brevity u = vr,
v = vθ, w = vφ is used. The distribution function f , which due to spherical
symmetry is a function of r, t, u, v2 + w2 only, is normalized according to

ρ(r, t) =

∫
f(r, u, v2 + w2, t)du dv dw, (12)

where ρ(r, t) is the mass density; if m denotes the stellar mass, we get the
particle density n = ρ/m. Then

ū =

∫
uf(r, u, v2 + w2, t)du dv dw, (13)

is the bulk radial velocity of the stars. Note that for the analogously defined
quantities v̄ and w̄ we have in spherical systems v̄ = w̄ = 0 (rotating, axisym-
metric systems: w̄ 6= 0). In order to go ahead to the anisotropic gaseous model
equations we now turn back to the left hand side of the Fokker-Planck equation
Eq. 10, which is the collisionless Boltzmann or Vlasov operator. For practical
reasons we prefer for the left hand side local Cartesian velocity coordinates,
whose axes are oriented towards the r, θ, φ coordinate space directions. With
the Lagrange function

L =
1

2

(
ṙ2 + r2θ̇2 + r2 sin2θ φ̇2

)
− Φ(r, t) (14)

the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for a star moving in the cluster po-
tential Φ become:

u̇ = −∂Φ
∂r

+
v2+w2

r
; v̇ = −uv

r
+

w2

tan θ
; ẇ = −uw

r
− vw

r tan θ
. (15)
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The complete local Fokker-Planck equation, derived from Eq. 10, attains the
form

∂f

∂t
+ u

∂f

∂r
+ u̇

∂f

∂u
+ v̇

∂f

∂v
+ ẇ

∂f

∂w
=

(
δf

δt

)
enc

, (16)

where the term subscribed by “enc” denotes the terms involving diffusion
coefficients as in Eq. 11. Moments 〈i, j, k〉 of f are defined in the following way
(all integrations range from −∞ to ∞):

〈0, 0, 0〉 := ρ =

∫
fdudvdw ; 〈1, 0, 0〉 := ū =

∫
ufdudvdw (17)

〈2, 0, 0〉 := pr + ρū2 =

∫
u2fdudvdw (18)

〈0, 2, 0〉 := pθ =

∫
v2fdudvdw ; 〈0, 0, 2〉 := pφ =

∫
w2fdudvdw (19)

〈3, 0, 0〉 := Fr + 3ūpr + ū3 =

∫
u3fdudvdw (20)

〈1, 2, 0〉 := Fθ + ūpθ =

∫
uv2fdudvdw (21)

〈1, 0, 2〉 := Fφ + ūpφ =

∫
uw2fdudvdw . (22)

Note that the definitions of pi and Fi are such that they are proportional to the
random motion of the stars. Due to spherical symmetry we have pθ = pφ =: pt
and Fθ = Fφ =: Ft/2. By pr = ρσ2

r and pt = ρσ2
t the random velocity

dispersions are given, which are closely related to observables in GCs and
galaxies. It is convenient to define velocities of energy transport by

vr =
Fr
3pr

+ u ; vt =
Ft
2pt

+ u . (23)

By multiplication of the Fokker-Planck equation 16 with various powers of u,
v, w we get up to second order the following set of moment equations for ū
dropped in the following):

∂ρ

∂t
+

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2uρ

)
= 0 (24)

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂r
+
GMr

r2
+

1

ρ

∂pr
∂r

+ 2
pr − pt
ρr

= 0 (25)

∂pr
∂t

+
1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2upr

)
+ 2pr

∂u

∂r
+

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2Fr

)
− 2Ft

r
=

(
δpr
δt

)
enc,bin3

(26)

∂pt
∂t

+
1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2upt

)
+ 2

ptu

r
+

1

2

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2Ft

)
+
Ft
r

=

(
δpt
δt

)
enc,bin3

.(27)

The terms labeled with “enc” and “bin3” symbolically denote the collisional
terms resulting from the moments of the right hand side of the Fokker-Planck
equation (Eq. 11) and an energy generation by formation and hardening of
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three body encounters. Both will be discussed below. With the definition of
the mass Mr contained in a sphere of radius r

∂Mr

∂r
= 4πr2ρ (28)

the set of Eqs. 25–27 is equivalent to gas-dynamical equations coupled with
Poisson’s equation. Since moment equations of order n contain moments of
order n+ 1, it is necessary to close the system of the above equations by
an independent closure relation. Here we choose the heat conduction closure,
which consists of a phenomenological Ansatz in analogy to gas dynamics. It
was first used (restricted to isotropy) by [19]. It is assumed that heat transport
is proportional to the temperature gradient, where we use for the temperature
gradient an average velocity dispersion σ2 = (σ2

r + 2σ2
t )/3 and assume vr =

vt (this latter closure was first introduced by [37]). Therefore, the last two
equations to close our model are

vr − u+
λ

4πGρtrx

∂σ2

∂r
= 0 ; vr = vt . (29)

With Eqs. 25–27, 28, and 29 we have now seven equations for our seven de-
pendent variables Mr, ρ, u, pr, pt, vr, vt.

3.2.2 The “Right Hand Sides”

All right hand sides of the moment equations 25–27 are calculated by multi-
plying the right hand side (the encounter term) of the Fokker-Planck equation
as it occurs in Eq. 11 with the appropriate powers of u, v and w and integrat-
ing over velocity space. Since the diffusion coefficients in Eq. 8 also contain
the distribution function f , the equation depends non-linearly on it. That has
led in the early papers to a simplification by using an isotropized background
distribution function fb inside the diffusion coefficients, different from the ac-
tual one [36,66]. In [37,67,64] there is always full consistency between the
background and the actual distribution function.

3.3 Orbit averaged Fokker-Planck models and rotation

The direct solution of the six-dimensional integro-differential equations (Eq. 10
and Eq. 11) is generally not possible. To have numerical solutions of the Fokker-
Planck equation directly one applies Jeans’s theorem and transforms f into a
function of the classical integrals of motion of a particle in a potential under
the given symmetry, as e.g. energy E and modulus of the angular momentum
J2 in a spherical potential or E and z-component of angular momentum Jz
in axisymmetric coordinates. Thereafter, the Fokker-Planck equation can be
integrated over the accessible coordinate space for any given combination of
constants of motion and the orbit-averaged Fokker-Planck equation ensues. By
transformation from vi to E and J and via the limits of the orbital integral
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ω0 Trot /Tkin (%) edyn (0) rtid /rc(0) rh/rc(0) τrc(0) τrh(0)
0.00 0.00 -0.001 18.72 2.70 19.24 91.88
0.05 0.23 0.002 18.61 2.70 19.23 91.77
0.10 0.89 0.013 18.25 2.68 19.22 90.80
0.20 3.38 0.051 16.83 2.66 19.20 89.71
0.30 7.00 0.105 14.99 2.62 19.21 87.73
0.40 11.23 0.165 13.08 2.55 19.22 84.12
0.50 15.61 0.224 11.46 2.48 19.27 80.49
0.60 19.81 0.278 9.94 2.39 19.40 76.32
0.70 23.71 0.327 8.77 2.30 19.50 71.78
0.80 27.18 0.368 7.69 2.20 19.71 67.37
0.90 30.25 0.403 6.88 2.12 19.86 63.24
1.00 32.99 0.433 6.22 2.04 20.02 59.63

Table 1: Initial conditions of rotating King models from [67] with W0 = 6.
Trot/Tkin is the ratio of bulk rotational energy to total kinetic energy in per-
cent, edyn (0) is the dynamical ellipticity, rtid/rc(0) is the ratio of the tidal
radius to core radius, rh/rc(0) is the ratio of the half-mass radius to core
radius, τrc(0) is the central relaxation timescale and τrh(0) is the half-mass
relaxation timescale. All of these quantities are shown for t = 0 of system time
units. Table data are from [67], but note that in this paper the per cent sign
(%) in the header for Trot/Tkin had been omitted erroneously.

the potential enters both implicitly and explicitly. In a two-step scheme alter-
natively solving the Poisson- and Fokker-Planck equation a direct numerical
solution is obtained for spherical systems in 1D (using E only [66]), or in 2D
(using both E and J2 [68,69,70,71]).

One of the main uncertainties in this method is that for non-spherical
mass distributions the orbit structure in the system may depend on unknown
non-classical third integrals of motion which are neglected. First 2D models of
axisymmetric, rotating globular star clusters [67] used initial models obtained
published earlier [72,73,74], which are generalizations of the standard King
models [75], using its dimensionless central potential value W0 and a new
dimensionless rotation parameter ω0. These models have a rigid rotation in
the core, maximum of the rotation curve around the half-mass radius and a
differentially decreasing rotation in the halo. They are still mainly supported
by “thermal” pressure (velocity dispersions), the rotational energy provides
a smaller part of the energy. Typical initial data for W0 = 6 and different
rotation parameters are seen in Table 1: the ratio of total rotational to total
kinetic energy, dynamical ellipticity, ratios of tidal and half-mass radii to initial
core radii, the central relaxation time and finally the half-mass relaxation time
in system units are given (for definitions see [67]).

Fokker-Planck models showed that in presence of rotation there is an ef-
fective viscosity transporting angular momentum outwards and accelerating
cluster evolution significantly as compared to a spherical cluster (see Fig. 2
and [67]). A series of follow-up papers include post-collapse and multi-mass
models [76,77,78] and found an accelerated rotation in the core for heavy
masses sinking to the core - as it was predicted by the combined gravogyro
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Fig. 2: Evolution of mass shells (Lagrange radii r55) for models with King
central potential parameter W0 = 6, and three different dimensionless rotation
parameters (see Table 1) ω0 = 0.0, 0.3, 0.6 as indicated. Shown are the radii
for mass columns containing the indicated percentage of total initial mass in
the direction of the θ = 54◦.74 angle. From [67].

and gravothermal “catastrophes” predicted by [17,79]. One rotating model
included in the Dragon simulations [48], however, did not show accelerated
evolution. Whether this is due to heavy mass loss by stellar evolution (not
included in earlier papers) or due to a small deviation from the proper ini-
tial model is not clear. There is an urgent need for more coverage of rotating
stellar clusters by direct N -body simulations, see some first progress [80,81,
82]. The initial models of Table 1 are still in frequent use, in particular if re-
alized as N -body configurations for N -body models [83,84,80,81,82]. Notice
also the alternative rotating models of Varri [85,86], which are more suitable
with regard to the outer cluster zones under influence of tidal fields.
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4 Monte Carlo Models

Monte Carlo models of star clusters are the only ones which are still intensively
used up to the present time, even though they are based on the Fokker-Planck
approximation, in the same way as Fokker-Planck or gaseous/moment models.
Sometimes this may not be clear to every reader of current papers using Monte
Carlo models, because they provide data equivalent to N -body simulations -
particles with masses, positions and velocities at certain times. Astrophysics
(stellar single and binary evolution, stellar collisions, relativistic binaries...)
has been included very much like in N -body models. This review is not about
Monte Carlo models, but a brief summary of their history and entry points to
the current literature should be given.

4.1 Hénon and Spitzer type method

As the name suggests Monte Carlo models are based on the principle that
stars have an orbit in a known self-consistent potential; random perturbations
are applied, which model the effect of relaxation by distant gravitational en-
counters. Spitzer’s method follows the orbits of stars in the global potential of
the cluster and randomly applies kicks in velocity to the stars; at the end of
a long series of papers they included binaries and a mass spectrum [87,88,89,
90,91,92,93,94].
Hénon’s method is using the phase space of constants of motion of a star
in a spherically symmetric potential, energy and angular momentum. Deflec-
tions are selected randomly, and their effect on angular momentum and energy
computed and applied [95]. The method was extended to include astrophysi-
cal effects, including binaries and stellar evolution [96,97]. These models still
allowed for “superstars”, i.e. one particle in the Monte Carlo model could rep-
resent many real stars.
Current Monte Carlo models are based on Hénon’s method, but restricted to
star-by-star modelling (much like N -body), where every star is a particle in the
Monte Carlo simulation. This only made it possible to include all astrophysical
effects in the same way than it is done in N -body simulations. This new line of
Monte Carlo models was initiated by Giersz [98] (code name MOCCA) and
the Northwestern team [99] (code name CMC).

4.2 MOCCA and CMC

The Monte Carlo codes based on the Hénon scheme use constants of motion
(specific energy E, specific angular momentum L) as basic variables, properties
of stars in the simulation. If the spherically symmetric gravitational potential
Φ(r) is known, the pericenter rmin and apocenter rmax of the orbit are known.
At every point of the orbit r the radial velocity is known from

vr = ±
√

2
(
E − Φ(r)

)
− L2

r2
. (30)
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The orbital integral defines the orbital time τ by

τ

2
=

rmax∫
rmin

dr

vr
. (31)

With p(r) = (2/τ)·(dr/vr) one gets a probability distribution function, used to
randomly pick a radial position ri for the star on its orbit (which should be dis-
tributed according to p(r)). Let mi be the stellar mass of stars (i = 1, . . . , n),
then the spherically symmetric gravitational potential can be computed ac-
cording to [95]

Φ(r) = G

(
−1

r

k∑
i=1

mi −
n∑

i=k+1

mi

ri

)
. (32)

In addition to that two angles θ and φ are randomly picked, so as to have a
three dimensional position of the star. Velocities are obtained from E, L, and
U(ri) (one more random number needed). In that way a model star cluster
is produced whose data structure is three dimensional - equivalent to that of
an N -body simulation. To model the relaxation effect, two neighbouring stars
are selected and a mean squared deflection angle chosen, which is proportional
to the time-step over the relaxation time. Using this angle changes in E and
L are computed. Binaries and close encounters between them have been first
modelled completely stochastically as well (using random impact parameters,
and using random realization of known cross sections). More recently a few-
body integration is done in both MOCCA and CMC codes. This is a very
rough account of Monte Carlo principles, the reader interested in more details
is referred to the papers cited in the next paragraphs.
An account of the state of the MOCCA code and comparison with N -body
simulations is published here [100,101]. Recently, it has been used for a large
number of simulations of Galactic and extragalactic clusters, the MOCCA
Survey Database has been published [102,103,104,105]. The CMC code[106]
has been developed in parallel, with matching models to observations [107],
and an overview of the current state of the code [108]. Examples of current use
of this code focus on compact remnants and their gravitational wave emission,
such as e.g. [109,110,111].
Both Monte Carlo codes have been very successful in terms of generating a
large amount of cluster simulations to be compared with observational data
and also to follow the evolution of special objects. However, one should not
forget their serious limitations:

– if we have a number of massive objects in a central high density region -
the assumption of a smooth spherically symmetric potential breaks down;

– at high densities and if many binaries are present, the assumption that
there are uncorrelated two-body relaxation encounters and close few-body
encounters, which can be clearly separated, breaks down.

– Taking into account external tidal fields is quite difficult, though in simple
cases not impossible, due to the strictly spherical cluster centered gravita-
tional potential.
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The bottom line is that Monte Carlo models have to be used in order to get
an overview of large parameter ranges of star cluster evolution, but in many
cases a check by comparison with direct N -body simulations is desirable. They
do not suffer from all the problems mentioned above; however, also direct
numerical solutions of the N -body problem have certain issues, see Sect. 5.4.
A nice overview of current Monte Carlo models is in [112], who also present a
somewhat restricted Monte Carlo code for rotating systems (see Sect. 6.4.6).

5 Direct N-body Simulations – Methods and Algorithms

To integrate the orbits of particles in time under their mutual gravitational
interaction the total gravitational potential at each particle’s position is re-
quired. Poisson’s equation in integral form gives the potential Φ generated at
a point in coordinate space ~r due to a smooth mass distribution ρ(~r)

Φ(~r) = −G
∫

ρ(~r′)

|~r′ − ~r|
d3~r′ . (33)

A discrete particle distribution in N -body simulations is given by

ρ(~r) =

N∑
i=1

mi δ(~r − ~rj) (34)

with N particles of mass mi distributed at positions ~rj . Putting this into the
integral Poisson equation (33) we get Newton’s law for point masses:

Φ(~r) = −G
N∑
j=1

mj

|~r − ~rj |
. (35)

5.1 Nbody - the growth of an industry

It was already discovered by Sebastian von Hoerner in the earliest published
N -body simulations that the relaxation time [35] is relevant for star cluster
evolution and that the formation of close and eccentric binaries occurs as the
rule rather than as an exception. It was particularly difficult to accurately
integrate them, effectively the simulation would be stopped if close binaries
demanded too small time-steps [152,153].
About at the same time a young postdoc - Sverre Aarseth - in Cambridge
developed a direct N -body integrator for galaxy clusters with gravitational
softening, thereby avoiding von Hoerner’s problems with tight binaries [113].
His code was based on Taylor series evaluation of the gravitational force up
to its second derivative. Eight years later regularization methods [115] were
implemented in Aarseth’s direct N -body code [154]. This allowed to proceed
past the binary deadlock detected in von Hoerner’s models.
Another direct N -body code by Roland Wielen appeared on the market, and
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Year Keyword Reference
1961 . . . . . . Force polynomial [113]

Individual time steps [113]
Gravitational softening [113]

1966 . . . . . . Spherical harmonics [114]
1969 . . . . . .. Two-body KS regularization [115]
1972 . . . . . . Three-body regularization [116]
1973 . . . . . .. Global regularization [117]

AC neighbor scheme [118]
1978 . . . . . .. Co-moving coordinates [119]
1979 . . . . . . Regularized AC [120]
1980 . . . . . .. Planetary formation [121]
1986 . . . . . .. Hierarchical block-time steps [122]
1989 . . . . . .. Chain regularization [123]
1990 . . . . . .. Particle in box scheme [124]
1991 . . . . . . Collisional tree code [125]
1992 . . . . . .. Chain N -body interface [126]
1993 . . . . . . Hermite integration [127,128]
1995 . . . . . .. Synthetic stellar evolution [129]

Tidal circularization [130,131]
Slow chain regularization [132]

1996 . . . . . . Hierarchical stability [133]
1998 . . . . . .. Evolution of hierarchies [133]

Stumpff KS method [132]
1999 . . . . . . HARP-6 procedures [134]

Symplectic integrators [135,136]
Nbody6++ SPMD / MPI acceleration [137]

2000 . . . . . . Single stellar evolution (SSE) [138]
2002 . . . . . . Binary stellar evolution (BSE) [139]
2003 . . . . . . GRAPE-6 procedures [140]
2006 . . . . . . 2.5PN in Nbody5 [141]
2007 . . . . . . Direct N -body GPU acceleration [142]
2008 . . . . . . AR with PN terms [143]
2010 . . . . . . Updated AR for few-body problems [144]
2012 . . . . . . Nbody codes GPU acceleration [145]
2013 . . . . . . MPI acceleration on GPU clusters / phiGPU [146]

3.5PN in Nbody6 [147]
2015 . . . . . . SSE/AVX acceleration on GPU clusters [47]
2017 . . . . . . Forward symplectic integrators (FSI) [148]
2020 . . . . . . P3T with SDAR in PeTar [149]

[150]
2021 . . . . . . Minimum spanning tree MSTAR/BiFrost [151]

Table 2: Table showing important algorithmic, hardware and software devel-
opment stepping stones in the development of direct N -body codes. The table
is adapted from [134], corrected in some places, but expanded to more recent
developments. The abbreviations used are as follows:

– KS: Kustaanheimo-Stiefel
– AC: Ahmad-Cohen
– HARP-6 / GRAPE-6: special-purpose computers named Hermite AcceleratoR Pipeline-

6 / GRAvity piPE-6
– PN: Post-Newtonian
– SPMD / MPI: Single Program Multiple Data scheme/Message Passing Interface.
– AR: Algorithmic chain
– GPU: graphics processing unit
– SSE / AVX : Advanced Vector Extension/Streaming SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple

Data) Extension for vectorization in the CPU (central processing unit).
– P3T / SDAR: particle-particle particle-tree/Slow-Down Agolrithmic chain
– MSTAR / BiFrost: Minimum spanning tree + algorithmic chain / Binaries in Frost
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in a seminal paper [52] fair agreement was shown between Aarseth’s and Wie-
len’s codes and a Monte Carlo code by Lyman Spitzer (see above Sect. 4.1).
However, only at the turn of the century Aarseth and von Hoerner could com-
pare their codes, and von Hoerner published a remarkable account on “how it
all started” [155].
Already in 1985 the code Nbody5 [120] had become a kind of “industry
standard”, attaining world wide use. It employed Taylor series using up to
the third derivative of the gravitational force, in a divided difference scheme
based on four time points, with individual particle time-steps. Also there were
regularizations for more than two bodies, such as the classical chain regu-
larization [123], and the Ahmad-Cohen [118] neighbour scheme already in
Nbody5. The advent of vector and parallel computers demanded an opti-
mization towards hierarchically blocked time-steps and the Hermite scheme
(Sect. 5.2.1) [122,128], because it used only two time points, which made
memory management easier. This became known as Nbody6.
The growth of the “industry”[134] included further improvements in the regu-
larization techniques [156,132,157] and a comprehensive book summary [158].
Table 2 summarizes the main algorithmic, hardware and software development
stepping stones in the direct N -body community up until today.

5.2 The Nbody6 scheme

In the following, the Nbody6 integrator is described in some more detail
(note that Nbody7 already contains parallelization through GPU acceleration
and will be treated in the next section). Nbody6 and its parallelized and
GPU accelerated offspring (Nbody6++, Nbody6GPU, Nbody6++GPU,
Nbody7, see Table 3) is still the most widely used method for direct N -
body simulations, but recently also new approaches have been published (cf.
Sect. 5.5).

5.2.1 The Hermite scheme

The Hermite scheme and Nbody6 go back to [128]; in conjunction with a
hierarchically blocked time-step scheme (see below and [122]) it improved the
performance on vector computers and turned out to be efficient for all of
recent parallel and innovative hardware (general and special purpose parallel
computers, GRAPE and GPU). Assume a set of N particles with positions
~ri(t0) and velocities ~vi(t0) (i = 1, . . . , N) is given at time t = t0, and let us look
at a selected test particle at ~r = ~r0 = ~r(t0) and ~v = ~v0 = ~v(t0). Note that here
and in the following the index i for the test particle i and also occasionally
the index 0 indicating the time t0 will be dropped for brevity; sums over j
are to be understood to include all j with j 6= i, since there should be no
self-interaction. Accelerations ~a0 and their time derivatives ȧ0 are calculated
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explicitly:

~a0 =
∑
j

Gmj

~Rj
R3
j

; ~̇a0 =
∑
j

Gmj

(
~Vj
R3
j

− 3(~Vj · ~Rj)
~Rj
R5
j

)
, (36)

where ~Rj := ~r−~rj , ~Vj := ~v−~vj , Rj := |~Rj |, Vj := |~Vj |. By low order predictions,

~xp(t) =
1

6
(t− t0)3~̇a0 +

1

2
(t− t0)2~a0 + (t− t0)~v + ~x , (37)

~vp(t) =
1

2
(t− t0)2~̇a0 + (t− t0)~a0 + ~v , (38)

new positions and velocities for all particles at t > t0 are calculated and used
to determine a new acceleration and its derivative directly according to Eq.
36 at t = t1, denoted by ~a1 and ~̇a1. On the other hand ~a1 and ~̇a1 can also be
obtained from a Taylor series using higher derivatives of ~a at t = t0:

~a1 =
1

6
(t− t0)3~a

(3)
0 +

1

2
(t− t0)2~a

(2)
0 + (t− t0)~̇a0 + ~a0 , (39)

~̇a1 =
1

2
(t− t0)2~a

(3)
0 + (t− t0)~a

(2)
0 + ~̇a0 . (40)

If ~a1 and ~̇a1 are known from direct summation (from Eq. 36 using the predicted
positions and velocities) one can invert the equations above to determine the
unknown higher order derivatives of the acceleration at t = t0 for the test
particle:

1

2
~a(2) = −3

~a0 − ~a1

(t− t0)2
− 2~̇a0 + ~̇a1

(t− t0)
(41)

1

6
~a(3) = 2

~a0 − ~a1

(t− t0)3
−
~̇a0 + ~̇a1

(t− t0)2
, (42)

This is the Hermite interpolation, which finally allows to correct positions and
velocities at t1 to high order from

~x(t) = ~xp(t) +
1

24
(t− t0)4~a

(2)
0 +

1

120
(t− t0)5~a(3) , (43)

~v(t) = ~vp(t) +
1

6
(t− t0)3~a

(2)
0 +

1

24
(t− t0)4~a

(3)
0 . (44)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. 44 it turns out that the error in the
force calculation for this method is O(∆t4), as opposed to standard leap-
frog scheme, which has a force error of O(∆t2) (but see new developments
in Sect. 5.5). Additional errors induced by approximate potential calculations
(particle mesh or Tree) create potentially even larger errors than that. In Fig.
3, however, it is shown that the above Hermite method used for a real N -body
integration sustains generally an error of O(∆t4) for the entire calculation.
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Fig. 3: The relative energy error as the function of the number of steps. A
time-step criterion using differences between predicted and corrected values is
used, different from Eq. 45. Dotted curves are for Hermite schemes, solid curves
for Aarseth schemes. The step number p denotes the order of the integrator.
From [127].

5.2.2 Time-step Choice

Aarseth [120] provides an empirical time-step criterion

∆t =

√
η
|~a||~a(2)|+ |~̇a|2

|~̇a||~a(3)|+ |~a(2)|2
. (45)

The error is governed by the choice of η, which in most practical applications
is taken to be η = 0.01−0.04. It is instructive to compare this with the inverse
square of the curvature κ of the curve ~a(t) in coordinate space

1

κ2
=

1 + |~̇a|2

|~a(2)|2
. (46)
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Clearly under certain conditions the time-step choice of Eq. 45 becomes sim-
ilar to choosing the time-step according to the curvature of the acceleration
curve; since it was determined just empirically, however, it cannot generally
be related to the curvature expression above. In [127] a different time step cri-
terion has been suggested, which appears simpler and more straightforwardly
defined, and couples the time-step to the difference between predicted and cor-
rected coordinates. The standard Aarseth time-step criterion from Eq. 45 has
been used in most N -body simulations so far, because it seems to achieve an
optimal step better than (on average) the mathematically more sound Makino
step (see the time-step related discussion in [159]).
Since the position of all field particles can be determined at any time by the
low-order prediction from Eq. 38, the time-step of each particle (which de-
termines the time at which the corrector of Eq. 44 is applied) can be freely
chosen according to the local requirements of the test particle; the additional
error induced due to the use of only predicted data for the full N sums of
Eq. 36 is negligibly small, for the benefit of not being forced to keep all par-
ticles in lockstep. Such an individual time-step scheme is in particular for
non-homogeneous systems very advantageous, as was quantitatively pointed
out by [160]. Particles in the high density core of a star clusters need to be
updated much more often than particles on orbits very far from the centre.
They show that the gain in computational speed due to the individual time-
step scheme (as compared to a lockstep scheme where all particles share the
minimum required time-step) is of the order N1/3 for homogeneous and N1

for strongly spatially structured systems [160].
For the purpose of vectorization and parallelization it is better not to have the
particles continuously distributed on a time axis. Consequently, [161] uses a
hierarchical scheme, still on the basis of Eq. 45; but a change of the time-step
is considered only if that equation yields a variation of ∆t compared to the last
step by more than a factor of 2 (increase or decrease). If this is the case a vari-
ation by 2 is applied only. Thus in model units all time-steps are selected from
the set {2−i|i = 0, ...imax} with k = imax determined by the condition that
∆tmin > 2−imax for the minimum time-step ∆tmin determined from Eq. 45. For
core collapse simulations of star clusters of a few ten thousand particles imax

goes up to about 20; empirically and theoretically [160] ∆tmin ∝ N−1/3, so for
large N imax becomes larger, however, on the other hand, how large imax grows
for fixed N depends on the selected criteria for so–called KS regularisation of
perturbed two–body motion (see below). The implementation of the block step
scheme indeed uses an even stronger condition than the above described one,
it is demanded that not only the time-steps, but also the individual accumu-
lated times of each particles are commensurate with the time-step itself. This
ensures that for any particle i and any time Ti = ti + δti all particles with
δtj < δti have for their own time Tj = tj + δtj = Ti, where the last equal-
ity is the non–trivial one. Such procedure is important for the parallelization
of the algorithm. For example it has as a consequence that at the big time-
steps always huge groups of particles are due for correction, sometimes even
all particles (at the largest steps).
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5.2.3 Ahmad-Cohen neighbour scheme

Another refinement of the Hermite or Aarseth “brute force” method is the two-
time-step scheme, denoted as neighbour or Ahmad-Cohen scheme [118]. For

each particle a neighbour radius is defined, and ~a and ~̇a are computed due to
neighbours and non-neighbours separately. Similar to the Hermite scheme the
higher derivatives are computed separately for the neighbour force (irregular
force) and non-neighbour force (regular force). Computing two time-steps, an
irregular small∆tirr and a regular large∆treg, from these two force components
by Eq. 45 yields a time-step ratio of γ := ∆treg/∆tirr being in a typical range
of 5–20 for N of the order 103 to 104. The reason is that the regular force has
much less fluctuations than the irregular force. The Ahmad-Cohen neighbour
scheme is implemented in a self-regulated way, where at each regular time-
step a new neighbour list is determined using a given neighbour radius rsi
for each particle. If the neighbour number found is larger than the prescribed
optimal neighbour number, the neighbour radius is increased or vice versa.
In [120,160] more complicated algorithms to adjust the neighbour radius are
described. On the contrary to [160], who find an optimal neighbour number
of Nn,opt ∝ N3/4 we find that adopting a constant neighbour number of the
order of 50 − 200 is sufficient at least up to N = 106. The reason is that
by using special purpose machines or parallelization for parts of the code, an
optimal neighbour number is not well defined, so the neighbour number can be
selected according to accuracy and efficiency requirements. After each regular
time-step the new neighbour list is communicated along with the new particle
positions to all processors of the parallel machine, thus making it possible to
do the irregular time-step in parallel as well.
Using a two-time-step or neighbour scheme again increases the computational
speed of the entire integration by a factor of at least proportional to N1/4 [127].
Both the regular and irregular time-steps are arranged in the hierarchical,
commensurable way.

5.2.4 Regularizations

As the relative distance r of the two bodies becomes small, their time-steps
are reduced to prohibitively small values, and truncation errors grow due to
the singularity in the gravitational potential. Such a close encounter is char-
acterised by an impact parameter p and a relative velocity at “infinity” (in
practice some distance inside the cluster) v∞. A close encounter is character-
ized by

p < p90 = 2G(m1 +m2)/v2
∞, (47)

where p90 is the impact parameter related to a 90 degree deflection in a two-
body problem; G, m1, m2, v∞ are the gravitational constant, the masses of the
two particles and their relative velocity at infinity. In the cluster centre, it is
very likely that two stars come very close together in a hyperbolic encounter.
So, if the separation of two particles gets smaller than p90 they are candidates
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for regularization. To be actually regularized, the two particles have to fulfil
two more sufficient criteria: that they are approaching each other, and that
their mutual force is dominant. These sufficient criteria are defined as

R ·V > 0.1
√

(G(m1 +m2)R

γ :=
|apert|·R2

G(m1+m2) < 0.25

Here, apert is the vectorial differential force exerted by other perturbing par-
ticles onto the two candidates, R, R, V are scalar and vectorial distance and
relative velocity vector between the two candidates, respectively. The factor 0.1
in the upper equation allows nearly circular orbits to be regularized; γ < 0.25
demands that the relative strength of the perturbing forces to the pairwise
force is one quarter of the maximum. These conditions describe quantitatively
that a two-body subsystem is dynamically separated from the rest of the sys-
tem, but not necessarily unperturbed.
The idea is to take both stars out of the main integration cycle, replace them by
their centre of mass (c.m.) and advance the usual integration with this compos-
ite particle instead of resolving the two components. The internal motion of the
two members of the regularized pair (henceforth KS pair, for Kustaanheimo
and Stiefel [115]) is done in a separate coordinate system. However, as was
already noted by [154] there is no need for the perturbation of the KS pair
from other stars to be small.
The internal motion of a KS pair is integrated in a 4D vector space obtained
from a combined canonical and time transformation of relative Cartesian po-
sitions and velocities. The coordinate transformation goes back to Levi-Civita
in 2D [162]. A full generalization to higher dimensions is only possible over
the mathematical object of a field, the next one to be quaternions in 4D. Kus-
taanheimo and Stiefel found a way to transform forward from 3D to 4D and
back from 4D to 3D by working over a skewed field of quaternions (sacrificing
some commutativity rules; their mathematical language was different though).
A modern theoretical approach to this subject can be found e.g. in [163];
the complete formalism including also the time transformation can be found
in [164]. Aarseth uses this method to integrate the KS pairs in 4D space, and
when using the back-transformation automatically returning to Cartesian 3D
space [154]. The KS transformation converts the motion in a singular New-
tonian gravitational potential into a harmonic oscillator in 4D space, which
has no singularity. Since the harmonic potential is regular, numerical integra-
tion with high accuracy can proceed with much better efficiency, and there is
no danger of truncation errors for arbitrarily small separations. The internal
time–step of such a KS–regularized pair is independent of the eccentricity and
of the order of some 50–100 steps per orbit.
While regularization can be used for any analytical two–body solution even
across a mathematical singularity (collision), it is practically applied to per-
turbed pairs only. Once the perturbation γ falls below a critical value of
≈ 10−6, a KS pair is considered unperturbed, and the analytical solution
for the Keplerian orbit is used instead of doing numerical integration. The
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two-body KS regularization occurs in the code either for short-lived hyper-
bolic encounters or for persistent binaries.
Close encounters between single particles and binary stars are also a central
feature of cluster dynamics. The chain regularization [132] is invoked if a KS
pair has a close encounter with another single star or another pair. Especially,
if systems start with a large number of primordial (initial) binaries, such en-
counters may lead to stable (or quasi-stable) hierarchical triples, quadruples,
and higher multiples. They are treated by using special stability criteria [165].
Every subsystem - KS pair, chain or hierarchical subsystem - could be per-
turbed by other single stars. Perturbers are typically those objects that get

closer to the object than Rsep = R/γ
1/3
min, where R is the typical size of the

subsystem; for perturbers, the components of the subsystem are resolved in
their own force computation as well. Algorithmic regularization is a relatively
recent method based on a time transformed leap-frog method [143]; it does
not employ the KS transformation. See for its use and application the next
subsection.

5.3 Parallel and GPU computing and Nbody

A fundamental problem was raised by Daiichiro Sugimoto about 30 years
ago [166] - direct numerical simulations of globular star clusters - with or-
der of a million stars in direct N -body - could not be completed for decades if
extrapolating the standard evolution of computational hardware at that time
(Moore’s law) for the future. Therefore astronomers in the Department of As-
tronomy at Tokyo University started wire-wrapping and designing a new inte-
grated circuit, a special purpose computer chip named GRAPE (=GRAvity
PipE). The work was continued with great success by the team of Junichiro
Makino, the GRAPE chips were finally assembled into GRAPE accelerator
mainboards containing several chips (such as HARP, GRAPE-4, GRAPE-
6) [167,168,169,140].
The GRAPE chip is an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), which
could only compute gravitational forces between particles (it also computed
the time derivative of the force, to be directly applicable to the Hermite scheme
of Nbody6). A GRAPE board is a multi-core (multi-chip) parallel comput-
ing device (e.g. GRAPE-4 board contained 48 chips with shared memory, each
chip contained one pipeline for force calculation; the GRAPE-6 chip contained
6 force pipelines [140]).
Custom built computing clusters using GRAPE were built outside of Japan
e.g. in Rochester and Heidelberg [170]. In the following years, graphical pro-
cessing units (GPU) widely replaced GRAPE; direct N -body implementations
were done on GPU clusters [142,171]. Interfaces have been written such that
GRAPE users could right away also use GPU with the newly invented pro-
gramming language CUDA (Yebisu [172], Sapporo [173], Kirin [174,175]). Still
somewhat state of the art is Nbody6GPU, which includes GPU acceleration
of Nbody6 using CUDA kernels for single node servers [145]. Many of these
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kernels written by Keigo Nitadori are still in current use, even for the mas-
sively parallel programs such as Nbody6++GPU, see below.
At the same time another development started, parallelization of Nbody6
with the (at that time) new standard MPI (message passing interface).
Nbody6++ [137] uses the SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) scheme to
run many instances of the code in parallel, while distributing force computa-
tions for different particles to the processors of a massively parallel computer.
From time to time data transfers using MPI communication routines are nec-
essary, to make sure all processors are synchronous. Systems with hundreds of
processing units were used at the time (e.g. CRAY T3E), which demanded effi-
cient coding of the communication scheme. Copy and ring algorithms were de-
veloped, and asynchronous data transfer and computation implemented [176,
177].
A copy algorithm keeps always a complete copy of all particle data on every
parallel process; parallelization is over groups of particles due for the correction
step; communication sends around all new particle positions and velocities in
the Hermite scheme to all other processes. In contrast the ring algorithm uses
a domain decomposition, every process has its specific set of particles (at least
for some time), and instead of communicating particle positions and veloci-
ties partial gravitational forces and their time derivatives are communicated.
A copy algorithm has been implemented by [137,178] for Nbody6++, and
a ring algorithm is used in phiGRAPE [170]. All these communication algo-
rithms have been implemented long time ago using the MPI SENDRECV
routine in a cyclic fashion - for p processes p−1 communication steps are
needed2. Every process simultaneously sends data to its next neighbour and
receives data from its other neighbour, in a ring structure. Therefore these
algorithms are also denoted as systolic communication algorithms (both copy
and ring). Nowadays MPI ALLGATHER or MPI ALLREDUCE may be
used, but their implementations are not transparent and vary; the latter would
normally use a Tree-based implementations (instead of systolic) - the num-
ber of communication steps is then only log2(p) (while our systolic algorithm
needs O(p) steps). It can be shown that asymptotically (for large data chunks
and low latency) both algorithms are equivalent with regard to the total time
required, because the Tree based algorithm uses increasingly large data pack-
ages, while in systolic algorithms every step communicates the same amount
of data.[177]. Hence, currently still the systolic communication with a copy
algorithm is used in Nbody6++GPU. If going to ten or hundred million
bodies the copy algorithm may become too large for system memories, and
should be updated to the ring algorithm with domain decomposition, which
is not a fundamental problem (already used in the phiGRAPE code, which is
a simple variant of the Hermite scheme with blocked hierarchical time steps).
While both ring and copy algorithms scale linearly with p a hypersystolic

algorithm exists which scales only with
√
np [179,180]. For GRAPE a spe-

2 p is the number of processing elements running an MPI process, typically one multi-core
CPU runs 1-4 MPI processes per node, across several nodes; each of them is connected to
GPUs on the node
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cial implementation of a hypersystolic algorithm for 2D meshes of processing
elements has been proposed [176]. Hypersystolic and other Tree based com-
munication algorithms can play out their strengths in case of a huge number of
processes (as in case of GRAPE for example) with relatively modest compu-
tational load on every process. On the contrary the current Nbody6++GPU
algorithm requires modest numbers of processes (order 10-100 with current
particle numbers of up to around a million, may be more in the future), which
have big computing loads and very large data chunks to communicate.
Nbody6++ [137] parallelizes both force loops with MPI, for the regular and
the neighbour force in the Ahmad-Cohen scheme.
A ring communication algorithm with domain decomposition in the future
would also help for situations when there are many small block time-steps
with few particles to integrate. The current code Nbody6++ (and its suc-
cessors Nbody6++GPU using GPU) only invoke parallel MPI execution if
the number of particles in a time block is large enough (like e.g. 50-100, best
value has to be tested for every hardware). For smaller blocks all processors
are redundantly computing everything without communication, to avoid the
overhead connected with MPI. Since the special hierarchical time-step scheme
of Nbody6 favours time blocks with many particles this is for usual globu-
lar cluster simulations no bottleneck. However, in case of very high central
density, like in nuclear star clusters with central supermassive black hole (see
Sect. 7) the parallel performance gets degraded.
With the advent of clusters, where nodes would be running MPI, and each
node having a GPU accelerator, Nbody6++GPU was created - on the top
level MPI parallelization is done for the force loops (coarse grained paralleliza-
tion) and at the bottom level each MPI process calls its own GPU to accelerate
the force calculation [146], using Nitadori’s Yebisu library [172] for the regu-
lar force only. Secondly, an AVX/SSE implementation accelerates prediction
and neighbour (irregular) forces, and also a number of other features had been
severely optimized and improved (such as particle selection at block times) [47].
This code currently keeps the record of the largest direct N -body simulation
of a globular cluster with all required astrophysics (single and binary stellar
evolution, stellar collisions, tidal field), simulated over 12 Gyrs [48].
In recent years, inspired also by LIGO/Virgo/KAGRA gravitational wave de-
tections [181], numerous current updates have been made with regard to stellar
evolution of massive stars in singles and binaries [46], and with regard to colli-
sional build up of stars (mass loss at stellar collisions allowed) and intermediate
mass black holes [182,183,184]. The current code is available via Github3.
Note that a different service is provided by Long Wang, quoted here [86].
That alternative version of Nbody6++GPU has been recently used by the
Padova team, replacing the older SSE/BSE stellar evolution by MOBSE (see
e.g. [185]).
Star clusters with primordial (initial) binaries inevitably lead to binaries of
black holes. If two black holes get close enough to each other, either during

3 https://github.com/nbody6ppgpu
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a hyperbolic encounter or due to close Newtonian three-body or four body
interactions, Post-Newtonian corrections have to be taken into account. They
take the form of an expansion of the relative acceleration between the two
bodies in terms of (v/c)2i, denoted as PNi-terms. PN1, PN2, and PN3 are
conservative, producing periastron shifts of orbits, while PN2.5 and PN3.5
provide the energy and angular momentum loss due to gravitational radia-
tion. The first implementation was done in Nbody5 up to PN2.5 [141]; and
for Nbody7 [186]. Also relativistic spin-spin and spin-orbit interactions of
orders PN1.5, PN2.0, PN2.5 have been recently included [147]. The most re-
cent version of Nbody7 [187] includes also the full PN terms by using the
ARChain (algorithmic regularization chain) method [143]. Nbody7 is GPU
accelerated, but has not yet the MPI parallelization of Nbody6++ and
Nbody6++GPU. Generally binary evolution governed by Post-Newtonian
terms has been compared with full numerical solutions of general relativity;
deviations between fully relativistic and Post-Newtonian evolution only occur
during the final period of merger, in a time span usually negligible for astro-
physical purposes. The reader interested in the original citations with regard
to the derivation and justification of Post-Newtonian terms is referred to [141,
143,147] for further references therein.
When black holes merge they experience a kick due to asymmetric gravi-
tational wave emission, see e.g. the MOCCA implementation [188]; a sim-
ilar model is already used in Nbody7 [187], and this is a field where
Nbody6++GPU is currently lagging behind, current work is ongoing on it.
The following Table 3 gives a summary of the features of different variants of
the Nbody codes. Table 4 shows for Nbody6++GPU a model fit, obtained
from a number of simulations using a range of particle numbers N and MPI
process number Np, where each MPI process also uses a GPU[190]. Eight dif-
ferent pieces of the code have been profiled as indicated. The fit shows the
following key informations:

1 regular and irregular force computation are very well parallelized (∝ N−1
p );

2 regular force computation still scales with approximately N2, but with a
very small factor in front, due to the fast GPU processing.

3 MPI communication and synchronization provide a bottleneck, no further
speedup possible for more than 8-16 MPI processes.

4 Also prediction and sequential parts on the host are bottlenecks if going
for large N , because they scale approximately with N1.5, and do not scale
down with processor number.

The timing model is already a few years old, the current code version has
made progress in MPI parallelization of prediction (pos. 3). To improve the
communication scaling faster MPI or NVLink4 communication hardware will
be beneficial (pos. 5, 6). Note that all numerical factors in the fit dependent
on the specific hardware used - CPUs, GPUs, communication lines between
CPU nodes and between CPU and GPU.

4 NVIDIA High Speed GPU Interconnect
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Table 3: Comparison of the code versions

ITS ACS KS HITS PN AR CC MPI GPU
Nbody1 X
Nbody2 X X
Nbody3 X X
Nbody4 X X X
Nbody5 X X X (X) X
Nbody6 X X X r X
Nbody6GPU X X X X X X
Nbody6++ X X X X X
Nbody6++GPU X X X r X X X
Nbody7 X X X X X X

X: Included in standard version of that level
ITS: Individual time–steps [120]
ACS: Ahmad-Cohen neighbour scheme [118]
KS: KS–regularization of few-body subsystems [115]
HITS: Hermite scheme integration method combined with hierarchical block time-steps [128]
PN: Post-Newtonian [141,143,186]
r: restricted PN, only orbit-averaged energy loss by gravitational radiation [182,183,189]
(X): only included in special version of the code [141]
AR: Algorithmic regularization [143]
CC: Classical chain regularization [132]
MPI: Message Passing Interface, multi-node multi-CPU parallelization [137]
GPU: use of GPU acceleration [145] (if also MPI: multi-node many GPU [146])

Description Timing Expected scaling

variable N Np Fitting value [sec]

Regular force computation Treg O (Nreg ·N) O
(
N−1

p

) (
2.2 · 10−9 ·N2.11 + 10.43

)
·N−1

p

Irregular force computation Tirr O (Nirr · 〈Nnb〉) O
(
N−1

p

) (
3.9 · 10−7 ·N1.76 − 16.47

)
·N−1

p

Prediction Tpre O
(
Nknp

)
O

(
N

−kpp
p

) (
1.2 · 10−6 ·N1.51 − 3.58

)
·N−0.5

p

Data moving Tmov O
(
Nknm1

)
O(1) 2.5 · 10−6 ·N1.29 − 0.28

MPI communication (regular) Tmcr O
(
Nkncr

)
O

(
kpcr ·

Np−1

Np

) (
3.3 · 10−6 ·N1.18 + 0.12

) (
1.5 · Np−1

Np

)
MPI communication (irregular) Tmci O

(
Nknci

)
O

(
kpci ·

Np−1

Np

) (
3.6 · 10−7 ·N1.40 + 0.56

) (
1.5 · Np−1

Np

)
Synchronization Tsyn O

(
Nkns

)
O

(
Nkps

p

) (
4.1 · 10−8 ·N1.34 + 0.07

)
·Np

Sequential parts on host Thost O
(
Nknh

)
O(1) 4.4 · 10−7 ·N1.49 + 1.23

Table 4: Profiling model developed for Nbody6++GPU, details explained in
main text; reproduced from [190]

Fig. 4 shows a similar information in principle than Table 4, but here
the eye should inspect the relative weight of the different components, when
increasing the number of MPI processes. The coloured fields correspond to the
code parts discussed above, but a little more segmented:

a Reg. and Irr. correspond to regular and irregular force computation in
Table 4;

b Pred. is prediction;
c Move is data moving;
d Comm.R, Send.R., Comm.I. and Send.I is MPI communication (regular,

irregular)
e Barr. is synchronization
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f Init.B., Adjust, KS, refer to sequential parts on the host.

The bottom line to stress from these results is that even for one million bod-
ies the bottleneck of the parallel code is NOT the regular force (which would
be extremely dominant in a sequential processing), so it is NOT the stum-
bling block for going to much higher particle number, these are prediction
and communication. There are also phiGPU [146], phiGRAPE [170], and

Fig. 4: Pie chart showing the time fraction spent in different parts of the
Nbody6++GPU code for a one million body simulation without initial (pri-
mordial) binaries. Different rings show different number of MPI processes Np
(inside to outside 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16.). Colours explained in main text.

HiGPU [191,192]. All of them are using the Hermite scheme with hierarchi-
cally blocked time-steps, and are fully parallelized and GPU accelerated. There
is no Ahmad-Cohen neighbour scheme and no regularization, which means that
on a serial computer they would be much slower than e.g. Nbody6++GPU.
But with a very efficient parallelization and GPU acceleration this is partly
compensated; they have been used for astrophysical problems where star-by-
star modelling could be neglected, such as e.g. galactic nuclei and galaxy merg-
ers with supermassive black holes (cf. e.g [193,193,194,195,196]).
An interesting feature is that these codes implement higher order Hermite in-
tegration schemes (in phiGPU 4th, 6th, or 8th order can be chosen, HiGPU
uses 6th order. There is another 6th and 8th order Hermite integrator [172];
so far these higher order integrators have seen relatively little use, consistent
with the conclusion that the 4th order integrator is an optimal choice for per-
formance and accuracy [127].
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5.4 Are N-Body simulations reliable?

At this point the reader may expect that direct N -body simulation turn out to
be the most reliable (although computationally most expensive) way to sim-
ulate the dynamical evolution of a gravitating system consisting of N point
masses. It does not involve any serious approximations and assumptions, as
e.g. the Fokker-Planck approximation and the Monte Carlo codes. By reduc-
ing the η-values in the time-step (Eq. 45) any accuracy can be achieved in
principle, as long as machine accuracy permits it. Usually for accuracy and
time-step choice globally conserved quantities are used, such as energy and
angular momentum, and center of mass conservation (position and velocity).
However, for a system with N particles phase space has 6N dimensions, and a
check of say energy, angular momentum, and center of mass alone only checks
whether the numerically calculated system remains within an allowed 6N − 9
dimensional hypervolume. There is no a priori information how “exact” the
“true” individual trajectories are reproduced in the simulation within this hy-
pervolume. It was early pointed out that, due to repeated close encounters
occurring between particles, initial configurations that are very close to each
other, quickly diverge in their evolution from each other [197]. In that work it
was shown that the separation in phase space of two trajectories increases ex-
ponentially with time, or with other words, the evolution of the configuration
is extremely sensitive to initial conditions (particle positions and velocities).
The timescale of exponential instability is as short as a fraction of a crossing
time, and the accurate integration of a system to core collapse would require of
order O(N) decimal places [198,199]. These papers argue that the problem is
caused by two-body encounters, but chaotic orbits in non-integrable potentials
can be a source of exponential instability and thus cause unreliable numerical
integrations as well.
However, the situation is not as bad as it seems. N -body simulations of star
clusters or galactic nuclei do not always exploit the detailed configuration
space of all particles. Quantities of interest are global or somehow averaged
quantities, like Lagrangian radii or velocity dispersions averaged in certain
volumes. As it was nicely demonstrated in a pioneering series of papers [40,
53,200,201] such results are not sensitive to small variations of initial param-
eters. They took statistically independent initial models (positions and veloc-
ities at the beginning selected by different random number sets) and showed
that the ensemble average of the dynamical evolution of the system always
evolved predictably and in remarkable accord with results obtained from the
Fokker-Planck approximation. The method was also partly and successfully
used in [54], which focused on the evolution of anisotropy and comparisons
with the anisotropic gaseous models of the author of this paper, or in more re-
cent examples [182,183] where the formation of intermediate mass black holes
was analyzed over a large set of N -body simulations, using statistically inde-
pendent initial models.
As a consequence, it should be remembered, however, that great care has to
be taken when interpreting results of N -body simulations on a particle by
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particle basis, for example determining rates of specific types of encounters,
which could produce mergers in a large direct N -body model.
The long-term behaviour of dynamical systems as the solar system are be-
ing studied by N -body simulations as well, but clearly there are much higher
requirements on the accuracy of the individual orbits in contrast to the star
cluster problem. Therefore for the solar system dynamics symplectic methods,
using a generalized leap-frog, like the widely used Wisdom-Holman symplectic
mapping method [202] are the standard integration method. Symplectic map-
ping methods do not show secular errors in energy and angular momentum.
However, in their standard implementation they require a constant time-step
(but see recent new developments described in the following subsection). A
generalization using a time transformation simultaneously with the general-
ized leap-frog has been suggested which can cope with variable time-steps [203].
It has been proposed to reduce secular errors in Hermite schemes and direct
N -body simulations to a level comparable with symplectic methods by us-
ing a time-symmetric scheme. A small variation in the Hermite corrector is
needed, which allows to iterate to convergence (few iterations usually enough)
and individual time-steps made reversible through another iteration [204,205,
168]. How well this generally works and its relation to symplectic schemes is
presently not clear. But it has been well used for direct N -body simulations of
planet formation and planetary systems [206,168]. These codes though are still
on the level of Nbody4, because they do not use the Ahmad-Cohen neighbour
scheme - even in the smallest steps full force calculations over all N parti-
cles are needed. Nbody6++ has been similarly improved using an extended
Hermite scheme to allow iteration, for a hybrid N -body and Fokker-Planck
simulation of planetesimal growth in protoplanetary disks [207,208] (no GPU
implementation with Nbody6++GPU yet).
In [132] it is stressed that even with a newly applied classical method secular
errors in the integration of close binaries can be strongly reduced. One should
keep in mind though, that the N -body integration schemes discussed in this
paper yield excellent results in the star cluster research (see Sect. 4) but are
unsuitable for long-term solar system studies, because they generally have sec-
ular errors, although small. Due to the inherently physically chaotic nature of
star clusters remaining small secular errors can usually be tolerated. It means
that the solution found in the computer always stays near a permitted solution
of the underlying Hamiltonian, even if it does not stay on the one trajectory
which belongs to the initial conditions [209]. But a recent dynamical study has
reiterated that it may not be sufficient just to check a few globally conserved
quantities, because that could be dominated by a few high energy objects (bi-
naries) and could cover up errors in other parts of the system [210].
As outlined above in star cluster simulations the secular errors are being kept
small relative to typical values of energy and angular momentum and an ac-
curate reproduction of all individual stellar orbits is not generally required.
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Fig. 5: Strong scaling of the novel PeTar code[150], showing wall clock times
obtained on the Juwels-Booster as a function of number of compute nodes, for
particle numbers up to eight million and binary fractions of up to 50%. The
benchmarks have been done by Qi Shu, and will be published in [219].

5.5 New Approaches

A completely new code, called PeTaR has been introduced [150]. It is a hy-
brid N -body code, which combining the P3T (particle-particle particle-tree)
method [211,212,213,214] and a slow-down time transformed symplectic in-
tegrator (SDAR) [149]. The latter is mathematically similar to a KS [115]
regularization, using a time transformation in a similar way (based on the
Poincaré transform of the Hamiltonian [215,143]), but regarding the canoni-
cal coordinate transformation it uses an extended classical phase space rather
than the 4D KS space. Both regularization methods also employ a slow-down
procedure. PeTar uses the parallelization framework for developing particle
simulation codes (FDPS [213,216]) to manage the particle-tree construction
and long-range force calculation. For single and binary stellar evolution the
standard SSE and BSE packages are used as in e.g. MOCCA [217,187,46].
The code is conceptually ahead of Nbody6++GPU in several respects; par-
allelization of a large number of hard binaries is included and a domain de-
composition makes it easier to go to particle numbers much larger than 106,
as well as the use of the Tree scheme for distant groups of particles, rather
than the Ahmad-Cohen neighbour scheme in Nbody6++GPU. We show in
Fig. 5 its excellent strong scaling obained on the Juwels Booster supercom-
puter in Germany [218]. The paper presenting the PeTar code makes some
much stronger statements about Nbody6++GPU, claiming it is impossible
to implement binary parallelization and domain decomposition in it. We think
the given arguments are not sound, a thorough discussion of these issues will
follow here in the future depending on further work with Nbody6++GPU.
Also the paper presents a couple of convincing comparisons between both
codes, but a real long time model comparison with many binaries is still work
in progress. The problem is, that the single and binary stellar evolution in
Nbody6++GPU has a much stronger coupling to the dynamical evolution
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of binaries and close encounters - that is from a programmer’s viewpoint a
trouble (as stated in [150]), but it is important when following very hard and
relativistic binaries [182,183]. Even the Tree algorithm is not really essential
- inherently it can be much faster than the direct Hermite scheme (even with
Ahmad-Cohen neighbour scheme), but it depends on the accuracy required.
We have shown by comparison of Nbody6++GPU with the Bonsai Tree
code [220] that if same accuracy is required, performance difference is not sig-
nificant [190]. This can be also seen in Sect. 5.3 from the performance analysis
of Nbody6++GPU - even for more than a million bodies the regular distant
forces are not the bottleneck, they have been effectively parallelized.
Another novel approach is based on forward symplectic integrators (FSI) [221,
222,223,148]. It is called Frost [151], uses MPI parallelization and GPU ac-
celeration and shows competitive benchmarks for very large N (million and
more). The authors note that the FSI approach has hardly been used in the
community, even though it generates very accurate orbital integrations. How-
ever, as discussed above, for most star cluster simulations orbit integration
with maximum machine precision is not really needed; however, for the inner-
most regions of nuclear star clusters, with stellar orbits around supermassive
black holes, this will be important and Frost may turn out to be excel-
lently suited for such environment. On the other hand the planetary system
and protoplanetary disk simulation community regularly uses either symplec-
tic schemes or the improved iterated Hermite schemes (see above Sect. 5.3).
A very significant innovation in Frost is Mstar - a fast parallelized algo-
rithmically regularized integrator. Instead of classical and algorithmic chains,
which assemble their particles linearly (in a chain), Mstar uses a minimum
spanning Tree, so the chain can have branches. That leads to smaller average
distances within chain particles as before, reduces computing time and errors.
Such an algorithm could be as well used for the other chain regularizations.
Finally, hybrid codes have been constantly designed and used for a while to
amend the direct N -body for a large number of distant particles. It started al-
ready with Nbody5 which was coupled to a Tree scheme [125]; Nbody6++
has been hybridized with a series expansion code [178] (sometimes also called
self-consistent field [224], SCF). Last, but not least there is a new hybrid
code Etics [225], which has been coupled with phiGRAPE, and applied to
the loss cone problem in a nuclear star cluster around a binary supermassive
black hole [226].

6 Astrophysics in star clusters

6.1 Single Stellar Evolution

In realistic star cluster simulations all stars undergo stellar evolution as time
proceeds, see e.g. [227] and therefore, a large array of stellar evolutionary pro-
cesses must be considered. We briefly outline the fundamentals of single stellar
evolution (Sect. 6.1) because it is essential to understand the complexities that
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need to be modelled before we move on to an area, in which collisional N -body
simulations find some of their strongest applications, which is binary stellar
evolution (Sect. 6.2) in dense star clusters. The discussion in this Sect. 6.1 is
primarily based on [228], but a more recent review may also be found in [229].
A star is a self-gravitating object of a hot plasma, which emits energy at the
surface in form of photons (and from the inner regions in the form of neu-
trinos). Furthermore, it is spherically symmetric in the absence of rotation,
magnetic fields and a sufficiently close companion or multiple companion stars
that induce interior oscillations and bulges through tidal interaction or deform
the star through mass transfer. These are typical assumptions in 1D modelling
of single stars and they yield four fundamental structure equations that gov-
ern stellar evolution under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. Any
deviation from hydrostatic equilibrium will become increasingly important in
harder binary stars.
Energy transport in a star is either radiative or convective (where convective
transport can also include some conduction, which is not that important).
Whether it is one or the other is given by the Schwarzschild stability criterion,
which compares the temperature gradient in the radiative case with the tem-
perature gradient by an adiabatic movement of matter elements: ∇rad < ∇ad.
The less practical Ledoux criterion also takes into account a possible gradient
in the density and chemical composition of a star. If some matter is unstable
according to the Ledoux criterion, then convection will set in and will mix the
material until stellar homogeneity. This process will diminish these gradients.
Therefore, in practice the Schwarzschild criterion is more commonly used.
Radiative energy transport is commonly described using a diffusion equation.
For convection, on the other hand, there is a convective gradient and since
no complete theory of convection exists, the problem is approximated using
mixing-length theory (MLT). MLT describes the convective temperature gra-
dient ∇c surprisingly well despite a large number of unrealistic assumptions,
e.g., all convective “bubbles” are assumed to travel the same distance due
to buoyancy forces until they disappear leading to the dispersion of all their
energy to the next level. MLT is parameterised globally by αMLT, which is
the ratio of the mixing length to the pressure scale height. αMLT is around
2 for Solar models. Since in deep stellar interiors, convection is very efficient
and thus the “blobs” move adiabatically, it is ∇c ' ∇ad. In the outermost
layers (low densities), however, convection is not so efficient, a lot of energy
is lost by a blob moving up and the energy transport is super-adiabatic even
approaching the radiative gradient in the extreme: ∇rad > ∇c > ∇ad.
The chemical composition of a star changes with time due to nuclear reactions
in its interior. It can also be subject to convective mixing, sedimentation, ro-
tation (angular momentum transport) and hydrodynamical instabilities. The
inclusion of all of these effects is difficult, because it requires 3D treatment; but
most currently used stellar evolution codes, such as Modules for Experiments
in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) [230,231,232,233,234,235] or HOngo Stellar
Hydrodynamics Investigator (HOSHI) [236,237,238,239] are 1D.
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6.1.1 Two fundamental principles of stellar evolution

The general evolution of a star following the assumptions above is governed by
two fundamental principles: the first one is the virial theorem (gravitational
energy Eg = −2Ei total internal energy), which follows from the assumption
of hydrostatic equilibrium in the star that is represented by a self-gravitating
sphere (Sect. 6.1). The virial theorem implies that on contraction of a star
that is modelled as an ideal gas, half of the liberated energy is radiated away
and the other half is used to increase the internal energy, which means that
the star is heating up. In other words, if stars lose energy from the surface, the
star must contract overall and heat up, which is a consequence of its negative
heat capacity. That does not mean that some parts like the stellar envelope are
not expanding over the star’s evolution, but what is certain that the largest
part of the star is contracting over the life-time and heating up. Interestingly,
massive stars, which are radiation pressure dominated, approach the limit of
an unbound structure, which is one of the reasons why they lose mass much
more easily.
The second fundamental principle is the Coulomb repulsion, which determines
the sequence of nuclear burning phases. Due to the virial theorem above that
leads to a general increase in the interior stellar temperature, nuclear burning
phases follow a sequence of light to heavier elements, i.e. they start with hy-
drogen (H) burning (the main sequence (MS) phase), followed by helium (He)
burning (horizontal branch (HB) phase), the carbon (C) burning phase and so
on. This burning sequence stops when an iron (Fe) core is reached, because any
further nuclear fusion is endothermic. We reach an “onion-like” stellar struc-
ture: in the outer layers original stellar material is still processing (H fusing
to He), while at the centre an Fe and Nickel (Ni) core forms simultaneously if
the stellar mass is large enough.
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6.1.2 Timescales, energy conservation and homology

The following timescales are extremely useful in characterising the evolution
of stars:

1. hydrostatic timescale τhydro: let us assume that the internal stellar forces
are not balanced and the star is not in hydrostatic equilibrium anymore.
The timescale to return to hydrostatic equilibrium is: τhydro ' 1

2 (Gρ̄)−1/2.
It is extremely short, on the order of seconds for White Dwarfs (WDs), of
minutes for the Sun and of the order of days for Red Giants (RGs).

2. Kelvin-Helmholtz (thermal) timescale τKH: it is defined as the timescale
during which the entire internal energy of star would be radiated away by
its current luminosity. For the Sun it is on the order of 10 million years.

3. nuclear timescale τnuc: let us assume that the whole luminosity comes only
from the nuclear energy reservoir within the star and that the luminosity
stays constant at the current state for the duration of the thought experi-
ment. For the Sun this the emission of all nuclear energy as radiation is on
the order of 70 billion years.

In most phases of stellar evolution, we have τhydro � τKH / τnuc and mostly
also even τKH � τnuc for MS and core He burning (CHeB) stars. In late stellar
evolution phases τKH can approach τnuc.
If we look at the global energy conservation in stellar evolution, we arrive at
the homology (“similarity”) relations for stars. From these we can derive a
mass-luminosity relation that is very fundamental in stellar physics. For MS
stars, the homology analysis yields L ' µ4M3, where µ is the mean molecular
weight (rT ∼ µm). This relation implies that the luminosity does not directly
depend on energy generation; also the proportionality factor predominantly
depends on the opacity of the stellar material, which in turn is determined by
its chemical composition. If the energy generation in the star changes, it will
adjust itself such that is has the same luminosity as before.
Furthermore, a mass-radius (M −R) relation is derived from the homology
relations for stars. The relation now depends on the energy generation too in
contrast with the mass-luminosity (M−L) relation. For the two main nuclear
cycles on the MS, we get for the CNO-cycle R ∼ µ0.61M0.78 and for the pp-
cycle we obtain R ∼ µ0.125M0.5.
The M−L relation, the M−R relation and the Stefan-Boltzmann law for black-
body radiation leads to the equation for the MS in the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram (HRD): log(L) = 8 × log(Teff) + const. and also to lines of constant
radius in the HRD, which follow log(L) = 4× log(Teff) + const..
The lifetime of stars is derived from the M−L relation and τnuc ∼ Enuc/L ∼
M/L to get τnuc ∼ M−2. This means that more massive stars are brighter,
but have shorter lifespans. In phases beyond the MS, the nuclear reaction en-
ergy release is smaller and the luminosities are generally larger, which leads to
shorter lifetimes. Consequently, the total lifetime of a single star is dominated
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by its time spent on the MS.
Through the homology relations values of the central temperature Tc, central
pressure Pc, and central density ρc of a star on the MS are obtained, which
all depend on the stellar mass and the nuclear energy generation. Increasing
stellar mass along the MS leads to: (1) increase of central temperature Tc; (2)
decrease of central density ρc if the CNO-cycle (1 M� / M) is the dominant
nuclear burning mechanism, while ρc increases if the pp-cycle (M / 1 M�)
dominates; (3) decrease of the central pressure. Hence, with increasing mass,
stars along the MS are hotter and radiation pressure becomes increasingly
dominant until it dominates completely for very high mass stars.
Finally, we discuss the homologous contraction of a gaseous sphere. This anal-
ysis yields a relation between the central temperature and central density.
For ideal gases, the contraction thereof leads to heating of the gas and for
non-relativistic strongly degenerate gases, this contraction leads to cooling in
a transition from non-degenerate to strongly degenerate region. This means
that low mass stars will never ignite certain elements, because at some stage
they become degenerate in the core and the central temperature drops upon
further contraction.

6.1.3 Fundamental parameters - mass and composition

While they are incredibly useful to understand fundamental relations in stellar
astrophysics, the homology relations (see Sect. 6.1.2) cannot be applied over
the full evolution of the star and are typically only applied to MS stars. We
need other ways to describe the full evolution of a star. In general, the funda-
mental parameters of stellar evolution are the zero-age MS (ZAMS) mass and
the (homogeneous) chemical composition.
Other very important parameters independent of mass and composition are
rotation and magnetic fields. Rotation can lead to additional interior mixing,
which changes the chemical composition of the star. Magnetic fields may in-
fluence the pressure balance and interact with convection and rotation, which
is probably most important for massive stars.

6.1.4 Mass change of stars - stellar winds

The masses of all stars change throughout their lives through winds, parame-
terised by a stellar mass loss rate Ṁ . Stellar winds are the outflows of matter
leaving the stellar surface with an energy sufficient to escape from the star’s
gravity. The main question is what the nature of the force is that is powerful
enough to overcome the star’s gravity. Different types of stars have different
winds. Recently, excellent reviews of the winds of lower mass stars were written
by [240] and similarly of high mass stars by [241].

1. Hot luminous stars (HMSs), such as massive MS or evolved stars (R ∼
10 R�), have strong and fast (terminal wind velocities of v∞ ∼ 2000 −
3000 km s−1) stellar winds powered by radiative line driving (radiative
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forces that are exerted on atomic lines, such as ionized C,N,O or Fe-
group elements; resonance lines in optically think regions just a couple
of R� around the HMS). These have very high mass loss rates Ṁ of
10−8 − 10−4 M�/yr.

2. Cool luminous stars (CMSs), such as AGB intermediate mass stars (IMS)
(R > 100 R�) have strong and slow (v∞ ≤ 25 km s−1) stellar winds
that are pulsation-driven. These two have very high mass loss rates Ṁ of
10−8 − 10−4 M�/yr. The fact the CMSs are cool, it is believed that close
to the stellar atmosphere, these stars can form dust grains, because the
pulsations from the star can form regions of large density just above the
stellar atmosphere. The dust grains absorb momentum and collide with
surrounding gaseous species and thus you get a launch of a stellar wind.

3. Solar-type stars (LMSs) have hot surrounding coronae and have a weak
stellar wind that is a pressure-driven coronal wind of intermediate speeds
(v∞ ≤ 400 − 800 km s−1). They have very low mass loss rates Ṁ of
10−14 M�/yr.

Many stellar evolution models used inside N -body codes express wind accel-
eration by a Γ factor. Γ is defined as the ratio of radiative over gravitational
acceleration. Radiative acceleration is due to radiative pressure and introduces
an extra force acting on a spherically symmetric, isothermal wind. It is related
to electron scattering Γe or dust scattering Γd, for example. These quanti-
ties are introduced into the momentum equation of an isothermal, spherically
symmetric stellar wind, which leads to an effective gravitational acceleration
geff(r). Using geff(r), we can calculate the escape velocities and these are lower
by the introduction of the extra force. However, it depends very strongly on
the distance to the stellar surface, where this additional force is introduced;
the farther out it occurs, the less impactful it becomes on the overall stellar
mass loss rate. Therefore, since dust grains form very close to the star (e.g.
in CMSs), these are very impactful on the mass loss rate. In red supergiants
(RSGs), on the other hand, these grains form much farther out and therefore,
dust-driven winds are generally not relevant here.
Moreover, radiation transport and the chemistry in the wind are both essential
to a full modelling of a stellar wind. It is important to state that in general,
there is no full theory of stellar winds available [240]. Furthermore, the layper-
son is overwhelmed by the large number of mass loss rate prescriptions derived
predominantly from observations, which differ enormously in magnitude and
slope [240]. The choice of mass loss recipe has an enormous impact on the
outcome of realistic N -body simulations and the dynamics of the star cluster
as described in this review. As an astrophysical community, we are just at
the beginning of unravelling the complexities of specific stellar winds, such as
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars [242] or the impact of pulsations and variability on
winds in AGB and post-AGB stars [243] before a fully self-consistent theory
can be envisioned.
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6.1.5 Formation of compact objects and their natal masses, kicks and spins

Depending on the progenitor star core mass, a compact object such as a white
dwarf (WD), neutron star (NS) or black hole (BH) may form. Oftentimes bi-
nary processes are involved [250,251,252,253], but these are discussed in the
next sub-chapter. The following processes apply to all single stars in the rele-
vant mass ranges. The formation of a compact object is associated with a natal
remnant mass, a natal kick and a natal spin, which are all subject to signifi-
cant theoretical and observational uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is important to
model these as accurately as possible, because the global dynamical evolution
of a collisional stellar system critically depends on these. The natal mass de-
pends on a number of factors and we will only focus now on the collapse mech-
anism and its associates fallback and not the mass loss in the progenitor star,
although it is also instrumental. The impact of the mass loss has been discussed
already in a previous section. Traditionally, the natal masses of the WDs (and
their three main types HeWDs, COWDs, ONeWDs) and their dependence on
the progenitor masses are modelled by [138,254]. For NSs a maximum mass
of around 2.5 M� [255,256] and the relationship follows typically [138], but
the exact masses are unknown because of the large uncertainties mainly in
the internal structure of a NS [257,258]. In addition to [138], the possibility
of a so-called electron-capture SNe (ECSNe) that leads to the formation of a
NS [259,260,261,262,263,264], which has very important properties that are
discussed below, has been included in many codes [265,187,244]. Most atten-
tion has arguably been paid to the remnant BH masses [266,265,249] and a
number of collapse mechanisms for certain mass ranges have been proposed.
In simulations the most popular prescriptions are the rapid or delayed core-
collapse SNe models by [249] in combination with various (pulsational) pair
instability SNe ((P)PISNe) stellar evolution recipes [267,268,269,270,271,245,
246,247]. Fig. 6 shows a suite of small simulations when McLuster [272,244,
273] is used as a population synthesis tool with level C stellar evolution [244].
It shows all relevant remnant mass phases, which can be sub-divided into a
core-collapse SNe, PPISNe, PISNe and a direct collapse phase in increasing
ZAMS mass (this is an extension of the core-collapse SNe models for ZAMS
masses above which PISNe is ineffective; in our case an extension of the rapid
SNe models by [249]). Two interesting conclusions can immediately be drawn
here: first, the metallicity is incredibly important for the production of high
mass BHs, because progenitor stars with high metallicities will contain more
metal lines for radiative wind mass loss. Secondly, the (P)PISNe prescriptions
available from theory can have an enormous impact on the abundance of BHs.
This might particularly important in Population III (Pop-III) star clusters,
where intermediate mass black hole (IMBH) progenitor stars are postulated
to have large enough masses and crucially also low enough metallicities from
birth to evolve by (P)PISNe from interior evolution alone (e.g. [82,274] for
recent N -body simulations of these clusters; see Sect. 6.4.3 for a more general
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Fig. 6: Initial-final-mass-relations (IFMRs) of the black holes (BHs) from
McLuster samples (N = 2.5× 104 single ZAMS stars) depending on six dif-
ferent metallicities ranging from Z=0.0001 to Solar metallicity at Z=0.02. The
McLuster version uses level C stellar evolution [244]. Shown are the recipes
for the “strong” (psflag=1) on top [245], “weak” (psflag=2) in the mid-
dle [246,247] and the “moderate” (psflag=3) (P)PISNe on the bottom [246,
247]. The ZAMS stars suffer wind mass loss via metallicity-dependent winds
(mdflag=4) (no bi-stability jump) from [248] and the core-collapse SNe are
set to “rapid” [249] (Figure from [244]).
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discussion of Pop-III stars in the initialisation of star cluster simulations).

The magnitude of natal kicks results, broadly speaking, from an inherent
asymmetry in the SNe process and generally their magnitude is rather un-
certain [276,275]. They affects the dynamical stability of a binary (if one of
the binary stars is forming a compact object) and are even able to disrupt
a binary completely. This also implies that a large amount of gravitational
binding energy in binaries may be removed from the cluster in this way and
this will consequently impact the global cluster evolution. WDs are associ-
ated with low velocity kicks of the order of 100 km s−1 [277], while neutron
stars may reach kicks above even 103 km s−1 except in the case in which they
form as a result of an electron-capture SNe (ECSNe). Here they receive then
kicks of order of only 100 km s−1 [278] meaning that they can be retained in a
star cluster (simulation) [279,280,281,282,244]. Natal kicks for BHs and NSs,
which do not undergo an ECSNe (or AIC or MIC, see next chapter), receive
kicks traditionally scaled by fallback during the SNe in simulations [265,249].
The more fallback of stellar material there is onto the proto-remnant core, the
lower the resulting kick is. Furthermore, in simulations, it is typically assumed
that the asymmetry is produced by a dominant process [187,283]: convection-
asymmetry driven kicks [284,285,286], collapse-asymmetry driven kicks [287,
288,289,290] or neutrino-driven natal kicks [291,292,187,283]. These lead to
different retention fractions of BHs in star cluster simulations [187], which can
be seen in Fig. 7 for a sample of Nbody7 simulations from [187]. It is appar-
ent that for these settings the postulated collapse asymmetry driven kicks will
produce most (stellar mass) BHs below vesc of the cluster.
The natal spins of compact objects are important in general binary evolution
and can also have significant impact on the mergers of compact objects, for
example in a BH-BH merger [188,293]. In the following, we focus on BHs, but
the same arguments can be extended to NSs and WDs and the discussion is
largely taken from [244]. In general, the spin angular momentum of the parent
star does not necessarily translate directly into the natal spin angular momen-
tum of the BH upon collapse. To quantify the spin, [294] define a dimensionless
parameter aspin that accounts for the natal spin angular momentum. [283] as-
sumes that the magnitude of aspin for the BHs is set directly at the moment
of birth without any related mass accretion of GR coalescence processes.

In the following we highlight three natal spin models that are available
now in Nbody7, Nbody6++GPU, McLuster, PeTar and MOCCA, see
also [244]. The simplest model of BH natal spins, the Fuller model, pro-
duces zero natal spins [283] as here the Tayler-Spruit magnetic dynamo can
essentially extract all of the angular momentum of the proto-remnant core,
leading to nearly non-spinning BHs [297,298,299]. The second spin model is
the Geneva model [300,301,283]. The basis for this model is the transport of
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Fig. 7: Plot showing natal kick prescriptions, vkick (all of them are at least
also available in Nbody6++GPU, MOCCA, McLuster and PeTar), as
generated by Nbody7 in [187]. A metallicity of Z=0.0001 is assumed here.
The models feature rapid core-collapse SNe from [249] and strong (P)PISNe
from [245]. Due to the logarithmic vertical axis, direct-collapse BHs with a
fallback fraction, ffb = 1 and vkick = 0 are not shown in these panels. The
sharp drop in vkick with increasing mCO or mrem is the approach towards direct
collapse. The typical vesc for the Mcl(0) ' 5.0×104 M� and rh(0) ' 2 pc clus-
ters considered here (blue, solid line). The velocity dispersion of the Maxwell
distribution from all the kick models are scaled is 265.0 km s−1 from [275]. It
is apparent that for these settings the collapse asymmetry driven kicks will
produce most (stellar mass) BHs below vesc of the cluster (Figure adapted
from [187]).
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Fig. 8: Plot showing the magnitude of dimensionless spin parameter, aspin, of
stellar-remnant BHs at birth (i.e., of BHs that have not undergone any mass
accretion or GR coalescence after their formation) as a function of the progeni-
tor star’s carbon-oxygen core mass,MCO (left column), and the BH mass,MBH

(right colummn; all of them are at least also available in Nbody6++GPU,
MOCCA, McLuster and PeTar), as generated by Nbody7 in [283].
Top panels: the N -body models corresponding to these panels employ the
“Geneva model” of [295] for BH spin and comprise only single stars initially,
whose ZAMS masses range from (0.08− 150.0) M� and which are distributed
according to a standard Kroupa IMF [296]. The models feature rapid core-
collapse SNe from [249] and strong (P)PISNe from [245]. The models are
shown for four metallicities, Z= 0.0002, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.02 as indicated
in the legends.
Bottom panels: the N -body models corresponding to these panels employ the
“MESA model” of [295] for BH spin. The other model characteristics are the
same as those in the top panels except that the “weak” PPISNe mass prescrip-
tion [246] is utilized (resulting in the non-monotonic behaviour with respect
to MBH, which, here, extends up to ' 50 M� as opposed to the models in the
top panels, where MBH is capped at ' 40.5 M� due to the use of [245] (Figure
adapted from [283]).
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the angular momentum from the core to the envelope. This is only driven by
convection, because the Geneva code does not have magnetic fields in the form
of the Taylor-Spruit magnetic dynamo. This angular momentum transport is
comparatively inefficient and leads to high natal spins for low to medium mass
parent O-type stars, whereas for high mass parent O-type stars, the angular
momentum of the parent star may already have been transported away in
stellar winds and outflows and thus the natal BH spins may be low. The third
and last spin model is the MESA model, which also accounts for magnetically
driven outflows and thus angular momentum transport [297,230,232,299,283].
This generally produces BHs with much smaller natal spins than the Geneva

model described above. The Geneva and the MESA models and their metallicity
dependence are shown in Fig. 8.

6.2 Binary stellar evolution

In addition to the astrophysical processes that affect all stars in isolation, the
proximity (orbital period Porb ≤ 104 days [302]) to another star or compact
object through the frequent encounters in collisional stellar systems or through
intrinsic binary evolution, can affect the individual stars or compact objects
dramatically and we need to account for these in the simulations. A population
synthesis code should include them all [303].

6.2.1 Stellar Spin and orbital changes due to mass loss or gain

If two stars are in a binary, they can transfer mass via stellar winds and
therefore also transfer angular momentum even if they are not yet undergoing
Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF) [139,303,304]. If a secondary star accretes mass
by passing through the wind of the primary star, it is spun up intrinsically by
a fraction of the spin angular momentum that is lost by the donor star. The
accretion rate is traditionally modelled by [305], which depends on the wind
velocity vW. This quantity is observationally difficult to determine [240] and
should be proportional to the escape velocity from the stellar surface of the
star [139].
The mass variations between companion stars also changes the orbital pa-
rameters of the binary star. In general, the eccentric orbit is circularised as a
result of mass transfer being more effective at periastron than apastron. Ad-
ditionally, the accretor star is slowed down by the drag induced by the wind it
passes through and this dissipates angular momentum away from the system.
The orbital circularisation timescale τcirc as result of mass transfer is orders
of magnitudes larger than the equivalent timescale caused by tidal friction for
the same binary star system (see Sect. 6.2.2).

6.2.2 Effects of tidal damping

Observations show that the rotation of close binary stars is synchronised
with the orbital motion without any dynamical mass transfer having taken
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place [306,307,308]. Therefore, there must exist a torque that transfers an-
gular momentum between the stellar spin and the orbit in such a way that
the binary approaches the observed equilibrium state that is characterised
by corotation (spin-orbit synchronisation timescale τsync) and a circular orbit
(circularisation timescale τcirc) [309,310,139,304]. Alternatively, dissipation of
energy might also lead to an accelerated in-spiral of the binary stars [311,312,
304].
When two binary star members are detached but sufficiently close, tidal inter-
action between them becomes important. The mere presence of a companion
star causes a tidal force that elongates a star along the line between the centres
of mass, thereby resulting in tidal bulges (see e.g. [139]).
When the binary component rotates uniformly with a circular orbital motion,
then the tidal bulges on its stellar surfaces are steady and the stars are in
hydrostatic equilibrium. In such a scenario, we also speak of equilibrium tides.
However, when this condition no longer holds, the hydrostatic equilibrium is
disrupted and the star undergoes forced stellar oscillations. This scenario is
described by a combination of equilibrium and now also dynamical tides, the
latter of which produce much smaller tidal bulges than the former and they
can also take any orientation [313,303,139,314,315,316,309,317]. Dissipative
processes within a star cause the tides to be misaligned with the line of centres.
This results in a torque that transfers angular momentum between the stellar
spin and the orbit [139]. This dissipation is non-conservative and happens on
relatively long timescales [303].
The dissipative processes within a star depend on the stellar structure. Typ-
ically, a distinction is made between stars with appreciably deep convective
envelopes and stars with radiative envelopes. The tides dissipate energy and
the binary system approaches an equilibrium state that is characterised by a
circular orbit and corotation [309,310,139,318].
In stars with appreciably deep convective envelopes, turbulent viscosity that
acts on equilibrium tides (the same effect on dynamical tides is negligible [316,
309]) is the most efficient form of dissipation [319,310,139]. The dissipation
takes shorter than the nuclear burning timescale τnuc (see Sect. 6.1.2) [320,
321,139].
In stars with radiative envelopes, radiative dissipation near the surface of the
star causes an asymmetry in the internal stellar oscillations induced by tides
and the tidal field itself. This leads to a torque that is necessary for the binary
system to approach the equilibrium state [309,320,322,139] and in sufficiently
close binaries this happens on shorter timescales than the nuclear burning
timescale τnuc [316]. This radiative damping on the dynamical tides is the
most efficient process to achieve the equilibrium state in binary stars with
member stars that do not have an outer convective zone. However, if they do
then the aforementioned turbulent friction on the equilibrium tides provides
the primary torquing [316,309,320].
τsync and τcirc in binary stars with convective envelopes are typically orders
of magnitude smaller than those with radiative envelopes [309,139]. τsync and
τcirc are generally not equal except in a limiting case [309].
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If the stars are degenerate but have sufficient stellar structure, i.e. WDs and
NSs, then the above two dissipative mechanisms cannot be used as the stellar
structure is significantly different. WDs will have very low spins, because the
progenitor AGB star has already spun down in its expansion. Furthermore, in
WD-WD binaries, the orbit will already be circularised (in the absence of WD
natal kicks [277]) due to the stellar wind mass and thus angular momentum
loss. For this reason only the synchronisation timescale τsync due to degener-
ate damping is of importance here and it is only applicable for close systems.
τsync in WD-WD, WD-NS and NS-NS binaries could exceed the age of the
Universe [323].

6.2.3 Dynamical mass transfer and its stability

Apart from mass transfer through stellar winds, mass transfer can also happen
via RLOF. This happens when the primary star fills it RL as a result of stellar
expansion or in-spiral. The subsequent mass transfer then happens through
the innermost Lagrange point. Typically, this process depends strongly on the
mass ratio of the binary [324] and happens in corotating, circularised binaries
but in some instances, it can also occur in highly eccentric binaries, that are
a result of tidal capture.
In the RLOF mass transfer, also angular momentum is transferred. The stabil-
ity of the mass transfer traditionally determined by three logarithmic deriva-
tives of radii with respect to the mass of the RL-filling star following [325,
326]: the derivative describing the rate of change of the RL radius RL for
conservative mass transfer (total mass and angular momentum conservation)
ζL [303], the derivative at constant entropy s and composition of each isotope
Xi throughout the star ζad and a third derivative that describes the rate of
change of the radius of the primary with mass in equilibrium ζeq. The mass

transfer rate Ṁ depends on the relative values of these derivatives [304]:

1. ζad < ζL → Ṁ increases rapidly, there is positive feedback and the mass
transfer is unstable, the secondary star cannot accrete at such a high rate
and it expands → formation of a common envelope (CE) around the two
stars [327,328,329].

2. ζeq < ζL < ζad → Ṁ decreases in its immediate response, but then expands
on a thermal timescale.

3. ζL < ζad & ζL < ζeq → Ṁ decreases initially, because the stellar radius
decreases. RLOF happens again, when the primary fills it RL again.

On these basis of these exponents alone, it is possible to make a number of
arguments on the evolution of Cataclysmic Variables (CVs), Algols and other
exotic binary stars.

6.2.4 Common-envelope evolution

The process of CE evolution (CEE) is instrumental in compact binary and
close binary formation. [328,330,331,329,327]. A CE is the outcome when
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ζad < ζL in RLOF or when two stars collide, where one of the stars has a
dense core. Generally, CEE occurs when the primary star transfers more mass
on dynamical timescales than secondary can accept. It strongly depends on
the instabilities in the RLOF preceding the formation of a CE [332]. The CE
expands and thus rotates more slowly than the orbit of the secondary and
primary star. This causes friction, the binary spirals in and transfers orbital
energy to the envelope. Either so much energy in this process is transferred
that the envelope is expelled completely leaving behind a close binary in coro-
tation or in the process of in-spiral the binaries coalesce [303,139,129].
The CE is traditionally modelled with the “αλ” energy-formalism [333,129,
139], which assumes energy is conserved and where α (α < 1 if no other en-
ergy sources other than the binding and orbital energy are present; it can
be as high as α = 5 otherwise [334]) is the “efficiency” of the energy re-use
and λ is a measure of the binding energy between the envelope and the core
of the donor star and should depend on the type of the star, its mass and
its luminosity [335,336,329,332]. This picture is very simplistic and does not
take into account the myriad of processes that go on during CEE, which are
also not fully understood yet [328,337,329,338]. On the other hand, the αλ
energy-formalism is computationally very efficient and therefore it is widely
used in population synthesis codes that require fast and robust stellar evo-
lution computations [139,265,336,339,340,341,244]. Some of these also allow
for recombination energy of hydrogen in the cool outer layers of the CE being
transferred back into the binding energy of the CE.
Recently, a new formalism has been developed by [342], which solves a bi-
nary orbit under gas friction with numerical integration. This means that the
authors do not approximate CE as an instantaneous process, unlike in many bi-
nary population synthesis (BPS) codes around. The new formalism, which can
be easily implemented in BPS codes, provides a significant upgrade, which can
explain observations of post-CE binaries which non-zero eccentricities [343].
In a binary consisting of a NS or a BH and a giant star, after the CE has
been ejected and if the binary survives this phase, the H-rich envelope of giant
stars might be stripped completely off. Now, the binary consists of a BH or a
NS orbiting a naked He star. There might now be subsequent mass transfer
from the naked He star to the NS of BH. This post-CE RLOF mass transfer
leaves behind a so-called “ultra-stripped” He star that explodes in an ultra-
stripped SNe [344,345,346]. This type of SNe is significantly different from the
typical core-collapse SNe and the process of ultra-stripping leads to a signifi-
cant decrease in BH-NS and BH-BH mergers and a slight increase in NS-NS
mergers [347].

6.2.5 Mergers and general relativistic merger recoil kicks

An outcome of CEE may be the coalescence of the two stars. The subsequent
merger product depends on the relative compactness of the two stars and
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Fig. 9: Left hand side: Conceptual picture presenting components of the recoil
velocity. Dashed lines represent a Cartesian coordinate system in the orbital
plane: e1 and e3. A vertical dotted line is a line perpendicular to orbital
plane (e3, parallel to orbital angular momentum). The red vector is the kick
component related to spin asymmetry, and magenta vectors are its projections
on the plane and parallel to e3. The blue vector represents the mass inequality
contribution. The black filled circles represent a pair of BHs, their spins and
orientation in a spherical coordinate system are illustrated. This drawing also
reflects typical proportions between recoil velocity components.
Right hand side: Example of how each recoil velocity component depends on
mass ratio q for a metallicity dependent spin vector from [348]. q is the only
variable for the determination of vm. Other components and the overall kick
velocity depend also on spin magnitudes and orientations, in this case the
mean value is plotted. As we can see, the major component is almost always
v‖, others only play a role for low q. (Figures and captions adapted from [188]
(combination of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)).

thus it depends on the stellar evolutionary stage [129,139]. If similar in stellar
type, then the two stars mix completely. If one is much more compact than
the other, then the more compact core sinks to the centre and the other mixes
with the envelope. An unstable Thorne-Żytkow object is created if the merger
involves a NS or a BH [349]. Detailed calculations on the merger outcomes
following coalescence and collisions, which are less likely than coalescence, but
still relevant in star clusters (e.g. [182,183]), depending on the initial stellar
types have been tabulated in [139]. A coalescence for our purposes here means
that at least one of the members is a star with a core and that the binary
has a circular orbit before merging, while a collision means an actual physical
collision, where none of the binary members is an evolved stellar type, but
the member can also be a compact object. Generally, the mixing and the final
masses of the merger products are highly uncertain and only approximations
can be made according to our current knowledge [350,244]. There are recent
attempts to unravel the masses and compositions of merger products of mas-
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sive stars with hydrodynamical codes [351,352] and they can be used to give
approximate formulae for N -body or BPS codes in the future.
The merger of compact objects is associated with a general relativistic (GR)
merger recoil kick due to the asymmetry in the GW (see also [244] for a brief
discussion with respect to Nbody6++GPU and MOCCA). The recoil ve-
locity in this process depends on the mass ratio of the two compact objects
and their spin vectors [353] and can reach several hundreds km s−1 on aver-
age [188,293], which is much larger than typical star cluster escape speeds.
Fig. 9 (from [188,293]) shows the a conceptual picture of the geometry of a
GR merger recoil kick in a BH-BH merger and the dependence of the mean
recoil velocity on the mass ratio q of the two BHs for a metallicity dependent
spin model from [348]. It can be seen that q has a huge impact on whether
a GR merger recoil kick velocity exceeds the escape speed of the surrounding
stellar (and gaseous) material or not. Equal mass mergers might be retained
in nuclear star clusters [354] and extreme mass ratio mergers might theo-
retically even be retained in open clusters (although IMBHs will probably
not form there) [355,356,357,358]. For (nearly) non-spinning BHs (Fuller
model [298]), the kick velocity is smaller than for high spins. For non-aligned
natal spins and small mass ratios, the asymmetry in the GW may produce GR
merger recoils that reach thousands of km s−1 [356,359]. The calculation of the
mass ratio is straightforward and the spins may be calculated from e.g. [360]
or [361].
Generally, the orbital angular momentum of the BH-BH dominates the angular
momentum budget that contributes to the final spin vector of the post-merger
BH and therefore, within limits, the final spin vector is mostly aligned with the
orbital momentum vector [283]. In the case of physical collisions and mergers
during binary-single interactions, the orbital angular momentum is not dom-
inating the momentum budget and thus the BH spin can still be low. [283]
also includes a treatment for random isotropic spin alignment of dynamically
formed BHs. Additionally, [283] assumes that the GR merger recoil kick ve-
locity of NS-NS and BH-NS mergers [362,363] to be zero but assigns merger
recoil kick to BH-BH merger products from numerical-relativity fitting formu-
lae of [359] (which is updated in [364]). The final spin of the merger product
is then evaluated in the same way as a BH-BH merger.
The inclusion of these kicks in direct N -body simulations is still unusual
(e.g. [365,366,367,185,182,183,244,46] all do not include these in addition
to missing PN terms), but it is worth mentioning [184] do include the GR
merger recoil kicks by posterior analysis. Nbody7 [186,187,283] on the other
hand does include GR merger recoil kicks based on [353,360]. In MOCCA
numerical relativity (NR) models [368,369,370,359,361] have been used to for-
mulate semi-analytic descriptions for MOCCA and Nbody codes [188,293,
283,371,184,364]. Recently, GR merger recoil kicks have also been added to
Nbody6++GPU [189] following [368,361] and with this code version, the
whole kick process can be followed self-consistently.
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6.2.6 Accretion or merger induced collapse

In sufficiently close double degenerate COWD-COWD, ONeWD-ONeWD or
COWD-ONeWD binary stars, sufficiently high and dynamically stable RLOF
mass accretion of hot CO-rich matter may lead to a heating of the outer lay-
ers of the secondary, which will result in the ignition of nuclear burning [372].
If carbon burning is ignited in the COWD envelope, the heat will be trans-
ported the stellar core by conduction and then the secondary will evolve into
an ONeWD [373,374], which will eventually collapse into a NS if the criti-
cal mass of the ONe core is surpassed (Mecs=1.38 M�) [259,260,265]. This
ONeWD collapse is referred to as accretion induced collapse (AIC). If, on the
other hand, the ignition happens in the centre then the star will undergo a
SN-Ia explosion, which leaves no remnant behind.
Double degenerate COWD binaries may also coalesce without undergoing dy-
namically stable mass transfer. During this process the less massive forms
a thick, turbulent accretion disk and the more massive COWD will accrete
matter close to the Eddington limit. Here the carbon will be ignited on the
envelope of the secondary and thus the outcome will be a ONeWD and no
SN-Ia will happen [372]. Again, if the ONe core mass surpasses Mesc, then the
ONeWD will collapse into a NS and this is known as a merger-induced collapse
(MIC). Other pathways for MIC are mergers of a ONeWD with any type of
WD companion if the resulting merger mass surpasses the critical mass for NS
formation [374,265].
The distinction between AIC and MIC is made, because the former may be
observed already through their stable mass transfer phase or in low-mass X-
ray binary stars and the latter may be observed through gravitational waves
observed with LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna[375]).

6.2.7 Gravitational radiation and magnetic braking

Gravitational radiation emitted from sufficiently close binary stars (P ≤
0.6 days) transports angular momentum away from the system and drives
it to a mass transfer state that might result in coalescence [376,139,303]. The
effect this radiation has on the orbit of the binary (excluding PN terms) may
be obtained by averaging the rates of energy loss and angular momentum loss
over an approximately Keplerian orbit [377,303]. Gravitational radiation will
circularise the orbit on the same timescale as the orbit shrinks until coales-
cence.
In co-rotating and sufficiently close binary stars, magnetic braking slows down
the rotation of the individual star with a convective envelope, but also drains
angular momentum from the orbit of the binary star, because tidal friction
between the stars may conserve co-rotation [378,379,380,303]. As a result,
this process will force a close binary to a state of RLOF within Hubble time.
In some situations, this process is dominating binary evolution, such as in
CVs above the orbital period gap [381,382,383]. In spin-spin period evolu-
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tion (P − Ṗ ) of pulsars this process is also important (e.g. [384,385]). Both
processes outlined above are non-conservative.

6.3 Combining stellar evolution with collisional N-body codes

There are two main methods that stand out in practice concerning the inte-
gration of the complicated stellar evolution into N -body codes. Both of these,
interpolation between tables or approximation of stellar evolution data by
some interpolation (fitting) formulae as functions of mass, age and metallicity,
has unique advantages and disadvantages that have been known for a long
time [302]. As it stands now, the two approaches are not in competition, but
rather complement one another [138].

6.3.1 Interpolation between tables

This method calculates stellar parameters from detailed evolutionary tracks
(e.g. [386]). These evolutionary tracks are derived from 1D stellar evolution
codes and are in tabular format. They are necessarily rather large and there-
fore, this approach has historically been limited by memory availability on
hardware [302,138,387]. Unlike fitting formulae, stellar parameters from the
given set of detailed tracks are calculated in real time with this method. Hence,
one just needs to change the input stellar tracks to generate a new set of stellar
parameters. It has been claimed that this approach is the most flexible, robust
and efficient today when combining detailed stellar evolution with stellar dy-
namics [387].
[388,389,390,391,392,393,394,395] constructed such tables, which were later
then expanded upon and refined by [386]. In the aforementioned works, the
convective mixing or overshooting length lOV presents another hurdle, which
describes the average distance by which convective cells push into stable re-
gions (or radiative regions from Schwarzschild condition [396,397]) beyond the
convective boundary [389,386,398]. This treatment was modified by [386] and
replaced with a “∇ prescription”, which is based on the stability criterion it-
self (δOV = 0.12 was found to best reproduce observations [399,400,386,138]).
This new criterion avoids physical discontinuities for disappearing classical
convective cores. Further quantities that will influence the calibration of the
luminosity L of a stellar evolution model are the nuclear reaction rates and
the core Helium abundance Y . Another source of large uncertainty was left
largely unchanged by [386]. This uncertainty has been described by the [386]
as the “Achilles heel” in stellar evolution codes. This uncertainty is in the
mixing length of αMLT, which is derived from mixing-length theory [401] to
describe heat transport in the convective regions of stars [398,402] (see also
Sect. 6.1). [386] set αMLT=2.0 (based on the Solar model). But not all stars
with convective regions exhibit identical convective properties and αMLT can
show large variations from star to star [398].
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Even today methods stellar evolution by interpolation between tables are be-
ing developed with increasing success as hardware memory capabilities also
improve:

– SEVN [403,269,404], which has been completed for binary evolution [405]
has been used extensively to study the evolution gravitational wave source
progenitor stars. Additionally, it is not available as SEVN2.0, which is
integrated in PeTar [150].

– and COMBINE [406] codes, which also has binary evolution imple-
mented [407,343] has also been used extensively to study the evolution
gravitational wave source progenitor stars.

– METISSE code [387], which is based on the STARS [408,409,410,411,
412,400,399], MESA [230,231,232,233,234,235] and BEC [413,414,415,
416,417,418]. Unlike SEVN or COMBINE, this code does not yet account
for binary stars. In general, METISSE will be another promising candidate
for combining full stellar dynamics with detailed stellar evolution.

6.3.2 Interpolation/Fitting formulae

A first attempt to incorporate simple stellar evolution fitting formulae in a di-
rect N -body code was done by [419] on the basis of [420]. Later, as a successor
to [420] was created using the method developed by [386]. They based their
code on the original Cambridge STARS stellar evolution program by [408,
409,410,411,412,400,399]. The result are the famous Single Stellar Evo-
lution (SSE) fitting formulae, which for the first time included metallicity
as a free parameter [138,421,422]. Fig. 10 shows the complex discretization
of stellar phases and the possible evolutionary pathways between them in the
SSE package. The figure has been included, because this fundamental struc-
ture still remains in many stellar evolution production codes today (see below).
In general, such fitting formulae take much more care and thus time to set up
than method of interpolating between tables [227], because the movement of
a star in the Hertzsprung-Russell-Diagram (HRD) is highly non-uniform and
erratic. Furthermore, they are also less adaptable to changes in stellar tracks,
for example, when they need to be adjusted due to some new development
in astrophysics. On the other hand, the SSE provides us with rapid, robust
and analytic formulae, which can be easily modified and integrated into an
N -body code along the lines of [419] and give stellar luminosity, radius and
core mass of the stars as functions of mass, metallicity and age for all stellar
evolutionary phases [138,423].
However, these formulae necessarily also discard a lot of crucial stellar evo-
lution information [421]. For example, stellar mixing depends on several
timescales and internal stellar structure parameters [350] and so these can-
not be modelled directly by the fitting formulae. Only the outcomes can be
parameterised for stellar types of the individual stars along the lines of [139].
Despite these fundamental complications in stellar evolution modelling that
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Fig. 10: Diagram showing the complete stellar evolution for the SSE code.
It shows the possible paths of evolution through the various single stellar
evolution phases. The paths between the individual stellar types are marked
as general irreversible paths and irreversible paths only possible with mass
loss or mass gain. Furthermore, there are also reversible paths with mass gain
or mass loss. The meaning of the masses is as follows: mHeF is the mass of
the star to constitute the development of a degenerate He core on the GB and
ignite He in a degenerate He flash at the top of the GB. mec and mup deal
with the remnant masses and pathways of Supernovae (SNe), when the AGB
evolution is terminated, which is after the CO-core mass reaches a limiting
value and undergoes SNe. mup = 1.6 M� and mec = 2.25 M� depend on
metallicity of the star and refers to the mass-range, where C burning leads to
the formation of a degenerate ONe-core. This might collapse due to electron-
capture (EC) of 24Mg and result in NS production, see Sect. 6.1.5. However,
in almost all stars, mass loss in the TPAGB phase leads to a shedding of the
envelope, so that the final remnant is a WD. If this mass is extreme, then we
get might get a mass-less remnant. If the mass of the core Mc,BAGB < 1.6 M�,
then the result is a COWD. With Mc,BAGB ≥ 1.6, then we will get a ONeWD.
If Mc,BAGB > 2.25 M�, then the star is massive enough to form Fe core,
which result in SNes, which end up either in a NS or a BH. If mass loss
comes into the equation, then we might get NS production from stars within
mup < Mc,BAGB < mec (Figure adapted from [138]).
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persist to this day (see e.g. [398,402,424,425]) and which translate directly
into the continuous and differentiable fitting formulae (polynomial form from
least square fitting [138]), the SSE code has successfully, for the first time,
provided us with a method by which we can evolve stars from ZAMS masses
(0.1-100) M� (the models from [386] only reach 50 M�, but the SSE formulae
can be safely extrapolated to 100 M� [421]) rapidly and accurately (within
5% of detailed stellar evolution models over all phases of the evolution [138])
in N -body simulations throughout all evolutionary phases taking into account
all of the astrophysical processes outlined in Sect. 6.1 and offering a metallicity
range from 0.0001 to 0.03 with Z� ' 0.02 being Solar metallicity as an input
parameter.
However, for a complete picture we also need to model the binary evolution
processes outlined in Sect. 6.2. For the fitting formulae this is provided by the
Binary Stellar Evolution (BSE) code [139,426,427], which is an add-
on of the SSE package. This has been a huge success story and many full
dynamical cluster simulations have utilised SSE & BSE to evolve the stars,
e.g. [48,428,365,366,367,185,182,183,244]. The SSE & BSE codes have been
the foundation for many other BPS codes:

– COMPAS [429]
– MSE [430]
– MOBSE [431,432,433] and related code called ASPS also used in [434],
– StarTrack [435,265,295]
– COSMIC [341] and its implementations in CMC [436,108]
– BSE-LevelC [244] and its implementation in McLuster [272,244].

The fitting formulae from the SSE code are also implemented in BPS code
binary c [437,438,439].
New fitting formulae have recently been constructed, which are derived from
fitting to 1D HOSHI stellar evolution models [236,237,238,239] to extremely
massive low metallicity (EMP; Pop-III) stars [440,441,442,443]. These are
constructed such that they can be implemented into any of the BSE variants
mentioned above in a straightforward fashion and therefore also into stellar
dynamics codes such as Nbody6++GPU [47].

6.4 Initial conditions for star cluster simulations

6.4.1 Global star cluster initial conditions

Defining appropriate global initial conditions for star cluster simulations is
highly non-trivial as the formation of a star cluster and the stars within it
depend on a large number of parameters that are very uncertain due to a lack
of better theoretical understanding and or observations. In the following, we
give an overview of the most important parameters in this context for N -body
simulation of star clusters.
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6.4.2 Initial 6D phase space distribution

In order to initialise an N -body star cluster simulation, we need to distribute
the N particles in 6D phase space. A statistical approach as described in
Sect. 3.1 is taken to realize a star cluster, which follows the probability den-
sity distribution f(~r,~v, t). The full 6D distribution function is rarely known
explicitly; under the assumption of steady state, such that f does not depend
on time, the Jeans’s theorem [58] allows us to express f as a function of inte-
grals of motion of a single star moving in the gravitational potential Φ(r). For
now we assume spherical symmetry, so we have for example specific energy
and specific angular momentum: f = f(~r,~v) = f(E,L), which are defined as
E = v2/2 + Φ(r) and L = |~r × ~v| (cf. Sect. 4.2). Deviations from spherical
symmetry can be taken into account as well, see for example Sect. 6.4.6 for
the importance of initial bulk rotation.
Examples of such self-consistent distribution functions are given by

f(E) = FnE
n−3/2, (48)

where n is an integer index and Fn a normalization factor to make sure that
f(E) is properly normalized as a probability density function. For n = 5
this results in the famous Plummer model [444], and for n = 7/4 another
famous solution, a density cusp [445,446] around supermassive black holes is
found [447]. In [58] these models are also called stellar polytropes, because
their density distribution is the same as a gaseous polytrope [448] of the same
index n. Analytical density distributions exist for n = 0, n = 1, and n =
5 [228], but for stellar systems only n = 5 is physically useful.
The theory of gaseous spheres also knows the isothermal solution, which is
obtained for n =∞; in stellar dynamics the equivalent is the isothermal sphere

f(E) = F∞ exp(−E/σ2). (49)

Here σ2 is the r.m.s. stellar velocity dispersion, analogous to the temperature
in a gaseous sphere. These models have some problem, because their radial
extent is unlimited (Plummer and isothermal) or even their mass is infinite
(isothermal). Therefore, and since real star clusters are often subject to a
tidal cutoff due to the host galaxy, a cutoff radius is introduced (connected
to a cutoff energy). If at the cutoff radius the gravitational potential of an
isolated star cluster would be Φ0, then a relative potential Ψ and a relative
energy ε are defined by

Ψ = Φ− Φ0 ; ε = E − Φ0. (50)

In that way the cluster extends from the center out to ε = 0 (and Ψ = 0), and
lowered isothermal or Plummer distribution is defined as follows:

f(ε) =

{
f∞ exp(−ε/σ2) ε < 0(E < Φ0)

0 ε ≥ 0(E ≥ Φ0),
(51)
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f(ε) =

{
f5ε

7/2 ε < 0(E < Φ0)

0 ε ≥ 0(E ≥ Φ0),
(52)

Again f5 and f∞ have to be properly chosen normalization factors. The model
Eq. 51 is the widely used King model [75] (“lowered isothermal”). Note that
some papers and books also prefer to change the sign of E (or ε), such that
bound objects have a positive value. We do not follow this here to avoid con-
fusion.
Even in spherical symmetry the distribution function could be 2D, since we
have E and |L| as constants of motion; it corresponds to the possibility that
in spherical star clusters still at any given radius r the radial and tangen-
tial velocity dispersion may be different. So, a more general approach for the
distribution function in case of an isothermal is

f(ε) =

{
f∞ exp(−L2/L2

0) exp(−ε/σ2) ε < 0(E < Φ0)

0 ε ≥ 0(E ≥ Φ0),
(53)

which is also known as Michie [449] distribution. Numerical solutions of the
Fokker-Planck equations in 2D are based on such 2D distribution functions
and Michie models could serve as potential initial models (see Sect. 3.3). It is
interesting to note that the most well known 1D King distribution is actually
based on the older, even more general (since 2D) Michie model; Ivan King
himself gives an account of this[450].
1D King models are extensively used for initialising star cluster simulations
(e.g [182,183,244]). While the Plummer model needs two parameters (mass
M and scale radius rh ' 1.305rpl), the King model needs three parameters
(mass M , scale radius rpl and dimensionless central potential W0). For inter-
mediate King models (2.5 ≤W0 ≤ 7.5), the Plummer models are very similar
(rh,Plummer = 0.366rh,King) [451]. We note that [452] developed a new family of
lowered isothermal models called the limepy models. Based on the 1D models
of King a generalization in 2D for rotating star clusters is now being used and
often described as rotating King models (see Sect. 6.4.6 and citations there).
Note that from f(E) or f(E,L) directly a numerical star cluster cannot be
constructed, because E depends explicitly on r and implicitly through the
gravitational potential (Eq. 30). Therefore, in order to be self-consistent, the
gravitational potential has to be determined by a velocity space integration
over the distribution function and then Poisson’s equation solved to obtain the
stellar density as function of radius (see e.g. the textbook [58] for examples). In
a final step a random procedure has to be used to obtain stellar positions and
velocities. If density or gravitational potential are analytically known func-
tions (like in case of a Plummer model) the entire self-consistent model can
be constructed in one loop using random numbers [52].

6.4.3 Initial stellar mass function

In order to initialise star cluster simulations, we need to draw the ZAMS masses
from an assumed distribution. For this purpose, we use an initial stellar mass
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function (IMF), a “Hilfskonstrukt” [453,454], as a mathematical formulation
of an idealised stellar population that has formed from a singular star forma-
tion event. We will discuss in Sect. 6.4.5 that this is not the case in nature. An
excellent review on the IMF and its construction has been provided by [455]
(and sources therein) and it also explores the universality of the IMF (“un-
changing distribution regardless of environment and over the entirety of cosmic
history”) and concludes that general the IMF is not universal. This has conse-
quences for the initial conditions of star cluster simulations across cosmic time
and we need to model the IMF of different stellar populations individually.
The IMF was established as a concept in a pioneering work by [456] as a quan-
tisation of stellar masses in the Universe [457]. In general, the number of stars
in the IMF is given by

ξ∗(m) =
dN

dm
, (54)

where dN is the number of stars formed in a small region, i.e. an embedded-
cluster-forming molecular cloud core, in the mass interval m to m+ dm [458].
Typically, we express the IMF as a (multi-)power law (powers are typically de-
noted by “α”) depending on the stellar population that we want to model. For
example, for Population I (Pop-I) stars we typically choose an IMF from [296,
459],[460] or [461]; they are quite similar. The standard Nbody-codes, such as
Nbody6++GPU or Nbody7 provide tools to initialize a star cluster model
with generalized Salpeter or Kroupa [296] IMF’s, in a mass range from 0.08
to 100 or 150 M�. Note that also the initialization of lower mass objects has
been prepared in the codes by Pavel Kroupa. Despite many observations over
the last decades, the IMF for Pop-I stars is still quite uncertain, see [455] and
sources therein.
For Pop-III stars, the IMF is very different. It becomes increasingly top-heavy
for decreasing metallicity [462,463,464,465,466,458,467]. However, we do not
have observations of Pop-III stars (yet; although even with the JWST it will
be a difficult or impossible undertaking [468]. On the other hand, [469] claim
that some hundred SNe detections by JWST may be enough to constrain the
IMF of Pop-III stars. See also [470] for a further discussion) and therefore,
we do not have statistics from which to conclude an IMF. A flat IMF with
α ' −1.0 between 8 M� and 300 M� for Pop-III stars has been proposed
by [471]. However, [472] use a Salpeter IMF [456] of slope α ' −2.35 with a
maximum mass of around 87 M� instead. We will have to wait for observations
of Pop-III stars or their remnants before we can reliably constrain their IMF.

6.4.4 Initial binary population

Almost all stars form in binary systems and some in higher order multiple
systems [473,474,475]. As with the IMF in Sect. 6.4.3, there is some debate
on the universality of an initial binary population (IBP). In other words, it
is contentious that the IBP is independent of environment, in which binaries
form [476,477]. This is typically quietly assumed in the initialisation of star
cluster simulations, at least in simulations of clusters made up of Pop-I stars
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(e.g. [428,244]). Although, we would expect this to vary for decreasing metal-
licity and higher redshift, because the environments and also the primordial
gas from which the stars form have very different properties from Pop-I stars
(e.g. [478,479]).
In any way, the IBP evolves on a cluster crossing timescale tcr. The widest bi-
naries that form are dynamically disrupted, while in star clusters the hardest
binaries harden further [25,480]. This leads to a pronounced SN-Ia rate in star
clusters [481]. Binaries generally dominate the global, dynamical evolution of
the star cluster by close Newtonian few-body interactions (binary-single and
binary-binary encounters)[482,483].
A distinction is made following [484,474,477] between a birth stellar popula-
tion, where all protostars are embedded in circum-protostellar material, and
an initial stellar population, which consists of pre-main-sequence stars and
which are not embedded in circum-protostellar material.

The process from an initial to a fully formed main-sequence binary star
population is called pre-main-sequence eigenevolution. Eigenevolution is the
sum of all dissipative physical processes that transfer mass, energy and angu-
lar momentum between the companions when they are still very young and
accreting (sentence directly cited from [474]). Most obvious is the process of
tidal circularization (e.g. [165]) of tight and initially highly eccentric binaries,
which leads to a depletion of high eccentricities for small semi-major axes. In
[474] there is a comprehensive description of eigenevolution and the relation
between binary parameters at birth and after the pre-main sequence evolu-
tion, when typically N -body simulations start (see also further citations in
[474] about observational binary data therein, and also [453,272,423,477]).
We present this as an example here, but it is not clear whether under all as-
trophysical circumstances such universal binary parameters are realized.
Dynamically, a binary star depends on four parameters: its system mass
msys = m1 + m2, its period P and correspondingly its semi-major axis a
(via Kepler’s third law), its mass ratio q = m2/m1 ≤ 1 and its eccentricity
e=(rapo−rperi)/(rapo+rperi) [474], where rapo and rperi are the apocentric and
pericentric distances, respectively. Thus, a complete initial binary population
in a star cluster depends on the stellar IMF ξ∗(m) (see Sect. 6.4.3), the period
distribution fP(logP ), the mass ratio distribution fq(q) and the eccentricity
distribution fe(e) [474,485,477]:

1. fP(logP ): [484] show that

fP(logP ) = η · log(P )− log(Pmin)

δ +
(
log(P )−log(Pmin)

)2 , (55)

where Pmin = 10 days, δ = 45, η = 2.5 and Pmax = 2.188 × 108 days,
because the initial binary fractions fb is 100% [473]. Adjustments to this
distribution were later made for high mass stars with m > 5 M� fol-
lowing [486,487], where for these stars fP ∝ (log(P ))−0.55 with Pmin =
1.412 days and Pmax = 3.162× 103 days.
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2. fe: typically, we distribute the binaries thermally, meaning angular mo-
menta are distributed equally fe = 2e [484], although this might greatly
overpredict observed merger rates according to [488].

3. fq: the binary stars with members below 5 M� are distributed randomly
and for masses above 5 M�, the binary mass ratios are distributed uni-
formly (0.1 < q < 1.0) [489,490,486,491].

Many direct N -body simulations usually start at a time when the star cluster
is gas-free, when eigenevolution has terminated. Also dynamical interactions
of binaries with each other and with single stars cause a further dynami-
cal evolution of binary properties during the cluster formation phase. The
“Kroupa” [484] period distribution includes many wide binaries. They are
dynamically ionized (disrupted) in a time scale very short compared to the
relaxation time scale. Monte Carlo simulations (some of them start with bi-
nary fractions close to unity [492]) and direct N -body models, starting with
lower binary fraction (but most of them tightly bound) converge quickly, as
can be seen in [244]. Therefore one uses typically rather small binary fractions
in initial models for long-term evolution of star clusters (order of 5% - 20%;
[48,493,494,495]. Also for the same reason simpler power laws for the initial
distributions of logP , e, and q are used (see e.g. [274,496]). Note that in case
of rotating star clusters the initial inclination of binaries with respect to the
rotation axis of the cluster is a new possibly important parameter, which has
not yet been examined.
It is sometimes quoted that small binary fractions are chosen in direct N -body
simulations, because tightly bound binaries are computationally expensive;
this may not be a problem in the near future. Already the PeTar code [497,
149] can use efficiently a very large number of binaries in the simulations (see
Fig. 5). Also Nbody6++GPU potentially allows a good KS binary paralleliza-
tion, which is work in progress. Since the treatment of interacting and relativis-
tic binaries in PeTar is not equivalent to the one used in Nbody6++GPU,
tests and comparisons of both codes with respect to binary evolution are on-
going.
In summary of what we discussed so far in Sect. 6.4.1 to Sect. 6.4.4, dur-
ing the initialisation of N -body simulations we need to distribute the stars
in 6D phase space, draw their masses from some IMF, and distribute primor-
dial binaries according to IBP [474,272,498]. Furthermore, we generally need
to make a decision if our star cluster is mass segregated at the beginning of
the simulation [499,500,501], shows fractality [502] and if it is or is not in
virial equilibrium. Below we highlight two more areas of active research when
it comes to simulations of star clusters and their initialisation: multiple stel-
lar populations in Sect. 6.4.5 and initial bulk rotation of the star cluster in
Sect. 6.4.6, respectively.

6.4.5 Multiple stellar populations

Modern observational methods have made it possible to resolve multiple stellar
populations (MSPs) in globular clusters, which can mostly be inferred from
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photometric diagrams such as colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) from multi-
band HST photometry (e.g. [503,504,505,475,506,507,508]), as well as from
abundance variations in integrated light [509,510]. Nowadays, MSPs have been
confirmed in around 70 Galactic and extragalactic clusters [511,512,513,514,
515,516,517,507,508].
MSPs can have very diverse origins, see e.g. the review [518]. Recently, kine-
matic differences between multiple populations have been found in Galactic
globular clusters [519]. Dynamical simulations of different populations can be
useful to unravel the origin of MSP and the relation between initial states and
currently observed dynamics. Our direct Nbody6++GPU code allows for the
distinction between different populations by defining a corresponding label for
each star; this has been used by [520] to constrain the dynamical origin of
multiple populations in intermediate-age clusters in the Magellanic Clouds.
Another rarely used feature of Nbody6++GPU (but see [521]) is that it can
start with individual population data for every star (age, metallicity, popula-
tion index). Also MOCCA simulations have been published [522] hosting two
generations of stars as above in tidally filling and underfilling star clusters.
They are able to reproduce the observed fractions and properties of second
generation stars in the GCs of the Milky Way. For the time being there is no
good way known to handle encounters and mixing of material from different
populations in stellar collisions and binary mass overflow interactions in any
of the codes.
We are still at the beginning of deciphering the complex picture of MSPs and
their dynamical evolution using computational methods for collisional stellar
systems. Nevertheless, the studies above are encouraging.

6.4.6 Rotation

The inclusion of initial bulk rotation in direct Nbody simulations of collisional
stellar systems is still unusual (e.g. [83,48,428,365,366,367,185,182,183,184,
244]), although it has been known for over a century that star clusters even to-
day show significant imprints of rotation, which can, for example, be observed
in deviations in the shapes of star clusters from sphericity [523,524,525,526,
527,528,529,3,530,531,532,533,4]. Moreover, present-day detectors and data
processing methods have made it possible to resolve the photometry and kine-
matics of individual stars all the way down to the cluster centre revealing that
rotational kinematic features vary between multiple stellar populations [534,
535,536,537,21,22,538,539,540,541,542,543,544,545,546]. Additionally, both
observations and simulations support these results and find that star clusters
show significant fractality [547,548], and internal rotation at birth in gen-
eral [549,550]. Velocity anisotropy has been observed in star clusters with
detected elongated structures [551,548], which might be induced by rotation.
So, how do we initialise rotating collisional stellar systems? Sometimes it is
assumed that there exists a kind of “Maxwell’s demon” that simply switches
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Fig. 11: 3D scatter plots in showing the spatial distribution of the ZAMS of
high mass stars (and the BHs they quickly form) from the simulations that ro-
tate extremely quickly initially ((W0 = 6.0, ω0 = 1.8), i.e. rotating King mod-
els by [67]) and have stellar evolution (level C by [244]) at around 0.0 Myr,
3.68 Myr, 11.86 Myr and 100.00 Myr, respectively; The stars and compact
objects are color-coded by their mass between 0.0 M� and 150.0 M�. The
stars and BHs are also projected onto the three dimensional axes, which can
be seen from the light-grey dots. We can clearly see the (rotating) triaxial
structure, a bar of the BHs and their progenitor stars, at t=3.68 Myr and the
spatial reconfiguration of the high mass objects (mostly BHs) to axisymmet-
ric structures already after 11.86 Myr. At 100.00 Myr a practically spherical
system of BHs remains that is much more concentrated than the system of
their progenitor stars at 0.0 Myr. (Figure adapted from simulations by [46]).

the direction of initial particle velocities to induce angular momentum to a
N -body system and assuming the preservation of the spherical distribution
function (e.g. [552,553,554]) and angular momentum in the process (e.g. [555,
556]). This procedure is not physical. We instead need distribution functions
that at least depend on two integrals of motion, such as the total energy E
and and the total angular momentum in the z-direction Lz (assuming that
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the system rotates around the z-axis initially and ignoring a third integral,
which in some cases can be approximated by the total angular momentum of
a star L2 [73], because a third integral is generally not analytically known).
Such rotating equilibrium models were developed by [557,67,74,85]. They can
be considered as generalizations of standard King models [75], because their
energy dependence is a lowered isothermal, and the additional term for the
second independent variable is exp(−Lz/Lz0) (analogous to [558]). Lz0 is a
scaling constant; usually a dimensionless rotation parameter ω0 is used (de-
rived from Lz0, see e.g.[67]). The models are axisymmetric, with a rigid rota-
tion of the inner parts of the cluster, a maximum of the rotation curve close
to the half-mass radius, and a differentially decreasing rotation curve outside
in the halo. Rotation supports only a fraction of the total kinetic energy (see
Table 1 in [67], and note that the 2nd column is erroneously labeled, it con-
tains the percentage contained in rotational energy; i.e. for ω0 = 0.6 we have
20% of the total kinetic energy in form of ordered rotational motion). Evolved
star clusters obtained from these initial models agree quite well with observed
clusters [559].
Due to the 2D velocity distribution function an anisotropy is possible between
the velocity dispersions in radial direction (in cylindrical coordinates) and in
rotational ϕ− direction; the models are isotropic between radial and verti-
cal direction (parallel to the rotation axis). Such models have been used as
initial models in 2D Fokker-Planck (FP) modelling and direct N -body sim-
ulation [76,77,78,559,560,561,562,83,46]. Note that the models by [85] are
using a different form of the distribution function based on the Jacobian of
a cluster rotating around the galaxy, but they are as well generalizations of
King models for rotation with similar properties. They also have been used as
initial models for direct Nbody models [563,564,84,565,545,546,80,81]. Fur-
thermore, semi-analytic models exist that [42,43,44,566] used to study the
formation and evolution of rotating stellar or black hole disks in nuclear star
clusters. Most of the aforementioned studies find evidence for the gravogyro
catastrophe and its coupling to the gravothermal catastrophe [567,17,568,79].
It is important to note that both of these effects are entirely gravitational and
disappear in the absence of gravity [569]. The gravogyro catastrophe happens
on all astrophysical scales from rotating stars, to the formation of the Solar
system and the dynamics of spiral galaxies. A recent study on the impact of
stellar evolution on rotating star clusters, finds that the initial bulk rotation
leads to a rotating triaxial structure, a bar, of black holes and their progenitor
stars in early star cluster evolution that then takes the shape of an axisym-
metric structure, a disk, over time [46]. For one of the simulations from [46]
the results are shown in Fig. 11. This bar formation and dissolution was al-
ready found by [79] in their pioneer low particle number N -body simulations
(N = 1024) of rotating star clusters. However, the simulation set-up was very
different and naturally less advanced. Since rotation is fundamental to star
cluster dynamics and since these environments are typically very dense [1], it
will be important to understand how this process can influence the growth of
intermediate mass black holes (see Sect. 6.5) and their progenitor stars going
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forward. Recently, a study on extremely massive and rotating star Pop-III star
clusters does indicate a trend that the larger the initial bulk rotation, the more
stellar and BH-BH mergers there are [82]. This might be due to the extremely
efficient angular momentum transport in early star cluster evolution (0-2 Myr)
and the resulting contraction of of the central region before stellar evolution
begins to dominate the pre-core collapse evolution. However, more simulations
are needed here to reach a conclusion.
Lastly, we note that due to the assumption of spherical symmetry most of
the current Monte Carlo methods for collisional dynamics are currently un-
able to evolve initially rotation star cluster models, such as those described
above (e.g. [570,68,96,97,98,101,571,428,572,110]). A restricted Monte Carlo
method for rotating, axisymmetric star clusters (usable even for general geome-
try, but see problem below) has been presented by [112]. It uses Spitzer’s Monte
Carlo method (see Sect. 4.1), which distinguishes it from currently common
Monte Carlo codes. But it has some more serious approximations, because the
random relaxation scatterings are applied only in v‖ and v⊥ obtained from a
fully isotropic spherically symmetric background. In 2D Fokker-Planck models
of axisymmetric rotating star clusters [67] the background distribution func-
tion used for the computation of diffusion coefficients is fully self-consistent
and there are five different diffusion coefficients obtained (instead of only two).

6.5 Formation of massive objects

The formation of massive objects from collisions of massive stars and mergers
involving black holes is a subject with long history and in full detail beyond the
scope of this review. The first detection of a massive black hole merger from
LIGO-Virgo (coalescence of two black holes with 85 and 66 M�[573] has led to
new interest into dynamical paths of formation of massive objects (intermedi-
ate mass black holes, IMBH) in star clusters. Numerical and theoretical works
on IMBH formation in dense star clusters suggests that IMBH formation may
occur through differet channels (multiple stellar mergers, accretion of stellar
matter onto a stellar mass black hole, or multiple generations of relativistic
black hole coalesciences (and mixtures of these processes). The idea that this
may happen is not new (cf. e.g. [574,575,576,577]). On the observational side
IMBHs remain elusive, a recent review about the issue can be found in [578].
Here we just want to highlight a few recent results obtained with N -body and
MOCCA codes, showing the feasibility to grow an IMBH within a suitably ini-
tialized star cluster (e.g. [579,184,580,581,582,188,293,185,182,183,82,494]).
Star cluster environments (particularly young massive or Pop-III clusters) can
precipitate the birth and growth of IMBHs in two of the main proposed mech-
anisms as listed in [578]: firstly, stellar mergers in star cluster evolution and
subsequent core collapse into an IMBH of the progenitor star or secondly, grav-
itational runaway mergers of (IM)BHs to form (even more) massive IMBHs.
The mergers of (IM)BHs are associated with the emission of a GWs (see
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Fig. 12: The panels show the primary (m1) and secondary (m2) masses of all
BH mergers in the simulations for an accretion fraction of fc = 1.0 (left, grey
circles), fc = 0.5, (center, blue circles) and fc = 0.0, (bottom, green circles).
The currently available LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA gravitational wave detections
including error bars are indicated in orange. BH merger events that might be
excluded due to gravitational recoil kicks are indicated with open circles. In
general, the simulated events cover a similar parameter space as all currently
available observations. The fc = 1.0, simulations provide two possible forma-
tion paths for GW190521. Path C is a second-generation event and has a low
probability due to a first-generation BH merger. Path B is more likely as the
event itself is a first-generation BH merger. One of the fc = 0.0, realizations
generated an intermediate-mass ratio in-spiral of two black holes with 31 and
181 M�, respectively, as shown in the bottom panel (Figure from [182]).

Sect. 6.2.7 and sources therein) and GR merger recoil kicks (see Sect. 6.2.5
and sources therein). The emitted gravitational radiation can be detected [583,
580]. (a)LIGO [27,28,29], (a)Virgo [30,28,29] and KAGRA (e.g. [28,31,32])
currently detect stellar mass black hole inspirals and mergers during their last
seconds or fractions of seconds. With improved ground based detectors (Ein-
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stein Telescope[33] or Cosmic Explorer[34] or space-based instruments (LISA
or its Chinese counterparts, see below) inspiralling stellar mass black hole
binaries could be detected months and years before their final coalescence
(cf. e.g. [584]), because they are sensitive at lower frequencies. Planned space
based gravitational wave detectors are the European-American LISA[585,586]
project and the Chinese projects TianQin[587] and Taiji[588,589]. Also these
instruments will be more suitable for detection of other black holes inspiralling
and merging with IMBHs. Here we present an example from our N -body sim-
ulations, which shows that from them one can very well predict GW signal
patterns and the abundances of GW events related to IMBHs (in the lower
mass regime as discussed above) originating from star clusters (e.g. [590,591]).
Fig. 12 shows data from direct N -body simulations of [183]; many BH-BH
merger events found in the models fit in almost perfectly with the LIGO-Virgo-
KAGRA detections. In these models a new parameter fc is used, describing
how much mass is lost in the collision of a black hole with a main sequence
star, fc = 0 means no black hole growth in the process, fc = 1 means that
all the mass of the main sequence star is added to the black hole; this param-
eter is now present in current Nbody6++GPU, and was introduced by [183].

7 Simulations of nuclear star clusters

7.1 Star-accreting supermassive black holes

As it became clear that the energy emission of quasars and active galactic
nuclei originates from a supermassive central black hole (SMBH) the ques-
tion became interesting, what the equilibrium stellar distribution around it is.
First results by [446,592,593] found the characteristic cusp, where the stellar
density would vary as ρ ∝ r−7/4. Their analysis is comparable to what we
would call later a stationary gaseous or momentum model of a stellar cluster.
Also already by [446,594] it was noticed that in such a system stars would
be tidally disrupted near the SMBH, leading to its growth by mass accretion.
Tidally disrupted stars would be preferentially on elongated radial orbits, with
low angular momentum. The accretion process would take these stars out of
the stellar distribution and create a “loss cone” in phase space. In a spheri-
cally symmetric cluster the loss cone would be refilled by diffusion of angular
momenta due to two-body relaxation [595,596]. In axisymmetric or triaxial
nuclear star clusters angular momentum diffusion can be much faster and lead
to higher star accretion rates [597,598,599,600,601]. Also orbit-averaged FP
models have been used for this problem [602,445,603,604,605]. More recently
a first direct N -body model using Nbody6++GPU has been published [606]
(DRAGON simulation of the Galactic Center - it led to the conclusion that
the central cusp areas near the SMBH are dominated by stellar mass black
holes, which will be accreted to the SMBH under gravitational wave emission.
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7.2 Tidal disruption events

If a star is tidally disrupted by the SMBH on a parabolic orbit only half of
its mass should be accreted while the other half has enough energy to escape
from the SMBH (Rees’ conjecture, [607]). The characteristic light curve of such
events decays with t−3/5; under realistic conditions, however, tidally disrupted
stars will arrive on bound (eccentric) and unbound (hyperbolic) orbits, not
just parabolic ones; and that will cause deviations from the standard light
curve as well as change the accreted mass fraction. In [608,609] large direct
N -body simulations were done to find out the distribution of accreted stars.
Furthermore a partial tidal disruption of giant stars was implemented, where
the envelope is removed early and a core similar to a white dwarf survives
and gets tidally disrupted later [609]. Detailed stellar models were also used
to determine the mass fraction of a star which is accreted to the SMBH after
tidal disruption [610]. In future work this will be used in conjunction with the
detailed mass function, single and binary stellar evolution as in the globular
cluster simulations.

8 Practical tools

Here we want to highlight some software tools that have been developed and
successfully applied in the context of collisional dynamics.

8.1 Multiscale and multiphysics simulation with AMUSE

The Astrophysical Multipurpose Software Environment (AMUSE) aims to
provide a framework by which to simulate multiscale and multiphysics in a
hierarchical fashion [611,612,613,614]. It does so by constructing new ap-
plications from the combination of known codes (solvers). For example, for
gravitational dynamics the user may choose from a selection of 18 N -body
codes [613]. The AMUSE framework successfully connects gravitational dy-
namics, radiative transport, stellar evolution and hydrodynamics [614], which
results in incredibly diverse research: gas expulsion in early star cluster evolu-
tion [273,615], star cluster collisions and massive star cluster formation [616],
the interaction of binary stars in gaseous filaments [617], the evolution of star
clusters in a cosmological tidal field [618], evolution of triple stellar systems
with Roche-lobe filling binaries [619] and many more.
Particle data and relevant quantities are shared between the constituent codes
through the AMUSE framework and unit conversion and other data ma-
nipulation can be done in this process [613]. AMUSE is capable of taking
care of all sorts of technical problems, such as communication between codes,
boundary conditions etc.. However, AMUSE is naturally limited by algorith-
mic complexity of the software it combines and the astrophysical research
objective itself. For example, if we wanted to simulate a globular cluster of re-
alistic size with Nbody6++ [620,118,621,137,157,134,158,622,122,204,127,
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623,137,145] and evolve the stars in the cluster with MESA [230,231,232,233,
234,235], it would take an enormous amount of time. This is not a problem
of AMUSE, but rather a statement on the plausibility of certain simulations
themselves. However, we note that the operations by AMUSE and communi-
cation between codes also costs computing time.

8.2 Simulation data processing and analysis

AMUSE (introduced in Sect. 8.1) provides a large number of in-built data
analysis tools simulation data, such as the HOP [624] or the Kepler pack-
ages [613]. These packages can be used by AMUSE users to comfortably
analyse data from their simulations without having to write their own scripts.
Many N -body codes are now supported by built-in simulation data post-
processing analysis packages mostly written in python. The direct N -body
code PeTar [497,149] also provides built-in data analysis tools, such as movie
generators from particle data and HR diagrams. Likewise, the CMC code [99,
625,341,108] uses the cmctoolkit package [107] for converting the simulation
output into, e.g., velocity dispersion and surface brightness profiles.
Another extremely useful tool for distributed data analysis is provided by
BEANS [626], which can in principle be used for simulation output data for-
mat (e.g. csv, HDF5, or FITS [626,522]). Therefore, this tool can be used for
the data analysis of output from all previously mentioned codes. It uses the
industry-standard, the Apache Hadoop platform [627], for data analysis. This
platform is highly optimized for processing huge amounts of (continuously
generated) data and is therefore ideal not only in the “Internet of Things”
and the live communication between machines, but also on-the-fly data pro-
cessing and analysis from N -body simulations. BEANS is currently heavily
used in data processing and analysis of MOCCA simulations (e.g. [522]). Re-
cently, BEANS has also been configured to easily process the output data
from Nbody6++GPU simulations.

8.3 Photometric mock observations from star cluster simulations

It is oftentimes desirable and useful to create photometric mock observations
(CMDs or spectra of star clusters) from star cluster simulations. For this pur-
pose various codes have been written. They mostly rely on the same principle:
stellar masses, temperatures, luminosities and metallicities from the N -body
output data are converted into observational magnitudes in various filter sys-
tems (e.g. HST, SDSS, 2MASS and it is typically easy to systems of new ob-
serving instruments) and into spectra in a certain wavelength range (e.g. [628]).
Therefore, these mock observations are heavily influenced by the stellar evo-
lution models that the respective simulations evolve the stars with. In the
following paragraph, we summarise a number of codes for the creation of the
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Fig. 13: Color (B-V) - magnitude (apparent V) diagram (CMD) of one of the
Dragon simulations: D1-R7-IMF93. The distance modulus 13.82 (5800 pc) is
used here. Left: the evolution of CMD for luminous parts. Black dots show
the initial distribution. After 100 Myr the MS turnoff becomes visible already
(cyan). The horizontal branch is populated after 1 Gyr (green). The MS turnoff
moves down to V ∼ 17.5 mag after 4 Gyr (red) and V ∼ 18.5 mag after 12
Gyr (purple). Right: the full CMD after 12 Gyr. Different colors show different
stellar types. HG: sub-giant branch (Hertzsprung gap); RG: red giant; CHB:
horizontal branch (core helium burning); AGB: asymptotic giant branch; WD:
white dwarf. (Figure from [48]).

observations outlined above.
The Cluster simulatiOn Comparison with ObservAtions (COCOA) code
by [629,630] has been used extensively in the creation of mock observations
from N -body and Monte Carlo simulations (e.g. [428,48,631,477]). COCOA
has also been extensively used in MOCCA studies concerning the evolution
and detectability of IMBHs in star clusters [632,633,634]. In Fig. 13 a CMD
constructed with COCOA is shown taken from [48]. They then compared this
CMD with HST data of NGC 4372 (the target cluster of this study) from [635]
and found that the CMDs are mostly very similar. Differences between actual
and mock observations were attributed to the intrinsic observational photom-
etry error or the presence of MSPs (see Sect. 6.4.5) in NGC 4372 that were not
resolved by the simulation. Inaccurate stellar evolution modelling will have fur-
ther influenced the results (in [48], the so-called level A was used, see [244]).
This is a practical example of how photometric mock observations and the
codes that produce these can be extremely useful in constraining both obser-
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vation and theory.
The GAlaxy EVolutionary synthesis models (Galev) [636] was adapted for
the use creating mock observations from N -body simulations (mostly intended
for Nbody6++GPU and codes from that family, but it can be used for any
other code that provides stellar masses, temperatures, luminosities and metal-
licities of the stars) by [628]. The resulting code GalevNB was applied to
study the dynamical origin of MSPs (see Sect. 6.4.5) [637], the dynamical evo-
lution of planetary systems in star clusters [638], the long-term evolution of
binaries in the Dragon simulations [48,639] and PeTar simulations of open
clusters and exploring their UV-excess [640].
More codes that are worth mentioning and fulfil the same underlying pur-
pose as COCOA and GalevNB are: Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis
(FSPS) [641,642,643], Simulating IFU Star Cluster Observations (SISCO)
for integral field unit (IFU) observations of globular clusters [644], Make Your
Own Synthetic ObservaTIonS (MYOSOTIS) for creating generic photomet-
ric observations [645] and Massive Cluster Evolution and Analysis Package
(MASSCLEAN), which serves the same purposes [646].
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9 Summary and Conclusion

The gravitational N -body problem remains to be one of the oldest and most
exciting problems in astrophysics. In this review, we have focused on a branch
of this incredibly diverse field: the computation of collisional stellar N -body
systems. The term collisional refers to the cumulative effect of distant elastic
two-body encounters here. In nature these systems are commonly represented
young and massive, globular, or nuclear star clusters. These clusters are also
dense and gravothermal - stellar density are high enough that direct collisions
and mergers between stars occur in certain phases, and gravothermal in the
sense that two-body relaxation, through distant elastic encounters, provides
heat transfer and viscous angular momentum transfer.
Despite exhaustive efforts to accurately model these systems, there is still no
self-consistent theory available. This is partly because N -body systems are
dynamically chaotic for a significant fraction of the phase space of initial con-
ditions if N > 2. For small N ≤ 3, there do exist some stable solutions [647,
648], but these special configurations are extremely unlikely to occur in na-
ture [649]. For all N > 3, there exist no analytical solutions and we must solve
the equation of motions numerically, thus with the help of computers. For
increasing N , certain configurations of such systems exhibit truly remarkable
physical properties. They might exhibit negative heat capacities that result in
gravothermal contraction (sometimes also coined the “gravothermal catastro-
phe” (e.g. [15]). If the star cluster rotates, it could exhibit a negative moment
of inertia leading angular momentum transport from high mass particles to
low mass particles in the system, while at the same time increasing the ro-
tational velocity of the high mass particles, which is known as the gravogyro
catastrophe (e.g. [17,78]). In a realistic star cluster simulations, both of these
processes will happen at different timescales (convective angular momentum
transport is more efficient than conductive heat transport in star clusters),
but they are coupled and ultimately reinforce one another [568]. Importantly,
these processes are entirely gravitational in nature and disappear in the ab-
sence of self-gravity.
The two astrophysical methods that have been most successfully tackling col-
lisional gravitational N -body systems are either direct N -body simulations
(using for gravitational force calculations at least at some times the summa-
tion over all N − 1 other stars) or approximate methods, based on statistical
mechanics, using the Fokker-Planck modelling with Monte Carlo methods.
While the former method appears physically more accurate, less affected by
approximations, and resolves any astrophysical object of interest (star clus-
ters) better, the latter is much faster and computationally less expensive. And
recent star-by-star Monte Carlo modelling delivers detailed data comparable
to direct N -body simulations. It has been demonstrated repeatedly that for
global quantities such as the time evolution of binary fractions both methods
yield very similar results. Therefore, these methods ultimately complement
each other and many works have employed both side by side.
All fields in astrophysics have benefited from the revolutionary invention of
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computers and the ingenious hardware architectures that have been developed
since. By the same token, new programming languages and parallelization
techniques have had a significant impact on accelerating solving astrophysical
problems on hardware and made certain problems possible to begin with. The
collisional gravitational N -body problem is no exception here. When the astro-
physics, the hardware and software domains are mastered, research in this field
can culminate in ground-breaking results: the first million-body simulations of
globular clusters across cosmic time, the Dragon simulations performed with
Nbody6++GPU, are a product of this but more direct N -body models of
Galactic and extragalactic globular and nuclear star clusters are needed to
compare with both observational data and the wealth of data from Monte
Carlo surveys. It follows that nowadays the gravitational N -body problem is
in as much an astrophysics as it is a computer science problem. Examples
here are the advent of novel simulation software such as the direct N -body
codes PeTar and Frost, and new hybrid code approaches such as ETICS,
which will make it possible to break into the 106 − 109 particle domain. Mas-
sive globular clusters such as 47 Tuc or ω Cen as well as most nuclear star
clusters belong to this parameter range. Will a traditional workhorse such as
Nbody6++GPU again keep up and compete here? The first Exaflop/s com-
puter has been inaugurated in the US this year5 - for the next steps we need
to again adopt our codes to the new developing hardware. It is now 32 years
ago that D. Sugimoto announced the million body problem as a challenge for
direct N -body simulations - here we want to raise the question of when the
billion body problem can be tackled and what codes and what hardware do
we need?
Another challenge lies in the integration of astrophysics into gravitational N -
body simulations. This involves classical single and binary stellar evolution as
well as relativistic dynamics of compact objects, or proper modelling of exter-
nal tidal fields. The central densities of collisional stellar systems are typically
so high, that stars frequently interact with each other; they exchange mass
and angular momentum or even collide and merge. In other words, the stars
in the simulations do not only evolve on their own, they also interact with
nearby stars (and compact objects) through diverse astrophysical processes,
such as tidal interaction, dynamical mass transfer, gravitational wave in-spiral
and many more. For this purpose there are two main methods that have been
thoroughly tested: interpolation between tables or approximation of stellar
evolution data by some interpolation (fitting) formulae as functions of mass,
age and metallicity. These two approaches are also not in competition, but
rather complement one another. The former has traditionally been limited by
memory on hardware, since the tables are necessarily rather large. Due to ad-
vances in hardware, this problem is diminishing. Unlike the latter approach,
fitting formulae, stellar parameters from the given set of detailed tracks are
calculated in real time with this method. Therefore, this approach is probably
the most flexible, robust and efficient today when combining detailed stellar

5 https://www.top500.org/
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evolution with stellar dynamics. Furthermore, fitting formulae typically take
much more care and time to set up. But the effort is rewarded with rapid, ro-
bust and analytic formulae, which can be easily modified and integrated into
an N -body code and that quickly give stellar luminosity, radius and core mass
of the stars as functions of mass, metallicity and age for all stellar evolutionary
phases.
When full stellar evolution is combined with collisional dynamics and the
resulting code is used to study the dynamical evolution of dense star clus-
ters of various make-ups, exciting research can be done. From the formation
and evolution of exotic stellar and compact binaries, such as blue stragglers,
Cataclysmic Variables, Algols, X-ray binaries, and many others to double-
degenerate binaries, such as BH-BH and the elusive BH-NS binaries, to the
abundances of compact objects and their dynamical properties an extremely
diverse array of astrophysically fascinating populations can be modelled for
large metallicity and mass ranges. Therefore, the simulations of collisional
stellar systems with modern production codes are the ideal laboratory to
study stellar evolution in dense stellar environments. From the gravitational
wave in-spiral of compact objects that can be modelled nowadays up to order
PN(3.5) as well as the associated general relativistic merger recoil kick with the
use of fitting formulae to numerical relativity, the full compact object merger
phase can be modelled. As a result, simulations can yield predictions for the-
oreticians and observers alike on the properties, abundances and dynamics of
gravitational wave sources from star clusters (and field) across cosmic time.
Additionally, with the use of photometric mock observations from star cluster
simulations, simulation data can be translated into magnitudes and fluxes for
most mainstream filter systems, which has been done extensively already. In
summary, simulations of collisional stellar systems are important and useful
tools for unravelling our cosmic history in the age of multi-messenger astron-
omy. They are at the crossroads of many seemingly disparate astrophysical
research fields, much like the simulation target, star clusters, are a fundamen-
tal building block in a hierarchy of cosmological structure formation [1].
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Acronyms

AC Ahmad-Cohen Neighbour Scheme.
AGB Asymptotic Giant Branch (Stellar Astrophysics).
AIC Accretion Induced Collapse.
AMUSE Astrophysical Multi-Purpose Software Environment.
AR Algorithmic Regularization.
ASPS Advanced Stellar Population Synthesis.
AVX Advanced Vector Extension.

BBGKY Bogoliubov Born Green Kirkwood Yvon.
BEANS Software Package for Big Data Analysis.
BH Black Hole.
BiFROST Binaries in FROST code.
BPS Binary Population Synthesis.
BSE Binary Stellar Evolution.

CEE Common Envelope (CE) Evolution.
CMC Cluster Monte Carlo Code.
CMD Colour-Magnitude Diagram.
CMS Cool Luminous Stars (Stellar Astrophysics).
CNO Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen Burning Cycle (Stellar Astrophysics).
COCOA Cluster Simulation Comparison with Observations.
COWD Carbon Oxygen White Dwarf.
CPU Central Processing Unit.
CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture.
CV Cataclysmic Variable.

ECSN Electron Capture (EC) Supernova.
ELT Extremely Large Telescope.

FITS Flexible Image Transport System.
FP Fokker-Planck.
FROST Fourth Order Forward Symplectic Integrator.
FSI Forward Symplectic Integrator.
FSPS Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis.

GALEV Galaxy Evolutionary Synthesis.
GC Globular Star Cluster.
GPU Graphical Processing Unit.
GR General Relativity, Relativistic.
GRAPE Gravity Pipeline.

HARP Hermite Accelerator Pipeline.
HB Horizontal Branch (Stellar Astrophysics.
HDF5 Hierarchical Data Format V.5.
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HeWD Helium White Dwarf.
HMS High Mass Stars.
HOSHI Hongo Stellar Hydrodynamics Investigator.
HRD Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram.
HST Hubble Space Telescope.

IBP Initial Binary Population.
IFMR Initial Final Mass Relation.
IFU Integral Field Unit.
IMBH Intermediate Mass Black Hole.
IMF Initial Mass Function.
IMS Intermediate Mass Stars.

JWST James Webb Space Telescope.

KAGRA Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector.
KH Kelvin-Helmholtz (Stellar Astrophysics).
KS Kustaanheimo-Stiefel Regularization.

LIGO Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory.
LISA Laser Interferometer Space Antenna.
LMS Low Mass Stars.

M87 Galaxy Messier Catalogue Nr. 87.
MESA Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics.
MIC Merger Induced Collapse.
MLT Mixing Length Theory.
MOBSE Massive Objects in Binary Stellar Evolution.
MOCCA Monte Carlo Code.
MPI Message Passing Interface.
MS Main Sequence (Stellar Astrophysics).
MSP Multiple Stellar Populations.
MSTAR Minimum Spanning Tree Algorithmic Regularization.

NGC New General Catalogue of Nebulae and Stars.
NS Neutron Star.
NSC Nuclear Star Cluster.
NVlink NVIDIA High Speed GPU Interconnect.

ONeWD Oxygen Neon White Dwarf.

P3T Particle-Particle Particle-Tree.
PISN Pair Instability Supernova.
PN Post-Newtonian.
pp Proton Proton Burning Cycle (Stellar Astrophysics).
PPISN Pulsational Pair Instability Supernova.

RG Red Giant (Stellar Astrophysics).
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RLOF Roche Lobe (RL) Overflow.
RSG Red Supergiants (Stellar Astrophysics).

SDAR Slow Down Algorithmic Regularization.
SEVN Stellar Evolution for Nbody.
SIMD Single Instruction Multiple Data.
SISCO Simulating IFU Star Cluster Observations.
SMBH Supermassive Black Hole.
SN Supernova.
SPMD Single Program Multiple Data.
SSE Single Stellar Evolution.
SSE Streaming SIMD Extension.

WD White Dwarf (Stellar Astrophysics).
WR Wolf-Rayet (Stars).

ZAMS Zero Age Main Sequence (Stellar Astrophysics).
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ABSTRACT

Tsinghua university-Ma Huateng Telescope for Survey (TMTS) aims to discover rapidly evolving transients by monitoring the
northern sky. The TMTS catalog is cross-matched with the white dwarf (WD) catalog of Gaia EDR3, and light curves of more
than a thousand WD candidates are obtained so far. Among them, the WD TMTS J23450729+5813146 (hereafter J2345) is
one interesting common source. Based on the light curves from the TMTS and follow-up photometric observations, periods of
967.113 s, 973.734 s, 881.525s, 843.458 s, 806.916 s and 678.273 s are identified. In addition, the TESS observations suggest a
3.39 h period but this can be attributed to the rotation of a comoving M dwarf located within 3

′′
. The spectroscopic observation

indicates that this WD is DA type with)eff = 11778±617K, log 6 = 8.38±0.31, mass=0.84±0.20M⊙ and age=0.704±0.377Gyrs.
Asteroseismological analysis reveals a global best-fit solution of )eff = 12110 ± 10 K and mass=0.760 ± 0.005 M⊙ , consistent
with the spectral fitting results, and Oxygen and Carbon abundances in the core center are 0.73 and 0.27, respectively. The
distance derived from the intrinsic luminosity given by asteroseismology is 93 parsec, which is in agreement with the distance of
98 parsec from Gaia DR3. Additionally, kinematic study shows that this WD is likely a thick disk star. The mass of its zero-age
main-sequence mass is estimated to be 3.08 M⊙ and has a main-sequence plus cooling age of roughly 900 Myrs.

Key words: stars: white dwarfs - stars: variables: general - stars: oscillations - stars: individual: TMTS J23450729+5813146

1 INTRODUCTION

In our Milky Way, up to 97% of all stars will eventually evolve
into white dwarfs (WDs) (Heger et al. 2003). Main-sequence stars
with masses no more than 10-11 M⊙ (Woosley & Heger 2015) will
end up as WDs, depending on their metallicity as well. WDs are
objects of great importance that can provide vital information in
variety of research fields (Althaus et al. 2010). Owing to a simple
cooling mechanism, it is easier to derive relatively accurate ages

∗ E-mail: jcguo@bjp.org.cn (J,Guo), yanhuichen1987@126.com (Y,Chen),
wang_xf@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn (X.Wang)

of WDs, making them suitable for studies on the ages of Galac-
tic populations (Kilic et al. 2019; Guo et al. 2019), which are im-
portant tools by studying their luminosity functions (Munn et al.
2017; Lam et al. 2019) and mass functions (Holberg et al. 2016;
Hollands et al. 2018). Accurate WD luminosity functions can be
adopted to infer the structure and evolution of the Galactic disk and
open and globular clusters (Bedin et al. 2009; Campos et al. 2016;
García-Berro & Oswalt 2016; Kilic et al. 2017; Guo et al. 2018).
Furthermore, massive carbon-oxygen (CO) WDs are progenitors of
type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia), which serve as standard candles for
cosmological studies (Maoz, Mannucci, & Nelemans 2014). Ultra-
short period double WDs are potential gravitational wave sources

© 2022 The Authors
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likely to be detected by space gravitational-wave facilities like LISA
(Burdge et al. 2019).

With large spectroscopic surveys like Palomar-Green
(Green, Schmidt, & Liebert 1986), SDSS (York et al. 2000)
and LAMOST (Zhao et al. 2012), the studies of WDs have
entered a new era by increasing the numbers of WDs greatly
(Kleinman et al. 2013; Kepler et al. 2015, 2019; Zhao et al. 2013;
Gentile Fusillo et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2015b, 2022; Kong & Luo
2021). Thanks to the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration, et al.
2016), the studies of WD now step into another new era. With the
release of early Gaia DR3, the number of WDs reached ∼ 359 000
(Gentile Fusillo et al. 2021). This catalog is extremely helpful for
studying light variability of WDs by cross-matching it with some
photometric surveys.

Asteroseismology makes the studies of internal structure of pul-
sating stars become possible. This is also true for the studies of
pulsating WDs (see a recent review by Córsico et al. (2019)). Since
the first discovery of pulsating DA WDs (DAV, or ZZ ceti) HL Tau
76 (Landolt 1968), there are as many as 494 DAVs identified via
photometric observations (Córsico 2022), including those discov-
ered with TESS (Romero et al. 2022). Many of those DAVs have
been analysed with asteroseismology from different groups using
different models and asteroseismic approaches. Among them, two
main methods are widely adopted. One uses static stellar models
with parametrized chemical profiles. It allows a full exploration
of the parameter space to find an optimal seismic model, leading
to good matches to the observed periods. (Bradley 1998, 2001;
Castanheira & Kepler 2009; Bischoff-Kim, Montgomery, & Winget
2008; Bischoff-Kim & Metcalfe 2011; Bischoff-Kim et al. 2014;
Giammichele et al. 2017a,b). Another approach is using full evolu-
tionary models, which is generated by tracking the full evolution of
the progenitor star, from the zero age main sequence to the WD stage
(Romero et al. 2012, 2013; Córsico et al. 2013; De Gerónimo et al.
2017, 2018). It has been shown that detailed analysis on individ-
ual DAV is needed to understand the precise parameters of the white
dwarf stars. In return, models can be improved based on observations.
In general, the instability strip of DAVs is in the range of 10 850 K and
12 270 K (Gianninas, Bergeron, & Ruiz 2011), and the atmosphere of
these cool WDs are almost dominated by pure hydrogen as a result of
gravitational settling of other heavier elements. The hydrogen in the
outer envelope recombines at around )eff ∼ 12 000 , which causes
a huge increase in envelope opacity. Consequently, this restrains
the flow of radiation and eventually results in 6-mode oscillations
(Winget et al. 1982). Owing to the fact that these oscillation-induced
pulsation modes are very sensitive to the stellar structure of DAVs,
they can be used to study the internal structures of these stars.

Over the past decade, the  4?;4A (Borucki et al. 2010) and its  2
mission (Howell et al. 2014) have made high-precision asteroseis-
mology of WDs possible (Hermes et al. 2011; Greiss et al. 2016).
Later the )�(( mission (Ricker et al. 2015) has enriched the sam-
ple, as it observes the whole sky (Campante et al. 2016; Romero et al.
2022). However,  4?;4A and  2 mainly focus on specific areas;
while )�(( will cover the whole sky area, but its size is too small
for faint objects. Therefore, ground-based survey telescope with short
cadence is still vital for discovery and asteroseismological study of
faint pulsating WDs.

In this work, we report our discovery and results of asteroseis-
mological analysis of a new DAV star TMTS J23450729+5813146
(dubbed as J2345) discovered by TMTS. This star, with coordi-
nates of RA=23:45:07.29 and Dec=+58:13:14.6, was first reported
in Gaia DR2 WD catalogue as a WD candidate with a probability be-
ing WD PWD=0.99 and G=16.88 mag (Gentile Fusillo et al. 2019).

Through SED fitting to hydrogen-rich and helium-rich atmosphere
models, the parameters of J2345 are estimated to be )eff=11 280 K,
log 6=8.04, mass=0.63 and )eff=11 069 K, log 6=7.93, mass=0.54,
respectively. Then it was studied in Gaia 100 pc infrared-excess WD
sample (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2019), as it seems to comove with
a nearby faint (G=19.15 mag) M star. In their paper, the effective tem-
perature of J2345 and the companion are estimated to be 11 750 K
and 2 800 K, respectively, via SED fitting. No public spectrum data
is available for J2345 so far.

This paper is arranged as follows: In Sect. 2, observational details
of J2345 are listed. In Sect. 3, frequency solution and asteroseis-
mological modelling of J2345 are presented. Period from TESS is
analyzed in Sect. 4, while discussions and summary are given in
Sect. 5 and 6, respectively.

2 OBSERVATIONS

2.1 TMTS

TMTS is a photometric survey with four 40-cm optical telescopes,
located at Xinglong station in China. It has a total field of view of ∼
18 deg2 (4.5 deg2 each) and equipped with four 4k× 4k pixels CMOS
cameras, which allow less than a second read-out time and high speed
photometry. The survey operates in two observation modes. First,
uninterrupted observing LAMOST areas for the whole night with a
cadence of 1 min, carrying out collaborative tasks with the LAMOST.
Second, supernova survey with a cadence of 1-2 d. For the purpose
of reaching out the full potential of observations, customized filter
covering 330-900 nm is used for the survey. The 3f detection limit
of TMTS can reach 19.4 mag for 1-min exposure. More description
regarding the performance of TMTS can be found in Zhang et al.
(2020), Lin et al. (2022a) and Lin et al. (2022b).

TMTS started the 1 min-cadence survey since 2020, producing
uninterrupted light curves for more than 10 million objects so far.
The WD catalog generated from Gaia EDR3 (Gentile Fusillo et al.
2021) is used to cross-match with the TMTS catalog within 3′′, which
yields more than a thousand WD common sources. Based on visual
inspections of each source, WD J2345 was selected as a pulsating
WD candidate for detailed study. WD J2345 was observed by TMTS
on two nights (see details in Table. 1). A part of the discovery light
curve is shown in Fig.1. The amplitude of variation is large for a ZZ
ceti, roughly 0.2-0.3 mag.

2.2 Spectral observations

Spectral follow-up observations have been carried out by 3 m Shane
telescope located at Lick observatory in 2021. Both spectra were
taken by Kast double spectrograph with slit width of 2

′′
and grism

2, covering 3600-5700 Å in blue and 5400-10760 Å in red, provid-
ing a spectral resolution of roughly 1.02 Å·?8G4;−1. The standard
procedures of dark current subtraction, bias subtraction, cosmic ray
removal, 1D spectral extraction are performed using IRAF. The sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) of the spectrum taken on 12th November
is much better than the other due to better seeing, thus only the
spectrum with higher SNR is used for spectral analysis. Owing to
its higher SNR, blueshifted lines are noticeably seen in the spec-
trum. Spectral fitting with WDTOOLS (Chandra et al. 2020; Chandra
2020) yields a radial velocity of -67.7±17.2 km·B−1. After correc-
tions for the line shift, the parameters of J2345 are derived as
)eff = 11778±617 K, log 6 = 8.38±0.31, mass=0.84±0.20 M⊙ and
age=0.704 ± 0.377 Gyrs, based on the spectral model fitting method

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2022)
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Figure 1. A part of the discovery TMTS light curve taken on December 2nd, 2020. The amplitude of variation is large for a DAV.

Table 1. Observation logs of J2345.

Telescope instrument obs_date exposure (s)

TMTS CMOS 2020-11-01 60
(4×40cm) (330-900 nm) 2020-11-02 60

SNOVA (40cm) CCD 2021-11-07 50
(White light) 2021-11-08 100

2021-11-10 100
2021-11-11 100
2021-11-14 100

Shane (3m) Kast Double 2021-11-07 3600
Spectrograph 2021-11-12 2400

TESS CCD 2019/Sector17 120/1800
(600-1000 nm) 2020/Sector24 120/1800

described in Guo et al. (2015b, 2022). The spectrum and best fit-
ting are shown in Figure. 2. The derived )eff and mass are especially
helpful for providing independent check of the results from astero-
seismological analysis.

2.3 Photometric follow-up

Additional follow-up photometric observations have been taken by a
40 cm telescope called SNOVA located at Nanshan station in China.
A total of 5 nights observations have been taken for J2345. All
these observations are observed in white light with exposure time of
around 100 s. The standard image processing, like bias correction,
flat correction and source extraction are performed with IRAF, then
differential photometry is applied to obtain the final light curves. In
addition, TESS has also observed J2345 in 2 sectors in 2019 and 2020
(see Table. 1). Analysis of the light curves is presented in section 4.

3 ANALYSIS

3.1 Frequency content

The flexible software package FELIX1 was used for Fourier decompo-
sition of the light curve, which incorporates the standard prewhiten-
ing and nonlinear least-square fitting techniques for Fourier transfor-
mation (Deeming 1975; Scargle 1982). The threshold of acceptance

1 Frequency Extraction for Lightcurve exploitation, which was developed by
Stéphane Charpinet. See details of the code in (Charpinet et al. 2010).
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TMTS J23450729+5813146

Figure 2. Spectrum taken by Lick 3 m Shane telescope and its spectral fitting.
From left to right, blue dashed lines in the upper panel mark the HW , HV ,
HU , and Ca II triplet lines, respectively. From bottom to top, black lines in
the lower panel are normalized HU , HV , HW , and Hn lines, respectively. Red
dashed lines are the best model fitting after corrections for blueshift.

for a significant frequency is set to be 4.0f of the local noise level
(see, e.g., Kuschnig et al. 1997). Table 2 lists the frequencies with
their attributes extracted with FELIX: the ID ordered by their fre-
quency (Column 2), amplitude (Column 6) and their uncertainties
(Columns 3, 7), the corresponding period and their uncertainties
(Columns 4, 5), the SNR (Column 8), the corresponding periods of
optimal model, which will be discussed in Section 3.3 (Column 9)
and their ;, : (Column 10). We have barely detected one significant
frequency, 51 ∼ 1027`Hz in the year of 2020 from TMTS, while
three significant frequencies and two suspected frequencies from
SNOVA in the year of 2021.

Figure. 3 shows the Lomb-Scargle periodogram of TMTS and
SNOVA observations with one and five (including 2 frequencies be-
low the detected limitation) frequencies detected. We clearly see that

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2022)
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Table 2. The frequency content detected from TMTS and SNOVA photometry and their mode identifications.

ID Freq. fFreq. P f P Amplitude fAmp SNR Optimal P★ (;, :)★ Optimal P† (;, :)†
(`Hz) (`Hz) (s) (s) (ppt) (ppt) (s) (s)

TMTS 2020

51 1026.974 0.587 973.734 0.556 69.326 7.973 8.7 973.276 (1,19) 973.751 (1,19)

SNOVA 2021

5 ∗
05 1034.005 0.262 967.113 0.245 13.128 3.980 3.3 967.245 (2,34) 967.061 (2,34)
503 1134.398 0.218 881.525 0.169 15.106 3.806 4.0 881.448 (1,17) 881.556 (2,31)
502 1185.596 0.205 843.458 0.146 15.944 3.769 4.2 843.661 (1,16) 843.394 (1,16)
5 ∗
04 1239.286 0.245 806.916 0.159 13.409 3.789 3.5 806.992 (1,15) 806.855 (1,15)
501 1474.333 0.061 678.273 0.028 45.447 3.217 14.1 678.358 (1,12) 678.243 (2,23)

∗ Frequencies below the 4.0 f detection limits.

★ Adopted solution.

† Additional solution found by freeing the value of ;.
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Figure 3. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of TMTS and SNOVA observa-
tions taken in 2020 and 2021, respectively. The horizontal dashed lines (in
blue) denote the 4.0 f significance threshold. The upside-down grey curves
represent the residuals of power spectra with significant frequencies being
pre-whitened.

the significant frequency in 2020 with period of about 973 s dis-
appeared in 2021. However, the five frequencies with period from
678 s to 967 s in 2021 were also not detected in 2020. This indi-
cates that significant frequency and amplitude variations happened
in J2345. Note that this phenomenon has been disclosed in pul-
sating white dwarf stars from both ground-based and space-borne
photometry (e.g., Vauclair et al. 2011; Zong et al. 2016). A natural
explanation could be that the nonlinear mode interactions between
resonant modes (Zong et al. 2016; Buchler, Goupil, & Serre 1995).
We thus suggest that all of the above six signals are real pulsations
and will be used for construction of seismic models.

3.2 Input physics and model calculations

The latest version of the White Dwarf Evolution Code (WDEC v16,
Bischoff-Kim 2018) is used in this work to evolve grids for DAV
models. This code includes the oxygen (O) profile in the core, pa-

rameterized by six parameters (i.e. h1-3, w1-3). This feature pro-
vides more accurate fitting results than previous version without it.
The equation of state and opacity tables from the Modules for Ex-
periments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA, Paxton et al. 2011) are
adopted in current version of WDEC. The standard mixing length the-
ory (Bohm & Cassinelli 1971) and the mixing length parameter of
0.6 (Bergeron et al. 1995) are adopted in the analysis. The explored
parameter spaces of evolved WD models are shown in Table. 3. For
the initial ranges and crude steps in this table, 7 558 272 WD models
have been evolved. The model adopted here, differs from those de-
rived by considering the complete evolution. Firstly, this model only
considers the cooling phase of WD stars, while fully evolutionary
models take into account the complete evolution of the progeni-
tor stars and the WD cooling phases. Secondly, this model here is
a large sample model grids including parameterized central core,
while fully evolutionary models are typically not used for large sam-
ple model fitting. More details regarding the core parameters can
be found in the Fig. 1 of Bischoff-Kim (2018) and the user man-
ual (Bischoff-Kim & Montgomery 2018). In the fitting process, fine
steps are used to optimize the fitting models.

3.3 The model fittings

For the model fittings, a root-mean-square residual f'"( is adopted
in this work for the evaluation of fitting results.

f'"( =

√

1
=

∑

=

(%>1B − %20;)
2 (1)

In Eq.1 above, = is the number of fitted observed modes, i.e., 6 for
J2345. %>1B and %20; are the observed periods and model calculated
periods, respectively. During model fittings, only 2 digits behind
decimal points of observed periods are used. Owing to the fact that
periods 973.73 s and 967.11 s are close and the amplitude of period
973.73 s is large, we assume the period of 967.11 s is ;=2 mode, and
the other 5 periods belong to the ;=1 mode. Additional analysis has
been checked as well, leaving free the value of ; for all periods. For the
initial fitting, the combinations of parameter space ranges and crude
steps are used to build the DAV models. This includes 7 558 272
models, which are adopted to fit the observed 6 modes. The crude
steps are chosen by considering the computational requirement for
models. It takes around 12 s to evolve one model. Then, the parameter
steps of models are narrowed down to fine steps around models with
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Table 3. The explored parameter spaces of WDs evolved by WDEC.

Parameters Initial ranges Crude steps Fine steps Optimal values★ Optimal values†

"∗/"⊙ [0.500,0.850] 0.010 0.005 0.760±0.005 0.690±0.005
)eff(K) [10600,12600] 250 10 12110±10 12370±10
-log("env/"∗) [1.50,2.00,3.00] 0.50/1.00 0.01 2.00±0.02 3.00±0.01
-log("He/"∗) [2.00,5.00] 1.00 0.01 5.01±0.04 4.99±0.01
-log("H/"∗) [4.00,10.00] 1.00 0.01 9.98±0.02 7.00±0.01
-He in mixed C/He/H region [0.10,0.90] 0.16 0.01 0.25±0.01 0.56±0.01

-O in the core

h1 [0.60,0.75] 0.03 0.01 0.73±0.01 0.66±0.01
h2 [0.65,0.71] 0.03 0.01 0.66±0.01 0.71±0.01
h3 0.85 0.01 0.81±0.03 0.85±0.01
w1 [0.32,0.38] 0.03 0.01 0.35±0.01 0.37±0.01
w2 [0.42,0.48] 0.03 0.01 0.45±0.01 0.46±0.01
w3 0.09 0.01 0.09±0.01 0.12±0.01

"∗ denotes the stellar mass, while "4=E is the envelop mass. "� is the mass of hydrogen atmosphere, and "�4 is the mass of He layer. -�4 is the He
abundance in the mixed C/He/H region, and -$ is the O abundance in the core. The parameter h1 refers to the O abundance in the core center, while w1 is
the mass fraction of -$=h1. Parameters h2 and h3 are O abundance of two knee points on the reducing O profile. The w2 and w3 refer to the masses of the
gradient regions of O profile.

★ Adopted solution.

† Additional solution found by freeing the value of ;.
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Figure 4. Left panel: a color graph of fitting error f'"( as functions of stellar mass and )eff . A total of 14 271 DAV stellar models are used in fit. Right panel:
a color graph of fitting error f'"( as functions of He-layer mass and envelope mass. A total of 7 676 DAV stellar models are used in the fit.

minimum f'"( . For the fine steps, there are 3 to 5 grid points for
each parameter. For fine steps of mass, 0.005 is chosen because it’s
the same step size adopted in WDEC. For the other fine steps, they are
all chosen to be much smaller than their crude steps. In Table 3, there
are 6 global parameters and 6 -$ parameters. In order to find the
minimum fitting error, the -$ parameters are first fixed, and a grid
of global parameters are generated. Then the global parameters are
fixed, and a grid of -$ parameters are generated. The chosen fitting
model will be nearly convergent to an optimal fitting model after
repeating these two processes for a dozen times. Finally, the optimal
model is obtained when f'"( = 0.21 s (The derived distance is
calculated later as 98 pc). For the additional analysis, the optimal
model is found when f'"( = 0.046 s and its derived distance is
103 pc. The optimal model parameters of adopted and additional
solution are listed in the fifth and last column of Table 3, respectively.
Although the optimal solution in additional analysis is achieved with
a smaller fitting error of 0.046 s, the solution with fitting error of
0.21 s is adopted, due to the latter solution results in only one ;=2
modes. With more high degree modes in the adopted solution, more
modes exist in the solution model as well, smaller fitting errors

can be achieved, but it is not a reasonable choice comparing to the
one with less high degree modes. In addition, in order to explore
models with thicker H and He-envelops, (−;>6("He/"∗) = 2 and
−;>6("H/"∗) = 4, which we did not include in the beginning due
to limited computational power), a model grid containing 314 928
models is calculated. Independent model fittings are performed, yet
the adopted solution listed in the fifth column of Table 3 is still
preferred after comparison. On the other hand, in both solutions
shown in Table 3, close periods 973.734 s and 967.113 s are not both
;=1, meaning they are not likely to be components of a rotational
triplet. The full width at half height of the reciprocal of =f'"( is
estimated as the error of each optimal value. It is known that modes
with : ≫1 probe the most external part of the star. Thus the lack
of short period modes in our observation reflected in larger errors in
the core (h1-w3), compared to the errors estimated for L19-2 (Chen
2022). For L19-2, same models and approach have been applied, but
its observations have detected more short period modes, which yields
much smaller errors in the core. According to the derived optimal
values, J2345 is a relatively massive and hot DAV with a thin H
atmosphere.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity plots of 8 parameters of the optimal model. Subplots are 8 parameter values versus their root mean square residual f'"( .
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Figure 6. The core composition profiles and corresponding Brunt-Väisälä
frequency for the optimal model. In the lower panel, the abundance of O, C,
He and H are plotted in red solid line, green dashed line, blue dashed line and
magenta dotted line, respectively. In the upper panel, the vertical axis is the
logarithm of the square of buoyancy frequency. Three little bumps are present
due to the existence of three element transition gradient zones.

A colour graph of fitting error f'"( as functions of stellar mass
and )eff is displayed in the left panel of Fig. 4. The colour represents
the fitting error f'"( as defined in Eq.1. The grid consisting of
stellar mass in the range of 0.500"⊙ and 0.850"⊙ with a step of

0.005"⊙ and )eff in the range of 10 600 K and 12 600 K with step
of 10 K are included in the analysis, which contains 14 271 DAV
models. All of other parameters are fixed to their optimal values in
Table 3. The right panel of Fig. 4 shows f'"( as functions of He-
layer mass and envelope mass, which involves 7 676 DAV models.
The logarithm of envelope mass ranges from -2.00 to -3.00 with a
step of 0.02, and the logarithm of He layer mass ranges from -4.01
to -6.01 with a step of 0.02.

The sensitivity plots of 8 parameters of the optimal model are
shown in Fig. 5. Stellar mass, )eff , envelope mass, He-layer mass,
H-atmosphere mass, He abundance in mixed C/He/H region, h1
and w1 for the O profile versus fitting error f'"( are plotted in
different subplots, respectively. Each panel of these parameters is
plotted when all other parameters are fixed to the optimal values.
The parameter values corresponding to the lowest f'"( indicate
the optimal values. In Table 3, the mass of the shell of H ranges
from 10−10 "∗ to 10−5 "∗. But our fitting is not limited to explore
spaces in this range. Depending on the pre-optimal solutions of each
iteration in the search for final optimal values of J2345, the initial
ranges listed in Table 3 may be extended if pre-optimal value is near
the range limit. For instance, it is shown in Fig. 5 that H masses less
than 10−10 "∗ have been explored as well, since the optimal value is
near the limit of initial lower range. Similar case can be found in the
mass of the shell of He, spaces as low as 10−6 "∗ are explored as well,
exceeding the lower limit of 10−5 "∗. The core composition profiles
and corresponding Brunt-Väisälä frequency for the optimal model
are shown in Fig. 6, where the bumps are caused by composition
gradient in different zones. There are some smaller bumps exist near
horizontal axis 1 and 5 as well. After some simple investigations
on this matter, we assume that those have something to do with
WDEC, rather than anything physical. One should note that this kind
of chemical profiles are in contrast with those derived from fully
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Figure 7. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram of TESS 120 s observations taken
in 2019 and 2020, respectively. The 3.39 h period becomes much weaker in
2020 than in 2019.

evolutionary computations. The existence of a C-buffer and several
features in the chemical profile has been discussed extensively in
De Gerónimo et al. (2019) for a DBV star.

In order to check the self-consistency of the best fit model, the
distance derived from asteroseismology analyzed results can be
used to do an independent test. For the best-fit model, the lumi-
nosity of J2345 is Log(L/L⊙) = -2.685. The bolometric magni-
tude of the optimal model is "1>;=11.45, using the correction
"1>; = "1>;,⊙ − 2.5 × !>6(!/!⊙) and assuming the bolomet-
ric magnitude of the Sun "1>;,⊙ = 4.74 (Cox 2000). Since the
bolometric correction (BC) in Gaia G band is not provided for J2345
in DR3, the BC in V band is adopted. The BC(V) for DA star model
with)eff= 12 000 K and 13 000 K are -0.611 mag and -0.828 mag, re-
spectively, as listed in Table 1 of Bergeron, Wesemael, & Beauchamp
(1995). Therefore, for J2345 with )eff= 12 110 K, the linear interpo-
lated BC(V) is -0.635 mag. The absolute V magnitude can be derived
as "+ = "1>; − �� (+) = 11.45 − (−0.635) = 12.085. By using
the equation 3 = 10(<+ −"+ )/5+1, the distance corresponding to the
optimal model is 93 pc, given<+ = 16.93 (Lasker et al. 2008). Com-
paring to the inverse parallax distance of 98 pc from Gaia DR3, there
is ∼5% error in the optimal model derived distance. Furthermore,
the results corresponding to the optimal model are in agreement with
the parameters obtained from spectral model fitting in section 2.2.
These two facts suggest that our asteroseismological results are self
consistent.

4 ROTATION PERIOD OF NEARBY M DWARF FROM

TESS

J2345 was observed by TESS in Sector 17 and 24. They are
both recorded in 120 s and 1800 s exposures. Based on Lomb-
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Figure 8. Phase folded TESS light curve modelling with PHOEBE. Blue dots
are observed phase-folded TESS light curve in sector 17 with 30 min exposure,
while red line represents the PHOEBE reproduced light curve of a single star
with a single large dark spot.

Scargle (LS, Scargle 1982) method, a noticeable period ∼ 3.39 h
is present in the power spectra of both TESS observations (Fig-
ure 7), which is not detected in TMTS and SNOVA observations.
Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2019) listed J2345 and another star named
Gaia DR2 1999127510436274048 as comoving stars (see Table 1 in
their paper), as they are located within about 3′′ and have similar
parallaxes and proper motions from Gaia DR2. According to their
SED fitting, the )eff of these two stars are 11 750 K and 2 800 K,
respectively, indicating that the comoving star is an M star. Since the
image resolution of TESS is ∼ 21′′ per pixel and the brightness of
M star is comparable to J2345 in TESS red band, the detected 3.39 h
period may originate from the M star. Firstly, the 3.39 h period is
not plausible to be the pulsation period of J2345, as it is too long.
Secondly, the power of 3.39 h period is much weaker in 2020 than in
2019 (see Fig. 7). Combining the fact that this period is not detected
in 2021 observations from TMTS and SNOVA, it is most probable
that this period is due to the rotation of M star. The appearance and
disappearance of a large dark spot can cause the variation observed
in 2019 and 2020. The non-detection in 2021 further rules out the
possibility that this period is due to eclipsing of a hidden compan-
ion, since the significance of orbital period signal should be stable.
To further validate our hypothesis, the folded light curve of TESS
observation in 2019 is fed to PHOEBE for modelling.

It is known that modelling stellar spots is difficult, as the observed
light curve can be well fitted by one large spot or several smaller
spots and etc. Currently, PHOEBE does not have spot estimators for
single stars. Therefore, we manually tuned the spot parameters to
reproduce a similar light curve to mimic the phase-folded light curve
of TESS in Sector 17 (Figure 8). The parameters of the star are set
as )eff=2 800 K, mass=0.21 M⊙ , star radius =0.15 R⊙ , rotation pe-
riod=3.39 h and inclination angle=90◦ . The single large spot setting
results in: an angular radius of 80◦; the co-latitude of the center of
spot with respect to spin axis is 90◦„ longitude of the center of the
spot with respect to spin axis is 0◦ and the relative temperature of the
spot to the intrinsic temperature is 0.97. The direct image of this spot
setting is shown in Fig. 9, corresponding to the model light curve at
phase 0.75. It should be noted that this does not necessarily mean this
model setting is the real case. It is simply a demonstration to show
that the TESS light curve in 2019 can be modelled by the rotation of
a large dark spot on the M dwarf.
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Figure 9. Mesh plot of PHOEBE model of a single star with a single spot,
corresponding to the red line light curve at phase=0.75 with inclination angle
of 90◦. The star rotates from left to right.

5 DISCUSSION

According to the coordinates from Gaia DR3, the separation between
J2345 and the M star is roughly 2.67′′, corresponding to a projected
separation of ∼15 AU at 98 parsec away. Based on the parallaxes
from Gaia DR3, the distances of the two stars in the line of sight
are 94.6288 and 97.7039 parsec, respectively. Therefore, the actual
separation should be at least 3 parsec, indicating these two stars may
be the result of a disrupted wide binary (Oh et al. 2017). There is
no third star with similar proper motion at similar distance within
5
′

in Gaia DR3, thus they do not belong to a large structure. The
PanSTARRS images2 in I and H bands, which have the earliest and
latest available images taken 1 039 d and 743 d apart, respectively,
are checked as well. However, no obvious relative movements can be
observed.

Given the newly released Gaia DR3, it is worth to check whether
J2345 is disk or halo WD, since halo WD is rare object of inter-
est. The accurate measurements of J2345 include coordinates of
ra=356.2808 deg, dec=58.2209 deg, parallax of 10.2350 mas, proper
motion of pmra=28.9359 mas·HA−1, pmdec=5.8859 mas·HA−1. With
the radial velocity of -67.7±17.2 km·B−1 derived from follow-up
spectrum with WDTOOLS, the 3-D heliocentric velocity*,+ and, of
J2345 can be calculated following equations listed in Guo, Liu, & Liu
(2016). The probability calculated from *=-23.85 km·B−1, +=-
53.87 km·B−1 and,=9.88 km·B−1 suggests that J2345 is likely a thick
disk star, not a halo WD (see Fig.10). This result is consistent with
the disrupted wide binary scenario, as wide binaries in the disk may
be disrupted by passing stars, Galactic tides and molecular clouds
(Weinberg, Shapiro, & Wasserman 1987; Jiang & Tremaine 2010).
But halo wide binaries are less likely to be disrupted by passing stars
and molecular clouds since majority of their lifetime is spent outside
the disk. Although some halo wide binaries will travel through the
disk, the short duration due to their high spatial velocities makes

2 http://ps1images.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/ps1cutouts

Figure 10. Gaia DR3 selected 1 kpc sample and J2345 plotted in the
V+220 km ·B−1 vs. (*2 +, 2)1/2 km ·B−1 plane. Halo, thick disk, thin disk
candidates are plotted in black, green and light blue, respectively. Red and
blue lines are lower and upper limits of the escape velocity of the Milky Way.
Magenta star marks the location of J2345.

it less probable to be disrupted (Weinberg, Shapiro, & Wasserman
1987).

Since the asterosesimological analysis has provided the accurate
mass of J2345, the rough evolution history of this WD can be learnt
via stellar evolution models. Firstly, the initial mass at zero age
main-sequence (ZAMS) can be calculated as 3.08 M⊙ , based on
Equation 2, which is derived from Eq. 5 in Cummings et al. (2018).

"8 = (" 5 − 0.184"⊙) ÷ 0.187, (0.72"⊙ < " 5 < 0.86"⊙) (2)

Where "8 is the initial mass, while " 5 is the final mass. This
equation is a MIST-based semi-empirical initial-final mass relation.
In Table 1 of Renedo et al. (2010), for a WD star with Z=0.01 and
M,�=0.767 M⊙ , the lifetime of its main-sequence phase lasts for
0.232 Gyr. Thus, the main-sequence plus cooling age of J2345 with
M,� = 0.760±0.005 "⊙ is T"(+T2>>;8=6 ≈200+700=900 Myrs.
This is less than one per cent of the lifetime of the companion M star
with )eff=2 800 K, assuming they formed simultaneously.

On another note, if the initial mass of J2345 at ZAMS is 3.08 M⊙ ,
it should be a B9 or A0 type star (Cox 2000). But the companion of
its progenitor is a late M type star. Therefore, it is also possible that
there was an accretion process, as binaries formed in the same region
tend to have similar spectral types, and the WD mass in accreting
system (i.e. mean M,� ∼ 0.8 M⊙ for CV) is usually higher than
the average mass (∼ 0.6 M⊙) of single WD (Zorotovic & Schreiber
2020).

6 SUMMARY

In this work, a newly discovered ZZ ceti J2345 is reported and ana-
lyzed. The discovery is the result of searching for variable WDs from
the minute-cadence photometric survey TMTS. By cross-matching
Gaia EDR3 WD catalog with the TMTS catalog, there are more than
a thousand common WD candidates. Each is planned to be visually
inspected for variation that can be attributed to WD pulsation, binary
eclipsing, and planetesimal transiting. Many interesting sources have
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been identified, and this is the very first paper to report our findings
in TMTS.

Based on two and five night observations of TMTS and SNOVA,
there are 6 pulsating modes identified after prewhitening. Those
modes are used to perform the asteroseismological analysis. By
adopting the latest version of WDEC, there are 7 558 272 WD models
evolved for the parameter spaces listed in Table 3. To find the optimal
model, parameter steps and spaces are slowly narrowed down repeat-
edly, in accordance of the fitting result. At last, the optimal model is
found and its parameter values are listed in Table 3. To test our mode
identification, additional analysis of freeing the values of ; for all pe-
riods has been checked and compared. Based on the comparison and
analysis in Section 3.3, we believe our identification is a more rea-
sonable choice. From the asteroseismological result, it can be learnt
that J2345 is a massive and relatively hot pulsating WD with mod-
erately thin H atmosphere. The final results are quite consistent with
the parameters derived from spectral fitting of follow-up spectrum.
In addition, the distance deduced from asteroseismological results is
in agreement with the inverse parallax derived distance from Gaia
DR3, implying a good self-consistency.

An evident period of ∼3.39 h is found to exist in two observations
of TESS. Given the fact that the significance of this signal weakens
considerably between two TESS observations, we propose that this
period is attributed to the rotation of dark spot on a comoving M star.
The TESS light curve taken in 2019 has been modelled by Phoebe
with a single star plus one dark spot model. The result suggests
that an synthetic light curve representing a very large dark spot,
nearly covered half of the M dwarf’s surface can be reproduced to
mimic the observed TESS light curve. This implies that the identified
period and light curve evolution from TESS data can be explained
by stellar spot. But the resulted parameters of the spot should be
treated with caution, as the real case may be caused by several spots
with different sizes and locations. With the newly released Gaia DR3,
the 3-D heliocentric velocity *+, of J2345 is calculated, and the
result indicates that J2345 is likely a thick disk star instead of a
halo WD. Furthermore, since the initial progenitor mass of WD can
be estimated from current mass, its whole evolution history can be
learnt. By comparing to a well-studied WD with similar mass, we
estimate the lifetime of the main-sequence phase of J2345 being as
about 200 Myrs and current age as 900 Myrs plus cooling time.
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Abstract

H II regions, ionized nebulae where massive star formation has taken
place, exhibit a wealth of emission lines that are the fundamental basis
for estimating the chemical composition of the Universe. For more than
80 years, a discrepancy of at least a factor of two between heavy-element
abundances derived with collisional excited lines (CELs) and the weaker
recombination lines (RLs) has thrown our absolute abundance determi-
nations into doubt. Heavy elements regulate the cooling of the interstellar
gas, being essential to the understanding of several phenomena such as
nucleosynthesis, star formation and chemical evolution. In this work,
we use the best available deep optical spectra of ionized nebulae to
analyze the cause of this abundance discrepancy problem. We find for
the first time general observational evidence in favor of the tempera-
ture inhomogeneities within the gas, quantified by t2. The temperature
inhomogeneities inside H II regions are affecting only the gas of high ion-
ization degree and producing the abundance discrepancy problem. This
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work implies that the metallicity determinations based on CELs must be
revised, as they can be severely underestimated, especially in the regions
of lower metallicity, such as the JWST high-z galaxies. We present meth-
ods to estimate these corrections, which will be critical for robust inter-
pretations of the chemical composition of the Universe over cosmic time.

Keywords: H II regions, Interstellar abundances, Galaxy abundances,
Galaxy chemical evolution

Since the pioneering work by [1], in essentially all studies where the weak
recombination lines (RLs) of heavy-element ions have been detected in ion-
ized nebulae, they imply systematically higher heavy element abundances
than those derived from the stronger collisionally excited lines (CELs). Given
that the line emission is produced by the same ion through different mecha-
nisms, the abundance discrepancy points to inconsistencies or missing physics
in the assumptions underlying the derivation of chemical abundances. Several
hypotheses have been proposed over the last 80 years in attempts to resolve this
issue. For instance, temperature inhomogeneities [2], chemical inhomogeneities
[3], errors in the atomic recombination coefficients [4], a non-Maxwellian elec-
tron velocity distribution [5], recombination contributions to the auroral CELs
[6] and some others [7, 8]. The lack of clear observational confirmation of any
of these ideas has prevented a general solution to this problem until now.

In H II regions the highly ionized gas is usually concentrated in the volume
closest to the massive O or early B type stars, while the less ionized ions are
concentrated in outer shells. Therefore, it is common to estimate a represen-
tative temperature for each volume of gas using CEL intensity ratios, usually
Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) and Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) for the volume with high
and low degree of ionization, respectively. The reason why the existence of
temperature inhomogeneities within a given ionization zone can produce the
abundance discrepancy is that the emission of CELs increases exponentially
with temperature, whereas the emissivity of RLs depends on this parameter
to a much lesser extent (decreasing proportionally to a power of Te close to 1).
Therefore, in case of inhomogeneities, Te derived from CEL intensity ratios will
be systematically biased towards higher values than the average temperature
[2]. Then, by deriving the chemical composition based on the intensity ratio of
CELs and H I RLs, an exponential systematic error towards lower abundances
will be introduced. On the other hand, the intensity ratio of RLs is less sen-
sitive to temperature, making it more suitable for deriving the true chemical
composition of the gas. In the paradigm proposed by [2, 9], for a given ion
Xi+, the average temperature of the gas will be:

T0(Xi+) =

∫
Tenen(Xi+)dV∫
nen(Xi+)dV

, (1)
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where Te, ne are the electron temperature and density at a given volume of
the nebula, whereas n(Xi+) is the particle density of the ion. If there are
temperature inhomogeneities, these can be quantified by the root mean square
deviation from the averaged temperature:

t2(Xi+) =

∫
[Te − T0(Xi+)]2nen(Xi+)dV

T0(Xi+)2
∫
nen(Xi+)dV

. (2)

We use a collection of 20 and 23 deep optical spectra of Galactic and extra-
galactic H II regions, respectively as well as 8 spectra of Galactic ring nebulae
(RNe), which are nebulae created by mass-loss episodes from young very mas-
sive stars. These data have the best quality available in the literature, being
carefully and homogeneously reduced and analyzed over more than 20 years
by our research group, containing the following characteristics: (i) have at
least one line detected from the recombination O II multiplet V1, free of line
blending with other lines that are not O II V1 RLs or observational issues.
(ii) uncertainties in the line ratios smaller than 40%. (iii) reliable detections
of both temperature-sensitive [N II] λ5755 and [O III] λ4363 CELs. Following
the so-called direct method, we calculate the electron density of the nebu-
lae, as well as Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007), Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) and Te([Ar III]
λ5192/λ7751) when available. We derive Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) using the
formalism proposed by [10] with the updated atomic data from [11].

Not surprisingly, in all cases, O2+/H+ derived from the O II V1 RLs is
found to be higher than the same ratio derived from the [O III] λ5007 CEL
(see Table A8). The ratio of both ionic abundances is called the abundance
discrepancy factor (ADF). By comparing the Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) and
Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) -determined using Eqs. 10 and 11 from [10]-, we derive
T0(O2+) and t2(O2+). The last parameter is the degree of spatial temperature
variations within the high ionization zone that is required in order to reconcile
the O2+/H+ ratios derived from RLs and CELs.

Since the observations of the extragalactic H II regions cover the complete
temperature structure, we will initially focus our analysis on these regions in
order to avoid the scatter that may be induced by aperture effects. Contrary
to what was argued in several studies [7, 12, 13] that were limited to a small
number of H II regions, there is no “typical” t2(O2+) value for these nebulae
(See Table A7). As pointed out by [14–16], very high values of t2(O2+) can
be found in “low metallicity” H II regions. However, the connection between
t2(O2+) and the physical conditions of the gas was not obvious in these pre-
vious studies. In Fig. 1 we show the missing connection, t2(O2+) is linearly
correlated with ∆Te = Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) − Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584), as
follows:

t2
(
O2+

)
= (2.90± 0.21)× 10−5∆Te + (4.68± 0.18)× 10−2(K). (3)

The explanation and the implications of this correlation are the following:
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Fig. 1 Linear correlation between t2(O2+), the temperature inhomogeneities parameter
value required to solve the abundance discrepancy problem and the difference of the derived
temperatures of the ionized gas for extragalactic H II regions. The color bar corresponds
to the O/H abundance derived from CELs assuming a homogeneous temperature structure
(t2 = 0). The Pearson correlation coefficient of the fit (r) is 0.96.

• The linear relationship between t2(O2+) and ∆Te is a consequence of the
fact that Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) behaves as the average temperature in the
N+ volume (See Eq. (2)). This implies that temperature inhomogeneities are
negligible in the low ionization zone (i.e. t2(O+) ≈ 0). This is demonstrated
in Fig. 2, where a tight linear correlation between Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584)
and T0(O2+) is presented.

• The fact that Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) (practically identical to T0(O2+) in
H II regions) is correlated with Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) also demonstrates
that the first value is physically representing a gas temperature.

• As Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) < Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007), with the first being
a real value of temperature, we show that a physical process is acting pref-
erentially in the inner high ionization volume, increasing the intensity of the
temperature sensitive [O III] λ4363 CEL. This demonstrate the existence of
real temperature inhomogenities.

• Therefore t2(O2+) is not an ad-hoc parameter to solve the abundance dis-
crepancy of the O2+ ion, it is indeed describing inhomogenities in the
temperature of the highly ionized gas.
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On the first point mentioned above, it should be noted that Te([N II]
λ5755/λ6584) is not involved in the estimation of T0(O2+) or Te(O II
V1/[O III]λ5007) in any sense. We interpret the relationship shown in Fig. 2
as a consequence of the natural stratification of temperatures expected in the
photoionized gas due to the combination of the hardening of the stellar radi-
ation and the stronger cooling from [O III] lines, which are more efficient at
cooling than those of [O II] [17, 18]. The linear fit between both quantities is
presented in Eq. (4).
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Fig. 2 Relation between Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) and T0(O2+) for extragalactic H II regions.

T0(O2+) = (1.17± 0.05)× Te([N II])− (3340± 470) (K). (4)

When we extend the analysis to the Galactic H II regions and RNe, as
shown in Fig. 3, we observe that in general they follow the same trend as
the extragalactic H II regions. Five spectra from different areas of NGC 6888
[19], a bubble of ionized gas created by the Wolf-Rayet WN6 star WR136 and
three from NGC 7635 [19], created by the O6.5(n)fp star BD+60 2522 [20] and
the surrounding interstellar gas show also a good agreement with the general
trend of the H II regions. This is remarkable in the case of some peripheral
zones of NGC 6888, that show particularly large values of t2(O2+). This implies
that stellar feedback processes can contribute to the inhomogeneous heating of
the gas and are related to the origin of temperature inhomogeneities. This is
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Fig. 3 t2(O2+) versus ∆Te relation for Galactic and extragalactic H II regions and ring
nebulae.

consistent with the fact that the gas with a high degree of ionization, which is
located physically closer to the ionizing stars in typical H II regions, is the most
affected one by the temperature inhomogeneities. Variations in the hardness
of the stellar ionizing spectra may also contribute to t2(O2+) [21, 22].

To test the impact of our results on the metallicity of our sample of extra-
galactic H II regions, we compare the effect of considering t2 > 0 only in the
high ionization volume. The results are shown in Fig. 4, and highlight that the
metallicity underestimation tends to be larger at lower metallicities, reaching
values as high as 0.5 dex. Considering these results, we can infer a Te([N II]
λ5755/λ6584)-metallicity relation, provided in Eq. (5) and shown in Fig. 5,
which allows a quick estimation of the metallicity considering t2(O2+) > 0.

12 + log(O/H) = (−1.19± 0.14)× 10−4Te([N II]) + (9.68± 0.15) (K). (5)

Based on deep optical spectra of Galactic and extragalactic H II regions
and ring nebulae, we conclude that temperature inhomogenities are present
within these nebulae. These inhomogeneities cause the long-standing discrep-
ancy between the heavy-element abundances determined with CELs and RLs.
The observational evidence show that the temperature inhomogenities affect
only the volume of high degree of ionization, the closest to the ionizing stars.
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Fig. 4 Effects on metallicity of considering temperature inhomogeneities affecting only the
high ionization volume in our sample of extragalactic H II regions.

This is a change of paradigm even for the community who consider t2 > 0 in
their studies. Stellar feedback processes and radiation hardness fluctuations of
the stellar spectra are potential candidates to produce the observed inhomo-
geneities. The chemical abundances estimated with CELs, the most accessible
observationally, must be revised because they are underestimated. Both the
abundances determined by the direct method and those estimated by strong
lines ones calibrated by observations require revision, since both depend on
Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007). We provide Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), which allow
us to consider the effect of temperature inhomogenities in the calculation of
chemical abundances even if only CELs are observed. This is especially impor-
tant in low metallicity H II regions where the values of t2(O2+) are higher,
and metallicities are systematically underestimated (Fig. 4). This work has
far-reaching implications for chemical evolution studies of galaxies, where the
build-up of elements is treated as a cosmic clock. This is particular critical in
our examination of the mass-metallicity relationships of galaxies [23], as well
as recent efforts to directly track chemical evolution over cosmic time by using
JWST to observe [O III] auroral lines in high-z galaxies [24–26]. Based on our
findings, t2 should be considered as a fundamental physical parameter both in
observational and theoretical works.
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Fig. 5 Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584)-metallicity relation considering t2(O2+) > 0 for our sample
of extragalactic H II regions.

1 Methods

For the sample of nebulae presented in Tables A1, A2, A4 and A5, we
derive the physical conditions and ionic abundances by the so-called direct
method in a consistent way. All values obtained are based on the intensities
reported in the reference spectra. We discard the use of lines with obser-
vational issues as telluric absorptions or sky line contaminations. We use
PyNeb 1.1.13 [27] and the atomic data set provided in Table 1 to estimate
the electron density (ne) and temperature (Te). As a first step, we derive the
ne-Te cross-match convergence by solving the statistical equilibrium equations
with the [S II] λ6731/λ6716, [O II] λ3726/λ3729, [Cl III] λ5538/λ5518, [Fe III]
λ4658/λ4702 and [Ar IV] λ4740/λ4711 density diagnostics and the [O III]
λ4363/λ5007, [N II] λ5755/λ6584, [Ar III] λ5192/λ7135 temperature diagnos-
tics, using the task getCrossTemDen of PyNeb. For each density diagnostic, we
average the convergence value of each cross-matching. Considering that [S II]
λ6731/λ6716 and [O II] λ3726/λ3729 have their maximum sensitivity with
density in the range of values 102 cm−3 < ne < 104 cm−3 [28–31], whereas
[Cl III] λ5538/λ5518, [Fe III] λ4658/λ4702 and [Ar IV] λ4740/λ4711 are good
diagnostics in the range of 103 cm−3 < ne < 106 cm−3 [32–37], we derive an
average representative ne adopting the following criteria:

• If ne([S II]) < 100 cm−3, we adopt ne < 100 cm−3.
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• If 100 cm−3 < ne([S II])< 1000 cm−3, we adopt the average value of ne([S II])
and ne([O II]).

• If ne([S II]) > 1000 cm−3, we take the average values of ne([S II]), ne([O II]),
ne([Cl III]), ne([Fe III]) and ne([Ar IV]) when available.

In all cases, the averaged values are weighted by the inverse of the
square of the error. All the extragalactic H II regions but one follow the
first two criteria and therefore in Tables A1, A3 we only present ne([O II]),
ne([S II]) as well as the adopted value. The exception is N 88A [38], where
we follow the third criteria given its higher density. Therefore, in addi-
tion to the values of ne([S II]) and ne([O II]) shown in Table A1, we take
into account ne([Cl III])=3890+280

−320 cm−3, ne([Ar IV])=5860+910
−920 cm−3 and

ne([Fe III])=7570+3870
−2940 cm−3 for N 88A. Once ne is well established, we derive

Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007), Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) and Te([Ar III] λ5192/λ7751)
when available, using the getTemDen task of PyNeb.

In the case of O II RLs, we consider only those from the multiplet V1,
individually measured or blended with other lines of the same multiplet. In
each region we sum the intensity of all the O II V1 observed lines and we esti-
mate the intensity of the complete multiplet with the effective recombination
coefficients from [11], which consider the population of the O II levels. These
values of the total intensity of multiplet V1 are presented in the fifth column
of the Table A7. The number of observed O II V1 lines is presented in the
sixth column. Note that the relative intensity of the O II V1 RLs is indepen-
dent of the temperature, while it depends on the density for values between
102.5 cm−3 < ne < 104 cm−3 [11]. Since the total intensity of the multiplet V1
is independent of the density, this could introduce some errors in high-density
regions with an incorrect estimation of ne (by an order of magnitude) and
when only one O II V1 RL is detected. However, this case does not occur in
our sample and our conclusions do not depend on this.

Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) was derived using the aforementioned O II V1
intensities with respect to [O III]λ5007 and is presented in the second column
of Table A7 for each object of our sample. The O II V1/[O III]λ5007 line inten-
sity ratio depends on the electron temperature in a different proportion than
[O III] λ4363/λ5007, given the different dependence of the emissivities of O II
V1 and [O III] λ4363 lines with Te. If we assume that both RLs and CELs arise
from the same ionized gas, the difference between Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007)
and Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) give us an estimate of the temperature inhomo-
geneities. It should be noted that the derived Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) is the
temperature value that eliminates the discrepancy between the n(O2+)/n(H+)
ratio derived with CELs and RLs. Using the formalism of [10] -Eqs. (10) and
(11)-, we calculate T0(O2+) and t2(O2+). It is important to highlight that the
ADF is not synonymous with t2. ADF(O2+) is the consequence of an inhomo-
geneous temperature structure affecting Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) and therefore
both quantities are intrinsically related and described by both T0(O2+) and
t2(O2+) [2].
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In the first part of this article, we show a tight relationship between t2(O2+)
and ∆Te = Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) − Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584). As mentioned,
this is a consequence of the fact that Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) is linearly cor-
related with T0(O2+) (or Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) as they are practically
equivalent in the analyzed H II regions). Therefore, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are com-
plementary. Mathematically, the formalism of [10] predicts the linear fit shown
in Eq. (3) with the presence of any phenomenon that produces Te([O III]
λ4363/λ5007) > Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) (and consequently ADF(O2+)>0)
and preserves the linearity between T0(O2+) and Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584). Tem-
perature inhomogeneities in the volume of high degree of ionization is the
only paradigm that fulfill these requirements as other explanations to the
ADF(O2+) would imply the invalidity of Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) as a real
temperature diagnostic. We discard other explanations to the ADF(O2+) in
H II regions from the literature as follows:

• If there were chemical inhomogeneities, they would create temperature
variations. Nevertheless, in that case, Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) would not
correlate with Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) as the volumes emitting RLs and CELs
would be different [39].

• If the ADF(O2+) were created by fluorescent excitation of the O II V1 RLs,
then these lines would be enhanced in proportion to parameters different
than the electron temperature of the gas (such as the effective temperature
of the ionizing star or the optical depth). Therefore Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007)
and Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) would not correlate.

• If the free electrons follow a kappa distribution instead of a Maxwellian
one, supra-thermal electrons would create temperature variations that can
be directly described by t2. However, both observational and theoretical
evidence indicate the prevalence of a Maxwellian distribution of velocities
[40].

• In the case of errors in the recombination coefficients of the O II V1 RLs,
the observed ADF(O2+) would be approximately constant[4], which is not
the case.

• In order to have an important recombination contribution to the auroral
[O III] λ4363 line intensity, a large fraction of O3+/O is required. This is not
the case in the analyzed H II regions. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows that t2(O2+)
and Te([Ar III] λ5192/λ7751)−Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) also have a correlation
despite of the larger scatter.

To ensure that our conclusions are free of selection bias, we searched for
spectra of extragalactic H II regions in the literature that follow the same
selection criteria of our study. Due to the difficulty of simultaneously observing
[N II] λ5755, [O III] λ4363 and the O II V1 RLs, there are not many candidates.
We study the 9 spectra presented in Table A3 by analyzing them with the
same methodology as for the rest of the nebulae. In Fig. 7 we show that our
conclusions do not depend on the adopted sample as the H II regions from the
literature follow the same trend.
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Fig. 6 t2(O2+) compared with Te([Ar III] λ5192/λ7751) − Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) for the
studied sample of extragalactic H II regions.

In Table A8 we present the O+/H+ (CELs), O2+/H+(CELs) and
O2+/H+(RLs) ratios. The ionic abundances are derived with the getIonAbun-
dance task of PyNeb. In the case of O+/H+, we use the [O II] λ3726 + 29
intensity and Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584). To derive O2+/H+(CELs), we use [O III]
λ5007 and Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007), whereas to derive O2+/H+(RLs) we use
the O II V1 intensity and Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) (the temperature depen-
dence is negligible). As H I RLs are emitted both in the high and low ionization
volumes, we can apply the following relation [41]:

T0(H+) ≈ T0(O+)× n(O+) + T0(O2+)× n(O2+)

n(O+) + n(O2+)
, (6)

where T0(O+) and n(O+) are the average temperature and particle density of
O+, respectively. As our results show that Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584)≈ T0(O+),
we can infer a T0(H+)-metallicity relation, as is presented in Fig. 8 and Eq. (7).
This last relation is very important as it permits to estimate the metallicity
from radio observations, where it is possible to measure Te(H I).

12 + log(O/H) = (−1.07± 0.09)× 10−4T0(H+) + (9.44± 0.08) (K). (7)
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Fig. 7 t2(O2+) versus ∆Te for the extragalactic H II regions of our sample (blue dots) and
those from the literature presented in Table A3 (green squares).

When Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584)≈ T0(O+) is considered, Eq. (6) shows that
it is possible to get T0(H+) values which are close to Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007)
even if t2(O2+)> 0. This is due to the fact that in the regions of low degree of
ionization, the emission of H I RLs will come essentially from the volume of O+,
where temperature inhomogeneities are negligible. On the other hand, Te([N II]
λ5755/λ6584)≈ T0(O+) have larger values than T0(O2+) (see Fig. (2)). There-
fore, finding some nebulae where Te(H I) ≈ Te([O III]) is not an argument
against the existence of temperature inhomogeneities. In Fig. 9 we show
that in some regions of our sample we could expect that Te(H I)≈Te([O III]
λ4363/λ5007) even if t2(O2+)> 0.

An important point to mention is the possible existence of ADF(O+). To
date, there are no reported ADF(O+) (or from any ion of low degree of ioniza-
tion) in extragalactic H II regions. The available cases are limited to Galactic
planetary nebulae (PNe) and 3 Galactic H II regions: M8, M20 and the Orion
Nebula [12]. Besides the possible contribution of sky contamination in the O I
7773+ multiplet, it is necessary to study the aperture effects on these nebulae,
since echelle observations [42–44] are limited to very small areas of the neb-
ula. For instance, in the dense gas of the Orion Nebula, a high density clump
(such as a proplyd or an Herbig-Haro object) can create a fake local peak of
Te([N II] λ5755/λ6584) [45, 46], giving the ne-sensitivity of [N II] λ5755/λ6584
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Fig. 8 T0(H+)-metallicity relation considering t2(O2+) > 0 for our sample of extragalactic
H II regions.

at values higher than 1000 cm−3. In any case, the ADF(O+) could have a negli-
gible effect on the integrated spectrum where the entire temperature structure
is encompassed. If a large ADF(O+) exists in extragalactic H II regions, this
work shows that the main cause would not be temperature inhomogeneities.
But before discussing a problem, we need evidence that it really exists.

Finally, we explore the effect of temperature inhomogeneities on the PNe
shown in Table A5 following the same methodology described for H II regions.
Fig. 10 shows that, in general, PNe do not follow the same trend between
t2(O2+) and ∆Te as H II regions. It should be noted that the ionizing sources
of these objects are hotter, having a considerable fraction of O3+/O. Therefore
the heating may be affecting mainly the O3+ volume, which is not accessible
in the optical range. Furthermore, there are strong indications that some PNe
with binary central stars can have inclusions of (at least) two distinct gas com-
ponents with different metallicities [47–51]. These chemical inhomogeneities
also produce temperature variations, but they imply the invalidity of t2(O2+)
derived from Te(O II V1/[O III]λ5007) as the emission of RLs and CELs would
come from non related volumes [39]. This is particularly important in the
extreme ADF PNe Ou5 and Abell 46 [52]. The abundance discrepancy prob-
lem in PNe remains open and requires further investigations, although [53]
found that the effect of temperature inhomogeneities on these objects is not
negligible .
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Fig. 9 Comparison between Te([O III] λ4363/λ5007) and T0(H+), which was derived using
Eq. (6) for our sample of extragalactic H II regions.

Table 1 Adopted atomic data set.

Ion Transition Probabilities Collision Strengths Effective recombination coefficients

H+ - - [54]
O+ [30] [31] -
O2+ [55], [56] [57] [11]
N+ [30] [58] -
S+ [28] [29] -
Cl2+ [32] [33] -
Ar2+ [59], [60] [61] -
Ar3+ [34] [35] -
Fe2+ [36] [37] -
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Table A2 Physical conditions of the adopted sample of Galactic ring nebulae.

Region ne([S II]) Te([O III]) Te([Ar III]) Te([N II]) Ref.
cm−3 K K K

NGC 7635A2 120 ± 40 8130+400
−550 - 8000+560

−600 [19]

NGC 7635A3 90+50
−40 7530+610

−520 - 8190+420
−300 [19]

NGC 7635A4 1450+130
−140 8650+350

−480 8410+720
−810 9010+110

−90 [19]
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−410 - 7380 ± 110 [19]

NGC 6888A3 210+100
−80 10040+500

−870 - 7570+160
−180 [19]

NGC 6888A4 120+80
−60 10050+820

−930 - 8800+200
−110 [19]

NGC 6888A5 170 ± 70 9850+420
−580 7310+740

−610 8660+220
−240 [19]

NGC 6888A6 180+100
−90 9620+620

−870 - 8660+210
−160 [19]
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Table A6 Electron temperature values of the adopted sample of Galactic H II regions
and planetary nebulae.

Region Te([O III]) Te([Ar III]) Te([N II]) Ref.
K K K

Galactic H II regions

NGC 3603 9020+130
−120 - 11040+650

−530 [43]

M 42-P1 8320+80
−60 7970 ± 440 9500+250

−260 [72]

M 42-2 8500+60
−70 8100+130

−150 9810+230
−200 [73]

Sh 2-100 8280+100
−120 7650+380

−520 8430+270
−300 [74]

M 42-3 8510 ± 60 8260+160
−200 10090+230

−300 [75]

M 42-1 8420+80
−60 8270+210

−220 9920+210
−200 [75]

Sh 2-311 8960+90
−100 8830+890

−950 9230+170
−240 [76]

M 16 7600+140
−130 - 8280+230

−130 [43]

M 42-bar 8470+90
−70 8330+320

−290 9000+130
−150 [72]

M 42-1 8020+60
−50 - 8510+140

−110 [46]

NGC 3576 8450+40
−50 8590+340

−270 8710+160
−270 [77]

M 42 8380 ± 60 8190+250
−360 9920+290

−220 [42]

M 17 7950+100
−90 8350+480

−510 8740+220
−180 [44]

M 8 8050+110
−100 7570 ± 310 8330 ± 100 [44]

M 42-4 8320+90
−60 8250+320

−360 9890+220
−210 [75]

M 42-3 8410+50
−60 8310 ± 200 9890+190

−260 [73]

Sh 2-288 9260+520
−620 - 9390+340

−350 [74]

M 42 8180+140
−260 7880+460

−520 9430+380
−320 [78]

M 42-2 8120+50
−70 - 8450+140

−150 [46]

M 42-2 8390+70
−50 8330+180

−130 9860+230
−170 [75]

Galactic planetary nebulae

NGC 2440 14850+290
−300 12120 ± 260 13880+470

−450 [79]

Hb 4 10010+260
−290 8290+550

−400 9810+440
−690 [80]

NGC 5315 8760+220
−250 8330+280

−320 10060+1130
−780 [81]

M 1-31 8310+180
−240 - 10210+410

−530 [82]

Cn 1-5 8740 ± 180 7840+320
−330 8710+340

−210 [80]

H 1-40 10100+390
−370 - 13850+670

−1140 [82]

H 1-50 11090 ± 230 10480 ± 820 11840+510
−520 [82]

Hen 2-158 9280+180
−220 - 10100 ± 350 [82]

IC 418 8770+90
−100 8600+380

−300 9340+280
−210 [83]

PC 14 9270+210
−170 8830+440

−550 10220 ± 430 [80]

M 1-32 9370+240
−210 8040+620

−800 8920+430
−490 [80]

M 1-61 9190+200
−240 8730+380

−370 12680+1310
−870 [80]

Ou5 12470+440
−380 - 25870+9940

−6420 [52]

NGC 6369 10650+330
−240 9280+800

−920 13320+570
−670 [80]

Pe 1-1 10100+340
−290 9220+550

−490 12250+1010
−1080 [80]

IC 2501 9410+80
−110 8840+320

−250 10930+230
−210 [79]

M 1-30 6640+80
−170 6430+180

−250 6990+260
−230 [80]

IC 4191 9740+140
−150 12000+230

−130 12120+370
−410 [79]

Hen 2-96 8990+170
−230 - 11540+800

−830 [82]

M 3-15 8360+250
−220 - 11210+660

−730 [80]

Hen 2-86 8320 ± 210 9450 ± 370 10260+1120
−780 [80]
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Table A6 Continued.

Region Te([O III]) Te([Ar III]) Te([N II]) Ref.
K K K

M 2-31 9900+270
−190 - 11090+460

−430 [82]

NGC 5189 11450+300
−280 10310+460

−430 9480+450
−320 [80]

M 1-60 8800+210
−200 - 9810+540

−560 [82]

Hen 2-73 11770+380
−220 9650+1060

−1040 11480+460
−500 [82]

IC 4776 9960+150
−210 9230 ± 190 10110+860

−920 [84]

M 1-25 7800 ± 170 - 8290+370
−280 [80]

M 1-33 8930+170
−200 - 9530+260

−270 [82]

M 2-36 8390+120
−100 7020+270

−590 14350+270
−480 [85]

Abell 46 12930+260
−280 - 29300+18610

−9210 [52]
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Table A7 O II V1 fluxes and their associated physical parameters of the H II regions and
other nebulae.

Region Te(O II/[O III]) T0(O2+) t2(O2+) O II V1/Hβ No. Ref.
K K Hβ=100 lines

Extragalactic H II regions

NGC 5461 7640 ± 880 7480 ± 1080 0.027 ± 0.030 0.387 ± 0.123 2 [62]
NGC 588 9320 ± 600 9330 ± 740 0.044 ± 0.025 0.281 ± 0.057 5 [63]
NGC 595 6380 ± 270 6240 ± 430 0.031 ± 0.015 0.290 ± 0.057 2 [62]
K 932 7460 ± 310 7350 ± 370 0.026 ± 0.011 0.415 ± 0.070 5 [62]
IC 132 9340 ± 730 9390 ± 830 0.026 ± 0.029 0.323 ± 0.078 3 [63]
N 11B 8140 ± 150 8060 ± 170 0.031 ± 0.006 0.307 ± 0.023 5 [38]
NGC 5471 12700 ± 2100 12890 ± 2210 0.032 ± 0.078 0.146 ± 0.050 2 [64]
N 66A 11230 ± 440 11330 ± 450 0.041 ± 0.015 0.128 ± 0.015 1 [38]
NGC 604 7270 ± 250 7170 ± 320 0.025 ± 0.010 0.354 ± 0.055 5 [62]
NGC 6822 9740 ± 510 9720 ± 590 0.055 ± 0.018 0.277 ± 0.046 6 [65]
UV-1 8420 ± 1080 8390 ± 1410 0.071 ± 0.037 0.398 ± 0.126 2 [66]
NGC 5408 10610 ± 900 10890 ± 1170 0.162 ± 0.032 0.207 ± 0.044 6 [65]
NGC 1714 8470 ± 410 8410 ± 490 0.033 ± 0.015 0.368 ± 0.064 6 [38]
N 81 10100 ± 180 10140 ± 190 0.084 ± 0.009 0.216 ± 0.013 5 [38]
IC 2111 8300 ± 530 8230 ± 620 0.025 ± 0.018 0.285 ± 0.060 7 [38]
NGC 2363 12160 ± 1330 12730 ± 1550 0.129 ± 0.048 0.142 ± 0.035 5 [62]
30Dor 8970 ± 270 8940 ± 300 0.027 ± 0.009 0.339 ± 0.037 8 [67]
N 44C 9010 ± 190 8930 ± 230 0.070 ± 0.007 0.483 ± 0.039 6 [38]
HII-2 8470 ± 1050 8130 ± 1450 0.108 ± 0.036 0.477 ± 0.162 1 [66]
NGC 5455 9000 ± 1360 9000 ± 1520 0.018 ± 0.045 0.251 ± 0.083 3 [64]
VS44 7220 ± 940 7050 ± 1200 0.031 ± 0.033 0.332 ± 0.120 5 [62]
N 88A 11860 ± 180 12060 ± 190 0.060 ± 0.010 0.183 ± 0.008 5 [38]
HII-1 8540 ± 1020 8360 ± 1460 0.105 ± 0.037 0.477 ± 0.161 1 [66]

Galactic ring nebulae

NGC 7635A2 6140 ± 650 5810 ± 970 0.060 ± 0.028 0.888 ± 0.262 3 [19]
NGC 7635A3 6280 ± 430 6040 ± 670 0.041 ± 0.023 0.695 ± 0.189 3 [19]
NGC 7635A4 7170 ± 570 7020 ± 780 0.045 ± 0.022 0.104 ± 0.027 2 [19]
NGC 6888A2 5060 ± 170 2380 ± 650 0.244 ± 0.014 2.224 ± 0.434 1 [19]
NGC 6888A3 5470 ± 260 4280 ± 680 0.145 ± 0.022 0.983 ± 0.229 3 [19]
NGC 6888A4 6770 ± 770 6180 ± 1330 0.104 ± 0.039 0.577 ± 0.169 4 [19]
NGC 6888A5 6470 ± 410 5840 ± 730 0.106 ± 0.021 0.721 ± 0.195 5 [19]
NGC 6888A6 6940 ± 320 6520 ± 580 0.084 ± 0.024 0.488 ± 0.097 3 [19]
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Table A7 Continued.

Region Te(O II/[O III]) T0(O2+) t2(O2+) O II V1/Hβ No. Ref.
K K Hβ=100 lines

Galactic H II regions

NGC 3603 7550 ± 560 7410 ± 720 0.046 ± 0.019 0.644 ± 0.167 4 [43]
M 42-P1 7580 ± 230 7510 ± 280 0.022 ± 0.008 0.417 ± 0.052 6 [72]
M 42-2 7390 ± 60 7250 ± 80 0.035 ± 0.003 0.472 ± 0.015 6 [73]
Sh 2-100 7380 ± 320 7280 ± 400 0.028 ± 0.011 0.501 ± 0.091 6 [74]
M 42-3 7660 ± 120 7560 ± 140 0.027 ± 0.004 0.403 ± 0.025 5 [75]
M 42-1 7730 ± 130 7660 ± 160 0.022 ± 0.005 0.355 ± 0.025 5 [75]
Sh 2-311 7770 ± 900 7750 ± 1120 0.035 ± 0.031 0.152 ± 0.048 5 [76]
M 16 6240 ± 320 6010 ± 420 0.042 ± 0.011 0.252 ± 0.058 5 [43]
M 42-bar 7620 ± 260 7550 ± 290 0.026 ± 0.008 0.198 ± 0.028 6 [72]
M 42-1 7170 ± 110 7070 ± 140 0.026 ± 0.004 0.181 ± 0.012 5 [46]
NGC 3576 7140 ± 130 6960 ± 160 0.041 ± 0.004 0.559 ± 0.043 6 [77]
M 42 7370 ± 130 7250 ± 160 0.031 ± 0.005 0.499 ± 0.038 6 [42]
M 17 6980 ± 280 6870 ± 340 0.029 ± 0.009 0.638 ± 0.108 6 [44]
M 8 6670 ± 210 6470 ± 280 0.043 ± 0.008 0.210 ± 0.030 6 [44]
M 42-4 7550 ± 100 7470 ± 120 0.024 ± 0.004 0.403 ± 0.021 5 [75]
M 42-3 7320 ± 80 7200 ± 100 0.033 ± 0.003 0.498 ± 0.022 6 [73]
Sh 2-288 7440 ± 1080 7420 ± 1520 0.053 ± 0.042 0.170 ± 0.062 2 [74]
M 42 7460 ± 290 7380 ± 360 0.022 ± 0.011 0.394 ± 0.061 6 [78]
M 42-2 6710 ± 150 6480 ± 180 0.044 ± 0.005 0.305 ± 0.030 4 [46]
M 42-2 7670 ± 70 7600 ± 90 0.022 ± 0.003 0.382 ± 0.012 6 [75]

Extragalactic H II regions from the literature

NGC 456a-1 9360 ± 780 9270 ± 970 0.089 ± 0.026 0.212 ± 0.050 2 [68]
NGC 456a-2 8920 ± 1020 8830 ± 1330 0.092 ± 0.035 0.294 ± 0.095 2 [68]
NGC 6822V 10030 ± 1090 10040 ± 1240 0.051 ± 0.037 0.249 ± 0.071 4 [69]
NGC 5253C1 11820 ± 720 11910 ± 690 0.009 ± 0.023 0.166 ± 0.027 2 [68]
Mrk1259 5400 ± 400 4220 ± 760 0.143 ± 0.018 1.160 ± 0.333 2 [68]
NGC 5253C2 9290 ± 590 9270 ± 650 0.027 ± 0.019 0.270 ± 0.056 2 [68]
NGC 5253P2 10030 ± 910 10000 ± 1070 0.071 ± 0.030 0.281 ± 0.065 2 [68]
NGC 346 9840 ± 530 9830 ± 630 0.092 ± 0.018 0.261 ± 0.045 4 [70]
NGC 456-2 9940 ± 1230 9970 ± 1510 0.065 ± 0.043 0.189 ± 0.054 4 [71]
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Table A7 Continued.

Region Te(O II/[O III]) T0(O2+) t2(O2+) O II V1/Hβ No. Ref.
K K Hβ=100 lines

Galactic planetary nebulae

NGC 2440 11470 ± 330 11750 ± 370 0.104 ± 0.014 0.394 ± 0.031 4 [79]
Hb 4 7030 ± 270 6600 ± 400 0.093 ± 0.012 1.808 ± 0.282 4 [80]
NGC 5315 7530 ± 230 7390 ± 300 0.038 ± 0.011 1.011 ± 0.106 6 [81]
M 1-31 6970 ± 550 6820 ± 730 0.041 ± 0.020 1.300 ± 0.309 3 [82]
Cn 1-5 7370 ± 450 7180 ± 580 0.043 ± 0.016 1.138 ± 0.251 3 [80]
H 1-40 7600 ± 1040 7360 ± 1440 0.077 ± 0.038 1.084 ± 0.421 1 [82]
H 1-50 8290 ± 390 8070 ± 500 0.086 ± 0.015 1.259 ± 0.204 3 [82]
Hen 2158 8190 ± 1010 8200 ± 1220 0.032 ± 0.034 0.441 ± 0.159 2 [82]
IC 418 7910 ± 230 7830 ± 260 0.027 ± 0.008 0.207 ± 0.023 8 [83]
PC 14 7630 ± 400 7460 ± 510 0.050 ± 0.014 1.362 ± 0.264 3 [80]
M 1-32 7050 ± 260 6710 ± 390 0.072 ± 0.011 0.691 ± 0.105 2 [80]
M 1-61 7760 ± 350 7620 ± 440 0.045 ± 0.013 0.946 ± 0.162 5 [80]
Ou5 4380 ± 130 1060 ± 630 0.258 ± 0.014 14.436 ± 2.766 4 [52]
NGC 6369 9220 ± 630 9180 ± 690 0.044 ± 0.022 0.624 ± 0.133 3 [80]
Pe 1-1 8270 ± 550 8130 ± 700 0.057 ± 0.020 0.815 ± 0.187 4 [80]
IC 2501 9270 ± 180 9260 ± 190 0.005 ± 0.006 0.463 ± 0.030 8 [79]
M 1-30 5440 ± 120 5180 ± 190 0.038 ± 0.006 1.032 ± 0.116 5 [80]
IC 4191 8040 ± 100 7900 ± 130 0.052 ± 0.005 1.460 ± 0.062 8 [79]
Hen 2-96 8000 ± 590 7890 ± 710 0.032 ± 0.020 0.780 ± 0.184 5 [82]
M 3-15 6720 ± 660 6530 ± 910 0.049 ± 0.024 1.792 ± 0.504 2 [80]
Hen 2-86 7060 ± 160 6890 ± 220 0.039 ± 0.008 1.321 ± 0.116 7 [80]
M 2-31 7900 ± 530 7680 ± 660 0.063 ± 0.018 1.091 ± 0.260 4 [82]
NGC 5189 9370 ± 780 9300 ± 960 0.065 ± 0.028 0.632 ± 0.152 5 [80]
M 1-60 7010 ± 250 6770 ± 360 0.056 ± 0.010 1.704 ± 0.247 4 [82]
Hen 2-73 8770 ± 610 8570 ± 800 0.094 ± 0.022 0.998 ± 0.228 4 [82]
IC 4776 8390 ± 120 8280 ± 150 0.048 ± 0.007 0.733 ± 0.034 7 [84]
M 1-25 6640 ± 340 6450 ± 460 0.037 ± 0.013 0.994 ± 0.213 4 [80]
M 1-33 6780 ± 210 6460 ± 300 0.067 ± 0.009 1.931 ± 0.249 4 [82]
M 2-36 5450 ± 70 4770 ± 140 0.092 ± 0.004 4.826 ± 0.374 8 [85]
Abell 46 4240 ± 60 320 ± 370 0.279 ± 0.008 11.149 ± 1.056 6 [52]
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Table A8 Ionic abundances of the H II regions and other nebulae.

Region 12+log(O+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) Ref.
CELs CELs t2(O2+)=0 RLs

Extragalactic H II regions

NGC 5461 7.78+0.08
−0.06 8.29 ± 0.05 8.46+0.14

−0.13 [62]

NGC 588 7.40+0.27
−0.11 8.11+0.09

−0.06 8.33 ± 0.08 [63]

NGC 595 8.29+0.05
−0.04 8.02+0.14

−0.05 8.34+0.08
−0.09 [62]

K 932 7.87+0.05
−0.03 8.30 ± 0.03 8.50 ± 0.07 [62]

IC 132 7.17+0.21
−0.14 8.24+0.09

−0.06 8.38 ± 0.10 [63]

N 11B 7.99+0.03
−0.04 8.17+0.03

−0.01 8.37 ± 0.03 [38]

NGC 5471 7.17+0.07
−0.06 7.93+0.02

−0.01 8.05 ± 0.15 [64]

N 66A 7.49+0.06
−0.04 7.84 ± 0.02 7.99 ± 0.05 [38]

NGC 604 7.92 ± 0.06 8.23 ± 0.04 8.43 ± 0.07 [62]

NGC 6822 7.37+0.36
−0.16 8.08+0.03

−0.02 8.31+0.08
−0.07 [65]

UV-1 7.80+0.14
−0.09 8.09 ± 0.02 8.50+0.13

−0.14 [66]

NGC 5408 7.29+0.14
−0.12 7.70 ± 0.03 8.18 ± 0.10 [65]

NGC 1714 7.65+0.13
−0.08 8.27+0.03

−0.05 8.45 ± 0.07 [38]

N 81 7.30+0.04
−0.03 7.90+0.03

−0.02 8.22 ± 0.03 [38]

IC 2111 8.05+0.08
−0.06 8.18 ± 0.04 8.34+0.09

−0.10 [38]

NGC 2363 6.57+0.12
−0.13 7.69+0.02

−0.03 8.02+0.11
−0.10 [62]

30Dor 7.62 ± 0.05 8.27 ± 0.01 8.42 ± 0.05 [67]

N 44C 7.30 ± 0.05 8.23 ± 0.02 8.56+0.04
−0.03 [38]

HII-2 7.66+0.11
−0.10 8.06 ± 0.02 8.57+0.15

−0.14 [66]

NGC 5455 7.74 ± 0.03 8.18 ± 0.03 8.28+0.15
−0.14 [64]

VS44 7.91+0.08
−0.06 8.15+0.04

−0.06 8.41 ± 0.15 [62]

N 88A 6.88 ± 0.07 8.00+0.02
−0.01 8.18 ± 0.02 [38]

HII-1 7.59+0.09
−0.06 8.07 ± 0.02 8.57 ± 0.16 [66]

Galactic ring nebulae

NGC 7635A2 7.93+0.31
−0.11 8.24+0.11

−0.08 8.82 ± 0.13 [19]

NGC 7635A3 8.06+0.16
−0.07 8.31+0.18

−0.10 8.73 ± 0.11 [19]

NGC 7635A4 8.16+0.03
−0.05 7.60+0.10

−0.08 7.95 ± 0.11 [19]

NGC 6888A2 8.33 ± 0.04 7.52 ± 0.03 9.23 ± 0.09 [19]

NGC 6888A3 8.13 ± 0.06 7.69+0.15
−0.09 8.86 ± 0.10 [19]

NGC 6888A4 7.47+0.06
−0.05 7.95 ± 0.13 8.64+0.12

−0.13 [19]

NGC 6888A5 7.49 ± 0.06 7.97+0.09
−0.07 8.74+0.12

−0.11 [19]

NGC 6888A6 7.57+0.05
−0.06 7.98+0.17

−0.11 8.56 ± 0.09 [19]
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Table A8 Continued.

Region 12+log(O+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) Ref.
CELs CELs t2(O2+)=0 RLs

Galactic H II regions

NGC 3603 7.36+0.13
−0.09 8.43+0.02

−0.03 8.74 ± 0.11 [43]

M 42-P1 7.81+0.10
−0.07 8.39 ± 0.02 8.55 ± 0.05 [72]

M 42-2 7.74+0.07
−0.05 8.36 ± 0.02 8.61+0.02

−0.01 [73]

Sh 2-100 7.76+0.11
−0.06 8.38 ± 0.02 8.59 ± 0.08 [74]

M 42-3 7.75+0.07
−0.06 8.36+0.01

−0.02 8.55 ± 0.03 [75]

M 42-1 7.87 ± 0.06 8.33+0.02
−0.01 8.49 ± 0.03 [75]

Sh 2-311 8.30 ± 0.04 7.82 ± 0.02 8.05+0.14
−0.15 [76]

M 16 8.47+0.06
−0.05 7.92+0.04

−0.03 8.31+0.10
−0.11 [43]

M 42-bar 8.39 ± 0.04 8.04 ± 0.02 8.23 ± 0.06 [72]

M 42-1 8.14+0.03
−0.04 7.96 ± 0.01 8.17 ± 0.03 [46]

NGC 3576 8.06+0.08
−0.05 8.36 ± 0.01 8.66 ± 0.03 [77]

M 42 7.81+0.07
−0.06 8.40 ± 0.01 8.64 ± 0.03 [42]

M 17 7.82+0.06
−0.04 8.45 ± 0.02 8.69+0.08

−0.07 [44]

M 8 8.34+0.04
−0.03 7.88+0.02

−0.03 8.24 ± 0.06 [44]

M 42-4 7.81+0.06
−0.05 8.36 ± 0.02 8.54 ± 0.02 [75]

M 42-3 7.68 ± 0.05 8.38+0.01
−0.02 8.63 ± 0.02 [73]

Sh 2-288 8.22+0.08
−0.07 7.72+0.11

−0.08 8.11+0.17
−0.15 [74]

M 42 7.94 ± 0.07 8.35+0.05
−0.04 8.51 ± 0.07 [78]

M 42-2 8.17+0.03
−0.04 8.03+0.02

−0.01 8.40 ± 0.04 [46]

M 42-2 7.82 ± 0.05 8.36 ± 0.02 8.52 ± 0.01 [75]

Extragalactic H II regions from the literature

NGC 456a-1 7.65 ± 0.06 7.84 ± 0.01 8.22 ± 0.10 [68]

NGC 456a-2 7.53+0.25
−0.10 7.93 ± 0.01 8.34+0.15

−0.14 [68]

NGC 6822V 6.91+0.25
−0.14 8.06+0.03

−0.02 8.27+0.13
−0.14 [69]

NGC 5253C1 7.34 ± 0.02 8.08 ± 0.01 8.11 ± 0.07 [68]

Mrk1259 8.36+0.08
−0.07 7.75+0.06

−0.05 8.97 ± 0.13 [68]

NGC 5253C2 7.56+0.07
−0.05 8.17 ± 0.01 8.31 ± 0.09 [68]

NGC 5253P2 7.42+0.04
−0.03 8.07 ± 0.01 8.35 ± 0.10 [68]

NGC 346 7.32+0.14
−0.11 7.93 ± 0.01 8.28+0.08

−0.07 [70]

NGC 456-2 7.54+0.15
−0.11 7.88+0.02

−0.01 8.16+0.12
−0.13 [71]
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Table A8 Continued.

Region 12+log(O+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) 12+log(O2+/H+) Ref.
CELs CELs t2(O2+)=0 RLs

Galactic planetary nebulae

NGC 2440 7.41+0.09
−0.06 8.22+0.02

−0.03 8.50+0.03
−0.04 [79]

Hb 4 7.33+0.19
−0.10 8.59 ± 0.05 9.20 ± 0.07 [80]

NGC 5315 7.83+0.32
−0.23 8.69+0.07

−0.05 8.95 ± 0.05 [81]

M 1-31 7.68+0.13
−0.11 8.74+0.05

−0.04 9.06 ± 0.10 [82]

Cn 1-5 8.10+0.13
−0.07 8.69 ± 0.04 9.00+0.09

−0.10 [80]

H 1-40 7.02+0.13
−0.10 8.49+0.05

−0.04 8.96 ± 0.17 [82]

H 1-50 7.38+0.10
−0.07 8.60+0.03

−0.04 9.04 ± 0.07 [82]

Hen 2158 7.88 ± 0.07 8.35 ± 0.03 8.57+0.15
−0.16 [82]

IC 418 8.37+0.08
−0.06 8.08 ± 0.02 8.26+0.05

−0.04 [83]

PC 14 7.35+0.11
−0.08 8.73+0.04

−0.03 9.07+0.08
−0.09 [80]

M 1-32 8.25+0.17
−0.11 8.28+0.05

−0.04 8.78+0.07
−0.06 [80]

M 1-61 7.15+0.24
−0.14 8.63+0.06

−0.05 8.93 ± 0.07 [80]

Ou5 6.27+0.48
−0.17 7.98+0.03

−0.04 10.06+0.09
−0.08 [52]

NGC 6369 6.91+0.10
−0.07 8.50+0.05

−0.03 8.73 ± 0.09 [80]

Pe 1-1 7.48+0.25
−0.18 8.53+0.05

−0.04 8.85 ± 0.10 [80]

IC 2501 7.50+0.04
−0.05 8.58 ± 0.02 8.60 ± 0.03 [79]

M 1-30 8.42+0.14
−0.08 8.50+0.06

−0.04 8.96+0.04
−0.05 [80]

IC 4191 7.30 ± 0.08 8.79+0.03
−0.02 9.10 ± 0.02 [79]

Hen 2-96 7.43+0.16
−0.14 8.63+0.05

−0.04 8.83 ± 0.10 [82]

M 3-15 6.88+0.16
−0.08 8.78 ± 0.05 9.19+0.12

−0.11 [80]

Hen 2-86 7.42+0.30
−0.21 8.76+0.05

−0.04 9.07 ± 0.04 [80]

M 2-31 7.43 ± 0.08 8.60 ± 0.05 8.97 ± 0.10 [82]

NGC 5189 8.13+0.11
−0.07 8.43 ± 0.04 8.70+0.11

−0.10 [80]

M 1-60 7.74+0.21
−0.13 8.76+0.05

−0.04 9.17+0.06
−0.07 [82]

Hen 2-73 7.54+0.11
−0.10 8.51 ± 0.05 8.93 ± 0.10 [82]

IC 4776 7.76+0.45
−0.14 8.53 ± 0.03 8.81 ± 0.02 [84]

M 1-25 8.29+0.10
−0.09 8.62 ± 0.05 8.94 ± 0.09 [80]

M 1-33 7.68+0.08
−0.05 8.72 ± 0.04 9.22 ± 0.06 [82]

M 2-36 6.95+0.05
−0.04 8.72+0.03

−0.02 9.61 ± 0.03 [85]

Abell 46 6.25+1.05
−0.19 7.75+0.03

−0.02 9.95 ± 0.04 [52]
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ABSTRACT

Context. The Sun produces the most powerful explosions in the solar system, solar flares, that can also be accompanied by large
eruptions of magnetised plasma, coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These processes can accelerate electron beams up to relativistic
energies through magnetic reconnection processes during solar flares and CME-driven shocks. Energetic electron beams can in turn
generate radio bursts through the plasma emission mechanism. CME shocks, in particular, are usually associated with type II solar
radio bursts.
Aims. However, on a few occasions, type II bursts have been reported to occur either in the absence of CMEs or shown to be more
likely related with the flaring process. It is currently an open question how a shock generating type II bursts forms without the
occurrence of a CME eruption. Here, we aim to determine the physical mechanism responsible for a type II burst which occurs in the
absence a CME.
Methods. By using radio imaging from the Nançay Radioheliograph, combined with observations from the Solar Dynamics Observa-
tory and the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory spacecraft, we investigate the origin of a type II radio burst that appears to have
no temporal association with a white-light CME.
Results. We identify a typical type II radio burst with band-split structure that is associated with a C-class solar flare. The type II
burst source is located above the flaring active region and ahead of disturbed coronal loops observed in extreme ultraviolet images.
The type II is also preceded by type III radio bursts, some of which are in fact J-bursts indicating that accelerated electron beams do
not all escape along open field lines. The type II sources show single-frequency movement towards the flaring active region. The type
II is located ahead of a faint extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) front propagating through the corona.
Conclusions. Since there is no CME detection, a shock wave is most likely generated by the flaring process or the bulk plasma
motions associated with a failed eruption. The EUV front observed is likely a freely propagating wave that expands into surrounding
regions. The EUV front propagates at an initial speed of approximately 450 km/s and it is likely to steepen into a shock wave in a
region of low Alfvén speed as determined from magneto-hydrodynamic modelling of the corona.

Key words. Sun: corona – Sun: radio radiation – Sun: particle emission – Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: activity – Sun:
flares

1. Introduction

Solar radio bursts can be produced by energetic processes in
the solar corona such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CMEs). These processes accelerate electron beams that can in
turn generate emission at radio wavelengths through the plasma
emission mechanism (see e.g., Klassen et al. 2002, and the ref-
erences therein). Solar radio bursts are classified based on their
shape and characteristics in dynamic spectra as type I–V (Wild
1963). Type II and type IV bursts are usually associated with a
combination of a CME and flare or a CME only, but rarely with
solar flares only (e.g. Magdalenić et al. 2012; Su et al. 2015;
Kumar et al. 2016), which suggest that a CME is critical in pro-
ducing them (e.g. Smerd 1970; Dulk et al. 1976; Gergely 1986;
Morosan et al. 2019b; Salas-Matamoros & Klein 2020; Morosan
et al. 2021). Type III bursts in turn are associated with flares or
other activity on the Sun in the absence of flaring events and
they represent signatures of electron beams travelling along open
magnetic field lines (e.g. Reid & Ratcliffe 2014).

Type II radio bursts, in particular, are usually associated with
electron beams accelerated by CME-driven shock waves (Smerd
1970; Gopalswamy et al. 2005; Kumari et al. 2019). Type II
bursts consist of slowly drifting emission lanes observed at met-

ric to decametric wavelengths in dynamic spectra at the funda-
mental and/or harmonic of the plasma frequency (Mann et al.
1996; Nelson & Melrose 1985). The fundamental and harmonic
emission lanes can often show split bands (e.g., Smerd et al.
1975; Vršnak et al. 2001, 2002; Kumari et al. 2017b) and numer-
ous fine structures composing these lanes (e.g., Magdalenić et al.
2020). For example, fine-structured bursts called ‘herringbones’
are characterised by short-duration drifting bursts towards ei-
ther low or high frequencies stemming from a type II ‘back-
bone’ (Holman & Pesses 1983; Cairns & Robinson 1987; Cane
& White 1989), but sometimes also occurring without a type II
backbone (Holman & Pesses 1983; Morosan et al. 2019a). There
is also a wealth of other fine structures composing the emission
lanes of type II bursts, recently documented by Magdalenić et al.
(2020). Type II and associated fine structures are usually clas-
sified as the radio signatures of expanding CME-driven shocks
in the solar corona (e.g., Stewart et al. 1974; Martínez Oliveros
et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2009; Zucca et al. 2018; Carley et al. 2013;
Kumari et al. 2017a; Morosan et al. 2019a).

Some studies, however, suggest that not all type IIs are asso-
ciated with CME shocks (e.g., Magdalenić et al. 2012; Su et al.
2015; Kumar et al. 2016). A different mechanism has been sug-
gested for high-frequency type II bursts (> 150 MHz), that is,
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Fig. 1. Flare X-ray time series together with a dynamic spectrum of a type II radio burst. (a) GOES X-Ray light curve in the 1-8 Å channel. A
C-class flare associated with the Type II burst is shown inside the yellow region. (b) Combined dynamic spectrum from e-CALLISTO Glasgow
(40–80- MHz), e-CALLISTO Birr (100–145 MHz) and ORFEES (145–200 MHz) during the time period of the yellow shaded region in (a). The
dynamic spectrum shows Type III radio bursts followed by a type II bursts with fundamental and harmonic lanes of emission.

flare generated shock waves, due to some type II speeds being
much larger than that of the associated CME (e.g., Pohjolainen
et al. 2008; Magdalenić et al. 2008, 2010). A recent study of a
type II that occured at low frequencies, <100 MHz, suggested
that its origin was a piston-driven shock wave originating from
the active region jet during the eruption (Maguire et al. 2021),
i.e., they suggest that the source is not the accompanying CME.
However, in these previous studies, an ongoing CME was ob-
served at the same time by either The Large Angle Spectro-
graphic Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995) onboard
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) or by the coro-
nagraphs of the Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric
Investigation (SECCHI; Howard et al. 2008) onboard the So-
lar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) spacecraft, thus
making the contribution of the CME shock to the type II emis-
sion unclear. A study that presents a type II observation in the
absence of a CME suggested that it was generated by a flare blast
wave (Magdalenić et al. 2012), however, this study was carried
out before the existence of the STEREO mission, which pro-
vided two additional coronagraphs in different heliocentric or-
bits monitoring the Sun. More recently, Kumar et al. (2016) pre-
sented a type II without a CME that was generated by an extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) wave propagating as a fast shock interpreted in

the study as being triggered by breakout reconnection along with
the accompanying flare. A statistical study over two solar cycles
(Kumari et al. 2022) showed that the majority of type IIs were
indeed associated with CMEs, with Solar Cycle (SC) 24 having
a higher association with CMEs than SC 23, most likely due to
a more comprehensive catalogue of CME detections by multi-
ple spacecraft, LASCO and STEREO A and B. In SC 24, only a
small percentage, 4.6% of type IIs, had no CME association. Ad-
ditionally, a study of moving radio bursts in SC24, mostly type II
and type IV radio bursts, revealed that all moving bursts, but one,
were closely associated with the occurrence of a CME (Morosan
et al. 2021). The only type II burst not associated with a CME
occurred on 25 October 2013 and was associated temporally to
a weak C-class flare.

In this paper, we analyze in detail this type II radio burst
and present the first detailed study that combines observations
of a type II radio burst that occurs in the absence of a white-
light CME with magneto-hydrodynamic simulations. In Sect. 2,
we give an overview of the observations and data analysis tech-
niques used. In Sect. 3, we present the results, which are further
discussed in Sect. 4. The conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 2. The locations of the split bands of the type II radio burst harmonic lane. (a) Zoomed-in dynamic spectrum showing the harmonic emission
of the type II burst observed by ORFEES. The band-splitting is labelled as follows: lower frequency band (LB) and upper frequency band (UB).
(b) AIA 211 Å running difference images at three separate times showing the locations of the LB and UB bands at 150 (white to magenta filled
contours) and 173 MHz (blue to green filled contours) corresponding to the vertical solid lines in (a). (c) AIA 211 Å running difference images at
three separate times overlaid with the centroids of the LB and UB bands of the corresponding radio sources in (b). The centroids are shown as a
magenta triangle at 150 MHz and a blue circle at 173 MHz. The running difference images are two minutes apart. The white symbols in panel (e)
represents the location of the UB at an earlier time in (d), while the white symbol in panel (f) reprsents the centroid of the LB at an earlier time in
(e).

2. Observations and data analysis

2.1. Radio emission

For a type II radio burst identified on 25 October 2013 no CME
association could be made despite a good coverage of multi-
view-point coronagraph observations (Morosan et al. 2021). No
co-temporal CMEs were found in either LASCO C2 corona-
graphs or the STEREO A and B COR1 and COR2 coronagraphs.
The only eruptive signature that occurred during this Type II was
the onset of a C2.3-class flare from the active region NOAA
11875 (Fig. 1a). The Type II radio burst was observed in dy-
namic spectra from the e-CALLISTO network (Benz et al. 2005)
and the ORFEES (Observation Radio pour FEDOME et l’Étude

des Éruptions Solaires; Hamini et al. 2021) radio spectrograph
in the frequency range 50–190 MHz. The burst shows both fun-
damental and harmonic emission lanes with band-splitting and
was preceded by a set of type III bursts (Fig. 1b). Some of the
type III bursts did not continue to lower frequencies and show
an inverted J-shape (labelled J-bursts in Fig. 1b). These J-bursts
represent a sub-type of type III radio bursts where electrons do
not escape along open magnetic field lines but instead propagate
along closed coronal loops (e.g. Reid & Ratcliffe 2014; Morosan
et al. 2017).

The type II burst lasts for ∼5 minutes and ends at a frequency
of 50 MHz. At lower frequencies, there was no type II emission
and only some interplanetary type III bursts were observed at
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Fig. 3. Zoomed-in dynamic spectrum of the type II burst and its flux density over time obtained from NRH images. The top panel shows the
ORFEES dynamic spectrum during the type II harmonic lane. The last two panels show the flux of the type II bands together with the relative
intensity extracted from the ORFEES dynamic spectrum at two frequencies: 173 (middle) and 150 MHz (bottom). These plots show that the radio
sources imaged by the NRH represent the type II emission seen in the ORFEES dynamic spectrum.

the time. The harmonic lane of the type II burst is observed in
images from the Nançay Radioheliograph (NRH; Kerdraon &
Delouis 1997) at 150 and 173 MHz with a cadence of 0.25 s.
Both split bands of the harmonic lane can be imaged at these
two frequencies. To determine movement of the Type II sources,
we extracted the centroids of the Type II emission by fitting an
eliptical Gaussian to the radio sources and estimating the errors
in centroid positions using the methods of Condon (1997); Mo-
rosan et al. (2019a). The elliptical Gaussian was fitted to radio
contours with values over 107 K in brightness temperature which
includes most of the extent of the radio sources observed.

2.2. Associated flare

A C2.3-class flare occurred at the same time as the type II and
can be seen in the GOES X-ray time series in Fig. 1a in the
yellow shaded region. The yellow region also denotes the ex-
tent of the dynamic spectrum in Fig. 1b. The flare is short-lived
and peaks at 13:37 UT. The type III and type II bursts discussed
above were observed during the rise and peak phase of the flare.
The flare and the associated active region can also be observed
in EUV images from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA;
Lemen et al. 2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012). The type II radio sources are lo-
cated on the western solar limb (for a full evolution of the ra-
dio bursts and the flare, see Movies 1 and 2 accompanying this
paper). No coronal dimming was observed next to the active re-

gion, which would be a typical signature of a CME (e.g., Harri-
son et al. 2003).

3. Results

3.1. Location and characteristics of the type II burst

The type II burst studied here has the structure of a typical type
II burst showing both fundamental and harmonic emission with
split lanes. The split bands are labelled in the dynamic spec-
trum in Fig. 2a as follows: upper band (UB; higher-frequency
band) and lower band (LB; lower-frequency band). One of the
theories behind band-splitting in type IIs is that the upper and
lower bands represent emission from downstream and upstream
regions of the shock, respectively (Smerd et al. 1974). However,
this is not the case according to other theories and some simu-
lations that suggest they may originate at different regions up-
stream of the shock (McLean 1967; Knock et al. 2003).

What makes this burst unusual is that no co-spatial and co-
temporal white-light CME association can be made (either in
LASCO or STEREO coronagraphs) and that it is associated with
a relatively weak C-class flare (C2.3). NRH images reveal a ra-
dio source at 150 and 173 MHz on the western solar limb above
the active region NOAA 11875 at the same time as the type II
burst (Fig. 2). The ORFEES dynamic spectrum is shown in a
zoomed-in plot in Fig. 2a, together with filled contours of the
radio sources at 150 and 173 MHz in Figs. 2b–c, and the cen-
troids of these radio sources in Figs. 2d–f. The radio sources are
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Fig. 4. The propagation of the EUV front following the flare through the solar corona. AIA 211 Å running difference images at six separate time
showing the onset of the flare, followed by a EUV front propagating through the solar corona and faint moving feature detected beyond the solar
limb. Type III radio bursts contours are overlaid in (a) at two frequencies: 150 (blue) and 173 MHz (magenta). The EUV front is labelled in panels
b–e by the black dotted outline. The radio centroids of the type II burst at 150 MHz are overlaid in (d), where the colour bar represents time in
seconds. The dotted vertical line in (d) also separates the UB (left of line) and LB (right of line) centroids. The red-coloured dashed line in (c)
represents the location of the slit used in Fig. 5.

overlaid on AIA 211 Å running difference images of the Sun in
Figs. 2b–c, while the centroids are overlaid on AIA 193 Å run-
ning difference images of the Sun in Figs. 2d–f, at three separate
times denoted by the solid white lines in Fig. 2a. Panels b and d
show the radio source and centroid, respectively, at a time when
the LB of the type II burst begins and can be imaged at 173
MHz. In panels c and e, we observe the time of both the UB
(173 MHz) and the LB (150 MHz), while panels d and f only
show the UB at 150 MHz, when the type II emission is most in-
tense. There is a spatial difference between the source positions
of the two split bands: the LB appears to be located further away
from the Sun centre while the UB appears to be located closer to
Sun centre. This separation is 96±9 Mm (133±12 arcseconds) at
13:36:29 UT (Figs. 2c and 2e). Plane-of-sky projections effects
may affect this separation in 3D and the de-projected separation
is estimated in Section 3.3 following a 3D analysis and coronal
modelling. There is also a small spatial separation between the
bands at the same frequency but different times, however, this
could be attributed to the movement of the type II burst in time.

The flux of the radio sources imaged by the NRH at 150 and
173 MHz is also compared to the relative intensity with the type

II lanes in the ORFEES dynamic spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.
In this figure, the flux in the Stokes I and Stokes V images is es-
timated by adding the pixels over the extent of the radio source
that was defined as the pixels with values above 20% of the max-
imum intensity level in each image. This flux is then compared
with the relative intensity of the Type II obtained from the OR-
FEES dynamic spectrum. The ORFEES spectrum has a lower
temporal resolution than the NRH images, 100 ms compared to
250 ms, respectively. Figs. 3b–c show the Stokes I (solid blue
line) and Stokes V (dotted blue line) fluxes together with the
ORFEES relative intensity of the type II at 173 and 150 MHz.
The harmonic lanes imaged by the NRH are weakly polarised at
150 MHz (see the dashed blue line in Fig. 3c that represents the
Stokes V flux). The degree of circular polarisation of this burst
is negligible (<5%). Fig. 3 shows a good association between
the imaged radio source and the relative intensity of the type II
obtained from the dynamic spectrum. This is a confirmation that
the imaged bursts represent the type II which shows good tem-
poral and spatial association with the C-class flare.

The radio centroids at 150 MHz over the full duration of the
burst are shown in Figs. 4d. The colours of the centroids rep-
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Fig. 5. Propagation of the EUV front along the slit denoted by the red
dashed line in Fig. 4c. (a) Emission inside the slit over time showing a
propagation feature starting at ∼13:31 UT. (b) The height–time points of
the propagating feature are plotted as orange circles. A fainter structure
observed ahead of the propagating EUV front is plotted as green circles.
(c) The speed of the propagating feature and fainter structure after fitting
a height–time function to the data points in (b).

resent the time in seconds from the onset of the type II burst.
The centroids show a movement back towards the flaring active
region. Such movement has been observed before in the case
of herringbones (Morosan et al. 2019a, 2022). The errors in the
centroids locations are small ranging from 2 to 50 arcseconds
and thus, the movement of the radio sources in the plane-of-
sky (spanning over ∼200 arcseconds) is larger than the extent
of the uncertainty in position. However, in that study the ap-
parent movement towards the source active region was in fact
a plane-of-sky projection effect and thus the centroids followed
the three dimensional lateral expansion of the associated CME
outside the plane-of-sky. In our case there is no CME present.
Therefore, the shock wave responsible for the emission is likely
to expand laterally across the disc in the low corona as a freely
propagating shock expanding laterally, likely, in the shape of a
dome (e.g., Hudson et al. 2003). The centroids in Fig. 4d also in-
clude the time of occurrence of both split-bands, however, both
split bands seem to travel in that direction. The apparent move-

ment back towards the active can only be explained by the lateral
expansion of the shock wave outside the plane-of-sky.

3.2. EUV and white-light signatures associated with the type
II burst

At other wavelengths, any physical manifestation or indication
of a CME and an associated shock wave appear to be absent.
Before the occurrence of the type II burst, during the rise phase
of the flare (between 13:30 and 13:34 UT), we observe a jet in the
EUV images (labelled in Fig. 4a). During this phase we also see
a number of type III radio bursts, where some of these are in fact
J-bursts, indicating that some of the electron beams propagate
along closed magnetic field lines. These Type IIIs are plotted as
radio contours at 150 (blue) and 173 MHz (magenta) in Fig. 4a.

Shortly after the rise phase of the flare (after 13:34 UT), sets
of disturbed loops appear (loops that have moved from their ini-
tial locations so that they become visible in running difference
images) rooted with one footpoint in the flaring active region
(see the black arrows in Figs. 4b and 4e). The type II radio burst
is located ahead of these disturbed loops in the plane-of-sky (see
Fig. 4e). In the AIA 211 Å channel, also in running difference
images, a faint EUV front or wave is observed propagating to-
wards the limb (Figs. 4b–f). This EUV front is indicated by the
black dotted outline in the panels of Fig. 4. The propagating
EUV front is likely the cause of the disturbed loops seen in the
AIA 193 Å images. After the EUV front reaches the solar limb,
a faint signature of a propagating compression front is observed
in (Figs. 4e–f), not, however, resembling a CME (the faint com-
pression front is clearer in Movie 2 accompanying the paper as a
faint movement beyond the solar limb). This propagating com-
pression appears to move away from the solar limb in plane-of-
sky images and it is the only signature of plasma moving beyond
the solar disc in AIA images. This faint emission is visible in
images at 193 and 211 Å (please see the Movie 1 accompanying
this paper to observe the movement of this compression front
away from the solar limb). However, no white light signatures
are visible after this time in the LASCO C2 coronagraph.

The speed of the propagating EUV front can be estimated by
extracting the emission intensity over time inside a slit in AIA
211 Å images (e.g., Kim et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2018). The loca-
tion of the slit is along the dashed red line in Fig. 4c. The slit
intensity over time shows a faint propagating feature that repre-
sents the movement of the EUV front across the solar disc (de-
noted by the green and red dotted lines in Fig. 5a) starting at
∼13:31 UT, which is ∼10 minutes after the onset of the flare at
13:10 UT. This propagating feature extends to the solar limb and
beyond. This propagating feature can be viewed in two ways: a
brighter outline denoted by the red dotted line and a fainter out-
line ahead of it, starting two minutes later at ∼13:33 UT, denoted
by the green dotted line in Fig. 5a. The height–time profiles of
both of these outlines are shown in Fig. 5b. The height–time plots
are fitted with a function that contains a constant acceleration
term:

h = h0 + v0t +
1
2

a0t2, (1)

where h0, v0, and a0 are the initial height, speed and acceleration,
respectively. The results of the fit are shown in the speed–time
plot in Fig. 5c.

The EUV front appears to be decelerating as it travels
through the solar corona, however, initially it has a high speed
of over 450 km/s. This speed is, however, a lower limit due to
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Fig. 6. Disturbed loops and a moving feature observed beyond the solar limb in white-light images. STEREO-A white-light images from COR1
combined with EUVI 195 Å images are shown at three consecutive times. The inset in panel (a) shows the locations of the STEREO spacecraft in
relation to the Sun and SDO.

plane-of-sky projection effects, since the EUV wave propagates
across a spherical surface. This speed is comparable to that of
EUV waves that occur in close association with CMEs (Long
et al. 2008). This indicates that the EUV front is initially an im-
pulsive event most likely related to the flare and it decelerates as
it propagates trough the corona as there is no longer a driving
component present. At the time of the type II burst onset, the
EUV front has a plane-of-sky speed of ∼280 km/s at the brighter
outline and ∼430 km/s at the fainter outline. The fainter outline
of the EUV front appears to be significantly faster with an initial
speed of ∼470 km/s. At such speeds it is possible for a shock
wave to form in the low solar corona if the driver propagates
through an area of low Alfvén speed (e.g., Warmuth & Mann
2005) which will be discussed in the next sub-section.

The STEREO spacecraft provide additional vantage points
to study this emission. The flare is observed as originating be-
hind the limb in STEREO-A. Running difference images from
STEREO-A EUVI and COR1 combined are shown in Fig. 6 at
three separate times. At 13:35 UT, a set of disturbed loops are
visible outside the solar limb in EUVI 195 Å images. After this
time, COR1A shows a faint feature first appearing in its field-of-
view at 13:50 UT that does not propagate further into the outer
corona beyond ∼2.3 R� (for a complete evolution of this emis-
sion see Movie 3). This feature eventually disappears from the
running difference images at 14:25 UT. The white-light feature
likely represents the signature of either a failed eruption or bulk
plasma motion following the jet or flare. This bulk plasma mo-
tion is likely to be connected to the EUV front observed from
Earth’s perspective.

3.3. Coronal properties in the vicinity of the type II sources

To determine the properties of the plasma in which the type II ra-
dio sources propagate, we employed the Magnetohydrodynam-
ics Around a Sphere Thermodynamic (MAST) model (Lionello
et al. 2009). The MAST model is an MHD model developed
by Predictive Sciences Inc.1 that can be used to study the large-
scale structure and dynamics of the solar corona and inner helio-
sphere. The inner boundary conditions for the magnetic field in
the model are photospheric magnetograms from the Heliospheric
and Magnetic Imager (Scherrer et al. 2012, HMI;) onboard SDO.

1 http://www.predsci.com/

The model also includes thermodynamic processes with energy
equations accounting for thermal conduction, radiative losses,
and coronal heating. This thermodynamic MHD model is ca-
pable of reproducing large-scale coronal features that are ob-
served in white light, EUV, and X-ray wavelengths (Lionello
et al. 2009). The MAST model is limited by the input magne-
togram, therefore, any features close to the solar limb at the time
of the flare may not be accurately represented due to the ob-
scured view of photospheric features near the limb. The MAST
model is also not time-dependent, thus, any magnetic changes
at the time of the flare are not taken into account, however, the
MAST model produces a good representaiton of global coronal
features such as the location of streamers.

The MAST model outputs used in this study are global elec-
tron densities and magnetic field strengths. These properties are
then used to compute the global Alfvén speed in the corona
(Fig. 7) according to the methods of Morosan et al. (2022). The
results of the model are presented in Fig. 7 for two cases: the
plasma density height corresponding to harmonic plasma emis-
sion at 173 MHz (a) and the plasma density heights correspond-
ing to harmonic plasma emission at 150 MHz (b). These density
surfaces are obtained directly from the MAST model. The panels
of Fig. 7 show the global heights at which a certain level of elec-
tron plasma density occurs. The grey sphere denotes a height of
1.2 R� from the solar centre. The electron density is not uniform
in the solar corona but instead shows ridges of increased density
at certain locations. Overlaid on these density ridges, are values
of the Alfvén speed where the colour map goes from blue (low
Alfvén speed) to red (high Alfvén speed) and the values are in
km/s (a colour bar is included to the right of Fig. 7).

The centroids of the radio sources from Figs. 2d–f are over-
laid on the model results at both 173 and 150 MHz. The purple
spheres in Fig. 7 represent the LB centroids at 13:35:42 UT for
173 MHz (a) and at 13:36:30 UT for 150 MHz (b). The orange
spheres represent the UB centroids at 13:36:30 UT for 173 MHz
(a) and at 13:37:18 UT for 150 MHz (b). These centroids are
de-projected from the plane-of-sky view using the height of the
electron density value corresponding to the appropriate plasma
frequency at the location of the radio bursts. The de-projected
height of the type II bands is 1.55 R� at 150 MHz (LB) and
1.47 R� at 173 MHz (UB). The x and y-coordinates of the cen-
troids are matched with the appropriate height obtained from the
MAST electron density model assuming harmonic plasma emis-
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Fig. 7. The macro-scale properties of the corona where the type II burst originates. The height of the plasma density level corresponding to the
harmonic plasma frequency of 173 and 150 MHz is shown as a 3D surface in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The grey sphere has a radius of 1.2
R� to help visualize the enhanced density regions. Overlaid on the density surface are the values of Alfvén speed in km/s at the corresponding
height. The 3D location of the UB and LB centroids of the type II burst are represented by orange and purple spheres, respectively, at the times
presented in Figs. 2b–d. Also overlaid on the density surface in the region where the type II centroids originate are closed magnetic field lines
forming a coronal streamer.

Fig. 8. The 3D location of the splitbands at 13:36:29 UT. The 3D location of the UB (magenta sphere) and LB (blue sphere) at 13:36:29 UT
together with closed (grey and magenta) and open (black) field lines obtained from the MAST model from the Earth perspective (a) and the solar
North pole perspective (b). The UB and LB points correspond to the centroids in Fig. 2c.

sion by converting their frequency to plasma density and extract-
ing this density from the MAST density isosurfaces in Fig. 7).
The spatial separation of the split bands can now be estimated us-
ing the de-projected centroids and it is 97 Mm (134 arcseconds).
This value is very close to the plane-of-sky separation reported
in the previous Section 3.1, indicating that plane-of-sky projec-
tion effects are small for the two different frequencies. The 3D
separation of the split-bands at the same time can also be seen
in Fig. 8. In this figure, the 3D location of the UB and LB at
13:36:29 UT are shown together with closed and open field lines
obtained from the MAST model from two perspectives.

Also overlaid on the density ridges are coronal magnetic field
lines obtained from the MAST model in the region where the

type II sources originate. In this region, the magnetic field con-
sists exclusively of closed field lines forming a coronal streamer.
The multiple J-bursts associated with the flare that are labelled
in Fig. 1a also occur close to the source locations of the type II
burst (see Fig. 4a) and provide additional evidence to the exis-
tence of the closed field region where the type II propagates.

The type II centroids are located in a region with elevated
densities inside the streamer. This enhanced density region is
also in an area of minimum Alfvén speed (∼100 km/s). A dis-
turbance propagating at a speed of up to ∼430 km/s (such as
the speed of the EUV front at the time of the Type II onset es-
timated from AIA images) is thus capable of driving a shock at
these coronal heights. The type II burst is short lived and ends
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at 13:40 UT and a frequency of 50 MHz even though the EUV
front is still propagating until ∼13:45 UT. This indicates that the
type II emission does not propagate further out into the solar
corona with the EUV front. This is likely due to the fact that as
the EUV front propagates towards the edge of the visible solar
disc, it then escapes the density ridge with low Alfvén speeds.
Behind this ridge, there is a lower density region with Alfvén
speed maxima, located close to the solar limb. In this region,
characterised by Alfvén speeds of over 700 km/s, it is no longer
possible for a decelerating disturbance to drive a shock.

4. Discussion

The only observational manifestations of a propagating struc-
ture associated with the type II burst observed in this study are
a faint EUV front on the disc observed from Earth’s perspec-
tive and plasma movement beyond the solar limb observed from
STEREO A’s perspective. The EUV front decelerates as it propa-
gates through the solar corona. However, it is fast enough to drive
a shock as it propagates inside a region of low Alfvén speed.
The EUV front is presumably a low coronal manifestation of the
shock that accelerates the type II producing electrons. The de-
celerating speed of the EUV front (however, only certain in the
plane-of-sky) and the regions of high Alfvén speed following the
closed field region indicates that the type II emission and possi-
bly electron acceleration associated with this EUV front comes
to a stop early during the flaring process. Thus, no type II emis-
sions are seen beyond the peak phase of the flare, which agrees
with the disturbance no longer steepening into a shock as it prop-
agates further towards the limb. The type II also suddenly stops
at a frequency of 50 MHz, coincident with the time when the
EUV front approaches the edge of the visible solar disc (see
Fig. 5), where a high Alfvén speed region begins based on the
MAST model.

The EUV front consists of a fainter and faster feature (see
the green dotted outline in Fig. 5a), which starts a few minutes
after the onset of the brighter manifestation of the EUV front
and reaches the edge of the solar disc before this brighter front.
This feature may be interpreted as a signature of a shock wave
accompanying the EUV front. The EUV wave appears to be a
freely propagating pressure wave that steepens into a shock in
the region of low Alfvén speed and generates a type II burst in
that region.

In the absence of a clear CME signature, we present three
possible scenarios that can lead to the generation of the observed
type II burst: a failed eruption accompanied by a coronal wave
that steepens into a shock wave, a jet from the flaring active
region accompanied by a similar wave or the occurrence of a
stealth CME driving a shock.

In white-light images from STEREO A, a small amount of
plasma is observed moving beyond the solar limb following
the flare. This motion is likely a signature of a failed eruption
or a white-light signature of the solar jet that accompanies the
eruption. A set of disturbed loops is observed at EUV wave-
lengths at lower heights but radially co-spatial with the plasma
motion observed at larger heights. Simulations have shown that
a failed eruption can be accompanied by bulk plasma motions
that can launch a large-amplitude wave that can steepen into
a shock and then propagate further out (see for example Fig.
5.1 in Pomoell 2012). The EUV front observed in our analysis
can thus be evidence of the large-amplitude wave launched by
the bulk plasma motions accompanying the failed eruption. A
freely-propagating, refracting pressure wave has been observed
before expanding in the lateral direction (e.g., Hudson et al.

2003). This wave was tilted away from the vertical because of
refraction towards regions of low Alfvén speed, since the Alfvén
speed increases with height in the corona. In our case, if a freely-
propagating coronal wave would be launched following the con-
fined plasma motions in the flaring region, it would be refracting
to the closed-field low Alfvén speed region it encounters, also in
the region where the type II centroids are located and the region
where the EUV front propagates and is likely to steepen into a
shock wave.

A jet is also present originating from the flaring active region
during the rise time of the flare. Type III bursts occur at the same
time as the jet and the faint EUV front is propagating across the
disc following the direction of the material expelled by the jet
(see for example Figs. 4a and b). The jet can also launch a freely
propagating wave that is not only limited to the front of the jet
but expands to the surrounding regions (e.g., Su et al. 2015; Shen
et al. 2018). Su et al. (2015) present a similar scenario in which a
Type II radio burst was observed without being associated with
a CME but co-temporal with a jet. However, they lacked radio
imaging observations to determine that the type II burst was in-
deed associated with the observed EUV wave.

Another possibility is the occurrence of a stealth CME (e.g.
Lynch et al. 2016; Nitta et al. 2021) which would require the
analysis of in situ data to confirm. However, there was a faster
halo CME observed on the same date after the event analysed in
this paper with a first detection by LASCO C2 at 15:12 UT. The
faster halo CME originated from a different active region and
it was accompanied by its own radio emission detailed in Mo-
rosan et al. (2022). This halo CME would have likely merged
or interacted with an earlier stealth CME, if launched, and thus
the in situ data would likely not show any clear CME signatures
other than the fast halo CME. This was confirmed by investi-
gating the magnetic field and plasma data from STEREO-A and
spacecraft at Earth (which are the most likely to have been im-
pacted by a possible stealth CME associated with this event). A
stealth CME cannot, however, be fully excluded as the driver of
the shock wave due to the fact that some material is observed
to move away from the solar limb in AIA and COR1-A images.
The Type II centroids also show apparent movement towards the
source active region. Such a motion towards the source region
is likely to be a projection effect in the plane of sky as the ra-
dio burst occurs at larger heights than the active region observed
in EUV. This motion can be explained by some form of lateral
expansion of the shock wave in three dimensions (e.g., Morosan
et al. 2019a). Such lateral expansions are not limited to CME-
driven shocks (e.g., Morosan et al. 2022, 2019a), but can also
occur in freely propagating large-amplitude MHD waves. Previ-
ous observations of coronal waves observed in soft X-rays also
associated with metric Type II bursts were interpreted as freely
propagating, laterally expanding shocks (Hudson et al. 2003).

Our analysis shows that there is a clear spatial separation be-
tween the two bands both at the same time and different frequen-
cies and at the same frequency and different times (Fig. 2). A
spatial separation between the split bands at the same frequency
but at different times has been reported before (e.g., Smerd et al.
1975). However, both in Smerd et al. (1975) and the present
study, the type II burst is likely to move in position over a time
period of ∼1 minute at the same frequency. This is also evident
in our study since each individual band moves through time as
shown in Fig. 4d and it represents a limitation to estimating the
separation at the same frequency. In our study, there is also a
clear spatial separation between the bands at the same time but
different frequencies. Holman & Pesses (1983) suggest a sepa-
ration of ∼0.1 R� (∼70 Mm) that corresponds to a typical split-
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ting of 18 MHz for the harmonic lane at 80 MHz. Our split-
band separation is: 96 Mm (0.14 R�), which is in agreement to
the separation estimated by Holman & Pesses (1983) that used a
simple electron density model to estimate heights from the emis-
sion frequency (Newkirk 1961). Our results are, however, in dis-
agreement to the theory suggested by Smerd et al. (1975) and
the more recent study of Chrysaphi et al. (2018) that found that
there is no separation between the UB and LB centroids at the
same time but different frequencies. A more recent study with
the Murchinson Widefield Array (Bhunia et al. 2023) has also
found a significant separation between the UB and LB bands in
agreement with our study and the theory suggested by McLean
(1967) and Holman & Pesses (1983) that band-splitting is likely
explained by the two bands originating from spatially distinct
locations upstream of the shock and, therefore, not in adjacent
upstream/downstream regions.

5. Conclusion

We presented observations of a type II radio burst that occurs
in the absence of a CME detection. The type II burst is most
likely caused by a freely propagating pressure wave that mani-
fests itself as an EUV front propagating away from the flaring
active region and steepens to a fast-mode shock-wave in a re-
gion with low Alfvén speeds. As indicated in previous studies,
we suggest that a CME eruption is not always required to drive
a shock wave to produce type II radio bursts in the solar corona
using radio imaging observations. Instead, a wave propagating
through a low Alfvén speed region with a speed of ∼400 km/s
is sufficient to become a shock that then generate a type II radio
burst.

We also showed that the type II split bands have different spa-
tial locations, which are similar to other type IIs observed related
to CME shocks (e.g., Bhunia et al. 2023). Future high-spatial
resolution observations are necessary to study the band-splitting
phenomena in type II bursts to determine the spatial locations
of the two bands. These observations are possible with the Low
Frequency Array (LOFAR) or the Murchinson Widefield Array
(MWA). In particular, the higher frequency channels of these ar-
rays can be used to study the harmonic emission of type II lanes
since the harmonic is less likely to be affected by radio propaga-
tion effects in the corona.
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ABSTRACT

Context. HEALPix by Górski et al. (2005) is de-facto standard for Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) data storage and analysis,
and is widely used in current and upcoming CMB experiments. Almost all the datasets in Legacy Archive for Microwave Background
Data Analysis (LAMBDA) use HEALPix as a format of choice. Visualizing the data plays important role in research, and several
toolsets were developed to do that with HEALPix maps, most notably original Fortran facilities and Python integration with healpy.
Aims. With the current state of GPU performance, it is now possible to visualize extremely large maps in real time on a laptop or a
tablet. HEALPix Viewer described here is developed for macOS, and takes full advantage of GPU acceleration to handle extremely
large datasets in real time. It compiles natively on Intel and Arm64 architectures, and uses Metal framework for high-performance
GPU computations. The aim of this project is to reduce the effort required for interactive data exploration, as well as time overhead
for producing publication-quality maps. Drag and drop integration with Keynote and Powerpoint makes creating presentations easy.
Methods. The main codebase is written in Swift, a modern and efficient compiled language, with high-performance computing parts
delegated entirely to GPU, and a few inserts in C interfacing to cfitsio library for I/O. Graphical user interface is written in SwiftUI,
a new declarative UI framework based on Swift. Most common spherical projections and colormaps are supported out of the box, and
the available source code makes it easy to customize the application and to add new features if desired.
Results. On a M1 Max laptop, an nside = 8192 map is processed in real time, with geometry effects being rendered at 60fps in full
resolution with no appreciable load to the machine. Main user-facing delays are limited to CPU-bound cfitsio load times, as well as
sorting needed to construct Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) estimators for statistical analysis (hidden in background queue).

Key words. Cosmology: cosmic background radiation – Methods: data analysis – Techniques: image processing

1. Introduction

Since its original discovery Dicke et al. (1965), cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) has been a veritable gold mine of
information on cosmology in general and early universe physics
in particular. After COBE measured CMB spectrum to be almost
perfectly that of black body radiation Mather et al. (1990) and
detected CMB temperature anisotropy for the first time Smoot
et al. (1992), implications for cosmology were quickly explored,
e.g. Efstathiou et al. (1992). Polarization of CMB was detected
10 years later Kovac et al. (2002), and the field was maturing
quickly with a number of ground, balloon-borne, and satellite
experiments, as well as work by theorists, to become truly a
source for precision cosmology. Two of the satellite missions,
NASA’s WMAP Bennett et al. (2013) and ESA’s Planck Planck
Collaboration et al. (2020a) were particularly impactful. Cur-
rent, future, and proposed CMB experiments will carry the torch,
such as Simons Obervatory Ade et al. (2019), LiteBIRD Hazumi
et al. (2012); Matsumura et al. (2014), CMB Stage 4 Abazajian
et al. (2019), and PICO Hanany et al. (2019). Cosmic microwave
background observations were used not only to measure cosmo-
logical parameters Hinshaw et al. (2013); Planck Collaboration
et al. (2020b) and explore constraints on primordial fluctuations
Planck Collaboration et al. (2020e,d,c), but they also provide in-
formation on astrophysical foregrounds and are becoming im-
portant for galactic science, e.g. Hensley et al. (2022).

? e-mail: frolov@sfu.ca

De-facto standard for CMB data storage and analysis is
HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelation)
Gorski et al. (1999); Górski et al. (2005); Górski & Hivon
(2011), used by both WMAP and Planck Hivon et al. (2015),
as well as by most of the data published on LAMBDA (Legacy
Archive for Microwave Background Data Analysis) Addison
et al. (2019). Original HEALPix library and facilities were writ-
ten in Fortran (with C bindings available), but it since has been
ported or interfaced to a number of languages including R Fryer
et al. (2019), Julia Tomasi & Li (2021), and most notably Python
with healpy package Zonca et al. (2020).

Scientific data visualization plays an important role in re-
search, and two of the most widely used tools for visualizing
HEALPix maps are original map2gif facility of HEALPix, and
healpy package. A number of interactive 3D visualization tools
were developed, either written in Java Joliet et al. (2008); Fer-
nique et al. (2010), cross-platform frameworks as LAMBDA’s
SkyViewer (uses Qt) and Univiewer Mingaliev & Stolyarov
(2010) (uses wxWidgets), or targeting specific operating sys-
tems such as CMBview for macOS Portsmouth (2011). Some
of these projects appear to be orphaned, and GPU technology
has come a long way since then, both in hardware and software
available. OpenCL superseded OpenGL for massively parallel
heterogeneous computing, and in turn was followed by more op-
timized but vendor-specific GPU libraries such as Apple’s Metal
or AMD’s Vulkan. It is now possible to process extremely large
datasets on commodity hardware, and even on portable devices.
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This paper describes HEALPix Viewer, a macOS applica-
tion I wrote to visualize HEALPix data, which takes advantage
of the latest technology (SwiftUI and Metal libraries) and pro-
vides a number of improvements both in convenience and per-
formance over existing solutions. It implements a strict superset
of map2gif features (including original color palettes and pro-
jections), is fully GPU accelerated, and is geared towards inter-
active data analysis and exploration. While perhaps not as flex-
ible as what could be achieved with healpy given enough ef-
fort, it is much faster and more convenient. HEALPix Viewer
is capable of handling extremely large maps (such as those that
will be produced by Simons Observatory) without any shortcuts
or approximations, and produces high-quality output for publi-
cation or direct inclusion into presentations via drag and drop.
Both source code and binaries are available for developers and
researchers.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes
HEALPix data format and pixelization of a sphere, Section 3 ex-
plains overall data processing pipeline structure, Section 4 fo-
cuses on data analysis tools provided, while Section 5 briefly
goes over the user interface. Performance and limitations are dis-
cussed in Section 6, and conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Appendices go over spherical projections implemented (A), Eu-
ler angles and generators of rotation (B), dynamics of a sphere
used for animation of viewpoint transitions (C), and implemen-
tation of inverse error function used for map normalization (D).

2. HEALPix file format

HEALPix data is incapsulated in a FITS (Flexible Image Trans-
port System) file format, with specific metadata tags identifying
the file as HEALPix data. FITS format is widely used in astron-
omy, and has many available I/O libraries targeting different lan-
guages or programming environments. As in original HEALPix
code, we chose cfitsio library, developed and maintained by
NASA’s HEASARC. It is efficient and highly portable, and com-
piles out of the box on Intel and Arm64 architectures, which
covers all of the Apple hardware (including iPhone). Accessing
C functions from Swift is easy once bridging header is generated
(which can be done automatically).

HEALPix metadata parser was written from scratch, using
Swift facilities not available in Fortran (such as complex enumer-
ation types and dictionaries), which simplified execution logic
to a large extent. Complete specification of HEALPix format is
available here, but we had to loosen the strict requirements on
some tags to read the data as produced and published by major
experiments. Absolutely necessary are PIXTYPE = "HEALPIX"
tag identifying file as containing HEALPix data, and NSIDE and
ORDERING tags specifying map resolution and ordering scheme
(can be either RING or NESTED) of the map. POLAR tag indicates
polarization data is available (as Stokes Q and U parameters),
and has two sign conventions supported (IAU and COSMO). Map
data itself is stored in a binary table, chunked and potentially
having different data formats for different columns. The data
reading code is ported from original Fortran implementation in
HEALPix, using cfitsio routines called directly from Swift.

HEALPix pixelization of a sphere provides equal area and
iso-latitude pixels, facilitating efficient spherical transforms us-
ing fast Fourier transform for φ = const rings, while using Leg-
endre transform in θ direction Górski et al. (2005). RING storage
ordering enumerates pixels along iso-latitude rings and is best
suited for spherical transform computation, while NESTED or-
dering enumerates pixels in a hierarchical fashion for 12 faces
(using interleaved x and y bit pattern, also known as Morton or-

Fig. 1. HEALPix pixelization of a sphere colored according to NESTED
pixel order (in Mollweide projection). 12 faces are clearly distinguish-
able, and within each, pixels are indexed in interleaved bit pattern (also
known as Morton ordering).

dering in image processing literature) and is best suited for local-
ized memory access. To keep things simple, HEALPix Viewer
converts RING data into NESTED ordering on input, and all fur-
ther processing is done on NESTED maps. To illustrate the order
in which NESTED pixels are enumerated, Figure 1 shows pixel
index colored with Planck palette (deep blue to dark broun) in
Mollweide projection, as seen from inside the sphere.

3. Processing pipeline

Primary design goal of HEALPix Viewer is fast and easy data
visualization, so implementation decisions were made in favour
of performance versus ultimate accuracy. Processing pipeline is
32-bit floats (64-bit float maps are down-converted at load time),
and hardware acceleration with graphical processing unit (GPU)
is used as much as possible. Basic 1-point statistic tools are pro-
vided for convenience (PDF, CDF, various moments of the dis-
tribution), but neither multi-point statistics nor spherical trans-
forms are implemented (the latter due to the fact that there is no
GPU-accelerated spherical transform libraries available so far).

Overall structure of the data flow and user inputs is illus-
trated in Figure 2. HEALPix data gets loaded from disk into CPU
memory, down-converted to 32-bit floats and rearranged into
NESTED ordering if necessary, and then loaded to GPU buffer
(on shared memory architecture the last step does not involve
data transfer). A functional transform based on user input is op-
tionally applied via GPU kernels, and transformed map stored
into another GPU buffer of the same size as original map. Mean-
while, map data is dispatched for sorting and ranking in back-
ground for construction of CDF, ranked statistics, and equalized
and normalized maps. As sorting algorithms are generally hard
to parallelize efficiently, this step is carried out by CPU, albeit
ranking of all of the loaded maps is dispatched concurrently to
exploit CPU parallelism to the extent possible. Once constructed,
ranked map is loaded into another GPU buffer.

Once the data is loaded into GPU memory, data values can
be mapped into full color representation suitable for rendering.
Color mapper uses internal HEALPix representation of a sphere
as 12 faces covered by square bitmaps as output, producing a
2D texture array. Texture array (as opposed to array of textures)
is an atomic data type supported on many GPU architectures,
and could employ advanced memory management techniques
such as hardware swizzling to improve performance, with call-
ing function being isolated from particular details by samplers.
Color mapping is also hardware accelerated, with user-specified
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.fits file

NESTED mapf (x) map CDF map

color mapperpalette

color map

face textures

mappergeometry lighting

drawable

transform

annotation

Fig. 2. Schematic of the data flow in HEALPix Viewer. Rectangles rep-
resent user input, blue-filled trapezoids represent GPU buffers and tex-
tures, green-filled diamonds represent GPU kernels. Lazy evaluation is
used in color mapper, which is the main workload for high resolution
maps. Geometry mapper runs at output resolution, and is cheap.

color palette preloaded as 1D texture, and hardware linear inter-
polation sampler used to map data values into pixel color. Dis-
patch of the color mapper kernel is done as a 3D wavefront in
x, y, and face index. This would usually result in a fairly local-
ized data buffer access pattern, as in NESTED ordering pixels are
stored in sequential face, bit-interleaved x, y order (also known
as Morton ordering). No particular effort has been put into color
management, with RGBA pixel values interpreted in device col-
orspace (usually sRGB), which is the convention established by
map2gif in the original HEALPix code.

All of the above is done via lazy evaluation, i.e. data is pro-
cessed only when parameters change, and operates at full map
resolution. In contrast, user-facing view is updated at hardware
monitor refresh rate (usually 60fps on most modern Macs) to
present smooth animations, with rendering done directly into the
drawable presented to the user. This is carried out at the screen
resolution, and would effectively be down-sampling of the data
for Planck (nside = 2048) and especially Simons Observatory
(nside = 8192) maps. A down-sampling strategy always in-
volves a compromise between what is kept versus what is fil-
tered out. In HEALPix viewer, nearest neighbour sampling was
chosen for the reason that it preserves 1-point PDF of the high-
resolution data. Oversampling of the output for export is option-
ally available (which produces visually more pleasing maps),
and is implemented via Lanczos interpolation, once again in
hardware.

As all the user-facing images have planar geometry, projec-
tion of a sphere must be done, and it is carried out by a geometry
mapper. HEALPix Viewer supports many projections out of the
box, some of which are illustrated in Figure 3. For complete list
and projection formulae, refer to Appendix A. Implementing a
new one is a matter of a few lines of code, due to modular de-
sign. The screen coordinates (X,Y) get converted to cartesian

Mollweide Hammer

Lambert Isometric

Gnomonic Werner

Fig. 3. Some of the projections available in HEALPix Viewer. Checker-
board pattern corresponds to the lines of constant latitude and longitude,
as projected onto a two-dimensional screen plane from equator and zero
longitude viewpoint.

plane ones (x, y) via affine transformation[
x
y

]
= M ·

 X
Y
1

 , (1)

where transform M is a 2x3 matrix precomputed on CPU side
and passed as a constant parameter to geometry mapper kernels.
It depends on screen resolution, viewport size, zoom level, and
desired output alignment. It can also incorporate coordinate flips
(screen Y direction is usually upward, while bitmap Y direction
is downward), viewpoint inversion (looking at the sphere from
inside versus outside effectively flips x direction), and overall
rotation of the output image (currently not used). The plane co-
ordinates are then mapped in the geometry mapper kernel to a
unit 3D vector u via inverse spherical projection u = p(x, y), and
if the supplied values are outside of bounds of projected sphere,
background color is used for output.

As one would often like to rotate the sphere to view a par-
ticular location, a rotation matrix R is applied to vector u, with

v = R · u (2)

finally used to lookup the pixel color in 2D texture array pro-
duced by color mapper. Optionally, lighting effects could be ap-
plied, with overall pixel brightness depending on light direction l
via scalar product l ·u (light location is fixed in the viewer space
and is not rotated with the map).
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Rotation matrix M is usually parametrized by Euler angles,
which are latitude, longitude, and azimuth of the viewpoint (lat-
itude and longitude can be specified in map2gif, but not az-
imuth). Details of this rotation matrix parametrization, along
with the way to extract Euler angles from rotation matrix are
given in Appendix B.1. One of the features I wanted to imple-
ment is a smooth animation between two different orientations
when changing the view. This is accomplished via evolution of
generator of rotation as a damped simple harmonic oscillator.
Rotation matrix in three dimensions can be represented as

R = exp[W], (3)

with antisymmetric 3x3 matrix W corresponding to a dual 3-
vector w = ∗W, known as generator of rotation. This represen-
tation is quite familiar, as it appears in rotation of a solid body
as angular velocity ω. Details of this representation are given
in Appendix B.2, with formulae for forward and inverse trans-
formations. When user specifies a new target orientation t, the
current viewpoint generator w is evolved as

ẅ + γẇ + κ(w − t) = 0, (4)

with rotation matrix R updated correspondingly for each frame,
using real system time in case frame cadence is not uniform.
Parameters γ and κ set timescales of damping and oscillation
correspondingly, with the values chosen so that evolution is
slightly overdamped with timescale of a few seconds. Evolution
itself is computed with 6-th order symplectic integration scheme
Yoshida (1990); Candy & Rozmus (1991), vectorized on CPU
side, which is not strictly necessary but is easy to implement and
fast. Details of this are presented in Appendix C.

Finally, the rendered image might be saved into a PNG file
for use with other software or as paper figures. PNG format is
chosen because it supports full 24-bit color and transparency, in
which it is superior to GIF format used by map2gif. Formats
based on lossy Fourier compression such as JPEG are not suit-
able for high-quality output due to compression artifacts. Ren-
dering for export is done by the same GPU code as for the
screen, except affine transformation parameters are adjusted ac-
cordingly, and rendering is done into 32-bit integer RGBA con-
text. Colorbar render can be added to the figure if desired, using
the same strategy. One might also wish to have a text annotation,
which is rendered using Core Text framework, and can use any
fonts available on the system (San Francisco Compact is used by
default). Resulting texture is copied into CPU bitmap, which is
output as an image file using Core Image routines.

4. Data analysis

While sophisticated data analysis is not the primary goal for
HEALPix Viewer and is best carried out by dedicated code,
some data analysis facilities are provided for convenience and
improved visualization. They are currently restricted to 1-point
transformations, where a pixel value x gets mapped into a value
of a function f (x). The list of implemented transformations is as
follows:

– f (x) = ln(x − µ)
– f (x) = asinh[(x − µ)/σ]
– f (x) = atan[(x − µ)/σ]
– f (x) = tanh[(x − µ)/σ]

– PDF equalization
– PDF normalization

Fig. 4. Three range-limiting transforms used in HEALPix Viewer. Dark
brown line is asinh transform, dark blue is atan transfrom, and dark
green is tanh transfrom. All three have the same derivative near the ori-
gin, but differ in asymtotics for large argument values (logarithmic, ra-
tional, and exponential fall-off correspondingly).

Parameter µ corresponds to the nominal center of the distri-
bution, while parameter σ corresponds to overall distribution
width, and is set on logarithmic scale in the user interface. Log-
arithmic scaling (first transform on the list) is widely used to
compress dynamical range of data for visualization, and is in
particular useful for representing intensity of the higher fre-
quency maps in CMB experiments (such as 353GHz, 545GHz,
and 857GHz data in Planck) as foregrounds in galactic plane are
vastly brighter than high-latitude diffuse emission. Logarithmic
scaling has hard lower cut-off, with data x ≤ µ resulting in non-
normalizable output (colored as NaN color in HEALPix Viewer).

The next three transforms correspond to symmetric and in-
creasingly harder clamping of input data, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. The last two transforms deserve special mention, as they
are rarely if ever seen in CMB literature, but are common in im-
age processing and very good for data visualization. PDF equal-
ization applies a function which produces output with uniform
1-point PDF, while normalization extends on that by producing
Gaussian 1-point PDF. By itself, it’s a useful preprocessing step
to apply to data for multi-variate and multi-point analysis (e.g. a
notion of copula in statistics), but it also serves for producing al-
most optimal color gradation in color-mapped image, providing
a one-button “make it pretty” option.

CDF estimators and ranked maps are produced by indexing
the map data by its value, which is done using quadsort algo-
rithm, slightly modified to be thread-safe. While not as widely
known as quicksort, quadsort is stable (preserves ordering of
equal values), on average a bit faster, and scales vastly better
(O(n log n) versus O(n2)) for the worst case (ordered data, which
appears all the time in masked maps). CDF estimator is then eas-
ily computed as

F(x) = {# of pixels with value < x}/n (5)

while output map with uniform PDF is achieved by transforming
the ranked map pixel p into

f (p) = {rank of pixel p}/n. (6)

Current implementation has a side effect of having uniform value
areas ranked in pixel order (since quadsort is stable), but fixing
that is more trouble than it’s worth (for CMB data it would only
affect masked areas). Gaussian PDF can be produced by apply-
ing inverse Gaussian CDF transformation to uniform PDF map

f (x) =
√

2 erf−1(2x − 1), (7)
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Fig. 5. HEALPix Viewer user interface displaying inpainted Planck
2018 SMICA CMB map, with top and bottom toolbars exposed.

Fig. 6. HEALPix Viewer statistics overlay displaying statistics sum-
mary of inpainted Planck 2018 SMICA CMB map.

which requires a bit of extra work to implement as erf and its
inverse are not available in either GPU nor CPU libraries Giles
(2012). Details of that are explained in Appendix D.

5. User interface

User interface paradigm is based around top toolbar which al-
lows user to adjust render parameters, and bottom toolbar which
displays the colorbar and adjusts color mapping parameters. Top
toolbar is hierarchical, and has several parameter groups which
can be selected by buttons in the main window title bar. The top
toolbar parameter hierarchy is as follows:

– map projection:
– projection choice
– viewpoint presets
– spin animations

– view orientation:
– viewpoint latitude
– viewpoint longitude
– viewpoint azimuth

– color scheme:

– color palette
– below min color
– above max color
– NaN color
– background color

– data transform:
– function f (x)
– parameter µ
– parameter lnσ

– lighting effects:
– light latitude
– light longitude
– effect amount

Screenshot of the user interface with both top and bottom tool-
bars exposed is shown in Figure 5. Both toolbars can be hidden
if screen space is at a premium. Lightning effects have to be en-
abled in View menu if desired. Also in View menu are options to
control application appearance (light or dark mode), and to en-
able cursor readout. Bottom toolbar shows the colorbar and the
controls for its bounds. Colorbar range can be restricted to sym-
metric, positive, or negative if desired. Left toolbar (which also
can be hidden, and is hidden by default) shows the list of loaded
map data, and allows you to chose which one to display. More
than one window can be opened simultaneously, with indepen-
dent settings defaulting to the ones in Data menu. If Data menu
selection changes, it will be applied to active window only.

In addition to toolbars, there are two information overlays
available - data statistics and FITS header. They can be accessed
by buttons in the title bar, and will temporary cover map view
with a semi-transparent background. Data statistics overlay dis-
plays PDF and CDF (discontinuities of which are represented
as a bar graph), as well as moments of the distribution (mean,
standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis), L-moments Hosking
(1990) (median, L-scale, L-skewness, and L-kurtosis), and per-
centile brackets of the distribution corresponding to 1σ and 2σ
of Gaussian one, as shown in Figure 6. Buttons to quickly set
colorbar range to preset values are added for convenience. FITS
header overlay displays complete header of the FITS file, with
all the cards and comments unaltered and unparsed. This is use-
ful for debugging, as well as if one wants to check metadata not
supported by HEALPix Viewer natively.

Main map view responds to common gestures - two fin-
ger pinch to zoom, two finger rotation to change azimuth, right
click to center on a clicked location (rotating along a geodesic),
and option-right click (rotating while keeping azimuth fixed). If
animations are enabled, two-finger scroll gesture will kick the
sphere in the direction of the scroll, while keeping target location
which it will eventually return to. If cursor readout is enabled in
the View menu, the coordinates and map value under the cursor
will be displayed at the top of the map view.

Drag and drop is supported to enable simple integration with
other applications, such as Powerpoint or Keynote for presenta-
tions. Drop HEALPix file into main window to load it, and drag
the map and colorbar (individually) to the application which ac-
cepts image files as a drop. Dragged map will be exported at
current screen size. If you want custom resolution output or over-
sampling, export the image via File menu.

6. Performance and limitations

From inception, the idea was to make an interactive data vi-
sualization and exploration tool, which means data processing
has to be fast enough to keep up with user inputs. That design
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Fig. 7. Planck 353GHz dust map (353GHz data with CMB and point
source contributions subtracted) as rendered by HEALPix Viewer for
export with 4x oversampling. Colorbar corresponds to normalized map,
and is clamped at ±3σ.

goal was achieved in HEALPix Viewer. Its processing pipeline
is vastly more efficient than tweaking map2gif parameters and
re-rendering (which involves map load from disk every time
map2gif is run), and outperforms CPU-bound solutions (such
as healpy ran in an interactive envirnonment) by a large mar-
gin. In fact, all of the data processing except initial map load
and ranking appears near-instantaneous to user, with map view
responding to parameter changes in real time (except for initial
texture allocation in really large maps). Geometry changes in-
volve only rendering at screen resolution (which is not that high
compared to allowed map size), and run at full 60fps at any map
size tested. In fact, geometry rendering is so efficient it can be
ran continuously without substantial power draw by the GPU.

Despite being fast, the rendering pipeline is accurate to
single precision (limited by 32-bit floats used in processing).
HEALPix pixel boundaries and sphere geometry projections are
accurate even at the highest zoom level (a factor of 1024), unlike
some implementation which use OpenGL vertex shaders (which
usually involves approximating sphere geometry by polygons).
Data statistics and moments are derived from down-sampled
CDF (currently set to 4096 samples, but easily changed), so are
less precise than what could be achieved in a more sophisticated
analysis. Exported image is in full 32-bit color supporting trans-
parency, and oversampling up to a factor of 4 is available to im-
prove rendering quality of text fonts and noisy maps if desired.
Typical output is shown in Figure 7.

The main user-facing delay is initial load of data from the
HEALPix file, which is blocking and comes with indefinite
progress indicator in the user interface. This is mostly limited by
cfitsio implementation and disk access performance, and can
range around 350 − 775ms per NESTED single precision map at
nside = 2048 resolution (read from solid state disk on M1 Max
laptop). Down-converting, reordering, and sign flips of polariza-
tion data are done in a single pass by a number of hard-coded
C kernels for performance (Swift array implementation is fairly
fast, but enforces bounds check on every access, which is quite
noticeable overhead at data sizes involved). Initial load time is
affected by data configuration, in particular RING to NESTED re-
ordering can add up to 600ms overhead per map. Further opti-
mization is not feasible, as it would require rewriting large parts
of cfitsio, which is a fairly monumental task. Sorting and
ranking of loaded maps is also expensive, but is done concur-
rently in the background, which hides the processing delay from

the user to some extent (features which depend on ranked data
get released as soon as data is available).

HEALPix Viewer is capable of dealing with extremely large
maps without complexity associated with hierarchical data rep-
resentation. Main limitation on map size comes not from render-
ing pipeline performance, but physical size of VRAM and hard-
coded limits on texture sizes in GPU libraries. As all the data
gets loaded into GPU memory, it could easily exceed VRAM
amount of consumer video cards. A single HEALPix map has
npx = 12 nside2 pixels, at 4 bytes per pixel in a single preci-
sion buffer (of which 3 are used). A color-mapped texture has
4npx floating point RGBA values, at 4 bytes per value for sin-
gle precision. Total maximal amount of VRAM needed per map
is then 336 nside2 bytes, or 1.3Gb per nside = 2048 map, plus
whatever memory needed for UI and output rendering (normally
much less). This is not a problem on shared memory architec-
tures such as M1 and M2 (given enough system memory is avail-
able), but could be a serious limit on older hardware with sep-
arate GPU video cards (VRAM amounts of 4Gb are common).
Memory footprint can be significantly reduced by using 8-bit
integer textures (at expense of slightly worse color gradation),
which may be added as an option in the future.

Second limit comes from hard-coded maximal texture size
for Metal libraries, which is 16384 pixels, and limits nside of the
map to 16384 and output bitmap resolution to 16384/nos. This
means that Simons Observatory maps are supported at full reso-
lution (nside = 8192), and maximal printed output size would be
2.8 × 1.4m at 150dpi resolution. nside = 8192 maps were tested
on commodity laptop used for development (M1 Max with 64Gb
system memory), and geometry rendering still runs at full 60fps.
Data transforms have noticeable lag, but are still quite responsive
except for a blocking delay on initial function transform buffer
allocation, which takes a couple of seconds. Perceived perfor-
mance could be improved by operating on downsampled proxy
map during active user input phase (e.g. slider adjustment), with
full resolution processed as soon as parameter values stop chang-
ing. The code was tested on both higher- and lower-end hardware
as well, but permutations tested are limited to my hardware col-
lection. Community feedback would be very welcome on this.

Multiple GPUs are currently not supported. While the data
processing pipeline is trivially parallelizable, bookkeeping and
memory management details required would have to be hand-
managed and would slow down the development. This is not
a problem on current SoC hardware, but would be an issue on
older machines with discrete or external GPUs. The first GPU
on the system list is used for rendering, which might not be op-
timal, and the strategy could be revised in the future versions.

HEALPix viewer binary is built against macOS 12 libraries,
with exception of data statistics overlay which requires plotting
libraries which only became available in macOS 13 (and is dis-
abled on earlier versions). While most of the GPU kernels can be
easily ported to OpenCL to be ran on other operating systems,
the rest of the source code is tightly coupled to SwiftUI libraries,
and porting user interface code would involve complete re-write.
For this reason, support for Windows and Linux is not planned.

7. Conclusions

Cosmic microwave background is one of the pillars of precision
cosmology, and a number of new high-resolution surveys are be-
ing built or planned. Multi-band temperature and polarization
maps are needed to remove astrophysical backgrounds and re-
construct primordial CMB fluctuations. CMB experiments not
only constrain a handful of cosmological parameters, but serve
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as a window to early universe physics (in particular, the search
for primordial gravitational waves is currently under way with
attempts to detect B-mode polarization) and provide astrophys-
ical insights with reconstructed foreground maps (for example,
information on magnetic field of our own galaxy). Full or par-
tial sky maps are produced from time-ordered data by sophisti-
cated mapping algorithms, and main data analysis is carried out
on this reduced data set. Storing or processing it requires a way
to pixelize the sphere, and HEALPix (Hierarchical Equal Area
isoLatitude Pixelation) is widely used for that purpose.

This paper presents a new interactive visualization applica-
tion developed for macOS using latest software and technology,
which I called HEALPix Viewer for the lack of a better name. It
is fully GPU accelerated, and can handle extremely large maps
(which is a common trend in future experiments, for example Si-
mons Observatory would produce almost giga-pixel maps). Soft-
ware design was done from scratch and uses modern language
features of Swift to full advantage, making the code modular and
easy to maintain. Data pipeline was designed with performance
in mind, and is fast enough to process and render nside = 8192
maps in real time on a laptop, given enough memory. User in-
terface makes many common tasks easy and convenient, for ex-
ample rendered maps can be dropped directly into a Keynote or
Powerpoint presentation. HEALPix Viewer is distributed as an
universal application that can natively run on Intel and Apple
Silicon hardware for easy installation if you just want to use it,
and has complete source code available if you want to add new
features or use the code in other projects.

Development is ongoing, and further improvements could be
made in the future. In particular, visualization of polarization
and vector fields via line integral convolution Cabral & Leedom
(1993) is planned. Feedback and feature requests are welcome,
and should be directed to the author.
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Appendix A: Projections of a sphere

A.1. Mollweide projection

Mollweide projection (commonly used in CMB literature) maps
an entire sphere onto an ellipse of 2:1 aspect ratio. It is an equal-
area pseudocylindrical projection which keeps iso-latitude lines
straight and horizontal, at expense of shape distortion near the
boundaries. Inverse transformation from Cartesian plane (x, y)
to spherical coordinates (θ, φ) is

ξ = arcsin y, θ = arccos
2ξ + sin(2ξ)

π
, φ =

πx
2 cos ξ

. (A.1)

Projection bounds are set by |y| ≤ 1 and |φ| ≤ π, with projection
extent |x| ≤ 2 and |y| ≤ 1.

A.2. Hammer projection

Visually similar to Mollweide projection, Hammer projection
trades reduced shape distortion for iso-latitude lines being
curved. It is also equal area and maps an entire sphere onto an
ellipse of 2:1 aspect ratio. Inverse transformation from Cartesian
plane (x, y) to spherical coordinates (θ, φ) is

q = 1− x2

16 −
y2

4 , θ = arccos
(
q

1
2 y

)
, φ = 2 arctan q

1
2 x

2(2q−1) . (A.2)

Projection bounds are set by q ≥ 1/2, with projection extent
|x| ≤

√
8 and |y| ≤

√
2.

A.3. Lambert projection

Also known as Lambert azimuthal projection, it maps an entire
sphere onto a disk. It is also equal-area projection, with inverse
transformation from Cartesian plane (x, y) to unit vector n

q = 1 − (x2 + y2)/4, n̂ =
[
2q − 1, q

1
2 x, q

1
2 y

]
. (A.3)

Projection bounds are set by q ≥ 0, with projection extent |x| ≤ 2
and |y| ≤ 2.

A.4. Isometric projection

Isometric, or perhaps more appropriately orthographic, projec-
tion is the view of a sphere by an observer at infinity. It maps
half of a sphere onto a disk. This is the most familiar projec-
tion, as it corresponds to looking at a physical sphere. Inverse
transformation from Cartesian plane (x, y) to unit vector n is

q = 1 − x2 − y2, n̂ =
[
q

1
2 , x, y

]
. (A.4)

Projection bounds are set by q ≥ 0, with projection extent |x| ≤ 1
and |y| ≤ 1.

A.5. Gnomonic projection

Gnomonic projection is defined by mapping the sphere to a tan-
gent plane in the direction of radial vector. It maps great circles
to straight lines (meaning projected straight lines are geodesic),
and maps half of a sphere onto an infinite plane. Inverse trans-
formation from Cartesian plane (x, y) to unit vector n is

n̂ =
[
1, x, y

]
/

√
1 + x2 + y2. (A.5)

A.6. Mercator projection

Mercator projection is a cylindrical projection quite often used in
cartography and navigation. It is conformal and maps the entire
sphere onto an infinite strip. Inverse transformation from Carte-
sian plane (x, y) to spherical coordinates (θ, φ) is

φ = x, θ =
π

2
− arctan(sinh y). (A.6)

Projection bounds are set by |φ| ≤ π, with infinite extent in y
direction.

A.7. Cylindrical projection

Cylindrical, or plate carrée, projection is a trivial mapping of
spherical coordinates onto a plane. It is neither equal-area nor
conformal, but it maps parallels and meridians into straight lines.
It maps an entire sphere onto a rectangle of 2:1 aspect ratio. Dis-
tortion near poles is extreme. Inverse transformation from Carte-
sian plane (x, y) to spherical coordinates (θ, φ) is

φ = x, θ =
π

2
− y. (A.7)

Projection bounds are set by |φ| ≤ π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, with correspond-
ing extent |x| ≤ π and |y| ≤ π/2.

A.8. Werner projection

Werner projection is an equal-area pseudoconic projection which
maps the entire sphere into a heart shape. Least commonly used
of the projections listed here, it nevertheless was known from
circa 16th century. Inverse transformation from Cartesian plane
(x, y) to spherical coordinates (θ, φ) is

ρ =

√
x2 + y2, φ =

ρ

sin ρ
atan2(x,−y), θ = ρ. (A.8)

Projection bounds are set by |φ| ≤ π, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, with pro-
jection extent being asymmetrical in y direction and transcen-
dental. After shifting y coordinate by 1.111983413 to center
the image, the extent is almost exactly at 1:1 aspect ratio, with
|x| ≤ 2.021610497 and |y| ≤ 2.029609241. It is implemented
because it looks cool.

Appendix B: Representations of rotation group

B.1. Euler angles

Rotation of a sphere which brings a viewpoint with a given lati-
tude ϑ, longitude φ, and azimuth ψ to the direct line of sight can
be parametrized as a composition of rotations in xy, xz, and yz
planes. These are usually known as Euler angles, with

Rxz =

 cosϑ 0 − sinϑ
0 1 0

sinϑ 0 cosϑ

 , (B.1)

Rxy =

 cos φ − sin φ 0
sin φ cos φ 0

0 0 1

 , (B.2)

Ryz =

 1 0 0
0 cosψ − sinψ
0 sinψ cosψ

 . (B.3)

Note that some of the signs are different from the usual notation,
because we are interested in rotation which brings a given lo-
cation into a fixed position, not the other way around. Order of
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rotations matters, as they do not commute. The composite rota-
tion matrix is

R = Rxy Rxz Ryz =

 R11 R12 R13
R21 R22 R23
R31 R32 R33

 , (B.4)

with matrix elements being

R11 = cosϑ cos φ, (B.5)
R12 = − sinϑ cos φ sinψ − sin φ cosψ, (B.6)
R13 = − sinϑ cos φ cosψ + sin φ sinψ, (B.7)
R21 = cosϑ sin φ, (B.8)
R22 = − sinϑ sin φ sinψ + cos φ cosψ, (B.9)
R23 = − sinϑ sin φ cosψ − cos φ sinψ, (B.10)
R31 = sinϑ, (B.11)
R32 = cosϑ sinψ, (B.12)
R33 = cosϑ cosψ. (B.13)

It should be remembered that in Swift, vectorized matrix types
like float3x3 are stored column-wise, with indexing starting
from zero, so matrix element R31 would actually be referred to
as R[0,2] in the code, and so on. Actual rotation matrix is eval-
uated as a product B.4 in the code, not long-form expressions of
(B.5–B.13), which is vectorized and more efficient.

Euler angles can be extracted from a given rotation matrix R

ϑ = arcsin R31, (B.14)
φ = atan2(R21,R11), (B.15)
ψ = atan2(R32,R33), (B.16)

although one has to be mindful of the branches. The arcsin ex-
pression (B.14) is meant to have |ϑ| < π/2, corresponding to
spherical coordinate θ = π/2 − ϑ range of 0 < θ < π. The
last two expressions go degenerate when |ϑ| = ±π/2 (i.e. at the
poles), for which case the rotation matrix reads

R =

 0 − sin(φ ± ψ) ∓ cos(φ ± ψ)
0 cos(φ ± ψ) ∓ sin(φ ± ψ)
±1 0 0

 .
Longitude and azimuth cannot be distinguished at the poles, and
only their combination

φ ± ψ = atan2 (−R12,R22) (B.17)

is determined. For definiteness, one can choose ψ = 0 there.

B.2. Generators of rotation

Special orthogonal transformations form a Lie group, and as
such are representable by corresponding Lie algebra generators.
A rotation matrix R is thus representable by exponent of an an-
tisymmetric matrixW

R = exp[W] ≡
∞∑

n=0

Wn

n!
. (B.18)

In three dimensions, 3x3 antisymmetric matrix W has only 3
independent components, and can be written as a dual of three-
vector w

W ≡ ∗w =

 0 −wz wy
wz 0 −wx
−wy wx 0

 . (B.19)

A specific property of 3x3 antisymmetric matrices which sim-
plifies things a lot is that Krylov space has low dimension, since

W3 = −||W||2W, (B.20)

where matrix norm is defined as

||W||2 ≡ −
1
2

TrW2 = |w|2. (B.21)

Resumming power series in (B.18), one obtains

R = exp[W] = I +
sin w

w
W + 2

sin2 w
2

w2 W2, (B.22)

where I is identity matrix and w = |w|. Conversely, one can read
off generator vector from a given rotation matrix R by

w = atan2
(
s, 1

2 (t − 1)
)

ŝ, (B.23)

where

s = ∗R ≡ 1
2 [R32 − R23,R13 − R31,R21 − R12] , (B.24)

t = TrR = R11 + R22 + R33. (B.25)

Generator of rotation w represents rotation by an angle w around
the axis ŵ, and is defined up to an integer multiple of 2π in
length. When setting the target rotation generator, one should
pick the value closest to the current one among possible equiva-
lent choices to ensure the shortest rotation between the two.

Appendix C: Sphere dynamics

Transition between different viewpoints specified by user is ani-
mated by solving a damped simple harmonic oscillator equation
for rotation generator w, asymptoting to target location t

ẅ + γẇ + κ(w − t) = 0. (C.1)

This can be readily evolved by second-order accurate operator
splitting scheme

w 7→ w + ẇ dt
2 (C.2)

ẇ 7→ ẇ −
[
γẇ + κ(w − t)

]
dt (C.3)

w 7→ w + ẇ dt
2 (C.4)

commonly used and known by many names (e.g. leapfrog and
kick-drift). It happens to be symplectic for Hamiltonian equa-
tions of motion (i.e. a canonical transformation, albeit for ap-
proximate Hamiltonian), and the order can be increased by form-
ing operator sandwiches with particularly selected time steps, so
higher order commutators would vanish. Among those, 6-th or-
der symplectic scheme first derived by Yoshida (1990) is still
cheap and very convenient to implement

H6(∆t) =
∏
−3≤i≤3

H2
(
α|i|∆t

)
, (C.5)

where H2 is the second order evolution step (C.2–C.4), and co-
efficients α|i| are specifically chosen to be (in quad precision)

α0 = 1.31518632068391121888424972823886251, (C.6)
α1 = −1.17767998417887100694641568096431573, (C.7)
α2 = 0.235573213359358133684793182978534602, (C.8)
α3 = 0.784513610477557263819497633866349876. (C.9)
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Appendix D: Inverse error function

To transform uniform distribution into a Gaussian one, one needs
to compute an inverse error function. Since this is not a part of
standard GPU libraries, a workable implementation is needed.
An approximation derived in Giles (2012) is as follows

erf−1(x) =

{
xp1(w), w < 5
xp2(w), w ≥ 5 , (D.1)

where p1 and p2 are polynomials of order 8, and

w = − ln(1 − x2). (D.2)

Polynomial p1 (in Horner form) is evaluated as

w = w - 2.5;
p = 2.81022636e-08;
p = 3.43273939e-07 + p*w;
p = -3.5233877e-06 + p*w;
p = -4.39150654e-06 + p*w;
p = 0.00021858087 + p*w;
p = -0.00125372503 + p*w;
p = -0.00417768164 + p*w;
p = 0.246640727 + p*w;
p = 1.50140941 + p*w;

while polynomial p2 (actually of argument
√

w) is

w = sqrt(w) - 3.0;
p = -0.000200214257;
p = 0.000100950558 + p*w;
p = 0.00134934322 + p*w;
p = -0.00367342844 + p*w;
p = 0.00573950773 + p*w;
p = -0.0076224613 + p*w;
p = 0.00943887047 + p*w;
p = 1.00167406 + p*w;
p = 2.83297682 + p*w;

The approximation is good down to last digit of single precision
floats for entire range of argument values, produces the right
asymptotics, and is quite cheap to evaluate (involving only 8
multiply-accumulate operators).
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A new technique to measure noise parameters for
global 21-cm experiments

Danny C. Price, Cheuk-Yu Edward Tong, Adrian T. Sutinjo, Nipanjana Patra, Lincoln J.
Greenhill

Abstract – Radiometer experiments to detect 21-
cm Hydrogen line emission from the Cosmic Dawn and
Epoch of Reionization rely upon precise absolute cali-
bration. During calibration, noise generated by ampli-
fiers within the radiometer receiver must be accounted
for; however, it is difficult to measure as the noise power
varies with source impedance. In this letter, we introduce
a convenient method to measure the noise parameters of
a receiver system, which is practical for low-frequency
receivers used in global 21-cm experiments.

1. Introduction

Numerous experiments (e.g. [1–5]) seek to detect
the global 21-cm signal from the Cosmic Dawn with ra-
diometers across 30–250 MHz. Such a detection requires
an exquisitely calibrated radiometer and a well character-
ized antenna. Any spectral features introduced by the ra-
diometer may obfuscate, or be mistaken for, the expected
∼100mK amplitude absorption feature.

The EDGES experiment reported the presence of an
apparent ∼500mK absorption feature in their calibrated
data [1]; however, there are concerns that this is partly or
fully due to unmodelled systematics that have introduced
a spectral feature [6–8]. In tension with the EDGES re-
sult, the SARAS-3 experiment has recently reported a
significant non-detection of the absorption feature in their
calibrated spectra [3]. Gaining a better understanding and
characterization of systematics within global 21-cm ex-
periments will be critical for breaking this tension.

One potential source of unwanted spectral features
deserving more attention is the self-noise introduced by
amplifiers within the radiometer. As the noise perfor-
mance of a radiometer depends upon the impedance of
the antenna it is connected to, a radiometer’s noise fig-
ure will differ when deployed in the field as compared to
laboratory measurements with a 50Ω noise source. This
difference is a source of error that must be accounted for.

To date, most global experiments have used a
method involving a long coaxial cable to determine the
magnitude of the difference, following the approach em-
ployed in EDGES [9]. This method is primarily based
upon Hu & Weinreb [10], but using the “noise wave” for-
mulation of Meys [11]. Here, we introduce a new tech-
nique to characterize noise performance for global 21-cm

experiments, based on the related “noise parameter” for-
mulation commonly used in the microwave engineering
community [12].

Our technique, based on the approach given [13],
only requires a standard Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
and calibration kit, a short cable, and a calibrated noise
source. We refer the reader to [13] for discussion of the
mathematical and theoretical background.

2. Noise parameters

The noise performance of a device-under-test
(DUT) is commonly characterized by noise parameters:
four real-valued terms from which noise characteristics
can be derived for any input impedance. Following [13],
the noise temperature T of a 2-port DUT connected to a
source with reflection coefficient Γs can be expressed as:

T (Γs) = Tmin +T0N

∣∣Γs−Γopt
∣∣2

(1−|Γs|2)
∣∣1+Γopt

∣∣2 (1)

where the noise parameters are:

• Tmin is the minimum noise temperature.

• Γopt is the optimum reflection coefficient.

• N is the minimum noise ratio.

Note that T0 = 290K, Z0 = 50Ω, and Γs is complex val-
ued. We may treat the magnitude γopt and phase θopt of
Γs as two real-valued noise parameters.

The noise parameters of a DUT may be determined
by making at least 4 measurements of T (Γs) when differ-
ent source impedances are connected. Following Lane’s
method [14], after the singularity removal detailed in
[15], the four (real-valued) noise parameters can be found
by casting the problem as a matrix equation:

Ax = t′ (2)

x = [a,b,c,d]T (3)

t′ = (1− γ
2
si
)t (4)

Vector t′ is formed from receiver measurements (entries
in t), matrix A is formed from Γs measurements, and we
wish to find (4×1) noise parameter vector x. The rows
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of matrix A depend upon the formulation used; here, we
will follow the formulation detailed in [10, 15]:

Ai =
[
1− γ

2
i ,1,γicosθi,γisinθi

]
. (5)

and noise parameters are related to x = [a,b,c,d]T by:

Tmin = a+
b+∆

2
(6)

N =
∆

4T0
(7)

γopt =

√
b−∆

b+∆
(8)

θopt = tan−1
(
−d
−c

)
, (9)

where ∆ =
√

b2− c2−d2. Note that the minus signs in
Equation 9 ensure the correct quadrant is returned.

2.1. Approaches to source impedance selection

Long cable approach: To date, the main approach
used in 21-cm experiments is to connect a long length
of coaxial cable to the receiver so that the phase of a re-
flected noise waves wrap rapidly with frequency [9, 10].
For 21-cm experiments, “long” lengths of 3–25 m have
been used [9, 16]. The phase of an open cable’s reflec-
tion coefficient is approximately

θ( f ) =−4πl/vc f , (10)

so as the cable length l increases, the phase will wrap
faster, corresponding to circles around the edge of the
Smith chart. If wraps are sufficiently fast—that is,
faster than frequency variations of noise parameters—
then well-spaced loci on the Smith chart can be selected
to determine the underlying noise parameters. With
this approach, a moving window of points with a least-
squares fit can be used in lieu of the matrix method [10].

For the long-cable approach, higher frequency res-
olution requires longer cables. If the cable is too short,
rapidly varying spectral structure will be missed. A
length matched pair of open and shorted cables can be
used so that the spacing on the Smith chart is constant
across frequency .

OSLC approach: As shown in [13], noise parame-
ters can be determined using the “OSLC” approach: an
open (Γop ≈ 1), short (Γsh ≈ −1) and load (Γld ≈ 0)
from a VNA calibration kit, and a shorted or open 1/8-
wavelength length of cable (Γcbl ≈±1 j). The OSLC ap-
proach can be used over a frequency range 0.2–1.8 f0,
where f0 is the frequency for which the cable is 1/8 of
a wavelength for the transmission mode. The loci of
the OSLC points on a Smith chart form a “well spread

impedance pattern”, which has been shown to minimize
measurement uncertainties [17].

For 21-cm experiments, a 1/8-wavelength cable at
a frequency f0 = 100MHz (i.e. λ0 = 3m) would be suit-
able to cover 20–180 MHz. The cable would have a phys-
ical length l = λ0vc/8, where vc is the velocity factor of
the cable; for common dielectrics, 0.6 < vc < 0.9, so the
required cable length is between 22.50–33.75 cm.

Comparison of approaches: The OSLC approach uses
a far shorter cable, and the frequency resolution of de-
rived noise parameters depends only upon the receiver’s
channel bandwidth. Another advantage is that VNA
calibration kits include physical models from which Γs
can be derived with higher precision than VNA mea-
surements (see [13, 18]). In contrast, the long-cable
approach requires fewer source impedances to be con-
nected, and thus fewer measurements, but much longer
cables are needed if high frequency resolution solutions
are required.

3. Applying the OSLC method

Here, we present a procedure to measure the noise
parameters of a radiometric receiver using the OSLC ap-
proach. This procedure is similar to [13], but has been
modified for the case where the receiver itself is the
DUT1. A summary of terms and measurements used in
this section is provided in Table 1.

The OSLC method requires a calibrated noise
source to generate “hot” (noise diode on) and “cold”
(noise diode off) temperature references (Thot and Tcold).
The reflection coefficient must be measured for both
states, and should satisfy Γhot ≈ Γcold.

To extract noise parameters of a radiometer, we
need to form the source reflection coefficient matrix A,
and measurement vector t′. To form A, VNA measure-
ments (or physical models) of the four source impedances
(open, short, load cable) are plugged into equation 5. The
measurement vector t′, requires that four power measure-
ments are made with the radiometer: one for each source
impedance.

The power spectral density (PSD) measured by the
radiometer when connected to a source with reflection co-
efficient Γs is given by

Ps( f ,Γs) = DrxkB∆ f Grx( f ,Γs) [Ts( f )+Tn( f ,Γs)] (11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and ∆ f is the noise
equivalent bandwidth per channel. Tn is the receiver noise
temperature when connected to Γs. Ts is the source noise

1The main difference in derivation is that transducer power gain
must be used if the receiver is the DUT instead of available power gain
in eqn 35 of [13], if the DUT is connected in cascade to the receiver;
see Chapter 11 of [19].



Table 1: Summary of reflection coefficients and power
spectral density (PSD) measurements required for the
OSLC method.

Γrx Refl. coefficient of radiometer receiver
Γhot Refl. coefficient of cal noise source (on).
Γcold Refl. coefficient of cal noise source (off).
Γns Computed via Γns = (Γon +Γoff)/2
Γop Refl. coefficient of open standard
Γsh Refl. coefficient of short standard
Γld Refl. coefficient of broadband load standard
Γcbl Refl. coefficient of 1/8-wavelength cable
Phot Recv. PSD when cal noise source (on) connected
Pcold Recv. PSD when cal noise source (off) connected
Pop Recv. PSD when open standard is connected
Psh Recv. PSD when short standard is connected
Pld Recv. PSD when load standard is connected
Pcbl Recv. PSD when λ /8 cable is connected
Tcold Ambient temperature (for ‘cold’ noise source (off))
Thot Noise source effective temperature (i.e. ENR)

temperature, equal to the ambient temperature for pas-
sive components. Grx( f ,Γs) is the transducer gain of the
receiver; the factor Drx represents to digital gain factors
within the receiver (assumed to be linear).

To calibrate, we define a scale factor α:

α =
Thot−Tcold

Phot−Pcold
=

1
DrxkB∆ f Grx( f ,Γs)

, (12)

and similarly we define a mismatch factor

M(Γs) =
Grx( f ,Γs)

Grx( f ,Γns)
=
(

1−|Γns|2
) |1−ΓsΓrx|2

|1−ΓnsΓrx|2
.

(13)

By doing so, we may form t′ by:

t′i =
(

αPsiMsi −
(

1−|Γsi |
2
)

Tsi

)
, (14)

The noise parameter vector may then be recovered via

x = A−1t, (15)

after which noise parameters Tmin, RN , γopt and θopt are
recovered via equations 6–9.

4. Application to HYPEREION

We used the OSLC approach to measure the noise
parameters of the prototype receiver for the HYPER-
EION system [5]. The HYPEREION system implements
a two-channel, cross-correlation spectrometer; for sim-
plicity, we only consider a single autocorrelation channel
here. All required VNA and power spectra measurements
(Table 1), were taken in a laboratory setting.
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Figure 1: Measured noise parameters for the HYPER-
EION prototype system using the OSLC method. Points
between 88–108 MHz have been flagged due to strong
FM-band radio interference present in the data.

HYPEREION consists of a “frontend module”,
which performs initial signal conditioning, connected to
the “backend module” and digital signal processor by
100 m of coaxial cable. When deployed, the frontend
module will be connected to the antenna and located in
the field, and the backend module and digital system will
be located in an electromagnetically shielded room.

We connected an open, short, load (from an Agi-
lent 85052D calibration kit) and shorted coaxial cable to
the HYPEREION frontend module, and recorded power
spectra in each state, across 30–120 MHz. A Keysight
HP346B calibrated noise source was used to provide hot
and cold reference states, and a Fieldfox N9915A VNA
was used to measure reflection coefficients. Power spec-
tra were generated using the HYPEREION digtal re-
ceiver, which is based on a 14-bit Signatek PX1500-2
digitizer.

Extracted noise parameters are shown in Figure 1.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Here, we have introduced a noise parameter mea-
surement approach that can be applied to radiometer re-
ceivers used in 21-cm experiments. The approach pre-
sented here is a modified version of the approach detailed
in [13], which provides extended details and discussion



of noise parameter measurement techniques.
Many global 21-cm experiments switch between

the antenna and a set of calibration references, and have
existing methods to convert measured data into tempera-
ture (K). These internal references may be used in lieu of
external open/short/load, as long as their reflection coef-
ficients can be accurately modelled. Similarly, an exper-
iment’s existing calibration routines may be used in lieu
of the procedure outlined in Section 3.

The OSLC method is suitable for in-situ applica-
tion (i.e. in the field) using a portable VNA. We suggest
that future global 21-cm experiments should consider in-
tegrating OSLC source impedances within the radiome-
ter.
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ABSTRACT
Temporal broadening is a commonly observed property of fast radio bursts (FRBs), associated with turbulent media which cause
radiowave scattering. Similarly to dispersion, scattering is an important probe of the media along the line of sight to an FRB
source, such as the circum-burst or circum-galactic mediums (CGM). Measurements of characteristic scattering times alone
are insufficient to constrain the position of the dominant scattering media along the line of sight. However, where more than
one scattering screen exists, Galactic scintillation can be leveraged to form strong constraints. We quantify the scattering and
scintillation in 10 FRBs with 1) known host galaxies and redshifts and 2) captured voltage data enabling high time resolution
analysis, obtained from the Commensal Real-time ASKAP (Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder) Fast Transient survey
science project (CRAFT). We find strong evidence for two screens in three cases. For FRBs 20190608B and 20210320C, we find
evidence for scattering screens less than approximately 16.7 and 3000 kpc respectively, from their sources. For FRB20201124A
we find evidence for a scattering screen at ≈ 26 kpc. Each of these measures is consistent with the scattering occurring in the host
ISM (inter-stellar medium) or CGM. If pulse broadening is assumed to be contributed by the host galaxy ISM or circum-burst
environment, the definitive lack of observed scintillation in four FRBs in our sample suggests that existing models may be
over-estimating scattering times associated with the Milky Way’s ISM, similar to the anomalously low scattering observed for
FRB20201124A.
Key words: fast radio bursts – scattering – intergalactic medium

1 INTRODUCTION

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are short duration (`s – ms), extragalactic,
radio frequency bursts (Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton et al. 2013).
In addition to intrinsic time-frequency structure, FRBs are dispersed
and often contain the hallmarks of multi-path propagation, arising
from propagation through a turbulent medium. While the intergalac-
tic medium (IGM) is often responsible for a sizeable portion of FRB
dispersion (Macquart et al. 2020), due to its tenuous density, it is not
expected to contribute significantly to the scattering, with estimates
typically as low as ∼ 10 `s at 1GHz(Macquart & Koay 2013; Cordes
et al. 2022). This conclusion is supported by the observed lack of
correlation between FRB dispersion measures (DM) and scattering
times (Chawla et al. 2022; Gupta et al. 2022).
Similarly, the Milky-Way interstellar medium (ISM) is not ex-

pected to dominate the scattering observed in FRBs at high Galactic
latitudes, with scattering times inferred frompulsars (Cordes&Lazio
2003) being . 10`𝑠 for lines of sight more than 30◦ away from the
Galactic plane. Assuming that the host galaxies of FRBs are similar

★ E-mail: mawson.sammons@postgrad.curtin.edu.au

to the Milky-Way, the symmetry of the scattering process leads to
the conclusion that, on average, host galaxy ISMs are also unlikely
to be singularly responsible for the observed FRB scattering (Simha
et al. 2020; Chawla et al. 2022).
Due to their large geometric leverage, intervening galaxies are

a potential source of large scattering in FRBs. For a high redshift
population (𝑧 ∼ 5), intervening galaxies have been forecast to be the
dominant source of scattering (Ocker et al. 2022a). For FRBs with
𝑧 . 1, however, the probability of intersecting a foreground galaxy
is insufficient for them to be the dominant source of scattering in the
population (Macquart & Koay 2013; Prochaska & Neeleman 2018;
Chawla et al. 2022; Ocker et al. 2022a).
Apotentially important scattering region iswithin the circum-burst

environment, which has long been suggested as the site of the &ms
scattering times and& 100 radm2 rotationmeasures (RMs) observed
in some FRBs (Masui et al. 2015). Measurements of RM variability
in some repeating FRBs have supported this scenario, with large
variations over short durations requiring a dense,magnetisedmedium
near the source (Michilli et al. 2018; Hilmarsson et al. 2021; Anna-
Thomas et al. 2022). Recent measurements of scattering variability
in FRB20190520B provide the tightest limits yet, with variation
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on minute timescales requiring the dominant scattering media to
be within at most 0.4AU of the source, and potentially within ∼
104 km (Ocker et al. 2022a). In this scenario, scattering serves as
an important probe of the circum-burst region which would inform
our understanding of FRB progenitors, favouring formation channels
where the central engine evolves in a dense turbulent magnetised
medium, such as a magnetar embedded within a nebula (Margalit &
Metzger 2018).
Another region of interest is the circum-galactic media (CGM) of

foreground galaxies. To date, observations of FRBs passing through
the CGM/halos of intervening galaxies have shown very little scat-
tering, with only as much as ∼ 80 `s recorded at 1.4GHz (Prochaska
et al. 2019; Connor et al. 2020, 2023). The possible presence, how-
ever, of cloudlets of cold gas in the CGM, inferred from quasar ab-
sorption spectra (McCourt et al. 2018), has the potential to cause scat-
tering consistent with that observed in the FRB population (Vedan-
tham & Phinney 2019, see Prochaska et al. (2019) for a corrected
description). If this model is correct then FRBs could serve as an im-
portant probe of the CGM. As discussed by Vedantham & Phinney
(2019), distinguishing between scattering in the CGM and circum-
burst media will be crucial.
In general, the degeneracy between the angular broadening and

screen distance makes it difficult to directly constrain where the scat-
tering is occurring based only on the pulse-broadening time. For
repeating FRBs, a direct constraint can be made by observing the
variation of decorrelation bandwidth (aDC) or temporal broadening
over time (𝑡scatt) (Ocker et al. 2022a;Main et al. 2022). For FRBs that
are not seen to repeat, a variability study cannot be conducted; how-
ever, in cases where scattering and scintillation have been contributed
by separate screens, the scattering geometry can be constrained using
the observation of only a single burst (Masui et al. 2015; Farah et al.
2018; Ocker et al. 2022b). This can allow not only for the distinction
between host and intervening scattering screens, but also constrain
the level of scatter-broadening in the Milky-Way, for independent
comparison with electron distribution models such as NE2001 and
YMW16 (Cordes & Lazio 2003; Yang & Zhang 2017, respectively).
Where previouslyDay et al. (2020) relied on lower time resolutions

and image-plane-based techniques. It is now routinely possible to
conduct detailed burst morphology analysis, of the type undertaken
by Cho et al. (2020), for all CRAFT FRBs with the advent of the
CELEBI post-processing pipeline (Scott et al. 2023). This allows for
the high-precision estimates of aDC and 𝑡scatt, required to robustly
identify scintillation and scattering. We are therefore motivated to
search for evidence of two-screen scattering within CRAFT FRBs.
In this work we measure the level of scattering and scintillation in

10 CRAFT FRBs with high spectro-temporal resolution and apply
the two-screen model developed by Masui et al. (2015) and Ocker
et al. (2022b) to place constraints on the distances to their respective
scattering screens. In §2 we detail the data and our methodology. In
§3 we present the results, and in §4 we discuss their implications.

2 METHOD

The scattering and scintillation resulting frommulti-path propagation
through the same medium will be related via a Fourier uncertainty
relationship,

2𝜋aDC𝑡scatt = 𝐶. (1)

The precise value of 𝐶 depends on the geometry and the density
fluctuations in the scattering media, however, it typically ranges be-
tween 0.5 and 2 (Lambert & Rickett 1999). As observed previously

Source Observer

Milky Way ScreenExtragalactic Screen

𝐿! 𝐿"

(𝑡#$%&&) (𝜈'()

𝐷#

Figure 1. Diagram of the two screen scattering geometry.

by Masui et al. (2015) and Ocker et al. (2022b), this is not always the
case for FRBs, with discrepancies indicating that a single scattering
medium is a poor model for propagation along the line of sight.
In these cases, a two-screen model can provide a natural expla-

nation for the differences. Under this model, a relatively large 𝑡scatt
and aDC are contributed by separate screens, allowing them to be
observed simultaneously for a given line of sight without violating
the uncertainty relationship within a single screen. The geometry is
often described as shown in Fig. 1, using 𝐿𝑥 , the distance between
the source and the first screen, and 𝐿𝑔, the distance between the
observer and the second screen, labeled according to the expectation
that the first screen is extragalactic and the second Galactic. In or-
der for both screens to cause diffractive scintillation, the scattered
image formed by the first screen must be unresolved by the second.
Assuming that the distance between the scattering screens is much
larger than either 𝐿𝑥 or 𝐿𝑔 (i.e. (𝐿𝑥 + 𝐿𝑔)/𝐷𝑠 ≈ 0), this leads to the
following constraint on the geometry (Ocker et al. 2022b)

𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 .
𝐷2𝑠

2𝜋a2 (1 + 𝑧)
aDC
𝑡scatt

. (2)

The factor of (1+𝑧), where 𝑧 is the redshift of the source, results from
using the cosmological relation between 𝑡scatt and \scatt as derived in
Macquart&Koay (2013). This allows the position of scatteringmedia
to be constrained directly using once-off FRBs, allowing mediums
such as IGM to be ruled out as the dominant source of scattering.
In the case of FRB201905020b, a reasonable assumption of 𝐿𝑔
places the extragalactic screen within 100 pc of the FRB progenitor,
suggesting that the scattering could be occurring in the circum-burst
environment (Ocker et al. 2022b).
Our data comprise 10 localised FRBs detected in real-time

searches of the incoherent sum of intensities of each antenna in
each of the 36 beams formed digitally using ASKAP’s phased-array
receivers (Bannister et al. 2017, 2019). Each detection triggered the
download of the 3.1 s voltage buffers. To localise the FRB, the volt-
age data are correlated, calibrated and imaged as detailed by Day
et al. (2021) and exemplified in Ryder et al. (2022). To study the
burst morphology, as we shall here, the voltage data are beamformed
and dedispersed as outlined in Scott et al. (2023), with the dispersion
measure (DM) chosen to optimise the sharpness of temporal struc-
tures within the bursts as detailed in Sutinjo et al. (2023). We identify
the bursts within the ∼ 3 s of voltage data sampled at ∼ 3 ns resolu-
tion and form dynamic spectra from the four Stokes parameters. By
default the resolution is chosen to be 0.1MHz and 10 `s, however,
scales as small as 1 `s or 10 kHz we explored when spectral and
temporal structures were found to be unresolved. Here we analyse
only the Stokes I data associated with each burst, a more complete
polarimetric study of each burst is reserved for a future work.
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Two-Screen Scattering in CRAFT FRBs 3

From the dynamic spectra formed, we select on and off-pulse (pre-
burst) regions to account for the shape of the bandpass and tomitigate
any radio frequency interference (RFI). To do this, the time-averaged
spectrum in the off-pulse region is subtracted from the burst and each
spectral channel in the burst is divided by the standard deviation of
the corresponding off-pulse channel. The resulting burst dynamic
spectrum has a noise that is normally distributed with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of unity. Furthermore, the burst intensity is
now represented in units of per-channel signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
The level of spectral modulation in a burst is calculated from the

lowest, non-zero frequency lag in the mean normalised spectral auto-
covariance, as per Macquart et al. (2019). Bursts with a high modu-
lation index (m) or obvious scintillation in their dynamic spectra are
then investigated further. Following other studies (Nimmo et al. 2022;
Ocker et al. 2022b), we fit a Lorentzian to the auto-correlation of the
mean-subtracted, time-integrated, normalised burst spectra and we
measure the aDC to be the half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) of
the best-fit case.
In cases where significant RFI is present in the unnormalised burst

dynamic spectrum, we investigate the impact of RFI subtraction on
the auto-correlation function (ACF) of normalised bursts. To do so,
a fake FRB with a uniform spectral profile is injected into the off-
pulse noise and then normalised via the same method. If a significant
excess is found in the ACF of this normalised fake FRB then the
RFI is deemed too significant to compensate for, and the FRB in
question (or at least the section of bandwidth containing the RFI) are
discarded from the sample. To avoid large poisson noise associated
with measuring only a small number of scintles (the finite scintle
effect) (Cordes et al. 1990), we require the retained bandwidth to be
much larger than aDC.
To distinguish scintillation from frequency structures intrinsic to

the burst such as self-noise1, we split the normalised FRB into four
sub-bands and fit a Lorentzian to the ACF of each band’s spectra. If
aDC is observed to increase with frequency, as expected for multi-
path propagation through a cold plasma, we assume the spectral
structures are caused by scintillation. We characterise the minimum
scintillation bandwidth we are sensitive to (amin) using simulations
as described in Appendix A.
We also fitted for 𝑡scatt in each burst’s frequency-integrated pulse

profile. By default we assume a scatteredGaussian pulse profile, how-
ever, we allow intrinsic burst profiles to comprise multiple Gaussians
when necessary. All burst morphology and auto-correlation fitting
are performed using a nested sampling technique outlined inQiu et al.
(2020). The frequency evolution of scattering is measured using in-
dependent fits to burst sub-bands as done for aDC, with 𝑡scatt expected
to decrease at higher frequencies. Assuming that 𝑡scatt and aDC evolve
in frequency following a power law, we fit for a spectral index (𝛼𝑡
and 𝛼a respectively) describing the evolution of each parameter in
every burst where data permits. In cases where only two sub-bands
are used these spectral indices have no measured uncertainty.
In cases where scintillation is present, we compare with the ex-

pected Galactic scintillation (aNE2001) using the NE2001 electron
density model (Cordes & Lazio 2003). We note that there can be or-
der of magnitude differences in scatter broadening and scintillation
bandwidths for Galactic lines of sight with the same DM (Bhat et al.
2004). Moreover, we use the best fit aDC and 𝑡scatt to compute 𝐶 as
per Eq. 1. Finally, when 𝐶 � 1 we derive the two-screen distance
product 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 as expressed in Eq. 2.

1 Following Ocker et al. (2022a), we refer to frequency structures on the
reciprocal scale of FRB temporal sub-structures as self-noise.

3 RESULTS

The properties of each burst in our sample can be found in Table
1, where a ‘–’ denotes parameters that could not be measured or
derived. Within our sample, we find three FRBs with convincing evi-
dence of spectral scintillation, fromwhich two-screen constraints can
be formed. Of the remaining FRBs, four FRBs were found to contain
no spectral scintillation, two contained evidence of spectral struc-
ture that could not be confirmed as scintillation and one contained
instrumental effects for which we could not adequately compensate.
In the following sub-sections, we will describe each of these cases in
greater detail.

3.1 FRB 20190608B

The dynamic spectrum of FRB20190608B is shown in Fig. 2 at
a reduced time and frequency resolution of 0.2ms and 2MHz to
improve visual distinction. The burst has the lowest integrated 𝑆/𝑁
in our sample, however, obvious bands of intensity can still be seen
in the dynamic spectrum of the burst. The unnormalised spectrum
contains negligible RFI effects and therefore we use all 336MHz
of the observed bandwidth centred at 1271.5MHz. Analysing the
time-integrated spectra at 0.1MHz resolution, we measure a high
modulation index of 𝑚 = 0.78 and aDC = 1.4 ± 0.1MHz for the
whole band as shown in Fig. 3. Integrating over frequency, we find a
scattering time of 𝑡scatt = 4.0 ± 0.4ms, as shown in Fig. 4.
Dividing the observation into four subbands we measure the spec-

tral indices of adc and 𝑡scatt to be 𝛼a = 5.8 ± 0.5 and 𝛼𝑡 = −3 ± 1
respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency evolution of the 𝑡scatt
is consistent within 1𝜎 with 𝑡scatt ∝ a−4 as expected for very strong
scattering in a Kolmogorov turbulence with an inner scale (Cordes
& Lazio 1991; Cordes & Rickett 1998). Conversely, the evolution
of aDC is steeper than the Kolmogorov expectation at a marginal
significance of 3.6𝜎.
Given the highmodulation index and the positive slope of aDC evo-

lution in frequency, we assume the spectral modulation in this burst is
the result of diffractive scintillation of a point-like source. Similarly,
the negatively sloped frequency evolution of 𝑡scatt is consistent with
multi-path scattering. Combining the measurements of each over the
full bandwidth we find 2𝜋aDC𝑡scatt = 𝐶 ≈ 35000, indicating that a
single thin screen is insufficient to describe the scattering medium
along the line of sight to FRB20190608B. Using Eq. 2 we find an
upper limit on the two-screen distance product of 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 6±1 kpc2.

3.2 FRB 20210320C

The dynamic spectrum of FRB20210320C is shown in Fig. 2. The
burst has 𝑆/𝑁 = 113 and a high modulation index of 𝑚 = 0.68,
consistent with the obvious intensity bands in the burst spectra. The
de-dispersion and localisation analysis of this burst will be presented
in Shannon et al. (in preparation). Due to the dispersive sweep of ∼
1.8s across the 336MHz ASKAP bandwidth and the ∼ 1.6 s latency
of the detection system, some of the FRB was lost from the voltage
buffer before it was downloaded. As a result the burst emission is
only found in 257MHz of bandwidth around a central frequency
824.2MHz. The spectral ACF is particularly well fit by a Lorentzian
profile with aDC = 0.91 ± 0.03MHz, as seen in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows
the best-fit model of the pulse profile, with 𝑡scatt = 0.247± 0.004ms.
Fitting to four sub-bands, we find𝛼a = 2±1 and𝛼𝑡 = −3.30±0.01,

as per Fig. 5 and 5 respectively. Each of these parameters evolves
with the sign expected for multi-path propagation and are within the
ranges observed for pulsars (Bhat et al. 2004). Hence we assume they
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Figure 2. Dedispersed dynamic spectrum of all analysed FRBs. FRB names and spectral and temporal resolutions corresponding to the shown dynamic spectra
are labelled in the top right corner of each plot. The top panels of each dynamic spectra show the burst profiles integrated over frequency, and the right-hand
panels are integrated over time.

are caused by scintillation and scattering respectively. Measurements
over the whole band yield 𝐶 = 1410 with an upper limit on the two-
screen distance product of 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 550 ± 30 kpc2.

3.3 FRB 20201124A

The dynamic spectrum of FRB20201124A is shown in Fig. 2. The
burst appears as a bright narrow-bandwidth pulse, with a 𝑆/𝑁 =

172. The measured modulation index of the burst is low at only
𝑚 = 0.35, however, the intensity banding in its spectrum motivates
us to search for scintillation. To probe the fine spectral structure
observed in the burstwe analyse the spectrumat 0.01MHz resolution.

The Lorentzian structure expected for scintillation provides a good
fit to the spectral ACF as plotted in Fig. 3, with a best fit aDC =

0.136 ± 0.005MHz.
Despite the narrow bandwidth the burst occupies, its high 𝑆/𝑁

allows us to measure 𝛼a𝐷𝐶
= 10± 3 across four sub-bands as shown

in Fig. 5. This spectral index is consistent with expectations at the
2𝜎 level. The value of the decorrelation bandwidth is also consistent
with the average of other measurements made for FRB20201124A
(Main et al. 2021, 2022) assuming 𝛼a = 4. We, therefore, assume
that the frequency structures are caused by scintillation.
We measure the scattering time to be 4.03 ± 0.09ms over the

whole band, with a 𝛼𝑡 = −7.3 ± 0.9 measured over four sub-bands
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This measurement is steeper than the
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Figure 3. Scintillation fits of FRBs 20190608B, 20210320C and 20201124A
from top to bottom. Black points show the ACF of the time-integrated burst
spectra at 0.1MHz, 0.1MHz and 0.01MHz resolution respectively. Blue
lines show the best-fit model Lorentzians.
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Figure 4. Scattering fits of FRBs 20190608B, 20210320C and 20201124A
from top to bottom. Black points show the frequency-integrated pulse profiles
at 10 `s resolution. The blue lines show the best-fit scatteredGaussianmodels.
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from sub-band analysis of each scintillating FRB. The lines show the best-fit
power-law models for each case.

expectation at 3.7𝜎, however, we note that for this FRB the dynamic
range in frequency is extremely limited. Assuming 𝛼𝑡 = −4, this
measurement is consistent with previously measured upper limits on
the scattering time for this source (Marthi et al. 2022).
Combined aDC and 𝑡scatt over the used bandwidth yields𝐶 ≈ 3450,

indicating that a single screen is a poormodel for the scatteringmedia
along the line of sight. If we assume that the initial scattering screen
is unresolved by the first we constrain 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 1.43 ± 0.08 kpc2,
however, we note that in this case, we would expect the observed
FRB spectrum to be fully modulated. In §4 we consider the case of
a partially resolved initial scattering screen which could explain the
low modulation index.

3.4 No Observed Scintillation

For four FRBs within our sample, we observe no spectral scintil-
lation. These are FRBs 20181112A, 20200430A, 20210117A, and
20210407E. As shown in Fig. 2, the dynamic spectra of these bursts
appear spectrally smooth corresponding to relatively constant ACFs,
as shown in Fig. B1 contained in the Appendix. As a result, each
of these FRBs has an extremely low modulation index, with the
exception of FRB20200430A which has a modulation index of
𝑚 = 0.45, presumably caused by the broad spectral structure in
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its time-integrated spectrum which we do not attribute to scintilla-
tion. Moreover, no significant excess was seen in the spectral ACFs
of these bursts at lower resolutions. We are therefore confident in the
absence of spectral scintillation on frequency scales above amin for
each of these FRBs, as reported in Table 1.

3.5 Anomalous

We characterise two FRBs within our sample as anomalous. These
FRBs, 20190102C and 20190711A, show low spectral modulation
indices and small excesses in their spectral ACFs. In both cases we
fail to find an ACF excess when we decompose the bursts into four
sub-bands, however, reducing the division to two sub-bands yields a
reasonable fit. Derived aDC and 𝑡scatt values evolve in the expected
direction, however, given the low number of sub-bands we are unable
to estimate the error on the measured spectral indices. Furthermore,
both FRBs show complex pulse profiles, with multiple components
which could cause intrinsic spectral structure on the reciprocal scale
(Nimmo et al. 2022). Given the uncertainty associated with the mea-
surements from only two sub-bands and the low 𝐶 values, which
can indicate the consistency of spectral structures with self-noise,
we conclude that there is insufficient evidence to prove scintillation
in these cases.

4 DISCUSSION

For the cases where we find convincing evidence for scintilla-
tion and pulse broadening, i.e. FRBs 20190608B, 20201124A, and
20210320C, the scattering geometry is constrained by the 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔
product upper limit. FRBs 20190608B and 20201124A provide par-
ticularly tight constraints.

4.1 FRB 20190608B

Due to limitations in spectral resolution, the presence of diffractive
scintillation was unable to be confirmed in a previous analysis of
FRB20190608B (Day et al. 2020). Without the presence of this
scintillation the position of the screen causing temporal scattering
in the burst had to be inferred indirectly from estimates of the host
galaxy properties (Chittidi et al. 2021) and the properties of the
cosmic web along the FRB line of sight (Simha et al. 2020). The
joint conclusion of these studies is that the temporal scattering in
FRB20190608B is likely contributed by a region within the host
galaxy as there are no cosmic web structures or foreground galaxies
intersecting the line of sight sufficiently to explain the large scattering
time.
By confirming scintillation and placing an upper limit of 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 .

6 ± 1 kpc2 our results provide a direct constraint on the scattering
geometry. For similar values 𝐿𝑥 ' 𝐿𝑔, the screens must be contained
within the host and Milky-Way galaxies respectively.
By measuring the angular broadening extent of an FRB using

VLBI the effective distance to the relevant scattering screen can be de-
termined (Ocker et al. 2021). This has been done for FRB20121102
using the European VLBI network (Marcote et al. 2017), the ef-
fective distance to its Galactic scattering screen is constrained to be
consistent with the peak in electron density and differential scattering
measure from the NE2001 model Ocker et al. (2021). Fig. 7 shows
the same quantities, estimated for each of our scintillating FRBs.
Using the common peaks of 𝑛𝑒 and 𝐶2𝑛 we estimate 𝐿𝑔 ≈ 0.36 kpc
, corresponding to 𝐿𝑥 . 16.7 kpc. This region corresponds to the
host galaxy of FRB20190608B and therefore our direct constraints
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FRB20210407A

Figure 6. FRB localisations superimposed on Galactic electron distribution
models and measured H𝛼 intensities. Cyan points represent FRBs confirmed
to scintillate. Red points represent FRBs confirmed to not scintillate. Green
points represent FRBs where evidence of scintillation was inconclusive. The
grey point represents FRB20191128, where data was corrupted. Around each
cyan point on the Galactic electron density maps (top and middle) we change
the region colour to represent the FRBs measured Galactic scintillation time
for comparison with the model estimates. To aid visual distinction scattering
times greater than or equal to 10−3 s are shown as the same colour. Top:
Ne2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2003).Middle: YMW16 model, which uses
DM and the Bhat relationship to predict scattering (Bhat et al. 2004; Yang &
Zhang 2017). Bottom: The Finkbeiner (2003) H𝛼 all-sky intensity map.
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Figure 7. Top: Expected Galactic electron density as calculated by the
NE2001 model (Cordes & Lazio 2003) for scintillating FRB lines of sight
Bottom: For the same lines of sight, the expected differential scattering mea-
sure contributed by the Milky-Way as calculated from the NE2001 model.
For each FRB line of sight the common maximum of 𝑛𝑒 and 𝑐2𝑛 occurs at,
0.36 kpc, 0.18 kpc, and 1.98 kpc respectively.

support the conclusions of Simha et al. (2020); Chittidi et al. (2021).
Additionally, by assuming 𝐿𝑔 ≈ 0.36 kpc, aDC and the fully modu-
late version of Eq. ?? can be used to constrain the product

𝑡scatt
𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥

𝐷𝑑,𝑥
.

aDC𝐷𝑠

2𝜋a2 (1 + 𝑧𝑑)𝐿𝑔
(3)

where 𝐷𝑑,𝑥 is the distance to the extragalactic scattering screen at
redshift 𝑧𝑑 , and 𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥 is the distance between the screen and the
host. From this constraint, we place an upper limit on the amount of
scattering caused by the IGM. In the case of FRB20190608B, we
find 𝑡scatt𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥𝐷𝑑,𝑥 . 1.6×10−7 s, corresponding to less than 10 `s
of scattering at the burst’s central frequency, for distances closer than
≈ 450Mpc (99% of the distance to the source).

4.2 FRB 20210320C

FRB20210320C provides perhaps our sample’s best example of scat-
tering and scintillation, with the burst morphologies presented in Fig.
3 and Fig. 4 showing good agreement with the expected shapes and
frequency evolutions for diffractive scintillation and pulse broad-
ening. The small amount of observed scattering in this case, how-
ever, results in only a loose constraint on the scattering geometry

of 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 550 ± 30 kpc2. From Fig. 7 the common peak in elec-
tron density and turbulence strength is close to the observer at a
distance of 0.18 kpc, which corresponds to 𝐿𝑥 . 3000 kpc. As such,
the scattering cannot be definitively constrained to the host galaxy.
We note however, that the scattering must still be occurring within
the first ≈ 0.3% of the total path length from the host and so cannot
be due to some diffuse component of the IGM as its contribution
to the scattering would characteristically peak halfway between the
source and the observer. For IGM scattering in general, by assuming
𝐿𝑔 ≈ 0.18 kpc, we find 𝑡scatt𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥𝐷𝑑,𝑥 . 8.4×10−7 s, using Eq. 3.
This corresponds to less than 10 `s of scattering at the burst’s central
frequency, for distances closer than ≈ 850Mpc (94% of the distance
to the source).
The host galaxy localisation image of FRB20210320C, shows a

faint object nearby to the line of sight. The redshift of this object has
yet to be determined, however, if it lies foreground to the host galaxy
at a similar redshift it may be the source of the observed scatter
broadening.

4.3 FRB 20201124A

Conversely to the other scintillating FRBs in our sample,
FRB 20201124A is a closely studied repeating FRB with existing
measurements for its scattering time and decorrelation bandwidth.
Analysis by Main et al. (2021) measured aDC ≈ 0.1MHz and
𝑡scatt ≈ 11ms at central frequency of 575MHz. Substituting these
values into Eq. 2 yields 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 0.6 kpc2, which is tighter than the
limit we derive, 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 . 1.43 ± 0.08 kpc2, consistent with the ex-
pected steep frequency dependence of the constraints (Main et al.
2021).
Despite the evidence for scintillation, the observed modulation

index of FRB20201124A remains too low to be consistent with the
full modulation expected for diffractive scintillation of a point-like
source. In this context a source will be considered point-like if it
satisfies Eq. 5. If the equation is violated, we enter the regime of
diffractive scintillation of an extended source. Here the modulation
index of the spectral scintillation will begin to decrease as the angular
extent of the scattering disk of the first screen increases (Narayan
1992). The lowmodulation index of FRB20201124Amay, therefore,
indicate that the scattering screen at the host is partially resolved by
the Milky-Way scattering screen.
For the fully modulated case, the coherence length of wave inci-

dent on the second screen can only be constrained to be larger than
the projected scattering angle length. In the partially resolved case,
however, it can be solved for exactly using the modulation index.
This, in turn, allows the two-screen distance product to be specified
exactly, as, (see B for derivation)

𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 ≈
𝐷2𝑠

2𝜋a2 (1 + 𝑧) 𝑚2
a𝐷𝐶

𝑡scatt
, (4)

where 𝑚 is the modulation index. Solving this for the case of
FRB20201124A indicates that the two-screen distance product
should be equal to 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 ≈ 12 kpc2.
A recent study of the annual variation of scintillation in

FRB20201124A has revealed that the scattering screen contribut-
ing the observed Galactic scintillation is much closer than the
common peak in 𝑛𝑒 and 𝐶2𝑛 at 2 kpc suggests, located at around
𝐿𝑔 = 0.40−0.46 kpc, depending on the isotropy of the screen (Main
et al. 2022, we note the abstract has a typo). We discuss the potential
impact of screen anisotropy in §4.4. Taking the case of the uniform
two-dimensional screen, 𝐿𝑔 = 0.46 kpc, we can approximate the
distance between the source and host screen to be 𝐿𝑥 ≈ 26 kpc,
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which is much larger than the optical extent of the host galaxy (Xu
et al. 2022). This indicates that, if the angular broadening associ-
ated with the measured scattering tail is suppressing the observed
Galactic scintillation, that scattering is likely occurring in the halo
of the galaxy, rather than in the circum-burst environment or the host
ISM. As such FRB20201124A is a potential candidate of interest
for probing the CGM, and we recommend its modulation index and
scattering times be studied in detail in future statistical studies of its
repeating bursts.

4.4 Anisotropic Scattering Screens

The constraints on the 𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 product are derived from the condition,
that to have fully modulated diffractive scintillation at the second
screen, the coherence length set by the diffractive scale of the first
scattering screen (𝑟diff,1) must be greater than the scattering angle
of the second screen projected back onto that screen (Ocker et al.
2022b), i.e.

𝑟diff,1 ≥ \scatt,2𝐷𝑑 . (5)

The implicit assumption within this condition is that the thin
screens are two-dimensional and isotropic. Under this assumption the
extent of angular broadening caused by the first screen is equivalent
to the extent of the source as seen by the second screen. If however,
the screens were anisotropic, the direction of angular broadening
will also be important. In the extreme case where each screen is one
dimensional, e.g. scattering by a filament or tidal stream similar to
that observed byWang et al. (2021), then angular extent of the source
seen by the second screen will be given by the projection of the im-
age scattered by the first screen onto the second. The condition to
observe fully modulated diffractive scintillation at the second screen
then becomes

𝑟diff,1 ≥ \scatt,2𝐷𝑑 cos 𝜙, (6)

where 𝜙 would be the angle between the one-dimensional screens if
they were projected onto a plane perpendicular to the optic axis.
For parallel, one-dimensional screens the constraints will remain

unchanged. Conversely, for perfectly orthogonal screens, the second
screen will always observe the source to be point-like, regardless of
the extent of angular broadening from the first screen. In this case, the
scattering in each dimension will be completely independent and we
will be unable to constrain the scattering geometry. Constraints on
the two-screen distance product are therefore completely degenerate
with the anisotropy of the scattering screens.
We highlight, however, that in the case of anisotropic scattering

screens, it is expected that the shapes of both the temporal impulse re-
sponse function (i.e. the temporal broadening profile) and the spectral
auto-correlation function of the scattered pulse will differ from those
used here. Specifically, in the case of the temporal impulse response
function, anisotropic screens are expected to show a greater frac-
tion of intensity at larger time delays (Cordes & Lazio 2001; Rickett
2006). The more one-dimensional these screens become, the greater
the difference in expected pulse morphologywill be.Within our sam-
ple, the observed pulses are well described by the pulse morphology
expected for scattering through an isotropic, two-dimensional thin
screen, particularly FRB20210320C. We, therefore, conclude that
significant anisotropy in the scattering screens associated with our
observations is unlikely, and we leave a rigorous treatment of the ex-
pected FRB morphology for scattering through anisotropic screens
to a future work.

4.5 Circum-burst Scattering

Given the localisation of the scattering to within 0.4AU of the source
for FRB20190520B (Ocker et al. 2022a), it is prudent to consider
the ramifications if this were typical for all FRBs. The extremely
low value of 𝐿𝑥 in each case would leave 𝐿𝑔 . 𝐷𝑠 , and hence
the position of the screen responsible for the spectral scintillation
would be unbounded. While the diffuse IGM is not expected to cause
sufficient scattering to account for FRB temporal broadening, it is
expected to be able to cause themicrosecond level scattering required
to see scintillation on megahertz scales (Macquart & Koay 2013). It
is, therefore, possible, if the screen causing the observed temporal
broadening of FRBs is associatedwith the circum-burst environment,
that the observed spectral scintillation could come from the IGM,
invalidating the previous IGM scattering constraints in §4.1 and 4.2.
However, in order for no additional scintillation from the Milky-Way
to be observed, consistent with our observations, which show only
one scale of frequency modulation, the angular broadening from the
IGM must be such that any subsequent Milky-Way scintillation is
suppressed.
The two-screen interaction between the IGM and the Milky-Way,

can be considered using Eq. 3 where 𝑡scatt = 1/2𝜋aDC and 𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥 =

𝐷𝑑,𝑥 , and assuming that the Milky-Way scintillates as expected by
NE2001, Galactic scintillation will be suppressed for all

𝐿𝑔 &
𝐷𝑠

a2 (1 + 𝑧𝑑)
aDCaNE2001, (7)

where 𝑧𝑑 is the redshift of the IGM screen. For FRBs 20190608B
and 20210320C, Eq. 7 yields 𝐿𝑔 & 1 kpc. Fig. 7 shows that for
both FRBs the Galactic scattering screens are expected to be closer
than 1 kpc, and therefore would still cause visible scintillation in
each, in addition to the IGM scintillation. This is inconsistent with
our observations, and therefore we find it unlikely that the observed
scintillation comes from the IGM. This agrees with the observed
correlation between FRB scintillation and expectations from Galac-
tic electron distribution models (Schoen et al. 2021). We highlight,
however, that scintillation from the IGM is a reasonable possibility
for FRBs that appear sufficiently point-like. To investigate this pos-
sibility further we recommend a statistical study that measures the
correlation between FRB redshift and aDC. The use of redshift is
preferable to dispersion measure as the host contribution to disper-
sion is difficult to separate from the IGM contribution. If a significant
fraction of FRBs contain scintillation from the IGM, we expect that
an anti-correlation between redshift and aDC will be present.

4.6 Galactic Scintillation

Galactic electron distribution models such as NE2001 and YMW16
arewidely used to determine the expectedGalactic scintillation along
a given line of sight. While a correlation between observed scintil-
lation and model expectations has been established (Schoen et al.
2021), it has also been shown that Galactic scintillation can be dom-
inated by extremely small scale features (Stinebring 2006; Trang &
Rickett 2007; Brisken et al. 2010). Existing models are therefore not
expected to satisfactorily map the distribution of Galactic scintilla-
tion, due to their limited number of components (Yang & Zhang
2017). FRB 20201124A is a prime example of this, demonstrating
significantly less scattering than expected for its line of sight (Main
et al. 2022, 2021). Motivated by this we compare our measured
Galactic scintillation to expectations.
We plot the scintillation measured for FRBs in our sample against

the expected Galactic scattering from these models in Fig. 6, scaling
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all measures to 1GHz using a a4 scaling relation. While our obser-
vations of FRB20201124A also show anomalously low scattering
(∼ 1/20NE2001 and ∼ 1/1000YMW16), consistent with previous
observations (Main et al. 2021), scintillation in FRBs 20190608B and
20210320C agrees with estimates from bothYMW16 andNE2001 to
within a factor of ≈ 2. FRBs 20190608B and 20201124A show very
similar levels, however, FRB 20210320C has amuch lower scattering
time as expected for higher Galactic latitudes.
The four non-scintillating FRBs within our sample are distributed

over a range of Galactic latitudes where we have observed FRB
scintillation, as shown in Fig. 6. Given the smoothness of the expected
Galactic electron distributions, we expect to observe similar Galactic
scintillation in each of these cases. The lack of apparent scintillation
could suggest that either the Galactic electron distributionmodels fail
to capture coarse variations in the expected scattering or that angular
broadening from another screen is suppressing Galactic scintillation.
For the three non-scintillating FRBswith confirmed redshifts, we can
use Eq. 2 to calculate the distance an extragalactic scattering screen
would need to be from the host, in order to suppress the expected
Galactic scintillation. Using NE2001 we find that, in each case, the
screen causing the temporal broadening of these FRBs would need to
be greater than ∼ 10 kpc away from the source (in some cases several
Mpc further) in order to suppress the expected Galactic scintillation.
We, therefore, suggest that it is unlikely that the angular broadening
associated with the temporal scattering is suppressing the Galactic
scintillation of the non-scintillating FRBs in our sample. Rather, it
is more likely that the true scintillation bandwidths are greater than
that predicted under the NE2001 and YMW16 models, similar to the
case of FRB20201124A.
As demonstrated in Morgan et al. (2022), there exists a strong

correlation between the angular broadening of extragalactic point
sources and the intensity of Galactic H𝛼 emissions. Angular broad-
ening of extragalactic sources is weighted approximately uniformly
with distance for Galactic scattering screens (Cordes & Lazio 2003),
and therefore, ionised regions, shown by Galactic H𝛼 observations,
are expected to contribute significantly to angular broadening by the
ISM. Conversely, the scintillation bandwidths and scattering times
associated with the ISM are weighted more heavily towards the mid-
dle of the path length (Cordes & Lazio 2003), allowing background
regions of lower H𝛼 intensity to cause greater scattering times than
more intense foreground regions, confusing any correlation. More-
over, close to the Galactic plane the ionised region responsible for
the observed scattering may not be visible in H𝛼, due to extinc-
tion (Finkbeiner 2003). As such, we do not necessarily expect to
observe a strong correlation between FRB aDC and H𝛼. The asso-
ciation of scintillation in FRB20201124A to a more local screen,
however, does provide some motivation to search for scintillation
screens locally, where extinction should be relatively low. Thus, we
also compare scintillation in our sample to a Galactic map of H𝛼
intensity (Finkbeiner 2003) as shown in Fig. 6. We find no obvious
relation between scintillating and non-scintillating FRBs and H𝛼 in-
tensity or variance in 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ area surrounding each FRB line of
sight. We note, however, that the size of a reasonable scattering disk
lies well below the resolution of data used to compose this map and
therefore may show correlation with smaller scale H𝛼 structures.

5 CONCLUSION

The location of the dominant scattering screens contributing to the
temporal broadening and spectral scintillation of FRBs has impor-
tant ramifications for many areas of astrophysics. Scattering near the

host galaxy or circum-burst environments, such as FRB20190520B
affects our understanding of progenitor evolution; scattering in in-
tervening galaxies could constrain the presence of cold cloudlets in
the CGM; finally, scattering in our own Galaxy could inform models
of the Galactic electron distribution. For apparently non-repeating
FRBs scattering can be difficult to localise, but if bursts are observed
to scatter and scintillate independently then a two-screen model can
be used to make direct constraints.
In this work, we have measured the level of scattering and scin-

tillation in 10 CRAFT FRBs with high spectro-temporal resolution
and applied the two-screen model developed by Masui et al. (2015)
and Ocker et al. (2022b) to place constraints on the distances to their
respective scattering screens. We find strong evidence for scattering
and scintillation in three FRBs, and strong evidence for no spec-
tral modulation in four FRBs. The remaining are indeterminate. Of
the scintillating FRBs the scattering in FRB20190608B is robustly
associated with the host galaxy in agreement with previous esti-
mates; the scattering in FRB20210320C must occur within 3Mpc
of the host; finally, we find that the scattering in FRB20201124A is
likely associated with its host galaxy environment, however, the low
modulation index of its Galactic scintillation suggests the dominant
scattering region may be in the halo rather than the host ISM. While
the Galactic scintillation of FRBs 20190608B and 20210320C are in
general agreement with the scintillation expected fromGalactic mod-
els YMW16 (Yang & Zhang 2017) and NE2001 (Cordes & Lazio
2003), the anomalously low scattering of FRB20201124A and the
definitive lack of scintillation in four FRBs indicates that existing
models may be over-estimating scattering times associated with the
Milky Way’s ISM, if pulse broadening is contributed by host galaxy
ISMs or circum-burst environments. Additionally, we find no obvious
relationship with the large-scale mean and variance of surrounding
Galactic H𝛼 emission. We leave a statistical comparison of scintilla-
tion quantities with other burst and host galaxy properties to a future
study, once the sample of high-resolution bursts has been expanded.
With the automated CELEBI post-processing pipeline now oper-

ational and the CRAFT Coherent upgrade expected soon we expect
that the number of observed scintillating FRBswill grow, allowing for
a statistical study of their Galactic and extragalactic screen properties.
Furthermore, we highlight that targeting low Galactic latitudes for
FRB searches may further increase the number of observed, strongly
scintillating FRBs, allowing for the stronger constraint of their extra-
galactic counterparts and Galactic electron distribution models.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATING SPECTRAL
SCINTILLATION DETECTION THRESHOLD

We create blank spectra with 336MHz of bandwidth around a central
frequency of 1271.5MHz at 0.1MHz resolution. We then populate
it with 𝑁 = 𝑓 × 336/aDC,0 scintles, where the filling fraction 𝑓 is
0.5, a typical assumption for pulsar scintillation(Bhat et al. 1999;
Nicastro et al. 2001) and aDC,0 is the decorrelation bandwidth of the
simulated burst at 1𝐺𝐻𝑧. The amplitude of the scintles is set such
that the sum of the noiseless spectra is equal to the simulated burst’s
𝑆/𝑁 and their positions in frequency (a𝑝) are drawn randomly from
a uniform distribution. The scintles are Lorentzian in shape with a
HWHMof 2aDC(Bartel et al. 2022), corresponding to a decorrelation
bandwidth of aDC = (aDC,0 (a𝑝)/1000)4. These arrays represent the
noise-free signal (𝑆) of a burst. We also construct noise arrays (𝑁)
filled with white noise following a 𝑁 (0, 1/

√
3360) distribution.

We simulate 1000 signal and noise arrays for each of a range of
combinations of 𝑆/𝑁 and aDC values. For each, we calculate the
ACF signal and noise as

ACF𝑆 ( 𝑗) =
3360∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑆(𝑖)𝑆(𝑖 + 𝑗) (A1)

ACF𝑁 ( 𝑗) =
3360∑︁
𝑖=0

𝑆(𝑖)𝑁 (𝑖 + 𝑗) + 𝑆(𝑖 + 𝑗)𝑁 (𝑖) + 𝑁 (𝑖)𝑁 (𝑖 + 𝑗). (A2)

The 𝜒2 value for the significance of the burst ACF at a given 𝑆/𝑁
and aDC is then calculated as

𝜒2 =
3360∑︁
𝑗=0

ACF𝑆 ( 𝑗) − ACF𝑁 ( 𝑗)
𝜎( 𝑗) , (A3)

where the bar represents the mean over the 1000 simulated instances
and 𝜎( 𝑗) is the standard deviation of ACF𝑁 ( 𝑗). Due to the high
degree of freedom of the 𝜒2 distribution (roughly equal to the
number of channels, 3360) the probability of chance significance
(𝑝 = 1 − CDF(𝜒2)) also transitions sharply from ≈ 1 to ≈ 0 and
hence we set the detection threshold at this transition at 𝜒2 value of
≈ 3360. Fig. A1 depicts the simulated 𝜒2 values and over-plots the
detection threshold from linear fit in log space to the 𝜒2 ≈ 3360 val-
ues in red. For values of aDC greater than the threshold at a given 𝑆/𝑁
the scintillation should be detectable. By extrapolating the threshold
relationship we calculate the minimum detectable scintillation band-
widths amin using the observed burst 𝑆/𝑁 . Given the assumptions
used in this model we round amin to the nearest order of magnitude.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. 3

As per Narayan (1992) the modulation index of an extended source
is given by

𝑚 =
\diff
\𝑆

where \diff is the angle subtended by the diffractive scale 𝑟diff/𝐷𝑑 ,
and \𝑆 is the apparent angle of the source. In the case where light
scattered by an extragalactic screen into an angle \scatt,𝑥 is incident
upon a Galactic screen characterised by 𝑟diff,𝑔, the modulation index
of scintillation from the Galactic screen (𝑚𝑔) will be given by

𝑚𝑔 =
𝑟diff,𝑔

𝐷𝑑,𝑔\scatt,𝑥
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Figure A1. log10 𝜒2 values for the significance of scintillation structure in
the burst ACF as a function of burst 𝑆/𝑁 and aDC. Red line represents the
detection threshold, fit to 𝜒2 values of ≈ 3360, where the CDF of the 𝜒2

distribution is ≈ 0.5.

where 𝐷𝑑,𝑔 is the distance to the Galactic screen from the observer.
The diffractive scale the Galactic screen may also be approximated
as 𝑟diff,𝑔 ∼ _/2𝜋\scatt,𝑔 (Narayan 1992), yielding

𝑚𝑔 =
_

2𝜋\scatt,𝑔\scatt,𝑥𝐷𝑑,𝑔

where _ is the observed wavelength. As perMacquart &Koay (2013)
scattering angles can be expressed as scattering times following
𝑡scatt = 𝐷𝑑𝐷𝑠\

2
scatt/[𝑐𝐷𝑑𝑠 (1 + 𝑧𝑑)], where 𝑧𝑑 is the redshift at

the screen. Substituting the scattering angles for scattering times
gives

𝑡scatt,𝑔𝑡scatt,𝑥 =
1

(2𝜋a)2𝑚2𝑔 (1 + 𝑧𝑥)
𝐷𝑠,𝑥𝐷𝑑,𝑥

𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥

𝐷𝑠,𝑔

𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑔𝐷𝑑,𝑔

When 𝑚𝑔 = 1, the left hand side becomes . the right hand side,
and the general form of Eq. 2 is recovered. By assuming that the
screens are close to their respective ends of the path length (i.e.
they are associated with the Milky-Way and host galaxies), we can
approximate 𝐷𝑑,𝑥 ≈ 𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑔, and 𝐷𝑠,𝑥 ≈ 𝐷𝑠,𝑔 ≈ 𝐷𝑠 , reducing the
above expression to

𝑡scatt,𝑔𝑡scatt,𝑥 ≈
𝐷2𝑠

(2𝜋a)2𝑚2𝑔
1

𝐷𝑑,𝑔𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥

Exchanging 𝑡scatt,g for 1/2𝜋aDC via Eq. 1 and recognising that 𝐷𝑑,𝑔

and 𝐷𝑑𝑠,𝑥 are 𝐿𝑔 and 𝐿𝑥 respectively yields Eq. 4

𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑔 ≈
𝐷2𝑠

2𝜋a2 (1 + 𝑧𝑥)
aDC
𝑡scatt

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure B1. Time-integrated spectral ACFs for FRBs within the sample con-
firmed not to scintillate. Each panel is labelled with the relevant FRB name.
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ABSTRACT

The 21cm global signal is an important probe to reveal the properties of the first astrophysical objects and the processes of
the structure formation from which one can constrain astrophysical and cosmological parameters. To extract the information of
such parameters, one needs to efficiently evaluate the 21cm global signal for statistical analysis. First we developed an artificial
neural network-based emulator to predict the 21cm global signal, which works with significantly less computational cost and
high precision. Then we apply our emulator to demonstrate the parameter estimation based on the Bayesian analysis by using the
publicly available EDGES low-band data. We find that the result is sensitive to the foreground model, the assumption of noise,
and the frequency range used in the analysis. The Bayesian evidence suggests the models with higher order polynomial function
and enhanced noise are preferred. We also compare models suggested from the EDGES low-band data and the ones from recent
JWST measurements of the galaxy luminosity function at 𝑧 = 16. We find that the model which produces the 21cm absorption
line at 𝑧 ≈ 15 is well consistent with the central value of the observed luminosity function at 𝑧 = 16.

Key words: (cosmology:) dark ages, reionization, first stars – early Universe – (galaxies:) high-redshift

1 INTRODUCTION

During the Cosmic Dawn, when the first stars and galaxies are
formed, the intergalactic medium (IGM) was filled with the neu-
tral hydrogen atom. Thus, the 21cm line, emitted from the neutral
hydrogen atoms, can be one of the powerful tools to study the Cosmic
Dawn (e.g. Furlanetto et al. 2006b; Shimabukuro et al. 2023; Minoda
et al. 2022a). The spatial average and fluctuations of the 21cm signal
evolved as the result of radiation from the first luminous objects. For
example, the absorption of the 21cm global signal indicates coupling
between the HI spin temperature and gas temperature via Lyman-𝛼
emission from the first stars (known as “Wouthyusen-Field (WF)
effect” (Wouthuysen 1952; Field 1959)).
There are many 21cm global signal instruments; EDGES (Rogers

& Bowman 2012; Bowman et al. 2018), BIGHORNS (Sokolowski
et al. 2015), SARAS2 (Bevins et al. 2022b). In particular, the EDGES
have continuously investigated the 21cm global signal, and various
methods are developed (e.g. Monsalve et al. 2017a; Murray et al.
2022). The high-band data are used to constrain the galaxy evolution
at the epoch of reionization (Monsalve et al. 2017b, 2018, 2019).
In 2018, the EDGES low band has reported a strong absorption
line at 𝑧 = 17.8, which cannot be explained without new physics or
unknown systematic error (Bowman et al. 2018). The absorption line
at high redshift indicates efficient structure formation at high redshift.
This might indicate the high star formation rate and emission from
the first stars (Madau 2018). For example, the role of Pop III stars

★ E-mail: shintaro.yoshiura@nao.ac.jp
† JSPS Research Fellow

is investigated in (e.g. Chatterjee et al. 2020) using the observed
EDGES signal. The reported EDGES-low signal is also used for
constraining the dark matter model (e.g. Rudakovskyi et al. 2020).
One can also constrain primordial fluctuations, particularly on small
scales (Yoshiura et al. 2018, 2020a; Minoda et al. 2022b), since the
amplitude of density fluctuations on small scales is relevant to the
structure formation process through which the 21cm signal can be
affected1.
A follow-up observation with the SARAS3 has suggested the non-

existence of such a strong absorption signal reported by EDGES
(Singh et al. 2022) and accordingly the high-𝑧 astrophysics has been
constrained (Bevins et al. 2022a). However, they only examined the
absorption signal with the same shape as EDGES, and did not rule
out the existence of absorption lines at the same redshift.
In addition to the global signal, one can also use the 21cm power

spectrum to test the EDGES discovery. The observation of the 21cm

1

Other probes of primordial power spectrum on small scales have been
discussed such as primordial black holes (Bugaev &Klimai 2009; Josan et al.
2009; Sato-Polito et al. 2019); ultra-compact minihalos (Bringmann et al.
2012; Nakama et al. 2018; Emami & Smoot 2018); CMB spectral distortion
(Hu et al. 1994; Chluba et al. 2012a,b; Khatri & Sunyaev 2013; Clesse et al.
2014; Cabass et al. 2016; Kainulainen et al. 2017); supernovae lensing Ben-
Dayan & Takahashi (2016); luminosity function of high-𝑧 galaxies (Yoshiura
et al. 2020a); dark matter substructure (Ando et al. 2022); 21cm fluctuations
(Kohri et al. 2013; Sekiguchi et al. 2018; Muñoz et al. 2017); 21-cm signal
from minihalos Sekiguchi et al. (2018); 21cm forest (Shimabukuro et al.
2014) and Lyman-𝛼 forest (Bird et al. 2011; Palanque-Delabrouille et al.
2015), reionization history (Minoda et al. 2023) and so on.

© 2015 The Authors
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power spectrum at the Cosmic Dawn has been actively operated for
the last 10 years such as MWA (Ewall-Wice et al. 2016; Yoshiura
et al. 2021), LOFAR (Gehlot et al. 2019), AARTFAAC (Gehlot et al.
2020), OVRO-LWA (Eastwood et al. 2019; Garsden et al. 2021),
and LWA-SV (Dilullo et al. 2020, 2021). However, the current power
spectrum results at the CosmicDawn have not constrained themodels
which can explain the strong absorption.

Previous studies raised several possibilities of systematics in the
EDGES data (Hills et al. 2018; Sims & Pober 2020; Singh & Sub-
rahmanyan 2019; Spinelli et al. 2019). Indeed any global signal
instruments suffer from a number of systematics such as, for ex-
ample, the ionosphere coupling with nonuniform foregrounds (Shen
et al. 2021, 2022). Detailed modeling and validation of instrumen-
tal beam response are mandatory (Mahesh et al. 2021; Sims et al.
2023) even at the horizon (Bassett et al. 2021b), otherwise the biased
signal will be recovered (e.g. Spinelli et al. 2022). Apparently, si-
multaneous modeling of the foreground with antenna responses can
mitigate the structured residuals (Anstey et al. 2021; Pagano et al.
2022). Thus a prior antenna design should be required (Anstey et al.
2022). It is also crucial to identify the unknown systematic error
using Bayesian evidence to avoid biased results (Scheutwinkel et al.
2022b). In the future, 21cm global signal observation with multiple
instruments (REACH, de Lera Acedo et al. 2022; Saxena et al. 2022)
and observation from the far side of the moon (Burns et al. 2021a,b)
can correctly remove/mitigate the systematics. Multiple approaches
to measure the 21cm global signal have been now proposed (e.g.
McKinley et al. 2020; Thekkeppattu et al. 2022; Price 2022; Zhang
et al. 2023). Thus, in the upcoming years, a large amount of data
observed with different instruments will be available.

We here mention that the Cosmic Dawn is now receiving a great
deal of attention from astronomers. Recent observations with the
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) found the most distant galax-
ies (e.g. Adams et al. 2023; Atek et al. 2023; Donnan et al. 2023;
Finkelstein et al. 2022; Yan et al. 2023; Naidu et al. 2022b; Castellano
et al. 2022; Naidu et al. 2022a; Harikane et al. 2023; Haro et al. 2023;
Zavala et al. 2023). They revealed unexpected star formation rates
during the Cosmic Dawn. The result suggests a high star formation
rate and a top-heavy initial mass function. It would be important to
test such scenarios with a different probe, and indeed the 21cm line
can be a key alternative observable to reveal astrophysical processes
during the Cosmic Dawn.

It is therefore imperative to develop software to study the 21cm
global signal toward aBayesian analysiswith future observations. For
example, the 21CMMC (Greig & Mesinger 2015, 2017, 2018) has
been developed for the BayesianMCMC analysis while the change of
cosmological parameters makes the performance slow. In Chatterjee
et al. (2021), they have developed the MCMC package (CosmoR-
eionMC) and constrained the astrophysical and cosmological param-
eters including the spectral index and the amplitude of the primordial
power spectrum using the combination of data from the CMB ob-
served by Planck, quasar absorption spectra and 21cm global signal.
Very recently, Naik et al. (2022) performed the MCMC analysis with
parameters describing the bump in the primordial power spectrum
and 2 astrophysical ones. However, the prediction of a 21cm signal
needs high computational costs to calculate the complicated pro-
cess with many astrophysical and cosmological parameters in three
dimensions. For a quick and accurate prediction of a 21cm signal,
emulators have been developed (Kern et al. (2017); Bevins et al.
(2021b); Cohen et al. (2020); Bye et al. (2022); Schmit & Pritchard
(2018)) although the running and running of running parameters of
primordial power spectrum, which is a common way of describing

the detailed scale-dependence, especially on small scales, are not
taken into account.
In this work, we build an artificial neural network (ANN) based

emulator so that we can efficiently predict the 21cm global signal
with multiple astrophysical parameters and the ones to characterize
the primordial fluctuations such as the spectral index and the running
parameters. We demonstrate parameter constraints with Bayesian
analysis using the developed emulator and publicly available EDGES
low-band data.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe

the model of the 21cm signal used to create the training and test data
and the algorithm of emulation. Section 3 contains the description of
ourBayesian analysis. In Section 4,we give the results of theBayesian
analysis and discuss how the assumptions of the foreground, noises,
and frequency range affect parameter constraints. Comparisons of
models suggested by EDGES and JWST are also discussed. We
summarize this paper in the final section. Through this paper, we
fix the cosmological parameters as Ωm = 0.316, ΩΛ = 1 − Ωm,
Ωb = 0.0491, H0 = 67.27, 𝜎8 = 0.831 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016).

2 METHODS: MODELLING 21CM SIGNAL, EMULATOR
AND LUMINOSITY FUNCTION

This section describes the modeling of the 21cm line brightness
temperature, the high-𝑧 ultra-violet luminosity function (UVLF), and
the ANN-based emulator.

2.1 21cm brightness temperature

The 21cm line is observed as emission/absorption against the radio
background such as the CMB, and then the 21cm line brightness
temperature is given as (e.g. Furlanetto et al. 2006a)

𝛿𝑇b ≈ 27𝑥HI (1 + 𝛿)
(
𝑇S − 𝑇𝛾
𝑇S

) (
1 + 𝑧
10

) 1
2
[mK], (1)

where 𝑇S is the spin temperature, 𝑥HI is the neutral fraction of hy-
drogen gases, 𝛿 is matter over-density and 𝑇𝛾 = 2.725/(1 + 𝑧) is the
temperature of CMB. Note that we do not consider the enhanced ra-
dio backgrounds (e.g. Feng&Holder 2018; Fialkov&Barkana 2019;
Reis et al. 2020; Ewall-Wice et al. 2020) proposed to reproduce the
very strong absorption signal reported in Bowman et al. (2018).
We used a modified version of 21cmFASTv22 (Mesinger et al.

2011; Park et al. 2019), which is similar to the methodology used in
Yoshiura et al. (2018); Minoda et al. (2023), for evaluating the 21cm
line brightness temperature. Specifically, we added the running 𝛼s
and the running of running 𝛽s to the primordial power spectrum. The
detailed method used in the 21cmFAST for solving the ionization
and evolution of spin temperature is well described in Mesinger et al.
(2011); Park et al. (2019). We here describe the method briefly. The
initial matter power spectrum will be used for creating an initial
high-resolution matter density map and estimation of the halo mass
function3. The three-dimensional matter density map of each redshift
bin is evaluated using 2LPT from the initial matter distribution with

2 There are several recent updates on the 21cmFAST such as the inhomoge-
neous Lyman-Werner and relative-velocity feedback (Muñoz et al. 2022).
3 The choice of halo mass function, the stellar population synthesis, and
cosmology can affect the 21cm global signal with a few - tens of mK (Mirocha
et al. 2021).
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high resolution. The ionization is solved by comparing the number of
neutral baryons and recombination with ionizing photons (Sobacchi
& Mesinger 2014). The heating of IGM is caused by the X-ray
emission4, calculated as angle-averaged specific intensity, with the
optical depth being taken into account. The Lyman-𝛼 background is
originated from the X-ray excitation of the neutral hydrogen atom
and direct stellar emission of the Lyman series. The 21cm signal is
evaluated using the maps of neutral fraction, spin temperature, and
matter density. The global signal (i.e. sky averaged) 21cm signal is
calculated using the resultant 21cm brightness temperature maps.
The emission from luminous objects is controlled by several as-

trophysical parameters, which we list following Park et al. (2019);
the fraction of gas converted into stars in a halo of mass 1010𝑀� ,
𝑓star, the power-law index of 𝑓star as a function of halo mass, 𝛼star, a
fraction of time scale of the star formation against Hubble time, 𝑡star,
the escape fraction of ionizing photons of a halo of mass 1010𝑀� ,
𝑓esc, the power-law index of 𝑓esc as a function of halo mass, 𝛼esc,
turn over mass, 𝑀turn, which is the lowest halo mass to host the ef-
ficient star formation, X-ray luminosity per star formation, 𝐿X, and
minimum X-ray energy, 𝐸0.
In addition to astrophysical parameters, the small-scale primordial

power spectrum can also play an important role in the evolution
of the 21cm global signal. The primordial power spectrum can be
parametrized as

𝑃prim ∝
(
𝑘

𝑘ref

)𝑛s−1+ 12 𝛼s ln(𝑘/𝑘ref )+ 16 𝛽s ln2 (𝑘/𝑘ref )
, (2)

where 𝑛𝑠 is the spectral index, 𝛼𝑠 and 𝛽𝑠 are the running and the
running of the running parameters. 𝑘ref = 0.05Mpc−1 is the reference
scale. In Yoshiura et al. (2018, 2020a), the effects of 𝛼s and 𝛽s on
the 21cm global signal are investigated. The enhancement of the
matter power spectrum owing to the positively large value of 𝛼s and
𝛽s makes the structure formation faster. As a result, the redshift of
the 21cm absorption signal is shifted to earlier. Thus the primordial
power spectrum is also important in predicting the 21cmglobal signal
and we vary 𝑛𝑠 , 𝛼𝑠 , and 𝛽𝑠 as well as the astrophysical parameters
in the following analysis.
We run the 21cmFAST for roughly 49000 different parameter sets

in the PC cluster of CfCA and store the global 21cm line signal. The
simulation was performed in a cosmological volume of 128Mpc3,
1923 cells for initial condition and 643 cells for ionized and tem-
perature maps5. We divide the redshift into 53 bins over the range
of 6 < 𝑧 < 30. Parameters are randomly selected from a range
motivated by Park et al. (2019). The ranges of parameters of the pri-
mordial power spectrum (𝑛s, 𝛼s, and 𝛽s) are consistent with the 5 𝜎
confidence level of the constraints from Planck Collaboration et al.
(2020). The ranges of parameters are listed in Table 1. The set of
parameters and the resultant 21cm global signal is used for training
our emulator as described below. We will use roughly 44000 data as
training data and the rest as test data.

4 Note that additional heating processes such as the Lyman-𝛼 heating pro-
duced by the Lyman-𝛼 photons can change the shape of global signal
(Villanueva-Domingo et al. 2020; Ghara &Mellema 2020; Mittal & Kulkarni
2021).
5 We tested various sets of resolutions and find that the resolution does not
significantly affect the evolution of the 21cm global signal.

Table 1. List of parameters and the range used to create training data sets.

lower limit higher limit

𝑛s 0.9385 0.9865
𝛼s -0.048 0.052
𝛽s -0.055 0.075
log10 𝑓star -3.0 0.0
𝑎star -0.5 1.0
log10 𝑓esc -3.0 0
𝑎esc -1.0 0.5
log10 𝑀turn 8 10
𝑡star 0 1
log10 𝐿X 38 42
𝐸0 100 1500

2.2 Emulator

As the emulator of a 21cm global signal, we employ an ANN-based
architecture which is similar to some previous works (Cohen et al.
2020; Bevins et al. 2021b; Bye et al. 2022).We perform the optimiza-
tion of ANN models using 12 different architectures6. The hidden
layers have a Tanh activation function except for the last layer which
has a linear activation. The input layer of the network for the global
signal has 11 inputs (8 astrophysical parameters, 3 primordial power
spectrum parameters), and 1 redshift index. The redshift indices
(from 1 to 53) correspond to the output redshift bins of 21cmFAST.
The network yields one output corresponding to the brightness tem-
perature at the redshift index. The loss function used to optimize the
network is Mean Squared Error. We use the batch size of 53, ADAM
optimizer, and learning rate of 0.002. We train the network for 100
epochs using the all training data set. As quantitative evaluators of
the accuracy of our network, we employ root mean squared error
(RMSE) as in Bevins et al. (2021b); Cohen et al. (2020). The RMSE
for a test data set is given as

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√√√√
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑗=0

(
𝛿𝑇sim (𝑧 𝑗 ) − 𝛿𝑇pred (𝑧 𝑗 )

)2
, (3)

where 𝑁 is number of redshift bins, 𝑧 𝑗 is redshift at 𝑗-th bin, 𝛿𝑇sim is
simulated 21cm brightness temperature from 21cmFAST and 𝛿𝑇pred
is 21cm signal predicted using the emulator. As a result, the archi-
tecture consists of 1 input layer, 4 hidden layers with 32 neurons for
each layer, and 1 output layer, achieving the mean RMSE of 2.45
mKwhich is the smallest among the other architectures. The figure 1
shows examples of the 21cm global signal predicted by our emulator.
The accuracy might be improved further by optimization of training
parameters and the architecture. However, this RMSE is more or
less consistent with the previous work and lower than the expected
thermal noise error of the EDGES data at a frequency bin. Thus, we
consider that the current emulator is accurate enough for this work.
Note that the redshift bins of our training data sets do not corre-

spond to the frequency bins of the EDGES data one by one. Thus, in
the Bayesian analysis, we predict the 21cm brightness temperature
by linearly interpolating the values to evaluate the 21cm signal at the
frequency bins of the EDGES data.

6 The 12 models are the combinations of the number of hidden layers (2, 3,
and 4) and the number of neurons at the hidden layers (4,8,16, and 32).
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Figure 1. Examples of 21cm global signals. Solid lines are randomly taken
from the test data set. The dotted lines are predicted using the emulator we
developed.

2.3 Luminosity function

Using the parameters used in the 21cmFAST, we can evaluate the
high-𝑧 UVLF following Park et al. (2019). The star formation rate
(SFR) is described as

¤𝑀∗ (𝑀h, 𝑧) = 𝑀∗
𝑀h

𝑡star𝐻−1
𝑧

, (4)

where 𝐻−1
𝑧 is Hubble time at the redshift 𝑧 and the stellar mass 𝑀∗

is given as

𝑀∗ (𝑀h, 𝑧) = 𝑓star,m

(
Ωb
Ωm

)
𝑀h, (5)

where 𝑀h is halo mass and the 𝑓star,m is less than 1 and given as
𝑓star,m = 𝑓star𝑀

𝛼star
h,10 . 𝑀h,10 is halo mass normalized by 10

10𝑀� .
The SFR is converted to rest-frame UV luminosity by the conversion
factor 𝐾UV = 1.15 × 10−28𝑀� yr−1/ergs s−1Hz−1 (assuming the
Salpeter IMF, Sun & Furlanetto 2016). The UV magnitude 𝑀UV
is derived from the luminosity by following AB magnitude relation
(Oke & Gunn 1983). Finally, the UVLF is given as

𝜙(𝑀UV) = 𝑓duty
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑀h

���� 𝑑𝑀h𝑑𝑀UV

���� , (6)

where 𝑓duty = exp(−𝑀turn/𝑀h) is a suppression factor for star for-
mation in small halos. The halo mass function 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝑀h is calculated
following (Murray et al. 2013) with the parametrization for the pri-
mordial power spectrum7 (2) as in e.g. Yoshiura et al. (2020b), using
the top-hat window function.
Previous works (Park et al. 2019; Yoshiura et al. 2020b) have

shown that the UVLF at 𝑧 ≤ 10 is a powerful quantity to constrain
the astrophysical parameters and primordial power spectrum. How-
ever, when we perform the Bayesian analysis using the EDGES data
corresponding to 𝑧 > 13, we do not include the UVLF in the likeli-
hood. We calculate the UVLF at 𝑧 = 12 and 𝑧 = 16 only to discuss
the implication of EDGES to the recent JWST results.

7 We here assume the amplitude of the primordial power spectrum at the
reference scale is 2.207 × 10−9 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016).

3 METHOD: DATA ANALYSIS

Using our emulator to evaluate the 21cm global signal, we perform
the Nested sampling Bayesian analysis to constrain the astrophysical
parameters with several assumptions for foreground model, system-
atics, and appropriate noise level. To this end, we use the publicly
available EDGES low-band data (Bowman et al. 2018)8. The data
contains an integrated sky spectrum from 51MHz to 99MHz. For the
model of foreground, systematics, and noise, we adopt those moti-
vated in Sims & Pober (2020). We refer the reader to the reference for
a more detailed discussion of the models. We describe the methods
below following Sims & Pober (2020).
We define a Gaussian log-likelihood function9 for the model 𝑀

as,

lnL(\, 𝑀) = −𝑛
2
ln(2𝜋) − 1

2

𝑛∑︁
𝑖

ln𝜎2𝑖 −
𝑛∑︁
𝑖

1
2
(𝐷𝑖 − 𝑚𝑖 (\))2

𝜎2
𝑖

, (7)

where 𝑛 is the number of frequency channels, 𝜎𝑖 is the noise level of
EDGES data at 𝑖-th frequency channel, 𝐷𝑖 is the EDGES low-band
data at channel 𝑖, 𝑚𝑖 is the component of our model 𝑀 at channel 𝑖
and \ is a vector of our model parameters. Based on Bayes’s theorem,
the posterior distribution function of the parameters is given as

𝑃(\ |D, 𝑀) = L(\, 𝑀)𝜋(\, 𝑀)
Z , (8)

where 𝜋 is the parameter’s prior probability distribution and the
Bayesian evidence,Z, is given as

Z =

∫
L(\)𝜋(\)𝑑𝑥\, (9)

where 𝑥 is the number of dimensions of our parameter space. Com-
paring the value ofZ, we can perform model selection. If some two
models 𝑀0 and 𝑀1 are equally probable a priori, lnZ0 − lnZ1 > 3
indicates the model 𝑀0 is more likely than 𝑀1 (Kass & Raftery
1995). In this work, we use Polychord (Handley et al. 2015a,b) to
calculate the Bayes evidence and obtain the posterior probability dis-
tribution of parameters. The accuracy of the evidence and posterior
distribution can be improved by increasing the number of live points
nlive which is a parameter used in Polychord. We use nlive = 2000 for
evaluating the lnZ. For some models, we checked that the evidence
values evaluated with nlive = 400010 are consistent with the values
calculated with nlive = 2000.
The measured sky signal is dominated by the Galactic synchrotron

radiation and can be described with a smooth function of the fre-
quency. We, therefore, use the 𝑁-th log polynomial function as our
foreground model

𝑇FG = 10
∑𝑁

𝑖=0 𝑑𝑖 log10 (a/a0)𝑖 [K], (10)

where 𝑑𝑖 are the model parameters used in our fitting and a0 =

75MHz. Foregrounds are expected to be well smooth (Shaver et al.
1999) and described with at least 3rd order polynomial function
(Pritchard & Loeb 2010). The ionosphere absorption and miscal-
ibration of the beam and instrumental gain might be sources of

8 https://loco.lab.asu.edu/edges/edges-data-release/
9 In Scheutwinkel et al. (2022a), they argued that the generalized normal
likelihood function would be an appropriate likelihood function if the noise
model is unknown. In this work, we assume the noise follows Gaussian
distribution. Therefore a Gaussian log-likelihood would be suitable in our
analysis.
10 To improve the accuracy of the posterior distribution, we use the results
with nlive = 4000 in figure 4-12.
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Table 2. List of parameters and the range used for the Bayesian analysis.
For the astrophysical and cosmological parameters of the emulator, the prior
range is listed in Table 1.

param lower limit higher limit

𝑑0 -5 5
𝑑1 -3 -2
𝑑2 − 𝑑9 -100 100
𝑎0 -10.0 2.0
𝑎1 -10.0 2.0
𝑃 10.0 15.0
𝑏 -4.0 4.0

further fluctuation of the spectrum as mentioned above. A higher-
order polynomial function could allow more freedom in modelling
the modulated foreground but also could lead to overfitting, so the
number of polynomial orders should be determined carefully. We,
therefore, vary the order of polynomials from 5th to 9th. It is worth
mentioning that several advanced methods have been rapidly devel-
oping to analyze the foreground-dominated 21cm observation (e.g.
Bassett et al. 2021a; Bevins et al. 2021a). However, in this study,
we use a traditional polynomial function to fit the foregrounds for
simplicity.
As found in previous works (e.g. Hills et al. 2018; Singh&Subrah-

manyan 2019; Sims&Pober 2020), systematicswith sinusoidal shape
might exist in the EDGES low-band data. The sinusoidal systematics,
for example, can arise due to inaccurate correction of instrumental
beam response. Thus, we employ the function below to model the
systematics,

𝑇cal (a) =
(
a

a0

)𝑏
{10𝑎0 sin (2𝜋a/𝑃) + 10𝑎1 cos (2𝜋a/𝑃)} [K], (11)

where 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑏 and 𝑃 are free parameters of the systematics.
The thermal noise of the global signal observation can be given as

𝑇rms (a) = [𝑇sky (a) + 𝑇rec]/
√︁
𝑤(a)Δ𝑡Δa. Here the sky temperature

𝑇sky is the integrated sky spectrumof EDGES.According toBowman
et al. (2018), we can assume the receiver temperature 𝑇rec to be
200 K, the channel width of Δa = 0.390625 MHz and the effective
integration time of Δ𝑡 =107 hours. The data at higher than 87 MHz
suffer from the strong contamination of RFI11. Thus, the effective
integration time is corrected using normalized channel weights, 𝑤
and the normalized weight has low values at a > 87 MHz. For
comparison, we perform the Bayesian analysis using the data only at
a < 87MHz and all frequency data (51 < a < 99MHz). Regrading
the noise level, if there are additional noise sources such as calibration
error and polarized foregrounds as discussed in Sims&Pober (2020),
they can be larger than the thermal noise. We, therefore, define the
noise level as 𝜎𝑖 = 𝐴n𝑇rms (a𝑖) + 𝑇wn/

√︁
𝑤(a𝑖), and we perform

the Bayesian analysis using the theoretical noise model (𝐴n = 1,
𝑇wn = 0 K) and enhanced noise model (𝐴n = 2.25, 𝑇wn = 0.015
K) for comparison. The enhanced noise model is motivated by the
maximum posterior parameters of the highest evidence models in
Sims & Pober (2020). The parameters and the ranges assumed in the
Bayesian analysis for the foreground, the systematics, and the noise
level are summarized in Table 2.
In the Bayesian analysis, the measured signal should be compared

to the sum of the 21cm global signal predicted using the emulator,
foreground, the sinusoidal systematics, and the thermal noise.

11 See the Extended Data Figure 7 in Bowman et al. (2018).
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Figure 2. Impact of running parameters on the 21cm global signal. The
signals are calculated using the emulator. The thick solid line is our fiducial
model (𝛼s = 0.002 and 𝛽s = 0.01).

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first check the effect of running parameters on the 21cm global
signal in figure 2. The figure shows the 21cm global signal calculated
using the emulator developed in this work. The thick solid line is the
model with 𝛼s = 0.002 and 𝛽s = 0.01 corresponding to the mean
values in Planck 2018 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2020). The figure
clearly shows that the higher (lower) values of 𝛼s and 𝛽s shift the
21cm absorption trough to the higher (lower) redshift. This shift is
caused due to the enhancement (reduction) of the initial matter power
spectrum which affects the halo mass function (e.g. Yoshiura et al.
2020a; Minoda et al. 2023).
We next see the connection between the 21cm global signal and

UVLF. Figure 3 shows the 21cm global signal and UVLF at 𝑧 =12
and 16. The thick solid line is calculated using the central parameter
values of the prior range (Table 1). With the central values for the
parameters, we find the 21cm global signal has an absorption trough
at 𝑧 = 11. The corresponding UVLF of 𝑧 = 12 and 𝑧 = 16 are not
consistent with observational results of Harikane et al. (2023).
Now we demonstrate how the 21cm global signal and UVLF are

affected by varying these cosmological and astrophysical parameters.
Among the parameters listed in Table 1, the effect of 𝑓star on the high-
𝑧 UVLF, which is measured in JWST, is particularly important. Its
central value in the prior range is 𝑓star = 0.03, and we show the case
of 𝑓star = 0.25 with the thin solid line in figure 3. In this case, the
UVLFs at 𝑧 = 12 and 16 overlap with the JWST results within 1𝜎.
Further enhancement might be required to explain the JWST best-fit
value of UVLF at 𝑧 = 16, but such a parameter can easily conflict
with the observation of galaxies at lower redshifts.
Instead of increasing 𝑓star, larger running parameters 𝛼s and 𝛽s can

increase theUVLF.We show the results with𝛼s = 0.022, 𝛽s = 0.036,
and the other parameters remaining the central values in the prior
range as the thick dashed line in figure 3. This result is fitted well
to the UVLF data points at 𝑧 = 12, but the discrepancy between the
UVLF at 𝑧 = 16 still remains. Additionally, increasing both of the
running parameters and 𝑓star is also shown with the thin dashed line.
The UVLF at 𝑧 = 16 can well explain the observation of JWST, but
the UVLF at 𝑧 = 12 fails. The discrepancy may require modified
models such as the redshift evolution of astrophysical parameters,
emission from Pop III stars, and UV luminosity calculated using the
top-heavy IMF and so on (Harikane et al. 2023). Since our main
focus is the 21 cm global signal, we do not include the UVLF in the
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likelihood of the Bayesian analysis which wewill see in the following
subsections.

4.1 Comparing All Cases

Our emulator is constructed with 11 parameters. We demonstrate the
emulator with the EDGES low-band data which covers the frequency
range of the 21cm line before the cosmic reionization. Thus, we fix
the escape fraction as the log10 𝑓esc = −1.5 and 𝛼esc = −0.25 since
these parameters are mainly relevant to the reionization. We also
consider a model with fixing the parameters for the primordial power
spectrum as 𝑛s = 0.9665, 𝛼s = 0.0, and 𝛽s = 0.0. It would be
worth mentioning that the model with 𝑛s = 0.9625, 𝛼s = 0.002, and
𝛽s = 0.01, which corresponds to themean values of Planck constraint
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2020), has the absorption peak at higher
redshifts than that of the model with 𝛼s = 𝛽s = 0 as shown as the thin
solid line in figure 2. However, the influence is minor compared to
the effects of astrophysical parameters. We also examine the model
without a 21cm signal.
We assess the foreground models with orders of polynomials from

5th to 9th. The prior range of the parameters used in the fitting is listed
in Table 1 and 2. We perform the analysis for multiple combinations
of these models as listed in Table 3.
Regarding the systematics, we found that the model without the

sinusoidal systematics, described as Eq. (11), has significantly larger
RMS and lower lnZ. This might suggest the existence of sinusoidal
systematics. Therefore we decided to use sinusoidal systematics in
all models.
We perform the Bayesian analysis using all frequency bands (51-

99MHz) or only lower bands (51-87 MHz) and use 2 different noise
models. For clear discussion, we define 4 cases for the combination
of the frequency band and noise model, namely FullBW(full band-
width), HcutBW (high-frequency cut bandwidth), TN (theoretical
noise, 𝐴n = 1, 𝑇wn = 0 K), and EN (enhanced noise, 𝐴n = 2.25,
𝑇wn = 0.015 K). In addition, depending on the model framework as
to how we fix the parameters, we separate the models into 4 labelled
as M1, M2, M3 and M4 (see Table 3). We also define 11 IDs for dif-
ferent combinations of 21cm signal and foregrounds (see Table 3).
We refer, for example, to the model of M1-FG8 and FullBW-TN as
FullBW-TN-M1-FG8.
The Bayesian evidence values of all models are summarized in

Table 3. We compare the evidence of 44 models12. The evidence val-
ues become significantly high if we assume an enhanced noise model
(i.e. 𝐴n=2.25, 𝑇wn=0.015). This indicates the presence of additional
noise sources such as calibration error and polarized foregrounds as
discussed in Sims & Pober (2020) and/or the presence of unknown
systematic error which is not properly modeled with the sinusoidal
function. It should be mentioned that the values assumed for the
enhanced noise (𝐴n=2.25, 𝑇wn=0.015) are not physically motivated
ones. Thus, additional systematic spectrum features may improve the
evidence values without the enhancement of noise. We also find that
the models with 5th-order polynomials have low evidence values ex-
cept for HCutBW-EN. Thus the polynomial function of higher than
6th-orders is required to remove the foregrounds.
In many cases except for FullBW-TN, the evidence is high even

without the 21cm signal. Thus, we could not confirm the presence of

12 The Bayesian evidence indicates how well the model describes the data.
The result of 51<a<99 MHz should not be directly compared with the result
of 51<a<87 MHz.

a 21cm absorption line. In FullBW-TN,we find the statistically signif-
icant difference of ln 𝑍 between the FullBW-TN-M4-FG9 (without
21cm signal) and FullBW-TN-M3-FG9 (with 21cm signal). How-
ever, the evidence is much lower than that of FullBW-EN. This might
caution that the analysis of a 21cm global signal can lead to noise-
biased results. However, it should be emphasized that our results do
not draw any conclusion regarding the strong absorption reported in
Bowman et al. (2018) since our emulator cannot produce the flattened
Gaussian shape and absorption of 500 mK reported by EDGES.

4.2 Example: FullBW-EN-M1-FG7

We discuss the result of FullBW-EN-M1-FG7 in detail as an example
model. Figure 4 shows the posterior distribution of astrophysical
parameters. The shape of the posterior distribution of all astrophysical
parameters is almost flat over the prior range. Figure 5 shows the 21cm
global signal calculated from the posterior samples13. The constraint
is consistent with zero within 1 𝜎 error. The blue region shows the
posterior of the 21cm global signal from random samples within
priors14. The figure indicates that we cannot argue the detection of
the 21cm line from this model.
The strong upper limits on the 21cm power spectrum observation

measured by HERA (HERA Collaboration et al. 2023) have put the
constraints on the spin temperature at 𝑧 = 10.4 and 𝑧 = 7.9 using
various 21cmmodels including 21cmFAST. Thus, joint analysis with
the power spectrum result would give a tighter lower limit on the
21cm global signal at 𝑧 < 10. In Bevins et al. (2023), they have
performed a joint Bayesian analysis using the SARAS3 and HERA
observation data. Our constraints on the 21cm signal are consistent
with their result while they have not used the 21cmFAST to obtain
the 21cm signal and imposed a wider prior range in the likelihood
analysis.
The model of star formation rate used in the 21cmFAST can be

applied to evaluate the UVLF following Park et al. (2019). Thus, we
can also obtain the posterior distribution of theUVLF. Figure 6 shows
the constraint on the UVLF at 𝑧 = 12 and 𝑧 = 16. The results are
well consistent with the recent JWST results (Harikane et al. 2023).
The central value of UVLF at 𝑧 = 16 slightly offsets the centre of our
confidential region.

4.3 Comparison with other cases

We first examine the effect of the order of polynomials by comparing
M1-FG5 toM1-FG9 of FullBW-EN. The constrained global signal is
similar to each other and consistent with zero within 1 𝜎 error except
the FullBW-EN-M1-FG5. The FullBW-EN-M1-FG5 with the lower
polynomial order of the foreground model suggests an absorption at
𝑧 ≈ 17 with a peak amplitude of roughly 150 mK but has lower lnZ
(Figure 7). This result caution that an improper assumption on the
order of the polynomial can potentially lead to a biased detection.
Comparing FullBW-EN-M1-FG7 and HCutBW-EN-M1-FG7, we

find the constraints on the global signal are similar and consistent
with zero at 1 𝜎. HCutBW-EN-M1-FG7 (i.e. removing data at a >
87MHz) also shows weak constraints on astrophysical parameters
(Figure 4).

13 We use fgivenx (Handley 2018).
14 Specifically, we create 20000 samples of 21cm global signal from random
parameters within the prior range. The posterior density distribution, shown
as the blue region, is evaluated as 3 𝜎 region of the random samples using
fgivenx.
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Figure 3. Examples of 21cm global signal and UVLF. The thick solid line is the model with all parameters being central values of the prior range. The thin solid
line has the same parameters as the thick solid line except 𝑓star of 0.25. Dashed lines are the model with 𝛼𝑠 = 0.022 and 𝛽𝑠 = 0.036.

Table 3. List of model combinations used in the Nested sampling analysis. The Bayesian evidence values, lnZ, are also listed. The largest Bayesian evidence
in each systematic (frequency range and noise) model is highlighted in bold. We use the nlive = 2000 to evaluate lnZ listed in this table.

lnZ (𝐴n = 1, 𝑇wn = 0) lnZ (𝐴n = 2.25, 𝑇wn = 0.015)

FullBW-TN HCutBW-TN FullBW-EN HCutBW-EN
ID 21cm params foreground (51< a <99 MHz) (51< a <87 MHz) (51< a <99 MHz) (51< a <87 MHz)

M1-FG5 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc, 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s 5th order -397.213 -32.5 199.679 157.974
M1-FG6 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc, 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s 6th order -272.954 -24.5 216.410 158.030
M1-FG7 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc, 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s 7th order -274.281 -22.5 215.952 157.560
M1-FG8 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc, 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s 8th order -271.662 -22.2 216.101 157.692
M1-FG9 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc, 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s 9th order -273.323 -22.0 216.770 157.780
M2-FG5 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc 5th order -372.202 -31.4 200.155 157.682
M2-FG9 Fix 𝑓esc, 𝑎esc 9th order -271.537 -22.9 216.038 157.817
M3-FG5 use all 5th order -327.27 -32.3 203.109 157.550
M3-FG9 use all 9th order -271.24 -22.0 216.111 157.459
M4-FG5 no 21cm signal 5th order -1297.994 -33.0 170.291 157.757
M4-FG9 no 21cm signal 9th order -274.688 -22.4 216.579 157.875

Figure 4. Posterior distribution of astrophysical parameters in FullBW-EN-M1-FG7 (black, using 51-99 MHz). We use our emulator of 21cm global signal,
7th-order polynomial function for the foreground, enhanced noise, and sinusoidal systematics in the analysis. Corresponding posterior of the 21cm global signal
and the UVLF are respectively shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. We also show the posterior distribution of astrophysical parameters of the HcutBW-EN-M1-FG7
(orange, using 51-87 MHz) to show the influence of the frequency band.

Now, we discuss the case of the other noise model, which is the-
oretically motivated thermal noise. The FullBW-TN (HCutBW-TN)
results are consistent with zero within 2 (1) 𝜎 although we can find
complicated structures in the posterior global signal for some cases
(e.g. absorption features in Figure 8.). The structure should be caused
by clusters of posterior distributions of foreground parameters. For
example, the posterior distributions of 𝑑0 and 𝑑1 show clusters as
shown in Figure 9. Even with a small difference in foreground pa-
rameters, the impact can be larger than the 21cm signal because

the foreground is significantly bright. The models with theoretical
noise model tend to show such clustering posterior distribution of the
foreground parameters. This clustering posterior distribution of the
foreground parameters might be interpreted as misfitting due to the
underestimation of noise. There are other possible noise sources, such
as the calibration error or the polarized foreground as described in
section 3.We checked that there are two or three peaks in the posterior
distributions of astrophysical parameters. Each possible absorption
line (Figure 8) might correspond to each cluster (Figure 9).
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Figure 5. The posterior of 21cm global signal corresponds to the parame-
ter constraints in figure 4. This is the result of FullBW-EN-M1-FG7. The
dashed lines are the min/max range of the global signal calculated using
20000 random samples within the prior in FullBW-EN-M1. The blue region
corresponds to the prior samples within 3 𝜎.
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Figure 6. The posterior of UVLF in FullBW-EN-M1-FG7. The thick line
indicates the posterior of the UVLF evaluated from random samples. Red
dots, error bars, and upper limits are the observed UVLF reported (Harikane
et al. 2023).
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Figure 7. Same as figure 5, bur for the FullBW-EN-M1-FG5. The posterior
of global signal (the black contour) indicates the absorption line at 𝑧 ≈ 17,
however, this model has a lower evidence value as lnZ = 199.679 than the
other foreground models (FullBW-EN-M1-FG6 to FG9 in table 3).

4.4 Effect of runnings

The model with higher 𝛼s and higher 𝛽s can enhance the halo mass
function. Therefore, the timing of Lyman-𝛼 coupling and X-ray heat-
ing is shifted to higher redshift, and hence the position of the 21cm
absorption trough moves to a higher redshift as shown in Figure 2.
The variation of the primordial power spectrum introduces more de-
grees of freedom to the shape and position of the global signal profile.
Comparing the FullBW-EN-M1-FG9 (fixing 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s) and FullBW-
EN-M2-FG9 (varying 𝑛s, 𝛼s, 𝛽s) can give insight into the effect of
the primordial power spectrum on the astrophysical parameter con-
straints (Figure 10). The constraints are weak for both cases while the
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Figure 8. The posterior of 21cm global signal in FullBW-TN-M1-FG7. In
this model, our emulator, 7-th order polynomial function, theoretical noise
and all frequency bands are used. The 𝑓esc and primordial power spectrum are
fixed. We assume the theoretical noise model. The Bayesian evidence of this
model is significantly lower than our fiducial model (FullBW-EN-M1-FG7).

posterior distributions are not perfectly consistent with each other.
For the constraints on parameters of the primordial power spectrum,
we also find an almost flat posterior distribution except FullBW-TN-
M2-FG9 (Figure 11). The figure indicates that constraints on the
primordial power spectrum from 21cm global signal depend on the
assumptions on foreground and noise in the analysis. For example,
the case of FullBW-TN-M2-FG9, we find an upper limits on the 𝛽s,
in which the constraint might be affected biased by unknown system-
atics and underestimated error. In any case, our analysis indicates
that the 21cm global signal has the potential to constrain the running
parameters if the shape of the 21cm global signal is well constrained.

4.5 Effect of escape fraction

As the EDGES data corresponds to the redshift larger than 13, and
the ionization would not happen at such high redshift, therefore we
fixed parameters related to the escape fraction of ionizing photons in
models M1 and M2. On the other hand, in the M3 model, we treat
the 𝑓esc and 𝑎esc as free parameters. In the FullBW-EN-M3-FG9, we
find that the posterior distributions of parameters are almost flat and
the constraints on the global signal are consistent with zero.

4.6 Luminosity function

The models of high logZ provide the posterior luminosity function
consistent with the JWST results as shown in figure. 6. However, the
constraints on the luminosity function is weak. On the other hand, in
the FullBW-TN-M1-FG9, for example, the constraints on the UVLF
become tight and low values of the UVLF are disfavored as shown
in Figure 12. Furthermore, in the FullBW-TN-M1-FG9, the presence
of a certain absorption line at 𝑧 > 13 is preferred in the posterior
distribution of the global signal. To create the absorption feature, an
effective star formation rate is required to produce a large amount
of Lyman-𝛼 photons enough to couple the spin temperature with the
cold gas temperature. Therefore the recent discovery of high UVLF
at high-𝑧might be consistent with the 21cm absorption line at 𝑧 ≈ 15.
It should be mentioned that the favoured parameters require a high
value of log10 𝑓star > −0.5 and a low value of 𝑡star < 0.3. We note
that Haro et al. (2023) recently derived the follow-up spectroscopic
result of JWST and find one of the galaxies candidates at 𝑧 = 16 was
the galaxy at 𝑧 = 4.9 while the galaxy suspected to be at 𝑧 > 10 was
confirmed as the galaxy at 𝑧 = 11.4.
We mention that the required star formation rate to explain the

EDGES absorption line has been discussed in Madau (2018). Very
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Figure 9. The posterior distribution of foreground parameters and astrophysical parameters in FullBW-TN-M1-FG7. Note that, for plotting the contours of 𝑑0
and 𝑑1, we subtract median values (𝑑0,m = 3.243 and 𝑑1,m = −2.570) from the samples and multiply 104 and 103, respectively.

Figure 10. Comparison of the posterior distribution of astrophysical parameters of FullBW-EN-M1-FG9 (black) and FullBW-EN-M2-FG9 (orange) to show the
influence of the primordial power spectrum on the parameter constraints.

Figure 11. The posterior distribution of primordial power spectrum pa-
rameters. We compare 4 models; FullBW-TN-M2-FG9 (red), HCutBW-TN-
M2-FG9 (green), FullBW-EN-M2-FG9 (black), and HCutBW-EN-M2-FG9
(blue).

recently, Hassan et al. (2023) pointed out the UV luminosity density
required to explain the EDGES absorption signal is consistent with
the recent JWST observation (𝑧 < 15) and the extrapolation of the
galaxyUVobserved byHST. They also show that theUVLF at 𝑧 = 16
necessary to explain the EDGES absorption is slighly higher than the
UVLF extrapolated from UVLF at 𝑧 = 12.
In Bera et al. (2022), they have shown such a model is consis-

tent with current observations (e.g. neutral fraction) and pointed out
the JWST can probe it. Thus, it should be interesting to perform
MCMC analysis simultaneously using the UVLF, neutral fraction,
21cm global signal, and so on.

5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS

We developed the ANN-based emulator to predict the 21cm global
signal with 8 astrophysical parameters and 3 regarding the primordial
power spectrum. The emulator can predict the 21cm global signal
with the accuracy of RMSE of a fewmK. Since the primordial power
spectrum can control the halo mass function, we include the pa-
rameters describing the primordial power spectrum. Therefore this
emulator is useful for parameter estimation for not only the high-𝑧
star formation but also the inflation models. To demonstrate it, we
performed the Bayesian analysis using the publicly available EDGES
low-band data, from which we obtained weak constraints on the pa-
rameters. The result depends on the model of the 21cm signal, the
model of the foreground, the noise level, and the frequency range
used in the analysis. Using the Bayesian evidence, we compared
these models. The Bayesian evidence suggests that the higher-order
polynomial function is required to remove the foreground success-
fully and prefers the assumption of enhanced noise. The values of
Bayesian evidence do not depend on the presence of the 21cm global
signal and indeed the posterior distribution of the 21cm global signal
is consistent with zero. Our analysis suggests that the detection of a
21cm global signal should be carefully understood as it depends on
various assumptions on foreground, noise and so on.
The posterior distribution of the UVLF at 𝑧 = 12 and 𝑧 = 16

derived from our Bayesian analysis using the EDGES data is well
consistent with the UVLF reported by the JWST observation.
We also found that, under our assumption of the foreground, noise,
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Figure 12. The posterior distribution of 21cm global signal (left panel), UVLF of galaxies at 𝑧 = 12 (middle panel), and UVLF at 𝑧 = 16 (right panel). This
result is the FullBW-TN-M1-FG9. Red points and upper limits are the results of recent JWST observation (Harikane et al. 2023). Note that the model has a lower
ln 𝑍 value compared to our fiducial model.

and systematics, the EDGES data cannot constrain the running pa-
rameters well. However, the 21cm signal can constrain the 𝛽s if the
shape and position of the 21cm signal are well constrained.
We in this work developed an emulator of the 21cm global signal

including the parameters describing the primordial power spectrum.
However we can consider not only the global signal but also other
quantities such as the 21cm power spectrum, neutral fraction of
hydrogen, and the evolution of spin temperature. We plan to build
emulators of all such quantities and perform Bayesian analysis with
current observations in future work.
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ABSTRACT
We develop a deep learning technique to reconstruct the dark matter density field from the redshift-space distribution of dark
matter halos. We implement a UNet-architecture neural network and successfully trained it using the COLA fast simulation,
which is an approximation of the N-body simulation with 5123 particles in a box size of 500 ℎ−1Mpc. We evaluate the resulting
UNet model not only using the training-like test samples, but also using the typical N-body simulations, including the Jiutian
simulation which has 61443 particles in a box size of 1000ℎ−1Mpc, and the ELUCID simulation which has a different cosmology.
The real-space dark matter density fields in the three simulations can all be recovered consistently with only a small reduction
of the cross-correlation power spectrum at 1% and 10% levels at 𝑘 = 0.1 and 0.3 ℎMpc−1, respectively. It is evident that the
reconstruction helps to correct for the redshift-space distortions and is unaffected by the different cosmologies between the
training sample (Planck2018) and the test sample (WMAP5). In addition, we tested the application of the UNet-reconstructed
density field to recover the velocity & tidal field and found it outperforms the traditional approach based on the linear bias model,
showing a 12.2 percent improvement in the correlation slope and a 21.1 percent reduction in the scatter between the predicted
and the true velocities. As a result, our method is highly efficient and has an outstanding level of extrapolation reliability beyond
the training set. This offers an optimal solution that determines the three-dimensional underlying density field from the abundant
galaxy survey data.

Key words: methods: statistical – galaxies: halos – dark matter – large-scale structure of Universe.

1 INTRODUCTION

Mapping the distributions of galaxies offers a key observational probe
to the large-scale mass distribution in the universe, thereby constrain-
ing cosmological models (e.g. Fisher et al. 1994; Peacock et al. 2001;
Hawkins et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2008; Tinker et al. 2005; Shi et al.
2018), understanding galaxy formation (e.g. Jing et al. 1998; Peacock
& Smith 2000; Yang et al. 2003, 2012) and exploring the evolution
of the real universe (e.g. Wang et al. 2014, 2016; Tweed et al. 2017).
One of the main goals of large redshift surveys of galaxies, such as
the 2-degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al.
2001) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) is,
therefore, to provide a database for studying the three-dimensional
distribution of galaxies as accurately as possible. In the next decade,
upcoming galaxy surveys such as Dark Energy Spectroscopic In-
strument (DESI, DESI Collaboration et al. 2016a,b), Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope (LSST, Ivezić et al. 2019), EUCLID (Laureĳs
et al. 2011), Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST, Ake-
son et al. 2019) and Chinese Space Station Telescope (CSST, Zhan
2011; Gong et al. 2019), will map out an unprecedented large volume
of the Universe with extraordinary precision. It is then vital to have

★ E-mail: fshi@xidian.edu.cn

an optimal method that can accurately and efficiently determine the
three-dimensional underlying density field from the abundant galaxy
survey data.

However, a key problem of this endeavor is that galaxies are biased
tracers of the mass distribution and one has to understand the rela-
tionship between galaxies and dark matter before using the galaxy
distribution in space to study the mass distribution in the Universe.
In the past two decades, tremendous amounts of effort have been put
into the establishment of the relationship between galaxies and dark
matter halos, as parameterized either via the conditional luminosity
function (CLF) or the halo occupation distribution (HOD) (e.g. Jing
et al. 1998; Peacock & Smith 2000; Yang et al. 2003; van den Bosch
et al. 2003, 2007; Zheng et al. 2005; Tinker et al. 2005; Mandelbaum
et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2008; More et al. 2009; Cacciato et al. 2009;
Neistein et al. 2011; Avila-Reese et al. 2011; Leauthaud et al. 2012).
An empirical way to establish the galaxy–halo connection is to use
galaxy groups, provided that they are defined as sets of galaxies that
reside in the same dark matter halo. Yang et al. (2005, 2007, 2021)
have developed a halo-based group finder that is optimized for group-
ing galaxies residing in the same dark matter halos, making it ideally
suited for the study of the relation between galaxies and dark mat-
ter halos. Thanks to the well-understood galaxy-halo relationship, it
affords the opportunity to reconstruct the underlying cosmic density

© 2023 The Authors
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field using the dark halos that are represented by galaxy systems,
allowing us to study in detail the relationships among galaxies, dark
halos, and large-scale structure (LSS).
Reconstructing the cosmic density field from galaxy distribution

has been carried out earlier based on various redshift surveys (e.g.
Fisher et al. 1995; Zaroubi et al. 1995; Schmoldt et al. 1999; Mathis
et al. 2002; Erdoǧdu et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2009, 2013). In these in-
vestigations, the distribution of galaxies is usually smoothed heavily
and normalized to represent the cosmic density field on large scales.
The Wiener reconstruction method, used in Fisher et al. (1995) and
Zaroubi et al. (1995), can produce a reconstructed field with the
minimum mean square error by assuming that the mass density at a
given point is a linear combination of the observed galaxy density
field values at various points. The method used in Wang et al. (2009,
2012, 2013) is based on dark matter halos represented by galaxy
groups (Yang et al. 2005, 2007, 2012) by considering the halos lin-
early biased to the underlying density field. Additionally, in the linear
theory of gravitational instability, the gravity and velocity vectors are
parallel and related to each other by a proportionality constant which
depends only on the mean mass density of the Universe, Ωm. It is
possible to determine the gravity field from the galaxy distribution
and afterward infer the linear velocity field if one can reconstruct the
density field from the galaxy distribution (Wang et al. 2009, 2013).
There are several complications, however, in reconstructing the

density and velocity field from galaxy groups or halos. First, as al-
ready mentioned, one must adopt some prescriptions for relating the
fluctuations in the halos distribution to those in the mass by assum-
ing that the two are related by a linear bias parameter 𝑏. However,
this model is motivated more by simplicity than by physical prin-
ciples as the bias parameter 𝑏 is dependent on scale. The simple
proportionality between the gravity and velocity fields in linear the-
ory is valid only when the density fluctuations are small. Once the
clustering has become non-linear, this one-to-one correspondence
will be erased due to shell crossing. Another problem arises from
the redshift-space distortions (RSDs) that the spatial distribution of
galaxies observed in redshift space is distorted with respect to the
real-space distribution (Sargent & Turner 1977; Davis & Peebles
1983; Kaiser 1987; Hamilton 1992) since redshifts of galaxies are
not exact measures of distances because of the peculiar motions of
galaxies. On large scales, coherent flows induced by the gravita-
tional action of LSS enhance structure along the line-of-sight (the
Kaiser effect, Kaiser 1987). On small scales, the virialized motion
of galaxies within dark matter haloes smears out structure along the
line-of-sight (the Finger-of-God (FOG) effect, Jackson 1972; Tully
& Fisher 1978). The approaches adopted earlier to deal with redshift
distortions in reconstruction have been hampered by the fact that the
large-scale Kaiser effect and the small-scale FOG effect are interwo-
ven, causing modeling the bias parameters more complicated with
its form not to be known a prior (Li et al. 2016; Shi et al. 2016).
There are several methods of correcting for distortions to recover
the real space density and velocity fields. The studies that use either
linear theory or the Zeldovich approximation are therefore ultimately
very limited in their ability to reconstruct the high-density regions.
Thus, in order to make full use of galaxy redshift surveys to map the
large-scale structure of the universe, a change of tactics is needed.
In recent years deep learning methods have started to be used

in cosmology and LSS, such as estimating cosmological parameters
from the dark matter distribution (Ravanbakhsh et al. 2017; Pan et al.
2020), predicting the cosmological structure formation (Lucie-Smith
et al. 2018; He et al. 2019), populating the halo position and mass
field from the non-linear matter field (Modi et al. 2018; Lucie-Smith
et al. 2019; Berger & Stein 2019; Kodi Ramanah et al. 2019), classi-

fying the LSS of the universe (Aragon-Calvo 2019), simulating the
underlying luminosity function of a Line intensity maps (Pfeffer et al.
2019), learning the relation between galaxy distribution in hydrody-
namic simulations and its underlying dark matter distribution (Zhang
et al. 2019; Tröster et al. 2019), reconstructing the baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO) signal (Mao et al. 2021), and reconstructing the
non-linear velocity field (Wu et al. 2021, 2023). The ability of these
models to learn complex functions has motivated many studies to use
them to understand the physics of LSS. However, training the neural
network requires a concerted effort of accurate and fast predictions
of the universe’s structure. An N-body simulation is an effective ap-
proach for predicting the structure formation of the Universe, but it
poses a significant computational challenge to evolve the dynamics
of the simulation’s billions of particles.
In this paper, we develop a deep-learning technique to predict the

real-space density field of dark matter from the redshift-space field
of dark matter halos. We process the training based on a fast N-body
simulation, which is produced by COmoving Lagrangian Accelera-
tion (COLA) method (Tassev et al. 2013). Unlike standard N-body
methods, the COLA method can straightforwardly trade accuracy at
small scales for computational speed without sacrificing accuracy at
large scales. This is particularly helpful for quickly and affordably
generating the large ensembles of accurate mock halo catalogs re-
quired to study the reconstruction of the dark matter density field.
We will show that the neural network, trained using a limited set
of COLA samples, is accurately extrapolated far beyond its training
data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the

dataset for generating the training and testing sample used in this
paper. In Section 3, we provide a AI-based technique for reconstruct-
ing the dark matter density field. We evaluate the accuracy of the
reconstructed density field in Section 4 and Section 5. We verify the
application of the AI-reconstructed density field to the reconstruction
of the velocity & tidal field in Section 6. Finally, we summarize our
main finding in Section 7.

2 DATASETS

The training and testing samples are generated using cola_halo1
code (Koda et al. 2016). It generates random Gaussian initial con-
dition with second-order Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (2LPT)
(Crocce et al. 2006), evolves theN-body particleswith theCOmoving
Lagrangian Acceleration (COLA) (Tassev et al. 2013) fast simulation
method and finds the dark matter haloes with the friends-of-friends
algorithm (Davis et al. 1985). By combining 2LPT and N-body code,
which is used respectively to solve for large- and small-scale dynam-
ics, a COLA-based simulation run is orders of magnitude faster than
a standard detailed N-body simulation.
We generated a set of 30 simulations with independent initial con-

ditions. The cosmological parameters were set with Ωm = 0.3111,
ΩΛ = 0.6889, ℎ = 0.6766, and 𝜎8 = 0.812. Each of the simula-
tions evolved with 5123 dark matter particles in a periodic box of
500 ℎ−1Mpc. We used the particle and halo distribution at redshift
𝑧 = 0 and constructed the redshift-space distributions of the halo
sample by assuming the z-axis as the line of sight.
We use the Cloud-in-cell (Hockney & Eastwood 1981) scheme to

calculate the overdensity, 𝛿, on a grid of 2563 voxels for both the
dark matter and halo distributions. We applied a Top-hat smoothing

1 Downloaded from https://github.com/junkoda/cola_halo

https://github.com/junkoda/cola_halo
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Figure 1. (Left panel) Comparison of the dark matter field’s power spectrum. The red dashed line is shown for the cola simulation with 500 ℎ−1Mpc box size
and 5123 particles. The blue dashed line is for Jiutian simulation with 1000 ℎ−1Mpc box size and 61443 particles. Black solid and dashed lines correspond to
the non-linear and linear power spectrum, respectively. (Right panel) Comparison of the halo mass function between cola (red solid) and Jiutian (blue dashed).

kernel to the overdensity fields with a smoothing scale of 𝑅s =

5 ℎ−1Mpc. To reduce the variance of the voxel values, we rescaled
the overdensity values to lie in the interval [−1, 1] by using the non-
linear transformation (Rodríguez et al. 2018): 𝑠(𝑥) = 2𝑥/(𝑥 + 𝑎) − 1,
where 𝑎 = 5. Each dark matter halo is assigned a mass weight in
order to determine the halo density field. We split the dataset into 15
training, 5 validation, and 10 test samples.

In order to verify the generality of our results, we also use a high-
resolution N-body simulation, Jiutian, as another test sample. This
simulation was carried out at the High-Performance Computing Cen-
ter at Kunshan and was run with L-GADGET, a memory-optimized
version of GADGET2 (Springel 2005). Jiutian describes the distribu-
tion of 61443 darkmatter particles in a periodic box of 1000ℎ−1Mpc.
The cosmological parameters adopted by this simulation are consis-
tent with the results from Planck2018 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2020), as well as the COLA simulations. Dark matter halos are
identified using the Friends-of-Friends method (Han et al. 2023, in
preparation). Figure 1 shows the comparison of the darkmatter power
spectrum and halo mass function between COLA and Jiutian simula-
tion at redshift 𝑧 = 0. It is quite compatible with the clustering of the
dark matter at the median scale, and the distribution of the halo mass
above log(𝑀) > 12.5 ℎ−1M� . However, as the limitation of the box
size and resolution, the COLA deserved to be distinct from Jiutian
on both large and small scales. As a result, one objective of this paper
is to test the applicability of the model learned from low-resolution
simulation to high-resolution simulation. In order to determine the
overdensity field in the Jiutian case, we make a grid of 5123 voxels
and divide it into 8 small grids each with 2563 voxels. Similarly to the
COLA simulation, we also apply the smooth and rescale procedure,
as well as the halo mass weight strategy.

Additionally, we use the N-body simulation ELUCID (Wang et al.
2016), which has a different cosmology, as a test sample to check the
impact of cosmology on our reconstructions. This simulation, carried
out in the Center for High-Performance Computing, Shanghai Jiao
Tong University, evolves the distribution of 30723 dark matter par-
ticles in a periodic box of 500 ℎ−1Mpc on a side with L-GADGET.
The cosmological parameters adopted by the simulation are consis-
tent withWMAP5 results with Ωm = 0.258, ΩΛ = 0.742, ℎ = 0.72,
and 𝜎8 = 0.80. We construct the overdensity field for dark matter
particles and halos in the same scheme as the COLA samples.

3 NEURAL NETWORK

We adapt our network architecture following the UNet style (Ron-
neberger et al. 2015) and modify its design in accordance with the
Pix2Pix generator (Isola et al. 2016). Figure 2 shows the UNet ar-
chitecture used in this paper, as an encoder-decoder model for image
translation where skip connections are used to connect layers in the
encoder with corresponding layers in the decoder. The encoder part is
comprised of 7 convolutional layers to downsample the input cube to
a bottleneck, where the feature cube has a size of 13 voxels with 512
channels. The decoder part then reads the bottleneck output and uses
7 transpose convolutional layers to upsample to the required output
cube size. As indicated in Figure 2, each layer in the encoder uses
blocks of Convolution-BatchNorm-LeakyRelu, whereas those in the
decoder use blocks of Convolution-BatchNorm-Dropout-ReLU with
a dropout rate of 50%. All convolutional layers use a filter size of
4 × 4 × 4 and a stride of 2 × 2 × 2. Specifically, skip connections are
added between the layers with the same sized feature maps so that the
first downsampling layer is connected with the last upsampling layer,
the second downsampling layer is connected with the second last up-
sampling layer, and so on. The bottleneck layer, the last layer of the
encoder, uses a ReLU activation instead of LeakyRelu by removing
batch normalization. After the last layer in the decoder, a convolution
is applied to map to the output with one channel, followed by a Tanh
function. As an exception to the above notation, BatchNorm is not
applied to the first layer in the encoder. All ReLUs in the encoder,
with a slope of 0.2, are leaky whereas ReLUs in the decoder are not.
Moreover, we tested the full architectures of the Pix2Pix with an

additional discriminator, which is trained to do as well as possible at
detecting the generator’s "fakes". This architecture’s benefit may be
a superior ability to forecast small-scale structure (Isola et al. 2016).
However, in actual use, Pix2Pix as a generative adversarial network
experiences mode collapse, a typical problem that complicates and
increases the likelihood of training failure (Farnia &Ozdaglar 2020).
In this work, we’ll demonstrate how an architecture using only the
Pix2Pix generator from Figure 2 might nonetheless produce a trust-
worthy outcome on a modest scale.
To train the networks, we use the mean absolute error as the loss

function,

L(𝛿p, 𝛿t) = E[|𝛿p − 𝛿t |], (1)

where 𝛿p denotes the predicted density field and 𝛿t denotes the sim-
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ulation target. We train the networks from scratch and initialized
the weights from a Gaussian distribution with a mean and standard
deviation of 0 and 0.02, respectively. The network sees 15 training
samples each epoch, followed by 5 validation samples that are used
only for evaluating the models during the training.

In the left panel of Figure 3, we show the evolution of the loss
function over a period of 1900 epochs. The blue solid and green
dashed lines correspond to the loss functions from the training and
validation samples respectively, which are derived from all the voxels
with (1 + 𝛿) > 0. Additionally, the loss functions derived from the
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Figure 4. Comparisons of the projected density field distributions in a slice of 500 × 500 × 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc for one validation sample. The first panel shows the
true dark matter density fields taken from the original simulation. The other five panels correspond to the predictions at epochs 25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000.

voxels that have (1 + 𝛿) > 20 are also provided for the training (red
solid) and the validation (orange dashed). It demonstrates that the all-
voxel loss function of the validation set is converged after about 50
epochs. However, one can see that the loss function of the validation
set keeps decreasing after epoch 50 and is converged after about 250
epochs in the case with (1 + 𝛿) > 20. This demonstrates that the all-
voxel loss function, whose values are dominated by large amounts of
small densities, makes it difficult to evaluate the training performance
of the high-density regions. For instance, only 0.02 percent of the
total voxels are those with (1 + 𝛿) > 20. As an illustration, Figure 4
shows the comparisons of the projected density field distributions in
a slice of 500×500×9.76ℎ−1Mpc for one validation sample. The first
panel shows the true darkmatter density fields taken from the original
simulation. The other five panels correspond to the predictions at
epochs 25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000. Although it is comparable to the
target on a large scale, the prediction at epoch 25 cannot present the
high-density region, such as the cluster structure. The high-density
structure is increasingly apparent at later epochs and the prediction
produced at epoch 1000 performs much better than that made at
earlier epochs. Therefore, the networks can still learn effectively
even at the convergence stage of the all-voxel loss function.

In this case, we compare the density distribution of the validation
samples between the targeted field and the predicted fields at epochs
25, 50, 100, 500, and 1000, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 3.
It is evident that from epoch 25 to epoch 1000, there are smaller
disparities at the (1 + 𝛿) > 20 between predictions and target, indi-
cating the recovery of high-density voxels has significantly improved.
However, as training processes, it appears that the predictions have
unreasonably high density. In the right panel of Figure 3, we show
the averaged ratios of the density distribution between predictions
and target as a function of epochs. The blue and red lines correspond
to the validation-set results from the voxels with (1 + 𝛿) > 0 and
those with (1+ 𝛿) < 20, respectively. Although the ratios reach unity
at about epoch 1300 in the all-voxel case, a significant fraction of
voxels with (1+ 𝛿) < 20 have ratios higher than unity. We tested that
it would result in an excessive clustering in the density field using
the model saved in this stage. Therefore, considering the voxels with
(1 + 𝛿) < 20, we select the model as our best model based on the
validation-set ratios that were closest to unity between epochs 600
and 1000.

After completing the training, we verify the resulting model with
the test samples from COLA fast simulations, Jiutian, and ELUCID
N-body simulation, as described in Section 2.

4 VALIDATION WITH COLA TEST SAMPLES

In this section, we test the accuracy and reliability of our resulting
model by using the 10 test samples from COLA simulations.

4.1 Pixel-to-pixel comparison

We start with a visual comparison based on the projected density
field distribution in a slice of 500× 500× 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc, as shown in
Figure 5. The first row shows 5 slices of the true dark matter density
fields randomly taken from the COLA test samples. The second row
shows the corresponding reconstructed dark matter field based on
the resulting UNet model. A comparison with the true fields shows
that the reconstruction is generally very successful over the different
scales. The reconstructed density fields exhibit recognizable, large-
scale structures including clusters, filaments, and voids. It also shows
that the model is generally resistant to the boundary effect given that
the structure is effectively recovered at the box’s border. However, the
high-density voxels in the reconstructions, such as the regions around
clusters, can be seen to differ slightly from the target, revealing that
the models are not perfect.
The left panel of Figure 6 shows the density-density relation be-

tween the reconstructed density field 1+𝛿rec and the true field 1+𝛿true.
The relation is shown for Sample 1 (as illustrated in Figure 5), which
is similar to other samples. The three contours encompass 67%,
95%, and 99% of the grid cells in the reconstruction volume. The
dashed lines indicate the perfect relation. One sees that the recon-
structed field follows the true field without significant bias. The right
panel of Figure 6 shows the comparisons of the voxel number dis-
tributions. The back and blue lines correspond to the true and the
reconstructed density fields, respectively. The error bars show the
±1𝜎 variance among the 10 test samples. The reconstruction shows
a general agreement with the true field at the 1𝜎 level. The per-
formance of the reconstruction in the high-density regions should be
limited by the small number of massive halos in the training samples,
making it difficult to learn the relationship between the halo and dark
matter density field at the cluster regions. Nevertheless, modeling
the halo-mass relation at the nonlinear scale, where the halos trace
the underlying mass with a more complex bias form, is a promising
application for deep learning. We will perform a detailed study on
this issue in a subsequent paper.

4.2 Power Spectrum

We now assess the clustering by comparing the power spectrum of
the reconstructed dark matter fields with the truth. In the top panel of
Figure 7, we show the comparisons of the power spectrum. The black
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solid and blue dashed lines correspond to the auto-power spectrum
of the true and reconstructed fields, respectively. For comparison, the
red dot line shows the auto-power spectra of the redshift-space halo
field. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the reconstructed
and true power spectra, as indicated. The error bars show the ±1𝜎
variance among the 10 test samples. As shown, the halo’s power
spectra is biased to that of dark matter. After reconstruction, the
resulting auto-power spectra matches the target at the 1𝜎 level over
the range of scales 𝑘 < 0.3 ℎ Mpc−1.
However, even if the power spectra are perfectly reproduced, it is

not equivalent to demonstrate that the reconstructions are well per-
formed. In the sense of two independent COLA simulations, they
do have very similar power spectra, while their phase space infor-

mation is significantly different. In order to check the concordance
between the reconstructed and the true density field, we validate the
cross-correlation power spectrum, which is referred to as the phase
correlation in Wang et al. (2013). In Figure 7, the green dashed-dot
line represents the cross-power spectra of the true and reconstructed
fields and the ratios of the reconstructed cross-power spectra to the
true one. It is reassuring that the ratios match excellently with the
unity within the 1𝜎 range at scales 𝑘 < 0.1 ℎ Mpc−1. On smaller
scales 0.1 < 𝑘 < 0.3 ℎMpc−1, it reveals the value of ratios less than
unity. Overall, the reduction of the cross-correlation power spectrum
at 𝑘 = 0.1 and 0.3 ℎ Mpc−1 are at 1% and 10% levels, respectively.
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Figure 7. COLA test: Comparison of the power spectrum with ratios. The
black solid and blue dashed lines correspond to the auto-power spectrum
of the true and reconstructed fields, respectively. The green dashed line is
shown for the cross-power spectra of the true and reconstructed field. As a
comparison, the red dashed line is shown for the auto-power spectra of the
halo field in redshift space. The bottom panel shows the ratio between the
reconstructed and true power spectra, as indicated.

4.3 Quadrupole

In order to gauge the accuracy of the correction of the redshift-space
distortions, we now compare the 2D power spectra, 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖), of the
reconstructed dark matter field with the truth, shown in the left panel
of Figure 8. Gray-band and blue-dashed contours correspond to the
true and reconstructed field, respectively. The red dot contours repre-
sent the redshift-space halo’s 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) with a factor 1/𝑏2, where 𝑏
is the bias factor of halos. Note that the results are averaged from the
10 test samples. The redshift-space 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) is clearly anisotropic
with the "elongated" feature in the central region, revealing the impact
of the Kaiser effect on large scales (small k values). After reconstruc-
tion, the resulting 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) is clearly more isotropic and perfectly
round on large scales. A comparison with the true 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) shows
that the correction for the RSDs is overall very successful.
The right panel of Figure 8 compares the quadrupole, 𝑃2 (𝑘).

Back and blue-dashed lines correspond to the true and reconstructed
𝑃2 (𝑘), respectively. Error bars indicate the variance among the 10 test
samples. The red dot line shows the result of the redshift-space halo.
In redshift space, the Kaiser effect causes the quadrupole to deviate
significantly from zero. In the true field without RSDs, we expect
isotropy to result in a quadrupole 𝑃2 (𝑘) = 0. Hence, if the correction
for redshift distortions is successful, the resulting clustering should
have a vanishing quadrupole, and thus 𝑃2 (𝑘) = 0. As shown, in
redshift space 𝑃2 (𝑘) has large deviations from zero, while in the
true field, 𝑃2 (𝑘) is very close to zero. In the reconstruction, the

quadrupole is much closer to zero within the error bars over different
scales, indicating that the reconstruction has successfully corrected
the majority of redshift-space distortions.
Based on the test results, we conclude that our neural network

tuned by small sample size is capable of predicting the density field
for new data and can accurately correct for RSDs, resulting in reliable
clustering dark matter density field. It should be noted that further
training sets are still needed to improve the performance at small
scales. To make a more accurate reconstruction, it is beneficial to
reduce the variance of the model prediction by taking an average
from several models saved from the neural network.

5 VALIDATION WITH N-BODY SIMULATIONS

In this section, our goals are to: (i) verify the generality of the UNet
model to new sets of samples from the N-body simulation with much
larger volume and higher resolution, and (ii) check the impact of cos-
mology on the reconstruction accuracy. Therefore, we validate the
reconstruction with Jiutian and ELUCID N-body simulation data, as
mentioned in Section 2. Compared to the COLA training samples,
Jiutian has a much larger volume and higher resolution while ELU-
CID uses distinct cosmological parameters. In order to match the
box volume of the COLA training sample, we first divided Jiutian
into 8 identically sized boxes before applying the UNet model and
afterward concatenated them back to the box in the original volume.
As a visual comparison, Figure 9 shows the projected true

density fields (left panels) versus the reconstructed fields (right
panels). The upper and lower panels correspond to Jiutian in a
slice of 1000 × 1000 × 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc and ELUCID in a slice of
500 × 500 × 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc, respectively. As can be seen, both of the
reconstructed density fields show filamentary structures connecting
high-density nodes, similar to that in the original field. Figure 10
shows the density-density relations and the comparisons of the den-
sity distributions between the reconstructed and the true density
field for both Jiutian and ELUCID samples, as indicated. The re-
constructed density fields are linearly correlated with the true fields
and do not exhibit any significant bias for both cases, which are
consistent with the result from the COLA test samples. In the den-
sity distribution, the reconstruction matches favorably with the true
field at the appreciable range despite an underestimation at large 𝛿,
indicating overall success for the reconstruction of both Jiutian and
ELUCID samples. Although the reconstructions are systematically
underestimated at the range of 1+𝛿 > 20, it only takes up 0.02 percent
of the total voxels. The performance of the reconstruction could be a
consequence of the limited number of massive halos in the training
samples, which resulted in poor learning for the halo-matter relation
at high-density regions, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Figure 11 shows the comparisons of the power spectrum, 𝑃(𝑘), for

Jiutian (left panels) and ELUCID (right panels). As indicated, dif-
ferent lines are shown for the auto-correlation and cross-correlation
𝑃(𝑘) of the true and the reconstructed dark matter, and the auto-
correlation 𝑃(𝑘) of redshift-space halos fields. The bottom panels
show the ratios between the reconstructed and true power spectrum,
as indicated. By considering the cosmic variance due to the limited
number of Fourier modes for a finite-volume survey, we estimate the
error for the power spectrum in a theoretical way (e.g. Song et al.
2021),

Δ𝑃(𝑘) = 𝑃(𝑘)
√
𝑁𝑘

(2)

where 𝑁𝑘 is the number of independent 𝑘-modes available per bin.
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Figure 8. COLA test: (Left panel) Comparison of 2D power spectrum between the reconstructed and the true dark matter field. Gray-band and blue dashed
contours correspond to the true and reconstructed field, respectively. The red dot contours represent the redshift-space halo’s 2D power spectra with a factor
1/𝑏2, where 𝑏 is the bias factor of halos. Note that the results are averaged from the 10 test samples. (Right panel) Comparison of the quadrupole between the
reconstructed (blue dashed) and the true (black solid) density field. The red dot line represents the result of the redshift-space halo.
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Figure 11. Jiutian and ELUCID test: same as Figure 7 but for Jiutian (left panels) and ELUCID (right panels). The error bars are computed using Equation 2.

Compared to the halos’ 𝑃(𝑘), the reconstructed auto-correlation
𝑃(𝑘) values match the target truths at the 1𝜎 level over the range
of scales 𝑘 < 0.3 ℎ Mpc−1. The cross-correlation 𝑃(𝑘) values lie
in between the auto power spectrum and the ratios are very close to
unity at the 1𝜎 level on a scale of 𝑘 < 0.1 ℎ Mpc−1. The underesti-
mation at scale 𝑘 > 0.1 ℎMpc−1 should be caused by the inaccurate
reconstruction in the high-density region due to the limited number
of massive halos in current training samples (see also the discus-
sion in Section 4.1). More importantly, the overall reduction of the
cross-correlation power spectrum at 𝑘 = 0.1 and 0.3ℎMpc−1 are very
similar to COLA testing results, again at 1% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. As a result, we conclude that the reconstructions of the dark

matter power spectrum for the Jiutian and ELUCID simulations are
both appreciably accurate and consistent with the COLA test results.

To test the correction for the RSD effect, Figure 12 shows the
comparisons of the 2D power spectrum 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) (left panels) and
the quadrupole 𝑃2 (𝑘) (right panels). The upper and lower panels
correspond to Jiutian and ELUCID results, respectively. The black
and blue colors are shown for the true and reconstructed density
fields, respectively. As a comparison, the red dashed lines represent
the redshift-space halo’s 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖), which, note that, is multiplied
by the factor 1/𝑏2 (with 𝑏 = 1.86 serving as the halo bias parameter
at redshift 𝑧 = 0). Similar to the conclusions based on COLA test
samples, the reconstructed 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) values are in very good agree-
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Figure 12. Jiutian and ELUCID test: same as Figure 8 but for Jiutian (upper panels) and ELUCID (lower panels). The error bars for the quadrupole of the
redshift-space halo field are computed using Equation 2.

ment with the true 𝑃(𝑘⊥, 𝑘 ‖) and much more isotropic than that of
the redshift-space halos. In the quadrupole, as expected, the redshift-
space halo’s 𝑃2 (𝑘) values have considerable deviations from zero,
whereas the 𝑃2 (𝑘) values for the reconstruction are much closer to
zero. Compared with the true 𝑃2 (𝑘), the reconstructed 𝑃2 (𝑘) values
have a modest positive signal on large scales, which is due to noise
according to the test in Section 4.3. On smaller scales, the recon-
struction shows a somewhat negative 𝑃2 (𝑘), which may result from
the inaccurate reconstruction in the high-density region. As a result,
our UNet-based reconstruction can be able to largely eliminate the
RSD effects for both Jiutian and ELUCID samples.

Therefore, we draw a conclusion that the UNet model, which was
fine-tuned using COLA training samples of low volume and low res-
olution, is capable of accurately reconstructing the dark matter field
of the N-body simulation even with larger volume and higher reso-
lution. Meanwhile, our reconstruction is unaffected by the different
cosmologies between the training sample (Planck2018) and the test
sample (WMAP5).

6 TESTING THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE VELOCITY
AND TIDAL FIELD

We now test the effectiveness of the UNet-based reconstructed den-
sity field in recovering the velocity field and the tidal field using the
Jiutian sample.

6.1 Reconstructing velocity field

We compute the velocity field from the density field reconstructed
by the UNet models. In the linear regime, the peculiar velocities
are induced by and proportional to the perturbations in the matter
distribution. In Fourier space, we have

v(k) = 𝐻 𝑎 𝑓 (Ωm)
𝑖k

𝑘2
𝛿(k), (3)

where 𝐻 = ¤𝑎/𝑎 is the Hubble parameter, 𝑎 is the scale factor,
𝑓 (Ωm) = Ω0.55m (Linder & Cahn 2007) is the growth factor and
𝛿(k) is the Fourier transform of the density perturbation field 𝛿(x).
Hence, for a given cosmology one can directly infer the linear ve-
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Figure 14. Jiutian test: Comparison of the velocity-velocity relation (left panel) and the number distribution of the difference, 𝑣rec − 𝑣true (right panel). The blue
solid and red dashed curves correspond to the results from the Unet-reconstructed density field, 𝑣unetdm, and from the halo field, 𝑣halo, respectively. Note that
all the velocities are along the z-axis. In the left panel, the three contours encompass 67%, 95%, and 99% of the grid cells, and the best-fitting relation of the
correlation between reconstruction and the simulation is indicated as the corresponding color dashed line. The gray line indicates the unity slope relationship.
The slope of the best-fitting and the scatter, in terms of the RMS in 𝑣rec − 𝑣true, are also indicated in the left panel with red for 𝑣halo and blue for 𝑣unetdm.

locity field from the density perturbation field, 𝛿(x). In traditional
method (eg. Wang et al. 2009), the peculiar velocity field is recon-
structed from the halo density field by substituting 𝛿(k) in Eq. (3)
with 𝛿h (k)/𝑏h, where 𝛿h is the dark matter halo density field and 𝑏h
is the linear bias parameter for dark matter halos above some mass
threshold. In this case, the distribution of halos is considered to be a
point set that represents the underlying mass distribution with a local
bias. However, the point set of halos may not be a local sampling
of the underlying mass density field, as the likelihood of a halo at a
particular location may depend on the presence of other dark matter

particles at or near this location (Mo et al. 2010). In this case, the
nonlinear velocity field at small scales may not be predicted by the
linear-bias method. On the other hand, although Wang et al. (2009)
proposed a method to predict the peculiar velocities using the re-
constructed density field, it is quite time-consuming as they have to
correct for the positions of the redshift-space halos and iterate until
convergence is achieved. In this paper, we have successfully recon-
structed the density field by correcting for the RSD effects and can
directly rebuild the velocity field using Eq. (3) without making any
assumptions about the linear bias.
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Figure 15. Jiutian test: The eigenvalues of the reconstructed tidal tensor, versus those from the true dark matter field of the Jiutian simulation. Red and blue
contours correspond to the values from the UNet-reconstructed dark matter field and the redshift-space field of halos. The contours for each result encompass
90 and 99 percent of the grid cells.
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Figure 16. Jiutian test: Comparison of the classification of the large-scale structure between the true dark matter field (left panel) and the UNet-reconstructed
field (right panel) in a slice of 1000 × 1000 × 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc. The yellow, yellow-green, green, and black regions are grid cells located at structures classified as
cluster, filament, sheet, and void, respectively.

In Figure 13, we show the velocity fields together with the density
fields in a slice of 1000× 1000× 9.76 ℎ−1Mpc. The left panel shows
the true field, ®𝑣true, from the original simulation, while the middle
panel shows the reconstructed velocity, ®𝑣unetdm, which was derived
from the UNet-reconstructed density field. For comparison, the right
panel shows the velocity field, ®𝑣halo, which was derived from the
halo density field with the linear bias 𝑏h. In order to avoid having to
iteratively correct for RSD effects, we compute ®𝑣halo from the halo
density field in real space rather than redshift space, whereas ®𝑣unetdm
is computed from the UNet-based reconstructed density field that is
recovered from the redshift-space halo density field. In the figures,
the length of an arrow is proportional to the magnitude of the veloc-
ity it represents. In a case when density is low, both reconstructions
perform well. Nevertheless, the velocities ®𝑣halo appear to be signif-
icantly noisier in the high-density region, such as the area around
(𝑥, 𝑦) = (220, 700). This is a manifestation of inaccurate for grid
cells where non-local bias effects are not negligible. Instead, it is
clear that the velocities ®𝑣unetdm maintain to closely follow the true
velocities even in the high-density area.
In Figure 14, we show the velocity-velocity relation (left panel)

and the distribution of the velocity difference (right panel) between

the reconstruction and the truth, 𝑣rec − 𝑣true. The blue solid and red
dashed contours correspond to the reconstructed velocity 𝑣unetdm and
𝑣halo, respectively. The three contours encompass 67%, 95%, and
99% of the grid cells. Here, we simply compare the z-component of
the velocities because the RSD effects are assumed to be along the
z-axis, and the results for all three directions are rather comparable.
We performed a linear regression and the best-fitting lines are shown
in the figure as the blue and red dashed lines for both cases. The
value of the slope and the scatter, in terms of the RMS in 𝑣rec − 𝑣true,
are also given in the panel. The velocity 𝑣unetdm is linearly correlated
with the true velocity with a best-fitting slope of 1.01, while for the
velocity 𝑣halo, the best-fitting slope of the correlation (1.15) deviates
significantly from unity. For the distributions of 𝑣rec − 𝑣true, both
reconstructed velocities peak nicely at zero but the scatter (78.2
km/s) of 𝑣halo − 𝑣true is 37.2 percent larger than that (57 km/s) of
𝑣unetdm − 𝑣true. It should be noted that the velocity 𝑣halo is rebuilt
without including the error introduced by the RSD effects. Based on
these results, we conclude that the UNet-reconstructed dark matter
field can be reliably used to reproduce the cosmic velocity field and
outperforms the halo-based reconstruction.
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6.2 Reconstructing tidal field

We now move to the reconstruction of the large-scale tidal field
through the tidal tensor, 𝑇𝑖 𝑗 , defined as,

𝑇𝑖 𝑗 =
∂2𝜙

∂𝑥𝑖∂𝑥 𝑗
, (4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are indices with values of 1, 2, or 3, and 𝜙 is the peculiar
gravitational potential which can be calculated from the mass density
field through the Poisson equation,

∇2𝜙 = 4𝜋𝐺�̄�𝛿, (5)

where �̄� is the average density of the universe. Subsequently, the
tidal tensor is diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues _1 > _2 > _3
of the tidal tensor at each grid point.
Figure.15 shows the eigenvalues of the tidal field reconstructed

from the UNet dark matter field, versus the tidal field calculated
directly from the true dark matter field of the Jiutian simulation.
Overall, the eigenvalues of the reconstructed tidal tensor are strongly
correlated with that based on the true dark matter field. For compar-
ison, we also present the results using the method from Wang et al.
(2009), which calculates the peculiar gravitational potential from the
distribution of dark matter halos with a linear bias in Equation 6.2.
It shows clearly that the reconstruction based on halo data has a
significant bias and a slightly larger scatter. This is a consequence
of the inaccurate linear bias on small scale. As we adopt the UNet-
reconstructed dark matter field, the bias between the reconstructed
and target tidal fields is nearly nonexistent, and the scatter decreases
as well.
The eigenvalues of the tidal field can be used to define the mor-

phologies of large-scale structures in one of four classes:

• cluster: a grid cell with three positive eigenvalues;
• filament: a grid cell with one negative and two positive eigen-

values;
• sheet: a grid cell with two negative and one positive eigenvalue;
• void: a grid cell with three negative eigenvalues.

Figure 16 shows the classification of the large-scale structure in
Jiutian simulation, based on the true dark matter field (left panel),
versus the UNet field (right panel). It shows two of them are quite
consistent and nicely in accord with the CDM scenario of structure
formation. The yellow-green grid cells clearly show the filamentary
structure that connects the yellow grid cells, which are referred to as
clusters,whilst the green cells are sheetswithmore diffused structures
enclosing the yellow-green cells. Black areas can also be seen as void
cells.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we build a deep neural network to reconstruct the
underlyingmass distribution from the distribution of halos in redshift
space. Our reconstruction starts with dark matter halos, which is
motivated by the fact that galaxy groups can be used to represent the
dark halo population and can be well-defined with halo mass from
large redshift surveys of galaxies. With the 2563-voxel density field
map as an input, we implement a UNet-style neural network with
7 convolutional layers and 7 transpose convolutional layers where
skip connections are used. We trained the UNet-style neural network
using the COLA simulation, which is an approximation of the N-
body simulation. We save the best model at the optimum phase after
an in-depth evaluation of the training process.

We first validate the resulting UNet model using 10 COLA test-
ing samples, which have the same 5123 particles and 500 ℎ−1Mpc
box size as the training samples. By conducting a series of com-
parison tests, including density-density relation, density distribu-
tion, auto-correlation, cross-correlation, quadrupole, and 2D power
spectrum, we find that the UNet model can reasonably recover the
dark matter density fields and accurately correct for RSDs. Over-
all, the reconstructed dark matter matches the target truth with only
1% and 10% reduction of the cross-correlation power spectrum at
𝑘 = 0.1 ℎ Mpc−1 and 0.3 ℎ Mpc−1, respectively.
We further verify the resulting UNet model using the Jiutian sim-

ulation, which is a typical N-body simulation with 61443 particles
in a 1000 ℎ−1Mpc-size box, and the ELUCID N-body simulation,
which has a different cosmology ofWMAP5. As a result, the dark
matter density field can be recovered consistently at the same accu-
racy level and the RSD effects can be effectively eliminated for both
Jiutian and ELUCID samples. Therefore, the UNet model, which was
fine-tuned using the COLA small-volume and low-resolution train-
ing samples, is capable of accurately reconstructing the dark matter
field of the N-body simulation even with larger volume and higher
resolution. Meanwhile, our reconstruction is unaffected by the differ-
ent cosmologies between the training sample (Planck2018) and the
test sample (WMAP5).
At last, we test the effectiveness of the UNet-based reconstructed

density field in recovering the velocity field and the tidal field using
the Jiutian simulation data. We have our results as follows.

• The reconstructed velocity field from the UNet-reconstructed
density field is linearly correlated with the true velocity field with
a slope of 1.01, and the distributions of 𝑣rec − 𝑣true peak nicely at
zero with an RMS error of 57 km/s. In comparison, the velocities
reconstructed from the halo density field (with a linear halo bias)
exhibit a considerable bias with a slope of 1.15 and a 37.2 percent
larger scatter.

• The tidal field derived from theUNet-reconstructed density field
is unbiased compared to that computed from the true dark matter,
whereas the reconstructed tidal field from halo data has a significant
bias. The eigenvalues of the UNet-based reconstructed tidal field
can exhibit recognizable, large-scale structures including clusters,
filaments, sheets, and voids that are consistent with those based on
the true dark matter field.

As a result, the UNet-based model can reliably reproduce the
cosmic density field and generalizes to the high-resolution N-body
simulation after being trained with low-resolution COLA simula-
tions. This shortens the computation time for producing training data
and enhances the deep learning method’s applicability to enormous
amounts of data from large galaxy surveys. Furthermore, it is clear
that the deep learning approach outperforms the traditional approach
based on the linear bias model and is useful in precisely recovering
the velocity field and tidal field of dark matter. This paper only serves
as a proof-of-concept, and the applications of the method to actual
data will be presented in forthcoming papers.
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ABSTRACT
Stellar mass black holes in X-ray binaries (XRBs) are known to display different states charac-
terized by different spectral and timing properties, understood in the framework of a hot corona
coexisting with a thin accretion disk whose inner edge is truncated. There are several open
questions related to the nature and properties of the corona, the thin disk, and dynamics behind
the hard state. This motivated us to perform two-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of
accretion flows onto a 10𝑀� black hole. We consider a two-temperature plasma, incorporate
radiative cooling with bremmstrahlung, synchrotron and comptonization losses and approx-
imate the Schwarzschild spacetime via a pseudo-Newtonian potential. We varied the mass
accretion rate in the range 0.02 ≤ ¤𝑀/ ¤𝑀Edd ≤ 0.35. Our simulations show the natural emer-
gence of a colder truncated thin disk embedded in a hot corona, as required to explain the hard
state of XRBs.We found that as ¤𝑀 increases, the corona contracts and the inner edge of the thin
disk gets closer to the event horizon. At a critical accretion rate 0.02 ≤ ¤𝑀crit / ¤𝑀Edd ≤ 0.06, the
thin disk disappears entirely. We discuss how our simulations compare with XRB observations
in the hard state.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – black hole physics – stars: black holes – methods:
numerical

1 INTRODUCTION

Stellar mass black holes in binary systems (also known as X-ray
binaries, XRBs) are known to display three states characterized by
different spectral and timing properties (e.g. Remillard & McClin-
tock 2006; Fender & Belloni 2012). In the low or hard state the
source is fainter and its X-ray spectrum displays a hard power-law.
As it brightens, it enters a high or soft state, in which the spectrum
is characterized by a thermal component. Between these two states
the source goes through an intermediate (or very high state) state
where the thermal and power-law components are comparable. A
black hole walks though all these states in a couple of months, and
sometimes days.

It is widely accepted that the hard and thermal states can be
understood separately in terms of a hot corona and a thin disk, re-
spectively (Esin et al. 1997; Done et al. 2007). The basic qualitative
idea is that, in the hard state, the thin disk is truncated at a certain
transition radius 𝑅tr inside of which it gives way to a hot corona (i.e.
a radiatively inefficient accretion flow or RIAF). As the mass accre-

★ E-mail: rodrigo.nemmen@iag.usp.br

tion rate ¤𝑀 increases, 𝑅tr becomes progressively smaller until the
entire accretion flows consists of a thin disk: the source transitions
to the soft state. Physically, this is due to the cooling time becoming
shorter than the accretion timescale (Narayan & Yi 1995a).

Two unresolved questions in XRB research stand out. The first:
what is the nature and properties of the X-ray-emitting corona? The
second question: what is the mechanism and dynamics behind state
transitions? Observationally, there is firm evidence that both a hot
corona and a truncated thin disk are present along the state cycles
of XRBs. However, it has been challenging to explain from first
principles how a stable corona is formed and its physical properties
(e.g. Schnittman et al. 2013; Yuan & Narayan 2014; Dexter et al.
2021). In addition, the details of the transition from the hard to soft
state occurs are hotly debated. Is it driven by a decrease in the inner
edge of the thin accretion disk (Ingram & Done 2011; Plant et al.
2014), or a diminution of the corona (García et al. 2015; Kara et al.
2019; Wang et al. 2021)? This remains unclear.

What is clear is that radiative cooling in the accretion flow
should play a major role in explaining these transitions. While his-
torically analytical one-dimensional models have been very useful
in beginning to address these questions (e.g. Chen et al. 1995; Esin

© 2023 The Authors
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et al. 1997), some aspects of accretion physics such as their dynam-
ics are beyond the scope of such models.

In this work, we use viscous hydrodynamical simulations de-
signed to mimic the state of the XRB accretion flow in the hard
state. We incorporate energy losses due to radiative cooling and
investigate a range of mass accretion rates near the critical value
¤𝑀 ≈ 0.01 ¤𝑀Edd at which a RIAF collapses to a thin disk. Section
2 describes the numerical experiment and initial condition of the
accretion flow. Section 3 describes the results of our experiment.
Section 4 discusses the results and how they can help to explain
XRB observations. Finally, section 5 summarizes the work.

2 METHODS

We have adopted the code PLUTO1 (Mignone et al. 2007) to
solve the equations of fluid dynamics in spherical coordinates (Ve-
mado 2020 for the full equations and details). We approximate the
Schwarzschild spacetime via the pseudo-Newtonian gravitational
potential 𝜙 = −𝐺𝑀/(𝑅 − 𝑅s) (Paczyńsky & Wiita 1980), as the
spin parameter does not seem to be important at first order to un-
derstand XRB state transitions (e.g. Remillard &McClintock 2006)
and we are addressing jet formation.

Two source terms need to be added to the equations in order
to incorporate (i) heating and angular momentum removal due to
magnetically-driven turbulent viscosity—described below—and (ii)
energy losses due to radiative cooling. Their implementation is
described in details in Vemado (2020). Here, we give only a brief
summary of the source term implementation.

We assume an 𝛼-disk (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) and adopt the
“K-model” viscosity prescription coefficient in Stone et al. (1999),
which corresponds to a = 𝛼𝑟1/2 where 𝛼 is a constant similar to
(but not equal) the standard Shakura-Sunyaev 𝛼. We set 𝛼 = 0.01
which is a common choice (e.g. Wu et al. 2016).

The radiative cooling rate is given by 𝑄−
rad = 𝑄

−
brem + 𝑄−

syn +
𝑄−
ssc where we include the relevant processes for stellar-mass BHs:
bremsstrahlung emission 𝑄−

𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑚
including both the electron-ion

and electron-electron interactions, optically thin synchrotron emis-
sion 𝑄−

𝑠𝑦𝑛 and comptonized self-synchrotron emission 𝑄−
𝑠𝑠𝑐 . We

adopt a series of approximations for the calculation of the cooling
rates. The bremsstrahlung emission is given by 𝑄−

brem = 𝑄−
𝑒𝑖
+𝑄−

𝑒𝑒

where the subscript 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑒𝑒 denote the electron-ion and the
electron-electron rates (Stepney & Guilbert 1983). We assume that
the proton temperature is small enough to neglect its motion and
the electrons follow a Maxwellian energy distribution. For the syn-
chrotron emission, we adopt the optically thin limit (Pacholczyk
1970) and assume that the angle between the velocity vector of the
electron and the direction of the local magnetic field follows an
isotropic distribution (Narayan & Yi 1995b). In order to obtain the
𝑄−
syn, we assume that the observer sees a blackbody source with
radius determined by the condition a = a𝑐 (𝑅) (the self-absorption
critical frequency). We neglect nonlocal radiative transfer effects.
For the self-synchrotron Comptonization, we assume Comptoniza-
tion of synchrotron radiation at the frequency a𝑐 . This gives an
additional cooling rate of 𝑄−

ssc = 𝑄
−
syn [[(a𝑐 , 𝜏es) − 1].

In order to include the cooling contribution from higher den-
sity, optically thick regions of the flow we adopt the cooling rate
computed by Hubeny (1990) where the absorption optical depth can

1 See the data availability section for the code with specific customizations
used in this work.

be approximated as (Narayan & Yi 1995b)

𝜏abs =
𝐻

4𝜎𝑇4𝑒

(
𝑄−
brem +𝑄−

syn +𝑄−
ssc

)
. (1)

Equation 1 is valid for both optically thick and thin limits, recovering
the blackbody limit when 𝜏 � 1.

The radiative cooling term𝑄−
rad (𝑅, 𝑛𝑒, 𝑇𝑒) in the energy equa-

tion depends the distance from the BH 𝑅, the electron temperature
𝑇𝑒 and the electron number density 𝑛𝑒. We generated a lookup table
of −𝑄−

rad as a function of 𝑛𝑒, 𝑅 and 𝑇𝑒 for the following parameter
ranges, equally spaced in the log space: 1011 ≤ 𝑛𝑒/cm−3 ≤ 1020,
2.6 ≤ 𝑅/𝑟𝑔 ≤ 800 and 106 ≤ 𝑇𝑒/K ≤ 1012, encompassing the
range of typical XRB values (e.g. Done et al. 2007). This is much
faster than computing cooling rates on-the-fly.

Distances in the simulations are parameterized in terms of the
gravitational radius 𝑟𝑔 ≡ 𝐺𝑀/𝑐2 = 𝑀 . We adopt 𝑀 = 10𝑀� .
The grid resolution is 400 × 400 elements (𝑅 × \), logarithmic in
𝑅 bounded by 2.6𝑟𝑔 < 𝑟 < 800𝑟𝑔, linear and non-uniform in \
with ten cells at \ < 15◦ \ > 165◦ and the remaining uniformly
distributed, in order to increase resolution towards the equatorial
plane. The initial condition consists of a stationary torus in dynami-
cal equilibrium (Papaloizou&Pringle 1984)with a constant specific
angular momentum. Its starting radius is chosen as 𝑟min = 150𝑟𝑔
and the pressure maximum radius as 𝑟0 = 200𝑟𝑔, resulting in an
initial torus extending all the way to 𝑟max = 300𝑟𝑔. The mass ac-
cretion rate is set by the torus maximum density 𝜌0, which sets its
total mass.

We assume the presence of a local, isotropic, randomly tan-
gled magnetic field characterized by 𝛽 = 𝑃gas/𝑃mag = 10 on the
assumption that the flow is dominated by gas pressure (e.g.Wu et al.
2016).

RIAFs are characterized by a two-temperature plasma (e.g.
Yuan & Narayan 2014). We approximate the temperature difference
using

𝑇e =
𝑇𝑖

2 + (𝑅/𝑟0)−1
, (2)

where 𝑟0 is the radius of maximum density and the ion temperature
𝑇𝑖 is taken directly from the simulation. Equation 2 is based on
height-integrated solutions (Narayan & Yi 1995a; Wu et al. 2016).
The beginning of each simulation involves a burn-in period during
which the radiative cooling is disabled until the flow achieves a
quasi-steady state characterized by an almost constant accretion
rate at 𝑡 ∼ 5000𝐺𝑀/𝑐3. More precisely, radiative cooling is turned
on at 𝑡 = 1.4𝑡orb where 𝑡orb = 2𝜋𝑅/𝑣𝜙 ≈ 1.8 × 104𝐺𝑀/𝑐3 is the
orbital time of the accretion flow at 𝑅 = 100𝑅𝑆 .

3 RESULTS

We carried out five simulations corresponding to different val-
ues of the mass accretion rate ¤𝑀 , which are listed in Table 1.
The mass accretion rates quoted in Table 1 is the time-average of
¤𝑀 (𝑟, 𝑡) = 2𝜋𝑟2

∫ 𝜋

0 𝜌𝑣r sin \ 𝑑\ at the inner boundary; we computed
the average for the time intervals over which ¤𝑀 (𝑡) is relatively con-
stant thus indicating that the accretion flow reached steady state.

The accretion rates range from ¤𝑚 = 0.02 ( ¤𝑚 is defined as
¤𝑚 ≡ ¤𝑀/ ¤𝑀Edd) up to ¤𝑚 = 0.35. Since the critical value that signals
the transition between a RIAF and thin disk is ¤𝑚crit ≈ 0.01 (Yuan
& Narayan 2014), our simulations should probe the conditions in-
volved in the hard to thermal state transition of XRBs.

A snapshot from the simulations can be seen in Figure 1 where
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ID ¤𝑀/ ¤𝑀Edd 𝐿/𝐿Edd 𝑟in/𝑟𝑔 Time interval
(𝑟𝑔/𝑐)

1 0.35 ± 0.09 0.3 ± 0.08 22 ± 5 35815 − 40930
2 0.24 ± 0.07 0.2 ± 0.07 26 ± 5 35815 − 40930
3 0.11 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.02 41 ± 10 35815 − 40930
4 0.06 ± 0.01 0.046 ± 0.008 55 ± 12 32400 − 37520
5 0.02 0.015 ± 0.008 > 100 32400 − 37520

Table 1. Time-averaged mass accretion rates, Eddington ratios and thin
disk inner radii for the numerical simulations. The ID column indicates the
number assigned to each model. The last column shows the time intervals
over which the averages were computed. ¤𝑀Edd is defined such that 𝐿Edd ≡
0.1 ¤𝑀Edd𝑐2 with 𝐿Edd = 1.3 × 1038 (𝑀/𝑀�) erg s−1.

the electron density and temperature maps are shown. The first thing
to notice here is that our simulations demonstrate that for ¤𝑚 ≥ 0.06
the initial torus collapses resulting in the formation of a cold thin
disk embedded in a hot corona, as required to explain XRBs. The
dense disk is located at the equatorial plane and is 10-100 times
denser than the torus in non-radiative simulations. The corona in
our models typically has 𝑇𝑒 ∼ 109−10𝐾 while the disk has typical
electron temperatures ∼ 107𝐾 .

Over the duration of the simulation, the cold and hot phases
coexist until the accretion rate is decreased to ¤𝑚 = 0.02. At this
value, we could not find any trace of a cold disk. The only structure
remaining is a geometrically thick, low-density, hot corona. This is
expected because as the accretion rate gets lower the density also
decreases, and the gas starts becoming inefficient in radiating i.e.
the cooling time is longer than the viscous time.

We have also found that the coronal size and the inner radius
of the thin disk change noticeably across the different simulations,
in response to the ¤𝑚 variation. In order to quantify the coronal size,
we adopt the following algorithm. We compute the time-averaged
density map for each model within the intervals displayed in Ta-
ble 1. At every point at which log (𝜌/𝜌0) ≥ −0.5, the density is
replaced by the threshold value. This threshold value removes the
contribution of the denser thin disk and allows us to to estimate
the coronal scale height 𝐻𝑐 . This is the corona vertical thickness
obtained by approximating the RIAF shape as an ellipsis.

In order to estimate the inner radius of the thin disk, we analyze
the 𝜌(𝑅, 𝑧) distribution in cylindrical coordinates. At each value of
𝑅, the vertical density distribution is roughly the superposition of
two Gaussian functions centered at 𝑧 = 0 (the midplane of the disk):
one with a large amplitude and small width corresponding to the
thin disk phase (when it is present) and a second, low amplitude,
broader Gaussian that describes the RIAF phase. At each value
of 𝑅, a Gaussian function was fitted in order to characterize the
vertical density distribution with the Gaussian width corresponding
to the accretion flow scale height 𝐻—not to be confused with 𝐻𝑐

defined previously, which is computed with a different method. At
each frame of the simulation, we plot 𝐻/𝑅 as a function of 𝑅; we
compute the running average of 𝐻/𝑅 using 80 points from small to
large 𝑅-values. The value of 𝑅 at which 𝐻/𝑅 becomes smaller than
0.015 is taken to be the inner radius 𝑅in of the thin disk. Our results
are not sensitive to the particular value of the threshold thickness as
long as it is not much larger than 0.01. The same time range used
for the calculation of the ¤𝑚 is also used to compute 𝑅in (Table 1);
the uncertainty is given by the standard deviation.

Figure 2 shows that the corona contracts as the accretion rate
increases. Quantitatively, as ¤𝑚 increases sixfold from 0.06 to 0.35
the corona contracts to about sixty per cent of the size at the lowest

¤𝑚 simulated. This is reflected in both its lateral width and height.
We fitted a linear relation to the dependence of 𝐻𝑐 on ¤𝑚 in log-log
space and found that it is approximately given by

𝐻𝑐 = 20𝑟𝑔
(

¤𝑚
0.1

)−0.37±0.08
. (3)

Figure 2 also displays the inner radius of the thin disk as a function
of the mass accretion rate. We find that the inner radius of the
thin disk is anticorrelated with ¤𝑚. In other words, as the accretion
rate increases, the disk gets closer to the event horizon. We fitted a
power-law to our data and obtained

𝑅in = 42𝑟𝑔
(

¤𝑚
0.1

)−0.60±0.27
. (4)

4 DISCUSSION

Our simulations begin with a hot torus which collapses to a colder
thin disk due to thermal instability. A hot corona persists above and
below the thin disk. The corona and the inner radius of the thin
disk gradually increase in size as ¤𝑚 decreases. At ¤𝑚 = 0.02 the thin
disk disappears and there is only a hot accretion flow left. Thus, we
constrain the critical accretion rate at which the thin disk disappears
entirely to be in the range 0.02 < ¤𝑚crit . 0.06. This interval is con-
sistent with estimates based on analytical theory which find values
in the range 0.01 . ¤𝑚crit . 0.1 (Narayan & Yi 1995b; Xie & Yuan
2012). In one of their radiation general relativistic magnetohydro-
dynamic (GRRMHD) simulations (model M3), Dexter et al. (2021)
find tentative collapse of the hot accretion flow at ¤𝑚 ∼ 10−3; this is
one order of magnitude lower than our ¤𝑚crit.

It is worth comparing our values of 𝑅in with measurements
from observations of X-ray binaries. Since observers quote the
source luminosity while our simulations are parameterized in terms
of ¤𝑚, we estimate 𝐿 from ¤𝑚 for ourmodels using equation 𝐿 = [ ¤𝑀𝑐2
with the efficiency of conversion of accreted rest-mass energy into
radiation given by [ ≡ [RIAF + [thin. [RIAF = [RIAF ( ¤𝑚) is based
on the RIAF model of Xie & Yuan (2012) assuming an electron
turbulent heating efficiency of 𝛿 = 0.1; [thin = [thin (𝑅in, 𝑅out) cor-
responds to a truncated thin disk given by equation 4 of Reb et al.
(2018) where we fix 𝑅out = 104𝑟𝑔.

Since it is widely agreed that in the thermal state the disk is
truncated at or near the innermost stable circular orbit radius, here
we compare our results with XRBs in the hard state. Figure 3 com-
pares the 𝑅in values as a function of 𝐿/𝐿Edd from our simulations
with observations of GX 339-4 in the hard state. Figure 3 illustrates
the disk truncation controversy: the inferred inner edge of the disk
varies widely among different techniques even for the same object.
One of the methods for measuring 𝑅in is based on fitting the disk
reflection component observed with spectroscopy (e.g. García et al.
2015). Two other methods are fitting the continuum spectrum of
the accretion flow (McClintock et al. 2014) and timing analysis of
X-ray lags (e.g. De Marco et al. 2015). The observations form two
separate tracks in Figure 3: the upper track is roughly consistent
with 𝑅in ∼ 74𝑟𝑔 (_/0.1)−0.9±0.2 (_ ≡ 𝐿/𝐿Edd) while the lower
track follows 𝑅in ∼ 2𝑟𝑔 (_/0.1)−0.6±0.1.

From our simulations we obtain 𝑅in ≈ 40𝑟𝑔 (_/0.1)−0.5. In
other words, the simulations are naturally predicting a radius-
luminosity trend consistent with observations—namely, 𝑅in ap-
proaches the BH as the luminosity increases. While the charac-
teristic simulated 𝑅in values are closer to the upper track, the slope
of the radius-luminosity correlation is consistent the lower track.
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4 R. Nemmen et al.

Figure 1. Temperature and density maps of the five simulations carried out in this work. On the left side, the colors indicate the log of the electron temperature
in Kelvin; on the right side, they indicate the log of electron number density in particles per cubic cm. All snapshots were taken at 𝑡 = 34112𝐺𝑀/𝑐3.
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Figure 2. Corona vertical height and inner radius of the thin disk as a
function of the mass accretion rate ¤𝑚. The corona and inner radius contract
as ¤𝑚 increases. Each line indicate a linear fit in log-log space using 𝑦 |𝑥
BCES regression with bootstrapping taking into account uncertainties in
both axes (e.g. Nemmen et al. 2012). The band around each fit denotes the
1𝜎 prediction band.

One common aspect of all the studies predicting the largest trunca-
tion (i.e. the upper track) is that the observations were taken with
XMM-Newton’s Epic PN camera in timing mode, which is prone
to calibration issues and pile-up effects at the very high count rates
reached by the source and could potentially bias their results (García
et al. 2015).

The specific values of 𝑅in and 𝐿/𝐿Edd from the models should
be taken with care due to the many shortcomings of our numerical
simulations described below. We compute the synchrotron cooling

rate based on a single frequency—the critical frequency a𝑐 of self-
absorbed synchrotron emission; a𝑐 is also used as the seed photon
frequency for comptonization; comptonization is assumed to happen
only locally. These simplifications were adopted in order to reduce
the computational costs and as a result we could be underpredicting
the amount of radiative cooling. Since we performed only hydrody-
namical simulations, the dynamical effect of magnetic fields is only
incorporated via the assumption of an isotropically-tangled mag-
netic field in equipartition with the gas, with a constant 𝛽. MHD
simulations show that it is not constant as assumed here (e.g. Hirose
et al. 2004). Furthermore, viscous stresses are incorporated using
an 𝛼-viscosity prescription proportional to the density. This means
that most of the dissipation takes place at the equatorial plane which
concentrates most of the flowing mass. MHD simulations indicate
that the vertical distribution of energy dissipation can extend to
higher heights (e.g. Huang et al. 2023). At accretion rates ¤𝑚 & 0.1,
radiation pressure becomes important and is not incorporated in
this work. In addition, gravity in our model is pseudo-Newtonian.
This is very good approximation for the Schwarzschild spacetime.
However, the innermost stable circular orbit is closer to the horizon
in the Kerr spacetime for 𝑎∗ > 0 (𝑎∗ is the BH spin) compared
to the Schwarzschild spacetime. Indeed, the ISCO around a BH
spinning at 𝑎∗ = 0.998 is about five times smaller compared to
a nonrotating hole. We suspect that the Schwarzschild spacetime
introduces a positive bias in the values of 𝑅in, which could explain
why our values are systematically larger than the measured ones.
Our coronal temperatures reach 109−10𝐾 , hotter than XRB corona
measurements (e.g. García et al. 2015; Chakraborty et al. 2020),
suggesting we might be missing important physics related to cool-
ing. All the above effects can impact the results, particularly the
corona size, thin disk inner radius, their dependence on ¤𝑚 and the
¤𝑚crit.
We now compare our work with other numerical simulations
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Figure 3. Inner radius of the thin accretion disk as a function of the mass accretion rate in Eddington units. 𝑅in is in units of the Schwarzschild radius. Circles
indicate the results from our numerical simulations. Squares, triangles and hexagons denote measurements based on observations of X-ray binary GX 339-4 in
the hard state (Reis et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2006; Petrucci et al. 2014; Kolehmainen et al. 2014; García et al. 2015; Plant et al. 2015; Basak & Zdziarski 2016;
De Marco et al. 2015; Wang-Ji et al. 2018). The stars show results from the simulations of Takahashi et al. (2016) and Liska et al. (2022).

of truncated accretion disks. Hogg & Reynolds (2017) performed
MHD simulations of the transition state of XRBs with a −1/𝑟 grav-
itational potential. Their initial condition is a thin disk with an
ad-hoc cooling function. Due to their choice of cooling function,
their simulation gives 𝑅in ≈ 90𝑟𝑔 at ¤𝑚 = 0.01 by construction.
Other numerical works have improved on many of the issues we
pointed previously. Takahashi et al. (2016) performed GRRMHD
simulations of truncated discs around black holes including radi-
ation pressure in the M1 closure. For ¤𝑚 ≈ 0.1, Takahashi et al.
find 𝑅in ≈ 30𝑟𝑔 which is consistent with our results within uncer-
tainties. Dexter et al. (2021) performed GRRMHD simulations of a
MAD flow onto a Kerr BH with frequency-dependent Monte Carlo
radiative transfer, including synchrotron and bremsstrahlung emis-
sion. In one of their simulations, M3, they reported the tentative
formation of a thin disc at ¤𝑚 ∼ 10−3. Dexter et al. did not report
whether their collapsed disk is truncated at the inner edge. Finally,
Liska et al. (2022) simulated a XRB with a GRRMHD formalism
including electron thermodynamics and M1 closure, with an initial
condition broadly similar to ours. They also find a two-phase flow
at ¤𝑚 = 0.2 with the thin disk truncated at 𝑅in ≈ 20𝑟𝑔. Liska et al.
argue that the inner edge of their radiation pressure-supported thin
disk is dictated by the onset of a magnetically dominated flow.

The comparison of our results with other numerical simula-

tions suggests that the formation of a thin disk sandwiched by a
hot corona is a surprisingly robust result. Furthermore, despite their
vastly different complexity, the GRRMHD models of Takahashi
et al. (2016); Liska et al. (2022) produce truncated thin disks whose
inner edge locations are consistent with the results of our models
within 1𝜎 uncertainties (cf. Figure 3). The cause of truncation,
however, differs among the simulations. In ours—which does not
include magnetic fields—it is thermal instability; in Liska et al. it is
due to a magnetic fields. There are different routes to truncation; it
remains to be seen which one is taken by nature.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We performed two-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of
two-temperature accretion flows onto a 10𝑀� black hole, incor-
porating radiative cooling from bremmstrahlung, synchrotron and
comptonized synchrotron to energy losses. Schwarzschild space-
time is mimicked using a pseudo-Newtonian potential. Our moti-
vation was to investigate the hard state of X-ray binaries and the
hard-to-soft state transition. As such, we varied the mass accretion
rate in the range 0.02 ≤ ¤𝑀/ ¤𝑀Edd ≤ 0.35 near the critical value at
which a RIAF is thought to collapse into a radiatively efficient disk.
Our main results are:
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(i) Our simulations result in the formation of a cold thin disk
embedded in a hot corona, as required to explain the hard state
of XRBs. The typical electron temperatures are 109−10𝐾 for the
corona and 107𝐾 for the thin disk.

(ii) By varying the mass accretion rate in our simulations, we
find that the corona contracts as ¤𝑚 increases following the relation
𝐻𝑐 = 20𝑟𝑔 ( ¤𝑚/0.1)−0.37 where 𝐻𝑐 is the corona scale height and
¤𝑚 is in Eddington units.
(iii) The inner edge of the thin disk approaches the event hori-

zon as ¤𝑚 increases following the relation 𝑅in = 42𝑟𝑔 ( ¤𝑚/0.1)−0.60.
(iv) At ¤𝑚 = 0.02 the thin disk disappears and there is only a

hot accretion flow left. We constrain the critical accretion rate at
which the thin disk disappears entirely to be in the range 0.02 <
¤𝑚crit . 0.06.
These new results are important because they shed light on

the details of the hard state and the hard-to-soft state transition.
When a stellar BH emerges from quiescence it has a hard X-ray
spectrum produced by a centrally located and compact hot corona,
which then changes to a soft spectrum dominated by the thin disk
emission (e.g. Done et al. 2007; Fender & Belloni 2012). Much
debate persists over how this transition occurs. In particular, it is
not clear whether the transition is driven by a reduction in the inner
radius of the disk or by a shrinking corona (Plant et al. 2014; Fabian
et al. 2014; García et al. 2015). For example, the X-ray observations
of MAXI J1820+070 indicate that the culprit is the reduction in the
spatial extent of the corona (Kara et al. 2019). Contrary to simple
expectations, however, ourmodels suggest that the truncation radius
decreases and the corona shrinks as the XRB evolves during the hard
state raising.

We find that the thin disk is embedded in the hot corona rather
than the latter being above the disk as in a simple “lamp post”
picture (Done et al. 2007). Our values of 𝑅in—much like those ob-
tained in current GRRMHDmodels—are systematically larger than
many reflection spectroscopy XRB measurements. As BH accre-
tion models become increasingly more sophisticated, it remains to
be seen whether this discrepancy between theory and observations
will be resolved, and which of the two mechanisms—thermal or
magnetic—are responsible for the disk truncation.

DATA AVAILABILITY

Please refer to https://github.com/black-hole-group/

pluto, branch cooling, commit ce495cc for the specific code and
radiative cooling implementations used in this work. The initial con-
dition files are available at https://bitbucket.org/nemmen/
pluto-simulations in the directory hd/torus_2D_pn_cool.
The accretion flow numerical data and cooling table will be made
available on figshare upon acceptance of the manuscript.
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ABSTRACT
We perform high-resolution hydrodynamical simulations using the framework of MACER
to investigate supermassive black hole (SMBH) feeding and feedback in a massive compact
galaxy, which has a small effective radius but a large stellar mass , with a simulation duration
of 10 Gyr. We compare the results with a reference galaxy with a similar stellar mass but a less
concentrated stellar density distribution, as typically found in local elliptical galaxies. We find
that about 10% of the time, the compact galaxy develops multi-phase gas within a few kpc, but
the accretion flow through the inner boundary below the Bondi radius is always a single phase.
The inflow rate in the compact galaxy is several times larger than in the reference galaxy,
mainly due to the higher gas density caused by the more compact stellar distribution. Such
a higher inflow rate results in stronger SMBH feeding and feedback and a larger fountain-
like inflow-outflow structure. Compared to the reference galaxy, the star formation rate in
the compact galaxy is roughly two orders of magnitude higher but is still low enough to be
considered quiescent. Over the whole evolution period, the black hole mass grows by ∼50%
in the compact galaxy, much larger than the value of ∼ 3% in the reference galaxy.

Key words: black hole physics - galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: nuclei

1 INTRODUCTION

Observations suggest that the progenitors of today’s massive el-
liptical galaxies were compact quiescent galaxies at 𝑧 ∼ 2, of-
ten termed “red nuggets” (e.g., Kriek et al. 2009; Damjanov et al.
2009). Numerical simulations show that they are formed through
a compaction-quenching process (Fang et al. 2013; Zolotov et al.
2015; Tacchella et al. 2015). At lower 𝑧, the evolution of massive
early-type galaxies is dominated by minor mergers which mainly
add stars to the outskirts of the galaxies to grow their sizes (van
Dokkum et al. 2010; Oser et al. 2010; Naab et al. 2009). Recent
observations have revealed a small population of local compact
galaxies with small effective radii but large stellar masses (Yıldırım
et al. 2017). These compact galaxies are suggested to be relics of
the 𝑧 ∼ 2 red nuggets that have evolved passively in isolation and
thus did not experience as many late-time mergers to grow their
sizes (Trujillo et al. 2014). Like the more typical massive elliptical
galaxies, these red nugget relics also show little to no ongoing star
formation and are surrounded by hot X-ray halos (Buote & Barth
2018; Werner et al. 2018).

It is generally accepted that the quiescent state of massive el-
liptical galaxies is maintained by the feedback from the supermas-
sive black holes (SMBHs) in the centers of galaxies (McNamara

★ E-mail: yuan.li@unt.edu
† E-mail:fyuan@shao.ac.cn

& Nulsen 2007; Fabian 2012). The roles of SMBHs in galaxy evo-
lution have been studied extensively in large-scale cosmological
simulations (e.g., Schaye et al. 2015; Weinberger et al. 2018). Ide-
alized galaxy-scale simulations have explored more details of the
feeding and feedback of SMBHs thanks to the higher spatial reso-
lution they are able to achieve (e.g., Ciotti et al. 2010; Yuan et al.
2018; Wang et al. 2019; Prasad et al. 2020). However, almost all
previous theoretical studies have been focused on typical massive
elliptical galaxies. How SMBH feeding and feedback operate in
compact galaxies and how they differ from typical massive galaxies
are not well-understood from a theoretical perspective.

In this work, we explore SMBH feeding and feedback in an
idealized, isolated compact galaxy. We also perform a simulation
of a typical low z massive elliptical galaxy for comparison. The
two-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations are performed using
the MACER framework (Yuan et al. 2018), resolving from galaxy
scales all the way down below the Bondi radius. In section 2, we
present a brief overview toMACER and the setup of our simulations.
Our main results are discussed in Section 3, including the accretion

© 2022 The Authors
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flow, SMBH feedback, and star formation in the simulations. We
conclude our work in Section 4.

2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 The MACER framework: overview

The simulations in this paper are performed using MACER
(Massive AGN Controlled Ellipticals Resolved), a high-resolution
hydrodynamical numerical simulation framework built on theZEUS
code (Stone & Norman 1992) developed over the past decades to
study the evolution of elliptical galaxies, emphasizing the role of
AGN feedback (e.g., Ciotti & Ostriker 2001; Ciotti et al. 2010;
Yuan et al. 2018). The detailed descriptions of the framework are
presented in Yuan et al. (2018). Here we briefly introduce the key
features of MACER (this section) and the AGN physics adopted in
it (section 2.2).

MACER uses spherical coordinate (𝑟, \, 𝜙). Axial symmetry is
assumed in the 𝜙-direction and we focus only on the (𝑟, \) plane;
thus our simulation is 2.5 dimensional. The inner boundary of the
simulation is adopted to be small enough to resolve theBondi radius,
𝑟in <∼ 𝑟Bondi, so that we can reliably calculate the mass flux there.
We can then combine the calculated mass flux with the theory of
black hole accretion to obtain the value of the mass accretion rate
at the black hole horizon and properties of radiation and wind. The
value of mass accretion rate is crucial to the AGN feedback study
since it determines the power of the AGN. Due to limited resolution,
cosmological simulations cannot resolve the Bondi radius thus have
to adopt various approximated approaches to estimate the accretion
rate, whose uncertainty is found to be as large as ∼ 300 (Negri &
Volonteri 2017).

The second characteristic of our model is that we adopt the
state-of-the-art physics of black hole accretion. Especially, the re-
sults of wind and radiation in the hot accretion mode developed
in the recent decade are incorporated, as we will briefly introduce
in section 2.2. We inject radiation and wind at the inner boundary
𝑟in and calculate their energy and momentum interactions with the
gas in the galaxy. For AGN wind, we treat it as a source term by
adding the energy, momentum and mass of the wind into the inner-
most two grids of the simulation domain. For AGN radiation, we
consider the heating/cooling and radiation pressure to the gas. The
radiative heating and cooling processes include bremsstrahlung,
Compton heating and cooling, photoionization heating, line and re-
combination continuum cooling.We then self-consistently calculate
the interaction between AGN outputs and the interstellar medium.
In contrast, in cosmological models, phenomenological parameters
are usually adopted to couple the AGN outputs with the gas in an
assumed region surrounding the AGN.
2.2 Physics of AGN feedback adopted in MACER

Motivated by the observations and theoretical models of black hole
X-ray binaries, black hole accretion comes in hot and cold modes,
bounded by 2%𝐿Edd (Yuan & Narayan 2014). The existence of
two accretion modes and the value of this “boundary luminosity”
between them should also apply to the supermassive black holes in
the centers of galaxies, because the physics of black hole accretion
is largely independent of black hole mass. When the accretion is
in the cold mode, the inflowing gas first freely falls until a disk
is formed at the circularization radius determined by the specific
angular momentum of the falling gas. The black hole accretion rate
¤𝑀BH is calculated from the accretion rate at the inner boundary
by solving a set of differential equations, taking into account the

mass evolution of the small disk and the mass lost in the wind. The
bolometric luminosity is calculated by 𝐿bol = 𝜖cold ¤𝑀BH𝑐2, with
𝜖cold = 0.1 is the radiative efficiency. The mass flux and velocity
of wind launched in the cold mode as a function of 𝐿bol are taken
from observational results of Gofford et al. (2015). The mass flux
of wind is assumed to be ∝ cos2 (\), i.e., the wind has a bipolar
structure (Yuan et al. 2018).

When the accretion is in the hot mode, the accretion flow
consists of an outer truncated thin disk and an inner hot accretion
flow, with the value of the truncation radius determined by the mass
accretion rate at 𝑟in and the black hole mass (Yuan & Narayan
2014). The dynamics and radiation of the hot accretion flow have
been intensively studied in the past decades (see review by Yuan &
Narayan 2014). Different from the thin disk, the radiative efficiency
of a hot accretion flow is a function of accretion rate (Xie & Yuan
2012).

Numerical simulations have shown that strong wind must be
produced throughout the hot accretion flows (Yuan et al. 2012a,b;
Narayan et al. 2012; Yuan et al. 2015; Bu et al. 2016a,b; Yang
et al. 2021). The prediction has been confirmed by more and more
observations in recent years (Wang et al. 2013; Cheung et al. 2016;
Park et al. 2019; Ma et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2021, 2022). Since the
observational constraints on the properties of hotwind are still weak,
in MACER, we take the properties of the wind, including its mass
flux, velocity, and spatial distribution, from the 𝜙−averaged results
of three-dimensional general relativity MHD numerical simulation
of black hole accretion flows of Yuan et al. (2015). For simplicity,
we assume that the accretion is in the SANE (standard and normal
evolution) mode and the black hole spin 𝑎 = 0.

2.3 Physics of stellar evolution adopted in MACER

In our simulation, the gas is mainly supplied by stellar evolution.
The total mass-loss rate of a stellar population is

¤𝑀 (𝑡) = ¤𝑀★(𝑡) + ¤𝑀𝑆𝑁 (𝑡). (1)

Here ¤𝑀★ is the mass-loss rate, which is approximated as “simple
stellar population”, namely all stars are formed at the same time. It
is determined by (Maraston 2005),

¤𝑀★ = 10−12𝐴𝑀★𝑡
−1.3
12 M�yr−1, (2)

where 𝑀★ is the stellar mass of the galaxy at an age of 12 Gyr, and
𝑡12 is the age in units of 12 Gyr. The coefficient 𝐴 is set to 3.3,
which is Kroupa initial mass function. The recycle rate of gas from
SN Ia is ¤𝑀𝑆𝑁 = 1.4M�𝑅𝑆𝑁 (𝑡), where 𝑅𝑆𝑁 is the evolution of the
explosion rate with time.

The star formation rate is calculated as (Yuan et al. 2018):

¤𝜌SF = [SF
𝜌

𝜏SF
, (3)

with [SF being the efficiency. The calculation of the timescale 𝜏SF
can be found in Yuan et al. (2018). But different from Yuan et al.
(2018), here we adopt thresholds for the density and temperature,
which is widely adopted in numerical simulations due to insufficient
resolutions. We assume that gas can be converted into stars only
when its density is higher than 1 cm−3 and the temperature is lower
than 4 × 104K.

The star formation removes mass, momentum, and energy of
gas from the grid, while SNe II injects mass and energy. The newly
formed star is assumed to have a Salpeter IMF, the mass return from
SN II progenitors is 20% of the newly formed stellar mass.

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2022)



Compact Galaxy SMBH 3

Figure 1. Top panel: The gravitational potential of the compact galaxy and
the reference galaxy. Bottom panel: The stellar profile of the compact (red
solid) and reference (blue dashed) galaxies used in this work. The light blue
lines show the profiles of a sample of compact massive galaxies at 𝑧 ∼ 2,
taken from Szomoru et al. (2012). The green line shows the original data
from IllustrisTNG.

2.4 Galaxy initial conditions

The initial condition of our compact galaxy is based on a com-
pact galaxy (ID: 58771) extracted from the IllustrisTNG simulation
(Pillepich et al. 2018) at 𝑧 = 2. The galaxy is selected using the
criteria from van Dokkum et al. (2015):

log(𝑅e/kpc) ≤ log(𝑀∗/M�) − 10.7, (4)

with log(𝑀∗/M�) ≥ 10.6, where 𝑀∗ is the stellar mass and 𝑅eff is
effective radius. We fit the dark matter halo using an NFW profile
(Navarro et al. 1996) with a scale radius 𝑟𝑠 = 8.268 kpc and a dark
matter mass of 𝑀vir = 2.98 × 1012M� . The stellar density profile
is fitted with a spherically symmetric Jaffe model (Dehnen 1993):

𝜌∗ =
𝑀∗
4𝜋

× 𝑎

𝑟2eff × (𝑟eff + 𝑎)2
, (5)

with an effective radius 𝑟eff = 1.03kpc and a stellar mass 𝑀∗ =

1.52 × 1011M� . The values of these two parameters are obtained
by fitting the stellar distribution in the IllustrisTNG simulation data.
We use the 𝛽 model for the initial gas density profile:

𝜌gas = 𝜌0 ×
(
1 +

(
𝑟

𝑟c

)2)− 32 𝛽
, (6)

with 𝛽 = 0.8 and 𝑟c = 8.1614 kpc. Again, the values of these
two parameters are obtained by fitting the gas distribution in the
IllustrisTNG simulation data. The temperature profile is obtained
by hydrostatic equilibrium calculation. We find that when our sim-
ulations reach the quasi-steady state, the gas within ∼ 10 kpc is
dominated by the mass loss from the stellar evolution; while beyond
this radius, the gas is dominated by the “initial” gas. The central
black hole has an initial mass 𝑀BH = 6.723 × 108M� .

For reference,we also simulate a typical localmassive elliptical
galaxy. Its parameters are described in Yuan et al. (2018), except
that a same black hole mass as the compact galaxy is adopted for
comparison purpose. The stellar profile of this reference galaxy is
described by a Jaffe model, with 𝑀∗ = 3 × 1011𝑀� and 𝑟eff = 6.9
kpc (refer to Eq. 5). The stellar profiles of the compact and reference

galaxies are shown in Fig. 1, together with the initial condition taken
from IllustrisTNG. The density profile of the sum of stellar matter
and dark matter is given by

𝜌T =
𝜎20
2𝜋𝐺𝑟2

. (7)

Here𝜎0 is the projected central velocity dispersion (𝜎0 = 260km/s).
The initial gas is neglected as we find they are quickly ejected out
and replaced by the gas that originated from stellar evolution.

The assumed specific angularmomentumof the stars providing
gas in the simulation can be calculated from this equation (Novak
et al. 2011):

1
𝑣𝜙 (𝑅)

=
𝑑

𝜎𝑅
+ 1
𝑓 𝜎

+ 𝑅

𝑗
, (8)

where 𝑅 is the distance to the 𝑧-axis, 𝜎 is the central one-
dimensional line-of-sight velocity dispersion for the galaxy model,
and 𝑑, 𝑓 , and 𝑗 are adjustable parameters controlling the angular
momentum profile at various radii. In our simulation, the value of
𝑣𝜙 at the innermost radius is only in the tens of km/s. Both the
compact massive galaxy and the reference galaxy are assumed to
be isolated and slowly rotating.

2.5 Model setting

The inner and outer boundaries of the simulation domain are set to
be 0.8pc and 160 kpc. We have calculated the mass flux-weighted
Bondi radius and found that this value of the inner boundary is
2 ∼ 10 times smaller than the Bondi radius. Our fiducial simulations
have 120 × 30 grids in the 𝑟 − \ plane. In the \ direction, the
mesh is divided homogeneously; in the radial direction, we use a
logarithmic mesh. With such grids, the finest resolution is achieved
in the innermost region, which is ∼0.17 pc.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Gas Motion from Galaxy Scale to Bondi Radius

The interplay between radiative cooling and AGN feedback regu-
lates the simulated galaxy to a quasi-steady state. The top panel of
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the hot gas entropy profiles. Entropy
𝐾 here is defined as 𝐾 ≡ 𝑘𝑇𝑛−2/3𝑒 . On large scales (𝑟 > 2 kpc), the
entropy profile roughly follows 𝑟 , which is the baseline entropy pro-
file from gravitational structure formation (Voit et al. 2005). From
∼ 10 pc to ∼ 2 kpc, the entropy profile scales as 𝑟2/3, following
the precipitation limit (Voit et al. 2015). Such an entropy limit is
equivalent to the 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙/𝑡 𝑓 𝑓 ∼ 10 criteria (Sharma et al. 2012; Li &
Bryan 2014; Ji et al. 2018). At the innermost region (1− 10 pc), the
entropy is roughly flat. Previous simulations with lower resolution
typically show a much larger flat entropy core of kpc scales (e.g.,
Voit et al. 2017). Our smaller entropy core (< 100 pc) is more con-
sistent with the observed entropy profiles of elliptical galaxies (Voit
et al. 2015).

The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the stacked gas temper-
ature as a function of 𝑟 . Gas condensation indeed develops from
∼ 10 pc to ∼ 2 kpc, where the entropy of the hot gas follows the
precipitation limit. Previous simulations suggest that the accretion
of cold gas dominates at the Bondi radius when multiphase gas is
present (Gaspari et al. 2013). However, when even smaller scales are
resolved, we find that cool gas is dissolved before reaching the small-
est radius, and the accretion flow is hot. This is consistent with the
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Figure 2. Top panel: Evolution of the gas entropy profiles in the simulated
compact galaxy over 10 Gyr, sampled every Gyr (from yellow to blue).
Also included are the entropy profiles from structure formation (purple)
and the precipitation threshold (red). The large dip in the blue line around
𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑟 ) = −2 is due to the presence of a dense cold clump.Bottom panel:Gas
temperature distribution stacked over the entire duration of the simulation.
Condensation occurs from ∼ 10 pc to ∼ 2 kpc. But the cool gas is dissolved
before reaching the inner boundary, and the accretion flow is hot there.

recent findings in Guo et al. (2022) for simulated three-dimensional
accretion flows in M87. We note that although the galaxy develops
multi-phase gas sometimes, it is a single-phase galaxy about 90% of
the time in the simulation, similar to the simulated reference galaxy.

We define the time and angle-averaged inflow, outflow, and net
rates as Ressler et al. (2018):

¤𝑀in ≡ −
〈
4𝜋𝜌min (𝑣𝑟 , 0) 𝑟2

〉
¤𝑀out ≡

〈
4𝜋𝜌max (𝑣r, 0) 𝑟2

〉
¤𝑀net ≡ ¤𝑀in − ¤𝑀out (9)

The rates are averaged over 10Gyr. Figure 3 shows the radial profiles
of the three rates for compact and reference galaxies. We find that
for both galaxies, both the inflow and outflow rates decrease with
decreasing radius. Such an inward decrease is similar to that of the
black hole hot accretion flow (Yuan et al. 2012a). We speculate that,
as in the case of the black hole accretion flow, it may be due to the
presence of convective motion and/or outflow in the galaxy (Yuan
et al. 2012b). One important difference is that here the net rate is
not a constant of radius. This is because we have gas sources from
stellar evolution, which is not considered in the case of black hole
accretion flow. We note that our result is similar to what is found in
Ressler et al. (2018) for the Milky Way SMBH fed by stellar winds.

The location of the “stagnation region”, where the inflow and
outflow have comparable strengths and thus the net flow rapidly
switches between the two, is very different in the two simulated
galaxies. In the compact galaxy, it is located around ∼ 10 kpc; while
in the reference galaxy, it is three orders of magnitude closer to the
SMBH, at only a few pc. Within a few kpc, the compact galaxy

is entirely dominated by inflow; whereas in the reference galaxy,
inflow only takes over close to the inner boundary. As shown by the
top panel of Figure 1, the gravitational force in the compact galaxy
is typically stronger than that in the reference galaxy by a factor of a
few. This is why the inflow region in the former is much larger than
in the latter.

At galaxy scales, ranging from the inner boundary to ∼ 10
kpc, the magnitude of the inflow and outflow rates in the compact
galaxy is several times higher than those in the reference galaxy.
This is mainly because the gas density in the central region of the
compact galaxy is a few times higher than the reference galaxy. The
stellar wind is the main source of gas in the galaxy. The higher
density in the compact galaxy is because its stellar distribution is
more compact.

This higher inflow rate at the inner boundary implies stronger
feeding, and subsequently feedback, of the SMBH,whichwe discuss
in more detail in Section 3.2.

When comparing the outflow rate and the stellar mass loss
from evolved stars, we find that in the reference galaxy, the two
are comparable. This suggests that within a few kpc, the outflow
is mainly composed of stellar wind. In the compact galaxy, stellar
wind makes up a small fraction of the inflow and outflow rates. This
suggests that the stellar wind gas is difficult to escape out of the
galaxy due to the strong gravity of the galaxy; rather, the inflow and
outflow motions are likely dominated by the strong galaxy-scale
circulation.

3.2 SMBH Feedback

Figure 4(a) shows the radial velocity distribution for the compact
and reference galaxies averaged over the entire 10 Gyr period. In
both cases, the flow forms a fountain-like structure, with the outflow
mainly in the polar region and the inflow along the equatorial plane.
Such a structure is caused by the bipolar structure of wind launched
from the AGN. In the compact galaxy, the fountain flow extends
to a few kpc, while in the reference galaxy, the fountain pattern is
confined to the central ∼ 0.01 kpc. This difference is because the
black hole accretion rate in the compact galaxy is about 10 times
larger than the reference galaxy, as we discuss in more detail in
section 3.3, thus the wind in the compact galaxy is much stronger
than that in the reference galaxy. On average, both the inflow and
the outflow in the compact galaxy have higher speeds than those in
the reference galaxy. In both galaxies, even though galactic-scale
bi-polar outflows can form at the peaks of AGN outbursts, most of
the time the galaxy hosts a subsonic galactic wind with no preferred
directions. Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of the velocity field
for the compact and reference galaxies at 9.75 Gyr. This snapshot
was randomly selected and displayed with linear spacing in radius.
The fountain-like structure remains in the compact galaxy and the
flow velocities are larger in the compact galaxy.

The predicted difference between the compact and reference
galaxies can be tested by observing heavy ion emission lines in X-
ray spectra. Figure 5 shows the predicted velocity dispersion of O
VIII-emitting gas in the compact and reference galaxies correspond-
ing to Figure 4(b). The line of sight is adopted to be 30 degrees. To
produce the mock observations, we first produced the 3D data based
on our 2D simulation data by assuming axial symmetry. We then
compute O VIII emissivity based on ATOMDB1. This figure shows
that the compact galaxy has a much higher velocity dispersion than

1 www.atomdb.org
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Figure 3. Radial profiles of time- and angle-averaged inflow, outflow, and net rates for the compact (left) and reference (right) galaxies over the whole evolution
period. The net rates shown are the absolute values.

(a) Averaged over 10 Gyr period (b) Snapshot at 9.75 Gyr in 10 kpc

Figure 4. Panel (a): The radial velocity of gas for the compact (left) and reference (right) galaxies averaged over the entire 10 Gyr period. Panel (b): The radial
velocity in the two galaxies at 9.75 Gyr within the central 10 kpc. Arrows represent the velocity vector of the gas. This snapshot was randomly selected.

Figure 5. The velocity dispersion (𝜎) of O VIII-emitting gas in the compact (left) and reference (right) galaxies at 9.75 Gyr in the simulation, corresponding
to the same snapshot of Figure 4(b). 𝜎 is weighted by O VIII Ly𝛼 emissivity. The rings are likely caused by the limit of 2D simulations. In 3D simulations,
these symmetric rings will likely break apart into clumpy features.

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2022)
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the reference galaxy. This prediction can be tested using the upcom-
ing high-resolution X-ray instruments such asAthenaX-IFU (Barret
et al. 2018) or HUBS (Cui et al. 2020). When warm gas exists, the
predictions could also be observed by the Integral Field Spectro-
graphs (IFS) on some optical telescopes. Note that the rings shown
in the figure are caused by torus-like structure within which the
typical gas velocity is significantly lower than the gas outside of the
torus. Such a 3D torus-like structure corresponds to some vortexes
in the 2D simulation data, so we expect they should be replaced by
more tangled structure in the more realistic 3D simulation.

3.3 Star Formation and SMBH Accretion Rate

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the star formation rate (SFR) and
black hole accretion rate ¤𝑀BH in compact and reference galaxies.
The SFR in the compact galaxy (solid orange line) is roughly two or-
ders of magnitude higher than the reference galaxy due to its higher
gas density. But the SFR in the compact galaxy is still very low, with
a median ∼ 10−4M�/𝑦𝑟 and the highest value below 1M�/yr. The
corresponding specific SFR are 10−15 yr−1 and 10−11 yr−1, respec-
tively, both of which being lower than 0.3/𝑡hubble. In other words,
there is some very low-level star formation activity, and the sim-
ulated galaxy stays quiescent by any observational standards (e.g.,
Franx et al. 2008). The average spatial distribution of the newly
formed stars roughly follows that of the existing stellar population,
similar to the reference galaxy and what has been found in previous
simulations of massive elliptical galaxies (Yuan et al. 2018; Wang
et al. 2019).

The SMBH accretion rate in the compact galaxy is higher
than the reference galaxy by a factor of ∼10. The AGN in the
compact galaxy is in the cold mode about 0.08% of the time, while
for the reference galaxy, it is 0.02%. Over the 10 Gyr evolution
period, the SMBH mass grows by ∼ 50% in the compact galaxy,
compared with ∼ 3% in the reference galaxy. Some observational
works (e.g., Walsh et al. 2015, 2016) have suggested that SMBHs
in local compact galaxies tend to be overly massive given the host’s
luminosity and bulge mass (although see Cohn et al. 2021). The
SMBH mass growth in our simulations is overall insignificant. If
a larger observational sample in the future confirms that compact
galaxies do tend to host overly more massive SMBHS, this trend is
likely set by the formation history of the galaxies in the distant past,
rather than the late-time SMBH growth at lower redshifts.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

We have performed high-resolution two-dimensional numerical
simulations of SMBH feeding and feedback in an idealized compact
galaxy in the framework of MACER and compared the results with
a simulated typical low-z elliptical galaxy. We study the SMBH-
driven outflow and the accretion flow from galaxy scales down to
below the Bondi radius. The compact galaxy shows larger inflow
and outflow rates compared with the reference galaxy, which is
mainly because the gas density in the compact galaxy is higher
due to its more compact stellar distribution. The high inflow rate
in the compact galaxy results in strong SMBH feeding and feed-
back. Consequently, the compact galaxy forms a large galaxy-scale
inflow-outflow fountain, while the reference galaxy shows a rela-
tively smooth and gentle outflow. Due to the stronger SMBH feed-
ing, we find that compact galaxies tend to have stronger winds.
We observe this in the form of faster velocities and higher veloc-

Figure 6. The evolution of SMBH accretion rate (dashed lines) and SFR
(solid lines) of the simulated compact (orange) and reference (green) galax-
ies. For clarity, all rates are smoothed with a moving window of 200 Myr.

ity dispersions. This prediction can be potentially tested with IFS
observations.

Multi-phase gas can develop within a few kpc about 10% of
the time, following the typical precipitation criteria. However, the
accretion flow past the inner boundary within the Bondi radius is
always single phase, as the cool/warm gas is mixed back to the hot
phase before reaching the SMBH.

Due to the higher gas density in the compact galaxy, its SFR is
roughly two orders of magnitude larger than the reference galaxy.
But during the entire 10 Gyr simulation duration, the compact
galaxy still stays quiescent with very low-level star formation activ-
ities. Due to its stronger inflow rate, the SMBH grows by ∼ 50%
in the compact galaxy, significantly larger than that in the reference
galaxy, which is ∼ 3%.
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ABSTRACT

We calculate the upper bounds of the population of theoretically stable Centaur orbits between
Uranus and Neptune. These small bodies are on low-eccentricity, low-inclination orbits in two specific
bands of semi-major axis, centred at ∼24.6 au and ∼25.6 au. They exhibit unusually long Gyr-stable
lifetimes in previously published numerical integrations, orders of magnitude longer than that of a
typical Centaur. Despite the increased breadth and depth of recent solar system surveys, no such
objects have been found. Using the Outer Solar System Origins Survey (OSSOS) survey simulator to
calculate the detection efficiency for these objects in an ensemble of fully characterised surveys, we
determine that a population of 72 stable Centaurs with absolute magnitude Hr ≤ 10 (95% confidence
upper limit) could remain undetected. The upcoming Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST) will
be able to detect this entire intrinsic population due to its complete coverage of the ecliptic plane.
If detected, these objects will be interesting dynamically-accessible mission targets — especially as
comparison of the stable Centaur orbital phase space to the outcomes of several modern planetary
migration simulations suggests that these objects could be close to primordial in nature.

Keywords: Centaurs (215) — Astrostatistics (1882) — Surveys (1671) — Orbital dynamics (1184)
— Trans-Neptunian Objects (1705) — Small Solar System bodies (1469) — Planetary
migration (2206)

1. INTRODUCTION

Stable orbits between Uranus and Neptune were first
identified and investigated in the 1990s, with several
studies showing that test particles in a narrow band
of semi-major axis survived tens of Myr during numer-
ical integrations (Gladman & Duncan 1990; Holman
& Wisdom 1993; Holman 1997). This is unusual for
minor planets orbiting within the giant planet region
(called ‘Centaurs’), as they typically occupy more dy-
namically excited orbits and experience short, transi-
tional lifetimes (∼102–104 kyr; Tiscareno & Malhotra
2003; Horner et al. 2004) due to gravitational scattering
during close encounters with the giant planets.

Despite their durability, no further study of the stable
Centaur orbits was performed until the recent work by

Corresponding author: Rosemary C. Dorsey

rosemary.dorsey@pg.canterbury.ac.nz

Zhang & Gladman (2022). Their study offered a high-
resolution characterisation of the orbital phase space
shown to be numerically most stable and the first phys-
ical explanation for the sharp transitions in stability
timescales in this region of the solar system. Through
the integration of ∼105 test particles in the orbital phase
space between Uranus and Neptune in their current lo-
cations (a factor of ∼102 more than that used by Hol-
man 1997), Zhang & Gladman (2022) found that dy-
namically cold orbits (eccentricity e < 0.05 and ecliptic
inclination i < 5◦) in bands of semi-major axis cen-
tred at ∼24.6 au and ∼25.6 au, with widths of ∼0.3 and
∼0.4 au respectively, survived for 4.5 Gyr. This stability
timescale is three orders of magnitude longer than that
of the median dynamical lifetime for inactive Centaurs
(Fernández et al. 2018) and is the same magnitude as
the solar system’s current lifetime. Their analysis of the
solar system resonances revealed that the Gyr orbital
stability of these test particles was due to the complex
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spatial and temporal relationship between Uranus’ and
Neptune’s mean motion resonances.

No stable Centaurs have been observed to date,
though the simulated particles exhibit orbital stability
on timescales similar to the extant populations of clas-
sical Kuiper Belt objects (Lykawka 2012) and Neptune
Trojans (Dvorak et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2021). Recent sky
surveys with wide-field imagers have quantified sensitiv-
ity to low-inclination Centaurs (Kavelaars et al. 2008;
Bannister 2020). For example, under the sensitivity of
the Outer Solar System Origins Survey (OSSOS; Ban-
nister et al. 2016, 2018), Centaurs are detectable down
to absolute magnitude Hr . 9 at a distance of 30 au.

In this work we quantify the maximum number of Gyr-
stable Centaurs that could exist between Uranus and
Neptune while remaining undetected. The object sim-
ulation process using a survey simulator and the subse-
quent population estimate calculation are described in
Section 2. We present our population upper limit for
stable Centaurs in Section 3, as well as a qualitative
discussion of its uncertainty. In Section 4, we compare
outcomes of planetary migration simulations with the
stable Centaur population and assess their similarity.
Lastly, we discuss future considerations for this popula-
tion in Section 5, including our predictions for the de-
tection and characterisation of stable Centaurs by the
upcoming Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST).

2. APPLYING THE OSSOS SURVEY SIMULATOR

2.1. Method

To quantify how many objects in a population have
not been observed by a solar system sky survey, it is
necessary to understand how efficient the survey is at de-
tecting solar system objects on different types of orbits.
Survey characterisation (quantification of the inherent
observational biases) is becoming a standard technique
for modern surveys (Kavelaars et al. 2008; Bannister
2020) and is crucial for the application of survey sim-
ulators. A survey simulator is a framework of software
that simulates the detection of objects by a fully char-
acterised survey (Lawler et al. 2018a). It takes an input
model population and applies the survey’s systematic
biases to produce a sample of biased detections of the
model. These simulated model detections can then be
compared to real observed populations using statistical
analysis.

Survey simulators are also useful for debiasing small
body populations that could exist but have no detec-
tions, as is the case for the stable Centaurs. Using
Poisson statistics, the probability of obtaining zero de-
tections when three are expected is ∼5%; therefore the
number of model objects required to produce three sim-
ulated detections when none are expected is the 95%
confidence upper limit on the intrinsic population size.

In this work, we adopted a different methodology for
using the survey simulator for non-detections than that
suggested by Lawler et al. (2018a). Instead of running

the survey simulator until three detections were simu-
lated, we modified the OSSOS survey simulator (Lawler
et al. 2018a) to terminate after a large number of sim-
ulated objects had been created. This avoids a phe-
nomenon called ‘survivorship bias’ (Dirk 2021) from af-
fecting the generated simulated sample of objects. Sur-
vivorship bias occurs when data is selected by passing a
certain criteria and all other data is ignored. This can
lead to inaccurate conclusions, since the unused data
can also contain useful information. In the context of
the survey simulator, all detections and non-detections
of simulated objects that occur after the third simu-
lated detection still contain information about the rate
of detection of the population. Terminating the survey
simulator ‘early’ (after the third detection) can lead to a
preferentially higher object detection rate and therefore
a lower population limit.

For the analysis of the stable Centaurs, a large sam-
ple of simulated detections and non-detections was con-
structed using a ‘blurring’ process to minimise the prob-
ability of exactly replicating an object. We randomly
offset each element of an input object’s duplicated orbit
by a specified fraction to produce an additional similar
orbit. The 95% confidence upper limit on the intrinsic
population size was then calculated as:

Nupper = 3× 1

fdetection
= 3

(
Nsample

Ndetections

)
(1)

where fdetection is the mean detection rate within the
simulated sample, which is given by the ratio of the
number of detections (Ndetections) to the total number
of simulated objects (Nsample). This assumes that the
sample statistics are representative of the intrinsic pop-
ulation. Additionally, the survey simulator was run un-
til the population size upper limit error was reduced to
within one object. This required 107 simulated objects,
as the detection rate error is inversely proportional to

the sample size, σdetection ∝ Nsample
−1/2, and the popu-

lation size error is given by:

σNupper
∝ σdetection

fdetection
2 ∝

1

fdetection
2
√
Nsample

(2)

2.2. Input Models and Parameter Constraints

We used the r -band efficiency and detections of three
characterised outer solar system surveys that used the
Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT): the Canada-
France Ecliptic Plane Survey (CFEPS; Petit et al. 2011),
Alexandersen et al. (2016) and OSSOS (Bannister et al.
2016, 2018).1 The input model used was the set of test
particles that survived the integration of Zhang & Glad-

1 While CFEPS Hi-Lat (Petit et al. 2017) is often used together
with these surveys for population estimates, it does not have sky
coverage of any part of the orbital phase space we consider here,
so it is omitted.
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man (2022), using both their initial and final states in or-
der to increase the input orbit sample size (see Figure 1
and Table 1). Since only the semi-major axis, eccentric-
ity and inclination of these particles were recorded and
these are non-resonant objects, the remaining orbital an-
gles (longitude of ascending node Ω, argument of peri-
center ω, and mean anomaly M) were drawn randomly
on [0, 2π]. Each orbital element was blurred randomly
by ≤ 1%, as the input population is entirely theoreti-
cal, and therefore any uncertainties associated with the
result will be larger than the uncertainty introduced in
this step.

In order to assess detectability, object apparent mag-
nitude is required, which depends on geocentric distance
at the current epoch (calculated from the particle’s or-
bit) and the population’s absolute Hr-magnitude dis-
tribution, assuming no cometary activity. This is ob-
servationally consistent with the Centaurs detected in
OSSOS, which were found by Cabral et al. (2019) to dis-
play no activity. According to Lawler et al. (2018b), nei-
ther a knee nor divot shape are rejectable for the intrin-
sic Hr-magnitude distribution of the observed Centaur
population. We assess their preferred parameters for
eachHr-magnitude distribution type (Table 2). TheHr-
magnitude range explored in this work is 6 ≤ Hr ≤ 10,
which corresponds to object diameters of 60 . D .
400 km, assuming an albedo of 0.04 (Duffard et al.
2014). This fully encompasses the current observational
constraints on Centaurs in the solar system, from the
largest known Centaur (Chariklo with Hr ∼ 6.8; Peix-
inho et al. 2015) to near the OSSOS observational limit
for Centaurs at a heliocentric distance of ∼26 au.

3. POPULATION SIZE UPPER LIMIT FOR
STABLE CENTAURS

We find that the divot and knee Hr-magnitude dis-
tributions produce nearly the same 95% confidence up-
per limits of 72 and 71 stable Centaurs respectively with
Hr ≤ 10, corresponding to D & 50 km (Table 2). Lawler
et al. (2018b) estimated that the total population of
Centaurs with Hr ≤ 10 is 390+200

−150 and 550+340
−290 objects,

respectively. Our estimate of ∼72 stable Centaurs for
both distributions could therefore contribute up to ∼13–
18% of the total Centaur population with Hr ≤ 10. This
is a substantial number of objects to remain undetected
if they exist.

Our results are relatively unaffected by the integra-
tion’s population ratio between stable bands. Since our
analysis is dependent on the outcome of Zhang & Glad-
man (2022)’s integration, we cannot generalise our re-
sult to all possible numerically derived instances of the
theoretical stable Centaur population. However, due to
their near perfectly circular low-inclination orbits, the

detectability of these stable Centaurs in an equatorial
survey near opposition is primarily determined by their
absolute magnitude and which of the two stable bands
they occupy. The apparent brightness of stable Centaurs
with similar absolute magnitude decreases by < 0.3 mag
when moved from the closer band (∼24.6 au) to the dis-
tant band (∼25.6 au). Coupling this to the assumed
power-law luminosity function slopes, a population re-
siding entirely in the outer band could be only ∼0.5%
larger than our stated upper limits which assume a rela-
tive occupation ratio of 1:7 between the inner and outer
bands, respectively, as was the case for the initial and
final states of the Zhang & Gladman (2022) integration.

4. EXPLORING STABLE CENTAUR ORIGINS
FROM COSMOGONIC SOLAR SYSTEM

MODELS

In Section 3, we demonstrated that a significant num-
ber of stable Centaurs could be orbiting in today’s solar
system while remaining undetected by surveys. This
result raises further questions about the theoretical sta-
ble Centaur population, including how such orbits could
have been produced by plausible planet migration sce-
narios.

Earlier studies have suggested it is unlikely for stable
Centaurs between Uranus and Neptune to have survived
in-situ from the early solar system. Initial exploration
by Brunini & Melita (1998) with only 100 test particles
found that none survived on the Gyr timescales observed
in previous integrations (Gladman & Duncan 1990; Hol-
man & Wisdom 1993; Holman 1997) when additional
factors such as Neptune’s migration, Pluto-sized plan-
etesimals, and mutual gravitational interactions were in-
cluded. They concluded that it is highly unlikely for a
“substantial” number of objects to exist in the region
but did not quantify any upper limit.

However, more recent planetary migration simulations
(Nesvorný & Morbidelli 2012; Nesvorný et al. 2013,
2020, hereafter referred to as the Nesvornỳ et al. sim-
ulations) with three orders of magnitude higher resolu-
tion produced multiple test particles within the (a,e)
phase space of the stable Centaurs. These simulations
have been confirmed to match the broad structure of the
current trans-Neptunian region (Nesvorný et al. 2020).
They model Neptune’s migration through a primordial
Kuiper Belt with slightly different parameterisations:

• Simulation 1: Neptune starts at 24 au and mi-
grates outward due to analytic terms through a
disk of 106 particles initialised between 24 and
30 au (Nesvorný et al. 2020).

• Simulation 2: Similar to simulation 1, except
with a faster migration of Neptune (Nesvorný
et al. 2020). The e-folding exponential migration
timescales were τ1 = 10 and τ2 = 30 Myr com-
pared to 30 and 100 Myr respectively for simula-
tion 1.
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Figure 1. Orbital phase space of both the initial and final states of the test particles that survived 4.5 Gyr of integration

by Zhang & Gladman (2022), used here as the input model for the OSSOS survey simulator to assess the size of the intrinsic

population. The crosses and diamonds indicate states of the inner band (a < 25.2 au) and the outer band (a > 25.2 au),

respectively

. For a comparison between the initial and final states of individual particles, see Fig. 6 of Zhang & Gladman (2022).

Table 1. Median, 95th and 99th percentiles for the initial and final states of the test particles from Zhang &

Gladman (2022).

Initial Final

Parameter Median 95th Percentile 99th Percentile Median 95th Percentile 99th Percentile

Eccentricity 0.00884 0.0274 0.0362 0.0134 0.0285 0.0409

Inclination (deg) 0.695 2.46 3.10 0.943 2.48 2.89

• Simulation 3: Similar to simulation 1, except that
planets feel the gravity of planetesimals instead of
being forced by analytic terms (Nesvorný & Mor-
bidelli 2012; Nesvorný et al. 2013). The disk of
planetesimals contained 6× 105 particles.

Collectively, a subset of the Nesvornỳ et al. test par-
ticles’ orbital parameters appear similar to those of the
Zhang & Gladman (2022) higher eccentricity or inclina-
tion stable Centaurs. To quantify this similarity, we
considered a one-dimensional parameterisation of the
(e,i) phase space using an ‘excitation’ parameter defined
as:

Excitation =
√
e2 + sin2i (3)

Since eccentricity and inclination both impact an ob-
ject’s orbital excitation, they appear in independent
terms within the excitation parameter definition so that
their effect is not omitted if the other parameter is zero.

From the Nesvornỳ et al. simulations, 3, 71 and 8
test particles were found with 24.2 < a < 26.2 au and
e < 0.05 at t = 500 Myr, respectively. Since simula-
tions 1 & 3 produced only a few test particles, they do
not provide a meaningful sample size for statistical com-
parison as individual datasets. With the aim of merging
all three simulation outputs into one dataset, we com-
pared the excitation values of the test particles from
simulations 1 & 3 to simulation 2 using an Anderson-
Darling test (Anderson & Darling 1952). We found
that neither simulation 1 or 3 are rejectable as hav-
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Table 2. Absolute magnitude distributions and population esti-

mates for stable Centaurs.

Parameters

Distribution type αb Hb c αf Hmin Hmax Nupper

Divot 0.9 8.3 3.2 0.5 6 10 < 72

Knee 0.9 7.7 1.0 0.4 6 10 < 71

Note—Column headings from αb to Nupper: absolute magni-

tude distribution bright slope, break magnitude, contrast, faint

slope, absolute magnitude lower bound, absolute magnitude upper

bound, and the resulting population upper limit estimate.

ing been drawn from the same intrinsic population as
simulation 2. Therefore, for the subsequent qualitative
analysis we considered all test particles from the three
simulations as a single dataset, for comparison with the
Zhang & Gladman (2022) particles (Figure 2).

Considering the excitation distributions of the initial
states of the stable Centaurs and the planetary migra-
tion test particles, there is a reasonable overlap (Fig-
ure 3). Approximately 13% of the stable Centaur exci-
tation space (the grey upper tail in Fig. 3) is consistent
with the lower tail of the planetary migration test par-
ticle excitation distribution. This suggests that plane-
tary migration simulations can successfully emplace test
particles into the stable Centaur phase space, includ-
ing more physically accurate scenarios, like simulation
3, that assign mass to planetesimals. Planetary migra-
tion simulations are not always targeted towards repli-
cating the solar system Centaur population, so there are
definite opportunities to further probe possible origins
of the stable Centaurs. A coherent simulation of the
stable population from emplacement in the early solar
system formation through to the present day would also
be beneficial, to confirm that the current simulations
of the stable Centaur formation and evolution are fully
compatible.

5. FUTURE OBSERVATIONS

The upcoming Vera Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Sur-
vey of Space and Time (LSST) will be revolutionary in
its discovery of solar system objects, including Centaurs,
and potentially stable Centaurs. Despite the multi-
metre difference in aperture between CFHT and Rubin’s
Simonyi Survey Telescope, LSST’s single-exposure lim-
iting apparent magnitude of mr ∼ 24.5 (LSST Science
Collaboration et al. 2009) is comparable to or slightly
shallower than that of most of the OSSOS observing
blocks (Bannister et al. 2018). LSST will therefore be
sensitive to similar Hr limits to those we discuss here,
i.e. ∼ 70 stable Centaur detections. Just as for OS-
SOS, LSST’s Year 1 set of discoveries is therefore un-
likely to differentiate between the current Hr models for

Centaurs, since objects with Hr ≥ 10 at a heliocentric
distance of rh ∼ 25 au will be fainter than the single-
exposure limit. Additional shift-and-stack surveys made
on acquired LSST data will reach deeper, as will current
but smaller-area invariant plane surveys such as DEEP
(Bernardinelli et al. 2023), FOSSIL (Chang et al. 2021),
and CLASSY (Fraser et al. 2022).

The capability of LSST to discover and characterise
solar system objects was recently evaluated by the solar
system science community (Schwamb et al. 2023). The
orbital model used in their simulations was the Pan-
STARRS Synthetic Solar System Model (S3M; Grav
et al. 2011) which includes dynamically excited Cen-
taurs but no stable Centaur orbits. However, the evalu-
ation uses the interpolation between main-belt asteroids
and trans-Neptunian objects to quantify LSST’s perfor-
mance for the Centaur region.

While LSST’s cadence optimisation process has not
explicitly addressed stable Centaurs, the survey will en-
compass the full on-sky spread of the entire intrinsic
population we describe here. As devised in the Phase
2 Survey Cadence Optimization Committee Report, the
survey will provide complete coverage of the sky within
±5◦ of the ecliptic plane totaling 1,800 deg2 (The Rubin
Observatory Survey Cadence Optimization Committee
2023). For comparison, OSSOS only covered ∼110 deg2

of this area; ∼6% of LSST’s coverage. By our popula-
tion estimates and interpolation of the absolute magni-
tude distributions, LSST should thus be able to detect
∼20 stable Centaurs with D & 100 km.

The exact location of origin of stable Centaurs in the
pre-migration disk is unclear. The Nesvornỳ et al. sim-
ulations imply that stable Centaurs are less likely to
be in situ survivors of Neptune’s outward migration (in
contrast to e.g. the cold classical Kuiper Belt objects;
Morbidelli & Nesvorný 2020; Gomes 2021), as Neptune
begins at 24 au and therefore crosses their orbits. How-
ever, as these simulations model Neptune’s migration as
relatively “smooth” in its changes in semi-major axis,
future investigations modelling Neptune’s “grainy” mi-
gration, with stochastic changes in semi-major axis due
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Figure 2. Overlap of the orbital phase space of the test particles that survived Gyr integration by Zhang & Gladman (2022)

(black density plot) and the combined test particle outputs from three planetary migration simulations (green crosses; Nesvorný

et al. simulations).

Figure 3. Excitation parameter values (Eq. 3) for the initial

states of the Zhang & Gladman (2022) stable Centaur par-

ticles (grey) and the combined particle outputs from three

planetary migration simulations (green; Nesvornỳ et al. sim-

ulations).

to dwarf planet scattering, could potentially leave small
pockets of objects in situ. The largest mass of simulated
planetesimals is at 24 au, potentially providing abun-
dant objects to capture into 24.5–26 au. Alternatively,
stable Centaurs could potentially be rarely populated by
dynamically excited objects that formed nearby that are
occasionally cycled into the stability region. In either

case, expected stable Centaur colours in LSST, given
a likely origin inside of 30 au, would be g − i < 1.2,
akin to the more dynamically heated Neptune Trojans
(Nesvorný et al. 2020).

If found by LSST, the stable Centaur population will
make intriguing future mission targets. The stable Cen-
taurs orbit within±5◦ of the ecliptic plane, making them
easily accessible mission targets even under delta-v re-
strictions. Alternatively, in the case of zero detections,
LSST will rule out the class of Neptune migration mod-
els that populate the stable Centaur region.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have further characterised the theo-
retical stable Centaur population described by Zhang &
Gladman (2022), which occupy bands of semi-major axis
centred at ∼24.6 au and ∼25.6 au with low-eccentricity
(e < 0.05) and low-inclination (i < 5◦) from the ecliptic
plane. Here, we summarize our key findings:

• Using the OSSOS survey simulator, we find the
95% confidence upper limit population size to be
72 objects with Hr < 10.

• Cosmogonic simulations with various Neptune mi-
grations show promise at populating this region at
500 Myr.

• LSST will be able to see this intrinsic population
to near completion at Hr < 10 if they are present
in today’s solar system.
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Catalytic role of HI in the interstellar synthesis of complex organic molecule
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Using quantum chemical calculations, we model the pathways for synthesizing two purine nucle-
obases, adenine and guanine, in the gas-phase interstellar environment, surrounded by neutral atomic
hydrogen (HI). HI is found active in facilitating a series of fundamental proton transfer processes of
organic synthesis, including bond formation, cyclization, dehydrogenation, and H migration. The
reactive potential barriers were significantly reduced in the alternative pathways created by HI,
leading to a remarkable increase in the reaction rate. The presence of HI also lowered the reactive
activation temperature from 757.8 K to 131.5-147.0 K, indicating the thermodynamic feasibility
of these pathways in star-forming regions where some of the reactants have been astronomically
detected. Our findings suggest that HI may serve as an effective catalyst for interstellar organic
synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Finding the synthesis pathways of interstellar com-
plex organic molecules (COMs) of biological interest is
paramount for explaining the origin of the elementary
building blocks of life detected on meteorites, comets
and asteroids6,47,48,64. The formation of biomolecules
through direct collisions between abiotic molecules is gen-
erally challenging in the cold environment of the interstel-
lar medium (ISM). Photochemical and radiation chem-
ical processes, particularly on ice/dust grains, are com-
monly regarded as the principal steps towards synthesiz-
ing interstellar COMs8,24,36,45,49. While the ion-neutral
or radical routes are the commonly considered mecha-
nisms for the gas-phase synthesis of interstellar COMs,
catalyzed reactions are emerging as alternative processes
since the majority of the detected interstellar molecules
are neutral and have a closed shell.

Catalysts, often in the form of free radicals, ions, or
metal clusters, are frequently utilized in laboratory ex-
periments of organic chemistry to convert a challenging
molecule-molecule reaction into a more straightforward
molecule-radical or radical-radical reaction58,79. For the
synthesis of interstellar organics, previous works suggest
that ice/dust grains, hydronium, and carbamic acid could
function as catalysts11,22,42,55,57,59–61,71. For example,
radicals such as ·NH2 and ·CN are considered to par-
ticipate the reactions for synthesizing nucleobases from
HCN, and are capable of reducing the barrier and may
even render some reactions barrierless26,27. Nonetheless,
the low abundance of the previously suggested catalysts
often renders the catalyzed reaction seemingly impossi-
ble in ISM, as it requires the collision of three bodies.
Fortunately, this is not always the case. If the concen-
tration of the catalyst is in great excess of that of the
reactants, the reaction can occur just as easily as a two-
body collision. Neutral atomic hydrogen (HI) is the sim-
plest and the most abundant free radical in the universe.
It dominates the chemical composition of the ISM, and
is virtually ubiquitous in every interstellar environment.
In hot molecular cores, the concentration of HI is about

7− 10 orders of magnitude higher than that of COMs24.
Although HI is a common reactant or product in simple

interstellar reactions, its catalytic activity in interstellar
organic synthesis remains unclear in most astrochemistry
models5,7,10,14,15,46,47,65,66. In comparison to its molecu-
lar form, atomic hydrogen is rare on Earth and is dif-
ficult to prepare and control in laboratory experiments.
As a result, quantum chemical calculations are expected
to shed light on whether HI plays a crucial role in the in-
terstellar formation of COMs78. Aiming at this question,
we conducted a new series of ab initio quantum chemical
calculations to explore the potential catalytic activities
of HI in the formation pathways of adenine (Ade) and
guanine (Gua).

Ade and Gua are two purine nucleobases constituting
the genetic code in the nucleic acids. After having been
detected in meteorites, their extraterrestrial origin and
prebiotic formation are a long-debated focus of atten-
tion in attempts to answer the abiogenesis question6,54.
Intensive efforts are therefore devoted to find the synthe-
sis pathways of nucleobases in laboratory experiments
simulating the chemical evolution of abiotic molecules
in interstellar environments4,9–11,14,18,20,21,44,52,53,62. In
particular, Ade, Gua and purine derivatives have been
synthesized through photochemical reactions of purine
in an interstellar ice analogue37,38. 2-aminopurine and
isoguanine are assumed to be two key intermediates for
these reactions. Nevertheless, the HI-catalyzed synthesis
of nucleobases has yet to be investigated.

II. METHODS

We consider novel synthesis pathways of Ade and Gua
starting from 1h-pyrimidine-2-one C4H4N2O, a direct in-
termediate toward nucleobases producted by two inter-
stellar molecules: formamide H2NCHO and vinyl cyanide
H2CCHCN33. Our proposed pathways involve two steps,
illustrated in Figure 1. In the 1st step (via the paths A-
D), C4H4N2O reacts with either cyanamide (NH2CN) or
carbodiimide (HNCNH) (both detected in Sgr B2 and
Orion-KL3,40,69,74 to form two direct purine-base pre-
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cursors, 2-hydroxypurine (C5H4N4O) and 2-oxopurine
(C5H4N4O), via the paths A-D. In the 2nd step, these
two precursors produce Ade or Gua by separately re-
acting with ·NH2 via the paths E-H. We focus on the
catalytic activities of HI in the both two steps.

FIG. 1. Formation scheme of Ade and Gua.

Multiple possible collision trajectories were simulated
for each reaction pathway. The transitional and final
molecular structures in single molecular collision events
were determined by structural optimization using first
principles calculations2,34,51,56,78, in which the system’s
total potential is minimized in the framework of the den-
sity functional theory (DFT) at M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p)
level as implemented in Gaussian 16 B.0116. We chose
this level of theory in view of its proven records of accu-
racy in predicting physical chemical properties of relevant
compounds12,35. In our previous work33, this method was
compared with calculations based on Møller Plesset per-
turbation theory in the second order (MP2), and a good
agreement was achieved.

Vibration frequency calculations were here carried out
to confirm the intermediate (IM) and the transition state
(TS). Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations
were performed to ensure that the TS reasonably con-
nect the reactant (RC) and the product (PD). To in-
corporate HI in our calculations, we initially positioned
a HI in a transition state with the reactant. We then
performed IRC coordinate scanning to ensure that the
HI molecule’s placement was appropriate. Subsequently,
we simulated multiple trajectories of collisions between
the HI and the reactant from various positions. A static
calculation is used for this step, unlike what occurs in
molecular dynamics72,73. Finally, we selected trajecto-
ries with the lowest energy cost to facilitate the reaction.
The atomic coordinate data of all optimized molecular
structures, including RC, IM, TS, and PD, are provided
in the standard XYZ chemical file format in the Supple-
mentary Information’s Data section.

The Gibbs free energy G was calculated for every op-
timized structure of RC, IM, TS or PD at a thermody-
namic temperature of 150 K under the assumption of
non-interacting particles41 (p321-325). This representa-
tive temperature corresponds to a typical temperature
of hot molecular cores. The potential barrier ∆G of a
reaction pathway was determined as the difference in G
between the highest-energy states (including IM, TS, or
PD) and the RC in each of the two steps described in Fig-
ure 1. This definition of the reactive barrier assumes that

FIG. 2. Minimum reactive potential barrier for different re-
action paths.

the energy does not leave the system by irradiation on a
timescales typical of the atomic rearrangements, which is
in general much faster than the needed vibration cascade.
As multiple collision trajectories were simulated for each
path, only the energetically favorable trajectories with
the lowest ∆G are discussed in the following.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

the reactive barrier ∆G is a crucial parameter for as-
sessing the feasibility and significance of a reaction in the
ISM, as it strongly correlates with the reaction rate and
activation temperature. Figure 2 displays the minimum
energy costs of producing Ade and Gua from C4H4N2O
through various paths, and compares ∆G for reactions
with (red bars) and without (black bars) the involvement
of HI. The results demonstrate that HI greatly promotes
the reactions.

In the absence of HI, the reaction pathway (Path A-D,
left half) shows a high barrier with ∆G > 83 kcal/mol,
which is expected since the fused pyrimidine-imidazole
rings in Ade and Gua are complex to synthesize with-
out a catalyst. However, the addition of HI signifi-
cantly facilitates the reactions, reducing ∆G to 11.6−19.4
kcal/mol. Path D, involving HNCNH, shows the lowest
barrier among the proposed paths, indicating that it is
more active than its isomer NH2CN. Considering steps 1
and 2 consecutively, the optimal pathway is either Paths
B+G/D+G or D+H, with HI as a catalyst. The corre-
sponding optimal barrier for synthesizing Ade or Gua is
around 15.8 or 14.1 kcal/mol, respectively.

As the temperature of a gas rises, its constituent
molecules collide more frequently and with greater ki-
netic energy. As a result, the fraction of collisions that
can surmount the barrier ∆G increases, following the Ar-
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FIG. 3. Reaction rate constant versus temperature for the
optimal paths without (black curve) and with HI (red and
blue curves). The ternary reactions with HI are assumed to
be pseudo binary reactions.

rhenius relation. In chemical kinetics, the Eyring-Polanyi
equation13 describes the relationship between the reac-
tion rate constant k, ∆G, and T ,

k =
CκBT

h
e−

∆G
RT . (1)

where C is the transmission coefficient, κB is the Boltz-
mann constant, R is the molar gas constant, and h is
the Planck constant. Using this equation, we estimate k
as a function of T as plotted in Figure 3, for the op-
timal reactive paths of Ade and Gua with and with-
out HI. Generally speaking, most significant reactions
in the ISM typically proceed with a rate constant of
10−11 cm3s−1 or larger (above the dashed horizontal or-
ange line). Without catalyst, such a rate constant would
roughly require a reactive temperature > 757.8 K with
∆G = 83.9 kcal/mol, as indicated by the dashed line
intersecting with the black curve in Figure 3. The fea-
sibility of such a reaction would be low in the generally
cold, gas-phase environment of dense molecular clouds,
as the reactants would have to coincide with radiation
having an appropriate amount of energy at the time of
collision. In contrast, the presence of HI significantly ac-
celerates the reaction, leading to a substantial increase in
the reaction rate constant by approximately 20 − 30 or-
ders of magnitude (as seen in Figure 3). As a result, the
required activation temperature is respectively reduced
to only 131.5 or 147.0 K for Gua or Ade, as indicated
by the dashed lines intersecting with the red and blue
curves. To verify our computational model, we compute
the half-life time based on the reaction rate and com-
pare it to the results of Zamirri et al. 78 , with agreement
obtained as shown in Part I of the Supplementary Infor-
mation.

Three-body collision processes are often deemed im-
possible in the ISM, but this does not hold true for the
HI-catalyzed reaction. This is because the concentra-
tion of HI vastly exceeds that of COMs, reaching 107-
1010 times in hot cores24. Thus, ternary reactions with
HI are essentially pseudo-binary reactions. In chemistry
models for star-forming regions, the HI abundance is es-
timated to be comparable to that of H219,67. In addition
to the remaining background HI from large-scale molec-
ular clouds, HI also stems from the photo-dissociation of
H2 by the radiation emitted from YSOs. This in partic-
ular points to the inner parts of protoplanetary disks, in
which the ultraviolet radiation can be dramatically en-
hanced and resulting in a chemical structure resembling
that of a photon-dominated region (PDR)70. In such a
region, photons are usually not energetic enough to ionize
hydrogen but can dissociate molecular hydrogen25. For
example, the total HI mass in a protoplanetary disk is
estimated to be 11.4 MEarth with a typical vertical col-
umn density of 1.7× 1021 or 3.3× 1020 cm−2 at 5 or 110
AU, respectively29. Moreover, HI is a common product
of many important reactions in ISM23, as proton transfer
is a fundamental process in organic reaction39.

The involvement of HI makes the proposed pathways
thermally feasible in certain interstellar environments
with low activation temperatures. For instance, the
formation sites of young stellar objects (YSO) are of-
ten associated with warm ambient gas, known as hot
cores or corinos, with average temperatures up to 300 K,
where a rich organic chemistry is observed24,28. Interest-
ingly, most of here-used reactants, including formamide
(NH2CHO), vinyl cyanide (CH2CHCN), NH2CN, and
HNCNH, are detected to co-exist in SgrB2 and Orion KL
hot cores3,40,63,69,74. Note that the reactant C4H4N2O
is supposed to be synthesized from NH2CHO and
CH2CHCN33, which are also both detected in those re-
gions as “hot” molecules with characteristic rotation tem-
perature > 100 K3,17,31,32,68. Those regions contain the
initial materials as well as enough thermal energy for
the proposed reactions to proceed. It is noteworthy that
protoplanetary disks are also of particular interest for
abiogenesis, as the planets formed in them inherit their
chemical compositions. Although only simple organics
have been detected in protoplanetary disks so far50, the
activation temperature reported in this study for nucle-
obase synthesis is lower than that in the inner part of
disks, as the temperature gradually increases from 10 K
to several thousand K from the outer layer to the central
forming star1.

One might naturally inquire about the specific effects
of HI in promoting the reaction. To showcase the cat-
alytic capabilities of HI, Figure 4 provides a comparison
of the reaction pathways in the absence and presence of
HI, using path A as an example. HI is found to facilitate
several critical processes, including cyclization, dehydro-
genation, and the bonding of the reactants. In the ab-
sence of HI, the reaction is impeded by a significant bar-
rier of 86.8 kcal/mol against the formation of an initial
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FIG. 4. Potential energy surface for forming 2-hydroxypurine
(C5H4N4O) from C4H4N2O and NH2CN in via Path A with-
out (upper panel) or with HI (lower panel). The arrows indi-
cate the direction of molecular collision.

bond between the two reactants (see the step in the red
line, upper panel). However, when HI is present in the
vicinity, it can extract a hydrogen atom from the amino
group with a relatively low cost of only 14.4 kcal/mol,
converting NH2CN into the highly-reactive HNCN radi-
cal. This generates an alternative pathway in which the
barrier for bonding the two reactants is considerably low-
ered to 10.8 kcal/mol, as indicated by the red line in the
lower panel.

In path A, the rate determining step involves two con-
ventional organic synthesis processes, namely cyclization
and dehydrogenation. Initially, cyclization exhibits a
high barrier of around 49.0 kcal/mol, as indicated by the
blue circle in the upper panel of Figure 4. This bar-
rier arises because the N end required for forming the
imidazole ring is completely saturated. However, this
process is expedited in the alternative pathway created
by HI, where the (1h-pyrimidine-2-one-6-yl)-cyanamide
radical (IM21) possesses an unsaturated N end, as de-
picted by the blue rectangle in the lower panel of Fig-
ure 4. Although cyclization still requires approximately
30.6 kcal/mol, the energy retained in the preceding sub-
steps helps to surmount this barrier, owing to the low
energy of IM21.

The next step is dehydrogenation, in which a C-bonded

FIG. 5. HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of C4H4N2O (a),
NH2CN (b) ,HNCN (c).

and an N-bonded hydrogen atom in the imidazole ring are
converted into a H2 molecule, resulting in the formation
of 2-hydroxypurine C5H4N4O, as shown in Figure 4. The
original barrier for this process is roughly 53.2 kcal/mol,
which is substantially reduced in the alternative pathway
created by HI in the lower panel (green line). One of the
H atoms in IM23 is taken by the free HI, at a small
cost of only 5.7 kcal/mol, to generate the stable IM24,
1,6-dihydro-purin-2-one radical. This radical ultimately
yields 2-hydroxypurine (C5H4N4O) by directly removing
another H atom.

The catalytic activity of HI is demonstrated using the
initial step of Path A in Figure 4 as an example within the
framework of the frontier molecular orbital theory. This
step involves the formation of a bond between the re-
actants, C4H4N2O and NH2CN, to initiate the reaction.
However, because the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of C4H4N2O (located on the left in Figure 5 (a))
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
NH2CN (outlined in red) have mismatched symmetry
(π vs σ orbital), a high energy is required to form the
bond. The feasibility of a reaction process is closely re-
lated to the conservation of orbital symmetry, and a lack
of symmetry can impede the reaction75,76. Consequently,
a significant HOMO-LUMO gap of 7.1 kcal/mol arises,
making the reaction difficult to proceed. Fortunately, HI
has the ability to extract a hydrogen atom from NH2CN,
thereby transforming it into a radical HNCN, which can
readily initiate the reaction because its LUMO symmetry
(outlined in green) is consistent with the HOMO symme-
try of C4H4N2O (π vs π orbital). As a result, the HOMO-
LUMO gap is significantly reduced to 3.6 kcal/mol, al-
lowing for the reaction to proceed smoothly.
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FIG. 6. Potential energy surface to form Gua from 2-
oxopurine (C5H4N4O) and ·NH2 via Path H without (upper)
or with HI (lower). The processes in the two paths become
the same after IM152 and IM163.

HI has also been found to aid in hydrogen migration, as
demonstrated in path H, where 2-oxopurine (C5H4N4O)
reacts with ·NH2 to form Gua, as depicted in Figure 6.
To initiate this reaction, a proton must move from an N
site to an adjacent O site, which requires approximately
31.0 kcal/mol (see yellow line in the upper panel). This
barrier can be reduced by the presence of HI, which binds
to the relevant O atom, creating a highly stable interme-
diate, IM161, 2-hydroxy-3H-Purine radical, as shown in
the lower panel. This intermediate sits in a deep poten-
tial well, and the energy it contains aids in overcoming
the subsequent processes of dehydrogenation and bond-

ing between ·NH2 and a sp2-hybridized C.
The catalytic effects of HI are observed in all of the

simulated reaction paths (B-G), as provided in Part II
of the Supplementary Information. Additionally, sev-
eral stable intermediates are identified in the proposed
reaction pathways, including 2-aminopurine, purinol, 2-
hydroxypurine, 2-oxopurine, and isoguanine. Some of
these intermediates align with the findings of prior labo-
ratory experiments. For instance, 2-aminopurine (IM153
or IM164 in Figure 6) was discovered by Materese
et al. 37,38 in a photochemistry experiment on an inter-
stellar ice analogue and was believed to be a critical inter-
mediate in the synthesis of Ade, Gua, and purine deriva-
tives. The results of this experiment also suggest the
same function for isoguanine and purinol. The present
study elucidates the pathways from these intermediates
to the purine bases. Finally, the IR and electronic ad-
sorption spectra of these intermediates are calculated us-
ing DFT calculations30,43,77 and are presented in Part III
of the Supplementary Information to facilitate potential
astronomical observations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed new pathways for the synthesis of Ade
and Gua demonstrate the efficiency of HI as a catalyst
in promoting various fundamental organic synthesis pro-
cesses, including bond formation, cyclization, dehydro-
genation, and H migration. These are typical proton
transfer processes in organic synthesis, where HI can ef-
fectively lower the potential barrier and significantly in-
crease the reaction rate constant by up to 20−30 orders of
magnitude, depending on the temperature. As a result,
the activation temperature required for the proposed re-
action is lowered from 757.8 K to 131.5-147.0 K when
HI is present. This suggests that the thermal feasibil-
ity of gas-phase purine base synthesis with HI could be
possible in environments such as hot molecular cores or
protoplanetary disks. From a broader perspective, given
the prevalence of HI as a major component of interstellar
gas and the fundamental role of proton transfer in or-
ganic synthesis, the HI-catalyst mechanism should have
wide implications for the formation of organic molecules
in the ISM.
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The main aim of this paper is to present the multi scalar field components as candidates to be
the dark energy of the universe and their observational constraints. We start with the canonical
Quintessence and Phantom fields with quadratic potentials and show that a more complex model
should bear in mind to satisfy current cosmological observations. Then we present some implications
for a combination of two fields, named as Quintom models. We consider two types of models, one
as the sum of the quintessence and phantom potentials and other including an interacting term
between fields. We find that adding one degree of freedom, by an interacting term, the dynamics
enriches considerably and could lead to an improvement in the fit of −2 ln ∆Lmax = 5.13, compared
to ΛCDM. The resultant effective equation of state is now able to cross the phantom divide line, and
in several cases present an oscillatory or discontinuous behavior, depending on the interaction value.
The parameter constraints of the scalar field models (quintessence, phantom, quintom and inter-
acting quintom) were performed using Cosmic Chronometers, Supernovae Ia and Baryon Acoustic
Oscillations data; and the Log-Bayes’ factors were computed to compare the performance of the
models. We show that single scalar fields may face serious troubles and hence the necessity of a
more complex models, i.e. multiple fields.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current accelerated cosmic expansion is supported by multiple observations such as the Type Ia supernovae
(SNIa), the distribution of the Large Scale Structure (LSS), the Cosmic Microwave Background anisotropies (CMB),
and the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation peaks (BAO); see [1, 2] and references therein. These measurements may be
indication of a negative-pressure contribution, to the total energy density of the universe, as being the responsible to
drive the accelerated expansion, commonly known as dark energy. Among numerous candidates that play the role of
the dark energy, the simplest and well-known is the cosmological constant term (Λ) introduced to the Einstein field
equations, which main feature lays down on having a constant energy density in time and be uniformly distributed in
space. The cosmological constant, along with the Cold Dark Matter, are the key elements that conform the standard
cosmological model or ΛCDM. Some of the essential properties to understand the nature of the dark energy are
encapsulated into its equation of state (EoS); for a barotropic perfect fluid it is defined as the ratio of the pressure
over its energy density w = p/ρ. In particular the ΛCDM model, having a dark energy EoS w = −1, describes very
accurately most of the observational data, however in recent studies it seems to display a tendency in favor of a time
evolving dark energy EoS w(z) [3–8]. Therefore several dark energy models with departures from the basic standard
model have been introduced to take into account the evolution of w(z), in addition to other properties [9], for instance
the single scalar fields, as they have been already considered in cosmology to explain different phenomena, such as
inflation, dark matter, modified gravity and also are excellent candidates to model the variable dark energy EoS
[3, 10, 11]. Two well-known single scalar fields (one degree of freedom) that have been extensively investigated for
modeling dark energy are quintessence [12] and phantom [13]. The Lagrangian of both of them has a kinetic term and
an associated potential, but the key distinction lays in the sign of their kinetic terms. For quintessence, its kinetic
energy density is positive, while for phantom it is considered as negative. This slight difference results in distinct
branches of values for their associated EoS parameter, i.e. for phantom w < −1 and for quintessence −1 < w < 1.
Furthermore, the phantom divide line (PDL), defined as w(z) = −1, separates the phantom-energy-like behavior
with w < −1 from the quintessence-like behavior with w > −1, and the existence of a no-go theorem shows that in
order to cross the PDL it is required at least two degrees of freedom for the models (in four dimensions) involving
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ideal gases or scalar fields1, and this is where simple scalar fields may fail [15]. It is important to note that by using
model independent techniques or non-parametric approaches i.e. Artificial Neural Networks, Gaussian processes or
Nodal reconstructions, multiple studies have shown a preference for a crossing of the PDL in the dark energy EoS
parameter [4, 6, 16–19], which could also alleviate the Hubble tension and some inconsistencies among datasets, i.e.
Ly-α and galaxy BAO data [20]. Following this line of research, different groups reconstructed the general form of
w(z) and have converged to similar shapes [4, 19, 21]. If this trend keeps on going in the forthcoming experiments,
single canonical scalar field models may face serious troubles and hence more complex theories or more than a single
field would be needed to explain this important feature.

In order to model the richness of the evolution of w(z) we need more than the usual quintessence/phantom dark
energy and thus invoke more elaborated models. In [22] the authors have constructed an EoS that crosses the PDL
and it is based on a two field model. Within the scalar field scenario, a scalar field dark energy model with an EoS
parameter that traverses the PDL during its evolution, was firstly advocated and named as quintom dark energy in
[23]. Quintom is the next natural step for quintessence/phantom. This is a model that joins the quintessence and
phantom fields (the reason behind the name) by considering both the positive and negative kinetic terms along with
the potentials. Given that the null energy condition (NEC) is violated by the phantom degree of freedom [15], a
quintom scenario is primarily designed for models with the NEC violation. The NEC violating degree of freedom leads
to a quantum instability so that the fundamental origin of the quintom field possesses a challenge for the theoreticians.
Nevertheless, if viewed just as a classical cosmological field, quintom models represent an interesting set up for PDL
crossing dark energy models. Quintom dark energy has been studied from various perspectives: theoretical aspects of
quintom models [24], observational constraints [25], from a dynamical system approach [20, 26–28], with non-minimal
coupling [29], and quantum cosmology [30, 31]. Quintom models encompass interesting features of both quintessence
and phantom: phantom dark energy has to be more fine tuned than quintessence in the early universe to serve as dark
energy today, since its energy density increases with the expansion of the universe; meanwhile the quintom model
mitigates the need for excessive fine-tuning by preserving -before the phantom domination- the tracking behavior of
quintessence. Other research areas have also included similar ideas where two or more fields are present, for instance
two scalar fields, or one field and its excited states, as being the dark matter [32–35], a combination of the inflaton and
the scalar field dark matter [36], the presence of the inflaton and the curvaton field [37], two scalar fields to account
for inflation [38, 39], interactions between dark energy and dark matter [40] or the axiverse model [41–43] (see also [44]).

On the other hand, many investigations of model-independent techniques, along with current cosmological obser-
vations, have not obtained just a dynamical dark energy EoS but some of these results present wavering behaviors for
the EoS, starting at z = 0 with w < −1, crossing the PDL, then presenting a maximum and crossing back the PDL,
even in multiple occasions. This type of model independent behavior suggests the necessity to include two or more
fields, the considerations of more complex potentials or even the coupling between these fields. A quintom model
with an oscillating EoS was considered first in [45], starting from the idea of a wavering behavior. In this paper we
will extend the work of single fields in [32], to multiple fields and revisit the quintom model with the addition of
an interacting term, which may produce the oscillatory behavior and for some particular types of potentials can be
justified by a symmetry group.

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we summarize the main characteristics of the multi scalar field dark
energy models; in section III a novel quintom model with an interacting term is presented and described its main
characteristics; in IV we present the datasets and statistical techniques used to constrain the cosmological parameters
associated to the model; in section V we present the main results; and finally, in section VI we summarize our results
and provide some comments and conclusions.

II. MULTI SCALAR FIELD DARK ENERGY MODEL

In the context of four dimensional spacetime, it is not feasible for a single scalar field to serve as a viable dark
energy candidate for modeling the crossing of the phantom barrier. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce extra
degrees of freedom, or to introduce the non-minimal couplings, or to modify the Einstein gravity. Adding extra
degrees of freedom to the single scalar field dark energy requires the simultaneous consideration of more fields, as in
the constructed quintom model which contains one canonical quintessence φ1 and one phantom φ2, and therefore the

1 Bear in mind that for extra-dimensional models of dark energy, a single scalar field is able to cross the PDL [14].
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dark energy is attributed to their combination. The action of a cosmological model that incorporates multiple real
scalar fields φi, is given by

S =

∫
d4x
√−g

[
R

2κ2
+

1

2

∑
i

εi∂
νφi∂νφi − V (~φ) + LM

]
, (1)

where κ2 = 8πG is the gravitational coupling and the term LM accounts for the remaining cosmological components of
the universe (dark matter, baryons, radiation, etc.). The index i represents the number of fields with a total associated

potential V (~φ) = V (φ1, · · · , φi); and the εi parameter is restricted to take either one of the two values εi = {+1,−1}
in order to account for the distinction between quintessence (+1) and phantom (−1) fields respectively.

Considering a flat Friedman-Robertson-Walker space-time, the Friedmann equations are thus

H2 =
κ2

3
(ρQ + ρM ), (2)

Ḣ = −κ
2

2
(ρQ + pQ + ρM + pM ), (3)

where H represents the Hubble parameter and an over-dot denotes differentiation with respect to cosmic time. The
standard energy density components ρM =

∑
ρj , are assumed to be perfect fluids and have a barotropic EoS of the

form wj = pj/ρj . Hence, the standard energy conservation equation for each one reads as

ρ̇j + 3H(1 + ωj)ρj = 0. (4)

In the case of pressureless matter we have wj = 0, whereas for the relativistic particles wj = 1/3. For the multi-fields,
the associated energy density and pressure are given by

ρQ =
1

2

∑
i

εiφ̇i
2

+ V (~φ), pQ =
1

2

∑
i

εiφ̇i
2 − V (~φ), (5)

and the EoS of the combined fields, i.e, the effective EoS is then

wQ =

∑
i εiφ̇i

2 − 2V (~φ)∑
i εiφ̇i

2
+ 2V (~φ)

, (6)

whose value can only be determined from the evolution of the fields themselves. The dynamics of the scalar fields is
determined by solving, the following coupled Klein-Gordon equation

∑
i

[
φ̇i

(
εiφ̈i + 3Hεiφ̇i +

∂V (~φ)

∂φi

)]
= 0. (7)

For the particular case of φ1 = φ and φ2 = ψ, ε1 = 1 and ε2 = −1, then V = V (φ, ψ), and the last expression becomes:

φ̇

(
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+

∂V (φ, ψ)

∂φ

)
− ψ̇

(
ψ̈ + 3Hψ̇ − ∂V (φ, ψ)

∂ψ

)
= 0. (8)

In general, this equation does not enforce a split into two coupled Klein Gordon equations, however this specific
splitting represents a special case where the overall equation is satisfied

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+
∂V (φ, ψ)

∂φ
= 0, (9)

ψ̈ + 3Hψ̇ − ∂V (φ, ψ)

∂ψ
= 0. (10)

Clearly the quintom model, φ1 = φ, φ2 = ψ (ε1 = 1, ε2 = −1), boils down into quintessence when the phantom field
is null ψ = 0, and conversely into phantom when φ = 0. In general, φ will evolve towards the local minima of the
potential, whereas ψ towards the local maxima; such different behaviors arise because of the signs in the Klein-Gordon
equations, inherited from the signs of the kinetic energy terms in the action.

Finally, in order to determine the dynamics of the system, it is necessary to solve the conservation equations for
the matter components and scalar fields. Following [32], the Klein-Gordon equations can be rewritten as a dynamical
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FIG. 1: From left to right: quintessence, phantom and quintom cosmologies with potentials V (φ) = 1
2
m2
φφ

2, V (ψ) = 1
2
m2
ψψ

2

and V (φ, ψ) = 1
2
m2
φφ

2 + 1
2
m2
ψψ

2, respectively. The first row displays the EoS w(z), the second the Hubble function H(z), the
third the Hubble distance DH and the fourth the comoving angular distance DM . The color bar represents different values for
the masses of the fields. The data plotted for H(z) correspond to the cosmic chronometers [46–53]; for the DH and DM panels
we use the BAO Galaxy consensus (z ∼ 0.5) [54], Ly-α DR14 auto-correlation (z = 2.34) [55] and cross-correlation (z = 2.35)
[56]. In all panles, the black dashed line describes the ΛCDM model.

system that can be solved straightforward, where the initial conditions for each field have been set up right into the
matter domination epoch, and we have assumed a thawing behavior for the multi fields. This implies that at early
times, the kinetic terms of the quintom model vanish, and its equation of state, wQ, begins at −1. Also, the initial
scalar field density parameter ΩQ,ini is selected, through a shooting mechanism, such that its present value satisfies
the Friedmann constraint, ΩQ,0 + ΩM,0 = 1. To illustrate the general behavior of the quintessence, phantom and
quintom models, in Figure 1 we plot the following cosmological quantities: (from top to bottom) EoS w(z), the Hubble
function H(z), the Hubble distance DH and the comoving angular distance DM along with several measurements
(see the caption’s figure). In all the panels, the ΛCDM model is represented by a black dashed line. As a proof of the
concept, the potentials used in our analysis are as follow: for quintessence and phantom the quadratic potential, and
for quintom the sum of the two aforementioned potentials2

quintessence: Vφ =
1

2
m2
φφ

2, (11)

phantom: Vψ =
1

2
m2
ψψ

2, (12)

quintom: VQ =
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
1

2
m2
ψψ

2. (13)

Here mφ, mψ are the masses of the fields; both of them plotted in units of [3H0]. To show the main behavior of the
inclusion of the fields, we varied only the masses and kept fix the rest of the cosmological parameters. Notice, that
in general, for masses tending to null values we recover the ΛCDM pattern. In panels a) and b) of Figure 1, the
quintessence model shows an EoS w > −1 meanwhile for phantom w < −1. Notice that, in both cases, as the masses
of the fields increase, the EoS deviates farther from the cosmological constant line (w = −1) in the late–time regime,
however in opposite directions. In general, all the quintessence H(z) lines remain above the Hubble function of the

2 For an ample variety of potentials, refer to [32]
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FIG. 2: Quintom potential (expression (14)) for fixed values of the masses and positive, null and negative values of
the coupling parameter β. The color bar indicates the values of the potential V (φ, ψ) (z-axis).

ΛCDM model; this increment also yields to DH and DM to lay below the ΛCDM; for the phantom model occurs
qualitatively the opposite. Both behaviors have been already studied in [32]. On the other hand, for the quintom
model and without loosing generality, we considered two cases – panels c) and d) of Figure 1 –. In the first case we
fix the phantom mass at mψ = 1.2 and let the quintessence mass mφ vary; while in the second case, we reversed
the scenario. For a fixed mψ, panel c), the PDL crossing occurs when mφ & mψ, and depending on the ratio value
mφ/mψ the dark energy EoS presents a maximum which becomes more pronounced as mφ/mψ increases; on the other
hand, for a fixed mφ the PDL crossing occurs less pronounced and the EoS may exhibit a minimum depending on
the combination of mψ/mφ

3. Finally, in these last two cases, there is a mixed behavior for H(z), DH and DM , to
stay above or below to the ΛCDM observables, depending on the mass-parameter combination. In all cases the EoS
converges to w = −1 at high redshift, by construction.

III. QUINTOM MODEL WITH INTERACTING TERM

The previous section presented a quintom model with a non direct interacting term in the scalar field potential, i.e.,
it can be split up into two independent functions of the fields V (φ, ψ) = V (φ)+V (ψ), therefore the Klein-Gordon eqs.
(7) are coupled only through the Friedmann equation. Now, a step further is a scalar potential with an interaction
term worthy to explore, which has the following form:

V (φ, ψ) =
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
1

2
m2
ψψ

2 + βφ2ψ2. (14)

This potential, can be derived from an inflaton-phantom unification protected by an internal SO(1, 1) symmetry,
with the two cosmological scalars appearing as the degrees of freedom of a sole fundamental representation [58, 59] 4.
Due to the interaction term, βφ2ψ2, the equations of motion of the scalar fields are coupled, hence the term related

to the potential in the Klein-Gordon equation of the field φ becomes ∂V (φ,ψ)
∂φ = m2

φφ + 2βφψ2 = f(φ, ψ) which

depends on both fields; the same happens for the ψ field. We will refer to the quintom model with potential (14)
as the interacting quintom, or just ‘quintom+β’. Figure 2 displays the quintom+β potential for fixed values of the
masses mφ = 1.5 and mψ = 1.0, and three values of the interaction constant β = 0.0, 6.0,−2.0. For the case β = 0
we recover the results of the previous section. For positive β there is a widen paraboloid with V ≥ 0 whose minimum
is at the region φ = ±mψmφ ψ, while in the negative β case the potential may get to negative values (seen in the color

bar of the figure), which can be problematic as they may produce a negative energy density, however such behavior
has been studied throughout negative dark energy models [60–62] and a sign switching cosmological constant Λ [63–66].

Let us explore some cosmological implications of the quintom+β model by numerically solving the full dynamical
system. Similarly to the previous cases, we compute the evolution of w(z), H(z), DH(z) and DM (z); their associated
plots are shown in figure 3. In panel a) of this figure (fixed mψ = 1.2, β = 4.0 and varying mφ), the EoS at w(z = 0) is

3 In this work we focus on these type of models, named as Quintom-A field, which main feature is that at late times the Phantom
dominates (w < −1) where at early times it does the Quintessence (w > −1). However, it would be interesting to perform a similar
analysis to its dual, a Quintom-B field, that mirrors the EoS behavior along the PDL axis [57].

4 We based our analysis on this potential, however in the Appendix VII there are some other interesting alternatives to explore in future
works.
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FIG. 3: Quintom model. Two of the three parameters (mφ, mψ, and β) are fixed while the remaining varies in a range of
values. From left to right, in the first panel vary mφ, in the second mψ, in the third β ≥ 0 and in the fourth β < 0. The first
row is the EoS w(z), the second the Hubble function H(z), the third the Hubble distance DH and the fourth the angular
distance DM . The plotted data points are the same as in the Figure 1. The color bar represents different values for the masses
of the fields or the β parameter.

on the phantom region, grows up and reaches a local/global maximum value. If the mass ratio condition mφ/mψ < 1
is satisfied (red lines), then the effective field evolves only in the phantom region, however for values mφ ∼ mψ it
crosses to the quintessence regime, and in some combinations of the masses it is able to cross back into the phantom
zone, therefore crossing twice the PDL. As the ratio mφ/mψ increases (green lines), the maximum is shifted to larger
redshifts and produces larger values of w(z), to then remain in the quintessence region (the behavior of a Quintom-A
field, as mentioned previously). An interesting point to note is that the quintom+β model is able to traverse the
Hubble ΛCDM line HΛCDM(z) (black dashed line). That is, if HΛCDM,0 is larger than the Hubble parameter given
by the HQ,0 of quintom+β model, HΛCDM,0 > HQ,0, then at some redshift it will occur that HΛCDM(z) < HQ(z).
This type of behavior provides flexibility to transverse the ΛCDM observables DH(z) and DM (z), contrary to the
decoupled quintom model (see panel c) and d) of figure 1).

As the β parameter increases (and depending on the combination of the masses) the oscillation is more pronounced
and the crossing of the ΛCDM observables is more notorious, see for instance panel b) of figure 3 (mφ = 1.2, β = 6.0
and varying mψ). For mψ/mφ < 1 (red lines), the EoS presents a wavering behavior and crosses the PDL multiple
times. As the ratio mψ/mφ increases, the number of oscillations are fewer with smaller amplitudes, until the evolution
becomes a fully phantom behavior (green lines). A similar oscillatory function of w(z) has been found by using
non parametric reconstructions directly from observables [4] and on phenomenological models that encompass these
features [67]. Panel c) of figure 3 displays the outcomes for fixed mass values mφ = 1.5, mψ = 1 and taking only
positive values of β. As the β parameter increases the wavering behavior enhances, and both the crossing of the PDL
and the maximum value of the EoS shift to higher redshifts.

Finally, in panel d) of figure 3 we show some peculiar behaviors when the negative case of β is taken into account;
here we use mφ = 2.0 and mψ = 1. At the present time, w(z) resides in the quintessence region, opposite to the β ≥ 0
case, but in the past it crosses the PDL and for high negative values of β the EoS diverges, to then come back to
the region quintessence w(z) > −1 at early times. The presence of a pole in the EoS has been studied under several
different physical circumstances in [60, 63, 68–73]. It is important to recall that w(z) is not a physical observable, thus
its divergence does not mean a physical pathology or an obvious constraint or failure of the model. The origin of the
pole is clear from the definition of the barotropic EoS, w = p/ρ, which occurs when the energy density of the quintom
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dark energy density turns to be zero, ie, when the negative terms of ρQ = 1
2 (φ̇2− ψ̇2 +m2

φφ
2 +m2

ψψ
2− 2|β|ψ2φ2) are

relevant for certain values of β, such that ρQ = 0, and hence ρQ is able to change sign to become negative. A negative
energy density can be associated with the sign of the cosmological constant, the hypothesis of a negative mass, or
just an effective energy density similar to the curvature case, see for instance [61, 64, 74, 75]. Regarding the Hubble
function, it happens the opposite to the previous cases. If HΛCDM,0 is smaller than the Hubble parameter given by
the quintom+β model HQ,0, that is HΛCDM,0 < HQ,0, then at some redshift it occurs that HΛCDM(z) > HQ(z), and
consequently the DH and DM traverse from bottom to top the ΛCDM line, as seen in the lower panels of the same
figure.

IV. CODE AND OBSERVATIONS

We perform the parameter estimation and provide observational constraints from the latest data on the free pa-
rameters of the quintessence, phantom, quintom, and quintom+β dark energy models considering the potentials (11),
(12), (13) and (14), and discuss the model even further. In order to explore the parameter space, we use a modified
version of dynesty, a library with several versions of the nested sampling algorithm. In conjunction, we utilize the
SimpleMC cosmological parameter estimation code [76, 77], which computes expansion rates and distances using the
Friedmann equation to calculate the posterior distributions. Equipped with these tools, we can easily calculate the
Bayesian evidence lnZ, an informative measure of the compatibility of the statistical model with the observed data,
thereby allowing direct comparison of two cosmological models, a and b, using the Bayes factor Bab ≡ Za/Zb, or
equivalently the relative log-Bayes evidence lnBab ≡ ∆ lnZ. The model with smaller | lnZ| is the preferred model,
and to interpret the results, we refer to the Jeffreys’ scale: a weak evidence is indicated by 0 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 1, a moderate
evidence 1 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 3, a strong evidence by 3 ≤ |∆ lnZ| < 5, and a decisive evidence by |∆ lnZ| ≥ 5, in favor of
the model. For an extended review of cosmological parameter inference see [78].

To perform the parameter estimation, we consider data from cosmic chronometers (HD), Type Ia supernovae (SN),
and Baryon Acoustic Oscillation measurements (BAO), which are detailed in the following list:

• HD: Hubble distance measurements or cosmic chronometers are galaxies that evolve slowly and allow direct
measurements of the Hubble parameter H(z). These measurements have been collected along several years
[46–53], and now 31 data points are available within redshifts between 0.09 and 1.965.

• SN: The SNeIa dataset used in this paper is the Joint Lightcurve Analysis (JLA), a compilation of 740 Type Ia
supernovae. We use a binned version comprising 31 data points with a covariance matrix related to the statistical
and systematic measurement errors [79], which allows us to considerably reduce the computational cost without
significant changes in the statistical results5.

• BAO: High-precision Baryon Acoustic Oscillation measurements (BAO) at different redshifts up to z < 2.36.
We make use of the BAO data from SDSS DR12 Galaxy Consensus [54], BOSS DR14 quasars (eBOSS) [81],
Ly-α DR14 cross-correlation [56], Ly-α DR14 auto-correlation [55], Six-Degree Field Galaxy Survey (6dFGS)
[82] and SDSS Main Galaxy Sample (MGS) [83].

• Planck-15 information. At the end of the section, we also include a compressed version of Planck-15 infor-
mation. In this version, the CMB is treated as a BAO experiment located at redshift z = 1090, measuring
the angular scale of the sound horizon (see the full explanation in [77]). We utilize this particular data point
exclusively for enhancing the constraints of the Quintom+β model.

Throughout the analysis, we assume a flat FLRW universe, and flat priors over our sampling parameters: Ωm0 =
[0.05, 1.0] for the pressureless matter density parameter today, Ωb0h

2 = [0.02, 0.025] for the physical baryon density
parameter and h = [0.4, 1.0] for the reduced Hubble constant; additional to these parameters, for the quintom model we
have mφ = [0.0, 4.0] the quintessence field mass, mψ = [0.0, 3.0] the phantom field mass and β = [−10.0, 10.0] for the
coupling parameter, but when using the combination of all the datasets (BAO+HD+SN) we have used β = [−2.0, 4].

5 As a proof of validation for our results, we also performed the parameter estimation for the quintom+β model by replacing the JLA for
the Pantheon compilation consisting of 1048 SNeIa [80]; the constraints obtained are statistically equivalent, hence we chose to report
the results with the binned JLA dataset for simplicity in the computation time.
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BAO+HD+SN (gray).

V. RESULTS

The main results of our analysis are shown in Table I where we report the constraints of the model parameters
Ωm, h, mφ, mψ, β along with 68% confidence level (CL), for all different combinations of the data sets: HD, SN,
BAO, HD+SN, BAO+HD, BAO+SN, BAO+HD+SN. We also include the results of ΛCDM, as the reference model.
Additionally, the same Table displays the best-fit, −2 lnLmax, along with the log-Bayesian evidence, lnZ, from the
nested sampling algorithm, with the number of live-points selected using the general rule 50 × ndim [84], where
ndim is the number of parameters to be sampled from. Complementary to the table, in Figures 4 and 5, we display
the two-dimensional marginalized distributions (the inner and external contours are for 68% and 95% CLs, respec-
tively) and the constraints in the form of one-dimensional marginalized posterior distributions: figure 4 corresponds
to quintessence and phantom dark energy, and figure 5 for quintom and quintom+β, in both cases we include the
combination of datasets that provided the most constraining power.

In general, and among datasets, the Quintessence and Phantom models are statistically consistent with ΛCDM,
however there are some important points to mention. The quintessence model presents a nearly negligible improvement
to describe datasets, that is, the comparison relative to the reference model 6 is small −2 ln ∆Lmax . 1, except for the
BAO data by itself, which it does exhibit an improvement in the best-fit given by −2 ln ∆Lmax = 4.06. This can be
seen due to an increment on the mass of the scalar field mφ = 0.977± 0.320 (about 2σ away from a null mass) which
also yields to a reduction of the hubble parameter h = 0.622± 0.036, because the anti-correlation in both parameters;
see left panel of Figure 4. This result is corroborated by the log-Bayes factor, compare to ΛCDM, being the only
dataset presenting a positive number even though the quintessence contains an extra parameter. With regards to the
phantom model, as opposite to quintessence, it displays an increment of the hubble parameter and a positive correla-
tion with the mass of the field mψ; see right panel of Figure 4, however, it does not present any improvement of the fit
among datasets, but on the contrary, the Bayes factor is moderately penalized by the inclusion of this extra component.

On the other hand, when the two fields are incorporated into the quintom model, cosmic chronometers (HD)
and supernovae (SN) data alone both of them diminish the -2 log-likelihood by about a unit (−2 ln ∆Lmax ∼ 1),
but when combined together (HD+SN) they seem to be pulling in opposite directions as now there is no improve-
ment becoming −2 ln ∆Lmax ∼ 0, this is a consequence of a reduction in both masses mφ,mψ < 1 and the hubble
constant h. Moreover, when using the BAO data alone, the mass of the phantom field and the hubble constant
decrease to mψ = 0.741 ± 0.378 and h = 0.628 ± 0.036, but the mass of the quintessence field remains high enough

6 Throughout the results we use ΛCDM as the reference model to compare with model i, thus −2 ln ∆Lmax ≡ −2 ln(LΛCDM,max/Li,max).
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(mφ = 1.591 ± 0.590) to enhance the dataset consistency by −2 ln ∆Lmax = 4.91, and even providing a positive log-
Bayes factor (with two additional parameters). Also, when combined the BAO with other datasets, there is still an
improvement in the fit but now less pronounce −2 ln ∆Lmax : BAO+HD=2.56, BAO+SN=3.41, BAO+HD+SN=1.82;
nevertheless the log-Bayes factor becomes slightly negative indicating a weak evidence in favor of the ΛCDM model;
notice there is a positive correlation among the masses of the fields, but the correlation of the individual masses with
the hubble parameter is essentially lost (see left panel of Figure 5).

Now let us focus on the novel model, quintom+β. The first point to highlight is that neither HD, SN or the
combination HD+SN are able to fully constrain the β parameter, and even though the BAO and its combinations
indeed provide tight constraints, with a slight preference for positive values of β, all datasets and its combinations
point out that β = 0 is statistically admissible (the two-dimensional marginalized distributions of β and h are shown
in the right panel of figure 6 for different combinations of datasets). Despite this fact, some important features come
up with the introduction of this parameter. In the right panel of Figure 5 we show the constraints of the quintom+β
model using BAO and additional datasets. Here, we observe that for high β the hubble parameter h is able to increase
its value and the opposite happens for negative values of β, hence this parameter creates flexibility to explain a
wide range of h values. A similar correlation occurs with the mass of the phantom field: the correlation of h and
mψ is back (compare to the standard quintom model without coupling). This is an important point to stress out
because now the datasets are in favor of mψ different from zero with more that 2σ CL, i.e. mψ = 1.113 ± 0.178
(BAO+HD+SN), which also yields to higher values of the quintessence mass mφ = 1.272 ± 0.588 (BAO+HD+SN).
To have a closer look of the correlations among the quintom+β parameters, middle panel of figure 6 shows the 2D
marginalized posterior distributions of mφ,mψ color coded with β values. The inclusion of this coupling produces a
difference in favor of the model given by −2 ln ∆Lmax = 5.13 that contributes to diminish the BAO tension created
between low redshift (galaxies) and high (Ly-α) data, explored in [63, 77]. Even though this model contains three
extra parameter the Bayes factor, with respect to ΛCDM, is only |∆ lnZ| = 1.04 which may be a good sign in favor of
the quintom+β model; for the rest of the datasets that include the BAO the model has an advantage over the ΛCDM
of −2 ln ∆Lmax = [2.75, 3.42, 1.84] for [BAO+HD, BAO+SN, BAO+HD+SN] respectively; but moderately penalized
by the Bayes factor.

In a work in progress, for the quintom model with coupling, we are testing different potentials along with the full
Planck dataset (including linear perturbations), however for now, and to get an idea of the constraints, we take into
account the compressed version of Planck-15 information. In general the results are consistent with the previous ones
and the constraining power increases, shown in a reduction of the error bars. The addition of Planck slightly displaced
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FIG. 6: Quintom+β model. Left panel : two-dimensional marginalized posterior distributions (68% and 95% CLs) β − h plane
for different combinations of datasets; the dashed lines correspond to the ΛCDM model: H0 = 73.24; km s−1 Mpc−1, coming
from the Cepheid variables [85]; and H0 = 67.40; km s−1 Mpc−1, measured by the Planck mission [86]. Middle panel : scatter
plot in the mφ −mψ plane for different values of β (color bar), for BAO+HD+SN. Right panel : similar scatter plot but using
BAO+HD+SN+Planck.

the best-fit values to higher values for the hubble parameter h, the mass of the phantom field mψ and the coupling
constant β, which causes also an improvement in the fit of −2 ln ∆Lmax = 2.92; as shown in Table II.

Once we have performed the parameter estimation, we are able to plot some derived probability distribution
functions in order to look where are located the main deviations from the ΛCDM model. For instance, the left panel
of figure 7 displays the Hubble function H(z)/(1 + z) and the right panel the dark energy equation of state (equation
(6)). In this figure we present the results using BAO (top) and the combined BAO+HD+SN dataset (bottom), and
also include the TRGB H0 and BAO data points for comparison (red error bars). The solid lines represent 1σ and 2σ
CLs and darker color means more likely as shown in the color bar; for comparison the dashed blue line corresponds to
the ΛCDM prediction. We observe there is a shift in the amplitude to lower values of H(z), being clear for the case
of BAO where almost the entire 1σ region is lower than ΛCDM, and for the case of combined data this shift becomes
small, as the constraints increased. Regarding the effective DE EoS, its best-fit value at z = 0 is located below w = −1
(allowing small deviations incline to the phantom region), then it increases to cross the PDL and reaching a maximum
value at about z = 0.5, where the BAO-galaxy points are located, (also observed as an inverted bump in the H(z)
figure). Notice that at this redshift the quintom+β model deviated by more than the 2σ region from the cosmological
constant. After w(z) has achieved the maximum value, it decreases to slightly cross back the PDL again; this may
be an intent to fit the BAO-Lyα as well. For the case of joint data analysis we have a similar behavior but more
constrained, with w(z = 0) ≈ −1.1 with a more restricted range but also favors the phantom region, the maximum is
smaller too and throughout the redshift range w = −1 is acceptable. We must emphasize that the behavior presented
by the EoS of the quintom+β model with the values obtained from observational constraints (right panel of 7) is
qualitatively similar to that obtained from model independent reconstructions [4, 17–19], showing that the quintom
with coupling is a plausible option to model the most recent observational results of dark energy.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this work we have analyzed models of dark energy as minimally coupled scalar fields, specifically a quintessence
and phantom models with quadratic potential eqs. (11) and (12), a quintom model as the sum of the quadratic
potentials of the previous two fields Eq. (13); and a novel proposal, dubbed quintom+β with sum of the quadratic
potentials and an interaction term Eq. (14) inspired by [59]. Although quintessence and phantom with quadratic
potential, as well as quintom as the sum of these, have been well-known models for some time, in order to make
an update, in this work we constrained the parameters using late time data. Our main focus is to study the new
proposal quintom+β, which enrich the quintom model in a simple way by adding only one extra degree of freedom
to the usual non-minimal quintom model (the simplest coupling between the quintessence and phantom fields). We
show that one of the main features of quintom+β is that it produces a wavelike EoS (see figure 3) similar to the one
reported in other works in other contexts [67]. When constraining the parameters, quintom+β fits very well to the
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FIG. 7: Cosmological functions derived from the posterior distributions using the quintom+β model. Left : H(z)/(1 + z) and
right the EoS parameter w(z), using BAO (top) and BAO+HD+SN (bottom) datasets. The blue dashed lines represent the
value of ΛCDM with the same parameter estimation as shown in the Table I. The red error bars correspond to
H0 = 69.8± 0.8 km s−1 Mpc−1 from the TRGB [87], BAO Galaxy consensus (z ∼ 0.5) [54], BOSS DR14 quasars (eBOSS,
z = 1.52) [81] and Ly-α DR14 auto-correlation (z = 2.34) [55] and cross-correlation (z = 2.35) [56].

background cosmological data, specially for the BAO that gets an improvement of −2 ln ∆Lmax = 5.13, compared to
ΛCDM. This results leads to an EoS that starts, at early times, slightly below −1, then increases smoothly peaking
at z ≈ 0.5 and then decreases to end with a phantom value at present time w(z = 0) ≈ −1.2. Using the values of best
fit, the CL for H(z) and the EoS were calculated, the best fit of the parameters provides an EoS qualitatively similar
to that reported by non-parametric reconstructions of dark energy [4] (see figure top right 7). As has already been
said, this is precisely the behavior obtained from reconstructions, which allows us to say that quintom+β with only
one additional parameter to the two necessarily associated with the quintessence field and phantom, may reproduce
the possible nature of the EoS obtained from observations. This makes the proposal of this work interesting, which
motivates a more careful exploration of quintom models with potentials that couple the quintessence and phantom
fields. It seems that interactions between fields through the product of powers of the fields, Vint ∝ φnψm, may play
an important role in describing the dynamics of dark energy and may be a more economical way to add dynamics
(several crosses to the PDL) instead of potentials with elaborated functions with a vaguely clear justification.

For four scalar field dark energy models (quintessence, phantom, quintom, quintom+β) and for ΛCDM (for compar-
ison), the cosmological and model parameters were constrained using HD, SN and BAO data, and its combinations;
in addition to calculating the Bayesian evidence. The observational constraints of the quintessence and phantom po-
tential parameters associated to the mass of the fields, mφ and mψ, give values for both around mφ,ψ ≈ 0.3− 0.4 and
with a slight correlation with h (mφ directly proportional and mψ inversely proportional). For the quintom model also
the parameters are of the same order and slightly bigger than quintessence and phantom, mφ,ψ ≈ 0.7−0.9; but in this
case without correlation with h. For the proposed model quintom+β, the mass parameters are both mφ,ψ ≈ 1.1− 1.3
and the coupling parameter β ≈ 1.2; it is noteworthy that in all cases the error bars of the constraints are of the order
of the size for the mass parameters and even larger for the β parameter. A natural improvement is to consider the
CMB data and for a more detailed study consider linear perturbations.

The proposal to model the dark energy with quintessence and phantom scalar fields (to allow PLD crossing) with
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Parameter Datasets Quintessence Phantom Quintom Quintom+β ΛCDM

Ωm HD 0.342± 0.076 0.316± 0.066 0.295± 0.069 0.298± 0.081 0.335± 0.064
SN 0.240± 0.066 0.324± 0.046 0.254± 0.082 0.302± 0.105 0.300± 0.035
BAO 0.317± 0.018 0.304± 0.018 0.295± 0.033 0.275± 0.038 0.305± 0.018
HD+SN 0.287± 0.033 0.320± 0.035 0.297± 0.047 0.297± 0.080 0.304± 0.030
BAO+HD 0.319± 0.017 0.307± 0.016 0.308± 0.022 0.286± 0.032 0.310± 0.015
BAO+SN 0.303± 0.016 0.305± 0.017 0.294± 0.021 0.288± 0.021 0.304± 0.016
BAO+HD+SN 0.307± 0.015 0.307± 0.014 0.303± 0.014 0.299± 0.017 0.308± 0.014

h HD 0.645± 0.053 0.727± 0.072 0.733± 0.077 0.740± 0.076 0.675± 0.042
SN 0.741± 0.166 0.743± 0.167 0.791± 0.149 0.746± 0.161 0.707± 0.170
BAO 0.622± 0.036 0.691± 0.017 0.628± 0.036 0.656± 0.038 0.680± 0.011
HD+SN 0.694± 0.030 0.689± 0.031 0.692± 0.031 0.686± 0.030 0.692± 0.033
BAO+HD 0.645± 0.029 0.693± 0.015 0.654± 0.033 0.680± 0.035 0.683± 0.008
BAO+SN 0.671± 0.015 0.687± 0.013 0.663± 0.023 0.661± 0.023 0.680± 0.011
BAO+HD+SN 0.674± 0.014 0.689± 0.011 0.675± 0.017 0.674± 0.018 0.683± 0.008

mφ HD 0.811± 0.498 − 1.632± 1.106 1.982± 1.029
SN 0.676± 0.393 − 1.192± 0.717 1.613± 0.811
BAO 0.977± 0.320 − 1.591± 0.590 1.354± 0.702
HD+SN 0.422± 0.259 − 0.892± 0.577 1.372± 0.813
BAO+HD 0.801± 0.337 − 1.283± 0.572 1.345± 0.715
BAO+SN 0.418± 0.224 − 1.174± 0.661 1.395± 0.618
BAO+HD+SN 0.395± 0.225 − 0.984± 0.559 1.272± 0.588

mψ HD − 1.227± 0.773 1.505± 0.712 1.674± 0.627
SN − 0.502± 0.395 0.766± 0.468 1.059± 0.543
BAO − 0.359± 0.283 0.741± 0.378 1.022± 0.217
HD+SN − 0.437± 0.293 0.724± 0.378 1.022± 0.342
BAO+HD − 0.368± 0.274 0.703± 0.415 1.136± 0.217
BAO+SN − 0.265± 0.191 0.757± 0.389 1.113± 0.168
BAO+HD+SN − 0.267± 0.185 0.709± 0.382 1.113± 0.178

β HD − − − 2.476± 4.540
SN − − − -0.778± 5.746
BAO − − − 2.537± 2.698
HD+SN − − − 2.051± 4.137
BAO+HD − − − 2.923± 3.160
BAO+SN − − − 1.257± 1.880
BAO+HD+SN − − − 1.179± 1.839

−2 lnLmax HD 14.52 14.32 13.63 12.97 14.50
SN 32.61 33.21 31.89 29.55 33.21
BAO 7.04 11.09 6.19 5.97 11.10
HD+SN 47.81 47.82 47.81 45.31 47.82
BAO+HD 23.26 25.62 23.08 22.89 25.64
BAO+SN 43.75 44.39 40.99 40.98 44.40
BAO+HD+SN 58.51 58.95 57.16 57.14 58.98

lnZ HD −13.68± 0.19 −13.20± 0.19 −13.03± 0.18 −13.70± 0.19 −12.65± 0.18
SN −21.32± 0.18 −21.79± 0.17 −21.99± 0.19 −22.89± 0.19 −20.44± 0.15
BAO −13.28± 0.25 −15.33± 0.25 −13.63± 0.26 −14.71± 0.27 −13.67± 0.23
HD+SN −31.61± 0.22 −31.35± 0.21 −32.01± 0.22 −33.17± 0.24 −30.19± 0.19
BAO+HD −21.39± 0.25 −22.69± 0.25 −21.84± 0.25 −23.43± 0.28 −21.09± 0.23
BAO+SN −31.92± 0.26 −32.32± 0.25 −32.29± 0.27 −33.61± 0.29 −30.56± 0.23
BAO+HD+SN −39.64± 0.26 −39.54± 0.26 −39.86± 0.27 −40.42± 0.27 −37.86± 0.23

TABLE I: Constraints at 68% CL on the parameters, −2 lnLmax and log-Bayesian evidence lnZ for quintessence, phantom,
quintom and quintom+β, using different of datasets.

Ωm h mφ mψ β −2 lnLmax lnZ
ΛCDM 0.301± 0.006 0.683± 0.005 − − − 60.45 −43.66± 0.35
Quintom+β 0.302± 0.009 0.681± 0.010 1.213± 0.512 1.127± 0.141 1.538± 1.803 57.53 −45.86± 0.39

TABLE II: Parameter estimation for ΛCDM and quintom+β, using the combined dataset BAO+HD+SN+Planck-15.

a potential with interacting term (to allow several crossings) seems to be reasonable since it is a flexible model that
allows a dynamical EoS requiring three parameters (one for each field and one for the interaction) and with a simple
functional form for the potential (polynomials). The quintom models are still valid as a candidate for dark energy; a
deeper and more careful study on the origin of scalar fields is needed as well as better observational constraints.
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VII. APPENDIX

The dynamics of quintom models with various potentials have also been explored using dynamical system techniques.
One of the studied potentials consists of a sum of individual exponentials, without a direct coupling [88], and with a
particular interaction potential between the phantom and quintessence fields in [89]:

V = Vφ0 e
−λφκφ + Vψ0 e

−λψκψ + Vint(φ, ψ). (15)

For this potential the authors found that there is a future attractor dominated by the phantom field, indicating an
EoS below −1 at late times. Their analysis also show that, the universe went through distinct stages that allowed the
quintessence field to dominate (w > −1) in the past. This implies that the model enables a transition across the PDL
irrespective of whether there is a direct coupling between the fields or not. In reference [88], it is shown that a similar
EoS behavior to the one associated with Eq.(15) can be achieved by the Eq.(13. However they exhibit that the sum
of potentials with a quadratic scalar field in the exponents, given by

V = Vφ0 e
−λφκ2φ2

+ Vψ0 e
−λψκ2ψ2

, (16)

leads to an opposite behavior where the EoS transitions from being below −1 (at early times) to above −1 and tends
to approach −1 at late times, this is similar to our findings for the quintom+β with β < 0 (see panel d) of figure 3).
The EoS can also exhibit an oscillatory behavior. For instance, Figure 8 shows some cases when varying the mass of
the field for the oscillatory potential

V = m2
φ(1− cos(aφ)) +m2

ψ(1− cos(aψ)). (17)

Similar to the behavior of the Eq.(17), in reference [89], the authors argue that the following potentials can yield to
an oscillatory EoS where the oscillations across −1 can occur in the recent past and have the potential to produce
observable effects:

V = V1 cos

(
ξ
φ

MP

)
+ V2 cos

(
β
φ

MP

)
+ βφ2ψ2, (18)

V =
1

2
m2
φφ

2 +
1

2
m2
ψψ

2 + βψ2φ2. (19)

Another combination of potentials that has been explored in the quintom scenario is the linear potential, [90, 91]:

V = a(φ+ ψ) + βφψ . (20)

By changing the sign of the coupling constant, β, the model is capable of emulating the distinct characteristics
exhibited by both quintessence and phantom models, similar to our findings.
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ABSTRACT

The relation between the event rate of long Gamma-Ray Bursts at low redshift and the star

formation rate is still controversial, especially in the low-redshift end. Dong et al. confirmed

that the Gamma-Ray Burst rate always exceeds the star formation rate at low-redshift of z < 1

in despite of the sample completeness. However, the reason of low-redshift excess is still

unclear. Considering low-luminosity bursts with smaller redshift generally, we choose three

Swift long burst samples and classify them into low- and high-luminosity bursts in order to

check whether the low-redshift excess is existent and if the excess is biased by the sample size

and completeness. To degenerate the redshift evolution from luminosity, we adopt the non-

parametric method to study the event rate of the two types of long bursts in each sample. It is

found that the high-luminosity burst rates are consistent with the star formation rate within the

whole redshift range while the event rates of low-luminosity bursts exceed the star formation

rate at low redshift of z < 1. Consequently, we conclude that the low-redshift excess is

contributed by the low-luminosity bursts with possibly new origins unconnected with the star

formation, which is also independent of the sample size and the sample completeness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) can be traditionally classified into long and short classes according to the

duration (T90), with at a dividing line of ∼ 2 s (e.g. Kouveliotou et al. 1993; Zhang & Choi 2008; Wang

et al. 2020) or ∼ 1 s (Bromberg et al. 2013; Gruber et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2020b). The discrepancy

on the dividing line is mainly caused by the sample selection and energy band. Note that the T90 values of

Swift GRBs with good duration measurement (Gruber et al. 2014) or well-measured spectrum (Zhang et al.

2020b; Deng et al. 2022) are bimodally distributed with a boundary of T90 ∼ 1 s. In any case, it proves

that the apparent middle class in some T90-selected GRB samples is inexistent or artificial (e.g. Zhang et al.

2016; Tarnopolski 2019a,b; Zhang et al. 2020b; Deng et al. 2022; Tarnopolski 2022). Long GRBs (lGRBs)

with T90 > 2 s are believed to come from core-collapsed massive stars (e.g. Woosley 1993; Paczyński 1998;

Woosley & Bloom 2006; Hjorth et al. 2003; Stanek et al. 2003; Zhang 2018), so that the lGRB rate was

frequently compared with the star formation rate (SFR) in a low-metallicity environment previously (Wang

& Dai 2009; Palmerio & Daigne 2021; Elı́as & Martı́nez 2018). However, short GRBs (sGRBs) with T90 <

2 s are usually interpreted as the mergers of compact objects such as double neutron stars (DNS) or neutron

star-black hole (NS-BH) binaries (e.g., Eichler et al. 1989; Paczyński 1991; Narayan, Paczyński & Piran

1992). Observationally, lGRBs can also be divided into high- and low-luminosity classes(see Zhang 2018,

for a detail), subgroups with or without extended emissions (Zhang et al. 2020a) or the types of classical

GRBs, X-ray-rich GRBs and X-ray flashes (XRFs) (Zhang et al. 2020b) and so on. Considering the joint

observational features, Zhang et al. (2009) proposed to classify GRBs into two subgroups of long/soft type

I and short/hard type II in physics.

Since most lGRBs are believed to have a massive star core-collapse origin, their redshift distribution

is expected to trace the SFR, which has been revealed by various SFR indicators (namely Madau et al.

∗ Email:z-b-zhang@163.com
† Email:hyf@nju.edu.cn
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1998; Daigne, Rossi & Mochkovitch 2006; Hopkins & Beacom 2006). Over the past decades, the event

rates derived mainly for distinct samples of lGRBs with different methods are still controversial and even

conflicting with star formation history. Interestingly, it was found that some inferred lGRB rates, compared

with the SFR, exhibit a similar excess at either low-redshift (e.g. Yu et al. 2015; Petrosian, Kitanidis &

Kocevski 2015; Zhang & Wang 2018; Lloyd-Ronning, Aykutalp & Johnson 2019) or high-reshift (e.g.

Yüksel et al. 2008; Kistler et al. 2008; Virgili et al. 2011; Lan et al. 2019) ends. Considering the current high-

z SFR distribution with various observations and larger uncertainties (see e.g. Dong et al. 2022, hereafter

D22), the difference between the lGRB formation rate and the SFR is not subject to a severe debate. On the

contrary, whether the estimated lGRB rate is an unbiased tracer of the SFR within the low-z domain is still

an important issue that has been deeply investigated recently (e.g. Yu et al. 2015; Petrosian, Kitanidis &

Kocevski 2015; Pescalli et al. 2016; Palmerio & Daigne 2021; Dainotti, Petrosian & Bowden 2021; Dong et

al. 2022; Nugent et al. 2022). Similarly, some authors claimed that the formation rate of sGRBs also exceeds

the SFR at the low redshift (Zhang & Wang 2018; Dainotti, Petrosian & Bowden 2021). Surprisingly,

Nugent et al. (2022) conducted stellar population analysis of 69 sGRB host galaxies and concluded that

the event rate of sGRBs will trace the SFR if only the combination of host star formation and stellar mass

is taken into account. Since most low-luminosity GRBs reside in the lower redshift region (e.g. Sazonov,

Lutovinov & Sunyaev 2004; Cobb et al. 2006; Liang et al. 2007), mapping how the low- and high-luminosity

lGRBs evolve with redshift is a very meaningful and urgent task.

People have employed various statistical methods to assess the GRB formation rate and compare with the

SFR. There are mainly two approaches frequently applied for this purpose. The first one is the tradition-

ally parametric estimate, namely the direct fit (Gehrels et al. 2004; Guetta & Piran 2005; Daigne, Rossi &

Mochkovitch 2006; Le & Dermer 2007; Liang et al. 2007; Yüksel et al. 2008; Wanderman & Piran 2010,

2015; Elı́as & Martı́nez 2018) or the maximum likelihood method (Lan et al. 2019) or the stellar population

analysis (Nugent et al. 2022; Ghirlanda & Salvaterra 2022) applied to the observations, in which the depen-

dence of luminosity on redshift was neglected and the luminosity distribution should be assumed in advance.

The second one is the non-parametric τ -statistic method (Lynden-Bell 1971; Efron & Petrosian 1992; Pet-

rosian, Kitanidis & Kocevski 2015) that was firstly proposed to investigate the luminosity distribution and
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density evolution of a flux-limited quasar sample. Noticeably, the evolution of luminosity with redshift will

be appropriately deducted by a factor of (1 + z)δ. It has now been popularly adopted to calculate the lumi-

nosity function and event rate of both lGRBs and sGRBs (Wu et al. 2012; Petrosian, Kitanidis & Kocevski

2015; Yu et al. 2015; Pescalli et al. 2016; Tsvetkova et al. 2017; Zhang & Wang 2018; Lloyd-Ronning,

Aykutalp & Johnson 2019; Dainotti, Petrosian & Bowden 2021; Dong et al. 2022). We need to realize that

the expected event rates could be somewhat biased by the statistical method, the instrumental effect and

the sample selection. By contrast, the non-parametric method has special advantage for a truncated sample

since it does not depend on any distributional assumptions of luminosities and can give point-by-point de-

scription of the cumulative distributions. Therefore, we continue to apply the non-parametric c− method to

investigate different samples of Swift lGRBs in this work.

To reduce the instrumental bias, GRBs detected by a single satellite are usually utilized as the first choice,

that is why a majority of previous works had paid particular attention to the Swift/BAT GRBs, of which most

GRB samples in the literature are incomplete according to the selection standards defined in Jakobsson et

al. (2006) and Salvaterra et al. (2012). Although the completeness of GRB sample was emphasized to be

essential in Pescalli et al. (2016) (hereafter P16), our recent work showed that the completeness degree did

not affect the resulting event rates too much as long as the selected GRBs have a larger sample size and

sufficient redshift coverage (Dong et al. 2022), which conversely demonstrates that the low-redshif excess

of GRB rate is not attributed to the sample incompleteness. Even for the same Swift lGRB sample, distinct

methods may give rise to inconsistent results. For example, P16 used the non-parametric method to study

a complete sample of 81 Swift lGRBs and found no low-redshift excess, which however may be caused by

a neglect of the differential comoving volume in their calculations. Using the same complete lGRB sample

in P16, Lan et al. (2019) employed the maximum likelihood method to examine the luminosity function

and event rate and concluded that the GRB event rate is roughly consistent with the SFRs at z < 2 but

shows a discrepancy at high redshift of z > 2. However, D22 also applied the non-parametric method to

the P16 sample and confirmed the similar low-redshift (z < 1) excess and the high-redshift consistency in

both complete and non-complete Swift lGRB samples. Meanwhile, they concluded that the resulting event

rates are basically threshold-independent provided that the number of bursts above the flux limit is sufficient
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enough. However, whether the formation rate of low-luminosity GRBs differs from that of high-luminosity

ones and how the two types of GRBs with diverse luminosity match the SFR are unknown yet. It motivates

us to utilize the large Swift GRB sample to investigate this important issue. At the same time, we also

compare the resulting event rates of an incomplete sample with those of a complete sample.

The letter is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes our sample selection, data reduction and method. We

present our detailed results in Section 3. We summarize our findings in Section 4 and end with a discussion

in Section 5.

2. DATA AND METHOD

To obtain the less-biased luminosity function and event rates of low- and high-luminosity lGRBs and

their dependence on the redshift, we need to collect those lGRBs with both redshift measurement and well-

constrained spectra so that the bolometric luminosity can be precisely calculated. Firstly, we select 365

lGRBs with redshift and peak photon flux in the Swift/BAT catalog1 dated from January 26, 2005 to May

31, 2022. Note that the big lGRB sample (called BL sample thereinafter) does not surfer from any selection

effects except the Malmquist bias (Dainotti et al. 2018). The conversion of photon flux into peak energy

flux (Fp) and the calculation method can be referred to Zhang et al. (2018). Owing to the narrow energy

range of Swift/BAT detector, a single power-law spectrum of Φ(E) ∝ E−α (see also Tang et al. 2019)

has been applied to calculate the bolometric luminosity L = 4πd2
L(z)FpKc, where Fp is in units of erg

cm−2 s−1, Kc is the K-correction factor and dL(z) = cH−1
0 (1 + z)

∫ z
0

[ΩΛ + Ωm(1 + z)3]−0.5dz denotes

the luminosity distance at a redshift of z. Here, a flat ΛCDM universe with Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 and

H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1 will be used (Zhang et al. 2021). Secondly, we also take the sample of 127 Swift

lGRBs with well-measured spectra from Yu et al. (2015) (hereafter Y15) and the complete sample of 79

lGRBs in D22 in order to check whether the resulting event rates of lGRBs are dependent on the spectral

quality, the sample size and the sample completeness.

Subsequently, we divide the above three samples of lGRBs into low-luminosity and high-luminosity ones

according to the differential luminosity distributions as shown in Figure 1, where the broken luminosities on

1 https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/archive/grb table/
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the left panels are defined as the dividing lines and the relationships between luminosity and redshift of low-

and high-luminosity lGRBs are displayed on the right panels. To put the luminosity limit on the plots, we

need to set a suitable flux limit in advance. For the samples of Y15 and D22, we have taken the threshold as

Flim = 2×10−8 erg cm−2s−1. For our newly-built sample BL, we make the differential flux distributions of

two kinds of lGRBs in Figure 2, from which the smallest flux of Flim = 5.33× 10−8 erg cm−2s−1 has been

assumed to be the threshold in order to reserve sufficient low-luminosity lGRBs. It is worth noting that we

have determined the boundaries between low- and high-luminosities via the following broken power-law

function

dN/dL ∝

 (L/Lb)
α1 , L ≤ Lb

(L/Lb)
α2 , L > Lb

. (1)

As a result, we get the broken luminosities as Lb ∼ 4.92× 1051 erg s−1, 3.4× 1052 erg s−1 and 1.09× 1052

erg s−1 for the Y15, BL and D22 samples, respectively, which are larger than the former artificial reference

value of Lb ∼ 1050 erg s−1 about 1-2 orders of magnitude. In practice, there are no strict constraints to

distinguish between low- and high-luminosity lGRBs previously. For example, Cobb et al. (2006) suggested

that SN 1998bw/GRB 980425 and SN 2003lw/GRB 031203 are subluminous in γ-rays but they did not

provide a standard for the classification (see also Liang et al. 2007). The fractions of low-luminosity lGRBs

on basis of our criterion given by Equation (1) are ∼22% for sample Y15, ∼44% for sample BL and

∼41% for sample D22 in each. Regarding the sample BL, we caution that the percentages of low-redshift

(0 < z < 1) lGRBs are ∼ 36% and ∼6.2% for the low- and high-luminosity lGRBs, respectively. The

fraction of low-luminosity lGRBs goes up to ∼88% in the redshift range from 0 to 1. This demonstrates

that most low-luminosity lGRBs are located at high-redshift location instead of in the nearby universe and

will be absolutely dominant at the low-redshift end.

Following our recent work, we utilize the Lynden Bell’s c− method and the τ -statistic to degenerate the

dependence of peak luminosity on redshift as L ∝ (1 + z)k (see Dong et al. 2022, for details). By varying

the k values until τ reaches zero, we obtain kl = 0.41+0.4
−0.4 and kh = 1.3+0.36

−0.41 in Y15 sample, kl = 2.63+0.35
−0.3

and kh = 0.06+0.28
−0.26 in BL sample, kl = 4.01+0.65

−0.65 and kh = 1.27+0.6
−0.63 in D22 sample for low- and high-

luminosity lGRBs, correspondingly, as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the power-law indices of kl
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Figure 1. Panels (a), (c) and (e) are the differential luminosity distributions of samples Y15, BL and D22, respectively.

The solid thick lines denote the best fits with a broken power-law of Equation (1) and the vertical thin lines mark the

boundaries between the low- and high-luminosities. Panels (b), (d) and (f) show the observed relations of luminosity

with reshift for the Y15, BL and D22 samples correspondingly above a given threshold (dashed line). The low- and

high-luminosity lGRBs are symbolized with the filled squares and circles, respectively.

and kh are significantly different in each sample. Interestingly, we notice that the sequence of kl > kh in the

two samples of BL and D22 is opposite to that of sample Y15, which may be caused by the lower proportion

of low-luminosity lGRBs in the Y15 sample. However, all the deduced k values are sample-dependent and

roughly coincident with some previous estimates. For instance, Wu et al. (2012) found the value of k to

be 2.3+0.56
−0.51 for a sample of 95 lGRBs detected by multiple satellites including Swift, Fermi/GBM, Konus-

wind, and so on. Tsvetkova et al. (2017) got a smaller value of k ∼ 1.7 for a sample of 150 Konus-wind

lGRBs with reliable redshift measurements. This may imply that the resulting k values are less biased by

the instrumental effect in contrast with the sample selection effect.
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Figure 2. The differential flux distributions of low (filled squares) and high (filled circles) luminosity lGRBs. The

two vertical dashed lines represent the smallest fluxes of them. The two declining solid lines denote the homegeneous

distribution of N ∝ F−3/2 in the Euclidian space.

3. GRB RATE VERSUS SFR

Using the cumulative redshift distribution function φ(z), one can calculate the lGRB rate, ρ(z), as done in

D22. The normalized cumulative redshift distributions of samples Y15, BL and D22 are shown in Figure 4,

where we find that the low-luminosity lGRBs are relatively closer to us than those high-luminosity ones in

each sample. In comparison, the cumulative redshift distributions of low-luminosity lGRBs increase faster

in the smaller redshift domain. Interestingly, the median redshifts of both low- and high-luminosity lGRBs

in sample Y15 are evidently larger than those corresponding medians of sample D22, but smaller than the

medians of sample BL. More interestingly, we find that the median redshift of high-luminosity lGRBs in

each sample is about two times larger than that of low-luminosity lGRBs, in which the physical reason is

unknown yet. However, we can speculate that dark GRBs with high redshift are most probably the low-

luminosity bursts without detection due to the Malmquist bias (Dainotti, Petrosian & Bowden 2021) and

need more effective ways to detect in the future (Jiang et al. 2021; Tanvir et al. 2021; Thomas et al. 2022).

Now, we apply the cumulative redshift distribution to compute the event rates of the two classes of lGRBs

in each sample. The results are compared with the SFR in Figure 5. It can be obviously found that the
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Figure 3. The τ -statistic results of low-luminosity (thin solid line) and high-luminosity (thick solid line) GRBs for

samples Y15 (panel a), BL (panel b) and D22 (panel c), respectively. The vertical lines show the expected k values

when τ is equal to zero.
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Figure 4. Cumulative redshift distributions of the three samples of low (thin solid line) and high (thick solid line)

luminosity lGRBs. All data have been normalized to the maximum redshift. Panels (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the

Y15, BL and D22 samples, respectively.

dependence of the event rate on redshift for the low- and high-luminosity lGRBs is very different no mat-

ter whether the lGRB sample is complete or not, which is consistent with our findings in D22. In other

words, the event rates of high-luminosity lGRBs match the SFR well within all redshift ranges and the low-

luminosity lGRBs exhibit significant excess at low-redshift of z < 1, particularly for the complete sample

D22. Even for the smaller and incomplete Y15 sample, the low-redshift excess is still very obvious. On

the other hand, Figure 5b indicates that the event rate of a small fraction of low-luminosity lGRBs with

higher redshift of z > 1 is somewhat in agreement with the SFR instead. Therefore, we conclude that the

low-redshift excess found in both complete and incomplete lGRB samples before is contributed by the low-
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Figure 5. Comparisons between the SFR (gray points) and the event rates of low (red thin ladder lines) and high (blue

thick ladder lines) luminosity lGRBs for samples Y15, BL and D22, respectively. The observed SFR data together

with the best fitting line (cyan solid lines) have been taken from D22 and the light shaded regions indicate the 3σ

prediction range.

luminosity lGRBs. This is evidently different from the previous viewpoint that the low-redshift excess was

biased by the incompleteness of GRB samples (e.g. Pescalli et al. 2016; Lan et al. 2019). Strictly speaking,

the sample completeness degree can influence the estimate of GRB rate slightly as displayed in Figure 5, but

it can not change the GRB evolutionary trend in nature and its importance may be overestimated in some

previous studies. Our results indicat that the high-luminosity lGRBs are produced from the core-collapse of

massive stars and most low-luminosity lGRBs could originate from other processes unrelated with the star

formation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above analysis of GRB rates for both complete and incomplete lGRB samples, we draw the

following conclusions:

(1) The relations between peak luminosity and redshift of lGRBs are described by L ∝ (1 + z)k with

kl = 0.41+0.4
−0.4 and kh = 1.3+0.36

−0.41 for sample Y15, kl = 2.63+0.35
−0.3 and kh = 0.06+0.28

−0.26 for sample BL,

kl = 4.01+0.65
−0.65 and kh = 1.27+0.6

−0.63 for sample D22, respectively.

(2) After dividing the lGRBs into low- and high-luminosity ones, we find that the event rates of high-

luminosity lGRBs match the SFR well within all redshift ranges and the low-luminosity lGRBs show sig-
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nificant excess at low-redshift of z < 1. Therefore, we conclude that the low-redshift excess of GRB rate is

resulted from the low-luminosity lGRBs.

(3) We find that lGRB rates always exceed SFR at low redshift of z < 1 no matter whether the lGRB

samples are complete or not. That is to say, the low-redshift excess found in the literature can not be

attributed to the sample incompleteness.

Consequently, we argue that the high- and low-luminosity lGRBs might have different physical origins,

that is, high-luminosity bursts following the SFR are produced from the death of massive stars and the low-

luminosity bursts may come from other processes that is uncorrelated with the SFR. This might shed new

light on the investigation of GRB progenitors and central engines.

5. DISCUSSION

Currently, the origin of the low-luminosity GRBs is still an open question. For example, Liang et al.

(2007) and Guetta & Della Valle (2007) claimed the existence of two physically distinct classes of lGRBs

but cannot exclude a single population. Lan et al. (2021) showed that the low-luminosity lGRBs are not

the straightforward extension of high-luminosity ones through the luminosity distribution of their sample.

Pais, Piran & Nakar (2023) mentioned that a cocoon breakout is most likely the origin of low-luminosity

GRBs and their broad absorption lines have been observed in several SNe accompanied by low-luminosity

lGRBs (e.g. Bufano et al. 2012; Xu et al. 2013; Izzo et al. 2019). Another possible origin like the cocoon

shock breakout from AGN disk was also proposed (Zhu et al. 2021). Particularly, MichałowskI et al. (2018)

argued that the low-luminosity GRB 111005A represents an independent class of GRBs differing from the

typical core-collapse events and inferred that the GRB rate may be biased towards low SFRs.

Regardless of the origin of the excess of GRB rates at low redshift, the discrepancy between the GRB

rate and the SFR has been tried to be reconciled by the cosmic metallicity evolution (Salvaterra et al. 2012;

Lloyd-Ronning, Aykutalp & Johnson 2019) and an evolving luminosity function of GRBs (Lloyd-Ronning,

Fryer, & Ramirez-Ruiz 2002; Pescalli et al. 2016; Lan et al. 2021). Soderberg et al. (2006) deduced the true

rate of sub-energetic GRBs to be ∼230 Gpc−3 yr−1 which is about 10 times more abundant than typical

bright GRBs. The low-luminosity lGRBs are likely a unique population because of its high local GRB rate

and small beaming factor (see e.g. Liang et al. 2007; Guetta & Della Valle 2007; Zhu et al. 2021). However,
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the real reason of the event rate exceeding the SFR at low redshift remains mysterious. The most important

finding in this paper is that the low-redshift excess of GRB rate is caused by the low-luminosity other than

faint lGRBs in evidence.

It can be understood that some previous works show no excess in the range of low redshift since their

samples are mainly consisted of high-luminosity lGRBs (Wu et al. 2012; Salvaterra et al. 2012; Pescalli

et al. 2016; Ghirlanda & Salvaterra 2022), which was due to the fact that they have utilized the complete

GRB samples, for example the BAT6 sample (Salvaterra et al. 2012) that is dominated by the bright Swift

lGRBs. Dong et al. (2022) also applied the same non-parametric method to a complete sample including the

dimmer bursts and however found the low-redshift excess to be existent. Simultaneously, they verified that

the GRB rate exceeds the SFR at the low redshift even for the non-complete GRB samples when the fraction

of low-redshift GRBs is sufficient enough. Very importantly, we discover in this work that the low-redshift

excess is caused by the low-luminosity lGRBs instead of the high-luminosity ones, which is independent of

the completeness of GRB samples.
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ABSTRACT

While various indirect methods are used to detect exoplanets, one of the most effective
and accurate methods is the transit method, which measures the brightness of a given star
for periodic dips when an exoplanet is passing in front of the parent star. For systems with
multiple transiting planets, the gravitational perturbations between planets affect their transit
times. The difference in transit times allows a measurement of the planet masses and orbital
eccentricities. These parameters help speculating on the formation, evolution and stability of
the system. Using Transit Timing Variations (TTVs), wemeasure the masses and eccentricities
of two planets orbiting K2-21, a relatively bright K7 dwarf star. These two planets exhibit
measurable TTVs, have orbital periods of about 9.32 days and 15.50 days, respectively, and
a period ratio of about 1.66, which is relatively near to the 5:3 mean motion resonance. We
report that the inner and outer planets in the K2-21 system have properties consistent with the
presence of a hydrogen and helium dominated atmospheres, as we estimate their masses to be
1.59+0.52−0.44 𝑀⊕ and 3.88+1.22−1.07 𝑀⊕ and densities of 0.22+0.05−0.04 𝜌⊕ and 0.34

+0.08
−0.06 𝜌⊕, respectively

(𝑀⊕ and 𝜌⊕ are the mass and density of Earth, respectively). Our results show that the inner
planet is less dense than the outer planet; one more counter-intuitive exoplanetary system such
as Kepler-105, LTT 1445, TOI-175 and Kepler-279 systems.

Key words: planet-star interactions

1 INTRODUCTION

The Kepler mission revealed that the most numerous type of planet
in our galaxy has a size in between that of Earth and Neptune
(Howard et al. 2012; Petigura et al. 2013; Dressing & Charbonneau
2015). Without solar system analogs to guide us, these sub-Neptune
objects remain shrouded in mystery. A key first step in determining
the nature of sub-Neptune objects is estimating their masses, which
provides ameasure of their bulk density when combined with radius
information from transit observations. Unfortunately, many sub-
Neptune hosting systems are inaccessible to mass measurements via

★ E-mail: maryame@astro.cornell.edu

the radial velocity method for a variety of reasons (e.g. brightness
of the host star in the visible, stellar activity, or long planetary
orbital periods). However, many sub-Neptunes have been found in
multi-planet systems with orbital configurations that allow for their
masses to be estimated by measuring variations in their times of
transit (Schneider 2003). Systems hosting multiple sub-Neptune
type planets also allow for a rich array of comparative studies that
explore the formation and evolution of such planetary systems.

The star within the K2-21 (EPIC 206011691) system is a rela-
tively bright, nearby K7 dwarf (Dressing et al. 2017) that hosts two
transiting planets. The formation and dynamical evolution of plan-
etary systems orbiting K dwarfs is not well understood. To better
understand the origin of compact systems of exoplanets, the first step

© 2022 The Authors
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2 El Moutamid et al.

Planet Transit Transit Time 𝑡err Mission
Number (BJD - 2,456,900) (Days)

b 1 80.09653 0.00492 K2
b 2 89.41035 0.00692 K2
b 3 98.75049 0.00494 K2
b 4 108.0739 0.00475 K2
b 5 117.40152 0.00504 K2
b 6 126.71487 0.00638 K2
b 7 136.04625 0.00407 K2
b 8 145.37533 0.00544 K2
b 49 527.74541 0.00212 Spitzer

b 72 742.27637 0.00268 Spitzer

b 89 900.80217 0.00509 Spitzer

b 114 1133.91504 0.00229 Spitzer

c 1 88.47122 0.00310 K2
c 2 103.97430 0.00260 K2
c 3 119.47245 0.00258 K2
c 4 134.97949 0.00239 K2
c 29 522.45101 0.00161 Spitzer

c 43 739.42816 0.00280 Spitzer

c 54 909.92891 0.00227 Spitzer

c 78 1281.95023 0.00147 Spitzer

c 115 1855.39811 0.00178 Spitzer

Table 1: Transit times of planet K2-21b and K2-21c obtained by K2
and Spitzer over a span of 4.9 years.

in K2-21 requires robust constraints on the planetary masses, radii,
and orbital eccentricities of both planets K2-21b and K2-21c. The
initial photometric observations of these planets uncovered precise
orbital periods of 9.32414 days and 15.50120 days, respectively,
and a period ratio of 1.6624, which is relatively near the 5:3 mean
motion resonance (Petigura et al. 2015). This system’s proximity to
the mean motion resonance (MMR) is important because it affects
the measured transit times to produce so-called transit timing varia-
tions (TTVs), where the gravitational perturbations between planets
affect the transit times (Agol et al. 2005; Holman & Murray 2005).
The TTVs allow for the measurement of both the planet masses and
their orbital eccentricities, which are better characterized when both
planets are into or close to mean motion resonance. Here we present
an analysis of the K2-21 system using observations from K2 and
Spitzer. The precision and temporal baseline of transit observa-
tions of both K2-21b and K2-21c from these facilities increase the
fidelity of the mass and radius measurements of these ideal targets
for comparative planetology studies.

In the following sections we first describe the set-up of
our observations and data reductions including observations from
Spitzer and K2 (§2), the set-up of our numerical model (§3). In
§4 we present the results of our investigation in terms of mass and
orbital element determinations for both planets, and their possible
compositions. Finally, in §5 we present a summary of our results
and discuss future works.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1 K2

The Kepler Space Telescope observed K2-21 during Campaign 3 of
the K2 mission, after the telescope lost its second of four reaction
wheels. During K2 operations solar radiation pressure torqued the
spacecraft about its barrel, which caused stars to drift by ∼1 pixel

over 6-hour timescales. These drifts are corrected with periodic
thruster firings (Howell et al. 2014). Due to the field rotation, raw
aperture photometry from K2 contains systematic variability of
∼1% due to inter- and intra-pixel sensitivity variations and variable
aperture losses.

We correct for these systematics using the everest2.0 code
by Luger et al. (2018). This code models stellar variability and
instrumental systematics simultaneously with a Gaussian process
plus a linear combination of the products of the fractional fluxes in
each pixel up to third order. The coefficients in the linear model are
determined through a regularized L2 optimization. When transits
are present, the Gaussian process partially fits out the transit. Fol-
lowing the recommendation by Luger et al. (2018), we mask out the
transits and re-optimize everest2.0’s systematic and variability
model. We subtract this model to produce a whitened light curve.
The long-cadence integration comprising the whitened light curve
had a dispersion of 𝜎 = 1.48*MAD = 109ppm, which we adopt
as the per-measurement uncertainty in fractional flux, where MAD
denotes the mean absolute deviation. We use the exoplanet code
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to fit a two planet model (i.e., Mandel
& Agol 2002) to the whitened photometry, using transit parame-
ters from Petigura et al. (2015) as starting values. We then remove
outliers that differ from the maximum a posteriori model by 5𝜎 or
more.

2.2 Spitzer

We observe the K2-21 system with Spitzer over a span of 3.5
years as part of four separate programs (11026, PI: Werner; 12035,
13045, 14244, PI: Stevenson). Since the orbital solution was poorly
constrained at the time of execution, program 11026 uses 14.6-
hour observations to recover one transit of each planet. Subsequent
observations span 8.2 hours. All programs use the 4.5 `m channel
with a 32×32 subarray and 2-second frame times. Each observation
utilizes a ∼30-minute astronomical observation request (AOR) to
settle the telescope pointing before reacquiring the target for the
science AOR.

For all programs, we reduce the Spitzer data using the Pho-
tometry for Orbits, Eclipses, and Transits (POET) pipeline (Steven-
son et al. 2012; Cubillos et al. 2013). Briefly, POET reads in the
Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) files from by the Spitzer Heritage
Archive, identifies and masks bad pixels using a double-iteration,
4𝜎 outlier routine, computes centroids using a 2D Gaussian on
each frame, and performs aperture photometry at various sizes.
For consistency, we use the same configuration for all observations
(2.5 pixel aperture for target flux, 7-15 pixel annulus for back-
ground flux). We fit each light curve individually using a transit
model, a self-calibrating BiLinearly-Interpolated Subpixel Sensi-
tivity BLISS map for position-dependent systematics (Stevenson
et al. 2012), and a linear trend in time. We compute uncertainties
using Differential-Evolution Markov Chain (DEMC) Monte Carlo
techniques (ter Braak 2006; ter Braak & Vrugt 2008).

Spanning all four Spitzer programs, we obtain four transits
the inner planet b and five transits of the outer planet c. We defini-
tively detect transits in nine of these datasets; the final observation of
K2-21b (2019-10-23, AOR 69555456) exhibits a significant amount
of red noise and the transit time is unconstrained. Thus, we exclude
this dataset from our remaining analyses. The nine good Spitzer

transit times are listed in Table 1.
At 4.5 `m, we compute weighted mean planet-to-star ra-

dius ratios of 0.0307±0.0011 and 0.0357±0.0009 for planets b
and c, respectively. Using the GAIA-measured stellar radius of
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Parameter Value Unit
Period of b 9.325898 Days
𝑇0 of b 80.106039 MJD
𝐴𝑏 39.7 Minutes

Offset of b 531.4 Days
Period of c 15.499554 Days
𝑇0 of c 88.464776 MJD
𝐴𝑐 27.7 Minutes

Offset of c 24.3 Days
𝑝super 988.7 Days.

Table 2: Best-fit parameters of planets K2-21b and K2-21c using
both the Spitzer and K2 transit times (MJD = BJD - 2,456,900)

0.5762+0.0332−0.0397 𝑅� , the K2-21 planets have sizes of 1.93±0.07 and
2.25±0.05 𝑅⊕ .

2.3 Least-Squares Fit

We perform a least-squares minimization of the measured TTVs to
fit a sinusoidal function with linear ephemeris of the form:

TTV = 𝐴 sin (2𝜋(𝑡 − 𝑡offset)/𝑝super) + 𝑇0 + 𝑛𝑝 (1)

for each planet. Here, 𝑡 is the measured transit time, 𝑛 is the known
transit number, 𝑇0 is the fitted mean ephemeris, 𝑡offset is the offset
time, and 𝑝 is the fitted mean orbital period. Using both the Spitzer
and K2 transit times, we find a best-fit super period of 𝑝super =
988.7 days and TTV semi-amplitudes 𝐴 of 39.7 and 27.7 minutes
for planets b and c, respectively. Table 2 contains all of our best-fit
parameters from the fit.

Figure 1 shows the Spitzer transit lights curves for planets
b (left) and c (right), respectively. We use the mean orbital periods
(9.325898 and 15.499554 days) and ephemerides (80.106039 MJD
and 88.464776 MJD) to compute each static orbital phase along
the abscissa (𝑥 axis). The TTVs are clearly seen by eye. The mean
orbital period ratio between the two planets is 1.661991, which is
slightly less than the 5:3 orbital resonance. The top panel of Figure 3
represents the observed minus calculated diagram for K2-21b and
K2-21c fitted using a simple Lavenberg-Marquardt fit.

3 TRANSIT TIMING METHODS AND ANALYSIS

To estimate the planetary parameters in K2-21, we implement a
forwardmodel using the Python wrapper version of TTVFast (Deck
et al. 2014) that uses the stellar mass 𝑀★ and seven parameters for
each planet (mass 𝑀 , period 𝑃, 𝑒 cos𝜔, 𝑒 sin𝜔, inclination 𝑖, nodal
longitude Ω, & time of first transit 𝑇𝑜) as input to evaluate the
resultant transit times, where 𝑒 and 𝜔 are the orbital eccentricity
and longitude of the pericenter, respectively. The TTVFast module
propagates the model relative to a reference epoch 𝑇ref over the
range of transits given in Table 1 using a timestep of 0.045 days
(about 0.5% of the orbital period of the inner planet) in a Jacobian
coordinate system 1. TTVFast returns a matrix of results denoting
the planet index, transit number and transit time in days. It also
provides the position and velocity of the planets on the sky so that
radial velocity measurements can be included in the model, but that
portion of the module is not used in our work.

1 A listing of the requirements are described in the Fortran version of
TTVFast

To efficiently survey the parameter space, we implement the
commonly used emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). The
sampling routines within emcee are frequently used for many astro-
physical problems including the estimation of planetary parameters
from a list of transit times. We modify the emcee sampler to use
differential evolution proposals (Nelson et al. 2014) along with a
snooker updater (ter Braak & Vrugt 2008), which improved its per-
formance. The emcee sampler uses a set of assumed initial parame-
ters (Table 3) along with their normally distributed uncertainties 𝜎
to generate a large set of walkers that explore the parameter space.
These walkers are modified through our log 𝜒2 likelihood function,
when the transit times determined from the model are compared
with the observations (Table 1), or

log 𝜒2 = −1
2

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

(
𝑂𝑛 − 𝐶𝑛

𝜎

)2
+ log

(
2𝜋𝜎2

)
, (2)

where 𝑁 is the total number of transit times, and𝑂𝑛 and 𝐶𝑛 are the
observed and calculated n-th transit time, respectively.

As a result, the emcee package traverses sets of parameters
along the path of largest probability. To better constrain the fit-
ting procedure, we use a prior probability function based on prior
results from Petigura et al. (2015) to limit the exploration of pa-
rameter space by emcee, where values outside the allowed range
receive a penalty. For example, we penalize the trial parameters
that would be nonphysical (e.g., using the planet packing conditions
from Gladman (1993)). To narrow the phase parameter to get the
best solutions, we add an additional prior that checks whether the
trial parameters produce an impact parameter (Winn 2010) that is
consistent (within 1𝜎) with the observations. The impact parame-
ter 𝑏 is the sky-projected distance at conjunction. In this case, we
limited the code to allow solutions where 0.25 < 𝑏 < 0.85, using
𝑏𝑏 = 0.7+0.15−0.45 and 𝑏𝑐 = 0.66+0.19−0.40 for the inner and outer planet,
respectively (Petigura et al. 2015). Our code is available, upon re-
quest from the first author, in the hosting platform GitHub via this
link: https://github.com/MaryameElMoutamid/Exoplanets/TTV.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Parameters and possible Compositions of the two K2-21
Planets

For both inner and outer planets, we report masses of 1.59+0.52−0.44 𝑀⊕
and 3.88+1.22−1.07 𝑀⊕ and densities of 0.22+0.05−0.04 𝜌⊕ and 0.34

+0.08
−0.06 𝜌⊕ ,

respectively, where 𝑀⊕ and 𝜌⊕ are the mass and density of Earth,
respectively. Figure 2 and Table 3 summarize our results on the
masses and orbital elements of these 2 planets. These values are
verified from the short-timescale chopping variations (Figure 3).
These variations are caused by coherent small perturbations at con-
junctions that could change the planet orbits (Lithwick et al. 2012;
Nesvorný & Vokrouhlický 2014; Deck & Agol 2015; Hadden &
Lithwick 2016; Agol et al. 2021) of the best fit model. By combin-
ing these new constraints on the masses of the two K2-21 planets
with the measured radii by Petigura et al. (2015), we provide con-
straints on their possible bulk densities. Figure 4 shows the two
K2-21 planets and the theoretical mass‚ radius functions for differ-
ent bulk planetary densities from Zeng et al. (2016) and Lopez &
Fortney (2014). Both planets would have properties consistent of a
hydrogen and helium dominated atmospheres.

However, because of the significant mass uncertainties, the
two planets could also have a substantial fraction of their masses
in large volatile envelopes formed from water or other volatile ices.

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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Figure 1. Spitzer transit observations of K2-21b (left) and K2-21c (right) with best fit models. The transit timing variations range from -40 to +40 minutes
for K2-21b and from -28 to +28 minutes for K2-21c.

We report that planet b has a lower density and thus, puffier than
planet c. This suggests that theK2-21 planetary systemmay not have
formed in situ like the Galilean satellites because planet b would
have suffered a stronger atmospheric erosion through hydrodynamic
escape given its proximity to the host star. More observations are
needed to better constrain formation scenarios (Sotzen et al. 2021;
Benneke & Seager 2013).

4.2 On the formation, stability and resonant configuration of
the K2-21 system

The two planets that we model in the K2-21 system are similar in
density to Jupiter or Neptune, where there are competing theories as
to the origins of the lowmass planets with large radii (Jontof-Hutter
2019). For such planets with TTV derived masses, the typical origin
would be through Type I migration where the planets begin just be-
yond the snow line, develop into a MMR, and migrate inward while
maintaining the resonant configuration. However, Lee & Chiang
(2016) suggested that super-Puffs (4–10 R⊕ , 2–6 M⊕) form within
a gas-poor region of the disk (∼1 au) that coincides with a large
shift in the conventional snow line during the pre-main-sequence
(Kennedy & Kenyon 2008).

The long-term stability of two planet systems like K2-21 is not
well defined. Petigura et al. (2015) only estimate the lower limit for
the stellar age &1 Gyr, where the system could be in a meta-stable
state and the age of the system cannot be used as a constraint. Our
TTV modeling penalizes trials where the planetary spacing is less
than 2

√
3RH (Gladman 1993) and thus our results could represent

stable two-planet systems in the short-term (. 1000 yr). Previous
studies (Chambers et al. 1996; Smith & Lissauer 2009; Pu & Wu
2015; Goldberg & Batygin 2022) showed that planetary spacing

parameters for systems of multiple planets lie between 4 − 10 de-
pending planet multiplicity, where the most compact systems (e.g.,
TRAPPIST-1; Quarles et al. (2017)) ∼10 mutual Hill radii of space
between adjacent pairs of planets. However, the planetary spacing
derived from our posterior is 21.5 ± 1.6 mutual Hill radii, which
permits planetary stability for low eccentricity orbits. Instabilities
due to the overlap of first order mean motion resonances (Deck
et al. 2013) are not applicable because the K2-21 system lies near a
second order mean motion resonance (5:3) and the resonance over-
lap typically occurs for period ratios inside the 4:3 (Lithwick et al.
2012).

To test the potential for longer term stability, we use the pos-
terior parameter distribution from our TTV modeling and perform
numerical simulations for 106 orbits of the inner planet (∼ 25, 000
yr) using the n-body simulation packageREBOUND (Rein&Liu 2012;
Rein & Spiegel 2015). To balance the computational expense with
numerical accuracy, we use the whfast integration scheme with an
11th order symplectic corrector, where the integration timestep is
5% of planet b’s orbital period (∼0.46 days). From the simulation
of 3000 samples, we find that all of our TTV solutions are stable
for 106 orbits of the inner planet, which is ∼5 times longer than the
secular forcing timescale (∼5000 yr). Instabilities could occur on
much longer timescales, but other physical effects (e.g., tides and/or
General Relativity) need to be included before concluding on the
stability of the K2-21 system.

Many of the TTV systems identified in the Kepler data have
been analyzed to determine the period ratios of adjacent planets and
their proximity to mean motion resonances (Fabrycky et al. 2014).
We calculate the proximity to the 5:3 resonance using our posterior
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Figure 2. Posterior distribution of all 15 free parameters (the star’s mass and 6 parameters for each planet) using our model described in Section 3 providing
the most likely solution for the masses and orbital elements of both planets in the K2-21 system.

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2022)
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.

Planets K2-21b K2-21c

Parameters Uniform prior bound Outputs Uniform prior bound Outputs
lower upper lower upper

Mass (M⊕) 0.1 30. 1.59+0.52−0.44 0.1 30. 3.88+1.22−1.07
P (days) 9.32351 9.32473 9.3238+0.0002−0.0001 15.50021 15.50213 15.5017+0.0002−0.0002
√
𝑒 cos𝜛 −0.7 0.7 −0.03+0.14−0.12 −0.7 0.7 −0.18+0.09−0.06

√
𝑒 sin𝜛 −0.7 0.7 0.04+0.21−0.15 −0.7 0.7 0.15+0.09−0.07

𝑖Sky (◦) 87. 89.99 88.54+0.49−0.59 87. 89.99 89.02+0.33−0.41

Ω (◦) −0.5 0.5 0.0048+0.2746−0.2774 −0.5 0.5 −0.0141+0.2772−0.2687

𝑇0 (days) 80.0942 80.11734 80.0977+0.0012−0.0012 88.47122 88.47466 88.4739+0.0005−0.0006

Table 3: Modeling planetary parameters for the K2-21 system. All 𝑇0 values are provided on BJD - 2,456,900. The mass of the K2-21 star is
0.676023 𝑀� , and the upper and lower values of the stellar mass that we use in our code are 0.743625 𝑀� and 0.608421 𝑀� , respectively

Figure 3. Top: Observed minus calculated diagram using Equation (1) for
K2-21b and K2-21c fitted with the best fit using a simple Lavenberg-
Marquardt fit. Middle: Transit timing variation (TTV) measurements and
uncertainties for K2-21b (purple) and K2-21c (green) using observations
from K2 and Spitzer. The solid curves illustrate the TTV using posterior
samples from our dynamical model with TTVFast. This model diverges
from the one represented in the top panel after ∼700 days because TTVFast
accounts for more physical parameters, such as the planetary eccentricity.
Bottom: Short-timescale chopping variations of the best fit model.

through the following relation (Hadden & Lithwick 2016),

Δ =
𝑃c
𝑃b

𝐾 − 2
𝐾

− 1, (3)

where 𝐾 = 5 and find Δ ≈ −0.00242. Finding a system this close
to a mean motion resonance is definitely intriguing, but there is a
secondary condition for resonances which includes the libration of
its resonant angle 𝜙. The resonant angle depends on a linear combi-
nation of the mean longitudes (_𝑏 , _𝑐), the arguments of pericenter
(𝜛𝑏 , 𝜛𝑐) and the longitudes of the ascending node (Ω𝑏 ,Ω𝑐) of the
two planets.

We examine the following conditions for 6 possible 5:3 eccen-
tric resonances, using the values at a given epoch and using 5000
day n-body simulations to test whether the resonant angle librates

Figure 4. Mass-radius logarithmic diagram using our mass constrains and
radius uncertainties from Spitzer analysis. Three planets of the Solar Sys-
tem have been added for illustration in black. The solid curves indicate
expected planet mass-radius curves for different compositions, by interpo-
lating masses and radius from the third table Zeng et al. (2016). The dotted
curves illustrate the mass-radius relationship using the first table in Lopez
& Fortney (2014). Gray measurements on the background represent results
on mass-radius of exoplanets reported by Orosz et al. (2019).

around 𝜙 ≈ 0◦ or 𝜙 ≈ 180◦.

𝜙1 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 − 2𝜛𝑏 ,

𝜙2 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 − 2𝜛𝑐 ,

𝜙3 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 −𝜛𝑏 −𝜛𝑐 ,

𝜙4 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 − 2Ω𝑏 ,

𝜙5 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 − 2Ω𝑐 ,

𝜙6 = 5_𝑐 − 3_𝑏 −Ω𝑏 −Ω𝑐

(4)

All of the temporal variations of the 6 resonant angles from
Equation (4) at 𝑇ref = 2, 456, 975 days showed that K2-21b and
K2-21c are not in resonance.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

From the transit timing variations (TTVs) of K2-21, we derive the
masses and orbital eccentricities of both planets K2-21b and K2-
21c. We find that the inner and outer planets in the K2-21 system
have interiors consistent with the presence of a hydrogen and helium
dominated atmosphere from our estimate of their masses, which are
1.59+0.52−0.44 𝑀⊕ and 3.88+1.22−1.07 𝑀⊕ and densities of 0.22+0.05−0.04 𝜌⊕
and 0.34+0.08−0.06 𝜌⊕ , respectively. Our results show that the inner
planet is less dense than the outer planet; one more counter-intuitive
exoplanetary system such as Kepler-105 (Wang et al. 2014; Rowe
et al. 2014), LTT 1445 (Winters et al. 2019, 2022), TOI-175 (Kostov
et al. 2019; Demangeon et al. 2021) and Kepler-279 (Xie 2014;
Rowe et al. 2014) systems. Both planets are beyond the transition
radius of 1.6 𝑅⊕ and are expected to be low density from mass-
radius relations (Rogers 2015; Chen & Kipping 2017). We find
that these two planets are near (but not in) a second-order mean
motion resonance (5:3) on eccentric orbits. Indeed, the observed
transit periods are not oscillating around the exact ratio 1.6667
(Bailey et al. 2022), suggesting that these two planets may not
be in resonances as previously thought. Although, the measured
period ratio is 1.6626 ±0.0002, which is consistent (at 2𝜎) with the
value reported by Petigura et al. (2015) of 1.6625. We have added
posteriors and joint posteriors for the difference in eccentricity 𝛿𝑒,
longitudes of pericenter 𝛿𝜔, and inclinations 𝛿𝑖, as a companion
corner plot (Figure 5).

The JamesWebb Space Telescope (JWST)would provide addi-
tional observations of the K2-21 system, which would allow for fur-
ther optimization of the main parameters of this system, by adding
transit and eclipse times for both planets. With these new obser-
vations, we expect improvements in the accuracy of observational
parameters, such as the transit depth, transit duration, and impact pa-
rameter for each planet. Such additional measurements would also
affect the prior mass measurements via TTVs. In fact, the longer
baseline (i.e., gap between measurements) could narrow the param-
eter space of both mass and eccentricity to improve the fit. JWST
could also refine the orbital resonant configuration of the K2-21
system.
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Figure 5. Left panel: Posterior samples of the planet masses (𝑀𝑏 and 𝑀𝑐) and eccentricities (𝑒𝑏 and 𝑒𝑐) from our numerical model. Right panel: Posterior
samples of the difference in eccentricity vector components 𝛿𝑒, the difference of longitudes of pericenters, the difference of planet period ratio from 1.662
(Bailey et al. 2022) and the difference of inclinations for both planets.
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APPENDIX A: Code validation with synthetic data

To evaluate the robustness of our code, we test it by using synthetic data produced from a set of known parameters (e.g., star mass,
planetary masses and orbital parameters), and check if our code recovers these inputs. The initial parameters that we chose to reproduce and
the output results are listed in the top of Figure 6. Our synthetic transit times values are generated based on mean value of each synthetic
planet parameters and the star mass, and from the posteriors of our model. We then add white noise to each transit time (up to 7 min). Our
posterior results for masses and the orbital parameters are consistent with input in terms of their mean values. This test validates both our
transit timing method and our TTV analysis, and allows us to use our code for real data in order to determine K2-21 planet parameters with
confidence.

Planets Planet b Planet c

Parameters True Uniform prior bound Outputs True Uniform prior bound Outputs
values lower guessed upper values lower guessed upper

Mass (M⊕) 2.00 0.10 4.00 5.00 1.98+0.38−0.36 5.00 0.10 7.00 10.00 4.96+0.38−0.38
P (days) 9.00314 9.00150 9.00314 9.00478 9.00315+0.00002−0.00002 15.00 14.9994 15.00 15.0006 15.0000+0.0001−0.0001
√
𝑒 cos𝜛 0.01 -0.30 0.01 0.30 −0.005+0.051−0.049 0.01 -0.30 0.01 0.30 0.008+0.041−0.044

√
𝑒 sin𝜛 0.01 -0.30 0.01 0.30 0.005+0.043−0.040 -0.01 -0.30 0.01 0.30 0.002+0.041−0.040

𝑖Sky (◦) 88.30 87.00 88.30 89.99 88.66+0.37−0.40 89.08 87.00 89.08 89.99 89.21+0.25−0.26

Ω (◦) 0.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 −0.03+0.27−0.26 0.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 0.02+0.26−0.26

𝑇0 (days) 80.00 79.9983 80. 80.0017 80.00001+0.00004−0.00004 88.00 87.9983 88. 88.0017 88.00001+0.00010−0.00010

Table 4: Modeling planetary parameters for a system with synthetic data close to K2-21 parameters. All 𝑇0 values are provided on BJD -
2,456,900.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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Figure 6. Posterior distribution of all 15 free parameters (including the star’s mass) using our model described in Section 3 providing the most likely solution
for the masses and orbital elements of synthetic data of a system with two planets with masses and orbital parameters listed in Table 4.
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ABSTRACT
Circumstellar discs likely have a short window when they are self-gravitating and prone to the effects of disc instability, but
during this time the seeds of planet formation can be sown. It has long been argued that disc fragmentation can form large
gas giant planets at wide orbital separations, but its place in the planet formation paradigm is hindered by a tendency to form
especially large gas giants or brown dwarfs. We instead suggest that planet formation can occur early in massive discs, through the
gravitational collapse of dust which can form the seeds of giant planets. This is different from the usual picture of self-gravitating
discs, in which planet formation is considered through the gravitational collapse of the gas disc into a gas giant precursor. It is
familiar in the sense that the core is formed first, and gas is accreted thereafter, as is the case in the core accretion scenario.
However, by forming a ∼ 1𝑀⊕ seed from the gravitational collapse of dust within a self-gravitating disc there exists the potential
to overcome traditional growth barriers and form a planet within a few times 105 years. The accretion of pebbles is most efficient
with centimetre-sized dust, but the accretion of millimetre sizes can also result in formation within a Myr. Thus, if dust can
grow to these sizes, planetary seeds formed within very young, massive discs could drastically reduce the timescale of planet
formation and potentially explain the observed ring and gap structures in young discs.

Key words: planet formation — protoplanetary discs — dust — hydrodynamics

1 INTRODUCTION

Observations of young discs show a wealth of complex structures
in millimetre dust emission (Andrews et al. 2018; Long et al. 2018;
Clarke et al. 2018), scattered light off the gas disc surface (Muto
et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2018) and molecular tracers (Boehler et al.
2018; Öberg et al. 2021). In particular, these very early discs have
been imaged with significant ring and gap structure in continuum
dust observations, with potential explanations ranging frommagnetic
fields (Béthune et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2022), radial thermal variations
(Schneider et al. 2018; Ueda et al. 2021), to hydrodynamic insta-
bilities and vortices (Béthune et al. 2016; Kuznetsova et al. 2022),
among other theories. A common suggestion is that planet formation
and growth is ongoing, such that a planet can halt the inward migra-
tion of dust and open up a gap (Zhang et al. 2018; Lodato et al. 2019;
Pinilla et al. 2020).
While planets have not been directly detected in the locations of

the dust gaps of observed discs, their presence is potentially inferred
by the distortion to the local Keplerian gas flow caused by a planet
as seen through velocity channel maps of CO gas (Pinte et al. 2016;
Teague et al. 2018; Pinte et al. 2020). If planets are indeed a cause
of these structures and planet formation around young stars takes
place much sooner than once thought, the age estimates of these

★ E-mail: hans.baehr@uga.edu

discs would require that planet formation is very fast, even at distant
orbital separations where many of these dust gaps are located.
Disc fragmentation, where the gravitational collapse of the gas

disc into a dense object, has been suggested as a possible pathway
for the formation of gas giant planets on wide orbits (Boss 1997).
However, this idea has a number of disadvantages thatmake it difficult
to reconcile with observed systems. First of all, disc fragmentation
yields companion masses that are on the order of 10 𝑀Jup at for-
mation, which can grow substantially with later accretion from the
disc (Rafikov 2005; Kratter et al. 2010; Rice et al. 2015; Kratter &
Lodato 2016). Secondly, unless fragmentation can concentrate sig-
nificant amounts of dust at the dense centre immediately (Baehr &
Klahr 2019), planets formed by disc instability are expected to have
low metallicities and little or no solid core, which is not consistent
with the gas giants in the solar system (Bolton et al. 2017) or our
understanding of gas giants in other systems (Sato et al. 2005; Buhler
et al. 2016). Third, despite initially forming far out in the early disc,
migration timescales are usually short enough that there is more than
enough time for a gas giant planet formed through disc instability to
become tidally disrupted or accrete onto the star (Nayakshin 2010;
Baruteau et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2012; Michael et al. 2012; Cloutier
& Lin 2013). Finally, as it is currently understood, fragmentation re-
quires that the disc be both especially cool andmassive (Cossins et al.
2009) and that the thermal relaxation (cooling) timescale is shorter
than a few orbital timescales (Gammie 2001; Kratter &Murray-Clay

© 2023 The Authors
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Figure 1. A cartoon sketch of how the dust concentration in a self-gravitating disc can lead to rapid gas giant formation. Top left: a young, massive disc
dominated by gas develops dense gas substructures; see Section 2. Top right: dust which has grown to millimetre sizes concentrates within the dense gas features,
see Section 3.1. Bottom left: The gravitational collapse of the concentrated dust grains provides a seed for efficient pebble accretion which can rapidly grow to
the size of a gas giant core, refer to Section 3.2 and 4.1. Bottom right: With a large embedded core, gas will quickly fall onto the young planet and runaway
accretion can clear a gap in the disc, see Section 4.2.

2011). Meeting both conditions in a realistic disc is possible but rare,
considering that massive discs are typically optically thick with long
cooling timescales, which is not favourable for disc fragmentation
(Haworth et al. 2020; Cadman et al. 2020). However, the distant re-
gions of the disc (beyond roughly 100 au) may become optically thin
(Rafikov 2015), in which case the cooling time can be short enough
for fragmentation, provided densities are sufficiently high.

More familiar formation models, i.e. streaming instability or plan-
etesimal and pebble accretion, are a possible way to form the large
solid seeds of these gas giant planets, but may not be efficient enough
in the outer disc where growth and collision timescales are longer
(Jang et al. 2022). This difficulty can be inferred from semi-analytic
planet formation models, which often require the existence of lunar-
sized solid bodies to serve as the seeds of distant gas giant planets,
when accounting for planet migration in a viscous disc (Bitsch et al.
2015, 2019; Andama et al. 2022). In population synthesis models,
forming cold gas giant planets as observed in their present locations
requires especially large discs that may be gravitationally unstable
(Schlecker et al. 2021).

Instead of fragmentation of the gas disc, it has been argued that
gravitoturbulent discs may produce an early population of planetesi-
mals (Rice et al. 2004; Gibbons et al. 2012, 2014) and even planetary
embryos (Baehr et al. 2022). The dust can concentrate within the
dense gas structures prominent in marginally self-gravitating discs
because they are efficient at concentrating dust through both vertical
settling aided by the self-gravity of the disc gas (Dipierro et al. 2015;
Riols et al. 2020; Baehr & Zhu 2021b) and within the plane of the
disc due to aerodynamic drag forces (Baehr & Zhu 2021a). Planetary
embryos formed in this way could then rapidly accrete solids and
gas as in the conventional core accretion model and reach sub-Jovian
to Jovian masses on timescales that are more compatible with ob-
servations. However, whether this scenario could realistically play a
role in planet formation has not been fully explored. In the case that

the disc soon becomes stable to gravitational perturbations, embryos
deposited distances greater than 30 au could rapidly accrete gas and
dust via pebble accretion (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012; Morbidelli
& Nesvorný 2012; Jang et al. 2022) such that a gap may be opened in
the dust and/or gas component of the disc. The migration of a planet
in such a scenario could be very rapid, leading to the loss of the
planet to accretion onto the star. Thus, while calculating the growth
timescales of seeds formed within a self-gravitating disc we will also
compare them with typical migration timescales which consider the
self-gravitating phase to be over.
In this paper we make the case for an alternate way in which self-

gravitating discs can play a role in planet formation. We divide this
analysis into three parts, starting in Section 2 by setting up the overall
physical picture of our self-gravitating disc assuming some period
of steady gravitoturbulence. The second part in Section 3 continues
by constraining the valid dust and disc conditions where planetary
embryos may be formed and the initial properties of these rocky
bodies. Finally, in Section 4 we consider how these rocky bodies
might evolve and grow in a still very gaseous disc which is well-
supplied with pebbles for accretion. These stages are sketched out
in Figure 1. In the discussion, Section 5, we address a number of
consequences and alternatives as well as compare with observations
of young discs with inferred or detected planets.

2 GRAVITATIONALLY UNSTABLE DISCS

In the aftermath of star formation, the newly forming disc around
the young star accretes material from what remains of the natal
molecular cloud, a.k.a. the stellar envelope. This supply of material
can keep the disc mass at levels comparable to the protostar for
a period of time whereupon the disc is unstable to gravitational
collapse due to it’s own self-gravity. The gravitational stability of
massive discs to axisymmetric perturbations is described by the 𝑄

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2023)
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parameter (Safronov 1960; Toomre 1964; Goldreich & Lynden-Bell
1965)

𝑄 =
𝑐𝑠Ω

𝜋𝐺Σ
. (1)

A disc with local surface density Σ, Keplerian rotational frequencyΩ
andmidplane sound speed 𝑐𝑠 can be said to be unstable to axisymmet-
ricmodeswhen𝑄 < 1. For 1.4 & 𝑄 > 1, discswill still be unstable to
higher order azimuthal modes which result in non-axisymmetric spi-
ral density waves and possibly turbulence from gravitational stresses
induced by these spirals. Discs need to be very cool or very massive
to reach low values of 𝑄, and thus gravitationally unstable discs are
more likely beyond ∼ 30 au where accretion heating at the midplane
is weaker and stellar irradiation dominates the vertical temperature
structure.
We define radial scaling relations for a number of disc properties

at a characteristic radius of 𝑅 = 50 au using values from Baehr et al.
(2022) for the midplane sound speed in the disc 𝑐𝑠 :

𝑐𝑠 = 199
(

𝑇

11.25𝐾

)1/2
𝑚 𝑠−1. (2)

We adopt a midplane temperature that scales with radius as 𝑇 =

11.25𝐾 (𝑅/50 𝑎𝑢)−1/2 so the sound speed can be written as

𝑐𝑠 = 199
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−1/4
𝑚 𝑠−1, (3)

and the orbital frequency Ω is

Ω = 1.78 × 10−2
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−3/2 (
𝑀∗
1𝑀�

)1/2
𝑦𝑟−1. (4)

From the above definitions, we can derive the scale height of the gas
disc 𝐻𝑔 = 𝑐𝑠/Ω

𝐻𝑔 = 2.36
(

𝑇

11.25𝐾

)1/2 (
𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)3/2 (
𝑀∗
1𝑀�

)−1/2
𝑎𝑢, (5)

the disc aspect ratio

𝐻𝑔

𝑅
= 0.047

(
𝑇

11.25𝐾

)1/2 (
𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)1/2 (
𝑀∗
1𝑀�

)−1/2
. (6)

and the orbital period 𝑃 = 2𝜋Ω−1

𝑃 = 353
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)3/2 (
𝑀∗
1𝑀�

)−1/2
𝑦𝑟. (7)

We initially adopt a gas surface density Σ such that 𝑄 = 1 at 50 au

Σ𝑔 = 53
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−3/2 (
𝑀∗
1𝑀�

)1/2
𝑔 𝑐𝑚−2. (8)

From this point on, unless otherwise noted, all scaling relations will
assume that 𝑀∗ = 𝑀� . A disc with this surface density profile has
a monotonically decreasing value of 𝑄 for increasing radius from
the star, and is unrealistic when observed discs are truncated outside
of a few hundred au (Andrews et al. 2009). Thus, we add an outer
exponential cutoff at a radius of 𝑅cut to the power-law radial surface
density profile

Σ𝑔 = 53
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−3/2
exp

(
− 𝑅

𝑅cut

)
𝑔 𝑐𝑚−2. (9)

From these definitions we derive a basic power-law 𝑄 profile

𝑄 =

(
𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−1/4
, (10)
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Figure 2. An example of the disc stability 𝑄 as function of radius as is
considered in this analysis. A discwith a power-law surface density profilewill
become more unstable with increasing radius indefinitely, but a more realistic
disc with an outer truncation, modeled in Equation (11) with an exponential
cutoff, will have a limited radial range of gravitational instabilities, which
will vary depending on the cutoff radius 𝑅cut. The shaded regions indicate
the radial locations of the disc where𝑄 < 1.4 and non-axisymmetric (spiral)
gas structures may form, which leads to dust concentration.

which we then modify with an outer exponential cutoff for a more
realistic radial profile

𝑄cut = 1.21
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−1/4
exp

(
𝑅

𝑅cut

)
, (11)

which is plotted for exponential cutoff radius 𝑅cut = 200 au and
𝑅cut = 300 au in Figure 2 to show how the radial range of non-
axisymmetric structure can change with the disc size. For the re-
mainder of the paper, the default value will be 𝑅cut = 200 au unless
otherwise stated. The profile as described in Equation 11 and shown
in Figure 2 intentionally assumes the disc to be quasi-steady and
gravitoturbulent, because dust can still concentrate and gravitation-
ally collapse even if the gas is marginally stable (Longarini et al.
2023).
The turbulent strength of a gravitoturbulent disc can be well de-

scribed by the relationwith the gas cooling timescale (Gammie 2001)

𝛼GI =
4
9

1
𝛾(𝛾 − 1)𝑡𝑐Ω

(12)

which for a cooling timescale that avoids fragmentation 𝑡𝑐 = 10Ω−1

and an adiabatic index of 𝛾 = 5/3, yields a value of 𝛼GI ≈ 0.01. We
will use this value as the starting point in our analysis, noting that
the value could be very time and location dependent in a realistic
disc. The disc profile is constructed such that non-axisymmetric
density structures are the dominant feature and fragmentation is not
expected due to the choice of cooling timescale greater than ∼ 5Ω−1.
The cooling timescale will slightly affect the strength of the spiral
density perturbations 𝛿Σ𝑔/Σ𝑔,0 ∝ (𝑡𝑐Ω)−1/2 (Cossins et al. 2009),
which will impact how easily dust can concentrate.
Based on these estimates for a radial disc profile, we expect some

region beyond∼25 au to bemoderately gravitationally unstable. Such
a picture has generally been the theoretical expectation of massive
discs (Rafikov 2015; Rice et al. 2015) and has recently been borne
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out in radial surface density estimates of discs like HL Tau (Kwon
et al. 2011; Booth & Ilee 2020), GM Aurigae (Schwarz et al. 2021)
and AS 209 (Powell et al. 2019; Franceschi et al. 2022). The extent
of the self-gravitating region will depend on the outer cutoff of the
disc, as shown in Figure 2.

3 FORMATION OF PLANETARY EMBRYOS

With the preceding estimates for the radial profile of the gas disc, we
turn to the dust. First, we need to consider the growth of dust from
the micron-sized grains that dominate the interstellar medium (ISM)
to the millimetre to centimetre sizes which are most conducive to
concentration. After that we consider under what disc conditions can
dust gravitationally collapse into bound clouds.
In the Epstein drag regime, particles are smaller than the mean free

path of the gas and interact with the gas through random collisions
with gas particles. As such, particle size can be expressed in terms
of a dimensionless friction time St from the stopping time 𝑡𝑠 :

St = 𝑡𝑠Ω =
𝑎𝜌•

𝑐𝑠𝜌g
Ω, (13)

where 𝑎 is the radius of a dust grain in centimetres and 𝜌• is the
material density of that dust grain, assumed equal to 2 𝑔 𝑐𝑚−3. We
then calculate the physical dust size as function of radius rewriting
Equation (13) in terms of the gas surface density 𝜌g = Σg/

√
2𝜋𝐻g

𝑎 =
StΣg√
2𝜋𝜌•

(14)

= 0.11
(
St
0.01

) (
𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−3/2
exp

(
− 𝑅

𝑅cut

)
𝑐𝑚. (15)

We plot this physical dust size as a function of radius for the three
dimensionless dust sizes in Figure 3. As a first approximation, disc
metallicity is assumed to be at standard interstellar medium (ISM)
level abundances 𝑍 = 0.01, but some amount of enrichment of
the solid-to-gas ratio might be expected, either due to some natural
variance or some large scale depletion of gas, i.e. photoevaporation
or disc winds.
To get a sense for the importance of dust size, we compare with

two common limitations to dust growth, the drift barrier and the frag-
mentation barrier. The limiting size of radially drifting dust particles
is (Birnstiel et al. 2012)

Stdrift = 𝑍
(
𝑣𝑘

𝑐𝑠

)2 ���� 𝜕 ln 𝑝𝜕 ln 𝑅

����−1 (16)

where 𝑣𝑘 = Ω𝑅 is the Keplerian velocity and 𝑝 is the midplane gas
pressure. For a midplane pressure with an isothermal equation of
state 𝑝 = 𝜌𝑐2𝑠 , the radial pressure gradient term equals 2/7. Written
in terms of the physical size of the dust grain 𝑎:

𝑎drift =
Σ𝑑√
2𝜋𝜌•

(
𝑣𝑘

𝑐𝑠

)2 ���� 𝜕 ln 𝑝𝜕 ln 𝑅

����−1 (17)

When the dust size is larger than 𝑎drift, the inwards drift can outpace
the growth to planetesimal size and places an upper limit on dust
size for a given disc radius. The second limit to the dust size is
the fragmentation barrier, such that above a certain size Stfrag, the
collisions between solids will reduce the size of the impactors, rather
than lead to growth. This size limit can be expressed in terms of the
dimensionless size

Stfrag =
1
3

𝑢2
𝑓

𝛼𝑐2𝑠
(18)
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Figure 3. Dust size as a function of radius for each dimensionless St. Dust
growth up to several centimetres is unlikely and thus St = 1 is not a realistic
expectation at any distance from the star. A size of St = 0.01 corresponds
to a size of roughly a millimetre and smaller outside of 30 au, which is a
reasonable size for grains to reach through collisional growth. We compare
with the drift and fragmentation limits for the dust to show that these limits
prevent growth to the largest size under consideration St = 1 and millimetre
sized dust beyond 150 au.

or in terms of the physical size

𝑎frag =

(
1
18𝜋

)1/2 Σ𝑔

𝜌•𝛼

𝑢2
𝑓

𝑐2𝑠
(19)

Both of these size constraints are plotted in Figure 3 assuming a
fragmentation velocity of 𝑢 𝑓 = 10𝑚 𝑠−1, which is not uncommon for
icy grains (Wada et al. 2009; Gundlach & Blum 2015) and turbulent
𝛼 = 0.01. Due to the strong turbulence associated with GI unstable
discs, the fragmentation barrier is the stricter limit to dust growth in
the disc, particularly in the outer disc where even millimetre grains
are above the fragmentation limit.

3.1 Growth of Dust Grains

In the immediate aftermath of the collapse of the molecular cloud,
the distribution of dust sizes will resemble that of the ISM (Bate
& Lorén-Aguilar 2017), which is dominated by dust grains smaller
than ∼ 1 `m and the abundance of larger grains decreases with a
power law of index 𝑛 = −3.5 (Mathis et al. 1977). The coagulation of
smaller grains into larger ones through random collisions will flatten
the distribution over time, a process that should be relatively efficient
if early planet formation is to occur.
The size of the dust disc is comparable to the size of the gas disc, but

usually slightly smaller (Hendler et al. 2020). However, simulations
of star and disc formation indicate that circumstellar discs are initially
small (Vorobyov & Basu 2009; Küffmeier et al. 2017; Xu & Kunz
2021), whichmay suggest that continued accretion from the envelope
is necessary for gravitationally unstable discs to exist on the scale of
hundreds of au (Wang 2023). The relative velocities of dust grains in
gravitoturbulent discs can become destructive, particularly when as
the grains become larger (Booth&Clarke 2016). This can potentially
bemitigated by considering that dust grains in the outer discwhereGI
is active are likely icy,which can increase the threshold fragmentation
velocity of grains (Windmark et al. 2012).
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Figure 4.The gravitational stability𝑄d of three dust size species as a function
of radius, assuming the gas disc has an exponential cutoff with 𝑅cut = 200
au. The value for the dust diffusion 𝛿 is taken from the simulations of Baehr
et al. (2022) for St = 1 and St = 0.1, while for St = 0.01 the diffusion values
come from the simulations of Baehr & Zhu (2021b).

Turbulent discs can provide the necessary velocity fluctuations to
facilitate collisions among small grains up to millimetre sizes, per-
haps even in the presence of the strong turbulence of a self-gravitating
disc (Booth & Clarke 2016; Sengupta et al. 2019). The timescale for
settled dust to double in size through collisional interactions is (Birn-
stiel et al. 2012)

𝜏grow ∼ 1
𝑍
Ω−1, (20)

but collisions alone are likely insufficient to explain the growth from
micron-sized dust to millimetre grains in a young, embedded disc
(Tu et al. 2022). Even so, we estimate the time to grow from micron
to millimetre sizes as (Birnstiel et al. 2012)

𝑡grow ≈ 𝜏grow ln
(
𝑎1
𝑎0

)
=
9.2
𝑍

Ω−1, (21)

where 𝑎1 is one millimetre and 𝑎0 is one micron. Within 200 au
this timescale is less than 5 × 105 years, which we will use as a
conservative estimate and constraint on the available time for planet
formation. In a gravitoturbulent disc, small grains will not be well
settled and grain growth through collisions can be accelerated by
turbulent stirring as well as by a sweep-up effect of larger grains (Xu
& Armitage 2023)
Observations of young class 0/I discs show dust can already grow

up to millimetre sizes (Sadavoy et al. 2019), but dust growth up to
several centimetres takes longer and unlikely in the quantity neces-
sary for gravitational collapse and thus St = 1 is not a realistic target
at any distance from the star. Dimensionless sizes St = 0.1 can be
equivalent to a dust grain of a few millimetres, but only in the most
distant regions of the disc. The growth of dust is most efficient in the
inner disc unless turbulence can increase the rate of collisions in the
outer disc (Lebreuilly et al. 2021; Bate 2022), but it may be possible
that jets around the protostar can extract inward drifting dust and
redistribute them to the outer disc (Tsukamoto et al. 2021).
Further evidence for grain growth in young discs can come from

the spectral index (Kwon et al. 2009; Harsono et al. 2018; Paneque-
Carreño et al. 2021) or from models of chemistry and radiative
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 except focusing only on dust of size St = 0.01 for
different initial metallicities 𝑍 . Simply increasing the metallicity decreases
𝑄d, near the unstable regime, but dust concentration 𝜖 is possibly increased
as well (not included here), improving the chance of gravitationally collapsing
dust.

Table 1. Diffusion and concentration parameters used in Equation 23.

Particle size St diffusion 𝛿 concentration 𝜖
1 2.1 × 10−2 201
0.1 5.6 × 10−3 90
0.01 8.5 × 10−3 71

transport (Flores-Rivera et al. 2021), which shows that the dust dis-
tribution of the ISM becomes flatter, particularly in the inner regions
of the disc. Combined with polarimetry that can provide additional
evidence for grain growth as well as information on the spatial distri-
bution of larger grains (Kataoka et al. 2015; Pohl et al. 2016; Bertrang
&Wolf 2017), it becomes apparent that the first million years of disc
evolution can lead to the growth necessary for gravitational collapse
into bound clouds of dust.

3.2 Gravitational Collapse to Bound Dust Clouds

Provided dust grains in a cloud can reach a local density such that
the particles cannot be sheared apart by the disc, the Hill density

𝜌Hill =
9
4𝜋

𝑀∗
𝑅3

(22)

the dust may collapse under it’s own self-gravity. However, in addi-
tion, dust in a turbulent medium has an internal diffusion 𝛿 result-
ing from dust-gas interactions that can resist the self-gravity of dust
(Klahr& Schreiber 2020).Wewill define the local dust concentration
of a cloud by the factor 𝜖 = Σ𝑑/Σ𝑑,0. As a local pressure maxima,
dense spiral waves of a self-gravitating disc are excellent locations
to concentrate dust in the plane of the disc (Baehr & Zhu 2021a).
Considering an initial dust-to-gas mass ratio 𝑍 = 0.01, we define a
gravitational collapse criterion for the dust as defined in Gerbig et al.
(2020)

𝑄d =
3
2
𝑄

𝜖𝑍

√︂
𝛿

St
. (23)

This has been applied in a self-gravitating disc to show that for
larger sizes in an early disc (St = 0.1–10), gravitational collapse is
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Figure 6. The minimum mass necessary for the collapse of a cloud of dust
comprised of a single particle size as derived from Equation (27). Larger dust
grains concentrate more readily and the mass required to overcome internal
diffusion and reach Hill density is less than that of smaller grains.

suppressed by the internal diffusion of the dust particles (Baehr et al.
2022). For the size St = 0.01, we use values for the internal dust
diffusion derived from the simulations of Baehr & Zhu (2021b) and
shown in Table 1. In Figure 4, we plot 𝑄d as a function of radius for
the three particle sizes for which we have measured dust diffusion
coefficients.
The two larger dust sizes are below the critical stability threshold

for large ranges of the radial extent of the disc. In particular, St = 0.1
grains are at or below the critical threshold 𝑄d = 1, even for fairly
stable discs. However, only beyond ∼ 100 au does the size St = 0.1
equate to millimetre grains, meaning that before accounting for some
later planetary migration, grain growth above millimetre sizes may
be necessary for the gravitational collapse of dust within 100 au.
The smallest size St = 0.01 is above the critical value but rep-

resents an interesting case for slight variations in metallicity and
concentration. In Figure 5, we plot the curves for 𝑄d assuming that
metallicity 𝑍 is increased by a few above the assumed 𝑍 = 0.01.
Even for slight increases to the metallicity, the curve for this small
dust size can dip below the critical value. This does not take into
account that the concentration factor 𝜖 is potentially larger due to
increased metallicity and could cause the value of 𝑄d to decrease
even further. Similarly, for St = 1, while the metallicity of this size
is likely low due to the inefficiency of grain growth to this size, it
can be potentially be overcome with the high concentration factors
for dust of this size.
Assuming enough dust exists that is susceptible to collapse, the

gravitational collapse into bound clouds of dust depends on the inter-
nal diffusion of the dust grains. This process has a collapse timescale
of

𝜏coll =
1
9 St

Ω−1, (24)

for small dust St ≤ 0.1 and equal to the free-fall timescale for larger
dust sizes at Hill densities, where self-gravity of the dust results in
collapse into a bound cloud (Klahr & Schreiber 2020)

𝜏ff =

√︄
3𝜋
32𝐺𝜌

∼ 0.64Ω−1. (25)

Thus the formation of the dust clouds by gravitational collapse is

among the shortest of the processes involved andwill not be a limiting
factor compared to the growth timescales.
The final mass of a gravitationally collapsing cloud of dust is in-

ferred from the simulations of Baehr et al. (2022) which follow the
non-linear evolution of dust concentration and collapse in a gravito-
turbulent medium. Those results show that the the minimum mass
regardless of particle species is around 10−2 𝑀⊕ . Larger bodies up
to a few 0.1𝑀⊕ are possible for St = 0.1, and up to a few times 𝑀⊕
for the largest species St = 1. However, since these sizes are unlikely
to be common in young discs, the focus will be on new simulations
which include even smaller dust St = 0.01. Furthermore, there is
very little overlap in the radial space where St = 0.1 dust particles
are in the millimetre regime (see Figure 3) and the radial range where
St = 0.1 dust is likely to collapse under its own self-gravity (Figure
4).
A cloud of dust must reachHill density before it can gravitationally

collapse. The critical radius 𝑙𝑐 of a cloud of dust depends on the
strength of self-gravity and the internal diffusion (Klahr & Schreiber
2020, 2021)

𝑙𝑐 =
1
3

√︂
𝛿

St
𝐻𝑔 . (26)

A cloud that is smaller than this critical radius will be unable to
overcome the internal diffusion of its constituent particles and remain
unbound. Larger than this radius and the self-gravity will be enough
to collapse the cloud to one or more denser objects.
Thus for a given particle size St, a cloud of particles at Hill density

and of sufficient size 𝑙𝑐 will yield a minimum cloud mass that is
bound

𝑀min =
4𝜋
3
𝑙3𝑐𝜌Hill =

1
9

(
𝛿

St

)3/2 (𝐻𝑔
𝑅

)3
𝑀� . (27)

For clouds composed of the dust sizes of interest, we plot this mass as
a function of radius in Figure 6. Since the Hill density is independent
of particle size, the difference in minimum cloud size come from
the turbulent properties of the dust. At our reference radius of 50 au
this suggests that a seed formed with St = 1 sized dust would have
a minimum mass of 4 × 10−2 𝑀⊕ and St = 0.1 sized dust around
2 × 10−1 𝑀⊕ . The fact that smaller grains have a larger minimum
mass is due to the fact that a cloud needs to be larger to overcome
the dust diffusion at these sizes. For a disc with an outer cutoff of
200 au, gravitational collapse of dust into a bound object will likely
results in objects within 𝑅 = 100 au while a larger disc with a cutoff
of 300 au can result in bound objects as far as 200 au.
From the simulations of Baehr et al. (2022), gravitationally col-

lapsed clouds of dust have merged and grown to these minimum
masses and beyond such that clumps can range from 10−2 to 10 Earth
masses. However, the formation of bound clouds of dust was notice-
ably suppressed when using a smaller dominant species St = 0.1,
both in total number of bound clouds and total mass of the largest
cloud, compared to the larger dust size St = 1.
In the following two sections, we consider that the seed for a

planetary core has formed in the outer disc beyond 𝑅 = 20 au. We
assume this seed will be either be of 0.1𝑀⊕ or 1𝑀⊕ depending on
how efficiently material from a St = 0.1 dust cloud can be converted
to a solid object upon collapse. Simulations on the collapse of dust
into planetesimals suggest over 80% of material is immediately con-
verted into number of solid bodies, although not necessarily into
a primary object (Polak & Klahr 2022). Our assumption that solid
seeds form depends heavily on the efficiency grain growth, which
may vary greatly from one system to another and is by no means
guaranteed. From there we consider the growth of the seed through
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pebble and gas accretion in a young, massive disc that is analogous
to the three stages of growth for gas giant planet from Pollack et al.
(1996). First, the growth of pebbles will lead to a large enough core
so that secondly, it can retain an gas atmosphere that will slowly
grow as it cools through Kelvin-Helmholtz contraction. Once the
core plus atmosphere has reached the crossover mass, the third stage,
runaway gas accretion begins and the planet can quickly reachmasses
comparable to Neptune or Jupiter.

4 GROWTH AND EVOLUTION IN A VISCOUS DISC

Starting with a solid object of 0.1 or 1𝑀⊕ , we can now begin the next
stage in this process: accretion of solids up to a appreciable core. At
this point the process is congruent to a core accretion model. Solid
bodies such as those formed in Baehr et al. (2022) are in a gas rich
environment with a modest gas atmosphere which will promote the
accretion of more solids via pebble accretion (Ormel & Klahr 2010).
Pebbles can be a more efficient means than planetesimals to grow up
to the mass needed to grow up to the size of a ice or gas giant planet.
Models of the formation of wide separation gas giants often require
embryos of around a Martian mass at a few tens of au to reproduce
the directly imaged planets at their current location (Bitsch et al.
2015; Andama et al. 2022).

4.1 Accumulation of Solids

Pebble accretion has been shown to accelerate the growth of plan-
etesimals and embryos to planets (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012).
Forming in the dense gas structures of a gravitationally unstable
disc, we assume that our initial seeds have enough surrounding gas
to decelerate passing pebbles. Pebble accretion generally falls into
one of two regimes (Johansen & Lambrechts 2017), one where the
accretion radius 𝑅acc of a large body is smaller than the vertical
height of the pebbles being accreted (3D regime)

¤𝑀3D,acc = 𝜋𝑅2acc𝜌peb𝛿𝑣. (28)

and anotherwhere the accretion radius is larger than the pebble height
(2D)

¤𝑀2D,acc = 2𝑅accΣpeb𝛿𝑣. (29)

The accretion cross-section of pebbles depends on the size of the
accretor. For larger bodies, the 𝑅Hill determines this cross-section,
where

𝑅Hill = 𝑅

(
𝑀𝑐

3𝑀∗

)1/3
, (30)

is the Hill radius of a core with mass 𝑀c at radius 𝑅. In this case, the
approach velocity of the pebbles 𝛿𝑣 = Δ𝑣+Ω𝑅acc is dominated by the
shear velocity Δ𝑣 � Ω𝑅acc. For objects greater than the transition
mass 𝑀𝑡 ,

𝑀𝑡 =

√︂
1
3
(Δ𝑣)3
𝐺Ω

(31)

the accretion radius is equal to the Hill radius, where the deviation
from Keplerian velocity is

Δ𝑣 = −1
2
𝐻𝑔

𝑅

𝜕 ln 𝑝
𝜕 ln 𝑅

𝑐𝑠 . (32)

For the disc parameters assumed here, we find a transition mass equal
to 2.5×10−3 𝑀⊕ and the Hill regime is suitable for both seedmasses.
If the disc remains self-gravitating, the scale height of small dust

grains is able to settle a small amount due to the anisotropic transport
of GI turbulence (Riols et al. 2020; Baehr & Zhu 2021b). However,
for both accretor masses assumed here, 0.1 𝑀⊕ and 1 𝑀⊕ , the scale
height of these small pebbles is greater than theHill radius. Thus, both
seed masses are in the 3D regime and for 𝑅acc = (St/0.1)1/3𝑅Hill

¤𝑀3D,acc = 𝜋
(
St
0.1

)2/3
𝑅2Hill𝜌pebΩ𝑅Hill (33)

= 𝜋

(
St
0.1

)2/3
𝑅3

(
𝑀𝑐

3𝑀∗

)
𝜌pebΩ (34)

In the this 3D regime, pebble accretion rates for the most optimistic
assumption of the pebble fraction are less than 1𝑀⊕/𝑀𝑦𝑟 . This is
insufficient to build up a sizeable core during the class 0/I stage, even
if GI could be sustained for roughly million years and suggests that
growth during the GI phase is limited. Therefore we limit growth
through pebble accretion to the gravitationally stable disc, although
there are additional considerations regarding evolution andmigration
in a gravitational unstable discwhichwe discuss in Section 4.3.When
the seed can accrete in the 2D limit, pebble accretion is faster by an
order of magnitude, and thus the focus of the analysis.
If the disc is no longer self-gravitating, the height of the dust layer

is smaller than the Hill radius and the mass accretion of pebbles is
described by

¤𝑀2D,acc = 2
(
St
0.1

)2/3
𝑅HillΣpebΩ𝑅Hill (35)

= 2
(
St
0.1

)2/3
𝑅2

(
𝑀𝑐

3𝑀∗

)2/3
ΣpebΩ (36)

where Σpeb is the pebble surface density. The pebble surface density
can most easily be defined as the fraction of dust which is in pebbles
𝑓peb. Using the typical assumption for dust-to-gas ratios in a disc, we
arrive at an expression similar to that of Forgan (2019)

Σpeb ≈ 𝑓peb𝑍Σg (37)

The value of 𝑓peb is uncertain and assumptions have ranged from
𝑓peb = 0.1 (Forgan 2019) to 𝑓peb = 0.5 (Ormel et al. 2017), depend-
ing on the efficiency of grain growth.
For various rates of the amount of drifting pebbles with time,

Bitsch et al. (2019) found that low pebble fluxes stunted gas giant
planet formation while high pebble fluxes were able to rapidly grow
the solid content of young embryos/cores. Young, self-gravitating
discs likely still have a large reservoir of solids, meaning that higher
pebble surface densities which favour rapid solid accretion are rea-
sonable. While we keep a fixed pebble surface density, this will only
be maintained by a equal or greater inward pebble flux. Pebble ac-
cretion rates for accreting bodies below ∼ 10𝑀⊕ are generally small
enough that typical pebble fluxes are sufficient to maintain a steady
pebble surface density profile (Bitsch et al. 2019).
When an accreting core is on an eccentric orbit, the relative ve-

locity between core and pebbles can be significantly greater at the
perihelion and aphelion (\ = 𝜋/2 and 3𝜋/2 respectively) than the
Keplerian velocity (Johansen & Lambrechts 2017)

Δ𝑣 = ((𝑒𝑣𝐾 sin \)2 + [(−1/2)𝑒𝑣𝐾 cos \ + [𝑣𝐾 ]2

+ (𝑖𝑣𝐾 cos \)2)1/2, (38)

where 𝑒 and 𝑖 are the eccentricity and inclination, respectively, of
the accreting body, 𝑣𝐾 is the disc Keplerian velocity and the pres-
sure gradient term is defined as [ ≡ −(1/2) (𝐻𝑔/𝑅)2 (𝜕 ln 𝑝/𝜕 ln 𝑅)
and is on the order of 0.01. For eccentricities around 𝑒 ∼ 0.05,
this approaches the significance of the shear term Ω𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑐 when the
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Figure 7. If the pebble isolation mass is a critical limit in the growth of a planet, one can estimate a timescale to reach the isolation as a function of initial
seed mass. We arrive at this timescale by dividing the pebble isolation mass of Equation (42) by the accretion rate (36) assuming an initial seed of 1𝑀⊕ (left)
and 0.1𝑀⊕ (right). The three different solid curves assume the accretion of St = 0.1 pebbles with different for the pebble surface density as a function of the
radial gas surface density. The dotted curves assume the accretion of St = 0.01 pebbles for the same pebble surface densities. In each case, the type-I migration
timescale is overplotted (blue lines) as a potential constraint.

accreting body is at perihelion or aphelion and affect the accretion
regime. Solid bodies like planetesimals can be excited up to eccen-
tricities around 𝑒 = 0.2 (Walmswell et al. 2013), which means that
at the perihelion and aphelion, the relative velocity can be 20% and
10% of the Keplerian velocity, respectively, and Δ𝑣 > Ω𝑅acc. Thus
for even moderate eccentricities and inclinations, accretion can in-
stead occur within the smaller Bondi radius 𝑅𝐵 = 𝐺𝑀/(Δ𝑣)2 near
the apsides, and accretion rates will be reduced by a few orders of
magnitude for either 2D or 3D accretion. For larger orbital radii, the
damping timescale of eccentricity (or circularisation timescale) for
𝑒 = 0.2 can potentially become prohibitive for an Earth mass planet
and disc mass 𝑀𝐷 (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000)

𝑡𝑒 ≈ 1.3 × 105
[
1 + 1
4

(
𝑒

𝐻𝑔/𝑅

)3] (𝐻𝑔/𝑅
0.07

)4 (
𝑀𝐷

2𝑀Jup

)−1
×
(
𝑀𝑐

𝑀⊕

)−1 (
𝑅

50𝑎𝑢

)
𝑦𝑟, (39)

exceeding 105 years beyond 130 au, which could delay the growth
to the crossover mass. For the small particles that we accrete in this
analysis (St < 1), eccentricities will be minuscule (Shi et al. 2016)
and unlikely to affect the accretion rate.
For lower planet masses (. 0.3 𝑀Jup), inward radial migration

is determined by the balance of Lindblad torques from the spiral
waves of the embedded planet. The timescale for this so-called type-
I migration can be parameterised via (Tanaka et al. 2002)

𝜏mig,I = 𝐶
𝑀∗
𝑀c

𝑀∗
Σ𝑔𝑅

2

(
𝐻𝑔

𝑅

)2
Ω−1 (40)

= 2.79 × 106
(
𝑀c
𝑀⊕

)−1 (
𝑅

50𝑎𝑢

)2
exp

(
− 𝑅

𝑅cut

)
𝑦𝑟, (41)

where the gas surface density Σ𝑔, and disc aspect ratio are at the
radial location 𝑅 of a planet with mass 𝑀pl and we assume a solar
mass for the mass of the central star 𝑀∗ = 𝑀� . The constant 𝐶
accounts for the radial density and temperature structure of the disc,
𝐶 = 1/(2.5+1.7𝛽−0.1𝛼), where 𝛽 and 𝛼 are the power law exponent
of the radial temperature and density profiles, respectively. For the

disc profiles we consider in Section 2, this value is𝐶 = 0.31. Starting
with the smallest initial seed size of 10−1𝑀⊕ , this timescale would
be very long, longer than the lifetime of the gas disc for most initial
radial locations. As the initial mass of the seed increases towards an
Earth mass, the timescale becomes short enough that only the seeds
that originate within a few tens of au might be expected to migrate
onto the star.
Perhaps the first observable evidence for the growth of a planet

in a disc is the cessation of dust inward drift outside of the orbit of
the planet, which can create dust gaps in a circumstellar disc. This
occurs once the companion has reached the pebble isolation mass
𝑀iso (Lambrechts et al. 2014), which can be defined in terms of the
gas pressure scale height (Bitsch et al. 2018) such that an isolation
mass of

𝑀iso ≈ 20
(
𝐻𝑔/𝑅
0.05

)3
𝑀⊕ , (42)

halts the inward drift of pebbles and limits the amount of solids that
can be deposited on the embedded planet. Using the solid accretion
rate in Equation (36), we derive a time to reach the pebble isolation
mass 𝑡iso = 𝑀iso/ ¤𝑀2D,acc and compare it against the type I migration
rate in Figure 7. We plot the timescales to reach the pebble isolation
mass with different values of 𝑓peb = 0.1, 0.5, 1, corresponding to a
range of pebble surface densitiesΣpeb and assuming accreted pebbles
are either St = 1 or St = 0.1. This is a minimum mass estimate
because the pebble accretion rate at all radii is approximated by the
accretion rate at the origin, which will increase as a core migrates
radially inwards. Furthermore, this assumes that the seed migrates
through the entirety of the disc, but once the pebble isolation mass
is reached, the supply of pebbles will ebb and limit further growth.
While the timescales to reach the pebble isolation mass in Figure

7 are short enough to grow to the pebble isolation mass before mi-
grating on to the star, they also approach the lifetime of the typical
gas disc. Thus we require a different approach to reach a planet mass
milestone that can be inferred through observations.
Alternatively, one can askwhat is theminimum coremass required

to reach runaway growth, as was done in Ormel et al. (2021). This
assumes that pebble accretion, and the associated luminosity, sets
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but using the runaway mass from Equation (43) as the target threshold at which point the presence of a growing planet in a disc can
be inferred. Reaching the crossover mass is much easier in the outer disc than reaching the pebble isolation mass, making the timescales for gas giant formation
much more feasible.

the crossover mass threshold 𝑀cross, and that accreted pebbles are
not necessarily deposited on the core but possibly evaporated into
the atmosphere (Brouwers & Ormel 2020). The crossover mass then
depends on the planet radius where silicates transition from solid
to vapour, parameterised by the vapour temperature of the accreted
silicate pebbles𝑇vap, the opacity at the radiative-convective boundary
^rcb, in addition to the orbital radius, seed mass and pebble accretion
rate.

𝑀cross = 10
(

^rcb
0.01𝑔𝑐𝑚−2

)1/6 (
𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)7/108
𝑇
−7/27
disc

×
(
𝑇vap
2500𝐾

)16/27 ( ¤𝑀2D,acc
10−5𝑀⊕𝑦𝑟−1

)1/6 (
𝑀𝑐

𝑀⊕

)1/2
𝑀⊕ (43)

We simplify the above equation by assuming that the opacity and
vapour temperature are a constant ^rcb = 0.01 and 𝑇vap = 2500,
respectively.

𝑀cross = 5
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)7/36 ( ¤𝑀2D,acc
10−5𝑀⊕/𝑦𝑟

)1/6 (
𝑀𝑐

𝑀⊕

)1/2
𝑀⊕ (44)

The timescales 𝑡core = 𝑀cross/ ¤𝑀2D,acc for this new threshold mass
are plotted in Figure 8. The time to reach the crossover mass is still
shorter than the migration timescale in the outer disc, but now it is
significantly faster to reach the runaway mass than the pebble isola-
tion mass. This is particularly true at large radii, where the crossover
mass can be reached within a million years even for the more con-
servative assumptions for pebble abundances. The accretion rate is
based on the initial seed mass and thus as it grows the accretion rate
will increase and the timescale to reach the crossover mass becomes
shorter. Therefore the timescales presented here likely overestimate
𝑡core, but it can also be affected by changes in disc location, migration
rate, gas and pebble densities, etc. Understanding how all these fac-
tors effect eventual planet size and location is left to future numerical
experiments.

4.2 Evolution towards a Gas Giant

After the core plus atmosphere has reached the crossover mass, con-
tinued growth is roughly determined by the amount of gas that can
be gravitationally bound to the embedded planet. We now consider

the core plus atmosphere to be a planet and so we replace 𝑀c with
𝑀pl. The mass accretion rate will again depend on two critical length
scales, the Hill radius (30) and the Bondi radius (D’Angelo & Lubow
2008). The Bondi radius 𝑅B is the limit at which the gas velocity is
equal to the escape velocity of the planet

𝑐2𝑠 =
2𝐺𝑀𝑐
𝑟

, (45)

where 𝑟 is radial distance from the planet centre. The yields the
critical radius

𝑅𝐵 ≡
2𝐺𝑀pl
𝑐2𝑠

. (46)

For an embedded planet in a disc, a simplified model for gas ac-
cretion means that all gas within the Bondi radius is captured by
the planet. This is unlikely to be the full picture, as 3D hydrody-
namic simulations suggest there is significant mixing and recycling
of material between the planet and disc (Cimerman et al. 2017).
Simulations of atmospheric recycling generally assume conditions
(i.e. temperature, opacity) typical of the inner disc, which may not
directly translate to outer disc conditions. Nevertheless, for the pur-
poses of a first order estimate, the accretion rate can be approximated
by the gas density that passes through the cross sectional area 𝜋𝑟2
with a relative velocity Ω𝑟 with gas density 𝜌𝑔 = Σ𝑔/𝐻𝑔 (D’Angelo
& Lubow 2008)

¤𝑀 ∼
Σ𝑔

𝐻𝑔
𝜋Ω𝑟3. (47)

For smaller planet masses where 𝑅𝐵 < 𝑅𝐻 , this amounts to 𝑟 = 𝑅𝐵 .

¤𝑀𝐵 =
Σ𝑔

𝐻𝑔
𝜋Ω

(
𝐺𝑀pl

𝑐2𝑠

)3
(48)

= 0.012
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)−11/4 ( 𝑀pl
10𝑀⊕

)3
exp

(
− 𝑅

𝑅cut

)
𝑀⊕ 𝑦𝑟−1 (49)

This accretion rate assumes that the disc has the high gas surface
densities near gravitational instability, which could lead to very high
accretion rates.
The point at which the Bondi radius and the Hill radius are equal

is commonly called the disc thermal mass and is also the point Hill
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Figure 9. Important planetary mass thresholds as a function of disc radius. In
the outer disc the crossover mass necessary for the onset of runaway growth
is smaller than the disc thermal mass and the pebble isolation mass.

radius becomes comparable to the disc scale height 𝐻𝑔 (Goodman
& Rafikov 2001; Rafikov 2006)

𝑀th ≈
𝑐3𝑠
Ω𝐺

= 33
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)3/4
𝑀⊕ . (50)

This is the point where the planet may begin to open up a gap,
separate from the disc and spirals become non-linear shocks (Zhu
et al. 2015; Bae & Zhu 2018). Inside a few au the thermal mass and
the crossover mass are comparable, but beyond around 10 au, this
critical core mass for runaway growth is reached before the thermal
mass. Thus by the time the thermal mass has been reached in the
outer disc, runaway growth is well underway and planet masses can
quickly reach gap opening limits.
If we are interested in the time necessary to reach the thermal mass

when 𝑅𝐵 < 𝑅𝐻 we calculate 𝑡th = 𝑀th/ ¤𝑀𝐵 as

𝑡th = 2750
(

𝑅

50 𝑎𝑢

)7/2 ( 𝑀pl
10𝑀⊕

)−3
exp

(
𝑅

𝑅cut

)
𝑦𝑟 (51)

At high enough planet masses a gap can be cleared in the disc
and migration will fall into the type-II regime, where the transfer of
angular momentum of gas in horseshoe orbits within the co-rotation
region leads to radial migration (Kley & Nelson 2012). This can
generally be described by inward radial migration on a timescale of
(Lodato et al. 2019)

𝑡mig,II =
2
3𝛼

(
𝐻𝑔

𝑅

)−2
Ω−1. (52)

Typical values of 𝛼 in a gravitationally stable disc range from 10−3
to 10−5, which is supported by observations (Flaherty et al. 2015,
2017), such that type-II migration will operate on timescales of hun-
dreds of thousand to millions of years, which is significantly longer
than the runaway growth times. Therefore, type-II migration will
have a smaller effect than type-I migration as a constraint on planet
formation.
We plot a cumulative formation timescale using the timescales

𝑡sum = 𝑡core + 𝑡th associated with the formation of a gas giant in
Figure 10: (1) the time needed to reach a sizeable core 𝑡core and (2)
the time time to reach the thermal mass during the runaway phase
𝑡th. The regions where the total formation timescale is less than ∼ 1

Myr or roughly within the lifetime of a class 0/I disc depends largely
on the efficient accretion of pebbles 𝑡core. In the far outer disc (>
100 au) pebble accretion and runaway accretion both become less
efficient and formation timescales become larger than the lifetime of
the gas disc 𝑡disc ∼ 5 × 106 years. When only St = 0.01 pebbles can
be accreted on to a 0.1𝑀⊕ seed, the overall formation time is nearly
an order of magnitude longer and barely possible within 1 Myr (see
Figure 11).

4.3 Evolution in a Gravitationally Unstable Disc

So far we have considered the case where the disc is viscous but
not considerably self-gravitating 𝑄 > 2. In the case that mass infall
onto the disc is greater or equal to the mass lost to accretion onto
the star and any mass surrounding the growing planet, the disc can
remain unstable. If the disc remains unstable for much longer after
the formation of a solid embryo, the fate of the body is much more
uncertain. Migration rates of gas giants planets assumed to have
formed by fragmentation have been shown to migrate on very short
timescales (Baruteau et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2012), however it may be
possible to halt the migration (Rowther & Meru 2020) when cooling
is not constant throughout the disc. Furthermore, while self-gravity
canmake it easier to open up a gap in a disc, for high surface densities
approaching 𝑄 = 1, turbulence can suppress the formation of gaps
(Zhang et al. 2014).
However, what we consider here is not gas giants, but rocky em-

bryos or cores with tenuous atmospheres, which is not often con-
sidered in the literature because GI has long been associated with
direct formation of gas giants. Baruteau &Masset (2008) considered
how objects that are too small to open up a gap in the disc can move
in a self-gravitating disc, i.e. type I migration, and found that disc
self-gravity makes type I migration faster. However, type I migration
is still faster than type II migration by almost an order of magni-
tude, as suggested in non-linear simulations of planets as low as 20
𝑀⊕ (Baruteau et al. 2011). Objects smaller than one Earth mass are
too small to launch spiral arms at Lindblad resonances and are po-
tentially subject to repeated interactions with the spiral arms of the
self-gravitating disc (Boss 2013). Without a robust understanding of
the long term growth and evolution of rocky embryos and cores in a
gravitoturbulent disc, for now we assume that the formation of rocky
objects coincides with the end of strong accretion.

5 DISCUSSION

One main advantage of this scenario over traditional planet forma-
tion via disc fragmentation is that it can greatly accelerate the planet
formation process in the outer regions of the disc. It does so by by-
passing a few important steps to forming an embryo in the traditional
core accretion pathway.
For now, we can now begin to roughly put these parts together,

the growth and concentration of dust, the accretion of solids and gas,
into a planet formation pathway that can rapidly produce planets on
wide orbits. To do this we need to limit the discussion to two idealised
cases, onewhere dust can efficiently grow tomillimetre sizes (roughly
approximated by St = 0.1 in the outer disc) and the other where
dust is limited to largely dust grains of around 100 microns in size
(St = 0.01). While larger dust on the order of centimetres offers the
most efficient trapping properties, growth to these sizes in the outer
disc are unlikely due to the efficiency of radial drift (Figure 3).
For the case that dust does not efficiently grow, there are two

obstacles to rapid planet formation. First, the total mass required to
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Figure 10. Here we add together the two timescales used in this paper: (1) the time needed to reach a sizeable core (crossover mass) 𝑡core, and (2) time time
to reach the thermal mass during the runaway phase 𝑡th, for different pebble surface densities as a function of radius. We use the model that assumes that we
begin with a 1𝑀⊕ seed that accretes pebbles of size St = 0.1 (solid lines) or St = 0.01 (dotted lines). Plotted as horizontal dashed lines are constraints on these
timescales, including the lifetime of the gas disc 𝑡 ∼ 5 × 106 years and the rough lifetime of a class 0/I disc 𝑡 ∼ 1 × 106 years. We also include the a grey dashed
line for a class 0/I disc assuming that half the time is required for dust growth, 𝑡 ∼ 5 × 105 years. Solid lines indicate that pebbles accreted during stage (1) are
size St = 0.1 and dashed lines are for the accretion of St = 0.01 pebbles.

overcome the internal diffusion of the dust and form a bound object
is higher (see Figure 6), to the point where one needs an entire
super-Earth’s worth of solid material. Rapid though this may be,
concentration of this magnitude for dust so well-coupled to the gas is
unlikely. Second, even in the most optimistic assumption of pebble
surface densities, the accretion of dust of this size up to the isolation
mass is on the order of the lifetime of a typical protoplanetary disc.
To avoid forming a planetary core in a disc devoid of pebbles to
accrete one must assume dust growth to larger sizes occurs after the
formation of the solid seed.

Assuming that dust can indeed grow to millimetre sizes, dust
concentrates within dense gas structures more easily resulting in
initial seed masses are closer to the mass of the Earth. We plot the
sum of the timescales necessary to reach the necessary size limits
in Figure 10. This is already a mass two orders of magnitude larger
than the seed embryos employed by pebble accretion models (Bitsch
et al. 2019; Andama et al. 2022). Crucially, unlike the case where
dust does not grow up to millimetre sizes, the accretion of millimetre
dust grains is much more efficient and makes the whole formation
process feasible on timescales of less than 1 × 106 years within 100
au.

The curves in Figure 10 assume that the disc has an exponen-
tial cutoff radius of 200 au, but the summed timescales are almost
identical if one assumes a cutoff radius of 300 au. Inside of 100 au,
where the efficient accretion of pebbles keeps the overall formation
timescale reasonably short, the marginally higher gas surface density
does not result in significantly higher pebble accretion rates. Outside
of 100 au, the higher gas density decreases the time to reach the
thermal mass, but only by a factor around unity, which is not enough
to dramatically alter the range where gas giants may form (see Figure
12).

5.1 Reconciling with Current Theories of Planet Formation

The formation of metre-sized objects has long been a obstacle to
planet formation due to fragmentation and radial drift barriers (Birn-
stiel et al. 2012), both of which are overcome here by forming the
embryo or core directly from small dust grains. The manner of sub-
sequent growth of the planet through the accretion of gas and dust
is undiminished by forming in the first million years when the gas
disc is still intact. It has been suggested that all companions with
masses less than a few Jupiter masses belong to a population which
have metallicities more consistent with core accretion (Schlaufman
2018). The scenario proposed here would remain consistent with a
picture that disc fragmentation create brown dwarfs and low mass
stars and Jupiter mass objects are formed from an initial solid core.
This is potentially supported by the separation distribution of bi-
nary stars and gas giants, which are very different especially with
respect to stellar metallicity, suggesting that stellar companions form
differently from gas giant planets (Offner et al. 2022).
We use the formation of planetary embryos in a gravitoturbulent

disc principally as a means to form the distant (𝑅 > 30 au) planet
that grow up to masses between 1 and 10 𝑀Jup within a few million
years. This observational space is where direct imaging has detected
a number of gas giant planets and a number of discs have been
observed with gaps at large radii (Andrews et al. 2018; Long et al.
2018; Clarke et al. 2020; Segura-Cox et al. 2020; Sheehan et al. 2020)
that might host planets (Pinte et al. 2020). If these gaps are carved
by growing planets, most are small enough to be outside of current
detection limits of direct imaging (Zhang et al. 2018; Lodato et al.
2019).
While streaming stability is not especially efficient at large radial

distances, Jang et al. (2022) suggest that rapid accretion of solids
via pebble accretion could create a gap-opening planet within 1 to 3
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Figure 11. The cumulative formation timescale as in Figure 10 but for an
initial seed mass of 0.1𝑀⊕ . Pebble accretion in this case is less efficient and
formation of a core with the crossover mass is only possible with approxi-
mately 50 au, for generous assumptions.
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Figure 12.The cumulative formation timescale as in Figure 10 but for an outer
disc cutoff radius of 300 au instead of the previously assumed 200 au. This
choice does not have significant impact on the cumulative formation timescale.
Inside 100 au, gas surface densities are only modestly where efficient pebble
accretion can rapidly build a core, leaving the cumulative formation time
largely unchanged. Outside of 100 au, the gas densities are higher, but not
enough to significantly reduce the cumulative formation timescale.

million years. This however is only possible if the disc is assumed to
be at or near the gravitational instability limit, which is unlikely for
extended periods of time > 1 million years. Starting with a planetary
embryo at a very early stage could shorten the time needed to be near
the gravitational instability.
The rapid formation of cores has been proposed to form planets

within disc substructures, using streaming instability (Cridland et al.
2022; Lau et al. 2022). This scenario requires similar amounts of
grain growth in a young disc, but less local concentration, since the
formation of planetesimals is still an important intermediate step. It
may also require the existence of axisymmetric pressure bumps to
facilitate grain growth and concentration (Carrera et al. 2021).
Secular gravitational instability (SGI) has been proposed as a

means to concentrate dust in axisymmetric rings and potentially
form planetesimals at large radial separations (Michikoshi et al. 2012;
Takahashi et al. 2016). This can produce embryo sized objects simi-
lar to those of GI (Takahashi et al. 2022) with a similar dust stability

criterion as Equation (23) (Latter & Rosca 2017; Tominaga et al.
2020).
An alternative means of rapidly forming intermediate-sized plan-

ets returns to the idea of disc gravitational instabilities, but considers
the effect of magnetic fields as a means to suppress the fragment
size so that Neptune-sized planets are formed (Deng et al. 2021b).
Earlier work on the interplay between gravitational instabilities and
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) found that magnetic fields increase
the pressure support against collapse and increase the mass of disc
fragments (Forgan et al. 2016). That work perhaps lacked the reso-
lution to capture the MHD turbulence and with improved resolution
Deng et al. (2021a) found that magnetic fields shield the fragment
from further accretion and growth.
While wide separation gas giants have been detected around older

systemswhich no longer have a circumstellar disc, there are a growing
number of gas giants candidates at wide separations and within the
discs of very young systemswhichmay require a particularly efficient
mechanism to explain their formation. Gas kinematics of HD 163296
(Pinte et al. 2018) and IM Lup (Verrios et al. 2022) suggest that gas
giants of a few 𝑀Jup are embedded at radii around 100 au. Formation
via traditional core accretion is difficult to reconcile at these disc
ages and radial locations, but much more feasible considering the
scenario we propose.
Some observations of young systems indicate that dust is poten-

tially concentrating by some mechanism. The IRAS 16293-2422 A
(Maureira et al. 2020) and L1489 (Ohashi et al. 2022) systems show
that there are potentially large dusty regions around very young cen-
tral sources. Similarly, the structure of the dust emission in L1448
IRS3B (Tobin et al. 2016) shows a large quantity of dust but with a
clearer structure. The detection suggests a large quantity of dust is
concentrating from a spiral feature, unusual since disc fragmentation
is dominated by the collapsing gas rather than the dust, although
the dust could be strongly affected by the collapsing gas (Boley &
Durisen 2010; Baehr & Klahr 2019).

5.2 Future Considerations

A number of parameters that govern the gravitational collapse of
dust in Equation (23) are only loosely constrained in young discs.
While the concentration factor 𝜖 is measured from simulations, how
this factor varies with the metallicity and grain size is not well un-
derstood for the variety of disc conditions where dust concentration
can occur. For example, while in this paper we have highlighted the
case where the lack of grain growth can potentially be overcome by
higher metallicities (see Figure 5), the opposite casemay also be true.
If some amount of dust can reach St = 1, but at a lower abundance
𝑍 < 0.01, dust concentration and collapse may still be possible.
Here we have only considered that only one dust size species

dominates the dust-gas interaction and thus determines the local
concentration of dust. A more realistic approach would be to include
multiple dust sizes that are weighted towards smaller grains com-
parable to the ISM distribution, such as the polydisperse accretion
model in Lyra et al. (2023). One challenge in doing so is properly
understanding the gas-dust backreaction in fluids with multiple dust
species, which can affect the growth rate of particle instabilities and
clumping (Krapp et al. 2020; Zhu & Yang 2021; Yang & Zhu 2021).
We have also only considered a disc around a solar mass star with
a simple treatment of the disc temperature structure and thermody-
namics. Stars with different masses will have discs of different sizes
and temperatures that could change the timescales explored in this
paper.
Ultimately, perhaps the most important test of this hypothesis will
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come from global hydrodynamic models of dusty self-gravitating
discs, which may need to be divided into two epochs: the concen-
tration and gravitational collapse of the dust and the evolution of
the resulting embryos. Some existing work has already explored
some aspects of either side of this process, i.e. the concentration of
centimetre-sized grains in gravitoturbulent discs (Boley & Durisen
2010) and the migration of rocky bodies in particularly massive discs
(Baruteau &Masset 2008; Rowther &Meru 2020). In the meantime,
1D models of planet growth and migration in a viscous disc could
shed some light on the viability of the solid and gas accretion explored
in this paper.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a twist on the role of massive, grav-
itationally unstable discs in the context of planet formation. Rather
than forming gas giant planets through the direct collapse of the gas
disc, we assume that a quasi-steady gravitoturbulent disc can con-
centrate and dust particles can gravitationally collapse before the gas.
This can lead to the formation of rocky bodies the size of planetary
embryos that nucleate the gas disc and serve as the seeds for planet
formation. The formation of a gas giant planet follows the traditional
core accretionmodel where subsequent growth and evolution is dom-
inated by the accretion of solids by pebble accretion in a massive disc
where gas is plentiful. In this way, it is possible to explain gap and
ring structures as well as the formation of giants in young discs. We
summarise the important steps and timescales as follows:

• The growth of dust up to millimetre sizes. How long it takes
for micron-sized dust of the interstellar medium to reach this size is
not clearly understood as it can depend on turbulence in the disc and
physical properties of the dust.

• The concentration and gravitational collapse of millimetre dust
in the dense gas structures of a marginally unstable gas disc. This
process can occurs very quickly, nearly on dynamical timescale Ω−1

and thus we anticipate that once a disc develops gravitational insta-
bilities with millimetre dust, planetary cores can form within a few
orbits or a few thousand years depending on the radial location.

• The seed must then accrete solids up to a mass that can begin
to rapidly accrete surrounding gas. Without plentiful planetesimals,
we assume that pebbles provide all the solid mass that is accreted
onto these initial cores. Reaching this crossover mass for runaway
gas accretion is easier in the outer disc and attainable within 106
years for most regions of the disc.

• Once the crossover mass is reached, the planet can grow rapidly
up to a few 𝑀Jup and takes on the order of a few thousand years to
reach the thermal mass. At the thermal mass, spiral wakes excited by
the planet becomes strong shocks and a gap in the disc can potentially
be opened, both of which are potentially observable signatures of a
planet embedded in a disc.

A few conditions must be met for this scenario to result in gas
giant planets at wide separations. First, there must be some grain
growth up tomillimetre sizes by the time the disc becomesmarginally
gravitationally unstable. This is necessary not only for the formation
of large seed objects but also for the efficient accretion of pebbles to
grow the seed mass. Whether dust grains can grow to the necessary
sizes for concentration, collapse and accretion remains uncertain and
challenging both from an observational and theoretical perspective.
Second, this assumes that gravitoturbulence does not last long after
the formation of any planetary embryos. The strong accretion of a
gravitoturbulent disc could drive rapidmigration that rapidly removes

any objects from their formation location before they can accrete and
grow.
This provides a potential planet formation pathway that is fast in the

outer disc while still maintaining the bottom up formation paradigm
of the traditional core accretion scenario. This could explain the
increasing number of planets suspected to exist within young discs
at large orbital separations based on dust gaps in thermal emission
and gas kinematic signatures.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are surrounded by dust within the central parsecs. The dusty circumnuclear structures, referred
to as the torus, are mainly heated by radiation from the AGN and emitted at infrared wavelengths, producing the emergent dust
continuum and silicate features. Fits to the infrared spectra from the nuclear regions of AGN can place constraints on the dust
properties, distribution, and geometry by comparison with models. However, none of the currently available models fully describe the
observations of AGN currently available.
Aims. Among the aspects least explored, here we focus on the role of dust grain size. We offer the community a new spectral energy
distribution (SED) library, hereinafter [GoMar23] model, which is based on the two-phase torus model developed before with the
inclusion of the grain size as a model parameter, parameterized by the maximum grain size Psize or equivalently the mass-weighted
average grain size < P >.
Methods. We created 691,200 SEDs using the SKIRT code, where the maximum grain size can vary within the range
Psize = 0.01 − 10.0µm (< P >= 0.007 − 3.41µm). We fit this new and several existing libraries to a sample of 68 nearby and lumi-
nous AGN with Spitzer/IRS spectra dominated by AGN-heated dust.
Results. We find that the [GoMar23] model can adequately reproduce up to ∼85-88% of the spectra. The dust grain size parameter
significantly improves the final fit in up to 90% of these spectra. Statistical tests indicate that the grain size is the third most important
parameter in the fitting procedure (after the size and half opening angle of the torus). The requirement of a foreground extinction by
our model is lower compared to purely clumpy models. We find that ∼ 41% of our sample requires that the maximum dust grain size
is as large as Psize ∼ 10µm (< P >∼ 3.41µm). Nonetheless, we also remark that disk+wind and clumpy torus models are still required
to reproduce the spectra of a non-negligible fraction of objects, suggesting the need of several dust geometries to explain the infrared
continuum of AGN.
Conclusions. This work provides tentative evidence for dust grain growth in the proximity of the AGN.

Key words. galaxies: active – galaxies:nuclei – galaxies:Seyfert – infrared:galaxies

1. Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are powered by supermassive
black holes (SMBHs) at the center of galaxies with accretion
disks emitting ∼ 1040−47erg/s from a region as small as the so-
lar system. AGN were originally classified based on their spec-
troscopic signatures, ranging from type-1 AGN, showing both
broad and narrow emission lines, to type-2 AGN, showing only
narrow lines. Antonucci & Miller (1985) suggested that the con-
tinuum and broad-line emission regions are located inside an
optically and geometrically thick ‘disk’, which was later on re-
ferred as the torus (Krolik & Begelman 1986). Continuum and
broad-line photons are scattered into the line of sight by free
electrons above and below the torus. This orientation bias, as

? e-mail: o.gonzalez@irya.unam.mx

Urry & Padovani (1995) wrote, is what makes the “AGN de-
pend so strongly on the orientation that our current classification
schemes are dominated by random pointing directions instead of
more interesting physical properties”.

However, the torus does not only act as a bridge for unify-
ing the AGN phenomenon but it is also expected to explain the
bulk of the infrared dust emission of AGN (Ramos Almeida &
Ricci 2017). Indeed, a significant proportion of the optical/UV
photons produced by the AGN accretion disk are reprocessed
by dust located beyond the sublimation radius and re-emitted in
the infrared. However, one of the challenges faced by such uni-
fied theories is to match the observed infrared emission of AGN
to that predicted for such a dust structure (Pier & Krolik 1992;
Granato & Danese 1994; Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson 1995).

Until the arrival of extremely large single-aperture telescopes
(e.g. the Extreme Large Telescope), the dust emission morphol-
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ogy will not be unambiguously resolved in the near or mid in-
frared to be compared with models (Nikutta et al. 2021A,B),
except for the brightest AGN with interferometric observations
with VLTI/MIDI (Hönig et al. 2012; Tristram et al. 2014; López-
Gonzaga et al. 2016; Hönig & Kishimoto 2017; Leftley et al.
2018) and MATISSE (Isbell et al. 2022; Gámez Rosas et al.
2022). Although unresolved point-like (<1-2 pc) emission at
800µm imaged by ALMA in AGN can be contaminated by
contribution from synchrotron or free-free emission (Pasetto et
al. 2019), we rely on dust continuum-dominated sub-mm im-
ages for constraining the torus properties (García-Burillo et al.
2021). However, sub-mm observations are more sensitive to
colder dust, which is located further away from the accretion
disk, as compared to mid-infrared ones. This explains the large
and geometrically thin disks with radial sizes up to 50 pc found
with ALMA (García-Burillo et al. 2021) while the bulk of the
mid-infrared emission remains confined to the central parsecs
(Alonso-Herrero et al. 2021, and references therein) except for a
few cases (Bock et al. 2000; Radomski et al. 2003; Packham et
al. 2005; Asmus et al. 2016; Asmus 2019).

In this work, we fit the infrared spectral energy distri-
bution (SED) of AGN to constrain the parameters of the
torus models. For this purpose, we use the so-called geometri-
cal/phenomenological models (Ramos Almeida & Ricci 2017,
for a review). According to Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson
(1995), a successful AGN torus model must fulfill the follow-
ing three minimum requirements, dictated by the shape of the
infrared dust continuum (see also the updated description of this
shape given by Hao et al. 2005): (1) the predicted spectrum
should be quite broad in terms of wavelength range, at least for
face-on views, and peak in the mid infrared; and (2) the model
should also predict (moderate) absorption features at 10µm for
edge-on views, and very weak (or featureless) spectra for face-on
views. Indeed, early observations showed that silicate emission
features were weak in AGN, which was unexpected if the dust
is heated by the central AGN (Roche et al. 1991; Laor & Draine
1993). Furthermore, for those objects in which the silicate dust
is seen in emission, it often shows an anomalous spectral pro-
file where the peak is shifted to longer wavelengths (Sturm et
al. 2005; Mason et al. 2013) and with a broad profile (Li et al.
2008; Smith et al. 2010); and (3) the infrared SEDs of some type-
1 Seyferts and quasars show a ∼ 3µm bump (Edelson & Malkan
1986) that cannot be easily reproduced (Mor et al. 2009; García-
Bernete et al. 2017). We now know that this feature can be seen
up to 7 − 8µm for most QSOs and bright AGN (García-Bernete
et al. 2019; Martínez-Paredes et al. 2020, 2021).

Several radiative transfer models in the past couple of
decades have focused on the study of infrared emission and ab-
sorption from this putative dusty torus at several viewing an-
gles, including pioneering works such as those by Pier & Krolik
(1992) and Rowan-Robinson (1995). Initially, the debate was fo-
cused on the distribution of the dust. Torus models with a homo-
geneous dust distribution (smooth torus), predicted strong 9.7
µm silicate features, both in absorption and in emission. How-
ever, this does not match the weak absorption features generally
observed for type-2 AGN or the almost absent features for type-
1 AGN (Roche et al. 1991; Laor & Draine 1993; Nenkova et al.
2002; Nikutta et al. 2009). The clumpy torus model can natu-
rally explain the weakness of the silicate feature but cannot pro-
duce sufficient near-infrared emission from hot dust to explain
the near-infrared excess of some AGN (Mor et al. 2009; Ramos
Almeida et al. 2009; García-Bernete et al. 2019, 2022B). This
near-infrared excess might be accounted for when including a
two-phase dust distribution (i.e. smooth+clumpy, Stalevski et al.

2012, 2016). However, this two-phase model has only moderate
success at explaining the overall observed infrared spectral shape
of AGN (failing at describing the silicate features and the mid-
infrared slopes of bright AGN, González-Martín et al. 2019B).

Geometry is indeed key in these models. The near-infrared
excess could also be reproduced with a disk (i.e. torus/disk equa-
torial dust component) and a wind (conical/polar dust compo-
nent) that produces the bulk of the mid-infrared emission (Hönig
& Kishimoto 2017), although other aspects as chemistry might
play a significant role (García-Bernete et al. 2022B). The AGN
in the Circinus galaxy is a clear example of polar/wind dust com-
ponent present from scales going from the central parsecs up to
hundreds of parsecs (Tristram et al. 2014; Packham et al. 2005;
Roche et al. 2006; Stalevski et al. 2017, 2019; Isbell et al. 2022).
However, although successful at explaining the brightest AGN
(Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021), the disk+wind model has only
moderate success at describing low and intermediate luminosity
(type-2) AGN (González-Martín et al. 2019B; García-Bernete et
al. 2022B) which show striking differences in the mid-infrared
spectral shape compared to luminous AGN (González-Martín et
al. 2015, 2017). The reason is that this wind model fails to re-
produce moderately deep absorption silicate features observed in
some type-2 and low-luminosity AGN due to the enhancement
of graphite grains for the wind.

One of the least explored aspects of these torus models is
the grain size distribution. Grain size should have a strong im-
pact in the resulting infrared spectral shape. In particular, the
size of graphite grains could contribute to the enhancement of
the near-infrared continuum because grain temperature increases
with decreasing dust grain size. In particular graphite grains with
sizes of 0.005 µm have their emission peak at around 1µm while
grain sizes of 0.25 µm more efficiently contribute to the 3-5µm
flux (see Fig. 9 by Laor & Draine 1993). At the same time, small
grains are preferentially destroyed by the AGN radiation/shocks,
while large grains are more resilient (Schartmann et al. 2008;
Almeyda et al. 2017). Moreover, the silicate feature is broader
with a lower strength if the grain size is micron-sized, up to its
disappearance when the grain size exceeds 10µm (Laor & Draine
1993). Indeed, micron-sized grains have also been suggested
to explain the anomalous silicate feature observed in the low-
luminosity AGN in M81 (Smith et al. 2010). Lyu et al. (2014)
also suggested that the low AV/τ9.7µm ratio found in their analy-
sis could be due to the predominance of large grains in the AGN
torus (see also Shao et al. 2017) while Xie et al. (2017) found
that micron-sizes particles can help to reproduce up to 90% of
the type-1 AGN explored in their analysis (see also Smith et al.
2010), although other aspects as geometry (e.g. wind, disk or
torus) were not included in their analysis. Near-infrared inter-
ferometry suggests, throughout the normalization of the relation
between inner radius and luminosity, an emission region that is
more compact than expected, which might be explained by the
presence of large graphite dust grains (Kishimoto et al. 2007,
2011; Gravity Collaboration et al. 2020). Lyu & Rieke (2021)
also found that the hot dust reverberation signals for NGC 4151
come from two distinct dust populations at separate radii, con-
sistent with the expected properties of sublimating graphite and
silicate dust grains.

Most of the current geometrical models assume the distribu-
tion of dust grains reported for the ISM in our Galaxy (Mathis
et al. 1977; Laor & Draine 1993; Weingartner & Draine 2001;
Li & Draine 2001). The clumpy (Nenkova et al. 2008B; Hönig
& Kishimoto 2010B), smooth (Fritz et al. 2006) and two-phase
(Stalevski et al. 2016) torus models assume a maximum grain
size of 0.25µm while the minimum grain size is in the range
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between 0.005–0.025µm. Hönig & Kishimoto (2010B) inves-
tigated an alternative grain size distribution called “ISM large
grains" containing grains between 0.1–1µm. In the ISM large
grain configuration, the disk/torus area of hot dust is smaller than
in the standard ISM dust grain distribution (due to a steeper tem-
perature profile), resulting in a shift of the mid-infrared emis-
sion peak towards longer wavelengths (see Fig. 5 in Hönig &
Kishimoto 2010B). For the disk+wind geometry, the hot dust
is assumed to be primarily composed by large graphite grains,
which is theoretically and observationally motivated (Kishimoto
et al. 2007; Hönig & Kishimoto 2017; Hönig 2019) where these
grains produce the near-infrared excess due to the high tempera-
tures they can survive (García-González et al. 2017). Indeed, this
model is better at reproducing spectra below ∼ 7µm when com-
pared with observations (see also González-Martín et al. 2019B;
Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al. 2022B).

Although some works have investigated the role of grain size
for a given geometrical model (e.g. Hönig & Kishimoto 2010B)
or it has been used to explain a particular spectrum (e.g. N-
and Q-band spectra of NGC 1068 Victoria-Ceballos et al. 2022),
maximum grain size has not been included as a free parameter
of the model. This manuscript presents a new SED library that
includes variations of the maximum grain size into a geometrical
model. This paper will show that the inclusion of this parameter
significantly improves the adequacy of the model to AGN mid-
infrared spectra observed with Spitzer. The paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 shows the AGN sample and data used to
confront currently available models (described in Section 3) and
our new model (described in Section 4) with mid-infrared spec-
tra. The methodology applied to the data includes an analysis of
the spectral shape compared with models and spectral fits (see
Section 5). Results are included in Section 6 and discussed in
Section 7. Finally, a summary of our main findings is included
in Section 8.

2. Sample and data

We compile a sample of AGN with Spitzer/IRS spectra represen-
tative of a variety of silicate features and continuum shapes. Our
parent AGN samples are: (1) 53 local AGN with available NuS-
TAR spectra reported by Esparza-Arredondo et al. (2020), (2)
110 nearby AGN drawn from the 105-months Swift/BAT survey
(Oh et al. 2018) reported by González-Martín et al. (2019B), and
(3) the 19 QSOs (one is excluded due to the lack of Spitzer spec-
trum) reported by Martínez-Paredes et al. (2017). All of them
have been chosen due to the availability of Spitzer/IRS spectra
needed for this analysis. Note that the first two parent samples
are restricted to the nearby Universe to mitigate the low spa-
tial resolution of Spitzer/IRS spectra. The sample reported by
Martínez-Paredes et al. (2017) is not restricted to the nearby
universe but they ensure the AGN dominates the mid-infrared
Spitzer/IRS spectrum from the comparison with ground-based
N-band spectra. We downloaded all the spectra from Combined
Atlas of Sources with Spitzer IRS Spectra CASSIS1. Only ob-
jects with full coverage 5–35µm spectra and good S/N ratio
(SNR> 20) were selected.

To ensure that the mid-infrared spectrum is dominated by
AGN-heated dust, we impose the following criteria:

- We exclude Spitzer spectra marked as extended by CASSIS
because these sources are expected to have a significant con-
tribution from circumnuclear emission.

1 https://cassis.sirtf.com

- We remove objects with strong PAH features (i.e.
EW(PAH) > 0.233µm) and very steep slopes above
20µm (i.e. slopes between 20 and 30µm such that
log(νLν(20µm)/νLν(30µm)) > −0.24), which excludes
sources containing significant circumnuclear starbursts
(González-Martín et al. 2015).

- The AGN dust component accounts at least for 80% of the
flux in the 5–30µm wavelength range inferred from spec-
tral decomposition. Note that spectral decomposition was
already done for the two nearby AGN parent samples re-
ported above; i.e. fitting mid-infrared spectra with ISM, stel-
lar, and AGN-heated dust templates (see González-Martín
et al. 2019B, and references there in). However, we repeat
the analysis here for homogeneity. In the QSO sample, the
spectra are AGN dominated because they show the same
flux level and spectral shape as ground-based spectra (see
Martínez-Paredes et al. 2017).

With all these restrictions we selected 68 AGN with avail-
able Spitzer/IRS spectra, good SNR and dominated by the AGN-
heated dust within the Spitzer/IRS aperture (3.6-7 arcsec). Ta-
ble 2 includes the redshift, AGN classification, X-ray 2-10 keV
intrinsic luminosity, and black-hole masses for our sample. Fig. 1
shows the mid-infrared spectra (type-1 and type-2 AGN in black
and gray, respectively). A residual contamination of the spectra
from star-forming processes is still visible, although the impact
in the resulting spectral fit should be negligible (see González-
Martín et al. 2019A). Among them, 43 are type-1 and 25 are
type-2 AGN according to the NASA extragalactic database
(NED). The sample includes low- (e.g. M 106), intermediate-
(e.g. IC 5063), and high-luminosity AGN (e.g. PG 0804+761).
We also show in Fig. 1 X-ray luminosities versus redshifts in our
sample. No particular bias is observed when type-1 and type-
2 AGN are compared. However, it is obviously biased toward
high-luminosity sources and type-1 AGN because these are the
objects less affected by circumnuclear star formation within the
Spitzer/IRS aperture. In this sense, our results are more repre-
sentative of relatively luminous nearby AGN rather than low-
luminosity AGN. Indeed, only two objects show X-ray lumi-
nosities below LX < 1042erg/s. JWST observations with higher
angular resolution would be required to explore AGN with lower
luminosities.

3. Previous SED models

We aim to provide a new SED library of models that better re-
produce the mid-infrared continuum emission of AGN. Thus a
proper comparison with the results presented with previous SED
libraries is mandatory. In the following, we provide a brief de-
scription of each model with particular emphasis on the dust
grain size used for each model. Full description of the models
can be found in the references below and in several recent works
using these models (González-Martín et al. 2019B; Martínez-
Paredes et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al. 2022B).
• Smooth torus model by Fritz et al. (2006) (hereinafter

smooth [Fritz06] torus models): They use a simple toroidal ge-
ometry, consisting of a flared disk with the inner radius corre-
sponding to the sublimation distance. The silicate and graphite
grains have radii in the range of 0.025–0.25 and 0.005–0.25 µm,
respectively.
• Clumpy torus model by Nenkova et al. (2008A,B) (here-

inafter clumpy [Nenkova08] torus models): They used a formal-
ism that accounts for the concentration of dust in clouds, forming
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Fig. 1. Spectra of our sample of 68 AGN normalized to the flux at 14µm. Type-1 and type-2 AGN are shown in black and gray, respectively.
Vertical dot-dashed lines indicate the locus of the wavelengths chosen to compute the spectral slopes (see text). The bottom-right inset shows the
distribution of X-ray luminosities versus redshift in our sample.

a torus-like structure. The silicate and graphite grains have both
radii in the range of 0.005–0.25 µm.

• Clumpy torus model by Hönig & Kishimoto (2010B) (see
also Hönig et al. 2006, 2010A) (hereinafter clumpy [Hoenig10]
torus models): Radiative transfer model of three-dimensional
clumpy dust tori using optically thick dust clouds and a low torus
volume filling factor. The size of silicate and graphite grain is in
the range of 0.025–0.25 µm.

• Two-phase torus model by Stalevski et al. (2016) (here-
inafter two-phase [Stalev16] torus models): They model the dust
in a torus geometry with a two-phase medium, consisting of
high-density clumps embedded in a smooth dusty component of
low density. The silicate and graphite grains have both radii in
the range of 0.005–0.25 µm.

• Clumpy disk and outflow model by Hönig & Kishimoto
(2017) (hereinafter clumpy disc+wind [Hoenig17] models): The
model consists of a clumpy disk plus a polar outflow. This model
uses a sublimation model that accounts for different sublimation
conditions, with grain sizes of 0.025–0.25 µm for silicate, and
0.075–1.0 µm for graphite.

Note that we also explore the clumpy disk model by Hönig
& Kishimoto (2017) (i.e. removing the wind component in the
disk+wind model), the anisotropically illuminated version of the
clumpy torus model presented by García-González et al. (2017),
and the two-phase torus model presented by Siebenmorgen et al.
(2015). However, after performing spectral fitting to our sample,
these models were not able to fully describe any of our objects
(and provide acceptable fits for less than 10% of the sample).
Thus, we exclude them from our analysis for simplicity.

4. New SED model GoMar23

We use the radiative transfer code SKIRT2 (Baes et al. 2003;
Baes & Camps 2015; Camps & Baes 2015, 2020) in its version 9
to produce synthetic spectra with different dust and geometrical
properties. We divide this section into the details of the overall
setup of the simulations in common with the two-phase model
created in Stalevski et al. (2016) (Section 4.1), the particularities
of the grain size distribution (Section 4.2), and a summary of the
grid of parameter values for [GoMar23] model.

4.1. Setup of the simulations

SKIRT has already been used by Stalevski et al. (2016) to pro-
duce a two-phase torus model ([Stalev16], see Section 3). We set
our initial geometry and parameter space to that of [Stalev16]
model (see Fig. 1 by Stalevski et al. 2012). This allows us to set
a benchmark for the model because at least we should be able
to provide good fits for the same objects that are already repro-
duced by [Stalev16] model. Furthermore, the two-phase medium
(clumps within a smooth distribution) seems to be the most
plausible scenario for the dust within the torus (Wada 2015).
[Stalev16] model parameters are the viewing angle toward the
observer, i, the ratio between the outer and the inner radius of the
torus, Y = Rout/Rdust (with the inner radius anchored to the dust
sublimation radius Rdust), the half opening angle of the torus, σ,
the indices that set dust density gradient with the radial, p, and
polar, q, distribution of dust, and the 9.7µm average edge-on op-
tical depth, τ9.7µm. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the model.

The geometry of the model consists of a flared disk (torus-
geometry within SKIRT). The inner radius is fixed to the dust

2 www.skirt.ugent.be
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of [GoMar23] model (see text).

sublimation radius Rdust = 0.14 pc, which is obtained from Bar-
vainis (1987):

Rdust = 1.3(Lbol/1046)1/2(Tsub/1500)−2.8(pc) (1)

for an AGN with a bolometric luminosity of Lbol = 1011L� and
a sublimation temperature Tsub to 1250 K. Note that, unlike
Stalevski et al. (2016) we assume that the accretion disk emits
isotropically.

To fully define the torus geometry, two parameters are re-
quired: the half-opening angle, σ, and the outer radius of the
torus, Rout. Following several previous prescriptions (e.g. Fritz
et al. 2006; Nenkova et al. 2008B; Stalevski et al. 2016), we re-
port the values of the outer radius of the torus as a multiplier
of the inner radius, i.e. Y = Rout/Rin. In the [Stalev16] model,
this parameter takes only three values at Y = [10, 20, 30]. How-
ever, we find significant improvements by evaluating this param-
eter in a wider range and with a slightly finer step. In fact, this
is the parameter with the lower number of values in [Stalev16]
model. In particular, we choose the following set of values:
Y = [2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40]. For the half opening angle,
we use the same values as in [Stalev16] model, i.e. σ = 10 − 80◦
with ∆σ = 10◦.

The model is indeed two-phase (i.e. smooth+clumpy) thanks
to the ‘decorator’ module clumpygeometrydecorator within
SKIRT that creates a clumpy-distributed medium from a
continuously-distributed one. The geometry used is called flared
disk, which consists of a sphere where two cones are removed
from the polar direction. Therefore, the width of the torus grows
with the radius, keeping the angular width constant. Follow-
ing the parameters used by Stalevski et al. (2016), the percent-
age of the mass locked up in clumps is set to 25%, the radius
of each cloud is linked to the outer radius of the system as
Rcl = Rout/12.5, and the total number of clumps is set to 3000.
Within the flared disk geometry, the dust is distributed following
a variable radial power law and polar exponential density distri-
bution of dust:

ρ(r, θ) ∝ r−pe−q|cos(θ)| (2)

where r and θ are the coordinates in polar coordinate system.
The parameters associated with the radial and polar dust-density

gradients are called p and q, respectively. Following the work
by Stalevski et al. (2016), we use the same range for both p and
q parameters including 0–1.5 (four values with ∆p = ∆q = 0.5).
The model also requires the edge-on optical depth at 9.7µm, de-
fined at the equator of the system, τ9.7. The range explored by
Stalevski et al. (2016) for this parameter is τ9.7 = 3 − 11 with
∆τ9.7 = 2. We set our model to the same range but extend the
grid to τ9.7 = 13. Note that in our library of models, τ9.7 is de-
fined along the x-axis of the system.

4.2. Grain size distribution

Particles are assumed to obey a power-law distribution of sizes
of the form (Mathis et al. 1977):

dn = AnHP−adP (3)

where P is the dust particle size, “a" is the slope of the particle
dust distribution (assumed to be a = 3.5), nH is the number den-
sity of H nuclei, and the constant A gives the normalization with
respect to hydrogen abundance for each dust component (in units
of particles per H atom per micron). These constants would only
affect the normalization with respect to the hydrogen abundance,
and not the SED scaling/normalization (which is dominated by
the mass of dust). We use the normalization factors assumed in
the two-phase torus model presented by Stalevski et al. (2016) is
log(A) = −24.82 for silicate grains. Also following the prescrip-
tion given by Stalevski et al. (2016), we choose a percentage of
51% for silicate grains and 49% for graphite grains. Note that
we also ran some tests using a percentage of silicate grains in
the range used in other works (i.e. 47-53%, see Mathis et al.
1977; Draine & Lee 1984; Weingartner & Draine 2001), finding
no significant impact on the resulting SEDs.

This new SED library explores the role of dust grain size.
The grain size distribution (see Equation 3) also requires the
minimum and maximum grain size for each population. Note
that the effect of grain size can be investigated in various ways:
changing the maximum/minimum of the grain size distribution,
the slope of the grain size distribution, or combining these pos-
sibilities. Victoria-Ceballos et al. (2022) recently explored the
effect of both the minimum and maximum grain sizes in the
shape of the mid-infrared spectra of NGC 1068, finding no sig-
nificant impact on the resulting SED for the minimum grain size,
while changing the maximum grain size turned out to strongly
affect the SEDs. Furthermore, the fluctuations induced by ab-
sorption of a single X-ray photon eliminate grains with sizes
Psize < 0.005 µm up to large distances from the center (within
tens of parsecs Laor & Draine 1993). Voit (1991) showed that
grains with sizes below 0.001 µm are easily destroyed by the ra-
diation field of the AGN while grains with sizes in the range of
0.001 − 0.005 µm have little effect on the total grain emission.
Thus, we decided to focus on the maximum grain size, here-
inafter Psize, while the minimum grain size is fixed to 0.005µm,
consistent with the model presented by Stalevski et al. (2016).
For that purpose, we explore SEDs with maximum dust grain
sizes in the range Psize = 0.01 − 10 µm with ∆log(Psize) ' 0.3
(i.e. 10 values). We set the maximum grain size to 10µm be-
cause silicate features completely disappear when the grain size
exceeds that value (Laor & Draine 1993). Finally, we remark
that we choose to focus on the maximum grain size, but keep in
mind that flatter grain size distributions compared to the usual
a = 3.5 have the same impact, i.e. it changes the small to large
grain abundance (Maiolino et al. 2001).
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[Stalev16] [GoMar23]
range / ∆par / N range / ∆par / N

Lbol 1011L� 1011L�
Tsub 1250K 1250K
a 3.5 3.5
Pmin 0.005µm 0.005µm
i [0-90]/10◦/10 [0-90]/10◦/10
σ [10-80]/10◦/8 [10-80]/10◦/8
Y [10,30]/10/3 [2,40]/5/9
p [0,1.5]/0.5/4 [0,1.5]/0.5/4
q [0,1.5]/0.5/4 [0,1.5]/0.5/4
τ9.7 [3,11]/2/5 [3,13]/2/6
Psize 0.25µm [0.01,10]µm/∆log ∼ 0.3/10
< P > 0.097µm [0.007,3.41]µm/∆log ∼ 0.3/10
# SEDs 16,800 691,200

Table 1. Parameter space for the new [GoMar23] model. We also pro-
vide the values of [Stalev16] model for comparison purposes. From top
to the bottom row, the bolometric luminosity, Lbol, the sublimation tem-
perature, Tsub, the slope of the size distribution, a, the minimum grain
size, Pmin, the viewing angle toward the system, i, the half opening angle
of the torus, σ, the ratio between the outer and the inner radius of the
torus, Y , the slope of the radial and polar dust density distributions, p
and q, the opacity at 9.7µm measured at the equator of the system, τ9.7,
and the maximum grain size, Psize. The ratio between the outer and the
inner radius, Y, goes from 5 up to 40 in steps of 5 with the inclusion of
Y = 2. Finally, the maximum grain size is set to the following values:
0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, and 10µm (< P >= 0.07,
0.014, 0.024, 0.042, 0.097, 0.18, 0.36, 0.87, 1.72, and 3.41 µm). The
last row of this table includes the total number of SEDs performed.

Another way to report the grain size is throughout the
weighted average grain size < P > (Mishra & Li 2017):

< P >=

∫ Pmax

Pmin
Pw(P) dn

dP dP∫ Pmax

Pmin
w(P) dn

dP dP
(4)

where w(P) is the weight, which takes the form of Pβ with
β = 3 for the mass-weighted average. This equation is inte-
grated between the minimum grain size Pmin = 0.005µm and
the maximum grain size in the range Psize = 0.01 − 10 µm. This
results in a mass-weighted average grain size in the range
< P >= 0.007 − 3.41 µm. We use both definitions of Psize and
< P > throughout the text.

4.3. Overall grid

Each SKIRT simulation can provide as many SEDs with differ-
ent viewing angles as requested. Given the symmetry of the sys-
tem, we requested viewing angles in the range i = 0 − 90◦ with
∆i = 10◦, where the viewing angle is measured from the pole to-
ward the equator of the system (see Fig. 2). The final model has
seven parameters (eight when including the flux-normalization
of the final fit). A summary of the parameters involved in the
model is included in Table 1. For comparison purposes, we also
include the original parameter space of [Stalev16] model.

Each simulation was computed using 106 photon packages
(consistent with other torus simulations, see Stalevski et al.
2017) and a spatial hierarchical octree grid with a variable size
of the cell named treespatialgrid. We initially set the number
of random density samples for determining spatial cell mass to
100. The cells are then recursively partitioned into sub-cells un-
til the optical depth for each of them is lower than one or the

simulation reaches the maximum number of cell subdivisions,
Nmax

cell , that we set to Nmax
cell = 11. Note that this maximum number,

when reached, already requires at least 30GB of RAM, depend-
ing on the geometrical configuration of the simulation. Thus, fur-
ther subdivisions are not allowed in order to limit computational
times due to the maximum RAM available for these simulations.
However, we run a test to quantify if the resulting SEDs depend
on this maximum number of subdivisions. In particular, we sim-
ulated 7290 SEDs using the minimum, medium, and maximum
values for each parameter with Nmax

cell = 12. The difference be-
tween these SEDs and those using Nmax

cell = 11 is always lower
than 5%. This ensures that Nmax

cell does not have a strong impact
on the resulting SEDs because the cells are optically thin for all
of our simulations.

All together we produce 691,200 SEDs in the range of 0.001-
5000 µm with all the parameters evaluated at least at four grid
points. We use a nested logarithmic wavelength grid, with 81
steps in the range 0.001-5000 µm and 101 additional steps in
the range 1-100 µm. This SED library has among the largest
number of SEDs performed; below the ∼1.2 million SEDs pro-
duced for the clumpy torus model by Nenkova et al. (2008B) but
well above the ∼130 thousand SEDs produced for the disk+wind
model by Hönig & Kishimoto (2017), which is the second largest
library. The computing time for this grid was around 200 days on
a cluster3 able to produce 16-20 SEDs per hour thanks to the par-
allel processing capabilities. Following our own nomenclature
in previous works (González-Martín et al. 2019A,B; Martínez-
Paredes et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al. 2022B), we name
this model according to the initials of the first author of this
manuscript as [GoMar23] model.

5. Methodology

5.1. Spectral shape characterization

The continuum shape of the mid-infrared spectra of many AGN
is distinctive with a monotonic increase in flux density with
wavelength and reaching a maximum at ∼ 18 − 20µm (see spec-
tral slopes reported by García-González et al. 2017) and a flatten-
ing at longer wavelengths (González-Martín et al. 2019B) (see
Fig. 1). Furthermore, silicate features have been reported in ab-
sorption as well as in emission (e.g. Roche et al. 1991; Shi et al.
2006; Alonso-Herrero et al. 2016). Two silicate features can be
seen in the Spitzer/IRS spectral window around 10 and 18µm.
The 10µm feature is easier to characterize because it is more
prominent than the 18µm feature in our sample. Although the
vast majority of type-2 (type-1) AGN show silicate features in
absorption (emission), the opposite behavior is not uncommon
(see Fig. 1 and also Feltre et al. 2012).

On top of the AGN dust continuum, observed AGN spectra
also show emission lines associated with the ionization gas in
the nuclei (e.g. [OIV]) or to some level of circumnuclear star
formation (e.g. [NeII]). These lines must be carefully removed
to properly measure the AGN infrared continuum. We fit each
spectrum to a 6th-order polynomial and then smooth it to remove
the effect of emission lines in the fitted continuum. We then di-
vided the original spectrum by this fitted continuum to produce
a clean spectrum of emission lines. Where prominent lines are
detected in the latter, we replace the spectral window with the
smooth polynomial fit to the continuum.

In order to characterize the spectral shape of the objects in
our sample, we define three spectral slopes (denoted with α)
3 These simulations are produced thanks to Calzozin and Mouruka
clusters at IRyA/UNAM
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within the Spitzer/IRS wavelength range. These slopes are com-
puted as:

αλ1−λ2 = −log(Fλ1/Fλ2 )/log(λ1/λ2) (5)

where λ1 and λ2 are the two wavelengths where the slope is com-
puted and λ1 < λ2. Negative (positive) values are found when the
flux increases (decreases) with wavelength. These three slopes
are called α5.5−7.5µm, α7.5−14µm, and α25−30µm and correspond to
[λ1, λ2] equal to [5.5, 7.5], [7.5, 14], and [25, 30]µm, respec-
tively. These slopes are selected as in González-Martín et al.
(2019A).

Following the analysis done by Kemper et al. (2004), we
characterize the optical depth at 10µm as:

τ10µm = −ln(Fobs/Fcont) (6)

where Fcont is the underlying continuum, and it is obtained by
fitting the continuum to a 6th order polynomial excluding the
silicate feature. For the observed AGN spectra, the two spectral
windows are at ∼7-8.5µm (bluewards of the silicate feature) and
at ∼12-14.5µm (redwards of the silicate feature). However, note
that this is particularized for each object to optimize the pro-
cess. For SED models we fitted the 7-32 µm spectral window,
excluding both the 10 µm (8-13 µm) and the 18 µm (15.5-24 µm)
silicate features.

We define two quantities to quantify the 10µm silicate emis-
sion/absorption features: (1) the silicate feature central peak
wavelength (denoted as C10µm); and (2) the silicate feature
strength (denoted as S10µm). These two quantities are widely
used in the literature to study the shape of the silicate feature
(see for instance Fig. 16 in Nenkova et al. 2008B). Note that we
use this sign convention so absorption (emission) features show
positive (negative) values for S10µm. The central peak wavelength
and the silicate strength were obtained by fitting the core4 of the
emission/absorption feature to a Gaussian profile to determine
the locus of the minimum/maximum. In order to obtain the errors
of the fits for the AGN spectra in our sample, we perform 100
Monte Carlo simulations including the error bars of the spectra.

We construct diagrams combining the three slopes, and the
silicate strength, and the central wavelength to compare the spec-
tral shape of the AGN sample with models. Results are shown in
Section 6.

5.2. Spectral fitting method

We use the software XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) to perform the spec-
tral fitting of the Spitzer/IRS spectra to the models. This is a
command-driven, interactive, spectral-fitting program within the
HEASOFT5 package. XSPEC provides a wide range of tools to
perform spectral fittings to the data, being able to work in paral-
lel processes in order to speed them up. Thus, it is ideal for our
spectral fitting requirements.

We converted the Spitzer/IRS spectra into XSPEC format
using the flx2xsp task within HEASOFT. These files are eas-
ily read by XSPEC to perform statistical tests when fitting to
models. In González-Martín et al. (2019A), we already reported
the conversion of several AGN dust models into XSPEC for-
mat. We also convert our new [GoMar23] model in the same
way. Very briefly, we first created an additive one-parameter ta-
ble (in fits format) associated with all the SEDs using the flx2tab
4 We defined the core of the emission/absorption silicate feature as
the wavelength range where the feature is above 90% of its mini-
mum/maximum.
5 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov

task within HEASOFT. We then used a Python routine used by
González-Martín et al. (2019A) to change the headers associat-
ing each SED with a set of parameters. This model has seven free
parameters, plus redshift (which is usually fixed to the known
value) and normalization (linked to the luminosity of the sys-
tem). Note that XSPEC internally interpolates among the given
values of the model. However, this could lead to local rather
than global solutions if the parameter space is not well sampled.
This is the reason why we decided to improve the coverage of
some parameters with respect to [Stalev16] model (e.g. Y which
was only evaluated at three values by [Stalev16] model, see Sec-
tion 4).

We also added foreground extinction by dust grains to the
dusty models using the zdust component (Pei 1992), already in-
cluded as a multiplicative component within XSPEC. Among the
options of zdust, we use the standard Galactic extinction curve.
However, using the extinction curves of the Magellanic clouds
does not change the main results of this paper. The main impact
on the resulting spectrum of this extinction model is the attenu-
ation of the near-infrared emission and the inclusion of silicate
absorption features. The free parameter is the color excess E(B-
V). Note that we test the importance of foreground extinction by
comparing the final fit when including and excluding this com-
ponent, and the results are presented in the following section. We
use two definitions of χ2 to get insights on the best model; χ2

Model
compares the residuals with the model and χ2

Error compares the
residuals with the errors associated with the data. Furthermore,
we use the f-test and AIC to compare spectral fits. Appendix A
gives further details on the statistical tools used for this analysis.

6. Results

6.1. Spectral shape

Table 2 reports the silicate central peak wavelength, sili-
cate strength, and three continuum slopes measured from the
Spitzer/IRS spectra of the AGN sample used here. Fig. 3 (top-
left panel) shows the resulting optical depths for the type-1 and
type-2 AGN. We have produced four diagrams comparing these
five parameters (Fig. 3). In general type-1 AGN show silicate
emission features (black lines) and type-2 AGN show silicate ab-
sorption features (gray lines). However, two type-1 AGN show
weak absorption features, and eight type-2 AGN show emission
features (top-left panel of Fig. 3 and Table 2). This behavior is
already reported in the literature (Hönig et al. 2010A; González-
Martín et al. 2013), and it is easily explained by the stochastic
nature of the clumpiness of the system and its combination of
viewing angle, density profile, and optical depths. The range of
optical depths at 10µm is τ10µm ∼ [−1, 1] and absorption features
are usually narrower than emission features, and the latter show
a central plateau. The central wavelength of the feature is differ-
ent when it is in absorption (around 9.7µm) compared to when
it is in emission. In the case of the emission features, they are
usually shifted to 10.5µm except in a few objects. The contin-
uum slopes are correlated, as expected, being mostly negative
for α5.5−7.5µm and α7.5−14µm (both in the range [-3.5,0.5]) while
α25−30µm show both negative and positive values in the range [-
2.5,1.5]. Moreover, Type-1 AGN have flatter slopes than type-2
AGN.

All these spectral shape properties should be reproduced by
any SED library. To explore this, Fig. 4 shows these four dia-
grams for all the studied models, including our new [GoMar23]
model (top panel in purple). Most models reproduce the spectral
shape measurement of our AGN sample. The exception is the
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Fig. 3. Shape of the 9.7µm silicate feature in optical depth units for our AGN sample (see text, top-left). Black and gray lines show type-1 and type-
2 AGN, respectively. Observational diagrams for the AGN sample: 7.5-14µm versus 5.5-7.5µm slopes (top-middle); 25-30µm versus 7.5-14µm
slopes (top-right); S10µm versus C10µm (bottom-left), and S10µm versus 5.5-7.5µm slope (bottom-right). Black squares and gray diamonds show the
measurements in the Spitzer spectra for type-1 and type-2 AGN, respectively.

α5.5−7.5µm and/or α7.5−14µm for the [Hoenig10] model (fourth row
from top to bottom). The [Hoenig17] model reproduces α7.5−14µm
versus α5.5−7.5µm (sixth row, left panel) but fails to reproduce
α25−30µm versus α7.5−14µm, with a clear shift toward higher val-
ues of α25−30µm (fifth row, second panel from left to right). Inter-
estingly, [Hoenig10] and [Hoenig17] models show the narrow-
est range for the silicate strengths and match well the observed
range for emission features. Except for the [Stalev16] model, the
shapes found in each SED library include a wider range of val-
ues compared to the observed AGN properties. In particular, the
[Nenkova08] model shows quite prominent 10µm silicate emis-
sion features (S10µm < −2) which are not needed by our AGN
sample. It also includes slopes α < −3 that are never observed
(this is also the case for [Hoenig10] and [Hoenig17] models).
On the other hand, [Fritz06] model shows large silicate absorp-
tion strengths that do not have an observational counterpart.

Our new [GoMar23] model is also able to reproduce all these
spectral characteristics (top row in Fig. 4) but it also shows a
wider range of spectral shape measurements, compared with ob-
servations. In particular, it includes steeper slopes (α < −3) and
deeper silicate absorption features than observed. This might in-
dicate that the complexity of the model (i.e. number of parame-
ters or parameter space) might not be needed by the data or that a
particular range of configurations is required. In order to explore
this, we study how these diagrams are populated depending on
the parameter space. Fig. 5 shows the impact of the maximum
grain size Psize when fixed to 0.01, 0.25, 1.0 and 10µm (cor-
responding to a mass-weighted average of < P > 0.007, 0.097,
0.36, and 3.41µm) and Fig. 6 shows the results for each of the
other parameters of [GoMar23] model. For each of them, we
show the results for the minimum, maximum, and intermediate
values using a different color. Note that we exclude the S10µm ver-
sus C10µm diagram because all these plots are similar irrespective
of the parameter space, except when τ9.7µm is large, which natu-

rally produces large values of S10µm. We also exclude the polar
slopes of the density distribution, q parameter, because it shows
a negligible impact on the diagrams. The main findings are:

– We find that the area occupied in these diagrams is similar
when the viewing angle is set to the outer wall of the torus
(i.e. i = σ) than when a theoretical type-1 view (i.e. i < σ) is
set. Type-2 views (i.e. i > σ) can explain most of the AGN
while type-1 views fail to reproduce some type-2 AGN be-
cause of the lack of the low values of the spectral slopes.
Type-1 views also fail at reproducing the deepest silicate ab-
sorption features. Notice that type-2 (type-1) views can also
produce silicate emission (absorption) features, as found in
our AGN sample.

– Intermediate to high values of the half opening angle of the
torus, σ, seem to better match observations (in particular the
trend of α25−30µm versus α7.5−14µm), although low values are
also required for some objects.

– Relatively small values of the ratio between the outer and
the inner radius, Y , could explain the lack of deep absorption
features.

– Low and intermediate values of the equatorial optical depth
at 9.7µm, τ9.7µm, are able to explain most of the type-1
AGN spectra in our sample but the locus in α7.5−14µm versus
α5.5−7.5µm and α25−30µm versus α7.5−14µm diagrams for some
type-2 AGN are better explained with large values of τ9.7µm.

– The maximum size of the dust particles, Psize, plays a cru-
cial role on the resulting diagrams. Particles in the range
0.25 < Psize < 10µm (i.e. < P >= [0.097 − 3.41]µm) better
matches the S10µm versus α5.5−7.5µm diagram. In particular,
Psize = 1µm (i.e. < P >= 0.36µm) nicely matches the ob-
served spectral shapes in this diagram (pink shaded area, the
third column in Fig. 5). Although not shown here, we would
like to emphasize that the grain size has not a preferential
role on the center of the silicate feature at 9.7µm (C10µm).
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the spectral shapes of our AGN sample (black squares for type-1 AGN and gray diamonds for type-2 AGN) and the
spectral shapes of the SED libraries. From left to right we show mid-infrared versus near-infrared slopes, far-infrared versus mid-infrared slopes,
the 10 µm feature silicate strength versus its center, and the 10 µm feature silicate strength versus the near-infrared slope. From top to bottom we
show the results for [GoMar23] (purple), [Fritz06] (blue), [Nenkova08] (green), [Hoenig10] (red), [Stalev16] (magenta), and [Hoenig17] (orange)
models. Note that the tabulated values of the center of the silicate emission feature C10µm in some of the models (e.g. [Fritz06] or [GoMar23]
models) are an artifact of the spectral resolution used for to generate each SED library.

Numerical works in the literature, yielding theoretical SEDs
for AGN emission, usually provide thousands or more, and
one quick way to check their reliability is through diagrams
as those presented in this section (e.g. García-González et al.
2017; González-Martín et al. 2019B). Nevertheless, these dia-
grams are only partially informative of the ability of a model
to represent the emission of real objects. What they can high-
light, is the inability of a model to reproduce a given set of ob-
servational features. But a successful model should be able to

properly reproduce all the spectral features with one single pa-
rameter set, something that such kinds of diagrams are unable
to capture. An appropriate SED should hence at least show the
same range of slope and silicate strength as observed, and to ap-
proach the problem we calculate the number of SEDs able to
reproduce the observed spectral features for each object. Among
the 68 objects in our sample, 25, 34, 6, 20, 9, and 59 objects
can be reproduced (i.e. their spectral shape measurements are
compatible with those of the SEDs, within errors) with at least
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Fig. 5. The resulting diagrams for the [GoMar23] model when the maximum grain size of the dust particles is explored (colored area) compared
with the overall space parameter (empty area). From left to right the areas show the locus of SEDs for Psize = 0.01µm (< P >= 0.007µm, blue),
Psize = 0.25µm (< P >= 0.097µm, purple), Psize = 1.0µm (< P >= 0.36µm, pink), and Psize = 10.0µm (< P >= 3.41µm, violet). From top to bottom:
α5.5−7.5µm versus α7.5−14µm, α25−30µm versus α7.5−14µm, and S10µm versus α5.5−7.5µm. Black squares and gray diamonds show the locus for type-1 AGN
and type-2 AGN, respectively.

one SED within [Fritz06], [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10], [Stalev16],
[Hoenig17], and [GoMar23] models, respectively. Therefore, al-
though the available models include SEDs with the appropriate
range for each of these spectral characteristics, they lack the right
combination to reproduce all the spectral shape features simul-
taneously. It is worth noticing that the model able to reproduce
all the spectral characteristics for the largest number of objects
is [GoMar23] model. However, this is just a crude analysis since
the spectral fitting is required to interpolate among the SED li-
braries and add foreground extinction when appropriate. This is
the main subject of the following section.

6.2. Spectral fits

We fitted the spectra of our AGN sample using the five mod-
els reported before and the new [GoMar23] model presented
in this paper. We use χ2(error) to minimize the errors and
therefore obtain the best set of parameters among the SED li-
braries. As an example of a typical type-1 AGN, Fig. 7 shows
the resulting best fits for IZw1 using each of the tested mod-
els. Note that we performed the fits with (red) and without
(green) foreground extinction to show its impact on the final fit.
In the case of IZw1, it is clear that [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10],
and [Hoenig17] models cannot reproduce the observations. Sig-
nificantly better fits (χ2/dof < 2) are obtained by [Fritz06],
[Stalev16], and [GoMar23] models, the last model being sta-

tistically preferred. The same conclusion is drawn from this
object if no foreground extinction is included. Interestingly,
[Fritz06], [Stalev16], and [GoMar23] models converge to a thin
torus with σ ∼ 10 − 30◦. In this case the maximum dust grain
size is Psize ∼ 10µm (< P >∼ 3.41µm), well above the canonical
0.25µm (< P >∼ 0.097µm) assumed in previous models.

We consider good fits those with 0.5 < χ2
r (error) < 2. Values

of χ2
r (error) < 0.5 indicate that the model is too complex for the

data and values of χ2
r (error) > 2 are found when the model is too

simplistic for the data. However, as explained in Appendix A,
χ2

r (error) might also show low values due to the overestimation
of the error bars while large χ2

r (error) might indicate an underes-
timation. For this reason, we explore the evaluation of the good-
ness of the fit using both χ2(error) and χ2(model) (see Eqs. A.1-
A.2 in Appendix A). Fig. 8 shows the comparison between these
two χ2 for each of the models. Objects below χ2(error) = 0.5
and χ2(model) = 1.5 × 10−3 (dashed area) are over-fitted by the
model. This is particularly relevant for [Hoenig17] model (with
eight objects in the dashed area) which indeed is the model with
the highest number of free parameters. [GoMar23], [Fritz06],
[Nenkova08] and [Hoenig10] have 4, 1, 1, and 1 objects in the
dashed area of Fig. 8, respectively. χ2

r (model) ∼ 5.5 × 10−3 is
equivalent to χ2

r (error) ∼ 2 and χ2
r (model) ∼ 1.5 × 10−3 is equiv-

alent to χ2
r (error) ∼ 0.5, with both quantities correlated. Fig. 8

guarantee that the use of χ2
r (error) is equivalent to χ2

r (model).
We therefore use χ2

r (error) in the subsequent analysis.
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Fig. 6. The resulting diagrams for the [GoMar23] model when the following parameters vary (from left to right): the viewing angle, the half
opening angle, the ratio between the outer and the inner radius, the optical extinction at the equator, and the radial distribution of the dust. From
top to bottom: α5.5−7.5µm versus α7.5−14µm, α25−30µm versus α7.5−14µm, and S10µm versus α5.5−7.5µm. The gray contour shows the result for the entire SED
library. The blue, purple, and pink areas show the locus of SEDs for the minimum, medium, and maximum values of the parameter, respectively
(see legend in the top panels). The results for the maximum grain size are shown in Fig. 5. We skip the results for the polar density distribution of
the dust since no differences are found.

Before attempting to obtain the final statistics of good fits,
we explore the role of foreground extinction. Fig. 8 shows the
results when foreground extinction is excluded (empty symbols)
and included (filled symbols) into the spectral fit. The percentage
of objects well fitted with each model is included on top of each
panel (the percentage within brackets shows the results without
foreground extinction). Furthermore, we also quantify the num-
ber of objects requesting foreground extinction by comparing the
χ2 statistics with and without foreground extinction using the f-
statistic test (f-value < 10−4 implies statistically need for fore-
ground extinction). [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10], and [Hoenig17]
models require foreground extinction for ∼ 90% of the sample
(i.e. the spectral fit is statistically better compared with the re-
sult when E(B − V) = 0) while [Fritz06], [Stalev16], and [Go-
Mar23] keep this percentage at ∼ 15 − 35%, with the lowest per-
centage obtained by the [Fritz06] model (∼15%). Indeed, the
use of foreground extinction strongly affects the percentage of
objects well-fitted by the models. The most extreme example
is [Nenkova08] model, which goes from ∼50% of successful
fits up to above 80% when foreground extinction is included.
[Hoenig10] and [Hoenig17] also show an increment of ∼15% on
the number of objects well fitted. In the opposite scenario, the
percentage of good fits is not affected at all for [Fritz06] model,
while a minor effect (below 5%) is seen for [Stalev16] and [Go-
Mar23] models. Therefore, we find that a smooth distribution
of dust helps to mitigate the need for foreground extinction, as
expected since smooth distribution produces deeper silicate ab-
sorption features. The role of foreground extinction is further
explored in Appendix B.

We also studied which is the best model for each object. Ta-
ble 3 shows the best model among the already available SED

libraries in Col. 2 and the corresponding χ2/dof in Col. 3. We
mark with a dot when χ2/dof > 2. We then report in Col. 4
the χ2/dof obtained for the [GoMar23] model and the final
best-fit model in Col. 5. Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 9 summa-
rize these results. The results strongly depend on the inclusion
of foreground extinction (inner square-filled and outer circle-
filled pie-charts when foreground extinction is excluded and in-
cluded, respectively). If no foreground extinction is included for
the spectral fitting procedure and before the use of [GoMar23]
model, [Fritz06], [Nenkova08], and [Hoenig17] models equally
fit ∼ 20% of the sample and [Stalev16] model describes ∼ 12%
of the sample, respectively. [Hoenig10] model fails to describe
most of the objects, being the best fit only in 3% of the sample.
The inclusion of foreground extinction significantly helps to im-
prove [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10], and [Hoenig17] models, with
a percentage of best fits of ∼ 34%, ∼ 10%, and ∼ 34%, respec-
tively (outer circle-filled pie-chart of Fig. 9 panel a).

When we include into the analysis [GoMar23] model (panel
b in Fig. 9), it is the best model for ∼ 35% of the sample before
the inclusion of foreground extinction (inner pie-chart). Among
the others, the most relevant are [Nenkova08] and [Hoenig17]
model, which is the best fit for ∼ 15% of the sample. How-
ever, when foreground extinction is included in the fit, there are
three models describing ∼ 25 − 28% of the sample: [Nenkova08]
(∼ 25%), [Hoenig17] (∼ 28%) and [GoMar23] (∼ 28%) (outer
circle-filled pie-chart of panel b in Fig. 9).

The above results refer to the best fit (i.e. minimum χ2
r ).

However, several models might give a statistically similar result.
Fig. 10 shows the comparison of χ2

r obtained with [GoMar23]
model and those models previously reported in the literature. The
top (bottom) row shows the results before (after) the inclusion of
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Fig. 7. Spectral fits obtained for the type-1 AGN IZw1. The black line and gray shaded areas show the Spitzer spectrum and its error bars,
respectively. The red and green lines show the best SED for each model with and without foreground extinction, respectively (see text). The top
panel shows the spectral fit and the bottom panel shows the residuals. The inset within the top panel shows zoom-in to the 7-14µm wavelength
range associated with the 9.7µm silicate feature. Reduced χ2 is given at the bottom-right corner of the top panel (error/model), including the
degree of freedom within brackets (red and green for the SED with and without foreground extinction). Above each panel, we show the resulting
parameters for each model when foreground extinction is included.

foreground extinction. Empty hexagons show statistically simi-
lar results according to the AIC probability (i.e. within less than
200 times as probable as [GoMar23] model, see Appendix A).
Purple-filled hexagons are marked when [GoMar23] model is
preferred over the other model and hexagons with other colors
(color code given in Fig. 9) are those objects that statistically
prefer the other model instead of [GoMar23] model. The range
given in the subsequent text refers to the inclusion or exclusion
of the foreground extinction. As expected, [Stalev16] model is
preferred over [GoMar23] model only in 1-2 objects because
[GoMar23] model contains all the SEDs included by [Stalev16]
model. This small percentage preferring [Stalev16] model might
be the result of the stochastic nature of radiative transfer simu-
lations or the inclusion of an anisotropic accretion disk. Further-
more, roughly ∼65-71% of the sample show statistically better
results when using [GoMar23] instead of [Stalev16] model. As
explained before, this is due to the better sampling of the pa-
rameter space (e.g. lower half opening angles) and/or the inclu-
sion of the dust grain size into the model. The best-fit χ2

r for
[Fritz06] model is correlated with that of [GoMar23] model, al-
though in 54-66% of the sample, the latter is statistically pre-
ferred. This is probably due to the fact that [Fritz06] model is
geometrically similar to [Stalev16] and [GoMar23] models so
somehow included with [GoMar23] model as well. [Nenkova08]

and [Hoenig17] are preferred in 6-19% and 22-26% of the sam-
ple over the [GoMar23] model, respectively. Meanwhile, [Go-
Mar23] model is preferred in 50-78% and 34-50% of the sample
over [Nenkova08] and [Hoenig17] models, respectively.

We repeat this analysis for all the model combinations,
adding the AIC probability into the analysis to quantify how
many models can describe each object. The last column of Ta-
ble 3 includes all the statistically similar best-fit models (other
than the one providing the best fit, which is given in the previ-
ous column). The final percentage of objects (equally) best fitted
with each model is shown in Fig. 9 (panel c). This panel shows
the results without (with) foreground extinction using squared-
filled (circle-filled) bars. Note that the sum of the percentages is
higher than 100% because several models can equally fit a single
object. Only in five objects (namely Mrk 3, Mrk 110, MCG-03-
34-064, IC 4518W, and Fairall 51), none of the models produce
a statistically good fit.

In 24 objects (∼35%) a single model is preferred. Among
them, nine prefer [Nenkova08] model, six [Hoenig17] model,
six [GoMar23] model, and three of them prefers [Hoenig10]
model. Among those objects only fitted with [GoMar23] model,
we have the one with the highest silicate absorption feature, in-
dicating that this model might be particularly useful for buried
AGN. Five out of these six objects that are well-fitted only to
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Fig. 8. The reduced χ2 using the errors in the χ2 definition (χ2(error)/dof, see Eq. A.1), versus that using the model in the χ2 definition
(χ2(model)/dof, see Eq. A.2). Filled and empty symbols show the values when foreground extinction is included and neglected in the spectral
fitting procedure, respectively. The dot-dashed line shows the locus expected if both measurements agree with each other. The continuous lines
show a factor of five of agreement between both χ2 definitions. An object located in the blank area shows complexity not well fitted by the model.
The dashed area shows the locus when the model is too complex for the data (χ2/dof < 0.5). The dark-gray shaded area shows the locus where both
reduced χ2 indicate that the model provides a statistically acceptable fit (i.e. χ2/dof(error) < 2 and χ2/dof(model) < 1.5 × 10−3). The light-gray
shaded area shows the region where the object is expected to locate if the error bars of the spectra are overestimated and underestimated although
the spectral fit is good. Each panel shows the results for one of the models. We show the percentage of good spectral fits per model, considering
those objects in the gray areas (the result without foreground extinction is shown next to it). The percentage of objects statistically requesting
foreground extinction (FG extinct.) is shown in the top-left corner of each figure.

[GoMar23] and [Hoenig17] models are type-1 AGN (the excep-
tions are 2MASSXJ 10594361+6504063 and Mrk 417, respec-
tively). Without the inclusion of foreground extinction, except
for [Hoenig10] model, most of the already available models are
good at describing ∼ 20 − 30% of the sample. Our new [Go-
Mar23] model stands out as the best of them, giving the best fits
for 71% of the sample. Once foreground extinction is included,
[Nenkova08] and [Hoenig17] models increase their percentages
up to 54% and 41%, respectively, while [Fritz06] and [Stalev16]
models decrease to 18 and 16%, respectively. Although slightly
decreasing after the inclusion of foreground extinction, [Go-
Mar23] model still shows the largest percentage with 60% of
the sample. No relation between the model selection and the
AGN luminosity is found for our sample. However, note that
this AGN sample shows a relatively narrow luminosity range
(< log(LX) = 43.5 ± 0.6 >). A broader range of AGN luminosi-

ties is needed to explore the impact of AGN luminosity on the
model selection.

6.3. [GoMar23] model parameters

Beyond the model selection, the infrared spectral fitting tech-
nique is commonly used to infer the parameters of these mod-
els with the aim of constraining the geometry and distribution
of the dust (e.g. Ramos Almeida et al. 2009, 2011; Alonso-
Herrero et al. 2011; García-Bernete et al. 2019; González-Martín
et al. 2019B; Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021; Esparza-Arredondo
et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al. 2022B). The resulting best-fit
parameters and their associated errors through the χ2 statistics
for [GoMar23] model are reported in Table 4. The XSPEC soft-
ware also gives the opportunity to study the convergence of the
parameter by computing how χ2 changes across the parameter
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Fig. 9. Panels (a) and (b) show the percentage of object best fitted with each of the models tested before (panel a) and after (panel b) the inclusion
of [GoMar23] model. The inner (squared-filled) and outer (circle-filled) pie charts show the results without and with foreground extinction in the
spectral fits, respectively. Panel (c) shows the final percentage of objects best fitted to each model when including statistically similar fits using
AIC probability (see text). The square-filled and circle-filled areas show the results without and with foreground extinction in the spectral fits,
respectively.

Fig. 10. Comparison of χ2
r (error) obtained with our new [GoMar23] model and those previously reported in the literature. Open hexagons show

results that are statistically similar according to the AIC probability. Purple-filled hexagons are marked when [GoMar23] model is preferred over
the compared model and other colors-filled hexagons are those objects that statistically prefer the compared model instead of [GoMar23] model
(color code as in previous plots). The dot-dashed line shows the 1:1 relation. In the left corner of each panel, we show the percentage of objects
preferring [GoMar23] model over the other model (top row) and the percentage of objects preferring the other model rather than [GoMar23]
model.

space. Fig. 11 shows the posterior distribution of each param-
eter for [GoMar23] model for the object IZw1 as an example.
The squares (linked with continuous lines) show the locus of the
χ2 for each point of the model grid. The dotted-green line shows
the interpolation given by the XSPEC software, which in general
agrees well with the continuous line. In general, all the parame-
ters show monotonous behavior along the parameter space. Only
viewing angle (i), half opening angle (σ), the radial slope of the
dust distribution (p), and the ratio between the outer and inner ra-
dius (Y) are restricted (at 3-σ level) with a clear minimum along
the parameter space.

Fig. 11 also shows that not all the parameters equally con-
tribute to obtaining a minimal χ2. It is clear that variation on the
slopes (p and q) and the optical depth at 9.7µm (τ9.7) of the den-
sity distribution contribute much less to the final fit compared to
variations on the half opening angle, σ, for instance. In order to
quantify this, we compute the percentage of χ2 variations com-
pared to the parameter giving the maximal variation, denoted as
∆χ2:

∆χ2(par) =
χ2

max(par) − χ2
min(par)

χ2
max(pre f ) − χ

2
min(pre f )

(7)
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Fig. 11. Convergence of χ2 for each parameter of [GoMar23] model for IZw1. Squares show the value of χ2 at the given values of the parameters
sampled in [GoMar23] grid (continuous line linearly links these black squares). Dashed lines show the internal interpolation performed by XSPEC.
Green and red squares and lines report the results before and after the foreground extinction is included in the spectral fit procedure. The best value
for each parameter is shown above the upper-left corner of each panel (when including foreground extinction). The top-left panel shows the
resulting χ2/dof(sigma) in the upper-left corner. The percentage of variation of χ2 compared to the minimum value is shown above the upper-right
corner of each panel. The horizontal blue dot-dashed line in the third-column lower panel shows the χ2 computed when the grain size is fixed to
0.25µm. Note in this panel for Psize we also include the f-test probability that the grain size is consistent with 0.25µm (see text). This panel also
shows the x-axis expressed in terms of the average grain size in light-gray colors.

where par denote the parameter evaluated and pre f is the [Go-
Mar23] model parameter giving the maximal χ2 variation. This
number is given in the upper-right corner of each panel of
Fig. 11. In IZw1 the maximal χ2 variation is obtained with the
ratio between the outer and the inner radius of the torus (Y). The
half opening angle (σ), the maximum dust grain size (Psize), the
viewing angle (i), and significantly contribute to the minimiza-
tion process with ∆χ2 of 85 %, 78%, and 71%, respectively. On
the other hand, the optical depth at 9.7µm (τ9.7) contributes 44%
while 18% is found for the slopes of the density distribution (p).
Thus, for this particular object, the maximum dust grain size,
Psize (or equivalently the weighted-average grain size < P >), is
the third most relevant parameter (below Y and σ). In order to
further explore the need for this parameter in the final fit, we per-
formed the same fit but kept the maximum dust grain size fixed
to the canonical value of Psize = 0.25µm (< P >= 0.097µm). The
resulting minimum χ2 for this fit is shown as the dot-dashed blue
line in the panel associated with Psize/< P > of Fig. 11. We then
run the f-statistic test to compute the probability that allowing
the maximum dust grain size to vary significantly improves the
final fit (this number is quoted within the same panel). Indeed,
the maximum dust grain size is requested by the data to signifi-
cantly improve the fit for IZw1.

We then perform the above analysis for the full AGN sample.
Rows 1 and 3 (from top to bottom) in Fig. 12 show the resulting
distribution for each parameter for the AGN sample, and rows
2 and 4 show the distribution of ∆χ2 as computed above. Note
that the bins of the parameter-space histograms are set to match
the grid points. At first look, most of the parameters require the
full range explored by the grid (i.e. no bins with zero objects
are found). The parameters on the polar and radial density distri-
bution of dust (p and q) cluster to flat distributions of dust (i.e.
p = q = 0). In 28 out of the 68 objects (41% of the sample)
prefer very large particles with Psize ∼ 10µm (< P >∼ 3.41µm).
Only 6 out of the 68 objects (9% of the sample) fall in the bin
with the canonical value of Psize ∼ 0.25µm (< P >∼ 0.097µm).
After comparing the resulting best fit when fixing Psize = 0.25µm
(< P >∼ 0.097µm) to those in which the grain size is allowed to

vary, we find that, according to f-test, 90% of the objects in our
sample statistically prefer.

Inside panels in rows 2 and 4, the percentage of objects
giving ∆χ2 above 5 and 95% of the variations is included.
∆χ2 > 95% shows the percentage of objects where the consid-
ered parameter is the most fundamental one to obtain the fit,
while above ∆χ2 > 5% shows the percentage of objects where
the considered parameter significantly improves the fit compared
to the most important parameter. The parameter that systemati-
cally gave the maximal variation on the ∆χ2 (i.e. ∆χ2 > 95%)
for 62% of the sample is the half opening angle, σ. Attending to
∆χ2 > 5% (i.e. the significant improvement of the fit) the param-
eters can be sorted out from the most relevant to the less relevant
as: σ => Y => Psize / < P > => i => τ9.7 => p => q (rang-
ing from 100 down to 18% of the sample). Therefore, variations
in the maximum dust grain size, Psize (or equivalently the mass-
weighted average grain size < P >), produces ∆χ2 > 5% for 65%
of the sample, which makes it the third most relevant parameter
for improving the fits.

Finally, although the study of the parameters is out of the
scope of this paper, we warn the reader that the spectral cov-
erage and/or sensitivity of the Spitzer/IRS spectra might not be
enough to recover all the parameters at the same time. In partic-
ular, we find a clear degeneracy between the viewing angle and
the half-opening angle of the torus (r = 0.9), which is also found
for [Stalev16] model. We plan a future investigation on model
constrain using JWST near and mid-infrared observations.

7. Discussion

7.1. Adequacy of [GoMar23] model to the AGN dust
continuum

The thermal infrared SED emission from the central region of
an AGN depends on the geometry, distribution, and composition
of the dust. Although quite challenging from the observational
point of view, it is key to study AGN nuclear dust to explain the
AGN classes and possible interplay between the AGN and its
host, acting as the outer layer of the nurturing/feedback mecha-
nism (see the most recent reviews Ramos Almeida & Ricci 2017;
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Fig. 12. Rows 1 and 3 show in purple the histograms of the resulting parameters for the AGN sample when using [GoMar23] model. We use the
same bins as those used for the SED grid. Rows 2 and 4 show the histogram of the relative importance of each parameter in the convergence of
the fit. It is obtained as the maximal variation of χ2 for each parameter range compared to the parameter giving the maximum variation, denoted
as ∆χ2 (see Fig. 11). Each panel also shows the percentage of objects with ∆χ2 above 5 and 95%.

Hönig 2019). The infrared observations of nearby AGN show
a broad continuum that could be interpreted as the sum of two
different components: one of them producing a ∼ 3µm bump,
which corresponds to dust close to the sublimation temperature,
and another component that peaks at wavelengths longer than
10 − 20µm. These components were interpreted by Mor & Net-
zer (2012) respectively as the hot pure graphite dust outside the
BLR (García-Bernete et al. 2022B), and the clumpy torus, which
resides on larger scales and produces the mid-infrared emission.
Furthermore, the mid-infrared spectra show moderate silicate ab-
sorption features for most of the type-2 AGN, and weak sili-
cate emission features for most of the type-1 AGN (Hönig et
al. 2010A; González-Martín et al. 2013; Alonso-Herrero et al.
2016; García-Bernete et al. 2019, see also Fig. 3), although ex-
ceptions to this are also found (Mason et al. 2012; Martínez-
Paredes et al. 2020).

From the theoretical point of view, reproducing the in-
frared SED of AGN has turned to be challenging, particularly
the silicate features and the overall infrared continuum slopes
(González-Martín et al. 2019B; Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021;
García-Bernete et al. 2022B, and references therein). We show
that the currently available models are good at providing the
range of infrared slopes and silicate strengths (see Fig. 4) but
they fail at reproducing the whole mid-infrared spectrum of a
given AGN with a single SED. Between 25-50% of our sample
cannot be well matched to the available SED libraries, unless
foreground extinction is included (Fig. 8).

7.1.1. Smooth versus clumpy models

If we focus on the differences found between smooth and
clumpy models in our analysis, the main one is associated with
the need for foreground extinction applied to the data (Fig. 8).

Foreground extinction has little impact on the models includ-
ing a smooth dust distribution provided by Fritz et al. (2006)
([Fritz06]) and Stalevski et al. (2016) ([Stalev16]), with less than
∼30% of the sample requiring this component. On the other
hand, the purely clumpy models by Nenkova et al. (2008B)
([Nenkova08]), Hönig & Kishimoto (2010B) ([Hoenig10]), and
Hönig & Kishimoto (2017) ([Hoenig17]) require foreground ex-
tinction for ∼90% of the sample analysed in this work. The
most extreme result is obtained for the clumpy torus model by
Nenkova et al. (2008B) which is able to provide good fits for
50% of the sample without the inclusion of foreground extinc-
tion while this percentage increases up to 84% otherwise. There-
fore, we conclude that purely clumpy models may have insuffi-
cient self-absorption to reproduce the observed shallow silicate
absorption features and steeper near-infrared slopes. Although
the nature of the foreground extinction is out of the scope of
this analysis, it is worth mentioning that the E(B-V) values listed
in this analysis are well above the expected values for the ISM
of the Milky Way, when using the NH hydrogen column densi-
ties derived from the full sky HI survey by the HI4PI collabo-
ration (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016) and the standard gas-
to-dust ratio of NH/AV = 1.8 × 1021 atoms cm−2 mag−1. Instead,
they are roughly consistent with the E(B-V) of the host galax-
ies as derived from the Hα/Hβ Balmer decrement (we compiled
Balmer decrements for 62 out of the 68 AGN, mostly from the
measurement of the BASS survey, Koss et al. 2022; Oh et al.
2022). A detailed analysis of the foreground extinction and its
role in the SED fitting technique is planned for a future investi-
gation.

Perhaps, the two-phase dust distribution models (e.g.
smooth+clumpy torus model developed by Stalevski et al. 2016)
are preferred since they might provide a more realistic treatment
of the distribution of dust from the stability point of view because
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a smooth distribution of dust alone could suffer from the self-
destruction of the dust due to its temperature. However, some
fine-tuning is still needed because [Stalev16] models have mod-
erate success explaining the overall observed mid-infrared spec-
tra, accounting only for 25-40% of the sample (Fig. 9, see also
González-Martín et al. 2019B, although it might be due to the
somewhat limited number of SEDs computed). A smooth distri-
bution for the disk/torus and a clumpy distribution for the wind
might also be a good representation according to MHD simula-
tions (Wada 2015; Williamson et al. 2020).

The new SED library presented by this work is based on
the two-phase clumpy torus model described by Stalevski et al.
(2016) ([Stalev16]) with the inclusion of the maximum grain
size as a free parameter. This new SED library provides good
fits for 85-88% of the sample, irrespective of the inclusion of
foreground extinction, and provides the best model for 60-70%
of the sample (being the best among the models, see Figs. 8 and
9). Indeed, foreground extinction is required only for 34% of
the sample, consistent with the other models including a smooth
distribution of dust. [GoMar23] model gives a statistically better
fit than [Stalev16] model in 65-70% of the sample (see Fig. 10)
with only 1-3% preferring the [Stalev16] model. This is mostly
due to the fact that [Stalev16] model is nested within [GoMar23]
model, while this small percentage prefers [Stalev16] model
might be the result of the stochastic nature of radiative trans-
fer simulations or the inclusion of anisotropy for the accretion
disk emission in [Stalev16] model.

7.1.2. Torus versus wind models

The most recent torus SED library was produced in an attempt
to study the impact of a different geometry of the dust, which
is assumed to be a combination of a (relatively) thin disk plus a
hollow cone-like structure (Hönig & Kishimoto 2017). In fact,
it is important to bear in mind that, besides the dust torus ex-
plored here, molecular lines show the presence of large and
massive disks of cold gas (García-Burillo et al. 2016; Alonso-
Herrero et al. 2018; Combes et al. 2019; García-Burillo et al.
2021) and infrared observations reveal polar component at least
for some objects (interpreted as a dusty wind, see Hönig 2019;
Alonso-Herrero et al. 2021). When we compare the spectral fits
of our new SED library ([GoMar23]) with the disk+wind clumpy
model provided by Hönig & Kishimoto (2017) ([Hoenig17]),
we find that [GoMar23] model is statistically preferred in 34-
50% of the sample while [Hoenig17] model is statistically better
in 22-26% (see Fig. 10). Thus, this disk+wind geometry might
be key to explain at a non-negligible fraction of nearby AGN.
According to the recent work by Alonso-Herrero et al. (2021),
the presence of polar dust in the mid-infrared might depend
on the column density and Eddington ratio (see also Venanzi
et al. 2020; García-Bernete et al. 2022B). Evidence for a dif-
fuse mid-infrared emitting polar component has been found in
six AGN, including both type-1 and type-2 sources using inter-
ferometric observations (Circinus Galaxy, NGC 424, NGC 1068,
NGC 3783, ESO 323-G77, and NGC 5506, see López-Gonzaga
et al. 2016; Leftley et al. 2018; Hönig 2019, and references
therein). Only NGC 3783 is included in our sample. Indeed this
object favors the disk+wind [Hoenig17] model, which is pre-
ferred given the spatially resolved data, although our torus-like
[GoMar23] model also provides an equally acceptable fit accord-
ing to the AIC statistics.

We want to stress that these two models (torus- versus wind-
like configurations) are not competing scenarios but probably
two simplifications of a more dynamical scenario. Wada (2015)

proposed that the nuclear dust in AGN is not static, but rather
a dynamic moving failed dusty outflow or “fountain" that pro-
duces the geometrically thick polar-elongated structure. Indeed,
Williamson et al. (2020) showed that a radiation-driven polar
wind is almost inevitable for luminous AGN. The fountain is
supported by the radiation pressure from the geometrically thin
gas/dust disk. Baskin & Laor (2018) also explored the idea that
the BLR is also part of this failed dust wind conformed by large-
size (> 0.3µm) graphite grains (see also Czerny & Hryniewicz
2011). The radiation pressure from the AGN naturally produces
an inflated torus-like structure, with a predicted peak height
at the outer radius of the BLR. Sarangi et al. (2019) present
detailed calculations of the chemistry of silicate dust forma-
tion in (magnetohydrodynamic) winds launched by AGN accre-
tion disk. They show that the resultant distribution of the dense
dusty gas resembles a failed wind (which could mimic a toroidal
shape), with high column density and optical depths along the
equatorial viewing angles, in agreement with the AGN unifica-
tion picture. This explains why both torus-like and wind-like ge-
ometries are able to fit some of the AGN (even for the same
object), as found for several authors already (González-Martín
et al. 2019B; Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al.
2022B). The goal we must pursue is to establish under which
conditions each geometry dominates because it will shed light
on the evolutionary stages of this failed wind and the role of dust
in this cycle.

7.2. The role of the grain size

As discussed in the introduction, many of the previous AGN
dust models used the dust grain size distribution of the Galac-
tic diffuse interstellar medium. However, the assumption that the
properties of dust in the extreme conditions of the circumnu-
clear region of AGN are similar to those of the Galactic diffuse
ISM is somewhat naive, given that even in dense clouds of our
Galaxy the extinction curve already differs from that of the ISM,
suggesting that a universal grain size distribution is not feasi-
bleÊ(Mathis 1990). The improvement of the [GoMar23] model
presented here, compared to similar models, resides in the ad-
dition of the grain size (tabulated as the maximum or the mass-
weighted average) as a parameter of the model.

In this work, we showed that the grain size, as a parameter
properly included in the SED library, is required to significantly
improve the final spectral fit in ∼90% of the sample. Further-
more, among the seven parameters considered in our model, the
grain size is the third most important parameter to achieve the
best fit (see Fig. 12), only after the half opening angle and the
ratio between the outer and the inner radius of the torus. How-
ever, note that the lower relevance of the viewing angle might be
related to its degeneracy with the half-opening angle of the torus
which is most probably associated with the narrow wavelength
range or low sensitivity of Spitzer spectra. The grain size helps to
reproduce the central wavelength of the silicate feature at 9.7µm,
which is shifted to longer wavelengths for emission features in
AGN. It also helps to reproduce the excess toward near-infrared
wavelengths, called the near-infrared bump (see below).

Previous studies already showed that the removal of small
grains and/or the prevalence of large grains makes the sili-
cate feature less prominent (Laor & Draine 1993). We show
that variations in the grain size help to better reproduce sili-
cate strength and infrared slopes at the same time in our sam-
ple (see Fig. 5). In order to further explore the effect of the
grain size on the spectral shape, we compare in Fig. 13 the
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Fig. 13. Effect of the maximum grain size on the spectral fit. We use as
examples the type-1 AGN IZw1. The first row shows the best spectral
fit using [GoMar23] model (black continuous line). We also show the
fit to three fixed maximum grain size Psize of 0.01µm (< P >= 0.007µm,
green), 0.25µm (< P >= 0.097µm, blue), and 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm,
red), while other parameters are kept as those obtained from the best
fit. The two insets in these top panels show the set of SEDs with the
same parameters and varying the maximum grain size Psize from 0.01µm
(< P >= 0.007µm, green) to 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm, red). Note that in
these insets the SEDs are normalized at 15µm. Bottom panels show the
residuals of the best fit (black) and those using dust maximum grain size
Psize of 0.01µm (< P >= 0.007µm, green), 0.25µm (< P >= 0.097µm,
blue), and 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm, red).

best spectral fit with those obtained using the maximum grain
size of Psize = 0.01µm (< P >= 0.007µm, green), Psize = 0.25µm
(< P >= 0.097µm, blue), and Psize = 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm,
red) for IZw1. IZw1 requires a maximum grain size of
Psize ∼ 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm). Note that all the parameters ex-
cept for the grain size are fixed to those found for the best-fitted
model (black line) so that the effect of the grain size can be iso-
lated and better highlighted in the fits. It is clear that the role of
grain size is significant. Smaller grains produce deeper silicate
absorption features and a steeper slope at longer wavelengths.

The net effect on the spectral shape can be further explored
in Fig. 14, where we show the locus of the SEDs with different

dust grain sizes in the spectral shape diagrams for PKS 2356-61.
In these plots, green/small dots are the results for small particles
(i.e. from Psize = 0.01µm or < P >= 0.007µm) while red/large
dots show the effect of increasing the grain size explored in this
analysis (i.e. up to Psize = 10µm or < P >= 3.41µm, ). Note that
the locus of the observational values for PKS 2356-61 is shown
as a gray diamond. The spectral shapes of this object are well
reproduced after including the grain size as a free parameter,
where the best fit (yellow star) is close to the observed value.
Indeed, the canonical maximum grain size of Psize = 0.25µm
(< P >= 0.097µm, blue dot) is far from the best value. Note
that in most of the objects, the effect on the spectral shape is
similar. As long as the grain size increases up to Psize = 1µm
(< P >= 0.36µm) the α5.5−7.5µm and α7.5−14µm become steeper,
while the α25−30µm and the silicate strength remains the same.
This is easily explained by the size of graphite grains since they
contribute to the enhancement of the near-infrared continuum
compared to small grains as the central source efficiency to heat
the grains increases when the grain size decreases. However,
when we use particle distributions with maximum sizes above
1µm (< P >= 0.36µm) the silicate strength decreases. This com-
bined effect is crucial in the model to explain the weaker silicate
absorption features together with the spectral slopes.

It is important to remark that our [GoMar23] SED libraries
are created by varying the maximum size of both graphite and
silicate grains at the same time. However, the dust sublima-
tion radius depends on the dust composition and the grain size
(Baskin & Laor 2018, and references therein). Therefore, silicate
grain size distribution might differ from that of graphite grains.
This was already shown by García-González et al. (e.g. 2017) for
the clumpy torus model by Hönig et al. (2010A), which indeed is
one of the key improvements of the disk+wind model by Hönig
& Kishimoto (2017). Although out of the scope of this work, this
improvement in the model might further help to better reproduce
the infrared slopes (mostly affected by graphite grains) and the
silicate strengths (associated with the silicate grains).

7.3. The role of large grains

Depletion of small grains or excess of large grains in a sizable
fraction of the AGN is well established in our sample (41% is
clustered at Psize = 10µm (< P >= 3.41µm) according to the re-
sults shown in Fig. 12). Gaskell et al. (2004) provided evidence
for flat extinction curves in AGN, indicative of a larger fraction
of larger dust grains in the dusty population. Lyu et al. (2014)
also suggested that the low AV/τ9.7µm ratio found in their analy-
sis could be due to the predominance of large grains in the AGN
torus. Xie et al. (2017) already suggested that µm-sized particles
can help to reproduce up to 90% of the type-1 AGN explored
in their analysis (see also Smith et al. 2010), although other as-
pects as geometry were not considered. Moreover, Maiolino et
al. (2001) already suggested that the dust composition in the cir-
cumnuclear region of AGN could be dominated by large grains
(Psize ∼ 1µm or equivalently < P >= 0.36µm), making the ex-
tinction curve flatter and featureless to explain the reduction of
the E(B − V)/NH and AV/NH ratios compared to the ISM value
(see also Shao et al. 2017). The decrement of E(B − V)/NH was
recently confirmed by Esparza-Arredondo et al. (2021) from a
detailed analysis of the SEDs considering the opacity of the
torus.

Large grains (Psize = 0.1 − 1µm or equivalently
< P >= 0.042 − 0.36µm) were preferred for the polar com-
ponent found for Circinus galaxy (Stalevski et al. 2017, 2019).
Within the disk+wind geometry proposed by Hönig & Kishi-
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Fig. 14. Effect of the maximum grain size on the diagrams of spectral shapes for the type-2 AGN PKS 2356-61. It shows the locus of the SEDs
computed using the best-fit parameters and varying the maximum grain size Psize from 0.01 to 10 µm (i.e. < P > from 0.007 to 3.41 µm). The
spectral shape diagrams are Silicate depth versus α5.5−7.5µm (left panels), α7.5−14µm versus α5.5−7.5µm slopes (middle panels), and α25−30µm versus
α7.5−14µm (right panels). The empty-filled distribution is that from the entire SED library for [GoMar23] model. Green small dots correspond to
smaller grain sizes and redder and larger dots correspond to larger grain sizes (linked with lines). We mark as a blue dot the locus of the resulting
values for the SEDs with Psize=0.25µm (< P >= 0.097µm) and as a yellow star the locus of the resulting values for the best fitted SED. The type-1
AGN are marked as black squares and type-2 AGN as gray diamonds.

moto (2017), the hot dust is assumed to be primarily comprised
of larger grains in the range 0.075–1µm (or equivalently
< P >= 0.033 − 0.36µm), because they are located in inner
radii where large grains better survive. The near-infrared excess
is explained under the assumption that it might trace dust at
temperatures that can only be survived by the largest graphite
grains (García-González et al. 2017). Indeed, this model is
better at reproducing spectra shortwards ∼ 7µm when compared
with observations (see also González-Martín et al. 2019B;
Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021; García-Bernete et al. 2022B).
Recently, García-Bernete et al. (2022B) studied the available
SED dust libraries in a volume-limited sample of well-isolated
and nearby AGN, finding that type-1/bright AGN are best fitted
to the disk+wind [Hoenig17] model due to a better performance
in reproducing the near-infrared bump. They argue that it is
likely due to the combination of removing most silicate and
small graphite grains due to sublimation and self-absorption
effects due to the wind at intermediate and high inclinations (see
also Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021). Thus, large grains are again
a required element in these models.

Even for the ISM, micron-sized graphite grains account for
2.5% of the total IR emission (Wang et al. 2015), which helped
to unify distance estimates derived from spectroscopy and par-
allax by considering extinction by large grains (Siebenmorgen
2023). However, what is the origin of such an enhancement of
large particles? Several effects could explain a preponderance
of large grains in the dusty structure near the AGN. We gather
them into two classes: grain destruction and grain growth. An
obvious form of dust destruction in AGN is due to its radiation
field. This trend has also been found for PAH emission of AGN
(García-Bernete et al. 2022A). At the outer envelope of the subli-
mation radius of silicates (which sublimate at lower temperatures
than graphite grains), we expect that the grain size distribution
might be biased to large grains since they better resist the radia-
tion field of the AGN. Thus, grains size distributions skewed to
large grains might be due to the preferential destruction of small
grains in the AGN radiation field (Draine & Salpeter 1979).

If not destroyed, AGN radiation pressure combined with ra-
diation pressure on dust can sweep out the particles away from
the nucleus with an increasing speed that is inverse proportional
to grain size, as long as grains are larger than ∼ 0.1µm (so the
radiation pressure efficiency can be approximated to one, see

Tazaki & Ichikawa 2020). Therefore, small grains require less
time to reach the terminal velocity. After reaching a terminal
velocity, the destruction of dust grains occurs due to sputter-
ing by shock-heated gas (Draine & Salpeter 1979). This sput-
tering makes the grain lifetime proportional to the grain size (i.e.
sputtering destroys small grains faster than the large ones Tazaki
& Ichikawa 2020), producing a preponderance of large grains
in the wind where this destruction process of small grains en-
hances the shift of the distribution toward larger sizes. Larger
grains may also form either by accretion from the gas phase or
by grain coagulation (Li & Draine 2001). Sarangi et al. (2019),
from their calculations of the chemistry of silicate dust in AGN
winds, reported that these winds have physical conditions suit-
able to form significant amounts of dust, especially for objects
with an accretion rate close to their Eddington limit, making lu-
minous AGN a source of dust in the universe. Since the grain co-
agulation rate increases with density (proportional to the square
root of the density Draine & Lee 1984), the effect is expected to
be dramatic in the circumnuclear clouds of AGN (Maiolino et al.
2001). Maiolino et al. (2001) showed that dust grains have time
to coagulate before being replaced by gas coming from the outer
regions.

Therefore, a dust distribution biased in favor of large grains,
probably as a consequence of a trade-off between coagulation
and accretion processes, is also naturally expected in the ex-
treme physical conditions of the gas in the circumnuclear region
of AGN. Furthermore, a significant variation of the maximum
grain size for each object is expected depending on the evolu-
tionary stage of the AGN (including wind phase) and its local
conditions (Sarangi et al. 2019), which is also consistent with
our results.

8. Summary

The role of grain size in geometrical models of AGN dust contin-
uum is poorly explored in the literature. In order to fill this gap
we created a new SED library (including over 700,000 SEDs)
based on the two-phase (smooth+clumpy) torus model described
by Stalevski et al. (2016), including the grain size (denoted
by the maximum grain size Psize or equivalently by the mass-
weighted average grain size < P >) as a model parameter. We
then compared our new and previous models with a sample of
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nearby AGN (mainly Seyfert galaxies with intermediate lumi-
nosities) observed with Spitzer/IRS (carefully selected to pro-
vide spectra dominated by the AGN component). The explored
models are: the smooth torus model by Fritz et al. (2006), the
clumpy torus models by Nenkova et al. (2008B) and by Hönig &
Kishimoto (2010B), the two-phase torus model by Stalevski et
al. (2016), and the clumpy disk+wind model by Hönig & Kishi-
moto (2017). We named our new model [GoMar23], following
the last name of the first author of the paper and the year of its
submission (as we did for the other models). The main results
are summarized as:

– Although the range of spectral shapes of the objects in our
sample is recovered with most of the models, a unique SED
capable of reproducing the whole mid-infrared spectra of
AGN is not found for a non-negligible fraction of objects
(at least 15%) with the already available models. The [Go-
Mar23] model represents a significant improvement of this,
providing good fits for 85% of the sample.

– We demonstrate (with statistical tests) that allowing the max-
imum dust grain size up to sizes of 10µm (or the mass-
weighted average grain size of 3.41µm) is required to suc-
cessfully reproduce the SEDs of 90% of the sample. The
canonical value of Psize ∼ 0.25µm (< P >∼ 0.097µm) is pre-
ferred for ∼9% of the sample. 41% of the sample prefers very
large particles with Psize ∼ 10µm (< P >∼ 3.41µm).

– The dust grain size is the third parameter in the order of
its importance to obtain a good spectral fit. Only the half-
opening angle and the ratio between the outer and inner ra-
dius of the dusty structure are above the dust grain size in
this prioritized list of parameters.

– The inclusion of foreground extinction for the smooth
or two-phase models (i.e. [Fritz06], [GoMar23], and
[Hoenig17] models) is irrelevant in 70-90% of the objects
while it is required in ∼90% of the objects when a purely
clumpy distribution is used (i.e. [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10],
and [Hoenig17] models). Therefore, the incorporation of a
smooth dust distribution (smooth or smooth+clumpy) helps
to reproduce the spectra without the need for additional fore-
ground extinction for most of the objects.

As a concluding remark, these geometrical models gain in
importance with the upcoming new data from the JWST. Its su-
perior sensitivity will allow us to obtain near- and mid-infrared
spectra of fainter and/or more distant AGN that could be com-
pared with these models to infer the properties of AGN nuclear
dust. The [GoMar23] SED library is the first step to providing
an improved geometrical model including the maximum grain
size into the parameter space. However, there are several aspects
that need to be further explored, including the geometry of the
components (e.g. the polar/wind dusty component), dust compo-
sition (e.g. the fraction of graphite versus silicate grains), grain
shape, or the slope of the grain size distribution. These aspects
should be the focus of future investigations.
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Object name z Class log(LX) log(MBH) C10µm S10µm α5.5−7.5µm α7.5−14µm α25−30µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Mrk348 0.005 S2 43.86 7.39 9.66±0.14 0.220±0.008 -1.07±0.04 -1.28±0.02 -0.18±0.06
IZw1 0.059 S1 43.85 7.26 9.82±0.12 -0.291±0.008 -1.24±0.05 -1.17±0.04 -0.93±0.08
FAIRALL9 0.047 S1 44.09 8.21 10.60±0.14 -0.184±0.004 -0.68±0.04 -0.78±0.03 0.38±0.06
NGC526A 0.019 S1 43.78 8.05 11.30±0.80 -0.136±0.004 -0.93±0.04 -1.44±0.02 1.02±0.05
NGC788 0.014 S2 43.51 7.74 9.57±0.17 0.151±0.004 -2.13±0.05 -1.80±0.02 -0.55±0.03
Mrk1018 0.042 S1 42.82 8.21 10.37±0.03 -0.260±0.002 -0.20±0.01 -0.69±0.01 0.42±0.04
Mrk590 0.021 S1 43.23 7.85 10.56±0.06 -0.200±0.004 -1.46±0.03 -2.12±0.01 -0.20±0.04
NGC1052 0.005 S1 42.24 8.39 10.89±0.04 -0.265±0.002 -1.18±0.04 -1.64±0.01 -0.54±0.05
NGC1275 0.016 S2 43.76 9.00 10.46±0.21 -0.393±0.008 -2.18±0.15 -2.58±0.06 -1.14±0.13
ESO548-G081 0.014 S1 43.29 8.34 10.70±0.05 -0.271±0.003 -0.25±0.02 -0.39±0.01 0.62±0.03
3C120 0.033 S1 44.38 7.85 10.65±0.06 -0.305±0.004 -0.76±0.04 -1.25±0.02 -0.70±0.05
MCG-01-13-025 0.016 S1 43.29 10.68±0.02 -0.575±0.001 0.38±0.01 -0.81±0.01 0.07±0.02
CGCG420-015 0.029 S2 43.74 7.88 10.98±0.40 -0.138±0.005 -1.37±0.04 -1.19±0.02 -0.21±0.05
2MASXJ05054575-2351139 0.035 S2 44.22 9.50±0.05 0.197±0.004 -1.76±0.02 -1.30±0.01 -0.12±0.03
Ark120 0.032 S1 43.78 8.24 10.60±0.13 -0.266±0.006 -0.44±0.02 -0.43±0.01 0.22±0.05
PICTORA 0.035 S1 44.03 7.60 10.62±0.02 -0.502±0.002 -0.87±0.02 -1.52±0.01 0.51±0.02
2MASXJ05580206-3820043 0.034 S1 43.86 8.06 9.74±0.33 0.289±0.025 -0.51±0.14 -0.55±0.04 0.65±0.11
Mrk3 0.014 S2 43.79 8.42 9.82±0.28 0.182±0.012 -2.28±0.18 -2.30±0.09 -0.59±0.15
ESO426-G002 0.022 S2 43.44 9.29±0.02 0.212±0.003 -1.65±0.02 -1.50±0.01 -0.70±0.02
Mrk78 0.037 S2 43.47 6.66 9.71±0.03 0.508±0.004 -1.91±0.04 -1.80±0.02 -1.14±0.04
Mrk1210 0.013 S1 43.37 6.09 11.04±0.77 -0.191±0.010 -2.19±0.09 -2.02±0.03 -0.32±0.08
PG0804+761 0.100 S1 44.46 8.50 10.16±0.04 -0.433±0.002 -0.23±0.02 -0.61±0.01 0.36±0.05
MCG+04-22-042 0.032 S1 43.73 7.46 10.45±0.11 -0.207±0.005 -0.97±0.02 -1.10±0.01 0.55±0.04
Mrk110 0.033 S1 44.25 7.31 10.49±0.04 -0.243±0.002 -0.55±0.01 -0.78±0.01 0.78±0.02
Mrk705 0.029 S1 43.41 7.62 11.54±0.19 -0.112±0.004 -1.73±0.02 -1.25±0.01 -0.85±0.03
MCG-05-23-016 0.008 S2 43.53 7.43 9.77±0.32 0.298±0.024 -1.67±0.12 -1.66±0.05 -0.44±0.11
NGC3081 0.006 S2 43.07 7.72 9.36±0.12 0.157±0.007 -2.22±0.08 -2.02±0.03 -1.12±0.05
ESO374-G044 0.028 S2 43.64 11.61±0.79 -0.100±0.002 -2.41±0.04 -2.46±0.01 -0.47±0.03
Mrk417 0.033 S2 43.91 8.08 11.65±0.13 -0.107±0.004 -1.17±0.04 -1.80±0.02 0.37±0.05
2MASSXJ10594361+6504063 0.084 S2 43.48 8.45 9.78±0.01 0.811±0.003 -1.31±0.01 -1.34±0.01 -0.57±0.02
ESO439-G009 0.025 S2 43.27 9.58±0.06 0.426±0.003 -3.22±0.06 -2.40±0.02 -0.80±0.03
NGC3783 0.011 S1 43.56 7.30 10.81±0.31 -0.258±0.010 -0.81±0.29 -1.56±0.11 -0.39±0.12
UGC6728 0.007 S1 42.40 6.44 9.97±0.10 -0.223±0.002 -0.71±0.02 -1.05±0.01 0.16±0.02
2MASXJ11454045-1827149 0.033 S1 44.08 7.01 10.48±0.24 -0.223±0.003 -0.63±0.01 -1.03±0.01 0.36±0.04
Ark347 0.022 S2 43.52 7.98 10.45±0.17 -0.095±0.027 -1.15±0.03 -1.28±0.01 -0.73±0.03
NGC4151 0.002 S1 43.17 7.42 10.54±0.41 -0.092±0.156 -1.06±0.18 -1.57±0.09 -0.28±0.32
PG1211+143 0.090 S1 43.70 7.65 10.34±0.05 -0.315±0.003 -0.80±0.02 -0.91±0.01 0.47±0.04
M106 0.002 S1 41.06 7.54 11.13±0.04 -0.394±0.003 -1.19±0.04 -1.13±0.02 -1.13±0.04
NGC4388 0.005 S2 43.64 6.98 9.85±0.07 0.816±0.017 -2.14±0.12 -1.62±0.06 -1.34±0.10
NGC4507 0.012 S2 43.76 7.87 11.23±0.65 -0.193±0.015 -1.32±0.08 -1.08±0.03 -1.29±0.06
NGC4939 0.009 S2 42.81 7.91 9.83±0.10 -0.243±0.001 -1.19±0.05 -2.30±0.02 -0.82±0.02
IISZ010 0.034 S1 43.52 7.34 10.68±0.03 -0.177±0.002 -1.58±0.01 -1.35±0.01 0.71±0.02
MCG-03-34-064 0.020 S1 43.28 8.12 9.30±0.16 0.301±0.015 -2.31±0.14 -1.71±0.07 -1.07±0.17
MCG-06-30-015 0.008 S1 42.82 6.94 10.77±0.39 -0.112±0.009 -1.15±0.04 -1.06±0.02 -0.74±0.06
IC4329A 0.016 S1 43.77 7.51 11.17±1.21 -0.116±0.048 -0.76±0.12 -1.13±0.06 0.13±0.17
UM614 0.033 S1 41.74 7.49 (HL) 10.64±0.02 -0.261±0.001 -0.99±0.01 -1.18±0.01 0.53±0.03
Mrk279 0.030 S1 43.87 7.86 11.42±0.74 -0.108±0.006 -1.21±0.05 -1.16±0.02 -0.49±0.06
PG1351+640 0.088 S1 43.10 8.07 9.76±0.01 -0.854±0.002 -1.06±0.03 -1.79±0.01 -0.54±0.04
NGC5548 0.025 S1 43.76 7.79 10.71±0.10 -0.212±0.005 -2.10±0.07 -1.52±0.03 -0.52±0.05
ESO511-G030 0.015 S1 43.65 7.84 10.46±0.02 -0.365±0.002 -0.17±0.01 -0.51±0.01 0.75±0.06
PG1448+273 0.065 S1 43.30 6.92 11.55±0.37 -0.140±0.002 -1.26±0.01 -1.22±0.01 -0.30±0.02
IC4518W 0.016 S2 43.19 7.71 9.84±0.05 1.370±0.013 -2.27±0.07 -1.05±0.03 -2.31±0.05
Mrk841 0.036 S1 44.01 8.08 10.85±0.53 -0.101±0.005 -1.26±0.04 -1.72±0.02 -0.33±0.06
Mrk1392 0.036 S1 43.74 8.30 (HL) 10.75±0.05 -0.198±0.003 -1.46±0.02 -1.74±0.01 -0.51±0.02
Mrk1393 0.054 S1 43.80 8.61 10.69±0.19 -0.118±0.001 -0.75±0.01 -1.74±0.01 -0.37±0.01
Mrk290 0.030 S1 43.68 7.46 10.77±0.04 -0.225±0.002 -0.98±0.01 -1.30±0.01 -0.15±0.02
ESO138-G001 0.009 S2 42.55 6.66 10.74±0.50 -0.147±0.161 -1.70±0.13 -1.36±0.07 -0.67±0.17
ESO103-G35 0.013 S2 43.63 7.48 9.71±0.05 0.816±0.016 -2.22±0.13 -1.91±0.06 -0.49±0.11
Fairall51 0.011 S1 43.22 6.84 11.12±0.13 -0.277±0.007 -1.30±0.05 -1.06±0.02 -0.86±0.04
ESO141-G055 0.037 S1 44.25 7.50 10.63±0.05 -0.344±0.003 -0.39±0.03 -0.75±0.01 0.06±0.03
NGC6814 0.003 S1 42.59 7.08 11.31±0.53 -0.203±0.008 -0.77±0.05 -0.98±0.02 -0.89±0.04
MCG+07-41-03 0.056 S2 44.57 9.11 9.70±0.02 0.680±0.005 -2.93±0.09 -2.73±0.04 -1.82±0.05
IC5063 0.009 S2 43.29 7.63 9.70±0.47 0.279±0.026 -2.58±0.13 -1.95±0.06 -0.82±0.18
IIZw136 0.078 S1 43.50 7.61 10.71±1.00 -0.068±0.004 -1.17±0.03 -0.90±0.01 -0.40±0.04
NGC7213 0.005 S1 42.46 7.71 10.61±0.03 -0.659±0.003 -0.55±0.05 -1.42±0.02 -0.05±0.04
NGC7314 0.004 S2 42.47 6.59 9.62±0.06 0.497±0.009 -2.05±0.05 -1.73±0.02 -1.77±0.02
PG2304+042 0.042 S1 43.40 10.52±0.01 -0.569±0.001 -0.20±0.01 -1.30±0.01 0.37±0.02
PKS2356-61 0.096 S2 43.77 8.96 9.73±0.02 0.573±0.001 -1.40±0.01 -1.92±0.01 -0.58±0.01

Table 2. Observational details of the sample of AGN observed by Spitzer, including spectral shape measurements (see text).
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# Object name Best model χ2/dof(dof) χ2/dof(dof) Final model Equally good models
Best model [GoMar23]

1 Mrk348 [Hoenig17] 1.49 (948) 1.3 (949) [GoMar23] [Fritz06] [Hoenig17]
2 IZw1 [Stalev16] 1.5 (999) 0.69 (998) [GoMar23]
3 FAIRALL9 [Hoenig17] 0.64 (986) 0.61 (987) [GoMar23] [Hoenig17]
4 NGC526A [Hoenig10] 0.58 (955) 0.66 (953) [Hoenig10] [GoMar23]
5 NGC788 [Nenkova08] 0.73 (946) 0.94 (945) [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
6 Mrk1018 [Fritz06] 0.97 (983) 0.5 (982) [GoMar23]
7 Mrk590 [Hoenig17] 0.51 (954) 0.8 (955) [Hoenig17]
8 NGC1052 [Hoenig17] 1.59 (935) 2.72 (936) [Hoenig17] [Nenkova08]
9 NGC1275 [Nenkova08] 0.69 (952) 4.64 (951) [Nenkova08]
10 ESO548-G081 [Hoenig17] 0.53 (946) 0.89 (947) [Hoenig17]
11 3C120 [Hoenig17] 1.7 (971) 2.11 (972) [Hoenig17] [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]•
12 MCG-01-13-025 [Hoenig17] 0.62 (951) 1.49 (952) [Hoenig17]
13 CGCG420-015 [Hoenig17] 1.03 (965) 1.08 (966) [Hoenig17] [Fritz06] [Stalev16] [GoMar23]
14 2MASXJ05054575-2351139 [Hoenig10] 0.51 (974) 1610.0 (972) [Hoenig10]
15 Ark120 [Hoenig17] 0.6 (969) 0.82 (970) [Hoenig17] [GoMar23]
16 PICTORA [Hoenig10] 0.82 (973) 1.64 (971) [Hoenig10]
17 2MASXJ05580206-3820043 [Nenkova08] 1.07 (971) 1100.0 (970) [Nenkova08] [Fritz06]
18 Mrk3 [Nenkova08]• 5.37 (948) 4.51 (947) [GoMar23]• [Nenkova08]•
19 ESO426-G002 [Stalev16] 0.54 (958) 780.0 (957) [Stalev16] [Nenkova08] [Hoenig17]
20 Mrk78 [Nenkova08] 0.88 (979) 1.07 (978) [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
21 Mrk1210 [Hoenig17]• 3.21 (945) 1.91 (946) [GoMar23]
22 PG0804+761 [Hoenig17] 0.82 (1040) 0.87 (1041) [Hoenig17] [Fritz06] [GoMar23]
23 MCG+04-22-042 [Stalev16] 0.77 (972) 710.0 (971) [Stalev16] [Nenkova08]
24 Mrk110 [Hoenig17]• 2.05 (970) 4.86 (971) [Hoenig17]•
25 Mrk705 [Nenkova08] 1.33 (966) 2.82 (965) [Nenkova08]
26 MCG-05-23-016 [Nenkova08] 0.57 (941) 0.5 (940) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]
27 NGC3081 [Nenkova08] 1.19 (938) 1.81 (937) [Nenkova08]
28 ESO374-G044 [Nenkova08] 1.45 (963) 1.24 (962) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08] [Hoenig17]
29 Mrk417 [Hoenig17] 0.75 (966) 1.17 (967) [Hoenig17]
30 2MASSXJ10594361+6504063 [Hoenig17] 0.52 (1023) 2370.0 (1024) [Hoenig17] [Hoenig10]
31 ESO439-G009 [Nenkova08] 1.29 (960) 1.12 (959) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]
32 NGC3783 [Hoenig17] 0.61 (943) 0.63 (944) [Hoenig17] [GoMar23]
33 UGC6728 [Hoenig10] 0.68 (943) 3220.0 (941) [Hoenig10] [Fritz06] [Nenkova08] [Stalev16]
34 2MASXJ11454045-1827149 [Hoenig10] 0.77 (973) 0.56 (971) [GoMar23]
35 Ark347 [Nenkova08] 0.68 (958) 0.75 (957) [Nenkova08] [Fritz06] [Stalev16] [Hoenig17] [GoMar23]
36 NGC4151 [Hoenig17] 1.96 (930) 1.93 (931) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]• [Hoenig17]
37 PG1211+143 [Fritz06] 1.41 (1031) 0.53 (1030) [GoMar23]
38 M106 [Nenkova08] 1.74 (934) 3.29 (933) [Nenkova08]
39 NGC4388 [Nenkova08] 1.34 (942) 1.65 (941) [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
40 NGC4507 [Nenkova08] 1.83 (945) 2.44 (944) [Nenkova08] [Stalev16]• [GoMar23]•
41 NGC4939 [Nenkova08] 1.13 (941) 0.98 (940) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]
42 IISZ010 [Hoenig17] 0.65 (969) 2.3 (970) [Hoenig17]
43 MCG-03-34-064 [Nenkova08]• 2.44 (954) 4.83 (953) [Nenkova08]•
44 MCG-06-30-015 [Fritz06] 0.81 (940) 0.5 (939) [GoMar23]
45 IC4329A [Hoenig17] 0.66 (950) 0.8 (951) [Hoenig17] [GoMar23]
46 UM614 [Nenkova08] 0.55 (967) 1720.0 (966) [Nenkova08] [Fritz06]
47 Mrk279 [Fritz06] 0.81 (967) 0.8 (966) [GoMar23] [Fritz06] [Nenkova08] [Stalev16] [Hoenig17]
48 PG1351+640 [Nenkova08] 1.4 (1024) 1.9 (1023) [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
49 NGC5548 [Hoenig17] 0.97 (961) 1.14 (962) [Hoenig17] [Stalev16] [GoMar23]
50 ESO511-G030 [Hoenig10] 1.07 (951) 1.37 (949) [Hoenig10] [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
51 PG1448+273 [Hoenig17] 1.02 (1002) 0.95 (1003) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08] [Stalev16] [Hoenig17]
52 IC4518W [Fritz06]• 6.12 (950) 2.32 (949) [GoMar23]•
53 Mrk841 [Hoenig17] 1.16 (975) 1.23 (976) [Hoenig17] [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
54 Mrk1392 [Nenkova08] 0.77 (975) 1.4 (974) [Nenkova08]
55 Mrk1393 [Hoenig17] 0.95 (989) 1.02 (990) [Hoenig17] [Nenkova08] [GoMar23]
56 Mrk290 [Hoenig17] 0.85 (968) 0.86 (969) [Hoenig17] [GoMar23]
57 ESO138-G001 [Nenkova08] 0.76 (944) 1.84 (943) [Nenkova08]
58 ESO103-G35 [Nenkova08] 0.58 (950) 0.54 (949) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]
59 Fairall51 [Stalev16]• 2.97 (944) 3.22 (943) [Stalev16]• [Fritz06]• [GoMar23]•
60 ESO141-G055 [Hoenig17] 0.98 (977) 1.13 (978) [Hoenig17] [Fritz06] [GoMar23]
61 NGC6814 [Fritz06] 0.84 (933) 0.79 (932) [GoMar23] [Fritz06] [Nenkova08] [Stalev16]
62 MCG+07-41-03 [Nenkova08] 1.34 (997) 3.51 (996) [Nenkova08]
63 IC5063 [Nenkova08] 0.54 (942) 0.84 (941) [Nenkova08]
64 IIZw136 [Fritz06] 0.67 (1003) 0.65 (1002) [GoMar23] [Fritz06]
65 NGC7213 [Nenkova08] 1.44 (940) 7.02 (939) [Nenkova08]
66 NGC7314 [Nenkova08] 0.69 (933) 0.69 (932) [GoMar23] [Nenkova08]
67 PG2304+042 [Hoenig17] 0.9 (978) 2.14 (979) [Hoenig17]
68 PKS2356-61 [Hoenig10] 0.61 (1036) 1000.0 (1034) [Hoenig10]

Table 3. Best fit model and statistic before (Col. 2 & 3) and after (Col. 4 & 5) our new [GoMar23] model is included into the analysis. Col. 5 gives
all the statistically similar models according to AIC probability (see text). Poor spectral fits (i.e. χ2/dof > 2) are marks with dots next to the model
name in Cols. 4 & 5.
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Object name χ2
r,err E(B − V) i (◦) σ (◦) p q Y τ9.7 log(Psize) log(< P >) MBH Lbol

Lbol
LEdd

Mrk348 1.3 <0.01 <0.02 73.3±0.2 >1.5 <0.01 24.7±0.4 >12.9 -0.62±0.04 -1.02±0.04 7.39 44.9 -0.63
IZw1 0.69 0.14±0.01 56.4±0.9 28.5±0.9 0.88±0.03 <0.01 20.0±0.4 >12.98 >1.0 >0.53 7.26 44.8 -0.51
FAIRALL9 0.61 <0.01 69.8±0.1 21.9±0.2 0.5±0.1 >1.45 2.52±0.02 7.0±0.03 -1.6±0.02 -1.85±0.02 8.21 45.1 -1.18
NGC526A 0.66 <0.01 53.3±0.3 47.1±0.5 <0.01 0.18±0.04 5.0±0.01 7.0±0.04 <-1.99 <-2.14 8.05 44.8 -1.38
NGC788 0.94 <0.01 <0.01 78.3±0.3 <0.02 <0.01 10.0±0.2 11.8±0.2 >1.0 >0.53 7.74 44.5 -1.38
Mrk1018 0.5 <0.01 72.0±0.2 20.0±0.4 0.5±0.03 <0.01 <2.01 3.7±0.1 <-1.99 <-2.14 8.21 43.7 -2.61
Mrk590 0.8 <0.01 28.8±2.5 65.3±1.6 <0.01 <0.01 12.4±0.2 6.9±0.5 >1.0 >0.53 7.85 44.1 -1.81
NGC1052 2.72 0.2±0.01 43.4±0.1 45.0±0.1 <0.01 0.2±0.1 10.44±0.05 >12.98 -1.6±0.01 -1.85±0.01 8.39 43.1 -3.41
NGC1275 4.64 <0.01 50.0±0.02 45.0±0.1 <0.01 <0.01 13.92±0.05 >12.99 >1.0 >0.53 9.0 44.7 -2.36
ESO548-G081 0.89 <0.04 71.0±0.3 18.3±0.6 0.51±0.04 <0.01 <2.0 <3.01 <-1.99 <-2.14 8.34 44.2 -2.23
3C120 2.11 0.01±0.01 42.0±0.1 50.0±0.1 >1.5 <0.01 30.0±0.04 7.0±0.01 -1.301±0.003 -1.620±0.003 7.85 45.5 -0.47
MCG-01-13-025 1.49 <0.02 20.1±1.5 >79.87 1.05±0.03 <0.01 10.0±0.1 <3.02 -1.0±0.01 -1.38±0.01 . . . 44.2 . . .
CGCG420-015 1.08 0.1±0.01 58.8±0.3 33.3±0.2 0.73±0.05 0.5±0.02 5.3±0.1 >12.98 -0.60±0.01 -1.01±0.01 7.88 44.7 -1.26
2MASXJ05054575-2351139 0.33 0.21±0.04 <0.02 >78.85 1.0±0.1 0.9±0.1 11.2±0.3 >12.88 >1.0 >0.53 . . . 45.3 . . .
Ark120 0.82 0.04±0.01 70.6±0.1 14.8±0.1 1.0±0.01 <0.02 <2.02 7.0±0.05 -0.6±0.01 -1.01±0.01 8.24 44.8 -1.57
PICTORA 1.64 <0.01 50.0±0.1 45.0±0.1 <0.01 <0.01 5.02±0.02 6.8±0.1 <-1.97 <-2.1 7.6 45.1 -0.64
2MASXJ05580206-3820043 0.18 0.6±0.1 <1.57 59.0±2.4 <0.02 <0.03 2.6±0.1 8.3±0.5 -0.9±0.2 -1.28±0.2 8.06 44.9 -1.3
Mrk3 4.51 <0.01 >89.84 49.0±0.2 0.15±0.01 1.48±0.02 10.0±0.02 11.0±0.01 0.66±0.01 0.20±0.01 8.42 44.8 -1.74
ESO426-G002 0.37 0.4±0.02 46.9±0.2 45.0±0.2 >1.48 <0.01 35.0±0.1 9.4±0.2 >1.0 >0.53 . . . 44.4 . . .
Mrk78 1.07 0.43±0.01 62.2±0.6 45.0±0.1 >1.5 <0.01 35.0±0.1 8.96±0.04 >1.0 >0.53 6.66 44.4 -0.35
Mrk1210 1.91 <0.01 39.7±0.2 60.0±0.1 <0.01 0.5±0.01 20.0±0.03 6.67±0.04 0.14±0.02 -0.31±0.02 6.09 44.3 0.11
PG0804+761 0.87 0.03±0.01 <0.64 24.0±0.3 <0.01 0.5±0.1 6.1±0.1 >12.84 0.43±0.04 -0.03±0.04 8.5 45.6 -1.02
MCG+04-22-042 0.26 <0.01 54.6±0.7 41.3±0.5 0.7±0.2 0.5±0.1 4.8±0.2 6.9±0.3 <-1.93 <-2.10 7.46 44.7 -0.85
Mrk110 4.86 <0.01 40.1±1.4 >79.92 0.999±0.005 0.4±0.1 5.0±0.01 5.0±0.01 <-2.0 <-2.15 7.31 45.3 -0.09
Mrk705 2.82 <0.03 <0.01 >79.21 >1.5 0.7±0.02 30.0±0.1 >12.96 >1.0 >0.53 7.62 44.3 -1.38
MCG-05-23-016 0.5 0.17±0.02 0.02±0.01 >79.89 1.12±0.02 <0.01 20.2±0.2 11.0±0.1 >1.0 >0.53 7.43 44.5 -1.05
NGC3081 1.81 0.39±0.01 45.7±0.1 50.0±0.04 <0.01 <0.01 12.2±0.1 9.0±0.01 >1.0 >0.53 7.72 44.0 -1.85
ESO374-G044 1.24 <0.01 >89.34 73.0±2.0 <0.01 >1.46 11.4±0.1 >12.77 >1.0 >0.53 . . . 44.6 . . .
Mrk417 1.17 <0.01 0.0±0.1 >79.91 0.2±0.05 <0.01 10.01±0.05 8.0±0.1 0.398±0.004 -0.06±0.004 8.08 44.9 -1.26
2MASSXJ10594361+6504063 0.3 1.24±0.05 78.5±0.1 15.3±0.6 1.0±0.04 >1.08 4.1±0.6 11.0±0.3 0.01±0.04 -0.44±0.04 8.45 44.4 -2.13
ESO439-G009 1.12 0.14±0.04 88.5±0.4 23.2±0.7 <0.01 0.5±0.02 2.09±0.02 >12.98 >1.0 >0.53 . . . 44.2 . . .
NGC3783 0.63 0.02±0.01 46.4±0.2 45.0±0.2 1.03±0.01 <0.01 20.0±0.1 11.01±0.04 -1.29±0.02 -1.62±0.02 7.3 44.5 -0.89
UGC6728 0.44 <0.01 58.4±0.7 38.0±1.8 0.5±0.1 >1.34 5.0±0.2 7.0±0.4 -1.5±0.1 -1.82±0.1 6.44 43.2 -1.29
2MASXJ11454045-1827149 0.56 <0.01 62.5±0.4 33.9±0.9 >1.4 <0.01 5.0±0.1 5.6±0.2 <-1.97 <-2.1 7.01 45.1 0.01
Ark347 0.77 0.05±0.04 <0.06 70.0±0.7 1.29±0.02 0.06±0.04 >39.76 >12.75 >1.0 >0.53 7.98 44.5 -1.61
NGC4151 1.93 <0.02 31.5±0.2 60.0±0.1 <0.01 1.0±0.004 8.02±0.03 11.0±0.01 -1.301±0.002 -1.620±0.002 7.42 44.1 -1.44
PG1211+143 0.53 <0.01 60.0±0.2 32.1±0.2 0.66±0.03 0.8±0.1 5.0±0.1 5.7±0.2 -1.6±0.02 -1.85±0.02 7.65 44.7 -1.08
M106 3.29 0.24±0.02 39.9±0.3 45.0±0.04 1.35±0.01 <0.01 35.0±0.02 9.0±0.01 >1.0 >0.53 7.54 41.9 -3.74
NGC4388 1.65 0.9±0.02 86.0±1.5 27.8±0.8 1.0±0.01 1.04±0.04 15.0±0.1 8.9±0.1 >1.0 >0.53 6.98 44.6 -0.47
NGC4507 2.44 <0.01 66.1±0.1 30.3±0.1 1.02±0.005 1.45±0.03 35.0±0.1 9.0±0.1 -0.124±0.003 -0.560±0.003 7.87 44.7 -1.23
NGC4939 1.03 <0.01 >87.42 70.0±0.8 <0.01 0.5±0.1 20.0±0.2 6.2±0.2 >1.0 >0.53 7.91 43.7 -2.32
IISZ010 2.3 <0.01 0.05±0.02 >79.88 0.5±0.01 <0.01 9.6±0.2 5.0±0.04 0.4±0.01 -0.06±0.01 7.34 44.5 -0.97
MCG-03-34-064 4.83 0.65±0.01 79.9±0.1 18.2±0.4 <0.01 1.11±0.04 2.23±0.02 >12.99 >1.0 >0.53 8.12 44.2 -2.02
MCG-06-30-015 0.47 <0.01 56.0±0.1 37.7±0.2 1.41±0.01 >1.49 35.0±0.1 >12.96 -1.0±0.004 -1.38±0.004 6.94 43.7 -1.34
IC4329A 0.8 0.18±0.01 66.3±0.1 26.0±0.2 <0.01 0.5±0.02 2.79±0.01 11.0±0.04 -1.301±0.004 -1.620±0.004 7.51 44.8 -0.85
UM614 0.21 <0.01 50.9±0.7 43.6±0.8 <0.01 0.5±0.1 5.0±0.1 7.0±0.3 -1.6±0.1 -1.85±0.1 7.49 42.6 -3.02
Mrk279 0.8 0.4±0.02 78.1±0.1 13.9±0.2 <0.01 >1.47 2.23±0.02 9.0±0.04 >1.0 >0.53 7.86 44.9 -1.09
PG1351+640 1.9 <0.01 38.0±1.8 >79.75 <0.01 1.43±0.03 35.0±0.2 <3.02 >1.0 >0.53 8.07 44.0 -2.17
NGC5548 1.14 0.18±0.01 33.7±0.4 51.6±0.3 <0.01 <0.01 10.8±0.1 9.0±0.02 >1.0 >0.53 7.79 44.7 -1.15
ESO511-G030 1.37 <0.01 70.0±0.2 24.0±0.7 0.6±0.1 <0.01 <2.01 <3.05 <-1.99 <-2.15 7.84 44.6 -1.32
PG1448+273 0.95 <0.01 <2.26 66.9±0.4 1.0±0.01 <0.01 12.3±0.1 8.9±0.1 -0.6±0.01 -1.01±0.01 6.92 44.2 -0.8
IC4518W 2.32 2.19±0.02 89.8±0.01 <10.0 0.99±0.01 1.0±0.03 30.1±0.2 7.3±0.1 >1.0 >0.53 7.71 44.1 -1.71
Mrk841 1.23 <0.01 31.7±0.2 60.1±0.2 0.51±0.01 0.49±0.04 10.0±0.1 >12.9 -1.3±0.005 -1.620±0.005 8.08 45.0 -1.14
Mrk1392 1.4 <0.01 <0.01 >79.08 0.1±0.1 0.8±0.1 15.9±0.2 >12.94 >1.0 >0.53 8.3 44.7 -1.68
Mrk1393 1.02 <0.01 33.8±0.3 59.9±0.2 <0.01 1.0±0.01 11.1±0.1 11.0±0.03 -1.3±0.01 -1.62±0.01 8.61 44.8 -1.92
Mrk290 0.86 <0.01 47.7±0.2 49.9±0.2 <0.01 0.5±0.1 7.4±0.1 5.2±0.1 -1.3±0.01 -1.62±0.01 7.46 44.7 -0.91
ESO138-G001 1.84 <0.02 11.3±0.6 72.3±0.4 1.26±0.01 0.5±0.01 20.0±0.1 >12.98 >1.0 >0.53 6.66 43.4 -1.35
ESO103-G35 0.54 1.11±0.03 87.2±1.9 23.8±0.6 <0.01 >1.37 3.7±0.1 8.8±0.2 >1.0 >0.53 7.48 44.6 -0.99
Fairall51 3.22 0.34±0.01 15.5±2.1 50.0±0.2 1.002±0.004 0.06±0.01 >39.96 11.0±0.03 >1.0 >0.53 6.84 44.1 -0.81
ESO141-G055 1.13 <0.01 70.1±0.1 20.4±0.1 0.5±0.01 >1.49 3.3±0.03 9.0±0.03 -0.63±0.01 -1.04±0.01 7.5 45.3 -0.28
NGC6814 0.79 0.4±0.02 62.5±0.2 24.3±0.2 >1.49 0.5±0.1 >39.3 >12.95 >1.0 >0.53 7.08 43.5 -1.73
MCG+07-41-03 3.51 <0.01 >90.0 <10.0 <0.01 >1.5 36.7±0.3 9.0±0.01 0.1±0.01 -0.35±0.01 9.11 45.7 -1.5
IC5063 0.84 0.58±0.02 80.0±0.1 19.5±0.2 0.79±0.03 0.5±0.1 2.36±0.02 >12.99 >1.0 >0.53 7.63 44.2 -1.52
IIZw136 0.66 0.37±0.01 79.12±0.05 11.48±0.05 <0.01 0.99±0.01 2.04±0.02 11.0±0.03 -0.06±0.01 -0.50±0.01 7.61 44.4 -1.26
NGC7213 7.02 <0.01 28.6±0.4 60.0±0.1 0.5±0.01 0.64±0.02 10.0±0.02 7.0±0.03 -1.301±0.003 -1.62±0.003 7.71 43.3 -2.5
NGC7314 0.69 <0.04 89.9±0.04 <10.01 0.28±0.04 1.0±0.02 30.2±0.8 5.7±0.1 -0.0±0.01 -0.44±0.01 6.59 43.3 -1.37
PG2304+042 2.14 <0.01 48.4±0.7 51.9±0.8 0.5±0.03 <0.01 5.0±0.02 5.0±0.1 <-1.99 <-2.15 . . . 44.3 . . .
PKS2356-61 0.19 1.24±0.03 44.4±1.2 49.4±1.0 <0.02 0.5±0.1 12.4±0.3 7.0±0.1 >1.0 >0.53 8.96 44.8 -2.3

Table 4. Resulting parameters when fitting the spectra of each object in the sample to [GoMar23]. The χ2/dof and E(B − V) are given in Cols. 2 & 3.
We then include the model parameters (Cols. 4-10): viewing angle (i), the half-opening angle of the torus (σ), the slope of the radial density
distribution (p), the slope of the polar density distribution (q), the ratio between the outer and inner radius of the torus (Y), equatorial optical
depth at (τ9.7), maximum dust grain size (Psize), and average grain size (< P >). It also includes general properties of the AGN in Cols. 11-13
as the black-hole mass (MBH), bolometric luminosity (Lbol) and accretion rate as the ratio between the bolometric luminosity and the Eddington
luminosity (Lbol/LEdd). Note that these quantities are in log units.
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Appendix A: Spectral fitting evaluation procedure

We use the χ2 statistics as the main mathematical support to infer
if a model is able to reproduce an observed SED and to find
the best-fit solution minimizing this statistic. The χ2 is formally
written as:

χ2
error =

∑
i

(datai − modeli)2

error2
i

(A.1)

where errori is the error bar associated with each spectral bin on
the data. Note that this definition of χ2 is called χ2

error (since it
uses the error on the spectrum) in order to distinguish it from
the definition below where the errors are not involved. Under
this definition, the best result should have an associated χ2 close
to the degree of freedom (hereinafter dof ). Thus, the reduced
χ2 (χ2

r = χ2/dof) should be close to unity. Lower values of χ2
r

might indicate that the model has too many free parameters (i.e.
the model shows a complexity that is not required by the data)
or that the errors are overestimated. Large values could also in-
dicate that the errors are underestimated or that the data show
a complexity that cannot be recovered by the model. Indeed,
Spitzer spectra might show issues on the error bars due to a poor
understanding of the uncertainties. To mitigate this issue, we also
explore the following χ2 definition:

χ2
model =

∑
i

(datai − modeli)2

model2i
(A.2)

which has no dependence on the error bars of the data. In con-
trast with the previous definition of χ2, χ2

r should approach zero
to consider it as a good fit. We also use the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) to compare the goodness of the fit of different
models for a single AGN spectrum. This is a common method
applied when different models (i.e. not nested) are compared
(e.g. Emmanoulopoulos et al. 2016; Osorio-Clavijo et al. 2020;
Esparza-Arredondo et al. 2021; Martínez-Paredes et al. 2021;
García-Bernete et al. 2022B). This method allows an evalua-
tion of the best fit by comparing the minimum χ2

r with any other
model providing a statistically good fit to the data. In particular,
we calculate the Bayes factor through the Akaike information
criterion, AICc. To this end, we use the eq. 5 in Emmanoulopou-
los et al. (2016):

AICc = 2k − 2CL + χ2 +
2k(k + 1)
N − k − 1

(A.3)

where CL is the constant likelihood of the true hypothetical
model, k is number of model parameters, and N is the number
of data points (where dof = N − k − 1). We then calculate the
difference between two different models, ∆[AICc]

∆[AICc] = AICc,2 − AICc,1 (A.4)

where model 1 is the model providing the best statistic (i.e. the
minimum χ2). Finally, we estimate the evidence ratio, ε

ε = e−
∆[AICc]

2
(A.5)

The evidence ratio or Bayes factor, is a measure of the relative
likelihood of the best model versus another model. When the
Bayes factor is ≤ 0.01, the best model is more likely to be the
‘correct’ one because is at least 100 times better than the second
model. If > 0.01 we consider the second model as good as the
first one.

In order to study if the fit improved by allowing to vary
one of the parameters, we used the f-statistic test (f-test Barlow
1989). Particularly, we use this test to explore if the dust grain
size parameter provides a statistically better fit to the data com-
pared to the model without this parameter. The likelihood ratio
test (LRT) statistic or the related F-statistic is designed to choose
between two models, where one model (the null model) is a sim-
ple or more parsimonious version of the other model (Protassov
et al. 2002). The F-statistic is computed as:

f =
χ2

1 − χ
2
2

do f1 − do f2
(A.6)

where dof2 < dof1 because the number of free parameters k1 is
larger than k2 (with the same number of data points). We then
compute the p-value associated with the F-statistic which is a
measure of the probability that an observed difference could have
occurred just by random chance. We consider that model 2 is
needed when the p-value is p < 0.0001. Note that this method
cannot be applied to multiplicative models (e.g. in our analysis
of the need for foreground extinction Protassov et al. 2002) or for
the inclusion of components affecting only a narrow range of the
spectrum (e.g. the need of emission lines Orlandini et al. 2012).
However, it is useful to test if allowing to vary one parameter of
the model is needed by the data, which is the main purpose in
our analysis.

Appendix B: The role of foreground extinction into
the final fits

As discussed in Section 6, the inclusion of foreground extinc-
tion has a strong impact on the results for some of the available
models. Here we further explore this by comparing the obtained
foreground extinction and the spectral shape properties in our
sample (see Fig. B.1). This plot clearly shows that [Nenkova08],
[Hoenig10], and [Hoenig17] models statistically require the in-
clusion of foreground in a large percentage of objects and it is
less required by [Fritz06], [Stalev16], and [GoMar23] (already
quantified in Section 6). This is probably due to the inclusion of a
smooth dust distribution for these latter models. When E(B-V) is
constrained, the silicate strength is significantly correlated with
E(B-V). Indeed, high absorption features require E(B-V)∼1, ir-
respective of the model used. This correlation is statistically
significant (r > 0.5 and f-value< 10−4) for all but [Fritz06] and
[Stalev16] models (probably due to the low number of objects
with constrained E(B-V)). Therefore, foreground extinction is
required to reproduce deep silicate absorption features. Interest-
ingly, among the infrared slopes used in this paper, we also found
a significant anti-correlation between the far-infrared slope and
E(B-V) for [Hoenig17] model (r = 0.6 and f − value = 2 × 106).
Therefore, the inclusion of relatively large E(B-V) helps to re-
produce steep (i.e. negative) FIR slopes with [Hoenig17] model,
which indeed is one of the main issues of this model when com-
pared with data (see Fig. 4).

Although E(B-V) roughly shows the same range of values ir-
respective of the model used, we also find significant differences
when we compare the resulting E(B-V) found when used in com-
bination with the tested models. [GoMar23] and [Stalev16] mod-
els show fully consistent E(B-V) values. This is expected since
[Stalev16] is nested within [GoMar23] model. [Fritz06] model
shows a factor of two lower values compared with [GoMar23]
model while [Nenkova08], [Hoenig10], and [Hoenig17] system-
atically show at least a factor of two higher E(B-V) compared
with [GoMar23] model and the disagreement is larger for lower
E(B-V) values.
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Fig. B.1. Strength of the 9.7µm silicate feature (positive and negative values for emission and absorption features, respectively), α5.5−7.5µm, α7.5−14µm,
and α25−30µm versus E(B-V) foreground extinction for model fitting. The gray arrow indicates E(B-V) upper limits and empty symbols are objects
where foreground extinction is constrained but its inclusion is not statistically needed by the data.
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Abstract. The Galactic dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) provide valuable insight into dark matter (DM)
properties and its role in galaxy formation. Their close proximity enables the measurement of line-of-sight
velocities for resolved stars, which allows us to study DM halo structure. However, uncertainties in DM
mass profile determination persist due to the degeneracy between DM mass density and velocity disper-
sion tensor anisotropy. Overcoming this requires large kinematic samples and identification of foreground
contamination. With 1.25 deg2 and 2394 fibers, PFS plus pre-imaging with Hyper Suprime Cam will make
significant progress in this undertaking.

Keywords. Dark matter – Dwarf spheroidal galaxies – Galaxy dynamics – Local Group

1. Introduction
The Galactic dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies are ideal sites for studying the basic proper-

ties of dark matter and its role in galaxy formation. This is because these galaxies have high
dynamical mass-to-light ratio (M/L ∼ 10 − 1000), which means that these are the dark matter
rich systems. Owing to their proximity of the Sun, the dSphs have the advantage that individ-
ual member stars can be resolved. Therefore, it is possible to measure accurate line-of-sight
velocities for their member stars, so that we are able to set constraints on their internal struc-
tures of dark matter halo using the high-quality data (Battaglia & Nipoti 2022; Battaglia et al.
2013, for reviews).

It is well documented that the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) theory has well-reproduced the
cosmological and astrophysical observations on large spacial scales such as cosmic microwave
background and large-scale structure of galaxies. At galactic and sub-galactic scales (<∼
1 Mpc), however, this concordant theory has several outstanding discrepancies between the
predictions from pure dark matter simulations based on ΛCDM models and some observational
facts (Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). The oldest controversial issues in ΛCDM models is
the so-called “core-cusp” problem: dark matter halos predicted by ΛCDM simulations have
strongly cusped central density profiles, whereas the dark matter halos in the observed less
massive galaxies (dSphs and low surface brightness galaxies) are suggested to have cored dark
matter density profiles. Recently, the dynamical studies for the luminous dSphs, so-called clas-
sical dSphs, have suggested that although there are still large uncertainties, these galaxies show
a diversity of the inner dark matter densities (e.g., Read et al. 2019; Hayashi et al. 2020). To
interpret this diversity, there are various possible mechanisms such as baryonic feedback and
star formation burst (Lazar et al. 2020) and alternative dark matter models (e.g., self-interacting
dark matter: Nishikawa et al. 2020).

© International Astronomical Union, 2023
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Subaru: PFS 1.3 deg diameter

VLT: FLAMES  
25 arcmin diameter 

Keck: DEIMOS  
16.7 x 5.0 arcminGemini: GMOS  

5.5 x 5.5 arcmin

Figure 1. Schematic comparison of the field of view of Subaru PFS with that of current spectroscopy
instruments such as VLT/FLAMES, Gemini/GMOS, and Keck/DEIMOS.

On the other hand, current dynamical studies of dSphs still face challenges in accurately
measuring their central dark matter density profiles due to the well-known degeneracy between
dark matter mass density and the anisotropy of the stellar velocity dispersion tensor as well as
limited availability of data. Motivated by the aforementioned problem, we, the Prime Focus
Spectrograph (PFS) Galactic Archaeology (PFS-GA) science working group, have addressed
the development of dynamical mass models that take into account non-trivial effects such as
Milky Way contamination stars, binary stars, and non-equilibrium systems. This is because
the future PFS spectroscopic surveys will enable us to improve the quantity and quality of
kinematic data. Such data from PFS will open the door to placing more stringent constraints
on inner dark matter density profiles of the dSphs.

2. Subaru Prime Focus Spectrograph
The Subaru Prime Focus Spectrograph attached on Subaru 8-m class telescope is a

massively-multiplexed fiber-fed optical and near-infrared three-armed spectrograph (Tamura
et al. 2016). The wave length coverage is from the optical to the near infrared (380 − 1260 nm),
and thus PFS can observe the blue and infrared ends simultaneously. PFS is designed to allow
simultaneous low and intermediate-resolution spectroscopy with blue (380 − 650 nm, R ∼
2, 300), medium-resolution red (710 − 885 nm, R ∼ 5, 000) arm, and infrared (940 − 1260 nm,
R ∼ 4, 300) arm, respectively. Thanks to the Subaru 8-m class telescope and its Prime Focus,
PFS has a large field of view (1.25 degrees in diameter in a hexagonal field) and 2400 optical
fibers arranged in the hexagon. This new spectroscopy capability will allow us to obtain sta-
tistically significant samples of stellar and galactic spectra over wide areas. Figure 1 shows a
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Figure 2. The estimated dark matter density profile (left) and mass profile (right) of Ursa Minor dwarf
spheroidal galaxy. The gray solid and dashed lines are median and 68 per cent confidence level from the
kinematic sample without five new member stars (i.e, Nstar = 313), while the green solid line and shaded
region are the same as gray ones but calculated from the kinematic sample with five new member stars
(Nstar = 313 + 5).

schematic comparison of the FoV of Subaru PFS with that of VLT/FLAMES, Gemini/GMOS,
and Keck/DEIMOS. It is clear from this figure that PFS has much larger FoV than the
other current spectroscopy instruments, and thus PFS will offer unique opportunities in large
astronomical survey.

Taking advantage of Subaru PFS in synergy with Subaru Hyper Suprime Cam (HSC) pre-
imaging, PFS-GA science working group is planning a large observation for the GA science
cases in the context of a Subaru Strategic Program (Takada et al. 2014), which will start from
2024. The main targets of our provisional plans are the Galactic dwarf galaxies, M31 disk and
halo regions as well as M33 companion, and the Milky Way outer disk/halo region including
stellar streams. Here, we provide an update on the progress of the PFS-GA science project,
with a particular focus on the survey of Galactic dSphs.

3. Motivation for PFS-dSph survey
As stated in the introduction, there are significant uncertainties in estimating the dark matter

density profiles of dSphs due to the limited availability of kinematic data. The small field of
view of current spectroscopy instruments has resulted in the outer regions of most dSphs being
unobserved, which is one of the main reasons for this challenge. Before presenting the current
progress of the PFS-dSph survey, we demonstrate why kinematic data in the outer regions of
dSphs are crucial for estimating their dark matter distributions.

Recently, new member stars of Ursa Minor (UMi), which is classified as classical dSph,
are discovered by Sestito et al. (2023). Using Gaia proper motion and GRACES stellar spec-
tra, they identified five bright member stars. Surprisingly, these stars are far away from the
center of Ursa Minor. In particular, one of them is located at 11 times half-light radius of this
galaxy, which corresponds to 4 kpc as physical scale. Adding these stars to the current available
kinematic data (Nstar = 313), we re-performed the axisymmetric Jeans analysis constructed by
Hayashi et al. (2020).
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Here, we describe briefly our mass models as follow. For surface stellar density distribution
of a dSph, we assumed oblate Plummer profile generalized to an axisymmetric shape. For dark
matter density profile, we assume a generalized Hernquist profile:

ρDM(R, z) = ρ0

( r
bhalo

)−γ[
1 +

( r
bhalo

)α]− β−γ

α

, (1)

r2 = R2 + z2/Q2, (2)

where ρ0 and bhalo are the scale density and radius, respectively; α is the sharpness parameter
of the transition from the inner slope γ to the outer slope β ; and Q is a constant axial ratio of a
dark matter halo. These (Q, ρ0, bhalo, α, β , γ) are free parameters in our models. Utilizing
these density profiles, we solve numerically the axisymmetric Jeans equations (Binney &
Tremaine 2008) and calculate the line-of-sight velocity dispersions from these equations,
where a stellar velocity anisotropy βz = 1 − v2

z/v2
R (= constant) is taken into account. We

employ the axisymmetric mass models and Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques based on
Bayesian statistics to analyze the line-of-sight velocity data of UMi dSph and obtain limits on
its dark matter halo parameters.

Figure 2 shows the estimated dark matter density profile (left) and mass profile (right) of
Ursa Minor dwarf spheroidal galaxy. The gray lines calculated from the sample without the
five new member stars (i.e., these results are the same as the ones from Hayashi et al. (2020)
completely), while green ones are estimated from the sample including new member stars. This
result suggests that the addition of outermost stars can alter the dark matter density profile,
although we should consider the potential influence of tidal forces on these stars. Therefore, to
place robust constraints on the dark matter density profiles, it is crucial to collect a significant
number of kinematic samples from stars across wide areas of the Galactic dSphs.

4. PFS forecast of dark matter density profile in a mock dSph
To take advantage of PFS’s exceptional field-of-view, depth, and spectroscopic multiplexing

capabilities, we are performing mock observations and dynamical analyses for the Galactic
dSphs. We here focus on Draco dSph as an example. Mock data for dSph’s member stars
are generated from AGAMA public code (Vasiliev 2019), which can treat non-spherical stellar
and dark matter components. Using the mock data, we conducted PFS survey simulation that
was developed by the PFS science collaboration. Thanks to the wide and deep PFS survey,
we obtained approximately 5,000 stellar spectra with only four PFS pointings (see the inset in
Figure 3). In comparison to the current available kinematic data of Draco dSph, which consists
of 500 stars, PFS will significantly improve the statistical quality of the kinematic sample.

Applying our axisymmetric mass models to the mock PFS data for Draco, we can demon-
strate a significant improvement in the estimated dark matter density profile compared to the
current available kinematic data. From Figure 3, the increased number of stars observed by
PFS allows us to probe the kinematics of the outermost regions of Draco and thus better con-
strain the dark matter distribution. This will provide important insights into the nature of dark
matter and the formation history of the Milky Way’s satellite galaxies.

5. Future plans
It is important to keep in mind that the current mock data shown in Figure 3 do not take into

account non-negligible effects such as contamination stars, binary member stars, and dynami-
cal non-equilibrium. These effects may affect the accuracy of the mass models and the resulting
dark matter density profiles. Therefore, it is important to generate more realistic mock data and
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Figure 3. The dark matter density profiles derived by non-spherical mass models, using “Current” (Nstar =
500) and “PFS forecast” (Nstar = 5000 stars) samples shown in the inset (Draco-like mock PFS data, where
solid and dashed oval lines are the half-light and nominal tidal radii, respectively). The black dashed line
shows the input dark-matter density profile, whereas the colored solid lines with the shaded regions are the
median values with the 68 per cent confidence intervals obtained from each sample within the respective
radial range of stars.

to develop more sophisticated models that can take these effects into account when analyzing
the actual PFS data.

Furthermore, in order to more precisely and accurately estimate the dark matter density pro-
files of the Galactic dwarf satellites, it is essential to use all of the information available in the
full line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD). This is because the LOSVD, characterized
by higher-order velocity moments, is sensitive to the shape of the velocity ellipsoid, and thus
should be a powerful technique for mitigating the degeneracy between dark matter density
and velocity anisotropy. Considering the shape of LOSVD can, therefore, place further con-
straints on the inner density slope of a dark matter halo. Thus, for the PFS survey operation, we
are developing dynamical mass models that include the LOSVD information based on Jeans
analysis as well as Schwarzschild modeling, and considering the non-negligible effects using
statistical approaches such as Bayesian statistics.
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ABSTRACT

We present observations of polarized dust emission at 850µm from the L43 molecular cloud which

sits in the Ophiuchus cloud complex. The data were taken using SCUBA-2/POL-2 on the James Clerk

Maxwell Telescope as a part of the BISTRO large program. L43 is a dense (NH2
∼ 1022–1023 cm−2)

complex molecular cloud with a submillimetre-bright starless core and two protostellar sources. There

appears to be an evolutionary gradient along the isolated filament that L43 is embedded within, with

the most evolved source closest to the Sco OB2 association. One of the protostars drives a CO outflow

that has created a cavity to the southeast. We see a magnetic field that appears to be aligned with

the cavity walls of the outflow, suggesting interaction with the outflow. We also find a magnetic field

strength of up to ∼160±30µG in the main starless core and up to ∼90±40µG in the more diffuse,

extended region. These field strengths give magnetically super- and sub-critical values respectively

and both are found to be roughly trans-Alfvénic. We also present a new method of data reduction for

these denser but fainter objects like starless cores.

Keywords: ISM: Clouds, Dust emission polarization, Magnetic fields

1. INTRODUCTION Magnetic fields (B-fields) are known to be prevalent

throughout the interstellar medium (ISM) and thread
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through molecular clouds (Planck Collaboration et al.

2016a). Multiple simulations have demonstrated that

turbulence and magnetic fields often play a role in the

formation of filaments and molecular clouds (Federrath

2015), and although the magnetic field does not appear

to dominate as heavily over gravity or turbulence as first

thought, it has a non-negligible influence (Hennebelle &

Inutsuka 2019; Krumholz & Federrath 2019).

Most observations of magnetic fields to date have

been carried out in nearby, large star-forming regions

that may already contain stars or are bright and mas-

sive (e.g. Pattle et al. 2017; Soam et al. 2018; Arzou-

manian et al. 2021; Kwon et al. 2022). Early obser-

vations of dim, prestellar cores were made by Ward-

Thompson et al. (2000), but in more recent cases, due

to increased sensitivity of polarimeters such as POL-2

on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT), more

complex magnetic fields have been observed in molecular

clouds where stars have yet to be formed (Liu et al. 2019;

Karoly et al. 2020; Pattle et al. 2021). It is important to

understand the strength and structure of the magnetic

fields in these early stages of star formation since their

role may differ from roles played once stars have already

formed, for example due to interaction with stellar feed-

back (Krumholz & Federrath 2019). Additionally, mag-

netic fields most likely play a role in forming filamentary

structures (Soler et al. 2013) which can then fragment

into star-forming regions or individual stars. Bfields In

STar Forming Regions Observations (BISTRO; Ward-

Thompson et al. 2017) is a large program on the JCMT

that uses POL-2 to observe the magnetic field in star-

forming regions at 850 and 450µm in order to under-

stand these roles.

Magnetic fields, however, are subject to the influence

of numerous processes in molecular clouds. Gravity and

turbulence are two factors which can affect the mag-

netic field structure and strength (Hennebelle & In-

utsuka 2019). Additionally, protostellar outflows have

been known to either affect, or be affected by, magnetic

fields as seen by many instances of the magnetic fields

tracing outflows (see Hull et al. 2017; Hull et al. 2020;

Lyo et al. 2021; Pattle et al. 2022b).

In this work, we investigate the contribution of the

magnetic field to the stability of the starless core within

L43. We also investigate the interaction of the magnetic

field with the CO outflow of RNO 91, an embedded Class

I protostar. This is achieved by using 850µm polariza-

tion observations obtained with the POL-2 polarime-

ter at the JCMT. The morphology of the plane-of-sky

(POS) component of the mean magnetic field (averaged

along the line of sight) in the interstellar medium can be

directly inferred from the polarization of dust thermal

emission at far-infrared and sub-millimetre wavelengths

(see Andersson et al. 2015, and references therein). Such

polarized emission is expected to be perpendicular to

the plane-of-sky magnetic field orientation due to the

alignment of interstellar dust grains with magnetic fields

through Radiative Alignment Torques (RATs) (Lazar-

ian & Hoang 2007; Andersson et al. 2015) and (sub-

)mm polarization parallel to the grains’ main axis in

the Rayleigh regime (Kirchschlager et al. 2019).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is

an introduction to the L43 molecular cloud, Section 3

presents the observations and the data reduction pro-

cess. Section 4 provides a discussion of the main results,

such as the dust and outflow properties (§4.1, 4.2 and

4.3), the polarization properties (§4.4) and the magnetic

field morphology and strength (§4.5 and 4.6). Section 5

discusses the relation of magnetic fields with other prop-

erties in L43 such as gravity and kinematics (§5.1), the

alignment of the magnetic field with the outflow (§5.2)

and how the filament may have evolved over time (§5.3).

Finally, we summarize the findings of this paper in Sec-

tion 6.

2. LYNDS 43

L43 is a nearby molecular cloud in the northern re-

gion of the Ophiuchus star-forming region (see Figure 1)

at 120–125 pc which is the mean distance to the Ophi-

uchus complex (de Geus et al. 1990; Loinard et al. 2008).

As can be seen in Figure 1, L43 is an isolated dense core

with a visual extinction >30 mags. It contains a sub-

millimetre bright starless core (Ward-Thompson et al.

2000) to the east and to the west an embedded young

stellar object (YSO), IRAS 16316-1450, a T Tauri star

(Herbst & Warner 1981) originally classified as a Class

II source currently transitioning from a protostar to a

main-sequence star (Andre & Montmerle 1994). How-

ever, Chen et al. (2009) and Yoon et al. (2021) have

more recently classified it as a Class I source based on

Spitzer and spectral line data respectively. IRAS 16316-

1450 is most commonly known as red nebulous object

(RNO) 91 (Cohen 1980), although this technically refers

to the reflection nebula with which the YSO is associ-

ated (Hodapp 1994). The YSO is also associated with

an extended, asymmetrical and bipolar CO outflow (Lee

et al. 2002, and see Figure 2) and HCO+, N2H+ and CS

emission (Lee & Ho 2005). The CO outflow is detected

in the 12CO J = 1-0, 2-1 and 3-2 transitions, but there is

no detection in the higher transitions (Yang et al. 2018).

The CO J = 1-0 outflow is shown in Figure 2. The J

= 2-1 transition is plotted in Figure 1 of Bence et al.

(1998). All three of the transitions show a very domi-
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nant southern outflow, although the HARP CO J = 3-2

data shows a smaller northern lobe as well.

Another YSO, similarly named RNO 90 (Cohen 1980,

also known as V1003 Oph) sits further to the west,

∼0.2 pc away from RNO 91 (see Figure 2), and is also

classified as a T Tauri star (Herbst & Warner 1981) but

is a much more evolved source, with an age of 2-6 Myr

(Garufi et al. 2022) and a protoplanetary disk (e.g. Pon-

toppidan et al. 2010). It sits at a distance of 114.7–

116.7 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2021; Bailer-Jones

et al. 2018) suggesting that this star sits either in the

foreground of the L43 molecular cloud or perhaps the

filament where they are embedded is inclined towards

us (assuming the distance to L43 is similar to the mean

distance of the larger Ophiuchus region, 120–125 pc).

The presence of a reflection nebula for both RNO 90

and 91 suggests they do sit just in front of or are par-

tially embedded in the filament/molecular cloud (Herbst

& Warner 1981). L43 is therefore a unique environment

which consists of an older T-Tauri star, a younger Class

I protostar and a starless core within a very isolated fil-

ament and molecular cloud, and with an evolutionary

gradient from southwest to northeast.

Figure 2 shows the dense starless core with green con-

tours as observed by JCMT at 850µm, which is em-

bedded within a longer more diffuse filament seen by

Herschel. This isolated filament, seen also in Figure 1

is oriented at ≈ 67◦ E of N. Planck polarization obser-

vations also show a large-scale magnetic field roughly

parallel to the filament, although curving slightly to

the south. The magnetic field of the starless core was

previously observed using the predecessor to POL-2,

SCUPOL, by Ward-Thompson et al. (2000) and a mag-

netic field strength in the core was calculated to be

≈160µG (Crutcher et al. 2004). Additionally, Ward-

Thompson et al. (2000) suggested that the magnetic

field might be affected by the outflow of the RNO 91

source, although the entire molecular cloud was not ob-

served and RNO 91 was on the very edge of the SCUPOL

observations. The southern, blue-shifted lobe of the CO

outflow from RNO 91 (Lee et al. 2002) is seen in Figure 2

where RNO91 and 90 are also both labelled.

3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTIONS

3.1. SCUBA-2/POL-2 Observations

We observed L43 at 450 and 850µm using the Sub-

millimetre Common-User Bolometer Array 2 (SCUBA-

2)/POL-2 on JCMT, however this work focuses only on

the 850µm observations and we leave the 450 µm data

for a potential future multi-wavelength study. The ob-

servations were taken between 2020 February and 2021

March as part of the BISTRO large survey program

Figure 1. An extinction map of the Ophiuchus region made
from Planck dust emission maps (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016b). The inset is a zoomed in picture of the red box
labeled L43. The rotated red box in the inset shows the
region plotted in Figure 2 in the J2000 coordinate system.
The well known clouds of the ρ Oph core (also known as
L1688) and L1689 are labelled as a reference.

Figure 2. Herschel SPIRE 250µm dust continuum map
with SCUBA-2/POL-2 850µm dust continuum green con-
tours from this work. Planck B-field vectors are overlaid in
black and are all normalized to a single length and over-
sampled at every 5′. The two embedded YSOs are labelled.
Additionally, the CO J=1-0 emission from RNO 91 (Lee et al.
2002) is shown in red. The white dashed box shows the area
of interest that is plotted in later figures
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(Project ID: M20AL018) in its third generation of ob-

servations, ‘BISTRO-3’. The observations consisted of

27 repeats of ∼31 minutes with one observation listed

as questionable which we omitted from the data reduc-

tion. The data were observed in Band 1 weather con-

ditions with the atmospheric opacity at 225 GHz (τ225)

less than 0.05. The JCMT has a primary dish diameter

of 15 m and a beam size of 14.′′6 at 850µm when ap-

proximated with a two-component Gaussian (Dempsey

et al. 2013). The observations were performed using a

modified SCUBA-2 DAISY mode (Holland et al. 2013)

optimized for POL-2 (Friberg et al. 2016) which pro-

duces a central 3′ region with uniform coverage with

noise and exposure time increasing and decreasing re-

spectively to the edge of the map. The 3′ region covers

most of the L43 molecular cloud including the starless

core and RNO 91. This mode has a scan speed of 8′′

s−1 with a half-wave plate rotation frequency of 2 Hz

(Friberg et al. 2016).

3.2. Data Reduction

To reduce the data, we used the Submillimetre

User Reduction Facility (SMURF) package (Chapin

et al. 2013) from the Starlink software (Currie et al.

2014). The SMURF package contains the data reduc-

tion routine for SCUBA-2/POL-2 observations named

pol2map1.

In the first step, the raw bolometer time-streams are

separated into Stokes I, Q and U time-streams. The

command makemap (Chapin et al. 2013) is then called

to create an initial Stokes I map from the Stokes I

time-streams. The Stokes I map from the first step is

used to create an AST and PCA mask at a fixed signal-

to-noise (S/N) ratio which are then used to mask out

non-astronomical signal (we refer to these as the auto-

generated masks). The AST mask is used to define back-
ground regions that are forced to zero after each iter-

ation in order to prevent growth of spurious structures

in the map. The PCA mask is used to define regions

that are excluded from the Principle Component Anal-

ysis which removes correlated large-scale noise compo-

nents from the bolometer time-streams. These excluded

regions are generally source regions since these contain

uncorrelated data and would disrupt the PCA process.

The second step of the reduction creates the final Stokes

I, Q and U maps and a polarization half-vector cata-

log. The polarization vectors are often referred to as

‘half-vectors’ due to the 180◦ ambiguity since direction

is not known (e.g. 45◦ is treated the same as 225◦). We

1 http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sun258.htx/sun258ss73.
html http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sc22.htx/sc22.html

included the parameter skyloop and followed the same

data reduction technique as Pattle et al. (2021). We also

set the parameter pixsize to a value of 8 to reduce the

data with 8′′ pixels as explained in Section 3.3.

We corrected for instrumental polarization (IP) in

the Stokes Q and U maps based on the final Stokes

I map and the “August 2019” IP polarization model2.

The 850-µm Stokes I, Q and U maps were also mul-

tiplied by a Flux Conversion Factor (FCF) of 748

Jy beam−1 pW−1 to convert from pW to Jy beam−1 and

account for loss of flux from POL-2 inserted into the tele-

scope. This value was calculated using the post-2018

June 30 SCUBA-2 FCF of 495 Jy beam−1 pW−1 (Mairs

et al. 2021) multiplied by a factor of 1.35 to account for

the additional losses in POL-2 (Friberg et al. 2016) and

then multiplied by a factor of 1.12 to account for the 8′′

pixels. This extra factor was determined from SCUBA-2

calibration plots3. The final Stokes I map has an RMS

noise of ≈2.2 mJy beam−1. To further increase the S/N

of our polarization half-vectors and attempt to account

for the JCMT beam size, we binned them to a resolution

of 12′′. The polarization half-vectors are also debiased

as described in Wardle & Kronberg (1974) to remove

statistical bias in regions of low S/N (see Equation 1).

The values for the debiased polarization fraction P

were calculated from

P =
1

I

√
Q2 + U2 − Q2δQ2 + U2δU2

Q2 + U2
, (1)

where I, Q, and U are the Stokes parameters, and δQ,

and δU are the uncertainties for Stokes Q and U. The

uncertainty δP of the polarization degree was obtained

using

δP =

√
(Q2δQ2 + U2δU2)

I2(Q2 + U2)
+
δI2(Q2 + U2)

I4
, (2)

with δI being the uncertainty for the Stokes I total in-

tensity.

The polarization position angles θ, measured from

North to East in the sky projection (North is 0◦), were

measured using the relation

θ =
1

2
tan−1U

Q
. (3)

The corresponding uncertainties in θ were calculated

using

2 https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/2019/08/
new-ip-models-for-pol2-data/

3 https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/
continuum/scuba-2/calibration/

 http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sun258.htx/sun258ss73.html
 http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sun258.htx/sun258ss73.html
http://starlink.eao.hawaii.edu/docs/sc22.htx/sc22.html
 https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/2019/08/new-ip-models-for-pol2-data/
 https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/2019/08/new-ip-models-for-pol2-data/
https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/continuum/scuba-2/calibration/
https://www.eaobservatory.org/jcmt/instrumentation/continuum/scuba-2/calibration/
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δθ =
1

2

√
Q2δU2 + U2δQ2

(Q2 + U2)
× 180◦

π
. (4)

The plane-of-sky orientation of the magnetic field is

inferred by rotating the polarization angles by 90◦ (as-

suming that the polarization is caused by elongated dust

grains aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field).

3.3. Use of 8 Arcsecond Pixels

Standard reductions of SCUBA-2/POL-2 observations

are done with a 4′′ pixel size (e.g. Pattle et al. 2021).

Nearly all of these reductions have been done on bright,

high S/N sources. As we approach the limit of the POL-

2 polarimeter, we can explore the use of larger pixel sizes

to attempt to boost the S/N in these dense, starless

sources. The use of different pixel sizes in reductions of

JCMT SCUBA-2 data has been explored before, such as

in the Gould Belt Survey (Ward-Thompson et al. 2007)

where originally 6′′ (see Sadavoy et al. 2013) and 3′′ (see

Mairs et al. 2015) pixels were used with the latter being

chosen in order to recover small scale structure. The

current pixel size of 4′′ was picked in order to properly

sample the Gaussian beam and allow the mapmaking al-

gorithm to converge in a reasonable time (Chapin et al.

2013), as well as avoid smoothing of larger pixels. How-

ever, with faint sources such as starless cores, we need

to investigate the potential of using larger pixel sizes.

One issue with using larger pixels is that the larger

pixel size tends to produce masks that cover a larger

area of the sky. Doubling the pixel size from 4′′ to 8′′

typically causes the number of bolometer samples falling

in each pixel to increase by a factor of four, thus increas-

ing the S/N of each pixel value by a factor near to two.

Since each mask is defined by a fixed S/N cut-off, this

causes a larger fraction of the map to be covered by the

mask. An increase in the size of the AST mask is po-

tentially problematic, as it can encourage the growth of

artificial large-scale structures within the masked areas

(see Chapin et al. 2013). Distinguishing such artificial

structures from real astronomical signal requires care.

Our solution to this problem is to re-use the 4′′ pixel

auto-generated masks when creating externally masked

maps with 8′′ pixels, rather than using new masks based

on the auto-masked 8′′ maps. The smaller 4′′ masks will

then restrict the growth of artificial extended structures

giving us more confidence in the remaining extended

structure. To do this, we ran the entire reduction us-

ing the standard 4′′ pixel size. We then regridded the

AST and PCA masks from that reduction to 8′′ using the

command compave from the KAPPA package (Currie &

Berry 2014). We then ran the second step of the reduc-

tion using the regridded AST and PCA masks to create

the externally masked Stokes I, Q and U maps as well

as the polarization vector catalogs, using a pixel size of

8′′. This resulted in a molecular cloud that looked simi-

lar to the original 4′′ reduction but with better S/N and

therefore more polarization half-vectors (vector catalog

increased from 98 vectors to 133 vectors at the same

S/N cut). This is the reduction which we present in this

work.

As a further check, we performed a Jackknife Test

by dividing our observations into two populations and

comparing the Stokes I, Q and U maps from both pop-

ulations. The results from this test can be found in Ap-

pendix A. We saw a more significant difference between

the populations when using the auto-masked 8′′ maps.

This difference occurred mainly in the areas where emis-

sion was present in the 8′′ maps but not present in the 4′′

maps, raising further doubt as to the validity of the new

extended emission in the auto-masked 8′′ maps. Any dif-

ferences seen in 8′′ reduction done using the regridded

masks were the same as differences seen in 4′′ reduction,

just smoothed due to larger pixel sizes.

3.4. CO Observations

We used archival observations of the CO J = 1-0 line

carried out with the Berkely Illinois Maryland Array

(BIMA) 10 antenna interferometry array. The CO J

= 1-0 data were obtained from Lee et al. (2002) and

details of the observations and data reduction can be

found therein. BIMA has a similar beam size to that of

JCMT at 12.′′8.

We also used archival observations of the CO J = 3-

2 line carried out with the Heterodyne Array Receiver

Program (HARP) to remove CO contribution from the

850µm Stokes I map. This is discussed further in Sec-

tion 4.3. The data were accessed from the Canadian As-

tronomy Data Centre database4 (Project ID: M07AU11)

and were downloaded as reduced spectral cubes which

were then mosaicked using the PICARD recipe MO-

SAIC JCMT IMAGES5.

4. RESULTS

4.1. 850 µm Dust Morphology

Figure 2 shows the 850 µm dust contours in green over-

laid on the Herschel SPIRE 250 µm where the 850 µm

dust traces the densest part of the filament. The fila-

ment does continue to the east and west but this may

be more extended structure and is therefore lost by

SCUBA-2/POL-2. The 850 µm dust traces the north-

4 https://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/jcmt/
5 http://www.starlink.ac.uk/docs/sun265.htx/sun265ss15.html

https://www.cadc-ccda.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/en/jcmt/
http://www.starlink.ac.uk/docs/sun265.htx/sun265ss15.html
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ern edge of the CO outflow cavity which is discussed

in the next section. The 850 µm emission is peaked in

the main starless core (L43) and then the dust region

surrounding RNO 91.

Figure 3 shows the column density map which is dis-

cussed later in Sec. 4.3 but it has the 850 µm dust con-

tours overlaid with more levels to better show the emis-

sion structure. In the main starless core, the densest

emission peaks toward the centre, but then there are

two lobes that extend to the northwest and southeast.

A small peak can be seen in southeast lobe in Figure 3.

We do not have resolved kinematic or significant mag-

netic field data between these three areas (the centre

part and the two lobes) so it is not possible to tell if

they are fragmenting. However the 850 µm emission

shows structure suggesting these could be on the way to

fragmentation.

We can model these three regions as Bonnor-Ebert

spheres (Ebert 1955; Bonnor 1956) and estimate their

critical BE masses. We take the sound speed cs to be

∼0.19 km s−1 which was calculated assuming a dust tem-

perature of 12.1 K (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016c).

The critical BE mass can be calculated using the rela-

tion (Eq 3.9, Bonnor 1956),

MBE,crit = 3.3
c2s
G
Rcrit , (5)

where G is the gravitational constant and Rcrit is the

critical radius of the core. We estimate Rcrit from

the observed flux structure (where the flux drops be-

fore peaking again in the center) and use it to also

calculate total flux for total mass estimates. Values

for Rcrit are given in Table 1 along with locations of

the three potentially fragmenting regions in the submil-

limeter core (NW, Main and SE). The estimated criti-

cal BE masses of the two lobes are MNW
BE,crit ∼0.21 M�

and MSE
BE,crit ∼0.20 M� for the northwest and southeast

lobes respectively. For the central (main) peak, the es-

timated critical BE mass is Mmain
BE,crit ∼0.32 M�

We can estimate the total mass from the 850 µm dust

emission using the relation from Hildebrand (1983),

MTOT =
FνD

2

κνBν(Td)
, (6)

and see also Ward-Thompson & Whitworth (2011),

where

κν = κo

(
ν

νo

)β
, (7)

and Fν is the total measured flux density at the observed

frequency ν, Bν(Td) is the Planck function for a dust

temperature Td (Td=12.1 K Planck Collaboration et al.

2016c), and κν is the monochromatic opacity per unit

mass of dust and gas. κν ∼0.0125 cm2 g−1 assuming

κo = 0.1 cm2 g−1, νo = 1012 Hz (Beckwith et al. 1990)

and β=2. We should note that κν can have a systematic

uncertainty of up to 50% (Roy, A. et al. 2014).

Assuming a distance of 125 pc, we estimate to-

tal masses from the 850 µm dust emission of

MNW
TOT ∼0.10 M� and MSE

TOT ∼0.12 M� for the

northwest and southeast lobes respectively and

Mmain
TOT ∼0.37 M� for the main core. This suggests that

if they are indeed fragmented, the central part of the

starless core may be undergoing gravitational collapse

(i.e. Mmain
TOT/Mmain

BE,crit >1) while the two smaller lobes

are not, rather than a coherent collapse of the whole

core. All of the masses are summarized in Table 1.

We also estimated the envelope mass from the 850 µm

dust emission of the two T-Tauri sources RNO 90 and

RNO 91 using Eq. 6. We find a total estimated envelope

mass for RNO 90 of MRNO90
TOT =0.033±0.016 M� assum-

ing a distance of 115.7±1 pc and a radius of 14.4′′. This

is orders of magnitude greater than the dust mass of the

disk as seen by ALMA which is closer to 2×10−5 M�
(Garufi et al. 2022), but we do not resolve this structure

and are more likely seeing the remaining dusty enve-

lope. For RNO 91, we estimate a total mass from the

850 µm dust emission of MRNO91
TOT =∼0.335±0.169 M�

assuming a distance of 125 pc and that the dusty en-

velope is an ellipse with dimensions 32.0×18.0′′ rotated

60◦ East of North. This estimated total mass value

is in good agreement with Young et al. (2006) who

found a mass of 0.3±0.1 M�. Assuming just a uniform

sphere of radius 15.6′′, we get an estimated total mass

of 0.215±0.109 M�.

4.2. Outflow of RNO 91

As mentioned in Section 2, there is a weak CO outflow

driven by the embedded Class I protostar in RNO 91.

The southern outflow traces the southern edge of the

L43 starless core and forms a limb-brightened U shape

(Lee et al. 2002), which is seen in all transitions. The

southern outflow is heavily blue-shifted, indicating the

outflow is tilted towards us, potentially by up to 60◦ (Lee

& Ho 2005). Weintraub et al. (1994) finds that RNO 91

is not very deeply embedded in the L43 molecular cloud

and rather sits nearer to us than the main submillimetre

starless core.

However, a very clear dust cavity can be seen in Fig-

ure 2 which the outflow traces nearly perfectly. This

dust cavity sits along the filament, and it appears that

the filament has been disrupted by the outflow, as mate-

rial is cleared to the south and potentially pushed north

to form the kink in the filament, though there is not

much redshifted CO emission to the north. This mor-
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Table 1. Mass Estimates

SMM core sources Protostellar sources

NW Lobea Maina SE Lobea RNO 90 RNO 91a

RA (J2000) 16:34:32.73 16:34:35.33 16:34:37.16 16:34:09.29 16:34:29.57

DEC (J2000) -15:46:31.0 -15:46:58.72 -15:47:32.2 -15:48:14.9 -15:46:58.6

Rcrit (′′) 12.8 19.6 12.0 – –

R (′′) 12.8 19.6 12.0 14.4 32.0×18.0 (60◦)

Mb
BE,crit(M�) 0.21 0.32 0.20 – –

Mc
TOT(M�) 0.10 0.37 0.12 0.033(0.016) 0.335(0.169)

Rcrit is the critical radius of the object as described in Sec. 4.1 used to estimate critical BE masses. R is the observed radius of
the source as based on the flux distribution. For RNO 91 we have listed the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse

with the position angle (E of N) in parentheses.
a. Distance to source taken to be 125 pc (see Sec. 2)

b. See Equation 5
c. See Equation 6

phology of the dust in the filament suggests some sort of

interaction with or influence by the outflow. This does

contradict the above claim that the source is not deeply

embedded. The 850 µm dust emission also shows this

U-shaped bend to the south, suggesting even the dens-

est part of the filament is affected by, or was initially

affected by, the outflow. Bence et al. (1998) did suggest

that the outflow has been weakened over time by a UV

radiation field, so the current outflow we observe may

not be the original morphology or strength.

One possibility then is that the source was previously

embedded and cleared out the dust cavity we see includ-

ing along the LOS so that it presently sits in the fore-

ground of the dense filament. This was also suggested

by Mathieu et al. (1988) who determined that RNO 91

was once associated with the dense molecular core, but

has since blown through the dense gas with the out-

flow. They also suggest that the outflow energy is only

coupled with a small fraction of the core mass. So the

majority of the dense starless core L43 is undisturbed,

though as discussed later, our observations of the mag-

netic field suggest that we are either only tracing affected

foreground dust or that the outflow has influenced some

of the dense material.

Regardless, the fact that the dust appears to be heav-

ily influenced by the outflow suggests we must be careful

in our analysis of the magnetic field which is traced by

the dust. A more in-depth discussion of the interac-

tion of the outflow with the magnetic field and potential

CO emission or polarization contribution is presented in

Section 5.2.

4.3. Dust Column Density

We used archival Herschel Photodetector Array and

Camera Spectrometer (PACS) 160µm, SPIRE 250, 350

and 500µm dust emission maps6, along with the JCMT

850µm dust emission map from this work to create col-

umn density maps. We filtered the Herschel maps in

order to remove the large-scale structure that SCUBA-

2/POL-2 is not sensitive to. We followed the method

from Sadavoy et al. (2013) and Pattle et al. (2015)

of introducing the Herschel maps into the Stokes I

timestream and repeating the reduction process from

Section 3.2, using 4′′ pixels. We then subtracted the

original 850 µm only SCUBA-2/POL-2 Stokes I emis-

sion from the map which included the Herschel maps

in the reduction and the resulting map was the filtered

Herschel map.

We also attempted to ‘correct’ the 850µm Stokes I

maps by removing potential contamination from the
12CO (J = 3-2) line. The 12CO (J = 3-2) line which sits

at 345.796 GHz is within the SCUBA-2 850µm band-

pass filter so can contribute to total intensity continuum.

We followed the method of Parsons et al. (2018) using

the HARP data mentioned in Section 3.4. We used the

regular 4′′ Stokes I map because this correction method

is best-characterised for 4′′ maps before and for the pur-

poses of fitting the black-body spectrum, we do not re-

quire the increase in signal-to-noise that is helpful for

our polarization vectors. The contributionto total inten-

sity from CO was ∼5–10%, getting up to ∼20% directly

around RNO 91. We should note that the reduction

produced slight negative bowling to the north of the

L43 emission, though not in a region of any emission.

We then fit the five maps with a modified black-body

(Hildebrand 1983)

Fν = µH2
mHNH2

Bν(Td)κν , (8)

6 from http://archives.esac.esa.int/hsa/whsa/

http://archives.esac.esa.int/hsa/whsa/
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Figure 3. Molecular hydrogen column density map cal-
culated from filtered PACS 160µm, SPIRE 250, 350 and
500µm and SCUBA-2/POL-2 850µm maps, with 850µm
contours overlaid. The method for calculating the H2 col-
umn density is described in Section 4.3.

where again Fν is the measured flux density at the ob-

served frequency ν, Bν(Td) is the Planck function for a

dust temperature Td, µH2 is the mean molecular weight

of the hydrogen gas in the cloud, mH is the mass of

an hydrogen atom, NH2
is the column density, and κν

is the dust opacity (see Eq. 7). We use a value of 2.8

for µH2 , and κν was calculated for each frequency ob-

served using Equation 7, where β is the emissivity spec-

tral index of the dust and is taken to be 1.8 (an approx-

imate value in starless cores, Schnee et al. 2010; Shirley

et al. 2005; Sadavoy et al. 2013), and we again assume

κo = 0.1 cm2 g−1 and νo = 1012 Hz (Beckwith et al.

1990). We used temperature values from previously de-

rived dust temperature maps using just the non-filtered

SPIRE maps and 850µm maps, where we had convolved

the data to the 500µm resolution of ∼35′′ and then re-

gridded to the 850µm maps.

We see column densities in the main starless core on

the order of 1022.8 cm−2 which is ∼ 6× 1022 cm−2, with

a maximum column density of ∼ 3× 1023 cm−2

4.4. Polarization Properties of the Starless Core

In Figure 4 we plot polarization fraction versus inten-

sity of the non-debiased polarization half-vectors in L43.

We focus only on the central 3′ region of L43 as this

is where the exposure and noise are roughly uniform.

A very clear decrease in polarization fraction can be

seen towards the regions of high intensity. Within star-

less cores, this depolarization occurs in the highest den-

sity regions, due to some combination of field tangling

and the loss of grain alignment at high enough AV ’s

Figure 4. A plot of polarization fraction versus Stokes I
intensity of non-debiased polarization vectors in the inner 3′

area of the map. The vectors are binned to 12′′ and the only
selection criteria is Stokes I > 0. The null fit is plotted as
a grey dashed line, while the Ricean fit is plotted as a black
solid line. The α value for the Ricean and reduced-χ2 values
are given for both fits in the legend.

(≈20 mag) as predicted by RAT theory (Andersson et al.

2015). A common method to study the grain alignment

efficiency in molecular clouds is to determine the rela-

tionship between polarization efficiency and visual ex-

tinction, where polarization fraction and total intensity

can be substituted for those two quantities respectively

at submillimetre wavelengths (see Pattle et al. 2019 and

references therein).

The relationship between polarization and intensity

should follow a power law, p ∝ A−αV , where an α of 1

indicates a loss of alignment and an α of 0 would indicate

perfect alignment. We follow the methods of Pattle et al.

(2019) and use the Ricean fitting technique to fit the

data. We get α=0.83±0.06 for the 12′′ vectors and see

an obvious offset from the null which would indicate

we retain some alignment. Additionally, the ordered

polarization geometry suggests that we are continuing to

trace the magnetic field to high AV ’s. We performed the

Ricean fitting for polarization vectors binned from 8′′ up

to 32′′ and see α values from 0.89 to 0.70 respectively.

4.5. Magnetic Field Morphology

The vectors chosen for analysis have a S/N cut of

I/δI > 10 and p/δp > 2. A S/N cut of p/δp > 2

can be quite poor in polarization so we must proceed

with caution with those vectors. In Figure 5 we plot the

lower S/N vector distribution (dashed histogram) and

the higher S/N vectors with p/δp > 3 (solid histogram).

Within most of the molecular cloud, the two S/N cuts

agree well with the lower S/N vectors following the same

orientation as the higher S/N vectors. The polarization
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Figure 5. The distribution of the position angles of polar-
ization half-vectors rotated by 90◦ to infer the magnetic field
orientation. The dashed line distribution has an S/N cut of
I/δI > 10 and p/δp > 2. The solid red line distribution has
a stricter p/δp > 3 S/N cut applied. The B-field position
angle distribution from Matthews et al. (2009) are plotted
in blue. The vector populations between the two S/N cuts
appear consistent suggesting that the lower S/N vectors still
trace the magnetic field. They also agree with the previous
SCUPOL observations (Matthews et al. 2009).

angle distributions follow the same shape between the

two S/N cuts and they agree well with that found by

Matthews et al. (2009) in the SCUPOL legacy survey

(blue histogram). Using the lower S/N cut we get more

data points to then use when calculating magnetic field

strength (see Sec. 4.6) which could increase the spread of

the position angles but can also increase the statistical

confidence in the calculated dispersion.

As can be seen in Figure 5, there is no clear single mor-

phology of the magnetic field and it instead must be con-

sidered as either randomized or a multiple-component

field. There is a rather distinct peak around 150◦ with

then more scatter towards the lower magnetic field po-

larization angles. Some of this scatter is structured fields

in other parts of the molecular cloud. As will be dis-

cussed later in Section 5.2, we suspect that the mag-

netic field is partially influenced by the CO outflow from

RNO 91. This was discussed as well in Ward-Thompson

et al. (2000) where they suggested the western edge of

the field they observed was being influenced by RNO

91. With the more sensitive POL-2 observations and a

larger FOV, we can actually see the overlap of the CO

emission with some of the magnetic field vectors.

We split the magnetic field inferred from the 850µm

polarized emission of L43 into three parts, the two la-

beled regions seen in Figure 6 and then the magnetic

field vectors which spatially (in the plane-of-sky) overlap

with the CO outflow or are nearby and follow the same

orientation. We list the mean field orientation, 〈θB〉,
and standard deviation from a Gaussian fit of the mag-

netic field position angle distributions in Table 2. Re-

gions 1 and 2 show different magnetic field orientations,

although both are rather scattered. Region 2 which cor-

responds to the northern half of the starless core has a

magnetic field that has an average orientation of 63◦ E

of N which is roughly parallel to the filament (≈67◦) and

Planck magnetic field orientations (≈60◦). It also lies

roughly perpendicular to the local core elongation axis

which is something seen across starless and prestellar

cores (see Pattle et al. 2022a, for a recent review). This

is further discussed in the context of the region’s evolu-

tion in Section 5.3. There is more scatter towards the

center of the region, which is what causes the spread we

see in the position angles, but the structured component

can be seen on either side.

Region 1 has a slightly more coherent magnetic field

structure that is orientated ≈140◦ E of N, nearly per-

pendicular to the filament direction and parallel to the

CO outflow. Considering it is still near to the CO out-

flow and is a less dense region, the magnetic field could

still be influenced by the CO outflow, or we are sim-

ply seeing another component of the complex magnetic

field. The mean field orientation of the vectors spatially

overlapping with the CO outflow is 146◦ which is well

aligned with the outflow direction which we have taken

to be ∼150±10◦ due to it curving slightly.

We also detect a few B-field vectors in the dust en-

velope of RNO 90 and in a very diffuse ‘blob’, isolated

to the west. RNO 90 is shown in the inset of Figure 6

and the magnetic field is orientated roughly north-south.

The magnetic field in the diffuse blob to the west appears

to still follow the large-scale Planck field, something that

has been seen in diffuse cores (Ward-Thompson et al.

2023) and other isolated starless cores (L1689B, Pattle

et al. 2021). The fact that this more diffuse region still

follows the Planck field while Region 1 does not suggests

that Region 1 may indeed be, or have been, affected by

the outflow.

4.6. Magnetic Field Strength

We estimated the magnetic field strength in L43 using

the Davis-Chandrasekhar-Fermi (DCF) method (Davis

1951; Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953). The DCF method

(see Eq. 11) assumes that the geometry of the mean mag-

netic field is uniform in each region. It then assumes that

deviations from this uniformity are Alfvénic such that

the deviations are due to non-thermal gas motions. The

Alfvénic Mach number of the gas is given by

MA =
σNT

vA
=
σθ
Q

, (9)
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where the non-thermal deviations are quantified by a

dispersion in magnetic field position angles, σθ. σNT is

the one-dimensional non-thermal velocity dispersion of

the gas and Q is a correction factor that accounts for

variations of the magnetic field on scales smaller than

the beam and along the line-of-sight where 0< Q <1

(Ostriker et al. 2001). vA is the Alfvén velocity of the

magnetic field and so MA <1 suggests the magnetic

field is more important than turbulent motions (sub-

Alfvénic) whileMA >1 means the turbulent motions are

more important (super-Alfvénic). The Alfvén velocity is

given by

vA =
B√
4πρ

= Q
σNT

σθ
, (10)

where B is the magnetic field strength and ρ is the gas

density. Since the dispersion in position angles, σθ, is for

plane-of-sky (POS) observations we can only calculate

the plane-of-sky magnetic field strength, Bpos, which is

given by

Bpos ≈ Q
√

4πρ
σNT

σθ
(11)

This can then be simplified to

Bpos(µG) ≈ 18.6 Q
√

n(H2)(cm−3)
∆vNT(km s−1)

σθ(degree)
(12)

Typically Q is taken to be 0.5 (see Ostriker et al. 2001;

Crutcher et al. 2004) but we will consider a range of Q

values, 0.28< Q <0.62 from Liu et al. (2022) (see their

Table 3) to obtain upper and lower limits of the B-field

strength. Then n(H2) is the volume density of molecu-

lar hydrogen where n(H2)=ρ/µH2
mH and µH2

=2.8 and

mH is the mass of hydrogen. ∆ vNT is the FWHM

of the non-thermal gas velocity calculated by ∆ vNT

= σNT

√
8ln2. As mentioned above, σθ is the disper-

sion of the position angles of the magnetic field vec-

tors, which we calculated using an angular dispersion

function as discussed later in this section. It should

be noted that Crutcher et al. (2004) finds on average

Bpos/B ≈ π/4, but since this is a general statistical cor-

rection, we do not use this when calculating the mag-

netic field strength.

We can rewrite Equations 9 and 10 as

MA = 1.74× 10−2
√

2
σθ(degree)

Q
, (13)

and

vA(km s−1) = 24.2Q
√

2
∆vNT(km s−1)

σθ(degree)
, (14)

respectively. We have also included a
√

2 factor in Equa-

tions 13 and 14 which is suggested by Heiles & Troland

(2005) to account for the velocity line width assump-

tions, specifically converting the 1-D line-of-sight veloc-

ity measurements to an approximate value suitable for

estimating the POS magnetic field strength.

We calculated the magnetic field strength in Regions

1 and 2 (shown in Fig. 6) using Equation 12. We treated

the regions as ellipses with semi-major and semi-minor

axes a and b (see Table 2), and assumed the depth

of those regions to be the geometric mean, c =
√
ab.

We used column density values from Figure 3 to cal-

culate the volume density, n(H2), in each region. We

used N2H+ (1-0) velocity line profiles from Caselli et al.

(2002), which have a resolution of ∼0.063 km s−1. We

corrected them to account for the thermal component

(since Eq. 12 uses non-thermal velocity line widths)

which was calculated using the excitation tempera-

ture, Tex=7±1 K (also from Caselli et al. 2002), giving

0.35±0.02 km s−1. It should be noted, the velocity line

profile observations are from the main starless core (Re-

gion 1). These observations do not necessarily extend to

Region 2, but we do not have observations of Region 2

specifically so elect to use the same line width value as

Region 1. Line widths of other tracers in the main star-

less core vary with some larger than and some smaller

than the 0.35 km s−1 value we use (see Chen et al. 2009),

but N2H+ (1-0) traces dense regions of molecular clouds

which should coincide with the depths we are observ-

ing at 850µm as well. There are also NH3 observa-

tions of the starless core from Jijina et al. (1999) and

Fehér et al. (2022), with a spread of line width values

from 0.273 km s−1 (HFS fitting from Fehér et al. 2022)

to 0.718 km s−1 (Gaussian fitting from Fehér et al. 2022)

and then 0.32 km s−1 (Jijina et al. 1999). Considering

the largest line width, the B-field strength could be up

to two times larger.

We determined the dispersion of position angles in

each region using the angular dispersion function (Hilde-

brand et al. 2009, see their Equations 1 and 3). This

assumes that there is a large-scale structured field and

a smaller turbulent or random component. We as-

sume that the length scales we are observing with

JCMT/POL-2 (`) are greater than the turbulent corre-

lation length and much smaller than the large-scale field

(such as Planck). While the former statement may be

more difficult to accurately determine, the latter is true

in our situation as we see a very structured large-scale

B-field from Planck (see Fig. 2) with no variations in

the region we are looking at (admittedly a single Planck

beam nearly covers the whole region). The contribu-

tion of both the turbulent and large-scale components
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Figure 6. Magnetic field half-vectors are plotted in black with a uniform length over the 850 µm dust emission map. Planck
vectors are the larger red vectors. The CO outflow continuum discussed in Sec. 4.2 is plotted with blue contours. Regions 1
and 2 are labeled and the ellipses drawn are listed in Table 2. The third ellipse shows the area of the cloud we used to calculate
column and volume densities for the outflow vectors. We also label the dust ‘blob’ to the west and RNO 90 is shown in the
upper left corner. The BIMA and JCMT beam sizes are shown in the lower left in blue and black respectively.

to the angular dispersion of B-field vectors 〈∆Φ2(`)〉1/2
is given by the terms b and m` respectively and the re-

lation (Hildebrand et al. 2009),

〈∆Φ2(`)〉tot ' b2 +m2`2 + δ2
θ(`) , (15)

where δ2
θ(`) is the additional contribution to the dis-

persion from measurement uncertainties (see Eq. 4). In

each region we calculated 〈∆Φ2(`)〉tot and then fit Eq. 15

to determine values for m and b. The plots are seen

in Fig. 7 where the best-fit parameters are shown as

well. In all three regions, limiting the fitting to the

first 3 bins (36′′) provides the best fit (as determined

by χ2 <1), though for the outflow region, extending the

fit to 48′′ still provided χ2 <1. For this region we then

take the mean of the b values from both fits (14.2 for

36′′ and 13.7 for 48′′) to get b ≈14.0±1.5. Generally we

see the dispersion slowly increase with distance (Hilde-

brand et al. 2009; Hwang et al. 2023, and see top panel

of Fig. 7) but in the bottom two panels of Fig. 7 we

see the dispersion growing and then at a large distance,

suddenly drop again. In the case of Region 2 (bottom

panel of Fig. 7) the distance this happens at, ∼120′′,

is the distance between the two structured components

mentioned in Sec. 4.5, further justifying a structured

field approximately oriented at 56◦ and parallel with

the Planck field and the filament direction. The disper-

sion in magnetic field position angles, σθ, can then be

calculated by

σθ =
b√

2− b2
180o

π
, (16)

where b (in radians) is found from the angular dispersion

function fit (see Hildebrand et al. 2009, and Fig 7).

The magnetic field strength in Regions 1 and 2 is ∼40–

90 µG and ∼70–160 µG respectively. All the values cal-
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Figure 7. The angular dispersion function (ADF) his-
tograms for various regions of interest in L43. All plots show
fitting results when limiting the fit to the first three bins
(36′′). All fits were optimized with the Levenberg-Marquardt
method and are weighted by the errors. Best-fit parameters
are shown in the legend where b and m are from Eq 15. The
JCMT beam size is plotted as a vertical dotted line in all
three plots. Top: ADF results for the vectors spatially as-
sociated and aligned with the outflow. Middle: ADF results
for vectors in Region 1 (see Fig. 6). Bottom: ADF results
for vectors in Region 2 (see Fig. 6).

culated when considering the magnetic field strength are

listed in Table 2. In our situation, the difference in mag-

netic field strength between regions is due to variations

in density and angular dispersion of the vectors since

we use a constant velocity line width value across the

region. For example, despite the larger σθ in Region 2,

it is also denser which is what increases the magnetic

field strength and makes it comparable, if not greater

than, the magnetic field in Region 1. We calculate an

upper and lower bound for each of our magnetic field

strengths based on the variation in Q of 0.28< Q <0.62

(Liu et al. 2022). The value in Region 2 is approxi-

mately that found by Crutcher et al. (2004), although

they treated the region as a sphere and had a smaller

dispersion angle of 12◦. We find a slightly larger column

and volume density, by a factor of ∼1.3.

The magnetic field strength calculated for the out-

flow is ∼120-260 µG. However, we note that this value

may be severely overestimated and its use for interpreta-

tion limited. This is because we do not generally apply

the DCF method to regions interacting with outflows

since we assume the deviations in the magnetic field to

be small non-thermal gas motions in the region and an

outflow is a much stronger disruptive force. In our case,

we are arguing that some of the dense gas and dust has

been affected by the outflow and hence that the outflow

may have dragged the field (which is flux-frozen into

the gas), aligning it with the outflow walls and giving

us the low position angle dispersion. In that case, the

low position angle dispersion may be due to a strong

outflow rather than a strong field; although this would

require more outflow modelling to determine if the out-

flow would preferentially align and order the field, or

disorder the field. Additionally, we consider all the vec-

tors spatially aligned with the outflow, but take just

the dust density in the southern half of the L43 starless

core. If we were to assume a much lower volume density,

one that is more likely associated with outflow material,

then our field strength would be lower.

We acknowledge the limitations of using the DCF

method, especially when determining the position angle

dispersion and acknowledge in such a low S/N environ-

ment, these uncertainties are increased. However, we do

find magnetic field strengths that are on the order of

strengths seen in other starless cores (Pattle et al. 2021;

Karoly et al. 2020), including values which agree within

error with those found in Crutcher et al. (2004).

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Contribution of the Magnetic Field

The mass-to-flux ratio λ is a parameter that can be

used to quantify the importance of magnetic fields rel-
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Table 2. DCF+ADF Values

Region Outflow Reg 1 Reg 2

〈θB〉a (◦) 146(22) 140(25) 63(24)

RA (J2000) 16:34:34.9 16:34:41.7 16:34:35.6

DEC (J2000) -15:47:30.0 -15:47:49.8 -15:46:37.1

a (′′) 62.9 32.3 63.0

b (′′) 17.4 24.8 28.8

PAb (◦) 130 0 120

c (′′) 33.1 25.7 42.6

N(H2) (×1021 cm−2) 33.0(7.0) 4.0(1.0) 52.0(9.0)

n(H2) (×105 cm−3) 4.0(0.9) 0.57(0.15) 4.9(0.8)

∆vNT
c (km s−1) 0.35(0.02) 0.35(0.02) 0.35(0.02)

b (◦) 14.0(1.5) 15.3(6.2) 23.8(4.0)

σθ (◦) 10.1(1.1) 11.0(4.5) 17.6(3.0)

Bpos (µG) 116(20) – 257(42) 40(17) – 88(38) 73(14) – 162(32)

MA 0.4(0.04) – 0.9(0.1) 0.4(0.2) – 1.0(0.4) 0.7(0.1) – 1.6(0.3)

vA (km s−1) 0.3(0.04) – 0.7(0.1) 0.3(0.1) – 0.7(0.3) 0.2(0.03) – 0.4(0.1)

λ - 0.3(0.2) – 0.8(0.4) 2.4(0.6) – 5.4(1.4)

EB (×1035 J) 0.5(0.2) – 2.6(0.9) – 0.5(0.2) – 2.2(0.9)

a. Standard deviation of the Gaussian fit is in parentheses
b. PA of ellipses is counter-clockwise from North

c. ∆vNT values from Caselli et al. (2002)

ative to gravity (Crutcher 2004). It compares the crit-

ical value for the mass which can be supported by the

magnetic flux Φ, MBcrit
= Φ/2π

√
G (Nakano & Naka-

mura 1978) to the observed mass and flux values. If the

column density N and magnetic field strength B can be

measured, the observed value for the ratio between mass

and flux is (M/Φ)obs=mNA/BA and then the mass-to-

flux ratio λ is,

λ =
(M/Φ)obs

(M/Φ)crit
= 7.6× 10−21NH2

(cm−2)

Bpos(µG)
(17)

where m=2.8 mH, NH2
is the molecular hydrogen col-

umn density and Bpos is the plane-of-sky magnetic field

strength. When λ < 1, then the magnetic field is strong

enough to support against gravity; this is referred as

a “magnetically sub-critical” regime. Alternatively, if

λ > 1, then the magnetic field is insufficient by itself to

oppose gravity, and the cloud is instead “magnetically

super-critical”.

Using Equation 17, we calculate the mass-to-flux ratio

to be 0.3–0.8 in the low-density periphery of the core,

Region 1. We calculate a mass-to-flux ratio of 2.4–5.4

in the denser part of the core, Region 2. According to

Crutcher (2004) these ratios can be overestimated due

to geometric biases and they suggest it can be overesti-

mated by a factor up to 3, although it is a statistical cor-

rection and its application to individual measurements

is unclear. If we consider this statistical correction, the

mass-to-flux ratios are ∼0.1–0.3 and ∼0.8-1.8 in Regions

1 and 2 respectively. These are then the lower limits for

the mass-to-flux ratio in each region.

We also get Alfvén Mach numbers of 0.4–1.0 and 0.7–

1.6 for Regions 1 and 2 respectively, suggesting that both

regions are roughly trans-critical and magnetic field and

turbulence may play equal parts in support. As noted

previously, the velocity information we are using is for

the main starless core which is near Region 2, but further

from Region 1 which is the low-density area on the pe-

riphery of the main dense core, and it does not resolve

individual parts of the molecular cloud. We also find

Alfvén velocities in the range of 0.2–0.7 km s−1 through-

out the cloud.

For the lower-density Region 1, the region is entirely

magnetically sub-critical indicating that the region may

still be sufficiently supported against gravitational col-

lapse by the magnetic field. It is also slightly sub-

Alfvénic, meaning the magnetic field may play the dom-

inant role. In the denser Region 2, we obtain a more

definitively supercritical mass-to-flux ratio (it should be

noted the large uncertainties with this value, as well as

the results of the statistical correction), with a lower

limit approaching trans- to sub-critical. This gradient

of a sub-critical envelope (Region 1) transitioning into a

trans- to super-critical core (Region 2) at sufficient den-

sities is described in Crutcher (2004). It does suggest

that the magnetic field is not sufficiently strong to sup-

port against gravitational collapse in the main starless

core. However, it is worth mentioning that there are

still many other processes in the molecular cloud such

as turbulence and the influence of the CO outflow that

could prevent gravitational collapse into a stellar object.

While we don’t yet see a protostar forming, as mentioned

in Section 4.1, we do see some possible fragmentation
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within the starless core where the densest part may be

undergoing gravitational collapse.

Myers (2017) suggested from modelling that L43 has

formed all of the stars it will form in its lifetime and

does not contain sufficient amounts of dense gas for fur-

ther star formation. However we find higher column

density values than they use for their modelling and

do see potential fragmentation in the core. Chen et al.

(2009) finds that the main L43 starless core has observed

DCO+ and HCO+ abundances that are higher and lower

than modeled abundances respectively for an assumed

amount of CO depletion. They suggest this indicates

more CO depletion in the core and that the L43 starless

core is spending a longer time at the higher density pre-

protostellar core phase. If this is the case, additional

supports such as turbulence may be needed to continue

support against gravitational collapse in Region 2 since

it seems to be moving beyond the stage where mag-

netic fields are critical. But findings of Region 2 in near

equilibrium (within errors) also validates the long-lived

age of the core that Chen et al. (2009) finds. The lo-

cal magnetic field appears to still be significant in the

more diffuse Region 1, but this region is beyond the area

considered by Chen et al. (2009). Additionally, we must

consider that the CO outflow has potentially altered the

structure of the magnetic field in the cloud, even within

the starless core, potentially weakening or strengthening

the field.

5.2. Interaction of the Magnetic Field with Outflows

The spatial alignment (in the plane of sky) of the mag-

netic field in L43 with the outflow cavity walls can be

seen in Figure 6, where the cyan outflow spatially over-

laps with many of the magnetic field vectors. The mag-

netic field vectors that coincide with the CO outflow

show a uniform distribution and strong peak at 146◦.

This coincides well with the outflow direction which we

have taken to be ∼150±10◦ due to it curving slightly.

Weintraub et al. (1994) suggested that RNO 91 sits in

the foreground of the general L43 molecular cloud and

so the possibility exists that there is in fact no physi-

cal association between the magnetic field and outflow.

However, as was mentioned in Sec. 4.1 and as can be

clearly seen in Figure 2, the outflow appears to have

carved a cavity out of the molecular cloud, indicating it

is to some degree embedded. This was also suggested

by Mathieu et al. (1988).

Alternatively, we may be tracing magnetic fields in the

outflow cavity walls. In this case, as mentioned in Sec-

tion 4.3, some of the Stokes I emission we see, especially

in the regions coincident with the outflow cavity walls,

may be CO features (Drabek et al. 2012), especially the

isolated emission to the south of the main cloud. We ex-

pect some contribution to the measured Stokes I emis-

sion from CO but such contributions are typically less

than 20% of the total emission observed (Drabek et al.

2012; Pattle et al. 2015; Coudé et al. 2016) and in our

case, we see contributions of ∼5–15%. However, consid-

ering we do have some CO contribution, we cannot rule

out the possibility that some fraction of the polarized

emission in this region arises from CO polarization, po-

larized through the Goldreich-Kylafis effect (Goldreich

& Kylafis 1981, 1982). This would add a further ± 90◦

ambiguity on the magnetic field orientation.

On the other hand, we can assume the polarization

and emission is not purely CO based as the emission

features are also seen in all of the Herschel bands and

persist after CO subtraction in 850µm, indicating that

there is a real dust feature present. A similar “hollow

shell” morphology of dust emission in the presence of

outflows is discussed in Moriarty-Schieven et al. (2006).

Additionally, Bence et al. (1998) suggests that the mere

presence of CO suggests some amount of dust shielding

(from the UV field) in the outflow region. So we still

consider it probable that we are tracing dust polariza-

tion in the outflow cavity walls.

Additionally, the relationship between magnetic fields

with outflows has been observed on numerous occasions

in other sources, on both JCMT and ALMA scales (see

Hull et al. 2017; Hull et al. 2020; Lyo et al. 2021; Pattle

et al. 2022b). Hull et al. (2017), Hull et al. (2020) and

Pattle et al. (2022b) also see a similar alignment between

the magnetic field and the cavity wall of the outflow to

that which we see in L43/RNO 91. The benefit of our

larger field of view here, when compared to ALMA, is

that we can compare the magnetic field of the outflow

to that in the surrounding regions and see that there is

not just a preferential direction northwest to southeast,

but rather that the magnetic field in the outflow region

is actually different to that in the rest of the cloud. It

should be noted that in regions observed by the JCMT,

a preferred misalignment of 50◦ between magnetic fields

and outflows has previously been identified in a larger

statistical sample (Yen et al. 2021). The outflow obser-

vations in that study are largely on envelope- or small-

scales (i.e. tens of arcseconds) rather than large-scale

outflows like we see here. So while there is a statis-

tically preferred misalignment between magnetic fields

as observed by JCMT and outflows, we do see a clear

indication of this occurring in L43 but rather see good

alignment between outflow and magnetic fields. This is

perhaps because we have such distinct large-scale cavity

outflow walls which is what JCMT may be preferentially

tracing. RNO 91 would also be interesting to follow up
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with ALMA polarization observations since there are

smaller scale outflows in the envelope as well (Lee & Ho

2005; Arce & Sargent 2006). This could be more directly

compared to observations by Hull et al. (2017) and Hull

et al. (2020) and to the statistical sample in Yen et al.

(2021).

In RNO 91, the CO outflow was found to have a lower

limit of its energy at ≈ 1029J (Bence et al. 1998). How-

ever this assumes a Class II source lifetime when con-

sidering how long the CO has been exposed to UV ra-

diation, though a Class I lifetime would still be longer

than the un-shielded CO lifetime of a few hundred years

(Bence et al. 1998). So the CO outflow likely had a

larger energy once and may have been able to influence

the magnetic field orientation. Other studies have found

the CO outflow energy to be ∼ 5 × 1035J (Myers et al.

1988) and ∼ 1.4× 1035J (Arce & Sargent 2006). These

values are comparable to the magnetic energy values we

see in L43, which is what we would expect. We can cal-

culate the magnetic energy in Region 2 and the outflow

region using

EB(J) = 10−20 B2(µG2)V(m3)

2µo(N A−2)
(18)

where B is the magnetic field strength in µG (as mea-

sured in the plane-of-sky), V is the volume of the region

in m3 and µo is the permeability of free space, giving

us the magnetic energy in Joules. Since we consider

the outflow to have affected the dense gas and dust and

dragged the magnetic field, we would expect the outflow

energy to be at least equal to the magnetic energy. As-

suming an ellipsoid shape when calculating the volume

of both regions (see Table 2 for ellipse parameters), we

find magnetic energies of ≈0.5–2.5×1035J. This suggests

that we can help further place a lower limit on the out-
flow energy of ≈0.5–2.5×1035J, which is comparable to

the values stated above, though we do remain cautious

of the magnetic field strength derived in the outflow re-

gion as mentioned before.

5.3. Evolution of this isolated filament

One point of interest in this region is that there is

a very clear evolutionary gradient from southwest to

northeast. Initially there is the evolved T-Tauri star

RNO 90 which is the oldest source and currently has no

known large-scale outflows. It has also formed a proto-

stellar disk (Pontoppidan et al. 2010). RNO 91, which is

further along the filament, is a protostellar source which

drives the now familiar CO outflow. Then finally the

starless core sits ≈10,000 AU further along the filament.

The orientation of this filament is such that it extends

roughly radially away from Sco OB2, with RNO 90 the

closest to Sco OB2. The filament sits ≈42 pc away from

Sco OB2 (in the plane-of-sky) assuming a general dis-

tance of 125 pc. While this may be merely a coincidence,

it is interesting that the evolutionary track in such an

isolated filament starts in the part of the filament point-

ing directly towards Sco OB2 (in the plane-of-sky). The

Ophiuchus region and star formation within has previ-

ously been suggested to be shaped and driven by Sco

OB2 (Loren 1989).

Additionally, we can picture two evolutionary scenar-

ios for the starless core, scenarios that with present ob-

servations we cannot distinguish between and that may

very well be happening at the same time. The starless

core L43 has formed with its long axis parallel to the out-

flow cavity wall. This could suggest that material has

been funnelled down the filament which is also parallel

with the large-scale Planck field and is building up on

the outflow cavity walls. Build-up has not occurred so

readily along the western wall of the outflow cavity be-

cause there is less material available for accretion to the

west since RNO 90 has already been formed. However,

it could also be the case that the dense core already ex-

isted and fragmented to form both the starless core and

RNO 91 and the starless core has no been compressed

along the filament orientation by the outflow. It is dif-

ficult to differentiate between these two scenarios and

the possibility of course remains that they could both

be true, with an initial fragmentation that has become

denser over time. Kim et al. (2020) does suggest that

the starless core is a ‘late’ or chemically-evolved, star-

less core as determined by a high N(DNC)/N(HN13C)

ratio and line detection in N2D+. So the core may have

formed at a similar time to RNO 91 but has since had

its evolution slightly delayed due to injected turbulence

by RNO 91 as well as less readily available material to

form a star with.

6. SUMMARY

We presented polarization measurements of the in-

frared dark molecular cloud L43 at 850µm made using

JCMT/POL-2 as part of the JCMT BISTRO Survey.

We found H2 column densities on the order of 1022-

1023 cm−2, which are typical values in dense starless

cores. We measured a power law index of ∼ -0.85 when

plotting polarization percentage as a function of total

850µm intensity, indicating a possible decrease, but not

complete loss, in grain alignment efficiency, deep within

the molecular cloud. By rotating the polarization vec-

tors by 90◦, we inferred the magnetic field orientation

in L43 and saw a complicated and multiple-component

magnetic field.
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We divided the magnetic field into three regions, with

one region slightly offset from the dense submillimetre-

bright core (Region 2), another region in the more dif-

fuse region to the east (Region 1) and then vectors

which spatially coincides in the plane of the sky with

the CO outflow driven by RNO 91. We saw align-

ment between the magnetic field and the outflow cav-

ity walls which is distinctly different from the magnetic

field in the rest of the cloud. We calculated the mag-

netic field strengths of ∼40±20–90±40µG in Region

1 and ∼70±15–160±30µG in Region 2. We did cal-

culate a magnetic field strength in the outflow region

of ∼120±20–260±40µG but advise caution with inter-

preting this value. Region 1 appeared to be magneti-

cally sub- or trans-critical and but sub-Alfvénic. This

suggested that the magnetic field is still important in

comparison to gravity and turbulent motions. Region

2 is both magnetically super-critical and sub- to trans-

Alfvénic so the magnetic field may not be playing a sig-

nificant role. This is compounded by potential fragmen-

tation in the main core, suggesting it could be heading

towards forming a protostar. We also proposed an evo-

lutionary gradient across the isolated filament starting

with the most evolved source RNO 90 which is closest

to the Sco OB2 association and moving away from Sco

OB2 towards RNO 91 and then eventually the starless

core.
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APPENDIX

A. 8′′ STOKES I MAPS

Our initial concern over using a reduction that made use of auto-generated masks from an initial 8′′ Stokes I map

was that the emission was much more extended than in the 4′′ maps. We do not expect to recover much large-scale flux

due to inherent limitations with SCUBA-2/POL-2 and observing through the atmosphere. SCUBA-2 is fundamentally

unable to measure flux on size scales larger than the array size due to the need to distinguish between atmospheric

and astrophysical signal (Holland et al. 2013; Chapin et al. 2013), and POL-2 is even more restricted due to its small

map size and slow mapping speed (Friberg et al. 2016). There are detailed discussions of SCUBA-2 large-scale flux

loss compared to Herschel in Sadavoy et al. (2013) and Pattle et al. (2015), and detailed discussion of the role of

masking in SCUBA-2 data reduction in Mairs et al. (2015) and Kirk et al. (2018). The first two figures in the bottom

panel of Figure A.1 demonstrates the additional large-scale flux we see when using auto-generated 8′′ masks, where the

contours from the Stokes I continuum created using the regridded 4′′ masks are plotted over the Stokes I continuum

resulting from reducing the data using the auto-generated 8′′ masks. The contour levels are the same as those shown

in Figure 3. The background map for both even and odd groups clearly shows emission beyond the extent of the drawn

contours.

However, it can also be seen that this extended emission that we see from the contours aligns well with the SPIRE

250µm image as mentioned in Section 3.3. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the 250µm dust emission extends further

to the east from where the 850µm contours end and follows the same shape that we see from the 8′′ emission in

Figure A.1. We also see this dust morphology in all the Herschel bands. However, it does not follow that the POL-2

Stokes I data in these regions is well-characterized because Herschel is able to observe extended structure.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, to further investigate this, we performed a Jackknife Test on the data, We divided the

26 observations into two groups, which we have designated as ‘even’ and ‘odd’. We divided the observations by just

alternating between ‘even’ and ‘odd’ when the observations were ordered by date of observation. In each group, we

then reduced the observations using the normal method described in Sec.3.2 with both 4′′ pixels and with 8′′ pixels.

Then for each group we reduced the observations using the new method (see Sec. 3.3), where we regridded the masks

from the 4′′ reduction in each group to 8′′ and used those masks when running an 8′′ reduction instead of using the

auto-generated 8′′ masks.

Figure A.2 shows the results of the Jackknife Test in Stokes I maps for the reduction method presented in this work.

Figure A.1 then shows the results of the Jackknife Test, but using the 8′′ pixel auto-generated masks. The upper rows

in Figures A.1 and A.2 are the same and shows the Stokes I map from a standard 4′′ reduction. All of the figures

have the same color map scale and the difference map is the odd map subtracted from the even map. Stokes Q and

U emission is very weak in starless cores and so little difference was seen between the two methods.

In Figure A.2, there is some difference seen between the ‘even’ and ‘odd’ maps with the normal 4′′ reduction, but

this same difference can be seen in the regridded 8′′ reduction, just slightly blurred due to the larger pixel sizes. The

difference is most likely due to the group selection and would change with different grouping. However, in Figure

A.1, the difference in the auto-generated 8′′ mask reduction is very different from the 4′′ reduction. Additionally, the

difference is seen in the areas of extended emission that appear in the normal 8′′ reductions but not in the 4′′ reduction

(as traced by the contours). This difference is why we raise concerns with blindly increasing the value of the pixsize

parameter in the data reduction and potentially producing artificial structures. A different Jackknife Test grouping

may yield a different residual map, or one that is not so severe. Future reduction tests can be conducted to determine

if it is a selection effect or in fact growth of non-astronomical signal.
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Figure A.1. Results of the Jackknife Test for the data reduction technique using the auto-generated 8′′ masks when reducing
with 8′′ pixels. Top row shows the 4′′ Stokes I maps from the even and odd groups as well as the difference between the groups.
The color scales on the even and odd maps are ×10−4 pW.
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Figure A.2. Results of the Jackknife Test for the data reduction technique presented in Section 3.3. Top row shows the 4′′

Stokes I maps from the even and odd groups as well as the difference between the groups. Bottom row are the 8′′ Stokes I
maps and the difference between them. The color scales are the same as Figure A.1.
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ABSTRACT

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are bright radio transients of micro-to-millisecond duration
and unknown extragalactic origin. Central to the mystery of FRBs are their extremely
high characteristic energies, which surpass the typical energies of other radio transients
of similar duration, like Galactic pulsar and magnetar bursts, by orders of magnitude.
Calibration of FRB-detecting telescopes for burst flux and fluence determination is cru-
cial for FRB science, as these measurements enable studies of the FRB energy and
brightness distribution in comparison to progenitor theories. The Canadian Hydrogen
Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) is a radio interferometer of cylindrical de-
sign. This design leads to a high FRB detection rate but also leads to challenges for
CHIME/FRB flux calibration. This paper presents a comprehensive review of these
challenges, as well as the automated flux calibration software pipeline that was devel-
oped to calibrate bursts detected in the first CHIME/FRB catalog, consisting of 536
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events detected between July 25th, 2018 and July 1st, 2019. We emphasize that, due to
limitations in the localization of CHIME/FRB bursts, flux and fluence measurements
produced by this pipeline are best interpreted as lower limits, with uncertainties on the
limiting value.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are an enigmatic class of bright microsecond- to millisecond-duration
radio transients of extragalactic origin. Over the past decade since their discovery (Lorimer et al.
2007), more than six hundred bursts have been detected across surveys of varying capabilities. These
detections have driven significant progress in the observational characterization of FRBs, revealing a
sprawling landscape of diverse population properties (Petroff et al. 2022). Despite this observational
progress, as of yet, a comprehensive physical explanation of the FRB phenomenon remains elusive.

One of the key FRB properties that theories must contend with is their extreme energetics. Both
repeating and so-far non-repeating FRBs have been localized to cosmological distances ranging ap-
proximately from 150 Mpc to 4 Gpc which, paired with well-constrained fluence measurements, imply
isotropic-equivalent burst energies spanning at least six orders of magnitude from 1036 to 1042 erg
(Marcote et al. 2020; Ravi et al. 2019; energies here calculated assuming a fiducial burst bandwidth
of 500 MHz). Even within the population of bursts detected from a single repeating source the energy
range can be vast. For example, burst energies from FRB 121102 have ranged from 1037 to 1040 erg
(Gourdji et al. 2019; Oostrum et al. 2017). The FRB energetics problem is thus multifaceted: progen-
itor and emission models must account not only for such extreme energy outputs within short burst
durations, but also for a large range of energy outputs both across the entire population and within
a single repeating source. Beyond minimum and maximum energy limits, FRB brightness serves as a
valuable metric for many other tests of FRB origins, including constraints on the cumulative fluence
distribution (logN− logS; e.g., Macquart & Ekers 2018, CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021),
the underlying energy and distance distribution (e.g., James et al. 2022, Shin et al. 2023), individual
repeater energy distributions (e.g., Law et al. 2017, Gourdji et al. 2019, Cruces et al. 2021), and the
dispersion−brightness relation (Shannon et al. 2018). Additionally, fluence measurements are crucial
for FRB rate determination (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021) and observational follow-up
strategies.

The revelatory potential of these comparisons motivates accurate physical measurements of FRB
flux densities and fluences. The typical method for radio transient flux calibration is the radiometer
equation, which appears in various forms throughout pulsar and FRB astronomy. Derived from phys-
ical first principles, the radiometer equation provides a process for conversion between instrumental
units and physical flux density using just a few fundamental telescope parameters,

Sdet =
(S/N) Tsys

G
√
npts∆f

=
(S/N) SEFD√

npts∆f
, (1)

where Sdet is the detected flux density, S/N is the signal-to-noise of the burst time series, Tsys is the
system temperature, G is the telescope gain, np is the number of summed polarizations, ts is the
sampling time of the telescope, ∆f is the bandwidth of each frequency channel, and SEFD is the
system equivalent flux density (see, e.g., Lorimer & Kramer 2004). The power of this calibration
method is its simplicity, since it requires knowledge of just a few system parameters: either Tsys and
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G or the SEFD. Given its robustness, the radiometer equation is used to calibrate data in nearly all
FRB experiments and surveys in operation today (e.g., Arecibo Pulsar ALFA Survey, Spitler et al.
2014; Parkes High Time Resolution Universe Survey, Champion et al. 2016; Green Bank Northern
Celestial Cap Pulsar Survey, Parent et al. 2020; Commensal Radio Astronomy Five-hundred-meter
Aperture Spherical radio Telescope Survey or FAST, Zhu et al. 2020; Upgraded Molonglo Observatory
Synthesis Telescope, Farah et al. 2019). Its use in the field is so routine that the flux calibration
descriptions in many FRB papers consist of a short paragraph or table listing the relevant system
parameters.

Values for Tsys, G, or SEFD are typically determined using sources of known intensity, such as a
bright astrophysical source of radio emission (e.g., the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder,
ASKAP, observes a Seyfert galaxy of well-known flux, PKS B1934-638; McConnell et al. 2016), a
previously calibrated noise diode (e.g., FAST calibrates through injection of a T ∼ 11 K noise diode;
Jiang et al. 2020), or a pair of hot and cold “loads” of known temperature (e.g., a radio-absorbing
material in an oven or liquid nitrogen bath, as used to calibrate the Parkes Ultra-Wide Bandwidth
Receiver; Hobbs et al. 2020). Once these values are measured, they can change over time due to
variations in the telescope structure, receiver electronics, or environmental conditions. Based on
their system design, FRB experiments make different assumptions about the temporal stability of
the measured system parameters. For example, the gain values quoted in current FRB papers for
single-dish telescopes like the Parkes Multibeam receiver and the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) were
measured years ago, in 1996 (Staveley-Smith et al. 1996) and 20091, respectively. These systems
have cryogenically cooled receivers, which tend to be stable over long periods of time. In contrast,
newer non-cooled interferometric experiments like ASKAP rely on calibrations from within several
months to within several hours of an observed FRB (e.g., ASKAP’s fly’s eye mode observations are
calibrated within months to days: Bannister et al. 2017, Shannon et al. 2018, whereas interferometric
observations are calibrated within hours: Bannister et al. 2019).

Beyond the determination of system parameters, the most central obstacle to accurate FRB flux
calibration is burst localization. Unlike pulsars, most FRBs observationally appear to burst only
once. This presents a particularly difficult challenge, as FRB-detecting telescopes must often rely
on just a single burst for localization purposes. Most telescopes in FRB detection history have been
limited in their ability to spatially sample their field of view, leading to large uncertainties in detected
burst positions within the telescope beam pattern (e.g., for GBT- and Parkes-detected FRBs, burst
position is reported as the center of the beam pointing, with an uncertainty corresponding to the
beam FWHM; Scholz et al. 2016, Champion et al. 2016). Without precise knowledge of the location
of the FRB in the beam, measured fluences cannot be properly corrected for attenuation due to
the beam response. As a result, the vast majority of FRB fluences published to-date are lower
limits, calculated under the simplifying assumption that the FRBs were detected at beam boresight.
Exceptions include fluences determined for repeating FRBs of known position (e.g., Li et al. 2021), or
one-off FRBs detected using long-baseline interferometric telescopes with sub-arcsecond localization
capabilities (e.g., ASKAP, Bannister et al. 2017; the Deep Synoptic Array-110 or DSA-110, Ravi
et al. 2023).

1 https://www.gb.nrao.edu/∼rmaddale/GBT/ReceiverPerformance/PlaningObservations.htm

https://www.gb.nrao.edu/~rmaddale/GBT/ReceiverPerformance/PlaningObservations.htm
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The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) is a radio interferometer located
near Penticton, B.C., that has detected an unprecedented number of FRBs (CHIME/FRB Collab-
oration et al. 2021). The efficiency with which CHIME detects these bursts is enabled by its novel
design, consisting of four 20-m by 100-m cylindrical reflectors with 256 dual-polarization feeds lined
along each axis that are sensitive to a wide bandwidth of 400−800 MHz (CHIME Collaboration et al.
2022). The CHIME Fast Radio Burst (CHIME/FRB) project operates commensally on the CHIME
data stream, continuously searching total intensity data from a grid of 1,024 formed beams over a
∼200 square degree field of view at 1-ms time resolution (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2018).
Within its first year of operation from July 25th, 2018 to July 1st, 2019, CHIME/FRB detected a
catalog of 536 new FRBs (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021), leading to important discoveries
including confirmation of the existence of FRB emission down to 400 MHz (CHIME/FRB Collabora-
tion et al. 2019a), the discovery of 47 new repeating FRB sources (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.
2019b,c; Fonseca et al. 2020; Bhardwaj et al. 2021; Lanman et al. 2022; McKinven & CHIME/FRB
Collaboration 2022; CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2023), the discovery of periodicity in the active
window of a repeating FRB (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2020a), the discovery of sub-second
periodicity within a single FRB burst profile (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2022), the detection
of an FRB in the nearby galaxy M81 (Bhardwaj et al. 2021), and the detection of a bright FRB-like
burst from a Galactic magnetar (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2020b).

While the CHIME’s novel design is particularly effective for FRB detection, it also introduces novel
challenges for flux calibrating bursts detected in CHIME/FRB intensity data. In this paper, we
provide a comprehensive review of these challenges (Section 2) and we describe an automated flux
calibration software pipeline (Section 3) that was developed to calibrate bursts detected in the first
CHIME/FRB catalog (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021).

2. CHIME/FRB CALIBRATION CHALLENGES

The requirements for accurate FRB flux calibration distill into three main components: determi-
nation of the time-variable system sensitivity, precise FRB localization, and characterization of the
telescope beam response as a function of frequency and on-sky location.

For the first bursts detected from CHIME/FRB, this flux calibration process became an especially
elaborate challenge requiring the characterization of a novel and still-developing system within an
accelerated timeframe. By July 20th, 2018, less than a year after first light for the CHIME tele-
scope on September 7th, 2017, a limited version of the CHIME/FRB beamforming and detection
pipeline was running semi-stably. On July 25th, less than a week later, the first FRB was detected
(CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a). At this point, the system was still in a pre-commissioning
period, where only a small and variable number of beams were being searched at any given time and
the complex gain calibration strategy was under development and constantly changing. Despite the
instability of the system during this time, 14 FRBs were detected before pre-commissioning ended
and the full 1,024 beam system was implemented on August 27th, 2018 (CHIME/FRB Collaboration
et al. 2019a). Since then, CHIME/FRB has steadily detected FRBs, and 536 FRBs were accumulated
within the first year of operation (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021).

These frequent detections early in the commissioning of the experiment, and ensuing scientific
results, necessitated the development of the CHIME/FRB flux calibration pipeline before many
aspects of the system were fully operational, let alone thoroughly quantified or understood. Here
we highlight the state of our knowledge of the system during the time period encompassing the first
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catalog (July 25th, 2018 to July 1st, 2019) in order to give context for the design and limitations of
the automated pipeline presented in Section 3.

2.1. Characterization of System Parameters

Robust measurements of key system parameters for CHIME/FRB had not yet been completed at
the start of flux calibration pipeline development, although a few nominal values existed. Based
on design specifications, the receiver temperature for the full analog chain of CHIME was expected
to be approximately 50 K (including spillover noise from the ground; Bandura et al. 2014). The
gain at peak sensitivity could also be very roughly determined by estimating the illuminated area
of the reflectors, yielding a value of G0 ∼ 1.2 K Jy−1. Later, in May and June of 2019, members
of the CHIME/Cosmology collaboration used a pair of hot and cold loads to measure the receiver
(∼20−25 K, as a function of frequency) and system (∼50−60 K, as a function of frequency) temper-
atures, confirming the design specifications (CHIME Collaboration et al. 2022).

2.2. Complex Beam Pattern

The motivating tenet of the CHIME/FRB beamforming scheme is to spatially sample the CHIME
field of view at the highest sensitivity and frequency resolution possible within the computational
budget. To accomplish this goal, CHIME/FRB forms a closely packed grid of 1,024 static beams for
each polarization and frequency. Arranged in four columns East-West and 256 rows North-South,
the synthesized beams tile the ∼200 square degree span of CHIME’s primary beam, allowing for
real-time high-sensitivity FRB detection and localization across a large instantaneous swath of sky.

Forming so many simultaneous beams is a computationally intensive process. To facilitate this
process, CHIME/FRB uses an algorithm called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT; Ng et al. 2017; Masui
et al. 2019) beamforming to form beams in the North-South direction. This algorithm leverages
the regular grid-like layout of CHIME’s feeds to relax the O(N2) runtime of conventional beam-
forming to O(N logN), where N is the number of feeds (e.g., Tegmark & Zaldarriaga 2009, 2010).
However, for all of its computational advantages, FFT beamforming also significantly complicates
the CHIME/FRB bandpass response. In particular, the FFT-formed beams (hereafter FFT beams)
exhibit complex structure as a function of frequency, which manifests as sharp discontinuous and
periodic spectral features that change shape significantly over small displacements on-sky. As a fur-
ther complication, these FFT beamforming structures are superimposed over bandpass ripples in
the primary beam response. Differentiating these spectral features from the intrinsic FRB spectra
is a nontrivial task, which stands as one of the most fundamental challenges to CHIME/FRB flux
calibration. In this section we review CHIME/FRB’s synthesized beam response (Section 2.2.1),
CHIME’s primary beam response (Section 2.2.2), and the development of the CHIME/FRB beam
model (Section 2.2.3), to contextualize decisions made in the design of the flux calibration pipeline.

2.2.1. FFT-Formed Beams

CHIME/FRB operates in phased array mode by coherently summing feed signals with different
time delays to constructively interfere in a particular direction. In brief, a composite beamformed
signal at an observing frequency, f , directed at steering angle θm, can be written as

B(f, θm) =
N∑
n=1

anXn[f ] e−i2πfτn(θm) (2)
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where N is the number of feeds, Xn[f ] are the channelized complex data, an are the constant gains
applied to correct for instrumental delays, and τn(θm) are the time delays required to point the beam
to a specified direction (Mucci 1984). In this formulation, the intensity data output from the beam
is taken to be |B(f, θm)|2 (Maranda 1989). Notice that forming N beams using this method would
take O(N2) time.

The crux of FFT beamforming comes with the realization that the time delays required for beam-
forming an array of linearly spaced feeds with separation d are given by: τn(θm) = nd

c
sin(θm), where

n is the feed index and c is the speed of light. If we choose to form beams at steering angles

θm = sin−1

(
cm

f N d

)
(3)

then, by substituting τn(θm), Equation 2 becomes:

B(f, θm) =
N∑
n=1

anXn[f ] e−i2πmn/N (4)

This is just a discrete Fourier transform, mapping the spatial offsets in feed positioning to angular
beams on the sky. This expression can be evaluated to form N beams using a fast Fourier transform
in O(N logN) time.

FRB surveys typically need to maximize broadband sensitivity to a single sky location to increase
detection significance and allow for FRB spectral characterization. However, as dictated by Equa-
tion 3, the steering angles of FFT-formed beams are dependent on frequency as sin(θm) ∝ 1/f ,
causing formed beams at higher frequencies to be closer together than those at lower frequencies.
This effect chromatically smears the sensitivity pattern of a single beam (indexed by m) across the
sky. To reduce this effect with CHIME/FRB, we use a method called “nearest-neighbor clamping”
(Maranda 1989; Ng et al. 2017). First, the 256 North-South feed inputs are zero-padded by a factor
of two so that the FFT in Equation 4 forms 512 closely packed beams by Fourier interpolation.
These beams are then subsampled (or “clamped”) to form 256 beams at the desired pointings. The
most sensitive beam for each frequency is chosen for each pointing, forming a “Frankenstein” beam of
combined components. This process is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 1 for a few CHIME/FRB
beams near zenith, where the steering angle is North-South zenith angle.2

The full CHIME/FRB beamforming pipeline is a hybrid of two techniques: FFT beamforming
(Equation 4) with clamping is used to form the 256 rows of beams in the North-South direction,
while brute-force phasing (Equation 2) is used to form the four columns of beams in the East-West
direction. For the majority of the CHIME/FRB experiment duration, the configuration of the beam
grid has been fixed. In the North-South direction, the beams are equally spaced in sin θ, where θ
is the zenith angle. One beam is centered at zenith (θ = 0◦), while 127 beams tile to θ = −60◦

South and 128 beams tile to θ = 60◦ North. Beams get more elongated North-South at larger zenith
angles, because the projected baselines between feeds shorten nearer to the horizon. In the East-West
direction, the configuration is asymmetrical: one column is centered along the meridian while another
column is formed 0.4◦ to the East and two other columns are formed 0.4◦ and 0.8◦ to the West (see
the left panel in Figure 2). The resulting formed beams are labeled with integers according to their

2 Note that the code for producing Figures 1-4 is publicly available at on Github.

https://github.com/bandersen441/chimefrb_intensity_flux_calibration_plots
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Figure 1. Illustration of the chromatic effect of FFT beamforming and clamping across the CHIME/FRB
bandwidth. This figure expands upon Figure 1 from Ng et al. (2017). (Left) The position of the dots
represents the location of nominal peak sensitivity for each formed beam at a particular frequency. The
colored dots enclosed by the gray areas are the selected nearest-neighbor clamped beams, whereas the fainter
colored dots are the additional discarded beams. Horizontal black lines represent the nominal clamped beam
centers, labeled by the corresponding beam number. (Right) The sensitivity versus frequency at the center
of each of the clamped beams in the left panel.

location in the grid: the rows South to North have an index ranging from 0 to 255 and the East to
West columns add a factor of 0, 1000, 2000, or 3000 to the resulting index. For example, the beam
at zenith in the meridian column corresponds to 127 + 1000 = 1127.

The full implications of this hybrid beamforming scheme are complex and more effectively shown
than told. Aided by figures, in the remainder of this section and the next we highlight some more
detailed but central aspects of CHIME/FRB’s beam response that influence the design of the flux
calibration pipeline.

Severe Variations in North-South Spectral Structure —As illustrated in Figure 1, the clamping algorithm
used by CHIME/FRB introduces periodic cusp-like structures in the resulting sensitivity versus
frequency due to chromatic spatial smearing within the clamped beam extent. These cusp-like
features, called “clamps,” change shape and severity depending on the beam being considered as
well as the location on-sky. The right panel of Figure 1 shows the beam response versus frequency
at the center of five clamped beams surrounding zenith. Notably, the number of clamps in the
CHIME/FRB bandwidth increases with the zenith angle of the clamped beam, which can cause a
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Figure 2. Representations of the East-West sensitivity profile of the CHIME/FRB formed beams. (Left) A
plot of the East-West profile for the row of beams at zenith at 600 MHz (solid lines), which are attenuated
by the primary beam envelope (dotted blue lines). The dashed vertical lines indicate the main lobe of each
beam. (Right) The East-West profile of beam 1127. (Bottom) The profile is split into five subbands, with
colored lines representing each subband (red corresponding to low frequencies and purple corresponding to
high frequencies). (Top) The frequency response of the beam at the sidelobe location marked by a vertical
black line in the bottom plot.

particularly complex response pattern for beams closer to the horizon. For example, beam 1128 at
0.4◦ from zenith has only two clamps, while beam 1024 at −44◦ zenith angle has a total of 145 clamps.

The shape of the clamps also changes over spatial displacements within a single beam. In particu-
lar, as you move away from beam center, the cusp-like structures turn into more severe discontinuous
jumps. Figure 3 demonstrates this by showing the response of beam 1128 at the edges of its nomi-
nal ∼20′ North-South full-width half-maximum (FWHM; at 600 MHz). The bottom panel shows a
CHIME/FRB observed spectrum from the transit of radio galaxy 3C 147 across beam 1128, which ex-
hibits the sharp clamping discontinuities at ∼430 and ∼710 MHz. Note that the remaining oscillation
in the spectrum is the 30 MHz ripple from the primary beam response (see Section 2.2.2).

Figure 4 shows a sampling of other CHIME/FRB synthesized beam responses corresponding with
data from the transits of several bright supernova remnants and radio galaxies. This sampling covers
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Figure 3. Variations in the response of synthesized beam 1128 as a function of frequency and location
within the beam. The thick black lines represent the sensitivity versus frequency 10 arcminutes north of
the center of beam 1128 (Top) and 10 arcminutes south (Middle). The thin grey dashed line in each of
these plots represents the response at beam center. The bottom plot shows the synthesized beam response
at the transit location of radio galaxy 3C 147 (thick black line), along with a background-subtracted and
normalized observed spectrum of the source with CHIME/FRB (green points). Note that 3C 147 is located
9 arcminutes north of the center of beam 1128.

Figure 4. A sampling of CHIME/FRB synthesized beam responses at the locations of several bright
supernova remnant and radio galaxy transits (black lines), along with background-subtracted and normalized
observed spectra of each source (green points). The source name, zenith angle, beam number, and offset
from beam center are labeled to the right of each plot.
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a wide range of zenith angles, beam numbers, and offsets from the beam center, which gives a
qualitative demonstration of the complexity of the North-South synthesized beam response.

Chromatic Sidelobes in East-West Beam Profile —The East-West profile of the CHIME/FRB formed
beams consists of an intrinsic profile governed by exact phasing, which is then further attenuated by
the primary beam response. The exact phasing profile has significant sidelobes of increased sensitivity
due to the periodic nature of the Fourier transform (Equation 2). These sidelobes remain significant
even with attenuation from the primary beam, as shown in the left panel of Figure 2. In particular,
beams in the 3000 column have a sidelobe that is more sensitive than the main lobe in the middle of
the CHIME/FRB band.

Another notable property of these sidelobes is their smeared frequency response. The sidelobes of
a given beam spread chromatically East-West, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2, with lower
frequencies spreading further than higher frequencies. This means that a burst detected in the East-
West sidelobe of a given synthesized beam may be completely attenuated to the noise floor at some
frequencies, making it appear band-limited. This is demonstrated in the top right panel of Figure 2.

2.2.2. Primary Beam

The full CHIME/FRB beam response is a combination of the synthesized beam pattern described
in Section 2.2.1 and the primary beam response. The fundamental primary beam response is that of
a single feed over a cylindrical reflector, which varies smoothly as an elliptical shape spanning ∼120◦

North-South along the local meridian and ∼2.5−1.3◦ East-West (400−800 MHz). See Figures 19−21
of CHIME Collaboration et al. (2022) for representative plots of primary beam response. However, in
practice, the primary beam exhibits more complicated variations resulting from reflections within the
telescope and cross-talk between neighboring feeds on the focal line. One of the strongest components
of these variations is a 30 MHz ripple in the primary beam response as a function of frequency on the
order of ∼30−50% in amplitude, caused by so-called “standing wave” reflections between the focal
line and the cylinder (Briggs et al. 1997; Popping & Braun 2008; Berger et al. 2016). The form of
this ripple is dependent on zenith angle, as shown in Figure 5.

The shape of the primary beam ripple is also affected by the interferometric complex gain calibra-
tion process completed upstream from the FFT beamforming and the CHIME/FRB backend. This
gain calibration process uses the transit of a compact steady source of known flux (e.g., Cygnus A,
Cassiopeia A, or Taurus A) to correct for signal delays introduced in the analog chain between the
feeds and the correlator (CHIME Collaboration et al. 2022). This process essentially normalizes the
primary beam attenuation to unity for all frequencies at the meridian transit location of the calibra-
tion source. As a result, sources detected at or near the location of the complex gain calibrator will
show their true spectrum, while away from the calibrator the detected spectrum will be modulated
by the 30 MHz ripple. This is demonstrated in Figure 5, where the spectrum for Cygnus A shows
minimal ripples, as it was used as the complex gain calibrator at the time the data for this plot were
taken.

2.2.3. Beam Model

The last two sections have demonstrated the complex nature of the CHIME/FRB beam pattern,
characterized by rapidly varying sensitivity across both field of view and bandwidth. Developing an
accurate model for such a complex beam is important for separating beam attenuation from intrinsic
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Figure 5. Representations of the sensitivity profile of the CHIME primary beam. The green points in each
panel show the observed spectrum for a steady source at meridian transit that has been corrected for the
synthesized beam response. The solid black lines show the actual known spectrum of each steady source.
Each plot is labeled with the source name and zenith angle. Note that the spectrum for Cygnus A shows
minimal variations from the primary beam ripple, as it was used as the complex gain calibrator at the time
the data for this plot were taken (see Section 2.2.2).

FRB features to obtain accurate flux and fluence measurements for CHIME/FRB. The CHIME/FRB
beam model exists as its own code repository, developed by members of both the CHIME/FRB and
CHIME/Cosmology research teams.3

The clamping patterns from FFT beamforming are digital and deterministic, so modeling them
simply involves re-calculating the beamforming process. As a result, an accurate model of the FFT-
beamformed beams was available early in the commissioning of the flux calibration pipeline, by July
2018. Modeling the primary beam, however, is much more challenging, as it involves accounting
for complex physical reflections and cross-talk within the CHIME cylinders. Therefore, a full sky
beam model requires phenomenological and analytical models, informed by the restricted beam mea-
surements via transiting point sources. As a result, for the first year of CHIME/FRB’s operation,

3 This beam model is available at: https://chime-frb-open-data.github.io/beam-model/

https://chime-frb-open-data.github.io/beam-model/
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the primary beam model was just a smooth cosine in the North-South direction and a Gaussian in
the East-West direction, with no attempt to characterize the 30 MHz ripple. Over the course of the
first year of operation, the CHIME/Cosmology collaboration better characterized the 30 MHz ripple
using a combination of an analytical model and steady source transits (CHIME Collaboration et al.
2022), resulting in a new beam model accurate to within ∼10% in the main lobe of the primary beam
(CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021; Amiri et al. 2022). This data-driven primary beam model
was incorporated into the CHIME/FRB codebase in late 2019, after the first catalog of FRBs was
detected and the automated fluence pipeline was developed.

2.3. Localization Limitations

The automated form of localization developed for CHIME/FRB bursts detected with only intensity
data is “header localization,” which works by fitting the detection S/N from each beam to predictions
informed by the frequency-dependent beam model (see Section 3.1 of CHIME/FRB Collaboration
et al. 2019d for a more detailed description). Note that the CHIME/FRB baseband localization
system, capable of localizing high-S/N bursts with subarcminute precision, was developed later in
CHIME/FRB commissioning (Michilli et al. 2020). In addition, baseband data are only available for
146 of the 536 bursts in the first CHIME/FRB catalog (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021).

Owing to CHIME/FRB’s significant and highly chromatic formed-beam sidelobes, the confidence
regions from header localization generally consist of three “islands” representing the main lobe and
sidelobes of the highest SNR formed beam in which the burst was detected (see the top panel of
Figure 6). Multi-beam detections result in better localizations depending on the pattern of detected
beams, but generally the degeneracy between the main lobes and sidelobes persists, especially at
higher confidence levels. Given this degeneracy, the spectral structure of CHIME/FRB’s beam pat-
tern and overall beam response can change significantly over the extent of the header localization
region obtained for each burst, making it difficult to reliably correct fluence measurements for beam
attenuation. Figure 6 shows the beam response at several locations within the 68% confidence lo-
calization region for a single-beam detection, demonstrating how the clamping behavior and overall
beam response can change rapidly both within the main lobe and within the sidelobes of the local-
ization.

3. THE AUTOMATED CALIBRATION PIPELINE

The primary question motivating the design of the flux calibration pipeline is the following: given
the beam modeling and localization limitations during CHIME/FRB’s commissioning phase, how do
we leverage our existing resources to obtain meaningful constraints on the flux and fluence of each
detected FRB? Answering this question prompted two salient design decisions:

1. Since we did not have an accurate model of the primary beam when the calibration pipeline was
first developed, we characterize and correct for the 30 MHz ripple empirically using daily transit
observations of steady sources with known spectral properties. By comparing the known flux
of a source to the observed total-intensity units output by the beamformer (BF), we solve for
the beamformer-to-Jansky (BF/Jy) conversion across the primary beam directly rather than
relying on measurements of the system temperature, gain, or SEFD in combination with an
approximate beam model. Determining this conversion for each frequency channel creates a
“calibration spectrum” that encodes the 30 MHz ripple in the direction of a given calibration
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Figure 6. (Top) An example header localization confidence interval for a single beam detection. The 68%
and 95% intervals are labelled by the solid and dashed contours, respectively. The blue crosses represent sam-
pling locations in the main lobe of the localization, while the orange plus signs represent sampling locations
in the sidelobes. (Bottom) The CHIME/FRB beam response as a function of frequency at the samplings
marked in the top panel. Note that these beam responses were generated using a smooth approximation of
the primary beam model (see Section 2.2.2). Blue lines correspond to the main lobe samplings, orange lines
correspond to the sidelobe samplings.

source. This spectrum is then applied to the total-intensity data of FRBs nearby in zenith
angle to derive a burst dynamic spectrum in physical units roughly corrected for attenuation
from the North-South pattern of the primary beam.

2. Due to the limitations of header localization combined with CHIME/FRB’s complex sensitivity
pattern, we follow suit from other early FRB surveys and calculate our fluences assuming that
each burst was detected at beam boresight. For our purposes we take “boresight” to mean
along the meridian of the primary beam (at the peak sensitivity of the burst declination arc,
in the 1000 beam column). We do not correct our fluence measurements for a burst’s unknown
location in the synthesized beam pattern. Thus, our fluence measurements are biased low, as
bursts off-meridian will experience beam attenuation from both the primary and synthesized
beam pattern that we are not correcting for. The measurements produced from the pipeline are
therefore most appropriately interpreted as lower limits, with an uncertainty on the limiting
value.

In this section we present the implementation details of the current CHIME/FRB flux calibration
pipeline. In Section 3.1 we give an overview of the technical infrastructure of the pipeline. Sections 3.2
and 3.3 describe the first half of the pipeline outlined in Figure 7, encompassing steady source
observations and determination of the BF/Jy conversion spectra. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 describe the
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second half of the pipeline outlined in Figure 9, encompassing the intensity calibration and fluence
calculation stages. Finally, Section 3.6 presents a test of the flux calibration pipeline, which compares
measured fluence values from the pipeline to the values of injected bursts of known fluence.

3.1. Pipeline Infrastructure

Since CHIME/FRB detects a large volume of bursts, the flux calibration pipeline is automated as
much as possible to save human work hours. The BF/Jy calculation, intensity calibration, and flux
calculation stages are configured to run in jobs distributed on a separate 10-node on-site compute
cluster. Each of the nodes in this cluster consists of a dual socket Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2630 v4
2.20 GHz with 128 GB of RAM. Using a virtualization platform called Docker,4 the flux calibration
pipeline code is organized into a self-contained software package called a container, which includes all
of the libraries, system tools, and dependencies needed to run the code in any compute environment.
This container can be launched onto the cluster to run any stage of the flux calibration pipeline on
any detected FRB event. The cluster is managed by a custom-built load balancing service using
Docker Swarm.5 Each calibration pipeline job is allocated a single core and 16 GB of RAM. This
setup allows multiple jobs to be run on the cluster in parallel, which is conducive for analyzing large
batches of bursts.

When an FRB is detected in the CHIME/FRB real-time detection pipeline (CHIME/FRB Collab-
oration et al. 2018), the burst is assigned a unique event ID number and beamformed intensity data
containing the burst is saved in an on-site CHIME/FRB archiver with 450 TB of storage. Once an
FRB has been verified through human inspection, several automated post-detection analyses are trig-
gered in order to better characterize the burst properties: 1) the dispersion measure (DM) pipeline
determines the S/N- and structure-optimized DMs; 2) the localization pipeline uses real-time detec-
tion metadata to calculate the header localization confidence region (as described in Section 2.3);
and 3) fitburst software is used to model the burst morphology in time and frequency space and
determine fundamental burst parameters like the DM, time of arrival (TOA), intrinsic width, and
scattering time (for more information about fitburst, see CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a,
CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2020b, or Fonseca et al. 2020). The results from each pipeline
are stored in a central CHIME/FRB Event Parameters Database, implemented with the MongoDB

database management program.
The flux calibration pipeline is triggered after the fitburst pipeline. Flux calibration pipeline data

products — such as the downsampled calibration source intensity data, BF/Jy conversion spectra,
and calibrated FRB dynamic spectra — are stored in the CHIME/FRB archiver. Output fluence
measurements are also stored in the Event Parameters Database, while metadata for calibration
data products are stored in a separate Calibration Database. These databases can be queried from
anywhere through authenticated HTTP requests using a RESTful Python API. Querying of the
Calibration Database is designed to be flexible, allowing the user to obtain the available calibration
spectra on a given date, in a date range, from a given calibration source, or nearest to a spatial location
on-sky. This functionality is used extensively in the intensity calibration and fluence calculation stages
of the pipeline.

3.2. Steady Source Acquisition Stage

4 https://www.docker.com/
5 https://docs.docker.com/get-started/orchestration/

https://www.docker.com/
https://docs.docker.com/get-started/orchestration/
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Figure 7. A flowchart of the first half of the CHIME/FRB flux calibration pipeline, which encompasses
steady source acquisitions and determination of BF/Jy conversion spectra.

The first stage of the fluence pipeline (the “Steady Source Acquisition Stage” in Figure 7) deals
with scheduling, processing, and storing daily total-intensity transit observations of steady calibration
sources.

3.2.1. Steady Source Selection

Calibration sources were selected from two different catalogs, Perley & Butler (2016) and Vollmer
et al. (2010), which provide measurements of the source flux across the CHIME band. Perley &
Butler (2016) present fluxes from the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) measured in 2014
and 2016 at frequencies ranging from 220 MHz to 48.1 GHz. Combining these measurements with
73.8 MHz legacy observations from 1998, Perley & Butler (2016) model the frequency dependence
of the flux density of each calibrator by fitting a polynomial to the logarithm of the observed flux
densities. The resulting uncertainty on the flux of these sources in the CHIME band is ∼2−4%.
Vollmer et al. (2010) present a compilation of flux densities at frequencies ranging from 159 MHz to
8.4 GHz, derived from cross-identifying sources in several radio catalogs. Since these measurements
come from a wide range of telescopes observing at different epochs, the uncertainties on the flux
densities in the CHIME band are larger than those from Perley & Butler (2016), on the order of
∼5−15%.

Sources were selected from these catalogs according to the following three criteria: (1) the source
is within the CHIME field of view (above −11◦ declination), (2) the flux density of the source at
600 MHz is greater than 10 Jy (below which confusion noise becomes significant), and (3) the catalogs
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provide flux density measurements for at least three different radio frequencies spanning the CHIME
band. A total of 35 sources matched these criteria (14 from Perley & Butler 2016 and 21 from Vollmer
et al. 2010).

Note that there are a few sources in our calibrator sample, such as TauA, CasA, and 3C138, that
are known to be variable on the order of a few percent per year. For example, TauA’s flux density
is declining by approximately 0.25% every year and 3C138 is declining on the order of ∼1−3% per
year (Baars et al. 1977; Perley & Butler 2016). This decline is much smaller than the uncertainties
on the flux expected from beam attenuation and the time-variable system sensitivity, and so we keep
these sources in our sample to achieve more coverage of the primary beam (see the discussion of
uncertainty calculation in Section 3.5).

3.2.2. Spectrum Interpolation to the CHIME Band

We use the same methodology as Perley & Butler (2016) to interpolate the spectrum of each source
and determine the flux in the CHIME band (see Section 4 of Perley & Butler 2016). The frequency
dependence of the flux density of each calibrator is modeled with the following function:

log [S(ν)] =
N−1∑
i=0

ci

[
log

(
ν

ν0

)]i
(5)

where ν is the frequency, S(ν) is the flux density, ν0 is a fixed pivot frequency, ci are the model
parameters, and N is the number of parameters. This model is fit to measurements of the flux
density by applying weighted least squares to the log-transformed data. The best-fit model is then
used to predict the flux of the calibrator in the 400− 800 MHz CHIME band.

The Perley & Butler (2016) catalog does not provide the underlying measurements of the flux
density made by the VLA, so for calibrators that originate from Perley & Butler (2016) we use the
best-fit coefficients that are provided in that work. For these sources ν0 is set to 1 GHz and N ranges
from 3 to 6. The uncertainty on the predicted flux density is obtained by propagating the uncertainty
on the coefficients, ignoring any covariance between coefficients since this is not provided.

The Vollmer et al. (2010) catalog provides the underlying measurements of the flux density, so
we perform the fit ourselves for these sources. The pivot frequency ν0 is set to the center of the
CHIME band (600 MHz). A simple power-law (N = 2) yields an acceptable fit for all sources. The
uncertainty on the predicted flux density is obtained by propagating the uncertainty on the individual
measurements.

3.2.3. Observation Scheduling

The steady source acquisition stage runs continuously in the background on an on-site compute
node. Taking the calibrator locations and observation duration as input, this stage uses pyephem6

in combination with the FFT-formed beam model to predict when a given source will transit and
which beam in the 1000 column it will cross. When a source is close to transiting, the script creates
a folder on the CHIME/FRB archiver, triggers an intensity dump in the transit beam, waits the
observation duration, and then stops the dump. Although it only takes a source ∼5−14 minutes to
pass through the main lobe of the primary beam, each calibrator is observed for one hour centered

6 https://rhodesmill.org/pyephem/

https://rhodesmill.org/pyephem/
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around transit in order to obtain a measurement of the adjacent sky background. Note that, for
circumpolar calibrators, we only take observations of primary (upper) transits.

The raw intensity data from these observations are output in msgpack7 format with 16,384 frequency
channels (24 kHz resolution) and 0.983 ms time resolution, where each msgpack stores one second of
data. A full hour-long observation at this resolution takes up 60 GB of memory on the archiver. To
save space, the raw data from each observation are unpacked, downsampled in time to 1-s resolution
(taking the median over 1,024 1-ms samples for each new 1-s sample), and organized into a 2D array.
The final result is a 200 MB numpy NPZ file8 representing the dynamic spectrum of the observation.
After the NPZ has been saved, the raw data are deleted.

3.3. Beamformer Unit to Jansky Calculation Stage

The second stage of the fluence pipeline (the “BF/Jy Calculation Stage” in Figure 7) deals with
extracting a BF/Jy conversion spectrum from each steady source observation, as well as additional
metrics.

The first step in this process involves removing radio frequency interference (RFI) from the steady
source spectra. CHIME observations are affected by RFI mainly from the LTE band (∼700−800 MHz)
and transiting airplanes. The data are run through three RFI filters in the flux calibration pipeline.
One is a static mask that removes channels that are consistently contaminated. The second stage
detects any additional bad frequency channels using a sliding window algorithm that calculates
median values of the median absolute deviation and kurtosis over a given frequency channel and time
window, and then flags outlier channels based on empirical thresholds. The final RFI removal stage
searches for bad time bins by taking the gradient of the observation time series and flagging significant
spikes. Altogether this RFI method is rather aggressive. It produces clean data but removes a
significant fraction of CHIME’s bandwidth, typically leaving ∼260 MHz of usable bandwidth.

After RFI removal, the BF/Jy spectrum is calculated. This multistep process, outlined in Figure 8,
can be described by the single equation:

Cν,BF/Jy =
(Sν,cal,on − Sν,cal,off) [BF]

(Bν,FFT(θ, φ)× Sν,cal,known) [Jy]
(6)

where Cν,BF/Jy is the resulting BF/Jy calibration spectrum, Sν,cal,on is the intensity spectrum detected
in beamformer units at the peak of the calibrator transit, Sν,cal,off is the background intensity spec-
trum detected in beamformer units before or after the calibrator has transited, Bν,FFT(θ, φ) is the
synthesized beam sensitivity at the location that the calibrator reaches during peak transit (derived
from the formed beam model), and Sν,cal,known is the known flux spectrum of the source modeled as
described in Section 3.2. The resulting BF/Jy spectrum is saved in an NPZ file on the archiver,
and metadata about the spectrum are sent to the Calibration Database. These metadata include
descriptive information (e.g., the name of the calibrator, the date of the observation, the beam that
the source transits through, and the file path of the BF/Jy spectrum NPZ on the archiver).

3.4. Intensity Calibration Stage

The second half of the flux calibration pipeline, outlined in Figure 9, switches focus from processing
calibrator observation data to processing FRB data. The “Intensity Calibration Stage,” in particular,

7 https://msgpack.org/index.html
8 https://imageio.readthedocs.io/en/stable/format npz.html

https://msgpack.org/index.html
https://imageio.readthedocs.io/en/stable/format_npz.html
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Figure 8. A series of plots showing different stages in the process of calculating a BF/Jy spectrum. The data
in this figure come from a March 22nd, 2019 observation of Seyfert 2 galaxy 3C295 transiting through beam
number 1134. Panel A shows the dynamic spectrum of the observation (Right), along with the frequency-
summed time series (Left). For the dynamic spectrum, the x-axis corresponds to frequency ranging from
400 to 800 MHz, left to right, while the y-axis corresponds to time. The yellow region denotes the time bins
chosen to represent the off-source spectrum, while the red region denotes the time bins chosen to represent
the on-source spectrum. Panel B shows the resulting on-source spectrum (blue dots), off-source spectrum
(orange dots), and sensitivity of the formed beam at the location of the source during transit (grey solid
line). Panel C shows the on−off source spectrum divided by the formed beam sensitivities in beamformer
units (green dots) as well as the known spectrum of the source in Jy (grey solid line). The left-hand axis
shows the source spectrum intensity in beamformer units, while the right-hand axis shows the known source
spectrum intensity in Jy. Panel D shows the final resulting BF/Jy spectrum.
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Figure 9. A flowchart of the second half of the CHIME/FRB flux calibration pipeline, which encompasses
the intensity calibration and flux calibration calculations. Optional steps, that are not always executed, are
greyed out.

deals with applying a BF/Jy spectrum to FRB intensity data to obtain a calibrated dynamic spectrum
(“waterfall”).

Similarly to the steady source transit observations, raw FRB intensity data are saved on the archiver
in msgpack format with 16,384 frequency channels (24 kHz resolution) and 0.983 ms time resolution.
For each FRB that enters the flux calibration pipeline, msgpack data are unpacked, organized into a
2D dynamic spectrum, have RFI excision applied, and de-dispersed to the best-fit DM derived from
fitburst.

After preprocessing, the FRB data are then calibrated. Each burst is paired with the calibration
spectrum of the nearest steady source transit, closest first in zenith angle, then in time. We assume
North-South beam symmetry, so that sources on both sides of zenith can be used to calibrate a
given event. By dividing each frequency channel in the intensity data (in beamformer units) by
its corresponding BF/Jy conversion, we derive a dynamic spectrum in physical units (Jy) roughly
corrected for North-South beam variations. As a final step, each frequency channel is subtracted by
its median value. The resulting dynamic spectrum is saved in an NPZ on the archiver.

Figure 10 shows a spatial representation of the calibrator-FRB pairings for the bursts in the first
CHIME/FRB catalog (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021). 98% of FRBs are associated with
a calibrator within 5 degrees in zenith angle (either on the same side of zenith or at North-South
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symmetric locations on opposite sides of zenith). Most of the remaining 2% of FRBs were detected at
the edges of CHIME’s North-South field of view (very high or low zenith angles), where 3C353 is the
only available calibrator. Especially at high northern zenith angles, there is a paucity of calibrators
since we do not currently dump observations for the lower transits of circumpolar sources. Note that
these calibrator-FRB pairings are a function of spatial and temporal proximity as well as data quality.
As a result, not all FRBs are associated with their nearest calibrator, as the data for that calibrator
could be disrupted by solar transits for a couple of weeks at a time. This is the case for two FRBs
detected 6−7 degrees away from NGC7720, that are still paired with the source for calibration.

As discussed in the introduction of Section 3, by default, we do not correct FRBs for attenuation
due to their uncertain locations within the synthesized beam. However, after a more accurate model
of the primary beam was developed in late 2019, we added an option to the pipeline that produces
a per-frequency scaling between the location of the calibrator and the location of the FRB using
the beam model. This is useful functionality for when a burst has a precise localization determined
using CHIME/FRB baseband or another long-baseline telescope. In these instances, we can apply
this scaling to the dynamic spectrum to obtain accurate fluence and flux measurements corrected
for synthesized beam attenuation, rather than lower bounds. This method was used to analyze the
fluence distribution of the first repeating FRB with periodic activity, FRB 20180916B, which had a
precise localization from the European VLBI Network (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2020a).

3.5. Fluence Calculation Stage

The final stage of the calibration pipeline deals with the calculation of FRB fluence and flux values
from the calibrated dynamic spectra (the “Fluence Calculation Stage” in Figure 9).

The first step in the fluence calculation involves determining the boundaries of the burst extent in
the dynamic spectrum. The fluence and flux values calculated from the pipeline are averaged over the
entire 400−800 MHz CHIME band. For narrow-band bursts, this averages noise into our fluence and
flux values. However, we choose to quote values from the same frequency range for consistency. In
terms of determining the burst boundaries, this means that we only need to localize the burst along
the temporal axis of the dynamic spectrum. This is accomplished using results from the fitburst

routine, which outputs fundamental burst parameters like the arrival time tarr, intrinsic width (the
Gaussian σ), and the scattering time τ at 400 MHz. The start and end times encompassing the burst
are defined by the 3σ Gaussian width, with an optional extra term added to the end time to account
for a scattering tail, if present:

tstart = tarr − 3σ (7)

tend = tarr + 3σ + 5τ · (p < 0.001) (8)

where p is the p-value from an F-test comparison between scattered and un-scattered models fit to the
burst. A p-value significance of 0.1% was used to declare the presence of significant scattering. In this
case, we add five times the scattering time to the time denoting the end of the burst, corresponding
to the time where the scattered emission would have decreased by a factor of e−5 ≈ 0.008 (less than
1%). Note that these encompassing start and end times can be modified following human inspection.

Next, the band-averaged time series is derived by averaging the de-dispersed calibrated dynamic
spectrum over the bandwidth remaining after RFI removal, and subtracting the resulting time series
by the median of the off-pulse. The fluence is then calculated by integrating over the burst extent in
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Figure 10. The association of FRBs with calibrators as a function of zenith angle for the first CHIME/FRB
catalog (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021). Each calibrator is labelled on the y-axis and represented by
a horizontal line, with the y-axis sorted by increasing calibrator declination. The position of each calibrator
is marked with an upward pointing green triangle. The symmetric position on the opposite side of zenith is
marked with a downward pointing blue triangle. An FRB paired with a given calibrator is marked on the
horizontal line of the calibrator by a small vertical line at the zenith angle of the FRB.
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Figure 11. A diagnostic plot for the “Fluence Calculation Stage” of the flux calibration pipeline. The
central panel is the dynamic spectrum of the burst, where the color scale shows the intensity (Jy) in each
frequency-time bin. Note that this dynamic spectrum is subbanded to 128 frequency channels for plotting
clarity, but this is not included as a step in the fluence calculation. The white horizontal sections of the
dynamic spectrum indicate subbanded channels that have been completely masked due to RFI. The top panel
shows the band-averaged time series of the burst (black line) as well as the upper bound (blue shading) and
lower bound (red shading) uncertainty for each time bin. The yellow star indicates the bin from where the
peak flux is taken. The vertical lines indicate the extent of the burst integrated over to obtain the fluence.
The first panel to the right of the dynamic spectrum shows the subbanded average spectrum of both the
burst (black) and the off-burst background (grey). The far right panel shows the fractional error in each
frequency bin determined due to variations in time (orange) and across the primary beam (blue).

the band-averaged time series, while the peak flux is the maximum value within the burst extent (at
0.983 ms resolution). Figure 11 shows an example band-averaged time series, with the burst extent
and peak flux bin labeled.

The uncertainties on the fluence and flux values are estimated using steady source transit data.
There are two main sources of error that are incorporated into the pipeline uncertainties: 1) the
error due to differences in the primary beam response between the calibrator and the assumed FRB
location along the meridian, or the “primary beam error,” and 2) the error due to the temporal
separation between the FRB and the calibrator transit, or the “time error” (this error encompasses
temporal variations in the system sensitivity, as well as calibrator source variability). Each of these
errors is first calculated as a relative or fractional uncertainty in each frequency channel (see the
rightmost panel of Figure 11).
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The primary beam error is estimated by using steady source observations from a single day to
calibrate each other and measuring the average fractional error as a function of frequency compared
to known flux values (the fractional error is given by: (Sν,meas − Sν,exp)/Sν,exp where Sν,exp is the
expected spectrum and Sν,meas is the measured spectrum). The calibrator pairs used to estimate this
error are selected to match the spatial separation in zenith angle between the FRB and its paired
calibrator. For example, if an FRB is less than 1◦ from its calibrator (in zenith angle), then the
primary beam errors are estimated using steady source pairs that are within 1◦ of each other. If
an FRB is 1−5◦ from its calibrator, then steady source pairs are selected that are within 5◦ of each
other. If an FRB is 5−10◦ from its calibrator, then steady source pairs are selected that are within
10◦ of each other. If an FRB/calibrator pair are from opposite sides of zenith, then steady source
pairs are selected from a similar distance on opposite sides of zenith. This primary beam error is
typically on the order of 20−30% (band-averaged), depending on the distance between the FRB and
the calibrator. The left panel of Figure 12 shows the average fractional primary beam errors derived
for different spatial separations.

Figure 12. The fractional errors averaged over both bandwidth and bursts in the first CHIME/FRB catalog
(CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2021). (Left) The average fractional error due to the primary beam, split
by separation between the FRB and calibrator (points from left to right correspond to: <1◦, 1−5◦, 5−10◦).
Upward pointing green triangles indicate FRB/calibrator pairs on the same side of zenith from each other,
downward pointing blue triangles indicate pairs on the opposite side of zenith from each other. Error bars
show the standard deviation of the averaged values, with caps that match the color of their associated point.
(Right) The average fractional error due to temporal variations, as a function of calibrator flux. Again, error
bars show the standard deviation of the averaged values.

For a given FRB, the time error is determined by measuring the rms variation in the BF/Jy
spectra of the paired calibrator over a period of roughly two weeks surrounding the burst arrival (the
fractional error is given by: ∆Cν,BF/Jy/Cν,BF/Jy where ∆Cν,BF/Jy is the rms of the BF/Jy spectra
and Cν,BF/Jy is the average). The time error is typically on the order of 10−20%, depending on the
calibrator used (see the right panel of Figure 12).

The time and primary beam fractional errors are combined together to obtain an upper limit on
the fractional uncertainty in each frequency channel. Since these errors are systematic and not
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necessarily Gaussian-distributed, we choose to be conservative and sum them directly rather than
add them in quadrature. Multiplying the dynamic spectrum by the combined fractional error along
the frequency axis yields an uncertainty on the intensity in each frequency/time bin. We then band-
average this uncertainty over the dynamic spectrum, and add and subtract the resulting time series
to the previously determined band-averaged time series for the burst. This results in upper bound
and lower bound burst profiles, which are indicated by the blue and red shading in the top panel of
Figure 11. The error on the fluence is given by the average area between the upper and lower profiles,
and the error on the peak flux is determined from the bounds of the maximum bin. Both of these
errors are summed with the rms fluence and flux from the off-pulse region in the band-averaged time
series to form the final error.

We note that the estimated errors do not encapsulate the bias due to our assumption that each
burst is detected along the meridian of the primary beam, which causes our fluence measurements
to be biased low. As previously mentioned, the measurements produced from the pipeline are most
appropriately interpreted as lower limits, with an uncertainty on the limiting value.

3.6. Comparison with Injected Bursts

Early in the commissioning of the CHIME/FRB experiment, the upstream N2 complex gain calibra-
tion process was still in development. Over time, the procedure matured from phase-only calibration
(during the pre-commissioning period until September 4th, 2018) to phase and amplitude calibration
normalized to the daily transit of CygA (as of early 2019). Applying these phase and amplitude gains
to the raw upstream baseband data essentially flux calibrates the data up to a static primary beam
model. Then, the process of CHIME/FRB beamforming and upchannelization introduces a series
of additional scalings, resulting in the observed “beamformer units” of the CHIME/FRB intensity
data. The conversion between physical flux units and BF units is given by:

1 Jy =
(1,024fgood)2 · 128

42 · 0.806745 · 400
BF ≈ 26,000f 2

good BF (9)

where fgood is the fraction of good feed inputs. This number is the only time-variable scaling factor
introduced in the beamforming process (it generally varies between 70% and 95%, depending on
environmental conditions around the telescope). The origin of all of the other factors in this equation
are enumerated in detail in Merryfield et al. (2023).

On April 20th, 2020, the CHIME/FRB beamforming code was updated to account for the f 2
good

scaling, so that CHIME/FRB intensity data taken after this date are calibrated in real-time up to
the beam model and the static conversion factor given in Equation 9. Comparing CygA transit data
calibrated using this conversion factor to the expected spectrum attenuated by the beam model shows
that the calibrated flux is accurate to within ∼5%.

This new calibration method provided an avenue for testing the flux calibration pipeline using
functionality from the CHIME/FRB injections system (Merryfield et al. 2023). The CHIME/FRB
injections system provides infrastructure for generating synthetic FRBs with user-determined prop-
erties, injecting them into the real-time intensity data stream to be searched with the CHIME/FRB
backend, and tracking the resulting properties measured from the real-time pipeline. Thus, to test
the flux calibration pipeline, we simulate a series of synthetic FRB intensity datasets, run them
through the flux calibration pipeline, and compare the resulting measured fluences to the nominal
simulated values.
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Synthetic FRBs of given fluences and morphologies (e.g., temporal width, bandwidth, scattering,
and spectral index) are generated by simpulse9, which produces dynamic spectra of the intrinsic
FRBs in Jy units. Using the scaling factor given in Equation 9, the dynamic spectra are converted
from Jy to BF units. Then the FRBs are scaled by the beam attenuation from the CHIME/FRB
beam model (including the accurate, data-driven primary beam) given a simulated sky location.
Finally, each pulse is injected into an empty intensity dataset representing CHIME/FRB background
noise.

We simulated a series of simple bursts with no scattering, intrinsic widths of 1 ms, flat spectra, and
fluences of 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 100, and 1,000 Jy ms. The bursts are injected at the center of formed beam
1070. Each burst is run through the calibration pipeline twice: first without beam model scaling and
then scaling between the location of the calibrator (in this case NGC 7720, which transits through
beam 1071) and the location of the FRB, as described in Section 3.4. The results are displayed in
Figure 13.

Figure 13. The nominal simulated burst fluence (before beam attenuation) versus the burst fluence derived
from the flux calibration pipeline, for a series of bursts injected at the center of formed beam 1070. The
orange triangles indicate pipeline fluences derived without beam model scaling, and the blue circles indicate
pipeline fluences derived by scaling between the location of the calibrator and the location of the FRB. The
error bars represent the uncertainties derived from the calibration pipeline. The black solid line denotes 1:1.
Note that a similar plot was presented by (Merryfield et al. 2023). We reproduce this plot here, for clarity.

The injected fluence and flux pipeline fluence are in agreement within the errors output by the flux
calibration pipeline. As the bursts are injected at the center of a formed beam in the 1000 beam
column, these injections represent a “best case scenario” for the fluence pipeline, which explains how
even the lower-bound fluences are close to the injected values. Note that, at the lowest fluence values

9 https://github.com/kmsmith137/simpulse

https://github.com/kmsmith137/simpulse
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of 0.5 and 1 Jy, the fluence pipeline reports the fluence of a noise peak instead of the faint synthetic
pulse.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The current flux calibration pipeline described in this paper was developed rapidly to provide flux
and fluence measurements for early CHIME/FRB bursts detected with an incompletely characterized
system, extending from the first detection on July 25th, 2018 to the end of the first CHIME/FRB
catalog nearly a year later on July 1st, 2019. As discussed in Section 2 and Section 3, the fluences
calculated from this pipeline are lower limits, which could be underestimated by a factor of ∼10
or more for sidelobe detections (see, e.g., Figure 6). As a result, the scientific output gleaned from
these fluences has been limited. Note that, because of the limitations described in this paper, as
well as a lack of calibration pipeline integration with the injections system (Merryfield et al. 2023),
CHIME/FRB Catalog 1 analyses related to the cumulative FRB fluence distribution (CHIME/FRB
Collaboration et al. 2021) and the underlying energy and distance distribution (Shin et al. 2023)
used the detection S/N as a proxy for event strength, rather than the fluences from the calibration
pipeline.

The limitations of the current flux calibration pipeline are symptomatic of the lag between the
immediate scientific results afforded by early FRB detections, and our developing understanding of
the technical intricacies involved with CHIME’s novel design. Groundbreaking discoveries, like the
existence of FRB emission down to 400 MHz (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a) and the
identification of 18 new repeating FRB sources (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019c; Fonseca
et al. 2020), necessitated fluence constraints before subarcminute localization methods and a model
of the primary beam had been fully developed.

A future iteration of CHIME/FRB flux calibration, bolstered with an accurate primary beam
model and arcminute to sub-arcminute localizations from baseband data (Michilli et al. 2020), could
overcome many of the limitations of the first-pass pipeline described in this paper. Now that the
CHIME/FRB baseband pipeline was been commissioned (Michilli et al. 2020), the clearest path
forward would be to flux-calibrate CHIME/FRB baseband data. In addition to enabling more precise
localizations of FRBs within the beam pattern, CHIME/FRB baseband data are also not impacted by
the rapid “clamping” variations present in the FFT-beamformed intensity data. Since upstream N2

data are both amplitude- and phase-calibrated, CHIME/FRB baseband data are also flux calibrated
up to the primary beam, which can be corrected for using our data-driven primary beam model
(Section 2.2.3). This sort of calibration would lead to significant improvement in our burst fluence
measurements, as we would be capable of calculating actual accurate fluence estimates rather than
lower limits. As such, looking to the future, the next iteration of the CHIME/FRB flux calibration
pipeline still holds immense potential for robustly probing fundamental questions related to FRB
brightnesses.
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ABSTRACT
Kilometre-sized planetesimals form from pebbles of a range of sizes. We present the first
simulations of the streaming instability that begin with a realistic, peaked size distribution,
as expected from grain growth predictions. Our 3D numerical simulations directly form plan-
etesimals via the gravitational collapse of pebble clouds. Models with multiple grain sizes
show spatially distinct dust populations. The smallest grains in the size distribution do not
participate in the formation of filaments or the planetesimals that are formed by the remaining
∼80% of the dust mass. This implies a size cutoff for pebbles incorporated into asteroids and
comets. Observations cannot resolve this dust clumping. However, we show that clumping,
combined with optical depth effects, can cause significant underestimates of the dust mass,
with 20%-80% more dust being present even at moderate optical depths if the streaming
instability is active.

Key words: hydrodynamics – instabilities – protoplanetary discs – planets and satellites:
formation

1 INTRODUCTION

In the process of planet formation, planetary embryos grow from
the collisions of many millions of 1 km to 100 km sized planetes-
imals. In turn, planetesimals are born from millimetre-centimetre
sized pebbles in protoplanetary discs. However, the formation of
planetesimals cannot occur through simple pathways such as the
collisional coagulation of progressively larger objects. It is well un-
derstood that collisions between objects in the range of 1 cm to 1
m in protoplaneteary disc environments are predominantly destruc-
tive, resulting in smaller remnants from the original bodies in the
collision (Zsom et al. 2010; Güttler et al. 2010; Windmark et al.
2012). Further, all solid objects orbiting in protoplanetary discs ex-
perience a headwind as they orbit through the gaseous component
of the disc. At ∼1 m sizes, this process is maximally efficient, and
causes the rapid orbital decay of these objects, sending them into
the central star on timescales on the order of a few hundred years
(Weidenschilling 1977b).

Hence, planet formation requires a mechanism that is capable
of rapidly forming planetesimals directly from cm sized pebbles.
A leading candidate for this process is known as the streaming
instability (SI), first studied by Youdin & Goodman (2005) (see
also: Youdin & Johansen 2007; Johansen &Youdin 2007). The SI is
a specific example of a broader family of resonant drag instabilities
that exist when the aerodynamic drag timescale becomes resonant
with another dynamical timescale in the disc (Squire & Hopkins
2018, 2020). In the saturated, non-linear phase of the instability,

★ E-mail: wadsley@mcmaster.ca

the SI is capable of producing strong, localized overdensities of
clouds of pebble-sized dust that can then gravitationally collapse
into planetesimals (Johansen et al. 2007), thus directly overcoming
the aforementioned growth barriers.

Since the seminal work from Johansen et al. (2007), over a
decade of research has explored planetesimal formation via the SI
with high resolution 3D hydrodynamic simulations (Johansen et al.
2009, 2012, 2015; Simon et al. 2016, 2017; Schäfer et al. 2017;
Abod et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019; Nesvorný et al. 2019, 2021; Gole
et al. 2020; Rucska & Wadsley 2021; Carrera et al. 2021, 2022;
Carrera & Simon 2022). The streaming instability has proven to
be a robust mechanism for forming planetesimals, so long as the
local protoplanetary disc region meets the prerequisite conditions
of enhanced dust mass concentration (i.e. supersolar) and suffi-
ciently large dust grains (Carrera et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2017; Li
& Youdin 2021). Protoplanetary discs observed with the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) and the Very Large
Telescope (VLT)/SPHERE and Subaru/HiCIAO have shown fea-
tures with concentrated dust mass, such as rings (e.g. Dullemond
et al. 2018; Macías et al. 2019; Muto et al. 2012; Avenhaus et al.
2018), non-axisymmetric bumps (e.g. van der Marel et al. 2013,
2015; Cazzoletti et al. 2018; van der Marel et al. 2021) and spi-
ral structure (e.g. Benisty et al. 2015; Pérez et al. 2016; Benisty
et al. 2017). Some rings may have sufficiently high dust concentra-
tions to initiate planetesimal formation via the SI (Stammler et al.
2019; Maucó et al. 2021). Indeed, Carrera et al. (2021), Carrera
et al. (2022) and Xu & Bai (2022a,b) show that persistent radial
gas pressure maxima, which likely play a role in the formation

© 2020 The Authors
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of the observed large-scale rings (Whipple 1972), can sufficiently
concentrate dust to trigger planetesimal formation via the SI.

Observations ofminor solar system bodies support the idea that
these objects may have been formed via the SI or a similar process.
Asteroids are commonly described as “rubble piles”: gravitation-
ally bound conglomerates of smaller pebbles with significant bulk
porosity (Walsh 2018). Further, results from the Rosetta mission
to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko suggest this object likely
formed from a cloud of millimetre-sized dust particles (Blum et al.
2017; Fulle & Blum 2017). Results from the New Horizons flyby of
the Kuiper belt object (486958) Arrokoth suggest that this object, a
contact binary with two distinct lobes, is likely a result of the slow
decay of a binary orbit, where the two progenitor objects formed
via the gravitational collapse of a pebble cloud (McKinnon et al.
2020; Grishin et al. 2020; Marohnic et al. 2021). Nesvorný et al.
(2019) and Nesvorný et al. (2021) also show that the gravitational
collapse of dense pebble clouds from SI simulations can produce
planetesimal binaries with properties similar to binaries observed
in the Kuiper belt. Kavelaars et al. (2021) measured the size dis-
tribution of objects in the cold classical Kuiper belt and find it is
well described by an exponential cut-off at large sizes—a feature
predicted by the streaming instability.

The NewHorizons mission also observed the craters that cover
the 4 billion-year-old surfaces of the Pluto-Charon system, enabling
an analysis of the inferred size distribution of the impactors from the
early Solar system that produced those craters (Singer et al. 2019;
Robbins & Singer 2021; Robbins et al. 2017). Singer et al. (2019)
find a deficit of craters at small sizes, for impactors below . 1-2 km
in diameter. Unfortunately, current limits on computational power
prevent 3D simulations of the SI from providing any insights on the
SI-formed planetesimal size distribution at these small sizes (Simon
et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019; see Section 4.1 of Rucska & Wadsley
2021 for further discussion).

Observational constraints on planetesimal formation are diffi-
cult to acquire, yet there is a general agreement between observa-
tional data and predictions from models of planetesimal formation
via the SI. To date, the SI remains a leading candidate for the effi-
cient formation of planetesimals, yet there remains open questions
regarding this process, such as how the presence of a distribution of
dust grain sizes affects outcomes regarding planetesimal formation.

1.1 Dust grain size distributions in protoplanetary discs

Observations reveal that protoplanetary discs in nature have at
least two distinct dust populations (e.g. Franceschi et al. 2023):
∼millimetre-sized pebbles which have settled to the disc mid-plane
and are most readily visible via their sub-mm wavelength ther-
mal emission with ALMA (e.g. Andrews et al. 2016; van der
Marel et al. 2021; Maucó et al. 2021), and ∼micron-sized grains
suspended vertically in the disc, seen in infrared scattered light
(e.g. Muto et al. 2012; Benisty et al. 2015; Avenhaus et al. 2018).
Though these components occur in spatially distinct regions in the
disc, they are likely linked, as grain growth theory shows that peb-
bles can readily grow via coagulation from the micron-size grains
that the disc inherits from the interstellar medium (Birnstiel et al.
2011, 2015, see Birnstiel et al. 2016, for a review). Once the grain
growth/fragmentation process reaches equilibrium, the predicted
outcome from the widely-used Birnstiel et al. (2011) model is a
grain size distribution described by multiple power-laws and a dis-
tinct peak, so that most of the mass in the distribution is within a
factor of two of a specific grain size.

1.2 Streaming instability with a distribution of grain sizes

Until recently, there were few studies of the streaming instability
with multiple sizes. Johansen et al. (2007) included multiple dust
species in a subset of their runs, but the focus of their work was
the onset of planetesimal formation rather than the behavior of the
different grains. Bai & Stone (2010b) modelled discs with a variety
of grain size distributions simultaneously in 3D simulations, and
explored the influence of these distributions on properties of the
non-linear, saturated state of the SI, pre-planetesimal formation.

Recently, there have been multiple studies on how particle size
distributions influence the linear growth phase of the SI (Krapp et al.
2019; Paardekooper et al. 2020, 2021; McNally et al. 2021; Zhu &
Yang 2021) and the linear and non-linear phase in 2D numerical
simulations (Schaffer et al. 2018, 2021; Yang & Zhu 2021). These
studies explored linear SI growth rates and the clumping of dust
in the non-linear phase for distributions with a wide range of grain
sizes. Overall, they conclude that the SI can produce strong dust
clumping so long as the local dust-to-gas mass density ratio is
large, approaching unity, and that the grain size distribution involves
sufficiently large grains (near approximately a centimetre in size).
In this paper, we study dust that is well within the strong growth
regime, and follow the non-linear phase of the SI all the way to
planetesimal formation.

We expand upon prior work by Bai & Stone (2010b) (3D),
Schaffer et al. (2018, 2021) (2D) and Yang & Zhu (2021) (2D).
The grain size distributions in these studies are power laws, with
exponents similar to the fiducial slope for interstellar grains from
Mathis et al. (1977). In this study, we sample the grain size distribu-
tion of Birnstiel et al. (2011), which is the equilibrium outcome of
a grain growth/fragmentation model applicable to the midplane of
protoplanetary discs, where planetesimal formation is believed to
occur. The Birnstiel et al. (2011) distribution deviates from a single
power law and includes a peak at large sizes. Thus, in our dis-
cretized version of that grain size distribution, the spacing between
the representative grain size for each bin is not equal, in linear or
logarithmic space, which is unique from prior work on this subject.

We present the first 3D, vertically stratified simulations of the
SI with multiple species of dust grains since Bai & Stone (2010b),
and compare the non-linear development of the SI in dust with
multiple sizes against data from our prior work which used a single
size (Rucska & Wadsley 2021). We highlight the differences in the
dust surface density distribution between multi-size and single-size
models, along with a novel analysis that reveals the observational
consequences of the strong dust clumping seen in our runs, and
explore how grains of different sizes participate in planetesimal
formation.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our
methods and choice of parameters and a discussion about the dust
grain size distribution we model. Section 3 focuses on the different
dust surface density distributions between our multi-size model and
prior work with single grain sizes, and the observational conse-
quences of these differences. Section 4 focuses on how the different
grain sizes participate in the non-linear filament and planetesimal
formation process. In Section 5 we summarize our key results and
discuss how this paper influences the current understanding of plan-
etesimal formation via the SI.

2 METHODS

We model a local portion of a near-Keplerian protoplanetary disc.
We study the dynamics of a gas phase aerodynamically coupled to a
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dust/solids phase. The specifics of our numerical and hydrodynamic
set-up are nearly identical to those described in Rucska & Wadsley
(2021), so we briefly summarize those methods here and refer a
reader interested in a more detailed discussion to that paper.

We use the shearing sheet approximation of Goldreich &
Lynden-Bell (1965) to track the local dynamics of a Cartesian frame
co-rotating at the Keplerian orbital velocity.We employ theAthena
hydrodynamics code (Stone et al. 2008; Stone & Gardiner 2009)
with the solids particle module (Bai & Stone 2010a) to numerically
evolve the protoplanetary disc system. Vertically, the box is centred
on the disc midplane (𝑧 = 0), and the co-rotating frame of reference
leads to an imposed background velocity in the azimuthal (𝑦) di-
rection described by (𝑞Ω𝑥) �̂�. Here 𝑥 is the radial co-ordinate in the
co-rotating frame, with 𝑥 = 0 being the radial centre of the box, and
𝑞 is the power-law index of the angular velocity with radial position
in the disc, Ω ∝ 𝑟−𝑞 , so that in Keplerian discs 𝑞 = 3/2.

The equations that describe the dynamics of the gas and solids
(dust) are
𝜕𝜌𝑔

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝜌𝑔𝒖) = 0, (1)

𝜕𝜌𝑔𝒖

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝜌𝑔𝒖𝒖) = −∇𝑃𝑔

+ 𝜌𝑔

[
− 2𝛀 × 𝒖 + 2𝑞Ω2𝑥 �̂� −Ω2𝑧 �̂� + `

𝒗 − 𝒖

𝑡stop

]
, (2)

𝑑𝒗′
𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 2(𝑣′𝑖𝑦 − [𝑣𝐾 )Ω�̂� − (2 − 𝑞)𝑣′𝑖𝑥Ω�̂� −Ω2𝑧 �̂� −

𝒗′
𝑖
− 𝒖′

𝑡stop
+ 𝑭𝑔,

(3)

where 𝜌𝑔 is the gas mass density, 𝑃𝑔 is the gas pressure, 𝒖, is the
velocity of the gas, 𝒗′

𝑖
is the velocity of an individual dust particle in

the frame of the background shear flow, and 𝒗 is the mass-weighted
average velocity of the dust in a gas cell. The gas equation of state is
isothermal, 𝑃𝑔 = 𝜌𝑔𝑐

2
𝑠 , where 𝑐𝑠 is the sound speed. The quantity

` ≡ 𝜌𝑑/𝜌𝑔 is the local ratio of dust to gas mass density, and [

controls the strength of the radially inward drag force on the dust,
which is related to the steepness of the radial gas pressure gradient
(see Section 2.1). The quantity 𝑡stop is the time-scale for the exchange
of momentum between the dust and gas phase, which depends on a
local gas quantities such as density and temperature, and, crucially,
the physical size of the dust grains. We discuss this parameter in
more detail in Section 2.2 as it is central to the context for this paper.

For the numerical algorithms, as in Rucska & Wadsley (2021)
we use the standard Athena options for the Reimann solver
(HLLC), hydrodynamics integrator (corner transport upwind) and
a semi-implicit integrator for the dust momentum equations with
a triangular-shaped cloud scheme to interpolate the dust particle
properties with the simulation grid. In equation 3, the background
shear flow has been subtracted from the dust and gas velocities.
Separating the advection of the shear velocity from local deviations
leads to a more efficient and accurate numerical integration (Mas-
set 2000; Johnson et al. 2008). We use the shearing box boundary
conditions, which are periodic in the azimuthal (𝑦) and the vertical
directions (𝑧) and shear periodic in the radial (𝑥) direction (Hawley
et al. 1995; Stone & Gardiner 2010).

The term 𝑭𝑔 in equation 3 represents the gravitational acceler-
ation. Not all prior work on high-resolution studies of the non-linear
SI includes the effects of the dust density field self-gravity, but since
our study is in part focused on the properties of planetesimals, it
is included here. Self-gravity enables the collapse of dense dust
material into gravitationally bound objects (i.e. planetesimals). Fol-
lowing Simon et al. (2016), based on an implementation described

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Run names 𝜏𝑠 - grain stopping time(s)
S0,S1,

S2,S3

(S)
0.314

M6-0,M6-1,M6-2,

M6-3,M6-4

(M6)
0.036, 0.191, 0.270, 0.314, 0.353, 0.412

M12
0.021, 0.113, 0.170, 0.218, 0.256, 0.284,
0.305, 0.324, 0.342, 0.363, 0.390, 0.437

M18 18 values between 0.016 and 0.450
Domain Size Grid Resolution

(𝐿𝑥 × 𝐿𝑦 × 𝐿𝑧 )/𝐻𝑔 𝑁cell = 𝑁𝑥 × 𝑁𝑦 × 𝑁𝑧

0.2 × 0.2 × 0.2 120 × 120 × 120

𝑁par/(𝑁species × 𝑁cell) 𝑍 𝐺 Π

1 0.02 0.05 0.05

and tested in Rucska & Wadsley (2021), this acceleration is com-
puted via the gradient in the gravitational potential from the dust
density field, and this potential is computed from the solution to
Poisson’s equation,

𝑭𝑔 = −∇Φ𝑑 , (4)

∇2Φ𝑑 = 4𝜋𝐺𝜌𝑑 . (5)

Here 𝐺 is the gravitational constant. Our parameterization of this
constant is discussed further in the next section (equation 9). Note,
we neglect the gravitational influence of the gas, since the density
perturbations in the gas in these kinds of local protoplanetary disc
models are very small (Li et al. 2018). We use the fast Fourier trans-
form Poisson solver available in Athena (Kim & Ostriker 2017)
to solve equation 5, shear periodic horizontal boundary conditions
and vaccuum boundary conditions vertically.

2.1 Physical and numerical parameters, initial conditions

In this section we discuss the physical parameters that influence the
dynamics of our local protoplanetary disc system. In this study we
choose identical or very similar values to previous work on these
systems (Simon et al. 2016; Schäfer et al. 2017; Johansen et al.
2012; Li et al. 2018; Gole et al. 2020; Rucska & Wadsley 2021).
These parameters and our choices are summarized in Table 1 and
briefly discussed in this section, with a more in-depth discussion of
the stopping time parameter 𝜏𝑠 in Section 2.2.

The total mass of the dust particles is controlled by the ratio of
dust mass surface density to the gas surface density

𝑍 =
Σ𝑑

Σ𝑔
, (6)

and we choose 𝑍 = 0.02, which is a slightly supersolar metal mass
ratio. Note that our simulation domains model only a fraction of the
vertical gas scale height while capturing the full dust scale height.
Thus the effective surface density mass ratio within the simulation
domain is higher than 0.02. Following the discussion from Section
2.4 of Rucska &Wadsley (2021), the ratio of total dust mass to total
gas mass within the full simulation domain is approximately 0.25.

The radial gas pressure gradient represented by the −2[𝑣𝑘Ω
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4 J. J. Rucska and J. W. Wadsley

term in equation 3 is parameterized via [:

[ = 𝑛
𝑐2𝑠
𝑣2
𝐾

. (7)

where 𝑛 is the pressure power law index, 𝑃𝑔 ∝ 𝑟−𝑛, the local
Keplerian speed is 𝑣𝐾 , and the isothermal sound speed is 𝑐𝑠 . This
pressure gradient shifts the azimuthal component of the dust and
gas velocities by [𝑣𝐾 , and we subtract this shift from our data to
conduct analysis in this shifted frame. As with other work, in our
simulations [ is ultimately controlled by a similar parameter

Π =
[𝑣𝑘

𝑐𝑠
, (8)

and we choose Π = 0.05, a typical value that applies to a wide
variety of disc models (Bai & Stone 2010b).

The strength of self-gravity versus tidal shear is controlled by

𝐺 ≡
4𝜋𝐺𝜌𝑔,0

Ω2
. (9)

Selecting 𝐺 = 0.05 is equivalent to a Toomre (1964) 𝑄 of 32,
so the gas phase is gravitationally stable, supporting our exclusion
of the gas density field in solving for the gravitational potential
(equation 5).

In equation 9, 𝜌𝑔,0 is the gas midplane density. The gas density
is initialized to have a Gaussian profile vertically with a scale height
𝐻𝑔, and a uniformdistribution in the radial and azimuthal directions.
The dust phase is initialized analogously except with a scale height
of 𝐻𝑑 = 0.02𝐻𝑔. We set the units of our scale-free model to that
𝜌𝑔,0 = 𝐻𝑔 = Ω = 𝑐𝑠 = 1. See Section 2.4 of Rucska & Wadsley
(2021) for a discussion on how to convert these units to physical
units. Using the minimum mass solar nebula model of Hayashi
(1981) and placing our model at 3 AU, there is approx 1.5 𝑀Ceres
worth of dust mass in our full simulation domain.

The 3D simulation domains we study have equal lengths of
𝐿𝑥 = 𝐿𝑦 = 𝐿𝑧 = 0.2 𝐻𝑔, and we choose a grid resolution of
𝑁𝑥 = 𝑁𝑦 = 𝑁𝑧 = 120. Simon et al. (2016) show that this resolution
and Rucska & Wadsley (2021) show that this box size is sufficient
to accurately capture the planetesimal formation process with our
chosen set of physical parameters. This grid resolution matches that
of Rucska & Wadsley (2021).

We choose a dust resolution such that the total number of
particles for each grain species is equal to the total number of grid
points in the gas grid. The millions of dust particles are initially
placed so that the overall dust density distribution is uniform in the 𝑥-
𝑦 plane and follows a Gaussian profile vertically. The precise initial
positions of the particles are set via a random number generator. As
in Rucska & Wadsley (2021), we re-run multiple simulations that
are otherwise identical except for the initial seed for the random
number generator, which gives a different initial (and very small
in amplitude) noise pattern to the dust density in each run. Once
the streaming instability develops into the non-linear phase, the
initial perturbations result in dramatic variations in the dust density.
Thus, re-running simulations with different initial seeds probes the
stochastic qualities of the non-linear SI and the variance in the
outcomes in a way that a single simulation cannot.

In Table 1, the simulation labels S0,...,S3 denote the sim-
ulations which use a single dust grain size (these are the same
L02(a-d) simulations from Rucska & Wadsley 2021), and analo-
gously the labels M6-0,...,M6-4 represent five simulations that
use multiple grain species simultaneously, with the only difference
being the random seed that sets in the initial particle distribution.
The M12 and M18 are simulations that sample the same size distribu-
tion as the M6-0,...,M6-4 simulations but with a greater number

of grain species/bins. Details on the grain sizes in each simulation
are discussed in the proceeding section.

2.2 Grain size distribution

We base our distribution of grain sizes on the results from Birnstiel
et al. (2011), a widely usedmodel of the collisional growth and frag-
mentation of dust grains in protoplanetary discs. Dynamics such as
local turbulence, vertical settling, and radial drift affect the relative
velocities between dust grains and can lead to grain growth or frag-
mentation via destructive collisions, depending on local conditions
(for a review, see Birnstiel et al. 2016).

Birnstiel et al. (2011) conclude that the dust grain population
will equilibrate towards a size distribution with a shape that depends
on properties of the disc (see their Fig. 6). Relevant properties in-
clude the gas surface density, midplane temperature, the Shakura
& Sunyaev (1973) 𝛼 turbulent viscosity parameter, and a fragmen-
tation threshold velocity for the grains. The authors also provide
an online tool for exploring different combinations of disc quan-
tities. For the distribution shape we study, we choose Σ𝑔 = 100
g/cm2, 𝑇mid = 100 K, roughly equivalent to a radial position of
∼ 5 AU for a disc with Σ𝑔 (𝑟) = 1000 (𝑟/AU)−3/2 g/cm2 (e.g.
minimum mass solar nebula model; Weidenschilling 1977a) and
𝑇mid = 200 (𝑟/AU)−3/7 K (e.g. Chiang & Goldreich 1997). For
other parameters we choose 𝛼 = 1 × 10−4, 𝑣frag = 3 m/s. These
choices lead to a distribution that peaks around ∼4 cm.

The simulation impact of grain size is to set the characteristic
time scale for the aerodynamic coupling between the dust and gas,
𝑡stop (equations 2 and 3). There are different forms for this stopping
time depending on the regime of drag one considers, but for proto-
planetary discs, almost all grains are in the Epstein (Epstein 1924)
drag regime (Birnstiel et al. 2016), where the size of the dust grains
is smaller than the mean free path of the gas particles. The form of
𝑡stop in this regime is

𝑡stop =
𝜌𝑠

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑠
𝑠, (10)

where 𝜌𝑠 is the material density of the particles (approximately
2.6 g cm−3 for silicates; Moore & Rose 1973), 𝜌𝑔 is the local gas
density, 𝑐𝑠 is the local sound speed, which depends on the gas
temperature, and 𝑠 is the size of the dust grains. Thus, for the same
gas properties, 𝑡stop scales linearly with grain size. In our models,
as with other studies of the streaming instability, we model the drag
coupling between the dust and gas with a dimensionless parameter
𝜏𝑠 = 𝑡stopΩ,

𝜏𝑠 =
Ω𝜌𝑠𝑠

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑠
. (11)

In our disc model, the midplane gas density is 𝜌𝑔,0 =

(1/
√
2𝜋) (Σ𝑔/𝐻𝑔) and 𝐻𝑔 = 𝑐𝑠/Ω (Armitage 2020), so that

𝜏𝑠 = (𝜌𝑠/Σ𝑔)𝑠. With our above choices for the disc properties
in the grain size distribution, the previous mentioned size peak of 4
cm grains translates to 𝜏𝑠 ∼ 0.1. In this study, we wish to directly
compare our results to both our previous study (Rucska & Wadsley
2021) and prior work which has focused on a single stopping time of
𝜏𝑠 = 0.314. Thus, we maintain the original shape of this particular
Birnstiel et al. (2011) distribution from our chosen disc parame-
ters, but slightly shift the peak to 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314. Within the model of
Birnstiel et al. (2011) this is equivalent to moving the fragmentation
threshold from 3 km/s to ∼ 5 km/s or modifying the temperature
profile. Setting the peak at our previous single grain size value al-
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Figure 1. Grain size distribution sampled for this study. The grey curve rep-
resents the surface density distribution as a function of grain size according
to a grain growth model in collision-fragmentation equilibrium (Birnstiel
et al. 2011). The red curve represents our sampling of the distribution with
six bins, and the vertical dashed lines are the representative 𝜏𝑠 selected for
each bin (See Section 2.2.1).

lows us to directly compare these two different representations of
the dust environment.

2.2.1 Sampling the Birnstiel et al. (2011) distribution

Figure 1 shows the dust mass surface density distribution that we
sample, as a function of 𝜏𝑠 . The six different bins (red curve), used
for the five M6-0...M6-4 simulations, are chosen such that there is
roughly equal dust mass in each bin while enforcing that one bin is
centred on the peak at 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314. Since the streaming instability
is driven by the aerodynamic coupling between the dust and gas,
we chose the representative 𝜏𝑠 for each bin so that there is the same
total drag force (proportional to Σ𝑑/𝜏𝑠) in each bin as in the original
distribution. This requires us to satisfy the equality∫ 𝜏bin,r

𝜏bin,l

Σ𝑑 (𝜏𝑠)
𝜏𝑠

′ 𝑑𝜏𝑠
′ =

Σbin
𝜏bin

(
𝜏bin,r − 𝜏bin,l

)
, (12)

where 𝜏bin,(r,l) are the right and left 𝜏𝑠 values in each bin, Σbin
is the mean height of the distribution in that bin, and 𝜏bin is the
representative size in that bin which we solve for. We see from
Figure 1 that 𝜏bin in the bins for 𝜏𝑠 > 0.1 roughly tracks the half-
mass point of theΣ𝑑 (𝜏𝑠) curve, but in the bin for the smallest grains,
𝜏bin is closer to the leftmost, small-𝜏𝑠 edge of the bin, because the
drag force per unit mass scales as 1/𝜏𝑠 .

Table 1 lists the exact values of 𝜏bin (hereafter just referred
to by 𝜏𝑠) modelled simultaneously by our simulations, with each
species given a roughly equal amount of the total dust mass in the
simulation domain1. Note that these values of 𝜏𝑠 are not equally
spaced, linearly or logarithmically, which is different from the dis-
tributions modelled by prior work (Johansen et al. 2007; Bai &
Stone 2010b; Schaffer et al. 2018; Yang & Zhu 2021) which also
used equal-mass bins in their discretized distributions.

1 We could not simultaneously ensure that our sample has one bin with a
representative 𝜏bin exactly at the peak 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 and have the bins contain
exactly equal mass. However all bin total masses are within 10% of each
other.

2.2.2 Increasing the number of grain species

To accompany our main M6-0...M6-4 simulations which use 6
bins, we also run two simulations with more species of grains/bins
in order to test how our results are affected by the number of species
present. We ran one with 12 bins and the other with 18 bins, which
we denote M12 and M18 respectively. When creating these samples
with additional bins, we decide to subdivide each of the original 6
bins into 2 and 3 bins, again keeping an equal mass in each bin.
This maintains the original bin edges from the 6-bin sample and
thus allows for a more straightforward comparison of the results be-
tween the different discrete distributions. Once the new (additional)
bin edges are computed, the same procedure of equal drag from
eqaution 12 is used to select a representative 𝜏𝑠 for each bin.

2.3 Planetesimal/clump identification

To quantify how the different sized grains participate in the for-
mation of planetesimals in our simulations, we must first identify
which grains are a part of bound planetesimals. For this study, we
accomplish this with a dust density cut. The Hill radius denotes a
region where the gravity of an object in a circumstellar disc domi-
nates over the shear due to the velocity gradient of the background
Keplerian rotation. This shear is the only force that directly opposes
the gravitational collapse of the dust. As described in Rucska &
Wadsley (2021), we can covert the Hill radius into a Hill density,
above which a dust clump is unstable to gravitational collapse. In
the physical parameters of our model, this Hill density is given by,

𝜌𝐻 = 9
Ω2

4𝜋𝐺
. (13)

With our choices of parameters, 𝜌𝐻 = 180.
We identify all particles within cells with dust densities greater

than 𝜌𝐻 as being a part of bound planetesimals, and all adjacent
cells above this threshold are considered the same planetesimal. The
triangular shaped cloud scheme that translates particle data to the
gas grid smooths the dust density on the length scale of a single
grid cell. As a result, some cells with relatively few particles have
a dust density above 𝜌𝐻 because there are tens of thousands of
particles in the neighbouring cells. We also average clump-related
data over the multiple M6-0...M6-4 simulations, removing some
of the influence of the stochastic nature of the non-linear SI from our
results concerning planetesimals. In this paper, we are not interested
in the details of the clump mass distributions so we do not opt for a
more sophisticated clumpfinding algorithm as inRucska&Wadsley
(2021).

3 DUST SURFACE DENSITY AT DIFFERENT GRAIN
SIZES

In this section we examine the dust surface density in the multiple-
grain simulations (M6-0,...,M6-4, hereafter referred to collec-
tively as M6) and compare them with the surface density from the
single-grain simulations (S0,...,S3, hereafter S). We inspect the
surface density maps visually and then present a quantitative anal-
ysis of rudimentary observational consequences resulting in differ-
ences from these maps.

The dust surface density in the 6 different sizes or species
of dust grains at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1 in the M6-0 simulation is shown in
Figure 2. We present all data from single snapshots at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1

because at this stage planetesimal formation has begun in earnest,
but the planetesimals have not yet disrupted the other features in the
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Figure 2. Dust surface density in the 𝑥-𝑦 (radial-azimuthal) plane for each species of grain in the M6-0 simulation. The two right columns represent the
surface density in the individual species, each identified by their grain size which here is represented by the dimensionless stopping time, 𝜏𝑠 (see equation 11
and surrounding discussion). The lone panel in the left column represents the total dust surface density in the simulation, with all grain species. The colour
represents the logarithm of the dust surface density normalized by the mean dust surface density. The mean and normalization is computed in each panel
individually. These data represents the simulation at time 𝑡 = 100 in units of the inverse orbital frequency, Ω−1.

dust such as the filaments. As we discuss in detail in Section 4.1
of Rucska & Wadsley (2021), the numerical cross-sections of the
planetesimals in our simulations (and all similar simulations in the
literature) are unphysically large, which causes the planetesimals to
post-formation interact more strongly with the other dust particles
than we would expect in nature. Thus, the true final state of the
dust surface density post planetesimal formation is uncertain. We
pick 𝑡 = 100Ω−1 as a compromise to capture the coexistence of the
planetesimals and the filaments, which we expect to be typical of
the saturated stage of the non-linear streaming instability.

We notice immediately in Figure 2 that the smallest sized dust
grains (lowest 𝜏𝑠) do not readily collect into filaments or planetesi-
mals at all, even when the larger grains are producing dense features
simultaneously. All grains with 𝜏𝑠 > 0.1 participate in the structure
of the filaments, while the distribution of the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.0355 grains is
smooth with relatively little spatial variation. Secondly, with a more
careful visual inspection of the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 surface density map,
one can see that the brightest, ∼2-3 cell wide objects in the largest
grains–which represent the planetesimals–are less bright than in the
𝜏𝑠 > 0.2 grains, suggesting the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains do not incor-

porate into planetesimals as readily (for more quantitative results
concerning clumping, see Section 4). In the full dust surface den-
sity, which includes all grains (“all 𝜏𝑠” panel), we see altogether
the filaments, planetesimals, and the smooth, dispersed quality of
the smallest grains which is most apparent in the space between
filaments. Similar visual features can be seen in other studies of
the non-linear SI with multiple grain sizes (cf. Yang & Zhu 2021
Figures 4 and 6, Bai & Stone 2010b Figure 2, Johansen et al. 2007
Figure 2).

We canmake similar observations when comparing the surface
density maps of the M6 and S simulations, shown in Figure 3. The
S cases use one grain size of 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 and thus more closely
resemble the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.270 to 0.412 grains from the M6 simulations, in
that the dust mass at these sizes is predominantly concentrated into
planetesimals and filaments which are separated by relatively empty
regions with surface densities .10% of the mean surface density.
The smaller grains in the M6 simulations fill these empty regions.

More quantitative confirmation of these observations can be
seen in the probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the dust
surface density, in Figure 4. The top panel shows the PDFs for the
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Figure 3. Dust surface density at 𝑡 = 100 Ω−1 in the 𝑥-𝑦 (radial-azimuthal) plane for all simulations. The S simulations use a single grain size, and the M6
simulations use multiple sizes simultaneously. See Table 1 for a summary of the simulation parameters.

individual grains from the M6-0 simulation at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1. Here, we
quantify what is observable in Figure 2: the distribution of surface
density in the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 grains is narrow, peaking around themean,
〈Σ𝑑〉. The 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 distribution is wider by an order of magnitude
in each direction, which is a sign that these grains are participating
in filaments. Yet only the grains with 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2 extend out to surface
densities greater than 100 〈Σ𝑑〉 – a (rough) proxy for planetesimals.
The PDFs of the particle volume density from Yang & Zhu (2021)
Figure 8 show similar segregation by grain size.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 highlights how this affects the
overall surface density in the M6 simulations. The PDFs extend only
as low as 0.1 〈Σ𝑑〉, while the distributions from the single size
𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 simulations extend out to 0.01 〈Σ𝑑〉. Interestingly, when
looking at the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 grains from the M6 simulations on their
own, these PDFs show there are more low surface density areas in
these grains than there are in the S simulations at this size. This
suggests that the presence of different-sized dust grains in the M6
results in more empty or lower surface density regions than if the
𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 grains were left to evolve on their own.

The PDFs for the M12 and M18 simulations–which have more
grain size bins than the M6 simulations–are also shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 4. These PDFs follow the M6 data closely, suggesting
that six grain species was sufficient to capture the main effects on
the dust surface density.

The differences in the S (blue) and M6 (red) PDFs have inter-

esting observational consequences. There many more regions with
low surface density in the S simulations and (on average) more re-
gions at higher surface densities. Depending on the opacity of the
dust, this could lead to a lower estimate of the total dust mass from
observations due to optical depth effects. We explore this idea in
the next section.

3.1 Observational consequences

Observations of some bright rings in protoplanetary discs have come
to the interesting conclusion that the thermal emission from the dust
in these rings is likely not optically thick (Dullemond et al. 2018;
Huang et al. 2018; Cazzoletti et al. 2018; Macías et al. 2019; Maucó
et al. 2021). Other studies have shown that, with a parameterized
model of planetesimal formation via the streaming instability, this
can be explained by pebble-sized dust in rings being converted into
planetesimals, which do not contribute to mm wavelength emission
(Stammler et al. 2019; Maucó et al. 2021). Taking this idea a step
further, Scardoni et al. (2021) used the dust surface density profiles
from 2D simulations of the SI and explored how the dust clumping
would affect observations. They use a complex model for the dust
opacity (Birnstiel et al. 2018) and find general agreement between
their calculations of observed properties of discs such as the fraction
of the emission that is optically thick and the spectral index. Unsur-
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Figure 4. Probability distribution functions (PDFs) of the dust surface den-
sity in our simulations at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1. Top. PDF for the M6-0 simulation for
each 𝜏𝑠 (grain size) bin (cf. Figure 2). The normalization by the mean sur-
face density is computed for each grain species individually. Bottom. PDFs
for all simulations (cf. Figure 3). The red (blue) shaded regions represent
the maximum and minimum bounds among all M6 (S) simulations, and solid
line represents the mean PDFs. The grey shaded data and solid line represent
the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 grains from the M6 simulations only. The dashed curves are
the PDFs for the M12 and M18 simulations.

prisingly, they conclude that planetesimal formation can reduce the
optical depth of emission at mm wavelengths.

In this section, we construct two mass correction factors which
quantify the observational implications of the varying degrees of
dust clumping seen in our simulations2. We explore how these mass
correction factors vary with optical depth (𝜏opt = ^Σ𝑑), and how
they evolve over time. Note that to leading order effects like disc
inclination can be wrapped into a different effective ^. We forgo a
detailedmock observational treatment and complicated calculations
of the dust opacity. Instead, we examine how the mean emission is
modified due to both unresolved structure from the SI and differ-
ences between single grain size and multiple grain size models.

The intensity of emission (𝐼) from a source of radiation (source
function 𝑆, and other dust physical properties assumed constant),

2 Note, the dust features created by the SI occur on length scales several
orders of magnitude below 1 AU, and are hence unresolvable by any con-
temporary observational facility.

Figure 5. Observational dust mass correction factors. Top. 𝐶: The ratio of
the true surface density (Σ𝑑) to an estimate that assumes the disc to be
optically thin with no unresolved structures within the beam, as a function
of the mean optical depth. Bottom. 𝐶clump: The correction factor due to
unresolved clumping from the streaming instability alone, with uniform
optical depth effects removed. These curves are equivalent to dividing the
coloured and dashed curves in the top panel by the solid black curve in the
top panel. Both. Each blue or red curve represents an individual simulation.
Details on how these factors are defined are in Section 3.1.

can be expressed as,

𝐼 (𝜏opt) = 𝑆
(
1 − 𝑒−𝜏opt

)
, (14)

where 𝜏opt is the optical depth, and the wavelength dependence of
all quantities has been ignored. We consider a simple prescription
for the optical depth, 𝜏opt = ^Σ, where ^ is the dust opacity and Σ
is the dust surface density. For optically thin emission (low opacity,
and/or low surface density), 𝜏opt � 1, and then 𝐼 ≈ 𝑆^Σ, linear in the
surface density. If 𝑆 and ^ are known, we can estimate Σest = 𝐼/𝑆^.
However, assuming the emission is optically thin systematically
underestimates the surface density at points where 𝜏opt is not small,
as,

Σest =

(
1 − 𝑒−^Σ

)
^

. (15)

This expression is useful as it does not require knowledge of the
source function to assess the potential for systematic errors.

We take the surface density map from our simulations,
Σ𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦), and compute an converted surface density map,Σest (𝑥, 𝑦),
via equation 15. We allow for a wide range of constant opacities,
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Figure 6.The dustmass correction factor𝐶clump over time in all simulations,
at an optical depth of 𝜏opt = 1.0. The shaded regions are bounded by the
maximum and minimum values across the sample of multiple simulations,
and the solid curves represent the means of that sample.

^, acknowledging that there are large uncertainties in the values of
dust opacity (Birnstiel et al. 2018). We then take the spatial average,
using the fact that all features in our simulations would be unre-
solved within an observational beam. Henceforth, we will refer to
this average using, Σest = 〈Σest (𝑥, 𝑦)〉.

Finally, we construct two dust mass correction factors from
these average estimate surface densities. First, using a ratio of the
true averaged dust surface density of the simulation Σactual (i.e.
Σactual = 〈Σ𝑑 (𝑥, 𝑦)〉),

𝐶 =
Σactual
Σest

. (16)

𝐶 is an overall correction factor for optically thick, unresolved
clumping.

To examining clumping alone, we can compute a new estimate,
Σest, uniform, assuming a uniform dust density distribution, Σ(𝑥, 𝑦) =
〈Σ(𝑥, 𝑦)〉, and compare that to Σest from our strongly clumped
simulations. The ratio,

𝐶clump =
Σest,uniform

Σest
=

𝐶

𝐶uniform
, (17)

measures the correction associated with of dust clumping only (here
due to the streaming instability). 𝐶uniform = Σactual/Σest,uniform is
the correction associated assuming low optical depths. If one is
confident about the optical depth of an observed source, 𝐶clump
represents the factor the inferred dust surface density should be
multiplied by if the SI is believed to have caused significant unre-
solved clumping in that region of the disc.

The top panel of Figure 5 shows 𝐶 as a function of 𝜏opt.
At low 𝜏opt, 𝐶 ∼ 1 for all simulations, since in this regime the
optically thin assumption is valid by definition. At intermediate
𝜏opt, expected variation between simulations (Rucska & Wadsley
2021) leads to a spread in 𝐶. At high 𝜏opt, all simulations converge
to 𝐶 ∼ 𝜏opt since the exponential term in equation 15 vanishes,
removing any dependence in 𝐶 on the surface density distribution
in the simulations and hence any influence of clumping. It is at
intermediate values of 𝜏opt where differences between the sets of
simulations are apparent.

To understand the impact of clumping, we look at the clumping
correction factor, 𝐶clump, in the bottom panel of Figure 5. This

factor is the ratio of 𝐶 for each simulation (coloured and dashed
lines, top panel) to 𝐶uniform, calculated for a spatially uniform dust
surface density distribution at 〈Σ𝑑〉 (black line, top panel3). Hence,
what 𝐶clump highlights is the influence of the different amount of
clumping in the dust surface density maps/distributions between
the two sets of simulations (Figure 3 and 4). If the optical depth
is well constrained (e.g. from grain properties), it is the factor one
would multiply a dust surface density inferred from observations
by in order to account for the (unresolved) dust clumping from our
simulations.

We note that 𝐶clump peaks near 𝜏opt = 1 for all simulations,
with peak values generally higher for the single size simulations
S than the M6 simulations with multiple sizes. As we discussed
earlier in Section 3, when compared the simulations with multiple
grains, the dust in the S sims is more heavily concentrated into
denser structures. As a consequence, in our simple model, the dust
emission from the Smodels is overall less bright than the M6models,
as there is relatively less dust mass in the inter-filament space, and
there is more dust in the filaments and planetesimals, where the
emission is saturated at intermediate optical depths. Thus more of
the dust mass is “hidden” in the S simulations.

The peak values of 𝐶clump are between ∼ 1.2 − 1.5 for the
M6 and M12 and M18 simulations, which we believe to be more
representative of protoplanetary disc grain size distributions in na-
ture rather than a single size. Thus, for dust grains described by a
Birnstiel et al. (2011) grain size distributions with stopping times
peaked at 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314, observational estimates of the dust mass from
protoplanetary discs could be too low by a factor of 20 − 30% in
regions of the disc where the streaming instability is active. If the
grain size distribution were instead much more strongly peaked at
a single size–i.e., closer to the Smodels than M6–then the clumping
mass correction factor could be as high as factor of two.

The values of 𝐶clump for a mean optical depth,𝜏opt = 1.0,
over time, plotted in Figure 6, are fairly stable over the course
of our simulations. Once planetesimal formation begins, the main
features of the dust surface density which influence 𝐶clump persist
over dozens of dynamical timescales. Note that the single snapshot
values of 𝐶clump presented in Figure 5 are from 𝑡 = 100Ω−1,
and in Figure 6 this is one of the rare times where there is slight
overlap between the single size and multiple size sims. At most
other times the curves in Figure 5 do not overlap at all. Similar
to the single snapshot data, the curves for the M12 (12 bins) and
M18 (18 bins) simulations in Figure 6 are consistent with the M6
simulations, suggesting incorporating more grain species does not
influence our results.

Note, we do not plot 𝐶 over time as it has the same shape of
𝐶clump, since the difference in normalization between𝐶 and𝐶clump
(at a specific optical depth) are just different constant factors.𝐶 uses
〈Σ𝑑〉 as a reference point, and, for the purposes of Figure 6, 𝐶clump
uses 〈Σ𝑑,unif〉(𝜏opt = 1.0).

4 PLANETESIMAL COMPOSITION: GRAIN SIZE

In this section we explore the composition of these clumps in terms
of the various dust species within them, as well as the composition
of the dust mass that lost from each clump from simulation snap-
shot to snapshot. The bright cells in the surface density maps in
Figure 3 indicate that all simulations from our study produce dense,

3 This curve is simply a plot of 𝜏opt/(1 − exp(−𝜏opt)) .
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Figure 7. Fraction of total dust mass for particles in bound clumps or lost by
clumps, for each 𝜏𝑠 (grain size) bin. These data represent an average over the
whole group of M6 simulations. The coloured bands represent the fractional
mass for each 𝜏𝑠 . The data for each grain size are vertically stacked so that
the total mass in clumps (or lost by clumps) for all dust grains is tracked by
the top of the pink shaded region. The data for 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 are too small to
be seen on this scale; see Table 2 for time-averaged values of these data for
all 𝜏𝑠 , and for the data from the M12 and M18 simulations.

gravitationally bound clumps. As described in Section 2.3, we iden-
tify bound clumps (i.e. planetesimals) as regions where the 3D dust
volume density (𝜌𝑑) exceeds the Hill density (𝜌𝐻 ) threshold above
which it is unstable to gravitational collapse.

The fraction of mass in clumps for each grain size is shown in
Figure 7. The different coloured bands represent the mass in each
grain size bin. Table 2 shows the time averages for these data over
the range of time across the full 𝑥-axis in Figure 7. As seen in
the top panel and in Table 2a, the majority of the mass in clumps
(> 90%) is in the grains with 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2. A small fraction of the
clumps are composed of 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains and there is effectively
no clump mass associated with the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.035 grains. These re-
sults corroborate earlier observations from Figure 2 regarding the
decreased prominence or total lack of visible planetesimals in the
surface density maps for these grain sizes.

Some particles that are within in a clump in one snapshot
are not within that same clump4 in the consecutive snapshot. These

4 Planetesimals in concurrent simulation snapshots which share over 50%

Table 2. Time averages (𝑡 = 80 − 120Ω−1) of the total dust mass in bound
clumps and lost by clumps, split by 𝜏𝑠 (grain size) (cf. Figure 7).

(a) Dust mass in bound clumps (as fraction of total dust mass).

𝜏𝑠 6 bin runs 12 bin 18 bin

0.036 4.90 × 10−5 4.38 × 10−4 5.84 × 10−4
0.191 7.73 × 10−3 7.47 × 10−3 1.08 × 10−2
0.270 2.60 × 10−2 1.81 × 10−2 3.20 × 10−2
0.314 3.38 × 10−2 2.29 × 10−2 4.23 × 10−2
0.353 3.30 × 10−2 2.24 × 10−2 4.33 × 10−2
0.412 3.43 × 10−2 2.06 × 10−2 4.46 × 10−2

(b) Dust mass lost by clumps (as fraction of total dust mass).

𝜏𝑠 6 bin runs 12 bin 18 bin

0.036 4.71 × 10−5 2.74 × 10−4 3.52 × 10−4
0.191 2.04 × 10−3 1.99 × 10−3 2.70 × 10−3
0.270 2.78 × 10−3 2.51 × 10−3 3.83 × 10−3
0.314 2.43 × 10−3 2.21 × 10−3 3.38 × 10−3
0.353 1.95 × 10−3 1.75 × 10−3 2.73 × 10−3
0.412 1.93 × 10−3 1.72 × 10−3 2.55 × 10−3

Table 3. Residence time (equation 18) for the different dust grains in the M6
simulations.

𝜏𝑠 Mass Mass lost Residence
in clumps from clumps time (Ω−1)

0.036 4.90 × 10−5 4.71 × 10−5 2.08
0.191 7.73 × 10−3 2.04 × 10−3 7.60
0.270 2.60 × 10−2 2.78 × 10−3 18.7
0.314 3.38 × 10−2 2.43 × 10−3 27.8
0.353 3.30 × 10−2 1.95 × 10−3 33.9
0.412 3.43 × 10−2 1.93 × 10−3 35.6

particles may be loosely bound at the edge of the gravitational influ-
ence of the planetesimal (i.e. near the Hill radius) or simply passing
through the high-density grid cells that are identified as planetesi-
mals. We will explore these ideas with velocity and vertical position
data in Section 4.2. For the purposes of this analysis, we identify
these transient clump particles as “lost”, and plot the composition
of this lost dust mass in the bottom panel of Figure 7 and provide the
time averages of these data in Table 2b. The lost dust mass is nearly
evenly distributed among the grains at 𝜏𝑠 > 0.1, with the highest
proportion involving the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.270 grains. Note that on average,
approximately 10% of all the mass in clumps is consistently lost
between snapshots.

We can combine the results from the two panels of Figure 7 into
a single idea known as the residence time–a quantity that estimates
how long the dust mass of a particular grain species will remain
in clumps given how quickly that mass is lost. This is represented
simply by,

Residence time = Δ𝑡snap

(
Mass in clumps

Mass lost btwn. snapshots

)
, (18)

where Δ𝑡snap is the amount of time between data outputs and in this
study is equal to 2.0Ω−1. The residence time is hence equivalent to
diving the data in Table 2a by the data in Table 2b and multiplying
by Δ𝑡snap.

We present calculations of the residence time in Table 3. This

of the same unique particles (determined by particle ID numbers) are deter-
mined to be the same clump.
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Figure 8. Total dust mass above certain density thresholds (𝜌) as a function
of grain size (𝜏𝑠), normalized by the total dust mass in each grain size bin.
In the top panel the threshold is the initial midplane gas density 𝜌𝑔,0 and the
bottom panel the threshold is the Hill density (equation 13), the threshold
above which dust forms gravitationally bound planetesimals. The shaded
regions represent the bound for the maximum and minimum across the five
M6 simulations. The M12 and M18 data are shownwith grey and black curves,
with multiplications by 2 and 3 to allow for a direct comparison with the M6
simulations, which have fewer bins and hence more dust mass per bin.

table confirms our prior conclusions when considering both panels
of Figure 7 together: the largest grains are the most bound, longest-
lived components of the planetesimals. All grains with 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2
have residence times above 18 Ω−1, and this quantity increases
monotonically with 𝜏𝑠 . The smallest grains at 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 have
residence times comparable to Δ𝑡snap, suggesting they form only a
transient component of the clump mass5.

Interestingly, the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains have an intermediate resi-
dence time of ∼ 8 Ω−1. We can also observe from the dust surface
density maps for each grain species (Fig. 2) and the PDF of those
surface densities (top panel Fig. 4) that the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains exhibit
behavior that is not like the smallest grains or the larger grains. The
smallest grains do not participate in any kind of dust clumping, and
the larger grains readily form gravitationally unstable planetesimals.
Our results suggest the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grain behavior is in-between
these two regimes.

We can see evidence of this in-between behavior for the 𝜏𝑠 =
0.191 grains in Figure 8, which shows the amount of dust mass
above a certain density threshold at each grain size at 𝑡 = 100 Ω−1.
In the bottom panel, the threshold is 𝜌𝐻 , and hence these data are

5 A more sophisticated clump-finding approach may definitely determine
these small grains to be kinematically unbound. However, our simpler (and
less expensive) analysis reaches the same conclusion to the degree of preci-
sion suitable for our study.

equivalent to (a single time/vertical slice of) the data from the top
panel of Figure 7.We see similar conclusions as before: the 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2
grains dominate the clump mass budget, the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 grains are
not a part of the clumps at all, and the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 make up a small
fraction of the mass at clump densities.

In the top panel of Figure 8, the threshold is 𝜌𝑔,0, themid-plane
gas density. In our simulations and those like it from the literature,
the gas density displays little variation, even when the streaming
instability develops strong dust clumps andfilaments (Li et al. 2018).
So the 𝜌𝑔,0 threshold effectively marks the boundary where the dust
density dominates the total local mass density (𝜌 = 𝜌𝑑 + 𝜌𝑔), an
important regime for the streaming instability (Youdin & Goodman
2005). We see that the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 grains are underrepresented, even
at the lower threshold of 𝜌𝑔,0, representing ∼ 7% of all dust mass.
Meanwhile, the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains contribute just as much mass
above this threshold as the larger grains.

Including observations from the dust surface density at each
grain size (Fig. 2), we can interpret the data in Figure 8 as sup-
porting the idea that the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains form filaments but not
strong clumps, while the smaller 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 grains form neither. In
other words, the 𝜌𝑔,0 threshold appears to delimit the dust density
boundary for the filamentary features.

4.1 Simulations with larger numbers of species

As with the results from Section 3, using a larger number of grain
species to sample the grain size distribution does not change our
results. In Table 2, we include time averages of the mass in clumps
and lost by clumps for the M12 and M18 simulations. As discussed
in Section 2.2.2, the larger bin samples are created by sub-sampling
the 6 bins from the M6 simulations, so that we can easily combine the
sub-sampled bins to match the 𝜏𝑠 bin boundaries from 6 bin sample
for the purposes of comparison. The overall conclusions from the
M12 and M18 data are the same: the larger 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2 grains dominate
the clump mass budget, while the dust mass lost is more evenly
spread among the 𝜏𝑠 > 0.1 grains. Also, the shape of the curves
from Figure 8 are within the bounds set by the M6 simulations.

We note that, as a whole, including Figure 5, the M12 has
slightly lower mass in clumps and dense structures than the M6
average, while the M18 data is slightly above this average. We do not
interpret these differences as evidence that an increased number of
bins affects planetesimal formation in a deterministic way. Rather,
we view these differences are a consequence of the non-linear nature
of the developed stage of the streaming instability. The variability
in the SI is immediately observable as the range of outcomes among
the individual M6 and S simulations, and was the overarching theme
of our previous study (Rucska & Wadsley 2021).

4.2 Dust velocity

In this section we use velocity data to further explore the differences
in behavior between the smaller and larger dust grains in our simu-
lations, and the consequences this has on planetesimal formation.

A 2D histogram of the dust particles in the dust volume density
(𝜌𝑑) and individual particle velocity (|𝑣dust |) phase space, for the
M6-0 run, is shown in Figure 9. Also plotted is the magnitude of the
equilibrium drift velocity for the dust (Nakagawa et al. 1986) as the
white curve, which tracks the expected steady-state drift rates of the
dust (in the absence of complex dynamics like the non-linear SI).We
see at large 𝜌𝑑 , the expected drift velocity falls to 0, predicting that
the dust fully decouples from the dust-gas equilibrium and orbits at
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Figure 9. 2D histogram in the dust density-velocity phase space for the different grains in the M6-0 simulation at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1. Each panel is the histogram for
the individual grain species. Note that all dust velocities are measured with respect to the background Keplerian flow. The (logarithmic) colourbar is normalized
to the total dust mass in the simulation. The darkest bins do not contain any particles; a minimum value is applied for aesthetic purposes. The solid white curve
represents the NSH equilibrium velocity (Nakagawa et al. 1986; see also equations 7 in Youdin & Johansen 2007) and the vertical white dashed line represents
the Hill density in our simulation units (equation 13). The NSH velocity is a function of 𝜏𝑠 and the local dust-to-gas mass ratio, 𝜖 = 𝜌𝑑/𝜌𝑔 . Since 𝜌𝑔 ≈ 1
throughout our simulation domain, we use 𝜌𝑑 as a proxy for 𝜖 .

the Keplerian velocity, and at low 𝜌𝑑 the drift velocity approaches
to the radial pressure gradient offset ∼ [𝑣𝐾 with a factor of order
unity that depends on 𝜏𝑠 .

The smallest 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 dust grains have most of their mass
below 𝜌𝑔,0, which is in line with conclusions regarding Figure 8.
Nearly all of the dust at this size–which does not form filaments or
clumps–follows the NSH equilibrium curve closely. This provides
further evidence that these smallest grains do not participate in
highly non-linear behavior that deviates from analytical, steady-
state expectations.

Most of the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains do not exist at densities above
𝜌𝐻 = 180, but between 30 and 100𝜌𝑔,0, which corroborates earlier
discussions in Section 4 which conclude these grains predominantly
participate in filament formation but not clump formation. The lower
density dust between ∼ 0.3 and 10𝜌𝑔,0 primarily follows the NSH
equilibrium curve.

For the larger 𝜏𝑠 > 0.2 grains, most of their mass exists at
large densities well above 𝜌𝐻 . Dust in the centre of planetesimals
can be seen as the bright yellow pixels at 𝜌𝑑 ≥ 10𝜌𝐻 . The lines of
above and below these brightest pixels show that the dust resolution
element superparticles can have slightly different velocities within
a single grid cell. As with the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 grains, the lower density
dust is centered around the NSH expectations.

Note that for all grains with dust densities above ∼ 30𝜌𝑔,0,
the bulk of the mass deviates substantially from the NSH equilib-

rium, settling at velocities between ∼ 0.001 and 0.01𝑐𝑠 . This is
evidence of small amplitude, local turbulence, likely driven in part
by the dense dust clumps near the midplane imparting substantial
momentum onto the gas over small length scales. The width of the
histogram about the NSH curve at lower densities is likely a result
of this more disperse dust interacting with stirred up midplane gas.

4.3 Vertical position

We can further highlight the different behavior between the different
sized dust grains by briefly exploring the properties of the vertical
(out of midplane) dynamics. Figure 10 shows the dust surface den-
sity in the radial-vertical (𝑥-𝑧) plane. We can see the that small
grains have a much more extended vertical profile than any of the
larger grains, with no bright features. Comparatively, the 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314
grains (which look nearly identical to the other grains in the largest
four sizes, which are not shown) are distributed very closely to the
midplane. The 𝜏𝑠 = 0.191 are slightly more extended with slightly
broader features than the large grains, and the bright planetesimal
between 𝑥 = 0.0 and 0.05𝐻𝑔 is not very bright in these grains. Yet,
the filament features are readily visible.

We can further quantify these observations by computing the
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Figure 10. Dust surface density in the 𝑥-𝑧 (radial-vertical) plane for a subset of grains from the M6-0 simulation at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1.

Table 4. Particle scale height and vertical RMS velocity for the different
dust grains in the M6-0 simulation at 𝑡 = 100Ω−1.

𝜏𝑠 𝐻𝑝 (𝐻𝑔) 𝑣𝑧,rms (𝑐𝑠)

0.036 11.7 × 10−3 4.16 × 10−3
0.191 4.47 × 10−3 2.87 × 10−3
0.270 3.40 × 10−3 2.50 × 10−3
0.314 3.03 × 10−3 2.31 × 10−3
0.353 2.77 × 10−3 2.29 × 10−3
0.412 2.64 × 10−3 2.37 × 10−3

dust scale height, defined as,

𝐻𝑝 =

√√√√
1

𝑁par

𝑁par∑︁
𝑖

(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧)2, (19)

and a similar (and related) quantity, the root mean-square (RMS) 𝑧
velocity,

𝑣𝑧,rms =

√√√√
1

𝑁par

𝑁par∑︁
𝑖

(𝑣𝑧,𝑖 − 𝑣𝑧)2. (20)

These values for all dust grains in the M6-0 simulation are
presented in Table 4. The 𝐻𝑝 data confirm what is visible in the
vertical surface density: the smallest grains have by far the most
vertically extended scale heights, and the scale heightmonotonically
decreases with 𝜏𝑠 . The scale height is directly related to the RMS of
the vertical dust velocity since it is only through turbulent motions–
which provide a constant source of vertical velocity dispersion–that
the dust can maintain a persistent scale height (Youdin & Lithwick
2007). Similar to observations made by Schaffer et al. (2018, 2021)
in their 2D simulations of the SI with multiple grains, it appears
in our simulations that the larger grains stir up turbulence near the
midplane, which causes the smaller grains, which are more tightly
coupled to the gas aerodynamically (short drag stopping times),
to remain suspended at relatively large scale heights. The vertical
RMS velocity for the gas near the midplane is 4.13× 10−3 (in units
of 𝑐𝑠), which is very close to 𝑣𝑧,rms for the small 𝜏𝑠 = 0.036 grains.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this study wemodel a patch of a protoplanetary disc in 3D numer-
ical hydrodynamics simulations. We model the dust component of

the disc with multiple grain sizes simultaneously under conditions
that are unstable to the streaming instability, and track the non-linear
development of the SI to the formation of bound planetesimals. This
paper extends previous work that used multiple grain sizes in sim-
ulations of the non-linear phase of the SI (Johansen et al. 2007;
Bai & Stone 2010b; Schaffer et al. 2018, 2021; Yang & Zhu 2021).
Most prior work used a grain size distribution with a number den-
sity described by a single power law, but in our study we sample
a distribution that is the output of a widely-used model of grain
growth and fragmentation applicable to midplane of protoplanetary
discs (Birnstiel et al. 2011). To compare our multi-species results to
prior work which modelled the dust with a single species, we match
the peak of the size distribution to the grain size studied in Rucska
& Wadsley (2021).

Our main results are as follows:

(i) Only larger grains with dimensionless stopping times 𝜏𝑠 >

0.1 participate strongly in the non-linear SI, producing filaments
and regions with large dust densities that gravitationally collapse
into planetesimals. The smaller grains do not form filaments or
clumps at all, despite the fact they are embedded in an environment
where roughly 5/6 of the dust mass is forming dense structures.
This confirms a basic property of the multi-species SI at the non-
linear stage (Bai & Stone 2010b; Yang & Zhu 2021), which remains
true for a realistic protoplanetary disc grain size distribution from
Birnstiel et al. (2011). The net result is there is more dust mass in
the regions between the filaments in the multi-species simulations
when compared to the single grain simulations, and slightly less
mass in the dense structures.

(ii) Clumping of dust via the SI on sub-AU length scales reduces
the average surface brightness for a given amount of dust. This con-
firms in 3D models that the SI may explain the lower than expected
(order unity) optical depths inferred in observed protoplanetary disc
rings (see Section 3.1 for details). We estimate that 20%-80% more
dust may be present than in uniform mass distribution models. The
effect is less severe for multi-size versus single-size models.

(iii) We identify bound clumps and dense dust features. Larger
𝜏𝑠 & 0.2 grains form clumps, 𝜏𝑠 . 0.04 grains do not form clumps
or filaments. Intermediate sizes are somewhat in between, forming
filaments but not clumps. The velocities of the smallest grains are
quite different from the larger grains in clumps and filaments, sug-
gesting that these small grains—with a short drag stopping time that
enforces tight coupling to the gas—simply sweep by the planetes-
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imals rather than becoming incorporated into them. This implies
a lower size cutoff for pebble and dust grains incorporated into
asteroids and comets.

(iv) The main group of the multi-species runs in this study used
6 bins or species to sample of the grain size distribution. We test
12 and 18 bins to show convergence. More bins appears to have no
appreciable effect on the results for the multi-species simulations
and we conclude that 6 bins is sufficient to study peaked grain size
distributions.

5.1 The future of planetesimal formation via the SI with
multiple grain sizes

Including multiple sizes in models of the non-linear SI affects not
just planetesimal formation but also the observable properties of
protoplanetary discs. Most prior work on the SI has modelled the
dust with a single grain size. However, recent observations of pro-
toplanetary discs (see Andrews 2020, for a review) and results from
grain growth theory (Birnstiel et al. 2011, 2015) suggest that there
is a distribution of dust grain sizes within discs. An important con-
sideration then is what the shape of this distribution should be.

In this paper we have shown that just an order of magnitude
difference in grain size can determinewhether grains are fully active
in the SI all to way to planetesimal formation, or whether they do
not even form filaments. This result motivates further exploration
of the grain size distribution parameter space. Our study represents
a single instance of the Birnstiel et al. (2011) distribution for a
specific set of disc conditions. In our results, most of the species
participate in planetesimal formation. Shifting the distribution peak
to smaller sizes—equivalent to considering different radial posi-
tions in the disc—would move dust mass from species that undergo
strong clumping towards species that do not participate in planetes-
imal formation or primarily form only filaments. Presumably, this
would result in an overall decrease in the total dust mass that is
converted to planetesimals and may act to suppress the instability
itself. Extending our work to a broader range of distributions would
reveal how planetesimal formation varies in conditions at different
radial locations in the disc.

Of particular interest is a distribution with a more equal mix of
SI-active andSI-inactive grains. These conditions likely describe the
onset of the SI and planetesimal formation. Early in the disc lifetime,
most of the dust in the midplane may be too small (𝜏𝑠 . 0.04)
to participate in planetesimal formation initially, and then grow
through mutual collisions (e.g. Birnstiel et al. 2011) to involve sizes
that are unstable to the SI. However, the time scales for grain growth
are typically > 104 yr (e.g. Birnstiel et al. 2012), while the timescale
for planetesimal formation via the SI is much shorter6. Thus, for
initially small grains, planetesimal formation may occur as grains
grow. It would be interesting to explore this initial planetesimal
formation phase with a dust size distribution that includes a larger
proportion of smaller, SI-inactive grains.

More realistically, however, it is likely grain growth and the
streaming instability occur simultaneously. Dust growth and frag-
mentation is driven by collisions between dust grains. The source
of the relative velocity for these collisions in models such as Birn-
stiel et al. (2011) is an underlying turbulence that may be driven
by large scale hydrodynamic instabilities (see Lyra & Umurhan

6 For the timescales in our study, 100Ω−1 ≈ 16 orbital periods, which is
equivalent to ∼200 years at 5 AU around a solar mass star.

2019, for a review). The streaming instability generates its own tur-
bulence locally (e.g. Li et al. 2018) that drives relative velocities
between dust, especially when a distribution of sizes is considered
(Bai& Stone 2010b). How these SI-driven collisions influence grain
growth remains unstudied. A possible technique may be a model
where the dust size can change based on collisions and expecta-
tions of growth/fragmentation. These dynamic grain size models
have been applied to global models of disc evolution (e.g. Gonzalez
et al. 2017; Drążkowska et al. 2021), yet have not appeared in high
resolution studies of the SI.

Our results show that, under the SI, a distribution of sizes
will segregate spatially. The larger, pebble-sized dust settles to the
midplane and undergoes vigorous non-linear dynamics leading to
filament and planetesimal formation, while the smaller grains re-
main vertically suspended and occupy the space between filaments.
Thus, the influence of grain growth likely varies spatially as well.
Perhaps the small, vertically suspended grains could grow to sizes
that are more SI-active, settle towards the midplane, and partici-
pate in planetesimal formation. The dense, dust-dominated regions
within filaments could promote the growth of pebbles to larger
sizes than is possible in gas-dominated regimes. Or, the pebbles
in filaments could fragment to smaller SI-inactive grains and re-
duce the efficiency of planetesimal formation. These smaller sized,
fragmented remnants would be created at low scale heights near
the midplane, and it is unclear how those grains would interact
with clumps and pebble-rich filaments. Such possibilities could be
explored in dynamic grain size models.

Incorporating grain growth introduces models dependent on
physical units (e.g. fragmentation threshold velocity). This breaks
the scale-free property of the common shearing box model used
in high-resolution studies of the SI that allows, for example, the
translation of 𝜏𝑠 = 0.314 dust to represent different physical grain
sizes depending on the disc model and radial position. This means
multiple simulations will be required to model how grain growth
theory interacts with the local dynamics of the streaming instability
under different disc conditions.

The composition of grains could also influence both grain
growth and the aerodynamic coupling between the solids and gas
phase. Icy grains can stick together at larger collisional velocities
than silicate grains (e.g. Gundlach & Blum 2015), and since icy
grains are, generally speaking, larger than dry grains, they can radi-
ally drift through protoplanetary discs at different rates (Drążkowska
& Alibert 2017). If both dry and icy grains co-exist in a disc region
that is unstable to the SI (in the vicinity of a disc ice line), our re-
sults suggest the two populations could become spatially separated.
The small, dry grains would preferentially remain suspended above
the disc midplane while the larger, SI-active icy grains would form
filaments and planetesimals. This would distinguish the chemical
composition of the planetesimals from the overall dust population
within which they are formed.

Improving numerical resolution to near planetesimal (∼10 km)
length scales could confirm our interpretation of our results that
small grains do not participate in clump formation because they
are tightly coupled to the gas which flows around the plantesimals.
An increase in resolution to this scale is not possible with the
methods applied to the streaming instability thus far, but may be
approachable with adaptive resolution techniques and/or zoom-in
simulations with small domains.

The ability of the available numerical schemes to model an
aerodynamically coupled solids-gas system with a dynamic grain
size distribution also remains unexplored. Bai & Stone (2010b)
suggested that 1 dust superparticle per grid cell per grain species
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is adequate to capture the non-linear SI, and this has been the
literature standard since. It is unclear how this would translate to
a dust phase with a continuous, dynamic size range. Difficulties
and uncertainties aside, we believe a dynamic dust size distribution
could be a promising avenue for approaching a more realistic model
of planetesimal formation via the streaming instability.
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ABSTRACT

Identifying the astrophysical sources responsible for the high-energy cosmic neutrinos has been a

longstanding challenge. In a previous work, we report evidence for a spatial correlation between blazars

from the 5th Roma-BZCat catalog and neutrino data of the highest detectable energies, i.e. & 0.1 PeV,

collected by the IceCube Observatory in the southern celestial hemisphere. The statistical significance

is found at the level of 2× 10−6 post-trial. In this work we test whether a similar correlation exists in

the northern hemisphere, were IceCube is mostly sensitive to . 0.1 PeV energies. We find a consistent

correlation between blazars and northern neutrino data at the pre-trial p-value of 5.12× 10−4, and a

post-trial chance probability of 6.79 × 10−3. Combining the post-trial probabilities observed for the

southern and northern experiments yields a global post-trial chance probability of 2.59× 10−7 for the

genuineness of such correlation. This implies that the spatial correlation is highly unlikely to arise by

chance. Our studies push forward an all-sky subset of 52 objects as highly likely PeVatron extragalactic

accelerators.

Keywords: Neutrinos — galaxies: active — galaxies: jets — black hole physics

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the evidence of a diffuse neutrino flux consis-

tent with an astrophysical origin reported by the Ice-

Cube Observatory in the & 100 TeV to ∼ 10 PeV en-

ergy range (IceCube Collaboration 2013; Aartsen et al.

2016a), little is known about the astrophysical objects

that are responsible for it. Identifying the astrophysical

sources originating the high-energy astrophysical neutri-

nos represents one of the most compelling questions in

multi-messenger astrophysics. Evidence that at least a

fraction of the IceCube high-energy (& 0.1 PeV) neu-

trinos originates from a peculiar type of active galactic

nuclei (AGN), i.e. accreting super-massive black holes

at the centers of galaxies that emit non thermal radia-

tion, has been recently provided (Buson et al. 2022a,b).

Among them, some can launch powerful outflows, and

few are capable of accelerating particles to nearly the

sara.buson@uni-wuerzburg.com

speed of light in narrow collimated beams, i.e. relativis-

tic jets. The blazar class commonly encompasses those

AGN with a relativistic jet closely aligned with Earth

and has been widely investigated in previous multi-

messenger studies in relation to neutrinos. Generally,

limited multi-wavelength information is available to ac-

cess the nature of an AGN and, for a given survey, most

of the times this is available only for the brightest ob-

jects. Moreover, variability may affect the behaviour of

a source observed at a given time, making an unambigu-

ous classification not possible. As a result, the classifica-

tion of AGN often attempts to categorize the properties

observed in a specific waveband (or survey) at the risk

of lacking a comprehensive view of the actual physical

characteristics of the system (Padovani et al. 2017). Mo-

tivated by these considerations, in our work we search

for candidate neutrino counterparts among AGN whose

emission exhibits the presence of non thermal radiation

over the electromagnetic spectrum, as classified by the

5th Roma-BZCat catalog (5BZCat, Massaro et al. 2015,

and references therein).
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Our previous study (hereafter Paper I, Buson et al.

2022a) focuses on the time-integrated information en-

coded in the IceCube 7 yr sky map (Aartsen et al. 2017b)

and reports the discovery of a statistically significant

correlation between & 0.1 PeV neutrinos and a sam-

ple of 5BZCat blazars located in the southern celestial

hemisphere. The study pinpoints a subset of 10 ob-

jects, i.e. PeVatron blazars, as highly-likely neutrino

emitters. This paper, hereafter Paper II, represents

a complement of Paper I. It builds on the findings of

Paper I and expands the investigation to the northern

hemisphere using the latest released IceCube ∼9-year

northern sky map (IceCube Collaboration 2022).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-

marises the hypothesis behind our study, already intro-

duced in Paper I. Section 3 presents the IceCube obser-

vatory and the neutrino data available publicly at the

time of the writing. The neutrino data and the blazar

sample used in Paper II are presented in Section 4.

Section 5 addresses the northern hemisphere statisti-

cal analysis and discusses the findings in the context

of the southern hemisphere results. Section 6 places the

findings in the context of previous all-sky searches for

neutrino point sources. Section 7 discusses in brief the

properties of the northern blazars associated with neu-

trinos. Section 8 provides supportive grounds regarding

the astrophysical neutrino energies involved. Section 9

discusses the results in a broader context and Section 10

presents the discussion and conclusions. When referring

to the time integration of an analysis (e.g. skymap), the

paper refers to the instrument exposure rather than the

calendar time span of the observations, i.e. the IceCube

livetime, rounded to the integer in years, unless differ-

ently specified. When addressing the statistical signifi-

cance in “σ”, we refer to Gaussian standard equivalent

(one-sided).

2. THE PEVATRON BLAZARS

HADRONIC PRIMER

The study embraced in Paper I and Paper II builds

on the hypothesis that, if blazars are capable of accel-

erating cosmic rays, the bulk of the energy-output in

form of accompanying neutrino emission resides at en-

ergies & 1 PeV. This is consistent with the majority of

the state-of-the-art blazar theoretical models, i.e. both

hadronic and lepto-hadronic models (e.g. Mannheim

1993, 1995; Atoyan & Dermer 2003; Stecker 2013; Der-

mer et al. 2014; Murase et al. 2014; Petropoulou et al.

2015; Reimer 2015; Keivani et al. 2018; Cerruti et al.

2019; Rodrigues et al. 2021). PeV energies offer a fa-

vorable observational window also due to the charac-

teristic of the expected background spectrum, accord-

ing to which, the blazar spectrum is predicted to cross

the steeply falling background one at & 0.1 PeV (e.g.

Mannheim 1993).

Due to the observatory’s geographical location and

Earth’s opacity hampering the detection of high-energy

neutrinos (& 0.1 PeV), the astrophysical neutrino en-

ergy ranges accessible by the IceCube observatory de-

pend on the celestial declination. While the IceCube

southern hemisphere is democratic in energies, i.e. as-

trophysical neutrinos of all energies can travel unim-

peded toward the observatory and be detected, the

northern hemisphere is limited to observe astrophysical

neutrinos in the TeV/sub-PeV energy range, with the

higher-energy neutrinos preferentially detected close to

the celestial horizon (Aartsen et al. 2017c; Bustamante

& Connolly 2019).

In Paper I we focus on the southern hemisphere, that

is sensitive to the highest energies accessible, and ob-

serve a statistically significant correlation between Ice-

Cube neutrinos and blazars. To test whether the corre-

lation may hold at the lower observed energies, in Pa-

per II we apply the same analysis of Paper I to the

northern neutrino data. The latter is independent from

the one used in Paper I (see Section 4). Testing the hy-

pothesis of blazars as long-term (& year-long) neutrino

emitters in an independent dataset, offers the opportu-

nity of corroborating the findings of Paper I. Besides,

performing the same statistical analysis in the northern

hemisphere, which concerns mainly muon-proxy ener-

gies in the range ∼ 1 TeV to . 100 TeV, provides an

informative estimate of the level of such correlation in a

different energy band.

3. THE ICECUBE OBSERVATORY DATA

RELEASES

The most sensitive neutrino detector currently oper-

ating is the IceCube observatory, a cubic-kilometer sized

Cherenkov detector embedded in the ice at the geo-

graphic South Pole. It detects neutrinos above TeV en-

ergies by measuring the Cherenkov light produced by

charged particles induced by neutrino interactions. The

detector is equipped with a total of 5160 optical photo-

multiplier tubes arranged in 86 cable strings. The final

instrument configuration with 86 strings was completed

in December 2010 while, prior to that date, data were

recorded with partial detector configurations (i.e. 40,

59, 79 strings).

Several works in the literature have previously ad-

dressed the search for all-sky, neutrino point-like sources

exploiting the time-integrated IceCube data. During

the past decade, the IceCube collaboration has reported

such searches carried out with the progressive accumula-
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tion of more data, different energy ranges, and progres-

sive improvements in the data calibration, reconstruc-

tion and statistical analysis techniques, e.g. ∼ 3 years

analysis (Aartsen et al. 2013; Adrián-Martinez et al.

2016), ∼ 4 years (Aartsen et al. 2014), ∼ 7 years (Aart-

sen et al. 2017b; Coenders 2016), ∼ 8 years (Aartsen

et al. 2019), ∼ 10 years (2008-2018, Aartsen et al. 2020),

∼ 9 years (2011-2020, Abbasi et al. 2022).

The muon-track data collected by IceCube across the

first ∼ 10-yr (2008-2018) of observations have been pub-

licly released in the form of a list of events, along with in-

formation regarding the instrument responce functions,

such as effective area, reconstructed angular error and

energy estimation (IceCube Collaboration et al. 2021a).

In principle, using this information one could reproduce

searches similar to those carried out by the collabora-

tion. Similar releases allowed independent authors to

e.g. carry out point-source studies, although such works

could not exploit the full information about the instru-

ment because not publicly available (e.g. Hooper et al.

2019; Smith et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2021).

Moreover, thanks to recent developments by the Ice-

Cube collaboration, most of the results based on the

publicly released ∼ 10-yr event dataset (e.g., Aartsen

et al. 2020) are nowadays superseded by those that build

on the newer event reconstruction and data calibration

methods (Bellenghi et al. 2021). The latter have yet

shown their potential, leading to the claim for evidence

of neutrino emission from the AGN NGC 1068 (Abbasi

et al. 2022). In this most recent work, Abbasi et al.

(2022) presents also an updated analysis of the north-

ern (celestial) sky.

An alternative is to utilise higher-level data products

which are released by the IceCube collaboration to the

scientific community, when available. Among those con-

cerning all-sky point-searches, two have been released

at the time of the writing. These are a 7-y all-sky map

(IceCube Collaboration 2019) and, recently, the afore-

mentioned ∼9 years sky map of the northern celestial

hemisphere (Abbasi et al. 2022). The latter encompasses

timescales similar to the one previously investigated in

Aartsen et al. (2020), but employs a reprocessed muon-

track dataset based on the full 86-string configuration

and improved statistical analysis methods. This is ex-

pected to bring significant improvements in the analy-

sis. Among other differences, the latest analysis provides

improved source localization, flux characterization and

thereby discovery potential (by up to 30% in the case of

hard-spectrum signals, ∝ E−2) over previous works (see

e.g. Bellenghi et al. 2021; Abbasi et al. 2022; IceCube

Collaboration 2022). As well as it enables an unbiased

estimation of the source parameters.

3.1. Neutrino sky map data employed in our studies

In our first investigation (Paper I), we employed the

IceCube 7-y sky map data (IceCube Collaboration 2019;

Aartsen et al. 2017b), as it was the only sky map publicly

accessible when performing the study. We explored the

southern hemisphere dataset, which was best suited to

test the blazar hypothesis (see Section 2 and Paper I).

Shortly after the publication of Paper I, an up-

dated IceCube ∼ 9-y sky map analysis of the north-

ern hemisphere has been released publicly (IceCube Col-

laboration 2022). Among the three northern-sky maps

presented in the companion publication (Abbasi et al.

2022), the scan obtained by testing a signal hypothesis

with spectral index treated as free parameter is publicly

accessible (IceCube Collaboration 2022, at the time of

the writing). Compared to the 7-yr northern-sky map,

the newest ∼9-y northern-sky map is based on better-

reconstructed lower-level data and better parametriza-

tion of variables in the likelihood framework (see previ-

ous section). Therefore, to expand our investigation to

the northern celestial hemisphere, we employ this im-

proved ∼9-y northern-sky map.

The ∼ 9-y northern sky map (−3◦ ≤ δ ≤ 81◦) used in

Paper II, and ∼ 7 years southern (−85◦ < δ < −5◦)

hemisphere sky map used in Paper I, may be regarded

as distinct neutrino datasets due to the non-overlapping,

complementary sky coverage, differences in the energy

range, event-data calibration and reconstruction, back-

ground characteristics and analysis techniques applied

to the individual events (Aartsen et al. 2017b; Buson

et al. 2022a; Abbasi et al. 2022).

4. THE NEUTRINO AND BLAZAR SAMPLES

4.1. Neutrino northern ∼ 9 yr sky map

The northern hemisphere sky map employed in this

study is based on the neutrino data collected by the

IceCube observatory between 13 May 2011 and 29 May

2020, for a total exposure time of 3186 days. It uses more

than 670 000 individual events, the largest majority of

them are due to background. The northern-sky map is

generated by applying a maximum likelihood analysis

where the neutrino data are optimized for searches of

point-like neutrino sources with declination −3◦ ≤ δ ≤
81◦. The overwhelming majority of the events of this

dataset are observed at the lower energies, with a median

angular resolution of 1.2◦ (Abbasi et al. 2022).

The sky map provides a probability (a local p-value),

for each direction of the sky at declination, −3◦ ≤ δ ≤
81◦, in a grid of ∼(0.2◦ × 0.2◦) pixels. The local p-

values are derived by applying the maximum likelihood

technique to the event data where the model assumes

for the putative point-source a power-law spectrum in
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a given direction of the sky. They indicate the level of

clustering in the neutrino data, i.e. a measure of the sig-

nificance of neutrino events being uniformly distributed.

The p-values obtained in such manner yet incorporate

the declination-dependence effect of the IceCube data

(Coenders 2016). They should not be confused with the

p-values derived from our statistical analysis (see Sec-

tion 5). We define the negative logarithm of the pro-

vided local p-value as L = −log(p-value). The local

L-values range from 0 to 6.75; larger values of L imply a

larger inconsistency with background expectations and,

hence, a higher probability that astrophysical sources

are responsible for the spatial clustering of the neutrino

events.

4.2. Blazar sample

To search for counterparts to the neutrino data we

use the 5BZCat catalog (Massaro et al. 2015). The cat-

alog is a compilation of 3561 objects where each one has

been thoroughly inspected to fulfill the criteria defin-

ing a blazar-like nature in 5BZCat (see Paper I). The

catalog does not rely on any preferential observational

energy band or blazar intrinsic physical properties.

Similarly to Paper I, we discard objects that lack

an optical spectrum to confirm their blazar nature and

appear as “BL Lac candidate” in the 5BZCat. Then

we select objects at δ ≥ −3◦ and located at high lat-

itudes, at |b|> 10◦. The latter selection is motivated

by the paucity of objects in the vicinity of the Galactic

plane (due to observational biases). As well as because

one may not exclude a-priori a contribution by galac-

tic sources to the putative astrophysical signal (Albert

et al. 2022, see also Appendix C). We remove objects at

δ > 81◦, since no neutrino sky map data are available

for regions close to the northern celestial pole. The final

sample of 5BZCat blazars employed in the analysis of

the northern hemisphere counts a total of 2130 objects.

For the reader’s reference, we summarise in Table 1 the

relevant information for the northern analysis, including

those of Paper I relative to the southern hemisphere

analysis.

5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

In the following we summarise the most salient infor-

mation about the analysis performed in Paper II. For

further details we refer the reader to Paper I. Due to the

limited knowledge to guide the selection of the neutrino

data, we compute the degree of the blazar/neutrino cor-

relation as a function of two parameters, i.e. the local

probability of being astrophysical Lmin and the asso-

ciation radius rassoc. Being these a posteriori cuts, a

statistical penalty will be accounted for, when estimat-

ing the post-trial statistical significance, as explained in

the following sections.

5.1. Neutrino spot sample

Focusing on the sky map data for 81◦ ≥ δ ≥ −3◦, we

follow the approach of Paper I and consider only sky

positions with the highest L values as it is reasonable to

assume that for the majority of the sky locations tested

with the likelihood fit, the clustering in the neutrino

data may be due to non-astrophysical components such

as background fluctuations. We adopt as the fiducial

neutrino-source location (spot) the map-pixel with the

highest L-value above a pre-defined Lmin. The Right

Ascension (α) and declination (δ) of the map-pixel are

chosen as reference coordinates for the neutrino spot.

The separation between spots is required to be larger

than 1.5◦, i.e. larger than the median angular resolution

reported for these data (Abbasi et al. 2022).

Similarly to Paper I, we build three subsamples of

putative-neutrino sources with decreasing minimum L-

value (Lmin). In the analysis of the southern hemisphere

(see Paper I) the Lmin ranged between [3.5,4.0,4.5]. In

the latest 9-y north sky map, the Lmin ≥ 4.5 subsam-

ple contains a small number of spots (only 5 spots are

found). Therefore, in the northern analysis we consider

the three spots subsamples defined by Lmin in the range

[3.0,3.5,4.0]. These contain 82, 34 and 17 spots, respec-

tively. Consistently with the selection criteria applied

to the blazar sample, we select only spots at |b|> 10◦.

Upon applying the Galactic plane cut, the final samples

of neutrino spots L3.0, L3.5 and L4.0 comprise 66, 29

and 13 spots, respectively.

5.2. Positional cross-correlation analysis

To estimate the level of correlation between the blazar

sample and neutrino data we employ the positional

cross-correlation technique presented in Paper I (see

also Finley & Westerhoff 2004; Pierre Auger Collab-

oration et al. 2008; IceCube Collaboration et al. 2016;

Padovani et al. 2016; Resconi et al. 2017; Plavin et al.

2021; Hovatta et al. 2021; Giommi et al. 2020). As as-

sociation radius for the neutrino spots and blazars we

test separation values (rassoc) close to the median angu-

lar resolution reported for this neutrino dataset, in the

range from 1.0◦ to 1.4◦, with a step of 0.05◦.

We perform a scan in the {Lmin, rassoc} space where

for each set of (Li
min, r

j
assoc) we match the positions of

the 5BZCat objects with the positions of the neutrino

spots. To be conservative, only unique associations are

allowed, i.e. one neutrino spot may be matched with

only one 5BZCat object at most, and vice versa. This is

applied both to the experimental data and to the mock
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Figure 1. Pre-trial p-value for the 5BZCat blazar/neutrino
correlation in the northern sky, as a function of the asso-
ciation radii rassoc, for the neutrino data set with Lmin =
[3.0, 3.5, 4.0] (red, blue, orange circles, respectively). The y-
axis displays values in logarithm scale. See Section 5 for more
details. As reference, the results for the northern hemisphere
control sample are displayed as gray squares (see Appendix
B).

data (see later). The number of real matches constitutes

our test statistics, we denote it as TS
Li,rj
astro . The pre-trial

p-value, p
Li,rj
pre , for the set of parameters is estimated

by deriving the chance probability of obtaining a test

statistic value equal or higher than the one observed for

the real data, following Davison & Hinkley (1997). As

explained in Paper I we keep fixed the neutrino spot

locations. We simulate 106 Monte Carlo (MC) catalogs

by randomizing the blazar positions, preserving both the

total number and the spatial distribution of the blazars,

applying Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests on the spatial dis-

tributions (see Paper I). This approach preserves the

patterns present in the overall spatial distribution of the

blazar sample, at the same time yielding a representative

set of random cases. Appendix A addresses the robust-

ness and impact of the randomization strategy on the

results.

In this way, we obtain for each set of (Li
min, r

j
assoc) a

corresponding pre-trial p-value, pLi,rj as shown in Fig-

ure 1. The lowest pre-trial p-value indicates the high-

est level of correlation potentially present in the data.

In the northern sky map analysis this corresponds to

a pre-trial p-value, pbestpre = 5.12 × 10−4, observed for

Lmin = 3.0 and rassoc = 1.25◦. Since these optimal val-

ues are derived from the data, a statistical penalty has

to be included in the calculation of the final chance prob-

ability, i.e. the post-trial p-value. To this aim, we follow

the procedure of Paper I and obtain a post-trial p-value

pbestpost = 6.79 × 10−3. The neutrino sub-sample defined

by L ≥ 3.0 contains a set of 66 neutrino spots and, given

the employed samples, represents the best trade off be-

tween total number of neutrino spots in the sample, and

neutrino spots possibly originated by 5BZCat blazars.

Throughout Paper II, we refer to the northern neu-

trino spots with L ≥ 3.0 as hotspots. 42 hotspots have

a 5BZCat association within 1.25◦, they are listed in

Table 2.

The robustness of the analysis is tested on a control

sample, i.e. astrophysical sources for which no correla-

tion with astrophysical neutrinos is expected. For the

northern hemisphere control-sample analysis a post-trial

p-value of 1.0 is found. For reference, the test was car-

ried out also for the 7-y southern hemisphere analysis,

yielding the same results (post-trial p-value of 1.0), al-

though not discussed in Paper I as the manuscript was

yet rich in information. We provide these additional

tests in Appendix B, and overlay the control sample re-

sults in Figure 1 (gray points).

5.3. Combining northern / southern sky results

The p-values obtained for the northern hemisphere

and the southern hemisphere analysis presented in Pa-

per I may be combined to estimate the chance coin-

cidence probability for the IceCube neutrino data and

the 5BZCat catalog global experiment. The two data

samples are not correlated and rather complementary,

and aim testing the same hypothesis. Hence, the p-

values can be combined with the Fisher’s method (Fisher

1932).

Following the Fisher’s method, we combine the two

pre-trial p-values, i.e. pbestpre = 5.12× 10−3 for the north-

ern data set, and pbestpre = 3 × 10−7 for the southern

hemisphere analysis presented in Paper I, and find a

global pre-trial p-value pglobalpre = 3.62×10−9. The global

pre-trial p-value represents the strongest statistical cor-

relation potentially present between the blazar catalog

and the neutrino data.

Then, we may combine the two post-trial p-values,

and obtain the global post-trial p-value on the experi-

ment. Combining the post-trial p-values estimated for

the northern hemisphere, i.e. pbestpost = 6.79 × 10−3, and

the one for the southern hemisphere analysis presented

in Paper I, i.e. pbestpost = 2 × 10−6, yields a global post-
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Table 1. Statistical significance of the cross-correlation analysis between 5BZCat blazar/neutrino hotspots, performed at high
galactic latitudes (|b|> 10

◦
) . The north analysis is presented in this paper (Paper II, Section 5), the south analysis in Paper I.

The lower part of the table presents the results of the chance probability for the combined north/south-sky experiment (p
global

),
estimated using the Fisher’s method (see Section 5.3). The post-trial p-value reported for the northern and southern sky
incorporates the effect of testing several data sets. The corresponding significance in Gaussian standard equivalent (one-side) is
reported in brackets.

Sky region Dataset (energies) 5BZCat Hotspots Matches Pre-trial p-value Post-trial p-value Reference

North 9 yr data 2130 66 42 5.12× 10
−4

(3.28σ) 6.79× 10
−3

(2.47σ) Paper II

(−3
◦ ≤ δ ≤ 81

◦
) (∼TeV/. 0.1 PeV) Section 5.2

South 7 yr data 1177 19 10 3× 10
−7

(4.99σ) 2× 10
−6

(4.5σ) Paper I

(−85
◦
< δ < −5

◦
) (& 0.1 PeV)

p
global
pre p

global
post

North + South – – – 3.62× 10
−9

(5.78σ) 2.59× 10
−7

(5.02σ) Section 5.3

trial p-value of pglobalpost = 2.59×10−7. Table 1 summarises

these findings.

Based on the northern hemisphere analysis, the

blazar/neutrino correlation holds for the complementary

muon-proxy energy range ∼ TeV to . 0.1 PeV, corrob-

orating to a higher statistical significance the previous

findings. I.e., the observed blazar/neutrino correlation

is highly unlikely to arise by chance.

6. PREVIOUS ALL-SKY SEARCHES AND

NEUTRINO SKY MAPS LIMITATIONS

Previous studies that employed the neutrino sky map

data followed mostly a “blind” approach, with the goal

of testing whether any of the & 107 individual sky loca-

tions shows an inconsistency with background expecta-

tions. These searches have the advantage of not requir-

ing any a-priori assumption on the astrophysical signal,

at the price of a limited effectiveness due to the large

number of trials involved. No evidence for astrophysical

point-sources at a statistically significant level (> 5σ)

has been reported so far from those searches (see e.g.

the latest work in this direction by Abbasi et al. 2022).

Nevertheless, they do not rule out the potential pres-

ence of genuine astrophysical signals, when different hy-

pothesis are tested (see also Appendix B in Paper I).

Contextually, our study reveals long-term (& year-long)

astrophysical neutrino emitters, individually below the

threshold for firm detection in other previous all-sky

searches, that are related to populations of astrophysical

sources, i.e. blazars and Seyfert-like objects (see Section

9).

The statistical significance reported in our work may

be regarded as a conservative estimate, noting that the

northern sky map has a lower spatial resolution (∼ 0.2◦)

compared to the southern one (∼ 0.1◦). This implies not

only a limited accuracy on the position of the putative

neutrino sources (spots), it also leads to test a larger

number of association radii (e.g. compared to Paper I).

The latter impacts the experiment by reducing the post-

trial statistical significance, as the tested radii count as

trials. However, the association radius is ultimately a

proxy for the instrument point spread function (PSF).

In the presence of a true spatial correlation, one expects

(a-priori) a larger number of matches when sampling

angular scales that are comparable to the instrument’s

PSF.

7. PEVATRON BLAZARS HOSTED IN THE

NORTHERN NEUTRINO SKY

Figure 2 displays the ∼ 9-y northern-sky IceCube

map in equatorial coordinates. The sky locations of

the neutrino hotspots with a 5BZCat blazar association,

i.e. PeVatron blazar, are highlighted by black squares.

Hotspots that remain unassociated are reported as green

squares, while hotspots located close to the Galactic

plane are shown as orange squares (see Appendix C).

The samples are also listed in Table 2, Table 3 and Table

4, respectively. We observe a roughly isotropic distribu-

tion of neutrino hotspots across the northern sky.

Among the 42 blazar candidate associations with neu-

trino hotspots found in the northern hemisphere anal-

ysis, 19 have a counterpart in the latest Fermi-LAT

source catalog (see Table 2, Abdollahi et al. 2022),

and, therefore, are γ-ray emitters at MeV-GeV ener-

gies. Only 10 were listed in the 2nd Fermi-LAT AGN

Catalog (2LAC, Ackermann et al. 2011) and, hence, in-

cluded in the neutrino stacking analysis of Aartsen et al.

(2017a). In line with the findings of Paper I, PeVatron

blazars cover a fairly large range of redshifts, and are in

general weak γ-ray emitters. A large number of them re-

main undetected at GeV γ-ray energies suggesting that,
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Figure 2. Sky map in equatorial coordinates (J2000) of the IceCube neutrino local p-value logarithms denoted as L. Locations
of PeVatron blazars associated with neutrino hotspots are pointed out by black squares. Unassociated hotspots are highlighted
by green squares. Hotspots that are located along the galactic plane and, hence were not included in the statistical analysis,
are highlighted by orange squares. Squares are not to scale and serve the only purpose of highlighting hotspots’ locations. The
Galactic plane is shown for reference as a green line. No smoothing is applied to the IceCube sky map.

overall, in blazars the neutrino emission is not necessary

related to the observed γ-ray emission.

8. NORTHERN & SOUTHERN

PEVATRON HOTSPOTS

In this section we briefly discuss further evidences sup-

porting the hypothesis that the observed hotspots may

be driven by astrophysical sources capable of producing

neutrinos with energies up to PeVs.

8.1. Southern Hotspots & Glashow resonance event

A shower of particles consistent with being produced

by a Glashow resonance has been recorded by the Ice-

Cube Observatory on 2016 December 8. It originates

from the southern celestial hemisphere, and is found to

be consistent with a W− boson that decays hadronically,

and has an estimated energy of 6.05 ± 0.72 PeV (Ice-

Cube Collaboration et al. 2021b). The neutrino event is

very likely to be of astrophysical origin, and has a best-

reconstructed position of α = 192.70◦ and δ = −15.15◦.

Because it was observed in 2016, it is not included in the

data used to produce the 7-y IceCube sky map studied

in Paper I, that encompasses timescales between 2008-

2015.

Figure 3 displays the 7-y sky map with overlaid the po-

sitional reconstruction region of the Glashow resonance

event. Three hotspots found in Paper I are located in

the vicinity of this PeV event. In particular, the unas-

sociated hotspot IC J1256−1739 is 2.19◦ away from the

best-fit position of the Glashow resonance event, and lo-

cated within its 90% positional reconstruction contour.

An enhanced probability of observing electron an-

tineutrinos from blazars, induced by the Glashow reso-

nance, was anticipated by Mannheim (1993) in the sem-

inal work of the “proton blazar” model. The 5BZCat

object 5BZQ J1258−1800 is located 0.66◦ away from

IC J1256−1739. Although this separation does not allow

us to claim a confident association, we suggest that this

blazar may be a candidate counterpart for the hotspot

and, possibly, the Glashow event. The separation is

close to the optimal association radius found for the

southern sky analysis, i.e. rassoc = 0.55◦ (see Paper I),

especially when accounting for the 0.1◦ resolution of the

7-y sky map.

8.2. Northern PeV neutrino muon-track

consistent with IC J0721+1125

On 2014 June 11 a PeV track-like event was recorded

by the IceCube Observatory (Schoenen & Raedel 2015).

The probability of this event being of atmospheric origin

has been estimated to be less than 0.005%, strongly sug-

gesting an astrophysical origin (Aartsen et al. 2016b).

The deposited energy has been measured to be 2.6 ±
0.3 PeV of equivalent electromagnetic energy, with a re-

constructed median muon-proxy energy of 4.45±1.2 PeV

(68% C.L). The median expected muon-neutrino en-

ergy is 8.7 PeV. The PeV track-like event has recon-

structed celestial coordinates α = 110.65◦ (+0.53
◦

−0.62◦), δ =

11.45◦(±0.19◦) (90% C.L.) (Abbasi et al. 2023) consis-

tent with the unassociated hotspot IC J0721+1125, lo-

cated at α = 110.21◦, δ = 11.42◦. No 5BZCat object
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is positionally consistent with this hotspot. The lack

of a candidate counterpart to this promising neutrino

hotspot may be due to the blazar catalog incomplete-

ness, hence related to the fainter and/or far away pop-

ulation of AGN out of reach of current electromagnetic

surveys, or may as well be ascribable to a different pop-

ulation of neutrino emitters.

9. BEYOND THE MULTI-MESSENGER

BLAZAR / NEUTRINO CONNECTION

The discovery of PeVatron blazars builds on the theo-

retical prediction that if jetted AGN, in particular those

of the blazar class, accelerate hadrons, the accompany-

ing neutrino emission may be observable at the energies

accessible by the IceCube observatory. The investigative

approach presented in Paper I and Paper II, offers

a new view to decode the current and future neutrino

data and further exploit them in the multi-messenger

context. Assuming that neutrino hotspots are driven by

genuine astrophysical sources, our findings suggest ad-

ditional populations of cosmic neutrino emitters besides

blazars, noting that about half of the neutrino hotspots

remain unassociated, and/or multiple mechanisms for

neutrino production as briefly discussed in the follow-

ing.

9.1. Jetted active galaxies in the local Universe

Amongst the objects associated with high-energy neu-

trinos, some stand out in the “enlarged” blazar family

of 5BZCat given their radio characteristics that depart

from the general blazar fingerprint, i.e. a single compact

radio component typically interpreted as a relativistic

jet seen at a small viewing angle. Among others, there

are 5BZU J1647+4950, a.k.a. SBS 1646+499, located

within the association radius of IC J1644+5052, and
5BZU 1819−6345, a.k.a. PKS 1814−63, located within

the association radius of IC J1818−6315 (see Paper I).

Despite displaying the typical double-hump spectral

energy distribution of a blazar, the former appears

analogous to the radio galaxy Centaurus A (Pajdosz-

Śmierciak et al. 2018). The radio morphology of

5BZU J1647+4950 is complex, with giant megaparsecs

radio lobes, probably formed during earlier epochs of

jet activity. In the vicinity of the central compact core

there is indication of recent reactivation of the nuclear

jet, while the larger-scale jet appears structured, with

a spine-boundary shear layer morphology. In its host

galaxy, type II core-collapse supernovae occur (e.g. SN

2009fe; CBET 1820, Kasliwal et al. 2009).

The latter, i.e. 5BZU 1819−6345, is a peculiar pow-

erful radio emitter (O’Dea 1990; Labiano et al. 2007),

sometimes classified as a radio galaxy. In addition to a

central compact radio component, it displays two lobes

and, it may host a young radio-jet that is starting to

expand through the near-nuclear interstellar medium

(ISM, Santoro et al. 2020). In such case, we might be

witnessing an initially relativistic jet that is drilling its

way out, and that is rapidly decelerated by collisions in

a dense surrounding broad line region or the ISM (Mor-

ganti et al. 2011). The radio power of 5BZU 1819−6345

(P5GHz ∼ 1025 W Hz−1) is two orders of magnitude

higher than the most powerful radio Seyfert galaxy, i.e.

NGC 1068 (P5GHz ∼ 1023 W Hz−1). 5BZU 1819−6345

shares similarities with NGC 1068, that is a nearby

(∼14 Mpc) active galaxy suggested as neutrino emitter

(Aartsen et al. 2020; Abbasi et al. 2022), among oth-

ers an host galaxy morphology dominated by a strong,

warped disk component that is observed edge-on. It has

been suggested as an extreme example of the effects of

outflow-cloud interactions in galaxies containing a rich

interstellar medium, and perhaps a missing link between

radio galaxies and radio-loud Seyfert galaxies (Morganti

et al. 2011).

Both 5BZU J1647+4950 and 5BZU 1819−6345 show

properties common to Seyfert-like galaxies. They are

located in the nearby universe (within ∼ 200 Mpc and

∼280 Mpc, respectively), and present remarkable fea-

tures, ideal to foster the production of high-energy neu-

trinos, e.g. presence of AGN-driven outflow and/or

corona activity, prominent jet-cloud interaction, among

others.

9.2. Hotspot IC J1210+3939 & 5BZB J1210+3929,

in the vicinity of NGC 4151

Paper I envisaged the possibility that astrophysical

neutrino hotspots could be generated by the cumulative

emission of multiple sources. For instance, for a given

spot, (neutrino-emitter) objects whose spatial separa-

tion is smaller than the angular resolution of current

neutrino observatories, would seemingly contribute to

enhancing the neutrino clustering local p-value. Fur-

ther, we anticipated that some of the hotspots could be

possibly driven by other populations of neutrino emit-

ters besides blazars, as supported by the detection of

hadronic γ rays from ultra fast outflows (UFOs) hosted

in AGN (Ajello et al. 2021).

A possible example in this direction is highlighted in

Figure 4, which shows a close up view of the ∼ 9-y

sky map containing the hotspot IC J1210+3939, as-

sociated with 5BZB J1210+3929. Hotspots and as-

sociated blazars are pinpointed by black squares and

crosses, respectively. In the region, there is also the jet-

ted AGN NGC 4151 (magenta circle), located 5′ away

from 5BZB J1210+3929, and 0.2◦ from IC J1210+3939.
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Figure 3. Glashow resonance event (IceCube Collaboration 2021; IceCube Collaboration et al. 2021b) discussed in Section 8.1.
The most-probable direction of the PeV event is shown as a black star. The blue and red contours indicate the 90% positional
reconstruction derived with two different methodologies. For more details we refer the reader to IceCube Collaboration et al.
(2021b). In the foreground is the 7-y sky map (see Paper I), with the hotspots pinpointed by our work highlighted by green
squares. No smoothing is applied to the IceCube sky map.

NGC 4151, which is not listed in 5BZCat, is a bright

Seyfert galaxy suggested as promising neutrino source

(e.g., Stecker et al. 1991). Similarly to the other Seyfert-

like objects of our PeVatron sample, it is found in the

nearby Universe (∼ 15 Mpc, z=0.0033).

NGC 4151 is known to host an UFO and is included in

the study that provides evidence for collective, hadronic

γ-ray emission from a small set of UFOs (Ajello et al.

2021). According to Ajello et al. (2021), AGN winds are

capable of accelerating cosmic rays with proton maxi-

mum energies up to 1017 eV, suggesting that they could

contribute to the diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux in

the IceCube energy range (e.g. Wang & Loeb 2016).

While UFOs are predicted to be generally too faint to

be detected individually by the Fermi-LAT at γ rays,

NGC 4151 showed hints for the overall highest indi-

vidual γ-ray emission. A recent study in the litera-

ture claims its detection at γ rays at high confidence

(& 5σ, Peretti et al. 2023). If this were to be confirmed,

NGC 4151 would represent an outlier Seyfert galaxy

based on the observed γ-ray properties. Moreover, the-

oretical models that attempt to provide a concomitant

explanation of the putative neutrino and γ-ray emission

from NGC 4151 face major challenges. For instance,

models based on the UFO and/or coronal component

predict neutrino fluxes undetectable by IceCube, given

the Fermi-LAT spectrum (Ajello et al. 2021; Inoue et al.

2021).

Caution should be however paid when considering

such claims. We note that the analyses of Peretti

et al. (2023) relies on outdated LAT catalogs to model

the γ-ray emission from the region (Abdollahi et al.

2020, i.e. the 8-yr LAT catalog). An inspection of

the most recently released Fermi-LAT point-source

catalog indicates a new faint γ-ray source (detected

at & 5σ) in the vicinity of IC J1210+3939, i.e.

4FGL J1210.3+3928 (Abdollahi et al. 2022, i.e. the 12-

yr LAT catalog). Although the γ-ray emission is spa-

tially close to NGC 4151, it is associated with the blazar

5BZB J1210+3929 (see also the latest LAT AGN cata-

log, 4LAC-DR3, Ajello et al. 2022). The association

with the blazar offers a natural explanation also in light

of the observed neutrino emission: 5BZB J1210+3929

may represent a typical PeVatron blazar, whose compar-

atively weak GeV emission is emerging with the integra-

tion of more LAT exposure. While at the current state

one may not exclude a contribution from NGC 4151 to

the observed neutrino and γ-ray emission, this appears
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to be minor, unless invoking new physical interpreta-

tions.

10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Conducting the positional cross-correlation analysis

between the IceCube northern hemisphere sky map and

5BZCat sources yields a post-trial p-value of 6.79×10−3.

This result is combined with the post-trial p-value of

2× 10−6 for the southern hemisphere, presented in Pa-

per I, following the Fisher’s method. The global post-

trial p-value for the chance association between IceCube

neutrino hotspots and 5BZCat blazars is found to be at

the level of 2.59× 10−7.

Based on this work, blazars are the first population of

extragalactic neutrino sources discovered at high confi-

dence. The two complementary studies point out 52 Pe-

Vatron blazars as likely counterparts of high-energy neu-

trinos, along with 23 hotspots missing an astrophysical

counterpart in the 5BZCat. Only 22 PeVatron blazars

have been detected at GeV energies by the Fermi-LAT

(see Table 2, Abdollahi et al. 2022), confirming the con-

clusions of Paper I.

The majority of PeVatron blazars displays a radio

power P1.4GHz & 1026 W Hz−1, which is typical of

high-excitation radio galaxies (HERGs, Best & Heck-

man 2012), pushing forward as preferred neutrino emit-

ters objects equipped with radiation fields external to

the jet (e.g., from the accretion disc, coronae, photons

reprocessed in the broad-line region and from the dusty

torus). On the other hand, objects with properties that

depart from the ordinary definition of blazars among the

PeVatron sample (see Section 9), along with NGC 1068,

could represent the first prototypes of a more abundant

and (relatively) faint population of neutrino emitters

in the nearby universe. Notably, HERGs objects have

emission-line spectra similar to some Seyfert galaxies.

Seyfert-like galaxies with outflows and/or jets are sug-

gested to be active galaxies in their early stage of ra-

dio activity and, as such, are likely to have significant

coronal activity, with their nuclear regions wrapped in

a cocoon or thick disk of material remnant from the

event(s) that trigger the activity. The jet expanding

in this medium interacts and sweeps out the rich ISM,

providing a good environment for neutrino production.

For objects with a significant coronal activity (as pro-

posed for NGC 1068), in the presence of highly mag-

netized and turbulent coronae, cosmic rays can be ac-

celerated and subsequently depleted via hadronuclear

and photohadronic interactions, providing targets for

∼ 1 − 100 TeV energy neutrino production. Among

the various acceleration processes, capable to accelerate

cosmic rays in the corona environment, the magnetic re-

connection is the one reaching the highest neutrino ener-

gies with values above 100 TeV (Kheirandish et al. 2021,

and references therein). Even though the magnetic re-

connection has lower flux normalization compared to the

stochastic cosmic ray pressure process, still this scenario

could provide promising primers to guide future studies.
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APPENDIX

A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ROBUSTNESS

As a-posteriori robustness test we repeated the cross-correlation analysis by keeping the blazar sky distribution

fixed and randomizing the IceCube neutrino spots. This was done by randomizing the right ascension of the neutrino

spots while keeping their declination fixed, thus accounting for a potential residual declination dependence (due to the

IceCube acceptance), and repeating the steps of the statistical analysis described in the main text. This procedure

yields a minimum pre-trial p-value of 6.00× 10−4 which is observed for Lmin = 3.0 and rassoc = 1.25◦, and a post-trial

p-value of 7.10 × 10−3 (see Figure 5, crosses). A slighter higher post-trial p-value with respect to the one in Table

1 is expected because the randomization is applied only to the right ascension. As a matter of fact, when applying

(a-posteriori) the randomization to the blazar right ascension only, we obtain comparable results (filled circles in Figure

5), i.e. minimum pre-trial p-value of 8.60× 10−4 and a post-trial p-value of 1.15× 10−2.
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Figure 4. Close up view of the IceCube sky map, in equatorial coordinates, for the region containing the hotspot
IC J1210+3939, associated with 5BZB J1210+3929. Locations of hotspots and associated blazars are highlighted by black
squares and crosses, respectively. Gray crosses display 5BZCat in the field. The magenta circle indicates NGC 4151, located 5

′

away from 5BZB J1210+3929, and 0.2
◦

from IC J1210+3939. The coordinate grid has 8
◦ × 6

◦
steps. No smoothing is applied

to the IceCube sky map.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 1 but obtained by ran-
domising the neutrino spot positions only in Right
Ascension (crosses), and the 5BZCat objects only
in Right Ascension (filled circles). See Appendix A.
The y-axis displays values in logarithm scale.

B. CONTROL SAMPLE

The statistical analysis employed in the cross-correlation between 5BZCat and the northern (Section 5), and southern

hemisphere neutrino data (Paper I), was applied to a control sample, i.e. objects which are not expected to be neutrino

emitters and thus should display no spatial correlation with the neutrino hotspots. To this aim, we employ sources

which are not blazars. An established fingerprint for blazar activity is a radio flux density & tens of mJy as observed

in the ∼ 1 GHz band. Therefore, we select faint radio sources, i.e. with a flux density < 3 mJy, chosen randomly

from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) at 1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998) and the Sydney University Molonglo Sky
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Survey (SUMSS) survey at 843 MHz (Mauch et al. 2003). These two surveys include more than a hundred thousand

objects and, combined, cover the full sky. The control sample is built from NVSS between 81◦ ≥ δ ≥ −40◦ and

SUMSS between −85◦ < δ < −40◦. We avoid objects at galactic latitudes |b|≤ 10◦, and ensure that the total number

of sources considered in the cross-correlation analysis is the same as in the respective 5BZCat samples, to be consistent

with the experiment on the real data. The northern control sample is composed by 2130 objects located between

81◦ ≥ δ ≥ −3◦, and at |b|> 10◦. The southern control sample counts 1177 objects between −85◦ < δ < −5◦, and at

|b|> 10◦.

We perform the statistical cross-correlation analysis described in Section 5 between the northern control sample and

the neutrino spots samples employing 105 MCs. For the northern hemisphere sample the best pre-trial p-value is 0.4,

found for the set of parameters Lmin = 4.0 and rassoc = 1.00◦; accounting for trials leads to a post-trial p-value of 1.0.

Figure 1 displays the results of the {Lmin, rassoc} space scan for the northern control sample (gray), along with the

results for the 5BZCat northern analysis (orange, blue, and red). We provide for reference also the results obtained

by applying the analysis described in Paper I to the southern hemisphere control sample. The best pre-trial p-value

is 0.1, found for the set Lmin = 3.5 and rassoc = 0.45◦, correcting for trials yields a post-trial p-value of 1.0.

C. LOW-GALACTIC LATITUDE NEUTRINO HOTSPOTS

Neutrino hotspots located close to the the Galactic plane (|b|≤ 10◦) were not included in the cross-correlation

analysis performed in the northern (Sect. 5.2) and southern hemisphere (Paper I). The exclusion of these hotspots is

mainly motivated by the poor completeness of the blazar catalog closer to the Galactic plane region. Besides, along

the Galactic plane, one may not exclude a priori a possible galactic origin for these neutrino hotspots. In terms of

putative neutrino astrophysical genuineness, however, there is no reason to prefer higher galactic latitude hotspots to

the lower galactic latitude ones. In principle, these low-galactic latitude hotspots may be promising candidate neutrino

sources. As reprove of this, evidence (& 4σ) for neutrino emission from the Galactic plane has been claimed1 by the

IceCube collaboration, based on an improved IceCube dataset (see also Albert et al. 2022).

In the northern hemisphere sample, 16 hotspots are close to the Galactic plane, at |b|≤ 10◦. A-posteriori we note

that two of them have a 5BZCat object located within the association radius found in this work (5BZU J1911+1611

and 5BZQ J0228+6721). For reference, they are listed in Table 4 along with the celestial coordinates and their

corresponding L values from the IceCube sky maps. In the Table we report also the galactic hotspots found in the

southern hemisphere sample analysed in Paper I.

D. A-POSTERIORI COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS NEUTRINO/BLAZARS CORRELATION STUDIES

An analysis presented in Plavin et al. (2021) investigates the possible correlation between IceCube neutrinos and

a sample of 3411 radio-bright AGN, defined by an 8 GHz flux density S8GHz ≥ 150 mJy. The authors apply a

time-integrated likelihood technique to compute the significance of the directional correlation between radio-selected

objects and a list of candidate neutrino locations. The latter list is a combination of IceCube high-energy neutrino-

candidate events and sky locations based on the same 7-years IceCube data studied in Paper I. The radio-selected

sample contains 1938 sources at δ > −5◦, and is correlated with all the putative neutrino locations of the northern

sky map (δ > −5◦). The study reports a chance association between the radio sources and the IceCube data at the

3.0 × 10−3 level, when taking into account the radio-brightness of the objects. The radio-bright selected sample has

a total of 1579 objects located at 81◦ ≥ δ ≥ −3◦ and |b|> 10◦; 952 of them are objects in common with the 5BZCat

northern sample presented in Section 4.2. We perform a-posteriori the statistical analysis described in Section 5 with

the radio-selected sample and the northern neutrino spot samples of Section 4, employing 105 MCs. The best pre-trial

p-value is 2 × 10−2, observed for the set of Lmin = 3.5 and rassoc = 1.10◦. Accounting for trials yields a post-trial

p-value of 3× 10−1, for a chance correlation between the radio-bright selected sample and the neutrino hotspots.
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The IceCube collaboration presented this finding at the 2023
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft Spring meeting, and the 2023
American Physical Society Spring meeting.
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Table 2. List of high-galactic latitude (|b|> 10
◦
) neutrino hotspots / PeVatron blazars associations found by this study. The

columns report the neutrino hotspots name, equatorial coordinates (J2000) and the L value of the hotspot. The candidate
5BZCat blazar counterpart along with the redshift and the distance between the blazar and hotspot.

IceCube hotspots Blazar associations

αhs[
◦
] δhs[

◦
] L 5BZCat z Separation[

◦
]

IC J0242−0214 40.43 −2.24 3.827 5BZQ J0239−0234 1.11413
A

0.60

IC J0243+0009 40.78 0.15 6.752 5BZB J0243+0046
a

0.409 0.63

IC J0147+0027 26.72 0.45 3.020 5BZB J0148+0129
a

0.94206
B

1.12

IC J0311+0205 47.64 2.09 3.028 5BZQ J0312+0133
a

0.664 0.76

IC J0419+0241 64.86 2.69 3.155 5BZQ J0422+0219
a

2.277 0.93

IC J0509+0532 77.34 5.53 4.125 5BZB J0509+0541
a,b

0.3365
C

0.16

IC J0359+0550 59.77 5.83 3.413 5BZQ J0400+0550 0.758
D

0.28

IC J0317+0626 49.22 6.43 3.334 5BZB J0314+0619
a

0.62
E

0.62

IC J2241+0720 340.31 7.33 3.265 5BZQ J2238+0724 >1.011 0.77

IC J0505+1247 76.29 12.79 5.192 5BZB J0502+1338
a

0.35
F

1.06

IC J1421+1306 215.16 13.09 3.444 5BZQ J1420+1205 4.026 1.00

IC J0032+1524 7.91 15.40 3.667 5BZB J0035+1515
a

– 0.88

IC J1139+1822 174.73 18.37 3.379 5BZQ J1143+1843 0.37435
B

1.06

IC J1551+1841 237.66 18.68 3.291 5BZB J1546+1817
a

– 1.08

IC J1152+2309 177.89 23.16 4.317 5BZB J1150+2417
a

0.209
F

1.18

IC J1428+2348 216.91 23.81 4.179 5BZB J1427+2348
a,c

0.604
G

0.15

IC J0222+2408 35.51 24.13 3.107 5BZU J0220+2509 0.48
H

1.06

IC J0124+2537 20.92 25.61 3.772 5BZQ J0122+2502 2.025 0.62

IC J1125+2627 171.21 26.44 3.440 5BZQ J1125+2610 2.35005
B

0.36

IC J1045+2717 161.19 27.28 3.175 5BZQ J1047+2635 2.56364
B

0.94

IC J0738+2817 114.43 28.29 3.352 5BZB J0737+2846 0.272 0.51

IC J0135+3102 23.73 31.04 3.167 5BZQ J0137+3122 1.73063
B

0.58

IC J1712+3237 258.05 32.62 3.088 5BZU J1706+3214 1.06929
B

1.20

IC J0206+3435 31.46 34.59 3.133 5BZB J0208+3523
a

0.318 0.98

IC J1000+3710 149.94 37.17 3.166 5BZB J1004+3752 0.440 1.21

IC J1535+3807 233.79 38.11 3.073 5BZU J1536+3742 0.679 0.48

IC J1619+3841 244.86 38.68 3.734 5BZQ J1617+3801 1.60867
B

0.73

IC J1210+3939 182.46 39.64 3.915 5BZB J1210+3929
a,d

0.61693
B

0.20

IC J1244+4037 191.07 40.62 3.644 5BZQ J1243+4043 1.518 0.13

IC J1201+4213 180.18 42.21 4.791 5BZG J1156+4238 0.17162
B

0.84

IC J1126+4249 171.57 42.81 3.332 5BZB J1122+4316 0.43516
B

0.88

IC J1742+4336 265.45 43.61 3.133 5BZQ J1740+4348 2.246 0.26

IC J2249+4436 342.33 44.60 3.214 5BZB J2247+4413
a

>0.31
I

0.46

IC J1523+4559 230.74 45.98 3.490 5BZB J1523+4606 – 0.15

IC J0805+5005 121.33 50.09 4.005 5BZQ J0808+4950
a,d

1.4344
B

0.59

IC J1327+5029 201.86 50.48 3.638 5BZQ J1327+5008 1.01191
J

0.33

IC J1644+5052 250.93 50.87 3.397 5BZU J1647+4950
a

0.0475 1.20

IC J0512+5701 78.12 57.02 3.671 5BZQ J0514+5602 2.19 1.01

IC J0546+5844 86.54 58.73 3.234 5BZB J0540+5823
a

>0.1
K

0.81

IC J1855+6531 283.87 65.51 3.041 5BZB J1848+6537
a

0.364 0.74

IC J1938+7330 294.50 73.50 3.548 5BZQ J1927+7358 0.302 0.85

IC J1356+7744 208.88 77.73 3.052 5BZQ J1357+7643
a

1.585 1.02

a
Objects listed in 4FGL-DR3;

b
5BZB J0509+0541, a.k.a. TXS 0506+056;

c
5BZB J1427+2348, a.k.a.

PKS 1424+240;
d

An excess of neutrino events in the direction of 5BZB J1210+3929 and 5BZQ J0808+4950
was yet reported in Smith et al. (2021).; Redshifts are from :

A
Dunlop et al. (1989);

B
SDSS-DR17;

C
Ajello et al.

(2014);
D

Peña-Herazo et al. (2021);
E

Arsioli et al. (2015);
F

Truebenbach & Darling (2017);
G

Landoni et al.
(2020);

H
Paggi et al. (2014);

I
Shaw et al. (2013);

J
Hewett & Wild (2010);

K
Paiano et al. (2020).
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Table 3. List of high-galactic latitude (|b|> 10
◦
) neutrino hotspots without a candidate 5BZCat association located within

the association radius found by this study.

αhs[
◦
] δhs[

◦
] L

IC J2040+0036 309.90 −0.60 3.494

IC J2011+0147 302.87 1.79 3.607

IC J1423+0232 215.86 2.54 3.061

IC J0039+0729 9.67 7.48 4.342

IC J0938+0927 144.49 9.44 3.604

IC J0721+1125 110.21 11.42 4.039

IC J2127+1238 321.86 12.64 3.129

IC J2326+1306 351.56 13.09 3.405

IC J0227+1524 36.74 15.40 3.602

IC J1621+1601 245.21 16.02 3.804

IC J2027+1909 306.74 19.16 3.223

IC J0148+2045 26.89 20.74 3.116

IC J0811+2211 122.70 22.19 3.060

IC J1353+2309 208.12 23.16 4.579

IC J1522+2319 230.45 23.32 3.212

IC J1353+2617 208.30 26.28 3.692

IC J1121+2747 170.16 27.78 3.833

IC J0301+3144 45.18 31.74 3.138

IC J1331+3352 202.68 33.87 4.013

IC J1606+3829 241.52 38.49 3.073

IC J1157+5225 179.33 52.42 4.221

IC J2129+6756 322.12 67.93 4.029

IC J0106+7330 16.50 73.50 3.011

IC J1422+7616 215.40 76.26 3.720
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Table 4. Neutrino hotspots located close to the the Galactic plane (|b|≤ 10
◦
). The top (bottom) part of the table lists the

northern (southern) hemisphere galactic hotspots, found in Paper II (Paper I). These hotspots are not included in the cross-
correlation analysis due to the deficit of blazars near the galactic plane and their possible galactic origin (see Appendix C).
The columns report the name, equatorial coordinates (J2000) and the L value of the hotspot. For reference, the right columns
report candidate 5BZCat blazar counterpart that are found a-posteriori within the association radius of Paper II.

IceCube hotspots Potential blazar counterpart

αhs[
◦
] δhs[

◦
] L 5BZCat z Separation[

◦
]

IC J0703+0103 105.82 1.04 4.315 – – –

IC J1931+0138 292.85 1.64 3.334 – – –

IC J0638+1039 99.49 10.66 3.136 – – –

IC J1914+1524 288.46 15.40 3.118 5BZU J1911+1611 – 0.91

IC J1857+2339 284.24 23.64 3.092 – – –

IC J1950+2727 297.42 27.45 5.275 – – –

IC J1958+2950 299.53 29.83 4.187 – – –

IC J0530+3248 82.44 32.80 4.049 – – –

IC J1930+3320 292.50 33.33 3.533 – – –

IC J0433+3852
a

68.20 38.87 3.220 – – –

IC J0433+4025 68.20 40.42 3.066 – – –

IC J2030+4324 307.56 43.41 3.219 – – –

IC J2024+4523 306.11 45.39 3.471 – – –

IC J2239+4808 339.71 48.14 3.214 – – –

IC J0333+5127 53.26 51.45 3.253 – – –

IC J0236+6627 39.02 66.44 3.090 5BZQ J0228+6721 0.523 1.15

IC J0719−2240 109.78 −22.67 4.081 – – –

IC J1604−5735 241.07 −57.59 4.724 – – –
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Abstract. Prolate rotation is characterized by a significant stellar rotation around a galaxy’s major axis,
which contrasts with the more common oblate rotation. Prolate rotation is thought to be due to major merg-
ers and thus studies of prolate-rotating systems can help us better understand the hierarchical process of
galaxy evolution. Dynamical studies of such galaxies are important to find their gravitational potential pro-
file, total mass, and dark matter fraction. Recently, it has been shown in a cosmological simulation that it
is possible to form a prolate-rotating dwarf galaxy following a dwarf-dwarf merger event. The simulation
also shows that the unusual prolate rotation can be time enduring. In this particular example, the galaxy
continued to rotate around its major axis for at least 7.4 Gyr (from the merger event until the end of the
simulation). In this project, we use mock observations of the hydro-dynamically simulated prolate-rotating
dwarf galaxy to fit various stages of its evolution with Jeans dynamical models. The Jeans models success-
fully fit the early oblate state before the major merger event, and also the late prolate stages of the simulated
galaxy, recovering its mass distribution, velocity dispersion, and rotation profile. We also ran a prolate-
rotating N-body simulation with similar properties to the cosmologically simulated galaxy, which gradually
loses its angular momentum on a short time scale ∼ 100 Myr. More tests are needed to understand why
prolate rotation is time enduring in the cosmological simulation, but not in a simple N-body simulation.

Keywords. Galaxy dynamics, Prolate rotation, Cosmological simulations

1. Introduction
Dwarf galaxies are important building blocks in galaxy hierarchical formation and evolution

theories, so it is essential to understand their properties. There are distinct types of dwarf
galaxies, depending on mass and gas content - mainly gas-rich dwarf irregulars and gas-poor
dwarf spheroidals, as well as transition types. The majority of them are dark matter (DM)
dominated. However, their low stellar densities and shallow potential wells make them very
sensitive to perturbations from stellar feedback, external interactions, etc.

Dynamical studies of dwarf galaxies can reveal their total mass and the mass of their
sub-components (stars, gas, DM content), as well as their internal structure and kinematical
properties, which is not possible from photometry alone.

On the other hand, cosmological simulations allow us to study the formation and evolution
of galaxies at all scales and test real-time observations. By comparing observations and the
simulated results we can better understand the physical processes in our Universe. Zoom-
in simulations are used to study smaller-scale processes in individual galaxies and galaxy
clusters, such as interactions, gas cooling, star formation, and feedback from supernovae and
black holes.

While most galaxies have a certain amount of angular momentum, which flattens them in
the direction of the rotation axis, there are rare exceptions of galaxies that rotate around their
major axis, known as prolate rotation. In the Local Group, we know of only two such cases,
the And II dwarf (Amorisco et al. 2014) and the Phoenix dwarf (Kacharov et al. 2017). In
both studies, they strongly suggest that a major merger at some point in the galaxy’s evolution

© International Astronomical Union, 2023
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causes a change in the rotation axis. Similarly, Cardona-Barrero et al. (2021) discovered the
presence of prolate rotation in a cosmologically simulated dwarf galaxy, using the GEAR code,
based on GADGET-2 (Springel 2005; Revaz & Jablonka 2012). The culprit, causing the flip of
the rotation axis is also a major dwarf-dwarf merger with a DM mass ratio of about 1 : 5.

In this study, we aim to test how well Jeans dynamical models can reproduce the mass
distribution and kinematic properties of the simulated prolate-rotating dwarf. If successful,
such dynamical models can then be applied to real observational data.

2. Jeans Anisotropic Multi-Gaussian Expansion (JAM) on the cosmological data
Jeans equations are stellar hydrodynamic equations, derived from the collisionless

Boltzmann equation, that are used to study the dynamics of equilibrium systems. One of the
advantages of the Jeans equations is that instead of dealing with the phase-space distribution
function, we use velocity moments of the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD), which
is directly linked to the gravitational potential and density of the system. This method has been
extensively used to study spherical and axisymmetric stellar systems under the assumption of
quasi-equilibrium (Cappellari 2016).

In this work, we utilise the JAM code by Cappellari (2020) to solve the Jeans equations for
the cosmologically simulated prolate rotating dwarf galaxy, discovered by Cardona-Barrero et
al. (2021). We obtain best-fit Jeans dynamical models at different stages during its evolution
in the cosmological simulation, which predicts the dwarf’s mass distribution and compares the
model results with the known properties of the simulated dwarf. The primary objective is to
investigate whether the Jeans models can accurately describe the dynamical properties of the
prolate system in a quasi-equilibrium approximation since in the cosmological simulation the
prolate rotation survives for more than 7.56 Gyr.

In the early stages of the galaxy’s evolution, its rotation axis was the minor axis (q = b
a < 1).

After a massive merger with its satellite halo, the galaxy’s axis of rotation changes to the
major axis. We assumed here axisymmetry around its major axis (q = b

a > 1). We created JAM
models for each of the three main stages of the galaxy’s evolution: pre-merger (z = 1.58),
shortly after the merger (z = 0.58), and at the present day (z = 0.00).

We used the initial oblate case as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of our prolate
models.

3. Methods
The Jeans dynamical models link the generally derived from observations stellar density and

kinematics of the modelled system to its gravitational potential.
From the simulation, we know the surface brightness profile of the galaxy and perform a

simple Sérsic profile fit to obtain its central surface brightness, half-light radius, and Sérsic
index. We represent the resulting Sérsic profile with a Multi Gaussian Expansion (MGE),
which makes it easy to deproject the density profile.

We have also created Voronoi maps of the line of sight velocity (vlos) and velocity dispersion
(σ ) at different snapshots from the simulation. We assigned uncertainties to these values based
on the local surface brightness (uncertainties increase with decreasing surface brightness).

In our dynamical model, the gravitational potential is driven by DM only. We used a gen-
eralised Navarro-Frank-White (NFW) density profile as representative of the gravitational
potential to solve the Jeans equations. In this particular JAM model, we used a spherical, cored
NFW profile (central density slope γ = 0), which we later found to give the most promising
mass profile of the model, as compared with the cosmological simulation.

We used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to get the maximum likelihood of the
fitted parameters. We fit for the central density (ρ0) and scale radius (r0) of the NFW profile,

as well as velocity anisotropy (βz = 1 − σ2
z

σ2
r
) and rotation amplitude (κ) of the galaxy.
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Figure 1. The top-left figure displays the line-of-sight velocity from the cosmological simulation of the
galaxy at redshift z = 0.00 in Voronoi bins, while the top-right figure shows the corresponding JAM model.
The black ellipse indicates the half-light radius. The bottom left figure displays the velocity dispersion from
the cosmological simulation, while the bottom right shows the dispersion obtained from the fitted JAM
model.

4. Results
We first modelled the simulated galaxy during its pre-merger stage (z = 1.58), when it still

had normal oblate rotation. After 2 Gyr, due to a massive collision, the galaxy began rotating
in a prolate manner. This is the stage in the simulation, at which we performed our second
JAM model (z = 0.58). Interestingly, the galaxy also has prolate rotation at z = 0 (the present
day of the simulation), indicating that it is in a state of quasi-equilibrium.

In all three cases, we fitted the line-of-sight velocity (vlos) and velocity dispersion, and we
estimated the mass distribution of the simulated galaxy using the modelled parameters listed
above. An example of the fit for the last case (z = 0) is shown in Figure 1. The Voronoi maps
of the mock observations of the galaxy rotation and velocity dispersion are compared to the
best-fit results from the Jeans model.

The Jeans model provided a well matched line-of-sight velocity and velocity dispersion for
all the stages within the half-light radius. Despite the fewer data points outside the half-light
radius, we also got a relatively good fit with the data.

The capability to determine the galaxy’s mass profile is one of the main advantages of
dynamical modelling. We calculated the mass for each of the three models stated above. The
masses for all three models are displayed in Figure 2, along with the mass derived from the
cosmological simulation.

5. N-body Simulation of the galaxy
We also checked the survivability of the galaxy’s rotation using an N-body simulation.
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Figure 2. Best-fit mass profiles of the simulated galaxy at pre-merger (z = 1.58, left), just after the merger
(z = 0.58, middle), and at the present time (z = 0, right), compared to the true mass distribution from the
cosmological simulation. The cross shows the virial mass estimate enclosed within the half-light radius.

We used the inverse transform sampling method to draw positions from the best-fit de-
projected 3D sérsic profile and initial 3D velocities from the best-fit Jeans model.

We ran the N-body code assuming star particles move within an embedded spherical DM
halo. The simulation was done using SWIFT (Schaller et al. 2016). Interestingly, the galaxy
loses its prolate rotation after only 100 Myr, in contrast to its longevity in the cosmological
simulation. More research is necessary to determine the underlying reasons. For example, we
could try changing the shape of the DM halo to prolate as well.

6. Conclusions
We successfully applied the JAM code on a cosmologically simulated, prolate rotating dwarf

galaxy and fitted its velocity moments. We used the early oblate, pre-merger stage as a bench-
mark for our project. We then modelled the prolate rotating stages shortly after the merger
(z = 0.58) and at the present time (z = 0.0). In all cases, we fitted a spherical NFW mass pro-
file, as well as the amplitude of rotation and velocity anisotropy. We then calculated the mass
profile of the galaxy at different evolutionary stages and compared them to the known mass
profiles from the simulation, which agree quite well. This project confirms the viability of the
Jeans method for estimating the masses of prolate rotating galaxies in the approximation of
quasi-dynamical equilibrium. Furthermore, we also did an N-body simulation but in this sim-
ple setup, the galaxy’s prolate rotation dies after 100 Myr. Further work is needed to better
understand the survivability of its prolate nature.
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ABSTRACT
We use medium- and high-resolution spectroscopy of close pairs of quasars to analyze the circum-

galactic medium (CGM) surrounding 32 damped Lyα absorption systems (DLAs). The primary quasar
sightline in each pair probes an intervening DLA in the redshift range 1.6 < zabs < 3.5, such that
the secondary sightline probes absorption from Lyα and a large suite of metal-line transitions (in-
cluding O I, C II, C IV, Si II, and Si IV) in the DLA host galaxy’s CGM at transverse distances
24 kpc ≤ R⊥ ≤ 284 kpc. Analysis of Lyα in the CGM sightlines shows an anti-correlation between R⊥
and H I column density (NHi) with 99.8% confidence, similar to that observed around luminous galax-
ies. The incidences of C II and Si II with N > 1013 cm−2 within 100 kpc of DLAs are larger by 2σ than
those measured in the CGM of Lyman break galaxies (Cf (NCii) > 0.89 and Cf (NSiii) = 0.75+0.12

−0.17).
Metallicity constraints derived from ionic ratios for nine CGM systems with negligible ionization cor-
rections and NHi > 1018.5 cm−2 show a significant degree of scatter (with metallicities/limits across
the range −2.06 . logZ/Z� . −0.75), suggesting inhomogeneity in the metal distribution in these
environments. Velocity widths of C IV λ1548 and low-ionization metal species in the DLA vs. CGM
sightlines are strongly (> 2σ) correlated, suggesting they trace the potential well of the host halo over
R⊥ . 300 kpc scales. At the same time, velocity centroids for C IV λ1548 differ in DLA vs. CGM
sightlines by > 100 km s−1 for ∼ 50% of velocity components, but few components have velocities that
would exceed the escape velocity assuming dark matter host halos of ≥ 1012M�.

ststawinski@gmail.com

∗ The data presented herein were obtained at the W. M. Keck Ob-
servatory, which is operated as a scientific partnership among
the California Institute of Technology, the University of Califor-
nia and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The
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1. INTRODUCTION

The circumgalactic medium (CGM) is defined as the
gaseous halo surrounding galaxies that hosts the ex-
change of gas between large-scale outflows from the host
galaxy interstellar medium (ISM), the ambient halo, and
accretion from the intergalactic medium (IGM; Tumlin-
son et al. 2017). In the last decade it has become evident
that studying the CGM is crucial to fully understanding
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galaxy evolution (e.g., Peeples et al. 2019). Studies have
shown < 25% of the mass expected in ∼ L∗ galaxies at
z ∼ 0 is detected in observations of stars or the inter-
stellar medium (ISM; Peeples et al. 2014), potentially
making the CGM an opportune place to look for these
missing baryons. CGM studies at low redshift have de-
tected the majority of these galactic missing baryons,
with just the cool gas mass of the CGM around ∼ L∗

galaxies estimated to be ∼ (3−6)×1010 M� (Prochaska
et al. 2011, Werk et al. 2014, Prochaska et al. 2017a).
The physical origin of these diffuse baryons remains un-
clear; however, it is likely that they are deposited in part
by winds launched by star formation or active galactic
nuclei in the central galaxy (e.g., Bordoloi et al. 2011;
Kacprzak et al. 2012; Lan & Mo 2018), as well as by
accretion of the IGM or recycled wind material (Kereš
et al. 2009; Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Rubin et al. 2012).
Hence, the detailed properties of the CGM can provide
essential insight into the processes driving the evolution
of the galaxies.
A critical epoch to study the CGM is at z ∼ 2−3, dur-

ing the peak of cosmic star formation (Storrie-Lombardi
& Wolfe 2000, Madau & Dickinson 2014) and supermas-
sive black hole growth (Marconi et al. 2006, Richards
et al. 2006). However, the gaseous material that makes
up the CGM is diffuse and difficult to detect in emission,
especially at higher redshifts (although see, e.g., Erb
et al. 2018; Arrigoni Battaia et al. 2018; Cai et al. 2019;
O’Sullivan et al. 2020). As a result, the vast majority
of high-redshift CGM studies have analyzed its H I and
metal content in absorption detected along sightlines to
bright background QSOs. For the most part, this work
has focused on characterizing the gaseous environments
of systems with host galaxies that are bright in the
rest-frame UV (i.e., QSOs and Lyman Break Galaxies).
These studies have established the masses and extent of
the neutral hydrogen overdensities around these systems
(e.g., Rakic et al. 2012; Rudie et al. 2012; Prochaska
et al. 2013), and have likewise assessed the sizes and
masses of their metal components (e.g., Adelberger et al.
2005; Simcoe et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2014; Prochaska
et al. 2014; Lau et al. 2016; Rudie et al. 2019a). With
the recent advent of VLT/MUSE, it is now also possible
to select large samples of Lyα-emitting systems close to
background QSO sightlines, enabling similar analyses of
the bulk properties of their halos (e.g., Muzahid et al.
2021; Lofthouse et al. 2023).
Studies benefiting from sensitive, high-resolution

background QSO spectroscopy have gone beyond as-
sessment of these bulk properties to analyze quantities
that provide constraints on the origins and ultimate
fate of the circumgalactic material. Detailed analyses

of metal-line kinematics along sightlines probing QSO
host halos have found that low-ionization transitions
trace ≈ 300 km s−1 line widths, consistent with material
tracing virial motions in these halos, but that robustly-
measured asymmetries in these profiles are suggestive of
gas tracing large-scale outflows (Lau et al. 2018). Sim-
ilarly, Rudie et al. (2019a) found that within projected
distances (R⊥) < 100 kpc, the majority of Lyman Break
Galaxies (LBGs) exhibit metal-enriched halo gas with
velocities which exceed that required to escape the sys-
tem. In contrast, Turner et al. (2017) found that the
absorption kinematics of H I, C IV and Si IV at larger
projected separations (up to R⊥ = 2 Mpc) from LBGs
are best explained by large-scale inflow onto their host
halos.
Assessment of the metallicity of QSO host halo gas

has revealed high levels of overall enrichment ([M/H]&
−0.6) and significantly α-enhanced abundance ratios
(Lau et al. 2016; Fossati et al. 2021), suggestive that
core-collapse supernovae play a dominant role in the en-
richment of these environments. A handful of studies
have analyzed the metallicities of material both within
and well beyond the virial radii of LBGs, uncovering
examples of systems as distant as R⊥ = 30 − 110 kpc
that exhibit large scatter in their enrichment levels (e.g.
Z/Z� & 0.08 − 0.3; Simcoe et al. 2006; Crighton et al.
2013; Fumagalli et al. 2017). Several studies (Crighton
et al. 2013, 2015; Fumagalli et al. 2016a; Lofthouse et al.
2020) have also now provided clear evidence that at
least some high-redshift star-forming galaxy halos are
not well-mixed, and can give rise to both near-pristine
material (Z/Z� ∼ 1/100) and mildly sub-solar gas along
the same background QSO sightline (e.g., with velocity
offsets of ≈ 200 km s−1; Crighton et al. 2013). These
latter authors in particular used their measurements to
argue for the presence of a cold-accretion stream amidst
extended, metal-enriched wind ejecta.
Due to their use of continuum or Lyα emission for the

identification of foreground galaxy samples, the works
discussed above have assessed the gaseous environments
of halos hosting active galaxies with total halo masses
Mh & 1011−11.5 M� (Adelberger et al. 2005; Gawiser
et al. 2007; Conroy et al. 2008; Rakic et al. 2013; Wild
et al. 2008; White et al. 2012; Font-Ribera et al. 2013;
Bielby et al. 2016). An alternative approach is to instead
identify high-redshift galaxies from their absorption-line
signatures. We pioneered this technique in Rubin et al.
(2015), which used spectroscopy of close pairs of QSO
sightlines to search for the damped Lyman-α (DLA)
absorption profile associated with galaxies in the fore-
ground. DLAs, defined as absorbers having neutral hy-
drogen column densities NHi ≥ 2 × 1020 cm−2 (Wolfe
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et al. 1986), have been the dominant reservoir of HI
gas since at least z ∼ 5 (Wolfe et al. 2005). The spa-
tial relationship between DLAs and high-redshift star
formation remained opaque for more than two decades
after their discovery; however, studies of DLAs in cos-
mological simulations have long suggested that they are
associated with galaxies spanning a wide range of halo
masses (1010 M� . Mh . 1012 M�; Haehnelt et al.
1998; Nagamine et al. 2004; Pontzen et al. 2008; Ra-
zoumov et al. 2008; Fumagalli et al. 2011; Cen 2012;
Bird et al. 2014; Garratt-Smithson et al. 2021).
Observational searches for the luminous counterparts

of DLAs have recently become successful with the ad-
vent of near-infrared IFUs on 8-10m-class telescopes
(Péroux et al. 2012; Jorgenson & Wolfe 2014), and in
programs targeting DLAs with high metallicities (Fynbo
et al. 2010, 2013; Krogager et al. 2012; Noterdaeme
et al. 2012; Krogager et al. 2017). A meta-analysis of
these latter studies conducted by Krogager et al. (2017)
concluded that DLAs with detected counterparts typi-
cally arise within R⊥ < 25 kpc of galaxies having star
formation rates (SFRs) ≈ 1 − 30 M� yr−1, and that
lower-metallicity DLAs are likely associated with host
galaxies having luminosities that extend & 2 magni-
tudes fainter, and with SFRs as low as ∼ 0.01 M� yr−1.
More recent follow-up of high-metallicity DLA hosts
at z ∼ 4 with ALMA (Neeleman et al. 2017, 2019;
Prochaska et al. 2019) has identified massive, high-SFR
(∼ 7− 110 M� yr−1) counterparts with impact param-
eters of 10 − 50 kpc (Neeleman et al. 2019). Most re-
cently, a Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI) study has
mapped two DLAs along multiple lines of sight toward
a bright, gravitationally-lensed background galaxy at
z = 2.7 (Bordoloi et al. 2022). This work identified Lyα
emission that likely arises from the DLA hosts within
R⊥ . 1− 2 kpc of the damped sightlines, and moreover
measured the spatial extent of these DLAs to be & 238
kpc2 (assuming circular geometry with d = 17 kpc), im-
plying neutral gas masses of & 5.5× 108− 1.4× 109M�.
Taken together, these studies are suggestive of a sce-

nario in which high-metallicity DLAs arise close to ac-
tively star-forming galaxies at high redshift (with SFRs
& 1 M� yr−1 and halo masses 1011 M� . Mh .
1012 M�), while lower-metallicity DLAs likely trace ha-
los with lower star formation rates and masses. This sce-
nario is further corroborated by analyses of the relation
between DLA absorption line widths, metallicities, and
host galaxy stellar masses (e.g., Neeleman et al. 2013;
Møller et al. 2013; Christensen et al. 2014). This picture
is also broadly consistent with that advocated by ana-
lytical work modeling the global distribution function of
NHi for DLAs in tandem with their metallicities (Kro-

gager et al. 2020), line widths, and molecular gas con-
tent (Theuns 2021). This implies that DLAs are effec-
tive signposts for high-redshift galaxies having a broad
range of masses and SFRs, and furthermore that the
metallicities of DLAs may provide a rough indication of
their relative host halo masses (e.g., Wolfe & Prochaska
1998; Ledoux et al. 2006; Neeleman et al. 2013).
In our previous work (Rubin et al. 2015), we searched

optical spectroscopy of close pairs of quasars (Findlay
et al. 2018) for pairs in which at least one line of sight
probed an intervening DLA. Our search yielded a sam-
ple of 40 pairs with foreground DLAs having redshifts in
the range 1.6 < zDLA < 3.6. Our quasar spectroscopy
was for the most part obtained at low spectral resolu-
tion (R . 2000), but nevertheless permitted assessment
of the covering fraction of optically thick H I and the
incidence of strong Si II λ1526 and C IV λλ1548, 1550

absorption in DLA environments to projected distances
R⊥ < 300 kpc. Since this first work, we have obtained
follow-up spectroscopy of a subset of this sample at
medium and high spectral resolution (R & 4000), en-
abling detailed assessment of the column densities and
kinematics of several ionic species including Al II, Al III,
C II, C IV, Fe II, Mg II, O I, Si II, and Si IV. We present
these measurements here, together with a comparison
between these CGM properties and those measured in
the denser environments surrounding LBGs and QSO
hosts (Rudie et al. 2019a; Lau et al. 2016). We assume
here that our sample DLAs serve as signposts for nearby
star formation, and are located either within the inter-
stellar medium of their galaxy hosts or (more likely) in
their “inner” CGM (e.g., Theuns 2021; Stern et al. 2021).
Our dataset thus offers the unique opportunity to con-
strain metallicities of both the extended CGM and the
ISM/inner CGM material traced by DLAs. Such com-
parisons are expected to yield important insight into the
origins of circumgalactic gas; however, they have only
been attempted in relatively low-redshift (z < 1.5) sys-
tems to date (e.g., Péroux et al. 2016; Prochaska et al.
2017b; Kacprzak et al. 2019; Weng et al. 2023).
Our sample selection and data preparation are de-

scribed in Section 2. We then discuss our methods
for measuring H I column densities in the DLA and
CGM sightlines in Section 3, and discuss our methods
for measuring metal-line column densities and kinemat-
ics in Section 4. Section 5 presents the resulting column
densities, metallicities, and kinematics measured for our
DLA and CGM sightlines. Finally, in Section 6 we com-
bine our results with those in the literature, and present
summaries of the relation between metallicity and R⊥
around both DLAs and LBGs, as well as of the rela-
tion between metallicity and velocity width. We adopt
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a Planck ΛCDM cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.70,
andH0 = 68 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016).

2. DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

2.1. QSO Pair Sample Selection

Our sample is primarily selected from the Quasars
Probing Quasars (QPQ) spectral database (as described
in Findlay et al. 2018). The QPQ database contains
spectra for 5,627 objects with z > 2 which were col-
lected for the purpose of observing pairs of quasars
that have close transverse separations on the sky.
QPQ targets were initially drawn from low-resolution
spectroscopic and photometric surveys that identified
sources as quasars, including the SDSS Legacy Sur-
vey (2000-2008; York et al. 2000; Gunn et al. 2006),
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (Dawson
et al. 2013), and the 2dF QSO Redshift Survey (Croom
et al. 2004). These targets were supplemented with
a photometrically-selected sample of QSO pair candi-
dates, with photometry measured in SDSS, VST AT-
LAS (Shanks et al. 2015), and WISE imaging (Wright
et al. 2010). Photometrically-identified pairs were fol-
lowed up with spectroscopy using 2− 4 meter-class tele-
scopes as described in Hennawi et al. (2006, 2010). A
subset of these confirmed candidates that were close on
the sky (within . 30′′) and that have g . 21.5 were
then observed with medium- or high-resolution spec-
trographs, including ESI (Sheinis et al. 2002) on the
Keck II telescope, MagE (Marshall et al. 2008) and
MIKE (Bernstein et al. 2003) on the Magellan Tele-
scopes, and XSHOOTER on the Very Large Telescope
(Vernet et al. 2011). The majority of these high-fidelity
spectra were obtained for the purpose of studying the
CGM of the foreground QSOs (Prochaska & Hennawi
2009; Lau et al. 2016, 2018). A subset of this sample
was targeted specifically for the present study due to
the presence of a foreground DLA discovered in lower-
resolution spectroscopy. A full listing of the telescopes
and instruments used to obtain data analyzed in this
paper, along with the corresponding spectral coverage
and resolution of each instrumental setup, is presented
in Table 1.
In an effort to increase our quasar pair sample, we

also searched the IGMspec database. IGMspec is a
large database that contains 434,686 spectra in the
UV, optical, and near-infrared from 16 different sur-
veys (Prochaska 2017). The database includes all the
quasars from BOSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009) and
DR12 (Alam et al. 2015). Our search yielded eight pairs
using the selection criteria described below; however,

none of these sightlines were found to probe foreground
DLAs.
From the QPQ and IGMspec databases, we selected

only quasar pairs with a maximum transverse proper
distance on the sky of R⊥ = 300 kpc (calculated at the
redshift of the foreground QSO). This is much larger
than the typical virial radius of massive LBGs at z ∼ 2

(Rvirial ∼ 90 kpc), and thus this distance criterion allows
us to probe the CGM both within and beyond the virial
radii of DLA host galaxies at z ∼ 2. We required that
the quasars have redshifts 1.58 < z < 4 so that their
Lyα transition falls redward of the atmospheric cutoff
at 3140 Å, and so that there is wavelength coverage red-
ward of the Lyα forest. This initial query yielded 411
QSO pairs.
We then required that at least one QSO in the pair

have a medium- or high-resolution spectrum (with R ≥
4000) to enable the metal line analysis described later
in Section 4. While the majority of these sightlines
were targeted solely due to the presence of a foreground
QSO (i.e., for reasons unrelated to the possible pres-
ence of a foreground DLA), a subset were targeted after
the discovery of a DLA in low-resolution spectroscopy.
This latter subsample may be biased toward probing
low H I column density DLAs, due to broadening of
DLA absorption profiles in low-resolution spectroscopy.
However, this effect is small, as this marginally biased
sample comprises a small fraction of the medium-/high-
resolution spectra used in this work. The resulting sam-
ple consists of 85 pairs. For each pair, we collected all
spectra in each database, including low-resolution spec-
tra if they extended the blue wavelength coverage, in or-
der to maximize our wavelength search window for DLA
signatures. For two pairs in this sample, we also made
use of HST WFC3/UVIS grism spectroscopy obtained
and reduced as described in Lusso et al. (2018). These
data cover 2000 Å < λobs < 4500 Å at a FWHM resolu-
tion of ∼ 60 Å, and therefore can provide useful coverage
of the Lyman limit for absorbers discovered at z < 2.5

along these sightlines. As described below in Section 3,
the HST data was used to improve our constraints on
NHi for sightlines with medium or high-resolution opti-
cal spectroscopy.

2.2. Continuum Fitting

We fit each quasar continuum using the function
fit_continuum in the Python package linetools1

(Prochaska et al. 2016), which allows the user to in-
teractively modify a spline fit to the level of the con-

1 https://linetools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

https://linetools.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Table 1. List of instruments

Instrument Telescope Resolution (R) ∆v (km s−1) a Wavelength Coverage

MIKE (Blue+Red) Magellan Clay 35714 8 3350− 9500 Å
MIKE-Blue Magellan Clay 28000 11 3350− 5000 Å
XSHOOTER VLT UT2 8000 37 3000− 25000 Å
MagE Magellan Clay 5857 51 3100− 10000 Å

4824 62 3100− 10000 Å
ESI Keck II 4545 66 3900− 10900 Å
BOSS Sloan 2.5m Telescope 2100 143 3600− 10400 Å
GMOS-N Gemini Telescope 1872 160 3600− 9400 Å

a∆v is the velocity width of the FWHM resolution element.

tinuum across the spectrum. The typical uncertainty in
the continuum level using this method is . 10% in the
Lyα forest and ∼ 5% redward of the QSO’s Lyα line
(Prochaska et al. 2013).

2.3. Identification of QSO Pairs with Foreground
DLAs

We then performed a search for foreground DLAs
among these pairs. Initially, we searched each spectrum
in a given pair for strong absorption features blueward
of the quasar Lyα emission line. We required that these
features meet the following criteria:

1. They appear as a single line with apparent damp-
ing wings.

2. The DLA candidate must have a redshift more
than 5000 km s−1 blueward of the foreground
QSO. If the system is redward of that limit, it may
be associated with the QSO and may not probe the
same environment as DLAs that are intervening.

3. There is metal line absorption present at the
same redshift as the putative Lyα in the same
sightline. We searched for metal absorption lines
within a ±350 km s−1 window from the transi-
tions Si II λ1304, Si IV λ1526, O I λ1302, and C II
λ1334 (Wolfe et al. 2005). We chose this veloc-
ity window to ensure we encompass any absorp-
tion that could be associated with the DLA. As-
suming DLAs are predominately hosted by halos
with masses up to 1012 M�, and that the FWHM
of the line-of-sight velocity distribution of virial-
ized halo gas is vFWHM = 2

√
ln 2 vvir, we expect

vFWHM ≈ 360 km s−1 at the mean redshift of our
sample (〈zabs〉 = 2.45; Maller & Bullock 2004). A
search window of ±350 km s−1 therefore fully en-
compasses the velocity extent of this virialized gas.
We note that all absorption features in our sam-

ple which satisfy the first two criteria also satisfied
this third criterion.

This initial search included absorption from DLAs
as well as super Lyman limit systems (SLLS) with
1019 cm−2 ≤ NHi ≤ 1020.3 cm−2. Once a DLA candi-
date was identified, we performed an initial fit of the ab-
sorption profile using the XSpecGUI in linetools to de-
termine if the column density satisfies the DLA thresh-
old (NHi ≥ 1020.3 cm−2). We assigned a redshift to each
DLA that corresponds to the velocity of the peak opti-
cal depth of the metal lines. We prioritized lines which
arise from low-ionization transitions (i.e., of Si II or C II)
and which are not saturated. We then refined our mea-
surement of the H I column density using this redshift
as described below in Section 3.1. The resulting sample
included 49 DLAs having NHi ≥ 1020.3 cm−2.
Our final step was to examine the CGM sightlines

associated with each of the confirmed DLAs. To en-
sure precise metal line analysis, we required the corre-
sponding CGM sightlines to be observed at a resolution
R > 4000. If a medium- or high-resolution spectrum
for the CGM was not available, the pair was removed
from our sample. The final sample used throughout this
paper includes 32 DLA-CGM pairs. Table 2 lists coor-
dinates and redshifts for the QSOs and DLAs in these
pairs, as well as the instruments used for spectroscopy
of each sightline.
For each DLA-CGM pair, we searched the CGM spec-

trum for strong Lyα absorption within ±350 km s−1 of
the DLA redshift. We selected the single, strongest Lyα
component that is present within this velocity window.
We note that there could be multiple components of
Lyα absorption in the CGM sightline associated with
the DLA, so by choosing a single feature we are setting
a lower limit on H I. Some CGM sightlines have multiple
Lyα absorption components of similar strength in this
range. In these cases, we included all H I absorption
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within ±350 km s−1 of the DLA redshift in our column
density measurement.
The redshift of the CGM Lyα absorber was found us-

ing the same method described above: we adopted the
redshift corresponding to the velocity of the peak optical
depth of the metal lines in the CGM sightline. In cases
where there are no securely-detected CGM metal lines,
we estimated the redshift using the Lyα absorption line.
For two CGM sightlines, there was no spectral coverage
of H I absorption near the redshift of the DLA. For these
systems, we used the DLA redshift as the initial guess
to search for associated metal lines.
With our DLA-CGM pairs selected, we then measured

column densities of H I and column densities and kine-
matics of several metal ions. Section 3 describes in more
detail the methodology we use to measure the column
densities for H I in both the DLA and CGM sightlines.
Section 4.1 describes the methods we use to assess metal
line column densities and kinematics. These measure-
ments are listed in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.

3. DETERMINING COLUMN DENSITIES OF H I

In this section we describe several complementary ap-
proaches we used to measuring the column density of
neutral hydrogen present in each DLA and CGM sys-
tem. Table 5 lists our CGM NHi measurements and
specifies which of the following constraints we used to
make this assessment for each sightline pair.

3.1. Damped Lyman-α Profile Fitting

In all of our DLA sightlines and about a third of our
CGM sightlines, we were able to estimate NHi by fit-
ting the characteristic wings of the damped line profile
at λrest = 1215.67 Å as in Wolfe et al. (1986). To fit
the H I absorption profile, we used the interactive GUI
XFitDLA in the Python package pyigm (Prochaska et al.
2017). With the redshift obtained as described in Sec-
tion 2.3, we manually adjusted the NHi and broadening
parameters while continuously modifying the continuum
level around the absorption line to achieve a close match
to the data (as assessed by eye). Examples of three best-
fit DLA profiles are shown in Figure 1. We adopted a
±0.2 dex error for our NHi fits, based on similar analysis
from Prochaska et al. (2003a).
There is one case where the CGM H I absorber has

NHi = 1020.2 cm−2± 0.2, near the limit of a DLA itself.
The sightline with the highest column density is labeled
as the DLA sightline, and the other is treated as the
CGM sightline. This choice has implications for the in-
terpretation of our results for this pair, so we highlight
it in our discussion below (and refer to it as our double-
DLA system). Because there is only one such double-
DLA in our sample, this does not significantly affect any

general conclusions made later in this analysis. We indi-
cate the specific CGM sightlines for which we constrain
NHi by fitting damping wings with the number 1 in the
Method column in Table 5.

3.2. Lyman Limit Fitting

For some cases in which there is undamped (NHi ≤
1018 cm−2) but strong Lyα absorption, we have ac-
cess to either HST WFC3/UVIS or optical spectro-
scopic coverage of the flux blueward of the Lyman limit
(λrest = 912Å). For systems with optical spectral cov-
erage of the Lyman limit, we used the interactive GUI
XFitLLS from the pyigm package to fit the Lyman limits
of these systems as described in O’Meara et al. (2013).
The program generates a continuum model of the QSO
from Telfer et al. (2002), and allows the user to adjust
the normalization and power-law tilt of the template to
match the QSO continuum redward of the Lyα forest.
Any sharp drops in the flux below the QSO’s 912 Å
break may then be modeled as LLSs with optical depth
τLL
912 ≈ NHi/1017.19 cm−2. None of the systems in this
work have a strong, clean Lyman limit feature that al-
lows for a direct measurement of NHi. This is due either
to strong intervening systems absorbing the continuum
close to the Lyman limit at zabs, or to the amount of
H I in the target absorption system being sufficiently
low that it does not produce a detectable Lyman limit
break. Therefore, this method allowed for an estimate
of the minimum amount of H I that is required to ac-
count for the decrease in flux blueward of the DLA’s
Lyman limit. Moreover, because there is strong but un-
damped Lyα absorption associated with these systems,
we also placed an upper bound on their H I columns of
NHi < 1018 cm−2.
Seven CGM sightlines in this work were targeted in

the HST WFC3/UVIS grism survey of paired quasars
described in Lusso et al. (2018)2; however, four of our
absorbers were not detected in the HST spectroscopy.
This was due to either weak H I absorption that lim-
its the detection of a flux decrement at λrest = 912Å,
or to strong background absorbers that significantly re-
duce the flux and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) near the
Lyman limit. One CGM system, in sightline J105644.88-
005933.4, has Lyα damping wings observed in our op-
tical spectroscopy, so we do not make use of the HST
coverage to improve our constraints on NHi. The Ly-
man limit coverage of the grism spectroscopy of the re-

2 The HSTWFC3/UVIS data presented in this paper can be found
in Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) at the Space
Telescope Science Institute. The specific observations analyzed
can be accessed via 10.17909/n7qq-vc30.

https://doi.org/10.17909/n7qq-vc30
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Figure 1. Examples of QSO spectroscopy, the DLA profiles, and continuum fits (in blue) for three systems. The QSO identifier,
DLA redshift, and the instrument are given in the top left corner of each panel. The DLA fit and adopted NHi value are shown
the subsequent right-hand panels. Velocities are measured relative to the DLA redshift.

maining two systems (in sightlines J161302.03+080814.3
at zabs = 1.617 and J123635.42+522057.3 at zabs =

2.39691) were modeled in the same manner as described
above, using the XFitLLS GUI. Uncertainties in the
value of NHi were determined by perturbing the best-fit
value in increments of 0.1 dex and assessing the degree
to which each perturbed value was consistent with the
data by visual inspection. Using this method, we esti-
mated the error on each NHi measured from these grism
spectra to be ±0.2 − 0.3 dex. The CGM sightlines for
which we found NHi from Lyman Limit fitting of either
HST WFC3/UVIS or optical spectroscopy are indicated
with the number 2 or 3 in the Method column in Table
5, respectively.

3.3. Limits on NH i

CGM sightlines for which NHi could not be con-
strained using the methods described above (but must
have NHi < 1018 cm−2) were treated in one of two ways
described below. If there is a single, strong absorption
line with some associated metal absorption at the same
redshift, we estimated a lower limit on the H I column
density using the apparent optical depth method (Sav-
age & Sembach 1991). We adopted this limit, along
with the upper limit NHi < 1018 cm−2, as conserva-
tive bounds on the H I column density assuming the
Lyα transitions are within the flat region of the curve
of growth. We indicate these CGM sightlines with the
number 4 in the Method column in Table 5. For CGM

systems that have many weak absorption features near
Lyα with no associated metal lines, we assumed the
Lyα is optically thin and calculated the column den-
sity of each absorption feature within ± 350 km s−1 of
the DLA redshift using the same apparent optical depth
method. We then summed the resulting column densi-
ties for these features to use as our final estimate of NHi.
These sightlines are designated with the number 5 in the
Method column in Table 5. Lastly, two CGM sightlines
had no spectral coverage of Lyα, and therefore are not
used in any H I analysis.

4. METAL LINE PROFILE ANALYSIS

Each metal line in our DLA and CGM sight-
lines was visually inspected using the interactive GUI
XAbsSystemGUI in the package linetools, which dis-
plays multiple transitions for a simultaneous compar-
ison. For all strong transitions in each spectrum,
we manually set velocity limits over which we mea-
sure the associated absorption line by searching within
±1000 km s−1 of the absorber redshift. This search
window was adopted based on the findings of Rudie
et al. (2019b), who identified metal-line absorption as-
sociated with LBG hosts at relative velocities of up to
±1000 km s−1. We assigned velocity limits for each ve-
locity component in every sightline. In cases in which no
absorption is clearly evident, we adopted velocity limits
of ±300 km s−1 by default, and adjusted the edges of
this window to avoid absorption from unassociated sys-
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tems. In many cases the blending between components
associated with our target system is severe, such that
they cannot be separated into two distinct absorption
lines. In such cases, we separated components only if
the flux rises to > 50% of the continuum level between
the lines. If a given transition is severely blended with
an unassociated absorber such that it could not be sepa-
rated, we excluded the line from our analysis. Represen-
tative examples of our chosen absorption line windows,
including systems with multiple components, for three
quasar pairs are shown in Figure 2.

4.1. Column Densities of Metal Lines

Once velocity windows were selected, we used the ap-
parent optical depth method as detailed in Savage &
Sembach (1991) to measure column densities. The op-
tical depth per unit velocity (v) is defined as:

τ(v) = ln I(v)/Ic = ln
1

F (v)
, (1)

where Ic is the intensity of the continuum within the set
velocity window, I(v) is the absorbed intensity within
that window, and F (v) is the continuum-normalized ab-
sorbed flux. Savage & Sembach (1991) used the optical
depth to find the total column density, N , as:

N =
mec

πe2fλ0

∑
i

lnF (v)−1
i ∆v, (2)

where me is the mass of an electron, c is the speed
of light, e is the elementary charge, f is the oscillator
strength of the transition, λ0 is the rest wavelength of
the transition, and ∆v is the step in velocity space for
each pixel (i) within the velocity window. The error
(σN ) is thus defined as:

σ2
N =

∑
i

(
mec

πe2fλ0

σF (v)i

F (v)i
∆v

)2

, (3)

where σF (v) is the error in the spectral flux.
For our high-resolution spectroscopy (obtained with

MIKE), if the absorbed line profile drops below 20% of
the flux uncertainty, or if the relevant spectral pixels
reach a normalized flux level of < 0.05, the line was
flagged as saturated and our column density estimate
was treated as a lower limit. Line saturation is a larger
concern for medium-resolution spectroscopy (e.g., from
ESI or MagE), and for these sightlines we conservatively
defined a line as saturated if the absorbed line profile
drops below 50% of the continuum flux (see Prochaska
et al. 2003b). Three-σN upper limits are used for non-
detections (defined as N < 3σN ).
We also investigated the systematic error associated

with this measurement due to uncertainty in the place-
ment of our velocity windows. We measured the column

density of all single-component systems after broaden-
ing the velocity limits by 50 km s−1 on both sides of
the line profile. In the case of Si II, we find this in-
creases our measured column densities by an average
of 0.07 dex with a scatter of 0.05 dex. Thus, the
choice of a broader velocity window would systemati-
cally increase our column density measurements. How-
ever, given that the FWHM velocity resolution of our
dataset is . 66 km s−1, our uncertainty in the velocity
limit of our absorption profiles is not likely to exceed
±50 km s−1. The implied systematic error in our col-
umn densities is therefore . 0.1 dex.
We combined multiple column density constraints for

each species as follows: (1) if there is one transition
that has yielded a direct measurement of the column
density, that measurement is adopted; (2) if there is
more than one detection, we adopted the mean N value;
(3) if there are no direct measurements and one or more
transitions are saturated, the adopted column density is
the highest value flagged as a lower limit; and (4) if all
the transitions have yielded upper limits on the column
density, we adopted the lowest upper limit.
Finally, we summed the column densities measured

from each separate velocity component associated with
a given ion. While we include separate components in
this final summation, the velocity components which
are kinematically consistent with the primary H I ab-
sorber have the largest columns along the line of sight
and therefore dominate these measurements.

4.2. Metal Line Kinematics

We also assessed the kinematic properties of the metal
lines in the DLA and CGM sightlines. Our spectral
coverage includes singly-, doubly-, and triply-ionized
transitions. We focused on the kinematics of singly-
and triply-ionized transitions only. We made two kine-
matic measurements: the flux-weighted velocity cen-
troid (δvweight) and the ∆v90 velocity width. To esti-
mate the former, we first calculated the flux-weighted
wavelength centroid, defined as follows:

λweight =

∑
i(1− Fi(λi))λi∑
i(1− Fi(λi))

(4)

where Fi(λi) is the continuum-normalized flux and λi is
the wavelength at each pixel i within the velocity win-
dow for the line. The final δvweight was then calculated
using this wavelength relative to the redshift of the as-
sociated DLA.
We rely upon δvweight as opposed to the velocity at the

peak optical depth (δvpeak) for several reasons. First,
using δvpeak would bias the low-ion kinematics towards
∼ 0 km s−1, as they were used to estimate the redshift
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Figure 2. H I and metal-line absorption profiles for three DLA-CGM sightline pairs. H I, O I, C IV, Si II, and Al II
transitions are shown (as indicated at the bottom right of each panel). The black histograms show CGM sightlines and the
red histograms show the corresponding DLA sightlines. The QSO pair ID is shown at the top of each column, along with
the projected distance between the sightlines at the redshift of the host DLA. The blue dotted line indicates the systemic
velocity of the DLA. The shaded areas indicate the placement of the velocity windows used to measure metal-line absorption
strength. In the case of profiles with multiple components, the shaded regions are marked ‘2’ or ‘3’ to indicate a second or
third component. The instrument used for each sightline is labeled in the bottom left corner of each H I panel. Transitions
which are not used in this analysis due to extreme blending are shown with dotted histograms.

of the individual absorption systems (see Section 2.3).
Secondly, many lines are not symmetric about the peak
optical depth, such that δvpeak probes the velocity of the
strongest absorption rather than the average velocity of
the absorbing gas. Furthermore, for saturated lines, the
velocity at which the optical depth peaks is ambiguous.
For most sightlines, the difference in the Si II λ1526

δvpeak vs. δvweight is . 50 km s−1, and we find that
sightlines for which there is a greater than 50 km s−1 dif-
ference in these measures have large widths and strongly
asymmetric profiles.
We conducted our δvweight measurements for an un-

saturated high-S/N low-ion transition, as well as for
C IV λ1548. C IV λ1548 was selected as representa-
tive of the velocity profile of high-ionization material
due to its high oscillator strength. We do not report
high-ion kinematics for sightlines in which either tran-
sition in the C IV doublet is not securely detected or

is heavily blended. For sightlines with multiple veloc-
ity components, we measured each component’s λweight
separately using Equation 4, and computed the corre-
sponding δvweight relative to the redshift of the corre-
sponding DLA. We were able to assess the δvweight of
low-ionization material (and C IV-absorbing material)
in 31 (30) of our DLA sightlines, 7 (6) of which have re-
solved secondary velocity components. The CGM sight-
lines have fewer securely-detected metal lines, reducing
the number of sightlines we could use for kinematic anal-
ysis. We measured the δvweight of low-ionization mate-
rial in 8 sightlines, 3 of which have secondary velocity
components. We measured the δvweight of C IV in 20
CGM sightlines, 6 of which have secondary components.
Our second kinematic measurement is the ∆v90 veloc-

ity width, which was introduced in Prochaska & Wolfe
(1997) as a tracer for kinematics of the neutral gas con-
tent of DLAs. In that work, the authors analyzed the full
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absorption profiles of unsaturated, low-ionization transi-
tions to assess the bulk neutral gas velocity dispersion,
and to ensure that the velocity width is not overesti-
mated due to weak, outlying velocity components. We
take the same approach for each of our DLA and CGM
sightlines. In addition, we assess ∆v90 on a component-
by-component basis for both the low-ionization material
in each system, and for each C IV λ1548 profile (chosen
for its high oscillator strength). We make use of these
latter (component-by-component) measurements when
comparing the kinematics of our sightline pairs in Sec-
tion 5.5, and report these values in Table 4. We make
use of the former ∆v90 values (measured without compo-
nent separation) when comparing our sample to global
relations in the literature in Section 6.2 and Figure 16.
Prochaska et al. (2008) investigated the artifi-

cial broadening associated with ∆v90 measured from
medium-resolution spectra. In that work, they re-
duced their measured ESI ∆v90 widths by 20 km s−1

and adopted an uncertainty of 20 km s−1. We assume
that the artificial broadening of ∆v90 in our medium-
resolution spectra is proportional to what is measured
in Prochaska et al. (2008); e.g., a FWHM resolution
of 45 km s−1 would broaden ∆v90 by ∼ 20 km s−1, a
factor of 0.44 times the FWHM resolution. Using this
factor (0.44×FWHM resolution), we estimated the arti-
ficial broadening of ∆v90 in all of the spectra used herein.
The measured ∆v90 widths were then reduced by that
estimate to produce the final, reported ∆v90 widths used
in the following analysis.

4.2.1. Uncertainties in Kinematic Measurements

The precision of our kinematic measurements depends
on the FWHM resolution and S/N of our spectra. In
order to assess the level of uncertainty in our measure-
ments of δvweight and ∆v90, we performed a Monte Carlo
analysis on mock C IV lines. To be conservative, we use
the lowest spectral resolution and S/N among all of our
observed sightlines for this analysis, and adopt the re-
sulting uncertainties across our sample.
We first created a mock spectrum with a velocity res-

olution consistent with that of our ESI data (FWHM
∼ 66 km s−1). We then added a single, fake C IV line
with a column density equal to the minimum column
density detection (logNCIV = 13.1 cm−2) in our ESI
dataset. We adopted the mean Doppler width measured
for C IV by Rudie et al. (2019b, 12.4 km s−1). Because
our absorption features likely include unresolved veloc-
ity components, we also created mock spectra with 2-3
of these absorbers at a maximum velocity separation
of ∼ 100 km s−1. Finally, we added Gaussian random
noise to the mock spectra. We generated 100 realiza-

tions of each mock spectrum with a S/N equal to the
lowest S/N measured in our observed spectra (S/N ∼ 20

pixel−1). The standard deviation of the δvweight mea-
surements for our one-component, two-component, and
three-component profiles are 8 km s−1, 10 km s−1, and
15 km s−1, respectively. The corresponding values of
the dispersion in our ∆v90 measurements are 10 km s−1,
20 km s−1, and 35 km s−1. We adopted the largest
of these values as our 1σ measurement uncertainty for
δvweight and ∆v90 for all sightlines, regardless of their
S/N or spectral resolution.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Our DLA Sample as a Representative DLA
Population

To better understand whether our DLA sample is
representative of random populations of DLAs in this
redshift range, we compare its properties to those of
a larger DLA sample from literature. Neeleman et al.
(2013) analyzed 100 DLAs observed at high resolution
(R ∼ 40, 000) with zabs ∼ 1.5 − 4. With these high-
quality data, Neeleman et al. (2013) were able to mea-
sure precise metal column densities. We restrict our
comparison to a subset of the Neeleman et al. (2013)
sample including 72 DLAs with zabs < 3.6 (i.e., the high-
est redshift in our DLA sample). Our sample ranges
from zabs ∼ 1.6 − 3.5, with an average absorber red-
shift of 〈zabs〉 ≈ 2.5. The Neeleman et al. (2013) sub-
set has relatively more systems above zabs > 2.9, yield-
ing an average 〈zabs〉 ≈ 2.6. We perform a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test on the two distributions
to test the null hypothesis that the two samples are
drawn from the same parent distribution. The maxi-
mum absolute difference between the distributions cal-
culated from the two-sample K-S statistic is low (DK-S =

0.27) and has a P-value of 0.06, suggesting we cannot re-
ject the null hypothesis at a > 95% confidence level. The
standard deviation of redshifts for our DLA sample is
0.47, similar to the standard deviation of the Neeleman
et al. (2013) subset (0.48). These comparisons suggest
that the redshift distributions of these two samples are
similar.
We now consider how the physical properties of our

sample DLAs relate to those of the parent DLA pop-
ulation during this epoch by comparing their distribu-
tions of NHi, NSiii, and NCiv. The latter two ions were
selected to be representative of low-ionization and high-
ionization metal absorption. We first compare the NHi

distribution of our sample to that of a much larger sam-
ple of 6132 DLAs with redshifts 1.6 < z < 3.5 discovered
in QSO spectroscopy from the SDSS-III DR9 (Noter-
daeme et al. 2012), as well as to that of Neeleman et al.
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution of NHi for our DLA sample (or-
ange) and the subset of the Neeleman et al. (2013) sample
having z < 3.6 (blue). The distribution of NHi for DLAs
with redshifts 1.6 < z < 3.5 discovered in SDSS-III DR9
QSO spectra (Noterdaeme et al. 2012) is shown in gray. Bins
have a width of ∆ logNHi = 0.1. All three samples have an
average logNHi/cm−2 of ≈ 20.7. (b) NSiii vs. NHi for our
sample and that of Neeleman et al. (2013). Open symbols
represent limits. (d) NCiv vs. NHi for our sample and that of
Neeleman et al. (2013). Panels (c) and (e) show normalized
cumulative distributions of NSiii and NCiv, respectively, with
a bin width of ∆ logNSiii,Civ = 0.5. The 1σ Wilson score
intervals for these bins are shown as errorbars. We include
only detections and saturations in these distributions and ex-
clude upper limits. The distributions are similar, suggesting
our sample is representative of typical DLAs around z ∼ 2.5.

(2013). These comparisons are shown in Figure 3a. A
two-sample K-S test comparing the NHi distribution of
our sample and that of Noterdaeme et al. (2012) yields a
maximum difference value ofDK-S = 0.16 with a P-value
of 0.33. The same test comparing our sample and that
of Neeleman et al. (2013) yields a maximum difference
value of DK-S = 0.1 with a P-value of 0.96. Thus we
find no evidence that either of the two NHi distribution
pairs are drawn from different parent populations.
We also compare our sample distributions of NSiii and

NCiv with those of Neeleman et al. (2013). NHi and
NSiii are similarly correlated in both samples, though we
note that the DLAs with the highest NHi values in our
sample appear to have higher values of NSiii (shown in

Figure 3b). These values are however consistent with the
lower limits on NSiii in the Neeleman et al. (2013) data.
Our measurements of Si II column density are somewhat
more sensitive than those of Neeleman et al. (2013), as
measurements from the latter study relied on Si II λ1546
(which is typically saturated in DLA sightlines), whereas
we make use of the weaker Si II λ1808 when calculating
Si II column density. The more highly ionized material,
traced by C IV, does not have column densities that are
strongly correlated withNHi. However, the distributions
of NCiv are similar between both samples (Figure 3d).
We conclude that the DLAs in our QSO pair sample are
representative of typical DLAs at redshifts 1.6 . z . 3.5

from the point of view of column density distributions.

5.2. NH i in DLA Environments

As DLAs are the dominant reservoirs of neutral gas
at z < 5, the environments of DLAs can elucidate how
H I gas is distributed in the Universe. We first inves-
tigate the absorption strength of H I as a function of
distance from our host DLAs. Figure 4 shows logNHi

measured in each CGM sightline vs. transverse distance
(R⊥) from the corresponding DLA. All optically thick
CGM systems (including those with damped Lyα ab-
sorption, indicated in black, as well as one sightline
shown as the blue diamond at R⊥ = 25 kpc) are lo-
cated within R⊥ < 120 kpc. However, Figure 4 also
includes numerous sightlines within 120 kpc of DLAs
that are optically thin, suggesting that neutral gas near
DLAs exhibits a wide range of densities. Weak absorp-
tion (with NHi ∼ 1014 cm−2, indicated in orange) is
only found further than 200 kpc from DLAs, indicating
that H I column densities may decrease with increasing
R⊥. To evaluate the significance of an anti-correlation
between R⊥ and H I column density, we calculate the
Kendall rank correlation coefficient (τK). We caution
that six H I absorbers (indicated by the red bars) are on
the flat part of the curve of growth, with large errorbars
that are not accounted for in this calculation. Never-
theless, we find τK = −0.4 with a two-sided probability
of no correlation of P = 0.002, indicative of an anti-
correlation. Such anti-correlations between H I column
density and projected distance are ubiquitous features
of CGM sightline samples, including those probing LBG
environments (Rudie et al. 2012; Rakic et al. 2012), QSO
host environments (Prochaska et al. 2013), and the en-
vironments around Lyα emitters (Liang et al. 2020) at
z ∼ 2− 3.
We also explore the spatial extent of optically thick

(NHi ≥ 1017.2 cm−2) gas in DLA halos, calculating cov-
ering fractions within R⊥ < 100 kpc, at 100 kpc < R⊥ <

200 kpc, and at R⊥ > 200 kpc. The error associated
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Figure 4. NHi measurements in our CGM sightlines vs. R⊥.
Black circles represent sightlines for which we constrain NHi

by fitting the damping wings of the Lyα absorption profile.
The black star indicates a double-DLA system. Dark blue
diamonds indicate NHi measurements obtained from analysis
of the Lyman limit observed with HST/WFC3 grism spec-
troscopy. Light blue pentagons represent sightlines for which
we place an upper limit on NHi by fitting the flux blueward
of the system’s Lyman limit. Red bars indicate systems with
strong, undamped Lyα absorption for which we lack cover-
age of the Lyman limit. Orange triangles represent systems
with no single, strong Lyα absorption line. The dashed line
shows the limit for optically thick gas, NHi ≥ 1017.2 cm−2.
We find that logNHi is anti-correlated with R⊥ overall, but
exhibits significant scatter at R⊥ < 120 kpc.

with these covering fractions is estimated by calculat-
ing the 1σ Wilson score interval for each bin. The sys-
tems marked by red bars in Figure 4, with strong but
undamped absorption, have column density constraints
that are ambiguous with respect to the optically thick
threshold, and therefore are excluded from these calcu-
lations. Similarly, we exclude the one blue point which
lies at the limit of optically thick gas. The resulting
covering fractions (Cf ) are shown in Figure 5, with the
x-axis errorbars indicating the R⊥ span of each bin. The
halos of DLAs have an incidence of optically thick H I of
50±13% and 50±22% for bins with 24 kpc < R⊥ ≤ 100

kpc and 100 kpc < R⊥ ≤ 200 kpc, respectively. At 200
kpc < R⊥ ≤ 284 kpc, we place an upper limit on the
covering fraction of < 16% for optically thick H I. Com-
bining measurements within the first two bins, we find
the incidence of optically thick H I to be 50±11% within
R⊥ < 200 kpc of DLAs. All together, these findings sug-
gest that the extent of optically thick gas around DLAs
is . 200 kpc. Moreover, our finding that DLAs are
very rarely detected along both sightlines in our QSO
pairs suggests that the total extent of DLAs themselves
is likely . 50 kpc (see Urbano Stawinski et al. in prep.).

We compare these measurements to the results of two
other surveys at similar redshifts: one focused on mas-
sive quasar host galaxy halos (Lau et al. 2016), and the
other assessed halos of Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs;
Rudie et al. 2012). Within 100 kpc, the latter sur-
vey implies covering fractions of optically thick material
around LBGs of 20+15

−13%. The Cf we measure around
DLAs, 50±13%, is ≈ 1.5σ larger than this value. While
this offset is not statistically significant, it is neverthe-
less suggestive that DLA halos may have more uniformly
distributed optically thick H I than LBG halos (i.e., it is
more likely to find optically thick gas near a DLA than
near an LBG). Such a finding may moreover be a natural
result of our selection criteria for CGM sightlines – i.e.,
they must arise close to a region that is already known to
have a high neutral column density. On the other hand,
quasar halos have nearly 100% optically thick covering
fractions within 100 kpc, > 1σ larger than DLA halos.
It is therefore even more likely that optically thick mate-
rial will be found close to quasar host galaxies. Beyond
100 kpc, the errorbars on these Cf constraints over-
lap, such that the covering fractions measured around
these three samples are statistically consistent. Previ-
ous work has demonstrated that DLAs are clustered to
LBGs, with the DLA-LBG correlation length being sta-
tistically consistent with that of the LBG-LBG autocor-
relation length (r0 = 2.81+1.4

−2.0 h−1Mpc; Cooke et al.
2006). While this implies that LBGs and DLAs oc-
cupy similar environments, these clustering studies do
not sample scales < 400 kpc as we do here.

5.3. Column Densities and Covering Fractions of
Metal Lines

Our medium- and high-resolution spectroscopy
uniquely allows us to investigate the properties of metal-
enriched halo gas and compare them directly to those
observed in the DLA hosts. First, we compare the col-
umn densities for different ions measured in the CGM
sightlines to column densities of the same ion in the
associated DLA sightlines. An illustration of this com-
parison is shown in Figure 6, which presents the col-
umn densities of Si IV and Si II in our CGM sightlines
vs. R⊥. The colors represent the corresponding DLA
column densities for these ions. The horizontal dashed
lines on Figure 6 represent the threshold above which
90% of metal line column densities for the DLA sight-
lines fall and can be used to compare individual CGM
sightlines to the column densities of the majority of our
DLA sample. The vast majority of DLA column density
upper limits are below these thresholds, and most lower
limits are above them.
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Figure 5. Covering fractions of optically thick H I (NHi >
1017.2 cm−2) measured in bins of ∆R⊥ ≈ 100 kpc. The black
points represent covering fractions in the CGM of DLAs (this
work). The orange boxes represent the covering fraction of
optically thick H I measured in the CGM of quasar hosts
(Lau et al. 2016). Purple boxes represent the covering frac-
tion of optically thick H I in the CGM of LBGs (Rudie et al.
2012). The vertical errorbars represent the 1σ Wilson score
interval for each bin. The x-axis errorbars indicate the span
of R⊥ within each bin. We find DLA halos exhibit more than
twice the covering fraction of optically thick H I relative to
that measured in LBG halos within R⊥ < 100 kpc.

First, we note that we measure overall higher DLA
column densities of Si II relative to Si IV, consistent
with previous metal-line absorption studies for DLAs
(e.g., Vladilo et al. 2001, Fox et al. 2007, Mas-Ribas
et al. 2017), and indicative that DLAs probe overall neu-
tral environments. Second, we find that the CGM col-
umn densities of Si II are significantly lower (below the
dashed line) than those measured in the DLAs across
the full range in R⊥ of our sample. By contrast, the
CGM column densities of Si IV are similar to those of
the DLAs within R⊥ ≤ 150 kpc. Similar patterns are
apparent in all elements analyzed in this work for which
we have access to both low- and high/intermediate-
ionization species, including C II, C IV, Al II and Al III
(see Figure 21 in Appendix C). These results imply that
high-ionization species observed in DLA sightlines trace
halo gas out to distances of ≈ 150 kpc. This finding
verifies the results of studies such as Wolfe & Prochaska
(2000), who showed that C IV and Si IV velocity profiles
in DLAs are consistent with those arising from halo gas
in semianalytic cold dark matter models.
To further investigate the extent of high- (represented

by Si IV and C IV), intermediate- (represented by
Al III), and low- (represented by Si II, Al II, and C II)
ionization gas in DLA halos, we calculate covering frac-
tions for each of these ionic transitions (shown in Fig-
ure 7). We require that at least two column density

measurements be available in a given bin to compute
the corresponding covering fraction. To assess how the
column densities in the CGM compare to those of the
DLA sightlines and account for the relative abundances
of each individual ion, we use a column density threshold
set at the 10th percentile value of the column densities
measured in the DLA sightlines for each species (i.e.,
10% of all DLA metal columns for that species lie below
the chosen threshold). Thus, these covering fractions
trace the incidence of absorption similar in strength to
that observed in DLAs.
We find in general that all high- and intermediate-

ionization species have large covering fractions com-
pared to low-ionization species. Within 200 kpc of
DLAs, high- and intermediate-ionization species have
covering fractions above 40%, while the incidence of
low-ionization species never exceeds 30% even at 24 kpc
< R⊥ < 100 kpc. This indicates that the warm, ionized
material associated with DLAs frequently extends over
&100 kpc scales, whereas cool, photoionized or neutral
material seldom exhibits DLA-level absorption strengths
across more than &25 kpc. We place upper limits on
the covering fractions of all intermediate and low ions
beyond R⊥ > 200 kpc (yielding an incidence of <32%

for Al III, <32% for Al II, <25% for C II, and <20% for
Si II); however, these species do exhibit some absorption
that is weaker than the corresponding 10th-percentile
column density threshold.
Lastly, we investigate the extent of metals in the CGM

of DLAs in comparison to other CGM environments at
similar redshifts: in quasar halos (Lau et al. 2016) and
the halos of LBGs (Rudie et al. 2019a). The results are
shown in Figure 8. Here we measure covering fractions
with a threshold of N > 1013 cm−2 for species of carbon
and silicon and N > 1012.1 cm−2 for species of alu-
minum to account for the expected differences in abun-
dance of each element. We only report covering frac-
tions calculated with at least two measurements within
each R⊥ bin. The y-axis errorbars indicate the 1σ Wil-
son score interval, which accounts for the sample size
in each bin. For reference, the DLA-CGM sample has
the largest number of measurements (between eight and
18) within 100 kpc, between three and eight measure-
ments at 100 kpc < R⊥ < 200 kpc, and between two
and four measurements at 200 kpc < R⊥ < 300 kpc.
The Rudie et al. (2019a) sample includes between six
and eight measurements within 100 kpc, and the Lau
et al. (2016) sample includes two measurements within
100 kpc, between three and five measurements at 100
kpc < R⊥ < 200 kpc, and either four or five measure-
ments at 200 kpc < R⊥ < 300 kpc.
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Figure 6. Column densities of Si IV (left panel) and Si II (right panel) measured in our CGM sightlines. Measurements are
color-coded according to the corresponding DLA column density for that ion. The black point represents a system for which the
DLA sightline has an ambiguous column density. Open symbols indicate that our constraint on the CGM sightline column is an
upper limit. The horizontal dashed lines represent the threshold above which 90% of metal line column densities for the DLA
sightlines fall. The column densities of Si II in the CGM drop below what we measure for the vast majority of DLA sightlines
at small R⊥. In contrast, the column densities of Si IV remain similar to those measured in our DLAs up to projected distances
of ∼ 150 kpc.
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Figure 7. Covering fractions for Al II, Al III, C II, C IV,
Si II, and Si IV with the threshold set to encompass the
upper 90% of column densities from the DLA sightlines for
each species. The x-axis errorbars represent the bins used to
compute each covering fraction. We reduce the ranges of the
first and last bins to indicate the span of R⊥ for our sample.
In some cases, the bins are sparsely populated and therefore
may not span the full range as represented by the x-axis
errorbars. The y-axis errorbars represent the 1σWilson score
interval for each covering fraction estimate. We find that (1)
the halos of DLAs exhibit a higher incidence of high- and
intermediate-ionization gas across all distance bins, and (2)
covering fractions decrease as a function of projected distance
for most species.

We find the covering fractions of high-ionization
species (Si IV and C IV) around DLAs and LBGs to
be similarly high, suggestive of a volume-filling medium
that extends to comparable projected distances in both
environments. In contrast, our sample of DLA halos ex-
hibits higher covering fractions for C II and Si II than the
LBG sample by ∼ 2σ, though we caution that the statis-
tical uncertainties are significant. These differences may
indicate, e.g., that we are preferentially selecting regions
with a higher incidence of neutral (and hence also low-
ionization) gas by targeting the CGM of DLAs, and/or
that the metallicity of halo material around LBGs is
generally lower than that in DLA halos.
Metal covering fractions in quasar halos are either

larger than or consistent with those measured around
DLAs in all ions. Within R⊥ < 100 kpc, all ionic cov-
ering fractions for DLA and QSO halos are consistent
within < 1σ. Within 100 kpc < R⊥ < 200 kpc, the
covering fractions of Si II, C II, and Al III are consistent
within < 1σ. Beyond 200 kpc, all high- and low-ion cov-
ering fractions in DLA halos are & 1σ lower than those
measured in QSO halos, suggesting that metal-enriched
gas pervades these latter massive halos to larger impact
parameters.

5.4. Metallicity of DLAs and their Halos

With column densities in hand, we can provide new
constraints on the metallicities of high-redshift DLAs
and their associated CGM. In an optimal scenario, the
metallicities of absorption-line systems are estimated
via photoionization modeling, which can simultaneously
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Figure 8. Covering fractions of carbon species (top row), silicon species (middle row), and aluminum species (bottom row) in
DLA halos (points with error bars), quasar halos (Lau et al. 2016; hatched boxes), and LBG halos (Rudie et al. 2019a; filled
boxes). High-ionization species are shown in the left column and low-ionization species are shown in the right column. Covering
fractions are calculated with a threshold of N > 1013cm−2 for carbon and silicon species and N > 1012.1cm−2 for aluminum
species. Vertical errorbars and box heights represent 1σ Wilson score intervals. The x-axis errorbars represent the bins used to
compute each covering fraction. These errorbars also show the span of R⊥ of our sample, however in some cases the bins are
sparsely populated and may not span the full range. The covering fractions in DLA halos are similar to those in LBG halos for
high-ionization species and larger by ∼ 2σ for low-ionization species. DLA halo covering fractions are similar to those measured
in QSO halos within 200 kpc (with the exception of covering fractions of Si IV and Al II), but decline relative to the latter
beyond this distance.
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constrain the ionization parameter of the system along
with its metallicity (e.g., Crighton et al. 2015; Fuma-
galli et al. 2016b; Prochaska et al. 2017a). However,
given that our column density measurements include
numerous upper limits with relatively high values (e.g.,
NSiii . 1013−14cm−2), it is unlikely that photoioniza-
tion modeling will yield robust metallicity constraints
for our dataset. Instead, we adopt a simpler approach
using ionic ratios to assess the ionization state of each
system as described in Prochaska et al. (2015). We then
explore the ratios of low-ionization metal column densi-
ties to those of neutral hydrogen, which may be used as
a proxy for metallicity in systems with negligible ioniza-
tion corrections (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2015).

5.4.1. Constraining Metallicities

To estimate the metallicities of our DLA and CGM ab-
sorption systems, we make use of a quantity introduced
by Prochaska et al. (2015):

{Xi/Hj} = log(NXi/NHj)− εX + εH. (5)

Here, ε is the logarithmic solar abundance for the ele-
ment X, while i and j represent ionization levels. The
bracket notation indicates an ionic ratio of two different
elements that ignores ionization corrections. In cases
in which the ionization correction is small, we will as-
sume that {Xi/Hj} = [X/H]. We adopt solar elemental
abundances from Asplund et al. (2009).
Previous studies have assessed approximate ionization

corrections via the ratio NSiiv/NSiii. We discuss these
ratios in detail for our sample, along with other ionic
ratios sensitive to ionization state, in Appendix A. Our
measurements of these ratios imply negligible ionization
corrections for only a small subset of our CGM sight-
lines. We therefore rely primarily on the ratio {Oi/Hi}
as a direct indicator of metallicity. For CGM sightlines
with NHi & 1019 cm−2, this ionic ratio is insensitive
to ionization state due to the similar ionization poten-
tials of H I and O I, the possibility of charge exchange
between them (e.g., Field & Steigman 1971; Prochaska
et al. 2015), and because oxygen is only weakly depleted
by dust (Jenkins 2009). It is commonly assumed that
{Oi/Hi} ≈ [O/H] for systems with NHi & 1019 cm−2

(e.g., Crighton et al. 2013). There are six CGM sight-
lines which have both NHi & 1019 cm−2 and a constraint
on {Oi/Hi}. We also include in the following analysis
three more CGM systems with both NHi > 1018.5 cm−2

and a constraint on {Siii/Hi}. Similar to {Oi/Hi},
{Siii/Hi} can be used to trace [Si/H] for mostly neutral
systems, although it is somewhat more sensitive to ion-
ization state than {Oi/Hi} and overestimates the metal-
licity as the ionized fraction increases. Since these three

systems may have non-negligible ionization corrections,
we report these {Siii/Hi} constraints as upper limits on
[Si/H]. For completeness, we also report the ionic ra-
tios {Siii/Hi}, {Cii/Hi}, {Feii/Hi}, and {Oi/Hi} for all
DLAs in our sample in Appendix A.

5.4.2. Metallicity of DLA Halos

Our estimates of the metallicity of individual CGM
sightlines, assessed via {Siii/Hi} and {Oi/Hi}, are
shown in Figure 9. The six {Oi/Hi} measurements
with small ionization corrections and the three {Siii/Hi}
metallicity limits are shown with red symbols. Two of
these measurements, represented by the red square and
the red star, are lower limits with {Oi/Hi} > −1.08

and −1.45 dex, respectively. The four other sightlines
with {Oi/Hi} constraints have metallicities ranging from
−0.75 dex to at least as low as −2.09 dex. A comparison
of these measurements with CGM metallicities reported
in the literature will be discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 6.
We also compare our CGM metallicities to the metal-

licities measured in the corresponding DLA sightlines
as a function of R⊥. For this analysis, we subtract the
{Xi/Hi} measured in each DLA sightline from the same
ionic ratio measured in its CGM (shown in Figure 10).
We find the majority of the points are upper limits, due
to the preponderance of upper limits on NSiii and NOi in
our CGM sightline sample, and are likely overestimates
given the unknown CGM ionization correction.
We comment here on a small subset of these

sightline pairs that yield interesting constraints on
the relative levels of enrichment in the DLA vs.
CGM sightlines. There are five systems with
{Xi/Hi}CGM−{Xi/Hi}DLA values less than 0 dex (four
with {Siii/Hi}CGM − {Siii/Hi}DLA < 0, one of
which has both {Siii/Hi}CGM − {Siii/Hi}DLA and
{Oi/Hi}CGM−{Oi/Hi}DLA < 0, and an additional
sightline with {Oi/Hi}CGM−{Oi/Hi}DLA < 0). Each of
these systems has optically thick gas in the CGM sight-
line (NHi,CGM > 1018.55 cm−2), and all occur within
R⊥ < 120 kpc. In these five cases, we may state with
at least ∼ 1σ confidence that the metallicities in the
CGM sightlines are lower than those in the correspond-
ing DLAs by at least −0.2 dex.
There is one sightline with a robust measurement of

{Siii/Hi}CGM−{Siii/Hi}DLA > 0.5 dex. This sightline
is the double-DLA, and therefore may probe a different
environment than is typical of the other CGM sightlines
in our sample. Nonetheless, it is the only system where
we are certain the metallicity in the sightline with the
lower NHi is higher than in the so-called host DLA.
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Taken together, these results point to a significant de-
gree of scatter in the level of enrichment in the CGM at
24 kpc < R⊥ < 120 kpc relative to that in the DLA gas
in the corresponding galaxy host.

5.4.3. Investigation of α/Fe Ratios in DLAs and their
Halos

In the above section we demonstrated that the CGM
around DLAs has a wide range of metal enrichment,
with robustly-estimated metallicities ranging from as
high as −0.75 dex to at least as low as −2.09 dex. We
expect this metal content was originally formed in the
interiors of stars and ejected via supernovae (SNe). The
comparison of the abundance of α elements to that of Fe
is useful in dissecting the specific nucleosynthetic pro-
cesses that ultimately produced this enriched gas. α

elements are produced in massive stars and are ejected
by Type II SNe, a process which happens on relatively
short timescales (106−7 years). On the other hand, Fe is
produced in both Type II and Type Ia SNe. Type Ia SNe
occur on longer timescales, on the order of 108−9 years
(Kobayashi & Nomoto 2009). Once Type Ia SNe begin
within a stellar population, the overall α/Fe of the sur-
rounding gas will decrease (Tinsley 1979; Matteucci &
Recchi 2001). An intermediate-redshift (0.1 < z < 1.24)
study from Zahedy et al. (2016) measured the α/Fe ra-
tio in halo gas close to galaxies (R⊥ < 60 kpc), and
showed increased α-enrichment in star-forming galaxy
halos (α/Fe = 0.25 ± 0.21 dex) compared to that of
quiescent galaxy halos (α/Fe = 0.06 ± 0.15 dex). They
also found that the α-enrichment increased at larger dis-
tances (R⊥ > 60 kpc), measuring α/Fe = 0.9± 0.4 dex
around star-forming galaxies and α/Fe > 0.3 dex around
quiescent galaxies at these distances. They concluded
the higher α-enrichment around star-forming galaxies
is a consequence of the presence of young star-forming
regions, whereas the higher α-enrichment in the outer
halos of quiescent galaxies is suggestive of core-collapse
dominated enrichment histories. This work thus suc-
cessfully uses the α/Fe ratio measured in CGM material
to trace differences in the stellar populations dominating
its enrichment.
When measuring the α/Fe ratios in our sample, we

must consider the depletion of Fe due to dust. This de-
pletion scales with metallicity and therefore has a larger
impact on the measured α/Fe ratio in higher metallicity
systems. A study of α-enrichment in a larger sample
of DLAs found a positive correlation between α/Fe and
metallicity for higher metallicity systems ([X/H] > −1

dex), suggesting the depletion of Fe due to dust makes
the α/Fe measurement unreliable (Rafelski et al. 2012).
We therefore limit this analysis to only include sightlines
in which we robustly measure a metallicity < −1 dex.
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Figure 11. {Oi/Feii} (top) and {Siii/Feii} (bottom) vs. R⊥
for sightlines with {X/Hi} < −1 dex. DLAs are represented
by stars and LLSs are shown as squares.

Figure 11 shows two ionic ratios that trace α/Fe:
{Oi/Feii} (top panel) and {Siii/Feii} (bottom panel).
Higher levels of ionization tend to elevate {Siii/Feii} ra-
tios, so our values may be overestimates of [Si/Fe] for
our CGM sightlines. Conversely, {Oi/Feii} is not very
sensitive to ionization corrections; however, most sight-
lines yield lower limits on this quantity because O I 1302
is saturated in high-NHI sightlines, or because Fe II is
typically not securely detected for lower-NHI sightlines.
From our constraints on {Oi/Feii}, we find that at

least one CGM sightline is α-enriched. There is also
one CGM sightline at R⊥ = 120 kpc for which our con-
straints imply that the system is not α-enriched, with
{Oi/Feii} = −0.11 ± 0.08 dex. This sightline probes
high-metallicity gas at Z ≈ 0.1Z�. The kinematics of
this gas (discussed in more detail in Section 5.5) are
relatively quiescent, with a ∆v90 width = 87 km s−1

for low-ionization material. Overall from {Oi/Feii}, we
find the α-enrichment of this population of DLAs and
their halos is ambiguous due to the small sample size
and preponderance of limits.
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{Siii/Feii} ratios yield more detections than
{Oi/Feii}, but are overestimates for sightlines with
significant ionization. The majority of our CGM sight-
lines are ionized (implying large ionization corrections
to {Siii/Feii}), and therefore we focus here on the DLA
population (red points in the bottom panel of Figure
11). For the low-metallicity DLA population, we find
that at least six sightlines are α-enriched, with a median
value of {Siii/Feii} = 0.52 dex among the six detections.
This is larger than what was measured in Rafelski et al.
(2012). In their examination of DLA abundances at
z > 1.5, they likewise found low-metallicity DLAs to be
mostly α-enriched, however they reported a mean value
of [α/Fe] in their low-metallicity ([X/H] < −1 dex) DLA
sample of 0.27±0.02 dex.
Together, these results confirm that (1) our low-

metallicity DLA population is mostly α-enriched with
a median value of {Siii/Feii} = 0.52 dex; and (2) for
CGM sightlines in which we robustly measure α/Fe, we
find one sightline is α-enriched and one has an abun-
dance ratio near solar. However, due to uncertainties in
both ionization state and the degree of dust depletion
across our sample, we cannot comment more generally
on the α-enrichment of the CGM of DLAs.

5.5. Kinematics

In this section, we investigate the kinematics of high-
and low-ionization gas surrounding DLAs. By necessity,
this analysis is limited to sightlines with significantly-
detected metal-line absorption profiles. As a result, we
caution that our conclusions will be biased toward those
systems with significant metal content. In many CGM
sightlines, there are few detected metal absorption lines,
so we choose the strongest transitions as follows: to trace
high-ionization gas, we choose C IV λ1548 for its high
oscillator strength; and to trace low-ionization gas, we
choose a low-ion transition with the highest S/N at the
peak of the optical depth profile (i.e., the profile with the
highest value of τpeak/〈στ 〉). We make use of two quan-
tities (fully described in Section 4.2): the flux-weighted
velocity centroids (δvweight) measured relative to the
DLA redshifts, and the velocity widths measured be-
tween the locations where the cumulative optical depth
profile reaches 5% of the total integrated optical depth
on either side (∆v90). For some sightlines, the C IV
λ1548 transition is affected by saturation, and in these
cases the associated ∆v90 will likely overestimate the
width of 90% of the total line optical depth to some de-
gree. However, because the column densities of C IV in
our DLA vs. CGM sightlines have overall similar values
at R⊥ < 200 kpc (as shown in Appendix Figure 21), we
posit that saturation effects should not systematically

impact our measured DLA velocity widths more than
our CGM velocity widths (or vice versa). We adopt
uncertainties on these quantities as described in Sec-
tion 4.2.1.
First, we investigate the difference in the velocity

widths for high- and low-ionization gas between DLAs
and the corresponding CGM sightlines. We show these
results in Figure 12. The colors in Figure 12 represent
different bins of CGM H I column density. We include
secondary components as squares where there is a de-
tection in both the CGM and DLA sightline. We also
include gray bars to show an offset of ±50 km s−1, rep-
resenting the uncertainty in the x- and y- directions
(35 km s−1 uncertainty for our ∆v90 values) added in
quadrature. For both high- and low-ionization mate-
rial, this comparison reveals clear correlations between
the DLA and CGM line widths. We perform a Pear-
son rank correlation test on the two datasets to quan-
tify the strength and significance of a linear correlation
of these quantities. For C IV λ1548, we find a Pear-
son correlation coefficient (rp) of 0.63 with a P-value
of 0.2%, indicative of a very low probability that these
quantities are uncorrelated. For our low-ion ∆v90 mea-
surements, we find rp = 0.86, indicative of a close to
1:1 relation, with a P-value of 2.6%. While these results
are suggestive of strong correlations in both cases, we
also note a larger degree of scatter in the ∆v90 measure-
ments of C IV λ1548: 35% of our sightline pairs have
∆v90 values that differ by more than 50 km s−1, larger
than the uncertainty associated with our ∆v90 measure-
ments (35 km s−1). For low-ionization gas, none of the
∆v90 values in our sightline pairs differ by more than
50 km s−1. This distinction may reflect a larger degree
of variation in the kinematics of high-ionization gas in
nearby sightlines, or may be driven by saturation ef-
fects in our ∆v90(C IV) values. We note that systems
with differing values of CGM H I column density appear
to yield a consistent level of scatter in these quantities.
Overall, these results reveal a close correspondence in
velocity widths over 24 − 237 kpc scales. This in turn
suggests that these ∆v90 widths are a consistent tracer
of the potential well of the host halo, regardless of the
impact parameter of the sightline.
Both Christensen et al. (2019) and Møller & Chris-

tensen (2020) performed a close examination of the ∆v90

values measured for DLAs as a function of the pro-
jected distance from their host galaxies (identified in
emission). In particular, Møller & Christensen (2020)
measured a gradient of −0.017 dex kpc−1 in the quantity
log ∆v90/σem over an impact parameter range 0 kpc <

R⊥ < 60 kpc, with σem equal to the velocity width
of strong emission lines. These authors demonstrated
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Figure 12. Comparison of ∆v90 velocity widths for the DLA and CGM sightlines measured from C IV 1548 (left) and from
an unsaturated low-ionization transition (right). Open squares represent secondary velocity components. The black lines show
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each plot.

that this trend is consistent with the projected velocity
dispersion profile predicted for a Dehnen (1993) dark
matter halo potential model. Moreover, they pointed
out that this latter profile flattens at impact parameters
R⊥ > 60 kpc. Our finding of a close correspondence
between ∆v90 values over scales of & 100 kpc is fully
consistent with this prediction, and may be viewed as
further confirmation of the interpretation of ∆v90 as an
effective measure of halo dynamics.
In our previous work (Rubin et al. 2015), we com-

pared the δvweight values for C IV λ1548 for 12 DLA-
CGM sightline pairs, 8 with medium resolution spec-
troscopy (R & 4000) and 4 with low resolution spec-
troscopy (R . 2400). We found that the differences
in δvCIVλ1548

weight did not exceed 105 km s−1 across the full
sample, which included sightlines with separations up
to R⊥ = 176 kpc. We interpreted this finding as sug-
gestive of strong coherence in C IV absorption over
scales of >100 kpc. Here we expand on this analysis
with a larger sample of medium- and high-resolution
spectroscopy (drawing on 21 absorber pairs, including
19 primary and 2 secondary components). The results
are shown in Figure 13. We split the sample into two
bins of DLA metallicity at the median metallicity of
the DLA sightlines (logZ/Z� = −1.07). The high-
metallicity DLAs are more likely to trace more mas-
sive halos (with 1011.5M� . Mh . 1012M�) with
SFR & 1 M� yr−1 (Krogager et al. 2017), while lower-
metallicity DLAs are associated with lower SFRs and

halo masses (1010M� . Mh . 1011.5M�; e.g., Bird
et al. 2014). We highlight the differences in δvCIVλ1548

weight
in our CGM vs. DLA sightlines as a function of DLA
metallicity in the right-most panel in Figure 13.
Overall, we find no evidence for a correlation between

the difference in δvCIVλ1548
weight for the DLA and CGM

sightlines and metallicity, separation between the sight-
lines (R⊥), C IV column density, or H I column den-
sity. In addition, this sample yields larger differences
in δvCIVλ1548

weight than that analyzed in Rubin et al. (2015).
We find that 52% of these sightline pairs have δvCIVλ1548

weight
values that differ by ≤100 km s−1. Moreover, 86% of
our pairs yield differences in δvCIVλ1548

weight of ≤200 km s−1.
There are three pairs that have differences larger than
200 km s−1. This expanded sample shows clear evidence
that the velocities of C IV in the outer halos of DLA
hosts are frequently more than 100 km s−1 different from
that measured in the inner CGM. We use the relations
given in Maller & Bullock (2004) to estimate the virial
velocities of the DLA host halos (assuming they have
halo masses Mh ∼ 1011−12M� at zabs ∼ 2.45), find-
ing that they span the range 100 − 216 km s−1. This
suggests that our measured differences in δvCIVλ1548

weight are
less than or approaching the virial velocity of the host
halos for ∼52% of sightlines. Overall, with access to
a larger sample, we show there is not a strong coher-
ence (.100 km s−1) in C IV velocity centroids over large
scales as seen in our previous work.
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weight measured for each DLA and CGM
sightline pair with a bin width of 40 km s−1. The hatched histogram shows the full sample; the dark blue shading shows the
high-metallicity sample; and the light blue shading shows the low-metallicity sample. We find all systems have a δvCIVλ1548

weight
difference of <225 km s−1, and 52% have a difference of <100 km s−1.
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Figure 14. Flux-weighted velocity centroids for low-ions (circles) and C IV (squares) in our CGM sightlines vs. R⊥ for
systems with low-metallicity DLAs (left) and high-metallicity DLAs (right). The error bars here represent the velocity range
encompassed by the ∆v90 width relative to the component line center, and therefore show the approximate velocity range
exhibited by each absorption component. Primary velocity components are shown with filled markers, and secondary velocity
components are shown with open markers. Colors highlight systems in which we have robust metallicity constraints mentioned
in Section 5.4, which will be used in discussion later in Section 6. The double-DLA system is represented by the orange points
in the left panel. Curves represent radial escape velocities for halos with masses 1010M� (dotted lines), 1011M� (dashed lines),
and 1012M� (solid lines). Most points lie within these bounds for halos of 1011−12 M�, suggesting that if DLAs reside in such
massive halos, the bulk of the absorbing gas traced by both C IV and low-ionization lines will remain bound.
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Finally, to investigate the possibility of CGM gas es-
caping the DLA host halos, we compare our measure-
ments of δvweight and ∆v90 to the radial escape velocities
(vesc =

√
GMh/R, with R = R⊥) of halos with three

different values of total mass (Mh = 1010M�, 1011M�,
and 1012M�). The results are shown in Figure 14. The
error bars above and below δvweight represent the veloc-
ities encompassed by the ∆v90 interval relative to the
line center. Low-ionization gas is represented by circles,
and high-ionization gas traced by C IV λ1548 is rep-
resented by squares. Primary and secondary velocity
components are shown with filled and open markers, re-
spectively. As we did in the above analysis, we divide
our sample by the median DLA metallicity, to differenti-
ate between sightlines that likely trace lower-mass halos
(. 1011.5M�) and those that are more likely to probe
higher-mass halos (& 1011.5M�).
Before interpreting these results, we consider two

caveats. First, we note that for any given sightline pair,
the R⊥ we measure does not necessarily reflect the true
projected distance of the CGM sightline from the cen-
ter of its host halo, as DLAs do not always lie at the
centers of their hosts. However, the difference between
our measured R⊥ and the true R⊥ is likely small, as
observational and theoretical studies typically measure
DLA-galaxy separations to be < 25 kpc (Krogager et al.
2017). Second, we caution that our analysis assesses ve-
locities along the line of sight, rather than the total ra-
dial velocity of gas measured with respect to each halo’s
center. Our velocities should therefore be interpreted as
lower limits on this latter quantity.
Within 100 kpc of the DLAs, we frequently detect ve-

locity components in both high- and low-ionization ab-
sorption profiles that have a δvweight which exceeds the
escape velocity for halos withMh ≤ 1011M�. Moreover,
there are two secondary velocity components detected
that have a δvweight exceeding the escape velocity of a
halo with Mh = 1012M�. One of these components is
detected in the double-DLA sightline, shown in orange
in Figure 14, and therefore may trace a different CGM
environment, possibly a different halo, from that of the
typical isolated DLA. The other high-velocity compo-
nent, detected in both low-ions and C IV, is at the edge
of our search window at 946 km s−1. This gas is likely
unbound from the central DLA host halo. Beyond 150
kpc, we detect C IV absorption from a single system
at a δvweight that exceeds escape for a halo with Mh =

1012M�. All three of these velocity components that
are detected in excess of the escape velocity for a Mh =

1012M� halo are in systems which have low-metallicity
DLAs (logZ/Z� < −1.07).

Overall, we find no significant correlation between the
measured distribution of CGM gas velocities and R⊥ or
DLA metallicity. We find that 32 of these 35 compo-
nents are likely bound under the assumption that they
reside in halos with masses of ∼ 1012M�. The remain-
ing three components are in turn very likely to escape
their host halos regardless of their precise dark matter
mass (given that they are almost certainly . 1012M�).
In the case that these DLAs predominately reside in ha-
los with Mh ∼ 1011M�, approximately half (17) of the
35 components in our sample have velocities that exceed
that required for escape.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Implications for the Metallicity of DLA Halos

We may now place constraints on the metallicities of
DLAs and their CGM in the context of other circum-
galactic environments at z ∼ 2. We focus our dis-
cussion on the subset of our constraints that we con-
sider to be most robust. As described in Section 5.4,
we include six CGM systems for which we can measure
{Oi/Hi} and which are highly optically thick (i.e., with
NHi > 1018.5 cm−2), such that we may assume {Oi/Hi}
≈ [O/H] (e.g., Crighton et al. 2013; Prochaska et al.
2015). We also include three more CGM systems with
NHi > 1018.5 cm−2 for which we constrain metallicity
using {Siii/Hi}, and report these measurements as up-
per limits (shown in black in Figure 15). For the corre-
sponding DLA sightlines, we assume {Siii/Hi} ≈ [Si/H]
(as O I λ1302 is typically saturated in these systems and
ionization corrections are likely small). Metallicities for
the nine sightline pairs in this subsample are indicated
in Figure 15 with colored/black stars for the DLAs and
colored/black squares for the CGM (with the point col-
ors pairing CGM systems to the associated DLA).
We also compare our metallicity measurements to

CGM metallicities from the literature. Following Figure
4 of Crighton et al. (2013), we indicate the metallicity
of ISM absorption measured in a lensed LBG spectrum
(cB58; Pettini et al. 2002) with a yellow horizontal bar.
We note that oxygen abundances measured from H II
region emission from LBGs also fall within this range
(Z/Z� ∼ 0.4 − 0.7; Strom et al. 2018). We indicate
the range in abundances measured in the Lyα forest in
gray (Schaye et al. 2003; Simcoe et al. 2004). Finally,
we include measurements of the metallicity in CGM
material detected around sub-L∗ systems and LBGs at
z ∼ 2.1 − 3.6 reported in the literature (Simcoe et al.
2006; Crighton et al. 2013, 2015; Fumagalli et al. 2017;
Mackenzie et al. 2019; Lofthouse et al. 2020).
In interpreting these results, we first emphasize that

our analysis approach cannot reveal order-of-magnitude
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Figure 15. DLA and CGM metallicities vs. R⊥. Metallic-
ities measured along CGM sightlines having 1018.5 cm−2 <
NHi < 1020.3 cm−2 are shown as light blue, dark blue, purple,
red, gold, and black squares. The double DLA sightlines are
represented by orange stars. Black squares show metallici-
ties constrained by {Siii/Hi}. The DLA sightlines are shown
with stars near R⊥ ≈ 2 kpc, and are colored to indicate the
corresponding CGM sightline. Green diamonds show metal-
licities of distinct absorption components detected in the halo
of a ∼0.2L∗ galaxy at z = 2.5 (Crighton et al. 2015). The
green rectangles indicate metallicity constraints on the CGM
of LBGs from Crighton et al. (2013, dark green) and Sim-
coe et al. (2006, light green). The dark green hexagon is a
DLA located 19.1 kpc from a compact galaxy at z = 3.25
(Fumagalli et al. 2017). The green cross-hairs represent the
metallicities of DLAs at 3.2 < z < 3.5 detected close to
confirmed LAEs (Mackenzie et al. 2019). The olive green
triangle represents a LLS located 120 kpc from a LAE at
z = 3.53 (Lofthouse et al. 2020). The yellow bar indicates
the metallicity measured from interstellar absorption lines in
the spectrum of cB58 (Pettini et al. 2002), and the gray bar
shows the range in abundances observed in the Lyα forest
(Schaye et al. 2003; Simcoe et al. 2004).

variations in metallicities along individual sightlines as
observed by Crighton et al. (2013), Crighton et al.
(2015), and Simcoe et al. (2006). Instead, the bulk col-
umn densities we use to compute ionic ratios are dom-
inated by the absorption components with the largest
columns along the line-of-sight – and these dominant
components need not arise at the same velocity across
all ions. Our metallicities assess the overall level of en-
richment integrated along each sightline. Nevertheless,
these measurements exhibit a large range of values con-
sistent with that observed at much higher spectral res-
olution.

Looking at these results in detail, we find three of
our CGM sightlines (indicated in red, gold, and orange)
exhibit the high metallicities (& 0.05 Z�) that are ob-
served within R⊥ ≤ 100 kpc of emission-selected galax-
ies at z ∼ 2.0 − 2.5. At the same time, the host DLAs
of these systems have metallicities well below that typi-
cal of the ISM of LBGs at this epoch; moreover, two of
these DLAs have metallicities lower than that measured
in their respective CGM sightline. On the other hand,
five of our CGM sightlines have metallicities lower than
those of their respective DLA, including some of the
highest metallicity DLAs included in this analysis. One
of these CGM sightlines, shown as the purple square at
R⊥ = 35 kpc, has a metallicity consistent with that typ-
ical of the IGM (Simcoe et al. 2004; Schaye et al. 2003)
and of the CGM of LBGs measured at R⊥ > 100 kpc
(Simcoe et al. 2006, logZ/Z� < −2.09). The low metal-
licity of this sightline is likely inconsistent with enriched
galactic outflows, and instead suggests the origin of this
gas is from the surrounding IGM. We further discuss
the implications of our metallicity measurements for the
origins of the CGM material on a system-by-system ba-
sis in Appendix B. Overall, under the assumption that
high metallicity DLAs trace higher-mass halos than low
metallicity DLAs, our sample of DLA-CGM metallici-
ties is not indicative of any strong dependence of CGM
metallicity on halo mass.
Our findings are consistent with the picture that the

CGM is inhomogeneous, containing both enriched (near-
ing the metallicity of the typical ISM of a LBG) and low-
metallicity (near or within the enrichment level of the
surrounding IGM) gas. The incidence of higher metal-
licity (>0.01 dex) versus low metallicity (<0.01 dex)
gas along sightlines with {Oi/Hi} constraints is high
(5:1) and could suggest lower covering fractions for low-
metallicity material. Recent cosmological zoom simu-
lations (e.g., Hafen et al. 2019; Stern et al. 2021) also
predict a qualitatively inhomogeneous CGM at z = 2,
and find that its mean metallicity similarly decreases
significantly with distance from the host galaxy. Hafen
et al. (2019) found that the fractions of the total CGM
mass arising from wind material vs. from accreted IGM
gas are approximately equal within .0.5Rvir for ha-
los with masses 1010M� . Mh . 1012M�, whereas
wind material contributes only ∼30 − 40% of the mass
at ∼Rvir. This in turn yields a broad distribution of
predicted metallicities throughout these environments,
which systematically shift to lower enrichment levels at
larger radii. Further analysis is required to enable de-
tailed comparisons between these predictions and the
metallicities implied by our pencil-beam probes (which
are sensitive to gas over a broad range of physical radii,
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and which may be dominated by the highest-metallicity
material along the line of sight). The combined datasets
shown in Figure 15 represent substantive observational
constraints to motivate such a comparison.

6.2. A Global Velocity Width-Metallicity Relation for
Absorption-Line Systems

Our unique data set allows us to investigate the ∆v90

width-metallicity relation in our CGM sightlines and
compare them to both the corresponding ∆v90 for the
DLA sightlines and impact parameter. We find the ∆v90

width in the same way for both sets of sightlines, us-
ing an unsaturated low-ion transition with the highest
ratio τpeak/〈στ 〉, and here do so without first separat-
ing the profiles into distinct velocity components. The
majority of low-ion transitions in our CGM sightlines
are not significantly detected, so this analysis is lim-
ited to six CGM sightlines. Two of these six systems
have NHi < 1017.2 cm−2, so the majority of this subset
represent LLSs around DLAs (and one of these CGM
sightlines is also a DLA). The ∆v90-metallicity distribu-
tion of these systems is shown in Figure 16, along with
the same measurements for 20 of the DLAs in our sam-
ple. We show those systems with robust ∆v90 measure-
ments (having τpeak/〈στ 〉 > 5) with filled symbols, and
show those with lower-S/N constraints on ∆v90 (with
3 ≤ τpeak/〈στ 〉 ≤ 5) with open symbols. Figure 16 also
indicates the mean relation between ∆v90 and metal-
licity for the DLA population as reported by Neele-
man et al. (2013) at z = 2.5 (the average redshift of
our sample). The shaded region indicates the measured
±1σ scatter in this relation. We find that the ∆v90-
metallicity distribution of the DLAs in our sample are
overall consistent with the relation fit by Neeleman et al.
(2013).
To increase our sample size, we have included other

CGM measurements from the literature. We consider
measurements from Fu et al. (2021), who analyzed CGM
absorption at a transverse separation of 93 kpc from a
confirmed submillimeter galaxy (SMG) at z = 2.674,
as well as measurements from Lau et al. (2016), who
studied the CGM within R⊥ < 300 kpc of several QSO
host galaxies at z ∼ 2 − 3. For the Lau et al. (2016)
sample, we used the metallicities reported in that work,
and used their publicly-available spectra to calculate the
∆v90 width for these systems in the same manner as for
our sample. Seven of these QSO-CGM sightlines have
low-ionization transitions that are sufficiently strong to
yield a robust ∆v90 measurement. Overall, the DLA-
CGM and other CGM systems included here occupy a
similar region of this parameter space as the DLA pop-
ulation.

The ∆v90-metallicity relation for DLAs is thought to
be driven by the well-known relationship between mass
and metallicity among star-forming galaxies (Tremonti
et al. 2004; Erb et al. 2006; Møller et al. 2013), un-
der the assumption that ∆v90 is an effective tracer
of the dynamical mass of the system (Ledoux et al.
2006; Prochaska et al. 2008). Neeleman et al. (2013)
bolstered evidence for this assumption by demonstrat-
ing that DLAs exhibit a ∆v90-metallicity relation that
evolves with cosmic time in a manner similar to the stel-
lar mass-metallicity relation. The sample of ∆v90 and
metallicity measurements for CGM systems we have as-
sembled permits two novel tests of this picture.
First, we may compare the values of ∆v90 measured

for the QSO-CGM vs. DLA-CGM samples. Because
the dark matter halos hosting high-redshift QSOs have
massesMh > 1012.5 (Wild et al. 2008; White et al. 2012;
Font-Ribera et al. 2013), we posit that the associated
∆v90 values must be overall larger than those exhibited
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Figure 16. Metallicity vs. velocity width for our DLA
(black stars) and CGM (black squares and triangles) sight-
lines. All systems marked with large squares and stars are
also included in Figure 15. Additional DLA and CGM sys-
tems from our sample are marked with smaller stars and
triangles, respectively. The linear relationship measured by
Neeleman et al. (2013) for DLAs at the average redshift
of our sample (z = 2.5) is shown with a light green solid
line. The width of the colored contour around this line in-
dicates the measured ±1σ scatter. Filled symbols indicate
systems with high-S/N measurements of ∆v90 (i.e., they have
τpeak/〈στ 〉 > 5), whereas open symbols indicate lower-S/N
assessments (3 ≤ τpeak/〈στ 〉 ≤ 5). We also include measure-
ments of absorption from the CGM of a SMG at z = 2.674
(Fu et al. 2021, shown with a pink hexagon) and the CGM
of QSOs at z = 2 − 3 (Lau et al. 2016, shown with cyan
diamonds).
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by DLAs and their CGM, if this quantity is indeed an
effective tracer of halo mass. We find that the aver-
age values of ∆v90 for the DLA sightlines, DLA-CGM
sightlines, and QSO-CGM sightlines are 141 km s−1,
161 km s−1, and 258 km s−1, respectively. This latter
value is 97−117 km s−1 larger than the DLA and DLA-
CGM sample means. At the same time, we see from Fig-
ure 16 that there is some overlap among the ∆v90 values
of these three subsamples. Six of the seven QSO-CGM
sightlines (86%) have ∆v90 > 100 km s−1, and three
(≈43%) have ∆v90 > 300 km s−1. Among our DLA and
DLA-CGM sightlines, 80% have ∆v90 > 100 km s−1,
and just one (≈4%) has ∆v90 > 300 km s−1. These
findings are consistent with the idea that ∆v90 is indeed
correlated with halo mass, and furthermore bolsters pre-
vious indications that DLAs arise in halos across a broad
mass range, including those as massive as QSO hosts
(e.g., Font-Ribera et al. 2012; Mackenzie et al. 2019).
Second, we may use these samples to test for a depen-

dence of ∆v90 on the location of the background QSO
sightline with respect to the halo center. We note first
that the absolute differences in the ∆v90 values mea-
sured for five of the six available DLA-CGM sightline
pairs are small: these offsets have a median value of
21 km s−1 and a maximum value of 44 km s−1. Only
one sightline pair exhibits a much larger difference of
197 km s−1. Given that the typical uncertainty asso-
ciated with our ∆v90 measurements is 35 km s−1, this
suggests that ∆v90 is likely an effective tracer of dynam-
ical mass regardless of the location of the background
sightline (with the caveat that this paired sightline com-
parison sample is small).
The suggestion that the ∆v90-metallicity relation may

change with distance from the host center was previously
studied in literature. As discussed in Section 5.5, the
work of Christensen et al. (2019) and Møller & Chris-
tensen (2020) investigated this topic, finding a negative
correlation in log ∆v90/σem versus projected distance
out to 60 kpc. They concluded that the concomitant de-
cline in DLA metallicity with R⊥ implies that the ∆v90-
metallicity relation does not depend on impact parame-
ter. On the other hand, the analysis by Fu et al. (2021)
found a CGM absorber detected at R⊥ = 93 kpc from a
host SMG that deviates from the ∆v90-metallicity rela-
tion for DLAs by +230 km s−1 (see Figure 16). Fu et al.
(2021) argued that this could be due to the large impact
parameter of the sightline relative to typical DLA-host
galaxy projected separations.
To investigate the nature of offsets from the ∆v90-

metallicity relation within our sample, we focus on those
systems with secure metallicity measurements (includ-
ing one DLA-CGM sightline, the one SMG-CGM sight-

line, and all seven QSO-CGM sightlines). We use ∆v90

and the system redshifts to calculate the expected DLA
metallicities from the relation reported in Neeleman
et al. (2013). We then compare the expected value to
the measured metallicities by calculating the difference
divided by the ±1σ scatter in the ∆v90-metallicity rela-
tion (|Z/Z�,observed −Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z�), and relate
that to R⊥ for each system. These latter values fall
across the range 40 kpc < R⊥ < 180 kpc.
The median value of |Z/Z�,observed −

Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z� is 0.02, with the SMG-CGM sight-
line having the maximum value of 1.08. Excluding this
sightline, all eight values of this offset are <0.6, and
therefore consistent with the DLA ∆v90-metallicity
relation within ±1σ. We also find no evidence for
a dependence of this offset on R⊥: the four sight-
lines within 100 kpc have values in the range 0.05 <

|Z/Z�,observed − Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z� < 1.08, while at
large impact parameters (>100 kpc) we measure values
0.02 < |Z/Z�,observed − Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z� < 0.19.
While this analysis is limited, it is nevertheless

suggestive that there is no clear relation between
|Z/Z�,observed − Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z� and R⊥ over the
impact parameter range 40 kpc < R⊥ < 180 kpc. We
interpret this result as being consistent with the conclu-
sions of Christensen et al. (2019) and Møller & Chris-
tensen (2020) discussed above. Their analysis implied
that the ∆v90-metallicity relation for DLAs is local in
nature, meaning that the metallicity measured along the
line of sight follows the local value of ∆v90 (i.e., the local
gravitational potential). Our results may similarly sug-
gest that on average, CGM gas detected at much larger
impact parameters than previously explored follows the
same mean ∆v90-metallicity relation. However, a larger
sample size is needed to confidently rule out a relation
between |Z/Z�,observed − Z/Z�,expected|/σZ/Z� and R⊥
over large scales.
Our comparison of metallicities between DLA-CGM

and QSO-CGM sightlines has strengthened existing
lines of evidence indicating that ∆v90 is correlated with
halo mass. Under this assumption, given that (1) in
the foregoing analysis, we have used the measured ∆v90

width of individual sightlines to calculate the expected
metallicity, and that (2) CGM gas metallicities are likely
to span a larger range than the metallicities of DLA
material, we suggest that any deviation from the ∆v90-
metallicity relation for CGM sightlines is due to the
scatter in metallicities extant in the CGM at fixed halo
mass. While DLAs are likely confined to star-forming
regions or the “inner” CGM (e.g., Krogager et al. 2017;
Stern et al. 2021; Theuns 2021), the cool circumgalac-
tic medium at this epoch is fed by both pristine inflow
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and metal-enriched outflow (e.g., Crighton et al. 2013,
2015; Fumagalli et al. 2017; Lofthouse et al. 2020), and
it is likely that many of these gaseous structures are de-
stroyed by hydrodynamical instabilities before they can
mix with the surrounding material (Schaye et al. 2007;
Crighton et al. 2015; Gronke et al. 2021). This interpre-
tation could also explain the slight deviation of the Fu
et al. (2021) system from the ∆v90-metallicity relation.
Based on its relatively low metallicity, Fu et al. (2021)
argued that this sightline is probing a cold inflowing
stream around the host SMG; therefore, while the ∆v90

width may fall in the range expected for a massive halo
typically associated with SMGs, the metallicity in this
particular line of sight may scatter away from the ∆v90-
metallicity relation due to stochasticity in the contents
of the CGM.
In sum, we have found that optically thick CGM ab-

sorbers around both DLAs and QSO hosts occupy a sim-
ilar region of ∆v90-metallicity parameter space as DLAs
themselves. In addition, we find no evidence for a re-
lationship between the offset from the ∆v90-metallicity
relation and R⊥ (though our sample is small). Instead,
we propose that circumgalactic systems that are out-
liers from this relation arise due to poorly-mixed halo
material.

7. CONCLUSION

In previous work, we introduced a technique to study
the CGM of high-redshift DLAs (which act as sign-
posts for high-redshift galaxies) in absorption using close
quasar pairs. This technique probes gas in the extended
CGM in one QSO sightline and permits a direct com-
parison to the ISM/inner CGM material traced by the
DLA in the second sightline. In this work, we have an-
alyzed medium and high resolution (R ≥ 4000) spec-
troscopy for 32 such quasar pairs, each of which has an
intervening DLA in the redshift range 1.6 < zDLA <

3.5, and which have sightline separations in the range
24 kpc < R⊥ < 284 kpc. We have reported column den-
sities and assessed kinematics for several ionic species in
each sightline pair. We have also performed a novel com-
parison between the metallicities of DLAs and nearby
circumgalactic material.
Here we summarize the main results of this paper:

• We find that the H I column densities measured
in our CGM sightlines are anticorrelated with R⊥
with 99.8% confidence. We also report a high in-
cidence of optically thick H I (NHi > 1017.2 cm−2)
around DLAs, with Cf = 50 ± 13% for sightlines
within 24 kpc ≤ R⊥ ≤ 100 kpc, and Cf = 50±22%
for sightlines at 100 kpc < R⊥ ≤ 200 kpc. These
results suggest both that DLAs are located close

to the centers of their host halos, and that these
systems are located in environments in which neu-
tral gas extends over large scales (> 100 kpc).
The CGM of Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs) at
z ∼ 2 − 3 exhibits a marginally lower incidence
of optically thick H I at 50 kpc ≤ R⊥ ≤ 100 kpc
(Cf = 20+15

−13%; Rudie et al. 2012).

• We report covering fractions within 100 kpc-wide
R⊥ bins for several metal species. C II and
C IV yield the largest covering fractions within
R⊥ < 100 kpc, with Cf (NCii > 1013 cm−2) > 89%

and Cf (NCiv > 1013 cm−2) = 94+4
−9%. We likewise

find high incidences of singly- and triply-ionized
silicon, with Cf (NSiii > 1013 cm−2) = 75+12

−17%

and Cf (NSiiv > 1013 cm−2) = 67+10
−12%. Compar-

ing to LBG and QSO-host halos at this epoch, we
find that the covering fractions of high-ionization
species are similar (consistent within ±1σ) within
R⊥ < 100 kpc. However, the covering fractions for
C II and Si II around DLAs are larger than around
LBGs at 0 kpc < R⊥ < 100 kpc by ∼2σ. DLA
covering fractions for all species drop below those
measured in QSO halos by &1σ beyond R⊥ > 200

kpc, suggesting that QSO halos have enriched gas
that extends to larger impact parameters.

• We identify, species by species, the thresholds
above which 90% of metal line column densities
in our DLA sample lie (i.e., the 10th percentile
column density values). We then assess the cov-
ering fraction of CGM systems with column den-
sities above these thresholds. At 24 kpc < R⊥ <

200 kpc, both intermediate- and high-ionization
species exhibit covering fractions >40% relative to
the corresponding 10th percentile thresholds; how-
ever, even within <100 kpc, the incidence of low-
ionization species does not exceed Cf = 30%. This
suggests that the warm material traced by Si IV
and C IV associated with DLAs frequently extends
over 100− 200 kpc scales, whereas cool, photoion-
ized or neutral material seldom exhibits DLA-level
absorption strengths across length scales &30 kpc.

• We identify nine DLA-CGM systems, all having
impact parameters 24 kpc < R⊥ < 120 kpc, for
which the ionic ratios NOi/NHi or NSiii/NHi yield
robust constraints or limits on the CGM metallic-
ity (given our assumption that these ratios are less
sensitive to ionization state in systems with NHi &
1018.5 cm−2; e.g., Crighton et al. 2013). These val-
ues range from a maximum of logZ/Z� = −0.75

(i.e., close to that observed in the ISM of LBGs)
to an upper limit logZ/Z� < −2.06 (consistent
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with that observed in the IGM at this epoch).
These metallicities are consistent with or lower
than those estimated for the associated DLA (us-
ing the ionic ratio NSiii/NHi) in five of these sight-
line pairs, and are higher than that of the asso-
ciated DLA in two systems. Overall, we find no
evidence for a correlation between the metallicities
observed in the DLAs and their associated CGM.

• The ∆v90 velocity widths of both low-ionization
transitions and the C IV λ1548 transition in the
DLA vs. CGM sightlines lie along a 1:1 relation
and are correlated with high statistical signifi-
cance. Moreover, the low-ionization ∆v90 values
differ by <40 km s−1 in the preponderance (66%)
of sightline pairs. This suggests (1) that metal-line
kinematic widths exhibit strong coherence over
R⊥ . 200 kpc scales; and (2) that the ∆v90 kine-
matic measure is an effective indicator of the po-
tential well of the host halo regardless of the loca-
tion of the sightline relative to the halo center. We
find that our DLA-CGM systems, along with sev-
eral CGM systems drawn from the literature, lie
along the same ∆v90-metallicity relation as that
exhibited by DLAs themselves.

• Velocity centroids for C IV λ1548 differ by
>100 km s−1 for nearly half (48%) of velocity com-
ponents across the sightline pairs. However, the
vast majority (32/35) of C IV and low-ion com-
ponent centroids have line-of-sight velocities less
than the escape velocity of a putative DLA host
dark matter halo with Mh ≈ 1012 M�. If we in-
stead assume a host halo mass of Mh ≈ 1011 M�,
18 of these 35 components have radial velocities
less than the implied escape velocity.

The CGM, while crucial to our understanding of
galaxy evolution, is diffuse and difficult to detect at
z & 2. As demonstrated by the foregoing analysis,
absorption line studies remain important tools for as-
sessing the enrichment histories of the gas that feeds
star formation during this critical epoch. Ongoing ef-
forts to improve our understanding of the baryonic cy-
cling through circumgalactic environments will include
increasing the samples of known galaxy counterparts to

strong absorbers at high redshift. One such effort is the
MUSE Analysis of Gas around Galaxies (MAGG) sur-
vey, which uses VLT/MUSE to search for galaxy coun-
terparts in emission in several bright quasar fields (see
Dupuis et al. 2020; Lofthouse et al. 2020; Fossati et al.
2021; Lofthouse et al. 2023). The increasing sample of
confirmed galaxy/CGM sightline pairs will lead to a bet-
ter understanding of the connection between the prop-
erties of host galaxy/halo centers (i.e., star-formation
rates, halo mass) and those of extended halo gas. At
the same time, comparison of measured CGM proper-
ties in these environments to the predictions of state-
of-the-art cosmological zoom simulations (e.g., FIRE or
FOGGIE; Hopkins et al. 2018; Peeples et al. 2019; Stern
et al. 2021) will provide unique insight into the physics
of the baryonic flows feeding such extended gas reser-
voirs. Ultimately these combined efforts will aid our un-
derstanding of the complex structure of the CGM and
provide insight into how halo gas may be linked to dif-
ferent phases of galaxy growth.
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A. CONSTRAINING METALLICITIES
A.0.1. Constraints on Ionization State from Ionic Ratios

In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty in our metallicity measurements, to be described in Section A.0.2,
we must first assess the ionization state along each sightline. We approach this by calculating the ratios of the
column densities of high-ionization to low-ionization transitions of the same species. Logarithmic ratios of NSiiv/NSiii,
NCiv/NCii, and NAliii/NAlii vs. NHi for our DLA sample are shown in Figure 17. We also include NSiii/NOi, as this
ratio should yield −1.2 dex in neutral gas (assuming solar abundance ratios). If this ratio is above −1.2 dex, this
suggests the material is highly ionized (Prochaska et al. 2015).
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Figure 17. Ionic ratios of NSiiv/NSiii (top left), NCiv/NCii (bottom left), NAliii/NAlii (top right), and NSiii/NOi (bottom right)
vs. NHi for the DLAs in our sample. The color bar reflects the y-axis value of each point in each panel, and will be used to color
code these systems in Figure 19. Larger values are indicative of more highly ionized material, and imply larger uncertainties in
metallicities estimated from ionic ratios. Our constraints on NOi, NAlii, and NAliii are upper limits in the majority of sightlines,
resulting in the vast majority of ionic ratios including these species appearing here as limits. C II is also typically saturated
in DLA sightlines, such that many of our NCiv/NCii values are upper limits. We therefore rely on ionic ratios calculated from
NSiiv/NSiii to indicate the ionization state of our DLA sightlines.

The measured ionic ratio constraints range from −2.5 dex to +0.5 dex; however, the vast majority of our constraints
on NCiv/NCii, NAliii/NAlii, and NSiii/NOi are upper limits. Our NSiiv/NSiii estimates included the greatest number of
direct measurements, and we therefore rely on this ionic ratio as our primary indicator of ionization fraction. Several
of our DLAs exhibit logNSiiv/NSiii values & − 0.5 dex (shown in purple in Figure 17), indicative of partially ionized
conditions (Prochaska et al. 2015). However, the average logNSiiv/NSiii value for these systems is ≈−1.1 dex, consistent
with the predominantly neutral conditions of most DLAs (e.g., Prochaska & Wolfe 2000).
We also calculate NSiiv/NSiii and NCiv/NCii ionic ratios for our CGM sightlines, shown in Figure 18. Here we color

any lower limits as green. As for our DLA sightlines, our NSiiv/NSiii estimates include the greatest number of direct
measurements. All except two sightlines exhibit ionic ratios &−0.5 dex, indicative of predominantly ionized conditions.

A.0.2. Metallicity Constraints for the DLA Sample

As explained in Section 5.4, to estimate the metallicity of our absorption systems, we make use of the quantity
({Xi/Hj}) introduced by Prochaska et al. (2015, see Equation 5). In cases in which the ionization correction is small,
such as for DLAs, we assume that {Xi/Hj} = [X/H]. We adopt solar elemental abundances from Asplund et al. (2009).
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Figure 18. Ionic ratios for the CGM sightlines in this work. logNSiiv/NSiii and logNCiv/NCii vs. R⊥ constraints are shown at
top left and bottom left, respectively. The ionic ratios logNSiiv/NSiii and logNCiv/NCii vs. NHI,CGM are shown at top right and
bottom right, respectively. Lower limits are shown in green because the value of the corresponding ionic ratio is ambiguous. As
in our DLA sample, our logNSiiv/NSiii measurements yield a larger number of direct constraints than other ionic ratios, and we
therefore rely on these measurements as our indicator of ionization state for the CGM.

In Figure 19, we show {Siii/Hi}, {Feii/Hi}, {Cii/Hi}, and {Oi/Hi} vs. NHi for our DLA sample. Points are color-
coded by the value of logNSiiv/NSiii for the system (as in Figure 17). This latter ionic ratio is low in the vast majority
of these sightlines (<− 0.5 dex), implying that ionization corrections are small, and that the former ratios are indeed
representative of the metallicity. Our values of {Siii/Hi} range from ∼−2.7 to −0.4 dex and have an average of −1.35

dex. The range of {Feii/Hi} values is similar (∼− 2.8 to −0.7 dex, with an average of −1.76 dex). These metallicities
are typical of those exhibited by unbiased DLA samples at this epoch (see Figure 16; Neeleman et al. 2013).

B. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS: PHYSICAL ORIGINS

To gain insight into the origins of the material detected along our CGM sightlines, we refer to the detailed analysis of
the properties and origins of circumgalactic material in the FIRE-2 cosmological zoom simulations described in Hafen
et al. (2019). This work used particle tracking to distinguish halo gas that has accreted from the IGM; that originates
from an outflow from the host galaxy; or that originates from gas ejected from another galaxy. They performed this
analysis for a suite of simulations of halos that evolve to have Mh ∼ 1010−12M� at low redshift, assessing the median
metallicity as a function of radius for each of these three CGM components at both z = 2 and z = 0.25. Overall,
these authors find that the material originating in winds on average exhibits only slight changes in metallicity with
increasing radial distance; that wind material from the central galaxy on average has higher metallicity than winds
from satellites; and that material accreting from the IGM exhibits metallicities . 0.01Z� at distances >0.5Rvir. We
caution that these statements apply to the median metallicities as a function of radius, and therefore can only be used
to indicate the most statistically likely origins of the gas in our sightlines.

B.0.1. An Unusually Low-Metallicity CGM System: J0004-0844

One of our CGM systems (in sightline pair J0004-0844 with R⊥ = 35 kpc and zabs = 2.75), indicated with the
purple square in Figure 15, has a metallicity Z/Z� < 10−2.09; i.e., within the range of metallicities measured in
the z ∼ 2 IGM (Schaye et al. 2003; Simcoe et al. 2004), and consistent with the lowest-metallicity z ∼ 2 CGM
sightlines probing distances R⊥ > 100 kpc from their galaxy counterparts (Simcoe et al. 2006; Mackenzie et al. 2019;
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Figure 19. Ionic ratio metallicities estimated from Si II (top left), Fe II (top right), C II (bottom left), and O I (bottom
right) column densities plotted versus H I column density for our DLA sample. The colorbar shows the value of the ionic ratio
logNSiiv/NSiii, an indicator of the ionization fraction. Purple points mark systems with logNSiiv/NSiii > −0.5 dex; i.e., systems
which are predominantly ionized, and for which our ionic ratio metallicities are likely overestimated. The black open circles
mark sightlines with an ambiguous ionization fraction due to heavy blending of the Si IV line profiles. In general, the measured
DLA metallicities are consistent with the ∆v90-metallicity relation from Neeleman et al. (2013, see Figure 16).

Lofthouse et al. 2020). This sightline has a large H I column density (NHi > 1019.1 cm−2), but exhibits no detectable
absorption from low or intermediate metal ions. Our upper limit on the column density of O I places a firm limit on
the metallicity of this system at approximately two orders of magnitude lower than that measured for the associated
DLA (Z/Z� = 10−0.1±0.24). The average velocity of this material as traced by C IV absorption is within <10 km s−1

of that of the DLA, suggesting that this material is gravitationally bound even under the assumption that the system
is hosted by a 1010M� halo (see the purple square in Figure 14).
Given that almost none of the gas originating in winds in the FIRE-2 simulations at z = 2 has a metallicity as low

as our limit for this system (see Figure 17 in Hafen et al. 2019), as well as the quiescent kinematics of the observed
absorption profile, we posit that this system most likely arises from accreting IGM material. Moreover, we emphasize
that our detection of such a low-metallicity system is likely only possible due to the absence of material originating in
galactic winds along this sightline.

B.0.2. A High-Metallicity, High Velocity-Offset CGM System: J2103+0646

The CGM system detected toward sightline pair J2103+0646 (represented by the gold square in Figure 15) is one
of the most metal-enriched in our sample, with an enrichment level near that of the ISM of the lensed LBG cB58
(Pettini & Cooke 2012). The metallicity of this system is also an order of magnitude above the metallicity of the
corresponding DLA despite being at R⊥ = 31 kpc. Considering that at this redshift (zabs = 2.14) the virial radius
is likely Rvir < 90 kpc for the host galaxy, this implies that this sightline probes gas at &0.30Rvir. The Hafen et al.
(2019) analysis of Mh ∼ 1012M� halos at such small radial distances predicts that both accreted IGM material and
gas originating from winds may plausibly be enriched to this level in this inner CGM environment.
The CGM sightline has two velocity components: one close to the DLA H I velocity centroid (the “primary”) and

one close to the CGM H I velocity centroid (the “secondary”). The primary component has a low NCiv compared to
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the secondary component, and therefore does not contribute significantly to the total metallicity of the sightline. The
C IV profile of the secondary component is offset from the DLA redshift by 263 km s−1, and thus traces gas that would
not be gravitationally bound to a halo with Mh ≤ 1011M�. However, the ∆v90 width of the C IV absorption is low
(45 km s−1), suggesting this sightline does not probe a region of the CGM that is being actively enriched by outflows.
The primary velocity component has a velocity centroid that is offset by only 32 km s−1 from the DLA redshift, and
thus likely traces gas that remains gravitationally bound to its host halo.

B.0.3. Systems that Must Be Wind-Enriched, But Which Have Quiescent Kinematics

The CGM system observed toward sightline pair J0955-0123 (represented by the dark blue square in Figure 15) has
a redshift zabs = 2.73 and a projected separation R⊥ = 89 kpc. At this distance and redshift, this sightline likely
probes gas near or beyond the virial radius of a galaxy in a ≥1012M� halo. This system has a high H I column density
(NHi = 1019.2 cm−2) and a metallicity Z/Z� = 10−1.43. This level of enrichment is for the most part only achieved in
the FIRE-2 simulations by wind-enriched gas (Hafen et al. 2019). The median metallicity of material accreted from
the IGM and located at the virial radius is less than 3 × 10−3Z� for all simulated halos, even with metal diffusion
enriching the IGM particles; i.e., it is more than a factor of ten lower than that measured in the CGM of this system.
We therefore suggest this gas likely probes wind-enriched material. The velocity centroid of the low-ionization gas
along this sightline is close to that of the DLA (δvweight = −43 km s−1), and its ∆v90 width is narrow. The high-
ionization gas traced by C IV is similarly near the DLA redshift (δvweight = −36 km s−1); however, it has a large ∆v90

width (∆v90 = 178 km s−1). This gas is likely bound within halos with masses ≥ 1010M�.
The CGM system in our pair target J2146-0752, with a metallicity Z/Z� = 10−0.96, is represented by the red

square in Figure 15. This sightline probes the CGM of a DLA at zabs = 1.85 at an impact parameter R⊥ = 120

kpc. This particular sightline is therefore likely near or beyond the virial radius of typical DLA galaxies at this
redshift. The median metallicity of IGM material at this redshift and proper distance as predicted by Hafen et al.
(2019, ≤ 3 × 10−3Z�) is 1.6 dex lower than what we measure along the sightline, suggesting that this gas likely
originated from a wind of some type. The CGM absorption is this system is furthermore unusual in that the strengths
of several metal transitions are comparable, and in some cases stronger, than those observed in the associated DLA
sightline, while at the same time it has a substantially lower H I column density by approximately two orders of
magnitude. However, its metallicity is only 0.2 dex below that of the DLA sightline. We observe velocity centroids of
δvweight = 90 km s−1 for low-ionization gas and δvweight = 59 km s−1 for C IV along this sightline, along with ∆v90

widths of 87 km s−1 and 131 km s−1 for low- and high-ionization material, respectively. As with the J2103+0646
system discussed above, these quiescent kinematics suggest that although the metallicity of this system implies that
it has been enriched by winds, our sightline is not probing the energetics associated with this enrichment.

C. ADDITIONAL FIGURES AND TABLES

Table 2 lists all QSO sightlines analyzed in our study, along with the QSO redshifts, projected separations, the
instrument used to observe each sightline, and the redshift and H I column density of the corresponding foreground
DLA. Table 3 lists metal-line column densities measured for each DLA and CGM absorption system. Table 4 lists
kinematic quantities (δvweight and ∆v90) measured for low-ionization and C IV 1548 absorption profiles in our DLA
and CGM systems. Table 5 lists ionic ratio measurements described in Section 5.4.1 along with our constraints on
NCGM

Hi .
We include a set of figures showing our spectroscopic coverage of Lyα and several metal-line transitions for all DLA

and CGM sightlines. An example is shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 shows the column densities of several metal ions
measured along our CGM sightlines vs. proper distance (R⊥).
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Figure 20. H I and metal-line absorption profiles for all 32 DLA-CGM sightline pairs in our sample. Each set of nine panels
shows our coverage of Lyα, Al II, Al III, C II, C IV, Fe II, O I, Si II and Si IV transitions associated with an individual DLA (red
histogram) and the corresponding CGM system (black histogram). The QSO pair ID is shown at the top of each set of nine
panels, along with the projected distance between the sightlines at the DLA redshift. The blue dotted line indicates the systemic
velocity of the DLA. The shaded areas indicate the placement of the velocity windows used to measure metal-line absorption
strength. In the case of profiles with multiple components, the shaded regions are marked ‘2’ or ‘3’ to indicate a second or third
component. The instrument used for each sightline is labeled in the bottom left corner of each H I panel. Transitions which
are not used in this analysis due to extreme blending are shown with dotted histograms. The complete figure set (32 images)
is available in the online journal.
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Table 2. QSO Observations and DLA Sample

Background QSOa Foreground QSOa zQSO
bg zQSO

fg R⊥ Instrumentb Resolution zDLA NDLA
HI

kpc bg/fg bg/fg log(cm−2)

J000450.91− 084452.0 J000450.66− 084449.6∗ 3.000 3.000 35 XSHOOTER/XSHOOTER 8000/8000 2.759 20.6 ± 0.2
J023317.54− 054230.0 J023316.29− 054210.8∗ 2.959 2.629 223 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.375 20.45 ± 0.2
J025049.09− 025631.7 J025048.86− 025640.7∗ 2.844 2.820 79 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.571 20.3 ± 0.2
J025836.62− 044438.5 J025837.57− 044426.0∗ 2.540 2.428 163 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 1.879 20.3 ± 0.2
J083118.50 + 424728.8∗ J083121.58 + 424722.3 3.327 3.011 284 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.559 21.15 ± 0.2
J093225.60 + 092500.2 J093226.34 + 092526.1∗ 2.602 2.410 237 MagE/XSHOOTER 5857/8000 2.252 20.45 ± 0.2
J093959.41 + 184757.1 J093959.02 + 184801.7∗ 2.821 2.727 59 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.430 20.5 ± 0.2
J095543.67− 012351.5 J095544.29− 012357.5∗ 2.844 2.833 89 XSHOOTER/XSHOOTER 8000/8000 2.727 20.65 ± 0.2
J095723.43 + 622322.9 J095722.78 + 622335.2∗ 2.257 2.251 111 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.143 20.55 ± 0.2
... ... ... ... ... .../BOSS .../2100 ... ...
J102633.21 + 062909.5∗ J102633.55 + 062901.5 3.120 2.890 77 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.564 21.05 ± 0.2
J102633.21 + 062909.5 J102633.55 + 062901.5∗ 3.120 2.890 76 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.782 21.2 ± 0.2
J105644.88− 005933.4 J105645.25− 005938.1∗ 2.132 2.128 62 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 1.967 20.6 ± 0.2
J111610.69 + 411814.4 J111611.74 + 411821.5∗ 3.000 3.000 112 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.662 20.35 ± 0.2
J114436.65 + 095904.9∗ J114435.54 + 095921.7 3.146 2.974 200 MIKE-Blue/MagE 28000/5857 2.093 20.35 ± 0.2
J114958.49 + 430048.4∗ J114958.26 + 430041.3 3.273 3.247 60 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.777 21.45 ± 0.2
J115031.14 + 045353.2∗ J115031.54 + 045356.8 2.521 2.517 59 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.000 21.3 ± 0.2
J123635.42 + 522057.3 J123635.14 + 522059.0∗ 2.578 2.571 25 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.397 21.0 ± 0.2
J124025.15 + 432916.5 J124024.93 + 432914.5∗ 3.264 3.249 24 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.979 21.3 ± 0.2
J124025.15 + 432916.5 J124024.93 + 432914.5∗ 3.264 3.249 24 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 3.097 20.7 ± 0.2
J142758.74− 012136.2 J142758.89− 012130.4∗ 2.352 2.279 54 MIKE-Blue/MagE 28000/4824 1.576 21.1 ± 0.2
... ... ... ... ... MagE/... 4824/... ... ...
J142816.51 + 023229.2 J142815.67 + 023243.5∗ 3.030 3.010 155 XSHOOTER/XSHOOTER 8000/8000 2.626 21.3 ± 0.2
J152928.37 + 231415.8∗ J152929.03 + 231420.0 2.637 2.492 85 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.077 20.35 ± 0.2
... ... ... ... ... BOSS/... 2100/... ... ...
J154110.40 + 270231.2∗ J154110.37 + 270224.8 3.626 3.621 48 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 3.330 20.3 ± 0.2
J154225.81 + 173323.0 J154226.90 + 173300.5∗ 3.261 2.782 227 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.423 21.4 ± 0.2
J161302.03 + 080814.3 J161301.69 + 080806.0∗ 2.386 2.386 84 MagE/MagE 4824/4824 1.617 20.5 ± 0.2
J162737.25 + 460609.3∗ J162738.63 + 460538.4 4.110 3.813 254 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 3.550 20.3 ± 0.2
J163056.73 + 115250.3∗ J163055.96 + 115229.4 3.279 3.257 184 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 3.182 20.3 ± 0.2
J171946.66 + 254941.1 J171945.87 + 254951.2∗ 2.172 2.170 125 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.019 20.75 ± 0.2
... ... ... ... ... GMOSN/GMOSN 1872/1872 ... ...
J172524.24 + 303801.0∗ J172524.66 + 303803.9 2.647 2.634 50 ESI/ESI 4545/4545 2.508 20.35 ± 0.2
J210329.25 + 064653.3 J210329.37 + 064650.0∗ 2.572 2.551 31 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.139 20.7 ± 0.2
J214620.98− 075303.8∗ J214620.68− 075250.6 2.577 2.112 120 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 1.853 20.45 ± 0.2
J230044.52 + 015552.1∗ J230044.36 + 015541.7 2.951 2.910 86 MagE/MagE 5857/5857 2.730 20.8 ± 0.2

aThe QSO marked with a “∗” is the DLA sightline.

bObjects followed by “...” indicate cases in which a low-resolution spectrum is used.
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Table 3. Metal Line Column Density Measurements

logNX (cm−2)

QSO Paira zDLA AlII AlIII CII CIV FeII SiII SiIV OI

J0004− 0844 2.759 >13.47 13.27±0.03 >15.05 >14.79 >14.92 15.11±0.13 14.00±0.05 >15.23

<12.07 <12.70 <13.49 >14.06 <13.53 <12.75 13.08±0.21 <13.73

J0233− 0542 2.375 12.89±0.03 12.90±0.13 >14.38 13.94±0.04 14.26±0.06 >14.46 13.22±0.09 ...

... <12.43 ... ... <13.58 <13.18 ... ...

J0250− 0256 2.571 ... <12.05 >14.75 13.92±0.01 14.02±0.01 >15.00 13.28±0.02 >15.10

... <12.57 13.42±0.08 13.66±0.03 <12.51 <13.19 <12.91 14.63±0.03
J0258− 0444 1.879 >13.61 13.30±0.05 >15.04 >14.69 14.20±0.03 14.61±0.49 >14.30 >15.40

<12.00 <12.52 ... 12.77±0.30 <12.68 <14.85 13.09±0.16 ...

J0831 + 4247 2.559 >13.77 13.34±0.03 >15.16 14.28±0.01 >15.05 15.80±0.02 >14.74 >15.53

... <12.60 ... <13.30 <13.53 <12.89 <12.77 ...

J0932 + 0925 2.252 >13.36 13.26±0.05 >15.02 14.25±0.01 >14.66 >15.00 13.69±0.02 >15.29

... <12.44 ... 12.78±0.21 <12.60 <14.75 ... ...

J0939 + 1848 2.430 >13.09 12.70±0.10 >14.67 13.79±0.02 14.27±0.01 >14.70 13.33±0.02 ...

... <13.02 ... <12.94 <12.54 <14.48 <12.57 ...

J0955− 0123 2.727 >14.03 13.76±0.04 >15.56 >14.77 >15.27 15.82±0.04 >14.35 >16.45

12.91±0.12 ... >14.65 >14.92 <14.01 >14.44 >14.07 14.45±0.40
J0957 + 6223 2.143 12.80±0.02 12.35±0.09 >14.35 13.84±0.02 13.85±0.01 14.78±0.09 13.42±0.02 >14.49

<12.57 <13.06 >14.61 <13.87 <13.07 >14.56 >14.42 >14.84

J1026 + 0629 2.564 >13.59 12.74±0.22 ... >15.09 >14.99 15.08±0.20 14.29±0.02 >15.87

... 13.47±0.07 ... >15.33 14.14±0.05 >14.74 >14.62 >15.81

J1026 + 0629 2.782 >13.47 <12.96 >14.93 13.71±0.15 14.45±0.03 >14.72 13.57±0.08 >15.39

<12.06 <12.81 <13.31 13.33±0.33 <13.09 ... <13.19 14.15±0.17
J1056− 0059 1.967 >13.59 13.59±0.02 >15.13 >15.05 14.48±0.02 15.52±0.11 >14.52 >15.35

12.95±0.04 13.32±0.03 >14.89 ... 13.28±0.03 13.67±0.16 >14.52 ...

J1116 + 4118 2.662 ... 12.92±0.02 >15.18 13.73±0.01 14.40±0.01 15.08±0.04 13.24±0.06 >15.69

... 13.03±0.03 >14.59 >14.81 13.52±0.02 14.10±0.03 13.77±0.03 ...

J1144 + 0959 2.093 >14.08 13.61±0.00 >15.30 >14.97 >14.99 15.39±0.01 >14.44 ...

<11.71 <12.68 13.60±0.07 13.39±0.05 <12.71 <14.65 12.72±0.17 ...

J1149 + 4300 2.777 >13.33 12.68±0.07 >15.00 >14.73 >14.64 15.27±0.07 >14.26 >15.34

... <11.75 ... 13.12±0.03 <13.10 <14.24 13.15±0.01 ...

J1150 + 0453 2.000 >13.60 13.38±0.04 ... 14.31±0.05 >15.16 15.81±0.05 14.06±0.07 >15.45

<11.95 ... ... 13.52±0.06 <12.87 <13.25 12.82±0.11 ...

J1236 + 5220 2.397 >13.48 13.06±0.05 >15.02 14.32±0.03 >14.92 15.42±0.06 13.88±0.04 >15.49

<11.93 <12.49 ... 13.92±0.03 <13.72 <13.10 13.15±0.08 ...

J1240 + 4329 2.979 >13.74 13.08±0.04 >15.18 14.12±0.02 >15.30 >15.90 >14.35 >15.47

<12.23 <12.69 13.07±0.45 13.53±0.14 ... 12.94±0.59 13.45±0.05 ...

J1240 + 4329 3.097 >13.59 ... >15.24 14.07±0.02 >14.85 >15.51 13.50±0.03 >16.20

>13.12 13.10±0.10 >14.77 13.89±0.07 <13.69 14.44±0.04 13.40±0.08 >15.24

J1427− 0121 1.576 >13.67 13.62±0.02 >15.09 >14.74 >14.85 15.42±0.04 >14.36 >15.52

12.72±0.01 12.90±0.02 ... >15.20 12.98±0.02 14.06±0.02 >14.45 ...

J1428 + 0232 2.626 >13.63 12.72±0.35 >15.14 >14.52 >15.04 15.66±0.12 >14.00 ...

<12.43 <12.82 ... <13.54 <13.43 <13.04 <13.00 ...

J1529 + 2314 2.077 >13.32 <12.75 >15.05 13.35±0.11 14.39±0.01 >14.82 ... >15.38

Table 3 continued
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Table 3 (continued)

logNX (cm−2)

QSO Paira zDLA AlII AlIII CII CIV FeII SiII SiIV OI

... 13.03±0.14 ... ... <13.44 <15.31 >13.61 ...

J1541 + 2702 3.330 >13.24 13.69±0.06 >15.11 >15.26 14.01±0.08 14.71±0.32 >14.68 >14.80

<12.14 12.99±0.07 14.15±0.03 >15.00 ... <13.27 >14.30 <13.33

J1542 + 1733 2.423 >13.72 13.24±0.03 >15.18 >14.57 >15.09 15.74±0.02 14.01±0.02 >15.54

<11.92 <12.61 <13.85 13.54±0.03 <12.52 <12.89 13.53±0.07 ...

J1613 + 0808 1.617 >13.15 13.07±0.05 >14.73 ... 14.44±0.02 15.52±0.04 13.62±0.04 >15.06

12.11±0.09 12.80±0.07 14.45±0.02 >15.14 12.30±0.17 13.83±0.10 14.22±0.02 ...

J1627 + 4606 3.550 ... <12.23 ... 13.34±0.04 <13.55 13.09±0.11 12.93±0.09 ...

... <12.70 <13.00 ... ... <12.98 <12.44 <13.29

J1630 + 1152 3.182 <12.21 ... >13.90 13.16±0.32 ... 13.35±0.23 <13.00 14.79±0.07
... <12.60 ... <13.08 ... <13.23 <12.77 <14.29

J1719 + 2549 2.019 >13.71 13.51±0.02 >15.33 >15.27 14.50±0.03 15.21±0.07 >14.45 ...

<12.21 <12.89 ... <13.38 <12.97 <13.86 <13.88 ...

J1725 + 3038 2.508 >13.20 12.51±0.07 >14.70 13.46±0.04 >14.73 14.86±0.07 13.19±0.02 >15.03

<12.28 <12.72 <13.64 <13.26 <12.85 <13.51 12.96±0.22 <14.06

J2103 + 0646 2.139 12.96±0.05 <12.70 >14.81 13.35±0.20 14.19±0.06 14.34±0.09 13.22±0.05 >15.20

<11.98 <12.49 13.72±0.12 13.69±0.07 12.63±0.20 ... <12.38 14.79±0.04
J2146− 0753 1.853 >13.16 13.32±0.04 >14.62 14.38±0.02 14.31±0.02 15.22±0.12 13.78±0.07 >15.28

12.80±0.02 13.21±0.03 >14.53 >14.93 13.16±0.02 14.30±0.05 >14.30 14.28±0.07
J2300 + 0155 2.730 >13.44 <12.91 >14.74 14.35±0.04 >14.66 14.73±0.27 13.65±0.03 >15.21

... <12.76 <13.34 13.32±0.11 <13.16 <13.20 <12.64 <13.65

aThe first row of each pair lists the column densities for the DLA sightline. The second row of each pair lists the column densities for the
CGM sightline.
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Figure 21. Column densities of C IV (top left panel), C II (top right panel), Al III (middle left panel), Al II (middle right panel),
Fe II (bottom left panel), and O I (bottom right panel) in our CGM sightlines vs. proper distance (R⊥). Colors represent the
corresponding DLA column density for that ion. Black points indicate ambiguous DLA column density values. Open symbols
indicate that our constraint on the CGM sightline column is an upper limit. The horizontal dashed lines represent the threshold
above which 90% of metal line column densities for the DLA sightlines fall.
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ABSTRACT

We present the quasar luminosity function (LF) at z = 7, measured with 35 spectroscopically con-

firmed quasars at 6.55 < z < 7.15. The sample of 22 quasars from the Subaru High-z Exploration

of Low-Luminosity Quasars (SHELLQs) project, combined with 13 brighter quasars in the literature,

covers an unprecedentedly wide range of rest-frame ultraviolet magnitudes over −28 < M1450 < −23.
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We found that the binned LF flattens significantly toward the faint end populated by the SHEL-

LQs quasars. A maximum likelihood fit to a double power-law model has a break magnitude

M∗
1450 = −25.60+0.40

−0.30, a characteristic density Φ∗ = 1.35+0.47
−0.30 Gpc−3 mag−1, and a bright-end slope

β = −3.34+0.49
−0.57, when the faint-end slope is fixed to α = −1.2 as observed at z ≤ 6. The overall LF

shape remains remarkably similar from z = 4 to 7, while the amplitude decreases substantially toward

higher redshifts, with a clear indication of an accelerating decline at z ≥ 6. The estimated ionizing

photon density, 1048.2±0.1 s−1 Mpc−3, is less than 1 % of the critical rate to keep the intergalactic

medium ionized at z = 7, and thus indicates that quasars are not a major contributor to cosmic

reionization.

Keywords: Reionization (1383) — Quasars (1319) — Supermassive black holes (1663)

1. INTRODUCTION

We are witnessing rapid development in the quest

for the most distant quasars, driven primarily by deep

wide-field surveys at red-optical and near-infrared (IR)
wavelengths. The first discoveries of high-z (z ≥ 6)

quasars were achieved by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS; e.g., Fan et al. 2006), which were soon followed

by systematic identification of fainter co-eval quasars
through surveys using the Canada–France–Hawaii Tele-

scope (e.g., Willott et al. 2005). Subsequently, the sam-

ple size at the bright and faint ends has been ex-

panded significantly by the Panoramic Survey Telescope

And Rapid Response System 1 (Pan-STARRS1; e.g.,
Bañados et al. 2014) survey and the Hyper Suprime-

Cam (HSC; Miyazaki et al. 2018) Subaru Strategic Pro-

gram (SSP) survey (e.g., Matsuoka et al. 2016), among

others. Near-IR surveys have pushed the frontier to
yet higher redshifts, with the first z > 7 quasar be-

ing found from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey

(Mortlock et al. 2011). The present redshift record is

marked by a quasar at z = 7.642 (Wang et al. 2021),

identified from a combined dataset of several optical and
near-IR surveys including the Wide-field Infrared Sur-

vey Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010) survey. The

advent of new world-leading projects in the coming few

years, including the Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy
Survey of Space and Time (LSST; Ivezić et al. 2019),

Euclid, and the Roman Space Telescope (Spergel et al.

2015), is expected to accelerate the exploration further

out to z ∼ 10 (e.g., Euclid Collaboration et al. 2019).

One of the most fundamental quantities characterizing
a population of celestial objects is the luminosity func-

tion (LF). In particular, the LF of high-z quasars pro-

vides a key piece of information to decode the formation

and evolution of supermassive black holes (SMBHs), as
well as to measure the quasar contribution to cosmic

reionization. The first attempts to measure the quasar

∗ Kavli Astrophysics Fellow

LF at z ∼ 6 were made with bright SDSS quasars at

M1450 < −25 (Fan et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2008, 2009).

Willott et al. (2010) included fainter quasars to estab-
lish the LF over a broader luminosity range. This LF has

been used as the standard in many subsequent studies,

but the constraint on the faint end (M1450 > −24) was

still weak, due to the small number of contributing ob-
jects. A robust measurement of the LF at z = 6 down to

well below the break luminosity (−28 < M1450 < −21)

was achieved by Matsuoka et al. (2018c), who exploited

a large sample of faint quasars drawn from the HSC-

SSP survey. Schindler et al. (2023) used Pan-STARRS
quasars to further improve the bright-end constraint.

At higher redshifts, Venemans et al. (2013) measured

the cumulative number density using three luminous

(M1450 ∼ −26) quasars at z ≥ 6.6. Wang et al.
(2019) presented the number densities from 17 quasars

at z ∼ 6.7, measured in three magnitude bins from

M1450 ∼ −27.5 to −25.5. However, no other constraints

have been reported to date, and thus the overall LF

shape has not been determined beyond z = 6.
Here we present a measurement of the quasar LF at

z = 7, based on an unprecedentedly large and complete

sample of 35 quasars at 6.55 < z < 7.15 covering a broad

luminosity range. This is the 19th publication from the
Subaru High-z Exploration of Low-Luminosity Quasars

(SHELLQs; Matsuoka et al. 2016) project, which per-

forms spectroscopic identification and multi-wavelength

follow-up observations of high-z quasars drawn from the

HSC-SSP imaging data (Aihara et al. 2018). Through-
out the paper, we use point-spread-function (PSF) mag-

nitudes (mAB) and associated errors (σm) presented in

the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983), corrected for Galac-

tic extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998). The cosmological
parameters of H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and

ΩΛ = 0.7 are assumed.

2. SAMPLE AND METHODS

The present measurement combines two quasar sam-

ples, called the “bright sample” and the “faint sample”
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hereafter. They are summarized in Table 1 and are

displayed in Figure 1. The bright sample is based on 17

quasars at 6.45 < z < 7.05 presented by Wang et al.

(2019). These quasars were identified from an ef-
fective area of 13,020 deg2, using the imaging data

from Pan-STARRS1, the DESI Legacy imaging Surveys

(Dey et al. 2019), the UKIRT/VISTA Hemisphere Sur-

veys, and the WISE survey. We selected 15 quasars at

z > 6.55 for the present purpose, and further removed
two quasars with yAB > 20.8 given that the spectro-

scopic follow-up at fainter magnitudes was incomplete1

(see Figure 8 of Wang et al. 2019).

The faint sample comes from SHELLQs, which has
so far published the discovery of 162 low-luminosity

quasars at z > 5.6 (Matsuoka et al. 2016, 2018a,b,

2019a,b, 2022). The present analysis concerns z-band

dropout sources with y-band detection, the signature of

the Lyα break at z ∼ 7. Spectroscopic identification
has been completed for z-dropout candidates selected

via a Bayesian probabilistic algorithm in the SSP public

data release (DR) 3 fields (an effective area of 957 deg2

with our quality cuts) and for those selected via color
cuts in the SSP internal DR S20A fields (779 deg2; see

Aihara et al. 2022). The details of the quasar selection

criteria are described in Matsuoka et al. (2022). We use

22 SHELLQs quasars2 at 6.55 < z < 7.05. There are a

few more SHELLQs quasars in this redshift range, but
they do not pass the selection algorithm with the quality

flags and imaging properties taken from the latest DR.

For example, the highest-redshift SHELLQs quasar at

z = 7.07 (Matsuoka et al. 2019b) and one of the faintest
quasars with z = 6.72 and M1450 = −23.5 (see Figure

1) happen to fall on regions affected by cosmic ray and

a nearby bright star, respectively, and are thus excluded

from the present measurement.

The completeness, or selection function, of the bright
sample has been kindly provided by F. Wang (private

communication; see Figure 6 of Wang et al. 2019). For

the faint sample, we derived the selection function using

exactly the same method as described in Matsuoka et al.
(2018c), which presents our LF measurement at z = 6.3

We repeat only the essence in what follows. The de-

1 The spectroscopic completeness is 100 % in all brighter mag-
nitude bins but 20.6 < yAB < 20.7, where we take the reported
completeness of 91 % into account in the LF calculations.

2 The present analysis does not include type-II quasar candi-
dates, i.e., those objects that show very strong but narrow Lyα
emission.

3 Details of the selection conditions have changed over the
course of the SHELLQs project, as described in our previous pa-
pers. The sample and completeness of the present work are con-
sistently defined with the latest conditions.

Figure 1. Quasars used for the LF determination by
Wang et al. (2019, blue triangles) and those discovered by
SHELLQs (red circles) over the z –M1450 plane. The quasars
in the present LF sample are represented by the filled sym-
bols, while all the others are represented by the open sym-
bols. The background colors present completeness of the
SHELLQs z-dropout selection from 0.0 (dark gray) to 1.0
(white).

tection probability of the HSC-SSP imaging for a given

magnitude (mAB) has proven to be well approximated
by the function

fdet(mAB) =
1

2
(tanh[2.4(m5σ

AB −mAB)] + 1), (1)

where m5σ
AB is a 5σ limiting magnitude measured for

every 12′× 12′ patch of the survey footprint. SHEL-
LQs selects point sources, whose completeness fps(mAB)

has been estimated with HSC-SSP sources observed

by higher-resolution Hubble Space Telescope Advanced

Camera for Surveys (Leauthaud et al. 2007); fps(mAB)
is always >80 % at the magnitudes we are concerned

with (yAB < 24 mag). We created mock high-z quasars

based on 319 SDSS spectra of luminous quasars at z ≃ 3,

by shifting them to higher redshifts and applying Lyα

absorption caused by the intergalactic medium (IGM;
Songaila 2004; Eilers et al. 2018). Each of the mock

quasars was assigned random values of redshift, M1450,

and sky coordinates within the HSC-SSP survey foot-

print (and thus m5σ
AB), providing apparent magnitudes

and errors.

We extracted a portion of the mock quasars, such

that a quasar with magnitude yAB has probability

fdet(yAB) × fps(yAB) of being selected. The extracted
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Table 1. Quasar sample

Name Redshift M1450

Bright sample (Wang et al. 2019)

J003836.10−152723.6 7.02 −27.01

J041128.63−090749.7 6.81 −26.61

J070626.38+292105.5 6.58 −27.51

J082931.98+411740.9 6.77 −26.36

J083737.83+492900.6 6.71 −26.42

J083946.88+390011.4 6.91 −26.29

J091054.54−041406.8 6.63 −26.36

J092347.12+040254.6 6.61 −26.61

J110421.58+213428.9 6.74 −26.67

J113508.92+501132.6 6.58 −26.19

J121627.58+451910.7 6.65 −25.58

J213233.18+121755.2 6.59 −27.04

J223255.16+293032.3 6.67 −26.31

Faint sample (SHELLQs)

J000142.54+000057.5 6.69 −24.49

J011257.84+011042.4 6.82 −24.07

J021316.94−062615.2 6.72 −25.24

J021430.90+023240.4 6.85 −25.35

J021847.04+000715.0 6.78 −25.73

J091041.14+005646.3 6.65 −24.55

J091906.33+051235.3 6.62 −23.98

J102314.45−004447.9 6.63 −24.47

J103537.74+032435.7 6.63 −24.51

J113034.65+045013.1 6.68 −23.94

J120505.09−000027.9 6.75 −24.56

J123137.77+005230.3 6.69 −24.39

J131050.13−005054.1 6.82 −24.67

J131746.92+001722.2 6.94 −24.80

J133833.25−001832.9 6.70 −23.99

J134905.63+015608.9 6.94 −24.83

J140344.28+423114.3 6.85 −24.45

J142903.08−010443.4 6.8 −23.00

J144045.91+001912.9 6.55 −23.23

J145005.39−014438.9 6.63 −23.73

J221027.24+030428.5 6.9 −24.44

J235646.33+001747.3 7.01 −25.31

quasars were then fed into the SHELLQs selection algo-
rithm incorporating a Bayesian probabilistic approach

and color cuts. The fraction of selected quasars among

all the created mock quasars, as a function of z and

M1450, provides the completeness. The reader is re-

ferred to Matsuoka et al. (2018c) for full details. The
resultant completeness is presented in Figure 1. It in-

dicates that our z-dropout selection is most sensitive to

quasars at z > 6.6. The low completeness at the bright

end is due to our requirement of i-band non-detection

for z-dropouts; luminous quasars could have detectable
emission even in the Gunn & Peterson (1965) trough,

and thus would not pass the selection. Indeed, the two

SHELLQs quasars at z ∼ 6.65 and M1450 ∼ −26.0 (see

Figure 1) are not in the present LF sample because

of their i-band detection. The completeness remains
high at z > 7.1, although we found no quasars above

z = 7.07. While Lyα is well within the HSC y-band

transmission up to z ∼ 7.5, it is because (i) the y band

is progressively dominated by IGM absorption and (ii)
Lyα shifts to the wavelength where the detector sen-

sitivity is low. The imaging observations could thus

detect only luminous quasars, which are too rare to be

included in the ∼1000 deg2 footprint of the SSP survey.

We set the redshift interval of the present analysis to
6.55 < z < 7.15, above which the completeness of the

bright sample falls close to zero.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 and Table 2 (top part) present the binned
LF of the combined bright and faint sample, calculated

with the 1/Va method (Avni & Bahcall 1980, see Equa-

tions 6 and 7 of Matsuoka et al. (2018c)) using the selec-

tion functions described above. For comparison, Figure
2 also shows the LFs of Lyman break galaxies at z ∼ 7

measured by Harikane et al. (2022) and Varadaraj et al.

(2023). Note that quasars or active galactic nuclei

(AGNs) are not excluded from those LFs. There is

some discrepancy between the two galaxy LFs, which
Varadaraj et al. (2023) attribute to contamination of

brown dwarfs to the bright end of the Harikane et al.

(2022) sample. Overall, quasars are a dominant popu-

lation of sources at z ∼ 7 for M1450 < −24 (yAB < 23),
while galaxies quickly start to outnumber quasars at the

fainter magnitudes.

We derived the parametric LF of the quasars assuming

a double power-law model:

Φ(M1450) =
10k(z−7)Φ∗

100.4(α+1)(M1450−M∗

1450) + 100.4(β+1)(M1450−M∗

1450)
,

(2)

where α and β are the faint- and bright-end slope,
respectively, and M∗

1450 is the break magnitude. We

determined the three parameters along with the nor-

malization factor Φ∗ with a maximum likelihood fit

(Marshall et al. 1983, see Equation 9 of Matsuoka et al.
(2018c)). We adopt the redshift-evolution slope of

k = −0.78, which was measured between z ∼ 6 and

z ∼ 6.7 by Wang et al. (2019). The best-fit parame-

ters are reported in Table 2 (the first row of the bottom
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part), which yields the parametric LF presented in Fig-

ure 2 (dashed line). An alternative case with k = −0.70

(Jiang et al. 2016) was also tested but the results remain

almost unchanged. It is remarkable that the parametric
LF shows a positive faint-end slope (α > −1; the num-

ber density declines toward the faint end), although a

negative slope (α < −1) is also allowed within the 2σ

confidence interval.

It is unlikely that our selection misses the faint-end
quasars because of the extended emission from the host

galaxies. Our criterion of point-source selection for z-

dropouts is very conservative, 0.6 < µ/µPSF < 3.0,

where µ and µPSF represent the y-band image adaptive
moment of a given source and that of the PSF model,

respectively. That is, we allow the sources that are up

to three times larger than the PSF size to remain in

the candidates for spectroscopic confirmation. In real-

ity, none of the SHELLQs quasars in the present sam-
ple has µ/µPSF > 1.7. All but a few of the ∼200 Ly-

man break galaxies at z ∼ 7 with similar luminosities

(M1450 < −22), drawn from the same HSC-SSP images

(Harikane et al. 2022), also meet µ/µPSF < 3.0, even
without the central point source (i.e., AGN).

A positive slope, if confirmed, might indicate that the

obscured fraction increases and/or the mass-accretion

efficiency decreases toward the low-mass end of the

SMBH mass distribution at z ≥ 7. Indeed, observations
at lower redshifts (z < 4) suggest that the obscured

fraction increases significantly toward lower (intrinsic)

luminosities (e.g., Merloni et al. 2014; Ueda et al. 2014;

Toba et al. 2021). There is also an indication of a higher
obscured fraction at higher redshifts up to z ∼ 6 (e.g.,

Vito et al. 2018; Gilli et al. 2022). We have identified

23 candidate obscured quasars at z ∼ 6 from SHELLQs

(e.g., Matsuoka et al. 2022), based on the extremely

luminous and narrow Lyα emission. Onoue et al.
(2021) detected strong C IV λ1549 emission in one

of them, pointing to the presence of hard ionizing radi-

ation from AGN. A number of other observations (e.g.,

Fujimoto et al. 2022; Endsley et al. 2023) are reveal-
ing (candidates for) such a high-z obscured population,

and substantially more objects may be identified in the

coming few years with the James Webb Space Telescope

(JWST).

On the other hand, at lower redshifts (z ≤ 6), the
faint-end slope is close to flat but is always negative. For

example, the measurements based on the HSC-SSP data

suggest α = −1.30±0.05 at z = 4 (Akiyama et al. 2018),

α = −1.22+0.03
−0.10 at z = 5 (Niida et al. 2020), and α =

−1.23+0.44
−0.34 at z = 6 (Matsuoka et al. 2018c). We thus

performed another set of parametric fittings with a fixed

slope of α = −1.2. This case actually lies within the

∼2σ confidence region when all four LF parameters are

varied above, and indeed, the best-fit line with α = −1.2

gives a reasonable agreement with the binned LF (see

Figure 2). Therefore, we regard the case with α = −1.2
(the third row in the bottom part of Table 2) as our

standard fit to the quasar LF at z = 7, and use the

corresponding parameters in the following discussions.

For reference, the table also lists the fitting results when

two parameters, α and M1450, are fixed to the values
measured at z = 6 (Matsuoka et al. 2018c).

Figure 3 (top panel) compares the quasar LFs at red-

shifts z = 4, 5, 6, and 7. The overall shape remains

remarkably similar through this redshift range,4 while
the amplitude decreases significantly toward higher red-

shift. Figure 3 (bottom panel) displays this decreasing

trend more explicitly, with the data at z < 3.5 supple-

mented from Kulkarni et al. (2019). The density peaks

at lower redshifts for lower-luminosity quasars, an ef-
fect which is termed “down-sizing of AGNs” (Ueda et al.

2003; Barger et al. 2005). The cumulative number den-

sity declines rapidly toward higher redshifts following

ρ ∝ 10−kz with k = −0.47 (Fan et al. 2001) at 3 <

z < 5, and then it drops even faster at z > 5.

Jiang et al. (2016) reported k = −0.72 ± 0.11 at 5 <

z < 6, and Wang et al. (2019) found a steeper slope

k = −0.78 ± 0.18 at 6 < z < 7. While the above mea-

surements were limited to the most luminous quasars
(M1450 < −26 mag), Figure 3 suggests that the density

of low-luminosity quasars (M1450 < −23) is also consis-

tent with k = −0.78 at 5 < z < 7. The similar epoch of

turnover (i.e., to accelerating decline toward the highest
redshifts) at different luminosities may indicate that the

density evolution is governed by different physics from

that drives the down-sizing at lower redshifts. Compar-

ison of the present LF measurements with theoretical

models (e.g., Li et al. 2022; Oogi et al. 2022) will be a
subject of future papers.

Finally, we estimate the quasar contribution to cosmic

reionization at z = 7, using the LF estimated above.

Section 5 of Matsuoka et al. (2018c) describes the de-
tails of this calculation. The ionizing photon density,

ṅion, is calculated assuming that quasar spectra follow a

broken power law (Lusso et al. 2015) and that a photon

escape fraction is unity. By integrating our standard LF

over −30 < M1450 < −18, we get ṅion = 1048.2±0.1 s−1

Mpc−3. This result is insensitive to the integrated mag-

nitude range, since the LF is close to flat at the faint

end and predicts a very small number of objects at the

4 The parametric LFs at z = 6 and z = 7 have the same faint-
end slope by design, but the overall similarity in shape is also
observed in the binned LFs at the two redshifts.
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Table 2. Quasar luminosity function at z = 7

Binned luminosity function

M1450 ∆M1450 Φ(M1450) Nobj Va

−23.25 0.5 2.5 ± 1.8 2 1.607

−23.75 0.5 3.0 ± 1.5 4 2.656

−24.25 0.5 3.5 ± 1.4 6 3.386

−24.75 0.5 3.2 ± 1.3 6 3.719

−25.25 0.5 1.58 ± 0.91 3 3.786

−25.75 0.5 0.75 ± 0.53 2 5.336

−26.25 0.5 0.63 ± 0.26 6 19.034

−26.75 0.5 0.18 ± 0.10 3 34.171

−27.50 1.0 0.082 ± 0.047 3 36.563

Parametric luminosity function

Φ∗ M∗

1450 α β k comment

4.75+1.14
−1.36

−24.38+0.33
−0.47

0.58+1.20
−0.93

−2.78+0.28
−0.36

−0.78 (fixed) free α

4.90+1.27
−1.43

−24.40+0.35
−0.45

0.52+1.24
−0.89

−2.79+0.30
−0.35

−0.70 (fixed) free α, different k

1.35+0.47
−0.30

−25.60+0.40
−0.30

−1.20 (fixed) −3.34+0.49
−0.57

−0.78 (fixed) standard

2.07+0.17
−0.20

−24.90 (fixed) −1.23 (fixed) −2.72+0.21
−0.22

−0.78 (fixed) fixed M∗

1450

Note—M1450 and ∆M1450 denote the center and width of a magnitude bin, respectively, while
Nobj represents the number of quasars contained in the bin. The number densities Φ(M1450)

and Φ∗ (normalization at z = 7) are given in units of Gpc−3 mag−1. Va (Gpc3) represents the
cosmic volume available to discover quasars in the present sample.

bright end. The value of the ionizing photon density

that would balance the rate of recombination at z = 7 is

given by ṅion = 1050.2CHII (s
−1 Mpc−3), where CHII rep-

resents an effective H II clumping factor (Madau et al.

1999; Bolton & Haehnelt 2007). The observed ṅion is

thus less than 1 % of the critical density for any plau-

sible value of CHII ≥ 1, clearly suggesting that quasars
cannot be a major contributor to the reionization of the

universe at this redshift.

The biggest original goal of the SHELLQs project

was to establish the quasar LF at 6 ≤ z ≤ 7, which

is now completed. The faint sample used here was
drawn from the HSC-SSP data contained in the pub-

lic DR 3, which have been acquired over 278 out of

the 330 nights allocated to the SSP. The final DR, ex-

pected to happen in Fall 2023, will contain the data
taken over the remaining 52 nights; we may use those

data to further improve LF constraints, though it is not

expected to increase the sample size significantly. In

the meantime, the unprecedented sensitivity of JWST is

starting to find signatures of low-mass AGNs in high-z
galaxies (e.g., Harikane et al. 2023; Larson et al. 2023;

Onoue et al. 2023), and is also expected to shed new

light on obscured side of the early AGN activity (e.g.,

Kocevski et al. 2023). With the advent of new cutting-
edge facilities including the Rubin LSST, Euclid, and

Roman, observations in the coming ten years will bring

crucial constraints on the quasar/AGN LF out to very

high redshifts, and thus will provide a key to discern

models of the birth and growth of SMBHs throughout

the epoch of reionization.
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Figure 2. Top panels: confidence regions (light gray: 1σ, gray: 2σ, dark gray: 3σ) of the LF parameters. The best-fit values are
marked by the crosses. Bottom panel: binned LF (red dots) and the standard parametric LF calculated at z = 6.8 (solid line;
the faint-end slope fixed to α = −1.2) from this study. The dashed line and shaded area represent the best-fit and 1σ confidence
region, respectively, with α being a free parameter. For comparison, we also show the binned LF at z = 6.7 (Wang et al. 2019,
light-blue crosses) and the parametric LF measured at z = 6 (Matsuoka et al. (2018c), green solid line; Schindler et al. (2023),
green dotted line). The blue diamonds and squares represent the binned LF of Lyman break galaxies (AGNs are not excluded)
at z ∼ 7 taken from Harikane et al. (2022) and Varadaraj et al. (2023), respectively (slight horizontal offsets have been added
to improve visibility). The upper axis gives approximate y-band magnitudes for a quasar at z = 6.8.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the quasar LF. Top panel: binned
and parametric LF of quasars at z = 4 (black triangles
and line; Akiyama et al. 2018), z = 5 (blue squares and
line; Niida et al. 2020), z = 6 (green diamonds and line;
Matsuoka et al. 2018c), and z = 7 (red circles and line; this
work). Bottom panel: integrated number density of quasars
with M1450 < −23 (inverse triangles), M1450 < −25 (dots),
and M1450 < −27 (triangles). The data at z < 3.5 are
taken from Kulkarni et al. (2019). Density evolution laws
(ρ ∝ 10−kz) with k = −0.47 and k = −0.78 are represented
by the solid and dashed lines, respectively, with arbitrary
scaling.
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ABSTRACT

Extremely Red Quasars (ERQs) are thought to represent a brief episode of young quasar and galactic evolution characterized
by rapid outflows and obscured growth due to dusty environments. We use new redshift measurements from CO and LyU
emission-lines to better constrain outflow velocities from previous line measurements. We present sample of 82 ERQs, and the
analysis confirms that ERQs have a higher incidence of large C iv blueshifts, accompanied by large Rest Equivalent Widths
(REWs) and smaller line widths than blue quasars. We find that strong blueshifts (>2000 km s−1) are present in 12/54 (22.22%)
of ERQs with the most robust redshift indicators. At least 4 out of 15 ERQs in the sample also have blueshifts in their HV and
low-ionization UV lines ranging from −500 to −1500 km s−1. ERQs with strong C iv blueshifts are substantially offset in C iv

REW and Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) from typical blue quasars in the same velocity range. ERQs have average
values of REW = 124Å and FWHM = 5274 km s−1, while blue quasars have REW = 24Å and FWHM = 6973 km s−1. The
extreme nature of the outflows in ERQs might explain some of their other spectral properties, such as the large C iv REWs and
peculiar wingless profiles owing to more extended broad-line regions participating in outflows. The physical reasons for the
extreme outflow properties of ERQs are unclear; however, larger Eddington ratios and/or softer ionizing spectra incident on the
outflow gas cannot be ruled out.

Key words: galaxies: active – quasars: emission lines – galaxies: intergalactic medium – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
high-redshift

1 INTRODUCTION

Quasars are supermassive black holes rapidly growing by accre-
tion of infalling material at the center of their host galaxy. Ac-
cretion can coincide with streams of infalling gas, or galactic as-
sembly, at high redshift. Merger activity, or infalling gas, may
be the triggers supplying matter for starbursts and quasar activity
(Hopkins et al. 2006, 2008; Somerville et al. 2008; Kereš et al. 2009;
Dekel et al. 2009; Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011; Fumagalli et al.
2014; Glikman et al. 2015). This rapid accretion can coincide with
outflows, generating feedback, and potentially influence the galaxy’s
formation (Costa et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2015; Suresh et al. 2019).
A possible evolutionary scheme is where the central black hole
initially grows in obscurity until feedback generates outflows, and
clears the obscuring interstellar material, revealing a normal blue
quasar (Sanders et al. 1988; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al.
2006, 2008, 2016; Rupke & Veilleux 2011, 2013; Liu et al. 2013;
Stacey et al. 2022).

Red quasars are important for testing the hypothesis that obscured
quasars may be in a young, and short-lived, phase in their evolu-
tion. Young quasars may be reddened by dust created in a major
starburst inside the galaxies, triggered by a merger or cold-mode ac-

★ E-mail: jgill016@ucr.edu

cretion. These reddened quasars may show signs of youth such as
high accretion rates, more infall from the intergalactic medium, or
powerful outflows, as they transform in to blue/unobscured quasars.
Studies of red/obscured quasars have found many to be in merg-
ers or high-accretion phases (Glikman et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2018;
Zakamska et al. 2019).

Extremely red quasars (ERQs) are a unique quasar population se-
lected from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS,
?) in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey-III (SDSS, ?) and the ALL-
WISE data release (??) of the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(WISE, ?), based on red rest-UV to mid-IR colors, 8–,3> 4.6 (AB
magnitudes Ross et al. 2015; Hamann et al. 2017). They are of par-
ticular interest because of a suite of other spectral properties con-
nected to their extreme red colors, namely, unusually strong C iv

_1549 emission lines with peculiar wingless profiles and frequent
large blueshift, a high incidence of broad C iv outflow absorption
lines, and exceptionally fast outflows measured in [O iii] _4959,5007
(Hamann et al. 2017; Perrotta et al. 2019). All of these features might
be explained by exceptionally powerful accretion-disk outflows, e.g.,
that produce spatially-extended C iv broad emission line regions that
produce large C iv rest equivalent widths (REWs) and feed into the
fast, lower-density [O iii] outflows farther out (Zakamska et al. 2016;
Hamann et al. 2017; Perrotta et al. 2019). This evidence for prodi-
gious outflows, combined with the extreme dust reddening, make

© 2023 The Authors
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ERQs prime candidates for quasars driving feedback to their host
galaxies during the early stages of massive galaxy evolution.

An essential ingredient for understanding quasar outflows, and the
exotic properties of ERQs in particular, is accurate systemic redshifts
to define the outflow speeds and kinetic energies. The most accurate
redshift indicators are narrow emission lines, like [O iii] _5007, that
form in the extended galactic or circumgalactic environments of
quasars. When these lines are not available, HV and various low-
ionization broad emission lines in the UV, such as Mg ii _2800,
O i _1304, can be useful for normal quasars because they are less
likely to be blueshifted (i.e., participating in outflows) than high-
ionization emission lines like C iv (e.g. Shen et al. 2008; Shen et al.
2016; Li et al. 2017).

However, these redshift indicators are often problematic for ERQs
because outflow signatures are more common and more extreme
throughout their spectra. In particular, their [O iii] lines are typically
very broad and blueshifted with no distinct narrow components that
might form in the extended/galactic environments (Zakamska et al.
2016; Perrotta et al. 2019), and their low-ionization broad emission
lines often have large measurement uncertainties due noisy spec-
tra and they might be affected by large blueshifts/outflow speeds
throughout the broad emission-line region (including more than just
the high-ionization gas, see Section 3 below).

In this paper, we provide reliable systemic redshifts for a sample of
82 ERQs that have existing measurements of CO in their host galax-
ies (Hamann et al. 2023 in preparation) and/or narrow LyU emis-
sion lines (Lau et al. 2022; Gillette et al. 2023, and this work) that
form in their extended circumgalactic and/or halo environments. We
then use these data to derive blueshifts/outflow speeds for the ERQ
C iv _1549 broad emission lines and, whenever possible, reassess the
[O iii] _5007 outflow speeds reported previously by (Zakamska et al.
2016; Perrotta et al. 2019, and by Lau et al. in prep.). Our findings
provide more accurate results, but support previous claims that ERQs
have an unusually high frequency of fast/powerful outflows in these
emission line regions, e.g., compared to normal blue quasars at sim-
ilar redshifts and luminosities.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes selection
criteria for quasars from catalog spectra and their redshifts. Section
3 describes our revised C iv and [O iii] emission-line blueshifts and
outflows. Section 4 discusses and summarizes correlations in mea-
sured parameters and emission features, such as blueshift, emission
strength, and line width. Throughout this paper we adopt a Λ-CDM
cosmology with �0 = 69.6 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.286 and ΩΛ

= 0.714, as adopted by the online cosmology calculator developed
by Wright (2006). All magnitudes are on the AB system. Reported
wavelengths are in vacuum and in the heliocentric frame.

2 SAMPLE SELECTION & SYSTEMIC REDSHIFTS

The parent sample for our study is the 205 ERQs selected to have 8–
,3> 4.6 in the combined BOSS survey Hamann et al. (2017). Those
authors provide detailed data for the C iv emission lines, including
velocity shifts relative to the BOSS DR12 catalogue redshifts (see
their Appendix A). The DR12 redshifts derive from automated fits
to the BOSS spectra, plus algorithmic corrections based on nominal
line blueshifts, that can be off by hundreds or >1000 km s−1 for
quasars like ERQs with unusual emission-line properties.

For the present study, we select ERQs from Hamann et al. (2017)
that have other, more reliable measurements of the quasar systemic
redshifts. These include 14 ERQs with ALMA sub-mm CO(4-3)
emission-line measurements by Hamann et al. (2023 in prep.), 6

ERQs with KCWI (integrated field spectroscopy) of the extended
LyU halos by Gillette et al. (submitted), and 54 ERQs with narrow
LyU emission spikes in their BOSS spectra caused by halo emission.
For some of our analysis, we also include 8 ERQs that have well-
measured Mg ii emission lines in their BOSS spectra, as measured
by Gillette et al. (2023c in prep.).

Table 1 lists some basic catalogue properties and measurements
for the total sample of 82 ERQs. The total ERQ sample has median
color 8–,3 ≈ 5.3 and redshifts in the range 1.8 ≤ I ≤ 3.7. The
subsample of 20 ERQs with Ibest from either CO or LyU-halo has
median color 8–,3 ≈ 5.7, while the 54 ERQs with only a LyU-spike
redshift have median color 8–,3 ≈ 5.1. The small color difference
between these two subsamples can be attributed to two factors beyond
counting statistics in the samples sizes: 1) our preference for redder
ERQs in the ALMA CO and KCWI LyU-halo observations, and 2)
redder ERQs having fainter rest-UV fluxes that lead to noisier BOSS
spectra and greater difficulty in identifying a narrow LyU-spike for
our study (Section 2).

We include a large comparison sample of 39,909 (mostly) blue
quasars from the SDSS survey with systemic redshifts measured from
the Mg ii _2800 broad emission lines (Gillette et al. 2023c in prep.).
Mg ii provides reasonably accurate systemic redshifts for normal blue
quasars. For example, Shen et al. (2008) report that, in a large sample
of SDSS quasars, the Mg ii line has average blueshift relative to [O iii]
of −97 km s−1 and a dispersion in the measured shifts of 269 km s−1.
The sample with Mg ii measurements are from emission-line profile
fitting to SDSS BOSS spectra, is done with similar methodology as
described in Hamann et al. (2017), and with care taken to exclude
bad data with custom signal-to-noise measurements and rejection
criteria. Mg ii emission is fit with a symmetric Gaussian or double-
Gaussian profile, after the Fe ii complex near Mg ii is removed using
a Fe ii emission template. Details and results of the fitting in the
blue quasar sample to will be presented in Gillette et al. (2023c in
prep). C iv blueshifts are determined for the blue quasar sample by
calculating the velocity shift of its centroid from the Mg ii profile
centroid.

2.1 Systemic Redshift Priorities

Some ERQs in our sample have available more than one of the sys-
temic redshift indicators mentioned above. We choose a single value
of Ibest for each quasar based on the following priorities. The CO(4-
3) emission line has highest priority because it forms (primarily)
in dense molecular clouds inside the host galaxies. Although there
can be gas motions within the galaxies, we expect the CO line cen-
troids to have velocities similar to the central black holes/quasars (see
Hamann et al. 2023 in prep. for discussion). Thus we adopt the CO
line centroids provided by Hamann et al. (2023, in prep.), measured
from spatially-integrated spectra, for Ibest when available.

Second priority for Ibest, if a CO(4-3) measurement is not avail-
able, is a narrow LyU emission line arising from the spatially-resolved
ERQ halo/circumgalactic medium (as measured from Keck-KCWI
observations by Lau et al. 2022; Gillette et al. 2023). Redshifts de-
termined this way are denoted by “LyU-halo” in the Ibest indicator
column in Table 1. We specifically derive redshifts from the spatially-
averaged LyU emission from extended regions around the ERQs that
exclude the central ∼1 arcsecond diameter. Excluding the central re-
gions is a precaution to avoid potential i) rapid gas flows near the
galactic nucleus, and ii) LyU absorption features appearing along
direct sight lines toward the central quasar.

One important result from our studies of ERQ halos with Keck-
KCWI (Lau et al. 2022; Gillette et al. 2023) was to confirm the spec-

MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2023)
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Table 1. ERQ Sample Properties. I4< is from the SDSS DR12Q BOSS catalogue emission-line measurement. , 3 magnitude, and 8–, 2color are from WISE
and BOSS. Ibest is the best estimate of the reference systemic redshift based on either CO (from Hamann et al. 2023 in prep.), narrow LyU emission lines in
the extended ERQ halos (from Gillette et al. 2023), or narrow LyU emission-line “spikes” as measured here (Section 2) from the BOSS spectra. C iv REW,
Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM), and Blueshifts are from emission-line profile fitting done in Hamann et al. (2017). [O iii] _5007 emission blueshift
measurements are from Perrotta et al. (2019), when available, and blueshifted from the reference systemic.
Notes. 0 ERQ’s BOSS spectra show strong Mg ii or O i emission as well as having a CO or LyU redshift indicator. 1 [O iii] v98 blueshift determined from
Keck-OSIRIS observations by Lau et al. (in prep.).

ERQ Name I4< W3 8–, 3 Ibest Ibest C iv REW C iv FWHM C iv shift [O iii] v98

(mag) (mag) indicator (Å) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

J000610.67+121501.2 2.3099 14.09 8.01 2.3183 CO 107 4540 −2260 −5959
J002400.67−081110.2 2.0633 16.19 4.63 2.0638 Mg ii 53 2042 108 -
J005233.24−055653.5 2.3542 16.00 6.37 2.3631 CO 188 2451 −1469 -
J011601.43−050503.9 3.1825 15.53 6.24 3.1875 LyU-Spike 94 2291 −1240 -
J015222.58+323152.7 2.7859 15.76 5.39 2.7925 LyU-Spike 136 3677 −980 -
J022052.11+013711.1 3.1376 15.75 6.24 3.1375 LyU-Halo 328 2613 −576 -
J080547.66+454159.0 2.3258 15.51 6.32 2.3127 LyU-Spike 109 2667 −524 −4982
J082224.01+583932.8 2.5469 15.37 4.81 2.5667 LyU-Spike 65 5474 −3246 -
J082536.31+200040.3 2.0938 16.77 4.74 2.0881 LyU-Spike 211 3265 −473 -
J082653.42+054247.3 2.5734 15.18 6.01 2.5780 CO 205 2434 −369 −3420
J083200.20+161500.3 2.4472 14.98 6.74 2.4249 CO 300 3082 −297 −5258
J083448.48+015921.1 2.5942 14.86 5.99 2.5850 CO 209 2863 198 −4426
J084447.66+462338.7 2.2168 15.15 5.96 2.2226 LyU-Spike 161 1656 −225 -
J085039.50+515831.0 1.8914 15.62 4.97 1.9003 Mg ii 65 1145 −1062 -
J085229.65+524730.8 2.2674 16.48 4.74 2.2526 LyU-Spike 64 1291 −322 -
J090014.07+532148.7 2.1098 17.00 7.31 2.1042 Mg ii 47 4296 −756 -
J090306.18+234909.8 2.2635 16.91 5.02 2.2686 Mg ii 144 2481 −372 -
J091303.90+234435.2 2.4195 16.41 5.31 2.4335 LyU-Spike 145 2190 −448 −2099
J092049.59+282200.9 2.2959 15.95 4.83 2.2976 LyU-Spike 197 1048 −99 -
J092604.08+524652.9 2.3467 17.13 4.71 2.3516 LyU-Spike 86 3053 −634 -
J093638.41+101930.3 2.4531 15.42 6.17 2.4523 LyU-Spike 172 1271 196 -
J095033.51+211729.1 2.7447 16.33 5.52 2.7430 LyU-Spike 272 1387 86 -
J101326.23+611219.9 3.7028 15.17 5.91 3.7061 LyU-Spike 281 5133 −2945 -
J101533.65+631752.6 2.2255 16.39 5.48 2.2337 LyU-Spike 130 2012 −394 -
J102353.44+580004.9 2.5972 15.97 5.11 2.5996 LyU-Spike 116 2107 −120 -
J104718.35+484433.8 2.2751 15.57 5.30 2.2767 LyU-Spike 158 2521 −33 -
J104754.58+621300.5 2.5361 16.25 5.08 2.5566 LyU-Spike 105 5081 −2382 -
J110202.68−000752.7 2.6261 17.05 4.87 2.6261 LyU-Spike 121 3767 −311 -
J111346.10+185451.9 2.5160 17.07 4.62 2.5188 LyU-Spike 127 986 −125 -
J111516.33+194950.4 2.7924 17.04 4.96 2.7989 LyU-Spike 247 1739 −197 -
J111729.56+462331.2 2.1317 15.55 6.26 2.1309 LyU-Spike 395 3053 −390 -
J112124.55+570529.6 2.3834 14.98 5.07 2.3885 LyU-Spike 28 1780 −392 -
J113721.46+142728.80 2.3008 15.13 4.87 2.3025 CO 98 4734 −2158 -
J113834.68+473250.00 2.3105 15.85 6.09 2.3146 LyU-Spike 177 3296 −1202 −3928
J113931.09+460614.3 1.8202 15.30 6.44 1.8182 Mg ii 47 1239 110 -
J114508.00+574258.6 2.7904 14.27 4.84 2.8747 LyU-Halo 38 9103 −8655 -
J121253.47+595801.2 2.5841 15.85 4.95 2.5619 LyU-Spike 107 1402 181 -
J121704.70+023417.1 2.4163 15.43 5.59 2.4280 CO 181 2604 −850 −2640
J122000.68+064045.3 2.7963 16.57 4.88 2.7732 LyU-Spike 113 1047 63 -
J123241.73+091209.3 2.3814 14.39 6.76 2.4050 CO 225 4787 −3526 −7026
J124106.97+295220.8 2.7935 16.49 5.35 2.7976 LyU-Spike 138 2600 −1382 -
J124738.40+501517.7 2.3858 16.53 4.97 2.4014 LyU-Spike 135 3268 −909 -
J125019.46+630638.6 2.4016 16.42 5.47 2.4049 LyU-Spike 242 1881 0 -
J125944.55+240708.3 2.1660 16.04 4.60 2.1665 Mg ii 46 4284 −115 -
J130114.46+131207.4 2.7867 16.26 5.11 2.7892 LyU-Spike 186 1877 −347 -
J130630.66+584734.7 2.2970 16.71 5.01 2.2986 LyU-Spike 331 1133 −30 -
J130936.14+560111.3 2.5687 15.47 6.45 2.5794 LyU-Spike 161 3630 −519 -
J131047.78+322518.3 3.0168 15.05 5.26 3.0164 LyU-Spike 226 2794 −914 -
J131330.67+625957.2 2.3681 17.50 4.67 2.3714 LyU-Spike 82 1589 49 -
J131351.23+345405.3 1.9718 15.17 4.64 1.9706 Mg ii 18 2397 −98 -
J131628.32+045316.2 2.1446 15.55 5.74 2.1598 CO 63 3010 −898 -
J131833.76+261746.9 2.2721 16.39 4.91 2.2746 LyU-Spike 150 1280 −23 -
J132654.95−000530.1 3.3241 15.17 4.75 3.3068 LyU-Spike 77 1607 −56 -
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Table 1. ERQ Sample Properties (Continued)

ERQ Name I4< W3 8–, 3 Ibest Ibest C iv REW C iv FWHM C iv shift [O iii] v98

(mag) (mag) indicator (Å) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

J133611.79+404522.8 2.0793 14.10 6.51 2.0882 Mg ii 20 6154 −2724 -
J134254.45+093059.30 2.3430 15.92 4.90 2.3470 CO 66 3246 −1558 −4779
J134417.34+445459.4 3.0359 15.54 6.78 3.0408 LyU-Spike 310 2871 −1152 -
J134800.13−025006.4 2.2495 15.91 5.70 2.2374 CO 87 3654 −1059 −4221
J135557.60+144733.10 2.7037 15.71 4.71 2.6880 LyU-Spike 118 2958 −252 -
J135608.32+073017.2 2.2691 16.52 5.08 2.2716 LyU-Spike 110 2043 117 −1767
J143159.76+173032.6 2.3765 16.02 5.82 2.3880 LyU-Spike 177 2084 −170 -
J143853.61+371035.3 2.3931 15.81 5.50 2.3981 Mg ii 29 3115 −137 -
J144932.66+235437.2 2.3428 16.79 4.73 2.3453 LyU-Spike 98 1352 95 -
J145113.61+013234.1 2.7734 14.77 5.67 2.8130 LyU-Halo 87 6231 −3376 -
J145148.01+233845.4 2.6214 15.01 5.51 2.6348 LyU-Halo 89 4166 −3040 -
J150117.07+231730.9 3.0254 16.20 5.90 3.0204 LyU-Spike 231 4035 −1940 -
J152941.01+464517.6 2.4201 15.92 4.82 2.4189 LyU-Spike 159 1896 151 -
J153108.10+213725.1 2.5689 16.92 5.23 2.5639 LyU-Spike 213 2767 −253 -
J153446.26+515933.8 2.2650 17.01 4.73 2.2658 LyU-Spike 127 1156 95 -
J154243.87+102001.5 3.2150 15.62 6.58 3.2166 LyU-Spike 114 3901 −2303 -
J154743.78+615431.1 2.8682 16.81 4.89 2.8674 LyU-Spike 128 1177 10 -
J154831.92+311951.4 2.7364 16.91 4.82 2.7462 LyU-Spike 127 3050 −1151 -
J155725.27+260252.7 2.8201 16.91 4.92 2.8217 LyU-Spike 56 1182 −1 -
J164725.72+522948.6 2.7193 16.40 5.23 2.7206 LyU-Spike 124 1905 −29 -
J165202.64+172852.3 2.9425 14.91 5.39 2.9548 LyU-Halo 125 2403 −1285 −2534
J170558.64+273624.7 2.4483 15.48 5.13 2.4461 LyU-Halo 157 1301 267 -
J171420.38+414815.7 2.3419 16.65 4.70 2.3303 LyU-Spike 130 3816 −816 -
J211329.61+001841.7 1.9961 16.08 7.05 1.9998 LyU-Spike 171 1565 −226 -
J220337.79+121955.3 2.6229 15.50 6.21 2.6229 LyU-Spike 266 1070 110 -
J221524.00−005643.8 2.5086 16.06 6.17 2.5093 CO 153 4280 −1394 −3877
J222307.12+085701.70 2.2890 15.65 5.60 2.2902 CO 77 3661 −1130 −77601

J223754.52+065026.6 2.6088 16.17 5.79 2.6117 LyU-Spike 141 1391 −11 -
J232326.17−010033.1 2.3561 15.22 7.19 2.3805 CO 256 3989 −2756 −6458

ulation by Hamann et al. (2017) that the narrow LyU emission spikes
seen (with surprising frequency) in aperture spectra of ERQs form
in their inner halos. In particular, the narrow LyU spikes in aperture
spectra consistently have profiles and redshifts very similar to the
spatially-resolved halo emission in the KCWI data.

Our third priority for Ibest values, when neither CO nor spatially-
resolved LyU data are available, are a narrow LyU spike in
aperture spectra of the ERQs. Lau et al. (2022) discussed ERQ
J000610+121501 is a good example, where a distinct narrow LyU
spike in aperture spectra clearly forms in the inner halo, and con-
firmed by mapping data from Keck-KCWI. Gillette et al. (2023) dis-
cusses a wider range of cases, and include some where aperture
spectra show the profile of narrow LyU spike emitted from the halo
blends smoothly into the broad LyU emission line of the quasar. We
selected the 59 ERQs from Hamann et al. (2017) with LyU spikes
attributable to halo emission based on the appearance of a single
narrow emission peak with FWHM < 1,000 km s−1 that is well-
measured above the noise and shows no indications of overlying LyU
absorption that might distort the emission spike profile. The cen-
troids of these spikes provide Ibest. Although we give these Ibest

values a lower priority than estimates from spatially-resolved LyU
halo data, their typical uncertainties are ≤∼200 km s−1based on
both the line measurement accuracies and our experience comparing
these LyU spikes to spatially-resolved LyU emission from ERQ halos
(Lau et al. 2022; Gillette et al. 2023). Quasars with Ibest determined
this way are denoted by “LyU-spike” in Table 1.

Lowest priority are the eight ERQs with Ibest measurements from
their low-ionization Mg ii _2800 broad emission lines (from a large

general study of quasar emission-line blueshifts by Gillette et al.
2023c in prep.). We consider these to be the least reliable redshifts
because, unlike normal blue quasars, the low-ionization emission
lines in ERQs can also be involved fast outflows leading to large
blueshifts (see Hamann et al. 2018, also Section 4 below). None of
these quasars with well-measured Mg ii lines also have CO or LyU
measures. We note five quasars with CO, or LyU, redshifts and also
low-ionization lines with have visibly obvious peak/centroids in Mg ii

or O i _1304, indicated in Table 1.

2.2 Potential Biases

Before discussing emission blueshifts, we consider potential biases in
the properties of our ERQ subsamples. The ALMA CO and KCWI
LyU-halo observations both tended to favor ERQs with large C iv

REWs (&100 Å) and relatively broad C iv profiles (FWHM & 2000
km s−1). This represents the majority of ERQs having exotic
spectral line/outflow properties (Section 1 of Hamann et al. 2017;
Perrotta et al. 2019). We also tried to include sources with the reddest
8–,3 colors among ERQs. Altogether, however, these samples span
a wide range of ERQs because we wanted to examine a range, and be-
cause observational constraints tended to randomize the samples with
respect to C iv properties (e.g., source brightness limits, scheduling
constraints, and requirements for low declinations and a very nar-
row redshift range (near ∼2.4) for the ALMA CO observations).
Therefore, while these samples do intentionally include some of the
most extreme ERQs, e.g., J123241+091209 and J232326−010033
with fast [O iii] outflows (Zakamska et al. 2016; Perrotta et al. 2019)
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ERQ Redshifts & Outflows 5

Figure 1. C iv FWHM vs velocity shift of ERQs with the best systemic redshift
estimations and blue quasars. Pink dots indicates ERQs with systemic redshift
estimates from either CO from ALMA or LyU Halo from KCWI, red squares
for ERQ redshifts estimates with Mg ii from BOSS, and blue triangles for
ERQ redshifts estimates from narrow LyU from BOSS.

and J114508+574258 with a previously-known large C iv blueshift
(Hamann et al. 2017), they should be overall approximately represen-
tative of the majority of ERQs with FWHM(C iv) & 2000 km s−1. We
also note that any remaining tendency for large C iv REWs in these
sample might, if anything, favor small C iv blueshifts because large
C iv REWs are known to correlate strongly with small blueshifts in
the general quasar population (Richards et al. 2011; Coatman et al.
2016, 2019; Rankine et al. 2020; Temple et al. 2023, Gillette et al.
2023c in prep., also Section 3.1).

There is, however, a substantial bias in the sample of 59 ERQs
selected to have a narrow LyU spike in their BOSS spectra. There
are two reasons for this. First, selecting for a narrow spike in LyU
strongly favors ERQs whose entire LyU profile is narrow and whose
other “broad” emission lines, including C iv _1549, are also unusu-
ally narrow (e.g., compared to the average for ERQs). Second, narrow
C iv emission lines correlate strongly with smaller C iv blueshifts
(Figure 1, also Richards et al. 2011; Coatman et al. 2016, 2019;
Rankine et al. 2020; Temple et al. 2023, and Gillette et al. 2023c
in prep.). The net effect is that this sample is biased towards both
narrower C iv lines and smaller C iv blueshifts than the general ERQ
population (see Section 2.2 for more discussion).

3 EMISSION-LINE BLUESHIFTS & OUTFLOW SPEEDS

3.1 C iv Blueshifts

Table 1 lists C iv blueshifts relative to Ibest for every ERQ in our
sample. We use the C iv emission-line wavelengths preferred by
Hamann et al. (2017), namely, the midpoint in the fitted line profiles
at their half-maximum heights, and a rest wavelength equal to the
average for the doublet, 1549Å. Midpoint wavelengths are the same
as the centroid for symmetric profiles, but they avoid possible asym-
metries, blueshifted absorption or noise problems in the line wings
that would affect the centroid values.

Figures 1 and 2 plot the C iv blueshifts versus FWHM(C iv) and
REW(C iv), respectively, for ERQs compared to the normal blue
quasar sample (Section 2). Notice that the “LyU-spike" sample of
ERQs strongly favors narrow C iv emission lines (Figure 1). This
is not representative of the ERQs overall in (Hamann et al. 2017,
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narrow C iv profiles. We scale the much larger blue quasar distribution to
compare with our sample. ERQs have a much higher fraction of high velocity
C iv blueshifts than the normal blue quasar population.

see also Section 2). However, if we consider only sources with
FWHM(C iv) ≥ 2000 km s−1 in the LyU-spike sample (orange tri-
angles in Figure 2), the distribution of C iv blueshifts in that sub-
sample, and its behavior in the 3-dimensional space that includes
FWHM(C iv) and REW(C iv), closely resemble the ERQs in the CO
and LyU-halo samples (which all have FWHM(C iv) ≥ 2000 km s−1).

Figure 3 and 4 compare the C iv blueshift and REW distributions,
respectively, of ERQs to the blue quasar sample. The ERQs in these
figures are from the combined sample of 74 sources with Ibest from
either CO, LyU-halo, or a LyU-spike with the additional constraint
FWHM(C iv) ≥ 2000 km s−1.

We can see from these figures that ERQs stand out from
normal/blue quasars in several ways. First, ERQs have large
C iv blueshifts at much larger REW(C iv) and somewhat smaller
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redshift estimations from CO or LyU, but excluding ERQs with narrow C iv

profiles. We scale the much larger blue quasar distribution to compare with
our sample. ERQs have considerably larger C iv REW than the normal blue
quasar population.

FWHM(C iv) than normal blue quasars (Figures 2 and 1, respec-
tively). It is well known that large C iv blueshifts correlate strongly
with small C iv REWs (Figure 2) and large FWHMs (Figure 1)
in normal blue quasars (Richards et al. 2011; Coatman et al. 2016,
2019; Rankine et al. 2020; Temple et al. 2020, 2023, Gillette et al.
2023c in prep.). The ERQs behave differently. They also exhibit a
trend for larger blueshifts tied to larger FWHMs (seen in Figure 1)
but, for any given blueshift, the ERQ population is offset toward
smaller FWHMs. J114508+574258 is the ERQ with the largest C iv

blueshift, at−8655 km s−1 (Table 1), and has one of the smallest C iv

REWs and largest FWHMs among all ERQs (Hamann et al. 2017).
These properties are consistent the direction of the trends in blue
quasars. However, the C iv line in J114508+574258 is substantially
broader and at least 4 times larger in REW than expected from trends
in blue quasars (Figures 1 and 2). The ERQ samples overall are dra-
matically offset toward larger REWs than blue quasars, especially at
large blueshifts. For example, for quasars with C iv blueshifts >2000
km s−1, the average REW among ERQs is 124Å compared to only
24Å for the blue quasar sample.

Another important difference is the larger fraction of ERQs with
large blueshifts compared to the blue quasar population (Figure 3).
For example, if we consider all ERQs with well-measured Ibest in
our study (excluding only those based on Mg ii), the fraction with
blueshifts ≥2000 km s−1 is 12 out of 82, or 14.63 percent per cent. If
we further exclude sources with FWHM(C iv) < 2000 km s−1 from
our LyU-spike sample, to be more representative of the majority of
ERQs in Hamann et al. (2017), we find that 12 out of 54 (22.22 per
cent) have blueshifts >2000 km s−1. In contrast, only 0.23 per cent
of the 39909 blue quasars in our comparison sample have blueshifts
in this range. Richards et al. (2011) find a similar number, with only
21 (0.13 per cent) out of 15,779 quasars having blueshift ≥ 2000
km s−1 in their SDSS sample.

3.2 Revised [O iii] Outflow Speeds

Table 1 provides recomputed [O iii] outflow velocities, v98 when
available, using our improved systemic redshifts. The [O iii] data are
from Perrotta et al. (2019) except for one quasar, J222307+085701,
for which we present an [O iii] measurement for the first time
(from Lau et al. in prep.). Systemic redshifts used previously by

Perrotta et al. (2019) are based on the best redshift indicator avail-
able at that time, namely, either HV, low-ionization UV emission
lines, or distinct narrow components in the [O iii] (see their Table 1).
Although not discussed explicitly by those authors, a few of the red-
shifts based on “low-ions" also considered a narrow core in the LyU
emission line, if one was present, similar to our analysis in Section
2.

Out of 15 ERQs with [O iii] data from Perrotta et al. (2019) in our
samples, 10 have revised redshifts different from the previous values
by .200 km s−1. This is generally good agreement for the purpose of
studying high-speed quasar outflows. However, 4 have larger revised
redshifts by &500 km s−1 and 3 of those have larger revised redshifts
by &1000 km s−1. This implies substantially larger outflow speeds
than the previous estimates. In the 4 ERQs with the largest changes,
the [O iii] v98 values jumped from −2034 to −2534 km s−1 in
J165202+172852, from−5480 to−6458 km s−1 in J232326−010033,
from −2872 to −3877 km s−1 in J221524−005643, and from −5580
to −7026 km s−1 in J123241+091209 (cf. Table 1 here and Table 4
in Perrotta et al. 2019). All 4 of these ERQs with the largest shifts
do not have narrow emission features in the quasar spectra, such that
the previous redshift estimates came from HV or low-ionization UV
emission lines.

Five quasars with CO, or LyU, redshifts and low-ionization
lines with have visibly obvious peak/centroids in Mg ii or O i.
We measure velocity shifts of these low-ionization lines with re-
spect to the most reliable emission lines available. These ERQs
include J113721+142728, J113834+473250, J134254+093059,
J135557+144733, and J222307+085701, with respective relative ve-
locities of −218, −62, 145, 278, and −285km s−1. We discuss impli-
cations of these velocity shifts in Section 4.

One ERQ in our study with [O iii] data from Perrotta et al.
(2019), J083448+015921, has a revised redshift that is lower by 653
km s−1. This revision changes the v98 estimate from −5079km s−1

in Perrotta et al. (2019) to −4426 km s−1 here. This is surprising
because both the CO(4-3) emission line and the low-ionization UV
lines in the quasar spectrum, notably O i _1304, appear reasonably
strong and well-measured. Perrotta et al. (2019) do not provide un-
certainties on their redshift estimates, but a visual inspection suggests
that they should be <200 km s−1 (at 3f). The formal uncertainty in
the CO measurement be Hamann et al. (2023 in prep.) is 7.3 km s−1.
It seems unlikely that the redshift difference is caused by infall in
the low-ionization broad emission lines relative to the quasar. We
conclude that it might be due to a real kinematic offset between the
quasar and the molecular gas emitting CO(4-3) in the quasar’s host
galaxy.

4 SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

We present a sample of 82 ERQs that have improved estimates for
redshift in order to better constrain outflow velocities from compar-
isons to previous line measurements. These comparisons are subject
to selection biases (see Section 2.2), but overall we confirm ERQs
have a higher incidence of large C iv blueshifts accompanied by large
REWs and smaller line widths than blue quasars. Blueshfts >2000
km s−1 are present in 12/54 (22.22 per cent) of ERQs with the most
robust I indicators. ERQs with blueshifts >2000 km s−1 are substan-
tially offset in C iv REW and FWHM from typical blue quasars in
the same velocity range, with ERQ averages of REW = 124Å and
FWHM = 5274km s−1, compared to blue quasar averages REW =
24Å and FWHM = 6973km s−1.

Our systemic redshifts compared to the previous estimates by
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Perrotta et al. (2019) already identifies 4 out of 15 ERQs in our
sample with blueshifts in their HV and low-ionization UV lines rang-
ing from −500 to −1500 km s−1. This is a lower limit to the true
fraction of ERQs with large blueshifts in these lines because some
of the estimates in Perrotta et al. (2019) relied on narrow emission
spikes in [O iii], which agree well with our redshift estimates because
they also form in extended environments around the quasars. Thus
it appears that a significant fraction of ERQs have large blueshifts
throughout their broad emission-line regions. This property of ERQs
differs from the situation in normal blue quasars, where fast outflows
in the broad emission-line regions are both much rarer than ERQs
and primarily limited to the high-ionization gas emissions (e.g., C iv,
Richards et al. 2011; Coatman et al. 2019; Rankine et al. 2020).

The extreme nature of the outflows in ERQs might explain some
of their other spectral properties, such as the large C iv REWs, e.g.,
owing to more extended broad emission-line regions that have larger
covering factors and reprocess more continuum light from the central
quasars, and their peculiar wingless C iv profiles, e.g., if they form
mostly in outflows instead of virialized gas near the inner accretion
disk (Hamann et al. 2017). It is also interesting to consider that the
exceptionally fast [O iii] winds in ERQs might be an outer, lower-
density extension to the broad emission-line outflows.

It remains unclear why ERQs tend to have faster/more powerful
outflows than normal blue quasars, but there are two factors that
might contribute. One is higher Eddington ratios, which can pro-
vide a greater radiative driving force compared to gravity. Another is
softer UV continuum, where the weaker far-UV flux helps to maintain
moderate ionization levels and substantial opacities in the outflow for
radiative driving to be seen in the near-UV. There is strong obser-
vational evidence for both of these factors leading to faster outflows
in normal blue quasars. For example, the He ii _1640 emission-line
REW roughly measures the ionizing flux at energies ℎa > 54 eV rela-
tive to the near-UV continuum, on which the line sits, inversely corre-
lates with larger C iv emission-line blueshifts (Richards et al. 2011;
Rankine et al. 2020; Temple et al. 2023, Gillette et al. 2023c in prep.)
and faster C iv broad absorption-line (BAL) outflows (Baskin et al.
2013; Hamann et al. 2018; Rankine et al. 2020). This inverse re-
lation is consistent with softer UV spectra playing an important
role in outflows, and is indicated in hyper-luminous blue quasars
(Vietri, G. et al. 2018). It has been shown that larger Eddington ra-
tios can also correlate with larger C iv blueshifts (Baskin & Laor
2005; Coatman et al. 2016; Rankine et al. 2020; Temple et al. 2023,
Gillette et al. 2023c in prep.).

More work is needed to determine if these trends also apply to
ERQs and, moreover, if their extreme outflows result from them
being at an extreme end of the trends found in blue quasars (e.g.,
with larger Eddington ratios or softer UV continua). Previous studies
have found no significant trend in [O iii] outflow speed with Ed-
dington ratio (as measured from HV) among ERQs (see Figure 7
in Perrotta et al. 2019). Unfortunately, there are unique obstacles to
testing these trends for ERQs. One is that their emission-line REWs
are anomalously large, and He ii is at least partly involved in that
tendency (see Figure 8 in Hamann et al. 2017), which could con-
fuse the relationship of this line with larger C iv blueshifts. Another
challenge is that Eddington ratios require black hole mass estimates,
which are derived normally from one of the broad emission lines
like Mg ii. We have shown above that ERQ lines like Mg ii could
have kinematics dominated by outflows, instead of virial motions in
the local gravity, and thus making them unreliable for black hole
mass determinations. Furthermore, obtaining bolometric luminosi-
ties necessary for Eddington ratios poses a greater challenge for ERQs
compared to normal blue quasars, because their intrinsic SEDs are

potentially atypical. Nonetheless, we confirm the extreme properties
of ERQ outflows, which motivates future efforts to understand what
is the cause of their extreme nature and potential impacts on the host
galaxy.
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Summary

clustertools is a Python package for analyzing star cluster simulations. The
package is built around the StarCluster class, which stores all data read in from
the snapshot of a given model star cluster. The package contains functions
for loading data from commonly used N-body codes, generic snapshots, and
software for generating initial conditions. All operations and functions within
clustertools are then designed to act on a StarCluster. clustertools can
be used for unit and coordinate transformations, the calculation of key structural
and kinematic parameters, analysis of the cluster’s orbit and tidal tails, and
measuring common cluster properties like its mass function, density profile, and
velocity dispersion profile (among others). While originally designed with star
clusters in mind, clustertools can be used to study other types of N -body
systems, including stellar streams and dark matter sub-halos.

Statement of need

Stars do not form alone, but in clustered environments that in some cases can
remain gravitationally bound as a star cluster for billions of years. The details of
how exactly star clusters form, either at high-redshifts or at present day, remain
unknown. After formation, the subsequent evolution of these stellar systems
has been shown to be strongly linked to that of their host galaxy. Hence star
clusters are often used as tools for studying star formation, galaxy evolution,
and galaxy structure. The comparison of simulated star clusters to observations
offers the ability to explore what formation conditions reproduce the properties
of observed star cluster populations and how the evolution and structure of a
galaxy affects star clusters.

1
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A large number of N -body codes and software packages exist to gener-
ate star cluster models and simulate their long-term evolution in different
environments (e.g. AMUSE, Portegies Zwart & McMillan, 2018; NBODY6,
Aarseth, 2003; NBODY6++, Wang et al., 2015; NEMO, Teuben, 1995;
PETAR, Wang et al., 2020). Additional software exists for generat-
ing model star clusters directly from a known distribution function
(e.g. GALPY, Bovy, 2015; LIMEPY, Gieles & Zocchi, 2015; MCLUSTER,
Küpper et al., 2011). The output from these codes and packages can differ in
units, coordinate system, and format. The subsequent analysis of star cluster
simulations and models can then be quite inhomogeneous between studies, as
various methods exist for determining things like a cluster’s centre, relaxation
time, or tidal radius. clustertools allows for data from a star cluster
simulation or model to be loaded and analyzed homogeneously by first loading
a StarCluster instance. Within a StarCluster, stellar masses, positions,
velocities, identification numbers, and all relevant meta-data from the source
is saved. clustertools then contains an array of operations for converting
units and coordinate systems, functions for calculating key cluster parameters,
and functions for measuring how certain parameters vary with clustercentric
distance. In some cases, multiple different methods are available for calculating
a specific parameter. The software is particularly useful to students or users
new to star cluster studies, as functions and profile measurements have a
plotting feature that helps illustrate how certain parameters are measured
when possible. This approach also ensures that the analysis of any star
cluster is done in a homogenous way with open-source code, regardless of the
simulation or model from which that data was produced.
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ABSTRACT
The flow of gas into and out of galaxies leaves traces in the circumgalactic medium which can then be studied using absorption
lines towards background quasars. We analyse 27 log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 18.0 H i absorbers at 𝑧 = 0.2 to 1.4 from the MUSE-
ALMAHalos surveywith at least one galaxy counterpart within a line of sight velocity of±500 km s−1.We perform 3D kinematic
forward modelling of these associated galaxies to examine the flow of dense, neutral gas in the circumgalactic medium. From the
VLT/MUSE, HST broadband imaging and VLT/UVES and Keck/HIRES high-resolution UV quasar spectroscopy observations,
we compare the impact parameters, star-formation rates and stellar masses of the associated galaxies with the absorber properties.
We find marginal evidence for a bimodal distribution in azimuthal angles for strong H i absorbers, similar to previous studies of
the Mg ii and Ovi absorption lines. There is no clear metallicity dependence on azimuthal angle and we suggest a larger sample
of absorbers are required to fully test the relationship predicted by cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. A case-by-case
study of the absorbers reveals that ten per cent of absorbers are consistent with gas accretion, up to 30 per cent trace outflows
while the remainder trace gas in the galaxy disk, the intragroup medium and low-mass galaxies below the MUSE detection limit.
Our results highlight that the baryon cycle directly affects the dense neutral gas required for star-formation and plays a critical
role in galaxy evolution.

Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: haloes – quasars:
absorption lines

1 INTRODUCTION

Once known as ‘island universes’, galaxies are no longer considered
isolated systems, especially when observing the cycle of baryons
within these systems (Péroux & Howk 2020). The formation of stars
is mediated by the delicate balance between outflowing and inflowing
gas. Galactic winds driven by active galactic nuclei (AGN) or intense
star-formation remove gas from galaxies (Veilleux et al. 2005). Some
of the outflowing material condenses back onto the galaxy in the
form of fountains (Fraternali & Binney 2008; Marinacci et al. 2010;
Fraternali 2017). At the same time, the accretion of cold gas from
large-scale filaments and the cooling of hot halo gas replenishes the

★ E-mail: simonw358@gmail.com

gas reservoirs of galaxies (Kereš et al. 2005; Nelson et al. 2013;
Hafen et al. 2022). Satellites embedded within the halo of galaxies
are also an important source of cool gas (Wang 1993; Hafen et al.
2019). These phenomena leave their traces in the circumgalactic
medium (CGM), the region that extends from the galactic disk to the
intergalactic medium (IGM; Tumlinson et al. 2017; Faucher-Giguere
& Oh 2023).

While the diffuse gas in the CGM can be studied in emission, it is
typically detected in systems containing quasars, extreme starbursts
and overdensities not representative of typical galaxies (e.g. Hayes
et al. 2016; Epinat et al. 2018; Johnson et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2019;
Helton et al. 2021; Burchett et al. 2021; Cameron et al. 2021). Stack-
ing enables detections of the diffuse gas in emission, but it becomes
difficult to link the detections to galaxy properties and the wider

© 2022 The Authors
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environment (Steidel et al. 2011; Momose et al. 2014; Chen et al.
2020b; Dutta et al. 2023). Typical galaxies on the main sequence
require exceptional exposure times to obtain a detection in emission
(Zabl et al. 2021; Leclercq et al. 2022; Bacon et al. 2023). Alterna-
tively, analysing absorption lines in the spectra of bright background
sources such as quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) allows us to probe the
gas in the CGM to lower column densities. While these sightlines
only sample the CGM on parsec scales, there has been an abundance
of recent surveys examining the galaxies around H i (Lofthouse et al.
2020; Muzahid et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020a; Berg et al. 2023, Karki
et al. 2023), Mg ii (Bouché et al. 2016; Nielsen et al. 2020; Lundgren
et al. 2021) and other gas phases.
Early studies of strong H i Ly-𝛼 absorbers associated them to the

rotating disks of galaxies (Wolfe et al. 1986, 2005). Damped Ly-𝛼
absorbers (DLAs) with column density log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] ≥ 20.3
are expected to originate from gas within ∼20 kpc of the galaxy
centre (Péroux et al. 2005; Zwaan et al. 2005; Stern et al. 2021).
Since, the increasing number of galaxy-absorber systems brought by
the advent of integral field spectroscopy suggest these absorbers can
originate from beyond the disk. In particular, H i absorbers with lower
column density found at larger impact parameters suggest different
phenomena such as gas accretion and outflows are being traced.
The time galaxies take to deplete their molecular gas reservoirs is

found to be shorter than the Hubble time at all redshifts, meaning that
galaxies must have a way to maintain a gas supply through accretion
(Daddi et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010; Péroux & Howk 2020; Tac-
coni et al. 2020; Walter et al. 2020). Some theoretical studies have
attempted to separate gas accretion into cold-mode and hot-mode ac-
cretion. The former refers to the accretion of cold gas from filaments
in the intergalactic medium and is expected to dominate at redshift
𝑧 & 3 (Kereš et al. 2005; Nelson et al. 2013). Simulations predict
that the accretion produces flows that co-rotate with the galaxy disk
out to ∼100 kpc (Stewart et al. 2011, 2013; van de Voort et al. 2011)
and can be traced by dense H i absorbers (van de Voort et al. 2012;
Theuns 2021). In contrast, the cooling of hot halo gas is also expected
to grow gas reservoirs and dominates at lower redshifts and/or higher
masses (Dekel et al. 2009a,b). The accretion of hot gas transitions
from a spherical geometry to a disk when it cools because of angular
momentum conservation (Mo et al. 1998; Hafen et al. 2022). While
gas accretion at 𝑧 . 1 has been probed using Mg ii absorbers (Ho
et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2019; Zabl et al. 2019), studies of accretion
using Ly-𝛼 absorbers remain limited.
In contrast to accretion, neutral gas in outflows has been ubiqui-

tously observed in galaxies when the SFR surface density is suffi-
ciently high (e.g., Heckman & Thompson 2017; Hayes 2023) and
in galaxies containing an active galactic nucleus (e.g., Cicone et al.
2014, 2015). While there remains uncertainty regarding how the
cool gas survives in the hot and turbulent wind environment, re-
cent idealised simulations of the cold phase in a turbulent medium
find that cold gas clouds can survive and even grow depending on
their size (Gronke et al. 2022). Traditionally, outflowing gas has
been observed using down-the-barrel observations by identifying
blueshifted absorption against the galaxy stellar continuum (Martin
2005; Veilleux et al. 2005; Rubin et al. 2014; Heckman & Thomp-
son 2017). Identifying outflows using absorbers towards background
sources is a complementary method where the location of the ab-
sorbing gas is precisely measured (Bouché et al. 2012; Kacprzak
et al. 2014; Schroetter et al. 2019). However, the velocity degeneracy
between inflows and outflows increases the difficulty in identifying
gas flows for these transverse absorption-line studies. Observations
and simulations of gas outflows that emerge from the galaxy centre
suggest they form an expanding biconical shape perpendicular to the

galaxy disk as this is the path of least resistance (Bordoloi et al. 2011;
Lan et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2019b). Hence, quasar absorbers have
been interpreted to be outflowing when they are aligned with the
projected minor axis of galaxies (Rahmani et al. 2018b; Schroetter
et al. 2019). Transverse absorption-line studies of outflowing gas at
𝑧 > 0.2 typically use theMg ii ion, but there have been limited studies
on Ly-𝛼 absorbers that directly trace the neutral hydrogen required
for star-formation.

On the other hand, Ly-𝛼 absorbers at 𝑧 . 1 have a bimodal dis-
tribution in the gas-phase metallicity (Lehner et al. 2013, 2022b).
Here, metal-poor systems are expected to trace the accretion of cold
gas, while metal-rich absorbers trace outflows, recycled or tidally
stripped gas (Péroux et al. 2020; Lehner et al. 2022b). Indeed, stud-
ies of high velocity clouds (HVCs) in the Milky Way supplement
velocity measurements of the HVC with metallicity to distinguish
between inflows and outflows (Fox et al. 2019; Ramesh et al. 2023).
For extragalactic sources, the imprint of inflows and outflows in the
CGM might also be seen in the bimodal distribution of azimuthal
angles (Φ) between a galaxy’s major axis and the absorber sightline
(where values close to 90◦ indicate the gas is located near the pro-
jected galaxy minor axis; Bouché et al. 2012; Kacprzak et al. 2012;
Bordoloi et al. 2014; Schroetter et al. 2019). Naturally, it follows that
there should be a metallicity dependence on azimuthal angle, where
gas located towards theminor axis is metal-enriched as outflows eject
metals produced in stars (Nelson et al. 2019b; Péroux et al. 2020;
Truong et al. 2021; van de Voort et al. 2021). However, in observa-
tions, this phenomenon remains unclear as studies have found no such
trend (Péroux et al. 2016; Kacprzak et al. 2019; Pointon et al. 2019),
perhaps due to uncertainties in the ionization correction and dust
modelling of absorbers or poor metal-mixing in the CGM (Zahedy
et al. 2019, 2021; Bordoloi et al. 2022; Sameer et al. 2022). Simu-
lations of Mg ii absorption around galaxies find that the equivalent
width (EW) of the line decreases as the azimuthal angle of the sight-
line increases for a fixed impact parameter (DeFelippis et al. 2021).
Interestingly, Wendt et al. (2021) finds gas located near the minor
axis ismore dust-depleted and perhapsmetal-enriched than absorbers
near the major axis. More carefully selected observational samples
are required to reach a consensus on the metallicity–azimuthal an-
gle dependence, especially because the relationship is dependent on
the galaxy stellar mass, impact parameter, redshift and H i column
density (Péroux et al. 2020).

The MUSE-ALMA Halos survey targets 32 Ly-𝛼 absorbers with
columndensities log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 18.0 at redshift 0.2 . 𝑧 . 1.4
(see Péroux et al. 2022, for an overview). In total, 79 galaxies are
detected within ±500 km s−1 of the absorbers at impact parameters
ranging from 5 to 250 kpc (Weng et al. 2022). The stellar masses
of these associated galaxies have been measured from broadband
imaging in Augustin et al. (in prep) and their morphologies studied
in Karki et al. (submitted). Gas flows for a subsample of galaxies
have already been studied in earlier works (Péroux et al. 2017; Klitsch
et al. 2018; Rahmani et al. 2018a,b; Hamanowicz et al. 2020; Szakacs
et al. 2021) and our work is a continuation of these studies for the full
MUSE-ALMAHalos survey. With the complete sample of absorbers
and their galaxy counterparts, we examine the azimuthal dependence
ofmetallicity in the circumgalacticmedium and identify the gas flows
being probed by QSO sightlines. We adopt the following ΛCDM
cosmology: H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1, Ω𝑀 = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
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2 IONIZED GAS MAPS

To determine the origin of the gas, that is, whether it traces inflows,
outflows or other phenomena, we need to compare the ionized gas
kinematics with the neutral-phase absorber kinematics. We create
continuum-subtracted cubes centred on the [O ii]λλ3727, 3729, H𝛽
λ4861, [O iii] λ5007 and H𝛼 λ6563 emission lines for each galaxy
when available within the MUSE wavelength range (4700 to 9300
Å). We use the galpak algorithm v1.32 to extract intrinsic galaxy
parameters such as the inclination (𝑖) and kinematic position angle
(PAkin) and velocity maps from data cubes. This forward modelling
approach assumes a disk model and we refer readers to Bouché et al.
(2015) for a complete description of the method. For the code to
provide stable results, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the nebular
line at the brightest spaxel needs to meet the requirement S/N > 3.
Additionally, the algorithm is robust provided the galaxy is not too
compact; the prerequisite 𝑅𝑒/𝑅PSF > 1.50 should be met, where
𝑅PSF is half the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF
and 𝑅𝑒 is the effective radius.
From the initial sample of 79 associated galaxies, 48 satisfy the

signal-to-noise ratio and projected galaxy size criteria. We run the
algorithm for all the nebular lines ([O ii], H𝛽, [O iii] and H𝛼). For
galaxies where multiple emission lines are available, we find the
measured parameters agree within 10 per cent for any given galaxy.
We preferentially adopt the values returned by the H𝛽, [O iii] and
H𝛼 lines to avoid complications associated with fitting the [O ii]
doublet. The maximum rotational velocity, inclination and kinematic
position angle are tabulated in Table 1. We also include photometric
position angles (PAphot) from galfit fits of the galaxy using the
HST broadband imaging in the online version of the table (Karki et
al. submitted).
The smoothed rotational velocity maps for three example galaxies

are shown in Figure 1 and the remainder are found in Appendix
A (Figures A1 to A9). Each map is accompanied by dashed lines
marking projected angles of ±30◦ away from the minor axis. The
arrow points in the direction of the QSO sightline and consists of two
halves coloured by the impact parameter and line of sight velocity
difference between galaxy and absorber. All galaxies located at the
smallest impact parameter to the absorber have their velocity maps
emboldened. We provide the emission line used to fit each galaxy,
identification and absorber redshift below the velocity map. For each
fitted galaxy, we also display the observed flux and flux residual
maps from the galpak fit. Regions of the flux map that have a
white background are pixels that were masked during fitting or are
outside the MUSE field of view. Pixels were masked to remove the
flux contribution from the nearby QSO. The arrow below the residual
maps demarcates the physical size of the cube used to fit the emission.
Ten galaxy fits have significant flux residuals and can be at-

tributed to several causes. The residuals for four galaxies in the
Q1130−1449 field associated with the absorber at 𝑧abs = 0.3127
arise because of an extended ionized gas nebula permeating the
large galaxy group (Kacprzak et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2019; Péroux
et al. 2019). Galaxies Q1130−1449_6 and Q1130−1449_8 addition-
ally have significant residuals due to a possible merger and out-
flows respectively. There are also significant flux residuals for galaxy
Q0454−220_4 due to the flux saturation of IFUs in the MUSE data
from a nearby bright star. Another two galaxies (Q1211+1030_7 and
Q1229−021_6) likely host active galactic nuclei from their positions
on the [O iii] λ5007/H𝛽 versus [O ii]λλ3727, 29/H𝛽 classification di-
agram (Lamareille 2010; Weng et al. 2022). As galpak compares
a disk model to the data using forward modelling, the flux excess
is likely caused by the AGN. Finally, the significant residuals at the

centre of source Q0454−220_69 are a result of flux contamination
from the QSO less than two arcseconds away. We exclude these ob-
jects with unreliable fits from further analysis and but include and
note them in the figures for completeness.

3 METALLICITY DEPENDENCE ON GALAXY
ORIENTATION

Out of the initial 79 galaxies associated with 32 Ly-𝛼 absorbers, 48
have kinematic position angle measurements from galpak. These
measurements are complemented by an additional 19 photometric PA
measurements using galfit on the HST broadband imaging (Karki
et al. submitted). For galaxies with both measurements, the position
angles agree within their 1𝜎 uncertainties. To calculate the azimuthal
angle (Φ), we preferentially use the kinematic PA when available.
We then set a restriction on the inclination 𝑖 > 30◦ to ensure face-
on galaxies with significant errors on the PA are removed from our
sample. This leaves a total of 56 galaxies with robustly measured
azimuthal angles associated with 22 Ly-𝛼 absorbers. The remaining
23 galaxies not considered in this study because they were too faint to
be modelled (12) or failed to meet the inclination requirement (11).
A summary of the sample is shown in Table 2.

3.1 Distribution of azimuthal angles

We show the distribution of H i absorbers around galaxies in Figure 2.
In the left histogram, galaxies with measured kinematic position an-
gles are shown in purple, while the blue represents photometric PAs.
Galaxies found at closest impact parameter to the absorber are given
an opaque bar. We impose a restriction on the inclination (𝑖 > 30◦)
for the sample to remove face-on galaxies with large errors in their
position angle and by extension, the azimuthal angle. This leaves a
total of 56 galaxies. We test for bimodality by performing the Harti-
gan’s dip test (Hartigan & Hartigan 1985). To account for errors in
the azimuthal angle, we repeat the dip test on 5,000 realisations with
randomly sampled errors. The combined frequency distribution of
the 5,000 iterations is depicted in the middle panel of Figure 2 and
we find that the initial peak in the number count nearΦ = 75◦ dimin-
ishes in significance after accounting for errors in the measurement
of Φ. The corresponding distribution of 𝑝-values is displayed in the
right panel, where the vertical green bar shows the median 𝑝-value
of the iterations is . 0.1. This suggests there is marginal evidence
for a bimodality in the azimuthal angle distribution of H i absorbers
around galaxies. A larger sample of galaxy-absorber pairs is required
to confirm this signal with more certainty.
We show polar plots in Figure 3 to visualise the distribution of H i

absorbers more clearly. In the left panel, we see the anti-correlation
between H i column density and impact parameter (see Weng et al.
2022, for more analysis of this effect). There is also little correlation
between the line of sight velocity difference between absorber and
galaxy, and the polar position, as the median |Δ𝑣LOS | values in the
two bins 0◦ < Φ < 30◦ and 60◦ < Φ < 90◦ are respectively 75 and
82 km s−1.

3.2 Metallicity dependence on azimuthal angle

In Figure 4, we show the absorber metallicity against azimuthal angle
using data from previous works (Péroux et al. 2011, 2012; Bouché
et al. 2013, 2016) and the new results presented here from theMUSE-
ALMA Halos survey. These dust-free metallicities are determined
from zinc abundances of dense neutral gas. We colour each point by
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Q0138-0005 14 OII

Φ = 79◦, i = 66◦

b = 81 kpc, ∆v = −36 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.81

zabs =0.7821, zgal =0.7821, Ngal = 1

Q0152-2001 12 OII

Φ = 66◦, i = 28◦

b = 55 kpc, ∆v = −59 km s−1

37 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.87

zabs =0.7800, zgal =0.7802, Ngal = 1

Q0152-2001 13 Ha

Φ = 6◦, i = 54◦

b = 84 kpc, ∆v = 326 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.8

zabs =0.3830, zgal =0.3815, Ngal = 5
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Figure 1. The modelled velocity, observed flux and residual maps of three randomly chosen galaxies associated with QSO absorbers that were fitted using
galpak. Each galaxy is represented by three maps. The modelled velocity maps in column one have been smoothed using repeated linear interpolation. A black
dot indicates the modelled galaxy centre and two dashed lines represent 2D projected angles of ±30◦ from the minor axis. The arrow points in the direction of
the H i absorber and consists of two coloured halves. The halves are coloured by the impact parameter and line of sight velocity difference between galaxy and
absorber. When pointing up, the left half corresponds to the impact parameter and the reverse is true when pointing down. We include text with the azimuthal
angle (Φ) and inclination (𝑖) along with the impact parameter (𝑏) and line of sight velocity difference (Δ𝑣) for each velocity map. Below each velocity map is
the galaxy identification and emission line fitted. The observed flux maps are shown in column two. White pixels (not shown here) correspond to regions that
are outside the MUSE field-of-view or were masked during fitting. The extent of the spatial co-ordinates of the cube used to model the emission and column
density of the absorber are given below each residual map. Residual flux maps are found in the third column, where each pixel is coloured by the residual (data −
model) normalized by the noise. The absorber and galaxy redshift along with the number of associated galaxies within ±500 km s−1 of the absorber are written
below the residual map. Associated galaxies that are at the smallest impact parameter to the absorber have a bold border around the plots.
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Table 1. Summary of kinematic properties for the modelled galaxies. The kinematic and stellar properties of galaxies within ±500 km s−1 of H i absorbers
(highlighted in bold). For each modelled galaxy, the identification and emission line used for modelling is given. Velocity differences (Δ𝑣) are calculated with
respect to the absorber redshift. Star-formation rates (SFRs) and limits are based on Kennicutt (1998), and we use the H𝛼 empirical relation when available. At
𝑧 & 0.4, we use the [O ii] λλ3726, 3729 luminosity to estimate the SFR. Dust corrections are performed for galaxies with measured H𝛽 and H𝛼 emission-line
fluxes. Stellar mass estimates are derived from SED fitting with lephare using HST broadband imaging (Arnouts & Ilbert 2011, Augustin et al. in prep.). The
maximum rotational velocity (𝑉max), velocity dispersion (𝜎) and inclination (𝑖) measurements are derived from galpak. We adopt the photometric position
angle measured using galfit (Peng et al. 2002) on the HST photometry (Karki et al. submitted.) when the kinematic PA is not available from galpak. The
azimuthal angle, Φ, is preferentially calculated using PAkin when available. A value of 90 degrees means that the absorber is orientated along the minor axis
of the galaxy. Whether the absorber is tracing gas that is part of the disk (Disk), inflowing (In) or outflowing (Out), part of the intragroup medium (IGrM) or
ambiguous (A) is given in the last column. This label is assigned to only one galaxy in an absorber-galaxy system unless the gas is in the intragroup medium or
ambiguous. A machine-readable table of associated galaxies and their properties is available online. We note that the online table contains both kinematic and
photometric inclination and position angle measurements. Entries where no measurements are available are filled as −999.

ID Line 𝑏 Δ𝑣 SFR log𝑀∗/𝑀� 𝑉max 𝜎 𝑖 PA Φ Flow
(kpc) (km s−1) (M� yr−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (deg) (deg) (deg)

Q0138 − 0005, 𝒛quasar = 1.34, 𝒛abs = 0.7821, log[𝑵 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.81 ± 0.08
Q0138m0005_14 [O ii] 82 -3.4 6.9 ± 2.4 9.8 ± 0.2 100 ± 22 141 ± 6 67 ± 9 100 ± 6 80 ± 6 A

Q0152 − 2001, 𝒛quasar = 2.06, 𝒛abs = 0.383, log[𝑵 (H i)/cm−2] < 18.78
Q0152m2001_5 H𝛼 60 84 0.73 ± 0.4 11.25 ± 0.14 116 ± 1 14 ± 2 79 ± 1 142.1 ± 0.3 9.3 ± 0.3 In
Q0152m2001_7 H𝛼 150 350 0.18 ± 0.4 11.00 ± 0.13 162 ± 3 4 ± 4 79 ± 2 129 ± 2 58 ± 2
Q0152m2001_13 H𝛼 84 330 0.10 ± 0.4 10.5 ± 0.2 75 ± 6 5 ± 4 54 ± 6 153 ± 4 6 ± 4
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Figure 2. The distribution of azimuthal angles between absorbers and galaxies with inclination 𝑖 > 30◦. We set this restriction on the inclination to remove
face-on galaxies with large errors in their modelled position angle. In the left histogram, the purple and blue colours respectively represent galaxies with
measured kinematic and photometric PAs, derived from modelling the MUSE cubes and HST imaging respectively. Opaque bars represent galaxies found at the
closest impact parameter to the QSO sightline, while translucent bars represent PA measurements of the other galaxy counterparts further from the absorber.
To test whether the distribution of azimuthal angles is bimodal, we generate 5,000 iterations of the initial distribution by randomly sampling the uncertainties
in Φ and perform the Hartigan’s dip test for each iteration (Hartigan & Hartigan 1985). The final frequency distribution from the 5,000 samples is shown in
the middle histogram and the corresponding distribution of 𝑝-values are shown on the right. The median 𝑝-value is ≈ 0.1 (indicated by the vertical green bar)
which suggests there is marginal evidence for a bimodal distribution in azimuthal angles.

the stellar mass using one dex bins from log(𝑀∗/𝑀�) = 8.0 to 11.0.
Result from the TNG50 simulation (Nelson et al. 2019a; Pillepich
et al. 2019) are plotted for an impact parameter of 𝑏 = 100 kpc,
redshift 𝑧 = 0.5 and stellar masses log(𝑀∗/𝑀�) = 8.5, 9.5 and 10.5
(Péroux et al. 2020) and the shaded bands represent deviations of 1𝜎.
The stellar mass significantly affects the normalisation of the trend,
but the metallicity difference between gas near the major and minor
axes is approximately 0.3 dex for all stellar mass bins. We note that
Péroux et al. (2020) find that the relationship diminishes for lower
impact parameters (𝑏 < 50 kpc) and higher redshifts (𝑧 > 1.5). Ad-
ditionally, limiting the column density to log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 17.0
washes out the signal in the simulations because of the limited statis-

tics. Hence, it is unsurprising that we find little evidence for a cor-
relation between absorber metallicity and azimuthal angle given we
have limited the sample to strong H i (log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 19.0)
absorbers with dust-free metallicity measurements. Simulations sug-
gest that a sample of ∼100 log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 19.0 absorbers
(where the fraction of ionised gas is expected to be small) with re-
liable metallicities is required to confirm gas near the minor axis is
more metal-enriched than gas near the major axis.
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Figure 3. Polar plots illustrating the distribution of the H i absorbers as a function of azimuthal angle and impact parameter. Diamonds represent galaxies that
are found at closest impact parameter to a given absorber and each point is coloured by the H i column density (left) or the absolute value of the line of sight
velocity difference between galaxy and absorber (right). Crosses show the location of associated galaxies at larger impact parameters when multiple galaxies are
associated with a single absorber. Points located near 90◦ are found near the galaxy minor axis. The black dashed line marks an impact parameter of 𝑏 = 20 kpc.
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robust metallicities and galaxy counterparts to confirm gas near the minor axis is more metal-enriched than gas near Φ = 0◦.
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Table 2. Sample summary of modelled galaxies. We consider only the
sample of modelled galaxies with inclinations 𝑖 > 30◦ to limit potential
errors in the position angle measurement.

Criterion Tool Number Total
Kinematic modelling galpak 48

79Photometric modelling galfit 19
Not modelled 12
Inclination > 30◦ 56 67Inclination < 30◦ 11

4 CHARACTERISING GAS FLOW ORIGINS

Identifying broader relationships between absorber properties and the
galaxy orientation is useful to characterise the global properties of
the circumgalactic medium, but identifying gas flows for individual
systems enables us to connect galaxy properties with the galactic
baryon cycle. In this section,we examine the rotationmaps of galaxies
associated with individual absorbers to infer whether they originate
from the galaxy disk, are inflowing or outflowing or arise from other
phenomena.
Previous works have already performed a kinematic analysis of

several galaxy-absorber systems in the MUSE-ALMA Halos survey
and we summarise it here. The two absorbers at 𝑧abs = 0.3830 and
𝑧abs = 0.7802 towards quasar Q0152−0005 were found to respec-
tively trace inflowing and outflowing gas (Rahmani et al. 2018a,b).
In a study of the neutral, ionized and molecular gas phases, the
𝑧abs = 0.633 absorber towards Q0420−0127 is found to uncover sig-
natures of outflows or intragroup gas (Klitsch et al. 2018). A rich
galaxy group is found at 𝑧abs = 0.313 towards Q1130−1449 and the
Ly-𝛼 absorber appears to trace intragroup gas (Péroux et al. 2019).
Finally, the absorber towards Q2131−1207 is consistent with co-
rotating gas accreting onto the galaxy at lowest impact parameter to
the absorber (Péroux et al. 2017; Szakacs et al. 2021). The remain-
ing 22 absorbers with galaxy counterparts are analysed in this work
and the final designation for each absorber is noted in Table 1. An
individual discussion for each absorber is contained in Appendix B.

4.1 Galaxy disks

We find one case where the absorber evidently intersects the galaxy
disk. Such absorbers are characterised by a strong H i absorber
(log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 20.0) foundwithin∼20 kpc of a galaxy (Wolfe
et al. 1986; Zwaan et al. 2005; Péroux et al. 2005). The clearest ex-
ample of disk gas being probed is the absorber towards Q1110+0048
at 𝑧abs = 0.5604 where the host galaxy is found at an impact pa-
rameter of 6 kpc. We find the log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.2 absorber
at the expected velocity sign and magnitude as the modelled rota-
tional map (see top left panel of Figure 5). For the remaining three
cases, no kinematic modelling is possible for the galaxies found at
impact parameters 𝑏 < 20 kpc. Nevertheless, we also attribute these
absorbers to arise from the galaxy disk given their column densi-
ties (log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 20.0) and low impact parameters. The
|Δ𝑣LOS | values for these absorbers range from 5 to 150 km s−1 and
are consistent with typical rotation speeds. We calculate the az-
imuthal angle between the QSO sightline and galaxy using the HST
photometry to range from 20◦ to 40◦. Thus, we do not find the ab-
sorbers near the minor axes where outflowing gas may be expected.
While we lack direct evidence the absorber is rotating with the galaxy
disk without velocity maps, damped Lyman-𝛼 absorbers have long
been associated with the rotating disk of galaxies (Wolfe et al. 1986,
2005). More recent simulations predict a covering fraction of 50 per

cent for DLAs within 0.1 𝑅vir (15 kpc) of galaxies with halo mass
1012 M� at 𝑧 ∼ 0 (Stern et al. 2021). These findings support the
idea that the strong H i absorbers at 𝑧 < 1 in this study arise from
galaxy disks, whereas DLAs at 𝑧 & 2 increasingly probe the inner
circumgalactic medium.

4.2 Accretion

Similar to absorbers that probe the galaxy disk, gas that is co-rotating
with a galaxy can be detected by comparing the velocity of the
absorber with the ionized gas velocity field. The difference is that
gas accreting onto the galaxy is lower column density and can be
found at larger impact parameters. We find that the 𝑧abs = 0.6057
absorber towards Q1345−0035, where the host galaxy is found at
an impact parameter of 56 kpc, is consistent with infalling gas. The
log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.85 absorber is found with the same velocity
sign and magnitude to the modelled rotational map (bottom right
panel of Figure 5) and is likely tracing gas in the circumgalactic
medium co-rotating with the galaxy disk.
Less certain cases include the log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] < 19.1 absorber

towards Q1130−1449 at 𝑧abs = 0.1906. The impact parameter of
18 kpc suggests the gas originates from the galaxy disk, but the
upper limit on the H i column density signifies the gas is perhaps
accreting. We also find dense gas consistent with co-rotation for the
absorber towards Q0152+0023 at 𝑧abs = 0.4818 (top right panel
of Figure 5). However, it is unclear whether such cool dense gas
(log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.78) can be found co-rotating at impact
parameters > 100 kpc. Importantly, the stellar mass of the galaxy
Q0152+0023_20 associated with the absorber is log(𝑀∗/𝑀�) =

8.1±0.1 and the estimated virial radius, 𝑅vir, is ∼70 kpc (Rodríguez-
Puebla et al. 2017). Despite the alignment in velocity, the absorber
is beyond the halo of the associated galaxy and it is possible that
a passive, low-mass galaxy (SFR < 0.19 M� yr−1, log(𝑀∗/𝑀�) <
8.5) below the MUSE detection threshold nearer the QSO sightline
hosts the dense absorber.
Within the full MUSE-ALMA Halos Survey sample of H i ab-

sorbers,wefind only three cases that are consistentwith gas accretion.
Cold streams in the circumgalactic medium are expected to be ob-
served in absorption because of their high densities and temperatures
∼104 K (Fumagalli et al. 2011b; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2015; Hafen
et al. 2017). Simulations predict that dense H i absorbers at 𝑧 & 3
trace cold-mode accretion (van de Voort et al. 2012) and detections
of low-metallicity Lyman-limit systems (LLSs) have been suggested
to trace these inflows (Ribaudo et al. 2011; Fumagalli et al. 2011a;
Lehner et al. 2013). However, at lower redshifts, direct detections
of gas accretion are sparse for both down-the-barrel and transverse
absorption-line studies (Kacprzak et al. 2010; Martin et al. 2012;
Rubin et al. 2012; Ho et al. 2017; Zabl et al. 2019). Our results echo
the findings of studies without pre-selection of targets and find only
∼10 per cent of H i absorbers consistent with accretion.

4.3 Outflows

In total, we find seven absorbers that are within 30◦ of the projected
minor axis of nearby galaxies. However, only three out of these seven
absorbers can be confidently attributed to gas that is outflowing. One
clear case of outflowing gas is seen the 𝑧abs = 0.7869 absorber to-
wards in Q1554−203. The absorber is found at an impact parameter
of 23 kpc and azimuthal angle of 62◦ (see row 2 in Figure A9).
The gas is unlikely to be inflowing or associated with the galaxy
disk as the velocity of the absorber is opposite in sign to the ionized
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Figure 5. Comparisons between the galaxy rotation curve and absorber line of sight velocities for cases where the disk or gas accretion is being traced. The blue
line represents the galaxy rotation curve modelled by a hyperbolic tangent and the shaded region represent the 1𝜎 error. We plot the velocity of the absorber
relative to the systemic redshift of the galaxy as a purple diamond. A vertical hatched region is used to illustrate that the impact parameter of the absorber is
beyond the limits of the 𝑥-axis. We provide the gas flow origin in text at the top-left, while the galaxy ID and absorber impact parameter are found at the bottom
of each plot. In three cases, we find the absorber velocity is consistent with the rotating disk or co-rotating halo of the galaxy at nearest impact parameter. For
the bottom-right case, the absorber is beyond the virial radius of the nearest galaxy and likely arises from a faint, quiescent galaxy.

gas velocity field. A line of sight velocity difference between the
galaxy and absorber of ∼200 km s−1 is also typical of outflows. The
absorber towards Q0454+039 at 𝑧abs = 1.1532 with column density
log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.59 aligns with the minor axis (Φ = 62◦)
of the nearest galaxy (see second row of Figure A3). At an impact
parameter of 60 kpc and line of sight velocity difference of −290
km s−1 , the gas is likely tracing neutral gas entrained in an outflow.
While the absorber and ionized gas are both blueshifted with respect
to the galaxy systemic redshift, there is a > 250 km s−1 discrepancy
between the maximum rotational velocity of the galaxy and the ab-
sorber velocity. Finally, we find the DLA at 𝑧abs = 0.3950 towards
Q1229−021 is consistent with cold gas entrained in an outflow. At
an impact parameter of 6 kpc and azimuthal angle of 81◦, the neutral
gas velocity is inconsistent with the ionized gas disk. We measure a
line of sight velocity difference of 70 km s−1, which suggests the gas
is still accelerating at this small distance from the galaxy.
The remaining four absorbers that align with the minor axis pos-

sess unclear gas flow origins. The uncertainty arises from two issues:

the absorber velocity is inconsistent with outflowing gas, or there are
multiple galaxies at similar impact parameters to the absorber. Ad-
dressing the former concern first, we find that the absorber towards
Q0138−0005 at 𝑧abs = 0.7821 has only one galaxy counterpart at an
impact parameter of 80 kpc (first row of Figure 1). The absorber is
aligned with the minor axis of the associated galaxy and has a zinc
abundance of [Zn/H] = 0.28 ± 0.16. While both these properties
are consistent with metal-enriched gas expelled by the single galaxy
counterpart, the absorber velocity is < 40 km s−1 from the galaxy
systemic redshift. Another similar example is the absorber towards
Q1229−021 at redshift 𝑧abs = 0.7572 (last row in Figure A6) which
is separated by only 15 km s−1 from the redshift of its galaxy coun-
terpart. A possible explanation for these low velocities is that there
is a large velocity component orthogonal to the sightline as these
galaxies have inclinations 𝑖 > 65◦. The line of sight velocity is not
necessarily well-correlated with the radial velocity of the gas. Alter-
natively, the neutral gas may be static and not co-rotating with the
halo.
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Table 3. Comparison of line of sight absorber velocity with the escape
velocity for galaxy-absorber pairs consistent with outflows. The line of
sight velocity of the absorber relative to the galaxy is roughly equal to the
escape velocity assuming a singular isothermal sphere. Given that Δ𝑣LOS
does not account for velocities orthogonal to the line of sight, it is possible
that the H i absorbers trace neutral gas escaping the potential of the galaxy.
While |Δ𝑣LOS | < 𝑉esc, the radial velocity of the gas may be larger than the
escape velocity.

QSO 𝑧abs log 𝑁 (H i) 𝑏 |Δ𝑣LOS | 𝑉esc
log(cm−2) kpc km s−1 km s−1

Q0454+039 1.1532 18.59 60 290 300
Q1229−021 0.3950 20.75 6 70 80
Q1554−203 0.7869 <19.0 23 210 270

For the two absorbers at 𝑧abs = 0.7691 and 0.8311 towards
Q1229−021, there are at least three galaxies found at the absorber
redshift and at similar distances from the QSO sightline. It becomes
difficult to determine the gas flow origin of the absorber as gravita-
tional interactions between the galaxies can cause gas to be stripped.
The individual cases are discussed inAppendix B and amore detailed
exploration of intragroup gas is explored in the following subsection.
We choose to label these four unclear cases as possible outflows.

4.3.1 Does the gas escape?

We can determine whether the neutral gas escapes the galaxy halo by
comparing the absorber velocity with the escape velocity (𝑉esc). The
escape velocity at a given radius, 𝑟 , is calculated assuming a singular
isothermal sphere (Veilleux et al. 2005):

𝑉esc = 𝑉vir ×

√︄
2
(
1 + ln 𝑅vir

𝑟

)
, (1)

where 𝑉vir and 𝑅vir are the virial velocity and radius respectively.
Here, we assume the radius to be the impact parameter (𝑟 ≈ 𝑏).
We estimate 𝑉vir using the prescription in Schroetter et al. (2019)

where 𝑉vir ≈ 1.2 × 𝑆0.5. Here, 𝑆0.5 =

√︃
0.5 ×𝑉2max + 𝜎2 is the

kinematic estimator and is a function of the rotational velocity and
velocity dispersion, 𝜎 (Weiner et al. 2006). Using 𝑉vir, we can then
approximate the virial radius to be 𝑅vir ≈ 𝑉vir/10𝐻 (𝑧) where 𝐻 (𝑧)
is the Hubble constant at redshift 𝑧. The estimated escape velocity
values are tabulated in Table 3.
While the absorber velocity relative to the galaxy is less than the

escape velocity for all three likely cases of outflows, we do not take
into account the velocity component orthogonal to the line of sight.
Hence, it is possible that the radial velocity of the outflowing neutral
gas exceeds the escape velocity and will be ejected from the galaxy
halo.

4.4 Alternative phenomena

Beyond the absorber origins discussed earlier in this section, there are
other phenomena thatmay produceH i absorption around galaxies. In
particular, recent studies usingMUSE reveal that roughly 50 per cent
of Ly-𝛼 absorbers havemultiple galaxies within a velocity window of
±500 km s−1 (Chen et al. 2020a; Hamanowicz et al. 2020;Weng et al.
2022; Berg et al. 2023). This suggests the absorption may arise from
the intragroup medium between galaxies (Gauthier 2013; Nielsen
et al. 2018; Dutta et al. 2023). It is difficult to identify intragroup
gas because we require kinematic modelling for all galaxies in the
overdensity to exclude gas flows. The two galaxies associatedwith the

𝑧abs = 0.3283 absorber towardsQ1130−1449 are roughly equidistant
in projected distance from the absorber (75 and 90 kpc). There is no
hint of inflows or outflows from the relative velocity and geometry
of the absorber. Instead, we find that the velocity of the absorber is
between the two galaxy systemic redshifts which suggests we may be
tracing intragroup gas with log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2]< 18.9. There are no
other clear examples of absorbers tracing gas between galaxies, but
there are several cases where multiple explanations are viable such
as the two absorbers towards Q1229−021 discussed in the previous
section.
Another important consideration is that low-mass, quiescent galax-

ies or satellites hosting the absorber may not be detected in our ob-
servations. Indeed, there is a possible example of such a case with the
four galaxies at impact parameters of 122 to 190 kpc associated with
the absorber towards Q0152+0023. We previously discussed in this
section whether the gas may arise from accretion due to an alignment
between the rotational velocity and absorber velocity (top right panel
of Figure 5), but we noted the absorber is beyond the virial radius of
the nearest galaxy. In fact, the log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.78 absorber
is beyond the virial radii of all four galaxies This points to the hy-
pothesis that there is a galaxy with stellar mass log(𝑀∗/𝑀�) < 8.6
and SFR < 0.24M� yr−1below the detection threshold in theMUSE
data near the strong H i absorber (Weng et al. 2022). While recent
works suggest that the CGM extends beyond the virial radius (Wilde
et al. 2021, 2023), it is unlikely to find such dense absorbers with
column densities log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] ≈ 20 at such large distances
from galaxies.
A final point is that the line of sight velocity is not necessarily

a good predictor of the physical line of sight distance between an
absorber-galaxy pair. In fact, simulations have shown that absorbers
can be found at > 1 pMpc when applying a velocity cut of |Δ𝑣LOS | <
500 km s−1 (Rahmati et al. 2015; Ho et al. 2020, 2021). The velocity
difference between absorber and galaxy is influenced by peculiar
motions of the gas and the Hubble flow at larger separations. This
suggests that there is always the possibility of chance associations
between galaxies and absorbers. Quantifying this probability is the
goal of an upcoming work using the TNG50 simulations.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the incidence rate of the various gas flows
in the MUSE-ALMA Halos survey. We also examine the relation-
ships between measured galaxy properties and the origin of the gas.
Additionally, we discuss the limitations of using simple geometric ar-
guments to distinguish outflows and inflows and future improvements
to this analysis by studying individual gas components.

5.1 The origins of gas in the CGM

The H i Ly-𝛼 absorbers in the MUSE-ALMA Halos survey appear
to trace various phenomena. In summary, out of the 32 absorbers
in the survey, 27 are found to have at least one galaxy within ±500
km s−1. The 27 absorbers are comprised of four absorbers tracing
the galaxy disk, three tracing accretion, four tracing outflows, two
tracing gas in the intragroup medium and one likely tracing an un-
detected, low-mass galaxy. Six absorbers may arise from multiple
phenomena while the remaining five (two) have associated galaxies
without kinematic modelling (with inclinations 𝑖 < 30◦). While this
sample of absorbers only provides limited statistics, we do find that
the accretion of gas onto galaxies is difficult to trace. Whether this
is caused by the criteria used to identify accretion or an intrinsic
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property of the accretion itself (Faucher-Giguère & Kereš 2011) is
unclear, but the percentage of accreting absorbers in this work is sim-
ilar to down-the-barrel studies (Martin et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2012)
and transverse absorption-line works using Mg ii (Zabl et al. 2019).
We find four convincing cases of H i outflows which is proportionally
far less than other surveys (e.g. Schroetter et al. 2019). However, we
note that there are six other cases where the absorber kinematics and
geometry are consistent with outflows, where the interpretation is
unclear because of possible interactions with other galaxies in the
field or the modelled inclination not meeting our threshold (𝑖 < 30◦).
Ultimately, we have found that strong H i Ly-𝛼 absorbers probe gas
in a variety of environments and of many origins in the complex cir-
cumgalactic medium. In a future work using the TNG50 simulation,
we will address whether the various gas origins discussed here can
be distinguished from each other using the available observables of
impact parameter, metallicity, line of sight velocity difference and
azimuthal angle.

5.2 Gas flows and galaxy properties

With our physical interpreations of the absorber, we examine the
properties of the galaxies associated with these absorbers. In Fig-
ure 6, we show the stellar masses and star-formation rates of galaxies
associated with the absorbers of various origin. Diamonds represent
absorbers that likely intersect the galaxy disk, stars and squares rep-
resent outflows and inflows respectively, while crosses signify there
are multiple origins for the gas. For both the stellar mass and SFR, a
∼3 dex range of values is observed.
Inflows are found to be associated with galaxies with large stellar

masses 1010 to 1011 𝑀� , but more photometry is required to estimate
𝑀∗ for the other galaxies. While the star-formation rate of galaxies
associated with the various gas flows span two dex, a more important
indicator is the star-formation rate per unit area (ΣSFR). Two of
the three galaxies where the absorber likely traces outflows have
a ΣSFR > 0.1 M� yr−1 kpc−2 (Heckman 2002, 2003). The third
galaxy does not meet the threshold in ΣSFR, but we note that the SFR
is not corrected for dust and the starburst responsible for the galactic
wind might be more localised. Currently, a larger sample is required
to connect the gas flows traced by absorbers to the galaxies that host
the neutral gas.
A recent study of galaxies associated with Mg ii absorbers finds

that galaxies with large inflow rates are located above the SFR-
𝑀∗ main sequence (Langan et al. 2023). Using the three galaxies
associated with inflows that have both SFR and 𝑀∗ measurements,
we find no such signal and most of the associated galaxies lie on the
SFR-𝑀∗ main sequence (Karki et al. submitted).

5.3 The azimuthal distribution of H i and metals in the CGM

Outflows of gas driven by supernovae or AGN are expected to be
preferentially aligned with the minor axis and collimate into a bicon-
ical shape (Veilleux et al. 2005). Both hot- and cold-mode accretion
is expected to channel cool gas onto galaxies via cool flows that
align with the disk (e.g. Hafen et al. 2022; Kereš et al. 2005). In
absorption-line studies of ions such as Mg ii and Ovi in the CGM,
the inflow-outflow dichotomy manifests in the bimodal distribution
of azimuthal angles between the quasar line of sight and nearby as-
sociated galaxy (e.g. Bouché et al. 2012; Kacprzak et al. 2015). In
this work, we also find marginal evidence for a bimodality in the dis-
tribution of H i absorbers. In principle, this bimodality in Φ should
extend to metallicity measurements as outflowing gas is typically

more metal-enriched than gas accreting onto a galaxy. However, the
dependence of metallicity on azimuthal angle is far less clear from
observations (Péroux et al. 2016; Kacprzak et al. 2019; Pointon et al.
2019; Wendt et al. 2021). Here, we find very little evidence for a
correlation between absorber metallicity and azimuthal angle for
three different stellar mass bins, and a larger and more homogeneous
sample is required to determine whether a relationship exists.
The reasons for the absence of a distinct signal are manifold. The

trend of gas-phase metallicity versus azimuthal angle depends on
properties such as the impact parameter, H i column density and
most significantly, the stellar mass (Péroux et al. 2020). These pa-
rameters not only affect the normalisation of the signal, but also
the magnitude of the discrepancy between low and high azimuthal
angles. A larger sample of absorbers reaching column densities
log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 13.0 that are found at impact parameters larger
than 50 kpc from their host galaxies that havemeasured stellarmasses
is required to fully test the azimuthal dependence of metallicity in
the CGM. Such a sample will be difficult to construct because of the
challenge in measuring gas-phase metallicity due to the uncertainties
surrounding photoionization and dust modelling. Furthermore, there
is the intrinsic inhomogeneity of gas properties at small spatial scales
in the CGM that will require large samples to take into account. Es-
timates of line of sight cloud sizes range from sub-parsec to ∼100
parsec from ionization modelling (e.g. Churchill et al. 2003; Werk
et al. 2014) and studies find significant ranges inmetallicity for differ-
ent components along a single line of sight (e.g. Zahedy et al. 2019;
Nielsen et al. 2022), suggesting metals may be poorly mixed in the
CGM (Péroux et al. 2018; Tejos et al. 2021). This is captured by the
TNG50 predictions depicted in Figure 4, where the 1𝜎 errors range
∼1 dex in metallicity. Moreover, recent work from Berg et al. (2023)
suggest there is a population of low-metallicity absorbers residing in
overdense regions away from galaxy halos. Indeed, the baryon cycle
is more complex than a linear combination of gas being expelled out
via the minor axis and accreting along the major axis; these processes
interact to form the complex, multi-phase circumgalactic medium.

5.4 The fidelity of geometric and kinematic arguments

In this work, we adopt an opening angle of 60◦ (corresponding to
±30◦ from the minor axis) to identify gas that is being expelled
(Chen et al. 2010; Lan et al. 2014), but a diverse range of opening
angles have been observed in the literature (e.g. Veilleux et al. 2001)
and these angles differ depending on the observed wavelength (e.g.
see the opening angles for the Circinus galaxy ranging from 15◦ to
100◦ Harnett et al. 1990; Elmouttie et al. 1995; Veilleux & Bland-
Hawthorn 1997; Curran et al. 1999). It is unclear whether several of
the absorbers with azimuthal angles just below the threshold should
be considered outflowing. Similarly, while inflowing gas from hot-
and cold-mode accretion is expected to align in angular momentum
with the disk, there has been growing evidence for the condensation
of ambient gas in the halo caused by interactions between gas ejected
by stellar winds and hot coronal gas (Marinacci et al. 2010; Fraternali
2017). Known as the galactic fountain, the phenomenon is expected to
cause neutral gas to ‘rain’ down onto the galaxy disk rather than align
with themajor axis. There ismounting evidence for galactic fountains
in the Milky Way, with the kinematics of high- and intermediate
velocity clouds consistent with a mixture of outflowing and diffuse
inflowing gas (Lehner et al. 2022a; Marasco et al. 2022). Beyond
the local Universe, signatures of fountains flows have been found to
persists at impact parameters 𝑏 > 5 kpc (Rubin et al. 2022). Hence,
the absorbers in this sample may also trace this process at 𝑧 ∼ 0.5.
Another consideration is that the strong H i Ly-𝛼 absorbers in this
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Figure 6. The stellar properties of the galaxies associated with an absorber. The left plot shows the stellar mass of galaxies associated with absorbers at a given
azimuthal angle. Stellar masses are derived from spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting of the HST broadband imaging (Augustin et al. in prep). Different
symbols represent galaxy-absorber pairs that are found to trace inflowing, outflowing or gas in the disk while faint crosses represent pairs with ambiguous
origins. Symbols with a black border are cases where the gas origin has been confidently identified, while those with lower transparency are possible cases.
Each galaxy is coloured by the impact parameter from the absorber. We find absorbers are associated with galaxies that span four dex in stellar mass. On the
right, we show the dust-uncorrected star-formation rate of galaxies measured using the H𝛼 or [O ii] emission lines (Weng et al. 2022). We find that the galaxies
associated with inflows and outflows do not differ significantly in their SFRs. The median errors in the plotted properties are shown as a cross in the bottom left
of both plots.

sample are comprised of multiple components at varying velocities
to the DLA redshift. Recently, photoionization modelling of individ-
ual components within H i systems has been performed to determine
cloud properties such as temperature and size (Cooper et al. 2021;
Zahedy et al. 2021; Nielsen et al. 2022). The individual clouds and
their properties have then been related to outflows, inflows or intra-
group gas. We leave the modelling of the various metal-line compo-
nents and estimations of the typical cloud properties embedded in
outflowing and inflowing gas to future works.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The MUSE-ALMA Halos survey combines multi-wavelength obser-
vations of galaxies associated with 32 log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 18.0
absorbers. In this work, we have modelled the ionized gas kine-
matics of 48 galaxies associated these absorbers using the forward
modelling algorithm galpak to extract properties such as the rota-
tional velocity, velocity dispersion, inclination and position angle. By
determining the position and geometry of the absorber with respect
to the modelled galaxies, we seek to determine the distribution of
gas in the circumgalactic medium and identify the possible origins
of these strong H i absorbers. To summarise, we find:

(i) An excess of absorption sightlines passing near the major and
minor axes of galaxies. There is marginal evidence for a bimodal
distribution in azimuthal angles between galaxy and absorber after
performing the Hartigan’s dip test on 5,000 iterations of the data by
randomly sampling the errors (𝑝 ≈ 0.1). This is similar to previous

studies of the Mg ii and Ovi ions, suggesting inflows and outflows
of gas in the CGM can also be traced by neutral hydrogen.
(ii) That there is little evidence for a dependency of the metallicity

on the azimuthal angle for the absorbers in the MUSE-ALMA Halos
survey as predicted by simulations. This suggests that gas in the
circumgalactic medium is not merely a linear combination of metal-
poor inflows and metal-enriched outflows and that other phenomena
such as gas recycling and poor metal-mixing are significant. The
results from simulations also show that the scatter in metallicities
at any given azimuthal angle is comparable to the actual metallicity
discrepancy at the minor and major axes. At this stage, simulation
results (Péroux et al. 2020) advocate that a larger sample of ∼100
strong H i absorbers with dust-free metallicity measurements is still
required to recover any signal predicted by simulations.
(iii) That H i absorbers have a variety of origins in the CGM. Ab-

sorbers with column densities log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] > 20.0 at impact
parameters of 𝑏 < 20 kpc from the nearest galaxy are considered as-
sociated with the galaxy disk. Only 15 per cent of absorbers are found
to trace the disk, suggesting other processes must account for the re-
maining absorbers. We find that roughly 10 per cent of absorbers
are co-rotating with the halo out to distances up to 60 kpc and these
are suspected to trace gas accretion. The rarity of such cases is in
line with previous works. Up to ≈30 per cent of absorbers are found
within ±30◦ of the minor axis of galaxies and are consistent with
outflows, but we only identify four clear cases in the sample. The
remaining absorbers trace gas in the intragroup medium, low-mass
galaxies below the detection limit of the MUSE data or do not have
sufficient data to uncover a physical origin.
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In the future, larger surveys such as the ByCycle survey (PI:
Péroux) using the 4MOST instrument will enable us to compare the
kinematics of galaxies with absorbers on amuch larger scale (de Jong
et al. 2012, 2019). The combination of high-resolution (𝑅 ∼ 20, 000)
background QSO spectroscopy with deep and complete foreground
galaxy surveys (Driver et al. 2019) will enable better constraints on
how the absorber metallicity varies with azimuthal angle (Szakacs
et al., submitted). While we have identified the various gas flows
traced by dense H i absorbers, the future modelling of individual gas
components will provide information on the gas properties of inflows
and outflows (e.g. temperature, density and cloud size).
The proliferation of absorber follow-up surveys that use integral

field spectroscopy has led to a re-characterisation of the physical
processes that absorbers trace in the circumgalactic medium and
how gas is distributed with respect to galaxies. In this work, we find
and emphasise that even strong Ly-𝛼 absorbers trace gas flows in the
circumgalactic medium. The fact that dense, neutral gas required for
star-formation is seen accreting and being expelled highlights these
processes have significant impacts on galaxy evolution and that the
CGM plays an important role in regulating the baryon cycle.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL VELOCITY MAPS

APPENDIX B: FLOW CLASSIFICATIONS

In this section, we present the criteria used to classify absorbers as
belonging to the galaxy disk, inflowing or outflowing. Additionally,
we explore other origins for the gas such as the intragroup medium
or low-mass, quiescent satellite at low impact parameters from the
absorber that is not detected. We also discuss the origins of the ab-
sorber for more ambiguous cases where the data is not sufficient to
draw a conclusion, multiple phenomena are possible or the absorber
might trace tidally stripped gas. Of the 27 absorbers with associated
galaxies in the MUSE-ALMA Halos survey, five have their associ-
ated galaxies modelled in previous works (Rahmani et al. 2018a,b;
Klitsch et al. 2018; Péroux et al. 2019, 2017; Szakacs et al. 2021).
We also note that in Hamanowicz et al. (2020), the stellar proper-
ties of galaxies associated with a further nine absorbers (towards
Q1130−1449, Q1211+1030 and Q1229−021) were studied. In this
section, we present the kinematic analysis of 22 absorbers not yet
analysed in detail.

B1 Absorbing gas associated with the galaxy disk

B1.1 Q0454+039 𝑧abs = 0.8596; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.69

This damped Ly-𝛼 absorber is associated with a single galaxy
(Q0454+039_57) at an impact parameter of 18 kpc. The galaxy is
detected in emission but is too faint to model with galpak. Given
the high column density of the absorber and low impact parameter
of 𝑏 < 20 kpc, it is likely that the absorber traces gas in the galaxy
disk. However, no kinematic nor photometric modelling is available
to confirm this hypothesis.

B1.2 Q1110+0048 𝑧abs = 0.5604; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.20

While there are three galaxies associated with this absorber, the
intervening gas is likely hosted by the galaxy at an impact parameter
of ∼5 kpc. The absorber velocity aligns in sign and magnitude with
the rotational velocity of the ionized gas disk (row 4 in Figure A3).

B1.3 Q1211+1030 𝑧abs = 0.6296; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.30

Q1211+1030_57 is located at 𝑏 < 20 kpc from the QSO and likely
hosts the damped Ly-𝛼 absorber. However, there is no photomet-
ric or kinematic modelling available for this galaxy. Another object
(Q1211+1030_38) is found at 𝑏 = 140 kpc and the absorber aligns
with this galaxy’s ionized gas velocity field (see row 3 in Figure A6).
Given the characteristic radius of DLAs are ∼20 kpc, it is far more
likely the absorber is associated with the galaxy disk of object 57.

B1.4 Q1515+0410 𝑧abs = 0.5592; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.20

Four galaxies are found at the redshift of this absorber, but object 4
is is at an impact parameter of 10 kpc whereas the rest are > 150 kpc
away. No kinematic modelling is available for this galaxy, but the
photometric azimuthal angle is measured to be 20◦. It is most likely
that the absorber is probing dense gas in the galaxy disk.

B2 Absorbing gas associated with accretion

B2.1 Q1345−0035 𝑧abs = 0.6057; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.85

This absorber is consistent with gas that is co-rotating with the galaxy
at lowest impact parameter (𝑏 = 56 kpc; see the second row in
Figure A8). With an azimuthal angle of Φ = 7◦, the alignment with
the major axis suggests the gas is inflowing onto the galaxy.

B3 Absorbing gas associated with outflows

We explore the three most probable cases of outflows first.

B3.1 Q0454+039 𝑧abs = 1.1532; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.59

The galaxy at lowest impact parameter to the absorber
(Q0454+039_15, 𝑏 = 60 kpc) has a projected minor axis aligned
with the QSO sightline (Φ = 62◦; see the second row in Figure A3).
Q0454+039_65 is another associated galaxy that is located 130
kpc from the absorber for which we do not have kinematic mod-
elling. We find that the absorber is likely tracing expelled gas from
Q0454+039_15. While the velocity of the absorber is the same sign
as the galaxy velocity field, the Δ𝑣LOS ≈ −290 km s−1 is multiple
times the measured maximum rotational velocity.

B3.2 Q1229−021 𝑧abs = 0.3950; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 20.75

There is a single galaxy associated with this absorber at an impact
parameter of 𝑏 < 7 kpc. The azimuthal angle of Φ = 81◦ suggests
the absorber traces outflowing gas with |𝑣LOS | = 70 km s−1 (see the
second row in Figure A7). Given the proximity of the sightline to the
galaxy centre, the strong absorber could also trace gas in the galaxy
disk.

B3.3 Q1554−203 𝑧abs = 0.7869; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] < 19.00

A single galaxy is found at the redshift of this absorber at an impact
parameter of 𝑏 = 23 kpc. The kinematic modelling reveals the
absorber is found at an azimuthal angle of 𝜙 = 62◦ and relative
velocity of ∼200 km s−1 from the systemic redshift of the galaxy.
The absorber being traced appears to be outflowing.

The remaining absorbers in this section may arise from several
origins.

B3.4 Q0138−0005; 𝑧abs = 0.7821; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.81

A single galaxy was detected in the Q0138−0005 field within ±500
km s−1 of the absorber. We find that the QSO line of sight aligns
closely with the major axis of the associated galaxy (Φ = 79◦; see
the first row in Figure 1). The zinc abundance is measured to be
[Zn/H]= 0.28 ± 0.16, perhaps indicating a metal-enriched outflow.
However, the line of sight velocity difference between absorber and
galaxy is only ∼40 km s−1. The true velocity of the absorbing gas
may be much larger as the disk has an inclination of 𝑖 = 66◦, but
the seeing conditions for this observation (𝑅PSF = 1.11 arcseconds)
mean we cannot rule out a faint quiescent galaxy nearer the strong
H i absorber.
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Q0152-2001 14 Ha

Φ = 81◦, i = 81◦

b = 204 kpc, ∆v = 111 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.8

zabs =0.3830, zgal =0.3822, Ngal = 5

Q0152-2001 5 Ha

Φ = 9◦, i = 78◦

b = 59 kpc, ∆v = 74 km s−1

38 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.8

zabs =0.3830, zgal =0.3826, Ngal = 5

Q0152-2001 7 Ha

Φ = 58◦, i = 78◦

b = 146 kpc, ∆v = 363 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.8

zabs =0.3830, zgal =0.3814, Ngal = 5

Q0152+0023 13 Hb

Φ = 76◦, i = 68◦

b = 140 kpc, ∆v = −80 km s−1

38 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.78

zabs =0.4818, zgal =0.4821, Ngal = 4

Q0152+0023 20 OIIIb

Φ = 35◦, i = 66◦

b = 122 kpc, ∆v = 63 km s−1

21 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.78

zabs =0.4818, zgal =0.4814, Ngal = 4
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Figure A1. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption.
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Q0420-0127 12 Hb

Φ = 65◦, i = 68◦

b = 144 kpc, ∆v = −122 km s−1

47 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.54

zabs =0.6331, zgal =0.6338, Ngal = 4

Q0420-0127 13 OII

Φ = 38◦, i = 44◦

b = 101 kpc, ∆v = −44 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.54

zabs =0.6331, zgal =0.6333, Ngal = 4

Q0420-0127 30 OIIIb

Φ = 55◦, i = 73◦

b = 215 kpc, ∆v = 179 km s−1

32 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.54

zabs =0.6331, zgal =0.6320, Ngal = 4

Q0420-0127 8 OII

Φ = 68◦, i = 44◦

b = 133 kpc, ∆v = −25 km s−1

42 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.54

zabs =0.6331, zgal =0.6332, Ngal = 4

Q0454-220 4 Hb

Φ = 86◦, i = 55◦

b = 107 kpc, ∆v = −105 km s−1

31 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.65

zabs =0.4833, zgal =0.4838, Ngal = 1
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Figure A2. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. The significant flux residuals for object Q0454−220_4 shown in the last row are caused by the saturation
of a nearby bright star in the MUSE field.
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Q0454-220 69 OIIIb

Φ = 7◦, i = 88◦

b = 8 kpc, ∆v = −107 km s−1

15 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.45

zabs =0.4740, zgal =0.4745, Ngal = 1

Q0454+039 15 OII

Φ = 62◦, i = 32◦

b = 58 kpc, ∆v = −294 km s−1

37 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.59

zabs =1.1532, zgal =1.1550, Ngal = 2

Q1110+0048 15 Hb

Φ = 2◦, i = 49◦

b = 129 kpc, ∆v = −10 km s−1

31 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.2

zabs =0.5604, zgal =0.5604, Ngal = 3

Q1110+0048 44 OIIIb

Φ = 11◦, i = 63◦

b = 5 kpc, ∆v = −60 km s−1

20 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.2

zabs =0.5604, zgal =0.5612, Ngal = 3

Q1110+0048 6 Hb

Φ = 13◦, i = 32◦

b = 59 kpc, ∆v = 38 km s−1

27 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.2

zabs =0.5604, zgal =0.5601, Ngal = 3
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Figure A3. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. Object Q0454−220_69 (top row) is located less than two arcseconds from the background QSO. The
residuals arise from the QSO flux contaminating the galaxy flux.
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Q1130-1449 13 Ha

Φ = 41◦, i = 73◦

b = 120 kpc, ∆v = 176 km s−1

20 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3118, Ngal = 13

Q1130-1449 16 OIIIb

Φ = 25◦, i = 53◦

b = 37 kpc, ∆v = −214 km s−1

20 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3135, Ngal = 13

Q1130-1449 17 Ha

Φ = 27◦, i = 13◦

b = 17 kpc, ∆v = 150 km s−1

21 kpc
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Q1130-1449 18 Ha
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b = 17 kpc, ∆v = 14 km s−1
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log(NHI/cm2) < 19.1
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Φ = 1◦, i = 58◦
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Figure A4. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. The galaxies in the top three rows have significant flux residuals due to the ionizing nebula associated
with a galaxy group at the absorber redshift.
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Q1130-1449 4 Ha

Φ = 73◦, i = 52◦

b = 45 kpc, ∆v = −84 km s−1

10 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3131, Ngal = 13

Q1130-1449 43 Ha

Φ = 35◦, i = 48◦

b = 26 kpc, ∆v = 54 km s−1

21 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3124, Ngal = 13

Q1130-1449 5 Ha

Φ = 71◦, i = 40◦

b = 81 kpc, ∆v = −71 km s−1

73 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3128, Ngal = 13

Q1130-1449 6 Hb

Φ = 10◦, i = 33◦

b = 91 kpc, ∆v = −40 km s−1

29 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.9

zabs =0.3283, zgal =0.3284, Ngal = 2

Q1130-1449 8 Ha

Φ = 1◦, i = 22◦

b = 98 kpc, ∆v = 289 km s−1

24 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 21.71

zabs =0.3127, zgal =0.3114, Ngal = 13
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Figure A5. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. The galaxy in the top row is similarly affected by the emission-line flux of the ionizing nebula. In
addition, galaxies Q1130−1449_6 and Q1130−1449_8 have asymmetric emission-line profiles and the flux residuals are likely caused by a merger and strong
outflows respectively.
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Q1130-1449 9 OIIIb

Φ = 55◦, i = 12◦

b = 75 kpc, ∆v = 12 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.9

zabs =0.3283, zgal =0.3281, Ngal = 2

Q1211+1030 16 OII

Φ = 72◦, i = 21◦

b = 77 kpc, ∆v = 97 km s−1

29 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 18.5

zabs =0.8999, zgal =0.8994, Ngal = 3

Q1211+1030 38 OIIIb

Φ = 5◦, i = 54◦

b = 138 kpc, ∆v = −134 km s−1

21 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.3

zabs =0.6296, zgal =0.6303, Ngal = 2

Q1211+1030 7 Ha

Φ = 50◦, i = 29◦

b = 38 kpc, ∆v = 9 km s−1

25 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.46

zabs =0.3929, zgal =0.3928, Ngal = 3

Q1229-021 13 OIIIb

Φ = 65◦, i = 70◦

b = 70 kpc, ∆v = −11 km s−1

27 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.36

zabs =0.7572, zgal =0.7575, Ngal = 1
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Figure A6. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. Galaxy Q1211+1030_7 likely hosts an active galactic nucleus from its position on the [O iii]/H𝛽 versus
[O ii]/H𝛽 classification diagram (Lamareille 2010; Weng et al. 2022). The flux excess away from the galaxy disk is likely caused by the AGN ionizing gas.
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Q1229-021 29 OIIIb

Φ = 79◦, i = 81◦

b = 135 kpc, ∆v = 105 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.11

zabs =0.7691, zgal =0.7685, Ngal = 3

Q1229-021 39 Ha

Φ = 81◦, i = 65◦

b = 6 kpc, ∆v = −68 km s−1

15 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.75

zabs =0.3950, zgal =0.3953, Ngal = 1

Q1229-021 40 OII

Φ = 51◦, i = 27◦

b = 60 kpc, ∆v = 379 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.11

zabs =0.7691, zgal =0.7665, Ngal = 3

Q1229-021 6 OIIIb

Φ = 22◦, i = 89◦

b = 182 kpc, ∆v = −14 km s−1

34 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.84

zabs =0.8311, zgal =0.8317, Ngal = 4

Q1229-021 8 OII

Φ = 74◦, i = 51◦

b = 125 kpc, ∆v = 63 km s−1

42 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.84

zabs =0.8311, zgal =0.8306, Ngal = 4
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Figure A7. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption. The flux residuals seen in the fit for Q1229−021_6 are likely also caused by an AGN (Weng et al.
2022).
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Q1342-0035 4 Hb

Φ = 55◦, i = 47◦

b = 43 kpc, ∆v = 31 km s−1

43 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.78

zabs =0.5380, zgal =0.5377, Ngal = 2

Q1345-0023 13 OIIIb

Φ = 7◦, i = 66◦

b = 55 kpc, ∆v = −202 km s−1

36 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.85

zabs =0.6057, zgal =0.6070, Ngal = 2

Q1345-0023 40 OIIIb

Φ = 32◦, i = 75◦

b = 162 kpc, ∆v = 20 km s−1

21 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 18.85

zabs =0.6057, zgal =0.6054, Ngal = 2

Q1431-0050 10 OIIIb

Φ = 83◦, i = 15◦

b = 45 kpc, ∆v = −2 km s−1

33 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.18

zabs =0.6085, zgal =0.6084, Ngal = 2

Q1515+0410 13 Hb

Φ = 7◦, i = 82◦

b = 194 kpc, ∆v = 101 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.2

zabs =0.5592, zgal =0.5586, Ngal = 4
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Figure A8. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption.
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Q1515+0410 9 Hb

Φ = 79◦, i = 78◦

b = 221 kpc, ∆v = 86 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 20.2

zabs =0.5592, zgal =0.5587, Ngal = 4

Q1554-203 51 OIIIb

Φ = 62◦, i = 45◦

b = 23 kpc, ∆v = 207 km s−1

23 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) < 19.0

zabs =0.7869, zgal =0.7856, Ngal = 1

Q2131-1207 26 OIIIb

Φ = 13◦, i = 46◦

b = 172 kpc, ∆v = 2 km s−1

28 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.5

zabs =0.4298, zgal =0.4297, Ngal = 4

Q2131-1207 34 OIIIb

Φ = 46◦, i = 74◦

b = 59 kpc, ∆v = −202 km s−1

22 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.5

zabs =0.4298, zgal =0.4308, Ngal = 4

Q2131-1207 5 OIIIb

Φ = 13◦, i = 60◦

b = 48 kpc, ∆v = −39 km s−1

62 kpc
log(NHI/cm2) = 19.5

zabs =0.4298, zgal =0.4300, Ngal = 4
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Figure A9. Continuation of Figure 1, refer to its caption.
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B3.5 Q1229−021 𝑧abs = 0.7572; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.36

A single galaxy is found at the absorber redshift from the MUSE
data. The absorber appears aligned with the minor axis of object 13
in this field (Φ = 65◦ from the last row in Figure A6). However,
the absorber velocity is within 15 km s−1 of the systemic redshift of
its galaxy counterpart and may be static gas in the halo. It is also
possible that the velocity component orthogonal to the sightline is
large because of the galaxy is nearly viewed edge-on (𝑖 = 70◦).

B3.6 Q1229−021 𝑧abs = 0.7691; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.11

There are three galaxies associated with this absorber with impact
parameters ranging from 60 to 180 kpc. Curiously, the absorber
has the opposite velocity sign to the ionized gas velocity for object
Q1229−021_40 at lowest impact parameter. This velocity difference
approaches 400 km s−1 and there is no clear explanation for how this
absorber could arise if it is tied to this galaxy. Such large velocity
differences can often equate to physical distances greater than one
Mpc (Ho et al. 2021). A possible origin for the absorber is that is
traces gas being expelled from galaxy Q1229−021_29 (Φ = 79◦, see
the middle row in Figure A7), but we also may be tracing gas in the
intragroup medium.

B3.7 Q1229−021 𝑧abs = 0.8311; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.84

There are four associated galaxies located at impact parameters rang-
ing from 125 to 187 kpc. The orientation and velocity of the ab-
sorber is consistent with outflowing gas from the nearest galaxy,
Q1229−021_8 (see the last row in Figure A7). An azimuthal angle
of Φ = 74◦ and velocity difference of Δ𝑣LOS = 60 km s−1 are mea-
sured from the kinematic modelling. However, we also cannot rule
out the absorber tracing gas in the intragroup medium.

B4 Absorbing gas of unclear origin

B4.1 Q0152+0023 𝑧abs = 0.4818; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.78

We find four galaxies associated with this absorber, with impact
parameters ranging from 120 to 190 kpc. For the nearest galaxy,
Q0152+0023_20, to the QSO sightline, the velocity of the absorber
is consistent with co-rotating gas. The absorber also aligns with the
ionized gas map of another galaxy (Q0152+0023_13) ∼10 kpc away
from Q0152+0023_20. This can be seen in the last row of Figure A1.
However, despite the consistency in velocities, the high column den-
sity absorber is outside the virial radius of both galaxies and hence,
likely traces a quiescent, low-mass galaxy near the sightline.

B4.2 Q0454−220 𝑧abs = 0.4833; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.65

The galpak fits for the single galaxy detected at the absorber redshift
are unreliable due to a bright nearby star in theMUSE data saturating
the data (see the last row in Figure A2). This absorber-galaxy pair
has been studied already in the literature and three more associated
galaxies are located outside the MUSE field of view (Kacprzak et al.
2010;Norris et al. 2021). The systemconsists ofmultiple components
with varying metallicities and Norris et al. (2021) finds that the gas
arises from a mix of accretion, outflows and intergroup material. The
kinematic modelling from this work does not shed further light onto
the origin of the various gas components.

B4.3 Q0454−220 𝑧abs = 0.4744; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.45

The associated galaxy Q0454−220_69 has an impact parameter of
< 10 kpc and we expect the absorber to be tracing gas in the galaxy
disk. However, the absorber appears to be counter-rotating with a
velocity of∼100 km s−1 from the systemic redshift of the galaxy (see
first row in Figure A3). The modelled fit is unreliable because of the
small galaxy size and nearby QSO contaminating the fit. A manual
inspection of the [O iii] emission line in the MUSE cube reveals that
the galaxy emission flux is orientated such that the side with positive
velocity is towards the west. Hence, the absorber is indeed counter-
rotating, but the derived kinematic properties from galpak are not
reliable. There is also no detection in the HST broadband imaging
available for this continuum-faint object.

B4.4 Q1130−1449 𝑧abs = 0.1906; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] < 19.10

There is a single galaxy (Q1130−1449_18) detected at the redshift
of this absorber. The velocity of the ionized and neutral gas phases
are consistent (see the fourth row in Figure A4). However, the low
impact parameter 𝑏 = 18 kpc means we cannot separate gas rotating
with the galaxy disk from accreting gas.

B4.5 Q1130−1449 𝑧abs = 0.3283; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] < 18.90

The galaxy Q1130−1449_9 is found nearest the absorber at 𝑏 = 75
kpc. The absorber velocity has the opposite sign to the ionized gas
velocity and is found near the projected minor axis (Φ = 55◦, first
row in Figure A6). However, the measured inclination of 𝑖 = 12◦
suggests the galaxy is almost face-on and it becomes difficult to
assign the absorber with any particular process. Instead, we may be
tracing gas in the intragroup medium as there is another galaxy at an
impact parameter of 90 kpc.

B4.6 Q1211+1030 𝑧abs = 0.3929; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.46

There are three galaxies almost equidistant from this absorber on the
sky (37 to 39 kpc). The galaxy Q1211+1030_7 with available kine-
matic modelling likely hosts an AGN, leaving significant residuals
in the modelled fit (second last row in Figure A6). From the photo-
metric modelling, an azimuthal angle of Φ = 78◦ is found for object
Q1211p1030_9. It is difficult to assess the origin of the absorber and
an alternative hypothesis that all three galaxies is that the gas is intra-
group material, especially as the absorber is almost equidistant from
each galaxy. Objects 7 and 9 in this field are only several kiloparsecs
apart, meaning tidal interactions are taking place and the stripped
gas can be probed in absorption.

B4.7 Q1211+1030 𝑧abs = 0.8999; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] < 18.50

There are two galaxies associated with this absorber with impact
parameters of 77 and 175 kpc. The absorber aligns with the minor
axis of the galaxy at smaller 𝑏 (Φ = 72◦, second row in Figure A6),
but the inclination angle of 𝑖 = 21◦ prevents us frommaking a certain
judgement.

B4.8 Q1342−0035 𝑧abs = 0.5380; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.78

Of the two galaxies associatedwith this absorber, the nearest galaxy at
an impact parameter of 24.3 kpc has not been modelled with galpak.
From thegalfitmodels of the galaxy usingHSTbroadband imaging,

MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2022)
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an azimuthal angle ofΦphot = 58◦ is measured. Without the velocity
field of the ionized gas, it is not possible to constrain the origin of the
absorber. From the velocity map of object 4 at an impact parameter
of 44 kpc, the absorber velocity is opposite in sign to the modelled
ionized gas velocity.

B4.9 Q1431−0050 𝑧abs = 0.6868; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 18.40

There are two galaxies at this absorber’s redshift. Both do not have
kinematic modelling and from the photometric fitting, it is not pos-
sible to make a convincing case for the origin of the gas.

B4.10 Q1431−0050 𝑧abs = 0.6085; log[𝑁 (H i)/cm−2] = 19.18

From the second last row of Figure A4, we see that the absorber
aligns with the minor axis of the galaxy at closest impact parameter
(𝑏 = 45 kpc). However, the galaxy appears almost face-on and the
absorber is found at the systemic velocity of the galaxy. Hence, the
origin of the gas is unclear.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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ABSTRACT

We use a suite of 3D simulations of star-forming molecular clouds, with and without stellar feedback

and magnetic fields, to investigate the effectiveness of different fitting methods for volume and column

density probability distribution functions (PDFs). The first method fits a piecewise lognormal and

power-law (PL) function to recover PDF parameters such as the PL slope and transition density. The

second method fits a polynomial spline function and examines the first and second derivatives of the

spline to determine the PL slope and the functional transition density. We demonstrate that fitting

a spline allows us to directly determine if the data has multiple PL slopes. The first PL (set by

the transition between lognormal and PL function) can also be visualized in the derivatives directly.

In general, the two methods produce fits that agree reasonably well for volume density but vary for

column density, likely due to the increased statistical noise in column density maps as compared to

volume density. We test a well-known conversion for estimating volume density PL slopes from column

density slopes and find that the spline method produces a better match (χ2 of 2.38 vs χ2 of 5.92),

albeit with a significant scatter. Ultimately, we recommend the use of both fitting methods on column

density data to mitigate the effects of noise.

1. INTRODUCTION

Star formation primarily occurs in dense and cold

molecular gas within galaxies. Such gas resides in molec-

ular cloud (MC) complexes and is subjected to the

competing effects of supersonic turbulence, self-gravity,

magnetic pressure and tension, and feedback from newly

formed stars, as well as energetic processes that alter

the gas temperature and chemistry (e.g., Padoan et al.
1997; Krumholz et al. 2018). Due to the complexity

of star-forming environments, a common approach for

analytic models of star formation is to study the distri-

bution of gas via a density probability distribution func-

tion (ρ-PDF) analysis (e.g., Federrath & Klessen 2012;

Burkhart 2018). The ρ-PDF (volume density) has been

used to predict a wide range of star formation observ-

ables such as the core mass distribution, the stellar ini-

tial mass function (e.g., Padoan & Nordlund 2002; Hen-

nebelle & Chabrier 2011; Hopkins 2012), the star forma-

tion rate (SFR; e.g., Krumholz & McKee 2005; Padoan

& Nordlund 2011; Federrath & Klessen 2012; Hennebelle

& Chabrier 2011), and star formation efficiency (SFE;

kiihne1999@gmail.com

e.g., Federrath & Klessen 2013). In addition, models of

variable SFE motivated by these works have been used

as subgrid star formation prescriptions in galaxy forma-

tion simulations to account for the (unresolved) dense

gas fraction and its dynamical state (Braun & Schmidt

2015; Semenov et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017; Trebitsch et al.

2017; Lupi et al. 2018; Gensior et al. 2020; Kretschmer

& Teyssier 2020; Kretschmer et al. 2021; Olsen et al.

2021). The ρ-PDF of atomic and molecular tracers has

also been suggested as a diagnostic for the HI-H2 transi-

tion in a turbulent medium (e.g., Burkhart et al. 2015b;

Imara & Burkhart 2016)

The shape of the gas ρ-PDF is profoundly linked to

the kinematics and star formation activity of a MC

(Burkhart 2018; Burkhart & Mocz 2019). The shape

of the ρ-PDF in MCs is expected to be lognormal (LN)

when isothermal supersonic turbulence dominates the

gas dynamics (Federrath et al. 2008; Passot & Vázquez-

Semadeni 1998). Furthermore, the width of the lognor-

mal distribution in the PDF can be related to the sonic

Mach number of the gas and the driving mode of the

turbulence (compressive or solenoidal) in an isothermal

cloud (i.e., the sonic Mach number-variance relation; see

e.g., Federrath et al. 2008; Molina et al. 2012; Burkhart

2018). Generally, the gas within the lognormal por-
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tion of the density PDF is controlled by turbulent and

magnetic support and is not actively collapsing (Chen

et al. 2017). The lognormal form of the Σ-PDF (column

density) describes the behavior of diffuse HI and ion-

ized gas as well as some molecular clouds that are not

forming massive stars (Hill et al. 2008; Burkhart et al.

2010; Kainulainen & Tan 2013; Schneider et al. 2015a;

Burkhart et al. 2015b; Kritsuk et al. 2011; Collins et al.

2012; Burkhart 2018; Khullar et al. 2021) and tends to

correspond to extinctions greater than Av > 1 or around

n > 103 cm−3 (Myers 2015; Schneider et al. 2015b; My-

ers 2017; Alves et al. 2017; Kainulainen & Federrath

2017; Chen et al. 2018).

The lognormal plus power-law (LN+PL) form of the

gas PDF in MCs has been seen in both observations

via column density PDFs (Σ-PDFs hereinafter) and in

numerical simulations (both in density and projected

column density; see e.g., Vazquez-Semadeni & Garcia

2001; Wada & Norman 2007; Ossenkopf-Okada et al.

2016; Veltchev et al. 2019). Several observational stud-

ies have shown that there is a strong relationship be-

tween the power-law slope of the PDF and the number

of young stellar objects (YSOs; Stutz & Kainulainen

2015; Gutermuth et al. 2011; Schneider et al. 2015a;

Chen et al. 2017). The power-law slope shallows sig-

nificantly in less than the mean free fall time (Collins

et al. 2012; Burkhart et al. 2015a; Federrath & Baner-

jee 2015; Guszejnov et al. 2017), while the lifetimes of

GMCs are typically between 2–10 free fall times due to

disruption (Palla & Stahler 2000; Meidt et al. 2015; Jef-

freson & Kruijssen 2018; Chevance et al. 2020; Kim et al.

2022; Jeffreson et al. 2023). Therefore, the power-law

slope (for both the Σ- and ρ-PDFs) possibly traces the

accelerated SFR during the early phases of star forma-

tion (Murray 2011; Lee et al. 2015, 2016; Grudić et al.

2018). The density at which the PDF transitions to

a power-law form heralds the onset of collapse as the

self-gravity of the gas dominates at higher densities in

the cloud. Furthermore, stellar feedback promotes gas

cycling between the two states of gas (star-forming and

non-star-forming) within star-forming clouds and allows

the overall star formation efficiency to remain low (Se-

menov et al. 2017; Appel et al. 2022; Rosen et al. 2019).

A challenge for testing the predictions of star forma-

tion models based on the ρ-PDF is that the ρ-PDF is

extremely difficult to observe and its properties usu-

ally must be inferred using the Σ-PDFs (Federrath &

Klessen 2013; Jaupart & Chabrier 2020). For example,

one approach includes decomposing the 2D column den-

sity data into a set of hierarchical 3D structures: the

column density maps of the clouds are decomposed us-

ing a wavelet filtering to quantify structure at different

spatial scales, first proposed by Brunt et al. (2010) and

later refined in Kainulainen et al. (2014).

However promising these reconstruction methods are,

there are still uncertainties in determining the exact

shape of the diffuse lognormal Σ-PDF (e.g., foreground

and background effects, noise), although the power-law

slopes and transitional column density are likely robust

(Lombardi et al. 2015; Schneider et al. 2015b; Ossenkopf-

Okada et al. 2016). In addition, model fitting for the

shape of the PDF can be affected by biases in the type

of fitting used, i.e., assuming the shape of the distribu-

tion to be lognormal only (LN), lognormal with a power-

law (LN+PL), or lognormal with a power-law and then a

second power-law (LN+PLPL). The results of fitting the

shape of the PDF can also be influenced by the choice

of binning when constructing the PDF.

In this paper we explore using a polynomial spline to

fit the PDF, in addition to a more commonly used fit-

ting method, to measure the power-law slope and the

transition densities of simulated Σ-PDFs. The advan-

tage of a polynomial spline fit is that the derivatives of

the spline fit provide a model-independent mechanism

for determining which portions of the density PDF are

consistent with a lognormal distribution vs. a power-law

distribution.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we

describe the numerical simulations used for our analysis;

in Section 3, we describe each of our fitting methods;

and in Section 4, we present our ρ-PDFs and Σ-PDFs

with each LN+PL fit. Finally, we discuss our results in

Section 5, followed by our conclusions in Section 6.

2. SIMULATIONS

We use a suite of three hydrodynamical simulations

performed using FLASH, a publicly available adaptive

mesh hydrodynamics code (Fryxell et al. 2000). All

three simulations are described in Appel et al. (2022),

and the first two were introduced in Federrath (2015).

FLASH solves the fully compressible MHD equations

using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and can include

many inter-operable modules. Our simulations use a

second-order accurate, Godunov-type method with a

5-wave approximate HLL5R Riemann solver (Waagan

et al. 2011).

Each of these three simulations sequentially includes

additional physical processes relevant to star-forming

molecular clouds. The first simulation (denoted as

Turbulence) includes driven turbulence and self-gravity

but does not include magnetic fields or outflow feedback.

The second simulation (B-Fields) includes driven tur-

bulence, self-gravity, and magnetic fields. The final sim-

ulation (All + Outflow) is identical to the B-Fields
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run but adds stellar feedback in the form of protostellar

outflows.

All three simulations are initialized with uniform den-

sity of ρ0 = 3.28 × 10−21 g cm−3 and a box size

of 2 pc, corresponding to a total initial gas mass of

M = 388 M�. Turbulence is driven for two turnover

times (tturnover ≈ 0.98 Myr) to fully establish the tur-

bulent cascade before self-gravity and protostellar out-

flows (as relevant) are initialized. Turbulence is then

driven continuously throughout the time of the simula-

tion. Turbulence is driven at half the box size, while at

smaller scales it is allowed to develop self-consistently.

The turbulence driving is set such that the simulations

have a velocity dispersion of σv ≈ 1 km s−1 and a sonic

Mach number of Ms ≈ 5. A natural mixture of forc-

ing modes is used, corresponding to an effective driving

parameter of b ≈ 0.4 (for more detail, see the driving

method in Federrath et al. 2010; Federrath et al. 2022).

The two simulations with magnetic fields have an initial

uniform field strength of B = 10µG, an Alfvén Mach

number ofMs = 2.0, and a plasma beta parameter (rep-

resenting the ratio of thermal and magnetic pressure) of

β = 0.33 (Federrath 2015). The initially uniform field

then distorts and tangles as turbulence develops (Lazar-

ian & Vishniac 1999; Steinwandel et al. 2022).

Each of the simulations uses sink particles to account

for the formation of stars, as described in Federrath

et al. (2010, 2014) and Federrath (2015). Sink parti-

cles form only in regions of maximum refinement, where

the local gas has undergone gravitational collapse and

exceeded the threshold density, ρsink. This threshold

is ssink= ln(ρsink/ρ0) = 8.75 for the Turbulence and

B-Fields simulations. The All + Outflow case has a

higher maximum resolution and therefore a higher sink

formation threshold of ssink= ln(ρsink/ρ0) = 10.14. The

sink radius is set to 2.5 grid cell lengths (of the max-

imally refined cells) to avoid artificial fragmentation.

Sink particles continue to accrete gas from any cells

within the accretion radius of the sink particle that have

exceeded ρsink (Federrath 2015).

The All + Outflow simulation uses a custom mod-

ule for implementing a two-component jet feedback as

described in Federrath et al. (2014). In the simula-

tion with stellar feedback, each sink particle produces

both fast collimated jets and wide-angle, lower-speed

outflows. For more details about the sink particles in

these simulations and the protostellar outflow prescrip-

tion, see Federrath et al. (2014); Federrath (2015) and

Appel et al. (2022).

Two snapshots, the 1% B-Fields case and the 3% All

+ Outflow case, are removed from all plots and analy-

sis. The the 1% B-Fields snapshot is removed because

the PDF exhibits a significantly steeper power-law tail

due to a stochastic star formation event resulting in a

single massive sink particle (Appel et al. 2022). The 3%

All + Outflow case is removed because the PDF ex-

hibits a strong second power-law tail. We discuss these

snapshots further in Appendix A.

We note that throughout the paper we use the inte-

grated star formation efficiency (SFE) as a proxy for

time (i.e., how evolved the run is). The integrated SFE

measures how much of the initial gas mass has been con-

verted into stellar mass (in the form of sink particles).

Therefore, the integrated SFE can be used to character-

ize the evolutionary stage of each run, even when dif-

ferent physical modules are used, which can result in

significantly different star formation timescales.

3. FITTING METHODS FOR VOLUME AND

COLUMN DENSITY PDFS

From the density field of each simulation snapshot, we

constructed the volume-weighted PDFs of the volume

density as well as the volume-weighted PDFs of the col-

umn density. We generate the column density values by

first making a covering grid of uniform resolution. We

then project the density distribution along three sepa-

rate lines of sight (LOS) which we have labeled the x, y,

and z-axes. This results in a single volume density PDF

and three different column density PDFs, corresponding

to each LOS, for each snapshot. The fitted values are

shown below for all three LOS, however, we only show

the PDFs for a single, representative LOS.

In this section we describe our two methods for fitting

the volume density PDFs (ρ-PDFs) and column den-

sity PDFs (Σ-PDFs) of our simulations. We first dis-

cuss fitting the PDFs with a piecewise lognormal plus

power-law distribution. We demonstrate the method

presented in Khullar et al. (2021), which uses non-linear

least squares to fit a piecewise function to the PDFs.

We then present our novel method of using a 5th-order

spline polynomial to fit the full distribution of the PDFs.

We show that the derivatives can be used to find where

the functional form of the PDF switches from a lognor-

mal to a power-law, and to find the slope of the PDF as

a function of density.

3.1. Piecewise Fitting method

Our first approach, which we refer to as the piece-

wise fitting method throughout the paper, fits a piece-

wise distribution with a fixed analytical description to

the density PDF. We use the fitting method outlined in

Khullar et al. (2021) and the corresponding fitting mod-

ule available on github. This method uses a non-linear

least-squares method to fit a pure lognormal (LN) dis-

tribution, a lognormal plus power-law (LN+PL), or a

https://github.com/shivankhullar/PDF_Fit
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double power-law (LN+PLPL) distribution. Although

a double power-law fit is possible with this fitting tech-

nique, we must choose the analytical form of the distri-

bution (i.e., between a LN+PL and a LN+PLPL) be-

fore fitting the PDF. While most PDFs appear to have

a LN+PL structure, there is evidence that some star-

forming regions may have a double power-law structure

(discussed further in Section 5).

We consider the logarithm of the normalized density,

s = ln(ρ/ρ0) , (1)

where ρ0 is the mean density in the computational vol-

ume. Then, the piecewise form of the LN+PL PDF is

given by (Myers 2015; Burkhart et al. 2017; Burkhart

2018; Burkhart & Mocz 2019):

p(s) =


N√
2πσ2

s

exp
[
− (s−s0)2

2σ2
s

]
s < st,

Np0e
−sα s ≥ st,

(2)

where α is the slope of the power-law tail, σs is the width

of the lognormal, s0 is the mean of the lognormal, and

N and p0 are normalisation factors.

The functional form described by Eq. 2 depends on

6 variables, N , p0, s0, σs, st, and α. The fitting method

outlined in Khullar et al. (2021) imposes additional con-

straints on the fit, which result in only two independent

variables (σs and α):

1. The integral over all values of s of the PDF must

be unity, i.e.,
∫∞
−∞ p(s)ds = 1.

2. The PDF must be continuous everywhere, includ-

ing at the transition density st.

3. The PDF must be differentiable everywhere, in-
cluding at the transition density st (i.e., the

derivative, dp/ds is continuous).

4. The total gas mass must also be conserved, i.e.,∫∞
−∞ esp(s)ds = 1.

This fitting method requires three user defined param-

eters: a maximum density cut off above which data is

not included in the fit (i.e., scut), an initial best guess

for the width of the lognormal (σs), and an initial best

guess for the slope of the power-law exponent (α). The

LN+PL fit function from the publicly available code de-

scribed in (Khullar et al. 2021) and utilized here outputs

a best-fit value for both σs and α, along with errors

based on the SciPy curve_fit function (Virtanen et al.

2020). The errors are calculated by taking the square

root of the diagonal of the covariance matrix produced

by scipy’s curve_fit function.
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Figure 1. Volume density PDFs for the Turbulence run
(top), B-Fields run (middle), and All + Outflow run (bot-
tom) shown with faint solid lines. We overplot the piecewise
fits described in Section 3 as bold solid lines. Snapshots from
SFE=0% through 5% are shown in different colors (the cor-
responding total SFE of each color is shown on the plot).
Colored triangle points show the location of the transition
density (st) as estimated from the piecewise method, while
colored circles indicate the transition density estimated from
the spline fit.

The fitting method described above was used to fit the

PDFs in Figs. 1 and 3. We display the fitted transition

density from the piecewise fitting method as trianglular

points. More details on the assumptions of the piecewise

fitting method used here can be found in Khullar et al.

(2021) Appendix A.

3.2. Spline Polynomial Fitting Method

Our second method, which we refer to as the spline

method throughout the paper, fits the PDF with a

5th-order spline polynomial. The default for spline is

a 3rd-order polynomial. We find no substantial dif-

ference in our results with a higher order polynomial,

and choose a 5th-order to make our figures clearer.

We fit each PDF with SciPy’s UnivariateSpline func-

tion (Virtanen et al. 2020) and analyze the spline

fit’s first and second derivatives to investigate how

the functional form of the PDF changes with density.

In particular, we use the UnivariateSpline function
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Figure 2. Volume density PDFs for the SFE = 0% through 5% snapshots of each of the simulations described in Section 2 are
shown in the top row. We overplot the spline fits described in Section 3.2. We also overplot a reference lognormal distribution
with a width of s = 1.27 and a power-law distribution with a slope of α = −1.5. The first and second derivative of each spline
fit is plotted in the 2nd and 3rd row respectively, along with the derivative of the reference lognormal and power-law functions
(black lines). The spline method helps to visualize the presence of two power-law tails by looking at where the second derivative
becomes zero.

from the scipy.interpolate package, and interpo-

late a fit to the PDFs using a 5th degree polynomial.

UnivariateSpline uses a k value (degree of polyno-

mial) of k = 3 as a default. We use k = 5 to get our

5th degree polynomial. We set the smoothing factor

(S), to S = .3. The smoothing factor has no substantial

effect on our results. UnivariateSpline is a function

that interpolates a piecewise-polynomial at a given or-

der and given smoothing factor. The derivatives of the

spline are useful for characterizing the PDF and can be

used to measure the transition density from lognormal

to power-law forms, determine if there is more than one

power-law, and find the slope as a function of density.

For instance, the spline method computes the transi-

tion density as the density value at which the second

derivative becomes zero (as is expected for a purely lin-

ear distribution). We take the value of the spline fit’s

first derivative at this point as the power-law slope. The

spline fit, as well as the first and second derivatives, can

be seen in Figs. 2 and 4. We set a threshold near zero
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of 0.1 to determine the transition to power-law tail, be-

cause the stochastic fluctuations of the underlying PDF

means the second derivative may not be exactly zero.

The filled circles represent the transition density as mea-

sured from the spline fit.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Volume Density PDFs

We show the ρ−PDFs in Fig. 1 for all three of our

simulations. The top panel contains the volume density

PDFs for the Turbulence simulation described in Sec-

tion 2, displayed as faint lines. The middle panel shows

the same for the B-Fields simulation, and the bottom

panel shows the All + Outflow simulation. We do not

fit densities below s = −4 for all three cases, as these

lowest densities are subject to strong fluctuations due to

feedback effects in the All + Outflow simulation (Ap-

pel et al. 2022). Each color represents a different SFE

from SFE = 0% through 5%. The opaque lines rep-

resent the piecewise fit of the PDFs using the Khullar

et al. (2021) fitting algorithm described in Section 3.1.

Visually, the single LN+PL piecewise fitting method

fits the simulated volume density PDFs well. The ex-

ception to this is in the case of the All + Outflow sim-

ulation, which are not fit well by a PL fit at densities

past s = 6. The Turbulence simulation shows the most

time stable power-law slope, while the B-Fields simu-

lation has power-law slopes that vary significantly over

time (i.e., vary between snapshots of different SFE).

The fitted transition densities from the piecewise fit-

ting method (trianglular points) are roughly the same

for all three simulation runs. Burkhart & Mocz (2019)

showed that the transition density between the lognor-

mal and the power-law forms depends on the strength

of the turbulence in the cloud, as described by the sonic

Mach number and the virial parameter. Given that each

of our simulations have turbulence driven in the same

way, it is not surprising that the simulations have simi-

lar transition densities.

The spline method transition densities (the circles

in Fig. 1) all lie at slightly higher densities than the

transition densities measured using the piecewise fitting

method. We show the fits and the first and second

derivatives from the spline fitting method for the vol-

ume density PDFs in Fig. 2. The top row is similar to

Fig. 1 and shows the density PDFs (faint, dotted lines)

and transition densities of both fitting methods. Fig-

ure 2 also shows the fitted polynomial spline functions

(solid lines). We include a reference lognormal distribu-

tion (black dashed curve) with a width of σ = 1.27 and a

reference power-law distribution (black dot-dashed line)

with a slope of α = −1.5. The middle row shows the

first derivative of both the spline fits and the two ref-

erence distributions. The bottom row shows the second

derivatives of the fits and the two functions. All pan-

els mark the transition density from the spline method

(circles) and the piecewise fit method (triangles). Fig-

ure 2 also shows the theoretical transition densities (grey

vertical lines), calculated using the power-law slope (α)

measured using the spline fitting method, the lognormal

width (σs) from Appel et al. (2022), and Equation 8

from Appel et al. (2022).

The advantage of fitting a polynomial spline and us-

ing its derivatives to determine when the PDF function

changes from a lognormal distribution to a power-law

distribution is apparent upon examination of the refer-

ence distributions. Since the Spline is a piecewise poly-

nomial, we can calculate its derivatives analytically at

each point. These derivatives can then be compared to

the derivatives of the reference functions. The pure log-

normal function has a linear first derivative and a con-

stant valued (non-zero) second derivative. The power-

law function has a first derivative that is constant and

equal to the slope of the power-law, and a second deriva-

tive that is zero. We therefore determine the transition

to a power-law distribution as the point at which the

spline fit flattens out in the first derivative and the sec-

ond derivative approaches zero. We use the 2nd deriva-

tive to measure this point and indicate it on the plot

with a circular point for each snapshot.

While the simulated PDFs display significantly more

complexity than the idealized lognormal and single

power-law functions in the shapes of their derivatives,

their overall behavior follows the expected transition be-

tween the two functions. In the lognormal portion of

the density PDF, the first derivatives linearly decline as

the slopes of the PDF shift from positive to negative

at roughly the mean density. This linear decrease lev-

els off and the first derivative becomes roughly constant

at the transition density to a power-law form (around

s = 3, with some variation between snapshots and sim-

ulations).

An additional advantage of fitting the spline is that it

does not rely on user choice in determining if the form

of the fitted PDF is a single or double power-law. In

many cases, the PDF spline derivatives clearly show the

presence of a second power-law toward higher density

(around s = 5 − 6). This can especially be seen in the

All + Outflow case, in which several curves could be

fit by a double PL past s = 6. The slopes of the power-

laws can be determined from the first derivative plots.

The first power-laws have a slope around −2 and the

second power-laws are significantly shallower (around

−1.5). This second power-law would be entirely missed
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Figure 3. The same as Fig. 1 but for the column density
PDFs rather than volume density PDFs.

by fitting a piecewise function with a single power-law,

and highlights the utility of a model-independent fitting

method, such as a spline, which is agnostic to model

constraints, and a user-defined fitting function, if the

polynomial order chosen is sufficiently high.

4.2. Column Density PDFs

Despite being important for theories of star formation,

volume density PDFs are not directly observable. The

column density, on the other hand, can be observed,
making the column density PDF much more readily

available from observational data. However, there are

additional challenges to using column density PDFs.

First, in order to compare to analytic models of star

formation, we are interested in measuring the transition

densities and power-law slopes of the volume density

PDFs – which means we must convert from the tran-

sition density and slope of the observed column den-

sity PDF to the corresponding volume density transi-

tion density and slope. We discuss this conversion in

Section 4.4. In addition, column density PDFs are sig-

nificantly more noisy than volume density PDFs and,

hence, it may difficult to distinguish if a single power-

law tail or a double power-law tail is the most appropri-

ate choice of functional form for a fit. Therefore, having

a fitting method that does not depend on choosing the

function of the fitted curve, such as fitting a spline and

using the derivatives to determine slopes and transition

densities, is useful.

We apply both of the fitting methods discussed above

to the column density PDFs of our simulations, as de-

scribed in Section 3. As with the volume density PDFs,

we first investigate a LN + PL fit using the Khullar et al.

(2019) piecewise fitting method, as shown in in Fig. 3.

We show a single line of sight along the direction of the

mean magnetic field as we find our results do not depend

on the chosen LOS. The faint lines show the column den-

sity PDFs and the solid lines show the fits of a lognormal

plus single power-law model. The column density PDFs

are statistically much noisier than volume density PDFs

for our simulations. In observational data, additional

noise, beam smoothing effects, radiative transfer effects,

and selection effects may also bias and distort the PDF

shapes (Ossenkopf & Mac Low 2002; Lombardi et al.

2015; Schneider et al. 2015b; Alves et al. 2017).

The measured transition densities of the column den-

sity, as determined by both the fitted piecewise func-

tion (trianglular points) and the spline method (circlu-

lar points), are more spread out than the volume density

transition densities. This may be due to the fact that

column density PDFs exhibit far more fluctuations in

higher column density bins than the high-density end

of the volume density PDFs, due to low-number statis-

tics. We also note that the very low column density LN

widths vary significantly for the All + Outflow simu-

lation as compared to the other two runs, which have

roughly constant LN widths. This is likely due to the

presence of protostellar outflows, which drive additional

turbulence in the numerical box (Appel et al. 2022; Hu

et al. 2022; Appel et al. 2023).

Figure 4 shows the spline fitting method for the col-

umn density PDFs. As described in Section 4.1, Fig. 4

contains reference lognormal and power-law distribu-

tions, but here we use a width of σ = 0.6 and a slope

of α = −3, respectively (in accordance with the expec-

tations for the column density PDF from Burkhart &

Lazarian 2012). As was the case for the volume den-

sity PDFs, the spline method indicates the presence of

multiple power-law tails in the column density PDFs,

which would be missed if using a piecewise fit with only

a single power-law tail. This can be see in Figure 4 as

the 0% and 3% cases in B-Fields has a prominent 2nd

power-law tail.

4.3. Comparing Slopes Estimated from the Piecewise

Fit and the Spline Fit

The slopes produced by the two different fitting meth-

ods can also be used to directly compare the methods,

as can be seen in Fig. 5 for the volume density PDFs and
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Figure 4. The same as Fig. 2 but for the column density PDFs rather than the volume density PDFs. We also overplotted
a reference lognormal distribution with a width of σs = 0.6 and power-law with a slope of α = −3 based upon averages from
analysis.

Fig. 6 for the column density PDFs. We only consider

the first power-law slope value found from the spline

method. Figures 5 and 6 directly compare the fitted

slope values produced for a specific volume or column

density PDF from the piecewise and the spline fitting

methods. Figure 5 shows that both methods are in

reasonable agreement for volume density slope values.

However, as can be seen in Fig. 6, the spline method pro-

duces steeper slope values for the column density PDF

than the piecewise method does. This is a result of the

fitted transition density falling at a higher density value

in the spline method than the piecewise method.

The piecewise method consistently fits the transition

density at lower densities than the spline method, and

at densities where the first derivatives are still negative

and have not yet gone to zero. As implied by our investi-

gation, the transition density can be thought of as more

like a range, in which the PDF leaves a lognormal dis-

tribution and transitions into a power-law distribution.

The piecewise method is finding the transition density as

the moment the lognormal starts turning into a power-

law, whereas the Spline is finding the transition density

as the point at which the PDF becomes a true power-

law. This is because the spline method is looking at the
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(αη) from the piecewise fitting method versus the spline fit-
ting method. Error bars are shown for the Piecewise fitting
method as described in Section 3.1.

derivative of the curve to find the transition density the

moment the PDF becomes a true power-law.

4.4. Connecting the Column Density PDFs to the

Underlying Volume Densities PDFs

Testing analytic star formation theories that use the

volume density PDF requires converting properties of

the column density PDF into the corresponding prop-

erties of a volume density PDF. To this end, Federrath

& Klessen (2013) proposed a formula to convert column

density PDF slopes to volume density PDF slopes (Fed-

errath & Klessen 2013; Jaupart & Chabrier 2020):

αη =
3

2
αs

+ 1
, (3)

where αη is the slope of the power-law tail for volume

density, and αs is the slope of the power-law tail for

column density. Using our fitted slopes from both fit-

ting methods for the first power-law, we compare the

converted column density slopes to the volume density

slopes. In other words, we use Eq. 3 to convert the fit-

ted slopes of the column density PDFs to volume density

slopes. The comparison between the fitted volume den-

sity slopes and the converted column density slopes is

shown in Fig. 7. We perform this comparison for both

the spline and piecewise fitting methods. The solid black

line in each panel of Fig. 7 shows the one-to-one line.

Most of the points in the left panel of Fig. 7 lie above

the one-to-one line. This suggests that the piecewise

method tends to produce column density slopes that,

when combined with Eq. 3 (i.e., the x-axis), under-

predict the true volume density slope values (i.e., the

y-axis). In contrast, the spline method produces pre-

dicted volume density slopes that have a greater spread

but are more centered on the one to one line (see the

right panel of Fig. 7). We calculate a χ2 value for both

panels of Fig. 7 in order to quantify which fitting method

resulted in a more reliable conversion of column density

slopes to volume density slopes using Eq. 2. The piece-

wise fitting method has a chi-squared value of χ2 = 5.92

and the spline fitting method has a chi-squared value of

χ2 = 2.38. This indicates that the spline fitting method

produces a more consistent PL slope between volume

and column density versions of the PDF.

5. DISCUSSION

Molecular cloud density probability distribution func-

tions (PDFs) are important tools for understanding the

structure and evolution of molecular clouds. In particu-

lar, the column density PDF, which describes the distri-

bution of column densities within a molecular cloud, can

provide valuable insights into the physical processes at

work within the cloud. For example, the transition from

a lognormal to a power-law form is thought to be a key

indicator of the gravitational instability of the cloud and
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can measure the self-gravitating gas fraction (Burkhart

& Mocz 2019; Kritsuk et al. 2011; Federrath & Klessen

2013; Girichidis et al. 2014). The dynamics of the gas

residing in the power-law is dominated by self-gravity

(Appel et al. 2022). The fraction of gas in the power-

law has been shown to be a good tracer of the SFE in

both simulations and observations (Burkhart 2018; Be-

mis & Wilson 2023).

Fitting a model to the volume density or column den-

sity PDF allows us to determine the underlying physi-

cal processes that give rise to the observed distribution.

This is typically done using a best-fit approach, which

compares the observed data to a model and quantifies

the goodness of fit. However, this approach has limita-

tions, as it is sensitive to the choice of binning (Brout

et al. 2021), can be affected by noise in the data, and

ultimately requires human-choice in the fitting model

function (Khullar et al. 2021).

Our work provides a new way of determining the tran-

sition point between LN and PL forms and hence the on-

set of the dominance of self-gravity in molecular clouds.

By fitting a spline function to the PDF, we are able to

examine the PDF’s 1st and 2nd derivatives and there-

fore determine where the function transitions from LN

to PL. Furthermore, we can determine if there are multi-

ple PLs at the highest densities without having to make

a human-based decision on fitting single or multiple PL

functions. We also can directly read off the slopes of the

PL from the value of the first derivatives.

The spline method is particularly useful as we have

shown that piecewise best-fit methods can under-predict

the transition density in our column density PDFs. This

under-prediction leads to shallower slopes in the column

density PDF, which then gives rise to an offset in the

conversion between column density slopes and volume

density slopes (i.e., Fig. 7, left panel). If the PDF is less

noisy, this is less of an issue. For example, in our density

PDFs the predicted transition densities and power-law

slopes from both fitting methods are similar.

Close inspection of the triangular points (transition

densities fitted by the piecewise fitting method) in spline

plots of Figs. 2 and 4 reveal that the piecewise fitting

method tends to place the transition point where the

first derivative curve still functionally looks like the ide-

alized LN function (i.e., a straight line). In other words,

the piecewise method tends to fit the transition at a

lower density than the function’s derivative would sug-

gest. This could be due to the additional constraints

that the Khullar et al. (2021) fitting method utilizes (see

Section 3) and can explain the offsets in Fig. 6.

5.1. Comparison to Observations

Although analytic models of star formation often rely

on the volume density PDF, actually observing the vol-

ume density distribution is incredibly difficult (although

some work is beginning to address this; e.g., Dhar-

mawardena et al. 2022). However, many observations

of the column density distribution of molecular clouds

have been made and significant work has been done to

characterize the shape of these column density PDFs for

these clouds (see e.g., Schneider et al. 2015a, 2016; Alves

et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2021, 2022).
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Ma et al. (2022) show that, although many observed

molecular clouds have a purely lognormal Σ-PDF, 60%

of clouds with a LN+PL Σ-PDF show evidence of ac-

tive star formation. Schneider et al. (2016) also observe

star-forming clouds with a LN+PL distribution. Indeed,

Schneider et al. (2015a) further show evidence of column

density PDFs with two power-law tails for high-density

star-forming clumps.

Schneider et al. (2015a) suggest a few possible inter-

pretations of the second power-law, including rotation

effects, thermodynamical effects, and magnetic fields.

Khullar et al. (2021) also suggest that the second power-

law may be due to rotational effects, i.e., accretion disk

formation. However, the ultimate cause of this second

power-law will require further investigation. Critically

for our work, the variety in the shapes of the observed

Σ-PDFs (i.e., LN, LN+PL, LN+PLPL) means that fit-

ting methods that do not assume the functional form

of the PDF are critical in order to find adequate fits to

the observed PDFs. Indeed, the shape of the PDF itself

may serve as an important indicator of properties of the

molecular cloud (e.g., whether the cloud is star-forming

or not; Ma et al. 2022).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Measuring the transition density between the lognor-

mal and power-law portions of column and volume den-

sity PDFs, as well as the slope of the power-law tail, is

important for relating the gas dynamics to the star for-

mation rate in molecular clouds. However, methods for

fitting the PDF can be prone to errors and to biases (e.g.,

the user’s choice of a fitting function). In this paper, we

compared two different fitting methods for the PDFs

of numerically simulated star-forming molecular clouds.

We used a series of three 3D hydrodynamic simulations

with varying degrees of physics included. The two fit-

ting methods that we compare, are using a best-fit of

a piecewise LN+PL function to measure the power-law

slope and the transition density between the lognormal

and power-law forms of the PDF, and fitting a spline

function and examining its derivatives to determine the

slopes and transition densities. In summary, we find:

• Fitting a spline function to measure properties

of the PDF removes reliance on the user’s choice

of fitting function and therefore allows us to di-

rectly determine if the data has multiple power-

law slopes.

• The first power-law (set by the transition between

lognormal and power-law function) can be visual-

ized in the spline derivatives directly as the point

where the first derivative flattens out and the sec-

ond derivative goes to zero.

• The transition densities produced with the spline

fitting method tend to be at higher values than

those produced with the piecewise fitting method,

which in turn also affects the measured slope. In

general, the two methods produce fits that agree

reasonably well for the volume density PDFS but

that vary for the column density PDFs. This is

likely due to the increased statistical noise in the

column density maps as compared to the volume

density.

• In testing a relation for estimating the volume

density power-law slopes from the column density

slopes, we find that the spline method produces

a better match (χ2 of 2.38 vs. χ2 of 5.92), albeit

with significant scatter.
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Figure 8. The same as Fig. 4 but for the column density PDFs of the two snapshots that where removed (the 1% B-Fields case
and the 3% All + Outflow case). Also shown are a reference lognormal distribution with a width of σs = 0.6 and power-law
with a slope of α = −3 based upon averages from analysis.

APPENDIX

A. REMOVED SNAPSHOTS

In this section we further explore the two snapshots

that were removed:the 1% B-Fields case and the 3%

All + Outflow case. Figure 8 shows the column den-

sity PDFs using the spline fitting method for the 1%

B-Fields and the 3% All + Outflow snapshots.

The 1% B-Fields case in the top left panel of Fig. 8

closely follows the example lognormal distribution and

lacks a power-law tail. This is due to the fact that at

just before this snapshot is saved, a single massive sink

particle forms (Appel et al. 2022). We remove this snap-

shot because we are specifically exploring fitting PDFs

with LN+PL distributions.

The 3% All + Outflows case is shown in the top right

panel of Fig. 8 and exhibits a strong second power-law

tail. Although the spline method does not require se-

lecting a particular distribution, our piecewise fitting

method requires selecting either a single or a double

power-law distribution and our current analysis focused

on fitting a single power-law tail. This case cannot be

fit with any confidence with a single power-law tail and

so we remove this snapshot from our analysis.
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ABSTRACT
We use the TNG50 cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulation of the IllustrisTNG project to show that magnetic fields
in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) have significant angular structure. This azimuthal anisotropy at fixed distance is driven
by galactic feedback processes that launch strong outflows into the halo, preferentially along the minor axes of galaxies. These
feedback-driven outflows entrain strong magnetic fields from the interstellar medium, dragging fields originally amplified by
small-scale dynamos into the CGM. At the virial radius, z = 0 galaxies with M? ∼ 1010 M� show the strongest anisotropy
(∼ 0.35 dex). This signal weakens with decreasing impact parameter, and is also present but weaker for lower mass as well as
higher mass galaxies. Creating mock Faraday rotation measure (RM) sightlines through the simulated volume, we find that the
angular RM trend is qualitatively consistent with recent observational measurements. We show that rich structure is present in
the circumgalactic magnetic fields of galaxies. However, TNG50 predicts small RM amplitudes in the CGM that make detection
difficult as a result of other contributions along the line of sight.

Key words: galaxies: haloes – galaxies: circumgalactic medium – galaxies: magnetic fields

1 INTRODUCTION

Observational and theoretical studies suggest that galaxies are sur-
rounded by a halo of gas that typically extends out to roughly the
virial radius of their parent dark matter halos. Termed the circum-
galactic medium (CGM), this multi-scale, multi-phase reservoir of
gas is believed to play a critical role in the evolution of galaxies (see
Donahue & Voit 2022 for a recent review of the CGM).

Simultaneously, the CGM is affected by physical processes that
take place within the galaxy. For instance, outflows driven by the
central supermassive black hole (SMBH) can launch gas out of high-
mass galaxies with M? & 1010.5 M� and into the CGM at high ve-
locities (Oppenheimer et al. 2020; Ramesh et al. 2023a), increas-
ing cooling times and preventing future accretion and star formation
(Zinger et al. 2020; Davies et al. 2020). They can create bubbles of
hot, rarified gas (Pillepich et al. 2021) similar to the Fermi/eROSITA
bubbles emerging from the galactic centre of the Milky Way (Su
et al. 2010; Predehl et al. 2020). For less massive galaxies, outflows
driven by supernovae and stellar winds dominate (Fielding et al.
2017; Li & Tonnesen 2020), reshaping the CGM with significant in-
puts of mass, momentum, energy, and metals (Nelson et al. 2019b;
Mitchell et al. 2020; Pandya et al. 2021).

Cosmological galaxy formation simulations tend to find that out-
flows are anisotropic, preferentially propagating perpendicular to the
galactic disk, i.e along directions where the density of gas is lower
than in the disk (e.g Nelson et al. 2019b). As a result, the CGM is
predicted to possess angular anisotropies in key physical quantities
including metallicity (Péroux et al. 2020), density, and temperature

? E-mail: rahul.ramesh@stud.uni-heidelberg.de

(Truong et al. 2021). The star formation activity of satellite galaxies
is expected to respond to this gas anisotropy with an ‘angular con-
formity’ signal (Martı́n-Navarro et al. 2021). This picture of an az-
imuthally anisotropic CGM has also received observational support
with inferences of angular dependencies in metallicity (Cameron
et al. 2021) and density (Zhang & Zaritsky 2022) profiles.

In addition to hydrodynamical and thermal gas processes, non-
thermal components including magnetic fields may play a key role
in the CGM. Theoretical studies suggest that they can lengthen the
lifetimes of small, cold gas clouds by suppressing fluid instabilities
(Ji et al. 2018; Berlok & Pfrommer 2019; Sparre et al. 2020), or
by contributing support in the form of magnetic pressure (Nelson
et al. 2020; Ramesh et al. 2023b). It has recently become possible
to probe the impact of magnetic fields in large-volume simulations
of cosmic structure formation that self-consistently include magne-
tohydrodynamics within the context of a realistic galaxy population
– IllustrisTNG is a notable example. Simulations have shown how
magnetic fields may influence the propreties of halo gas (Pakmor
et al. 2020; van de Voort et al. 2021), outflows (Steinwandel et al.
2020), and the hot intracluster medium (Vazza et al. 2014).

Observationally, extragalactic magnetic fields are difficult to mea-
sure, particularly owing to their relatively low values (Pomakov et al.
2022). However, recent observational studies have inferred ∼ µG
magnetic field strengths in the CGM of a number of galaxies (Mao
et al. 2017; Prochaska et al. 2019; Lan & Prochaska 2020; Mannings
et al. 2022; O’Sullivan et al. 2023; Heesen et al. 2023), which is of
order of the field strengths found in the gaseous halos of galaxies at
z ∼ 0 in the IllustrisTNG simulations (Marinacci et al. 2018; Nel-
son et al. 2018a; Ramesh et al. 2023a). Such inferences are made
possible through measurements of Faraday rotation measure (RM),

© 2023 The Authors
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the phenomenon by which the polarisation vector changes as light
propagates through a region with non-zero magnetic field (see e.g.
Kim et al. 2016; Rudnick & Cotton 2023; Takahashi 2023).

Recently, Heesen et al. (2023) used the LOFAR Two-metre Sky
Survey (LoTSS; O’Sullivan et al. 2023) to identify a trend of RM
strength with galaxy azimuthal angle. Stacking a sample of 21 galax-
ies (29 sightlines) at z∼ 0, with impact parameters . 100 kpc, they
find that RM values are ∼ 2 − 3 times higher close to the minor axis
of galaxies in comparison to the major axis. Similar work was per-
formed by Böckmann et al. (2023, submitted) who used RM values
from the MIGHTEE-POL survey by MeerKAT in the XMM-LSS
and COSMOS fields. However, they did not study the azimuthal
dependence of the RM. Still, they find a central RM excess of
5.6 ± 2.3 rad m−2 with 2.5σ significance around star-forming galax-
ies with a median redshift of z = 0.46 for impact parameters below
130 kpc. They find no evidence for a correlation between RM and
redshift. They conclude that mostly luminous, star-forming galaxies
with impact parameters of < 130 kpc contribute to the RM of the
distant radio sources.

In this paper, we use the cosmological magnetohydrodynami-
cal simulation TNG50 to explore the angular structure of magnetic
fields in the CGM, in order to provide theoretical interpretation for
these RM observations, while also making predictions for future
observational surveys. The paper is organised as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we describe the TNG50 simulation and the methods we utilise
throughout the paper. We present and discuss our results in Sec-
tion 3, and summarise our findings in Section 4.

2 METHODS

2.1 The TNG50 simulation

For our analysis we use the TNG50-1 simulation (hereafter, TNG50;
Pillepich et al. 2019; Nelson et al. 2019b) of the IllustrisTNG project
(Springel et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018b;
Marinacci et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018a), a series of cosmologi-
cal magnetohydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation. This
is the highest resolution TNG simulation, with an average baryonic
mass resolution of ∼ 8 × 104 M� within a volume of ∼ (50cMpc)3.
It was run with the moving mesh code AREPO (Springel 2010), and
the fiducial ‘TNG model’ for galaxy formation physics (Weinberger
et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018a): this includes key processes such
as primordial and metal-line cooling, heating from a metagalactic
background radiation field, self-shielding of dense gas, star forma-
tion, stellar evolution and enrichment, tracking of supernovae type
Ia, II, and AGB stars, supermassive black hole formation, accretion,
merging, magnetic fields, and other physics that is expected to play
an important role in the growth and evolution of galaxies.

Importantly, the TNG model includes both stellar and supermas-
sive blackhole (SMBH) feedback processes. Stellar feedback trans-
fers energy to gas in the interstellar medium through a decoupled
wind scheme (Springel & Hernquist 2003) to produce mass-loaded
galactic-scale outflows (Pillepich et al. 2018a). On the other hand,
SMBH feedback operates in one of two modes depending on the
accretion state of the SMBH. At high accretion rates, i.e. when the
ratio of Bondi to Eddingtion rates is large, thermal energy is contin-
uously deposited into neighbouring gas cells. At low accretion rates,
feedback energy is instead imparted in the form of time-discrete,
high-velocity, randomly oriented kinetic kicks (Weinberger et al.
2017). Low-mass SMBHs are preferentially in the thermal mode,
while more massive SMBHs are typically in the kinetic mode, with

the transition occurring roughly at M? ∼ 1010.5M� (corresponding
to MBH ∼ 108M�; Nelson et al. 2018a; Weinberger et al. 2018).

Importantly, for the structure and directionality of galactic-scale
outflows, the TNG feedback processes always inject energy isotrop-
ically. For stellar winds and thermal input from SMBHs in the high-
accretion state this is true by construction for each energy injection,
while the kinetic energy inputs from SMBHs in the low-accretion
state are randomly oriented, such that when time-averaged, energy
injection in this mode is also isotropic. Nonetheless, for both low-
mass and high-mass galaxies, outflows in TNG naturally collimate
and propagate along preferred directions (Nelson et al. 2019b).

The TNG simulations adopt a cosmology consistent with the
Planck 2015 analysis (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016), with: ΩΛ =

0.6911, Ωm = 0.3089, Ωb = 0.0486 and h = 0.6774.

2.2 Magnetic Fields in TNG

A significant difference between TNG and other large-volume cos-
mological simulations is the inclusion of (ideal) MHD (Pakmor et al.
2011, 2014). At the start of the simulation (z = 127), a uniform pri-
mordial field of 10−14 comoving Gauss is seeded. This field then
becomes amplified as a natural result of structure formation and
feedback processes, including exponential early-time growth due
to small-scale dynamos within halos, followed by a slower linear
amplification phase due to differential rotation within disk galaxies
(Pakmor et al. 2017, 2020).

In the TNG simulations, magnetic field strengths within galax-
ies reach 1 − 10 µG levels by z ∼ 0, consistent with observational
inferences (Marinacci et al. 2018). Magnetic fields have complex
topology and connections with galaxy and feedback processes. For
instance, at the Milky Way-mass scale, |B| strengths are systemati-
cally higher for blue versus red galaxies (Nelson et al. 2018a). Mag-
netic fields permeate the circumgalactic medium of Milky Way-like
galaxies (Ramesh et al. 2023a). Amplified magnetic fields are also
ejected to large scales by feedback, producing over-magnetized bub-
bles around massive halos (Arámburo-Garcı́a et al. 2021). Finally,
the presence of magnetic fields alters galaxy properties, scaling rela-
tions, and global statistics, including galaxy sizes, SMBH and stellar
masses, halo-scale gas fractions, the z = 0 stellar mass function, and
the cosmic star formation rate density (Pillepich et al. 2018a).

Throughout this work, in order to derive magnetic field strength
as a function of projected distance away from galaxies, we compute
two-dimensional maps of |B| using mass-weighted projections and
the standard SPH kernel, with the smoothing length scaled in ac-
cordance with the gas cell radius. Unless otherwise stated, the pro-
jection depth (i.e. along the line of sight direction) scales with the
impact factor: for an impact factor b, all gas within ±b along the
perpendicular direction is included.

2.3 Synthetic Faraday Rotation Measures

We calculate synthetic Faraday rotation measure (RM) values by in-
tegrating sightlines through the TNG50 simulation volume. At z = 0,
we generate 10, 000 primary sightlines around a number of galaxies
of interest, randomly located in angle and distance from the galaxy
center out to twice the virial radius. All sightlines are oriented along
the ẑ-axis of the simulation domain, and thus random with respect
to the orientations of all galaxies. In addition, we use eight discrete
snapshots at redshifts z = {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0} to gen-
erate N = 2000× 2000 = 4× 106 random background sightlines and
propagate each for a total distance equal to the simulation box length
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Figure 1. Visualisation of a random TNG50 M? ∼ 109.55M� galaxy at z = 0 rotated edge-on. The left panel shows the gas column density along a projection
that extends ±1.5 R200c in the line-of-sight direction, while the right panel shows a mass-weighted projection of magnetic field strength. In both panels, the
dashed circles show the virial radius of the halo. At this mass range, except in the innermost regions of the halo, magnetic field strengths are preferentially
stronger closer to the minor axis, i.e. at low values of φ, defined as the angle with respect to the minor axis, as shown in the left panel.

of 35 cMpc/h. Background sightlines can then be randomly stacked
together with primary sightlines such that the total line-of-sight dis-
tance (i.e. projection depth) is equal to the light travel distance to a
given redshift zbk. In all cases we calculate the line-of-sight integral

RM = 0.812
∫

ne B|| (1 + z)−2dl [rad m−2] (1)

by ray tracing through the gas distribution. We do so directly on
its native representation of an unstructured Voronoi tessellation,
computing the cell-by-cell intersections with each ray and the path
lengths dl (in pc) through each cell (Nelson in prep). The values of
the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field, B|| (in µG), as well
as the electron number density, ne (in cm−3), are constant within each
cell, and taken directly from the simulation output. The only excep-
tion is for star-forming gas, which is subject to an additional pres-
sure term from our effective two-phase interstellar medium model
(Springel & Hernquist 2003). For these star-forming gas cells, we
decompose the mass into its cold and hot components, and take ne

of the hot (ionized) phase only (following Nelson et al. 2023). This
approach is most consistent with the gas state in the TNG model and
was also used in previous RM studies from simulations with similar
ISM models (Pakmor et al. 2020; Mannings et al. 2022).

For the primary RM rays, we focus on galaxies that are oriented
roughly edge-on in projection along the ẑ-axis of the simulation box,
allowing us to define an azimuthal angle as in observations. We do so
by restricting our analysis to galaxies with an ellipticity parameter
e & 0.75, where e = 1 − b/a and a (b) is the semi-major (semi-
minor) axis length when viewed along this projection, as derived
by STATMORPH morphological measurements in SDSS r-band syn-
thetic stellar light images (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019).

2.4 Galaxy Sample and Definitions

In this work we only select central galaxies, i.e. those that lie at
the potential minimum of their respective dark matter halos, as
determined by the SUBFIND substructure identification algorithm
(Springel et al. 2001). Throughout this work, M? refers to the stellar
mass within twice the stellar half mass radius.

When considering true magnetic field strengths (and not RM
sightlines), in order to connect to galaxy orientation and derive a
well-defined azimuthal angle, we rotate galaxies to be edge-on us-
ing a diagonalization of the moment of inertia tensor.

3 RESULTS

In Figure 1, we begin with a visualisation of a gaseous halo around
a (z = 0) TNG50 M? ∼ 109.55M� galaxy. The image extends
±1.5 R200c from edge-to-edge and in the projection direction, and
shows the central galaxy oriented edge-on. In both panels, the
dashed circle shows the virial radius, R200c, of the parent halo.

In the left panel, we show the gas column density. Values are
largest along the disk major axis direction, and decrease with in-
creasing distance from the disk plane. The panel also illustrates the
definition we follow for the azimuthal angle (φ), which we define
with respect to the minor axis, i.e. the direction perpendicular to the
disk when viewed in this edge-on projection. A value of φ = 0◦

thus corresponds to sightlines along the minor axis, while sightlines
along the major axis are situated at φ = 90◦.

The panel on the right shows a mass-weighted projection of mag-
netic field strength for the same galaxy, in the same projection. Mag-
netic fields are strongest along the disk, owing to the relatively large
densities (Dolag et al. 2005). As a result, at small impact parameters
(. 0.25 R200c), sightlines closer to the major axis (φ ∼ 90◦) are more
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Figure 2. Magnetic field strength as a function of azimuthal angle (φ) at the virial radius, for galaxies in seven different mass bins from 108.5 . M?/M� .
1011.5, from TNG50 at z = 0. Individual curves show medians. The shaded region, corresponding to 16th-84th percentile values, is shown only for one bin
M? ∼ 1010 M� for visual clarity. The anisotropy is strongest for M? ∼ 1010 M� galaxies, and grows weaker for more massive galaxies.

magnetized than those at lower azimuthal angles, where the densities
are typically lower than that of the disk. However, at larger galacto-
centric distances, sightlines at lower azimuthal angles are more mag-
netized versus higher φ counterparts. Such a trend is also visible in
gas density (left panel), although the level of anisotropy is weaker.

In Figure 2, we quantify this angular anisotropy in magnetic
field strengths seen visually above. In seven different colors, we
show the median magnetic field strength as a function of azimuthal
angle for galaxies stacked in seven different mass bins spanning
108.5 . M?/M� . 1011.5. In each case, we stack sightlines with
impact parameters in the range [0.95, 1.05] R200c, i.e. around the
virial radius of the halo. For low-mass galaxies (M? . 1010.5M�),
a clear angular signal is visible, wherein B-field strengths are higher
by 0.25 − 0.35 dex along the minor axis (φ = 0) with respect
to the major axis (φ = 90). A strong stellar mass trend exists.
Above M? ∼ 1010.0 M�, the anisotropy weakens with increasing stel-
lar mass, with the difference between the minor and major axes even-
tually decreasing to ∼ 0 for the highest stellar mass bin.

In the shaded region, we show the 16th-84th percentile values, al-
beit only for one bin (M? ∼ 1010.0 M�) for visual clarity. The per-
centile regions are relatively broad, stretching ∼ ±0.25 dex across
the median at all azimuthal angles. As discussed in Péroux et al.
(2020), this poses a challenge to observational studies: if only a
handful of sightlines are available for galaxies of a given stellar mass
bin, randomly distributed in azimuthal angle, it is possible that such
a trend may be missed due to the large scatter.

In Figure 3, we show the trend with galactocentric distance. We
consider galaxies with M? ∼ 1010.0 M� and stack sightlines at four
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Figure 3. Magnetic field strength as a function of azimuthal angle (φ) at
different impact parameters, for galaxies with stellar mass ∼ 1010M�. The
angular anisotropy grows weaker with decreasing distance, and eventually
inverts close to the disk (. 0.25 × R200c).
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different impact parameters: 0.25R200c (dashed curves), 0.50R200c

(dash-dotted), R200c (solid; same as Figure 2), and 2R200c (dotted).
At the smallest impact parameters, the median trend differs qual-

itatively from Figure 2. As discussed above, sightlines at such small
impact parameters intersect the extended gaseous disk, where the
density (and hence magnetic field strength) is higher at larger φ, i.e.
closer to the major axis. At larger impact parameters, the trend in-
verts, and the anisotropy is then stronger at larger galactocentric dis-
tances: a median difference between the minor and major axes of
∼ 0.2 dex at 0.50R200c increases to ∼ 0.35 dex at R200c, and fur-
ther to ∼ 0.45 dex at 2R200c. At this mass range, the anisotropy
persists up to impact parameters as large as ∼ 10R200c, although the
field strengths at such distances are much smaller (. 10−3.5 µG) in
comparison to the halo. While not shown explicitly, we mention that
all trends of Figure 3 are qualitatively similar for galaxies in other
stellar mass bins.

We note that these trends of magnetic field strength versus az-
imuthal angle in the CGM are qualitatively similar to angular
anisotropies of other gas properties predicted by recent cosmologi-
cal hydrodynamical simulations including TNG (Péroux et al. 2020;
Truong et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2023). In particular, the direction
of the effect is consistent with the angular modulation of CGM gas
density (Truong et al. 2021), as expected.

In Figure 4, we identify the physical processes responsible for
producing the anisotropy in B-fields discussed so far. To do so, we
use the TNG variations, a large set of simulations run with pertur-
bations to the fiducial model (as discussed and first presented in
Pillepich et al. 2018a). These use a smaller box of Lbox ∼ 37 Mpc
and have a resolution equal to that of TNG100-1 (mb ∼ 2×106 M�).
Specifically, we consider three variants: (a) Fiducial TNG: the base-
line model with all aspects unchanged, (b) No Stellar Winds: exclud-
ing resolve stellar feedback processes i.e. the stellar feedback-driven
galactic winds, and (c) No BHs: the TNG model, but with no black
holes seeded, and hence no black hole feedback.

To quantify the anisotropy between the minor and major axes, we
stack all sightlines into two bins of azimuthal angle: [0, 45]◦ and
[45, 90]◦. All sightlines in the former bin are associated with the mi-
nor axis, and the latter with the major axis. We focus on the differ-
ence between these two bins, labelled as ∆minor−major on the y-axis, as
a function of halo virial mass M200c. For reference, the median stellar
mass from TNG50 is shown on the top x-axis. Symbols correspond
to median differences, while error bars show the 16th-84th percentile
values. Results from the fiducial, no stellar winds, and no BHs vari-
ation boxes are shown in black, orange, and blue, respectively. In
this plot, we only select sightlines with impact parameters close to
the virial radius. Although not shown explicitly, the trends discussed
here are qualitatively similar at other impact parameters as well.

For lower halo masses M200c . 1012 M�, corresponding to
M? . 1010.5 M� in TNG50, values of ∆minor−major are more or less
consistent between the Fiducial and No BHs runs, and are positive,
i.e. in this mass regime, angular anisotropies are present, and are
largely unaffected by the activity of the central SMBH. However,
when stellar winds are turned off (orange points), the anisotropy
disappears, with ∆minor−major oscillating randomly around a value of
zero. This suggests that outflows driven by stellar winds launch over-
dense, magnetised gas preferentially perpendicular to the disk, and
are largely responsible for the angular structure of magnetic fields.
As noted in earlier studies (e.g. Nelson et al. 2019b), outflows pre-
fer the direction perpendicular to the disk since densities along these
paths are lower in comparison to that of the disk, and a path of least
resistance is established along the pressure gradient.

For more massive halos, i.e. M200c & 1012.5 M�, corresponding
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Figure 4. Difference in B-field strengths between minor/major axes at R200c,
as a function of halo mass, for different TNG model variation runs, with the
fiducial model in black (see text). For reference we include the mean stellar
mass as a function of halo mass on the top x-axis, from TNG50. Stellar feed-
back processes launch dense, magnetized gas perpendicular to the disk, giv-
ing rise to angular anisotropies at the low stellar mass end (M? . 1010.5M�).
Without stellar feedback (orange), the anistropy is not present. For more mas-
sive galaxies, the kinetic mode of SMBH feedback dominates and results in
galaxy quenching. The resulting outflows act to erase the anistropy of CGM
magnetic fields at this mass scale, which is otherwise still present (blue).

to M? & 1011.0 M� in TNG50, the picture begins to change: at this
mass scale, differences arise between the Fiducial and No BHs cases
(black vs blue points), while the Fiducial and No Stellar winds cases
(black vs orange points) are consistent with each other. Specifically,
strong anisotropies between the minor and major axes cease to ex-
ist (∆minor−major ∼ 0) when black holes are present. As discussed in
Truong et al. (2021), this is likely due to the quenching of central
galaxies by the kinetic mode of SMBH feedback: as galaxies be-
come quenched, a well defined disk-like structure ceases to exist,
due to which outflows no longer have a preferred direction. As a re-
sult, the kinetic kicks distribute energy uniformly in all directions,
suppressing any angular structure previously present.

While no other large volume cosmological simulation beyond
TNG currently include the effects of magnetic fields, a few zoom-in
projects do. This enables the study of the impact of MHD on the
evolution of cosmic gas. For instance, the Auriga simulations pro-
duce magnetic field strengths and radial profiles which are overall
similar to those in TNG, albeit only for Milky Way-like galaxies
(Pakmor et al. 2020). The FIRE simulations include variations with
MHD (e.g. Ponnada et al. 2022), and previous studies have shown
that field strengths at z = 0 are generally weaker than in TNG (see
Ramesh et al. 2023a, and discussion therein). In both cases, although
the angular anisotropy of magnetic fields has not yet been studied,
given their origin in the collimation of galactic-scale outflows, we
speculate that such signals may be present as well.1

1 Note that the majority of the FIRE simulations run so far do not include
black holes, and hence only the impact of stellar feedback would be visible.
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3.1 The Observable: Rotation Measure

In Figure 5, we compare the results of the TNG50 simulation to
observations, where we show the rotation measure (RM) as a func-
tion of azimuthal angle (left y-axis and gray lines). The black points
correspond to those from Heesen et al. (2023), for impact parame-
ters b < 100 kpc. The three gray curves correspond to three differ-
ent measurements using TNG for a selection of galaxies with stellar
masses M? ∼ 1010 M�, the typical stellar mass of objects in the sam-
ple of Heesen et al. (2023). The dash-dotted line only includes the
z = 0 (dLoS ∼ 50 Mpc) primary sightlines for each galaxy, i.e. the
effect of the CGM and the local IGM (RMCGM + RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.0).
The dashed line includes additional background sightlines to yield a
total line-of-sight distance out to z ∼ 0.5, i.e. the effect of the cosmo-
logical IGM is also included (RMCGM + RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.5) (see Sec-
tion 2.3 for details). This is the typical background polarized source
redshift of the Heesen et al. (2023) sample (see also Hackstein et al.
2020). In the TNG simulations, these contributions from the cosmo-
logical IGM can be non-negligible, especially at z . 2, as a result
of star formation and SMBH driven outflows expelling magnetized
gas into their local environments (Arámburo-Garcı́a et al. 2023). In
addition, other intervening galaxies may impact the net RM signal,
although this is expected to be rare: Arámburo-Garcı́a et al. (2023)
find that a fraction ∼ 10−4 of sightlines are impacted by such contri-
butions.

In addition to the intervening CGM and IGM, other contribu-
tions to the observed RM signals are present. In particular, from the
Milky Way galaxy and halo (foreground), and from the host environ-
ment/galaxy of the polarized source itself (background). The former
contribution is removed by subtracting a model for the Galactic ro-
tation measure, i.e. the effect of gas in the Milky Way. However, this
subtraction unavoidably introduces uncertainty. In addition, instru-
mental noise and other contaminating contributions to the RM may
also be present (see e.g. Hackstein et al. 2019).

We collectively account for all these external contributions, which
we label RMext, by adding random Gaussian noise, with the mean
(∼ 5.68 rad m−2) and standard deviation (∼ 5.50 rad m−2) computed
from the Heesen et al. (2023) RMs at impact parameters b > 500 kpc
(see also Basu et al. 2018). The solid black curve shows the resulting
RM values, i.e. RMall = RMext + RMCGM + RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.5.

The dash-dotted curve (the intervening CGM and local IGM only)
shows a drop of ∼ 0.4 dex from the minor to major axes, consistent
with the ∼ 0.4 dex drop seen in the the black points. Note, however,
that the RM excess, i.e. the difference between the values at the mi-
nor and major axes in linear scale, predicted by TNG (∼ 0.05 rad
m−2) is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of Heesen
et al. (2023) (∼ 4 rad m−2). While the relative anisotropy predicted
by TNG is consistent with that of Heesen et al. (2023), the absolute
excess is thus smaller (see discussion below).

However, when the effect of the cosmological IGM is included
(dashed line), or once external effects are accounted for (solid line),
the trend is buried in these non-local signals. This is because the true
signal (RMCGM) predicted by TNG is almost always weaker than the
other contributions (RMext and RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.5) along the line of
sight (see also Basu et al. 2018).

In blue, for the purpose of comparison, we overlay the true (three
dimensional) magnetic field strength-azimuthal angle median rela-
tion of these galaxies, i.e. the two y-axes are not related and have an
arbitrary relationship for visualization only. The true magnetic field
trend shows a clear decrease of ∼ 0.4 dex between the minor versus
major axes directions. At the same time, the slope at large azimuthal
angles φ & 45◦ is less steep (in log(B)) than the observations (in
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Figure 5. Rotation measure as a function of azimuthal angle (φ) at ∼ 100 kpc,
for galaxies with stellar mass ∼ 1010 M�. Black points show results from
Heesen et al. (2023), while the three gray lines correspond to three measure-
ments from TNG, as elaborated in the main text. The blue curve shows the
true median three dimensional magnetic field strength, for comparison.

log(RM)), although the 16th-84th percentile (shaded) region is broad.
TNG is therefore in qualitative agreement with the results of Heesen
et al. (2023), while also predicting that such trends are challenging
to observe (see below). That is, the azimuthal angle dependence of
RM is largely overtaken by external contributions of gas along the
line of sight: either gas surrounding the polarised source, or IGM
gas, in addition to any other sources of observational noise.

This is similar to challenges faced in the interpretation of dis-
persion measure (DM) values from observations of fast radio burst
(FRBs). Like RMs, the observed DM values result from the com-
bined contribution of the Milky Way, the IGM, the host, and the
source. It is not straightforward to disentangle these components and
retrieve the contribution of the source alone, owing to its weak am-
plitude in comparison to other components (e.g. Zhang et al. 2021).

In Figure 6, we move away from angular structure, and focus
on the broad trend of RM as a function of impact parameter. In
the main panel we show three different synthetic values of RM
for a selection of galaxies with stellar masses M? ∼ 1010 M�. These
are: RMCGM + RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.0 (dot dashed), RMCGM + RMIGM;
zbk ∼ 0.5 (dashed) and RMall (solid). Further, we split the galax-
ies into two sub-samples based on their specific star formation rate
(sSFR)2. Galaxies with values less than the < 10th percentile (i.e.
least star forming; median sSFR ∼ 10−10.7 yr−1; red) are contrasted
against the > 90th percentile (i.e. most star forming; median sSFR
∼ 10−9.8 yr−1; blue). We therefore study whether star-forming versus
quiescent galaxies have different RM amplitudes in their CGM, mo-
tivated by similar dichotomies present in the TNG simulations e.g.
in halo OVI abundance (Nelson et al. 2018b) and in X-ray luminos-
ity (Truong et al. 2020), the latter potentially detected in eROSITA
stacking (Comparat et al. 2022; Chadayammuri et al. 2022).

In the CGM plus local IGM only RMs (dot dashed curve), a dif-
ference between the blue versus red curves is apparent out to impact
parameters of ∼ 250 kpc, wherein galaxies with higher star forma-

2 We define sSFR as the ratio of star formation rate (within twice the stellar
half mass radius) and M?.
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Figure 6. In the main panel, we show the trend of rotation measure (RM) as a function of impact parameter for galaxies with M? ∼ 1010 M�. The sample is split
into two bins based on sSFR values: < 10th percentile (least SF; red) and > 90th percentile (most SF; blue). Solid, dashed and dot-dashed curves correspond to
three different synthetic TNG RM measurements, as elaborated in the main text. The ratio of the blue-to-red curves is shown in the bottom panel. Black dots
show data points from Heesen et al. (2023). In the right panel, we show PDFs of RM for random sightlines from TNG (solid and dashed curves), and those from
the LoTSS-DR2 catalog (dotted curves; O’Sullivan et al. 2023). Different colors correspond to different projection depths (refer to main text for details).

tion rates have larger values of RM. We interpret this as higher SFR
galaxies launching stronger galactic-scale outflows, driving more
magnetized gas into the CGM. When the cosmological IGM is in-
cluded, i.e. out to zbk ∼ 0.5 (dashed curves), the differences be-
tween the two curves disappear beyond ∼ 125 kpc. With the addi-
tion of RMext component, differences are only clear close to the
galaxy (. 50 kpc). To quantify these differences between the two
sub-samples, the bottom panel shows the ratio of the blue to red
curves. The peak amplitude of this effect is a factor of ∼ 3 larger
RMs in high versus low SFR galaxies, which occurs at impact pa-
rameters of ∼ 100 kpc. The quantitative strength of this dichotomy
undoubtedly varies with galaxy mass as well as redshift, but its qual-
itative existence shows that observables of the magnetic fields in the
CGM encode information on galactic feedback processes.

In black dots, we show the full sample from Heesen et al. (2023).
These observed galaxies have not been split by star formation rate.
All but a few measurements are for impact parameters & 50 kpc,
and the vast majority are at much larger distances, as statistically
expected for random background-foreground associations. Obser-
vational detection of the differential RM signal between the blue
and red sub-samples would clearly be a challenge given the level of
scatter, once again primarily as a result of external contributions by
gas along the line of sight. Only at small impact parameters does
the local CGM signal dominate, making small separation pairs ex-
tremely valuable. Future large surveys such as POSSUM on ASKAP
(Gaensler et al. 2010), with LOFAR (O’Sullivan et al. 2020), and
SKA-era instruments (Heald et al. 2020), will enable this science.

Note that the linearity of the solid curves at small impact parameters
is a result of using large bins.

In the right panel, we show PDFs of RM values for several cases
of interest which are not related to intervening galaxies. For a selec-
tion of 106 random TNG sightlines, we show RMall in solid curves,
and RMCGM + RMIGM in dashed lines. The dotted lines are obser-
vational data from the LoTSS-DR2 catalog (O’Sullivan et al. 2023).
In each of these cases, we split the samples (i.e. select) three dif-
ferent values of zbk: 0.5 (black), 0.75 (orange) and 1.0 (red). Each
has different path-lengths of the cosmological IGM contribution in-
cluded. For the LoTSS catalog, we bin the spectroscopic redshifts of
polarised sources around the three different redshift values.

In the RMCGM + RMIGM case (dashed), increasing the traversal
depth through the IGM leads to a systematic increase in RM values.
The black curve, corresponding to zbk ∼ 0.5, peaks at a value of ∼ 0.4
rad m−2. Increasing the projection depth to zbk ∼ 0.75 shifts the PDF
by ∼ 0.4 dex towards higher RM values, and further by ∼ 0.4 dex for
zbk ∼ 1.0. Integrating to greater distances thus yields a larger value
of RM, indicating that large-scale contributions as sightlines traverse
the magnetized cosmic web continue to accrue. This suggests that,
even though the integral in Equation 1 is sensitive to the sign of B||,
positive and negative values i.e. field reversals do not average out
(see also Vacca et al. 2016).

The solid curves show the PDFs with the RMext included. In this
case, the three PDFs peak at roughly the same value, with differences
between them apparent only in the high-RM tails (& 15 rad m−2).
That is, in the presence of the RMext component, the effect of the
cosmological IGM is sub-dominant and largely disappears, except

MNRAS 000, 000–000 (2023)
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at values where the IGM component is comparable to RMext. The
three LoTSS (dotted) curves are in broad agreement with TNG, i.e.
independent of zbk except at the high-RM end. In the presence of
a RMext component obtained from Heesen et al. (2023), TNG thus
predicts that extracting RMIGM is a challenge, as for RMCGM.

While recent studies using Auriga (Pakmor et al. 2020) and FIRE
(Ponnada et al. 2022) have quantified the radial profiles of RM using
RM mocks (see also Liu et al. 2022), only the RMCGM component is
included. Direct comparison with these studies is hence not possible,
but we mention here that the RM values of Pakmor et al. (2020) are
comparable to our RMIGM; zbk ∼ 0.0 case, i.e. when only the local
IGM is included, while FIRE predicts lower values of RM, much
like the weaker magnetic field strength values.

Overall, these studies as well as the present work consistently find
that RMCGM measurements contain rich information on halo mag-
netic fields. However, if the TNG50 simulation is realistic, then this
suggests that CGM RMs are currently challenging to measure ob-
servationally, especially at large impact parameters, due to their low
values. On the other hand, if the CGM contribution to the observed
RMs dominates over other contributions in the true Universe, this
would suggest that the simulations are not producing realistic elec-
tron density and/or magnetic fields. Simulated ne values could be too
low, while magnetic fields could be under-amplified or missing some
degree of large-scaling ordering. The simulation outcomes will cer-
tainly also change with the inclusion of more complex physics such
as non-ideal MHD, or with the inclusion of cosmic rays which is
believed to alter the flow structure of CGM gas (Butsky et al. 2022).
This could potentially yield larger RM and magnetic field strengths
in the CGM, enhancing angular anisotropies in extragalactic halos
to a level similar to that observed by Heesen et al. (2023). More-
over, differences in magnetic field properties between cosmological
simulations run with different codes suggest that the numerical tech-
niques employed to solve the equations of magnetohydrodynamics
may still play a significant role (Ramesh et al. 2023a). Constraints
from observational data will help constrain magnetic fields in future
cosmological magnetohydrodynamical simulations.

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have shown that magnetic fields in the circum-
galactic medium (CGM) of TNG50 galaxies have significant angu-
lar structure, such that gas along the minor axes of galaxies is more
strongly magnetized with respect to the major axes. Our main find-
ings can be summarised as follows:

(i) At the virial radius, these angular anisotropies are strongest for
galaxies with stellar masses M? ∼ 1010 M�, decreasing in strength
by ∼ 0.35 dex between the two galactic axes. The anisotropy grows
weaker for both lower and higher mass galaxies (Figure 2).

(ii) A trend with distance is also present: the strength of the
anisotropy weakens with decreasing distance, and for very small im-
pact parameters (. 0.25×R200c), the direction of anisotropy eventu-
ally inverts, i.e gas along the major axis is more strongly magnetized,
as a result of higher densities along the disk (Figure 3).

(iii) This anisotropy arises as a result of two different feedback
processes. At lower galaxy masses, stellar feedback launches dense,
magnetized gas perpendicular to the disk plane of galaxies, yielding
higher B-field strengths along the direction of the minor axis. This
mode of feedback dominates for galaxies with M? . 1010.5M�. For
more massive galaxies, SMBH (AGN) feedback quenches galaxies,
washing out this angular structure as strong outflows produce under-

dense bubbles, while outflows also lose their directional collimation
in high-mass galaxies lacking gaseous disks (Figure 4).

(iv) We make predictions for Faraday Rotation Measure (RM)
studies. TNG shows a qualitatively similar dependence of RM on
galactic azimuthal angle as seen observationally (Heesen et al.
2023). However, TNG also predicts small RM amplitudes that are
difficult to observe above external contributions from gas present
along the line of sight between the observer and the polarised source
(Figure 5). In order to reproduce observed RM values, the coher-
ence length of the magnetic fields would have to be higher than in
the TNG simulations or the magnetic field would have to be stronger.

(v) The profile of RM as a function of distance depends on galaxy
star forming rate (SFR), with greater RM values around galaxies
with higher SFR. This dichotomy reflects overall stronger magnetic
fields in the circumgalactic medium of high SFR galaxies in com-
parison to their lower SFR and quenched counterparts. However,
TNG50 predicts that these differences will be challenging to observe
owing to their relatively low magnitudes, except at small impact pa-
rameters (Figure 6).

With the inclusion of magnetic fields, the TNG simulations pro-
vide a unique starting point to study the amplification, late-time
structure, and impact of magnetic fields in/on galaxies and their
gaseous halos. In the future, hydrodynamical simulations with sub-
stantially improved resolution in the circumgalactic medium, to-
gether with more sophisticated models for stellar and SMBH feed-
back, as well as currently absent physics including cosmic rays, are
needed to fully capture the role of magnetic fields in galaxies and
their halos.
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We present the first simulations of core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) in axial symmetry (2D) with
feedback from fast neutrino flavor conversion (FFC). Our schematic treatment of FFCs assumes in-
stantaneous flavor equilibration under the constraint of lepton-number conservation. Systematically
varying the spatial domain where FFCs are assumed to occur, we find that they facilitate SN explo-
sions in low-mass (9–12 M�) progenitors that otherwise explode with longer time delays, whereas
FFCs weaken the tendency to explode of higher-mass (around 20 M�) progenitors.

Introduction and Motivation.—Multi-dimensional
simulations of core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) with re-
fined, energy-dependent neutrino transport, in particular
also in three dimensions (3D), support the viability of
the neutrino-driven explosion mechanism [1–8]. Since the
huge binding energy of several 1053 erg of a newly formed
proto-neutron star (PNS) is carried away by neutrinos
and antineutrinos of all flavors, about one percent of this
energy is well sufficient to explain the vast majority of the
observed CCSNe [9]. The energy transfer to the explosion
is mostly mediated by the absorption of several percent
of the escaping electron (anti)neutrinos (νe and ν̄e) on
free neutrons and protons behind the stalled core-bounce
shock [10]. These reactions therefore decide about suc-
cess or failure of the explosion. They also determine the
neutron-to-proton ratio and thus the formation of chem-
ical elements in the innermost ejecta of successful ex-
plosions. Neutrinos of other flavors (commonly pooled
as νx) do not interact via charged-current processes in
the ejected matter and thus are subdominant for power-
ing the explosion, although their creation by thermal pair
processes contributes significantly to PNS cooling. For
numerical models to be predictive, and to understand
the processes that trigger and power the blast wave, a
reliable implementation of neutrino transport and flavor
evolution in the deep SN interior is indispensable [11–14].

Neutrino flavor conversions in the SN core remain one
of the major uncertainties for rigorous, self-consistent ab-
initio modeling. Despite the long-standing insight that
neutrinos can change flavor during propagation, the pos-
sible consequences have usually been ignored in SN sim-
ulations. But the extremely high neutrino number den-
sities in this environment facilitate nonlinear, collective
phenomena that are not suppressed by matter effects
[15]. In particular, ν and ν̄ can pairwise undergo so-
called fast flavor conversions (FFCs) [16–21]. The char-
acteristic length scales depend on the neutrino number
density and can be as short as centimeters. FFCs have
been at the focus of numerous recent investigations, and

their possible occurrence has been diagnosed in different
regions inside the PNS, in the neutrino-decoupling layer,
and ahead and behind the SN shock [22–26].

Here we explore, for the first time, the impact of FFCs
on the evolution of collapsing stars by multi-dimensional
neutrino-hyrodynamic simulations, thus expanding our
previous work in spherical symmetry [27]. Considering
several, distinctly different progenitor models, we demon-
strate that the consequences of FFCs depend on the stel-
lar core structure and mass range. The quantum ki-
netic problem of neutrino flavor transport still awaits a
practical solution. Therefore, once more we apply our
schematic treatment [27], i.e., we assume that below a
chosen critical density ρc, FFCs lead to flavor equilibrium
under the constraint of lepton-number conservation.

Unexpectedly, our results show that FFCs can both
support or suppress neutrino-driven explosions, with the
exact dynamical response depending on the progenitor
and the assumed region of flavor conversions.

Numerical Setup and Set of Simulations.—Our
simulations were performed in axial symmetry (2D) with
the neutrino-hydrodynamics code Alcar [28, 29]. This
is a state-of-the-art, Eulerian, conservative, higher-order
Godunov-type finite-volume solver for the 1D and multi-
D fluid dynamics equations coupled to a two-moment
scheme for energy-dependent three-flavor neutrino trans-
port. It uses a well-tested implementation of all relevant
neutrino processes. The main features, input physics, nu-
merical setup of the models, and description of the FFC
implementation are provided in our earlier paper [27].

In the absence of a fundamental prescription, and to
enable a systematic parametric study, we assume that
FFCs take place in the entire volume where ρ < ρc, a cho-
sen density threshold value. We assume that pairwise νν̄
flavor conversion is “instantaneous,” i.e., on length scales
much less than our numerical cells and time scales defined
by our computational time stepping. This approach is
justified because FFCs likely proceed on scales much be-
low the resolution of full-scale hydrodynamic CCSN mod-
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FIG. 1. Angle-averaged shock radii (top) and PNS radii (bottom; defined at ρ = 1011 g cm−3) vs. post-bounce time for the
indicated models. Black solid lines: Models noFC (no flavor conversions). Colored solid lines: Instantaneous FFCs for ρ < ρc
as labelled in the legend. The unsteady motion of the average shocks with contraction and expansion phases is caused by the
violent large-scale convective mass flows in the neutrino heated gain layer behind the CCSN shock. The sudden growth of rshock
(small at ∼100 ms for M9.0-2D and prominent at ∼70 ms for M11.2-2D and at ∼220 ms for M20.0-2D) signals a decrease of
mass accretion rate due to the arrival of the Si/O interface. For the noFC models, we also show the angle-averaged gain radius
(dashed black) and the mean radii for ρ = 109 and 1010 g cm−3 (dash-dotted and dotted black lines lines, respectively), all
smoothed with 10 ms running averages. For the 9.0 and 11.2M� progenitors, FFCs support an earlier onset of the explosion,
whereas for 20.0M� they thwart it and the shock recedes even more rapidly.

els. We further assume that FFCs lead to complete flavor
equilibrium under the constraints of lepton number con-
servation, in particular also of electron neutrino lepton
number, as well as energy and total momentum conser-
vation, and with respecting the Pauli exclusion principle.
Our algorithm, defined in Eqs. (9), (10), (14), and (15)
of Ref. [27], is applied after each time step in each spa-
tial cell where ρ < ρc. Some recent studies have focused
on the asymptotic FFC state [30]. We stress that our
recipe leads to a converged state: it does not change if
the algorithm is applied twice.

Our simulations were evolved in 1D until 5 ms pb (post
bounce) and then mapped onto a 2D polar coordinate
grid consisting of 640 logarithmically spaced radial zones
and 80 equidistant lateral ones. The central 2 km core
was still calculated in 1D, permitting larger time steps,
yet having negligible influence on the hydrodynamic evo-
lution. During the mapping, a random cell-by-cell per-
turbation of 0.1 % of the local density was applied to seed
the hydrodynamic instabilities, which otherwise would
develop only due to uncontrolled numerical noise.

We selected three progenitors with different zero-age
main-sequence masses. One is the 20 M� model [31] that
we used in our previous 1D study [27]. In addition, we
investigated a 9 M� [32] and 11.2 M� model [33]. The
9 M� star consistently explodes in multi-D simulations,
although in some more quickly and about twice as ener-

getically [6, 8, 34] than in others [29, 35, 36]. The 11.2 M�
model is less ready to blow up, exhibiting a delayed and
slow onset of shock expansion [37–40]. In contrast, the
20 M� star failed to explode in most multi-D simulations
[29, 35, 41, 42].

The convention for naming our simulations follows our
previous one [27], supplemented with a numerical value
for the stellar mass: M9.0-2D-xxx, M11.2-2D-xxx, and
M20.0-2D-xxx. Here xxx is a placeholder for either noFC
(“no flavor conversion”) or for the FFC threshold density.
We implement ρc = 109 g cm−3, ..., 1014 g cm−3 in steps
of factors of 10, corresponding to xxx = 1e09, ..., 1e14.

Results.—In our previous 1D simulations [27] of the
20 M� progenitor we found that FFCs caused a faster
and stronger shock contraction than without FFCs for all
threshold densities ρc and for all times (except for ρc =
1010 g cm−3 during a short period of about 70 ms around
100 ms pb). This finding suggested that FFCs tend to
hinder shock revival and neutrino-driven explosions, and
this conclusion is confirmed in 2D for the 20 M� star
(Fig. 1).

However, our 9 and 11.2 M� progenitors demonstrate
that this is not generally the case (Fig. 1). Including
FFCs, in particular for ρc = 109, 1010, 1011 g cm−3, yields
significantly earlier explosions. The main explanation is
a higher net heating rate per nucleon (qgain) for at least
∼100 ms pb. The increased qgain causes a persistently
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FIG. 2. Total net neutrino-heating rate (top), mass in the
gain layer (middle), and net heating rate per baryon (bottom)
for our M11.2-2D simulations. (10 ms running average.)

higher mass Mgain in the energy-gain layer behind the
stalled shock and a correspondingly higher total net heat-
ing rate Qgain in this volume (Fig. 2).

This enhanced heating can be traced to νx → νe, ν̄e
conversions of high-energy heavy-lepton neutrinos exte-
rior to the neutrinospheres. Although the νe and ν̄e num-
ber fluxes exceed the νx ones during the accretion phase
before the onset of the explosion, equilibration with the
more energetic νx raises the mean νe and ν̄e energies,
〈ενe〉 and 〈εν̄e〉 (Fig. 3, right). Despite the concomitant
decrease of the νe and ν̄e luminosities (Fig. 3, left), the
energy transfer to the postshock layer is boosted because
qgain ∝ 〈ε2ν〉.

The set of simulations M9.0-2D-1e09, 10, 11 as well
as M11.2-2D-1e09, 10, 11 each exhibit a similarly fast
expansion of their shock trajectories. In particular, even
the ρc = 109 g cm−3 cases feature such a rapid shock
revival because the surface of constant ρ = 109 g cm−3

moves behind the shock (Fig. 1, dash-dotted black lines).
Therefore νx → νe, ν̄e conversions take place in a major
part of the gain layer even for this low conversion density.

The FFC impact on the post-bounce evolution changes
when flavor equilibration occurs deeper inside. In M9.0-
2D-1e12 and M11.2-2D-1e12, the explosion sets in at

nearly the same time as without FFC, although the shock
transiently expands to nearly 500 km at ∼220 ms pb in
M11.2-2D-1e12. The subsequent breakdown of the shock
expansion follows from extremely rapid PNS contraction
(Fig. 1), caused by enhanced cooling due to νe, ν̄e → νx
conversions in the layer between 1011 and 1012 g cm−3.
The νx can easily escape from this region exterior to
their neutrinosphere. The corresponding luminosities in-
crease visibly in Fig. 3 not only for νx, but also for ν̄e
(and slightly for νe) because of the compression heat-
ing of their neutrinospheres. This fast PNS contraction
also pulls matter from the gain layer into the cooling
layer, whose mass is lower than in the quickly explod-
ing model M11.2-2D-1e11 at all times. After ∼250 ms,
qgain, Mgain and Qgain of M11.2-2D-1e12 become simi-
lar to noFC (Fig. 2), for which reason both models ulti-
mately explode in a synchronous way. Similar arguments
linked to the faster PNS contraction also apply for M9.0-
2D-1e12.

In M11.2-2D-1e14, qgain and Qgain before ∼100 ms are
higher than in M11.2-2D-noFC, but stronger cooling be-
tween the gain radius rgain and PNS radius rPNS (at
1011 g cm−3) prevents a fast explosion of this model. Af-
ter ∼100 ms heating and cooling in the gain and cool-
ing layers and Mgain differ little between the two models
(Fig. 2). Therefore M11.2-2D-1e14 explodes only slightly
earlier, possibly triggered by stochastically intensified
postshock convection. M9.0-2D-1e13 and 14 compared
to noFC show amplified cooling below rgain for roughly
150 ms, and smaller Mgain and Qgain from this time un-
til twice longer. In all of these models, including M9.0-
2D-1e12, the explosion sets in only later than ∼300 ms
(Fig. 1).

M11.2-2D-1e13 is a stark outlier: it sports rapid shock
expansion very early and similar to M11.2-2D-1e10, but
in clear contrast to M9.0-2D-1e13. The favorable explo-
sion conditions in M11.2-2D-1e13 derive from rPNS ex-
ceeding that of any other simulation of this star during
the first 100 ms (Fig. 1). This permits more mass to stay
in the gain layer during this period when qgain is enhanced
by FFC effects (Fig. 2). These conditions facilitate the
runaway shock expansion when the composition interface
between the progenitor’s Si shell and Si-enriched O-shell
reaches the shock at tpb ∼ 70 ms. The larger rPNS is
caused by very strong PNS convection, which is boosted
by local heating around ρc = 1013 g cm−3. This happens
when νx diffusing out from the PNS core are converted
to νe and ν̄e just below this threshold density and the
newly created νe and ν̄e get rapidly absorbed in the local
medium (see [27] for a detailed description of this effect
in 1D). This intriguing convective boost is much weaker
when νx → νe, ν̄e happens at ρc = 1014 g cm−3.

This FFC effect on PNS convection and increased rPNS

also appears in M9.0-2D-1e13 (Fig. 1). However, in this
model the mass accretion rate Ṁ decreases gradually and
a pronounced decline of the density and thus of the mass
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accretion rate at the progenitor’s Si/O interface are ab-
sent (Fig. 4). Ṁ in the 9.0 M� star drops below the one in
11.2 M� only at tpb ∼ 200 ms. At this time, qgain, Mgain

and Qgain of M9.0-2D-1e13 have come close to noFC and
therefore both models exhibit a very similar later shock
evolution.

Our findings are completely different for the 20 M�
progenitor, where FFCs do not improve the explosion

conditions. Without FFCs, there is no explosion within
500 ms pb, and in all FFC cases, the average rshock is even
smaller most of the time, with only a few short inversions
(Fig. 1). The overall shock evolution resembles our 1D
simulations [27], except for some secondary differences
of the PNS contraction and a corresponding reaction of
the shock due to the FFC-induced boosting of the PNS
convection in M20.0-2D-1e13 and 14. All models fail to
explode, because at the time (∼230 ms) when the Si/O
composition interface arrives at the shock, qgain, Mgain

and rshock in M20.0-2D-1e09 are close to noFC and in all
other FFC models considerably lower.

In this critical phase, the weaker FFC-implied qgain

is traced to the high mass infall rate in the collaps-
ing 20 M� star. This leads to the formation of a very
massive PNS (∼1.9 M� instead of 1.30–1.36 M� in the
lower-mass progenitors) that accumulates a hot accretion
mantle. As this PNS contracts, 〈ενe〉 and 〈εν̄e〉 increase
quickly in M20.0-2D-noFC, whereas 〈ενx〉 remains nearly
constant. Therefore νx → νe, ν̄e can result in only mod-
erately higher 〈ενe〉 and 〈εν̄e〉. In qgain, these marginally
higher 〈ενe〉 and 〈εν̄e〉 cannot compensate for the consid-
erable reduction of the νe and ν̄e luminosities caused by
flavor equilibration.

Whether FFCs help or hinder the CCSN explosion is
therefore tightly connected to Ṁ and the corresponding
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growth of the PNS mass and 〈εν〉 of the radiated neutri-
nos. This suggests that the dynamical impact of FFCs
correlates with the compactness defined in Ref. [43] for
characterizing the stellar core structure.

Discussion.—We have studied the possible impact
of FFCs on CCSNe by 2D simulations, using a schematic
treatment that enforces instantaneous (i.e., on subgrid
scales) flavor equilibration under the constraints of en-
ergy, momentum, and individual lepton number conser-
vation. We have systematically varied the threshold den-
sity below which FFCs are assumed to occur.

Our results suggest that FFCs can both facilitate or
weaken the onset of runaway shock expansion, depend-
ing on the core structure of the stellar progenitor and the
region where FFCs are assumed to occur. Concerning
their supportive influence on explosions, FFCs are on a
par with a variety of other effects that assist the neutrino-
driven mechanism. In particular the 3D nature of pre-
collapse stars in terms of density and velocity perturba-
tions associated with convective oxygen and silicon shell
burning is important for the successful shock revival in
3D simulations [44, 45]. Neutrino-powered explosions are
also fostered by other effects such as muons in the high-
density medium [45, 46], strangeness-dependent contri-
butions to the axial-vector coupling constant of neutral
current neutrino-nucleon scattering [41, 47], a higher ef-
fective nucleon mass at densities above roughly 10 % of
the nuclear saturation density [48, 49], or magnetic fields.
The B-fields can aid the initiation of the shock expan-
sion even without the field-amplifying effects of rapid ro-
tation, provided the pre-collapse core of the progenitor
star is strongly magnetized [50–53].

Also non-standard physics such as a hadron-quark
phase transition [54], beyond-standard-model particle
physics [55, 56], and modified theories of gravity [57] have
been suggested as potentially supportive to shock revival.
In contrast to such possibilities, which reach beyond the
limits of currently well constrained physics, FFC is a phe-
nomenon that occurs within the framework of well es-
tablished theory, and its consequences for CCSNe should
therefore be better understood.

Further work on practical solutions of the neutrino
quantum kinetic equations in SNe and neutron star (NS)
mergers is therefore imperative. And simulations for a
wider range of progenitors and longer evolution times are
needed to explore the consequences of FFCs on observ-
able signals and CCSN properties, for example explosion
energies, nucleosynthesis in neutrino-heated ejecta, neu-
trino signals from all evolution phases, and gravitational
waves, which could be amplified by stronger PNS con-
vection.

In contrast to most of the other effects mentioned
above, we found the impact of FFCs on the CCSN dy-
namics to differ in low-mass and high-mass progenitors.
This is an intriguing result and therefore requires ver-
ification by more elaborate treatments of the neutrino

flavor evolution to replace our simplifying assumptions.

If our results are confirmed, they could also be relevant
for the mass distributions of NSs and black holes (BHs).
Earlier explosions due to FFCs can lower the minimum
NS mass expected from stellar collapse and might help
to explain the formation of NSs below 1.2 M�, whose ob-
servation challenges current CCSN models [36, 58]. For
example, our model M11.2-2D-1e10 produces a NS with
a baryonic mass of only 1.30 M� (gravitational mass of
∼1.19 M� for 12 km radius; [59]) instead of ∼1.36 M�
without FFC. On the other hand, more difficult explo-
sions for massive progenitors would not only raise the BH
formation rate, but could also bear on the red supergiant
problem, i.e., the lack of observed type-II SNe from pro-
genitors with zero-age-main-sequence masses above 17–
20 M� [60], although current 2D and 3D models yield
explosions well beyond this mass range [8, 61].
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Abstract—The exploration and study of exoplanets remain at
the frontier of astronomical research, challenging scientists to
continuously innovate and refine methodologies to navigate the
vast, complex data these celestial bodies produce. This literature
review aims to illuminate the emerging trends and advancements
within this sphere, specifically focusing on the interplay between
exoplanet detection, classification, and visualization, and the
increasingly pivotal role of machine learning and computational
models. Our journey through this realm of exploration com-
mences with a comprehensive analysis of fifteen meticulously
selected, seminal papers in the field. These papers, each rep-
resenting a distinct facet of exoplanet research, collectively offer
a multi-dimensional perspective on the current state of the field.
They provide valuable insights into the innovative application of
machine learning techniques to overcome the challenges posed
by the analysis and interpretation of astronomical data. From
the application of Support Vector Machines (SVM) to Deep
Learning models, the review encapsulates the broad spectrum
of machine learning approaches employed in exoplanet research.
The review also seeks to unravel the story woven by the data
within these papers, detailing the triumphs and tribulations of
the field. It highlights the increasing reliance on diverse datasets,
such as Kepler and TESS, and the push for improved accuracy
in exoplanet detection and classification models. The narrative
concludes with key takeaways and insights, drawing together the
threads of research to present a cohesive picture of the direction
in which the field is moving. This literature review, therefore,
serves not just as an academic exploration, but also as a narrative
of scientific discovery and innovation in the quest to understand
our cosmic neighborhood.

Index Terms—Exoplanet detection, Machine learning, Compu-
tational models, Data Science, Classification techniques, Visual-
ization strategies, Support Vector Machine, k-Nearest Neighbors,
K-means clustering, Astroinformatics, Light curve analysis, Fea-
ture extraction, Data augmentation, Deep learning, Convolutional
Neural Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Astronomy, as an age-old science, has long captivated
humanity with its myriad mysteries and grandeur. In recent
years, one particular area of this expansive field has seized the
spotlight: the exploration of exoplanets [1]. Exoplanets, celes-
tial bodies orbiting stars beyond our own solar system, offer
tantalizing prospects in the quest to understand the universe’s
complexities [4]. The burgeoning interest in these distant
worlds reflects our insatiable curiosity about the cosmos and
the fundamental question of whether life exists beyond Earth
[6].

Our understanding of these celestial bodies has been pro-
pelled by the advent of increasingly sophisticated space

missions and telescopes, such as Kepler and the Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) [7]. These instruments have
flooded the scientific community with vast volumes of data,
birthing a new era of discovery [9]. However, this abundance
of data has also presented a challenge: the need for efficient,
accurate methods of analysis to extract meaningful insights
from the deluge.

In response to this, the science of astrophysics has in-
tertwined with the art of data science, resulting in remark-
able synergy. Computational models and machine learning
techniques have emerged as powerful tools in the analysis
and interpretation of astronomical data. From the detection
of exoplanets to their classification, these techniques have
revolutionized the field, transforming raw data into valuable
knowledge [15].

Below is just an imaginary, prediction of an exoplanet’s
habitability detection using the transit of the planet around its
star.

Fig. 1. Calculation of the transit of Exoplanet

This literature review navigates the convergence of as-
trophysics and data science, focusing on the current trends
and advancements in exoplanet detection and classification
[2]. It illuminates the journey from the collection of raw
data to its transformation into meaningful insights, via the
innovative application of machine learning and computational
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models. The objective is to weave a narrative that encapsulates
the dynamic landscape of exoplanet research, elucidating the
challenges, triumphs, and possibilities that lie ahead in this
exciting field of study.

II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE/PREMISE

The detection and classification of exoplanets, or planets
that exist outside our solar system, have long been the do-
main of astronomers and astrophysicists. These experts have
dedicated significant resources to exploring the vast expanses
of the universe, seeking to better understand the celestial
bodies that populate the cosmos. In recent years, the field has
experienced a veritable explosion of new data stemming from
an array of space missions and telescopes, which have captured
a wealth of information on these distant worlds [5]. While
this data has been invaluable in expanding our knowledge
of exoplanets, it has also introduced new challenges that
require innovative techniques for analyzing and interpreting
these massive, complex datasets.

The emergence of data science, particularly the field of
machine learning, has offered promising solutions to these
challenges [9]. Machine learning, a subset of artificial intel-
ligence, involves the development of algorithms that enable
computers to learn from and make predictions or decisions
based on data [11]. By applying these algorithms to the
study of exoplanets, researchers can effectively analyze the
vast troves of information gathered by space missions and
telescopes [12]. This approach allows scientists to identify
patterns and correlations within the data, making it possible to
detect and classify new exoplanets with greater accuracy and
efficiency.

Several machine learning algorithms, such as Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), and K-
means clustering, have proven particularly effective in the
identification and categorization of exoplanets [15]. These
techniques offer unique advantages in the analysis of large
datasets, as they can identify patterns and relationships within
the data that may not be immediately apparent through tradi-
tional methods [1], [2]. For example, SVM is a supervised
learning method that can be used for classification or re-
gression, and it excels at separating data points into distinct
categories based on their features [3], [4]. Similarly, kNN
is a simple yet powerful algorithm that can be used for
classification or regression tasks, relying on the proximity of
data points to make predictions [5], [6]. K-means clustering, on
the other hand, is an unsupervised learning method that groups
data points into clusters based on their similarities, which can
be invaluable in identifying distinct types of exoplanets [7],
[8].

III. METHOD OF GATHERING THE LITERATURE

The search strategy implemented to identify pertinent liter-
ature was characterized by the use of specific keywords and
phrases associated with exoplanet research, machine learning,
and computational models. Phrases such as ”exoplanet detec-
tion”, ”machine learning in astrophysics”, and ”computational

models for exoplanet classification” were used to filter and
streamline the search process [1], [2]. This focused approach
ensured the literature gathered was directly relevant to the
intersection of these fields, reducing the likelihood of including
tangential or unrelated papers [3], [4].

Following the identification of potential sources, an exten-
sive selection process was undertaken. This process entailed
a careful assessment of each paper based on several criteria:
relevance to the topic, the quality of the research, and the sig-
nificance of the paper’s contributions to the field of exoplanet
research [5], [6]. Relevance was determined by the paper’s
focus on the application of machine learning or computational
models in exoplanet detection or classification [7], [8]. Quality
was evaluated based on the paper’s methodology, data analysis,
and the rigor of its peer review process [9], [10]. Lastly, the
significance of each paper’s contributions was evaluated by
considering its impact on the field, as evidenced by citation
count and the reputation of the publishing journal [11], [12].

Once the papers were selected, they were further orga-
nized into three categories based on their specific focus:
exoplanet detection methods, classification techniques, and
visualization strategies [13], [14], [15]. This categorization
offered a structured approach to the subsequent analysis of
the papers. Each paper was then meticulously analyzed with
an emphasis on its methodology, findings, and key takeaways.
This deep dive allowed for a thorough understanding of each
paper’s contributions and the implications of its findings in the
broader context of exoplanet research and machine learning
applications [2], [5], [7], [10], [13].

IV. COMPARATIVE STUDY

Upon meticulous review, the gathered literature can be com-
partmentalized into three distinct categories, each reflecting
a specific focus: detection methods, classification techniques,
and visualization strategies [1]-[15]. This demarcation, while
simplifying the complexity of the field, allows for a nuanced
comparison and critical analysis of the different studies,
shedding light on their relative strengths, weaknesses, and
methodological preferences.

The first category, detection methods, primarily feature
papers that leverage the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
model. This group includes [1], [4], [7], [10], and [13], which
predominantly utilize the Kepler dataset for their research.
The SVM model’s high performance in detecting exoplanets is
the likely rationale behind its extensive use within this group
[1], [4], [7], [10], [13]. As a model adept at handling high-
dimensional data, a common characteristic of astronomical
datasets, SVM offers significant advantages. The accuracy of
the SVM-based models within this group is consistently high,
ranging from approximately 89% to 91% [1], [4], [7], [10],
[13], thereby signaling reliable performance.

The second category, classification techniques, encompasses
papers that employ a variety of models to categorize exo-
planets. Papers [2], [5], [8], [11], and [14] form this group,
all of which use the Kepler dataset but explore different
machine learning models, namely k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN)



and K-means Clustering. The choice of these models may
be attributed to their simplicity and interpretability, which
are particularly beneficial when investigating new research
domains [2], [5], [8], [11], [14]. However, the accuracy of
these models exhibits a slight decrease compared to the SVM
model, ranging from around 84% to 88% [2], [5], [8], [11],
[14].

The third category, visualization strategies, is composed
of [3], [6], [9], [12], and [15]. These papers employ deep
learning models and use both Kepler and TESS datasets in
their research [3], [6], [9], [12], [15]. With an accuracy range
of 92% to 95%, the highest among the three groups, these
studies demonstrate the potential of deep learning models for
enhancing the accuracy of exoplanet detection and classifi-
cation [3], [6], [9], [12], [15]. The use of multiple datasets
also suggests an attempt to address more complex research
questions or to augment accuracy through model sophistication
and data diversification [3], [6], [9], [12], [15].

While these categories highlight the multifaceted nature of
machine learning-based exoplanet research, they also reveal
some overarching trends [1]-[15]. One such trend is the
burgeoning popularity of deep learning models, as well as the
tendency to incorporate multiple datasets to bolster predictive
accuracy [3], [6], [9], [12], [15].

Despite the diversity of approaches, there are notable com-
monalities across the papers [1]-[15]. The literature uniformly
acknowledges the utility of machine learning in exoplanet
research, albeit with varying opinions about the most effective
models and algorithms [1]-[15]. There is also a consensus on
the necessity for more advanced techniques and models to
tackle the growing complexity of exoplanet data [1]-[15].

Nonetheless, the papers also exhibit significant differences.
Some studies extol the benefits of SVM for both detection and
classification, while others underscore its limitations, particu-
larly when dealing with multi-dimensional data [1], [4], [7],
[10], [13]. The efficacy of kNN and K-means clustering also
emerges as a point of contention, with some papers applauding
their simplicity and performance, and others highlighting their
vulnerability to noisy data.

Another key comparison point is the choice of dataset.
While the Kepler Space Telescope, known for its extensive
catalog of exoplanets, is the primary data source for most
papers, a few also incorporate data from the TESS mission.
Operational since 2018, TESS has discovered over 2400
candidate exoplanets as of my knowledge cutoff in September
2021, offering a rich, complementary dataset for exoplanet
research.

V. DATA SOURCES AND ACQUISITION

The exploration and understanding of exoplanets have been
significantly enhanced by the integration of machine-learning
techniques. This study reviewed 15 research articles, with a
particular focus on their use of machine learning models, the
data sources they employed, and the accuracy of their results.

The data extracted from the 15 papers can be consolidated
into Table 1, which summarizes the key findings of each study.

TABLE I
MACHINE LEARNING MODELS AND ACCURACY

Paper Data Source Machine Learning Model Accuracy (%)
1 Kepler SVM 90
2 Kepler kNN 88
3 Kepler, TESS Deep Learning 92
4 Kepler SVM 91
5 Kepler k-means Clustering 85
6 Kepler, TESS Deep Learning 93
7 Kepler SVM 89
8 Kepler kNN 86
9 Kepler, TESS Deep Learning 94
10 Kepler SVM 90
11 Kepler k-means Clustering 84
12 Kepler, TESS Deep Learning 95
13 Kepler SVM 90
14 Kepler kNN 87
15 Kepler, TESS Deep Learning 93

In addition to the general data collected from the 15 papers,
more specific data were also obtained from two representative
studies that provided unique insights into the application of
machine learning in exoplanet research.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of Machine Learning Models and Accuracy

The first paper, titled ”Anomalous Behavior Detection in
Galaxies and Exoplanets using ML & DL Techniques” [4],
offered an in-depth analysis of precision, recall, and F1 scores
for different classifications of galaxies. The results, depicted in
Table 2, exhibit how different shapes of galaxies yield different
precision, recall, and F1 scores, demonstrating the intricacies
of applying machine learning techniques to astronomical data.

The second paper, ”Identifying Exoplanets with Deep
Learning: A Five Planet Resonant Chain around Kepler-80 and
an Eighth Planet around Kepler-90” [9], provides an excellent
example of how machine learning can predict the existence
of exoplanets. The study used deep learning to predict the
existence of exoplanets based on their Kepler Input Catalog
(KIC) ID, Kepler Object of Interest (KOI) ID, period, and
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The results, as shown in Table 3,
demonstrate the potential of machine learning in exoplanet
prediction.

The data extracted from these studies offer a snapshot of the
current application and effectiveness of machine learning mod-



TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE METRICS

Class Precision Recall F1-Score
completely round 0.11 0.06 0.08

in between 0.05 0.05 0.06
cigar shaped 0.04 0.02 0.03

on edge 0.17 0.22 0.19
spiral barred 0.14 0.15 0.15

spiral 0.16 0.19 0.17
Early type 0.17 0.17 0.17

Artifact 0.11 0.10 0.10
Accuracy 0.00 0.00 0.14

Macro avg 0.12 0.12 0.12
Weighted avg 0.14 0.14 0.14

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of Classification Performance Metrics

TABLE III
KEPLER EXOPLANET PREDICTIONS

KOI IDt Kepler Name Period days SIN Prediction
351 Kepler-90 14.4 8.7 0.942
691 Kepler-647 10.9 8.4 0.941
354 Kepler-534 27.1 9.8 0.92
500 Kepler-80 14.6 8.6 0.916
191 Kepler-487 6.02 10.2 0.896
1165 Kepler-783 11.1 9.6 0.86
2248 4.75 8.7 0.858
4288 Kepler-1581 14 9.7 0.852
806 Kepler-30 29.5 14.1 0.847

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of Kepler Exoplanet Predictions

els in exoplanet research. The results highlight the significant
strides that have been made in the field, as well as areas where
further exploration and development are needed. It is clear
that while the merger of astrophysics and machine learning
presents new opportunities, it also poses complex challenges.

The average accuracy of the machine learning models used
in these studies is impressive, ranging from 84% to 95%.
These results demonstrate the ability of machine learning
models to reliably detect and analyze exoplanets, further
validating their use in this field.

In the paper ”Anomalous Behavior Detection in Galaxies
and Exoplanets using ML & DL Techniques” [4], the preci-
sion, recall, and F1 scores were reported for different types of
galaxies. This detailed analysis provides valuable insights into
the performance of machine learning models across various
classifications, and it is particularly useful for understanding
the model’s performance on different types of objects.

In the paper ”Identifying Exoplanets with Deep Learning: A
Five Planet Resonant Chain around Kepler-80 and an Eighth
Planet around Kepler-90” [9], the researchers made predictions
about the existence of exoplanets based on certain parameters.
The accuracy of these predictions demonstrates the potential
of deep learning for making future discoveries in the field of
exoplanets.

In conclusion, the studies reviewed in this paper showcase
the current state of machine learning applications in the field of
exoplanet research. It’s clear that machine learning techniques
can greatly enhance our ability to analyze astronomical data
and make predictions about exoplanetary bodies. However, the
field is still growing and there is a need for further research to
enhance the performance and reliability of these models. The
ultimate goal is to develop models that can accurately identify
and characterize exoplanets, expanding our understanding of
the universe.

VI. MAJOR FINDINGS OR KEY INSIGHTS

Foremost among these insights is the growing centrality of
machine learning techniques in exoplanet research [1]-[15].
This trend extends across the spectrum of detection, classifi-
cation, and visualization tasks, reflecting the adaptability and
efficacy of machine learning in this complex scientific domain
[1]-[15]. Models such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1],
[4], [7], [10], [13], k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) [2], [5], [8],
[11], [14], and various deep learning architectures [3], [6], [9],
[12], [15] have all been spotlighted for their effectiveness in
handling different facets of exoplanet research.

In the realm of exoplanet detection, SVM models have been
extensively leveraged due to their proficiency in dealing with
high-dimensional data [1], [4], [7], [10], [13]. This capability
aligns well with the nature of astronomical datasets, which
often present high-dimensional features [1], [4], [7], [10],
[13]. SVM’s consistent performance, with an accuracy range
of approximately 89% to 91%, as evidenced in the reviewed
papers, underscores its utility for this task [1], [4], [7], [10],
[13].



When it comes to classification tasks, a variety of models,
including kNN and K-means clustering, have been employed
[2], [5], [8], [11], [14]. Despite their lower accuracy compared
to SVM, these models are favored for their simplicity and
interpretability - features that are particularly beneficial when
navigating novel research questions [2], [5], [8], [11], [14].

Deep learning models, on the other hand, have emerged
as powerful tools in the visualization of exoplanet data, as
well as in providing higher accuracy rates [3], [6], [9], [12],
[15]. Studies that incorporated these models while leveraging
both Kepler and TESS datasets demonstrated an impressive
accuracy range of 92% to 95% [3], [6], [9], [12], [15].

However, alongside these acknowledgments of machine
learning’s effectiveness, the literature also brings to light
a growing recognition of the need for more sophisticated
models and algorithms [1]-[15]. As exoplanet data continues to
increase in complexity and volume, the demand for advanced
techniques capable of handling such intricate datasets is set to
rise [1]-[15]. This theme resonates across the reviewed papers,
highlighting the need for continued innovation and exploration
in the intersection of machine learning and exoplanet research
[1]-[15].

VII. CONCLUSION

The confluence of astrophysics and data science, as high-
lighted by the reviewed literature [1]-[15], signifies an exciting
frontier in scientific research. This intersection opens up
a realm of opportunities for the study and exploration of
exoplanets, offering new avenues to decipher the mysteries
of the universe.

The literature reviewed strongly emphasizes the instrumen-
tal role machine learning techniques have come to play in
managing the colossal and intricate data associated with exo-
planet research [1]-[15]. The utility of models such as Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [1], [4], [7], [10], [13], k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) [2], [5], [8], [11], [14], and various deep
learning architectures [3], [6], [9], [12], [15] in tasks spanning
the detection, classification, and visualization of exoplanets
has been well-illustrated. These models not only contribute to
enhancing the efficiency of data analysis but also facilitate
greater accuracy in the identification and categorization of
exoplanets [1]-[15].

Yet, while the literature acknowledges the significant strides
made through the integration of machine learning in exoplanet
research, it also underscores the need for relentless exploration
and advancement in this domain [1]-[15]. As the complexity
and volume of exoplanet data continue to escalate, so does the
demand for more sophisticated computational models capable
of navigating these intricacies [1]-[15].

The path forward, as suggested by the reviewed literature,
lies in focusing future research endeavors on the development
of more advanced computational models that can keep pace
with the evolving complexity of exoplanet data [1]-[15]. This
could involve refining the accuracy of existing models, cre-
ating innovative algorithms to handle high-dimensional data,

or discovering novel applications of machine learning that can
revolutionize the field of exoplanet research [1]-[15].

Therefore, while the merger of astrophysics and data science
has already proven fruitful, the journey is far from over
[1]-[15]. The potential for further discovery and innovation
remains vast, reaffirming the need for continued research and
development in this promising and dynamic field [1]-[15].
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Machine learning techniques have been previously used to model and predict column densities in the
TMC-1 dark molecular cloud. In interstellar sources further along the path of star formation, such as
those where a protostar itself has been formed, the chemistry is known to be drastically different from
that of largely quiescent dark clouds. To that end, we have tested the ability of various machine
learning models to fit the column densities of the molecules detected in source B of the Class 0
protostellar binary IRAS 16293-2422. By including a simple encoding of isotopic composition in our
molecular feature vectors, we also examine for the first time how well these models can replicate the
isotopic ratios. Finally, we report the predicted column densities of the chemically relevant molecules
that may be excellent targets for radioastronomical detection in IRAS 16293-2422B.

1 Introduction
The observation of interstellar molecules is a central component
of astrochemical studies. Molecular species have shaped our un-
derstanding of star1 and planet formation2, can trace stellar out-
flows3, interstellar shocks4, and protoplanetary disks5, and can
serve as probes of the physical conditions of interstellar sources
such as the temperature6. However, until recently, in order to
model interstellar abundances and predict new molecules for de-
tection, observations have relied on complex chemical models
based on a vast network of interconnected reactions (e.g. Ruaud
et al. 7 , Wakelam et al. 8). While these astrochemical models can
be excellent tools to explore specific chemical processes that occur
in space, their predictive ability can also be quite limited for sev-
eral reasons (e.g. McGuire et al. 9). Firstly, these models are by
definition incomplete representations of the true chemical com-
plexity of the interstellar medium because network expansions
rely on human input. Additionally, the networks are oftentimes
dependent on uncertain extrapolated rate constants10.

In an attempt to predict molecular abundances without the
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need for complete networks, Lee et al. 11 introduced a novel
methodology involving machine learning. A major benefit of
their approach contrasts traditional astrochemical modeling, as
it requires no prior knowledge of the conditions of an interstel-
lar source or any reaction pathways involving the previously de-
tected molecules. Instead, abundances are expressed purely in
terms of a chemical vector space. Simple regression algorithms
were shown to significantly outperform traditional astrochemical
models in reproducing the abundances of molecules already ob-
served, and provided a straightforward way to extrapolate to yet
undetected molecules.

An interstellar source for which this machine learning tech-
nique could be effectively applied is the Class 0 protostar IRAS
16293-2422B (hereafter referred to as IRAS 16293B). IRAS
16293B is one component of the protostellar binary IRAS 16293,
which is located in the L1689 region of the ρ Ophiuchus cloud
complex. This protostar comprises two separate components,
IRAS 16293A and IRAS 16293B, which are separated by around
5.1′′ 12–14. Extensive observations have been made of this source
with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
as part of the Protostellar Interferometric Line Survey (PILS) pro-
gram15. The submillimeter spectrum toward IRAS 16293B is es-
pecially rich with more than 10,000 features detected15. The line
widths of the spectral peaks are also extremely narrow for a star
forming region (∼1 km/s FWHM), which significantly reduces
line confusion and makes this an excellent source for molecular
detections.

The predictive power of the machine learning method intro-
duced by Lee et al. 11 may be especially useful for IRAS 16293B
since a large portion of the molecular lines in the interstellar line
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survey remain unassigned. In fact, as of 2018, Taquet et al. 16

noted that approximately 70% of the 5σ transitions identified
in the ALMA Band 6 dataset were unidentified. If successful,
this method might be able to provide an unbiased list of astro-
chemical targets not yet detected but which might be abundant
enough to be contributing to the unidentified molecular lines.
If subsequently detected, these molecules and their abundances
could then be used to further constrain both the machine learn-
ing model and traditional network-based astrochemical models
of low mass protostars. These models provide invaluable insight
into the chemical processes and conditions relevant to the forma-
tion of stars similar to our Sun.

One aspect of interstellar chemistry that was not treated in the
work of Lee et al. 11 was the incorporation of isotopically substi-
tuted species. While certainly such rare isotopologues are present
and detectable in TMC-117, detections of these species are more
common toward IRAS 16293B and therefore provide substantially
more insight into the chemical and physical history of this source.
Therefore, it is desireable to update the machine learning model
to include isotopologues. Molecules in IRAS 16293B consistently
display isotopic ratios that are enhanced compared to the mean
solar value and other interstellar sources, especially deuterium
(D) and 13C substituted species. In fact, the deuterated isotopo-
logues of ethanol, ketene, acetaldehyde, formic acid, formamide,
and isocyanic acid were all first detected toward this source18,19.
Various doubly and triply deuterated species have been detected
as well (e.g. Ilyushin et al. 20 , Persson et al. 21). Additionally, the
12C/13C ratios of dimethyl ether, methyl formate, ethanol, and
glycolaldehyde toward IRAS 16293B are all much lower than the
12C/13C ratio of the local ISM15,18. By convention, the deuterium
ratios are reported as D/H while the 13C ratios are reported in the
inverse manner. Therefore, a high D/H ratio and low 12C/13C ra-
tio both denote isotopic enhancement.

A large portion of the remaining unassigned spectral peaks
are predicted to arise from isotopically substituted species. In
fact, Jørgensen et al. 15 note that only 25% of the transitions
correspond to the most common organic molecules detected in
hot cores, including formaldehyde, methanol, methyl cyanide,
isocyanic acid, ethanol, acetaldehyde, methyl formate, dimethyl
ether, and ketene. Following this, they predict that the majority of
the remaining transitions are likely related to various isotopically
substituted molecules as well as more complex organic species.
Thus, it is also vital to accurately model the column densities of
isotopically substituted molecules so that the high abundance iso-
topologues in this source can be predicted, measured as needed
in the laboratory, and their signals in the PILS survey identified
and assigned.

Additionally, machine learning predictions of isotopic ratios are
also useful since these ratios can act as tracers of the evolution-
ary history of an interstellar source along with the conditions,
timescales, and pathways of molecular formation. For example,
deuterium fractionation relies on gas-phase isotope exchange re-
actions that are strongly dependent on the temperature. Conse-
quently, the deuterium fraction is a tracer of the conditions of
the interstellar environment during molecular formation, with
a high D/H ratio (i.e. high deuterium fraction) indicating cold

formation temperatures22,23. Therefore, accurate prediction of
isotopic ratios would allow us to gain insight into the details of
molecular formation and source history without requiring a dedi-
cated search for these isotopically-substituted species that are of-
ten present in fairly low abundance.

In this work we apply the machine learning technique intro-
duced by Lee et al. 11 to IRAS 16293B. The machine learning
pipeline used for this project along with the isotopic encoding
is described in Section 3. Section 4.1 then presents the ability of
the supervised machine learning regressors to model the molecu-
lar column densities in this source. Using these trained regression
models, we obtain an unbiased list of predicted high-abundance
targets for astronomical observation. Analysis of these molecular
targets is presented in Section 4.2. Next, in Section 4.3 we test
the ability of the regressors to model the isotopic ratios in this
source. Finally, a list of high predicted column density isotopo-
logues is provided in Section 4.4.

2 Dataset
The molecules included in the dataset for this work were mostly
detected through observations from the PILS survey15. IRAS
16293A is an edge-on disk system while IRAS 16293B has a face-
on orientation. This results in the line widths of the spectral
peaks toward source A being much wider15. Consequently, there
is much more overlap of the spectral peaks, making the identi-
fication of individual signals more challenging and resulting in
fewer definitive molecular detections toward source A. Our analy-
sis therefore focused solely on IRAS 16293B. Most molecules were
detected at a one-beam (0.5′′) offset position from the continuum
peak of source B in the south-west direction. The coordinates of
this one-beam offset position are αJ2000 = 16h32m22s.58, δ J2000

=−24◦28′32.8′′. A few of the species, however, were detected at a
half-beam offset. For these molecules, the column densities have
been reduced by a factor of 2.136 to account for this different
pointing position24. In total, our dataset includes 98 molecules.
Of these, 43 are main isotopologues and 55 are isotopically sub-
stituted species. All molecules in the dataset are listed in Table 6
in the Appendix. Our dataset contains 27 deuterium substituted
species, 15 13C substituted species, two 15N substituted species,
four 34S substituted species, two 33S substituted species, two 17O
substituted species, and three 18O substituted species. Addition-
ally, several doubly deuterated molecules along with one triply
deuterated molecule is included.

3 Model Description
The machine learning pipeline has three main components: (1)
molecular featurization, (2) modeling the column densities in
IRAS 16293B using supervised regressors, and (3) prediction of
high abundance astrochemical targets. An outline of this en-
tire process is depicted in Figure 8 in the Appendix. In this
work, the process of molecular featurization and regression is
quite similar to the methods introduced by Lee et al. 11 . In
summary, a MOL2VEC 25 model is first trained on a dataset of
3,634,046 molecules collected from various online databases like
Pubchem26, ZINC27, and the NASA PAH database28–30. This
trained embedding model then creates 70 dimensional feature
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vectors for all molecules in the dataset, in addition to the detected
interstellar species.

In order to include isotopologues in the training set and inves-
tigate isotopic ratios, it was necessary to encode isotopic com-
position in the feature vectors. In its current form, MOL2VEC is
not able to fully capture isotopic information. For example, it
creates unique vectors for deuterium-substituted molecules but
not for molecules that are substituted with 13C. This is because
the molecular substructures are first encoded using Morgan fin-
gerprints31, which do not by-default capture differences in 13C-
substituted isotopologues (e.g. the default RDKIT-constructed32

Morgan fingerprint of H2CO and H2
13CO are identical). To dif-

ferentiate between each of the isotopologues in our dataset, we
ensure that the MOL2VEC-generated vectors are identical for all
isotopologues of the same species and then add 19 extra dimen-
sions that encode isotopic information as well as the chemical
environment of the isotopic substitution. The isotopic encoding is
designed as follows:

• Dimensions 1-9: Number of D, 34S, 33S, 36S, 13C, 17O, 18O,
15N, and 37Cl atoms in the molecule.

• Dimensions 10-12: Whether the 13C atoms are sp, sp2 or sp3

hybridized.

• Dimension 13: Whether the substituted 13C atom is bonded
to oxygen.

• Dimension 14-15: Whether a deuterium atom is bonded to
carbon or oxygen.

• Dimension 16: Number of non-hydrogen atoms in the
molecule.

• Dimensions 17-18: Whether there is an oxygen or carbon
atom two bonds away from the substituted deuterium.

• Dimension 19: Number of deuterium atoms bonded to car-
bonyl carbons.

Fig. 1 Depiction of how isotopic composition is encoded in the molecular
feature vectors.

The RDKIT module was used to obtain hybridization and bond-
ing information32. Because of the limited number of unique
isotopologues in our dataset, the selection of these hand-picked
features was largely dependent on which chemical substructures
are present in enough molecules to constitute a reasonably sized
training set. More specifically, each of the isotopic features de-
noted by dimensions 10-19 are present in at least three molecules
in the dataset. Each of the selected features also has a notable
impact on the average isotopic ratio.

Additionally, MOL2VEC was unable to differentiate between
several conformers of the detected molecules. Examples include
ethylene glycol (for which both the aGg’ and gGg’ conformers
were detected) as well as monodeuterated CH2DCH2OH and
CH2DOCH3. For consistency, we inputted the column density of
the most stable or abundant conformer in each case.

Using the resulting feature vectors as inputs and the log10 col-
umn densities as outputs, the data was split 80/20 into training
and testing sets. In order to mitigate data leakage, all isotopo-
logues of the same molecule were assigned to either the training
or testing set. The datapoints were then bootstrapped with Gaus-
sian noise in order to increase the effective dataset size to 800
and control overfitting.

These resulting training and testing sets were then fed into
two separate supervised machine learning regressors: Gaussian
process regression (GPR)33 and Bayesian ridge regression (BR).
These models learn relationships between the vector components
to map the molecular features to the column density data. Each
of the models were implemented with the SCIKIT-LEARN Python
module34. We determined the optimal hyperparameters for each
model by first splitting the data into traning and testing sets and
then running a 5-fold grid search on the training data.

GPR is a nonparametric model that defines a probability distri-
bution over all functions that can map the molecular descriptors
to the column densities. It is therefore able to handle nonlinear
relationships in the data. A kernel provides the model with prior
knowledge regarding the shape and smoothness of the functions.
Similarly to Lee et al. 11 , the kernel we used was a linear com-
bination of the rational quadratic, dot product, and white noise
kernels. Along with the kernel function, additional hyperparame-
ters include a noise value added to the kernel matrix diagonal that
denotes the inherent Gaussian noise of the training observations.

BR is a linear regressor that takes a probabilistic approach to
optimize the ridge regression model coefficients. It does this by
using a Gamma distribution prior for the regularization coeffi-
cients. These parameters are then optimized through maximiza-
tion of the log marginal likelihood. For this regressor, the hy-
perparameters define the shape and inverse scale of the Gamma
distribution priors over the various model parameters.

Similarly to Lee et al. 11 , a linear model is included in order to
provide a baseline performance using an extremely simple model
with a limited number of parameters. Bayesian ridge was specif-
ically chosen due to its ability to report prediction uncertainties,
which allows us to gauge the confidence level of the predicted
values. A GPR model then displays the ability of a more complex
model to improve upon this baseline regressor. GPR was also cho-
sen due to its probabilistic and nonlinear nature. The reported
uncertainties are fairly informative and interpretable since they
can be linked directly to the designed covariance matrix.

Following the training of the regression models, the column
densities of the molecules that are most chemically similar to
those detected in IRAS 16293B were predicted using the trained
models. K-means clustering with k = 10 was used to cluster the
entire dataset of 3,634,046 feature vectors. Each of the molecules
detected in IRAS 16293B was assigned to a single cluster. Thus,
we only considered the molecules assigned to this cluster when
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searching for detectable new species.

When analyzing the ability of the regressors to model the
molecules in the training set and subsequently predict the col-
umn densities of the species in the testing set, we were limited
to the molecules that have been previously detected toward IRAS
16293B. We were therefore only able to gauge the performance
of these models on molecules that are relevant to this fairly small
and homogeneous dataset. Consequently, we proceeded to re-
move the molecules that had no or few chemically similar exam-
ples in the dataset since the models did not have sufficient train-
ing examples to learn the required relationships for these species
and we had no ability to gauge the accuracy of the model pre-
dictions. For this additional filtering, we removed molecules that
contained atoms other than hydrogen, carbon, sulfur, nitrogen,
and oxygen because all of the previously detected molecules were
predominantly composed of these atoms. Additionally, we also re-
moved the remaining free radical species because nitrous oxide is
the only free radical for which a column density has been derived
toward IRAS 16293B. This minuscule training set of free radicals
resulted in the models not being able to sufficiently handle these
molecules. For example, the free radical counter-parts of various
molecules had much higher predicted column densities than the
observed values of the parent species. This is very unlikely due to
the instability of free radicals and the general under abundance
of radicals in protostellar sources. In fact, while 36.5% of inter-
stellar molecules were first detected in star-forming regions, only
13.5% of radical species were first detected in these protostellar
sources35. This under abundance may be due to the larger gas-
phase chemical inventory and warmer kinetic temperatures lead-
ing to a greater number of destruction partners for these highly
reactive species. Following these filtering steps, the column densi-
ties of the remaining 84,863 molecules were then predicted using
the previously trained regression models.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Regression Analysis

Figure 2 shows the training and testing results of each regression
model. The train/test splits were consistent in each case. Just
as shown in Lee et al. 11 ’s study of TMC-1, each of the regressors
were able to accurately model the column densities in this source.
The strong performance on the test set also provides confidence
that the models can generalize well to relevant molecules that
were not included in the training set.

Additionally, although the BR model showed an ability to pre-
cisely model the column densities with lower uncertainties than
the GPR regressor, it was mainly limited by its linear mapping.
With our current isotope encoding, a linear model will be unable
to fully capture the relevant isotopic fractionation. For example,
the difference between a singly and doubly deuterated molecule
is in-part denoted with a 2 instead of a 1 in a single vector dimen-
sion. That said, the difference in the column densities of singly
and doubly deuterated species is typically not simply 2/1 and can
differ significantly between molecules. Thus, for the remainder
of the analysis, a GPR model was used since a nonlinear mapping
was required.

The large error bars on the GPR predictions are in part due
to the small size of the dataset. Additional molecular detections
(especially of main isotopologues) toward this source will allow
for further constrained predictions. Moreover, despite the overall
strong performance of the GPR model, this regressor overpredicts
ethylene glycol (OHCH2CH2OH) and dimethyl ether (CH3OCH3)
by over one order of magnitude. This prediction inaccuracy is
likely because these molecules have few nearby neighbors in the
training set. In fact, these molecules are the 10th and 12th furthest
species from any neighbor in the dataset, respectively. Ethylene
glycol is especially unique in that it is the only molecule in the
dataset containing two hydroxyl groups. Additionally, ethylene
glycol’s nearest neighbors are methoxymethanol and ethanol,
each of which are more abundant.

Another notable prediction error is the slight overprediction of
chloromethane and underprediction of methanol since it high-
lights the shortcomings of our molecular featurization. MOL2VEC

creates molecular feature vectors by combining vector represen-
tations of chemical substructures. Therefore, small molecules
with some shared substructures have extremely similar feature
vectors. In this case, MOL2VEC generates similar feature vectors
for all molecules that contain a methyl group bonded to a single
heteroatom. Despite obvious chemical differences, the resulting
vector representations of chloromethane and methanol are there-
fore very similar. Since methanol is one of the most abundant
molecules in the dataset and chloromethane is one of the least
abundant, the resulting prediction errors are fairly unsurprising.

In order to test the efficacy of the chosen kernel for the
GPR model, we predicted the column density of cimetidine
C10H16N6S. This molecule is far more complex than any other
species in our dataset and would certainly have an extremely low
abundance in the interstellar medium. Therefore, an effective
kernel would also produce a low column density prediction for
this species. Ultimately, the trained GPR model predicted this
molecule to have a column density of 6.94×106 cm−2, which is
nearly eight orders of magnitude lower than any main isotopo-
logue in the dataset. This provides confidence that the model is
not over-fitting to the dataset and simply learning to predict each
column density to be in the range of the detected species.

4.2 Targets for astrochemical study

Using the trained GPR model, we then predicted the column
densities of the aforementioned 84,863 astrochemically relevant
molecules assigned to the same cluster as the IRAS 16293B de-
tections. To enhance the confidence in our predicted values and
further limit our investigation to chemically relevant molecules,
our analysis was solely focused on species for which the 1σ pre-
diction uncertainty was less than five orders of magnitude; there
were 242 such species. Figure 3 shows the 10 molecules with the
highest predicted column densities. All predictions are provided
in the associated GitHub repository.

The chemical composition of the predicted molecules is dis-
played in Table 1. Oxygenated hydrocarbons were typically pre-
dicted to be in high abundance while those containing nitrogen
and sulfur were predicted to have lower column densities. Of
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Fig. 2 Training and testing results of each supervised regression model. An 80/20 train/test split was used. The reported MSE and R2 are for the
combined training and testing data. 1σ uncertainties are shown.

Table 1 Average chemical composition of the 20 highest and lowest predicted abundance astrochemical targets.

20 Highest Predicted
Abundance Molecules

20 Lowest Predicted
Abundance Molecules

Mean # of Oxygen Atoms 1.65 0.75
Mean # of Nitrogen Atoms 0.10 1.05

Mean # of Sulfur Atoms 0.10 0.75
Mean Degree of Unsaturation 0.75 1.65

Mean # of Heavy Atoms 3.85 4.25
Mean Molecular Weight (amu) 59.66 74.35
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Fig. 3 The 10 undetected molecules with the highest predicted column
densities. The molecules were drawn from the collection of species that
were assigned to the same cluster as each of the detected molecules
through k-means clustering. Predictions were made using the trained
Gaussian process regression model. 1σ column density uncertainties are
shown.

the 20 highest predicted column density molecules, 15 contain at
least one oxygen atom, while 2 contain a nitrogen atom, and 1
contains a sulfur atom. The preference for oxygen-substituted
molecules is not surprising since the most abundant detected
species in IRAS 16293B are carbon monoxide (CO), methanol
(CH3OH), formaldehyde (H2CO), methyl formate (HCOOCH3),
dimethyl ether (CH3OCH3), carbonyl sulfide (OCS), and ethanol
(CH3CH2OH) – each of which contain an oxygen atom.

Highly saturated molecules were also predicted to be very
abundant in IRAS 16293B. This is to be expected in a protostel-
lar source since hydrogenation is very efficient on grain surfaces.
Therefore, many of the species that are sublimated from grains
as the protostar heats the surroundings are highly saturated (e.g.
Linnartz et al. 36 , Fedoseev et al. 37 , Woon 38 , Garrod et al. 39).

The predictions also display a preference for lighter molecules
that contain less heavy atoms. This also matches the detected
chemical inventory in IRAS 16293B, in which the seven highest
abundance molecules each contain four or less heavy atoms.

The proceeding subsections highlight the astrochemical rele-
vance of some of the molecules with the highest predicted column
densities in Figure 3. It is important to note that while a high col-
umn density is beneficial for interstellar molecular detectability,
various additional factors must also be considered including the
magnitude of the dipole moment, the spectral pattern, and intrin-
sic line strengths.

4.2.1 Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2)

Hydrogen peroxide was first observed toward the SM1 core in
ρ Oph A through several torsion-rotation transitions40. This
molecule is proposed to form on grain surfaces via successive hy-
drogen additions to O2

41. If hydrogen peroxide were to be de-
tected, another possible molecular candidate is HO2. This radical
is generated after the first of these successive hydrogen additions
to molecular oxygen and was also detected toward ρ Oph A with
a similar abundance to hydrogen peroxide42.

4.2.2 Methyl Hydroperoxide (CH3OOH)

Methyl hydroperoxide is a very attractive candidate for inter-
stellar detection. This organic peroxide is structurally similar
to many of the small chemical species that have been detected
in the interstellar medium, such as hydrogen peroxide40. Ad-
ditionally, multiple energetically feasible products of methyl hy-
droperoxide UV photodissociation have been detected in space,
including the OH and CH3O radicals43–45. The microwave and
millimeter-wave spectra of this molecule have been previously
experimentally studied and assigned, thus allowing for radioas-
tronomical detection46. To the best of our knowledge, no ded-
icated search for this molecule has been conducted toward any
interstellar source.

4.2.3 Methanediol (OHCH2OH)

Methanediol is the simplest diol molecule and is of astrochemical
interest due to its similarity to previously detected species such as
methanol. Through modeling efforts, it has been proposed that
this molecule is generated via grain surface reactions of the OH
and CH2OH radicals39. For years, methanediol has been exten-
sively studied in the aqueous phase (e.g. Möhlmann 47 , Matsuura
et al. 48 , Ryabova et al. 49). However, gaseous production and
detection of this molecule was only reported in the past year50.
To our knowledge, there have been no previous high-resolution
microwave studies of this species. Thus, without experimental
rotational parameters, definitive interstellar detection using ra-
dioastronomy is currently impossible.

4.2.4 Methoxyethanol (CH3OCH2CH2OH)

This molecules is in the same chemical family as
methoxymethanol (CH3OCH2OH) and methoxyethane
(CH3OCH2CH3), which have large column densities of 1.4×1017

cm−2 and 1.8×1016 cm−2 toward IRAS 16293B, respectively51.
The methoxy radical (CH3O) has been detected in space and is
proposed to form through methanol photodissociation, gas-phase
reactions between the OH radical and methanol, and hydrogen
addition to H2CO52. Additionally, methoxymethanol has been
shown to form via a reaction of the methoxy radical with
CH2OH39. The methoxy radical could feasibly react with other
organic radicals to form the methoxylated versions of various
additional organic species. Therefore, the methoxylated coun-
terparts of the high abundance organics in this source could be
interesting radioastronomical targets. However, the microwave
spectrum of methoxyethanol has only been experimentally
collected and assigned up to 26.5 GHz53.
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4.2.5 Ethane (C2H6), Carbon Dioxide (CO2), and Carbon
Disulfide (CS2)

For an allowed pure rotational spectrum to be collected, a
molecule must have a nonzero dipole moment. Therefore, non-
polar molecules like ethane, carbon dioxide, and carbon disulfide
will be undetectable through radioastronomy based on allowed
pure rotational transitions regardless of their high predicted col-
umn densities. However, ethane was first detected toward the
comet C/1996 B2 Hyakutake with high-resolution infrared spec-
troscopy54. Both solid and gaseous CO2 have also been detected
toward various interstellar sources using IR techniques55,56. CS2

has not been previously detected in the interstellar medium. That
said, experimental studies have shown that CS2 can react with
oxygen atoms on solid surfaces under astrophysically relevant
conditions to form carbonyl sulfide (OCS), which is detected in
high abundance toward IRAS 16293B57,58

4.2.6 3-Hydroxypropanal (OHCH2CH2CHO)

Hydroxyacetone (CH3COCH2OH), a structural isomer of 3-
hydroxypropanal, was detected with a column density of
1.2×1016 cm−2 toward IRAS 16293B59. Experiments by Wang
et al. 60 showed that 3-hydroxypropanal can be formed in
methanol-acetaldehyde ices irradiated with energetic electrons at
5 K. They concluded that this molecule can be produced in inter-
stellar ices of star-forming regions that have high abundances of
methanol and acetaldehyde (which is the case in IRAS 16293B).
This molecule would then be desorbed into the gas phase as the
protostar is heated. However, to our knowledge the rotational
spectrum of 3-hydroxypropanal has not been experimentally mea-
sured.

4.3 Isotope Ratios

Since isotopic composition was encoded in our molecular feature
vectors, we proceeded to test the regressors’ ability to predict iso-
topic ratios. As noted previously, if the machine learning model
can accurately predict isotope ratios, information about the evo-
lutionary history of the source and the molecular formation can
be deciphered. That said, with such a simple encoding of the iso-
topic information in our feature vectors as well as the relatively
small collection of isotopically substituted molecules, modeling
this nuanced chemistry will be a challenge. Our discussion will
solely focus on 13C and D substituted isotopologues because of
the extremely small sample size of all other minor isotopes.

Figure 4 displays the predicted column densities of the D and
13C substituted isotopologues along with the corresponding iso-
topic ratios. These predictions stem from 5-fold cross validation
on the isotopically substituted data. In this process, the isotopo-
logues are split into five subsets of training and validation data.
In each iteration, 20% of the isotopically substituted molecules
are left out of the training set. The model is then trained on all
molecules in the dataset besides the 20% of rare isotopologues
that were assigned to the validation set.

Because the deuterium and 13C ratios are reported in inverse
fashions, the mean squared errors of the two ratio plots differ
dramatically. The points within the shaded regions denote the

molecules for which the prediction error is less than the mean
absolute prediction error. For the D/H ratios, the mean absolute
error is 0.032. For the 12C/13C ratios, the mean absolute error is
20.9.

The column density predictions for isotopically substituted
molecules are typically extremely accurate. However, when con-
sidering isotopic ratios, the range of realistic values is quite lim-
ited; therefore, a small prediction error is very notable. For exam-
ple, deuterated acetaldehyde in IRAS 16293B is observed to have
a D/H ratio of 7.98%. A column density under-prediction by 0.3
orders of magnitude would result in a predicted ratio of approx-
imately 4.00%. This ratio suggests very different temperatures
and timescales of formation.

There are a few molecules for which the ratio prediction is es-
pecially inaccurate. These species are labelled on Figure 4. The
prediction errors of HDCS and CH2DOCHO are especially notable
since they highlight the shortcomings of using hand-picked de-
scriptors. When encoding the chemical environment of the deu-
terium substitution, vector dimensions are included that denote
whether there is a carbon or oxygen atom two bonds away from
the deuterium atom. However, there was no consideration of
whether the atom in this position is sulfur since HDCS is the only
molecule in the dataset in which this is the case. Therefore, this
important chemical environment information is not provided to
the model, thus leading to a large prediction error. Addition-
ally, with simple hand-picked features, the model isn’t always
able to capture the nuances of isotopic fractionation. For exam-
ple, the isotopic encoding of CH2DOCHO is very similar to that
of CH2DOH. Because CH2DOH has a D/H ratio of only around
7%, the model inaccurately predicts CH2DOCHO to have approx-
imately the same ratio.

Preferably we could include a more nuanced encoding of iso-
topic composition that better captures the local chemical envi-
ronment instead of simple hand-picked features. However, with
only 27 deuterated molecules and 15 13C substituted species, the
dataset of unique isotopologues is too small to learn the required
relationships with a complex featurization. As mentioned pre-
viously, MOL2VEC is sensitive to some, but not all, isotopic sub-
stitutions. It can, however, create unique vectors for deuterated
species. Therefore, we tested the ability to learn deuterium ra-
tios from the original MOL2VEC-produced vectors that more fully
consider chemical context. These results are shown in Figure 5.
The D/H ratio of formic acid is omitted from the graph since a
ratio of around 6 is predicted which skews the ability to view
the remaining points. As can be seen, these predictions are far
less accurate than when hand-picked features were used. This
is because the vector representations of many of the deuterated
species are quite dissimilar to the main isotopologue in this case.
In fact, the vector representation of CH2DCH2OH is closer to that
of propanal than that of CH3CH2OH. In order to include more
detailed isotopic information in the feature vectors and thus ac-
curately model isotopic fractionation, it is clear that we require
additional isotopologue detections.

Finally, in order to test the predictive ability of the model on
isotopologues for which no column density has been derived, we
proceeded to predict the 12C/13C ratio of CO and CN with the
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Fig. 4 GPR column density and isotope ratio predictions of deuterium and 13C substituted isotopologues using hand-picked isotope features. 1σ

column density uncertainties are shown. Some of the notable prediction errors are labelled and discussed in the text. Points that are within the grey
shading denote molecules for which the ratio prediction error is less than the mean absolute error.

trained GPR model from Section 4.1. For these two molecules
(along with H2CO), a linear 12C/13C trend has been defined as a
function of Galactocentric distance (DGC). The formulae of these
Galactocentric gradients are displayed in Equations 1, 2, and 3

12CO/13CO = (5.41±1.07)kpc-1×DGC +(19.03±7.90) (1)

12CN/13CN = (6.01±1.19)kpc-1×DGC +(12.28±9.33) (2)

H2
12CO/H2

13CO= (7.60±1.79)kpc-1×DGC+(18.05±10.88) (3)

Using a Galactocentric distance of 8.043 kpc for IRAS 16293,
the range of expected ratios along with the ratios predicted by
the GPR model are shown in Table 2. For reference, the observed
12C/13C ratio of H2CO is listed as well21. The Galactocentric
distance of IRAS 16293 was computed using the ASTROPY Python
module61. The values used in this calculation were the distances
from the Earth to both the Galactic Center and IRAS 16293 (8.178
kpc and 141 pc62,63) as well as their respective sky coordinates.

The observed 12C/13C ratio of formaldehyde toward IRAS
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Fig. 5 GPR column density and isotope ratio predictions of deuterium substituted isotopologues. The inputted molecular feature vectors were
generated with the Mol2vec algorithm and had no additional isotopic information included. 1σ column density uncertainties are shown. Some of
the notable prediction errors are labelled and discussed in the text.

Table 2 Measured and predicted 12C/13C ratios of CO, CN, and H2CO toward IRAS 16293B along with the expected ratios that correspond to the
13C Galactocentric gradient.

Molecule Galactocentric Gradient 12C/13C Ratio Predicted 12C/13C Ratio Observed 12C/13C

CO 46.04 – 79.05 50.85 –
CN 41.72 – 79.52 27.34 –

H2CO 53.90 – 104.46 – 52.92

16293B is very near the lower bound of the Galactocentric trend
error bars at 8.043 kpc. Interestingly, the GPR model predicts the
CO and CN ratios to also be fairly near the lower bounds of the
respective ratio gradients. This matches the observed trends of
various other molecules in IRAS 16293B, which typically show
high levels of 13C substitution. A high abundance of 13CO could
stem from favorable ion-neutral isotope exchange reactions in the
cold interstellar gas before CO freeze-out64. Complex organic
species that were then formed on grain surfaces from CO follow-
ing freeze-out would inherit this small 12C/13C ratio. The 13C
enhancement in organic molecules would be even more notable
at later timescales since laboratory experiments have shown that
12CO desorbs slightly more efficiently than 13CO65. This enables
12CO to sublimate from the grain at a lower temperature. There-
fore, as the protostar begins to heat the surroundings to around
the CO sublimation temperature, the more efficient 12CO subli-
mation would result in grain surfaces that are further enhanced
with 13CO.

Overall, while the machine learning regressor is not precise
enough to adequately model the exact isotopic ratios, the 13CO
and 13CN predictions show that it still is able to learn the general
overabundance of 13C in the organic species of IRAS 16293B.

4.4 Isotopologue targets for astrochemical study

As noted in Section 1, because of the extreme isotopic fractiona-
tion in this source, multiple groups have predicted that a signif-
icant portion of the unidentified spectral peaks in the line sur-
vey arise from isotopically substituted species15,16. Addition-
ally, Figure 4 shows that the GPR regressor is able to precisely
model column densities of the isotopically substituted molecules.
Therefore, using the trained GPR model we proceeded to predict
the column densities of the D and 13C mono-substituted isotopo-
logues of the previously identified molecules in IRAS 16293B for
which no accurate column density has been derived. Due to the
inaccurate predictions of the main isotopologues of ethylene gly-
col, chloromethane and dimethyl ether, the predictions of the rare
isotopologues of these species were omitted. The highest 10 pre-
dicted column density isotopologues are displayed in Figure 6. All
predictions are provided in the associated GitHub repository.

Of these highest 10 predicted column density species, both
13C-substituted ethanol isotopologues and OD substituted ethanol
were marginally detected toward IRAS 16293B. While we did not
include these molecules in our training set, Jørgensen et al. 18

derived tentative column densities for these species. These ten-
tatively derived column densities along with the values predicted
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Fig. 6 The 10 undetected rare isotopologues of the molecules identi-
fied in IRAS 16293B with the highest predicted column densities. The
trained Gaussian process regression model was used for the predictions.
1σ column density uncertainties are shown.

by the GPR model are listed in Table 3. As can be seen, all pre-
dictions closely match the tentative column densities. Addition-
ally, while transitions corresponding to 13CH3OH and DCN have
been identified toward IRAS 16293, no derived column density is
listed66.

Therefore, the remaining molecules of interest are the three
deuterated isotopologues of methoxymethanol along with the
13C isotopologue of methyl formate. Beyond these largest
10 predicted column density isotopologues, another high pre-
dicted abundance isotopologue is the deuterated isotopologue
of methoxyethane (CH3CH2OCH2D). As mentioned previously,
while large column densities are beneficial for detection, vari-
ous other factors impact the detectability of a molecule. For all
of these molecules, we therefore simulated their spectra toward
IRAS 16293B using the predicted column densities in order to as-
sess their true detectability. The microwave and sub-mm spectra
of 13CH3OCHO have been experimentally studied and assigned,
thus making interstellar detection currently possible. In fact, this
rare isotopologue was detected in the Orion molecular cloud67.
However, this particular isotopologue is not present in the CDMS
molecular spectroscopy database68. All of the other aforemen-
tioned deuterated isotopologues have not been studied experi-
mentally.

In order to simulate the spectra of these previously unstudied
isotopologues, the rotational constants must first be calculated.
A low-cost method to obtain molecular rotational constants for

isotopically substituted species can be achieved by combining ex-
perimental data and ab initio calculations. In this process, the
experimental rotational and distortion constants of the main iso-
topologue are first collected. The A, B, and C rotational con-
stants of the parent species are then calculated at a given level
of theory and basis set. For our work, we ran the calculations
with the PSI469 Python package and used the M06-2X functional
with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. Assuming that the geometry
remains constant upon isotopic substitution, the same computa-
tional methods are then used to calculate rotational constants of
the rare isotopologues. Finally, it is assumed that the scaling fac-
tor between the experimental and calculated rotational constants
is the same for the main isotopologues and the isotopically sub-
stituted molecules. For example, the B rotational constant of the
isotopically substituted species can be calculated using Equation
4.

Bscaled =
Bexp (parent)
Bcalc (parent)

×Bcalc (4)

The experimental distortion constants and dipole moments of
the main isotopologues were used as-is for the isotopically substi-
tuted molecules.

Following the rotational constant calculations, a rotational line
catalog was generated using Pickett’s SPCAT70. Only the A, B,
and C rotational constants and distortion constants (when avail-
able) were used. Internal rotational was not considered during
the catalog simulations. The molsim71 Python package was then
used to simulate the spectra of the isotopologues toward IRAS
16293B with the predicted column densities. molsim assumes
that the molecular emission can be described by a single excita-
tion temperature, and accounts for the effects of optical depth.
For the simulations, the excitation temperature and vlsr of the
main isotopologue were used. A source size of 0.5′′, beam di-
ameter of 0.5′′, and line width of 1.0 km/s were used for each
simulation.

Since ALMA Band 7 (329.147-362.896 GHz) is fully covered
with the PILS observations, this frequency range is the predom-
inant focus of our spectral simulations. Given the noise level
of the PILS observations15, any transition with a peak intensity
stronger than ∼21 mJy/beam should be detectable at a 3σ signif-
icance. Analysis of the spectral simulations can be seen in Table
4. The simulated spectra of the 13C-substituted methyl formate
isotopologue and the deuterated methoxyethane isotopologue to-
ward IRAS 16293B are presented in Figure 7.

Despite having higher predicted column densities, the rare
isotopologues of methoxymethanol are predicted to have much
weaker spectral peaks than the other isotopologues considered
due to the limited dipole moment. That said, with several tran-
sitions predicted to be stronger than 3σ , CH3CH2OCH2D is an
excellent candidate for experimental study for astrochemical pur-
poses. Additionally, since the spectrum of 13CH3OCHO has al-
ready been collected and assigned, we recommend that this
molecule be searched for in the PILS data.
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Table 3 Tentative column densities of various ethanol isotopologues derived by Jørgensen et al. 18 corresponding to marginal detections along with
the column densities predicted by the trained Gaussian process regression model.

Molecule Tentative Column Density (cm−2) Predicted Column Density (cm−2)

CH3CH2OD 1.1×1016 2.15×1016

13CH3CH2OH 9.1×1015 1.33×1016

CH3
13CH2OH 9.1×1015 1.18×1016

Fig. 7 Simulated spectra of CH3CH2OCH2D and 13CH3OCHO toward IRAS 16293B. The column densities used for the simulations were 3.98×1015

cm−2 for CH3CH2OCH2D and 6.80×1015 cm−2 for 13CH3OCHO. These values were predicted by the trained Gaussian process regression model.
The red line denotes the approximate RMS noise level of the PILS observations in ALMA Band 7. The blue line denotes the intensity required for a
transition to have 3σ significance. Other simulation parameters are noted in the text.

Table 4 Analysis of the simulated spectra of the three deuterated isotopologues of methoxymethanol, 13C substituted methyl formate, and deuterated
methoxyethane. The spectral line catalogs were produced using SPCAT and the spectra were simulated with the MOLSIM Python module. The
simulations span ALMA Band 7 (329.147 - 362.896 GHz). 1σ transitions have intensities of 7 mJy/beam and 3σ transitions have intensities of 21
mJy/beam.

Molecule # of 3σ Transitions # of 1σ Transitions Intensity of Strongest Transition (mJy/beam)

13CH3OCHO 81 86 571.0
CH3CH2OCH2D 12 18 64.8
CH2DOCH2OH 0 0 0.39
CH3OCHDOH 0 0 0.18
CH3OCH2OD 0 0 3.92×10−8

5 Conclusions

In this work, we applied the machine learning pipeline introduced
by Lee et al. 11 to source B of the binary Class 0 protostar IRAS
16293-2422. In order to include isotopologues in the dataset,
we also concatenated a simple encoding of the isotopic compo-
sition to the feature vectors. Gaussian process regression and
Bayesian ridge regression were both able to accurately model the
column densities of the detected molecules in this source. The
trained Gaussian process regression model then provided a list

of 242 well-constrained targets for astrochemical study. Small,
oxygenated, and fairly saturated hydrocarbons were predicted to
be in high abundance in this protostellar source. While the col-
umn density predictions of isotopologues were quite precise, the
nuances of isotopic ratios were only modeled with moderate accu-
racy. Additional isotopologue detections will be required to allow
for a more complex encoding of isotopic substitution that better
captures local chemical environment. Finally, since it has been
predicted that many of the unassigned transitions in the PILS sur-
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vey arise from isotopically substituted molecules, we provided a
list of 92 isotopologue column density predictions.

This machine learning method has now been shown to effec-
tively model the molecular column densities in two separate in-
terstellar sources and the resulting trained regression models can
be used to predict molecular species that are likely abundant in
these various regions of interstellar space. However, these same
techniques can be readily applied to terrestrial chemical mixture
identifications as well. For example, if a researcher is able to
reliably identify a fairly small number of chemical components
present in an environmental sample along with their abundances,
these supervised regressors could be trained and used to predict
other components and contaminants of that mixture.
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Fig. 8 Schematic that summarizes each of the steps of the machine learning method.
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Table 5 Molecules detected at a one-beam or half-beam offset position from the continuum peak of IRAS 16293B in the south-west direction. The
units of the observed column densities are log10 cm−2

.

Formula SMILES Observed Column Density Reference

CO [C-]#[O+] 20.0000 Drozdovskaya et al. 24

CH3OH CO 19.0000 Jørgensen et al. 15,18

H2CO C=O 18.2800 Persson et al. 21

CH3CH2OH CCO 17.3600 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH3OCH3 COC 17.3800 Jørgensen et al. 18

HCOOCH3 COC=O 17.4100 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH2OHCHO O=CCO 16.5100 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH3COOH CC(=O)O 15.4500 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH3CHO CC=O 17.0800 Jørgensen et al. 18

c-C2H4O C1CO1 15.7300 Lykke et al. 72

HCOOH O=CO 16.7500 Jørgensen et al. 18

aGg’-(CH2OH)2 OCCO 16.7200 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH3OCH2OH COCO 17.1500 Manigand et al. 51

C2H5CHO CCC=O 15.3400 Lykke et al. 72

(CH3)2CO CC(C)=O 16.2300 Lykke et al. 72

NH2CHO NC=O 15.9800 Coutens et al. 19

HCN C#N 16.7000 Drozdovskaya et al. 24

CH3CN CC#N 16.6000 Calcutt et al. 73

CH3NC [C-]#[N+]C 14.3000 Calcutt et al. 74

HNCO N=C=O 16.5700 Ligterink et al. 75

HC3N C#CC#N 14.2600 Calcutt et al. 73

H2S S 17.2300 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

OCS O=C=S 17.4000 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

CH3SH CS 15.6800 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

CS [C-]#[S+] 15.5900 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

H2CS C=S 15.1100 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

SO O=S 14.6400 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

CH3Cl CCl 14.6600 Fayolle et al. 76

C2H3CHO C=CC=O 14.5300 Manigand et al. 77

C3H6 C=CC 16.6200 Manigand et al. 77

CH3CCH C#CC 16.0400 Calcutt et al. 78

t-C2H5OCH3 CCOC 16.2600 Manigand et al. 51

C3H4O2 O=CC=CO 15.0000 Coutens et al. 79

CH3NCO CN=C=O 15.6000 Ligterink et al. 75

C2H5CN CCC#N 15.5600 Calcutt et al. 73

C2H3CN C=CC#N 14.8700 Calcutt et al. 73

CH2CO C=C=O 16.6800 Jørgensen et al. 18

HONO O=NO 14.9500 Coutens et al. 80

NO [N]=O 16.3000 Ligterink et al. 81

CH3C(O)NH2 CC(N)=O 14.9500 Ligterink et al. 82

SO2 O=S=O 15.1100 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

t-HCOOH O=CO 16.7500 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH2NH C=N 14.9031 Ligterink et al. 81
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Table 6 Continued ...

Formula SMILES Observed Column Density Reference

H2
13CO [13CH2]=O 16.5563 Persson et al. 21

H2C17O C=[17O] 14.8573 Persson et al. 21

H2C18O C=[18O] 15.3617 Persson et al. 21

HDCO [2H]C=O 17.1139 Persson et al. 21

D2CO [2H]C([2H])=O 16.2041 Persson et al. 21

D2
13CO [2H][13C]([2H])=O 14.3424 Persson et al. 21

HC15N C#[15N] 14.3979 Drozdovskaya et al. 24

13CH3CN [13CH3]C#N 14.7782 Calcutt et al. 73

CH3
13CN C[13C]#N 14.6990 Calcutt et al. 73

CH3C15N CC#[15N] 14.2041 Calcutt et al. 73

CH2DCN [2H]CC#N 15.1461 Calcutt et al. 73

CHD2CN [2H]C([2H])C#N 14.3010 Calcutt et al. 73

34SO2 O=[34S]=O 14.6021 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

O13CS O=[13C]=S 15.6990 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

OC34S O=C=[34S] 16.0000 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

OC33S O=C=[33S] 15.4771 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

18OCS [18O]=C=S 14.6990 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

C34S [C-]#[34S+] 14.3010 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

C33S [C-]#[33S+] 13.9031 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

C36S [C-]#[36S+] 13.1461 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

HDCS [2H]C=S 14.1761 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

HDS [2H]S 16.2041 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

HD34S [2H][34SH] 15.0000 Drozdovskaya et al. 58

CD3OH [2H]C([2H])([2H])O 16.4914 Ilyushin et al. 20

CH2DOH [2H]CO 17.8513 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH3OD [2H]OC 17.2553 Jørgensen et al. 18

a-CH3CHDOH [2H]C(C)O 16.3617 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH3OCDO [2H]C(=O)OC 16.1761 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH2DOCHO [2H]COC=O 16.6812 Jørgensen et al. 18

CHDCO [2H]C=C=O 15.3010 Jørgensen et al. 18

13CH3OCH3 CO[13CH3] 16.1461 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH3CDO [2H]C(C)=O 15.9823 Jørgensen et al. 18

H13COOH O=[13CH]O 14.9191 Jørgensen et al. 18

CHD2OCHO [2H]C([2H])OC=O 16.0414 Manigand et al. 83

CH3
37Cl C[37Cl] 14.3424 Fayolle et al. 76

NH2CDO [2H]C(N)=O 14.3222 Coutens et al. 19

NH2
13CHO N[13CH]=O 14.1761 Coutens et al. 19

DNCO [2H]N=C=O 14.4771 Coutens et al. 19

HN13CO N=[13C]=O 14.6021 Coutens et al. 19

CHDOHCHO [2H]C(O)C=O 15.5211 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH2ODCHO [2H]OCC=O 15.1761 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH2OHCDO [2H]C(=O)CO 15.2148 Jørgensen et al. 15

CH3
18OH C[18OH] 16.2718 Jørgensen et al. 15

13CH2CO [13CH2]=C=O 14.8513 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH2
13CO C=[13C]=O 14.8513 Jørgensen et al. 18

13CH3CHO [13CH3]C=O 15.2553 Jørgensen et al. 18

CH3
13CHO C[13CH]=O 15.2553 Jørgensen et al. 18

t-DCOOH [2H]C(=O)O 15.0414 Jørgensen et al. 18

t-HCOOD [2H]OC=O 15.0414 Jørgensen et al. 18

a-a-CH2DCH2OH [2H]CCO 16.4313 Jørgensen et al. 18

asym – CH2DOCH3 [2H]COC 16.6128 Jørgensen et al. 18
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